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Crisis Ignites Activism
By

GARETH PRICE

As this country prepares for
war in the Persian Gulf, the
resistence to the war has
mobilized all over the country.
The community of Kalamazoo
is no exception; it has seen
numerous public lectures and
discussions of the Persian Gulf
Crisis in the last few months.
This Sunday the Western
Michigan University chapter of
the United Campuses Against
Militarism (UCAM) held a
teach- in on the Persian Gulf
Crisis. More than 500 people of
all ages and backgrounds,
representing all sides of the
issue, attended the conference.
The overwhelming message
was one of peace, however. The
lead speech, delivered by Ron
Kramer, sociology professor at
WMU, stressed peaceful
solutions to the crisis, and most
of the workshops shared this
perspective.
Abou t ten Kalamazoo
College students also attended
the WMU teach-in, most of
whom were members of the "K"
chapter of UCAM. This group
was founded last quarter, in

cooperation with WMUUCAM, in response to the
Persian Gulf crisis.
On Monday, January 14, the
eve of the deadline for Iraqi
withdrawal from Kuwait,
protesters held a candlelight
vigil in front of the federal
building
in
downtown
Kalamazoo. Protesters included
students from both WMU and
"K" as well as area residents,
totalling about 500 persons.
Yesterday rallies assembled
in front of Bernhard Center at
WMU, and on the "K" quad,
where a candlelight vigil was
sponsored by Intervarsity
Christian Fellowship.
This Friday the protest will
come home to "K" with a forum
on the Persian Gulf sponsored
by K-UCAM, including a video,
"Iraq, Arms, and the Gulf," and
presentations by professor Ron
Kramer and Reverend Don Van
Hoeven on peaceful solutions to
the conflict and conscientious
objection.
UCAM explains the purposes of the forum as: to provide an opportunity for students
to discuss issues relating to the
crisis,to provide information

All ages participated in Monday's vigil; this little girl is learning
young that she must fight for her rights.

concerning resistance and
conscientious objection, and to
facilitate organization of
resistance to the U.S. war effort
by Kalamazoo students.
Kalamazoo area protests will
continue next week with a
march on Martin Luther King

day (Monday, January 21) from
WMU to Bronson Park.
Buses will depart on Friday,
the 25th, to carry area activists
to the national rally in
Washington, D.C. The rally is
scheduled for Saturday, the 26th.
K-UCAM is facilitating "K"

student registration for the trip,
which will cost an estimated
$65 per person.
A rally is also scheduled for
the same date in Bronson Park
to give those unable to attend
the national rally a chance to
show their support.

'K' Ignores Elections
10 students vie for 16 seats; few cast votes
Issues include housing, security, classes
~y

D~troil

News photos

Gulf Update
The United Nations deadline for Saddam Hussein to
withdraw his troops from Kuwait expired last night at midnight.
As this issue of The Index went to press, Hussein had given no
indications of complying with the order, nor had George Bush
authorized the U.S. forces in the Gulf to action of any kind.

JORDAN RANKIN
Only 10 candidates were on
the ballot for 16 available
offices as Student Commission
kicked into Winter Quarter with
Monday's elections.
"The voter turn out was
good, but the lack of candidates
is disappointing," said VicePresident Tom Daggett.
Nearly 30 percent, 239 of
approximately 800 students
eligible to vote came out to do
so. "This turn out is average for
the Winter quarter," said
President Stacey Grobbe!. "We
usually have a better turnout in
the Spring quarter because the
President and the V.P. continue
to hold office during that
election."
Issues facing Student
Commission Winter Quarter
include housing. "We want to
look into the procedure that the
school uses to determine who
goes where in terms of housing
assignments. That is a problem.
There has to be a better way,"
said Grobbel.
Another issue before Student
Commission is the the
Michigan law concerning
alcohol and college funding and
its effect on the alcohol policy
of,Kalamazoo.
"The college is going to

have to make some changes in
the alcohol policy in order to
recieve state funding and we
want to keep track of that and
let the administration know how
the students feel," said Grobbe!.
Student Commission hopes
to host another fireside chat
with President Bryan, as well as
keeping an eye on the
security/key card problem;
summer classes and freshmen

Kelly Roberts, Student Alumni
Association; Mary Lou McCuen
and Chauntelle Minshall,
Educational
Policies
Committee; Meg Dunn and
Karin Richner, Campus Life
Committee.
Representitatives elected are
Kim Hempstead, Inter-HousingAuthority; Andy Dominianni,
Trowbridge; Param Dedhia,
Hoben; Edmund Muellerweiss,

Studen1 CornmiAion Vice-President Tom Dauett
mlll& the poll. durin& Monday', elections.

seminars will also be examined.
The new members of Student
_Commission are Wendy
Manning, Clerk/Vice-President
of Finance; Erin O'Brien,
Secretary; Mark Maggio and
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DeWaters; Aaron Berkey,
Harmon; Steve Shadik, Severn;
Maria Carlson, Language
Houses.
No representative for Crissey
had been elected.

News Briefs
Index Editorial
Staff to Receive
Credit
Beginning Winter 1991, core members of the Index staff
will receive a full credit for their journalistic efforts.
Traditionally, only the editor-in-chief has received a full credit
Staff members will receive an ungraded quarter credit, but
editors working for a full credit will work for a grade based on
their Index work.
Professional journalist Christine Ferriera advises the Index.
-Maria Carlson

Three Seniors
Receive
Recognition
Two "K" College seniors have been recognized for their acting talents and a third has been awarded a business scholarship.
Lisa Farago and Rich Hutchman have both been nominated
for the Irene Ryan Acting Award for their performances of characters in Sam Shepard's "The Tooth of Crime."
Both wiu travel to Fort Wayne, Indiana to compete for the
prizes in the American College Theatre Festival Competition.
"The Tooth of Crime" wiu also compete.
Farago is a theatre major while Hutchman is a double theatre
and psychology major.
Amy Smith has been named a 1990-91 Unisys Scholar and
will also receive a $ 1000 scholarship to further her interests in
business. Smith is a double religion and economics major.
-Maria Carlson

'K' Noted for
Special Programs

Kalamazoo College will be featured for its environmental
awareness in America's foremost periodical of higher education.
The article will focus on Dr. Franklin Presler's course
"Managing the Earth." The class focuses on the ecological consequences of the discovery of America and of Colonialism.
. Kalamazoo College offers many courses focusing on the environment and ecology as well as a concentration in environmental studies.
"K" is also one of the first to begin institution-wide recycling in 1988.
Also in a recent article published in the Chronicle of Higher
Education, Kalamazoo College was named a "Selective Liberal
Arts College."
"K" is one of 142 institutions considered selective. Other
Michigan colleges named were Albion, Alma, and Hope.
-Maria Carlson

War Won't Disrupt Foreign Study
"K" students not in danger; spring students will still go
KIMBERLY OSBORNE

students."
Despite almost certain war,
VandeBerg continued, "it rethe Kalamazoo College foreign ally depends on what, if anystudy department has not made a thing, happens over there. If
decision about the future of its anything erupts, each situation
programs.
would have to be evaluated on a
However, a war may not case by case basis, but I serichange plans for foreign study at ously doubt we'd shut the proall. "The Persian Gulf crisis gram down."
may not even affect our students
The Foreign Study office has
abroad," said Dr. Michael consultated with other colleges,
VandeBerg, assistant director of "K" directors and students, and
foreign study.
the State Department to keep
"It's important to realize we abreast of the situation.
have more students abroad than
Students scheduled for spring
any college in the country," foreign study have started their
says VandeBerg. "We know orientation and will continue.
where to get the answers, and "Right now, we have students
we'll act in the interest of our scheduled to go to Madrid,

Hannover, and Caen," added
VandeBerg. "They will continue
their orientation until further
notice."
Previously, Kalamazoo
College sent students abroad
during military conflicts including Vietnam and the terrorist
bombings in Libya. Currently
there are no students in immediate danger, according to
VandeBerg.
"A student is supposed to be
leaving for Israel next week, and
she has been monitoring the situation very closely. We'll see
what happens before she decides
what she wiII do," said
VandeBerg.

Library Policy in Place
By Deanna Rydzewski

Beginning this winter
quarter, the Upjohn Library is
closed much of the time to
those not affiliated with
Kalamazoo ColIege. Those
without ties to "K" may use the
library only between 8 am. and
5 p.m., Monday through
Saturday. The remaining times,
only students, faculty, alumni,
their families and College
employees are allowed through
the doors.
The libary staff has begun
checking student IDs as a means
of controlling those who gain
entry.
Despite popular belief, the
crowds of Western Michigan
University students are not the
sole reason behind the creation
of the "library privileges desk."
UK" College's library is utilized
by the whole community.
According to official "turn
away-er" Evie Haight, UK's
library is much easier to use
than the mammoth Waldo
Library [now split up between a

Kerry Strauch shows her college ID to
Privelages Desk worker Crystal Caruana.

bowling alley and a warehouse].
It is also closer and open longer
than the downtown public
library." These reason have
made the Upjohn Library a very
popular place lately.
While Western students and
members of the community
may not be especialIy happy
with one less place to study,
"K" students have "shown a
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very positive response and arc
more than willing to show
theirs I.D. 's," according to
Crystal Caruana, another library
employee. There is now more
space and more resQurces
available for Kalamazoo College
students. And, according to
Haight, with the new restricted
hours, the "library is no longer
a social engagement"
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Status?

to help others, etc. Also, you
will seek to get letters of
support to add to your file.
There is more that will also
Und e r U.S . ' law, a
be
done to prove your position
conscientious objector is one
who objects to participation in of conscience. But remember
war in any form because of that you will be allowed to
moral, ethical, or religious apply for CO status only after
beliefs. Atheists or agnostics you have been called up for
can qualify as well as religious induction, and then you will
people. You c~ g~t CO status have less than ten days to make
even if you believe m the use of your claim, as you must report
force or would fight to defend for duty within ten days of the
letter's postdate.
yourself or your loved ones.
This action can be taken by
To make your case as a CO,
you will need to do the persons before or after
following: Write a short (2-3 registering for the draft, while in
page) statement identifying your the reserves, the ROTC, or on
responses to the six Questions of active military dllty.

By DON V AN HOEVEN

About thirty Kalamazoo College
students
showed up for Monday's peace vigil in
front of the Federal
Building in downtown
Kalamazoo. Many times
speakers stressed that
they
were
for
the
troops,
not
against
them; they were for
the
troops
coming
home to their families.
The
crowd
was
emotional
but
well
behaved.
Passing
motorists leaned on
their
horns
to
lend
support.

You can get CO status even if
you believe in the use of
force ..... .
Form 150 of the Selective
Service System. This statement
must be notarized and placed on
file. While it can be updated
and amended, it becomes your
basic position of conscientious
objection to war.
The next action is to form
your CO file. Your draft board
will ask you about what made
you decide you were a CO. You
will identify how you have been
influenced in your values and
life style, how you have worked
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In 1980, the Supreme Court
upheld a draft that does not
include women. The Court did
not say, however, that Congress
had to exclude women from the
draft. If you are a woman you
also need to think about war and
conscience. Following the
above steps will also help you
to be ready for the draft if it is
ever extended to women.

The Rvd. Van Hoeven is the
chaplin at Western Michigan
University

Another Vietnam?
By KRISTINA E. MONY
Vietnam taught us there is
more to war than winning or
losing. During chapel on Friday
Gary Dorrien talked about the
aspects and consequences of war.
Dorrien told listeners about
his first visit to the Vietnam
Memorial, "As you walk and
look at the names you see also
something behind the names in
the polished granite-your own
reflection. Thus you are
reminded not only of those who
died in Vietnam, but also of
those in this democracy of ours
who sent 58,132 Americans
there to die."
Although we are assured by
the Bush administration this
will not be another Vietnam,
according to Dorrien, the
similarities can't be ignored.
The Bush administration claims
we will use massive air power
to shorten the war and avoid
numerous casualties. "We have
heard that before," said Dorrien.
"U.S. aircraft dropped 15 billion
tons of bombs over Vietnam,
Laos and Cambodia-750 lbs of
explosives for every man,
woman and child."
air bombardment to obliterate

Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?
Now you can have two or the most recognized and
accepted credIt cards In the world •.Vlsa4t and MaslerCard4t
credIt cards. ..·ln your name: EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN 1URNED OOWN BEFORE!
V1SA8 and MasterCard@>_ the credIt cards you
deserve and need ror- ID-BOOKS-DEPARTMENT

Our government, according
to Dorrien, insists they have
learned their lesson from
Vietnam, and will use a massive
the Iraqi forces. This time our
air power will be met by French
fighters and Soviet MIG's
instead of machine guns and
rockets from . the Vietnam
jungles.
Dorrien explained, "When he
[Hussein) invaded Iran, we
supported him, when he used
poison gas against the Iranians,
we looked the other way. He
was given the impression by the
Bush administtation this
summer that if he invaded
Kuwait we would look the other
way again."
In an interview after the
address, Dorrien explained, "The
officials are not denying that a
U.S. embassy representative
gave Hussein a 'green light'
during a meeting the last week
of July. Iraq invaded Kuwait the
following day.
"Iraq suffered one million
causalities in their war wi th
Iran, we should not assume they
are unwilling to sacrifice as
much in this war", stated
Dorrien.
Senator Minority
Leader Robert Dole recently
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said, "Restoring the Emir of
Kuwait to hi~ thrown is not
worth the life of a single
American soldier."
Unfortunately.
many
politicians aren't as outspoken
about their opposition to a war
in the Middle East. Dorrien
explains why, "Nobody wants
to go on record against a war
that could be finished in a few
days ....To oppose what would
be an immensely popular war
against Iraq would be political
suicide in this country."
Dorrien is concerned with the
unanswered questions that loom
over a country prepared to delve
into a war that could destroy the
Ii ves of thousands of
Americans. "There are so many
unknowns that all of us are
tempted into silence. paralyzed
by our uncertainties and by the
time the questions are answered,
it will be to late to make a stand
against the war."
Dorrien's closing concern
was chilling. "According to just
war theory. going to war can
only be morally justified if it
constitutes a last resort, after all
other means have been
exhausted. By that criteria-lhis
war doesn't come close."
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Willing & Ready to Fight
By JULIE H CASE
The possibility of a draft for
the war in the Gulf is a hot
topic among students. Many are
considering avoiding it
altogether by leaving the U.S.
Iudging from current opinion, it
appears that few wish to serve
their country and will avoid
doing so any way they can.
However, not everyone feels
this way. There are, in fact
many people willing to be
drafted. One of them is Ioe
Trombley, a senior economics
major at Kalamazoo College.
As a 21 year-old, Trombley
would be one of the first sent to
fight. "[Fighting for one's
country) is up to each

individual," said Trombley [but)
He holds a similar position
being an American should make regarding the drafting of women,
you want to go. "
stating that women "should be
Trombley is considering [eligible to be] drafted, not put
enlisting in the Navy after on the front line, but made to
graduation. He does not contribute. "
particulalry wish to fight, but if
Trombley believes that, "If
the time for a draft came, he college students go and die, I
would be willing to support his think their loans should be
country. Those who leave waived so their parents would
should, "be punished with a not have to pay."
seven year ban from the
It is important to recognize
country," said Trombley.
Trombley's assurance reagarding
Trombley, however, is not Hussein's rapid defeat. He
insensitive to the plight of the believes that Saddam Hussein
drafted college student. He feels "Won't pull out right away, but
that such. students should be will wait and get bombarded for
allowed to fmish their studies, about a day, show he can take
or, alternatively, be placed in a it, and then give up and take the
non<ombat capacity.
amendments provided to him."

'K' Grad Returns as F acuIty
By KATIE LOWRIE
Ms. Ronnie Tichenor, a
Kalamazoo College graduate,
returns to "K's" campus this
winter quarter to teach two
Sociology classes: "Social
Problems" and "The Family."
Tichenor graduated from "K"
in 1985. When offered the
opportunity to teach at her alma
mater, she lost no time in
accepting. She is also currently
working on her discertation at
the University of Michigan
officially titled "Cross Class
Families Assessing The
Relative Importance Of the
Income, Status, and Gender
Structures In the Realm Of
Marital Power."
Tichenor aspires to complete
her discertation within the next
two years, and then begin
teaching, preferably at a small
liberal arts college like "K".
On her return to Kalamazoo
College Tichenor said, "It feels
very much the same as I walk
around but 1 can feel that there
are differences. 1 do belong here
but in a different way. I'm not a
student anymore but it's still a
very familiar and comfortable

place."
Tichenor implied that much
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of her success is derived from
the undying dedication of her
professors. Her appreciation is
evident. "When they called me
to offer me the position, they
made it sound like 1 was their
first choice and that was very
flattering. I looked up to them
when 1 was here, I learned a lot
from them, and they've
continued to be supportive and
encouraging."
Tichenor's fondest memories
are of her senior year at "K". "I
started to get better grades and 1
was elected Senior Fellow in the
Sociology Department. I was
getting some direction in my
Iife...some positive feedback."
Tichenor smiles in disbelief

at the six years that have passed
since she left campus. "A lot of
what I am now started out in
college. With all the different
experiences at uK", it's hard not
to change."
Because she has maintained a
strong friendship with her old
roommate and the fact that her
UK" boyfriend is now her
husband, Tichenor thinks, "there
is a lot of continuity between
who I was when I left and who I
am now."
Originally Tichenor planned
to major in theatre but made the
switch to sociology when
theatre wasn't working out like
she had hoped. "Teaching is
really great for me because it
combines my interests in
SOCiology and theatre. When
teaching, you have to know
your lines, be prepared, and
present it in an interesting way
so you hold people's attention.
The class is in away, an
audience."
Tichenor's love of sociology
is triggered by the fact that she
is intrigued by "why things
work the way they do. I enjoy
challenging the common
misconceptions and myths in
society."

Considering the current
situation in the Persian
Gulf, what color socks are
you wearing?
photos by Eric Lengua
====

"My Hornet socks-black and orange
stripes." Julia Raddatz,
K'92

"Beige." Bemetta
Avery, K'93

"Two different colors
and that's not a question." Kate McGrath,
K'93

I
"

.

WhIte.
K'94

"J

eremy Jack,

"Anything but tie-die."
Tony Youn, K'94
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Desert Shield to Sword?
By ERICK TRICKEY
Sometime in these last few
months, the crisis has taken on
a life of its own, a life quite
apart from reason, apart from
politics, or even right and
wrong, and it now seems very
possible that no mailer who
says what, war will have its
way.-Linda Ellerbee

A few days after the August
invasion of Kuwait, a friend and
I fell to talking. Secretary of
Defense Dick Cheney was in
Saudi Arabia that night, asking
King Fahd to allow American
troops into his country, while
the Iraqi army stood menacingly
on the Saudi border.
My friend Reed is moderateconservative politically, and I
am generally liberal. We had
been at odds on political
questions before, but when we
asked each other what we would
do were we in President Bush's
shoes, we both agreed: the U.S.
should send troops to defend
Saudi Arabia and encourage
other countries to join. And an
international embargo against
Iraq should be set up, and should
continue until Saddam Hussein
left Kuwait.
Saddam, we believed, had to
be stopped. He had knocked off
Kuwait like one might knock
off a bank; he was in debt, and
Kuwait was where the money
lay. If he attacked Saudi Arabia
too, he could own half the
world's oil before the end of the
month.
And the course of action
Reed and I decided upon was, in
fact, the course the president
took. At least, at first.
Gradually, the rhetoric from
the White House changed. Bush
became impatient with the pace
of sanctions, and the military's
mission in the Persian Gulf
region reversed from defensive
to offensive. If the military were
honest about it, they might
have changed the name of the
operation then, from Desert
Shield to Desert Sword.
As the tension and war-

rhetoric increased, I found many
of the arguments for war to be
persuasive ones. Perhaps
sanctions alone will not force
Iraq out of Kuwait, not even
after a year. Perhaps the Saudi
regime can not survive the
indefinite presence of hundreds
of thousands of American
soldiers; Perhaps if we did not
act immediately, there will be
no Kuwait left to save. Perhaps
violence is the only thing
Saddam respects or understands.
Perhaps allowing him to
influence the price of oil risks
the ruin of the world economy.
I respect these arguments.
But other thoughts have recently
come to dominate my mind.
Iraq indicates it will respond
to an Allied offensive with an
attack on Israel. If it does, the
Israelis will certainly respond
equally forcefully. Also, Saddam
is a hero among many Arabs,
who see their own rulers as
traitors for allying themselves
with Western armies. These
people may rise up to defy or
threaten their governments.
And there is also the threat of
Iraq sponsoring terrorist attacks
against American citizens.
I write this on Sunday,
January 13. You will be reading
this on the 16th, the day after
the UN deadline for Iraqi
withdrawal from Kuwait.
Perhaps fighting has aIready
begun. Perhaps it hasn't, and
some talk of peace still prevails.
Most probably, I predict, war is
imminent as you read this, and
we are waiting, with the rest of
the world, for news.
Perhaps, if war occurs, it
will end quickly. But war is not
orderly. It is not predictable. I
fear that in the coming weeks,
we may witness a war gone out
of control, with chemical
weapons falling on Tel Aviv
and Baghdad, our coalition
dissolving as Arab allies see
their populations riot. I fear we
may see a war which carries on
for far too long, with casualties
beyond comprehension, and
civilians caught in the cross

fire.

I fear Saddam will survive
the war, or be replaced by
another danger, and that the
war's end may find the Gulf
region less stable than before,
containing new, unknown
perils. I fear we may anger the
Arab populations so much that
they will despise us for decades
to come. And I fear that we may
watch this all and wish our
leaders had been more patient,
had tried to give sanctions and
collective security every last
chance.
I spoke these fears quietly as
the crisis unfolded, torn by
uncertainty over what our
country should do. Then
something happened around me.
When the talks between
Secretary of State James Baker
and Iraqi Foreign Minister Tarik
Aziz failed, people began to
voice .their own fears, people
who had never spoken a wo~d to
me before about politics or war.
Those around me are no
longer quiet or silent, and I feel
I too must speak up about my
thoughts and my fears. I can no
longer explain or reason them
away; they are no longer
balanced out by the arguments
for immediate military action.
So today I say I am against
the war, a dove not because of
clear moral conviction, but
because I fear the consequences
of war will be even more
terrible than the consequences of
waiting. I am still not certain
that I am right. But at least I
will be voicing my fears from
now on, not just whispering
them.
Of course I am powerless to
affect the course of a global
crisis. My voice may be
insignificant, but speaking up is
all I can do. Perhaps it is all any
of us can do when faced with the
ominous clouds which surround
us, the t.errible reali ty of an
imminent war.
I hope that, in the coming
days, my fears, are proven
wrong. Let us pray that they

are.
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Editorial
As you read this, probably in line for SAGA, wondering just
what mystery meat Betty or Carmen will slap on your plate,
thousands our age may be dead in the sand.
re this notion troubles you, realize that this is one situation for
which the typical "K" College sense of paralysis is unnecessary.
A majority of students would say they oppose the war, but
judging from our actions you would never know it. The usual
hemming, hawing, and hoping for the best does nothing.
We, the students of Kalamazoo College, owe it to the young
men and women in the Gulf to act. Both on campus and
throughout the community there have been, and will continue to
be, many rallies and conferences urging peace. We ask all
concerned students to auend such gatherings as a constructive call
for peace in the region, for bringing the troops home alive.
Attending rallies and conferences are not the only means of
expressing one's opinion, however. On a broad, national scale,
you can call the White House or write a letter to your senator or
representative (see information below). Whatever your point of
view, take the time to let our leaders in Washington know how
you feel.
Locally, there are many ways one can act in response to the
crisis. There have been activities all weeJc, ranging from the
candlelight vigils downtown and on campus, to teach-ins and
peace conferences at Western Michigan University. Here, at
Kalamazoo College, the "K" chapter of the United Campuses
Against Militarism (UCAM) will be holding a forum to discuss
the crisis in the President's Lounge on Friday night.
This issue ceased being purely political long ago. It is not
about restoring emirs, fixing the price of oil, or whether or not
Hussein is Hitler in drag. The issue is the future of the thousands
of men and women our age in the Persian Gulf.
Relevant names and numbers
The White House comment line: 1-202-456-1111
Senators Carl Levin and/or Donald Riegle
The U.S. Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
Representative Howard Wolpe, Fred Upton, and/or Paul Henry
House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Spice it up!
By AARON ELSTEIN

Another Student Commission election has come and gone.
Did anyone notice? Did anybody vote? There was no reason to do
either, as the election was merely more of the same predictable,
boring candidates advocating predictable, boring positions. What
can be done to reverse this apathy? The answer for a better, more
active democracy relies on better politicians.
It's no secret, interest in politics rests at a very low level, both
at "K" and throughout America. And there is a very good reason
for this: politics stink. Voters everywhere are fed a diet of boring,
pre-packaged, white-bread candidates who offer nothing
particularly inspiring or memorable. Interest in politics has sunk
so low because the politicians themselves are utterly
uninteresting.
So what can candidates do to make themselves more flashy? I
suggest they follow the Chicago model of politics. Chicago is
renowned for its blatantly corrupt, slimeball politicians who
assault their secretaries, accept mob pay backs, or bribe judges,
and/or get periodically indicted. Yes, it's all hideously corrupt, yes
it's blatant, manipulative and so on, but it is also interesting.
And, most importantly, it brings the voters out on election day.
Chicago boasts an unusually high rate of voter interest and
participation in politics because the politicians themselves are
worth fussing about. It is a great example of active, lively
democracy.
I suggest that future candidates of Student Commission, the
politicos of "K," follow this successful example. Go out there and
interest the voters! To hell with promoting "diversity, tolerance"
and other moral goodies, tell us something about your past,
particularly something memorable. Have you ever accepted
money in a brown bag from a stranger? Ever bribed a judge? Do
you use drugs or condone their use? Which? Have you ever
assaulted your secretary? Heck, have you ever had a horny
thought? If you, the candidate for Student Commission, wish to
get the student voters to come out and vote, this is the way to do
it.
Better politicians make for better politics, and bener politics
make for a better democracy. Who could disagree with such aims?
Letter Polley
The Index welcomes letters from its readers. Leuers should be
original copies, typed IX printed. and must be signed.

--~

CPS

We encourage letters that are concise and deal with relevant
topics. The Index reserves the right to edit for space and clarity
when necessary.
Letters can be turned into The Index mailbox in the basement
of Hicks Center. Preferably, leuers should be submitted by the
Saturday before the issue in which they will appear.
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Students 'Express Themselves'
By MARK MATHISON
Sunglasses by Oliver
Peoples, $230. Parka made of
nylon and goose down, $4()().
Cotton lined rubber shoes by J.
Crew, $32. 1990 model Nike
Air Jordan basketball shoes,
$132. For college students,
these items may seem a little
out of reach. Nevertheless,
many will blow their earnings
on such expensive items.
But what are they paying
for? Quality or just the
product's name?
Many students at Kalamazoo
College think they are paying
for both the quality and the
name when buying costly
clothing or items.
Some think that the name
alone increases the price
considerably while the quality is
the same as the lower priced
item. First-year student Peter
Watson claims, "I've done
research on the making of
shirts. All the shirts were made
out of the same material, and
were of the same knit and style.

The shirts were identical except
one had a little horsey on it and
one didn't." First-year student
Steve Marlette agrees: "I look at'
the brand name last. If I see two
pairs of pants that are the same
quality, and there is a price
difference of more than $25, I'll
go with the cheaper of the two.
The only difference between
generic and name brand in that
situation is the price."
Another factor that affects
the decision of what or what not
to buy is "what's in" and
"what's out."
Some students feel that
fashion is important, but not a
crucial pan of their lives, while
others think that wearing the "in
thing" was more important in
high school than now. As
students saw each other for only
a few hours a day in high
school, dressing fashionably
was worthwhile and easy. But in
college it's different because
people see each other
throughout the day and night.
Looking great is impossible all
the time. In college, when

Around K'zoo
January 4-February 15: lllumination and Radiance:
Epiphanies in Contemporary Painting. Kalamazoo Institute of
Arts 349-7775

people are living together, there
is nothing to hide.
According to some students,
fashion is a necessity in some
situations. For instance, the
way one dresses at work may
enable them to fit in and even
be the key to future success. At
the office, one is not going to
dress in Guess jeans, a Vuarnet
t-shirt, and Michael Jordan
basketball shoes if he or she
plans to remain employed.
Rather, one is likely to wear a
good-looking, conservative suit.
This outfit does not necessarily
have to be a brand name, but a
"put-together look"
is
important.
To the student of "K"
College, fashion is up to each
person. If it is important for
them to spend a lot of money
for a brand name, the qUality,
for "what's in", that is their
decision. Every individual
should consider fashion an
expression
of
their
individualism. As the slogan for
Nike shoes keeps saying, "Just
do it"

January 18: Jeanne and the Dreams at Club Soda. 342-8067
January 18-19: The UK" Film Society presents Good Morning
Vietnam
January 19: Michael Dougherty will give organ recital at
Stetson Chapel at 1 p.m.
January 19: The Jimmy Stagger Band at Club Soda. 342-8067.
January 20: Terry Farmer will perform Folk/Rock at Chaps
Comedy Shoppe 7 p.m. 343-3922
January 21: Open Mike Night at Chaps 9pm.
January 21: Rolling Heads the Luck of Eden Hall at Club Soda.
January 22: Student Recital at Stetson Chapel, 7 p.m.
January 22: Arkham Asylum and Southgoing Zak at Club
Soda.

By JULIE H CASE
"Mermaids" is an enjoyable
movie if you focus solely on
the individual performances of
its stars, Cher and Winona
Ryder.
The movie is about the Flax
family, with Cher playing the
domineering mother, Mrs. Flax,
and Ryder playing her young,
confused daughter, Charlotte.
Cher and Ryder are two of the
beuer, more popular actresses
today, but they are playing in a
movie burdened by several
defects.
For example, although the
movie is set in the 196Os, you
are not really aware of that until
nearly halfway through. Here
and there are scattered '60s
allusions, but they are not
developed nor particularly
relevant to the movie. For
example, at one point the
assassination of President
Kennedy is mentioned, but this
information serves not any

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
1 Portend
5 Twist
9 Uncooked
12 First man
13 Great Lake
14 Sudsy brew
15 Lures
17 Symbol for
tellurium
18 Seed container
19 Country of Asia
21 Lassos
23 Newspaperman
27 Exist
28 Follows orders
29 Armed conflict
31 Condensed
moisture

34 Hebrew month
35 Eat
37 Obtain
39 Concerning
40 Manuscripts:
abbr.
42 Mournful
44 Rent
46 As far as
48 ClaSSified
50 Atmospheric
disturbance
53 Gasp for breath
54 That woman
55 Latin
conjunction
57 Chores
61 Native metal
62 Dinner course
64 Christmas carol
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Cher, Ryder Flounder
in 'Mermaids'

January 17-February 15: Don King Paintings. King has
been a Professor at WMU since 1966. Kalamazoo Institute of
Arts 349-7775
January 17: Reggae Soundblast '91 featuring the Samaritans at
Club Soda. 342-8067

II Feef er-S

65 Goal
66 Deposits
67 Color

DOWN
1 Cudgel
2 Poem
3 Obstruct
4 Uses
5 Stupefy
6 Teutonic deity
7 Insect egg
8 Antlered animal
9 Knocked
10 Century plant
11 Marries
16 Ankle
20 Stitch

22
23
24
25
26
30

historical context, but rather as
a backdrop to Charloue kissing
a man she lusts for.
Later, the '60s women's
liberation movement is alluded
to, but again it is not developed
nor does it serve any particular
purpose other than to perhaps
follow the current fad of '60s
nostalgia.
The movie contains some
blatant symbolism, but it is not
effective. For example, at the
beginning of the movie we see
Charlotte, a Jewish girl hoping
to become a nun, wearing an
ugly pair boots. Just as her
mother cannot convince her to
adopt a more liberated lifestyle,
neither can anyone convince to
wear anything but these boots.
They are clearly a symbol of her
innocence and purity. But when
Charlotte does loosen up later
on, the boots come off, never to
be seen again.
There are also problems with
the acting. Cher seems utterly
uninterested with it all until
near the end when she actually

River in Siberia
Wander
Recedes
Hebrew letter
Tattered cloth
Soften in
temper
32 Gaelic
33 Unwanted plant
36 Cushion
38 Trying
41 Accumulated
43 Plunge
45 Near
47 Either
49 Strains for
breath
50 Footwear
51 GUll-like bird
52 Army meal
56 Pedal digit
58 Neither
590010ng
60 Crafty
63 Guido's low
note

starts acting. Ryder does her
best to pull the story along, but
she cannot do it alone.
Throughout the movie the
characters played by Cher and
Ryder bicker at each other in an
attempt to create the movie's
conflict, but even this is not
convincing: one sees only Cher
and Ryder bickering, not Mrs.
Flax and Charlotte.
Although it may seem that
"Mermaids" is horrible, it does
have some redeeming aspects.
The characters, while not
altogether convincing, are full
of life and very enjoyable, and
both Cher and Ryder pull off
their love scenes with dignity
and class.
Another positive is that the
film does not degenerate into a
skin-flick. The movie was
strong enough to be carried
without any special effects.
In short, if the viewer can go
in without expecting anything
from the movie, "Mermaids"
can be rather amusing and
entertaining.
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Defensive efforts key
cagers victory
Under
this
momentum
Kalamazoo took the lead and
went into halftime with the
Kalamazoo College men's score 34-23.
"The Aquinas defense really
basketball team extended their
it hard for our motion
made
winning streak to five games by
defeating Aquina~ College last offense to take effect," said
Saturday , 87 to 65. "K" (11-2) Coach Haklin. "Our veteran
won the game by doing what players were starting to figure it
out, and at the half we made the
they do best: defense.
"Today was one of our better necessary adjustments."
The second half began with
defensive efforts," said Head
Coach Joe Haklin. "The Hornet Kalamazoo on fire, led by Ron
defense over the last six games Barczak, senior. Barczak scored
has really been maintained. It's seven of his 21 points, sparking
a 17-4 attack.
the real reason for our success."
With this lead in hand, "K"
The first five minutes of the
game was in fact almost all never looked back. The two
defense. A total of only eight teams traded baskets until the
points were scored during this end
Barczak and Jeff Reinoehl,
time.
This defensive battle senior, led all scorers with 21
continued until the Hornets and 16 respectively. Rob
began to read the Aquinas Passage, sophomore, and Mike
defense,
a 14-3 run. Buss, junior, led rebounders
with six apiece.
Tonight's game against
nationally ranked Calvin
College will be one of the
team's biggest tests.
"Calvin is always good, but
I think that this team isn't as
good as previous Calvin teams.
They are just riding on
tradition," said senior Tom
Olson. "With our streak at five,
I think we have momentum that
we need to beat them."
"No question our guys are
ready," said Coach Haklin. "We
just have to remember not to let
pholo by Eric Leng/UJ our enthusiasm take us out of
TIle men practice for the next game. game plan."
By JEREMIAH
REPINSKI

NFL Recap
By KURT SIMECK
It's January 16, and the main issue in most of your minds
probably concerns events in the Persian Gulf. But more pressing
matters can be found in the NFL playoffs. Can San Francisco threepeat? Can anyone stop L.A.'s running tandem of Bo Jackson and
Marcus Allen? Is Buffalo really that good?
Okay, maybe these aren't the most important issues, but this
weekend's games between the Raiders and the Bills, and the Fortyniners and the Giants are sure to provide some excellent match-ups.
In the NFC San Francisco continues the drive towards their third
consecutive Super Bowl victory. They play the New York Giants in
a rematch of a week 13 contest. San Francisco won that game, 7-3.
New York struggled toward the end of the regular season, but looked
very impressive in their 31-3 thrashing of the Chicago Bears. But
San Francisco is still the team to beat, and I don't think anyone can
stop their Jerry and Joe Show.
In the AFC, the Los Angeles Raiders travel to Buffalo to take on
the Bills. Buffalo, with the return of quarterback Jim Kelley,looked
impressive in their victory over Miami, while Marcus Allen was
virtually unstoppable against the Bengals. For L.A. the key will be
quarterback Jay Schroeder. If he has a good game, the Raiders have a
chance to win. However, if Buffalo plays as well as they did against
Miami, they are going to tile Super Bowl.

Poor equipment fail to deter crowd
at weightroom
By JEREMIAH
REPINSKI

Students at Kalamazoo
College are becoming indifferent
to the smell of sweat, the sound
of iron plates crashing against
one another, and the idea of
people screaming at each other
to work harder. More and more
students are spending time in
the weight room after a long day
of classes.
"After sitting in class for
.five hours, I've got a lot of
energy and nothing to do with
it I don't want to sit around and
study or watch TV. Instead I
come down here [the weight
room] and work out," said
senior Eric Johnson. Other
students lift not because they're
bored; they lift because it helps
them in their classes.
"In the morning I'm really
tired and have problems staying
awake in my 10 o'clock class.
Whenever I lift before class, I'm
more alert and pay attention
better," said first year student
Aaron Ward
The real question, however,
is not why students lift, but
why, all of a sudden, they're
1i.fting now.
"During fall quarter the
weight room was empty," said
Bryan Schultz who works in the
weight area. "Now people are
waiting in line to get on a
bench. It's unreal how many
people come down here,
especially between 4 and 5
o'clock."
One reason for the larger
numbers is the beginning of the
football off-season. About one
out of every three people in the
weight room is a football
player. S till, there are more and
more non-athletes in the weight
room.
Football captain Gary
Wilson says, "More students are
lifting because people just want
to be in better shape. It doesn't
matter if you're in sports or not,
you always want to look and
feel good."
"I keep asking myself why
I'm lifting. I really don't know,
I guess I'm just addicted to it,"
says first year student Brad
Greenfield. "I only wish the
equipment was better. There are
a lot of things this weight room

~~~~~~~~-------
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Two "K" women

UJe

could use."
This opinion is held by
many of the students who lift
weights at "K" College.
"It's kind of weird to think
that my high school's weight
room
is
better
than
Kalamazoo's. At Hastings we
had a 'sweet' weight room. It
was perfect for anyone who was
just starting to lift. Here it's
OK, I can work out all right,
but not as good as I could in

Men's Basketball
(11-2,1-0 MIAA)
VJ: UK" 85, Adrian 60
1/12: "K" 87, Aquinas 65
1/16 @ Calvin, 8 p.m.
1/19 vs. Albion, 3 p.m.

Women's Swimming
(5-0,2-0 MIAA)
1/11: "K" 127, Olivet 44
1/12: @ Ferris State Invit.
"K" 496, Ferris State 288
1/19 vs. Alma, I p.m.

Women's Basketball
(4-7,0-1 MIAA)
1/9: Adrian 89, "K" 43
1/19 @ Albion, 3 p.m.

Men's Swimming
(4-0,1-0 MIAA)
1/12: @ Ferris State Invit.
Toledo 463, "K" 360, Ferris
State 240
1/19 vs. Alma, 1 p.m.

Foley

all the time. These may seem
like large requests, but looking
at other weight rooms such as
those at Albion or Hope
College this equipment would
be found there. Remember also
that this equipment is for the
better health of students.
Whether these wants are
fulfilled or not does not really
matter. What does matter is that
more "K" students are catching

It's kind of weird to think my high
school weightroom is better than
Scott McKeever, K'94
Kalamazoo's
high school," said fust year
student Scott McKeever.
Many students would like to
see more dumbbells, a calf
machine and another military
bench. They would also like a
stereo, or some other sort of

on to the health kick. The old
adage of strong body, strong
mind may nol necessarily be
true, but it is worth a shot.
Especially at "K" where you
need all the help you can get in
the classroom.

Eddie Ramirez, K'91, helps out. fellow weightlifter.
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'K' proves ferocious at Ferris
ezmer qualifies for Nationals,

The Hornet Corner

'El~n

the weightroom fllCilitiea.
music to be in the weight room

Delamarter narrowly misses

American Julie Delamarter,
sophomore, scored another win
in the 50 meter freestyle with a
It was a successful weekend time of 25:10.10, only one
for the Kalamazoo College tenth of a second off the
women's swimming team as national cut. Tiffany Greenman,
they finished rust overall at the junior, won the 200 meter with
Ferris State Invitational, a time of 2:34.36.
The men's team also scored
defeating the host school by
impressively at Ferris State,
more than 200 points.
Leading the women's squad finishing second in tournament
was sophomore Katie Czmer, to the University of Toledo, a
who qualified for the Division Division I learn. Pacing the
III Nationals with a time of men's squad was senior Mike
18:07.69 in the 1650 freestyle, Winkleman, who won the 200
beating the national time cut by meter breaststroke and finished
more than 10 seconds. All- second in the 100 meter event.
By ADAM GIBSON

Junior co-captain Kevin Philion
took second place in the 200
meter freestyle.
Both the men's and women's
swimming teams resume MIAA
activity this upcoming week.
The men's team aims to retain
their MlAA title this year, but
they "will be hard pressed to
repeat as league camps,"
according to coach Bob Kent,
owing the strength this season
of Hope ColJege.
The men's and women's
swimming teams take on MIAA
rival Alma College this
Saturday at 1:00.
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GUIDE TO ETIQUETTE

1.

CUTTING IN LINE IS PERMISSABLE, PROVIDED-YOU INTRODUCE
YOURSELF AT LEAST THREE MINUTES PRIOR TQ THE ACT.

2.

PLEASE REFRAIN FROM HARASSING JOANN, THE LINE LADY,
PHYSICALLY, EMOTIONALLY OR MENTALLY WHEN SHE DISCOVERS
THAT THE CARD YOU ARE USING IS NOT ACTUALLY YOUR OWN.

3.

IT REALLY ISN'T POLITE TO SAY "I'LL HAVE SOME OF THE RED
GLOP, SOME OF THE BEIGE GLOP, AND, WHAT THE HECK, THROW
SOME OF THE GREEN GLOP ON THERE TOO."

4.

WHEN LAUNCHING ANY ARTICLE OF FOOD ACROSS A ROOM, IT IS
BEST TO DETERMINE MASS, TRAJECTORY AND CLING QUOTIENT
BEFORE THE LIFTOFF.

5.

SALTING OTHER PEOPLE'S SODA IS JUST TOO TOO TACKY.

6.

IT IS ALLRIGHT TO PLAY WITH YOUR FOOD AS LONG AS YOU MAKE
THE FINAL RESULT INTERESTING AND ENTERTAINING TO LOOK AT
FOR THE PEOPLE WASHING THE DISHES.

7.

ABSOLUTELY NEVER STEAL BOTTLES OF TABASCO SAUCE FROM THE
CEREAL TABLE.
IT'S SIMPLY NOT POLITE.

8.

ABOVE ALL, IT IS IMPORTANT TO REMEMBER THAT YOU ARE NOT
THE ONLY PERSON USING THIS FACILITY- DON'T TAKE OFF ALL
OF YOUR CLOTHES AND DANCE ON THE TABLES SCREAMING "AY
CARAMBA, FREDRICO!!" UNLESS YOU ASK PERMISSION FROM THE
OTHERS IN YOUR PARTY.
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'K' Dries Up!
New policy will have sobering effect
By MARIA CARLSON
The days of underage drinking at "K" are winding to a close
because of new a Federal law .
The Drug Free Schools and Communities Act Amendments of
1989, Public Law 101-226 will force "K" to adopt a new alcohol
policy in order to continue receiving federal funding.
"I don't know what it means yet," said Dean of Students
Marilyn LaPlante of the upcoming changes. "I personally believe
prohibition isn't the way to go. Prohibition doesn't mean it's
gone. A dry campus isn't rational,"
Effects of a new pol icy that will eliminate underage drinking
are not yet known. Questions as to who will be liable for the
drinking at the popular basement parties will have to be answered
before they will be continued after the policy takes effect,
according to LaPlante.
Actual changes in the policy will be made by a commiuee to
be chosen by President Bryan. The committe will include the
Campus Life Committee of Student Commission to represent
students, as well as representatives of Residence Life, Alumni and
the Development Offices, faculty, and also a trustee, according to
LaPlante.
The President will officially announce the members of the
committee and may begin meeting as early as next week, said
LaPlante.
The law specifically states
that "colleges and univerisities
that receive federal funds are
required to have substance abuse
ur
prevention programs" and
further "must cenify that it has
adopted and implemented
programs to prevent the
unlawful possession, use, or
distribution of illicit drugs and
alcohol by students and
employees."
The law specifically states that "colleges and univerisities that
receive federal funds are required to have substance abuse
prevention programs" and further "must cernfy that it has adopted
and implemented programs to prevent the unlawful possession,
use, or distribution of illicit drugs and alcohol by students and
employees."
According to LaPlante, the college thought that it had
satisfactorally met the conditions for cenification in mid-October.
The College distributed a package of 1TIaterials regarding
substance abuse to all students and faculty to comply with
requirements for cenification.
"K" would also have to participate in a biennial review to
determine its effectiveness.
LaPlante said she did not know that an actual change in the
alcohol policy would have to be made until she heard the deans of
other schools discussing the changes in their policies.
After looking back through the law itself and the pages of
discussion about it, the College sent copies of the alcohol policy
to the lawyers who represent "K" to determine liability.
"Our alcohol policy is age blind," said La Plante. "We sent the
policy to our lawyers to seeif we have to include a prohibition of
underage drinking. We do."
"At a college like this, less than a quarter of the students can
legally drink. The reality is 75 to 80 percent are already
signifiCaht drinkers by the time they get here," said LaPlante.
Others have suggested to LaPlante that a policy should be
written up and left at that, without intentions of reinforcing it.
"Because of liability, we have to make sure the policy is
monitored and under control."
"The risk for the college is too great not to do this," said
LaPlante. "We risk loss of all federal funds for financial aid. We
have no way of rcplacing those funds."

"0
alcohol
policy is ageblind. "

Protestors marched through downlown Kalamazoo SaJurday :f:;;;;;;;;;;:,:,"
demonstrate their opposition to the War in the Gulf.

Campus Talks War
Forum proves U -CAM discuss war on a Friday
remarks came the anti-war video we can to stop this war,"
In an evening of exposed
"Oil, Arms anq the Gulf." Made
Few nights are as precious to prior to the United Nations emotions, perhaps the most
overworked students than deadline for war, the film's striking speech was that
Fridays. But in light of the war, precautionary note appeared delivered by WMU student Mel
many opted to forfeit fun and dated amidst the pro-war Chapman.
Also an Army ROTC cadet
attend a sobering forum sentiment that has swelled since
currently
on leave of absence,
bombings
began.
organized by "K"'s recently
Many more speakers followed Chapman drove home the need
formed chapter of United
during the forum which lasted to suppon troop morale.
Campuses Against Militarism.
Speaking from personal
People from "K", WMU and nearly three hours.
FrightenIngly close to experience, Chapman affirmed
the community gathered in
Hicks' President's Lounge to campus, Reverend Don Van that "nobody wants peace more
hear several speakers voice their Hoeven, chaplin of WMU, than the people who are over
views on the war. Throughout discussed the logistics of a draft there carrying their rifles."
Himself facing the possibility
the evening, an overwhelmingly He said its re-enaction would
anti-war sentiment was require no more than half a day's of deployment in the Persian
Gulf, Chapman finally advised
expressed by the speakers and time with Congress' blessing.
members of the audience.
Van Hoeven encouraged the dovish audience, "petition
K-UCAM organizer Gareth young men and women to apply for peace, but don't break their
Price kicked off the forum by for conscientious objector (the troop's) morale."
While some audience
questioning the accuracy of status.
"Make your statement and members trickled out of the
information we receive from the
forum before its end, interest in
protect yourself now," he urged.
battlefield.
"The picture we get of the war
Also stepping to the podium the forum was surprisingly
is exactly the picture the was Marrioll employee Mearl strong for a Friday night.
As the war continues, KPentagon wants us to .see," Dunlap. Lamenting the social
Price said. 'The real picture may problems that fester while UCAM expects to be part of
be very far from what Dan national attention is fixed future activities including a
abroad, Dunlap pleaded, "let's march at the nation's capitol
Rather shows you."
Following Price's opening pray, let's write, let's do what this weekend.
By AL HANNAH
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Rev. Don Van Hoeven informed
stUlienls about the facts concern .
ing conscientious objecting
during the forum for peace last
Friday night.

Over 100 supporters for the war
march through "K" campus.
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News
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Rallies for Roe v. Wade
WEe

'K' KEYED UP FOR
CARDS BY SPRING
According to Dean Marilyn LaPlante, the eagerly awaited key
card system will be up and running either late winter or the
beginning of spring quarter.
LaPlante said she checked with the company sometime during
first week, and that they were waiting for the key cards
themselves. She expects that they will be in by the end of
January.
After receiving the key cards, the data must be entered into the
computer. The readers have been installed on the residence halls
and the locking mechanisms are already in some doors, according
to LaPlante.
The key cards will be personalized with a number, but will not
be identifiable with "K" in case a student loses the card on the
street If a student does lose a key card, security must be nofitified
immediately so that the access code can be deleted from the
computer.

--Maria Carlson

BOOTH SPEAKS AT
'K' SCHOLARS' DAY
Reknowned critic Professor Wayne C. Booth will address a
Kalamazoo College audience Thursday evening and Friday
morning at chapel in honor of Scholars' Day.
Thursday at 8 p.m. in Dalton Booth will speak on "The
Ethical Vocation of the Teacher." The Convocation address will
be delivered Friday during chapel. Both events are good for LAC
credit
Booth is the author of a number of distinguished books,
including The Rhetoric of Fiction which is regarded as a classic in
its field. The work received the Phi Beta Kappa's Christian Gauss
Award and also the David H. Russell Award for Distinguished
Research from the National Council of Teachers of English.
With M.A. and Ph.D degrees from the University of Chicago,
his other awards and honors include a Rockefeller Humanities
Fellowship and selection as a Phi Beta Kappa Visiting Scholar.
He has also received honorary degrees from Rockford College
(111.), St. Ambrose College (Ia.), the University of New
Hampshire, and the State University of New York.

offers free transportation for health care

By MARIA CARLSON
Women's Equity Coalition
(WEC) started off winter quarter
with a bang by eommemorating
the 18th anniversary of Roe v.
Wade.
In
memory
of the
controversial anniversary
legalized abortion, members of
the community, Western
Michigan University students,
and "K" students joined together
for a rally in front of the Crisis
Pregnancy Center.
A rally was staged at the
Crisis Pregnancy Center because
it is rumored that the Center
withholds the results of positive
pregnancy tests, which it
administers free of charge.
Instead, the patient is inundated
with high pressure pro-life
material.
By misleading pregnant
women who come to the Center
for help, it is alleged that the

Fall Quarter 1992 will begin a week later than originally
thought. Instead of classes beginning September 23rd, they will
start on September 30.
The original schedule had tenth week coinciding with
Thanksgiving. Students would return from Thanksgiving vacation
to finals on Monday morning. With classes beginning September
30, finals will begin December ninth through the 12th.
There will be a three week break before the start of winter
quarter on Monday, January 6, 1992.

-Maria Carlson

'K' SELECTED TO
RECEIVE GRANT
Kalamazoo College is one of the beneficiaries of an $85,000
grant to The Michigan Colleges Foundation (MCF) from The
Skillman Foundation. The funding to Kalamazoo College will be
used to supplement operating expenses.
MCF is a non-profit organization that obtains finanacial
support from business and industry for 16 private Michigan
colleges, including Kalamazoo College. MCF has raised more
than $37.9 million in operating support for its member colleges
since its inception in 1949.
"We are deeply grateful to the Skillman Foundation, and
encouraged by their support over the past 19 years," said President
Lawrence Bryan.
The Skillman Foundation was founded in December 1960 by
Rose P. Skillman, widow of Robert H. Skillman, vice-president
and director of Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company.
The Foundation is a private, grant-making foundation with assets
of $275 million.
Its geographic area is Southeastern Michigan and it is
headquartered in Detroit The foundation makes grants in the areas
of children, youth and young persons, basic human needs,
community-wide collaborative efforts, culture and arts and
education.

-Kalamazoo College Public Relations Office

"We ;vant people [not just
women] to access health
services, but not only for
contraception," said WEC
member Julia Raddatz."We are
trying to make those services
accessible."
Rides are available, free of
charge, for GYN exams,
pregnancy testing, STD testing,
birth control refills, and
confidential AIDS testing.
If a student needs

p

HELP WANTED
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hour.?
3. Are you ..tf-mottvat.d?
4. Art you. bH of., tntrtptnlur?

transportation or confidential
support, they are urged to leave
a message for Julia at the Health
Center or through Box 707.
Several other projects and
ideas are underway for winter
quarter.
National Safe Sex Week,
February 10-16, will be an
occassion for WEC to distribute
condomns to all students to
encourage safe sex.
ACCOrding to Raddatz, WEC
looks forward to connecting
with other state agencies
concerning abuses and rapes of
women.
A committee within WEC is
working on a pamphlet
concerning non-gender terms,
and the entire organization is
writing and sending feminine
supplies (which are in short
supply) to support the female
servicepeople in the Gulf.

r-----------___
Judicial Council Elected;

Centerhopesthatthepregnancy
will progress to the stage where
an abortion is impossible,
according to one WEC member.
By MARIA CARLSON
A representative of the
Student Commission began
Center denied allegations that winter quarter with its first
the center weas forcing women meeting Monday night in
to view pro-life videos before Gilmore Parlor.
testing.
"K"'s extension of United
When asked why they don ' t Campuses Against Militarism
advertise their pro-life position, presented their consitution and
the representative responded, began proceedings to become a
"we advertise our pro-life funded organization. Kristin
position as much as Planned Pugh, Jennie Feuerstein and
Parenthood advertises their pro- Jennie Laird presented the
abortion stance."
constitution and also requested
During the rally, the Center funding for the trip to
offered the pro-choicers coffee . Washington D.C.
and donuts as well as tours of
The trip will be taking place
their facilities. The Center also this weekend and was open to
offers free clothing for infants to all students, not just UCAM

--Maria Carlson

SCHEDULE CHANGE
FOR FALL 1991

small children and maternity
clothing for the mother. Car
seats are also available.
The Crisis Pregnanacy
Center is funded by area
churches and independent
citizens.
WEC has also started
offering free transportation to
Human Health Services and
Planned Parenthood.

o___,
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members or those opposed Ie
the war. They will be attendin~
an anti-war rally which begins
Saturday at noon.
Representatives for Judicial
Council were also elected. Meg
Dunn, Dan Reden, and Wendy
Manning will be the permanent
members with alternate Brad
Harbaugh.
Tracy Lundquist was elected
Organizational Representative.
She ran unopposed.
Members selected at least
two internal committess to
serve on and approved budgets
were voted on before the
meeting was adjQumed.

I KNOW you want to be an INDEX photographer! Every week we go
to an exotic Iropical location to shoot the boring "K" news. Next
week we'll be in glamorous BORA-BORA, so come one, come all!
Bring your cameras and bathing suits! This week we were in HA WAil
and you missed it! Hurry! We can't do this forever, especially as soon
as the business office fmds out! The INDEX, 3-846O!
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-Overrepresentation
without Justification

By ADAM M. GIBSON
A recent article in the Detroit Free Press stated that minorities
comprise 25 percent of the armed forces in the Gulf. This may not
seem startling until you realize that minorities only make up about
fourteen percent of the population of the entire United States.
This situation is reminiscent of the Vietnam War in which an
estimated 40 to 50 percent of the forces there were minorities. There
has been no draft for the Gulf war yet but if it was established, the
draft regulations have been changed so that college students will no
longer be exempt as during Vietnam. Consequently, more white
Americans will be eligible for the draft and th us decreasing the
percentage of minorities in the armed forces, if and when the draft is
put into action.
The issue of racial imbalance in the military concerns many
members of Kalamazoo College's Black Student Organization.
Organization member Herbert Davis, sophomore, believes, "The
army was the only avenue to which many blacks could become
educated. Often times black families do not have enough money to
send a child away to school, the army is their only alternative."
Davis added 'The army is a good thing and has helped many people,
if racism is a factor in this issue it was not being brought to the
surface and that other issues clouded over the racist motives of
society."
Grady Garrison, sophomore, agreed that the army opened up
many opportunities for blacks that would be closed elsewhere in
society. He did not contend that society was trying to force blacks
into the army, however, stating many went for "Reasons such as
inability to get into college, low income, or just [lack of]
opportunity." He added, 'The army did provide money, education and
discipline..... [But] things change when the war comes."
Garrison considered the percentage inequality in the Gulf as,
"Another example of the white majority using the minority." He
further added, "Getting this war over with was the main concern and
that all other issues were secondary."
When asked to respond to the same issue, Rodney Evans,
sophomore, agreed that many minorities joined the military in
hopes of a better future. He expressed concern, however, over the
fact that, "An open door policy for the army carr be limiting if a
person only has a high school diploma. The positions of those
people who only have a high school education will be on the lower
rung of the military service, i.e infantry."
Evans also added, 'The answers to these questions should be
found and actions should be taken, but the only way action can be
taken is for all minorities is to vote--that is the only way that
minorities will be heard."
Tamea Johnson, also a sophomore, feels as many do, saying
"The army gave many opportunities and was fine until the war
started."
She believes, "The oppression of blacks came into the societal
system with the abolishment of slavery and society was set up
against black people then this attitude has just 'carried over' into our
modem day society." The feeling of societal oppression makes many
minorities question whether or not they want to give anything back
to a society that has been so hostile to them.
It is ironic those who have been treated as second- class citizens
for years are the ones fighting in the greatest numbers for their
country.
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Support Our Troops
By KRISTINA E. MONY
Many Kalamazoo College
students were awakened from
their Sunday slumber last
weekend as a crowd of over 100
people passed through campus
waving the American flag and
chanting "U.S.A."
The group marched through
slush and drizzle to show their
support for the U.S.
involvement in the Middle East.
Citizens of all ages carried signs
with slogans from "support our
troops" to "Kick Hussein's ass."
Organizer Anthony Soldano
says the grouIJ'will march every
Sunday until the troops come
home. Next week they hope to
have 200, 300 or maybe 400
people to show support for the
troops.
The group believes the
majority of America is behind

Student Profi{e
Genovese Reveals ShaHered Dream
By DAWN NGO
The threadbare pointe
shoes rest on the dresser
drawer, covered with a layer of
dust. These shoes tell a story
of agonizing practices and rewarding performances. Now
these satin slippers are another reminder of Anjanette
Genovese's shattered dream.
Anjanette, a "K" College
first-year student from Flint,
Michigan is now forced to
study pre-med instead of pursuing a career as a professional dancer.
"I fell off a ladder and
. landed on my left leg. After
two months of practice and a
week of performing in The
Nutcracker Suite, I went to
my doctor. He told me that I
had a hair line fracture in my
tibia, and I was not able to
dance anymore," Anjanette
sadly explained.
Anjanette started dancing
at the age of three. Unlike
other little girls and boys, she
enjoyed ballet from the .start.
When she reached the age of
thirteen, she was tom between
a career as a doctor and a professional dancer.
"The world of a professional ballerina is a lonely
one. Dancers devoid themselves from their families,
they don't have many close
friends because of the intense
competition, and marriage is
out of the

Read Books For Pay$45,000 Per Annual
Income Potential. Call for
amazing details 24 Hrs.
212-978-3835
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sophomore, agrees, "There are
more factors than just oil in this
war."
Like
the
anti-war
protestors, Connolly is also
concerned with for Iraqi
civilians, "I hope and pray the
casualties aren't great for the ·
innocent Iraqi civilians, I just
want the war to be over quickly
to spare lives."
Connolly feels this is a
dream for the USA and the CIA,
'They can defeat Hussein with
the support of 183 other
countries."
He emphasizes, "Our troops
are over there and the most
important thing is to give them
the support they need."
The group will march
through the "K" campus every
Sunday. All are welcome and
encouraged to join.

the military action in the Gulf
and they are doing their part to
counter the anti-war protestors.
Several "K" students will
join the group next Sunday to
show their support for the men
and women in the Gulf.
First-year student Kurt
Simeck said, "I am not pr<rwar. War is terrible but this is
inevitable, we will fight
Hussein now or in five years
with Nuclear weapons.
Simeck respects the anti-war
protestors but feels as an
American he also has the right
to express his views, 'The thing
that bothers me the most is
when we are marching, people
go by and yell 'No blood for
oil,' I don't see how anyone
could reduce this war to such a
single issue."
Thorn
Connolly,

No turn downs!
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unless he's a dancer. I knew that
I wanted to be a ballerina despite
the hard life," states Anjanette.
The magnificent performance
on the stage is only part of
being a professional ballerina.
What the audience does not see
is the sweat, pain, and selfanguish involved before the
show. During the endless hours
of practice, the dancers are
worked until they can no longer
continue, but they have to
gather their strength and go on.
Their bloody toes and slippers
serve as a testimony of their
perseverance.
"Our ballet master works us
so hard, and we are so hungry,
tired and want to give up. It gets
to the point where I hate my
instructor and everyone I dance
with," she explains.
Anjanette is a strong person
and was willing to give up her
social life as well as studies in
order to devote her life to
dancing. Unfortunately, other
aspiring dancers do not have the
dedication and energy to achieve
their dream, while other girls
tum to drugs as an escape. Then
there are those who just do not
have the talent, body, and grace
to make it in the competitive
world of ballet.
Besides having talent, ballerinas must be agile and thin.
Maintaining the perfect figure
becomes an obsession for many.
A large number of dancers
anorexic

because they want
achieve that ideal body.
"I would say that about
eight out of ten dancers have
either thrown up after they've
eaten," explains Anjanette,
who never tried this method.
Poetry with movement to
the music is the way Anjanette describes dancing. The
glitter in her eyes is evidence
that she had the desire to become a dancer. Her belief in
herself helped her deal with
the fierce competition. Unlike
the other ballerinas, she did
not work herself to death in
order 10 reach a dream. Dancing was demanding and it tore
her up inside, but she misses
it a lot.
Anjanette stated, "I had the
chance, the potential, the
body, and the grace, but I
can't do it anymore. I an} content to be a doctor, but my
dream was to become a professional dancer. If you know
its your dream to be a dancer
then go for it. Don't let anyone stop you, but never forget
your goal and who you are. It
is worth it!"
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Making a Difference
By KRISTINA E. MONY

Community Based Education
Program to teach grade school
children there is more to life
than bar room pool and "picking
up the check."
"K" students g6 once or
twice a week to various schools
and churches in Kalamazoo to
tutor children in grades one
through three. The students
work on Tuesdays and/or
Thursdays from 3 to 5:30.
"Sometimes it makes you
feel good about yourself, [butl
then you are faced with the
harsh realities of these children,"
said coordinator Melissa Bingen,
a sophomore at "K."
Student coordinator Angie
King, sophomore, enjoys
interacting with the children and
seeing a positive difference in
the children's outlook at the end
of the program.
This quarter a Community
Based Course was offered.
Instructor Martha Warfield
requires that the students give
three hours of classroom
instruction along with six hours
of tutoring.
Today's school systems tend
to address a child's behavior
problem rather than their

Students Learn History
Behind Gulf

learning disabili ty. For
example, Jimmy's teacher asks
him to answer what 5 + 6
equals, but because he did not
know the answer he hits the
little girl next to him or
responds with a cocky answer.
The teacher punishes Jimmy,
and ignores the fact that he
doesn't know the answer to 5 +

By BRIAN ENNEKING
Now that thousands of protesters of different shapes and varieties
"I can't wait till I turn 18 so
are taking to the streets chanting their slogans and waving their
r can go the the bars and shoot
signs, many people are trying to become better informed about
pool with my mom," said a
events occurring in the Gulf.
nine year---Qld Community
Some students don't feel they are getting all of the news they
Based Participant, when she was
want from the networlcs and newspapers. "Some of the news I watch
asked what she wanted to do
on television comes straight from reporters, but much of it comes
when she grew up.
from military reports which I don't completely trust," said first-year
Another added, "I don't need
student Erich Hammer.
school I will just pick up 'the
6.
With conflicting news stories coming from the United States and
Check' like my mom does."
"My mind is the best and I from Iraq, some students found a middle eastern history class here at
The Community Based
can learn anything I want to," is "K" to be the answer to their questions. "The goal of this class is to
Education Program was
the affirmation students learn to provide a background for understanding the middle east today" said
established two years ago
increase their self-esteem. Professor Michael Khodarkovsky, the instructor of History of the
locall y to provide children a
Many of the children lack the Middle East: 1700-PresenJ..
place where learning could be
confidence needed to succeed in
The size of the class this year is larger than that of past years
more enjoyable for at-risk
the demanding educational according to Khodarkovsky. He stated that the increase in size can be
children in grades one through
system. The Community Based partially attributed to students' interests in America's involvement
three. The program began as a
Program gives many children in the Persian Gulf.
response to the countless
the support and encouragement
"Most of the students in the class haven't taken the first course
numbers of children across the
they do not receive at home.
in the series," said Khodarkovsky. The first class covers history in
nation falling through the cracks
The program cannot succeed the middle east from the 700s to the l700s. Because of this, the
of the education system,
alone; it needs parents, school class has spent the first two weeks learning some of the background
resulting in high rates of high
systems, and society to look from the first class.
school drop outs, teen suicide,
beyond the children's "labels"
Students in the class are learning that there are many sides to the
and drug and alcohol abuse.
and encourage them to become situations in the Middle East. "Saddam isn't just crazy. He comes
Kalamazoo College joined
responsible, contributing from a different culture and it is hard for us to appreciate his
the program after receiving a
citizens.
position", said [lIst-year student Hope Barrone. "Many Arabs think
grant as part of a nationwide
If you are interested in in a tribal sense. They don't think in political boundaries as much
program to get involved in the
volunteering, contact Professor as we do."
literacy movement in America.
Kim Cummings in the
Although the class is not focused around current events, the war
As a result, "K" students are
Sociology department at in the Gulf occupies much of the classes time because of its
volunteering
with
the
Kalamazoo College.
timeliness. "We've been discussing the war quite a bit since the
rr~~~~~::,,:::,,:::,,:::,,:::,,:::,,:::,,:::,,:::,,:::,,:::,,:::,,:::,,:~---------, January 15 deadline hit," said Barrone.

Over 50 people joined
together to
commemorate the
birthday of the Rev.
Dr. Martin Luther
King in front of
Stetson Chapel on
Monday evening.
The crowd celebrated
the accomplishments
of Dr. King during a
candlelight
vigil.

TOP NINE REASONS TO BE AN
INDEX PHOTOGRAPHER
9. You don't do homework, so why not take pictures?
8. Taking pictures is cool.
7. rt's a good way to make a fool of yourself in front of attractive
men or women.
6. The lnda staff is chock full 0 'fun folks.
5. You have a camera.
4. You're overloading and feeling suicidal.
3. The once in a lifetime chance to get last minute phone calls from
idiot editors who need pictures of something that is happening
right now!
2. Free copies of the I Ma.
1. You'll get to listen to Aaron Elstein's awe-inspiring collection
of Grateful Dead hits on layout night.

DO YOU NEED ANY MORE CONVINCING? GET ON DOWN
TO THE INDEX OFFICE NOW, AND YOU'LL RECEIVE A
FREE SET OF GINSU KNIVES AS OUR FREE GIFT TO
YOU!
(WE SERIOUSLY DO NEED PHOTOGRAPHERS! CALL
NOW,3-846O!)
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The Power of Protest A Bush Address to Students
By GARETH PRICE
Power is the ability to execute will. Power over others is the
ability to make them execute your will. In this society we are never
really sure whose will we execute when we act; the best we can do
is examine the purposes our action serves. In doing so we may find
out that some actions we thought uniquely our own are actually the
fulfillment of somebody else's plan.
Suddenly our society fmds itself involved in its biggest war since
Vietnam, which most of us don't remember. A president claiming to
represent the people of this country has sent troops to the Middle
East to "protect the American way of life" by the systematic
destruction of a large part of the region and its population.
Many of us, not captivated by the video game excitement of this
war, and made sick by candy-coated death, feel that this war is
wrong, needless and immoral. We are not lured into thinking of Iraqi
casualties as the numbers on a Nintendo game, but feel intimately
the pain and suffering of their deaths. We feel we must end this war
now.
In conflict with the official war ideology, we find ourselves in a
power struggle not only for the actions of this country's
representatives, but for our own. The message of the media is
carefully orchestrated to fulfill the goals of the warring class. We
who feel peace in our hearts are told that we are the minority, that
we are traitors, that we are wrong. We are made to feel helpless, and
thus we become helpless.
The people who want this war have already organized. They
already have a structure of power in place which includes most of
the media. They have insinuated their definition of reality into our
minds, and thus control our actions. We come to believe we have no
power, and the pacifist has become a passivist.
But we constantly create reality by our actions. We have no
power only because we do not use the power we have. We at "K"
can be powerful, very well equipped to create the world we live in,
but we accept the world others have created for us out of fear. Even
if we deeply believe this war is wrong, we do little about it because
we think we have no power. Our silence is capitulation.
All of us have immeasurably more power than Rosa Parks did
when she walked day after day to the back of the bus. But by one
magical act she found and created power greater than any of ours by
simply refusing to budge. In acting, she created power.
We need to change from passivists back to pacifists; we need to
find the power we really own. We must stop believing the official,
poisonous ideology of the mass media. We need to know that what
we feel, no matter what George Bush says, is right, and we need to
act on it
Every day, with our passivity, our purchases and our weakness,
we serve to perpetuate the plan of war. We need to take the power
that is rightfully ours, and refuse to acknowledge the authority we
know is wrong. We need to take responsibility for our actions and
the world that was created in our slumber. We need to stand up and
show we have a different plan for our lives and our world than war,
and that we intend to create it.

'Bush addresses campuses
The following is an open
letter to college students from
u.s. President George Bush.

If armed men invaded a
home in this country, killed
those in their way, stole what
they wanted and then
announced the house was
theirs-no one would hesitate
about what must be done.
And that is why we cannot
hesitate about what must be
done halfway around the
world: in Kuwait
There is much in the
modern world that is subject
to doubts or questionswashed in shades of gray. But
not the brutal aggression of
Saddam Hussein against a
peaceful, sovereign nation and
its people. It's black and
white. The facts are clear. The
choice unambiguous.

Right VS, wrong.
The terror Saddam Hussein
has imposed upon Kuwait
violates every principle of
hllman decency. Listen to
what Amnesty International
has documented. "Widespread
abuses of human rights have
been perpetrated by Iraqi
forces ... arbitrary arrest and
detention without trial of
thousands ... widespread torture .. .imposition of the death
penalty and the extrajudicial
execution of hundreds of
unarmed civilians, including
children."
Including children. There's
no horror that could make this
a more obvious conflict of
good vs. evil. The man who
used chemical warfare on his
own people-once again includinlZ children-now over-

sees public hangings of
dissenters. And daily his
troops commit atrocities
against Kuwaiti citizens.
This brutality has reverberated throughout the entire
world. If we do not follow the
t1ictates of our inner moral
compass and stand up for
human life, then his
lawlessness will threaten the
peace and democracy of the
emerging New World Order
we now see: this long

the essential value of human
life itself. Many are younger
than my own children. Your
age, most of them. Doing
tough duty for something
they believe in.
Each day that passes
means another day for Iraq's
forces to dig deeper into their
stolen land. Another day
Saddam Hussein can work
toward building his nuclear
arsenal and perfecting his
chemical and biological

I tell you with all my heart:
I don't want there to be war
ever again.
George Bush
dreamed-of vision we've all
worked toward for so long.
A year after the joyous
dawn of freedom's light in
Eastern Europe, a dark evil
has descended in another part
of the world. But we have the
chance-and we have the
obligation-to stop ruthless
aggression.
I have been in war. I have
known the terror of combat
And I tell you this with all
my heart I don't want there
to be war ever again. I am
determined to do absolutely
everything possible in the
search for a peaceful resolution to this crisis-but only
if the peace is genuine, if it
rests on principle, not
appeasement
But while 'we search for
that answer, in the Gulf
young men and women are
putting their own lives on
hold in order to stand for
oeace in our world and for the

weapons capability. Another
day of atrocities for Amnesty
International to document.
Another day of international
outlaws, instead of internationallaw.
I ask you to think about
the economic devastation that
Saddam Hussein would
continue to wreak on the
world' s emerging democracies
if he were in control of onefifth of the world's oil
reserves. And to reflect on the
terrible threat that a Saddarn
Hussein armed with weapons
of mass destruction already
poses to human life and to the
future of all nations.
Together, as an America
united against these horrors,
we can, with our coalition
partners, assure that this
aggression is stopped and the
principles on which this
nation and the rest of the
civilized world are founded are
~ed.

•

A Draft In the Air?
American strategy in the war
with Iraq plans for a one or two
"Unless [U.S. and allied month war. Even if something
troops] are successful right went wrong, and the war
away, they will have to go to continued for three or four or
the draft." This was the startling five months, the troops would
assertion made in the January 16 still not be ready in time to be
issue of the Western Herald, of much help.
It is possible that President
Western Michigan University's
student newspaper, by an 18- Bush will find it necessary to
keep a long-term military
year-old first-year student
I am a bit skeptical. The presence in the Gulf after the
possibility of a draft is war. For instance, U.S . troops
something we as students do could remain as a peace-keeping
need to worry about; it could force. Or, in a worst-case
affect many of us. But scenario, one contrary to Bush's
declarations that the draft will stated goals, the U.S. might
soon be reinstated are, I believe, invade Iraq itself in order to end
the war, and station a large
premature.
A draft, first of all, would occupying force there for some
probably not be helpful in the time.
But even if either of these
war with Iraq. Buried in the
thirty-first paragraph of the possibilities came to pass, it is
Herald's story, written partially probable that the volunteer army
from a wire service report, is a and the reserves can carry the
quote from Martin Binkin, an burden by themselves. Bush, in
expert on military recruiting at his January 16 address, praised
the Brookings Institu tion, a the fact that the war was being
civilian think-tank:
fought with an all-volunteer
"Unless you assume you're army. It is doubtful that he
going to be at war for two years would do so if he thought a draft
or so, a draft wouldn't make might be necessary in the near
much sense. You couldn't get future.
people trained and ready to go in
Also, the reinstatement of
a reasonable period of time."
the draft would turn a vast

By ERICK TRICKEY

Letter PolIcy
The Index welcomes letters from its readers. Letters should be
original copies, typed or printed, and must be signed.
We encourage letters that are concise and deal with relevant
topics. The Index reserves the right to edit for space and clarity

when necessary.
Letters can be turned into The Index mailbox in the basement
of Hicks Center. Preferably, letters should be submitted by the
Saturday before the issue in which they will appear.

portion of the public against the
war. It will probably not be
discllssed unless the war
becomes so long and bloody
that it cannot be carried on by
current forces alone. By that
time, public opinion will
already have turned against the
president and the war.
Bush would then be asking
Congress to send young
Americans, against their will, to
figh t a war that would be
becoming more and more
unpopular by the day. This,
with a Congress which only
approved the original war
resolution by majorities of 57
percent in the House and 52
pm:ent in the Senate.
The possibility of a draft is
not something we should take
lightly. It is good to be aware of
the possiblity now, rather than
be caught off guard in case the
worst happens. But the draft is
not imminent It will not come
if the war takes "more than two
weeks," as a Western student
predicted in the Herald article.
Chances are, whatever happens
in the Gulf, Bush will be able
to resolve it without the
political turmoil that a return to
the draft would involve.

•
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Mozart Fills Stetson 'Political' Art
On Exhibit
By PETER WATSON

As prospective Kalamazoo
College students competed for
music and theater scholarships
at the Light Fine Arts Building
last Saturday afternoon, the
sounds of Bach and ~ozart
resounded from Stetson
Chapel's magnificent organ.
Sophomore Michael Dougherty
performed his fIrst organ reci tal
of the quarter to nearly 100
students, faculty and parents
enjoying the various organ
selections.
There were a total of five
different compositions played,
including an Andante in F
Major by ~ozan and a Prelude
and Fugue in G Major by Bach.
The audience responded to
Dougherty's performance with
enthusiastic applause. He later
remarked, "I was very pleased
with my performance... and the
~ozan was fun'"
Dougherty, a music major,
has played the organ for 12
years and has been performing
on Stetson's organ since his
fIrst year on campus. Currently,

Dougherty enchants
the audience
he attends "K" on a four year
talent scholarship and earlier
this year received the Lillian
Pringel Prize for music.
In addi tion to ~ichael' s solo
performance, fIrst-year student
Stefanie Kowalski contributed
to the recital with performances
on the large pipe organ and on a

smaller version called a portativ.
Both Dougherty and
Kowalski have been selected as
finalists for the Bach Society
Young Artists Competition.
They will compete in an
audition open to the public in
Stetson Chapel on Saturday,
February 2.

Student Services Plan Winter
Fun with Hot Chocolate, Dance
By JILL WYLIE
Third Week's Winter
Carnival, sponsored by Student
Life, continues this week
through January 26. Festivities
will include the ~arriott raffle,
snow-sculpture on the Quad, a
chili-cookoff, tobogganing at
Echo Valley, a slumber party at
Hoben on Friday night, and a
dance at Harmon on Saturday
night.
In organizing the events,
Student Services administrator
and Crissey and Severn hall
director Beth Green, noted that
"[On] winter quarter, students
tend to do activities apart from
one another. This gives students
a light, spontaneous way to be
together during winter quarter
and it's that, I think, that makes
the Winter Activities exciting."
David Emenheiser, hall director
for Trowbridge and DeWaters,
added that "the emphasis of the
whole thing is to remove the
Winter 'blahs,' get people
interacting, even though it's

winter."
T;le festivities commenced
yesterday with submissions for
the quintessential "K" chili
recipe. The "K" cooks will
demonstrate if their chili has the
makings of greatness at the
~arriotl Chili Cook-off on
Friday at noon.
Snow
sculpture
is
encouraged on the Quad
throughout the Festivities. The
frozen works of art will meet
judgement tomorrow at 5:30.
Afterwards, Marriott will scrve
hot cocoa and donuts at the
Quadstop. "It's going to be a
little like a picnic," said a
~arriOll staffei.
Emenheiser suggested that
people inten~sted in going
toboganning at Echo Valley
later this week should contact
their RAs. The trip will cost six
dollars, which includes rental of
a toboggan.
On Friday night a "bundling"
will be held in the Harmon
lounge. Green explained the
term "bundling" comes from a

By DEANNA L. RYDZEWSKI
"Good Things and Bad Things," an art exhibit by ~att Lager,
a junior at Kalamazoo College, is now open to the public. The
paintings are on display in the Light Fine Arts Gallery through
February 3.
The works comprise of a series done about his apartment and a
few abstract works. Some pictures made over winter break were
painted on the back of gift boxes because Lager "ran out of
canvasses."
Lager said he feels that the "naive" or "primitive" class of
artists have influenced him the most. This influence is readily
seen in his childlike depictions of people which are "stylized and
simplifIed." Each work has a story and a feeling-records of a
place and time.
For Lager, the feelings behind each individual painting might
be different but they are all "political." This does not mean
"political" in the sense of the Persian Gulf or "right wing vs. left
wing" but political in the way mat everyone is in their everyday
lives. "To be white and middle class and intelligent, it forces you
to be conscientious and fairly political," he said.
This outlook gave Lager "an advantage and instilled bias and
prejudice" that he desires to express. He draws on his suburbian
upbringing, his interest in fashion, and his observance of :'pop
culture creatures" to create his art His palette consists of colors
"that are artificial" and remind him of "someone who lived life
indoors."
Underlying all this is Lager's wish to express hinlself and the
"ideas that float around in my head."
. Lager's exhibit is open from ~onday mrough Friday, 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m. and runs through February 3.

,... "" .-.- ,. ,. -,..

Scandinavian custom. A ,
Scandinavian
couple
traditionally spends one night
together with their clothes on
before they are married. The
"bundling" will las: from 9:00
p.m. to 9:00 a.m .. Green added
January 17-February 15: Exhibition by Don King,
that movies would be shown
professor at Western ~ichigan University. Kalamazoo Insititute
throughout the night and RAs
of Arts. 314 S. Park. 349-3959
are currently taking requests. A
January 20-February 3: "Good Things & Bad," an
euchre tournament is also
exhibition by senior ~atl Lager. Light Fine Arts Building.
planned and popcorn, pop and
"cozy fires in the fireplaces"
January 25: ~itch Ryder. State Theatre, 404 S. Burdick. 8
will be provided. "Bundlers" are
p.m. 345-6500.
advised to bring a mug, a
pillow, a blanket, and some
games.
January 25: Winter Carnival: Sleepover in me Harmon
The dance takes place
lounge.
at Hoben Lounge Saturday at
9:00 p.m.. This last Winter
January 25-26: Teddy Ritchards, "power funk dance
Carnival event is free to UK"
music". Club Soda, 340 E. ~ichigan,1O p.m. 342-8067.
students, with a Kalamazoo
College m.
January 25-26: I'm Not Rappaport. Kalamazoo Civic
In summing up the week's
Theatre. 8 p.m. 329 S. Park. 343-1313.
activities, Emenheiser said "it's
January 25-26: The "K" College Film Society presents
important to get people
Pink Floyd's "The Wall". Dalton Theatre, 7 and 9 p.m.
involved and outside, even
though it's cold and to release a
little bit of 'cabin fever' that is
January 25-26: T. P. ~ulrooney with Scot Wickmann.
involved in winter quarter."
Chaps Comedy Shoppe. 105 E. ~ichigan. 8:00 and 10:30 p.m.

Around K-zoo

343-3922

Dungeon Plays In Progress
By DEANNA L.
RYDZEWSKI
As Kalamazoo College slogs
through winter quarter, two very
promising theatre productions
are in the maJce: The Lover by
Harold Pinter and Internal by
"K" student Rich Hutchman.
These two productions are the
SIPs of seniors Joe Stoltman
and Hutchman and will both be
staged next month in the
Dungeon Theatre.
Stoltman selected The Lover
after reading more than 40
plays. The Lover is an
"absurdist drama" and concerns
male/female relationships. That,
according to Stoltman, greatly

intrigued him about the play. In
the play, the main characters of
Richard and Sara are a married
couple. However, Sara has a
lover. The plot focuses on me
fact that Richard knows about
me lover and how he confronts
her about it. John, the play's
third character, serves as u a
surprise and [he] adds to the
twist ending." Stoltman added
that while the show is abstract,
the average playgoer will be
able to follow it.
Hutchman's play, Internal,
also deals with relationships,
specifically the way people
"love" other people, even
strangers. Hutchman started

writing the play while on
foreign study in London. His
professor there told him to mink
up a strange situation, put
interesting characters in it and
then to start writing. Hutchman
came up with a scenario taking
place in a jail cell on death row
and a cast consisting of a
retarded person, a schizophrenic,
a gang member and a journalist,
These four characters must
decide to follow their own rules
or society'S.
The plays w ill run together
from February 14 through 16.
Tickets will go on sale starting
February I at the Dalton Theatre
boxofflce.

January 20: Piano recital by Leslie Tung, professor of
Stetson Chapel, 8 p.m.

~usic.

January 26: Winter Carnival dance in the Hoben lounge, 9
p.m.
January 27: Brett Hartenbach. Chaps on Main. 105 E.
~ichigan.

343-3922

Ouerman
and

4 Peace
. Club K, Friday, 9:30
---No alcohol---
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Swimmers Sink Alma
By ADAM M. GIBSON
The Kalamazoo College
swimming teams destroyed
Alma College last Saturday in
an impressive display of
strength, talent,
and
determination. Both teams,
men's and women's, captured
first place in every swimming
and diving event, along with a
substantial amount of second
place wins.
Men's coach Bob Kent was
quite confident entering the meet
that "K" would have an easy
win, his only concern being for
the men's butterfly events.
After the meet, Coach Kent
remarked that he felt good about
the meet, and thought that the
teams were a little "tired." In
this reporter's opinion, I don"t
know how "K" could have done
any better.
Three men in particular had
outstanding swims. Sophomore
Marvin 1m set the tone for the
day in the first event with an
impressive 55.68 split in the
men's 400 meter relay. Marvin
also swam well in the 200
meter backstroke, posting a
time of 10:14. 49 in the 1000
meter freestyle, and a 4:59.82 in
the 500 meter freestyle.
Junior co-captain Kevin
Philion had an outstanding day
as well, with a time of 2:00.85
in the 200 meter individual
medley-missing the national
cut by seconds. Philion also
had an impressive swim in the

100 meter freestyle with a time
of 0:49.85.
Matt Williamson gave an
excellent performance for the
Hornets in the 50 meter
freestyle with a 0:22.89. Jeff
Walker was was ;~T'~ ••;

usual in the 200 meter butterfly,
posting a time of 2:03.73.
The tone of the women's
meet was set in the first event
when the team of Holly
Partyka, Tiffany Greenman,
Laurie Bird, and Melanie Mc
Carmack posted a season ~st
4:20.57 in the 400'meter rela
There were outstanding
individual performances by "K"
women in Saturday's meet as
well. Katie Czmer continues to
dominate the long distance
events with a time of 10:58.41
in the 1000 meter freestyletwo seconds away from the
school's all-time record.
Tiffany Greenman swam
strongly in the- 200 meter

individual medley with a time of
2:21.45. Cindy Grush also had
an excellent swim in the 200
meter breaststroke with a time
of 2:36.34. The 200 meter
backstroke was a good event for
Lauren Gilchrist, Amy

Lancaster, and Holly Partyka
pasting times of 2:28.79,
2:37.04,
and
2:23.56
respectively.
The diving teams were
equally amazing on Saturday.
Kelly Warner took first place in
both the one and three meter
events with 280.41 points and
234.15 points respectively.
Mitch Veldkamp took first in
both events as well with 265.5
in the 1m event, and 258.65 in
the 3m event.
Together with an impressive
turnout from the fans, "K's"
win over Alma sets the tone for
this already successful season as
the Hornets' swim teams gear to
repeat as league champs.

Super Bowl
Preview
Bills Face Giants in
Game XXV
By KURT SIMECK
This year's Super Bowl in Tampa will fmally have a couple of
fresh faces. For the past three years, the game has featured either the
San Francisco 4gers or the Denver Broncos. This year's game,
however, will be between the New York Giants and the Buffalo
Bills.
New York ruined San Francisco's bid for their third consecutive
Super Bowl appearance with a 15-13 win this past Sunday. It was a
hard earned victory for the Giants, who kicked five fjeld goals, the
last one as time expired. Getting into position to kick that winning
field goal was the result of a few fortunate breaks for New York.
With the 4gers driving late in the game and threatening to put it
away, their quarterback, Joe Montana was knocked silly. This
proved to be a turning point in the contest, as the Montana-less
4gers had to punt the ball away.
New York then mounted their own game-winning drive, and
brought the score dangerously close. 'At one point their hopes for a
trip to Tampa seemed to end when they were forced to punt on the
fourth down, but the Giants brilliantly faked the punt, gaining the
fust down. This seemed to take the wind out of the 4gers, as they
allowed New York to kick the game winner as time expired.
In the AFC, the deciding game was played a little differently.
Buffalo pulled this one out 51-3, but those who watched the game
know that they could have easily scored 100 against the
unimpressive Los Angeles Raiders effort. Buffalo appears to be
virtually unstoppable. This game's only turning point was when
Buffalo showed up to play. L.A. is an excellent team, but were no
match for Buffalo who scored touchdowns on their first two
possessions, and led 41-3 at the half.
I cannot foresee any possible way for the Giants to beat the
Bills. New York managed five field goals against San Francisco,
but it will take a lot more than that, perhaps twenty points or so,
to beat Buffalo. Maybe New York's defense can shut down the
relentless Buffalo offense. Maybe New York can score against the
impenetrable Buffalo defense. Then again, maybe Saddam Hussein
stands a chance against the Coalition.

Men's Hoops Dunk Albion
Lady Hornets
Show Improvement Important Comeback after Calvin Loss
By JERO REPINSKI

Well-Rounded Women Maintain
Optimism
By KIM PLAXTON
Just past the midseason marker, the Kalamazoo College
women's basketball team came up against Albion College last
Saturday in the Hornets' third league match up. Entering the contest
with an overall record of 4-8, "K" faced an Albion team with similar
5-8 recird
"K's" Barbie Oelslager, a junior center, started the Hornets off in
the right direction by Sinking a 14-foot jumper. Maintaining the
pace was sophomore guard Lisa Vedmore hit a three-pointer while
Oelslager conlributed another two points to the score board.
As the first period advanced, the Hornets found themselves being
overwhelmed by Albion's relentless drives. Building on a five point
run, Albion's offense sank ten straight points while also
capitalizing on several "K" fouls.
The Hornets opened the second half with baskets from Vedmore,
Ohrnberger and junior Dawn Fekete, but the tide quickly turned in
Albion's favor, as it ran off streaks of four, ten, five, and six points
fueled by "K" fouls.
In a very defensive game, the leading rebounders were first-year
student Lesley Beebe and Oelslager each with seven returns a piece.
Leading the women's scorers, with 12 points each, were Fekete and
Vedmore, followed by Ohrnberger who tallied 8 points.
The Lady Hornets got off to a difficult start this year against
tough competition, but looks for improvement in the coming
weeks. Commented Vedmore, the. teams is "more well-rounded,"
than earlier in the year and "looks for everybody to attack."

Men's Swimming
(5-0, 2-0 MIAA)
1/19: "K" 183, Alma 38
1/25 vs. GYSU, 6 p,m.
1/26 @ Calvin, 1 p.m.

Last Saturday, before an
excited home crowd of around
six hundred, the Kalamazoo
College men's basketball team
111-3) defeated Albion College
(8-7) by a score of 82 to 66.
"K" was attempting to
rebound after a tough double
overtime loss to nationally
ranked Calvin.
"Calvin was not a better
team. We had them beat on their
floor," said Coach Haklin
reflecting on the Calvin loss. "I
feel that our guys used the loss
as a motivation tool."
"We played with good
intensity after our disappointin8.
loss to Calvin," said sophomore
Mark Chappell. "We tried to
keep our intensity up all week
in practice and put the loss
.'>ehind us."
The start of the game was
marked by Kalamazoo's
inability to come down with
defensive rebounds. Albion
capitalized and jumped out to a
7-0 lead.

Women's Swimming
(6-0,3-0 MIAA)
1119: "K" 185, Alma 53
1/25 vs. GYSU, 6 p.m.
1/26 @ Calvin, 1 p.m.
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It was at this point that
senior Tom Olson took charge.
Olson scored Kalamazoo's fust
five points, on his way to a 14
point first half.
During the rest of the first
half there were no serious runs
made by either team. The teams
mainly just matched baskets and
at the half it was Kalamazoo on
top 34-30.
The first five minutes of the
second half were the most
exciting of the game. Senior

Women's Basketball
(4-9,0-3 MIAA)
1/16: Calvin 77, "K" 60
1/19: Albion 67, "K" 49
1/23 @ Olivet, 8 p.m.
1/26 vs. Hope, 3 p.m.

Ron Barczak led an impressive
Kalamazoo run by scoring eight
quick points, highlighted by his
falling lay-up that turned into a
three point play. This sudden
burst in Kalamazoo's offense
put the Hornets up 45-35.
From this point on the game
became a battle from the free
throw line. A combined 78 free
throws were shot during
Saturday's game. This large
number of fouls made it difficult
for either team to make any
substantial attacks. In the end it
was Kalamazoo 82, Albion 66.
Olson led all scorers with a
season high 27 points. Barczak
followed close behind with 21
points.
"We took what the defense
gave us," said Coach Haklin.
"Albion was trying to limit
Barczak's scoring which left
Olson open, a lot of times at
the three point line."
The men's basketball team
will use this game to rebuild its
confidence as it continues league
play Wednesday at home versus
Olivet College.

Men's 'Basketball
(12-3,2-1 MIAA)
1/16: Calvin 84, "K" 81
1/19: "K" 82, Albion 66
1/23 vs. Olivet, 8 p.m.
1/26 @ Hope, 3 p.m.

Unfortunately, our school has a little thing called a
pet policy, a horrifying piece of legislation that limits
our choice of companions. The people in charge of such
things say that it is for our own good, as some pets can
harbor disease and cause allergic reactions in some.
I say
the same thi
about roommates.

The Cockroach
A favorite on campuses across the country,
particularly southern climates.
+ quiet, easy to feed, small
- not terribly affectionate, hard
to communicate with

The Slime Mold
Popular among Bio majors.
Ideal for closets.
+ colorful, lives off rotting matter
- needs continual moisture Rooms with private
baths are best
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The Iguana
~his new fashion
1S fast becoming

pet from below the border
the "in" pet.
+ good for scaring roommate, eats bugs
- ugly as sin

The Thing Under The Bed
Adds the element of mystery to that blah dorm
room.
+ great conversation piece
- may be hazardous
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Threats of Increased international terrorism deemed

No Threat to 'K' Abroad

By JORDAN RANKIN and in light of the situation. But pone his foreign study due to
8y LAURA BARNES
Fugate said that a time strain parental concern. "My brother is
MARIA CARLSON
The reality of war hit
Due to the large number of prevented him from extending a second lieutenant in Saudi
Kalamazoo College last week
"K" students studying abroad, the deadline [before the spring Arabia right now. I feIt that
when first-year student Bob
fear of international travel be- foriegn study deposit was due]," they didn't need to worry about
Beacham was ordered to report
cause of terrorism directed at he said. "He could have handled me too," he said.
for military duty at Fort
Collins' also heard negative
Americans has been especially it better."
Jackson, South Carolina.
reactions
from a cousin sUidying
Bushnell
had
planned
to
go
high . .
The call came as a shock to
in
Germany.
"My c~usin had
to
Caen,
France
during
the
This fear is resulting in stuBeacham, who served in the
some close calls with antidents
opting
to
forgo
spring
forarmy for four years before comAmerican protesters. They were
eign study plans, and confusion
ing to "K" this past fall. "When
burning the flag," he said.
"K"
students
already
among
the
I put down the phone, my hands
My brother is . .
Fugate is currently visiting
on foreign study.
were shaking," he said.
.
in
Saudi
Arabia
the
foreign study centers. AcThe conflict in the Gulf has
Beacham left "K" last Thursday to "go home and smooth the
cording
to assistant director of
sUichanged
the
plans
of
several
. . .. 1 felt they
family. Dad's [been] supportive since I come from a military
foreign
study
Mick VandeBerg,
dents
who
planned
to
participate
family. Initially the responses were very emotional, but after that
didn't need to
the
trip
had
been
planned for
in
the
spring
foreign
study
proa job's a job," he said. He added that he hoped to be able to offer
months
and
is
"convenient
for
worry
about
me,
grams. Many are displeased with
some assurance to his grandparents and mother before leaving for
monitoring
the
events
but
[is]
the way their fears have been
too.
his assignment.
not in reaction to the events gohandled by the foreign study ofHe expected that returning home would be difficult on a more
ing on."
fice.
personal level because, "I'm pretty steady right now, [but] when
VandeBerg said that Fugate
"He
[director
of
foreign
study
you see other emotion it tears at vou."
found
that nothing unusual gospring,
but
decided
to
postpone
Dr. Joseph Fugate] replied that
As an army mechanic, Beacham will not be on the front lines.
ing
on
in Europe. "Life is going
her
foreign
study
until
her
juhe was going to Europe soon,
Instead, he will be working with tanks, trucks and machinery,
on
pretty
much as normal," said
nior
year.
attempting dismiss our fears. He
perhaps the most important of which will be the Patriot missiles
"My parents were worried VaroeBt'Ig.
seriously,"
did
not
take
our
fears
designed to attack Iraqi Scud missiles.
"It is not the opinion of the
about the situation over there,"
said Kathleen Bushnell.
His attitude towards the war in the Gulf focuses more on the
said
Bushnell.
"[They]
were
State
Department, the emJoshua Collins is also ungovernment's policies than moral questions. "America made a
bassies,
nor the people abroad
worried
that
anything
could
happy with the way Fugate dealt
mistake in ignoring Hussein for so long, we will now have to
moment"
happen
at
any
sUident
concerns.
"Some
of
with
shed blood to take him down," he said.
Collins also decided to post- see page 2
us wanted more time to decide
On the subject of those resisting the War, he commented, "The
power of democracy is not through protest but through votes.
People for the last decade have not been going to vote, and it is
this right they need to exercise."
He added, "If a person wants to be a C.O. [conscientious ob350,000 gather from around the country to urge
jector], that's not a problem. There are plenty of things you can
do to help the army as a C.O. But people who sign up and then
peacefUl resolution to crisis
want to be a C.O., they're frickin' cowards and charlatans."
at how peaceful everyone was. with breakfast provided by the
By GARETH PRICE
Beacham entered the army to earn money for college, and to
What upsets me the most is that parents of "K" sUident Andrew
center his life. After serving four years, he came to "K" hoping to
the media isn't covering this Taylor.
Forty-seven
"K"
College
obtain a degree in either engineering or physics. He was attracted
The march began at noon at
students were among the accurately. 1 was then!, and I
by the 3-2 plan and the small campus.
the
Capitol and traveled up
know
how
many
people
were
estimated 350,000 people from
Beacham doesn't regret entering the military. "I'm taking
Pennsylvania
Avenue, around
there."
M~dia
reports
of
all over the country who
money from the army and when they ask me to go, it's bad faith
attendance were grossly the White House, and back to
attended
the
national
rally
for
if I don't perform. I'm getting money from American taxpayers,"
peace in Washington, D.C. this underestimated, according to the Ellipse.
he said.
The march continued until
those who participated.
past weekend.
The College has been very supportive of Beacham, granting
five
p.m .. A handful of counterget
to
the
rally,
"K"
To
Tpe
overwhelming
him a full refund for this quarter. Marilyn LaPlante, Dean of
demonstrators
were passed at
stud~r.~
rented
a
bus
to
take
consensus was that it had been
Students, called to offer assistance. Another employee in the
them to Washington, a thirteen- Lafayette Park, opposite the
it
for
the
well
worth
public relations office who has a daughter stationed in the Middle
sense of community and hour trip. They left at 6:30 pm White House, but violence did
East also called.
empowerment it had given on Friday and traveled overnight not erupt A human barrier was
Beacham realizes his leaving has brought the reality of war a
to Virginia, where they were formed to keep the two groups
them ..
lot closer to home for many people. "Just tell them I'll be back,"
"It was just amazing-all welcomed to the capitol district see page 2
those
people-it made me feel
he said.
like we really have power," said
Adam Lewin. ." I'd do it again in
a minute."
Kalamazoo
College's
involvement was organized by
When most people think of the word "rubbish," normally visions
Kristen Pugh and Jenny Laird of
of Monty Python ladies shrieking about German philosophers
the "K" chapter of the United
come to mind. But not here at The Index! When we think of Campuses Against Militarism
rubbish, we think of our ugly masthead on top (you know, the
(UCAM). The group intends to
one that says The Index and looks like rubbish). We want to
organize the pro-peace
~xorcize this plague off the front page! We'd be most appreciative
community at "K" and to
If any of you creatively-inclined folks out there could submit a
inform the community about
new, improved masthead design. Do whatcha gotta do: graphics 0
issues concerning peace and
most any kind, from most any source (computer, pen on paper,
militarism.
ear wax, etc.) will be considered. Please drop it off in the Index's
Laird was struck by the
mail box by the bookstore or at our office-soon!
tremendous size and peace of the
photo by Ellen Foley
protest. "I was really impressed "K" marchers display D.C. sign

47 Make Trek to D.C.
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Some spring students opt to wait til end of war

NEWS BRIEFS
HISTORICAL
FELLOWSHIP
AVAILABLE
"K" students are welcome to apply for a scholarship to attend
the Historic Deerfield Summer Fellowship Program in Early
American History and Material Culture.
The program consists of lectures and trips to area historical
museums with an emphasis on U.S. history and its curatorship.
Students will also do a research project using historic Deerfield's
musewns and libraries.
The nine-week program will begin in mid-June. Chosen
applicants will be awarded a $4100 fellowship. There is a $1300
fee for room and board.
Interested applicants should write to Dr. Kenneth Hafertepe,
Director of Academic Programs, Historic Deerfield, Inc.,
Deerfield, MA 01342, or call (413) 774-5581 for a Fellowship
brochure and application.
Applications must be submitted by April 1, 1991. Applicants
must be a sophomore, junior, or senior by January I, 1991.
-AI Hannah

MONTE CARLO GOES
ON DESPITE LACK
OF HELP
Monte Carlo will happen.
In the face of publicity threatening the event's cancellation,
enough volunteers have come forward to guarantee that the winter
quarter tradition will take place.
Director of student activities Michael Hudson confirmed that
more people have come forward to help, but that they are still
short about 20 volunteers. Students can still sign up to help on
Hudson's door.
~
Monte Carlo will taIce place Saturday of futh week. Casino
gambling will start at 9 p.m.; the dance begins at II p.m.
-AlHannah

'K' ATTRACTS MORE
MERIT SCHOLARS
A recently-released report form the National Merit Scholarship
Corporation indicates that Kalamazoo College has been highly
successful in attracting National Merit Scholars.
National Merit Scholars represent five percent of the entering
freshman class. That percentage is the highest of any college or
university in the state.
Established in 1955, the National Merit Scholarship
Corporation is devoted to indentifying and honoring
SCholastically-talented secondary school students who show
exceptional potential for success in rigorous college studies.

cont. from pg. 1
that these are threats [of terrorism] that we should get excited
about," he said.
'''The news media has been irresponsible in reporting the situation. They describe exaggerated scenarios, graphically depicting the violence that awaits
Americans abroad," he said
This has scared several students into not participating in
the spring quarter foreign study
program, according to Vande-

Berg.
He added that the safety of
students is the main concern of
the Foreign Study Department.
"If we had specific information
that "the lives of the students
were at risk, we would react
immediately," he said.
Reports from students in Europe vary. From Erlangen,
Germany, Carter Dougherty
writes that Fugate advised their

State Department who told her
that the group has been advised
to not travel or try to come
home immediately.
Within Strasbourg, "K" students were told not to admit to
their American citizenship. Similiar to the Madrid group, they
were also advised not to dress
American, speak English loudly
or travel in large groups of
Americans. It is not clear who
issued these advisories.
Sarah Kreider, in Quito
Ecuador, South America, is not
immune to the fears European
groups are feeling. Kreider
writes of rumors that their
group would be sent home if
war broke out
The State Department has
advised Americans not to travel
in areas between Morocco and
Pakistan, but VandeBerg noted
that "no Travel Advisory has
been issued for western Europe
at this point."

If you really wanl
to destroy Iraq,
send over a team of our
experts
to set up S &L's for them.

Signs at the rally ranged from serious to
humorous
photo by Ellen Foley

Peace Marcil
cont- from pg. 1

apart as the counterdemonstrators hurled insults at
the peace marchers.
Although the festivities
were far from over, the
-Kalamazoo College Public Relations Office "K"students took the subway
back to their bus and began the
long trip back to Kalamazoo at
five. The students got back to
"K" at eight o'clock the next
morning, having spent close to
thirty hours on the bus in order
to attend the protest for less
than seven.
By MARIA CARLSON
The demonstration remained
"Happy Birthday to You" and birthday cake were on the student peaceful throughout the day. No
commission agenda for President Lawrence Bryan when he attended one was arrested and there were
Monday's meeting.
no outbreaks of violence.
Also on the agenda, "Fun Flicks" will be a student commission
Organized by the National
sponsored event taking place Saturday, February 2.
Campaign for Peace in the
From three until nine p.m. in Old Welles, students will have an Middle East, the rally was
opportunity to frolic in front of the video camera with their friends intended to call attention to the
by making their own music videos or acting out a movie scene. Ev- number of people in the U.S.A.
erything is free and students can keep the video.
who oppose the war and to
In other commission business, UCAM (United Campuses propose a program for ending it
Against Militarism) was voted an official student organization at The protesters called for a ceaseMonday's meeting.
fire and an international
After singing, commission also aired student concerns to Presi- conference on peace in the
dent Bryan. Lack of parking on campus was a major issue.
Middle East
Funding of six dollars per person for the trip to Washington
Kalamazoo College-UCAM,
D.C. this past weekend was also approved. Forty-six people make the sponsor of this trip, will
the trek to rally against the war.
have a meeting at 4 p.m.
Commission voted to approve the appoVllments of Kathleen tomorrow in the Red Lounge to
Hickman as Harmon hall representative and Debbie Berlin as Stu- discuss their plans for the '
dent Alumni Association representative.
quarter. All interested in
Heidi Reyst will serve as Crissey hall representative, which was working for and learning about
not reported in initial I ndex coverage of election results.
peace are encouraged to aJtend.

Student Commission Celebrates
President Bryan's Birthday

group during his fall visit to use
caution when traveling to Italy
and Greece.
Campus News Serivce reported that students studying in
Florence, Italy received bomb
threats. "K" students were studying in Florence through Syracuse University.
Heather Stevens, also in Erlangen, wrote that their group
has not yet been advised to
change travel plans since the
start of the war.
Kris Powell and Karen Sizer
in Madrid, Spain were advised
by Institut officials to not dress
in an obviously American style,
speak English loudly or travel
in large groups of Americans.
Because Spaniards also attend
the Institut, Powell and Sizer
report feeling safe.
Kim Holmes in Strasbourg,
France writes of varying travel
advisories. She said one . "K"
student's mother contacted the
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Sophomores Fin d
Philly Phantastic
By AL HANNAH
It's a preposition' that
sounds too good to be true.
Ditch reams of homework,
work at just about any job you
want and live in one of
America's great cities-and get
three credits doing it.
These are some of the key
selling points of the
Philadelphia program which uproots sophomores from the
dorms, throwing them into the
real world for a four month experiment in independent living.
On the program students
live on their own while wOlking
as an intern four full days a
week and taking a single class
on the remaining day. Now
back on campus, Philadelphia
students talk enthusiastically
about their time out east
"I learned a tremendous
amount-way more than I
would have on campus," said
Renee Coleman, a recent returnee.
Upon arriving in
Philadelphia, one must initially
find a place to live. Students get
six nights at a Holiday Inn
where they meet people from
other GLCA colleges also on
the program. When the time's
up, they're expected to have a
place to call home.
Though the task of securing roommates and a place to
stay may seem daunting, the
Philadelphia Center staff assure
students that no one has ever
failed to locate a home.
Returnee Chris Buese affirmed, "Finding housing was a
challenge, but I knew all along
I'd eventually get a place with
cool roommates.~

When it came time to begin internships, "K" students
landed jobs with a variety of
employers. Nevertheless, people
from "K" most frequently opted
to work in a social service setting.

Student Profi£e

'K's' Own "Alexander
the Great"

was always all this stimulation," said Coleman.
Returnee Jessica
LaBumbard added, "It's an easy
place to fall in love with."
While Kalamazoo College
allows 20 students to participate

By SOLEDAD OYO
A car full of drunken
teenagers crashes into a trailer
stopped at a red light. The
sirens of the ambulance and
fire trucks scream and red
lights are everywhere. As
everyone works as a team to
remove the people from the
..
wreck, one paramedic looks
no older than a teenager
himself. His small frame is
misleading-this student's
accomplishments and skills
photo by Soledad Oyo
are amazing.
Alexander Silverman, a resident of New York, started working
as a paramedic at the end of his senior year in high school. He
described it as an occupation where "life and death," is a normal
routine. He also emphasized the job's more frightening aspects
exclaiming: "That job scared the hell out of me. That's why I

,------------------=

quit!"

Alex has used his skills as a paramedic several times at "K"
College. He has helped a car accident victim, a person who fell
on the steps of the tennis court during an epileptic fit and a drunk
who fell and cracked his head. At all three locations, he supplied
first aid that was needed.
Besides having such a "life and death" job, he has also experienced many more relaxed jobs.
For the past five summers, he has been a lifeguard at Jones
Beach in Long Island and South Beach in Martha's Vineyard. The
medical aspects of being a life guard intrigued him, therefore he
decided to be a paramedic.
Alex has also worked as a waiter. The job paid a lot and
required special skills, such as stacking plates on one arm,
memorizing the menu and it also helped him develop endurance.
Alex once had an opportunity to wor~ as a bartender at a
celebrity party. "It was very exciting being there because I saw
many famous people," he said. He had the pleasure of meeting
Carly Simon and Dan Ackroyd, among others.
Along with his many paying positions, Alex has also enjoyed
volunteer work. Later on this year, he will volunteer as a stock
broker's assistant for Prudential Bache.
Alex's parents each have their own firm on Wall Street and
have both been interviewed by the New York Times and the Wall
Street Jour1lll1. His mother was featured in USA Today on the
second page. When asked what experience he has had that would
identify him as a "Wall Street Kid," he said, "it was on my
mother's fifty-fIrst birthday on the day the stock market crashed
two years ago."
Alex has traveled more than most people his age. When he
was eleven years old, he traveled to Japan.
He aims for financial independence; he has been on his own for
the past four summers paying for his own rent and food. He
hopes to experience all aspects of the "real world."
Currently Alex is working at Griffin Place in correlation with
his abnormal psychology class. The program requires 50 hours of
training in crisis intervention.
He would like to work on Wall Street or in public relations/promotions. He is exploring a double major in economics
and psychology, and plans to do his career development internship
working on promotions for CBS Records.

One of the many breathtaking views in Philadelphia

Noted Amy Newman who
was employed at a homeless
women's shelter, "s tudents
from Hope College seemed to
work in business fields mainly,
whereas Kalamazoo students
seemed to choose more socially
conscious jobs."
Many returnees point out
the advantages of having less
homework and the iump they'll
have on their classmates when
Career Development time rolls
around. But it's the city of
Philadelphia itself that makes
them most enthusiastic.
"Just walking down the
street was an education. There

in the Philadelphia program
each fall, this year only ten took
part Says Coleman, "It amazes
me that more freshmen don't
take advantage of this opportunity."
Kim Cummings,
Professor of Sociology, is
spearheading the recruitment
drive which will begin with its
first meeting for interested firstyear students this Thursday at 8
p.m. in the President's Lounge.
Summing up her sentiments about the program,
Coleman interjected, 'There are
oodles 0' opportunities in
Philadelphia. Don't miss Oul."

IVCF Gets Going
By LAURA BARNES
Intervarsity Christian
Fellowship (IVCF) is "a group
of people who want to learn
more about Christianity and
come together to share their
opinions...and learn how to put
what they believe into action for
the community as far as doing
community service and caring
about other people," said leader
Ed Priestaf, sophomore.
Between traditional bible
studies and large group meetings, IVCF has also found time
this quarter to organize a winter
retreat open to the campus and
to organize a prayer vigil for the
Middle East
The winter retreat was held at

Cedar Campus, a Christian re- to one of the various camps held
treat located in Michigan's up- during the summer.
Before leaving for Cedar
per peninsula on the weekend of
January 18. "We decided to do a Campus, IVCF organized a canretreat because we felt it good to dlelight prayer vigil for the
have a context outside of the Middle East on January 15 on
school, away from the pressure the steps of Stetson Chapel. It
and cynicism of school," said began with a singing of Bob
junior Kevin Darby, who helped Dylan's "The Times They Are
a-Changin''', followed by an
organize the retreat.
Dave DeGroot, IVCF's staff opening prayer delivered by
worker, said he wanted students Priestaf and hymnal. People
"to learn more about what it were then given a chance to ofmeans to be a Christian, and fer their own prayers. Dean
what God is calling us to in the Dorrien read an excerpt from
academic world," for people "to Martin Luther King's Christmas
get to know each other and bond service, and the vigil ended with
together as a group," and to "get
people up to Cedar" so they continued on pg. 4
would be more likely to return
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Kandeh's Gulf Views
By ADAM M. GIBSON
It has been two weeks since
President Bush sent allied planes
and missiles against Iraq. Many
news reports about the conflict
fail to give a general overview
of the situation. This article
will give an assembly of information that has not been readily
covered elsewhere. The follow-ing is an interview Jimmy
Kandeh, Professor of Political
Science at Kalamazoo College,
whose special area of interest is
international affairs.
Q: Dr. Kandeh, what are
feelings of the effectiveness of
Saddam Hussein's plans and did
Hussein plan for the U.S. to
come in?
~ A: I don't think Hussein
counted on the United States becoming involved to the degree
that it has, especially in trying
to dislodge him from Kuwait. I
don't think he even envisaged
the United States restoring the
Kuwaiti regime. Maybe he
thought the United States would
oppose him internationally, in
-an international forum, but not
to the extent of taking military
action against Iraq. So in that
sense I don't think things
worked out qUite the way he

planned.
[Iraqi Foreign Minister)
Terilc Aziz rejected [Secretary of
State James) Baker's assertion
that Iraq miscalculated and
. miscalculated several times.
According to him they haven't
mis<;alculated and they have
been right [all along) according
to him. But frankly I don't
think they could have

anticipated the coalition that has
been formed to oppose their
aggression. In that sense you
can somewhat argue that he
miscalculated.
As to why Hussein invaded
Kuwait, I think it was solely
due to economic reasons. The
fact that he has this notion of a
greater Iraq, the idea that he feels
that Kuwait historically is part
of Iraq, and also the fact that he
felt that Kuwait was helping to
Iceep the price of oil low
[influenced him).

Q: Do you think that the
U.S. has over- or underestimated
Hussein's capabilities?
A: I don't think that
Hussein was overestimated, if
anything he was underestimated.
What the United States
underestimated was the ability
of Iraq to drag on this war. They
don't have any interest in a
short war. I think their basic
strategy has been to make this
war last as long as possible.
They hope that they will be able
to unravel the coalition they are
up against. Hussein thinks the
patience of the American public
will wear thin with time. So if
anything, the United States
underestimated his staying
power in a battle situation.
They
have
also
underestimated the kind of
support he can drum up in the
Arab world. Hussein has been
able to redefine the issue in
terms that are appealing to the
Arabs. What he is seen as doing
is attacking Israel. It is an
symbolic act, but that is much
more meaningful to the Arabs
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School of Medicine. $19,000 stipends include $12,000
salary, tuition, health insurance, and a $1000
honorarium for new students. We also feature a summer
research program for undergraduates, paying $2500 for
12 weeks of lab training. Contact Dr. Atkins at (313)
577-0419 (ext. 1511), or write the Department of
Biochemistry, 540 East Canfield, Detroit, MI 48201.
Wayne State University is an Equal Opportunity
Affirmative Action Employer.
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then anything else.
By JULIE H CASE
Q: What will happen if
Waldemar Schmeichel, Professor of Religion at Kalamazoo
Israel comes into the war?
College, is scheduled to give a lecture entitled "Does the New
A: Israel's coming into the Testament Belong to the Literature of Prejudice?" Thursday night at
conflict, [despite] all their 8 p.m. in the Olmsted Room. The lecture is the sixth in the
restraint, I think will hasten the Dunsmore Series on religion and is good for LACC credit.
military defeat of Saddam
Professor Schmeichel says the lecture will "address the question
Hussein. [Although] looking at of the harsh language we find in holy texts."
the air campaign, I don't see
He continued, "We find it in the Hebrew scriptures, we find it in
what Israel could do that the the Koran and we find it in the New Testament. The difficulty is
United States isn't doing not so much with the New Testament, but with the consequences of
already.
the New Testament and some of the harsh language that has been
Israel's involvement in the employed toward ... persons Jewish."
conflict will have very serious
Professor Schmeichel's lecture was originally scheduled for
repercussions. It will mobilize January 17, but was cancelled due to the war. He explained the
the Arab masses, and that cancellation, "The conflict in the Persian Gulf had just broken out,
[region) will be seething with everybody's mind was on other things and it seemed good for us to
all kinds of unrest. Israeli in- say, 'look, this thing needs to achieve a certain kind of emotional
volvement, will also underscore and intellectual settled-ness before people are willing to hear
the close alliance between the f---=so.:::m:.:.:..:..eth=in~g'...:e:..::lse:.::..:..'_"_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
United States and Israel. But
liberal 'anything goes' kind of
whether that will fractionalize continued from pg, 3
environment,
and that's hard to
the coalition? I don't think it
a singing of "Let There Be cope with," Priestaf said. "Even
will have any impact.
Peace on Earth."
for the leaders it's tough to still
Q: Finally, do you think
Turnout at the vigil was hold to what we believe in a
that Saddam Hussein could win much higher than expected, with
place where those beliefs are rea political victory even if he over 150 people joining to pray
jected
by others. The nature of
loses a military one?
for those serving in the Gulf and Christiani ty makes absolute
A: Definitely, because the express other concerns about the
claims, and the current [popular]
political victory will arise from crisis.
philosophy is very relativistic."
the fact the he will be praised
Sophomore Tobin Rothlein,
Responding to the assertion
[by the Arab world) as having however, was disappointed. "We
that few people know of
stood up to a very formidable should have also been praying
Intervarsity, Priestaf said,
coalition led by the United for all the students on campus
"Publicity isn't our strong
States, and merely standing up, who put studying before social
point.. ..The groups we meet in
withstanding such a barrage, and concern and may truly be the fuare set to help you grow in a lot
surviving. Not only surviving, ture leaders, as their study habits
of different areas, and action is
but still having SCUDs to may prepare them for graduate
one of them. But...we've got a
launch, which are more of a ter- school or future success, but
lot of new freshmen and a lot of
ror weapon then anything else. their inability to commit time
people who have never been in a
That is very symbolic to the to a social cause will only perChristian
group before."
Arabs.
petuate our problems in the fuIVCF's groups will meet toPolitically, he will come out ture," he said.
gether in one large group three
a hero ...even if he loses [the
Others would have liked times this quarter. Usually a
war), which is definitely going more singing. "I thought it
guest speaker will come, and
to haDDen.
would be really neat to have members will sing as a part
someone [in front] shouting out worship. They also discuss varthe words. It would have ious activities within each small
Birth Control
brought everyone closer to- group.
gether," said fust-year student
Because you're too smart
"[We taIle about) how to
Wendy Bamberg.
not to use it!
stand up for what you believe
Supplies available
•
The prayer vigil raised when your opinions differ from
awareness throughout campus those of the classroom, and how
that IVCF is not just an in- to handle that without condemnwardly focused group of ing the world because they don't
Christians, said Priestaf. IVCF believe what you do," said
has had to reckon with the gen- Priestaf.
erally hostile reception to
For more information on
4201 W. Michigan, K'zoo-372-1200 Christian beliefs at "K" bible studies, interested students
8992 E. DAve., Richland-629-9718 Col1ege.
can call Priestaf (3-9609), Julie
"A lot of Christians are Delamarter (3-9501), or Jason
treated very [unfairly) in a very Bull (3-9422).
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Unpopular
By JENNIE LAIRD
I protest the war. Operation
Desert Storm, or whatever slick
name Pentagon public relations
chooses to call it, is something
I do not believe in. Asserting
my right to "public assembly"
is one of the most effective
ways I can think of to voice my
thoughts. Yet, I've found
distinct advantages to protesting
a popular war.
The media finds it much
easier to present only one side
of the story at a time. The
masses eagerly point fingers at
protesters
and
yell,
"Communist!" and "AntiAmerican!" Members of my
own family assume that because
I protest offensive military
action, I have no problem with
Saddam Hussein or his
treatment of the Kuwaiti
citizens.
These assumptions are
grossly incorrect. People willing to subscribe to them cut
short many concerned young
citizens like me by spitting in
our faces before listening to
what we have to say.
The media thus far has
presented rallies as demonstrations split into two camps: one
side "for the troops," the other
side "anti-war." Every person
I've spoken to who accepts the
label "anti-war" stresses
adamantly that the phrase
"support the troops" is one they
take to heart. I say, save the
troops. Send them home alive,
and soon.
The members of the peace
movement are eager and willing
to embrace the women and men
of the United States military
with open arms upon their
return home. It is possible to
support the troops and still
object to the reasons for which
they've been deployed.
I object to Saddam Hussein's
barbaric treatment of the
Kuwaiti citizens. Neither can I
tolerate his treatment of the
Iranians during the eight-year

Protest

war (which the United States
. heartily supported). I also
believe there are diplomatic and
non-violent means by which to
weaken Hussein's reign.
Bush is carpet-bombing Iraqi
troops for asserting the same
action which the U.S.monetarily and contractuallyhas supported in that country in
the past, and continues to
support in many '"Third World"
nations. U.S. policy to EI
Salvador, for example, supports
a military regime which
routinely murders peasants and
tortures those "guerillas" who
rebel against the elitist
government.
The U.S. continues to
support, through business as
well as political poliCies,
relationships with countries
such as South Africa and China.
'Have apartheid and the student
massacre slipped all of our
minds so soon?
I remember when Senator
Robert Dole said, "Restoring
the Emir of Kuwait is not worth
one American life." I agree with
him. But Dole and I now differ
in that I refuse to buckle to

blind patriotism and glossed
hypocrisy; I refuse to stop
protesting the unnecessary
deaths of any military or
civilian lives.
We who believe in the peace
movement have an obligation.
In Bush's open letter to college
students, he states, "there are
certain values worth fighting
for." Yes, there are, Mr.
President, and that's why I
continue to protest. That's why
I traveled to Washington, D.C.
to participate in the national
March for Peace in the Middle
East on January 26. That's why
I will not bow to Bush' s futile
wave of pro-war propaganda
which his leuer began.
I do not believe this war
stands on moral ground. The
costs, in lives, money, and
environmental destruCl1on, are
simply too high a price to pay
for the reinstatement of a feudal
kingdom in Kuwait. We who
believe in the peace movement
must have the courage to remain
vocal. Although protesting a
war which a biased media paints
as popular is difficult, it is not
impossible.

Conservative Forum
of murder" and various other
By "HERMAN"
In response to the vulgar abuses.
As I walk around campus, I
overwhelming and often
sickening liberal response that cannot help but to notice all the
has perpetuated the Persian messages that have been written
Gulf situation on this on the walls of the buildings
campus, I believe it is my and every other imaginable
duty as a staunch conservative place. These messages are
to express my views on the nothing but a reflection of the
situation. These views will ignorance that prevails in the
prove to be enlightening to minds of those people that write
those members of the liberal them. One of the most
lynch mob that have crept out prominent messages is placed
of the crevices of this on the side of Dewing facing
Red Square: "No Blood for Oil."
campus.
Many reading this article It seems to be the rallying cry
may think it was written in behind the liberal movement
disgust and anger. Both
President Bush has said from
assumptions are correct: dis- the beginning and repeatedly
gust in regard to the ignorance argued that this war is not about
that surrounds the liberal oil, but about stopping
views of the war; anger aggression and retaining world
because of all of the verbal order. In fact, the U.S. gets less
abuse I have taken from these than eight percent of its oil
liberals. I've been refered to from this region. Also, if the
as "fascist," "supporter of war were over oil, it becomes

quite clear that Saddam's main
target of the war would have
been to destroy the rich oil
fields of Kuwait. This he has
not done.
In the news and in our
classes we are constantly
reminded to remember the
"lessons of Vietnam." Everyone
can agree that many mistakes
happened in Vietnam and many
lessons have been learned from
it.
The principle behind U.S.
involvement in Vietnam was
correct; the slow action of the
military was the real mistake.
The military leaders are
applying this lesson to the
current Gulf war. They have
learned that a slow, steady buildup of troops was the problem in
Vietnam; thus, the tremendous
and effective build-up of a huge
U.S. military force in the
Persian Gulf.
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Watch The Lips
By GARETH PRICE
Watch closely now. The truth is under one of these /ips.
Shuffle. shuffle. shuffle, can you watch my hands. can you read
my lips? Which lip is the truth under now?
We have seen this game played with shells in every city in the
world, and we should know by now how it works. We have been
mesmerized by the hands of the player, fascinated by the sweeping
movements, the dance of the shells. We are sure we have kept our
eyes on the correct shell. But meanwhile the pea has been
deposited, along with our money, in the player's side pocket
The media of this country has developed the game well; it
plays us like fiddles, distracting us with bombast, false debates
and excitement while we forget the truth of yesterday (which
disappears into a memory hole). Every day the politicians shuffle
and promise we forget our urgency, our outrage. The media
constructs the reality of each new week in such a way that we
make what seems like the only logical choice based on this
information, and thus are lead down a path, the destination of
which would horrify us.
I doubt if anyone remembers now that half our Congress spoke
against this war, or that most of the people in this country didn't
want it. I doubt if anyone remembers now how long George Bush
once said it would last, or that it has already been that long. We
are mesmerized by the demonstrations of our amazing military
technology and the fervor of patriotism; we are lulled into" a sense
of complacency by repeated assurances that the war will end soon.
We will see some real media magic in the next few months.
We will see George Bush tum two weeks into two years. Since
we're at war already, another few weeks isn't that much. In a few
months, as the body bags start stacking up, we will wonder what
happened to the nice easy war George promised. In a few more, as
the coalition folds around us and the costs to our country are felt,
we will wonder what happened to our nation's strength. We will
look for the truth, but we will find it under none of the lips we
see.
When we see the destruction this gross mistake will wreak on
our country we will wonder why we weren't told. George Bush,
who promised "no new taxes," will have to fmd some way to pay
the 130 billion dollars or more it will cost. We will hear little of
American casualties, projected by the Center for Defense
Information at "approximately 45,000 casualties, about 10,000 of
which would be deaths" (based on a scenario which calls for a
capture of Baghdad without actually engaging all of the ground
troops of the Iraqi army).
We will never hear about the true suffering and horror of the
war because of the Pentagon's strict control of media coverage.
Reporters are not allowed to travel without escort, are not allowed
to say anything not cleared by military censors. A group of
periodicals, news services, and journalists has taken the
government to court over this policy, charging that the pentagon
intends to bias the public's perception of the war, a charge the
government denies. Truth is the first casualty of war, and this is
all part of the government's simple plan to manipulate an
ignorant electorate.
We owe it to ourselves, the nation, and the world to make an
extra effort to learn the truth of this war, a truth that will never be
disclosed by official sources. We must develop the capacity to
remember and the capacity to think ahead if we are to escape the
manipulation of official propaganda.
The entire world calls for us to end this brutal war. We must
ask ourselves what it is like to live in the belly of the beast.

Why the United States?
Because, like it or not, after
WWII the U.S. emerged as a
world super-power. The U.S.
became the world police force.
At the time the crisis broke out
in the Gulf, no one else in the
world was capable of
successfully completing this
task. The Soviet Union was on
the brink of civil war and no
one else had the military muscle
to liberate Kuwait
Obviously, the other nations
of the world agree with the U.S.
involvement because more than
thirty have become involved in
the coalition by providing either
military power or money. All
the coalition members agree
Saddam must be stopped before
he decides to conquer the entire
Middle East, and before he
develops the technology to
produce nuclear weapons.
Everyone must realize that
the Gulf war is not over oil but
an attempt to halt aggression by
Saddam Hussein.
Our constitution provides for

freedom of speech and freedom
of assembly; it allows us to
march in protest. The anti-war
marches were serving a useful
purpose before the war began:
they tried to prevent the
beginning of the war. But now,
they are not serving a useful
purpose.
The protestors say that they
are not against the soldiers but
against the war. If you ask me,
these protests are only sending
mixed signals to the soldiers.
How can one protest against the
war and suppOrt the soldiers at
the same time? It just does not
make any sense.
The time for protests is past
It is time to support those
soldiers that are dying for this
great nation. It might not be
stated in the constitution, but it
is every American's duty to
support this country. Feel
patriotic for once in your life,
because the soldiers are dying
for the future of your children,
just like our fore-fathers did for
us.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
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"K" Hosts Famous Artist
By PETER WATSON

Over 300 students, faculty
members, and spectators enjoyed
the lecture given by Monday
night at the Dalton Theatre by
nationally known imagist artist,
Edwar4 Paschke.
Paschke was in the
Kalamazoo area as a judge for
the Kalamazoo Institute of the
Arts' area art show. He reviewed
over 650 works of art and selected several to be put on exhibit at the Institute of the Arts,
beginning Friday, February 22.
Paschke was born in
Chicago and attended the art
school of the Art Institute of
Chicago. Currently 51 yearsold, he teaches art at
Northwestern University in
Chicago: An exhibition of his
own work recently opened in
Paris at the Georges Pompidou
National Center of Art and
Culture and will tour in the
United States.
Paschke entertained the audience during the lecture with
three dozen slides showing
work spanning a 22 year-long
career. Much of his art was

Paschke presents work to College audience

provocative and strikingly vivid tween the observer and the
with excellent use of color to painting. This conflict is exaccent design. Paschke said of pressed through the use of an arhis art, "doing this work is an ray of vibrant colors in stunning
autobiographical expression." contrast. Color schemes often
This referred to the heavy clash between dark ard light, or
influence the late 1960s had on cool and warm.
Paschke's work. Such things as
In addition, Paschke is noted
the Vietnam War, the civil for using specific colors to exrights movement and his own emplify certain ideas. For inmilitary experiences express stance, a frequent conflict in his
themselves in his art.
oil paintings is between green
Paschke's most prevalent and red, symbolizing the oppoartistic motif is duality or con- sition between acceptable and
frontation. He has often de- unacceptable behavior in sociscribed his work as a clash be- ety.

Washington, modeled after
Gilbert Stuart's famous rendition. Rather than leaving the
bottom of the painting
unfinished like Stuart, Paschke
left the right side of the portrait
incomplete. Later, he shaded in
Washington's face with a spectrum of color, with each one
symbolizing a specific period in
history.
His reason for this was to
emphasize the conflict between
public identity and inner self,
especially in famous people. By
photos by Deanna Rydzewski
exhibiting Washington's face in
bands of color, Paschke "peels
Motivated by his fascination back the psychological layers"
with television, Paschke makes to reveal the true person within.
extensive use of vertical and He repeats this style with such
horizontal lines as well as large public figures as Abraham
boxes to simulate television Lincoln and Eddie Murphy.
screens. Many of his pieces porPaschke's lecture was foltray multiple figures displaying lowed by thunderous applause,
a complexity he finds on televi- as well as a half dozen quession and in magazines, from tions, from the enthusiastic
which he collects specimens for crowd. When asked about what
his art
advice that he would give to art
One of his more interesting students, Paschke replied, "there
works is a painting of George are no guarantees for anyWashington smattered with a thing ... but it's okay for them to
variety of sharp colors. First he trust their own instincts; there's
sketched the_ portrait of no such thing as a mistake."

New Play and Prof. Debut
DEANNA L. RYDZEWSKI
"Innovative and exciting" are
the words Theresa Davis,
Instructor of Theatre at
Kalamazoo College, uses to describe the play The Little
Theatre of the Green Goose by
Konstanty lldefons Galczynski.
Those two words also apply to
Davis herself, the newest member of the "K" College theatre
faculty.
Davis graduated from
Gunnon University and the
Virginia
Community
University, where she received
her MFA in theatre. During her
college years she hosted a cable
TV show, where she was a
"roving reporter" and also acted
in commercials and industrial
films.
Through her acting, she met
Brant Pope, a former professor
at "K." According to Davis, "He'
mentioned to me that there was
a position open at Kalamazoo

College, so I applied for the
heck of it" After researching the
school, she was quite impressed
with it, especially with the "K"
Plan.
Davis enjoys teaching students, saying very enthusiastically, "Unless you can share
skill and knowledge with others,
it's not worth it!" She said she
feels working with intelligent
and talented young actors is
quite a treat, as they "keep me
young and on my toes."
Davis became acquainted
with The Little Theatre of the
Green' Goose while an actor.
She calls thCf play an "incredible
experience, wide open for
interpretation." Its format can be
compared almost to that of
Monty Python movies: it
consists of 22 short comical
plays satirizing everything from
the Bible to ballet to politics.
"IL's intended to make people
look at the narrow minded ness

of all things they hold sacred,"
she said.
Konstanty
Ildefons
Galczynski, a Polish playwright, originally wrote The
Green Goose as humorous verse
and not as a play. He was
highly criticized and censored by
the Communist government, a
victim of their suppression of
anything avant-garde and antigovernment. The work went
unperformed in his lifetime, and
has been staged only
occasionally since. In fact,
Kalamazoo College's production
will be the Michigan debut of
the play.
Davis said she believes the
production will appeal to the
average "K" student as it is
highly intelligent and very
funny. The show opens
February 28 and runs through
March 3 at the Balch Playhouse.
Tickets go on sale Friday at the
Dalton box office.

Hop to Frogs for LACC
By KEVIN LOCKE
est tragic playwright to the livThis Sunday the London ing world, either Aeschylus (of
Small Theatre Company will Orestia fame) or Euripides
present Aristophanes' Frogs at (author of The Bacchae and
8 p.m. in the Dalton Theatre to Medea). The play satirizes these
the Kalamazoo community. The and other legendary figures of
production is free of charge and ancient Greece.
good for LACC credit. The
The London Small Theatre
Company has toured all over Company is brought to
Europe and the United States, Kalamazoo college by the comand received excellent reviews of bined resources of Forum and
its work. The New Yorker the Classics and Theatre departmagazine calling their work ments.
"The single best production of
Peter COrrIgan, Professor of
Greek Drama w.e've ever seen Classics at "K," heard about the
anywhere."
Company last year during their
Aristophanes was Classical production of Aristophanes'
Athens' foremost comic play- Clouds. After attending one
wright. In Frogs, the god their workshops, he jumped at
Dionysus goes down to Hades the chance to bring them to
in order to bring back the great- "K." He described the group's

work as "provocative" and
"updated," but still very much
grounded in the theatrical conventions of ancient Greece.
In addition to performing
Frogs, the Company will conduct a workshop on Greek
Theatre on Sunday at 4:30 p.m.
in Dalton. The workshop will
consist of a lecture and a staging
of scenes frOIll popular Greek
tragedies and comedies. It will
conclude will a general discussion.
The London Small Theatre
Company is currently touring
Frogs throughout the United
States and will return to
England in March to perform
the play at the Shaw Theatre in
London.

photo courtesy ofWamer Bros. Pictures

Gibson Rules Hamlet
By MARIA CARLSON
I sincerely doubt Shakespeare ever anticipated HamJet would
be on the big screen, but thank goodness it is.
The big draw is Mel Gibson, veteran of The Road Warrior and
more recently, the successful Lethal Weapon I and II. Gibson
brings Hamlet and our sympathies to life as he mourns and plots
the revenge of his father's murder. He is a marvelous madman and
a magnificent tragic figure.
Glenn Close is Hamlet's power hungry mother, Gertrude.
Close's role brings to mind her helpless and crazed character in
Fatal Attraction, but this time, she is in control. She helps plot
the murder of her husband, the King of Denmark, with her lover,
who is her husband's brother and Hamlet's uncle.
Hamlet becomes wise to the situation when the ghost of his
father returns to ask for the help of his son in avenging his
wrongful death.
Hamlet's love interest, Ophelia, is played by the British actor,
Helena Bonham-Carter of A Room With a View. She becomes
endearingly mad when her father dies (Hamlet accidentally runs
him through with a sword) and she thinks Hamlet has rejected her.
Hamlet pretends he is mad, and he is sent to England. His
stepfather/uncle intends to have him killed there, but he returns in
the midst of Ophelia's funeral procession.
From his return to Elsinore, the family castle, to everyone's
final breath, the complexity of Shakespeare remains intact and
tragic.
Questions have been raised as to how far our pop culture will
go to bring high art and theatre down to the common levels.
However, Hamlet's plot remains virtually untouched and the
language is beautifully Shakespearian. No brain candy here.
Hamlet is highly recommended. However, don't go for a study
break; it takes almost as much concentration to understand the
aide English.

SPORTS

'K' Drowns Calvin
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By ADAM M. GIBSON
By HELEN MIKELIC
The Kalamazoo College men's swim team continued their
The K-College women's
swimming team remains to be str.ong season with a win over Grand Valley State University last
one of the dominant forces in Fnday. The men scored 154 points to GVSU's 103.
S~nior co-captain Mitch Veldcamp continued his outstanding
the league with a 4-0 record.
Last Saturday the Hornets year With another national qualifying point total of 297.3 for the 1
climbed one more rung on the m. diving event.
Mike Winkelman had an
ladder toward the championship
outstanding day with a school
by defeating Calvin College by
'record breaking time of 2:23.18
a score of 124 to 78. The team
in the 200 yd. breast stroke, just
captured first places in almost
.87 seconds away from the naevery event in both swimming
tional cut
and diving.
Katie Czmer owns yet anThe 200 yd. medley relay of
other
school record with the
Holly Partyka, Tiffany
10:53.92
she swam in the 1000
Greenman, Laurie Bird, and
yd.
freestyle
on Friday. She
Julie Delamarter set the mode
also
swam
the
season's best
when they swam the season's
time in the 500 yd. freestyle
best time of 2:01.75.
with a time of 5:23.50.
Teammates Katie Czmer,
Heather Botsford posted anMelanie McCormack, and
other
season's best for "K" with
Heather Baotsford also had outa
2:18.98
in the 200 yd. indistanding races in the 200 yd. and
vidual medley-.2 seconds off
500 yd. individual freestyle
the school record
events with 1-2-3 sweeps. They
Holly Partyka had a seaposted times of 2:04.53,
son's
.best time in the 200 yd.
2:04.65, and 2:04.88 respecbackstroke
with a time of
tively.
22:22.18. Rounding out the
Senior Stacy Grobbel had
"K" record-breakers on Friday,
spectacular ilives, taking first
photo by Kim Plaxton the team of Gina Welscott,
place in the 3 m. event with
Heather Bostford, Melanie
191.5 points. Junior Chris
McCormack and Holly Partyka
Lomer swam a strong leg in the
200 yd. freestyle relay with a split of 0:26.6 trailing close behind won a season's best time of
the relay team of Delamarter, Bess German, McCormack, and 3:47.37. in the 400 yd. freestyle
relay.
Botsford with the season's best time of 1:47.17.
"K's" swim teams face
As a whole, the team swam surprisingly well after a tough
College next week in anHope
couple of weeks of meets and practices. Coach Maurer remarked
other
potentially
record-breaking
that she was pleased with these performances, but expects faster
meet
swims at the upcoming Hope College and League meets.

Hope Dunks 'K'
quick points. Going into the
By JERO REPINSKI
The Lady Hornets of half, it was Kalamazoo on top
Kalamazoo (4-10) sufJered a dis- 26-25.
The second half was very
appointing loss to last year's
Division III champions Hope close. The two teams exchanged
College (10-5). Despite the 65- leads for the fITst eight minutes.
53 final score, it was an excit- It was then that sophomore Lisa
Vedmore took charge, sparking
ing and closely contested game.
Both teams played tough de- an 11-2 run. This put the
fense to start the game, allow- Hornets up 43-35.
Some questionable calls by the
ing a total of only four points
over four minutes. Both teams officials led to foul trouble for
used a full court press effec- "K" in the second half.
tively early on, causing a large Vedmore, Oelslager, and firstyear player Lesley Beebe all
amount of turnovers.
Kalamazoo had problems com- went to the bench with four
ing down with the defensive fouls apiece. Hope took full adboards which led to a 9-0 run by vantage of the absence of the
Hope. This attack was answered three benched "K" players and
by a great defensive effort from tied up the score with seven
junior Barbie Oelslager. Her minutes left to play.
In the end it was this foul
tough defensive play led to nine

trouble and "K's" difficulty
breaking Hope's press that led
to the Hornet loss.
On the offensive end, Bedmore
and junior Dawn Fekete scored
IS and 12 points respectively.
Defensively, Oelslager had an
impressive six steals.
When asked to comment on
the game, Head Coach Terry
Gilette said that his job was "to
get this team to play all their
games as hard as they play
against Hope. We're physically
ready, we just need to become
more mentally involved. We're
still having troubles playing the
full 40 minutes."
Kalamazoo will try for its frrst
league win when they play
Alma College at home
Wednesday night

The Hornet Corner
Men's Swimming
1/25: "K" 154, GVSU 83
1/26: "K" 146, Calvin 85
2/1: @ Wheaton Ill., 6 p.m.
2/2: @ Lake Forest Ill., 11 a.m.

Women's Basketball
1/26: Hope 65, "K" 53
1/30: vs. Alma, 8 p.m.
2/2: vs. Adrian, 3 p.m.
2/5: vs. Northwood Inst

Women's Swimming
1/25: "K" 138, GVSU 103
1/26: "K" 124, Calvin 78
2/1: @ Wheaton Ill., 6 p.m.
2n: (@ Lake Forest Ill .. 11 a.m.

Men's Basketball
1/26: Hope 82, "K" 72
1/30: @ Alma, 8 p.m.
2/2: @ Adrian, 3 p.m.
2/5: @ Gr. Rapids Baptist

The Index
congratulates swimmers Mitch
Veldkamp and Katie ezmer for making the
national cut in Division III competition, and Tom
Olson for being named MIAA basketball player of
the week.

Czmer Cheered
to Nationals
By LAURA BARNES
Sophomore Katie Czmer loves to swim because, "It's both a
leam sport and an individual one. Teamwise, you're working together both to succeed and win, but individually it's you swimming against yourself. You set goals and you succeed at them,
and when you do, it's the best feeling in the world."
Clmer received a taste of that feeling when she qualified for the
NCAA nationals in the 1650 individual freestyle at the Ferris
State Invitational held January 12. "The clock went out and so I
didn't know what happened but then everyone was screaming and
so I figured it out," said Czmer. She was both excited and relieved
to have made her cut.
Team support was a major factor in helping Clmer to achieve
her cut off time. During distance events, such as the 1650, people
usually become bored or lose interest in the race. However, the
team was "cheering through the entire 66 lengths," which Czmer
said helped her to maintain her speed and really encouraged her.
At nationals, her main objective is to drop time. "I don't know
how many people there will be," so Czmer is uncertain of her
ability to place, "but I just want to go in there and swim a geed
time." For Czmer, this means
finishing the race in under
eighteen minutes.
Before starting to swim
competitively, Czmer participated in synchronized swimming for eight years.
However, once she reached
high school, she discovered
there was no synchronized
swimming team, and so she
decided to join the regular
swim team.
She didn't qualify for state
competition in high school,
and so she is particularly
enthusiastic about being able to compete in high school. She also
hopes fellow swimmers Tiffany Greenman and Julie Delamarter,
as well as a relay, will be able to join her.
Aside from swimming, Clmer enjoys to spend her free time
with friends walking and biking. Because of the demanding academic curriculum, at school she uses the little free time she has to
sleep, quips Czmer with a smile.
Czmer also works as an admissions assistant giving tours and
hosting prospective students. Over winter break, she also' gave a
talk at her high school. "You meet a lot of people, and when they
come here, if they come here, it's sort of rewarding to know you
may have had a part in that," she said.

Fouls Cause 'K' Fall
By JULIE H_ CASE
The Kalamazoo College men's basketball team dropped a tough
game to the Hope College Flying Dutchmen last Saturday in
Holland by a final score of 82 to 72.
The two teams were evenly matched on the court and played a
fieI:Ce, closely contested game. At halftime, the Hornets trailed by
only three points.
If anyone thing hurt the "K" cause most, it was fouls. Key
players such as juniors Mile Buss and Rob Passage were sent to the
_ bench '!arly with foul trouble.
Brian Witcowski, also a junior, was the top scorer for "K" with
20 points, followed by senior Jeff Reinoehl with 14. Seniors Ron
Barczak and Tom Olson were also shooting well with 13 points
apiece.
Hope sent "K" to the free throw line for twenty-six shots,
where the Hornets hit 61 percent. "K" sent Hope the the line for
forty-one shots, where they they scored eighty-one percent
The Hornets gave Hope a workout, and it appears they may
prove a real treat to the Dutchmen when they visit "K" in a few
weeks.
The men's basketball team hopes to rebound from its disappointing weekend loss with games on the road this week against
MIAA rivals Alma and Adrian.

ASSEMBLER WANTED! Read Books For PayEARN AS MUCH AS
$45,000 Per Annual
$980.00 Weekly working
part/full time for our
Income Potential. Call
Company at home easy work
for amazing details
anyone can do. Call amazing
24 Hrs.
Recorded Message 1-212212-978-3835
978-3344024 Hrs.

ROOMMATES. A DIFFICULT SPECIES. ONE MUST, HOWEVER, LIVE WITH
THEM.
IT'S THEIR NATURE. SO WE DECIDED TO GET TOGETHER AND
THINK UP A FEW TIPS TO HELP YOU ALL DEAL WITH THEM.

There's a dc;ndy little policy here at "K" ' that says if your
rOOMmate commits suicide, you get an automatic four point average
for 'the quarter. Of course, the trick to ]:n,mping them off is
to not ge~ caught ... you just have to stage it right.
1. Wire the stereo so its volume is continually on "11."

put in the Violent Femmes or something equally
suiciual. Lock the door.
2. Hang them with the phone cord. Leave note saying "I
just got the bilL .. Goodbye cruel world."
3. Lace their Ramen noodles with grain alcohol.

If you're not the bloodthirsty type, you can always make life
so miserable that they'll leave voluntarily. There are several
approaches-

A

Hum~liati~n

Walk in on him/her having sex and a)laugh,
pOlnters, c)join in. Or, show everyone on the hall
hlS or her col~ection of New Kids On the Block memorabilia.
And then there s always the time-worn favorite of telling
Mom where they really are when she calls
"
gee M
S o an d so, s h e ' s not at the library, actually
•
. ...
•• " ,
rs.

b~glVe
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Harassment. practice your electric guitar reeaally loud
at ~hree,a:m. every night finals week. Copy over all of
with your Karen Carpenter albums.
smil
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e a ernoon and announce with a chirpy
e,
m one wlth my homework, how about you?
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lnt'l Excellence Recognized
Future world leaders forced out of nest to try wings
By KATIE LOWRIE
Beloit College has targeted
Kalamazoo College as one of
the nation's 50 most prestigious
liberal arts colleges in the area
of international education and
orientation.
"At 'K' we intentionally
push people out of their nest
and allow them to test their
wings," said assistant director of
foreign study Mick Vande Berg.
"They then experience growth.
We truly are providing leaders
for an increasingly international
world"
Exhibited strength in international education through area
studies, language classes, foreign study enrollment and other
programs was common to all of
the colleges and universities selected
Foreign study at "K" began
as a summer program in 1958.
Four years later the "K" Plan
was instituted, enabling students to participate on foreign

study during the fall and winter Western European Studies.
On campus, language houses
or spring quarters.
For the past 25 years, 85 to contribute to "K's" international
90 percent of "K's" graduating outlook by requiring residents to
classes have taken advantage of speak the language in all public
foreign study, a higher percent- areas of the house. The head resage than any other college insti- ident of the house is a native
speaker.
tution in the nation.
Currently underway is a pilot
In addition to a well-designed
foreign study program, "K" also program for a credit course in
offers several other international cross-cultural skills, to be
activities and opportunities, taught initially by Vande Berg
this summer.
both on and off campus.
"K" will attend a conference
Senior Individualized Proalong
with the other 49 recogjects funded by the Chamberlain
Program makes it possible for nized colleges focusing on "The
seniors to complete their SIPs International Liberal Arts College" on June 19 and 20 in Beabrood.
International and Area Stud- loit, Wisconsin.
"K's" Foreign Study departies is a new major requiring forment
hopes to trade experiences
eign study experience as well as
literature and history courses of and ideas with other schools at
the target language and country. the conference in June. AccordComparative classes are also ing to Vande Berg, "K" and the
needed to allow students to view other attending colleges are
"most responsible for training
events on a global level.
"K" is also the only liberal the future leaders and experts in
arts college with a Center for in ternational affairs. "

photo by Eric Lengua

This week's unusually warm weather has
inspired many to bring out their summer
wardrobes early. Shorts and shades have
been a common sight all over the campus.
And it's only February ...

Famed Filmmaker Visits 'K'
ing them previously, of constructing films without a specific motive, plot or script, in
Kalamazoo College welmind represents a dramatic
comed perhaps the most imporchange from the established
tant documentary filmmaker in
ways of making documentary
the world today this week as
films.
Marcel Ophuls addressed the
Ophul's technique of "multicampus community.
voice
narrative" revolutionized
Until Ophuls, documentaries
"non-fiction filmmaking," and
had been made in the cinemas
has been adopted by many
filmmakers. The idea is a simple one: shoot hours and hours
of film and let the people speak
for themselves.
This technique, he noted, can
actually be more a more effective means of persuading the audience than telling them directly
what to think, what to feel.
Ophuls has succeeded in finding and interviewing for his
films many people who normally do not agree to talk publicly. He noted how people will
talk to a camera in ways they
not to a real person, that such
otherwise reluctant subjects fmd
the camera a confessional
medium.
"Don't underestimate the
people's vanity," he said Of the
many ex-Nazis he had tracked
down and spoken with, he
Photo courtesy of the Kalamazoo Gazette noted, "They want to communicate, they want to make
Marcel Ophuls speaks with the 'K' community

By AARON ELSTEIN

verite ("truth cinema") style.
Traditionally a narrator, a "voice
of God," would tell the viewer
what he was seeing and how to
interpret it.
In Ophuls view, such a technique is "paternalistic", a case of
"objectivity speaking to you."
His innovation of interviewing
people without meeting or brief-

Wolpe Selected
Grad Speaker

Kalamazoo's voice in Washington, House Representative
Howard Wolpe, will also be
up ... they want universal recon- heard on the Quad this June as
commencement speaker.
ciliation."
"1 am looking forward to the
He also addressed the role of
the documentary films in to- oppor1l1llity to speak at Kalamaday's society, denying they were zoo's graduation ceremonies,"
a potential replacement for read- said Wolpe.
Wolpe was selected by the
ing as a means of conveying incommencement
committee
formation.
"Filmmaking, any form of chaired by Dean of chapel Gary
filmmaking, is much too super- Doolen.
Formerly a Western Michificial to replace literacy," he
gan
University political science
said, adding, "I don't want to
professor,
Wolpe has rqxesented
give people a substitute for doMichigan's third district. which
ing their homework. "
Ophuls started his career stretches from Portage to Lansworking for French television ing, since 1978.
Commencement activities
and got involved in making
will
take place June 15 and
documentaries principally by beweather
permitting, on the
ing assigned such work.
His works include The Sor- Quad, as always.
row and the Pity, which demon- --AI Hannah and MariD Carlson
strates that under extreme duress
many French people collaborated with the Nazi occupiers,
and Hotel Terminus, in which
he documents the search and
eventual apprehension of Klaus
Barbie, chief of the Nazi secret
police in Lyon, France.
His most recent" work,
November Days, was commissioned by the BBC and documents the collapse of East Germany's communist government
and the fall of the Berlin Wall in
November, 1989.
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NEWS BRIEFS
BSO Selects Speaker
Hili R. Madhubuti (Don L. Lee), editor of Third World
Press and director of the Institute of Positive Education in
Chicago, will be keynote speaker at the annual Black Student
Organization dinner.
Madhubuti's books in print are in excess of one million; his
most recently published book is Black Men, Obsolete, Single,
Dangerous?, which offers practical suggestions to strengthen
African American families. He also has published widely in
magazines, quarterlies, and newspapers.
Recently, Madhubuti's work has been highlighted on the
CBS program "Nightwatch," NPR's "All Things Considered,"
"The MacNeil Lehrer News Hour," as well as publications including the Chicago Tribune, New York Times, and The Washington Post.
Madhubuti earned his MFA from the University of Iowa and
is a professor of English at Chicago State University.
-Kalamazoo College Public Relations Office

BSO source of friendship and
unity to students
By LAURA BARNES
The Black Student Organization was born with the intention
to tackle issues facing African
Americans at "K" and in the
country.
Nevertheless, over time BSO
has expanded to also serve as a
social unifier among its members--much more than its constitution mandates.
"BSO serves as a support
group on campus to promote
awareness about Afro-American
culture," said president Nicole
Whitaker. "BSO also serves as a
social outlet because not too
many activities are geared towards black students on the
weekends. Without BSO we'd
have no social life."
"Before I joined, I was not a
very social person," said secretary Damone Mack. "It's given
me an opportunity to take on a
leadership role . . . and know
more students."
Mack added, "I thought it
would be a worthwhile investment. People are very independent but they can also look to

others for support."
For Stevens, BSO means
"friendships, a social outlet, a
place to get your values reaffinned, and the (opportunity) to
learn new stuff about AfroAmerican culture."
It also provides a non-threatening atmosphere to get to
know other minorities. "If I
were to see (another black student) and go up and introduce
myself, and start talking to (that
people) it would be awkward,
but at BSO it's not like that."
BSO been planning for their
biggest event, the annual dinner
which will be held February 8.
Reknowned author and editor of
Third World Press Hui R.
Madhubuti (Don L. Lee) will
also speak.
The group meets each Sunday at 4 p.m. in the BSO room
located in Hicks Center next to
the counseling office. Each
week revalent issues such as
what can be done to make a positive impact on black children.
The meetings are open to aU
students, and Whitaker encourages everyone to come.

New housing policy presented
and explained
tive.
To answer financial quesStudents get up at the crack tions, Tom Ponto of the busiof dawn to stand in line for con- ness office and dean of students
cert tickets, class registration Marilyn LaPlante will be on
and now maybe for housing!
hand for a fireside chat February
Instead of just handing in 11 at 7:30 p.m. in the Presihousing forms, students will dent's Lounge.
now register for housing in perAlso of interest to students,
son. If a student isn't on cam- the Stryker Center is sponsoring
pus, another student can be sent National Issues Forums to talk
in proxy. Squatters will receive about controversial issues.
first priority, followed by Members of the community and
seniors, juniors, sophomores, students are brought together to
and fIrSt-year students, as it is constructively discuss both
now.
sides.
The new process will begin
Abortion will be discussed at
summer quarter and will involve the forum on Thursday FebrulOOking at the dorm plans and ary 7. Interested students should
requesting a specific room.
contact Hugh Anderson of the
Changes in the new housing Stryker Center at 383-9639 or
policy were briefly unveiled at Stacey Grobbel to get involved.
Monday's student commission
In other student commission
meeting. Beth Greene and business, President Grobbel
Vaughn Maatman will attend reported on a meeting with
the February 11 meeting to fill LaPlante regarding the parking
in details and answer questions. problem. At the present time,
If students have suggestions or lack of parking space is not seen
questions, they should contact as a problem and will wait until
their residence hall representa- spring.
By MARIA CARLSON

Dorrien Changes Address, Title
By LAURA BARNES
"I'm not giving up being a
pastor; I'm just giving up being
a chaplain," said Dean of Chapel
Gary Dorrien when talking
about his decision to leave the
Chapel and become a full time
Professor of Religion. "I agonized about [the decision] for
some time, and even after I
made it, I was doubtful for some
weeks. "
"We are utterly delighted,"
said religion department chair
Waldemar Scheichel. "Dorrien
was invited with the clear
knowledge his scholarship
would be greatly aided as a
result ... [However], he filled the
office of chaplain in an exemplary fashion, and that will
be a loss to the chapel as a
whole."
"For years I've wanted to be
both a pastor and an academic.
People told me I would have to
choose but I've always insisted I
could do both," said Dorrien.
Although he has now made the
decision to pursue academics
full time, he says "the reasons I
got ordained I don't want to forsake."
There is a presumption
among students that when
certain problems arise, they can
go and see Dean Dorrien, even if
they don't know
him
personally. "I'm the chaplain;
they can talk to me about these
things."
He hopes students will come
and talk to him and not feel
threatened because his office
will now be in Humphrey
House. "I would very much
miss the counseling aspectthat's the threat [of leaving my
position]."
However, he is enthusiastic
about teaching full -time. "I love
the classroom situation. To
have twice [as much time] is
very exciting."
The deciding factor for Dorrien was the many administra-

If what happened
on your inside
happened on your
outside, would
you still smoke?

R E COR D 5

. 109 N. BURDICK
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141-5865

tive duties which went along served," he said.
with his current job. Dorrien alThe committee has begun
ready taught several classes advertising and hopes to have
within the religion department applications in by the beginning
and he wanted "to teach full of spring quarter so they can betime and not be so preoccupied gin the sorting process. If everywith administration. "
thing goes well, by the middle
"I love chaplaincy, but I was of spring three candidates should
less enamored with the LACC be invited to campus "to run
program." Dorrien is responsi- through the hoops of the .in terble for all LACC events, which view process, which is very
includes greeting speakers at the strenuous of course," said
airport, arranging overnight Schmeichel. Students will be
lodgings for people, and han- invited to come and talk to the
dling the budget.
candidate so they may get a
The position for a full time sense of the individual and give
professor became available when feedback to the committee. "We
former professor of religion hope by the end of spring quarPaul McGlasson left to teach at ter to have one individual
Eaton Seminary. This was a [which will go before the Presivery beneficial career move for dent for approval] ....who will
him, said Religion Department then begin work in the middle
Chainnan Waldemar Schme- of September."
ichel.
"We're lOOking for a rather
"He is a very strong, aca- extraordinary individual and it
demically oriented (professor will test the judgement of the
who) focuses on scholarship. committee and it will test the
The college campus was broader judgement of the committee to
than he was inclined to be, and recommend one," concluded
we can only wish him well," Schmeichel.
said Schmeichel.
Dorrien is in the process of
Schmeichel leads the com- writing a book entitled The
mittee in the search for a new Neo-Conservative Mind, a study
Dean of Chapel. He is joined by of the neo-conservati ve inDorrien and students Walter tellectual movement.
Miller and Sharon Probert.
He writes his books with
"The most demanding job undergraduate students in mind
aside from the President and the and in fact began to write due to
Provost is the Dean of Chapel. the lack of material available for
The Dean is expected to be his classes.
Although the
chaplain of the college, inter- books are usually slightly
preter of the moral and educa- "above" the students, if Dorrien
tional vision of the school, ad- were to simplify his works he
ministrator to the far flung for- would then be writing texteign program, and a part-time books.
teacher in the religion depart"If you ask most students
ment. (He needs to be) a good about their experience with
counselor, speaker, have a textbooks they'll usually tell
strong public presence, and if you 'No Thanks! '; they would
possible, walk on water," added rather engage in the real thing
Schmeichel with a laugh.
even though it may be more
"Not anyone is going to fit difficult. I have been apall of those roles but we are proached by publishers to write
looking at the capacity of the texts, but I also find them borindividual to grow and learn so ing and don't use them myself
all the interests can be well in the classroom."
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NOW Hits 'K'
By KATIE LOWRIE
Kalamazoo College's newly created chapler of the National
Organization for Women (NOW) offers some promising prospects.
Corinne Vorenkamp, sopho more. hopes the organization will
provide "community involvement 'where WEC doesn't get
involved."
The group inlends to focus on the issues of reproductive freedom,
the Equal Rights Amendment, economic justice, child care, equal
education, nuclear disarmament and recycling, among others.
Michigan NOW boasts 34 chaplers and over 7000 members.
NOW reaches people on a local, regional, stale and
national
level and even has professional lobbyists to make their views
known in Washington, D.C. and Lansing.
NOW's foremost objective is to obtain full equality for all
women. "K's" chapler, said Vorenkarnp, "will be be coordinating
with Planned Parenthood to form a volunteer group to help the girls
and provide moral support" to those faced with the decision of
becoming a parent or not.
NOW also aspires to help install a sexual harassment policy at
"K." "It's never talked about," said Vorenkamp. "If something
happened, I wouldn't even known where to go and that's something
every woman on campus needs to know. They need to know

Coming away from the Roe versus
Wade anniversary, people feel prochoice is really important.
someone will listen and it will make a difference."
She continued, "We're hoping right now to see what the most
important issues are and I think people feel that...coming away from
the Roe versus Wade anniversary that pro-choice is really important."
A law requiring parental consent for a minor to have an abortion
will go into effect in Michigan on April 1. In response to this law,
NOW showed a well received video entitled Abortion Denied last
night in the Quadstop to increase public awareness on the topic and
its consequences.
From 2 to 5 p.m. on Saturday, February 9, NOW will sponsor a
letter writing campaign in the Trowbridge main lounge. People will
be given the opportunity to voice their opinions on legislature
concerning several women's issues.
Both NOW and WEC "are open to men and women, whalever
position they take on an issue...even if they're not vocal. We want
everybody involved who thinks about this, who has questions about
issues," said Kristin Berger, an active member in both
organizations.
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What do you think about
orange and black as
Kalamazoo's colors?
•

Campus Cries For
Marriott Reform
By STEVE SHADIK
Are you tired of being
eheated? Are you tired of being
hungry? Are you tired of baked
cOO?
Fellow students: we are getting taken, and we look like
fools. Marriott Food Service
has us under their thumb, and
we are not doing a damn thing
about it. I have lisled here
some of my complaints about
our food service. If I should
miss any, please feel free to express some of your complaints
so we can stop allowing ourselves to be treated this way.
1. Every day I read in the
Daily Bulletin that we can go
down to Quadstop and pay
$2.75 and eat the same thing being served in Saga. Call me
crazy, but I think this is wrong.
Another thing I don't understand
is the fact that we cannot go
into Quadstop for a lale snack of
some fries and a drink and have
a meal checked off our meal
cad .
PROPOSAL: Allow students to eat in Quadstop and
have their meal card punched insJead of their wallets; have every
$3.00 worth of food and drink at
Quadstop be worth one punch
off the meal card.
2. Every meal you don't eat
at Saga (and no one can blame
you), Marriott is sJealing $4.00
from you. Here is how much is
being stolen from us.
PROPOSAL: Refund our
money for meals we don't eat.
3. More than half the time I
eat at Saga I end up in the
sandwich line (which I will get
to shortly) because the food se-

Each Quarter
20-meal plan
who eats ave.
of 17 meals

Each Week

Money Lost

4 Years

$12

$120

$1200

IS-meal plan
who eats ave.
of 13 meals

$8

$80

$800

100meal plan
who eats ave.
of9 meals

$4

$40

$400
(each meal =$4.(0)

of hot dogs.
lection is Ierrible.
PROPOSAL: Serve ham
PROPOSAL: Start serving things we like! Here is a and/or roast beef everyday.
list of 16 different selections Also, sometimes have hamwhich, the majority of the stu- burgers in the sandwich line indents like. There are 14 meals stead of hot dogs.
5. I am sick and tired of Pina
each week (not counting breakColada-Caramel
Pecan-Pistachio
fast). Serve one of these selecPie yogurt.
tions at every meal.
PRO P 0 SAL: Serve
1. Grilled Cheese
vanilla and chocolate yogurt
2. Ham & Cheese Hot Wrap
more oflen , or bring back the
3. Ravioli
ice-crearn
machine.
4. Manicotti
6. Vegetarians are sick of
5. Hot Turkey Sandwich
lentils, and of being served yo6. Turkey w/ Fried Rice
gurt cups with expiration daleS
7. Thin Pizza
in the past.
8. Mushroom Hamburgers
PROPOSAL: Serve a
9. Steak
wider variety of vegetarian
10. French Dip
meals, and buy new yogurt.
11. Quesadilla
7. Even though our food ser12. Chicken Sandwich
vice is so inadequale, we are
13. Turkey Cutler
still/arced to have a meal plan.
14. Roast Beef
This
our own school does to us,
15. Chicken Breast
not Marriott (believe it or not).
16. Roast Turkey
PROPOSAL: Demand our
4. I spend so much time in
the sandwich line that I'm be- school fmd another food service
ginning to think that turkey is that will meet our needs, or let
the only meat in the world. us make our own decisions
Ham and roast beef should not whether or not to get a meal
be a novelty . . Also, we are sick plan.

"Orange and black are too
politically unaware colors and
they don't fit for this
college."
-Rich Bennett K'93
"They kioda make me wanna
puke."
-Eric Tongren K'93

photos by Eric Lengua
" I like 'em because they are

the color of cheetos."
-Lisa Peterson K'93

"Orange and black . . . Boiling
Pot. .. the Cauldron .. . Is
there an underlying message
here?"
-Jen Mitchell K'94

"Blah. I never really thought
of it before."
-Alan Higbee K'91

Do You Want VISA ' & MasterCard Credit Cards?
Now}Uu can have two of the most recogntzed and
accepted credit cards In the \Wrld ...Vlsa S and Mast.erCard 8
credit cards..:ln }Uur name." EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN 1URNED DOWN BEFORE!

------------------------•• YES!
•••
•

: STUDENT SERVICES , BOX 224026,HOLLYWOOD,FL 33022 :
I want VISAS/MASTERCARD\!> Credit
Cards. Enclosed find S15 which Is 100% refundable If not
approvro Immediately.

••
•
• NAME
•
ADDRESS
•
•• em
STATE-ZIP
•
••
S.s.#
•
PHONE
_.d1G'
~,,~"1"-,,0
No turn downs!
•• SIGNATURE
••
G60\.0 c~ "C,,No credit checks!
"'S,,'ta"~~:O ,~~t
No security deposit! •
••
~'C e
••
lit "'i:IJ;J:t.I;Ik:J;13 )11;X.':I'.i,,,,,
•-------------------------•

VISA'") and MasterCard@ the credit cards }UU
deserve and need for- ID-BOCKS-DEPARTMENT
STORES-TUlTION-ENTERTAlNM ENTEMERGENCY CASH-TICKETS-RESTAURANl"SHOTELS--MOTELS--GA5-CAR RENTALSREPAIRS-AND TO BUIlD YOUR CREDIT RATING!

I

I
I

NQTI;,

... 11.."....
G d'-

..~

...

Approval absolutely guaranteed so
1

MaslerCard Is a n:g'.,eml 'rademarl< .. Masle.c.rtllntemallonal. Inc.
Visa .s • n:gl.teml IradelTlilrl< .. VlSo&. USA. Inc. and VlSo&. Intemauonal
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Chaverim
Resurrected

Dorm Room Evolution
The Law of Diminshing Returns
By AARON ELSTEIN
A little while ago I was just
banging around in my room,
eeking out my post-modem
senior exisJence, when suddenly
I thought, Damn my dorm room
is really bare.
I looked around and I saw
cinderblock walls standing
unblemished by posters of Elle
Macpherson or some alternative I
rock band. Instead of a huge
stereo to blast the halls with
bounds of jolly, I have this
modest portable box. Filling the
refrigerator with liquid refreshments isn't the challenge it once
was, so it normally lies empty
except for a technicolored apple
I nicked from SAGA a month
ago.
Clothes? Well, enough
anyway to do the laundry only
when absolutely necessary (and
drawers infested with scores of
unmatched socks), but most of
them are from your basic PostModem Student Anti-Fashion
Collection. Far and away the
most important thing in the
room is my automatic coffee
maker.
What gives? Clearly we are
dealing here with a classic case
of a phenomenon unique to "K"
College,
The Law
of
Diminishing Relllms.
The Law of Diminishing
Returns (the LDR, also known
as Elstein's Profound Late-atNight Theory) states that the
longer one stays at "K," the less
one has in their room.
Check it out walk into most
any first-year student's room and
you may well walk into a veritable student Versailles. The
walls are covered end to end
with all sons of posters and pictures, the book shelves are
stuffed with stuff brought from
home, maybe the beds have
been aeatively rearranged and all
sorts of nifty extra lights lend
further ambience. You might
even find a stereo that resembles
a public-address system. The

closets and drawers are packed
full of clothes for all occasions.
In contrast, I gaze- at my
minimalistic room (not to be
confused with a humble abode)
and determine I could move all
my stuff out in approximately
fifteen minutes, give or take a
stray sock.
Anyone who spends any

amount of time at "K" will
quickly come to recognize the
LDR is a powerful, undeniable
force. I decided to take this
theory on the road, asking
others if they had experienced
the same thing.
Senior Renre Anderson noted
how the LDR had affected and
infected her: "I have less
clothing, less tapes, less things
on the wall. Freshman year I
brought every single tape I
owned. Now I just bring the
ones I listen to the most," she
said. Why the changes?
"Because I just seem to move
around way too much."
And there lies the key to the
LDR: instability. If first year at
"K" is anything (and it may
well be many things), it is
stable. Many f1fSl-year students
move into their rooms in

September and don't leave until
June. It's a lot of time to make .
a dorm room one's personal
bachelor or bachelorette pad.
But then a goofy thing
known as the "K" Plan kicks in
after first year, and stability
disappears faster than socks in
the laundry (another theory in
the works).

You move into a room, only
to quite often move right out
ten chaotic weeks later. A clear
case of changing priorities takes
place: one can move all one's
stuff and keep their personal Taj
Mahal (or was it Versailles?)
alive, or one can get real and
decide that moving all that stuff
around after every quarter is a
tremendous pain in the ass.
Hence one's room adopts the
increasingly bare, basic, let's
call it minimalistic, theme as
time goes by. Quietly, almost
imperceptibly, the infamous
LDR invades your life and your
surroundings.
So all you unsuspecting
students out there, beware, one
of these quarters the LDR may
take a hold of your life and you
too may well be wallowing in

your bare-OO:leS dorm room.

By AARON ELSTEIN
After a brief hiatus, Kalamazoo College's Jewish student organization, Chaverim (the Hebrew word for "friends") has reappeared.
Led by first-year student Shana Raisman, the group intends to
expand campus awareness about Judaism, with a special emphasis
on its cultural aspects.
"People are basically unaware on campus and in general about
the contribution that Jewish people have made to society. There' s a
lot more to Judaism than Woody Allen," said Raisman.
She added that the club is not an exclusive one. "Chaverim is not
a club just for Jewish kids. We want to use it as a means of teaching others what being Jewish means," she said.
Chaverim emphasizes that Judaism is not just a religion, a "God
concept." Said Raisman, "Being Jewish doesn't mean ' I go to
church, I go to the synagogue.' It's more than that. It is a way of
seeing the world"
The group hopes to relate this view in many ways this quarter,
including holding a Passover Seder open to all, a model Jewish religious service in Stetson Chapel and sponsoring speakers to come
talk about Judaism and Jewish contributions to American and world
culture.
"We'd like to discuss the plight of black African Jews, for example, perhaps in conjunction with the Black Student Organization,"
said Raisman. "It's not something many people know much about."
Chaverim is not affiliated with any organization or interest. A
popular misconception is that being Jewish means one automatically supports Israel and has certain views on the Middle East, but
Chaverim stresses they do not endorse nor promote any particular
viewpoint, religious, political or otherwise.
"It's important in times of global misunderstanding to learn
about others," said Raisman.
Anyone interested in Chaverim should contact group leader
Shana Raisman at 3-9479.
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More than Oil
when he is fighting with
conventional and chemical
weapons, than later, when he
has nuclear weapons.
We are Americansmembers of the greatest COootry
ever to exist. By being on top,
we have a responsibility, an
obligation, to offer assistance
when needed. Il is becoming
increasingl y difficult to decide
which nations need, or rather
warrant, our help. We have
made mistakes in the past, and
will oodoubtedly make mistakes
in the future. But this doesn't
mean that we should be any less
reluctant to deal with threats
such as Saddarn Hussein.
The main issue of this war is
not the furthering of our own
economic interests, or lower gas
prices. No, this war is about
freedom for less fortunate
countries in the face of
aggre,ssion.
President Bush has said that
as Americans we bear a "burden
of freedom." I am extremely
grateful to be able to bear this
burden. Make no mistake about
it, so should anyone else.

abandoned this phrase, until I
recently saw a pin that read "no
body bags for oil."
How can we seriously reduce
such a massive war to the issue
of oil? In the beginning,
Hussein posed an immediate
threat only to the Middle East.
But what about in five years,
when he will have a nuclear
arsenal? AIe we dealing with a
rational human who will have
stopped with the conquest of the
Middle East? I think not.
Another frequenlly heard
argument was that we should
have allowed more time for the
sanctions to have an effect. Yet
had we delayed much longer, the
anti-Iraqi alliance may have
weakened. We gave Saddarn a
reasonable deadline to withdraw
from Kuwait. He ignored these
warnings; now we have to do
lAmbS tlle hard ..... ay.
Finally, I've heard repeatedly
that the affairs in the Middle
East are not of our concern, that
Kuwait is not worth a single
American life. America would
have had to deal with Hussein
sooner or later. Better sooner,

By KURT SIMECK
it recently came to my
attention that every single
person on this campus is
against the war. Well, I couldn't
believe this. How could
everybody be against the
liberation of Kuwait? My initial
response was one of surprise,
but I then became confused.
So, in an effort of parity, I
decided to show everyone that
there is at least one person who
supports this action in the
Persian Gulf.
First off, I'm not a fascist,
right-wing conservative, war
monger. War is immoral, evil,
and unjust. Unfortunately, it is
also inevitable. Circumstances
sometimes require that action be
taken. The situation in the Gulf
is one such circumstance.
Saddarn Hussein sent a very
clear message to the world when
he invaded Kuwait. Not only is
he a threat to the Kuwaitis, but
to the entire world.
The argument most often
heard in the initial stages of the
war was "No blood for oil." I
thought that people had
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The Choice for Choice
By LINNEA BURK
The issue of the legality of abortion should be taken seriously by
all, as it may someday affect our own futures.
The right we are considering, that we are questioning, is the right
of a woman to make a decision involving the integrity of her own
body. As a person I have serious doubts about laws which mandate
what happens to my body. As a woman I have doubts about laws
which question my ability to decide whether or not I should become
a mother.
Regardless of whether a woman decides to keep a child, or to
offer a child for adoption, nine months of pregnancy and birth is a
dramatic process which affects a woman for the rest of her life.
There should always be the choice whether or not to experience it.
I do not believe in abortion as birth control. Women and men
should be educated in how to prevent unwanted pregnancy. But no
method of birth control is fool-proof, and it is very easy to make a
mistake. The question remains as to whether one should punish for
those mistakes by removing a choice.
I have never heard of a woman skipping blissfully off to have an
abortion. It is an agonizing decision, involving many things: the
father, love, money, security, education, what-ifs, might-have-beens
and a loss of freedom. It is something to live with, an arduous task
one never forgets.
I admire the strength of women who keep their babies. They
have made decisions which are right for them. But for others,
motherhood might be wrong; pregnancy could be a mistake. For
them an abortion option must remain legal.
I have always hoped that pro-life/anti-abortion supporters would
redirect their energies away from trying to make abortion illegal. I
would ask them to support women who do decide to have a child.
Many women need counseling, money,love, acceptance, child care
classes and a family to guide them. I believe the interests of the prolife movement would be better served by providing for lives that
already are.
Be prepared to help the mother create a life, not just a baby. But
do not simply take away her right to choose. That is not a right you
have.
I would ask you to support the legality of abortion. Support
your own moral views and do everything positive within your
power to uphold them, but do not resort to a blind law. Support the
women who must make a choice.
Someday I would like to be a mother. But I would like to be able
to decide when my body, when my mind, when my heart is ready. I
want to be able to want my baby. It is my righL It is my body.
In this land of freedom and opportunity and choice, do not take
away a basic human righL Do not allow a law to mandate what will
happen to a person's body. Do not permit abortion to become
illegal. No matter what you think now, no matter what you predict
your actions might be, the fact remains that you do not know. Until
you are about to become a father or a mother, how do you know
what you will do? You can'L You couldn't. Until you do, don't take
away your own right to choose.

Letters
To the Editor,

To the Editor,

I am writing to clarify a statement in last week's Index. In the
article about the abundant anti-<:hoice and pro-<:hoice signs displayed
in Hicks, it was assumed that the pro-choice stance was supported
by WEC. Individual members of the "K" community put the signs
up on their own initiative, supported by their own beliefs.
WEC would like it to be made known that it is neither prochoice nor anti-choice, and it is striving to become equal on all
issues. It is the founding premise of the organization that WEC be
open to all viewpoints among women and men, and be a sanctuary
where we can feel comfortable and supported.
A new chapter of NOW (National Organization for Women) on
campus is being founded by Corinne Vorenkarnp (K'93), and it will
adhere specifically to the pro-choice movemenL It will be working
with the Kalamazoo chapter of NOW to educate on and off campus,
and involve its members voluntarily in the community.
Anyone wishing to know more about either organization are
welcome at their weekly meetings: WEC, 8 p.m. Sundays in the
WEC room; NOW, 9 p.m. Tuesday, February 5, at Quadstop (future
meetings to be announced in the Bulletin).
-Thank you and peace, WEC

I am writing in response to
the article "Conservative
Forum" by the now infamous
"Herman." My friends and I had
a lengthy discussion of
Herman's use of a pseudonym; I
believe Herman should have
printed his or her real name(s) if
he really stood by what he was
saying.
One friend, however, brought
up the fact that conservative
views are rarely expressed on
this campus, and when they are,
they are generally scoffed at by
the more vocal liberals.
Herman's use of a pseudonym,
in [my friend's] opinion was a
legitimate form of protection for
him, guaranteeing that a
conservative view would be
expressed. In other words,
Herman would be willing to
present his views without fear
of verbal or physical attack.
I want to point out that if
Herman truly believes in what
he is saying, then he should be
willing to endure verbal abuse.
Part of standing up for what you
believe in is withstanding name
calling and other shallow forms

Letter Policy
The Index welcomes letters from its readers. Letters should
be original copies, typed or printed, and must be signed.
We encourage letters that are concise and deal with relevant
topics. The Index reserves the right to edit for space and clarity

when necessary.
Letters can be turned into The Index mailbox in the
basement of the Hicks Center. Preferably, letters should be
submitted by the Saturday before the issue in which they will

appear.

of "argument." When someone
calls me a Commooist because I
oppose war, I don't let it bother
me; I know I am not
Communist. I also don't hide
behind a false identity. (No
matter what opinion you hold,
Herman, there are always going
to be people who disagree with
you and have less-than-pleasant
ways of letting you know that.)
I apologize for the actions of
the people who have verbally
abused Herman and others who
share his views. The peace
movement is not about ostracizing or belitlling people. We
do not condone the use of
violence, physical or verbal. We
are a group of people who
promote the use of conversation
and compromise to solve
conflicts. Those who resort to
name calling cannot rightfully
consider themselves part of the
peace movement, because they
are inhibiting dialogue, the very
foundation on which the peace
movement rests.
While I do not agree with
Herman's views, I acknowledge
his right to express them. I
think it is time the pro- and
anti-war camps listened to each

other, instead of shouting
insults back and forth. Many
conservatives think they are
alone in their thinking on this
campus, but that is unlikely.
There are as many conservatives
as liberals at "K;" the only
difference is the liberals value
and utilize the tool of
organization.
My friend is right when she
says conservative views are not
expressed enough on this
campus. I encourage all
conservati ves to express their
views, but be prepared to
support them with so lid
arguments!"
I challenge Herman to come
forward with his or her true
identity, because nothing weakens an argument more than
hiding behind a false name.
Lastly, I want to remind all
liberals that the word "liberal"
does not mean "left wing." It
means you support freedom of
thought and expression, even
those that are different then your
own. You don't have to agree
with them; just allow them to
be said.
-Jennifer Feuerstein, K'93
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British Troupe Enthralls
College Sunday Night
By GARETH PRICE
The Kalamazoo College
community was dazzled Sunday
night by the internationally
acclaimed London Small theatre
Company's production of
Aristophane's Frogs. This is
only the troupe's sixth performance of the work, but the
audience would never have
guessed it from the polished
show they gave.
The play revolves around a
competition in Hades, between
Aeschylus and Euripides, played
by Jon Williams and Nick
Smith, for the title of greatest
tragedian. Dionysis, fearing for
crumbling Athens, has gone to
Hades to seek a great poet to
save the city. Once he passes
the fearsome trials of the evil
spirits and landlords who
inhabit the nether regions, he
finds the two poets contending
for the honor, and proposes they
show their mettle in a competition.
The two poets have very different characters, Aeschylus represents the more traditional,
pure sort of theatre and
Euripides represents excitement
and instruction with a baser
flavor. The merits of the two
poets' styles are argued and
interpreted with the help of the
lovely chorus of landladies,
played by Rachel Spriggs and
Fiona Laird.
The combination of brilliant
vocal performance, doo-wop
backup, and slapstick humor
kept the audience in stitches.
The Company had to pause
several times to let the laughter
and applause
subside.
Sometimes the mere appearance
of a character was enough to
incite a riot of laughter, as in
the case of Jon Williams as
Heracles. The company kept
alive the vulgarity of Greek
comedy with his terribly campy
costume and huge limp club.
The first thing that struck
the eye about this performance
was the brilliant, outlandish
COStuming. Dionysis and

Xanthias, played by Antony
James and Nick Smith, appeared
frrst in a dialogue reminiscent of
Abbot and Costello-slapstick
delivery at its best. The movement from dialogue to verse was
handled skillfully, with the
company providing doo-wop
backup to James's wonderful
Elvis-inspired singing. This was
one of the most impressive
points about this performance;
it made the play very lively for
the spectators.
The play, with its consideration of different methods of
salvation for the crumbling city,
is very political. Aeschylus,
who speaks of bravery and
conquest and the traditional
solutions of war, is contested by
the more thoughtful and
innovative philosophies of
Euripides, presented as
subversive to tradition. Fiona
Laird, the adapter and director of
the production, had this to say:
"It is a very political play.
When we were rehearsing the
lines, I thought, 'Someday I
will be saying these lines when
there is a war 00.' And now here
weare."
The play has a conservative
ending like most Greek drama.
Mter presenting the subversive
philosophy of Euripides--"If we
reject the leaders we follow
today/ and follow those whom
we reject, we can be saved," and

the exhortations of the chorus-"Let the people of Athens [the
audience] make the choice," the
poet chosen is the conservative
Aeschylus. This choice is only
made by a flip of a coin,
however, and it is far easier to
sympathize with Euripides, who
seems far less stuffy. This sympathy is helped along by the
excellent rap song of Euripides,
far more of a crowd pleaser than
the treacly torch songs of
Aeschylus. Perhaps the biggest
surprise is the ending, or rather
the curtain call, when the audience discovers that the entire
play was performed by only five
actors.

The troupe has toured four
other sites in the USA so far
and plans to continue west and
into Canada with this production. Fiona Laird said they were
very excited to come to a place
with such a funny name as
Kalamazoo.
Kalamazoo College was extremely fortunate to bring this
exciting and outrageous troupe
to town. Those who missed this
performance skipped quite a
treat. Remember the group's
name, The London Small
Theatre Company, in case we
are so fortunate as to host them
again. Any play given the kind
of upbeat, dynamic performance
they gave Frogs is sure to be a
pleaser.
;-----~
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The Coffee Crusade
The Timeless Search for Ultimate Caffeine
By DAN KLYN and
optimum sipping temperature.
DEANNA RYDZEWSKI
AESTHETICS: A subjecIt's fifth week. Sleep is not tive analysis of the environmenan option. You need caffeine- tal and artistic aspects of the
You need coffee! And definitely drinking experience.
not the 16 week-old Folger's
TASTE: Evaluated on a
decaffeinated that your mom continuum between the worst
bought for you in September, possible and best possible coffee
but real, high-octane coffee.
tastes imaginable.
The question moves from
ACESSORIES: Those
what to where. Specifically: little things that make such a
where can one find some real big difference.
coffee around here? Luckily, the
The first stop on our quest
Index foresaw this problem, and was the Light Arts Building,
sent two "oh-so-willing" where we scammed some
reporters out on assignment. SAGA-made coffee that was
The quest: to sample all coffees intended for the hoards of
within walking distance of "K," prospective students visiting
and judge it on the following "K" for the competitive
criteria.
scholarship tests. This coffee
BURN FACTOR: Ona may have something to do with
scale of 1-5, with 2.5 being the the declining enrollment

An inquisitive dip of the
pinky finger into the murky
brown liquid found a burn factor
of 4. Looking more closely at
the cup, we were unimpressed
by the boring yellow and grey
graphics, and appalled at the fact
that it was made out of
Styrofoam. Deanna's initial
reaction after a scalding sip was
"Yuck. This is bad." We both
found the taste bitter, and quite
watery; like what you'd expect
from the bottom of the pot,
except this pot was full.
Our disappoinunent with the
look and taste of the SAGAesque coffee was complemented
by the even more disappointing
non-dairy powered cream and

continued on page 7
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Confessions of
a Quad-Rat
By ANDY SHERROD
Prospective students at Kalamazoo College, when receiving
long lists of the school's features and attributes, are invariably
informed that among the many wonderful things that complete
the "K" College experience is a little perk known as the "snack
bar". But how many students, when they come to "K", actually
make use of The Quadstop?
.
Loca..!d in the basement of Hicks Center-it's not on any
school map, so don't feel embarrassed if you're learning this for
the first time-Quadstop is open from 9 a.m. until 5 p.m., and
usually manages to be closed at least once a week. Daytimes
tend to be pretty quiet: a perfect opportunity to sit in a quiet
comer and watch the professors eat their lunches, or maybe
catch a little CNN or BET, the only two channels that seem to
come through in the daytime.
The SAGA employee who holds down the fort, Blanch, is
usually pretty civil, unless needlessly harassed. For instance,
don't ask her for two separate orders of fries in one two-hour pe_
riod of time. In fact, try not tQ spend more than one and a half
hours in Quadstop during daytime hours. Convincing yourself
that you're being extremely productive rearranging the Sugar
and the Sweet'n'Low packets while the sun is shining and everyone else is in class is not worth the stress that it causes.
Nighttime in Quadstop is an entirely different experience.
The doors open at approximately 9:00-never mind that the
posted time reads 8:30. The workers need the extra half hour to
completely prep themselves for the rigorous night ahead of
them. Never try to test your luck and enter Quadstop early.
You'll have plenty of time, until midnight, in fact, to waste
later on in the evening.
To appreciate The Quadstop, and therefore Kalamazoo College, to its fullest, it is recommended that every student makes
the effort to spend at least one full night at a table, watching
the events {)f the evening. Nothing rcally happens, but how else
can you justify staring at a large screen television with poor reception, watching The Best of Saturday Night Live and Club
MTV for three hours straight? (at night, the TV is apparently
able to pick up MTV and Nick at Night as well as CNN and
BET).
Every once and awhile, you might be distracted by the
sound of the door opening behind you, and feel compelled to see
whether or not anyone interesting is coming in, but you
quickly grow accustomed to turning your head fast enough so as
not to miss a moment of TV viewing time.
If you spend enough time in Quadstop, you may see several
students bringing various books and notebooks with them. A
few even open them up and tum to a particular page; some will
actually produce a pen. Do not be deceived. No one in Quadstop's long history' has ever gotten one single bit of work done.
It's alright, there's plenty of time to study later on, after midnight, after the last call for the grill.
So sit back, catch a Iiule Belushi and Radner, listen to the
various orders of fries being called up, and maybe drink a CocaCola. Quadstop is there to serve your secret, latent desires to
procrastinate all night long.

J'
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Lacrosse Forms at 'K'?

Soccer Team
Still Kicking
By DAN KLYN
After a great season last fall, the Kalamazoo College men's
soccer teams are already preparing for next year.
Like most college athletes in their off-seasons, they are kept
from certain types of training, as the NCAA strictly prohibits
the amount and types of practice a team can have in the offseason. Despite these restraints, the teams train as much as they
can, both individually and as a group.
Players spend a lot of time in the weight rooms, and
exercising. Most have personal programs and regimens that
they follow, but they do quite a bit as a group as well.
On Sundays one will fmd the players in the gym, playing
three-on-three, four-on-four, and five-on-five games, depending
on how many show up.
"K" has also formed a team that plays in the S-team
Division I at the West Michigan Soccer Club on Thursday
nights. Competition includes area colleges such as Nazareth,
Albion, Spring Arbor and Western Michigan University in
addition to a team of former professionals.
"Coffee" continued rrom page 6
GFS sugar.
We soon fled the "K" campus, hoping that Burger King
would provide a more palatable
version of what "K" was passing off as coffee. A small BK
coffee cost us $.58, with unlimited refills. The dispenser was
really interesting, and after we
dispensed we again submerged
our fingers--this time into a
scalding Bum Factor of 5! The
predictable Styrofoam cup, with
similarly disappointing graphics
was forgivable. This stuff at
least smelled like coffee and
after a five-minute cooling period tasted lilce coffee, too. We
decided that the taste was bearable, but still lacked the "kick"
that we craved. It was similar to
the SAGA coffee, except not as
bitter. We were pleased with the
chilled half-n-half they gave us,
and the double-barreled stir stick
was neat too. They also provided a spill-proof lid with a
pull-tab.
Tired with the fast-food
ambiance of the BK Lounge, we
made the long walk downtown
to Something's Brewing,
on South St. A welcoming
aroma of freshly-ground beans
greeted us at the door. They offered about five varieties, but we
chose their best-selling hazelnut
cream. This was also, unfortunatel y, served in a Styrofoam
cup. The bum factor was at a
comfortable 3, and the taste was
incredible.

They too had half-n-half, and
the double-barreled stirring device. The atmosphere was
classy, and we determined that it
was the best we'd tasted. Until
we got to the Rex.
Rex Care has great coffee! We got 5 cups for a dollar
after smiling and loolcing cute
(you might have to pay more).
The cups were real china, with
saucers! A pleasant swilCh from
Styrofoam. With a perfect bum
factor of 2.5, rich aroma, and
"slap you up-side the head" caffeine content, We were really
impressed. The only drawback
was the fake cream, which was
of no real consequence since we
drank it black. We were ready to
hand them the victory, but we
had one more stop to make. We
had to go to Bruno's.
Bruno's is located on
West Michigan, right next to
Sergeant Pepperoni's, and
although it is primarily a pizza
joint, it has coffee, so we wentl
It cost us $.60, and was served
in groovy art-deco cups and
saucers. The waitress, assumedly a partial owner, made
us a fresh pot. Bruno's also had
a perfect 2.5 bum factor and
tasted great
We give the title of "best
damn coffee we could find" to
REX, because it tastes the way
coffee should. It's exactly the
stuff you crave at 3 a.m. to keep
you going until your 8 o'clock
exam.

By JERO REPINSKI
If you like the contact of
hockey, the constant motion of
soccer, and the offensive
patterns of basketball, then
you'll love lacrosse. The basic
idea behind lacrosse is that two
teams of ten players, using
pouched rackets, try to advance a
small ball across the field into
the opponents goal. It sounds
simple and, for the most part, it
is.
"I taught a team of kids who
were between the sixth and
seventh grades. They caught on
in no time at all," said junior
Bob Hawley. "As far as the
physical part is concerned, you
need to be in good shape,
because there is a lot of nmning
involved. You also need to be
able to take and give a shot now
and then."
Hawley and sophmore Jim
Betley are trying to organize a
team that will probably playas
\ club spring quarter. If students
show a large interest, there may

Dresst!d to LacrosS#!

be a chance that lacrosse could
be a varsity sport in future
years.
Lacrosse would be an ideal
sport to replace the women's
field hockey program which was
recently dropped. There are
plenty of teams in the area to
compete against including

Calvin, Albion, and the local
Kalamazoo Blackhawk's club.
"I talked with the Athletic
Director, and he seemed a bit
negative at fltSt," said Hawley,
"but when he found out how
many people are interested in
lacrosse, he · seemed fairly
optimistic." If this lacrosse club
is going to work, it needs the
support of "K" students.
First, the club needs more
sponsors. It already has a few,
but not enough to pay the
$180.00 needed to equip each
team member.
Second, the club needs a field
to practice and play on.
And last, the club needs
players. Anyone with any
athletic ability is welcome to
come and try the sport.
Students interested in
playing lacrosse should meet
tonight, Wednesday, in the Red
Lounge at 7:30 p.m. If you are
unable to attend the meeting,
contact Hawley or Betley at 39420.

1M B-Ball Explodes
By KURT SIMECK
Intramural basketball is off
to another great start, with
approximately 170 students
participating this year.
Students signed up their
respective teams during first
week and organizer Andy Mears
prepared the schedule. Initial
plans included having intramural
volleyball, but these sports
were cancelled due to lack of
interest.
The 1M season schedule
consists of 16 games, with each
team playing each other once.
On the Sunday of seventh week
there will be an All-Star game,
with each team deciding their
own representatives. Each team
sends at least one member to the
game, with the top three teams
sending two players each.
Playoffs are held at the end
of the season. All teams
participate, with the first place
team playing the last place
team, the second place team
playing the 15th place team and
so on.
Coordinator Andy Mears
chooses the referees for the
game, and they are paid through
work-study. Many of the

referees are members of the
men's basketball team here, but
all that is necessary is a good
knowledge of the game.
Games range from the
casual to the cut-throat. Andy
Mears, 1M coordinator, said,
"The league is usually a very
good representation of the
student population."
One unique quality about
every team is the team name.
Names range from "World Class
Wrecking Crew" to "8 Ball
Tunk" to "Love Gladiators II".
For the second time in the
history of the league. an all-

female team, "Bitches Frotn
Hell", is participating. Clearly,
choosing a team name is
nothing to be taken lightly.
Intramurals is in its fifth
week, with many students
taking refuge from their studies
a couple of times a week to play
a little hoops. Tbe goal of the
league is to offer students a
little release from the daily
grind. Most importantly,
intramurals attempts to serve
one and all-the sportos,
motorheads, geeks, bloods,
wastoids and dweebies. What a
righteous organization.

photo by Deanna L. Rydzewski
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The Hornet Corner
Women's Swimming
2/1 UK" 140.5, Wheaton 100.5
2/2 UK" 144.5, Lake Forest 98.5
vs. Hope, 6 p.m.
@ Albion, 1 p.m.

Men's Swimming
2/1 Wheaton 124.5, "K" 106.5
2(2 "K" 140, Lake Forest 77
216: vs. Hope, 6 p.m.
2/9: @ Albion, 1 p.m.

Women's Basketball
1/30 Alma 83, "K" 73
2(2: Adrian 98, "K" 50
2/9: @ Calvin, 3 p.m.

Men's Basketball
1/30 UK" 89, Alma 75
2(2: "K" 74, Adrian 59
2/9: vs. Calvin, 3 p.m.

UK" Swimming and Diving teams face Hope College tonight

in a crucial meet. Both are undefeated in the MIAA. Cheer
the Hornets on to victory at 6 p.m. In the natatorium!
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Housing Hysteria!
Proposed Changes Leave Campus Confused
summer quarter, the new policy
By MARIA CARLSON
Vaughn Maattnan and Beth has been postponed due to tepid
Greene's new housing policy approval from Student Comsqueaked through Student mission. Maatman contacted
Commission in a vote Monday student commission president
Stacey Grobbel about the decinight.
Apathy marred the vote as sion after he and Greene disnine voting members were ab- cussed it.
Discontent with the current
sent. Seven of those absent nine
were residence hall representa- system is cited as the reason for
tives. Of the attending 16 mem- the change by Maattnan and
bers, nine voted for the proposal Greene. They would like to
make housing more the stuand seven against.
Several students complained dent's responsibility. Maattnan
that seniors seemed to be push- felt overall the increased responing hardest for the new plan sibility would bring greater opwhich they will never have to portunity for students to choose
wrestle with, while non-seniors rooms they could be happy
seemed most hesitant to approve with.
The new policy requires stuthe plan.
Slated to go into effect next dents to apply for housing in

person. Students would arrive
on designated days and specifically pick the room they wanted
from those still available according to hall plans. Hours for
those designated days have not
yet been decided, but would possibly include non-class hours
such as evenings or early mornings.
Squatters would have first
priority as is the case now. Seniors would have next pick,
then juniors, sophomores and
fmally first year students. Students applying for multiple-occupany rooms without roommates would be accommodated
last. Maattnan said this would

continued on page 2

Viewpoint:

New Housing Policy Could Work
Unfortunately, like with
By KIRK HEDLICH
everything
new, there are some
The New Housing Policy:
needed
adjusttnents
to the new
what an ugly connotation this
policy.
As
it
stands
now, it
phrase holds for the many nononly
helps
those
who
are
seniors living on/off campus.
implementing
the
policy.
The concept behind the new
housing policy is good. It Changes are needed to create a
enables many to choose not fair policy for all, including
only the specific hall but also those who are effected by it
First, off-campus students
the exact room when requesting
need
to be given the opportuhousing. This would eliminate
nity
to
mail in a housing form
much of the anxiety in wondering where one will be living in of so:nc ki:1rt in c.:::;e a proxy
the coming quarter. It also canr.:Jl be f. ·11l'<l. Sec::;;Jd, more
reserves days for "squatters," ther, jusi (;(e day n,-~:::; to be
seniors, juniors, sophomores allot:~<! for each c1:,:::; .0 apply
and first-year students (in for l.c:;si.1g.
This creates a fair Sjstem. It
consecutive order) when getting
would
decrease the lines for
room assignments, preserving
each
day,
while giving those
seniority rights.

living on campus in the comin~ quarter a privilelZe to live
where they want. But at the
same time, not leaving the
many off campus (and unable
to make assignments in person) unhouse in the new quarter.
The bottom line is that the
housing committee is trying to
improve the process of placing
students in housing. The new
housing policy is merely the
flfSt step toward this overall
goal. A word of warning
though, that implementing the
policy as it stands now could
be more a headache to all than
it is worth, without some logical changes.

Viewpoint:

Can the New Plan!
By AL HANNAH
Score a point for Vaughn Maattnan and Beth Greene.
Our school's two housing honchos got their way this week
with a new room allocation system that works out beautifully
for them-and stinks for students.
No longtt will Beth or Vaughn have to mull over hundreds of
picky student housing forms. We will_ now get to choose our
own room for ourselves.
But before anyone decries this hasty maneuver as a step towards student empowerment, let's look at what this plan means
to those of us who live in the dorms.
If you're a senior and you're on campus and you know exactly
where you want to live next quarter and with whom and you're
fITSt in line on registration day, this plan is great.
But what if you're off campus? Will you be able to find
someone responsible enough to get you the room you want in
your absence? What if that room is taken, should this delegated
room chooser be the one who decides whether you end up in
Severn or DeWaters?
More worrisome still, the chance to meet and make new
friends as a result of dorm diversity will be lost
This new policy clears the way for inbred cliques of people to
monopolize entire floors of campus dorms. Do we want there to
be a dorm exclusively for jocks? Will another become the sole
address for the English{Theater major "I wear black and smoke
Camels" crowd?
No one wants to move into a hall where an entrenched clan of
groupies has already established permanent residency. Dorms are
where we should be able to meet new and different kinds of pe0ple.
And finally, we students should ask ourselves if we really
have time to waste waiting in another slow moving line-just to
face more red tape.
Clearly, this plan came into being without much consideration for student welfare. And that's why it's so astonishing that
our own Student Commission gave it a seal of approval.
No one knows whether it was students who quit caring about
Student Commission fITSt, or whether it was Student Commission that initially decided to jettison any real contact it had with
the student body.
But "chicken or the eggs" aside, it is ridiculous that Student
Commission allowed Beth and Vaughn to bulldoze this
lunkheaded proposal through without letting students know what
it will do to their lives.
When such a pivotal matter is being decided, it's time for the
Commission to corne out of its cave and fill us in on what's going on.
But lacking much of a voice through our Student Commission, we students must now take the initiative to sink this plan.
Beth and Vaughn won round one. Let's take care of the rest of
this hattle ourselves.

Campaign Hits Completion
Major fundraising drive ended ahead of schedule

h"C~aiRn for KaJartI4Zoo· is paying for
phOto by Eric Lengua
sue prOjects as the new Dow Science B wilding.

By JORDAN RANKIN
The ambitious college
fundraiser Campaign for Kalamazoo has come to a successful
completion 11 months ahead of
schedule, according to the coLlege public relations office.
Campaign for Kalamazoo
began in the fall of 1986 with a
goal of $45.8 million for college use. That goal was exceeded
by over SSOO,OOO.
According to Susan Allen of

the public relations office, the
$46,187,855 was raised mainly
from Alumni support and corporate donations.
Of corporate donations, $4
million was received from the
Dow Chemical Company for
the new Dow Science building.
Other corporate donators included the Michigan Audubon
Society and the Shell Oil Company Foundation.
President Bryan said, "The

overwhelming success of this
campaign gives testimony to
Kalamazoo College's standing
as one of the leading liberal arts
colleges in the nation. It also reflects the commitment among
our constituents to perpetuate
Kalamazoo's unparalleled pro-

gram."
The campaign was directed
by the Kalamazoo College

continued on p.,e 1

Governor to Axe Art Programs
8y KURT SIMECK

Photo courtesy of the
Public Relations Dept.

Speaker Critiques u.S.
Motives in War
8y GARETH PRICE

Michael Parenti, a renowned
political scientist and lecturer,
spoke to a full house last
Wednesday on the campus of
Western Michigan University.
His talk, pan of the a lecture
series sponsored by the Bertha
Reynolds Society, concerned the
war, the media and national
budget priorities.
Parenti portrayed U.S. interests behind recent military
action, both in the Middle East
and Latin America, as largely
corporate. The War in the Gulf,
like our actions in Panama, EI
Salvada, Chile and otht7 places
has been a means to protect our
business interests, not to promote deomcracy and freedom as
our government has said.
"Guess which two Arab
nations have the highest rate of
literacy and the lowest rate of
infant morta1ity," Parenti asked
the audience. "Iraq and Libya.
Now guess which two have the
lowest rate of literacy and the
highest rate of infant morta1ity.
Saudi Arabia and Kuwait. The
governments of Moammar
Khaddafi and Saddarn Hussein
threaten us primarily because
they intend to use the resources
of their countries for themselves."
Parenti qualified himself by
saying that Saddarn Hussein is
not a nice man, "not the sort of
man [he] would invite to dinner," but emphasized that U.S.
interests in the region are not
the protection of freedom and
democracy, as our government
claims. The countries of Kuwait
and Saudi Arabia are among the
most unfree in the world, he
noted.
"Kuwait is a country where
only 20 percent of the people
are eligible to vote, and the
council they elect is still subject
to censure by the Emir. Saudi
Arabia used to be called just
, Arabia.' Now it is named after
the royal family, the Saudis.
These governments are willing
to cooperate with the multinational corporations; they are
client states. So we support
them."
Parenti said we must look at
our current government priorities and the history of our foreign policy. The War in the

Gulf is inspired by similar
motives as the CIA overthrow
of the government of Salvador
Allende in Chile in 1973,
Jacobo Arbenz in Guatemala in
1954, the creation and arming of
the Contras in Nicaragua and the
continued support for El Salvada's Currellt gov(7OfflenL
These left-wing, democratic
govt7Dments intended to use the
resources of their countries for
the people of their countries,
which inhibited the export of
these resources by American and
multinational corporations.
Guatemala's former government, for example, instituted
broad programs of land reform,
giving common people ownership of land. This involved
taking land away from large
corporations such as U.S. Fruit,
and destroying the cheap labor
force available to them. The
corporations, which Parenti sees
as controlling our government,
decided to use the CIA to
overturn the govt7Dment, which
they saw as dangerous to their
profit margin.
The wars the U.S. has
fought in Panama, Libya and
Iraq are also comprehensible
from this perspective. Our overthrow of Manuel Noriega was
inspired not by his drug connections, nor his stature as a military strongman, but by his
desire to nationalize industries
and reform social institutions.
His government, strongly supported by the working class in
Panama, had instituted the only
welfare program in Central

America.
In addition to addressing the
War and U.S. foreign policy,
Parenti discussed America's
economic condition. He characterized the national budget
deficit as a simple transfer of
funds from the poor to the
wealthy. "The national debt is
the only thing the government
will never take away from the
people. You own that," he
noted.
He described how money for
the maintenance of the debt is
taken from taxes raised on a
broad social base and given to
the banks, creating profit for a
narrow group. In this way the
debt serves the interests of the
same group as the War does.
continued on page 4

"Devastating." "Ovt7Whelming." "Outrageous."
These are a few of the words
commonly heard when describing Governor Jim Engler's
recent proposals to downgrade
government and cut social programs.
One state program that
would be hit especially hard
would be the Michigan Council
for the Arts. Engler's initial
proposal sought to cut the
MCA's operating budget by
one-third and reduce its total
grants dollars by nearly 50 percent.
What impact would these
cuts have on Kalamazoo
College? According to Larry
Jaquith, Professor of Theatre,

they would have no direct
impact because the College does
not receive funds from the government for its arts programs.
However, the College does
receive money from the private
sector and this is where "K"
wouldre~tlyaffected.

"If the city art organizations
lose grants, they wiU be forced
to go to the private sector to try
to make up for these lost funds.
This will make it more difficult
for the College to receive funding, as we will have to compete
with local organizations for
those funds," Jaquith said.
Art organizations in the city
of Kalamazoo would lose more
than $160,000 under Engler's
proposed cuts. While many
organizations have already
received portions of their grants
"Housing" continued (rom page 1
close a loophole currently in the
system.
Currently, a student without
a roommate who cannot be accommodated in a single could re
placed in the last double in a
hall. Roommates requesting a
double in that hall would have
to be housed somewhere else.
"We want to reward people who
found their pwn compatible
roommates," said Maatrnan.
For those unable to apply in
person, students will need to
find a proxy to make a housing
selection for them. According to
Maatman and Greene, they act
as proxies under the current
housing process. They argue
that a chosen proxy may retter
know where a student wants to
live than they [Maatman and
Greene].
Any student can act as a
proxy for as many as six others
in order to secure a six person
suite. Students cannot register
members of other classes on
their class day unless they will
be their room- or suitemates.
For example, a senior can regis-

"Campaign" continued
rrom pal'le 1
Board of Trustees.
Board
Chairman Donald Parfet told the
Board that the fundraiser, 'is
among the largest achieved by
any small, liberal arts college in
the nation."
In addition to the Dow
Science building, the funds are
being used to increase monies
available for student scholarships and the endowment of four
faculty chairs.
Artist-in-Residence, Japanese
language and literature, Chinese
language and li terature , and
Classics chairs received full endowment. Assistant provost
Paul Olexia said the Writing
Center and a summer program
for high school teachers also
benefitted from the money.
Olexia said that funds raised
will also be used for "enhancing
the presence of minorities on
campus. " Some of the money
is reing used in the Community
Outreach Program. This is an
effort to make, "connections
with minorities." Olexia explained that minorities are going
to be playing important roles in
the future. "The funds from
CFK are going to bring the college up to speed and into the future."

ter a combmation of six other
juniors, sophomores and firstyear students on seniors day as a
part of their suite.
Another senior cannot register in proxy for members of
other classes if they are applying for rooms in different halls.
The senior would have to go on
juniors day for the junior,
sophomores day for the sophomore, and so on.
If a student cannot find a
proxy, there are currently no altematives except to become un-

housed.
The proxy idea has proved to
be the biggest sticking point
among students. Maatman cited
his previous experience with the
University of Chicago as a successful model. The U of C has
3,200 undergraduates which use
this proposed plan to determine
housing.
Of those 3,200, Maatman
said that roughly 12 were' unable
to find a proxy and secure housing. The U of C has comparable
ratios of students who are "on"
and "off' during a given

for 1991, all face massive cuts.
The Kalamazoo Institute of
Art, for example, has received
$30,000 from the state, but
could lose its remaining
$51,300 grant if Engler has his
way. While the KIA has at
received part of its grant, such
groups as the Kalamazoo Junior
Symphony may lose them
entirely.
Jaquith stressed the importance of caution when planning
cuts of this magnitude, saying,
"The problem with these cuts
lies in determining their ramifications. The government must
determine what alternative
avenues of support are available
for these programs .... nobody
wants their program to be cut,
but they have to come from
somewhere."
semester or quarter that make
the comparison viable.
Junior Linnea Burke and
roommate sophomore Anne
Molineau were not happy with
the proposed plan. Both will be
"off' next fall and winter and do
not know if it will be possible
to find someone to hang onto
their housing forms for six
months.
Other students question how
willing someone else is going
to take full responsibility for
another students housing. Waiting in line for several hours for
one's own housing and then
possibly for another student in a
different class was also nol popular with students, but is viewed
as inevitable by Maatrnan.
Student Commission held an
emergency meeting Tuesday
night where students aired concerns and discussed alternatives
and ideas to present to the housing department. Desire for an
open forum with Maatman and
Greene was expressed, as well as
information sessions for the entire campus.
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Stafford Talks on
Poetry ... and Life
By SCOTT R.B. STROM
William Stafford, contemporary poet and Professor Emeritus
at Lewis and Clark College in
Oregon visited Kalamazoo College last week. Stafford is best
known for his innovative
approach to writing, which has
altered the definition of what it
means to write poetry. Among
his works are Stories That

Could Be True, A Glass Face in
the Rain and Traveling Through
the Dark, which earned him the
National Book: Award. He served

as a Conscientious Objector during World War II, working for
the U.S . Forest Service and
doing conservation work.
Stafford, 77, lives today in Lake
Oswego, Oregon.
Q: Why should anyone want
to write poetry?
A: For me the satisfactions
come from from the events that
surface as a result of the process. If you pick some time in
your life to pay attention to
those things that currently mean

the most 10 you-it could be in
meditation, possibly in conversations with people you're especially attuned to, or it could be
in writing, then you are enriched
by a sustained attention to the

For the long-term
gains, I would
be In favor of
public support of _
the arts.

most significant elements that
come along in the span of time
that your life covers. Many
people are headlong, are jerked
this way and that by obligations, assignments chance factors, and they don't get with the
steady current of their inner life
and 1 think writing helps you do
that.

Q: What would your advice
be to would-be poets trying 10
get published?
A: One of the things I
would say 10 them is "Are you
sure this is what you want to
do? Are you wanting to do this
because you want to have
something in print? If you have
some hints that this kind of life
would be satisfying to you, then
that's fine-<lo it. To it right I
would say you have to be alm.
Not just for important things in
life, but for unimportant things.
Keep a journal. The apparently
unimportant things take on significance when paid attention to.
Q: One of today's controversies is the government funding
of the arts. Do you feel art
should be governmentally
funded in the first place?
A: So far as I'm concerned,
as a citizen in a country like
ours, I would vote for an orderly
promotion of the arts by means

continued on page 4

Study Finds Students
Burdened by Fewer Morals
By BRIAN ENNEKING
College-aged people are less
ethical than any other group of
people, a Los Angeles-based
think tank claims.
People 18 to 30 years old
have fewer ethical values than
earlier generations, the Josephson Institute for the Advancement of Ethics claimed.
Young people lack honesty,
personal responsibility and
respect for others, the institute
said in a summary of other
polls, articles and about 40 original interviews.
The results, claimed researcher Michael Josephson,
indicate "a meaningful, demonsteatable... discernable disintegration" in moral standards.
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Students vehemently dispute
the charge.
"On the surface we may
appear immoral to other generations because values change
over time," said first-year
student Todd Ware.
"I don't see rampant amorality on this campus," commented
first-year student Heather
Carstens, "at least not in the
majority of the students."
Indeed, at about the same
moment Josephson released its
study, 7,000 students from
around the nation gathered at the
University of Illinois to plot
environmental efforts. Half of
Dartmouth's student body turned
out 10 object 10 a student newspaper's verbal attack on Jews.

Yale students protested anonymous verbal attacks on blacks.
"Those things are very relevant," admitted Josephson, "but
I don't think it will change the
thrust of how we characterize
the generation."
Even those seemingly behind
Josephson think he's overstated
the case.
"I don't see any rampant
amorality," said Stephen Davis,
Professor of Psychology at
Emporia State University in
Kansas. His survey of 6,000
collegians nationwide, in which
he found a majority admitted 10
cheating in high school, was
one of the studies on which
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"Got a light?"-Scott Strom,
K'94
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Drug Use Declining?
By AARON ELSTEIN
The number of college and
high school students who use illicit drugs sharply declined in
1990, a nationwide survey
released on January 24
contended.
Students' consumption of
alcohol remains at about the
same high levels of prior years,
the annual survey by the
National Institute of Health and
the University of Michigan also
foun<L
"Clearly our young people
are gradually moving away from
nearly all form of illicit drug
use," conclude Lloyd D. Johnston, the survey's director and a
social scientist at Michigan.
. Researchers found that about
one-third of the 1200 college
students surveyed had used an
illicit drug in the past year.
By contrast, last year's survey found that 50.8 percent of
all college students and high
school seniors had used illicit
drugs in 1989.
"We are seeing a continuing
decline in the proponion of
these populations who are actively using any illicit drug, as
well as in the proponions using
a number of specific drugs such
as marijuana, cocaine, crack,
stimulants and sedatives," Johnson reported.
While students apparently are
"Parenti" continued'
'rom page 2
The Beztha Reynolds Society
Lecture Series continues next
Tuesday, February 19, with a
lecture by Stokely Carmichael.
All lectures in the series are presented in at 7:30 p.m. at 2302
Sangren Hall on the WMU
campus. Next week will be, according to Sue Caulfield, Professor of Criminal Justice, the
"ism" week: three lectures will
be presented concerning racism,
sexism, militarism, and U.S.
policy.
Professor Caulfield will
present a lecture Wednesday,
February 20, on sexism and
social structure and Sami
Esmail, a Palestinian and
Professor of Engineering at
WMU, will present a lecture on
racism on Thursday.
A meeting will be held at 7
p.m. in Hicks Center to
facilitate transponation to these
lectures.

using illicit drugs less frequently, Johnston added it's not
because drugs are hard to get In
the words of one "K" College,
getting drugs on campus is

But, here at "K," students
believe drug consumption has
decreased only because prices
increased. "The demand is still
there," one student said, "maybe
it's even higher than before."
Johnston concluded by saying, "We must not lose sight of
the fact that even today a significant fraction of our young people are involved with these
drugs, and that there still remains much to be done."

"cake."

"Our daUi strongly suggest
that most of the decrease among
young people in their use of
marijuana, cocaine, crack and
PCP is due to a change in their
demand for these drugs, not a
change in supply," he observed.

"M-orals" continuted 'rom page 3
of the studies on which Josephson based his report.
The report also accused today's young people of being more violent, promiscuous, racist and ignorant than any other generation.
For instance, the repon says the 18-30 age group has committed more crimes against each other and their teachers than any other.
''There's no question all of these behaviors have existed before,"
Josephson allowed, "but it's clear to us that many of the behaviors
are happening in greater numbers."
Young people aren't the only ones lacking moral values, says
Jay Cassell, a professor of religious thought at Rocky Mountain
College in Montana.
"We all have some very severe problems," Cassell said.
Congerss' ploblems in coming up with a budget plan, he said, signifies "a moral failure considerably greater than any student is gUilty
of."
First-year student Sara Kruse agrees with this view. "I don't
think students are more immoral than anyone else is ... " said Kruse,
"we are learning from the actions of past generations. I mean when
there are S+L scandels in the government and Junk-bond kings being indicted, it doesn't set a very good example."
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Poet/C.O. Speaks
"Stafford" continued 'rom page 3
A: So far as I'm concerned, as a citizen in a country like ours, I
would vote for an orderly promotion of the arts by means of public
policy, which is a roundabout way of saying, yeah, I'm for the
funding of arts. But I know it's full of booby traps, and I object to
having my money spent on things that are called an. ... And there are
some things being funded that I wouldn't go across the street to see.
But, democracy works like that, and for the long-term gains, I
would be in favor of public suppon of the arts, and to keep on
trying to be sure to channel the public help to where it would do the
most good for us all. That's more complex than saying "Everything
that the government supports has to be something I approve of." As
a citizen, I know that that's going to be impossible. So, I want to
go down clearly as saying that I do not side with those who say that
because some of the things that were funded were not my cup of tea
we shouldn't fund anymore, I don't take that position. But I do
regret some of the things that were funded, I'll keep on saying my
point of view and hope that the total culture will stagger along as
best it can.
Q: You had an experience as a C.O. in World War II....what are
your views on the Persian Gulf War, and to potential draftees?
A: I think the Persian Gulf War is a terrible disaster that we've
stumbled into .... [It's] not as simply as saying, "Now we're in, we
must suppon our side." It's "Will what I do now be conducive to
having this happen again and again and again? " It could be.
lt's more complicated if you begin to think about long-term
results .... Was it a mistake for George Bush to take a high-handed
attitude towards Saddam Hussein? Yes, I think it was a mistake. Do
mistakes have consequences? Yes, they have consequences.
Therefore, it behooves me now to say: How should we be addressing
the enemy? We should be trying to understand the enemy. We
should be figuring out not how to clobber the enemy, but how to
redeem the enemy. Do I hear that from my government? No, I don't
Do I think that I should hear it? Yes, I do. So, how do I feel about
the war? Well, I feel baffled.
Q: What should people now apply for the Conscientious Objector status expect..in response to their statement? What consequences are there, if any, and what benefits?
A: Well, I think that the individual human being in the face of
a drastic event like a war is abruptly aware of how limited the
individual is for good or ill. No individual human being should
assume in this extreme instance that they are going to be able to
conquer the enemy or stop the war. They can'L ..But together, we
might make a difference.
So I ask myself not "Can I stop the war," the answer is
no ... "Can I win the war?" the answer is no .... "What can I doT'
Well, maybe I can shonen it a little bit, or kill fewer people, shoot
'ern in the foot instead of the head.
One other thing I would say to someone who has an unpopular
attitude toward the war: your job is not to persuade everybody else.
You don't have to prove to the draft board that the war is wrong.
You just have to let the draft board know clearly what your position
is. Find it. Take it Maintain it.
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Freedom of the PressA Casu'alty of War
By GARETH PRICE
One of the media's most
striking omissions in the
reportage of this war is the
civilian casualty count in Iraq. If
we examine the propaganda
involved we can easily see
reasons for this informational
void. The parallels with previous wars are eerie.
The strategy we have employed against Iraq, carpet
bombing, is the same one we
used in Vietnam, Korea and
Laos, resulting there in heavy
civilian casualties. The reporting of these casualties, a part of
the horror of war, led to
decreased public support for
these wars, which put pressure
on our politicians to end the
war. The truth void in this war
is intended to water down public
protest., a major factor in foreign
policy.
With such severe press
restrictions it is possible to
control what the American
public thinks about the war.
Suppression of casualty counts
is one method. According to
Gen. Schwarzkopf, "I have
absolutely no idea what the Iraqi
casualties are, and I tell you, if I
have anything to say about it,
we are not going to get into the
body<ount business."
In order to prevent any
knowledge of casualties from
escaping, the Pentagon has not
allowed interviews with B-52
pilots, shown videotapes of
their actions, or answered any
questions about their use, the
most dead! y and least accurate in
the Air Force arsenal. When
questioned about their accuracy,
Admiral Gene LaRoque, director
of the Center for Defense
Information, had this to say:

"They are extremely accurate. A
bomb dropped out of a B-52 at
20,000 feet will always hit the
ground."
The Pentagon has allowed
interviews with pilots of
"stealth" fighters and highly
accurate F-15 and F-16 pilots,
and has shown clips demonstrating the accuracy of "smart"
bombs, but these are by far the
minority of the ordinance we
have dropped in our 50,000 or
so sorties over Iraq. The
Pentagon hopes to create the
picture of a highly accurate,
surgical air campaign with
minimal "collateral damage," or
civilian death. This media tactic
dates from the Vietnam War as
well, where free journalism was
able to contradict the official
sources. No such freedom of the
press exists now.
Noam Chomsky said in
1970, "United States government propaganda has tried to
gi ve the impression that aerial
bombardment achieved near-surgical accuracy, so that military
targets could be destroyed with

minimal effect on citizens." The
truth, however, is far from the
official picture. He quotes
Captain C.O. Holmquist,
"Bombing remains an inherently
inaccurate process .. .it is impossible to hit a small target
with bombs except by sheer
luck. Bombing has proved most
efficient for area targets such as
supply dumps, built-up areas,
and cities."
The civilian casualties
mount unseen to us because of
official government policy intended to sterilize the war. This
war is not sterile; it is genocide
on a grand scale. We demonize
Saddam Hussein for an invasion
of Kuwait which caused fewer
casualties than our invasion of
Panama, and respond with a
campaign of mass murder which
will go down as one of the
greateSt war crimes in history.
Future generations will wonder where the American people
were while their government
carried out these atrocities in our
name, and what will you
answer?

Baseball,
Apple Pie and War
By JENNIFER DRAKE
The tyrant Custom, most grave Senators, hath made the
flinty and steel couch of war my thrice-driven bed of down. Shakespeare.
The tyrant Custom has reared its ugly head once again, and
unfortunately I feel his hot breath on the back of my own neck.
Our nation is at war again.
Besides disagreeing vehemently with the circumstances of
this particular war, I am upset by the seemingly endless cycle
of war that rules society. I am embarrassed for us all that war is
still an option, a celebrated option no less, (or dealing with our
world's conflicts.
Indeed, war is a custom in our own country. Fortunately, it
arrives not as frequently as Halloween or Election Day, but it
arrives with a frightening regularity nonetheless. I think of the
number of wars my grandparents, even my parents, saw in their
lifetime, and I shudder. I spent my babyhood m happy oblivion
to the Vietnam conflict; the Persian Gulf is the first war that
will live in my memory. I would be naive to believe it will be
the last.
So many people accept this war as a legitimate response to
Hussein's inhumanity, yet when I look ahead to the total death
and destruction that will be wrought in this conflict and consider the certain long-term wrath of the Arab world towards the
U.S., I am hard put to fmd the good in what we are doing.
History teaches that the only way to maintain our freedom
and ideals is to kill those who pose a threat. Custom discourages the exploration of other means of power and supports the
notion that while nobody likes war, it is inevitable.
I do not accept this attitude towards war. I feel so helpless
and hopetess in the faee of blind patriots and their flag-waving
euphoria. I am sickened by the pictures of war in the media
George Bush sports a bullet-proof helmet and army fatigues in
the newspaper, yet he is about as likely to see the front lines as
a G.I. Joe doll.
On the evening news, bull's-eye bombings are presented in
video game fashion. Am I supposed to cheer? I'm sorry I can't
find my pom pons. The announcement of soon-to-be-published
Desert Storm collector cards presenting faces and facts of important war figures convinces me that this war is too readily accepted. War should not be treated as a game. This is not the

NFL.
So much has already been said about this war. No new
truths appear in my personal assessment, but I offer it anyway
because I am afraid of doing nothing, and I hate this war. I need
to hate it out loud to other people. We have shown ourselves
astoundingly capable of starting wars with our hate and fear; I
wish we could Slq) them with the same.

,

Letters
,
To the Editor,
In its last issue, The Index
reported thal these geniuses had
"briefly unveiled" a new plan for
housing at a Student Commission meeting. The changes call
for students to personally file
their housing forms with the
Department of Housing
(D.O.H.-pronounced Duhuhhh) ,
"If a student isn't on
campus," reported The Index,
"another student can be sent in
proxy." Proxy?! I can just
imagine the thinking process
involved in reaching this
ridiculous solution to our snafuriddled housing situation: "Ok,
SO like, they can, like, just give
SOmeone a call when they're off,
uh, like in Kenya, and, and, that
person will wait in line at six in
the morning on a class day for
them!"
It appears that these
bumbling bureaucrats are
,following the usual "K"
administrator tactic of ducking,

•••

bobbing and otherwise ignoring
the students. "If students have
suggestions or questions, they
should contact their residence
hall representative." Boy, these
lame administrators must really
dig our hall-rep system: it
provides them with an official
quagmire of ineffectiveness
behind which they can hide and
hold on to their small-minded
superiority complexes.
Hey housing folks! This
may be a nice game for you to
play, but we live here! We can
live with mistakes-they are
inevitable----but we can't live
with consistent mismanagement
of housing assignments. Forcing students to personally hand
in their housing forms will only
create more problems.
I hope that the housing
administrators take this issue to
the students or we will be
trapped in a hell of early
morning lines and frantic long
distance phone calls.
-George Kourous, K'93

•• •••••••••• •

To the Editor,
I'm pleased that the Index
has been true to some of its
liberal values and given
everyone a chance to voice their
opinions, even we conservatives
who never gave peace a chance.
The irony of the situation is
that peace never had a chance,
not against someone like
Hussein who gasses his own
people and would kill in a
second to fulfill his egomaniacal
fantasies.
What bothers me the most
are the anti-war protestors who
speak of sanctions and collective
security. First of all, most of
these protestors are professional
dissenters who live for the
march, rebels without a clue.
Believe it or not, ~ctions can
kill just like wars, and no one
can deny that the world was
denying Iraq everything
including medicine and food. I
guess it is more peaceful and
moral to starve a nation,
including children, to death
instead o( bombing soldiers,
isn't it? And collective security
is exactly what is happening, or
as close as has ever come in
history. If not then why have at
least 25 nations allied
themselves with the legitimate

and sovereign government of
Kuwait (even though it be a
sheikdom)?
Why is the U.S. the focus of
the allied forces when it's
definitely not the U.S. vs. Iraq?
Who else? What other country
can move that many men and
that much material and command the respect (or fear) that
the U.S. does? What other
nation has the technology and
ability to keep the hope of
freedom alive for those in a
position such as the Kuwaitis?
What other country is known
above all else as the land of the
free? And hasn't history made it
abundantly clear that there is a
price to pay flI liberty, freedom,
and peace?
So those of you who scream
out "no blood for oil!" open
your minds. It's not oil that

we're fighting flI, it's that basic
principle on which you're able
to stand and shout your slogans,
freedom. Remember those
people who died for you to have
that freedom which you're so
willing to deny others, particularly the Kuwaitis. Perhaps we
should thank the Kuwaitis, and
even the Baltic states, for
reminding us how precious our
freedom is.
-Gregg Dice, K'93

••• • •••••••••
To the Editor,
If you give a monkey a
typewriter for eternity, it will
eventually write out a leuer to
the Index. I just did it in 10
minutes. Isn't that amazing?!
-Swinging around the halls of
Mandelle

Letter Policy
The Index welcomes letters from its readers. Letters should be
original copies, typed or printed, and must be signed.
We encourage letters that are concise and deal with relevant
topics. The Index reserves the right to edit for space and clarity
when necessary.
Letters can be turned into The Index mailbox in the basement
of Hicks Center. Preferably, letters should be submitted by the
Saturday before the issue in which they will appear.
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Hornets Vs.
Horses

More than Just a
White Face

By DAN KLYN
Chances are that sometime in your collegiate career at "K," you
will wonder what it would be like to be a student at that "other"
institution of higher learning down the road. "Are the classes as
hard?" "Is the food as bad?" The differences between Kalamazoo
College and Western Michigan University are almost as great as the
differences between a hornet and a horse.
The most obvious difference between the two schools is their
size. "K" has under 800 students on campus this quarter, whereas
WMU has about ten times that amount. This one factor has a great
effect on several aspects of student life at "K."
One direct result of the small student body at "K" is the feeling
that you know a whole lot of people here, and that a whole lot of
people know you. "There is an intimacy between students at 'K'
that you don't fmd at Western," commented Michael Finkler, a
senior at "K". Finkler thought that SAGA had a lot to do with that
intimacy, because it is the only cafeteria on campus, and a majority
eat there for one of their meals. WMU, on the other hand, has
several different cafeterias, as well as restaurants in the Bronco Mall.

By DEANNA RYDZEWSKI

The differences betweeen UK" and WMU
are almost as great as the differences
between a hornet and a horse.
Yet another size-affected a'>JlCCt of life at "K" is the diversity of
the students here. A speaker at freshman convocation this fall noted
that the College's size lessened the probability of meeting someone
just like yourself, or like someone from back home, much more
than if you went to Western. The higher-than-average number of
international students further adds to the diversity of "K". However,
it is more likely linked to the high standards for admission to
KaIamazoo College.
The academic standards also affect the types of courses offered at
"K." Finkler noted, "You're dealing with a student body whose
admission standards are higher. Subsequently, courses are geared
toward that body of students."
One unfortunate result of this is that our student body suffers a
unique type of stress because of our special COijrse load. The
intensity of a ten-week grading period usually means that "K"
students are still hard at work on Thursday nights, whereas
Thursday night at Western is, according to WMU fIrSt-year student
Brad Tighelaar, 'The first day of the weekend."
Because a majority of Western students live off campus, the
weekend partying is usually also off campus. This is not usually
true of "K," where the majority live and stay on campus during the
weekend. Because there are more students on campus than off, and
because of the liberal alcohol policy, most students have 110 need to
go out to the bar or to "house parties" to socialize. The absence of
organizations such as fraternities and sororities is another major social difference between our two schools.
Essentially, there are many more differences than similarities be·
tween "K" and Western. Some that come to mind are that neither
school is free, and neither school has gone, nor ever will, go to the
Rose Bowl There are probably a few more similarities, but for the
most part, the distance between Kalamazoo College and Western
Michigan University is far greater than the half-mile walk.

When one thinIcs of a mime,
one usually imagines a whitefaced street perfonner delighting
small children with balloons or
stuck inside a "box." Stefan
NiedziaIkowski, a Polish native,
defies these stigmas with his
revolutionary acting, teaching,
and performances.

movement is the "process of inner change. Body and mind are
tuned into one thing using
geometric and symmetric
changes."
As for viewing these performances of "psychological
changes on characters,"
NiedziaIkowski stresses the entire concentration of the viewer.
"The spectator will look away
and lose ...ten pages out of a
book---Qne movement is not a
word, it is a whole idea."
Niedzialkowski has more
than 20 years of experience in
the field of mime. For 12 years
he worked with the National
Polish Mime Theatre and four

years with the Warsaw Mime
Theatre. He traveled, worked,
and eventually ended up in the
States. He has worked with the
famous mime Marcel Marceau
and now works with his own
company. Based in Ann Arbor,
the company is called the Theatre Milchenye, which means
"deep thoughtful silence of humans."
This "deep, thoughtful silence" is entertaining as well as
moving. lust in speaking,
Niedzialkowski flowed around
the stage expressing his words
with his body as well as his inflection. His perfonnances are
sure to be even more rewarding.

Niedzialkowski, invited by
the Theatre Department to perConn for the Kalamazoo College
community and to help the cast
of The Little Theatre of the
Green Goose, gave a lecturedemonstration on Tuesday. His
lecture set the audience straight
about the aspects of mime art.
According to Niedzialkowski,
mime theatre is "theatre where
communicating is in the field of
human silence. Silence is used
because there are things
/characteristics for any human
being that we can only feel, not
touch."
As much preparation is
needed for every perfonnance as
was used in the original conception. The idea used must he
"universal. Something that everyone must feel, and it should
never pass or get old. The concept should fit into every culture, in every country."
Niedzialkowski uses different
costumes, makeup, music, and
lighting to create the mood.
'However, he said he feels that if
people see a white face and
think mime, then they are only
"hearing one note out of a
whole symphony. The face can
be green, yellow or whi te, it
just needs to be visible." The
actual bodily movements are
very carefully trained and come
with much study of ballet,
acrobatics,
jazz,
etc.
NiedziaIkowski describes his use
of his body as a "dramatic
instrument" that sculpts movephoto courtesy of S. NiedziaIkowslri
ments "like words." Each Stefan Niedziallcowski dIVing a performlJllce

Sleeping with the Enemy
Falls Limp
By JENNIFER
WAPINSKI·MOORADIAN

Psycho has woman.
Psycho loses woman.
Psycho hunts woman down.
It's a shame that a movie
with talent such as I ulia
Roberts can be whittled down to
this cliche Hollywood fonnula
Roberts plays a woman
caught in an abusive three-year
marriage with Patrick Bergin.
Unable to get a legal divorce
(Bergin will kill her), she stages photo courtesy of GQ Magazine
her own drowning, escapes to
Iowa to care for her ailing
Character-wise, Roberts does
mother and begins a new life. an excellent job of conveying
The tension created between • the anguish she lives through.
Roberts and Bergin is played up Her use of facial expression adds
for a good two-thirds of the depth to her character, which is
film-the director seems intent much needed in a film where her
on the audience hating Bergin, husband is the psycho character
which is accomplished quite mold-type used in most suseasily.
pense movies: even-tempered on

the outside, twisted and evil on
the inside. Bergin's character's
shortcomings should be blamed
on the screenplaY,which does
not offer him much depth.
The same flaw affects the
rest of the cast: Kevin Anderson, who plays Roberts' new
Iowa love, screams potential;
but the movie spends so much
time psychologically building
up the main characters that the
audience leaves with a feeling of
"What a nice guy...what was his
name again?"
All in all, "Sleeping With
the Enemy" succeeds as a good
suspense movie, but a hand
squeezing/nail-biting rating of
"moderately high." If in a particular mood to be thrilled, I ulia
Roberts fans will not be disappointed, but the memory of the
movie will probably fade in a
few days.

Alot ofcampus rapes start here.
Whc"""" Illen;, dnnlong or drug<. ullngs can get oot of hand.
So II', no surpns< that many campu; rapcs IIwolve akohol
SUI )'00 ~hould mow mal under any ciftumstances. sex Without
Ille other PC""'" con"",t "Considered rape. A !;:10Il)( punishable
by pnsoo. And dnnkmg IS no excuse.
That\ wh, when )00 parIl' II, ~ to know what)OO, limlls are.
Yoo!<e. a hille !<Ibenng thought now can """)00 from a big
problem later.
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College Clears
Track Hurdle
By PETER WATSON
Track has finally arrived at Kalamazoo College! This spring, in
conjuction with the long-distance running club, K- College students
can get in shape in official competition. Exceptional runners may
even qualify for the MIAA Championships to be held May 2-3 at
Alma College. Distances range from 100 and 200 meter for sprinting events to 10 kilometer and 5 kilometer events for distance runners. In addition to the cross-country athletes, other students interested in running track are encouraged to participate. This season's
competition, however, will not include field events such as shotput
or discus.
According to Coach Peter Livingstone-McNelis, participants in
Kalamazoo's Track program should be eligible for a physical activity credit. More information will be given about Kalamazoo's Track
program at a meeting to be held at Anderson Athletic Center,
Tuesday, February 19 at 4:15 p.m.
Kalamazoo CoIIege's tentative 1991 Track schedule is as follows:
Wednesday, April 10: Alma at Hope- 2:30 p.m.
Saturday, April 20: Saginaw Valley State University Invitational-1O:30 a.m.
Saturday, April 27: Calvin at Hope- 12:30 p.m.
Thursday and Friday, May 2-3: Field Day at Alma (MIAA
Championships)-(Qualifiers only)

Hornet Corner
Men's swimming
2/6: Hope 119, UK" 112
2/9: "K," 125, Albion 120
2(21-23: MIAA Champion~hips
@ Calvin

Women's swimming
2/6: Hope 131, "K" 111
2/9: "K," 136, Albion 80
2(21-23: MIAA Championships
@ Calvin

Men's basketball
2/5: "K," 86, G.R. Baptist 73
2/9: Calvin 73, UK," 66
2/13: @ Albion, 8 p.m.
2/16: @ Olivet, 3 p.m.

Women's basketball
2/5: Northwood 63, "K," 46
2/9: Calvin 70, UK," 38
2/13: vs. Albion, 8 p.m.
2/16: vs. Olivet, 3 p.m.

'K' Bows to Calvin
Season's second tough loss to MIAA opponent
By JERO REPINSKI
The Kalamazoo College
men's basketball team suffered a
disappointing loss to Cal vin
College last Saturday afternoon
by a score of 73 to 66. The loss
puts "K" at 16-5 overall with
four games remaining in the
regular season.
Kalamazoo gave the fans
something to cheer about early
as they took a the lead and held
it until there were six minutes
left in the half. But then Calvin
took the lead and held it until
the end.
The game was very close all
the way. Neither team ever led
by more that five points. With
33 seconds left, "K" was only
down by one point.
"Kalamazoo played very,
very tough," said Calvin Head
Coach Ed Dalma. "Except for a
break here and there, Kalamazoo
could have had us."
photo by Ellen Foley .
Senior Tom Olson led all
Olso" aims to aIIoid Call1i,, foes
scorers with 20 points and senior Jeff Reinoehl fol1owed
closely with 14.
Kalamazoo lost earlier this
season at Calvin, in part because of their home support.
The Hornets hoped they could
tum that around at home against To the Editor,
An apology is due to the Calvin fans and the majority of
Calvin, that their own home
Kalamazoo
CoIIege fans who were embarrassed by the antics of a
crowd could become a sixth
small-minded,
alcohol~ven group of misguided "K" fans.
player.
This group resorted to the use of a crude sign and vulgarity to
It did. A large crowd of about
2,000 people played a major show their support foc the men's basketball team on Saturday. Such
role in cheering on the Hornets, crude attacks of an opponent's character and ability can only be seen
nagging the referees, and heck- as a lack of character and little confidence in our team's ability.
Supporting our teams should be just that "K" banners, "Go 'K'"
ling Calvin's team.
"I was really pleased with the cheers ·and wearing orange and black are just great. A public
crowd support," commented "K" demeaning of our opponent is not great
A few fans with an uin your face" attitude about athletic
Coach Joe Haklin. "I hope that
competition
have embarrassed many and given our UK" fans a
we have this kind of tum out for
classless
image
in our league (MIAA).
our remaining home games."
~ntimidating parades and offensive signs will not be tolerated at
Kalamazoo still has a chance
of making the tournament and our athletic center. Profanity directed at officials, athletes and fans
achieving their team goal of will be grounds foc expUlsion from the sight of competition.
When Kalamazoo College wins the MIAA basketball
winning 20 games. The Hornets
championship
it should not be tarnished by the thug mentality and
look to get over the loss to
of
a few, but with the pride and class that is fitting of
classless
acts
Calvin when they play at Alchampions.
bion Col1ege tonight. Their
A question of larger concern is why didn't anyone stand up and
next home game is next
Wednesday against longtime say, 'This is not right, there is a better way."?
-Robert Kent, Athletic Directoc
rival Hope College.

Rowdy Fans Rile
Athletic Dept.

'K' Swimming Suffers First Loss to Hope
By ADAM M. GIBSON

Last week the Kalamazoo
Co\1ege swim teams competed
against their top rivals in the
MlAA
This past Wednesday the
hornets swam and lost against
Hope College by a fmal score of
119 to 112. It was an extremely
close meet that was decided in
the last event.
Men's swimming coach Bob
Kent commented, "I got what I
expected from Hope. They have
too much depth in freestyle
events, that's what beat us." He
added that he had to put in his
best swimmers in the earlier
meets to "Just keep up" with
Hope. By the time the last event
photo by Deanna L. Rydzewski came, the team was too depleted
to post a winning time.

Jeff Walker had a good swim
in the 200 yd. butterfly event
while Steve Hunt posted a good
time in the 200 yd. individual
medley. In general the men had
a good day posting excellent
times, but unfortunately Hope
posted better ones.
The womens" team's story
was similar. All of the women
swam strongly and made Hope
fight their hardest for the win.
Katie Czmar continued her
great season with a personal
best in the 1000 yd. event.
Heather Botsfocd broke a school
record in the 200 individual
medley with a time of 2:18.74.
Holly Partyka took first place in
the 200 yd. back stroke by
posting a time of 2:22.12, and
Kellie Warner won the 3m
diving event
"K" faired better against

Albion last Saturday, however.
The women dominated the meet,
winning most every event TIle
final scoce was "K" 135, Albion
80. Warner won the 1 meter
with a season's best score and
Heather Botsford won the
individual medley event with a
season's best time of 4:47.89.
The men had a great deal
more difficulty with their
events. The Albion team had
"shaved" and had rested the
previous week in anticipation of
the match. It was an important
meet for "K" as a loss would
have eliminated them from the
league championships. In the
end, "K" emerged victorious by
a score of 125 to 120. The meet
was decided in the final event
with with an unbelievably close
finish, which "K" won by only
.07 seconds.
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Won't become policy without support:

New Plan Postponed
By MARIA CARLSON
Amid anger, confusion and
apathy, the new housing plan
that once appeared a shoo-in is
now in limbo.
Despite the furor created over
the prospect of the new policy,
few students attended information sessions sponsored by the
Residence Life Office and Student Commission.
Assistant Dean of Residence
Life Vaughn Maatman refused
to forecast whether or not the
plan would eventually be instated. but assured students that
any plan would not be implemented without sufficient student support
Underclass students seem to
be concerned with the proxy issue, while upperclassmen "like
making their own choices," said
Maatman.
Karin Richner likes the
choices the new plan will give
although graduation prevents her
from experiencing it.
"I see more people being
happy because more people will
get what they want,"said Richner.
Tom Daggett, vice-president
of Student Commission, thinks
the plan could work if students
believed the proxy method was
plausible, but says the "social

ramificatiops are still bad."
Daggett fears the interaction
between different people that the
residence halls provide will be
lost when students are allowed
to choose to gather in sections
of dorms. "Groups of bunched
up people will provide incentive
for other people to bunch up.
"The new housing policy
would take aWay the challenging
learning liberal arts environment
where we're forced to adjust in
many different situations, and
more like choosing a suburb
, with like minded people," said
Dagge\l
Residence Life has changed
the policy slightly to deal with
students without proxies, but
remains basically the same.
Students would still sign up
for housing in person and would
pick exactly which room they
wanted.
Squatters would have frrst
choice followed by seniors, juniors, sophomores, first-year
. students, then students without
roommates applying for multiple-occupancy rooms.
For students off-campus,
they would be able to give the
power of proxy to another student who would come in per-

see "proxy issue" page 2

Deana Rydzewski and Corrine Veldkamp with other NOW members berore
tbe rally on Monday. For story. see "Abortion Laws Under Fire," paae 3.

Sweet Success for Swimmers
Women avenge regular season loss to Hope for championship
By KRISTINA E. MONY

Hope and 'f('

Victory tasted sweet for the
women swimmers after
defeating Hope for the league
championship Saturday.
"We were really motivated to
win because we all have a vendetta against Hope," remarked
Cindy Grush. "We had an
unusually strong cheering
section filled with our parents
wearing Kalamazoo College
hats and sweatshirts."
Both the Hornet men's and
women's swim teams needed
frrst-place fmishes at last week's
MlAA meet, held at Calvin
College. Kalamazoo's women's
team met its objective, outpointing dual-meet champion
Hope college 625-612 to take
its second straight league title.
The Hornet men came up just
short despite an excellent effort,
taking second to Hope by just
photo by Deanna Rydzewski four points, 549-545.
For the Hornet women,
swimmers compele for tlse relay first.

league champions include Erin Matt Harrison.
Both teams agree that team
O'Brien in the 200-yard breaststroke, Katie Czmer in the comradery is the key ingredieRt
1,650 freestyle, Heather Bots- of a successful team.
"The team is like a family,
ford in the 400 individual medley, Tiffany Greenman in the we don't swim as individuals,
100 breaststroke, and Kellie we swim as a team," Garrison
Warner in both the three-meter remarked confidendy.
Melanie McCormack agreed.
and one-meter diving events.
Kalamazoo's men's league "we depend on each other and
champions included Kevin that is what makes the differPhillion in the 200 1M, Jeff ence. We would not have won if
Walker in the 200 butterfly and we would have swum as indiMitch Veldkamp in both the viduals instead of a team."
The women's win brought
three-meter and one-meter diving
"K"
coach Lyn Maurer her flfth
events. Also during the meet,
title
in 15 seasons of league
Phillion qualifIed lor the NCAA
division m meet in the 200 and competition. The champi400 1M, as did Walker in the onships have come in spurts,
200 butterfly. Also qualifying with "K" winning three consecfor the nationals was "K's" 800 utive titles from 1976-77 to
freestyle team of Phillion, 1978-79 in addition to the last
Walker, Jim Davis, and Gerry two seasons. For the men's
squad, this season marked only
Gleeson.
Although the men took sec- the fourth time in 21 campaigns
ond place, they were proud of that ooach Bob Kent's efforts did
the women's team. "We were not capture the league champiglad somebody beat Hope," said onship.
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NEWS BRIEFS
Teixeira to Talk on
Latin American
Social Policy
Sonia Maria Fleury Teixeira. residential fellow at the Kellogg Institute for International Studies at the University of
Notre Dame. will speaIc on "Latin American Social Policy" at
Kalamazoo College. Wednesday. Feb. 27. The talk is free and
begins at 8 p.m. in the Olmsted Room of Mandelle Hall.
In addition to two books on the theory and politics of Latin
America. Sonia Aeury Teixeira is author of numerous articles.
The Conselho Nacional de Pesquisas in Brazil is supporting
her research on topics of Latin American state and social policies; frontiers of collective health; and sanitary reform and
building democracy in Brazil.
She holds a consultancy position with the Brazilian Institute
of Social and Economic Planning and acts as an occasional consultant to various international agencies. including the World
Bank and the United Nations.
-Kalamazoo College Public Relations Office

Who's Who at 'K'
What do Thomas Anderson. David Bainbridge. Nancy Balcom. Mara Bird. Rania Bittner. Kimberly Carpenter. Daniel
Cortright, Douglas Cox. Roben Dekker. Teresa Donahue. Jennifer Drake. Jennifer Duff. Lisa Farago. Michael Finlder. Karen
Fischer. Jacqueline Freeman. Jonathan Galow. Margaret Grathwohl. Anastasia Grobbel. Kathron Grover. Jill Holman. Kathleen Human. Liana Iacobelli. Eric Johnson. Bridget Jones.
Donald ICahaian. William Kolean. Louis M~gas. Ann Mees.
Kara Middleditch. Timothy Mulligan. Nancy Musilli. Laura
Osthaus. Sharon Proben. Cunis Pryor. Kristin Reisinger.
William Romberg. Jennifer Romney. Boi-Tia Stevens. and
Jennifer Winkler all have in common?
They are the fony outstanding Kalamazoo College students
have been selected for inclusion in the 1991 edition of Who's
Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges,
according to the Kalamazoo College Public Relations Office.
Based on their academic achievement, service to the community, leadership in extracurricular activities. and potential for
continued success. campus nominating committees and editors
of the annual directory include the names of the students.
More than 1400 institutions of higher learning from all 50
states as well as several foreign nations are represented among
-MariIJ Cm-Ison
the elite group of Who's Who.

Spring Will Be Snug
Housing will be snug for spring quaner. according to assistant dean of students Vaughn Maaunan.
A record high 920 to 930 students are projected to be on
spring quarter. All of those students, excluding commuters. will
need housing in a system that houses 850, said Maaunan. The
record number of students is attributed to an usually high number of deviants.
"In the last two weeks, Academic Standards Committee received 45 to 50 deviations. It has never been that high." said
Maaunan. Twenty-eight of those deviations were students requesting to be on spring quarter.
Two factors are responsible for that large number, according
to Maaunan. 1be war has made students nervous about spring
foreign study and those students are shifting their foreign study
to different quartets.
The economy has also left many sophomores without paying career development jobs. Because some students can find
higher paying summer jobs. they are deviating to be off in the
summer and on in the spring.
To deal with the crunch. deviants were notified that housing
was not guaranteed and Maaunan said the housing office will be
more flexible with applications to live off campus by approving more than usual. As a final measure. deviants who live
within commuting distance will be asked to do so.
-MariIJ Carlson
1-

•
A Little Theatre In
'K"s Theatre
This weekend the Kalamazoo College theatre deparunent is
presenting TM Little TMatre of tM Green Goose. by Constanty
I1defons Garczynski. All performances are good for LACC
credit, and Thursday night's performance is free to "K" students.
Running through Sunday at Balch Playhouse. tickets can be
reserved by calling 3-8569.
---Deana Rydzewski
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Alcohol Task Force Thrust Into Action
By KURT SIMECK

The Alcohol Policy Task
Force chaired by Marilyn LaPlante dean of students is still
in the brainstorming stages of
devising a new alcohol policy.
The committee has been
thrust into action as a result of
the federally-imposed "Drug
Free Schools and Communities
Act." While the document was
at first difficult to interpret. it is
clear that "K" is not in compliance with it.
According to LaPlante. the
College must at the very least.
"include a Prohibition of alcohol in the new policy." or risk
losing irreplaceable federal financial aid. The current policy
says nothing to the direct effect

of prohibiting alcohol to those
under 21. The committee has
not had difficulty in adding a
prohibition statement. but rather
in attempting to determine how
it should be enforced.
According to Vaughn Maatman, assistant dean of residential life. "what happens in a student's room should be his/her
own business as long as it's not
disruptive .... We don't want to
turn R.A.s and security into
'alcohol patrols· ...
According to LaPlante. "The
committee is trying to keep it
[alcohol] a shared responsibility.
so it doesn't fall under one person's jurisdiction."
While it has become clear
that changes are due in "K's"

alcohol policy. the extent of
these changes is not yet clear.
The committee is due to repon
back to President Bryan by the
end of April. Until then, Dean
LaPlante has stressed that persons with any reasonable solutions should submit them to the
committee.
In addition to LaPlante· and
Maatman. Trustee Susan
Gilmore. English professor
Ellen Caldwell, director of
alumni and public relations
Dana Holtz-Hendrix, and students Chauntelle Minshall.
Mary Lou McCuen, Mark Maggio, Alycia Osstyn. Rich Bennett, Robin Meissner and Maria
Carlson comprise the committee.

Khodarkovsky Offers Insight Into Middle East
By AARON ELSTEIN

Khodarkovsky also spoke on thought the best way to bring
"Will There Ever Be Peace in how the origin of the modem peace was to incorporate the
the Middle East?" was the borders of the Middle East were Middle East into the world
question history professor created by the British and French economic picture. to invest in
Michael Khodarkovsky. who after WWI, not the Arabs.
it. buy its products and sell
specializes in Middle East
In the end. Khodarkovsky them ours.
history. tried to answer.
r - -- - - - - - - -- - - - -- -- - - -Khodarkovsky cited the Proxy issue revised in second draft
division between religious and continued 'rom page 1
civil authority. even in the more
politically "advanced" Islamic sonally for the absent student current housing form for stuand pick a room. One student dents to include more detailed
nations. as hindering them.
Islamic idealogy has cannot serve for more than six choices.
Maaunan also presented an
tradionally been very divided in other students, however.
Formerly. there were no pro- idea brought to him by a stuitself. ShonIy after the death of
its founder. Mohammed. the visions to deal with students dent. It was suggested that stureligion split into the Sunni and who could not fmd a proxy. but dents on campus would be given
Shi 'ite sects. a breach not the revised version does. Those first choice, in order of seniorwho do not use the proxy ity, and students off campus be
overcome even today.
Khodarkovsky noted that method can tum in a typewritten dealt with afterwards. also in
while many Muslims believe card with specific instructions to order of seniority.
Mzatman said he realized that
Islam needs some kind of the housing office. These reinternal reform. reform has quests will be dealt with at the it disrupted the seniority system
traditionally been very difficult same time as students without as it is now. but that all stuto come by because al\ roommates applying for multi- dents at one time or another
discussion and intrepretation on ple-occupany rooms.
would reap the benefits or the
If this proposal does not be- downfalls of the plan. Students
Islam's holy text. the Koran.
was banned after the eleventh come policy, Maaunan said the are encouraged to approach
century and even the very word office will look to other ways members of Student Commisfor "innovation" was prohibited the housing process can be im- sion or the Residential Life Ofproved. including expanding the fice with ideas or questions.
until relatively recently.

CALL FOR
EDITORS
All
students
interested in editing-

news, features, arts
& entertainment,
opinion, editor-inchief,
sports,
photography,
backpage, anything
else you can think
of-for the Index
Spring Quarter 1991
should submit their
name to Lesley in the
English Department
Office in 205
Humphrey House.
All students are
welcome to apply,
regardless of previous
journalistic
experience.
Deadline
for
applications is 10th
week Wednesday
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Abortion Laws Under Fire
By KATIE LOWRIE
At noon on Monday February 8 in Indiana, the parents of
Becky Bell joined others in a
pro-choice rally against parental
consent laws and the banning of
Medicaid funded abortions.
A similar rally to protest the
institution of the Michigan
parental consent law that will
take effect April I, began at Red
Square and ended in a demonstta-

member Corrine Vorenk.amp, al:
low "the parent to decide
whether or not their daughter is
going to be a parent This is incredibly ironic. All we're asking
for is personal choice and personal freedom."
Vorenkamp does not feel that
the majority of society is familiar enough with the facts relating to abortion to take a definite
stance on the issue.

"All we're asking for is personal
choice and personal freedom."
"The parental consent law
lion in front of the Federal
Building downtown on Monday. sounds. like a good idea. Peo"K'''s NOW (National Orga- ple think that women should
nization for Women) chapter have to go to their parents, and
made their voices heard with ideally that's true," said
pro-choice chants such as Vorenkamp. "But if all girls
"Separate the church and state. could go to their parents, then I
It's my body. It's my fate," don't think we'd have the probwere shouted while signs were lems in society that we do.
held high amidst the media, Parental consent is unrealistic
honks, waves of encouragement and unfair."
The signs NOW placed
from some and looks of disgust
around the "K" campus picturfrom others.
Representative Mary Brown ing a girl in the morgue who
attended the rally in support of died due to a back-alley abort
the pro-choice movement. tion, made Vorenkamp and othe1
Brown stated, "the law is asking NOW members the butt of
a woman who perhaps had no much hostility.
"I apologize that people are
previous communication with
offended
but what offends me is
her parents, to all of a sudden
that this is the truth," said
ask them to decide her future."
Parental consent laws, ac- Vorenkarnp. "I don't like to see
cording to NOW foundin~ it. It's shocking and it hurts

but this isn't sensationalist propaganda. The shoclc is the truth
of the matter."
Last week, the Michigan
Court of Appeals overturned a
law banning Medicaid-funded
abortions. Although a victory
for pro-choice advocates such as
the members of NOW, the decision could also be the beginning
of a head to head battle between
pro- and anti-choice forces.
Vorenkamp fears that last
week's victory "will infuriate
and activate the anti-choice
group. I see it coming down to
whether abortion will even be
legal. I think it's wonderful we
have a liberal Supreme Court,
but we have a Republican antichoice majority in the Senate
and an anti-choice govemoc." •
The Court of Appeals overturned the ban placed on abortion by stating the law violates
poor women's rights to equal
protection and privacy under the
Michigan Constitution.
"I don't understand the point
of banning Medicaid abortions
because it prevents poor women
from getting an abortion but
rich women can still get whatever they want. It's discrimination," says Meena Moossavi, a
member of NOW.
Pro-choicers must now look
to the Supreme Court in hopes
that it may decide to take up the
case and rule in their favor.
Meanwhile, NOW will continue
with their legislative letter writing and possibly coordinate with
Western Michigan's Students
for Choice to organize another
rally.

OFF TJiE QUAD
"What song would you like to
see George Bush perform
for Air Band?"
Photos by Eric Lengua
"Geocge Bush? I'd have to go
with 'Free to be You and Me,'"
-Nick Conbere, K'94

"What song? Ok, Ok, 'America
the Beautiful.'" -Walter
Poelzing, K'94

"I have many, many in mind .. .
I'll make it simple for you'World Leadec Pretend' by
R.E.M. Isn't it obvious?Marcelo Guevara, K'93

War Apathy Spreads
By ERICK TRICKEY
With the conflict in the Gulf
reaching its climax, some "K"
students are staying close to
their TV sets and reading the
daily papers, while others have
been tuning the war out.
Sophomore Bernetta Avery
follows the war through several
different sources. She reads
newspapers, magazines, listens
to National Public Radio three
times a day, and watches a halfhour of TV news per day.
"Having a large portion of
my family in the military,
including cousins flying
bombers, makes me want to
know what's going on," Avery
said.
Another student, senior

Nancy Balcom, has been
following developments in the
Gulf especially closely since
visiting family around Fort
Bragg, North Carolina. She
watches the Today show in the
morning for about 20 minutes,
watches the news from 6:00 to
7:00 and 11:00 to 12:00 every
night, and reads the Western

Hmld.

Not every one has been
paying as much attention.
"I don't pay attention to it,"
declared sophomore Shane
Campbell. "It doesn't really
affect my world, though I am
against it ... It's hard to believe
the information we get; it's
always censored by the
military."

"I've been really busy," said
sophomore Gavin DeNyse, "and
I haven't been watching much
of [the TV war coverageJ. I was
more interested in it earlier,
when it had just begun and I
wasn't as busy." Now, DeNyse
hears about the war from other
people and occasionally from
the radio.
Two first-year students
described a similar situation.
"I paid more attention to [the
war] at the beginning--but I had
more time at the beginning,"
said Sarita Kini.
"00 the weekends we pay
attention to it," Kini added. "But
if we have a lot of work, or a
full day of school, we probably
don't"

Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?

"So this is how you get people
to do this? Anything I want? I'll
say 'Soul Finger/Funky
Chicken.'" -Doug Keen, K'91

"No! No! No! I can't think of
any song in the world-'Whip
it by Devo.' -Jenny Clissold,
K'93

------------------------I STUDENT SERVICES,BOX 224026,HOLLYWOOD,FL 33022 :

YES!

I want V1SA'!!)/MASTERCARDS Credit :
Cards. Enclosed find $15 which IS 100% refundable If not I
approved Immediately.
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Austria's Cultural Contributions:

Schwarzenegger
Challenges Mozart
By AARON ELSTEIN
A little while ago (or maybe
even longer), I was listening on
the radio to some announcer
announce that this year is the
200th anniversary of Mozart's
death. Suitably impressed by
that comment (I recalled visiting
Mozart's
hometown of
Salzburg, Austria and thinking
it was an awful lot like Graceland), I picked up an edition of
The Village Voice and began
reading an article on another
Austrian, Arnold Schwanenegger. Suddenly it hit me so hard
it might as well have been a pie
made by Donna Reed: Arnold is
Austria's greatest gift to western
culture since Wolfgang

Amadeus Mozart!
The possibility of this just
blew my mind. In the words of
one venerable professor, it
clearly warranted further

research. So I tried to think of
other Austrians who had so collectively touched us as Wolfie
Mozart, the jammin' cat of
Salzburg (he has so impressed
us we made a movie about his
life starring a guy who was in
"Animal House").
Now don't get me wrong: I
dig Mozart. He was probably a
great bloke. And even if he
wasn't, that he wrote the kind of
music that makes life worth
living probably compensates for
any personality shortcomings he
may have had. His awesomely
wonderful piano concertos,
symphonies along with everything, everything else is truly
Austria's great gift to western
civilization.
But what has Austria done
since? Oh sure, there have been
Johann Strauss's waltzes, Schubert's Unfinished Symphony (a

veritable ode to procrastination),
Freud, Willgenstein and so on.
But honestly, when did any of
those guys ever affect you?
Sure, The Blue Danube is a nice
tune, but who the hell really
cares? If it were up to these
folks, Austria would have
slipped into cultural oblivion.
But thanks to Arnold, Austria is on the cultural map once
again! What has Arnold done
that is so significant? For one
thing, he has replaced Sylvester
Stallone, that ultimate he-man
American, as the ultimate heman American. Only Arnold is
Austrian! He has successfully
bridged the cultural gap. He is a
shining example of our new
world onler's dissolving borders.
Arnold has further bridged
the cultural gap by marrying
into the American royal family.
There are no Habsburgs in
America, so Arnold did the next
best thing: he married Maria
Shriver, one of the Kennedy
clan! What's more American
than marrying a Kennedy?
It is not only ironic, it is
somehow appropriate that on
this, the 200th anniversary of
Mozart's death (December 5),
that an Austrian with a name no
one can pronounce should rise
up and join him as Austria's
great cultural gifts to western
civilization.
As Chuck Berry could have
said, "Roll over Mozart, dig that
Arnold is in the news."

If you thought that finding a color
Macintosh* system you could afford
was just a dream, then the new, affordable Macintosh LC is a dream
come true.
The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many computers that can display
only 16 colors at once, the Macintosh LC expands your palette to 256 colors.
It also comes with a microphone and new sound·input technology that lets
you personalize your work by adding voice or other sounds.
like every Macintosh computer, the LC is easy to set up and easy to
master. And it runs thousands of available applications that all work in the
same, consistent way-so once you've learned one program, you're well
on your way to learning them all. The Macintosh LC even lets you share information with someone who uses a different type of computer-thanks to
the versatile Apple SuperDrive~ which can read from and write to Macintosh,
MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks.
Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see what it gives you. Then pinch
yourself. It's better than a dream-it's a Macintosh.
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Storm Clouds
Disperse
Recession proves no threat
to 'K' students
By KRISTINA E. MONY
The unstable economy is making many people unsure of job
stability and future careers.
Kalamazoo College sophomores searching for CD's have reported numerous rejection letters. Keith Edmonson, Director of Career Development, assures us, "It is seldom that students receive
more than 1 or 2 offers so obviously there are a lot of rejections,
that is the nature of the beast."
Edmonson is concerned that seniors may have a difficult time
with their job search, "When big companies or little companies see
resessionary storm clouds on the horizon, one of their first reactions is to reduce their expenses." Edmonson explained, "The businesses usually cut discretionary expenses such as advertising and
employees until the storm clouds leave."

I am constantly pleasantly
surprised at the quality of 'K'
students . ..
Edmonson feels the ressesionary storm clouds were the darkest
during January and February, "I may be optimistic but the worst
may be behind us, however it still may be too early to tell."
Edmonson worries the ressession may have a large impact on the
June graduates, where the stakes are even higher that sophomore
CD's. Edmonson advises, " Seniors should be intensifying the aggressiveness of of their job search, by getting their applications out
early and using their creativeness and liberal arts training." He
hopes students will take advantage of services the Career Development Center provides.
Edmonson remains optimistic about the future of Kalamazoo
College students, "I am constantly pleasantly surprised at the quality
of K College students and I think they should do well in the market
place search because they are well lrai ned , bright, personable, intelligent and they are willing to work hard."
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For more information visit

Computer Services
in Dewing Hall or contact
Robert Cox at 383-8;28
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A Senior Swan-Song
By RENEE ANDERSON
How crazy: I found myself in the presence of my benevolent
English professor five minutes before a response paper deadline. I'm
not sure if being on one's knees is any more efficacious when
beggmg for extensions, but where deadlines are concerned, I'm
willing to try anything.
Something in my humble, mantis-like demeanor must have
caught her eye; she granted me the extension, set me back on my
feet and sent me on my miserable way. As I trudged the long and
weary path uphill and down to my rat's nest, I considered something
she had mentioned: "What's wrong with all you Seniors?"
Aaron-Baby, get ready; I think I have another thesis for you:
Ren~'s "Law of Senior Dismotivation" (not to be confused with its
rather dubious acron)m). Let's have a look.
When I entered "K" as a Freshman, "fresh" out of high school, I
was full of ambition. My goal for my college career was to graduate
Summa Cum Laude and impress everyone. Not.
In high school they told me how hard college would be.
Professors could assign readings which they might never discuss,
but for which I would be held responsible on the exam. I was ready
for this. They warned for every class hour I could assume two hours
of homework. Again, I was rearing to go. They said I may as well
get used to being a number for the next four years. Yep, let's have
at it. I was pumping.
For the first year or so at "K" it showed. My grades were high,
and I was working a mile a minute, reading all the time; stressing
over exams and papers; wondering about all those upper-class
intellectuals who never came to class.
Somewhere between Sophomore and Junior years (possibly right
after Am Lit I or Lit Crit), the juices stopped flowing. My pen ran
out of ink. Let's face it, I was up the creek, biting the dust, a hasbeen. Or maybe it was the sudden realization that I just wasn't
having fun anymore.
So I bent the old routine: study a bit less, procrastinate a bit
more at Marriou with my coffee. (Oh, and then I discovered Ms. Pac
Man. Ooof! Of course, when Donkey Kong moved in next door, I
knew I was a goner.)
And now I'm a Senior with no time for Senioritis. I spent it all
as an underclassman. My SIP is due soon-like yesterday-and
every day I promise myself that the night will see its completion.
What if my SIP is really just in my head? What if I'm trapped in
the Twilight Zone, with a project that erases itself every night after
I fold up and go to bed?
I've been thinking lately-lately, as in "late" at night, when the
computer starts to look like a person-that freshmen should have to
do FIPs. If only I could have done my SIP that first "fresh" year.
Shoot, in those early days of high energy I might have even
squeezed out cornps as well!
What is wrong with us Seniors? Is everyone experiencing minor
technical difficulties? I used to laugh at coinages like "s uper
Senior," but with the threat becoming more real, I now while away
my afternoons thinking up better tenns like "Super Duper Senior,"
or "Super Sorry Senior."
To the lower classes: beware of the Law of Senior Dismotivalion! It comes as surely as Judgement Day, unless you happen to
be a Science Major. Just wait, you'll be on your knees before you
know it, pawing for extensions. (Thanks again, Ellen.) And if you
also happen to work regularly for the Index, I can promise even
worse tales of woe and dismay.
So get your wm done!

To the Editor...
to reach.
It is a wonder that students
I would like to congratulate and administratOrs can accomAl Hannah on the Viewpoint plish anything together when
article he wrote for the last issue students like Mr. Hannah find it
of the Index, in which he easier to insult everyone inaddressed the problems surround- volved rather than offer soluing the proposed changes in the tions to the problems we face. I
wonder if he believes that if the
housing system.
His article rea"hed heights of student body gangs up on our
tastelessness and abusiveness "enemy," the administration, we
which bordered on the ridicu- will achieve a community of
lous. The offensive manner in mutual trust and cooperation.
I am sure that Vaughn
which he dealt with the Housing
Maatman
and Beth Greene have
Office, Student Commission
and fellow students was singu- better things to do than plan
larly low-class. At best it was strategies on how best to cause
downright rude. At the same us grief. Call me idealistic but I
time that he urged students to just don't see them holding latework together to accomplish a night planning sessions in their
goal (a better housing system), spare time to decide how best to
he attacJced them and labeled plague us. They could have
them into "inbred cliques," refused to consider any changes
neatly dividing and offensively in the current housing system
stereotyping many of those if that were their goal.
whom (I assume) he was trying
I also don't believe that the

To U-.e Editor,

Photo courtesy Mark Troclcman/ColJege Press Service
Is the anti· war I1IOIIDMI'II dying? Protest crowds sum to be getting smaller, bMt some organizers say
teh novemel'll will pick
when the grolUld war begins.

Occupational Hazard
By GARETH PRICE

"Voice or no voice, the peopie can always be brought to the
bidding of the leaders. That is
easy. All you have to do is tell
them they are beillg attacked,
and denounce the pacifists for
lack of patriotism and exposing
lhe country to danger. It works
the same in every country." Hennann GOring.
The ground war is rolling
now and soon we will see (if the
federal lawsuit against the
Pentagon for abusing freedom of
the press is successful) the body
bags begin rolling home too.
It's easy to deny the horror of
war when it is 6500 miles
away, past the multiple levels
of censorship and happening
besides to brown people who
don't matter as much as rich
white United Statesians.
The events of this weekend
came as a major shock to thinking people; any idea that George
Bush wanted peace was dispelled
when he refused to allow
Saddam Hussein to surrender
without humiliation or even call
a cease fire to allow Iraqi troops
to retreat. Bushie showed us that
the intent of the military
intervention is not to "liberate"
Kuwait but to destroy Iraq.
I have little doubt we will
succeed in destroying Iraq and_
much of Kuwait in the proces'
This will make those who lust
members of Student Commission, who serve our apathetic
student body, are working to
snowball us; they don't have the
time, even if they wanted to.
We don't owe those who make
school policy our unconditional
approval on every issue they
propose; we do, however, owe
them some respect for what they
are trying to do.
As a student I can, of course,
see many shoncomings in the
proposed plan. I share many of
the same concerns which AI
does. I think it is unrealistic to
expect students to tum their
forms in in person. (I have
enough trouble finding a time
when Student Services is open
to put the form in the bin!) I am
also afraid of the complexity
involved in students choosing
their own rooms while still
respecting quiet and nonsmoking areas, male and female
hallways and the rights of those
who are not on campus; limits

for murder happy. But not for
long. We may be able to destroy
the Hussein's state and troops,
and a half-million Iraqis, but we
won't destroy Arab Nationalism, terrorism (Bush's greatest
contribution to fighting terrorism would be suicide), inequality, or the rising tide of hatred
of the U.S. We will only inflame them. And the military
solution to the crisis, will
involve a long and costly
occupation: more than 100,000
permanent troops stationed in
the Gulf, a hated occupation
army always vulnerable to
terrorism.
With this brave new world
weakly entrenched in the sand,
we must turn back to the home
front. We must look at all the
problems that mushroomed
while we played in Nintendo
Warland. We face hornelessness,
sickness, debt, illiteracy, infant
mortality and recession. We will
have to confront the failure of
all the other domestic "wars"
our government has taken upon
itself: The War on Poveny, the
War on Drugs, etc.
Martin Luther King o .. c~
said, "the War on Poverty was
lost on the battlefields of Vietnam." Well, Bushie has gone
one further. The last time we
followed a bush we encted up in
. the desert foc fMy years.
The anonymous "Herman"
and his partner GreR& Dice are

right about one thulg: this war
is not just about oil. It also
involves preserving military
profits, distracting the populus
from the continuing destruction
of the U.S. by its government,
and creating and maintaining an
ideology of American world
domination. The Creeping Red
Menace, which some once held
in similar terror to homosexuality is replaced with a new
horror: Sodom is loose in
Kuwait
In true Yankee form, we
never consider the enemy might
be us. Next year perhaps we
will have another enemy. As in
1984, the identity of the enemy
is not important; it is sufficient
that we have one.
The Holy War is our most
important myth. It provides a
sense of virtue and community,
combined with the titillation of
military technology and the
pleasure of violence. We are in
this together, we are morally
right, and we even get to foul
someone up.
Mter WWII (the only war in
the last hundred years to use
nuclear weapons end in
unconditional surrender) the
world asJced bow the Germans
could have let fascism corne to
power. We're about to find out
Say, did you hear the one about
the new Iraqi pop band? It's
called No Kids on the Block.
YukYuk!

will have to be set and
maintained to solve these and
other problems.
However, as a non-Camelsmoking, non-all-black-wearing
English major, my greatest fear
now is that I might be stuck in
a hall with an "inbred clique" of
insensitive, insulting, intoler;mt
people like AI. Heaven forbid
that we should have to deal with
others unlike ourselves. (We
don't want to get too far into
the real world while we're here
at "K" do we?) God help us if

we have to realize that members
of other departments and sports
groups are individuals with
value and character, and that, if
we met them, we might even
(gasp) like them.

Thanks, AI, for bringing that
danger to my attention. Thanks
for insulting me, my department, my friends and my intelligence. You've really motivated
me to work with you. I'm
going right over to picket the
Housing Office....
-Cyndee Carpenter, K'91

Letter Policy
The Index welcomes letters from its readers. Letters should he
original copies, typed oc pinted, and must be signed.

We encourage leuers that are concise and deal with relevant
topics. The Index reserves the right to edit for space and clarity
wben necessary.
Letters can be turned into The Index mailbox in the basement
of Hicks Center. Preferably, letters should be submitted by the
Saturday before the issue in wt.ich they will appear.
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KIA Promotes Area Art Show
Several 'K' College Artists Outlast Competition
By PETER WATSON

The Kalamazoo Institute of
Arts has just recently kicked off

its Area An Show. Executive
Director, Jim Bridenstine, had
much to say about the annual
Area An Show, which opened
FP.tlrllArv 22 and will run

until Sunday, March 24. He
discussed a brief history of the
Area An Show. It has spanned
several decades according to Mr.
Bridenstine, and remained basi-

~~~--====~~~~

photo courtesy of Jeff Keyes
-UNJfILED" by Jeff Keyes K'92, is displayed oJ the KIA Area Art SIww

cally the same until five years
ago. At that time the judging of
the pieces in the show was
changed so that, instead of local
jurors, a nationally known artist
would be chosen to judge the art
objects. This year's judge was
nationally known imagist artist
Edward Paschke, from Chicago,
who incidentally has one of his
paintings in the KIA's gallery.
This year's show has stood
out as the largest single Area
An Show in KIA history with
over 650 art objects entered.
After the final judging, 120 of
the original 650 entries were
chosen to be displayed as part of
the show, representing over 110
local artists. Four Kalamazoo
College artists are in the show:
Art Professor Bernard Palchick,
Instructional Media Services
Coordinator Lisa Pal chick,
Visiting An Professor David
r- ,. ,. r-r-

I""

Curl, Junior Matt Lager, and
Junior Jeff Keyes.
The Area Show has been
heavily supported by the local
Hudson's Store, who gave the
first prize called the Hudson's
Prize worth $800. Among the
other prizes given to the winners of the 1991 Show is the
Director's Purchase Prize, in
which the KIA will purchase a
piece of one of the pieces of art
selected by the Director.
The entries in this year's
show range from "abstract to
very realistic" and encompass
"all media... including painting,
sculpture, ceramics, and glassware." Mr. Bridenstine is very
pleased with this year's show,
and sincerely hopes those in the
community will enjoy it. His
only complaint of the show being "I wish there was more
money to give to the artists."
I""

r-r-

I""

r-r- ,. ,.

r-I""

SIP Plays SellOut
By DEANNA RYDZEWSKI

great ideas behind it The charac-

Stunning. That's a pretty
good word pertaining to the
Dungeon one acts performed
weekend before last The shows,
The Lover by Harold Pinter and
Internal by Rich Hutchman,
were SIP projects directed by
Joe Stolbnan and Hutchman, respectively.
Internal started off with more
than enough "shock value." The
show was about four excommunicated members of society that
are shoved in a cage and must
deal with one another. Each has
committed a crime, except the
retarded girl, Lenny (but maybe
being a "burden" on society was
her crime) played by Sue
Ringler. Once they've served
out their time, they are taken
out of their cage by a guard
(Katie Lowrie) and are put to
death, a rehabilitated full
member of society. The catch in
this plot is that the cage has no
door. The prisoners could leave
if they wanted, but in doing so,
they'd be shot and left to rot.
The show had some really

ters weren't allowed to touch in
anything but violence, because
as one character put it,"We're all
animals." Also, the basic
thought behind it that one must
choose between accepting society's fate for yourself or creating
one was dealt with well.
There were a few of the
proverbial "bugs" in the play,
however. It seemed like Hutchman was trying to be Sam
Shepard-esque and just went
overboard on the vulgarity and
machismo of the character Killer
(Rob Saxton.) The role of the
journalist, Whitey (Charlie Von
Eschen) was far too limited and
could have been greatly expanded upon. For being a sort of
"eye to the world," he had fe"'t.
lines at all. The retarded girl was
also very limited and made the
viewer wonder about her use on
stage.
In all, the the drama exceedCld
with an excellent performance
from Theresa Webber as Dee·
Dee. She excelled in the role of
a crazed "killer for God," as did
Rob Saxton playing the part of
an ultra-stud gang member. His

Spanish accent made the rather
crude dialogue stand out
The Lover finished off the
night with many laughs. The
story involved two spouses
making their sexual lives interesting. The wife (Jennifer Winkler) has a lover that the husband (Andy Dominiani) knows
about He even plans his schedule so he won't come home at
the wrong time. However, he
keeps a whore that his wife also
knows about The show comes
to a hilarious head when the
"lover" walks through the door-and it's the husband. John
Purenhage made a great cameo
as the milkman. Winkler played
a wonderful, proper English
housewife, casually mentioning
her lover as if she were going
shopping. Dominiani did a super job as an equally uptight,
well-bred gentleman. He was
also very amusing as the strutting lover pounding on his bongos.
Both shows shocked the theatre-goer and entertained. The
two seniors should be commended for selling out the theatre on all three nights.

Tenor Makes Classical
'More Fun
MICHAEL DOUGHERTY

The' lyric tenor of Thomas
Randle delighted a crowd of
about 200 people last Sunday.
The concert, in Stetson Chapel,
consisted of vocal music; it was
the third program in the Kalamazoo Bach Festival's fortyfourth season.
Randle, who is currently
singing with the English National Opera Company, was assisted by Phillis Rappaport on
the piano. The program included
works by Purcell, Handel,

Brahms, Fa~, and Mozart. It
closed with, much to the delight
of the audience, with the well
known musical aria Maria, by
the American composer Leonard
Bernstein.
Randle, a Californian native,
brought the "classical" music
closer to the audience by joking
and using one of his natural talents--acting. Although a few of
his jokes seemed more likely to
be issued by a stand-up comic,
they added a wonderful flavor to
the performance. His tie change
at intermission also invoked

some wonder from the crowd.
This was
a benefit concert for the
Kalamazoo
Bach Festival
Society. The
next concert is
an organ and
brass ensemble and will
be held April
5, 8 p.m. in
Stetson Chapel. All are
welcome.

Talent Showcased in
Second Winter Recital
By PETER WATSON
The Kalamazoo College Recital Hall was filled with the
sounds of Bach, Beethoven, Chopin, and others Thursday, February 21, as Kalamazoo Music students entertained over 45 students
and faculty as part of the Music Department's Winter Recital. A
dozen K-College students performed a variety of musical pieces
including guitar and piano solos, as well as several excellent vocal
selections.
The recital began with a very well played selection by James
Hook, played on the fonepiano by Susan Morse. Matthew Ropp,
tenor, and Jennifer Mitchell, on piano, performed an emotional
and powerful rendition of Cecil's Sharp's 0 Waly, Waly. First
year pianist J. Davey Gerhard followed with a very contemporary
piece, filled with a flurry of festive notes, by Cyril Scott Soprano, Laura Miller, and pianist Elaine Bullins, captured the audi 7
ence with the sorrowful ballad The Soldier's Wife, by Sergei
Rachmaninoff. Sophomore violinist, Michelle Arndt, executed a
Bach Sonata, and pianist, Jennifer Nouhan, played a selection of
Chopin. Soprano, Jean Graves artfully sang two pieces by
Leonard Bernstein, accompanied by first year pianist, Stefanie
Kowalski. One of the songs, called So Pretty, centered on the innocent victims of war. This especially relevant song summoned
applause from the audience. Guitarist, Brad Crandall staged two
intriguing selections by Heitor Villa-Lobos and Phillippe Lemaigre.
The evening ended with two very fine and entertaining pieces.
Pianist, Jennifer Drake had an intense and powerful performance
of Beethoven's Sonata in D Minor. The last selection was a humorous and well done piece by Gioacchino Rossini called, Comic
Duel For Cats, performed by Sophomore sopranos, Jean Graves
and Laura Miller, accompanied by pianist, Stefanie Kowalaski.
The amusing selection, consisted of continuous duels of
"MEOWS!." The end of the hilarious song was met with thunderous applause from the enthusiastic audience. It was a memorable closing to an excellent performance by all involved.

Mackinac Island resort hotel
seeking housekeepers, front'
desk, night audit, dining room,
kitchen, maintenence, grounds
and bicycle shop mechanics.
Contact Iroquois Hotel, 2803
Central Park NE #201, Grand
Rapids, Ml49505. (616) 3641309
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Hornets Nearly Sting
Dutchmen

B-Ball Wrap Up
Women Hopeful for
Next Year

Keep Hope From Their Ninth Over-lOO Game
By DANIEL KL YN

The Kalamazoo College
men's basketball team came excruciatingly close to defeating
their arch-rival Hope College
last Wednesday night in front of
an emotionally charged capacity
crowd at Anderson Athletic Center.
The Hornets kept within
seven points of the Flying
Dutchmen for a large part of the
game, but finally succumbed to
. Hope, who won the game by a
deceptively large 22 point margin.
UK" took the frrst possession, albeit briefly. The ball
was quickly stolen by Hope,
who proceeded to slam-dunk the
first two points of the game.
This dunk, and the following
Hope foul set the tone of the
frrst half. UK's" Ron Barczack
was the frrst foul victim of the
game, and hit both of his freethrows to tie the score. This
pattern of Hope scoring field
goals, and UK" hitting their freethrows continued throughout the
game.
By the five-minute mark of
the frrst half, practically every
possession yielded a foul, but
despite the above-average
amount of fouls and a few bad
calls by the referees, UK" stayed
right on Hope's heels, playing
hard right up to the buzzer. The
halftime score was 45-33 in
Hope's favex'.
The second half started very

Cruise Ship Jobs
HIRING Men - Women . Summerl
Year Round . PHOTOGRAPHERS.
OUR GUIDES. RECREATION PERSONNEL
Excellent pay plus FREE travel Caribbean
HawaII, Bahamas. Soulh PaCifiC, MexICO
CALL NOWI Call refundable

1-206-736-7000, Ext.500Nl

much like the frrst, but this
time UK" was the frrst to score.
The frrst two and a half minutes
saw the Hornets pick up six
points and several steals--causing a worried Hope to call a
time-out.
The time-out proved to be a
turning point for the Flying
Dutchmen. Hope seemed to
catch a second-wind, hitting
several three-pointers and dominating the court. The fouls kept
piling up, at one point causing
the referee to pull both coaches
aside and scold them for their
less-than-subtle disapproval of
his calls.
The game got uglier from
then on. The UK" offense

seemed to fall apart against the
rejuvenated Hope defense. With
less than three minutes left,
Barczack fouled out, Hope
scored two consecutive slamdunks, and Hope's Eric Hoss
threw an unprovoked punch at
UK's" Mark Chappel, who
calmly backed away from the
rowdy Dutchman.
The tired Hornets gave it
their all right up to the end, getting a final two-pointer off with
six-seconds left--making the final score 99-77. The Hornets
kept Hope from their ninth
over-one-hundred point game,
and ended their season on Saturday with a 87-79 win over
Alma.

To say the Kalamazoo College women's basketball team had
a rough season would be an understatement, but that doesn't
mean the Hornets aren't looking forward to a brighter future.
Kalamazoo, which concludes the campaign with a 4-19
overall record (0-12 MIAA), stepped up their level of play late
in the season. The Hornets took Olivet 10 overtime on Feb. 16
before bowing, and dropped their fmal contest of the season at
Alma on Saturday by just four points, losing by a 64-60 count
Freshman Lesley Beebe led the Hornets against Alma. scoring 16 points and grabbing 11 rebounds. Beebe and other
freshman standouts Sara Chase, Amber Wujek, and Amy Crawford saw plenty of playing time this season with hopes that
their efforts will payoff in future seasons.
Next year's squad will lose just one player to graduation--senior Corey Ohmberger--and will look to juniors Dawn Fekete
and Barbie Oleslager and sophomore Lisa Vedqlore for leadership.
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Season Finale
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Breaking through a defensive wall. Hornets allempttheir next point.

ASSEMBLER WANTED!
EARN AS MUCH AS

Read Books For Pay
$45,000 Per Annual

$980.00 Weekly working
Income Potential. Call
part/full time for our
for amazing details
Company at home easy work
anyone can do. Call amazing
24 Rrs.
Recorded Message 1-212212-978-3835
978-3344024 Hrs.

Adversity, and then triumph. In many ways, last week was
symbolic of the kind of season Klalamazoo enjoyed this past
winter.
The Hornets did not fare as well as they would have liked
against fourth-ranked Hope College last Wednesday, but "K"
bounced back in true Hornet fashion to win its season finale on
Saturday, defeating Alma College 87-79.
The Alma game marked the final contest for Hornet seniors
Ron Barczack, Tom Olson, Jeff Reinoehl, Andy Mears, and
Dan Cortright. The quintet--coach Joe Hakiin's flfSl recruiting
class at "K"--performed admirably in upping the team's final
season record to 18-7 overall and 7-5 in the MIAA.
Barczack, a 6-3 guard, poured in 30 points against Alma to
complete his "K" career with 1,543 points. Barczac averaged
20.8 points per game this season and took over third place on
Kalamazoo's all-time career scoring chart
Reinoehl scored 15 points and grabbed a game-high eight rebounds in the victory, while Olson accounted for 10 points and
five assists. Mears and Cortright received their frrst starts of the
season and played excellent defense, with Cortright snagging
seven rebounds.
Kalamazoo's 1990-91 season was a record-setter. The
Hornets shattered the previous season point record, and also
broke the school record for feild-goal accuracy. If you didn't
make it out to the games this year, you missed seeing the best
UK" men's basketball season in recent history. Congratulations
to coach Hakiin and the entire "K" team.

-Kalamazoo College Public Relalions Office
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$1000 in just one week.
Earn up to $1000 for your
campus organization. Plus
a chance at $5000 more!
This program works! No
investment needed. Call
1-800-932-0528 Ext. 50

B+~ We"d<,
THERE WILL BE A TEMPORARY SUSPENSION OF SANITY FOR THE DURATION
OF THIS PARTICULAR BACKPAGE DUE TO AN INORDINATE AMOUNT OF STRESS
AND SLEEP DEPRIVATION O~ THE PART OF THE AUTHOR.
PLEASE EXCUSE
THE INCONVIENIENCE.

tJ ;r'\f-er Q Vo.(f-elr
let q I.
Too Lo.\-e..

A BALL BEARING ROLLS OUT OF YOUR NOSE
BEFORE YOU CAN CATCH IT IT FLUTTERS AWAY
TO A LAND WHERE BUREAUCRATS WANDER AND ROAM
AND LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL ALL THE TIME.
HEY, SHA-NA-NA-NA
LISTEN TO THE MUSIC
HEY, BABY, SHA-NA-NA-NA,
LISTEN TO THE BEAT.
SHA-NA-NA-NA •.•

OCELOTS WANDER THROUGH ELYSIAN FIELDS
AND FROLIC LIKE DAISIES ADRIFT IN THE SNOW.
SEVENTEEN MAGENTA BUTTERFLIES DANCE ON THE BACK
OF A GREEN OCTOPUS,
and sing:
HEY SHA-NA-NA-NA,
LISTEN TO THE MUSIC,
HEY, BABY SHA-NA-NA-NA,
LISTEN TO THE
AT.
SHA-N -NA-NA .-.-.--,j

Helpful hints from Horatio-Never trust a duck in a raincoat.
1•
2. Don't believe anyone who tells you "Oh, those little
sores--they're nothing, really. Trust me."
3. Always remember wher you put your mind before going
out into the ~eal world.
Dance some.
Sing some.
Smile a lot. Don't let the
4.
morons get you down.

What would have happened if
What do Aretha Franklin and
Why do opera singers always
Come find out at The Little

Eve had eaten the whole apple?
scrambled eg~have in common?
seem to have big chests?
Theatre of The Green Goose!
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"We're outta here!"

'K' Scurries to
Attract Scarce
Students
By AL HANNAH
\n

Kalamazoo College has long touted the advantages of its in-

timate size. Today, however, there is fear that"K" may be the small
liberal arts college that's becoming too small.
Ideally, the school would like to make room for 350 new
freshmen each fall. But "K" has not been meeting its goal, fielding
only around 320 students in the last two freshman classes.
Being dependent on tuition for 61 % of its budget, consistently
anemic admissions numbers could bludgeon "K'''s budget for years
to come.
According to admissions director, Michael Donahue, demographies are partly to blame.
"There's been a huge drop in high school graduates. In the
Midwest it ranges from 15 to 20% over the last six or seven years
with big drops in the last two years," said Donahue. The number of
graduates will continue to drop until 1992, when the numbers
bottom out
Additionally, the economic downturn will make it harder to
attract students leery of "K"'s pricey tuition. Assistant admissions
director, Harold VanderSalm, pointed out that heavily subsidized
state schools always look more attractive when the economy is in
recession.
To alleviate the current student squeeze, "K" has been forced to
look past Michigan to keep enrollment numbers up. In what
Donahue calls an "extensive recruitment out of state", the school
has steadily doubled the number of yearly high school visits it
makes.
The payoff has come in the form of increased applications this
year. Not only are out of state applications up substantially, but
"K" is. also ahead of most other schools in the GLCA system.
Nevertheless, Donahue admits that "K" is only beginning to
recognize that it must play catch-up with other schools that have
been building national reputations for some time.
"About 10 or 20 years ago, the college, for whatever reason,
stopped recruiting outside of a small geographic region," said
Donahue, " .. .it didn't visit schools like it should have."
While the jump in out of state applications is viewed as a
positive sign, it also puts "K" into competition with better known
schools that have stronger reputations. To better compete, present
and former students are encouraged to promote the school to
prospective students.
How successful these efforts have been will be known on June 1:
Admissions' Day of Reckoning. "K" will then find out whether 350
freshmen will be packing their bags for Kalamazoo this fall, or
whether the school has once again come up short.
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page taken from the Kalamazoo College viewbook

'K' might send students allover the world, but that doesn't mean 'K' can spell.
Colombia is misspelled in the viewbook sent to all prospective students.

Broder "Unbelievable Opportunity" for 'K'
By LAURA BARNES
"This is an unbelievable
opportunity for students to
gain expertise from someone who is not only there,
but knows presidents, influential congressmen, senators and judges," said p0litical science professor
Don Flesche of Washington

Post editorial journalist
David Broder.
Broder will be joining
Flesche to team-teach Congress
and the President, a political
science course offered this
spring. Flesche will emphasize.
the analytical viewpoint and
Broder will speak on the "what's
right and what's wrong" morality aspect to give the students a
different perspective.

However, Broder only has a
three weeks leave from his job,
and will not be able to stay the
full quarter.
Broder first visited "K" in the
1970's as a Woodrow Wilson
visiting scholar. He spent a
week living on campus, giving
lectures and talking with students. He liked the academic environment and the campus, said
Flesche.

He returned in 1987 to give
the commencement speech. At
that time, he was awarded an
boruary degree.
When he returned as a
William Weber lecturer, Flesche
approached him with the idea of
becoming an adjunct professor.
"Quite to our surprise, he said
he would be delighted," said
Flesche, "if he could work out
an arrangement with the Post."

Broder's column is syndicated in over three hundred
newsp8pers nation wide, including the Kalamazoo
Gazelte. He writes about
political decisions, presidential elections and court
cases and has also appeared
on television broadcasts
such as Mett the Press and
the MacNeil-Lehrer News

Report.

lVednesday,
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'K' Due for Ten
Year Checkup
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War, Recession Crimp
Spring Break Plans
Socially conscious alternatives to traditional plans exist

By JORDAN RANKIN
It's that time of the decade
again foc Kalamazoo College.
As a member of the Nonh
Central Association of Colleges
and Schools, "K" is scheduled to
undergo an accreditation review
beginning in the Fall quarter of
1991 and ending sometime in
1993. Such reviews normally
occur every ten years, the last
being held between 1981 and
'83.
To assist in the process of reaccreditinljCalamazoo College,
Lonnie Supnik, profess<r of psychology, has been named as the
assistant provost in charge of the upcoming institutional
accreditation review.
The NCA is a voluntary organization. According to NCA
literature, its purpose is "to establish and apply criteria for the
accreditation of postsecondary educational institutions and to
assist affiliated institutions in the improvement of their
educational Jro8ClIll1S and related activities."
Supnik explained that the accreditation process is designed
to evaluate the extent to whic~ the College is achieving it's
goals. "For example," he said, "the purpose of Kalamazoo
College is to provide a liberal arts education. The accreditation
process will look into how well we are sticking to that
purpose."
In addition to the review of the overall liberal arts program,
the accreditation committee might examine certain aspects of
the College. Supnik said that the college could have the
evaluators look at the K Plan, the quarter system, the foreign
study program and the athletic program.
As for the chances of "K" failing the upcoming accreditation, Supnik said, "It is hard to foresee that the accreditation
committee will be raising very many issues that we are not
aware of and focusing on ourselves. There is no one here that is
worried about any aspect of what we do will be called into
question."
The potential danger in failing an accreditation review is the
possible loss of government grants. "Additionally, foundations
giving money might have second thoughts about donating
money to a institution that had lost it's accreditation," he said
Supnik noted that it is rare for a established institution not
to belong to an accreditation association. "Probably a beauty
school will not belong to an an organization like the NCA," he
explained.
Supnik was named the assistant provost as a result of his
recent work with a committee that review the effectiveness of
the quarters system and the K Plan.

(C P S)
Rich Mandel, a
senIor at Beaver College in
Philadelphia, had organized a
spring break trip to Jamaica for
himself and 20 of his
classmates.
Then the Persian Gulf war
broke out on Jan. 16, and, one
by one, 13 of the partiers pulled
out of the trip, forcing its can·
cellation.
"With the war, recession and
the fear of terrorism, spring
break doesn't seem like the getaway it has been in the past,"
Mandel lamented
Many of the travel agents
and spring break town officials
who at this time of year typi·
cally are counting on hordes of
students to start showing up say
student vacation plans seem to
be a little more conservative
this year.
For the first time within
memory, the nwnber of students
booking vacations has not
grown dramatically.
Travel agents say they have
seen a slight drop in the nwnber
of students booking spring
break tours to spots such as
Mexico and the Bahamas.
"I think (the drop) is more
due to economics than terrorism," said Kendall Smith, a
travel agent at James Travel
Points International on the Uni·
versity of Colorado's campus.
Air fares are 10 percent to 15
percent higher than last year at
this time, Smith noted.
At Council Travel near the
University of Washington,
business has been a little bit
slower than last year, but quite
busy in general, agents report.
"I don't see (the war and recession) having much of an im·
pact in the long term," said

Lynne Gianelli, a council travel "major" incidents.
agent.
In Palm Springs, Calif.,
Many students do claim to where in 1986 hundreds of stube unfazed by strange 1991 brew dents rioted in the business disof higher air fares and war.
trict and where Mayor Sonny
"Most of my friends ~ do- Bono last year asked students to
ing what they did last year," in- "go someplace else," officials
cluding traveling to Hawaii and are hoping to emphasize more
Mexico or just going home, positive activities than drinking
said Chris Milton, a sophomore and carousing.
at Occidental College in Cali"We are putting together an
f<rnia
environmental expo," explained
Officials at popular spring- Alan Denfield, director of spebreak vacation spots say they're cial events in Palm Springs.
expecting the same number of
The expo will feature presen·
students as last year.
tations by student environmen"We anticipate 400,000, just tal groups and a giant screen on
about the same number as last which environmental and music
year," reported Suzanne Smith, videos will be shown, Denfield
vice president of special events said.
and tourism at Florida's DayAnd not all students are m·
tona Beach.
terested in partying inthe streets
"Bookings are way up" from or on the beach anyway.
last year, said Geri Wilson, pubA group of 12 students from
lic relations manager for South Trinity College in Vermont paid
Padre Island's convention and $40 each to work at a soup
Visitors Bureau.
. kitchen in Washington, D.C.,
South Padre, a 5.5·mile-by- during their spring break.
I-mile island off the coast of
"It's a very enriching experi.
Texas, expects 250,000 people ence. It really changes your
in the month of March, Wilson life," explained Sharon St.
said.
Marie, a Trinity junior who
Both Smith and Wilson said worked at the kitchen last yea,
their towns will be ready foc the and will do so again this year.
students with plenty of activi·
While the thought of lying
on the beach "is appealing," St
ties and plenty of security.
In the past two years, both Marie said her volunteer work is
areas have cracked down on a "higher plateau of experience."
spring-break partiers in hopes of
The Trinity students also
preventing the primarily alco· will take time to see sites and
hoI-related injuries, deaths and visit their senators and represendestruction that have occurred in tatives to talk about he plight of
previous years.
the homeless, added Bruce Spec·
In 1989,400,000 students in tor, director of Trinity's comDaytona ran wild and terrorized munity service learning prosurrounding neighborhoods for gram.
four weeks.
"It's an attempt to say there
Last year, Daytona police ar· already is a lot more to college
rested more than 6,000 vaca· students today than mainstream
tioners from March 2 through media" make them out to be,
April 10, but reported no Spector said of the program.

CALL FOR
EDITORS
Vol.

photo by Eric Lengua

That's all, folks!
Writer Al Hannah, photography co-editor Ellen Foley,
news editor Maria Carlson and arts and entertainment
editor Deana Rydzewski examine copy on the computer
while putting together the last copy of the winter quarter
Index.

This newspaper
printed on
recycled paper

if you see news
happen, call the
INDEX
383·8460

All
students
interested in editingnews, features, arts
& entertainment,
opinion, editor-inchief,
sports,
photography,
backpage, anything
else you can think
of-for the Index
Spring Quarter 1991
should submit their
name to Lesley in the
English Department
Office in 205
Humphrey House.
.
All students are
welcome to apply,
regardless of previous
journalistic
experience.
Deadline
for
applications is 10th
week Wednesday
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Put away your list of complaints, because . . .

Students Irk SAGA
By RENEE ANDERSON
Children of "K," we are a
messy bunch of tykes. Let's
face it: we are inconsiderate and
unclean. And our lack of
tidiness happens to be causing
unrest on the other side.
Yesterday I decided it was
high time to give Marriott
another list of demands. It
seems I can never be quite
content without being unhappy
with the campus place of repast
With a demands for "salad-bar
guacamole" and "midnight
snack" heading my list, I
marched myself into SAGA,
ready to do battle with the
locals. Was I in fpr a surprise!
The SAGA workers took one
look at me and my list and
tossed me out on my ear.
Dumbfounded and a bit
bewiddled, I shyly poked my
head back in. Their angry looks
gave warning that there was
something rotten afoot
"What?" I asked. "Was it
something I said?"
Let's face it, the SAGA
workers are less than pleased
with us brats, and frankly, I
can't say I blame them. "You
mean you don't like us?" I
timidly asked, crestfallen. No
prompting was necessary; they
tore up my list and gave me one
of their own. I must admit, they
had some respectable points.
What makes us think those
unseen workers in the dishroom
enjoy cleaning off cigarettepotato purees? One worker was
kind enough to inform me that
if and when she finds who left
all those pickles on the window,
there will be hell to pay.
How would you like it, if
every night the beautiful salad
bar you patiently arranged

Have you ever faked an orgasm?
"I-I-I-I-I--you're not
writing that down, are
youT-Jennifer Mitchell,

K'94

"Of course not, I'm
Catholic !"-Kris
Reisinger, K'91

photo by Eric Lengua
became trashed within seconds
of opening time? How would
you like to clean off all those
cheese sprinkles scattered around
the bar and floor? And listen,
what makes us think the
artificial plants in the dining
rooms need SAGA food to
survive?
A message from one worker:
if you people want to move
those tables and chairs, put
them back afterward!
We are students of Kalamazoo College, not Mr. Toad's
Weekend School for the
Mentally Wacked-Out When we
go to drop off our trays, there
are two waste baskets. There is
simply no need to fUl one to
overflowing and leave the other
buck-empty. And by the way,
do drop off those trays; said
another worker, "when you
leave your trays on the tables,
that really burns me! "
If you're wondering why
there are no longer enough salad
bowls to go around, it's our
fault. Somebody smashed a

stack of them the other day and
just left the pieces on the floor.
Rtally ... if you want to be
gauche, go downtown!
Come on, everyone. We're
not out to get the SAGA
workers. They have a job to do,
and just because guacamole will
never appear at the salad bar, it's
not their fault. They don't make
the rules, they follow them.
And all you greedy lunks who
won't believe that you're only
allowed one serving at a time,
get with the program. You
know you can come back. It's
not as if we're overly impressed
with how much you can eat at
one sitting anyway.
Ladies and gentlemen, the
SAGA workers' final message
to us: learn to be responsible,
and pick up after yourselves.
These little games we play can
also be termed "destruction of
property." The workers do their
best every- day to give us what
we want; let's start appreciating
them instead of giving them our
headaches.

"No. I don't need to."Raul Mirami, K'94

"You have got to be
kidding. I really don't want
to answer that"-Shana
Raisman, K'94

Tie a Yellow Ribbon

"No more than the FDA
would allow."-Mike
Finkler, K'91

By KRISTINA E. MONY
Yellow ribbons adorn a nation mourning and missing their loved
ones fighting for freedom in the Gulf. Few people tying these
ribbons around their trees and mailboxes know the history behind
this custom.
The Army's Seventh Calvary that tamed the wild west over 100
years ago was nicknamed "yellow-legs" because of the yellow stripe
on their uniform pants.
The tradition began when the wives and swearhearts of these
troops began wearing yellow ribbons in their hair and around their
necks to symbolize their loyalty and pride for their military men.
The custom traces to a 1917 song called Around Htr Ntck She
Wort a Ytllow Ribbon. This song directly relates to the yellow
ribbons worn by the calvary wives in the 1870's.
Over a century later, yellow ribbons continue to remind the
people at home of the men and women risking their lives overseas.

photos by Eric Lengua
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EnvOrg Plans Smokey
Mountain High
By BRIAN ENNEKING

Spring break is a precarious
time for many college students.
Some find that they don't really
want to spend their free time at
borne, but the cost of going to
Florida for a week is just a tad
high.
EnvOrg's solution to this
problem is a low cost 70 mile
hiking trip into the Smokey
Mountains of southern Ten-

Some of fIIJIure' s fIIJIural scenery

Collins said that the most of
the hikers have had some experience although it is dermitely not
a requirement for the trip. "All
of the leaders are pretty experienced and about a third have
been on land/sea orientation."
He also said that the groups are
broken up into half male and
half female as closely as possible, and the more experienced
are matched up with the less experienced.
In the past, the weather during the trip has varied from one
extreme to another. "Last year it
poured the first day and a couple
of the groups had start their hike
over." said Collins. "Later on
the same trip it snowed six
inches, and eventually the
weather turned beautiful."
"One of the objectives of the
groups is to reach Clingman's
Dome which has a fifty foot tall
tower used by the forestry service ~itting on top of it. You
actually hike right through the
clouds to get up there and you
can see for about seventy
miles."
The hike has been a tradition
with EnvOrg since the early
Photo courtesy of Andrew Collins 1970s. "I can remember seeing
people's names on rocks since
nessee. 24 "K" students and
occasionally alumni make the
journey each year. The group
divides itself into four patrols of
six and each patrol hikes along
different sections of the
Appalachian Trail which extends
from Maine to Florida. "We
hike in the Smokeys because
most of the trails in the north
are too cold. " explained Andrew
Collins, student leader of EnvOrg.

Photo courtesy of Andrew Collins
Kalamazoo students last year in the Smokey Mountains

1976, SO it is at least that old,"
said Collins. 'This hike has always held true with EnvOrg's
goals. The more people you can
get outside, the more they will
want to help nature. It kind of
works like a domino effect."
In order to keep the park
looking its best, the hikers carry
out everything they carry in and
pick up garbage they find along
the way. "Sometimes we end up
coming out with quite a bit of
trash," said Collins.
The 6S dollar price tag of the

trip covers all food and transportation costs. The equipment
is supplied by the students, borrowed or occasionally borrowed
from the Land/Sea gear. Surprisingly, EnvOrg receives no financial help from "K" even
though they are an official student organization.
The group plans to leave the
Thursday of rmals week, March
21, and returns early on March
29. "We've always had a great
time, and we hope this year will
be the same," Collins said.

Include Persian Gulf As Casualty of War
By AARON ELSTEIN

With the closing of festivities of the Persian Gulf W."
attention turns to rebuilding the
ravaged area. A particular
concern worldwide is the
eovironmenlal damage caused by
the hundreds of oil refinery rues
in Kuwait started by the Iraqi
army and the enonnous oil spill
in the Persian Gulf.
Although no one disagrees
the environmental casualties
caused by the War are extensive,
no one is sure of bow far-reach-

ing the consequences will be.
As Jim Booker, Professor of
Economics at Kalamazoo College, noted, "the fog of combat
is much like the fog of uncertainty of environmental
damage."

Writing in Grunpeace
magazine, a professor of atmospheric science at UCLA stated
the smoke for the rues could be
so thick and blot out the sun for
such a long time they might
create a "small scale 'nuclear
winter'" effect. The magazine
stated such an event "could dis-

rupt the .. .agricultural productiv- Gulf right is another problem. It
ity of diverse outlying regions, is apparently much larger than
affecting the food supply of bil- the Exxon Valdez spill in
Alaska of a few years ago, but
lions of people."
However Booker disagreed again no one is quite sure how
with this assesment. "I don't much. Btder believes the origanticipate a nuclear winter," he inal estimate of 400 million
said, that even if crops in south- gallons of oil floating around
ern Asian countries were affected the Gulf is too high.
Whatever the size, cleaning
by climate changes, the changes
would probably not be signifi- it up will be a long a difficult
cant enough to cause famine. process because, as Booker
Such countries would also prob- notes, "we do not know how to
ably be in a position to buy clean oil spills." Many of techniques used in the Valdez disasfood if necessary, he OOded.
The oil spill in the Persian fer are being taken to the Gulf,

but their use is either limited or
unproven.
As Jennifer Feuerstein of
"K's" environmental organization, ENVORG, pointed out,
the process of skimming the oil
off the Gulf is difficult because
such a process depends on ideal
weather conditions and calm waters.

"K's" ENVORG is planning
to make several displays for
Earth Day, April 22, concerning
the environmental disasters
brought about by the Persian
Gulf War and wars in general.
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happened on your outside,
would you still smoke?

OPINIONS
So Much for the 'New
World Order'
By GARETH PRICE
I wonder about the nature of
this "New World Order." It's a
nice idea, really, a NWO. I'm
sure all of us would like one.
But what kind of NWO does
George really have in mind?
And how does it differ from the

OWO?
It is telling that so little
attention is paid to the tens of
thousands of Iraqi casualties, or
to the fact that the major battle
of the war was a massacre of
fleeing soldiers.
"We will not spend a single
dime on rebuilding Iraq." We
say the people of Iraq did not
support Hussein, yet after
bombing them into the stone
age, we refuse to help them out
The greatest casualties of this
war are yet to come, from disease and famine. The NWO
seems to take this in stride. It
will not be shown on TV. How
about some Free Trade Zones?
This war, in addition to
being a great swelling of
George's domestic manhood, is
a defining moment for U.S.
foreign policy in the PCCW.
The cold war is over, the U.S.
the victor, and George felt a
need to assert a stronger role for
the U.S. in world affairs. The
point of the war was not so
much the removal of fascism
from Kuwait (we have a history
of tolerance and even support for
invasive fascism-China in
Tibet, Indonesia in East Timor,
etc.) but the establishment of
the U.S. as the top bully in the
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global schoolyard. "We have
kicked the Vietnam syndrome
once and for all."
Another motive of the war
was the validation of right-wing
politics in the U.S., crumbling
in the face of domestic failure.
This war has resulted in the farthest swing to the right in our
history. George has convinced
Congress to cede war powers to
him in clear violation of the
Constitution; he has made the
growing CIA (created by an
order of and supposedly answerable to Congress) answerable to
the Executive-he has imperialized the Presidency.
As King, he has presided
over a rollback in civil rights,
social programs, and increasing
economic polarization of the
economy. The Vice-President
owns half the newspapers in the
country, further consolidating
his power. And the people love
him! So they have no security?
Let them eat myths!
In King George's NWO, the
rest of the world (including
Congress and the citizens of this
country) will have to toe the
line he sets. His NWO is based
on protecting freedom: the freedom for him and his cronies to
make profit no matter what the
cost to the rest of the world.
Politics is the continuation of
war by other means. Foreign
policy objectives, unhindered by
Soviet opposition, will seek to
wring yet more profit from the
Third World, at the expense of
an occasional police action.
As the majority of people in

this country get poorer they will
come to identify more with their
Commander-In-Chief. Instead of
Lifestyles of the Rich and Famous, we will watch Victories
of the Rich and Rapacious. We
will tune in and dream, from our
crumbling homes, that we are
the great military commanders
who can enter and vanquish a
third world nation at great profit
and return to the praise of millions. We will probably even
learn to blame the rest of the
world for our increasing poverty
instead of blaming the leaders
who create it.
In order to clarify the nature
of the NWO I have consulted
my NWD (New World Dictionary). Therein I found these
two confusing definitions:

Letters to
the Editor
To the Editor,

I would have written this
sooner, but I was looking for a
parldng space.
I have several comments to
make regarding the new restriction against students parking in
the lower Fine Arts lot.
I) I was very happy to see
that Student Services had decided
to postpone implementation of
the new housing registration
plan until it received greater
student ·approval. Why did the
FASCISM: a system of administration choose not to
govermnent characterised by dic- request student input on a
tatorship, belligerent national- decision that will have as much,
ism. and racism. militarism. if not more impact on students
as the housing policy change?
etc.
2) I'm not sure if the
DEMOCRACY: 1. government by the people, directly administration has considered
or through representatives 2. a the fact that, as reported last
country. etc. with such govern- week: in the Index, spring quarter
ment 3. equality of rights. will see a record number of
students on campus. Does it
opportunity, and treatment.
In addition to the facts about really make sense to cut down
the war and the realities of on student parking at this point?
3) Students who previously
poverty, we will have to revise
these definitions in keeping parked in lower Fine Arts Me
with the NWO. Unsuspecting now instructed to park in
citizens could be easily misled Markin and Neil Post lots,
into misconstruing the glorious presumably so that faculty and
NWO as fascist or coming to staff who are losing their spaces
the communistic assumption in upper Fine Arts will have a
that they deserve equality of space to park. I can understand
rights, opportunity and treat- the inconvenience it would
cause faculty and staff to have to
ment.
park farther away from their

workplaces, but I'm sure they
would be much more angry if
they were forced to park several
blocks from their homes.
Therefore, I don't understand
why students who pay enormous sums of money to call
"K" their home should be forced
to do exactly that.
4) As a Trow resident who
rarely fmds a parking space in
Trow lot, I usually park in the
lower Fine Arts lot, already a
sizeable distance from my dam.
I feel extremely unsafe at night
parking in isolated areas such as
the Neil Post lot. Sure, I can
call Security for an escort, but
Security gets a lot of escort
requests as it is. I can envision
the new restriction turning
escort service into their primary
job, which is likely to interfere
with their ability to patrol our
campus and keep it safe. It
seems logical to me that
students, who come and go at
all hours of the day and night,
should be able to park in places
that are safe for them.
I'm both disappointed with
and angry at the administration
for failing to make students part
of this decision process. The
last time I checked, a college
exists for its students, not the
other way around.
-Linda Chalk., K'91
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I turn on the television and
sit down. The repetitious
introductory music of the miniseries once again wafts through
the room while the title "The
Gulf War" (or "America at
War," or whatever title the
network you're watching has
chosen) boldly appears on the
screen. Every now and then the
story is briefly interrupted by
snippets that remind me of
commercials extolling the
virtues of a car loaded with
options-except that the two
actors are discussing a tank, or a
helicopter, or a missile, or some
other war-related machine.
I think we are all familiar
with the plot of the mini-series
that has been airing daily for
more than a month. I'm not
writing because I am disgusted
by the Disney atmosphere that
surrounds the television
portrayal of the war: I'm writing
Letter Policy
I'm afraid that most
The Index welcomes letters from its readers. Letters because
Americans haven't even noticed
should be original copies, typed or printed, and must be
this movie-like portrayal of the
signed.
war and the extreme bias in
We encourage letters that are concise and deal with coverage that goes with it
relevant topics. The Index reserves the right to edit for
How can a reporter say in
one breath that the destruction
space and clarity when necessary.
Letters can be turned into The Index mailbox in the of the bunker containing U.S.
basement of Hicks Center. Preferably, letters should be soldiers was "a despicable act of
submitted by the Saturday before the issue in which terrorism" and in the next breath
tell us that U.S. forces, coming
they will appear.
L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..... across a "traffic jam of retreating

Iraqi forces ...launched a severe
attack upon them?"
How can human beings
appear in this mini-series day
after day and present the news of
the war as if they were giving
the scores of sporting events:
U.S., no lives, no tanks; Iraq,
103 tanks? (The media never
seem to mention the hundreds to
thousands of Iraqi lives lost.)
How can this miniseries include
the lives and stories of
American families while
ignoring the lives and stories of
Iraqi families, many of whom
have SOIlS that were (orced to
fight?
I could go on, but why? I
hope that you've thought
enough about the war and the
television coverage of the war to
have your own list of "how
cans." Whether you are for or
against, contemplate what you
hear and see about the war.
Know that it is biased. Know
that, behind this conflict, there
is a long history that you rarely
hear in the U.S. And in the
closing episode of the
miniseries, when the Allied
Forces are "victorious," ask
"How can we call the deaths of
thousands of human beings a
victory?"
-Lynn Raible, Department
of Psychology
.
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Michigan Debut of Green
Goose is a Triumph
By DEANNA
RYDZEWSKI

photo by Ellen Foley

Air Band
Arrives
Soon
Sharon
Bachman boogies to
the sound of
her own Iipsync in preparation for the
annual
AirBand competition this Friday
and
Saturday
night.

Walking into the Balch
Playhouse last Thursday night, I
was at first astounded by the
funky stage set for the performance of The Little Theatre of
the Green Goose. Triangles were
hung from crisscrossed metal
bars arched over the stage. Red
and blue triangular-shaped spots
of light splashed the set while
the audience poured in. The
stage was great and it set the
mood for an even greater perfoonance.
The show started with the
cast scarificially carrying a green
goose into the playhouse, raising it to the ceiling and
startlingly yelling, "Bravo!" The
actors then commenced to put
on a hilarious show consisting
of 22 short skits, all written by
Konstanty Ildefons Galczynski
(pronounced "Galczynski").
If this man, according to the
play's program, graduated with
highest honors in English from
Warsaw University after having
fabricated an entire paper on a
fictitious English poet named
Morris Cheats and invented his
own middle name, you can
guess the type of humor that
was presented. The names of the
short plays ranged from "The
Drama of a Deceived Husband or
Crushed by the Credenza," 'The
Burial of a War Criminal," to
"Family Happiness or Watch
Out for Expletives." My favorite skits were "Miracle in the

Desert," "The Tragical End of
Mythology" and ''Greedy Eve."
Each actor shined in the several parts they played. In
"Miracle in the Desert," Ulric T.
Berry Dible played an adventurer
lost in the desert who discovers
a male baby (Selma Blair Beitner). He aks the gods for a miracle: breast to feed the baby.
Supposedly, they sprout in the
tune to the Alleluia Chorus.
However, the baby is not impressed and goes about making
himself a bottle of dried milk.
The rest of the cast, imitating
dester animals (with Tim Long
doing a great lizard), laugh him
off stage as the "curtain" came
down.
In "The Tragic End of

"Silence of the Lambs"
combines terrifying and realistic
murderers with suspense, terror,
symbolism and a superior performance by Jodie Foster to create a classic horror film.
The fear created in this
movie engages the imagination
and taps into everyone's real
fears. There aren't unimaginable creatures or monsters from
a dream, rather realistic characters with a muderous streak that
sets them apart from society.
Foster plays Clarice, a
young FBI trainee who uses the
mind of one serial killer to help
find another. Anthony Hopkins
is perfect as Hannibal (the cannibal) Leeter, a brilliant pycologist who's career ended when he
began killing and eating his patients. Leeter's genius mind can
analyze and profLIe anyone with
limited information
The FBI instructs Clarice to
visit Leeter in prison in hopes
of receiving an analysis or information about an unknown
mad man, known as Buffalo
Bill, who is skinning size 14
females.
When the Senator's daughter
is abducted by Bill, a deal is

made with Leeter in exchange
for information that leads to the
capture of Buffalo Bill.
Leeter finds himself intrigued

This is one movie not to
miss! The Silence of the Lambs
is not just another slasher mm,
it compares with such classics

graphic courtesy of Orion Pictures

with Clarice and reveals hidden
clues about Bill. He later admits
he once counseled "Bill" as a
frustrated transsexual.
When Clarice returns to the
home of his first victim she realizes what Bill has been using
the size 14 female skins for.
This startling realization sends
her to Buffalo Bill's home and
leads to a dark and deadly confrontation between Bill and

Clarice.

wars."
I was impressed by a lot of
things in this play. The ingenuity and creativity stood out.
Each skit started out with an
announcer of sorts that introduced the characters and and set
the scene. Then usually, the rest
of the actors, except one, finished out the skit. Even when
the actors weren't the main
characters, they participated.

Their bodies formed the leaning
credenza. Or the waitress was
straight from Mel's Diner. In a
one skit, Rebecca Hobson
played a deranged doctor. Right
before the next skit she ran
around back stage in a straight
jacket.
The whole show was filled
with clever lillIe things like
that; if you didn't pay attention
you missed a great deal. Each
short play was hilariously executed and had the audience's
complete attention.
The director, Theresa M.
Davis, should be commended for
her first directing job here at
Kalamazoo College. So too
should the entire cast for a job
well done.

G005e

'Lambs' is a Shear Success
By KRISTINA E. MONY

Mythology," Jove (Jody Wilson) eats the eggs that contain
Castor, Pollux and Helen because "we can expect nothing
worthwhile from Castor and
Pollux. And as for Helen, everybody knows the consequences, the Trojan War. And
we've certainly had enough

as, Psycho, Rosemary's Baby
and A1fred Hitchcock thrillers.
People who don't enjoy the
movies filled with blood and
guts will find themselves engrossed in a deep and intrigueing
plot that keeps you on the edge
of the seat throughout the fllm.
Clarice's fear and Leeter's
blood thirsty intelligence will
seep into your mind and surface
again and again after the lights
go out.

Koko Taylor, Kinsey
aeport Rock Kalamazoo
By AARON ELSTEIN
Anyone who thought that blues music meant John Belushi
and Dan Ackroyd in drag got a chance to see the real thing on
February 23 at the State Theatre. Two of Chicago's leading
blues bands, The Kinsey Report featuring Big Daddy Kinsey
and Koko Taylor gave an appreciative audience an education in
the blues.
The show opened with a set by Detroit-based Chisel Brothers and Thometta Davis. They have played in Kalamazoo
several times before, mostly at Club Soda, and warmed up the
crowd with several crackling numbers.
The concert shifted into high gear with the arrival of The
Kinsey Report. Originally from Gary, Indiana, this guitaroriented band is a regular on the Chicago blues scene and they
showed every reason why. The Kinsey's played tight and
together, but they also easily moved into improvisation and allout jamming. Their lead guitar player, in particular, threw out
some guitar licks that would have made Buddy Guy drool.
The Kinsey Report had the crowd on the edge of their seats
playing, among other songs, a blues-reggae version of "Johnny
B.Goode."
The already intense aunosphere gOl only more so with the
arrival of blues patriarch Big Daddy Kinsey. Confident, slick,
knowing damn well he had the audience in the palm of his
hand, he pulled the band and crowd up one notch higher with a
sizzling "I'm Going to New York." Obviously experienced pros
at the top of their game, Big Daddy Kinsey and the Kinsey Report closed the set with the classic ''I'm a Man (Mannish Boy)"
that drove the place wild.
But the evening was not over-far from it. A few minutes
later appeared the evening's headliner, Koko Taylor. It is sufficient to say that Kalamazoo has now seen God, and God manifests itself in the voice of Ms. Taylor. The "Queen of the
Blues" and her henchmen, the Blues Machine, gave the audience

continued on page 7
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KIA to Suffer From
Budget Cuts
By Peter Watson
With newly-elected Governor Engler's proposed budget
cuts, "K" and the surrounding
areas will noticeably be affected
The Kalamazoo Institute of the
Arts, a great place for students
to spend their free time or to use
as a resource, will also suffer.
Mr. Jim Bridenstine, the Executive Director of the KIA, answered several questions concerning the budgets cuts currently before the State Legislature. Potentially, there are many
cuts in store for museums
around the state including the
KIA. Bridenstine stated that the
Kalamazoo Institute of Arts is a
non-profit and privately funded
museum, unlilce others such as
the Institute of Arts in Detroit.
Therefore, he doesn't anticipate
the KIA to suffer drastically
photo by Peter Watson even if the proposed cuts do
pass the legislature. The KIA
The KiA's BridensliM fears Engler's bMdget axe
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was granted an $85,300 grant
this year, of which $34,000 was
received in early December of
last year; however, it is unknown whether the museum
will receive the remaining
$51,300.
According, to Bridenstine, it
could be possible that the KIA
won't receive the remainder of
the grant. In the event that it is
cut, "it will affect the KIA ...
but we won't be closing and I
don't see us laying off staff,"
said Bridenstine. The potential
$51,300 would only constitute
4%-5% of the annual KIA budget. and could be adjusted with a
fund raiser or additional grant
from private funds.
Bridenstine, however, stated
''I'm vert concerned ... we are an
educational institution" stressing the need for a local art museum especially with several
colleges and a major state uni-

versity in Kalamazoo. "So me
state has a commitment to the
arts which is a continuing form
of education ... The arts in themselves are education.", he stated
He went on to say that the KIA
would continue to seek funds or
donations from the publiC; as
well as private donors, such as
Hudson's.
Although the KIA gets very
little direct funding from the
state, a portion of the KIA's
budget does come from the
Michigan Council for the Arts
who "plays a very important
role in the state", which could
be affected under the proposed
budget cuts. However, Bridenstine remains confident that the
KIA will continue as normal despite any cuts in the budget, he
cautioned, "Let's wait" The
proposed budget is scheduled to
be ratified by the middle of
March.

"Koko" cont'd from page 6
an incredible aural experience.
"Are you with us?" she asked the audience and it responded
affirmatively with a loud, extended "yeahhhhhhl" "Cause if you are,"
she said, "we are most surely with you."
Taylor and her band played several numbers from her most recent
album, including "Fishing Trip" ("What did you catch?!") and then
reached back into their repertoire for such gems as "I'm a King Bee"
and ''I'm a Woman," her adaptation of the classic Muddy Waters
tune.
By now the audience was at her feet, so she urged them to get up
by getting down. "Do you want to boogy?" she inquired/commanded and within seconds the area between seats and stage was
packed

Describing Taylor's voice is not easy, simply because there is no

other one like it She has tremendous control, alternatively giving it
her legendary loud, throaty sound, then turning it soft and restrained.
It is an instrument in itself; one that played along with her jamming
Blues Machine beautifully.
Her stage-presence, accentuated by her flashy clothes and huge
perma-grin, only added to the electric atmosphere. Her enthusiasm
and plain old energy is contagious. To not be turned on by a Koko
Taylor performance is to be dead.
She closed the show with a knockout "Wang-Dang Doodle,"
("Do it all night longt") and then gave the seat-ridden crowd a rest,
departing to a long, loud ovation.
The present and future of Chicago blues is in good hands, as the
Kinsey Report and Koko Taylor gave ample evidence last Saturday
night It has been and continues to be a lively source of creativity in
American music. May it only go on and on.
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Swimmers to
Cap Year at
Nationals
By DANIEL KLYN
The '']C" swim teams have officially ended their regular season, but
for ten talented hornets, their best is yet to come. The NCAA National Ouunpionships are only two weeks away for the women, and
three weeks away for the men, and both teams are looking to make
their marie.
''To even make it to the Championships, you have to be one of
the top 25 in your event. J US{ to be there is a real distinction." said
men's coach Bob Kent. The four women and six men who have
qualified are still hard at work, getting up at 6:30 every other morning to swim.
The three women who have qualifed for the Nationals on March 14
are Katie ClJI1Cr (1650 freestyle), Erin O' Brien (2OOyd Breaststroke),
Tiffany Greenman (100 freestyle), and Kellie Warner (1 and 3m diving). The Championships are being held at Emory University in
Atlanta, Georgia.
''They all have a chance of being in the top 16," said Kent, "which
would give them Honorable Mention All-American status." Swimmers who make the top eight are classified as All-American.
This is the first shot at the Nationals for Czmer and Warner.
O'Brien qualified two years ago, and Greenman has been to Nationals all three years of her "K" career. Warner had the best dives in the
league this year, and is expected to place very well at Nationals.
Senior Mitch Veldkamp, who also had the best dives in the league,
went to nationals his freshman and sophmore years. Veldkamp dives
the 1 and 3m. The other qualifying men are Mike Winkelman (200
breaststroke), Jeff Walker (200 butterfly), Kevin Phillion (200 and
400 IM), Gerry Gleeson (800 freestyle relay), and Jim Davis (800
freestyle relay). Walker and Phillon will round out the 800 freestyle
relay. The men will also compete at Emory University, but one
week Ialez than the women.
Coach Kent said that Veldkamp has a good shot at making AllAmerican, as does Winkelman, who is currently at U of M on the
3-2 engineering program. Walker is looking to break his brother
Jim's national time, and is expected to make top 16. The relay team
is also hoping to make top 16.
The NCAA rules allow all qualifiers to swim in three events, regardless of the amount of events they've qualified for. Several "K"
swimmers plan to take advantage of these extra swims. The NCAA
also pays for travel, room, and board expenses and, as a result, the
teams will be flying to Atlanta.
"This is their chance to shine," said Kent. "Swimming isn't as
flashy as basketball, but the swimmers are dam hard workers. As
coaches, we're really proud of them. They'll represent the college
well."

Pings Pong at 'K'
By WALTER POELZING
This year's table tennis tournament was incredibly tough
and completely unmerciful.
Right from the beginning there
were chops. blocks and an occasional smash that would have
made your eyes pop out.
In the beginner's preliminary
rounds, Eric Conrad defended his
II seeding by defeating Kerry
Gottfried and Jessica LaB umbar
beat Megan Dunn.
Conrad and LaBumbar proceeded to the semi-fmals, as did
Craig Ortsey and Amy Rock.

The final was between Conrad
and Ortsey, with Conrad taking
the title.
The advanced group started
with 19 players, which was then
narrowed to 8 and 4. Walter
Poelzing, Sung Hoon Lee,
Kevin McDonald and Armelle
Francois battled among themselves and after the smoke
cleared, PoeJzing and McDonald
went on to the fmal round. McDonald maintained his fall quarter title wi th a sweep of
the best-of-five championship
match.
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Tennis Expecting
(Yet) Another

'Championship
By DANIEL KL YN
If there is a tennis God, he
smiles upon the teams at
Kalamazoo College.
The 1991 Division m men 's
tennis season is only a month
old and the Hornets are already
ranked #2 in the nation. "We've
got high expectations," said
Seth Denawetz, frrst-year player
and number six starter on the
team. "We're hoping to become
the best team in "K" College
history."
"K" has a long history of
excellence in tennis. For the
past 55 years, Kalamazoo has
won the MIAA championship
every year. Coach George
Acker, who was recently voted
the NCAA's Division III
"Coach of the Decade," has
won thirty-three league titles in
his 33 years at "K." Acker and
the "K" tennis program were
both highlighted in a recent 10
page feature in Ten n is
magazine.
So far this season, the tennis
team is 2-2, winning matches
against Northern Illinois and
Miami of Ohio, and losing to
the University of Michigan and
Michigan State. The majority of
Division III tealM' never play
the such large schools. This,
said.Denawetz, "is because we're
better than the majority of
schools our size." He compared
playing against the area rivals in

Division m to beating up on a
younger sibling, saying, "It's
fun, but it doesn't make you
any stronger."
UK" has a strong line-up for
1991. The starting six players
are: Lewis Miller (K'93), Jeff
Fieldhack (K'91), Doug Keen
(K'91), John Ray-Keil (K'92),
Nate Eddy (K '92), and Seth
Denawetz (K'94).
The starting doubles teams
are Fieldhack and Keen, Miller
and Ray-Keil, and Jim Osowski

a
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(K'92) and Greg Wood (K'91).
NCAA rules had kept the
team from practicing together
up until February 1, but they
have practiced together for 21
hours a week evec since.
The next few weeks will fmd
the Hornets in the south, where
they'll face Clairmont College,
Emory University and the
University of the South. Their
next home match will be April
6 against MIAA rival Adrian
College.

ASSEMBLER WANTED!
EARN AS MUCH AS
$980.00 Weekly working
part/full time for our
Company at home easy work
anyone can do. Call amazing
Recorded Message 1-212978-3344024 Hrs.

R E COR D S

109 N. BURDICK
KAlAMAZOO
141-5865

IlIIuut ill Pu.,-JIOI'II qHlWttU

photo by Eric Lengua

Malt Belllso" practices witll tM teMis team.

00'

Whenever theres drlnkmg ordrup.. thmgs can ge' of hand
So 11\ no surpmc that many campus ra~ mvol~ alcohol
But you should know thaI under any Clrtumstances. sex wlI.hout
the other pers,"", con\ell' IS COOIldere<! rape. A felonj( punishable
by pn"", And dnnkmg IS no excuse.
That's w~ when you part). It's good 10 know what)QUr Illl1JlS are.
Yoo sec, a 1",1e sobenng though, now can save you from. big
problem later

Mackinac Island reson hotel
seeking housekeepers, front'
desk, night audit, dining room,
kitchen, maintenence, grounds
and bicycle shop mechanics.
Contact Iroquois Hotel, 2803
Central Park NE #201, Grand
Rapids, MI 49505. (616) 364-

1309

Read Books For Pay
$45,000 Per Annual
Income Potential. Call .
for amazing details
24 Hrs.
212-978-3835

--

PARTY HEARTY!
Wednesday,
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New Kids to Rock 'K'
Beantown darlins hangin' tough with Midwest gigs
By RABID SPARROW
As a result of their ebbing
popularity and a radical change
in their image, the New Kids
On The Block have stopped
playing the big arenas and have
now hit the club circuit. Among
some 124 other stops on their
new tour, the New Kids have
scheduled a long awaited SlOp at
Club "K".
"We're really stoked about
it," said Jordan Knight, a
vocalist for the group. "From
what I've heard, Kalamazoo
College sounds like the kind of
place that would really accept us
for who we are and what we've

become."
The group is expected to
debut three new songs form
their forthcoming and as-of-yet
untitled album at the "K" show,
which is tentatively scheduled
for Friday, AprilS.
Knight described the new
songs as "bi ting social
commentary with a groovy
retro-sixties sound." The new
radio single, "Free Love and
Pricey Pot," has upset several
parents and church groups
around the Kalamazoo area with

its funky refrain: "I get high/But
it costs too much/Let's just
screw/I need your touch."
Although no violent backlash is
expected, college security forces
are already priming themselves
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show, and expressed a wish to
play at Quadstock this summer
as well, because "by then we'll
really sound like the Dead, and
our hair will be long, too."
Knight, who claims to be

• usff

-
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"What I learned from
working on The Index ..."

WJMD Cites Top 10
The lOp 10 requests according 10 WJMD are the following:
10. Roger Whittaker, speciflCally "Roger Sings All Your
Favorites, not available in stores so order now"
9. Shawn Cassidy, specifically "Shawn Cassidy on the
Comeback Trail"
8. Tiffany, everything she ever wailed
7. The Bee Gees, mostly stuff off of "Saturday Night
Fever"
6. The Osmonds, but only the stuff that Donny wore purple
socks on and the Hawaiian Punch comme.rcials
S. New Kids on the Block, the early stuff
4. Air Supply, but only really sappy stuff
3. Ironstomach Elstein's collection of Grateful Dead tapes
(they're really cool, man)
2. Liberace, Live at the Whiskey A-Go-Go
1. Frank Sinatra with the Nelson Riddle Orchestra and
Lawrence Welk cover the Rolling SlOnes
for any clashes between students
and feisty fundamentalists by
installing keyless entry systems
in all of the dorms.
Knight went on to say that
the group expects a "bitchin"

"How to write the Lord
and Taylor's prayer on the
head of a pin. "-Aaron
Elstein, Editor-in-Chief

"I've learned I get
funnier as it gets
later."-Maria Carlson,
News Editor

"Exactly how to lose my
mind on the least amount
of gas possible."-Renee
Anderson, Opinion Editor

the illegitimate son of Jerry
Garcia, plans to apply for
admission into "K" this spring.
For more information on the
upcoming NKOTB tour, call
Marilyn LaPlante at 383-6666.

Buttholes Air Out

"How to say up until 5 and
smile!"-Kristina (E.)
Mony, Features Editor

Texas troupe to join Wolpe at commencement
By SmRLEY SHLOMOH
Poets of the people, satanic
messiahs, rock and rolls gurus
or merely heirs 10 the timeless
tradition of tragic heroic epic
poetry? Such descriptions offer
but :> hint of the vitality of
America's most urgent band. the
Butthole Surfers.

tthol e
Surfers

phOto by some guy

Hey, .nobody appreciated
"Moby Dick" when il cam'
oul, either.
In recognition (and gratitude)
for their existence, the "K"
administration t.as requested
their presence at this year's
commencement ceremonies, to
add
some
spice
to
Representative Howard Wolpe's
appearance. They are enticing
the band with honorary degrees
in Humane Letters and an
invitation to this summer's

QuadsIOCk.
A friendly, gentile, utterly
tripped out bunch, the Butthole
Surfers graciously interrupted a
lengthy flashback (tr~ with

copious amounts of nitrous immaterially. So actually we're
dioxide) to have a few bowls of pretty bummed with the whole
Cheerios with The Index staff thing. You can only blame
and schmooz about life, death Tintern Abbey and some bad
and everything in between.
doses for that.
Q :
The
scholarly
Q: SO guys, what do l' all
mean when you call yourselves community has not yet
discovered "Johnny Smoke,"
"The People's Poets?"
A: We really think, man, your reworking of an obscure
that we speak: for all the people. medieval epic poem. Would you
We are the voice of loday's please elaborate on this
white middle class suburban masterpiere?
A: It's pretty uninhibitedly
rage. There are lot of folks,
good, well-meaning folks, the groovy, man. Basically, we, the
kind who join the Boy Scouts Butthole Surfers, view ourselves
and church basketball leagues not just as a band to boogy 10,
and give you paper bags at the but as the heirs to the traditions
checkout line even though they of heroic epic poetry, stuff like
know supermarket policy Homer, Virgil, Beowulf,
dictates thal they use plastic but Chaucer, the Gawain poet,
they're environmentally hip so Spenser, you name it.
The song/epic tells of how a
they dig that paper is better, you
know? What was J talking tragic hero (not unlike King
about? Oh yeah! A lot of these Lear) wills himself 10 be a cifolks want 10 shout out 'There's garette butt, but they said "No!"
a time 10 fuck and a time to and it how he overcomes the ailcrave, but the Shah sleeps in ments which crash on his
Lee Harvey's grave!" (IIIji.l) otherwise good vibes. Our lead
but can't So we wrote a song singer, Gibby, is translating the
called that 10 say it for them.
work from its Chaucerian
Q: And what precisely do English and our bassist is
you mean by 'There's a time to designing an altarpiece to place
fuck, etc.?"
it on in a church in
A:
Basically,
it's northwestern Spain we all dig
Wordsworth's influence with a entirely.
Q : Any advice for the
touch of the Matthew Arnold we
found when we got our wallets graduating seniors as they
nicked at Neiman-Marcus once. embark on the world of paying
It would appear to us that the back their loans and collecting
use of definite chronological -rejection slips?
A: Basically you can sum
limits to the act of intercourse
and the course of desiring up the extensive Gospel
something, places finite limits According to the Buttholes this
of things potentially infmite (if way: "It's better to regret
you're lucky) and quantifies something you've have done,
things which can only be than to regret something you
qualified
spiritually, haven't done."

"Why I never went to
basketball games
before."-Dan Klyn,
Sports Editor

suck!"-Deanna
Rydzewski, A & E Editor

"I would rather rather be in
the dark with someone else
than alone. "-Ellen Foley,
co-photo editor

"I would rather be in the
dark alone than with
someone else. "-Eric
Lengua, co-photo editor

pbotos by Ellen Foley and Eric Lengua
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Transylvania Program Wildly Popular Despite
Fugate Complaints
By MARIO BROTHERS
Director of foreign study Joe
Fugate recently returned from
touring the foreign study centers
and is generally pleased with all
programs except the program
through the University of Transylvania in Transvlvania.
''I'm just not real pleased
with the way that program has
worked out. I haven't figured
out quite what the problem is
yet," said Fugate.
Fugate says that the program
has allowed too many students
to take only evening classes and
that too many used that time to
sleep all day and party all night
He also complained that students were traveling to the Dead
Sea constantly.
The students themselves
were listless and pale and reluctant to move outside of the
dorms during the day.

"Again, I'm not quite sure
what's going on because those
dorms are worse than the ones
in Strasbourg. The beds are like
coffins, and the meal plangood grief-when I was there,
all's they did was drink this red
sangria stuff. The students all
wear turtlenecks and Transylvania must not have a single dentist because all the students arc
having some big dental problems."
Fugate
continued,
"Personall y, I would like to
shut down the program completely, but it seems to be
wildly popular. We've been receiving a lot of outside applications, particularily from Transylvania University in Kentucky, and approximately 150
sophomores have already expressed an interest in going for
Fall 91 and Winter of 92."

The rustic accomodaJions at Transylvania have really pissed off the
Tlsanlifully, there is a brewery downstairs.

st~nts.

photo by your mom

A Senior's Quizzical Farewell

So you know
th~ Mobile
Cotton Bowl?
The Federal
Express Orange
Bowl? Feb! Say
"Shalom" to
the:

B 'nai

B'rith
Rosen
Bowl
Let me tell you, this
will be a totally new,
exciting and 100%
kosher football experience! Before the game
we'll have a spiel on
why our such good
boys from the midwest
cannot beat those terrible mizkeit goys from
the Pac-l0. Gefilte
fish, lox and bagels
and that godawful
Maneshewitz wine will
be served. Our guest
speaker will be Grateful Dead drummer
Mickey Hart, who will
give a lecture entitled
"Can Orange Sunshine
be part of a kosher
diet?"

By SHIRLEY SHLOMOH
It seems to be something resembling a tradition for the/a senior
editor of The Index (you know, the paper that always brazenly italicizes itself) to give some sort of farewell address, something like:
'''K' College, warts and all you're okay and good luck in the future,"
or similar garbage. Well, the hell with that As my parting gift to
this College and the readers of The Index (look Mom, no italics!), I
present this "K" College quiz (Editor's note: these questions are
tough. I can't even answer them al1.):
1. Just bow many times did tben first·year student
Aaron Elstein yack after chugging down 7 or 8 Strobs
and tben being made to roll down tbe hill in front or
Stetson balf a dozen or so times?
A: None! But he wasn't a pretty (or happy) sight afterwards.
Anyway, the episode earned him the title "!ronstornach Elstein" (not
to be confused with the battleship) and made the feller quite proud at
the time.
2. Wbo in the Englisb Department swears tbe most:
Scott Friesner, Ellen Caldwell or Gail Griffin?
A: Sources tell me that Friesner swears the most when he's
angry, Caldwell the most when she's happy and Griffm the most
when she goes deer hunting with her dog, Silas (ab, the things you
can learn reading The Index!).
3. Which of tbe following people (never mind tbe
order) were caugbt two years ago smoking pot on the
top of Stetson Cbapel: Micbael Finkler, Alan Higbee,
Derek Stottlemyer or Jenni Vince?
A: None of them were. In fact, to my lcnowledge it's never happened at all. Those people are just friends of mine and I thought
they'd like to see their names in the paper.
4. Wbat notable tbing bappened on October 17,

;988?

A: The "K" football team ·tied Olivet, 20-20. This wasn't so
tragic in itself, but when you realize "K" had the third longest losing streak in the country at time and now had to seule for merely
the third longestwiniess streak, you start to get the picture.
5. What notable thing bappened on September 29,

1989?
A: In a city in southern Spain, Aaron Elstein discovered sangria
Although he didn't pirouette down the hill in front of Stetson this
time, you know the temptation had to be there.
6. Given tbe tendency to deep, pensive tbougbt to·
wards which tbis campus is inclined, explain wby rock
groups break up using tbe Hegelian Dialectic. Explain
bow Menudo violates this principle.
A: When one gets down to it, there is no right answer, per se.
7. When Allen Ginsberg visited "K" 20+ years ago,
on what convenient sigbt did be relieve bimself of bis
urinary crisis?
A: On. the Dalton stage. Aren't you glad you go to "K" now?
8. Wbo once won tbe Air·Band competition wltll •
stirring rendition of Tbe Grateful Dead's "Turn oa
Your Loveligbt?"
A: No one has ever won Air-Band with that song. But somebody
should. It's a really nifty song and I'd sure vote for them.
9. Wben you walk into a room and see everyone
dressed in black and smoking cigarettes, you can: A)
wonder wbo tbe hell just died, B) dress all in wbite
and make the room look like a surrealistic rereree, C)
bet tbat someone is about to quote Sylvia Platb out
loud (or exclaim for all to indulge tbat tbey've been to
the Uffizi), D) realize black looks good on everybody
and be cool about it cuz everybody else is.
A: Any or all .

'ft'yi,mJ to "ljet i,t on" wi,th that
speci,at someone thi,s weO,enc!?
caU Lovehammer Services, Inc., at
383-8460. Fot' only S5 we 'U
c!eti,vet' to 'Jour room a condpm,
a paci, oj ci,ljat'ettes (Luci,y
8tr;,u.s) anc! a quart oJ vecJlji,e
fri,ec;£ rue. Remember: "We come
before you do!"
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NEWS BRIEFS
'K' To Adopt N~w
School Colors,
Mascot and Song
The adminstration has decided to change the school colors,
mascot and song to "better reflect what Kalamazoo College is
all about"
cRed and green have been selected to replace the distinctive
orange and black that have been with Kalamazoo since its
founding.
"Red for the rednecks and green for the tree huggers,"
explained one administrator. "We think it describes 'K' really
nicely."
In accadance with red and green, a new school mascot had to
be chosen. The natural choice was Santa Claus. Athletic uniforms will be red and green with the Santas printed on the front
Athletic Director Bob-Immanuel Kant was pleased with the
new colors, saying, "You know, red and green are nice' and
bright and maybe that will get the students and athletes all
pepped up."
Also to ''bettez reflect" Kalamazoo, a new school song will
be choosen at a later date. "What we're looking at now is some
Pink Floyd stuff, most likely 'Comfortably Numb,' some
Rolling Stones and possibly the Beatles', 'The Long and Winding Quad.' We're also considering 'Cherry Pie' by Warrant
because it would fit nicely with our new school colors," said
the same administrator. "Then, too, we might choose "Don't
Let Your Babies Grow Up to be Cowboys," but I have no idea
who that's by, (J' perhaps Ice T's "Let's Get Butt Naked (on the
Quad) and Fuck". For "K's" own Marilyn, maybe "Candle in
the Wind" by Elton John."

Index Sucker Chosen
The English Department
in cooperation with the [ndex advisor has devised a
new method of selecting the ~
[ruUx Editor-in'{:hief.
?l"
"What we've done is 00- S
sicaUy throw everyone's P;'
name into a big hat and i
drawn one out," said [ndeJ: ~
advisor Crash Ferrari. "We ~
did this because everyone at "<
Kalarnazoo is supposed to 8
be intelligent and articulate ~ 1~~~--=~~c..=~!11!!!!~
enough to edit a newspaper
~TIL- S
_. - I
here."
nc ucker
First-year student Barbara Barnes was randomly selected to
be Editor-in-Chief. She was unavailable for comment at press
time, but is expected to be quite surprised since she has never
worked on the [ruJex before.
Ms. Barnes is expected to produce a weekly paper, take three
classes, continue some semblence of a social life, learn how to
pull a11-nighters every Tuesday and develop a taste in music that
will drive her staff bananas.
Despite editors having been traditionally selected through an
interview process and quarters of hard work, there seems to be
no animosity towards the new process.
"Well, it would have been nice to be Editor-in-Chief, I'll
admit," said one editor, "but this way, the stress is dumped off
on someone else. It'll be nice to watch a completely innocent
victim pick up her one-way ticket to hell."
The current [ndex staff wishes underage Barnes the best of
luck with many happy swigs of vodka before the new alcohol
policy kicks in.

UCAM Tackles
Marilyn, Maatman
and Alcohol Policy
UCAM, formerly United Campuses Against Militarism, has
opted to tackle another cause with the close of the Persian Gulf
War. With the onset of the new alcohol policy, they have
become Underage Consumers Against Maatman and Marilyn.
"Look, 'K' is a pretty stressful place and I need a cool one
every now and then even if I'm not 21," said first-year student
Bud Weiser. "I just love beer and I want to preserve my right to
have one here."
When asked for a solution to "K's" financial woes if the
institution were to lose federal funding, Weiser said "myoId
man will pick up the tab. No problem. I know he would
support me on this."

~arch
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New housing policy with first come, first serve philosophy:

One Big Free-For-All
By MARIO BROTHERS
In response to the hubub
over housing these past two
weeks, the Residential Life
Office has come up with yet
another plan to appease student
housing desires.
"Students are going to get to
pick exactly what room they
want without waiting in any
lines or filling out any paperwork whatsoever," said Yawn
Whatman.
Now students will simply
move into the room of their
choice instead of being assigned
to a particular room. Seniority
is thrown out the window as the
housing process becomes firstcome, fIrst-serve.
"It just seemed like no matter what we did, students were
never happy, so we decided to
wash our hands of the whole
mess," said Whatman.
The plan represents a radical
departure from tradition and was
one of many new plans consid-

ered. One idea was to have
students bid on rooms like an
auction and another sold rooms
on the stock exchange.
Students were gearing up for
the change in policy set to
begin next quarter. "Fortunately,
I only live about 45 minutes
away," said one who's unnamed
here because we forgot to ask
him during the interview, "so I
can be here right when they
open up the dorm doors."
"I'm not sure what I'm going to do," said Jane Doe. "I
live in Timbuktu, which is
kinda far away, so I guess I'll
just make due with what I can
get ahold of."
The procedure would work as
follows: students would arrive
and get all of their stuff into
their selected room as soon as
possible. If two students are
vying for a room, whoever gets
their stuff in first, gets the
room.
"It does't matter if every

room on campus becomes a
single. Actually, that would cut
down on a lot of problems
caused by roommates kicking
out roommates to be alone with
a boyfriend or girlfriend," said
Whatman.•
Policy will also now allow
students of the opposite sex to
cohabitate if they choose to do
so.
"I realize that a lot. more
people are going to be living off
campus, but that's okay, because now maybe they won't
gripe about SAGA now that
they have to cook for themselves," added Whatman.
"Billing for housing is going
to take a little longer, too," said
Whatman. "What we'll have to
do is wait for the student to
come forward and tell us what
kind of room they have and
whether they are housed on
campus in the halls or not. It
they want to be billed, they'll
come forward and tell us."

Golden exacto blade award nominee slices and
dices staff due to quarter stress
continued 'rom page 1
can't blame her because her job
was always the last to get done,
and a lot of times she would be
here til 6 am. finishing stuff up
because writers didn't tum stuff
in on time, or an editor was really disorganized or something,"
said Brothers. "I think I know
what, (J' rather who, a couple of
those bodies were, and I have to
admit that the thought had
occured to me before to gouge
their eyes out as I was waiting
patiently for a writer to get
something to me. And, while
I'm going to refrain from giving
names here, a certain somebody
was driving the staff nuts with
the Grateful Dead music. I'm
just sorry it didn't happen at the
beginning of the quarter."
In addition to the [ndex,
Plankton was taking three
classes and trying to maintain
some semblence of a social life,
which combined to push her
over the edge. Kalarnazoo psychologist Dr. Ima Nut says oc-

curances like this aren't uncommon.
"This happens every few
years at every university or college," said Nut "It gets covered
up and life goes on. Plankton
will be fine. She probably
won't be able to get those nasty
blood stains out of her jeans and

sweater, but that's irrelevant.
The important thing is she got
rid of a lot of stress in her life."
Plankton was nominated for
the Golden Exacto Blade Award
for her contributions as layout
editor before the massacre and
will probably still be eligible to
receive it

Stop wondering if you'll
score tonight, ladies!
iTired of buying birth control for no good
reason?
tTired of going to party after party and getting
too drunk to walk?
tTired of going home alone with raging
hormones?

Hey, 'K' College realizes women are
sexual creatures and in response to those
needs has formed. . .

rfhe {1(' College 'Escort
Just call 1-800-3838460 for a good
tim e!

All our escorts are
AIDS tested regularly
and oractice safe sex!

(, MI CAMA 0 LA TUVA?
Hey Barbara Barnes, read
page 2

SPAM.
EGGS.
TOMATOES AND SPAM
Buttholes speak!
page 4

-

IRRELEVANT SPACE
New Kids Komin' to 'K'!
page 4 (lots o'stuff on
REFERENCES
that page-so
Hi Ingrid and Christophe,
read it!)
Howzit goin' in S de C?
here, there, & everywhere

Bryan
Addresses
tudent Body
The following
IS
President Lawrence Byran's
most recent message to the
collegiate population of
Kalamazoo Col/ege.

Hi, I'm Larry Bryan,
your president. You know,
the bald guy. Maybe you've
seen me before. Anyway, I
just thought we oughta
have a "get-to-know-eachother session" and rather
than pass oranges between
our necks or have a group
forum on the merits of
pholO by Ansel Adams
Mozart's piano concerto in
D minor (I scrapped that
cuz I found out our provost, Richie Cook----<lon' t tell him I
called him that, he's very sensitive-prefers the Slammin'
Watusis and Warren Zevon. Richie, he's such an excitable
boy.), I thought I'd talk about the one great metaphor for life,
Donkey Kong.
It's no coincidence that since I became prez that the classic
video game (betcha hadn't seen it since 7th grade!) got installed
in the game room. That would have never happened under
Brenaman! I mean, he was a swell dude, but he fixated on
Galaga and that Zaxxon bullshit!
Anyway, few things do I enjoy more than slammin' a few
brews (I'm over 21 so I can do that, you know. Christ, even if 1
wasn't 21, I'm the president of this damn place. I'm entitled to
afew perks, ain't I?) and then goin' down and playing Donkey
Kong. Like milk, it does my body good.
It does me good cuz I begin to think deep thoughts. Maybe
it's the scholar in me, or maybe it's just the beer, but I think
the act of that greasy little Italian guy jumping over barrels
(kegs? And if so, what kind?) not only focuses on the
international outlook of this College, but it expresses the
absurdity of it all (particularly this place).
What is life, after all, but overcoming obstacles, be they
beer barrels or your lover's husband? Occassionally the greasy
little dago grabs a hammer and bashes the hell out of those
barrels, I have noted. ~erhaps this is to illustrate that the use of
force is at times justified and useful.
Alas, all the Italian dude's efforts are for naught, as the
gorilla steals the damsel in distress away and he must try again.
And who cannot relate to a gorilla stealing away their girlfriend
once in a while?
And then there is the infamous second and third levels,
where the Italian dude must knock out the rivets in the
structure, thus bringing the downfall of the gorilla and winning
himself his girl of his dreams, his Dulcinea (ain't I sharp in my
use of literary illusions?). For me, anyway, this exemplifies
Friedriche Nietzsche's idca that to bring something new and
constructive, one must first annihilate the heebie-jeebies out of
the old (Freddy sure had way with words, didn't he?).
And then, of course, there are the elevators. I haven't quite
worked this one out yet. If you have any suggestions or comments (I'm thinking that maybe the upward going one reflects
tuition increases, while the down one reflects new housing
ideas) or you just want to skip a class, stop by my office. And
bring a quarter!

PholO a fi .grDCllt of your imagination
Sabotaged by Bush's impatience with the War's ratings, protestors lay down signs.

War Over, Students Fighting Mad
By SHIRLEY
SHLOMOH
''I'm so pissed off that I'm
gonna do nutbin' but listen to
Lou Reed for the rest of my
life," said one disgruntled Kalamazoo College student peace
activist upon learning that
George Bush had cancelled the
Persian Gulf War due to poor
ratings.
The War's impending demise
had been rumored for days, particularly since the ground
assault had failed to capture the
public's imagination, or Peter
Arnett's.
"I know this is a difficult
decision," President Bush said in
a speech delivered to the nation
last week, "and I have not
approached this lightly.
Wouldn't be prudent 10 do that
We owe our heroic troops in the
desen a tremendous debt, one I
have no idea how we'll pay
being as we can't even pay the
'bills in this country. But, in
consultation my advisors and
the staff at TV Guide, I am
declaring the War against Iraq
and Hussein, that nasty
Saddamizer, over and regular

programming will resume as
soon as I can get my antenna
fIXed, " the President said.
Reaction throughout the
country was as mixed as a margarita. "It was pretty neat hearing generals talk like football
coaches on TV," said one seIfproclaimed "war junky" from
western Michigan. "Hearing
Colin Powell tell me it was
'fourth and long' for the Iraqis
and they would have to punt
really made me feel like waving
the flag wide and high."
But students and professional
activists across the country were
thoroughly peeved at the President's decision to put the War
"on permanent hiatus." "Just as
soon as we found a cause we
could really groove to, he
[Bush] cuts it. It was a bummer
extraordinaire, mon frere," said
one student anti-war activist.
"We did everything right this
time," mourned one )rOfessionaJ
organizer. "Jane Fonda was officially neutral, Abbie Hoffman
had died and Dan Quayle was
talking like an idiot. We supported the troops, not the cause
and we were real clear about

that. We were not going to
repeat the mistakes we'd made
about Vietnam 20 years ago.
And now the War's over. Back
to business, back to getting
your masterbater's award
[MBAs]," she sighed.
Many rock groups with a
social conscience have notified
their record companies they have
cancelled plans for anti-war
albums. "Please forgive us,"
said Nathalie Merchant of
10,000 Maniacs. In a letter 10
whoever would read it, Sting
said "I have shelved all recording
and tour plans for an extended
period of deep, reflective
contemplation and I suggest my
fans do the same."
I ndex sources repon The
Grateful Dead have reconsidered
their plea 10 suppon the War in
exchange for making their song,
"U.S. Blues," the nation's new
national anthem.
As The Index went 10 press,
Saddam Hussein's whereabouts
were unknown. It is hoped,
however, he will appear on 'The
Arsenio Hall Show" any day
now and subsequently write his
memoirs.

Editor discovers another editor committing

Exacto Blade Murders
By AP-Associated
Puncblines
News edilOr Mario Brothers
anived at the Index office Tuesday night for an edilOr's meeting
and paste-up and found an exaclO
blade massacre instead.
"There were several writers
and a couple of other editors all
over the floor and so much

blood," sobbed Brothers. "I just
can't believe it came 10 this. An
exacto blade is so small, sp delicate. I can' t believe she could
do all this."
Apparently, layout editor
Mik Plankton freaked out from
stress and murdered several I ndex
staffers and editors with her
exacto blade. Plankton was at-

tempting to make amends for
her actions by waxing the bodies back IOgether when Brothers
arrived

Names of the dead are not being released pending identifICation of the severely mutilated
bodies.
"Okay, in a lot of ways I
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New Policy Effects
Underage Drinkers

Lindsay Day, Mike Durbin and Kathy Layden show off their new key cards that
allow universal access to all dorms.

•

Student Commission Kicks Off
Spring with Monday Elections
Mark it on your calendars
and to-do lists: Student Commission elections will be held
on Monday in Hicks.
Petitions are available at the
Union Desk and are due Saturday by 6 p.m ..
President Stacey Grobbel and
Vice-President Tom Daggett
both hope for more student involvement in voting and running for office.
Offices ready for candidates

two for spring/summer, one for
spring only. Members of CLC
are primarily responsible for issues concerning campus policies
and procedures concerning student life. They are members of
the faculty, staff and student
committee that meets once a
week.. Committees include Social Policies, which sponsors
the all-Campus TGIF and one
other event throughout the quarter.
are:
Educational Policies
Clerk/Vice-President or Committee: two positions
Finance: spring/summer posi- available,
two
for
tion. The clerk is an assistant to spring/summer, one for spring
the vice-president of finance, only. Members of EPC are prihelps with the budgeting pro- marily responsible for issues
cess and learns the financial concerning academics on camaspects of student commission. pus. They are members of a stuIn spring quarter the clerk as- dent, faculty and staff committee
Sumes the position of VP of fi- which reviews new classes,
nance. Committees include the works with tenure committees
Financial Affairs Committee and discusses the academic direction of the college. Committees
and the Executive Committee.
Secretary: spring only. include Academic Affairs, which
The secretary is responsible for works on student initiated prorecording the minutes at each jects that will improve the acaCommission meeting, typing demic quality of life on campus.
Student Alumni Assothem out on the computer and
distributing them to Student ciation: one position available
Commission members. The sec- for spring. Members of the
retary is also responsible for SAA are responsible for relating
preparing the agenda for each campus issues to alumni and
meeting and attending Executive encouraging the facilitating student alumni interaction. They
Committee meetings.
Campus Lire Commit- are members of a student and
tee: three positions available, staff committee that plans stu-

dent/alumni events, attends
alumni functions with staff in
both alumni and development
offices, and thinks of new and
innovative ways to encourage
student and alumni involvement
in "on campus" issues and
events.
Dormitory Representatives: one elected person from
each dorm, two for Trowbridge,
spring only. Dorm reps are responsible for planning dorm activities, solving problems related to residential life, and
communicating the proceedings
of Student Commission to their
dorms. Committees include IRA
and another standing committee
of their choice.
Commuter Representative:
spring only. The commuter rep
must be a student who lives offcampus. They are responsible
for keeping commuters involved
in campus life, hearing their
concerns, and planning social
events. Committees include
~HA and one committee of their
choice.
Language House Representative: spring only. The
language house rep is responsible for addressing the concerns
of the language house residents,
planning social events, and being a liaison from Student
Commission to the language
Cont. on page 2

The days of underage drinking at "K" are winding to a close
because of new a Federal law.
The Drug Free Schools and Communities Act Amendments of
1989, Public Law 101-226 will force "K" to adopt a new alcohol
policy in order to continue receiving federal funding.
"I don't know what it means yet," said Dean of Students
Marilyn LaPlante of the upcoming changes. "I personally believe
prohibition isn't the way to go. Prohibition doesn't mean it's
gone. A dry campus isn't rational."
Effects of a new policy that will eliminate underage drinking
are not yet known. Questions as to who will be liable for the
drinking at the popular basement parties will have to be answered
before they will be continued after the policy takes effect,
according to LaPlante.
Actual changes in the policy will be made by a committee to
be chosen by President Bryan. The committe will include the
Campus Life Committee of Student Commission to represent
students, as well as representatives of Residence Life, Alumni and
the Development Offices, faculty, and also a trustee, according to
LaPlante.
The President will officially announce the members of the
committee and may begin meeting as early as next week, said
LaPlante.
The law specifically states that "colleges and univerisities that
receive federal funds are required to have substance abuse
prevention programs" and further "must certify that it has adopted
and implemented programs to prevent the unlawful possession,
use, or distribution of illicit drugs and alcohol by students and
employees."
According to LaPlante, the college thought that it had
satisfactorally met the conditions for certification in mid-October.
The College distributed a package of materials regarding
substance abuse to all students and faculty to comply with
requirements for certification.
"K" would also have to participate in a biennial review to
determine its effectiveness.
LaPlante said she did not know that an actual change in the
alcohol policy would have to be made until she heard the deans of
other schools discussing the changes in their policies.
After looking back through the law itself and the pages of
discussion about it, the College sent copies of the alcohol policy
to the lawyers who represent "K" to determine liability.
"Our alcohol policy is age blind," said La Plante. "We sent the
policy to our lawyers to seeif we have to include a prohibition of
underage drinking. We do."
"At a college like this, less than a quarter of the students can
legally drink. The reality is 75 to 80 percent are already
significant drinkers by the time they get here," said LaPlante.
Others have suggested to LaPlante that a policy should be
written up and left at that, without intentions of reinforcing it.
"Because of liability, we have to make sure the policy is
monitored and under conttol."
"The risk for the college is too great not to do this," said
LaPlante. "We risk loss of all federal funds for financial aid. We
have no way of replacing those funds."

A serious call for staffers
The Inde:x would like to welcome back. everyone who was
off campus in exotic (or not so exotic) locales as well as the
poor souls who were stuck here last quarter.
The Indu would also like to invite all persons to get
involved in the Inda. We need writers, photographers, business
managers, artists-anything you can think of!
Regardless of what your major is or how well you think you
can write, the Inde:x can use you! Just stop by the Inda office
or contact the individual editor of your choice to get involved!

Proposed plan
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Housing Hoopla
Editors Note: Tbis article and tbe alcohol
Winter quarter. I decided to reprint tbem for
the beDefit of students wbo were off campus
because a Dew bousing plan has Dot yet been
selected and tbe new alcobol policy will go into
effect later tbis quarter.
Amid anger, confusion and
apathy, the new housing plan
that once appeared a shoo-in is
now in limbo.
Despite the fwur created over
the prospect of the new policy,
few students attended information sessions sponsored by the
Residence Life Office and Student Commission.
Assistant Dean of Residence
Life Vaughn Maatman refused
to forecast whether or not the
plan would eventually be instated, but assured students that
any plan would not be implemented without sufficient student support.
Underclass students seem to
be concerned with the proxy issue, while upperclassmen "like
making their own choices," said
Maatman.
Karin Richner likes the
choices the new plan will give
although graduation prevents her
from experiencing it.
"I see more people being
happy because more people will
get what they want,"said Richner.
Tom Daggett, vice-president
of Student Commission, thinks
the plan could work if students
believed the proxy method was
plausible, but says the "SOCiI
ramifications are still bad."
Daggett fears the interaction
between different people that the
residence halls provide will be
lost when students are allowed
to choose to gather in sections
of dorms. "Groups of bunched
up people will provide incentive
for other people to bunch up.
"The new housing policy
would take away the challenging
learning liberal arts environment
where we're forced to adjust in
many different situations, and
more like choosing a suburb
with like minded people," said
DaggC\t
Residence Life has changed
the policy slightly to deal with
students without proxies, but
remains basically the same.

Sludents would still sign up
for housing in person and would
pick exactly which room they
wanted.
Sq uatters would have first
choice followed by seniors, juniors, sophomores, first-year
students, then students without
roommates applying for multiple-occupancy rooms.
For students off-campus,
they would be able to give the
power of proxy to another student who would come in personally for the absent student
and pick a room. One student
cannot serve for more than six
other students, however.
Formerly, there were no pr0visions to deal with students
who could not fmd a proxy, but
the revised version does. Those
who do not use the proxy
method can turn in a typewritten
card with specific instructions to
the housing office. These requests will be dealt with at the
same time as students without
roommates applying for multiple-occupany rooms.
If this proposal does not become policy, Maatman said the
office will look to other ways
the housing process can be improved, including expanding the
C"nrrent housing form for students to include more detailed
choices.
Maatman also presented an
idea brought to him by a student. It ,was suggested that students on campus would be given
fust choice, in order of seniority, and students off campus be
dealt with afterwards, also in
order of seniority.
Muatman said he realized that
it disrupted the seniority system
as it is now, but that all students at one time or another
would reap the benefits or the
downfalls of the plan. Students
are encouraged to approach
members of Student Commission or the Residential Life Office with ideas or questions.

Surprise: Students
Don't Eat Properly
West Larayette, Ind. (CPS) - American teens are eating less
and getting fatter, University of California-Davis nutrition Prof.
Carol Meredith told a health workshop at Purdue University in early
march.
"About 25 percent of the food adolescents choose to eat is junk
food," she said, adding they then spend about 20 hours a week
watching television instead of performing some kind of physical
activity.

Jobn Gonzales hits the books with little enthusiasm after a too-short break.

LETTERS
Dear Editor,

Returning this quarter from
break, I learned that smoking
was now not allowed in the
Fine Arts building at all. Fine
Arts had previously allowed
smoking in certain hallways.
At first, I was angered that a
policy which had gone on so
peacefully was being changed.
Suddenly, someone arbitrarily
had decided to implement a "no
smoking" policy. Those who
had smoked in Fine Arts had not
done so in such an obnoxious
way as to foster widespread antagonism. And thus I saw no
reason why the policy needed to
be implemented.
But on second thought, what

The Index wekomes letters from its readers. Letters should
be ooginal copies, typed or printed, and must be signed.
We encourage letters that are concise and deal with relevant
topics. The Index reserves the right to edit for space and clarity
when necessary.
Letters can be turned into The Index mailbox in the
basement of the Hicks Center. Preferably, letters should be
submitted by the Saturday before the issue in which they will
appear.

sibility of a "no smoking" policy in Fine Arts should have
been brought before the Student
Commission. If the people on
Student Commission did not
seem to be a representative
sample of the users of the Fine
Arts building, then Student
Commission should have been
consulted to help form a special
committee that did. If administrators think it is O.K. to simpI y ask for student input at their
leisure, then they should step
back and consider how fair and
just the code of ethics is that
they are acting on.
Smcerely,
Tom Daggett

if you see news
happen, call the
INDEX
383·8460
Vol.

This newspaper
printed on
recycled paper
Many offices to be
filled in Monday's
elections.
Cont. rrom page 1
houses. Committees include

Letter Policy

was even more angering was the
manner this policy had been decided and implemented. No
thought was given apparently to
consulting the students about
this policy. As vice-president of
Student Commission, I knew
that nothing about this policy
had been brought before it. And
from talking with students who
spend large amounts of time in
Fine Arts, I knew none of them
had been consulted about this
policy. These two points are
saddening.
Student Commission is supposed to represent the students.
And it can not so this if administrators do not invest in it the
power it should have. The pos-

lHA and one committee of their

choice.
Organizational Representative: spring only. Student organizational heads, upon
recognition at the fust commission meeting, shall select one
organizational head to serve as a
voting member of the Student
Commission and as a member
of the Student Commission Financial Affairs Committee.
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.Swimmers Splash
to National Honors
The Kalamazoo Hornets men
and women swimmers swam
like fish at the 1991 NCAA
National Championships.
Nationals took place at Emory
University in Atlanta, Georgia.
Senior Mitch Veldkamp
sprang to a fourth place finish
in the 3m board diving.
Veldkamp earned All-American
honors thanks to his fourth
place fmish.
Mike Winkelman, also a senior, placed high at Nationals,
finishing tenth in the 200yd
breaststroke. Winkelman's high
finish gave him Honorable
Mention All-American status.
Two women placed in the
top 16 in the nation: one in
swimming and one in diving.
Tiffany Greenman, junior, took
16th place swimming the 100m
breaststroke, which earned her
Honorable Mention AllAmerican status.

Kellie Warner, sophomore,
dove from the 3m spring board
for 16th place in the nation. She
also earned Honorable Mention
All-American status.
"To even make it to Nationals, you have to be one of the
top 25 in your event. Just to be
there is a real distinction," said
Men's coach Bob Kent
Three other "K" men swimmers qualified for Nationals.
Kevin Phillion, a junior, qualified in the 200 and 400m 1M.
Jim Davis and Gerry Gleason
qualified in the 800m freestyle
relay, and Jeff Walker qualified
in the 200m butterfly. All four
competed at the Championships
and finished "in the middle of
the pack," according to Kent
Two "K" women also earned
the distinction of competing at
Nationals. Senior Erin O'Brien
swam well in the 200m breaststroke, and sophomore Katie
Czmer swam well in the 500m

If what happened on your inside
happened on your outside, would you still smoke?

Amy Gibson, Sarab Brody and Micbelle Campbell sbare a laugb on tbe Quad.

Yes, it's springtime ogoin-time
for new growth:
so come uote for
o new Student
Commission.
Student
Commission will
hold elections in
Hicks Center on
Mondoy, April 8.
Run for office I
Indiuiduols
interested in
running for Student CommiSSion
office must
submit petitions
by 6PM Soturdoy,
April 6.

"It's always a ton of fun!"
-Newsweek
"One of the ' most enjoyable college
newspapers in the country to work on!"
-New York Times
"The great thing about the Index is that
anyone can get involved, no matter what
their major is."
-Chicago Sun Times
Need we say more? The reviews are in and working on the
Index is a once-in-a-lifetime valuable experience. And now, for
an unlimited time, you too can get involved! Feel free to stop
by the Index office, 4 to 5 p.m., Mondays through Thursdays or
contact an editor about joining the staff. The Index number is
383-8460. Call today!

Tired of this .ty'pical reaction to
your lame- 0 plc·K-up lines:

''NO!''
Dr. Joe Fugate
Director of Foreign Study

Then use these favored and
innovative pick-up lines from
our very own faculty!
"Well, I have two favorites that always do
the trick! I say, 'You have a bright future
ahead of you as a nude model!' or 'Boy, I
sure would like to sculpt that!'"
Marcia Wood
Art Department

"My personal favorite has to be, 'Emerson's
Nature is an escapist reaction to the failed
enlightenment ideals of the French
Revolution, but more so the American
Revolution and the encroaching Industrial
Revolution, and thus highlights Blake's
romanticist ideals which he acted on . . .
Mr. Scott Friesner
Say, did you know Blake liked to romp naked English Department
. with his wife through their front garden?
I've got a garden, you know! '"
"I've got a real winner here! I just say,
'Baby, I've got a credit for your debit!' and
it gets ' em every time!"
Dr. Thomas Breznau
Economics Department

"This is your guarantee to baggin' a babe!
'Well, your parents made quite a bit of
money last year and you had a good paying
job, so you'll have to buy me a drink to get
back those grant dollars! '"
Mr. Jerry Ditto

Financial Aid Office

'''Let me teach you how to play me like you
play that Bach fugue!'-I tell ya, I never lose
with that one!"
Paula Romanaux
College Organist

wect-lay. Ap'il0. 1981
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Dr. Presler switches hospitals

Stroke Immobolizes Prof
By LAURA BARNES
Dr. Franklin Presler,
political science professor, will
be transferred to a Grand Rapids
hospital for continued care after
suffering a stroke on Tuesday,
March 26.
"Everyone is really sad and
shocked by what has happened.
People feel awkward because
they do not know whether they
should come and visit him or
stay away and give him time to
recuperate," said senior political
science major Steve PurvisSmith.
Presler was scheduled to
teach Communism, Fascism,
and Democracy this quarter,
according to Political Science
Department Chair Don Flesche.
Dr. William Richey of Western
Michigan University, who has
taught the course before, will
replace Presler.
However, losing Presler was
"like losing a right hand," said
Flesche. "Even though we've
done a good job replacing him
teaching-wise, you don't lose
someone like that without
leaving quite a hole in the
community. He was so
integrated into the college
photo courtesy of The Boiling Pot
community that it is just a loss
POUT/CAL SCIENCE PROFESSOR Franklin Presler enjoys a day
which cannot be overcome.
Flesche added, "Because in tilt sunshine shortlY be/ore being hospitalized/or a recent stroke.
[presler] deals with theory,
people would get really racquet ball courts playing the grading of the exams, said
emotional about the subject. squash," said Purvis-Smith. "He Flesche.
Along with teaching he is an
Although the material he was really active and for this
excellent
advisor, said Flesche.
of
a
reason
it
was
even
more
teaches is very complex, he is a
He
is
also
involved in several
surprise,"
added
Purvis-Smith.
very captivating teacher, and
He is the
"It is shocking not to see his committees.
t1\is has been very upsetting."
chairperson
for
the
budget and
Presler is currently in the name on the door," said Purvisplanning
committee
which
Smith.
"He
is
not
available
to
intensive care unit in Bronson
advises
the
administration
on
talk
to,
and
he
is
not
at
the
poliMethodist Hospital, waiting to
matters
such
as
tuition,
faculty
sci
meetings.
This
has
been
be transferred to the hospital in
salary, and financial aid. In
Grand Rapids. Since his stroke, hard to get use to."
Senior Comprehensive addition, he is on a search
he has only been able to speak a
few words, but he is able to exams have been delayed from committee for new faculty
respond through non-verbal the third week to fourth week members.
For students who wish to
communication like wiggling Thursday (April 25). Students
Presler cards or other
send
working
on
their
SIP's
with
his toes.
items,
his address at the Grand
Presler
have
also
been
"I was really shocked because
Rapids
hospital will appear in
my friend had seen him just the tnmsferred to Professor Peter
the
daily
bulletin as soon as he
Richey
and
Professor
O'Brie.,.
weekend before in church. Often
is
transferred.
Barbara
McCrey
will
help
with
I would see him down by the

Student rights in decision making disregarded

Key Cards Spark Reaction
By MEGAN CARNEY and
KATE HUSBAND
Today the new key card system will be activated allowing
resident students universal access to the dorms during nonquiet hours.
Monday, two days before the
system was to be put into effc:;ct, we interviewed students on
campus about their opinions of
the new system. Much to our
surprise, many were unaware of

the ramifications of the key card
system.
The new system allows access into all of the dorms in response to student complaints,
yet allows students admittance
only to their own residence halls
after 11 p.m. on weekdays and 1
a.m. on weekends, coinciding
with non-quiet hours. Commuter students are only allowed
access to Harmon Hall during
Health Center hours.
While some students maintained that "it is better than it

has been," said Tony Kirk,
others, once informed of the
facts, responded differently. We
took their concerns to Dr. Marilyn LaPlante, Dean of Students
in an attempt to get answers and
explanations.
When asked what he thought
of limiting access hours, Alan
Higby stated, "That's infuriating! I hadn't even heard that"
"I don't agree with that [the
hour limitation]," said Jenny
Potter. "I have friends in other
continued on page 2

Student Commission
Holds Spring Election
New Voices To Bring New Insight
To Commission, Says President
By KIM OSBORNE
Ten Student Commission representatives were
elected Monday for Educational Policies and Campus
Life committees, and the
positions of Secretary and
Dorm Representatives.
"I don't expect these
new people to change Student Comission," said Student Commission President
Stacey Grobbel, "but, I expect their new ideas to enhance what we have. I
hope they come in with
new insight."
The Educational Policies
committee is responsible
for dealing with the educational side of the "K" environment, according to
Grobbel. They decide on
such issues as new courses
and professors' tenure. TIle
representatives elected for
this position are Kristin
Horner, spring/summer;
Susan Hutton, spring.
Campus Life is responsible for "a lot of issues"
said Grobbel. They work
with the policy-making
committees on campus and
deal with issues such as the
Honor system and the akohoi policy. "They decide
what is happening in the
campus community," said
Grobbel. The new representatives are Heidi Zmuda,
spring/summer; Hans Morfield, spring/summer; and
Scott Hunsinger, spring.
Dormitory Representa-

tives are responsible for
programming activities for
their dorms, representing
the students in the dorm,
and bringing ideas for student comission consideration. Representatives are
Trowbridge - Andy 00miniani; Harmon - Erin
O'Brien; Language Houses
- Maria Carlson; and
Commuter - Amy Gibson.
Others will be elected at the
meeting tonight
The new secretary is
Kevin Phillion. His responsibilities include tating and typing minutes and
handling all correspondence
for the organization.
Tonight's meeting
agenda includes voting Oft
other dorm reps, clerk:, and
vice ~dent Campus organization business will
also be discussed since budgets are due. Judicial council, security issues, and
standing committees will
also be appointed. Finally,
new members will discover
the role of Student Commission.
This quarter Student
Commission is planning
TGIF parties, where department faculty and students informally celebrate
the end of the week. They
are also planning a volleyball game, a softball game,
and to "follow more closely
what is written in the handbook and be more effecti ve," according to Grobbel.
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Editorial

Decisions+
Students=Money
By MARIA CARLSON
It seems we go through the same thing every quarter.
Evezy quarter something happens to dramatically affect our
lives as students, and the administration eventually acts on it
without consulting us.
Last fall a female student was allegedly raped and our lives
were foreva changed because of it The idea that something like
that could really happen astounded and frightened us. But not
long after, the immediate fear left most of us; however, the
annoyance of not having access to the otha dorms remained.
But the convenience of having access to any other dorm at
any time lurks in the back of the minds of juniors and seniors
who once owned one key that opened all dorm doors and their
private room door. As a junior, I can say we have eagerly
awaited the return of easy access every dorm. With the speed of
molasses in January, the key cards have finally arrived and the
administration has opted to restrict our access to dorms other
than our own without asking how it would affect student lives.
As it stands now, prior to this afternoon's closed meeting
between President Bryan, Dean LaPlante and selected students,
the hours of universal student access to the dorms coincide with
non-quiet hours. If only the day's business were done at 11
p.m. during the week and 1 a.m. on the weekend! The fact of
the matter is, and this may surprise the decision makers out
there in light of the decisions they make, students carry on
business and activities at some really late hours. Eleven p.m. is
not late enough during the week, and neither is one a.m. or
three a.m. or five a.m.
Students are active around campus at all hours. What
happens if a student finds himself far away from their dorm with
an attacker and a virtually useless key card that won't open a
nearby dorm? It is a horrifying scenario that fortunately hasn't
happened yet Attackers also do not wait until security has been
summoned and it isn't plausible to run into the closest building
either, because so can the attacker. The reality may be that
students should call security, but there is a responsibility to
protect those who do not.
Really, the issue is not if the hours are late enough. The
issue is also not only one of safety. The real issue is the
seemingly perpetual cycle of administrative decision making
without prior student consultation.
Maybe money talks. Someday we are all going to be
alumni, upon which the college relies heavily to provide
monetary support. With the onslaught of a restrictive alcohol
policy which will alter the already limited social life here and a
key card policy which serves no additional security benefits, but
instead complicates the socialization process of students, how
many happy alum do you suppose there will be?

Key Cards
continued fro. pale 1
dorms and will be visiting past
quiet hours. I never saw a problem with the original keys. If
we're going to get in, we' ll get
in. Why try to limit it?"
LaPlante responded to this
query, "Limiting [the hours]
seemed a more responsible decision. We have a greata responsibility for the safety and security of those students inside the
residence halls. After quiet hours
the public indoor areas are more
vulnerable because traffic is re-

duced."
Mike Visser retorted, "I
think they're ugly. They should
have holograms on them."
"It's like re-imposing a curfew" interpreted Eric Guter.
One commuter, who chose
to remain anonymous lest he
jeopardize his future housing situation, fumed, "I think it's just
'another deterrent to discourage
people from living off-campus.

In fact, it's even more dangerous
for us-we come to visit someone at night and, if needed, can 't
get into any dorm."
A primary concern of students is their safety walking at
night. Michelle McKerchie said,
"I believe that it is stupid to restrict late hours when people really need to get in. We bought
this big expensive system so
when keys are lost-they can
reprogram them. What's the
problem?"
"The hours that they've cut
us off, are the hours when we
especially need instant access for
safety reasons," said Helen
Montgomery. "There's less traffic, less people and that means
more risk."
"No problem, because you
can just call Security anyway,"
sugge~ted Sindhu Bhupapatratu.
Dr. LaPlante pointed to the
increased campus safety through
more outdoor lighting, removal

continued on page 10

LItter Policy
The Index welcomes letters from its readers. Letters should be
original copies, typed or printed, and must be signed.
We encourage lettel"s that are concise and deal with relevant
topics. The Index reserves the right to edit for space and clarity

when necessary.
Letters can be turned into The Index mailbox in the basement
of Hicks Center. Prefaably, letters should be submitted by the
Saturday before the issue in which they will a,pear.

Letters
Disappointment Gustas won't be Registrar
To the Inda EditorIt was with great disappointment and anger that I
received the news that Mary
Gustas had not received the
position of permanent Registrar.
It fills me with dismay that the
bastion of human contact and
warmth in the Kalamazoo
College administrative system
will soon be replaced. I am
grateful only that I will not be
here to see it, as this is my last
term at "K".
The Registrar's Office under
Mary Gustas was unfailingly

efficient and, perhaps most
important from the student
viewpoint, was always available
for clarification, hand-holding,
neurotic outbursts, and help.
What senior doesn't remember
going in to Mary for their
senior audit? And her raucous
laughter that you still had 5
physical education credits to go?
And the incredible feeling of
relief when she told you that
yes, you lmU.I.d. be in the graduation line? Even if you knew
it, it's still great to hear.
To me, Mary is a champion
of student success; someone

who will bend and twist and do
everything within the realms of
creative possibility to make
everything come together for
you. And in a school of such
rigid bureaucracy (ever tried to
live off campus? ever tried to go
to anywhere but Europe for
foreign study? ever tried to get
off the SAGA meal plan?),
Mary makes the Registrar's
Office a unique, and vay, very
special place. I think that it's a
tragedy that Mary will not be
Registrar of Kalamazoo
College.
-Britt Cibulka, K'91

Call for eradication of stereotypes
To the Index Editor,
1 was quite offended by your
piece entitled "B 'nai B'rith
Rosen Bowl" in the Winter
issue of the Windex.. Let me
first say that it wasn't funny.
All the piece does is perpetuate
stereotypes. As the editor who
was in charge of the paper when
this piece was published should
know being one himself, Jews
are not just complainers who sit
around eating "Gefllte fish, lox,
bagels,
and
godawful
Maneshewitz wine." This is not
unlike the over popular racist
suggestion that all AfroAmericans eat watermelon and

Accepting New Patients

•
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• Premoritals
•
• Birth Control
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fried chicken.
Second of all, the piece does
not even make very much sense
to non-Jewish people as it uses
Yiddish. it should also be
known that some of these words
are derogatory towards nonJews, such as "mizkeit goys"
which means ugly gentiles. Goy
is not unlike the "nigger" or
Ukike."
This piece as well as the
Italian bashing "One Big Free
For AU" seem therefore to serve
no real purpose. Rather, it
perpetuates stereotypes which
are by definition negative as
they rob people of their individ-

Read Books For Pay
$45,000 Per Annual
Income Potential. Call
for amazing details
24 Hrs.
212-978-3835

4201 W. Michigan, K'zoo-372-1200
8992 E. 0 Ave., Rlchland-629-9718

~

uality.
I'd like to conclude by
saying that this campus is
indeed more toluant than many
others throughout the country,
but that it is far from prejudice
free. What is particularly
disconcuting about our brand of
prejudice is that it's not overt.
There are numerous racist and
sexist comments, actions etc.
committed everyday, but the
average "K" student is virtually
unaware of it. We must
therefore make every effort to
dispel stereotypes and prejudices
and not reinforce them.
-Shana Raisrnan K'94
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Extinction Probable for Land/Sea
MAGGIE CATCHICK
Applications are now beJOg
accepted for Land/Sea student

Summer Term Marks
Start for New Registrar

lelders.
According to fonner leader
David Winch the program will
run this fall. However this does
not mean that the program is
saved; conversely. Winch stated
this is most likely to be the last
year for Land/Sea.
Winch explained, "it's been
up and down." He infonned the
college after the excursion last
fall they needed to find someone
to take over. Winch has been
involved with Land/Sea since its
beginning and recently has held
total responsibility for the
program. According to Winch,
twice in the last four months
faculty members stepped forward
and agreed to take on' the
project, but at present both have
declined.
Believing that there would be

A new registrar will begin duties at "K" on June 17. Eileen
Harrison joins the administration with five years of experience at
Bu~knell University. Harrison has also worked in the registrar's
offIce at Sweet Briar College and Indiana University of
Pennsylvania. She will replace Acting Registrar Mary Gustas
who plans to pursue professional opportunities and continue her
education.

-- Kalamazoo College Office of the Provost

courtesy

LAND/SEA PROGRAM may be part of the history
leader cannot be fowuJ before next year.
someone to train this fall,
Winch made the necessary
arrangements with Killarney
Provincial Park and the
Brigantine Ship Company,
where Land/Sea is usually held.
When the faculty members

changed their minds. Winch said
that he felt obligated to fulfill
the commitments he had made.
"I feel a little stupid," Winch
admitted, but he added fll11lly,
"it's over with as far as I'm
conccmed"

Winter Renovations Bring House Swap
By JORDAN RANKIN

NEWS BRIEFS

permanent

"Last quarter the Japanese
Due to renovations he f<X1Jlel House was closed because there
Spanish House has swapped was not a sufficient number of
places with the Japanese house interested people," said
Assistant Director of Foreign
this quarter.
Closing the Japanese house Study Mick VandeBerg. ''This
last quarter concerns Japanese quarter, the Japanese house has
studies students who fear the been reopened since students
sitaation
may
become have returned from Foreign
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-.,-
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Study." Contrary to rumors, no
intention to close the Japanese
House was ever present on the
part of this office, said
VandeBerg.
The current head resident of
the Japanese House, Fumiko
Yarita, however, said that she
"was not comfortable with the
closing of the house." Yarita
explained the continuity of the
program depends on continued
interest.
As to the future locations of
the Japanese and Spanish
Houses, the head residents of
both houses are unsure. Belinda
Soncini, head of the Spanish
House, said. "Mick told me that
this building is only temporary.
We are going to be here only
until the summer quarter."
Yarita understood from
VandeBerg the old Spanish
House may become housing for
faculty.
The pool of qualified
students for the Japanese Hoase
goes down drastically in the fall
and winter quarters, added
VandeBerg. The interested
students are usually juniors or
seniors who are on foreign study
or their SIPs during the fall and
winter.
"Kalamazoo College is
committed in very specific ways
to the Japanese program," said
VandeBerg. "We want to provide
students with a good Japanese
Studies program and foreign
study opportunities. The house
is an integral part of that. "
"I like the new house
better," said Yarita. "It's cleaner
and nicer. The only problem is
. that we have seven people
trying to use only one bathroom
now."
Soncini said that the bigger
size of the new Spanish house
is a benefit "We had a problem
when the sewer system broke
last quarter," said Soncini,"but I
don't expect any house to be
perfect It's not the place but the
people that make the difference."

Trib Columnist Visits
Kalamazoo College
Chicago Tribune journalist Clarence Page will deliver the
annual Paul Lamont Thompson Lecture in Government and
Society on Thursday, April 11 at 8 p.m. in Welles Hall. The
event is an LACC and free.
Page has been a columnist in the Tribune's ''Perspective"
section and a member of the newspaper's editorial board since
1984. His column is syndicated by Tribune Media Services and
appears in both Detroit and Kalamazoo papers.
In March 1989, Page was awarded the Pulitzer Prize for
Commentary, journalism's highest award. It was noted that Page
won for a "provocative and eclectic set of commentaries." In
August of that year, Page received an award at the 14th annual
Convertion of the National Association of Black Journalists.
Page is a regular contributor to the MacNeil/Lehrer News
Hour. As a freelance writer, he has published articles in Chicago

Magazine, The Chicago Reader, Playboy, The WAshington
Monthly, and The New Republic.
-- Kalamazoo College Public Relations Office

Award-winning Poet to
Read in Olmsted Room
Stephanie Martis, recipient of the Great Lakes College
Association's "New Writers Award" will present a free poetry
reading on Tuesday, April 16. The reading begins at 8 p.m. in
the Olmsted Room.
Marlis won the New Writers Award for her collection of
poems, Slow Joy. She is also the author of Red Tools, another
poetry book.
Marlis is also the recipient of the Bittingham Prize from the
University of Wisconsin, the Joseph Henry Jackson Award from
the San Francisco Foundation, a Creative Advancement Award
from the Marin Arts Council and the Aspen Association for the
Arts Poetry Award.

-- Kalamazoo College Public Relations Office

Bengali Author Speaks
About Liberation
"The Liberation of Bengali Women" is the topic of an April
18 lecture by Bengali author Jahanara Imam. The lecture is an
LACC and free. It begins at 7 p.m. in the Recital Hall.
Imam has been a free-lance writer of short stories, novels,
memoirs, articles on contemporary subjects, and translations of
books from English to Bengali since 1968. These include four
novels, a juvenile novel based on Bangladesh liberation, and the
translation from Bengali to English of the book, Of Blood and
Fire, all in 1990.
Her works also include translations of two Laura Ingalls
Wilder books, a book of biographies of seven Bangladesh
freedom-fighters of the Liberation War of 1971, and a book of
short stories based on the Liberation War.

--Kalamazoo College Public Relations Office

CDC to Hold Resume
rworkshops for Summer
The Career Development Center will be holding two
workshops regarding effective resume writing. The flfSt one will
be held today at 4 p.m. in the CDC entitled "Effective Resume
Writing" and it will address the fundamentals of developing a
resume. The second one will be held next Wednesday at 4 p.m.
in the Mac Lab in Dewing. It is called "Creating a Resume on
the MacIntosh" and will teach the data processing techniques
necessary to create a professional quality resume.

-Career Development Center

.....
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Take a walk on the
(Great) Wall'd side

Would your
mom let you
do that- at
home?

By DEANNE
BARTKOWIAK.
"Intense",

"long",

"demanding", and "great" are ad-

jectives 'five "K" students used
in descnbing their foreign study
in China. The students returned
,this spring after spending two
quarters s~udying language and
culture at the Beijing Language
Institute,
Every mode of travel seemed
to be employed by the group.
Legs, bikes, planes, trains,
boats, buses, and thumbs were
all used for transportation.
Melissa Rennie stated that
China is a "relatively safe place
to hitchhike."
One of the ·.;);Jghest experiences, according to Mitch
Matthews, was travelling by
train. Acquiring a ticket was
more difficult than going to Europe with a EurailPass in hand.
The students had to buy a ticket
each time they wanted to get on
a train. Matthews had one train
ride that lasted 60 hours. (An
express train only travels at 35

Dorm vandalism rises
along with student costs
By BILL DUANE

mj]~.)

Dorm life contributed to the
international experience. Renee
Robinson declared, "Not only
did we learn a lot about China,
we learned a lot about the
world." Although the dorms
were dusty and cockroach-infested, they provided an opportunity to meet students from all
over the world.
English was the language of
the dorms for most of the residents; those who did not know
English communicated in Chinese, depending upon their
knowledge of Chinese or
English. Although their Chinese has improved greatly,the
five students from K-CoUege
feIt that their improvement in
the language would have been
greater had !hey lived with families, yet this was impossible.
The students learned to be
aggressive, but patient, when
de8ling with the locals. Many
did not want to waste their time
on foreigners who do not speak
the language and were suqrised
when addressed in Chinese.
Molly Greening simplified the

photo courtesy of Kendall Buehl

Kendall Buhl samples the local cuisine in Kunming
behavior by saying, "They're
just not used to foreigners."
Kendall Buhl wandered into a
remote village to take pictures
while on a break: from a bus
ride. After asking an old woman
if he could take her picture, he
was invited into her small
home. Three generations of the
woman's family lived with her
in the home where Buhl was offered "an incredible amount of
food"
Generally, foreigners are not
allowed to live with the Chinese. The homes are relatively
small and wages may be as little
as $30 per month. The students
were surprised by the "stalk contrast" of the land. Twenty miles
from high rises and paved roads,
one might see people plowing
fields with water buffalos.
One major trial in each student's life was to learn how to
"squat". The Chinese toilets
were simply holes in the ground

C-f.ina.

and were not very comfonable.
Each student had the experience
of frrst walking into the bathroom and wondering, "How are
you supposed to do this?" There
were no doors in front of eac!1
"toilet" and some did not even
have dividers. One student who
thought the task had been conquered with "no problem" was
told to "look at the wet spot on
the back of your shorts."
The war in the Persian Gulf
was not forgotten by those from
"K". Many Muslims attended
the same school, yet the tension
created was more from the Europeans who did not approve of
the war. Matthews found himself becoming much more defensive about the U.S., but
said,"I didn't go out and buy a
desert storm T-shirt."
Despite all of the hassles,
the students agreed that the trip
was great and they want to recontinued on page five

It's Friday night and a
group of K students relax
with some beer. Time goes
by and one of the revellers
decides to see what happens
when a fire extinguisher is
discharged 'onto someone's
car; or what happens ' when
you put your fist through a
window; or how easy it is to
rip a door off a bathroom
stall.
These incidents may sound
strange, but behavior of this
type is commonplace at Ie..
"We pay enough already,
why do they worry about stuff
like charging students for
petty things?" is a common
complaint among students.
But according to Paul
Manstrom, head of physical
plant, the costs add up. For
the period between December,
1990 and March. 199 I,
$1,938.00 worth of damage
had to be repai/oo.
The process for repairing
the damage is timeconsuming and costly. First,
RAs or students must bring
the damage to the attention of
Vaughn Maatman, dean of
students. Letters are sent out
to the people who live closest
to where the incident
happened. If no information is
gleaned from this process, the
group of people is narrowed
to the smallest group possible
and are charged for the
damage ..
"It's not the fairest
system,"said Maatman, but he
maintains that the damage

must be paid for by the
students. His sentiment is
echoed by ~trom who said
of the problem, "It nickels
and dimes us to death."
Physical plant charges
students for materials and
labor for repairing the
damage. The materials are
charged to students at the
wholesale price and labor
charges are derived from the
average trade wage of
whatever craftpersons do the
job.
The physical plant must
also spend time recording
specific charges to students,
which Manstrom caUs," An
accounting burden."
Due to accounting errors,
some repairs never get charged
to anyone. This means more
money is given to the
physical plant by the school,
and we all know where that
money comes from.
Manstrom estimates that
20% of the school carpenters
spend their time on damage
repairs. With limited time,
staff, and money, this means
a longer wait to get other
work. orders done.
Dorm
damage can
obviously be stopped, or at
least curtailed. The bills end
up being paid by the people
who, for the most part, took
no part in the vandalism
itself. This is perhaps
something to think about
when you see someone
discovering the joys of
putting holes in acoustical
ceiling til~s with a freshman.

A Blast From The Post!
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Fellowship sends students away
By KRISTINA E. MONY
As a result of the Chamberlain Foundation's generosity twelve seniors
have completed their SIPs (Senia Individualized Projects) abroad.
The foundation has awarded the Kalamazoo College students funding to
promote internships abroad and foreign language communication in an increasingly interdependent world.
In 1989-90, six Kalamazoo College students qualified as Chamberlain
Fellows and this year 12 grants were given. To qualify as a Chamberlain
Fellow you must have a 2.8 grade point, foreign country familiarity and be
planning a SIP in a foreign country.
.
"Start thinking about your SIP early and talk with other Chamberlain
Fellows," advises Carolyn Hornev, the assistant director for Foreign Study
and Career Development
Robert Saxton completed his SIP on Spanish and economic growth from
1939 to the present, in Seville Spain. Saxton advises students, "Talk to
people who have done their SIPs abroad to obtain connections."
A political science major, Derek Stottlemeyer found, 'The SIP abroad
was better than foreign study because you became more involved and
focused on your career interest" Stottlemeyer researched the political and
economic integration in European America while working at the U.S.
embassy in Quito, Ecuador.
Randal Cole, who studied the relationship between education and democracy in Bonn, Germany, reminded students who are considering a SIP
abroad about the hours involved in translating research material. Luckily,
Cole chose 10 do his SIP during the fall quarter instead of the winter quarter
to allow four months instead of three months.
While researching the musical movement of Latin America, Mara Bird
had the opportunity 10 take a class at a university typically closed to
foreigners, the University Central ("the best and most radical college in
Venezuela"). Bird noticed the difference between "activist" American
students and the "activist" students from the University. She said "Classes
were usually closed every Tuesday and Thursday because of student riots and
demonstrations."
The senior projects abroad information meeting will take place Thursday,
April 11 at 4 p.m. in the Presidents' lounge.
Saxton urged students 10 attend the meeting, saying, "There are billions
of opportunities and anything can be done."

THE
By Douglas S.
Q: "As a junior/first
Ferguson
year student, what
& Eric Lengua
are your first
impressions of the ~~-..
first year/junior
class?
~

A: "I don't really
notice. No, that
sounds stupid .. .I feel
tired today."
-Mark Mullendore
K'92

A: "There's a lot of
different people.
They seem really
cool. Interesting."
-Jason King K'94

CHINA,
continued from page 4
tum. Robinson's advice 10 future visitors to China was to
"bring your oWn toilet paper."
Buhl and Matthews decided that
mail was defmitely appreciated,
especially packages with chocolate and pretzels. Greening advised to "bring your own music," while Rennie said that she
couldn't have lived without her
camera.
Why did these students
choose China? The basic idea,
as stated by Robinson, was that
it was "something I wanted to
prove to myself." Matthew's
reasons were based on his economics major. He felt fewer
students study the Chinese language than the Japanese language.
"Dr. Fugate, who is in
charge of the foreign study program, was completely opposed
to us going to China," said
Buhl. The program was organized by Dr. Light and Dr. Chu.
"Now that the program has begun, he [Fugate] wants to control it," Buhl said.
Their preparation for the trip
was good, but as Greening explained, "you can't learn to play
the piano by reading." The students a~,d that to know China
one must live there and experience the country. Matthew's last
comments show how much he
is in favor of foreign study in
China,- "Take Chinese. Go 10
China. It's good for you."
The opportunity exists for
each "K" College student 10 see
and do different things. Kendall
Buhl, Molly Greening, Mitch
Matthews, Melissa Rennie, and
Renee Robinson survived and
think foreign study in China is
a good learning experience. Why
not take a chance?

BONUS FRIES!!
BONUS FRIES!!
BONUS FRIES!!

A: "Oh, gosh. They
seem pretty cool. I
don't know many
yet. Excuse me, I
have errands to
run."

By KATHLEEN A. LAYDEN AND
ALISON D. SCRUGGS
In case you've never left your dorm room, let us explain the
significance of the phrase,"BONUS FRIES!!" You can't fmd
these at Burger King or McDonald's, and SAGA seems to
specialize in "Minus Fries", but never fear; you can encounter
them at Maggie's Bakery and Cafe at 2715 West Michigan Avenue in Kalarnazoo.(Across from Bilbo's Pizza and Graffiti's
bar.)
Although one must savor the bonus fry personally to appreciate it, we can tell you that it involves mozzarella and cheddar
cheese melted over home fries, which can be dipped in ranch
A: "Give them a few
dressing, (The ranch is served on the side.) While some are inclined to shell out five bucks for Dances With Wolves, you
years ."
only need pay $2.25 plus tax 10 have your tastebuds reach a
state of ecstasy.
-Kendall Buhl K'92
The good news is that they always cost $2.25, whether you
order them 10 quench lunchtime hunger or as a nighttime snack.
The bad news is bonus fries are not available for breakfasttime
consumption. They will also cause your cholesterol level to
shoot through the roof but, hey, you're young. Live a little.
Should you decide 10 go to Maggie's f<r anything other than
bonus fries, you can choose from a big menu offering a smorgasboard of homemade soups, sandwiches, and salads, along
with free refills of Pepsi products. Prices fall easily within a
student's shoestring budget, between $3.50 and $5.00 for a big
lunch.
Personal favorites include: The grilled chicken sandwich,
the soup and sandwich lunch combo, and the wilted Julian
salad. Vegetarians will go gaga over the Double Delux Grilled
Cheese special, offering up four slices of cheese and your choice
of white, pumpernickle, whole wheat, or rye bread (All the
bread is homemade!).
Breakfast is served from 7 a.m. 10 11 am. on weekdays, and
7 am. to 12 p.m. Lunch runs from 11 a.m. 10 3 p.m., and then
dinner until 9 p.m. Sometimes Maggie's is crowded, and they
~
don't take reservations, so try to get there a little early. O h ' l
and by the way, Maggie's is a favorite of WMU Greeks, but
, l!i
~I
don't let them intimidate you out of a fme dining experience.
Ii l ~ ;' ijt~\
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-Sharon Lindner
K'92

A: "They're a lot
different than the
first-years. They
seem more into
college life,-more
self-confident. The
first-years seem
more shy on the
average."
-Steve Pederson
K'94
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After the Gulf War • • •
Gold-Plated Shower Heads
By ERICK TRICKEY
The United States has been
good to Kuwait Not only did it
free that small nation from Iraqi
invaders, but one week after the
liberation, the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers began to
assist in its reconstruction.
They began, not with
Kuwait City, where water,
electricity, and medicine were
scarce, but with one of the
Emir's palaces.

Michael Kelly reported in
The New Republic that 120
members of the Corps of
Engineers put in 12-hour shifts
and a few all-nighters to restore
the grandeur of the Bayan
Palace, "the only scene of
intense reconstruction wort: I
[Kelly] saw in two weeks in
Kuwait City."
According to Chicago
Tribune columnist Mike
Royko, the U.S. workers, in
conjunction with Kuwaiti
engincas and craftsmen, "had to
order and install dozens of goldplated toilet paper rollers, goldpIaIcd shower beads, new marble
toilets and sinks, crystal
chandeliers, cut-glass ashtrays,
the finest fabrics and wall
coverings, and the most
sum!Jtuous furniture for the
dozens and dozens of rooms."

Royko added that a twomillion-gallon reservoir, used
for running water in the palace
as well as for a large fountain,
was filled from the city's water
supply. To power the giant
complex, described by Royko as
"Pentagon-sized," three giant
electric generators were
installed.
The situation in Kuwait City
was somewhat different Kelly
reported that there was running
water only in some parts of the
city, that the only electricity
came from scarce generators,
that uncollected garbage lined
the streets, and that food
supplies were largely limited to
"rice, millt, sugar, cooking oil,
and tomato paste."
The Kuwaiti government has
been criticized for its refusal to
engage in democratic reforms,
its intolerance for dissent, and
for its mass expUlsion of
Palestinian workers from the
country (some Palestinians
collaborated with the Iraqis
during the occupation). The
Bush Administration has been
pressuring Kuwait to prevent
further vigilante attacks on
Palestinians (some reports
estimate that 150-200 have been
ltilled), but the president has
otherwise done little to

encourage change in Kuwait
Administration officials
argue that Bush does not want
to meddle in Kuwait's internal
affairs, with the U.S. having
just fought a war to protect
Kuwait's sovereignty. And
perhaps restraint in this matter
is a good idea, at least to some
extent. But the president's
position makes it even clearer
that his "new world order,"
apparently now a cornerstone of
his foreign policy, has little or
nothing to do with human
rights or democracy. In other
words, Bush considers it
important to protect the world's
nations from invasion, but has
little to say about how those
nations should treat their own
people.
And there is also a difference
between respecting Kuwait's
sovereignty and fixing the
Emir's palace while many of his
people's basic needs go
unfulfilled. The least the
president could have done in this
situation was to say that before
U.S. engineers installed any
gold-plated bathroom fixtures in
the Bayan Palace, they would
make sure that the war-ravaged
citizenry of Kuwait had their
electricity and running water
re<;tored.

Seize the Day! (And the 'K' Plan)
By LANCE O'DONNELL

tential for vast, perspective
building adventures.

"Carpe dieml" exclaims
John Keating, played by
Robin Williams, to his
students in the movie Dead
Poets' Society. Keating
uses the saying, translated
from the Latin as "seize the
day," to motivate his prepschool students to make
their lives "truly exceptional" --to become more
than just doctors, lawyers
or champions of industry.
In short, Keating encourages his students to become
free thinkers.
I have found something
here at Kalamazoo College
that is truly worth
"seizing:" the UK" Plan.
While traveling and working around the world, I have
often thought of how fortunate I am to have chosen
uK. " Few colleges offer the
freedom of schedule and 0pportunities available to the
UK" student. My experiences abroad and here in the
U.S. have enhanced my
personal life, erased or
negated the ethnocentrism I
acquired in my youth, improved my ability to learn
in the classroom, and made
me extremely proud to be a
resident of the United
States.
I would like to offer a
few anecdotes relating to
my experiences; not to
"toot my horn," but as evidence of the "K" Plan's po-

"Keep up the good
wodt, Mr. President."
"Thank you," replied
President George Bush as I
shook his hand.
This meeting occurred
prior to the elections this
past fall, when I served as
an intern for the Republican
National Committee in
Washington, D.C. Few
other schools could have offered me the opportunity to
spend the fall election season out of school, for most
are on the semester system,
and picking up major
classes after missing the
fall semester would be extremely diffICult. Thanlts to
the "K" Plan, however, I
had the opportunity to be in
Washington during an exciting election cycle.

•••

•••

"Why do you want to
live in America when you
have such a beautiful country?"
"Lance, in America, a
family can live as you do;
send your children to foreign countries; go to California, to Disney Land,"
replied an Irishman. "In
America a man is not taxed
as he is here... he has much
more freedom."
I spent the summer after
my first year in Ireland as a
factory worker. This, my
flCSt experience abroad, revealed to me how truly for-

tunate a resident of the
United States is. It also
showed me how much citizens of other nations rely
on the United States, the
symbol of freedom, for
leadership. That is something I will never forget-and something that became
quite apparent during the recent Persian Gulf crisis.

•••

The above are just two
examples of the opportunities available to students at
"K," and the profound effect
these encounters can have
on a student's life. I am 21
years old. I have traveled to
over 20 countries and nearly
50 states. In the 26 months
that I've attended "K", I
have worlted in three different states and in Ireland,
have met and/or befriended
men and women of every
continent, and plan to travel
again to Ireland in just six
months. Over the past two
years I have met more pe0ple of different races, religions, ethnic backgrounds,
and perspectives than most
people in the world could
even dream about And stories of the similar experiences of my classmates are
abound.
If you are new to "K,"
may I suggest a place in
Trowbridge Hall called the
CD Center and a place in
Mandelle called the Foreign
Study Office. Use them.
Carpe diem, I say. Carpe
"K"Plan!

pholo by Scoll P. Jerome

Restrictions on
Cards Unjustified
By MAGGIE CATCmCK
Last week I was happy to stand in line for the distribution of the
long-awaited key cards, which will allow "K" College students access to all dorms. Finally, it seemed, we were to see the end of the
long bureaucratic process of establishing security that is agreeable to
all. The administration, apparently realizing its mistake in malting
decisions about our living arrangements without informing us or requesting our input, had learned its lesson gracefully and, working
with an elected student security committee, was able to arrive at a
solution.
Although I am sure this is how our administration hopes we will
see the key card situation, this is not entirely accurate. In fact, the
administration has once again given insincere attention to the complaints of its students and then politely ignored those complaints altogether.
After the doors of our dorms were sealed off and new lteys were
distributed allowing each student access only to his or her dorm, the
primary complaints raised by students concerned not only inconvenience, but also security. Students questioned the safety of a student
waiting alone in the dark for someone to come and let them into a
dorm. The school refused to return to the original key system, but
did finally respond, in cooperation with the student security committee, with the key card system.
And yet, in our mailboxes last week, we all received a note informing us that the hours of universal access would be restricted to
before 11 p.m. on weekdays and 1 am. on weekends. No apology or
explanation for this unjustified restriction was offered to the students. Once again the administration has ignored the advice of the
students and student committee it has pretended to take seriously.
This restriction defeats every purpose that the students intended
in their support of the key card system, for it is precisely during
these restricted late night hours when universal access is most
needed: times when it is most dangerous to be standing alone in the
dark by a door, and when students are least likely to happen upon
someone else awake to let them in.
The response of the college to almost every complaint about security is that the measures they have taken are in response to liability concerns. This is understandable in today's world; however, it is
no justification for the restriction of key card hours.
Let us remember that our security system was upgraded in response to alleged incidents of date rape. Like most rapes, whatever
occurred happened between students who knew one another, not
from the stereotypical stranger hiding in the bushes. A lock on the
door will not protect a woman who lets in someone she thinks is
her friend, or stop a man who thinks he is giving her what she really wants.
Date rape must be fought with education and awareness. But the
college puts aside liability concerns in this area, because promoting
awareness of the issue might also bring about awareness of how
large a problem it really iso-which could scare uninformed parents
and prospective students away from this institution.
1 am appalled at the way Kalamazoo College's administrators
have dealt with and not dealt with the issues at hand. Education is
needed:The restricted hours are not--and, in fact, they are more dangerous. We are young adults who are also concerned with our safety,
and it is time this college listened--with more than a polite nod--to
what we have to say.

",7
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A Man of Integrity or Governor Scissorhands?
Engler fiscally responsible,
not to blame for worst cuts
By TAMMY KOLBE

What is there to say in response to the State of Michigan's fiscal problems? One
word-tragic! For a state such as
Michigan, with all of her natural resources and beauty, to lag
economically behind almost every other state in the nation, to
have a population which remained stagnant throughout the
1980's, unemployment higher
than the national average, and an
educational system in a state of
decline, is very tragic indeed.
However, these problems did
not begin on the day John Engler was elected as the governor
of this state.
The state's budget crisis
comes as a result of overspending. There are two obvious solutions to this problem. The
first is an incr~ in the current
tax rate, allowing state spending
to be maintained, but at a higher
cost to taxpayers. The second
option is to maintain the current
tax level and to make cuts in
state spending. This option unfortunately calls for the eliinination of some program funding;
however, it does not place a
burden upon the taxpayer.
In a state with some of the
highest property taxes in the
country, and a high percentage
of its industrial population emigrating to states with better
business climates, higher taxes
would cause even greater economic damage. This would affect not only businesses, but
people and families, who lose
their jobs when these firms
move. This would create an
even larger burden upon the welfare system, resulting in more
state spending, only with an
~ven a smaller tax base from
which to draw funds.
With this in mind, Governor
IEngler has opted for a long-term
~pproach to solving the state's

economic Pfoblems. His program includes a property tax
cut. an increase in funding for
education, and a new, aggressive
marketing campaign designed to
focus a new national and international spotlight on Michigan
and its resources.

In a state with
some of the
highest property
taxes in the
country . . .
higher taxes
would cause even
greater economic
damage. This
would affect not
only businesses,
but people and
families, who lose
their jobs when
these firms move.
Although it is Governor Engler's goal to Gut spending and
lower taxes, SQ far he has been
unable to do either. When Engler took office in January, he
not only inherited a sizable
deficit, but also a legislated
budget-cutting mechanism. Undtr Michigan's Constiwtion, the
state must have a balanced bud·
get each flSCal year. If there is
not, a budget-cutting mechanism must be voted into effect
by the legislature before that
fiscal year begins.
This is what took place in
December 1990, when the
Michigan Legislature voted into
effect a 9.2 percent "across-theboard" budget cut for the fiscal
year 1991. These cuts were imposed with the assumption that
upon the beginning of the new

legislative session, a new bUd-I

get would be put in place ~d
these 9.2 percent cuts nullified.
So far, the nullification of these
cuts has not occured, because
the Democratically controlled
House of Representatives and
the Republican controlled Senate have not been able to agree
on a new budget. Even though
Engler is governor, he is unable
to override the previously enacted budget-cutting legislation.
It is these legislated, 9.2 percent cuts that have affected
things such as Aid for Dependent Children (AFDC), Michigan Competitive Scholarships,
corrections funding, day care licensing, and the arts. These
cuts, because of their "acrossthe-board" nature, are much
more drastic and far-reaching
those proposed by the Engler
Administration, which are specifIc in nature and primarily target unnecessary government bureaocrocy.
A prime example of the nature of Engler's cuts are found
in those he has already made
within his own staff. The
fonner administration had a staff
just under 200 people, with the
responsibilities of many staff
members overlapping unnecessaril y. Engler's present staff is
comprised of just under 60 pe0ple.
In short, Governor Engler
has been criticized unfairly.
Since his first day in office, he
has faced unique and difficult
challenges. He has been unable
to enact a budget because of partisan politics, he has been
highly criticized fa current budget cuts which were not of his
doing, and yet he has still
proven his political integrity by
setting into motion legislation
which will uphold every campaign promise he made. How
can he be faulted for what he has
not done? Before criticizing,
look closer at what has been
done and by whom. You may .
find some different answers.
.
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Campus Forum
By LINNEA BURK
AND SCOTT JEROME

Welcome back to another
lovely spring at Kalamazoo
College! Since this is the first
real issue of the Index thus far,
we will substitute our usual inSightful commentary with random "thumbs up/thumbs down"
thoughts.
The big YES on key-cards!
We can finally visit our friends
in Trow without having to call
ahead. Juniors and seniors, remember those carefrce days of
surprise parties and "just dropping by?" Well, they're back.
But only during approved hours.
A qualified suggestion to returning juniors: we love you
dearly, but really, we only want
to see your Foreign Study pictures once. We're glad you're
back safe and sound, but for

those of us who have been on
five or six quarters in a row and
missed out on this enlightening
experience, do us a favor--tone it
down.
Thumbs up, Marriott! The
potato bar the other night was
simply spectacular! Don't hesitate to bring back those Idaho
spuds! However, what is "Lime
Ricky"? And what's it doing in
my frozen yogurt? Why isn't
"Midnight Raspberry Freeze"
just "Raspberry?" What makes
it suitable for a night time adventure?
Three cheers to the Political
Science department's decision to
hire Dr. Barbara McCrey for the
spring quarter; hopefully a continuing trend. With more
women in politics perhaps none
of this would ever have happened. (Get it?)

Engler abandoning those
most in need oif help

How come deviants get
housed last? Don't we pay like
everyone else, with borrowed
money? A much simpler solution to the quarterly housing
crunch would be to increase the
number of students allowed off
campus and let those that like
the residence system stay. No
more "unhoused" deviants!
Thumbs down to the current
format of student elections and
apathetic voters. There is little,
if any, exposure to the candidates before the elections or the
"representatives" after. We smell
a debate in the air....
This trial column will appear
weekly to discuss your ideas and
concerns about cosmic issues.
Feel free to write us if you dare.
Address your letters to "Scott
and Linnea's Campus Forum"
care of the Jnda.

By AMELIA V, KATANSKI

How much do two compact discs cost?
The average middle income property owner in Michigan will
save $24 in school property taxes according to Governor John
Engler's 1991-92 budget proposal. While property owners will
be saving almost enough morJeY to purchase two new compact
discs. the. resulting budget cuts will eliminate and/or seriously
reduce programs designed to benefit those who need state aid the
most These budget cuts come on top of the 9.2% reductions in
spending already <X'dered by the state legislature.
In the area of social services, Engler proposes to cut almost
all General Assistance welfare, stopping payment to nearly
100,000 people. Engler claims that these moves are necessary
to eliminate "freeloaders" and to encourage people to help
themselves. But many of the individuals on General Assistance
are using their welfare money to pay for basic living expenses
while they are enrolled in job training courses or searching for
new jobs. Engler's cuts hurt not only the "freeloaders," but also
those who are seriously trying to better their positions.
While Engler will increase aid to public schools, he does not
seem to understand that education does not revolve solely
around the classroom His cuts in funding for the arts would
seriously limit the educational efforts of art institutes,
symphonies and theater organizations. I spent the summer after
my fust year at "K" working at the Detroit Institute of Arts.
and I saw flfSt hand how the work of its Education Department
instructs and encourages children in all areas of the state. From
children's tours of the museum to outreach exhibits and
workbooks, the DIA manages to impart an appreciation of
aesthetics on children whose lives are often devoid of beauty and
imagination. This program, along with many similar arts
programs, will be decimated by Engler's cuts.

Engler's cuts hurt not only the
"freeloaders", but also those
who are seriously trying to
better their positions.
Engler's proposed budget also haS a negative impact on state
parks. families with truant children, drug rehabilitation
programs, expectant mothers who receive Aid to Families ~ith
Dependent Children. licensed child care centers, elderly nursmg
home residents and the mentally ill. These cuts come from a
man who feels that his anti-abortion stance gives him the right
to call himself pro-life. What kind of life can already needy
children and families expect if Engler's budget is passed?
Engler's concern for life obviously ends at birth, for he is
seriously limiting the opportunities for state residents to
improve their standard of living.
Engler's proposed budget clearly shows that his sympathies
rest with businesses and property owners at the expense of the
poor, the disadvantaged, the artists and the environment. While
spending cuts may be needed to deal with the state's budget
deficit, they do not need to be increased to make up for an
inconsequential decrease in school property taxes. Smaller,
more thoughtful cuts, combined with the use of short-term
money sources and plans for long-term policy changes, would
control the deficit without permanently harming those who need
help the most. While some Michigan residents are saving $24.
tens of thousands will be losing the aid that keeps them alive.
Can two new CDs really be worth it?

i d
The Index still needs interested writers as
well as an opinions editor. Lots of previous
journalism experience isn't a must, but lots
of desire and enthusiasm are. Please submit
applications to the Index box in the
basement of Hicks or directly to the Index
office during office hours.
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Godspell
auditions

Busboy or genius??

St. Thomas More Student
Parish will be holding auditions
for 10 spots to be mled by actors, singers and dancers on Friday, April 19 from 7 to 10 p.m.
Those auditioning should
prepare sixteen bars of music
from the show or another musical production to perform and be
ready to do improvised scenes
and a quick study dance, along
with a possible reading from the
script.
Auditions will be held at the
parish building, along with the
performances on May 31, 1991
and June 1. 1991. The production donations will go to
"Loaves and Fishes" to aid their
work in Kalamazoo.

By DEANNA L.
pus a few years ago. ·visiting
RYDZEWSKI
friends who graduated in 1981.
Raimey addressed the
Stephen King described his
first impression of the man as "History and Aesthetics of Film
either "one of three things. a Class". The class had viewed
busboy. a runaway American and studied both of his mms in
high school student, or a ge- preparation of Raimey's visi t.
nius." This "genius" • Sam He told the class about the imRaimey, director of The Evil portance of being both an artist
Dead II and Darkman visited "K" and a businessperson. "To be
able to balance your budget will
last week.
Laurence Jaquith, head of the make yourself more creditheatre department, brought ble,"said Raimey.
Raimey also answered quesRaimey here because he is a
"Young. contemporary. 'hot', tions and discussed the technical
new director." Being young and side of his films. "He covered
successful. Jaquith felt that "K" how he did certain shots and
students would better relate to how he worked with the music
Raimey and realize that they people, etc .... said Dan Klyn,
could follow in his footsteps. K'94, adding. "He also stresses
Jaquith had previously met the persistence one has to have
Raimey when he was on cam- to start out as a movie maker."
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Mach Dinh's SIP, Waxen Coconuts; Desiderata. is on
exhibit in the Light Fine Arts Gallery. The sculptuIes are
on display from 3 to 5 p.m.• Monday through Friday.
until April 12.

Review

Evening of Poetic Gifts
Read from 'K' Prof

plloto courtesy of MaJthtw Christensen

By MEGAN CARNEY and
SUSAN P. HUTTON

WJMD-650 AM
NEEDS DEE-JAYS
Many Time-Slots Available
Sign-Up Sheet Is On The
Station Door. Help Us!
No Experience Necessary
INFO: 3-9767 Ask for Dan

ASSEMBLER WANTED!
EARN AS MUCH AS
$980.00 Weekly working
part/full time for our
Company at home easy work
anyone can do. Call amazing
Recorded Message 1-212978-3344024 Hrs.

Theresa Davis opened "An
Evening of African-American
Women's Poetry" for an audience in the Olmstead Room
Monday April 8th.
Featured were original poems
by visiting "K" professor Jocelyn K. Moody. After warm welcomes and introduction, Davis
turned the podium over to three
Kalamazoo College student
readers. Nicole Whitaker,
Jacqueline Freeman and Boi-Tia
Stevens gave extraordinary readings from a selection of black
women poets.
These readings were chosen
as exhilarating and empowering
examples of the wealth of literature black women have created.
The chosen poets were Mari
Evans, Lucille Clifton. Carolyn
Rodgers. Gwendolyn Brooks,
Naomi Long Madgett and
Ntozake Shange.
After these readings, Moody

rose to read. She shared her poetry, vibrant and soft, powerful
and empowering, through shaded
images and portraits of family,
friends and relationships.
Her humor and honesty permeated her poems as well as her
stories. Her work defies labels.
It encompasses distinct subjects
and truths. It would be unjust to
confine this woman, a woman
whose work exceeds such levels
to enlighten aspects of human
experience. Mother, son, brothers, grandmother, neighbors and
friends-not only are their stories told through her voice. but
their lives and life choices are
respected and honored.
This voice. this stunning
voice of a woman. a black
woman. rang out to issue a gift
of perspective, a voice speaking
from the world of a black
wOrnaJr.

Unfortunately for our
English department, Moody will
be heading out to Washington
University after spring quarter.
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Fresh Start Slated for Women Netters
By LANCE O'DONNELL
"Damn!" said Kalamazoo
College's Women's Tennis
captain Laura Rizzo, viewing
the blistering forehand of flfSt
year player Jennifer Holmes for
the first time. Rizzo, a junior
who is fresh from foreign study
in Madrid and the only returning
letter-winner from last year's
MlAA championship squad was
quick to point out that although
flrst year players fill flve of the
top six spots, including the flfSt
four, depth, surprisingly, will
be one of this season's greatest
assets.
Holmes' ability from the
number six position exemplilles
this. "Inexperience doesn't seem
to be a problem," Rizzo stated,
although she qualifled that with
something the team will surely
be lacking; leadership. Seniors
Catherine and Kirsten Gracki
will not playing this year,
leaving the team starved for that
all-important leadership aspect.
Leading the lady Hornet
rampage through the MIAA this
spring will be Jackie Aurelia,
"A helluva player, intense, very
consistent, very disciplined,"
according to Rizzo. Following
Aurelia are Billee Lightvoet,
Alison Frye, Betsy Hobbs,
Rizzo, Holmes, and sophomore
Nadine Messih.
This year's young team also
sports a new coach, Yvonne
Hackenburg. Hackenburg has
been a teacher and coach of
tennis for 24 years, a former
number one player at Western
Michigan University,
and
holder of national titles in three

sports: tennis, paddle ball, and
platform tennis. Altogether, she
has earned flve national titles.
The lady Hornets have used
the traditional spring tour in
Hilton Head, S.C. to mesh and
flU roles on the team. "Alison
is our resident smart-alec,"
Rizzo commented, and "We all
like to grunt... we like to joke
with them ... we had a grunting
practice once." All except
Lightvoet, apparently, who
scares her teammates with high
pitched screeches like, "Oh my
God you guys!" aimed at
oncoming balls. All told, the
team appears to be meshing
quite well. They are, "Coming
along ... starting to click," Rizzo
stated. "We are cheering each
other during matches," the
captain added, "which provides
the support we need."
The team is currently in the
midst of an intense month of
matches, which includes
Saturday's big victory over
Hope College, and upcoming
competition with
Western
Michigan University, regional
competition at Madison,
Wisconsin, and a showdown at
home against a powerful Albion
College on April 22.
The Women's Tennis Team
has recently won several
matches. On Saturday, April 6,
tlle Hornets decisively defeated
Hope College with a score of
6-3 during play at the Great
Lakes College Association
tournament.
Kalamazoo trounced Hope
again in a match held yesterday,
April 9 with a score of &-2.
Individual singles victories
include Aurelia, Lightvoet,

f

pJwlo by Douglas S. F ugusOll
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Rizzo

in

action

Frye, Hobbs, and Rizzo. The
doubles wins include the
number one doubles team of
Aurelia/Lightvoet and the
number two doubles teain of
Frye/Rizzo. Yesterday's match
was Hope's first league loss.
Yet another recent important
victory for the Hornets is their
9-0 defeat of Adrian in league
play on April 3. Kalamazoo
currently holds a 2-{) win/loss
record in the M1AA and a 6-6
overall record.
The: Hornets played with
delerm ination and verve in the
GLCA tournament in Wooster,
Ohio held on April 5-6. The
team lost in the flrst round to
Denison University, the secondseeded team, by a score of 6-3.

battling

against Hope

They rallied to win two rounds
of consolation play against
Hope College and Oberlin
College. "K"'s winning scores
of 6-3 against both Hope and
Oberlin secured them a third
place finish in the GLCA
tournament.
Skilful play by two ftrst year
players, namely Aurelia and
Lightvoet highlighted the
Hornets
effort at the
tournament. Aurelia won all
three of her singles matches,
including a three-set victory
over Karvita Varma of Oberlin
College, who is the tenth ranked
player in Division III women's
tennis. The doubles team of
Aurelia and Lightvoet won their
three matches at the number one

doubles position.
This year presents a great
opportunity
for the lady
Hornets because the MIA A
Championships will be held at
""K"'s" own Stowe Stadium, a
psychological advantage that
could carry them to greater
opportunity. "We have a chance
at nationals," stated Rizzo. She
should know; since she is a
member of last year's team that
missed their opportunity to
compete at the MIAA
Championships
over
a
technicality.
The Hornets next game will
be held tomorrow at Olivet at
3p.m., and their next home
game is scheduled for Friday,
April 12 against Valparaiso.

Key Cards
continued from page 2

Men Hunt for National Bid
BY JEANNE COUSINEAU captains are seniors Jeff
1be men's tennis team could
not have asked for better
conditions for their flfSt match
on Saturday afternoon, April 6.
1bey started their season with a
sunny day and a 9-0 victory over
Adrian College. 1be number of
parents and students that
attended the match in support
of the team impressed Coach

Acker.
First-year student Seth
Denawetz played at the number
one position on Saturday, with
sophomore Randy Blau at
number two, flfSt-year student
Andy Alaimo at number three,
sophomore Dave Helfer at
number four, junior Malt
Benson at number five, and
ftrst-year student Chris Fowler
at number six.
Coach Acker was very
pleased with the team's
performance, especially with
that of the three ftrst-year
players in their ftrst match. As a
whole, Coach Acker said the
tearn "played with intensity,"
and was "very much under
control," sacrificing n~ more
than six games to Adrian.
The team's seniors and
captains provide strong
leadership this season. The four

Fieldhack, Doug Keen, and Greg
Wood, as well as junior John
Ray-Kiel. Fieldhack, Keen, and
Wood are excited about this
year's team and hope to see
continuing student support in
the stands.
_
The team was Imdefeated on
their southern trip to Florida and
Georgia over spring break. They
won seven dual matches, as well
as the Emory University Easter
Festival Tennis Tournament.
This uncontested triumph is
especially satisfying after "K'''s
disappointing and hard-fought
loss to a lower seeded Emory
University last season on the
spring tour.
Eight schools participated in
the Eater Festival Tennis
Tournament, including Carlton,
St. Johns College, Oberlin
College, Methodist, Millsaps,
Oglethorpe, and Emory
University.
The Hornets suffered two
very close matches, according to
Acker, against Division II
schools University of Michigan
and Michigan State University
in pre season play. Acker
believes that it is a tribute to
Kalamazoo's tennis team that
Division II schools reserve

Dltolo
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space in their schedule to play
the Hornets, a Division III
team.
Also before their southern
trip, the Hornets battled and
defeated Miami of Ohio and
Northern Illinois' tennis teams
in exciting matches.
On Monday, April 8, the
Hornets faced tough competition
against the Division II team of
Ferris State University.
Kalamazoo soundly defeated
Ferris State by a score of 6-3.
That win brings "K"'s record to
11-2 for the seasoo.
This weekend the Hornets

at

the

b~

Scott P. Jerome

net

will travel to Greencastle,
Indiana to play in the Great
Lakes College Association
Championships at Depauw
University.
The GLCA tournament is
the biggest tournament of the
season other than the NCAA
Championships. When asked
how he expected "K'''s team to
do at the tournament, Coach
Acker replied, "We've got to
win for a bid to Nationals,"
which is the team's major goal,
along with winning the
conference for the fifty-third
time.

of shrubbery and the addition 0
security phones. "Yet I kno
pIe will walk alone," admitLaPlante.
Many students who wer
oncerned with the security isue were even more concern
y the process used to reach th
ecision. The decision to limi
ccess hours was made withou
tudent input "sometime within
e last six weeks or so" estiated LaPlante.
"To even discuss the new
olicy is a moot point," said
y Gibson, "because the pol'cy was created through a breach
of faith. Students demanded las
winter to be con suite
[concerning original inadequa
ey system] and the repetitio
f the administration's negli
ence [to consult students]
roves again the need to discus
nd revamp decision-makin
!icy so that it is collective."
"It was wrong to make th
decision without students," con
fessed Marilyn LaPlante. "I
didn't even occur to me then
that that [incorporating studen
in the decision-making process]
would be a critical issue. I d
see now."
In fact, LaPlante, student
from the original security com
mittee and President Bryan ar
meeting today to take these stu
dent concerns into consideration

-
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Men Slam into
New Season

prolonged introduction to a team
that was probably quite happy
to be home and facing more
On Saturday, April 6 the familiar competition, after runKalamazoo baseball team ning a gamut of powerful teams
opened up its MlAA conference during this year's annual spring
schedule by splitting a double- trip to Florida.
On the Hornets' southern
header with Adrian College with
a loss of 5-7 in the first game tour they battled perennial
and a winning score of 12-l.in Division III power Amherst
College, followed by three
the second
The Hornets dug a 2-run hole heavy-hitting junior colleges.
Although the Hornets manfor themselves with shaky
fielding early, then used a potent aged to surprise Amherst 5-3,
offensive attack to bring behind the strong pitching of
themselves back into the game,' veterans Mike Arnsman and
only to suffer an eventual 7-5 Mike Porr, "K"'s less
loss to Adrian College in the experienced hurlers were to
first game of Saturday's double- receive brutal baptisms at the
heada.
bludgeoning bats of Santa Fe
Senior pitcher Andy Mears Community College 14--4, and
stepped up to "slam the door" Central Florida Community
while the avenging Hornet College 16-5.
hitters hammered Adrian for a
Then Arnsman and Porr
12-1 victory in the second combined once more to salvage
game. Senior Ken Turkington a strong showing on the mound
homered once in each of the from a 4-1 loss to Morton
games, while Junior Mike College.
Siwajek followed his homer in
Zolnierek professes little
the first game with a 3-3, with a doubt that Kalamazoo should be
3 runs batted in performance in able to pound out plenty of
the second.
runs, but admits this team will
The Hornets were then given rely heavily on the "quality at
little rest on Sunday, as "K"'s the top" of the pitching staff,
pitching staff took turns trying namely junior Mike Amsman,
to hold back Kalamazoo Valley and seniors Mears and Porro
Community College in a
Pitching Coach Andy
doubleheader drubbing of 10--3 Bradford acknowledges that the
and 16-3. Turkington homered hard-throwing Amsman will be
once again in the first game. called upon to throw for as long
Siwajek had 2 R.B.l.s in the and as often as possible,
carrying the heaviest load as the
second.
The Hornets' busy weekend "workhorse" of a thin staff.
But Bradford also notes the
provided Kalamazoo fans with a

BY MARK R. CLIFFORD

Softball Sluggers Swing
into Successful Season

emergence of senior Andy
Mears, who has added considerable giddap to his fast ball this
season as a smart and reliable #2
starter. Bradford credits the effectiveness of Porr, the side-arming
lefty reliever, to being "sneaky"
by spotting his deceptively
quick fastball with cornernipping control.
Beyond these three, the
pitching duties will have to
serve as on-the-job training for a
foursome of hopefuls who came
into this season without a
single inning of collegiate ball
among them: first-year students
David Best and Todd Ware, and
first-year tryouts Dave
Kopitzke and Pat Conley.
Aggressive lead off hitter
Randy Jones jump-started the
Hornets' offense on Saturday in
characteristic fashion when he
rapped the first ball thrown
against the Hornets by a MIAA
opponent for a clean single,
then promptly swiped second.
But Zolnierek says he is
equally impressed by Jones'
growing inclination to get on
base by the alternative methods
of drawing a walk or beating out
a drag bunt. Then it is the job
of the #2 hitter, steady Eddie
Walsh, to "do all the little
things" (such as taking pitches
and hitting behind the runner) to
help Jones use his speed to
move into scoring position.
The heart of the bauing order
consists of the 1-2 power punch
of Turkington and Siwajek, who
each earned second team All-
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Hornets

Hit

Hard

MlAA recognition for their allaround excellence last season.
Porr contributes with the
lumber too as the regular
DH.(designated
hitter).
Zolnierek moved senior Mike
Miller moved from centerfield to
short stop to fill a potential
defensive problem area while
finding a place to get his quality
left-handed bat in the lineup.
Zolnierek calls left-handed
hitting outfielder Joe Trombley
"yet another good stick" on a
squad that also features senior
Nik Kenziorski, who mans the
"hot corner" at third base.

Player of the Week

BY SARA CHASE
The balls are flying and the bats are swinging as the Lady
Hornets kick off their 1991 campaign.
Experience will be a key factor this year with the team dominated
by eight seniors: Kris Bowman, Coleen DeWitt, Jennifer Duff,
Chauntelle Minshall, Corey Ohrnberger, Heidi Reyst, and Laura
Shope.
Rounding out the team are juniors Rocky Cibor, Tiffany
Greenman, and Rebecca Rifenberg. Rifenberg was the first
Kalamazoo softball player to be named to the All-MIAA first team
when she was named to the team for the season of 1990.
Rookies Amy Crawford, Connie Jedneak, Kim Korson, Kelly
Roberts, and Amber Wujek contribute to the team as well. This
year's manager is sophomore Kim Osborne.
The 1991 season is Laura Kuhlman's first as Kalamazoo's
Softball coach. Her first coaching stint at "K" was as the Hornet
women's basketball team's coach for the 1987-88 season.
Kuhlman replaces former coach Joe Haklin, whose responsibilities have been shifted to coaching men's basketball in the winter
and men's golf in the fall.
Kuhlman anticipates improving last year's 5-17 record with
higher on-base percentages and batting averages.
Kuhlman looks forward to strong leadership skills from her
upperclassmen, and, therefore, no captains were chosen. "There are a
number of good leaders on our team so 1 didn't want to give the
responsibility to just one or two,"stated Kuhlman.
In looking at the MIAA conference there seems to be more
contenders than pretenders. "Adrian and Calvin are two of the top
teams," Kuhlman said. "However, there will be a number of teams
competing for the middle.
In terms of the Lady Hornets in the MIAA, they look to move
up in the final standings from last year.
At the moment, the Ladies are 0--2 in the conference and 1-3
overall with both a victory and a loss to Nazareth and two losses to
Adrian.The squad will play their next game on April 14 against
Olivet College at Olivet

Zolnierek also has the lUXury of
a veritable "two-headed catcher,"
in the virtually interchangeable
Jim Anderson and Phil Wilson.
Zolnierek, who llespite
extensive experience as a
football coach, has a more
limited baseball background, is
quick to credit the helpful work
of assistant coaches Bradford,
Bernie Vallier, and Dave
Warmack. He also values the
mature core of ten seniors
leading his first baseball team
on their mission to equal or
better last year's second-place
conference fmish.

BY HEATHER
STEVENS
"It's worth it to go out and
play!," said tennis player Jackie
Aurelia when asked to comment
on all the hard work she puts in
on the Women's Tennis team.
Aurelia has an amazing number
of accomplishments behind her
for a first year tennis player. For
instance, she plays at the
number one singles spot on the
Kalamazoo College Women's
Tennis team and comprises onehalf of the team's number one
doubles team.
At Kalamazoo's recent stint
at the Great Lakes College
Association Tournament in
Wooster, Ohio (April 5-6),
Aurelia won all three of her
singles matches and three
matches at number one doubles
playing with another first year
student, Billie Lightvoet. One
of Aurelia's big wins was
played against the number ten
player in women's Division III
tennis, Karvita Varma of
Oberlin College, who Aurelia
beat in a grueling three-set
match.
Aurelia's overall record
stands at a 11-1, since number
one seeds are more often itted

against nationally ranked ptayers
than lower seeded players. Her
MIAA singles win/loss rec9fd
stands currently at 2-0.
Aurelia's single loss thus far
occured when "K" battled the
University of Toledo.
Her doubles statistics are just
as impressive, with a 7---4
overall record and a 2-0 league
record while paired with
teammate Lightvoet. In
addition, she has a doubles
victory while playing with
fellow first year player Jennifer
Homes.
Aurelia ought to be good at
tennis, since she has taken
lessons since the age of six. She
also be an to re ard her s rt in

a senous manner at the early ag
of ten or eleven when she began
to compete in tournaments.
"K"'s number one women'
tennis seed comes from
Rochester, MI where she played
as number one seed all during
her three years at high school
there. Sherry Acker, Women's
Tennis Coach for the 1990
season and daughter of Men's
Tennis Coach George Acker,
recruited Aurelia for the
Hornets.
When asked about the goals
of the team for this season,
Aurelia responded, "We would
like to do well in regionals,
course, and then we hope to go
to Nationals." When asked
about her personal goals,
Aurelia quickly responded, "I
would like to do well at
Nationals!," and just as quickly
added that she would, "need to
make it to Nationals first."
Aurelia is also impressed
with the cohesion of the Hornet
team. "We all work really well
together, and we're all really
motivated!," stated Aurelia, "We
are able to talk it out when we
have problems." She feels that
senior Laura Rizzo also provides
the squad with good leadership
after the loss of seniors
Katherine and Kirsten Gracki.

TOP 10 QUESTIONS
NOBODY ASKS
ABOUT YO
FOREIGN S'I'UI)Y
EXPERIENCE!
10.

What did you do in Amsterdam?
9. How many showers did you take
in February and March
combined?

8. Can you count them on one
hand?
7. Did you study a lot?
6.

5.

In how many different cities did
you call Bob on the big white
phone (not including
Amsterdam)?

Are you rooming with all the
people you traveled with?
4.

Are you still speaking with all
the people you traveled with?
3. Did you hook up with anyone in
your host family?

2.

So, what's your alcohol tolerance
like?
1. So, were you sober the day Dr.
NO came to visit?

..
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Weekend Inauguration
Starts Bryan's Tenure
By KIM OSBORNE
Lawrence D. Bryan officially
begins his tenure as fifteenth
president of Kalamazoo College
during inauguration festivities
this weekend.
"The Inauguration is the
formal installment," said Bryan.
"I wanted to listen and learn
about the campus before the ceremony. A canned speech is not
very personalized."
The ceremony will begin at
3 p.m. on Saturday in Stetson
Chapel. Should seating be
unavailable due to the large
number of expected guests, it
will be possible to view the ceremony via closed-circuit television m room 103, Dewing.
"One reason we decided on
this weekend is because the
campus is so beautiful in the
spring," said Bryan. "Also,
many alumni will be here for
Founders Day."
Bryan will deliver ule inaugural address, and the Reverend
Dr. Egon W.D. Gerdes, a former
faculty mentor of Bryan, will
give the Benediction.
Two pieces of music John
M. Kennedy have been specially
commissioned for the ceremony.
Music will also be provided by
the Kalamazoo College Singers,
members of the Bach Festival
Chorus, and the Kalamazoo
Symphony Brass Quintet. The
College Medallion will also be
presented.
Participants in the ceremony

include Dr. Richard Cook,
provost; Dr. Gary Dorrien, Dean
of Stetson Chapel; Anastasia
Grobbel, president of the student
commission; Donald R. Parfet,
chairman of the Board of
Trustees; Barry Smith, president
of the alumni executive board;
and Dr. Robert Stauffer, chair of
the faculty executive committee.
To celebrate Bryan's inauguration, guests from the Great
Lakes College Association and
the .\1ichigan Intercollegiate
Athletic Association as well as
other colleges and universities
across the country have been invited. Benefactors of the colleg,
representati ves from his alma
maters and other institutions
where Bryan has taught and
served in administrative roles
will also be present.
His sister-in-law, who is
also an alumnae, will represent
their undergraduate alma mater,
Muskingum College. Bryan
earned his doctorate from
Northwestern University and a
master of divinity degree from
Garrett Theological Seminary.
Bryan was formerly the vicepresident and dean of Franklin
College, Franklin, Indiana,
where he is credited with turning
Franklin into one of Indiana's
most "dramatic success stories"
in higher learning.
A reception at 4:30 in Old
Welles will follow the inauguration. An all-college Inaugural
Gala will be held in Anderson
Athletic Center at 9 p.m.

Pulitzer-winning Columnist
and Guest Prof Discusses
Bush, War, and Democrats
By ERICK TRICKEY
"My strong sense over the last two or three years of voter
interviewing ... is that the American people believe that our
most important challenges and concerns are at home, not overseas." So said David Broder, Pulitzer Prize-winning political
columnist, in an interview last week.
Broder, a nationally syndicated columnist and associate editor
at The Washington Post, is spending three weeks at "K" this
quarter, team-teaching the course President and Congress with
political science professor Donald F1esche.
The Persian Gulf War has had several significant consequences in American politics, according to Broder.
"The polls are telling us that [the war has] had a very
dramatic and probably short-term effect in raising national
morale. People are expressing greater confidence in the future,
greater confidence in the economy, and to some extent, a greater
confidence in governmental institutions .... Clearly it's done a
lot, again probably short-term, for the president's support; it's
done conspicuously less for confidence and support in
Congress ....
"The general political maxim is that the economy is more
important than anything else in determining the overall tone
and mood of people. So I think it's significant and rather remarkable that we've seen this jump in confidence in the face of
a recession that's clearly impacting more and more people."
continued on page 2
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Closed Student Lots Bring Parking Space Problems
CROWDED STUDENT L01.') like this one between DeWatas ana Trowbriage Halls are posing
increasing problems for .upperclassmen who drive. See next week's Index for a follow-up story.

Foreign Study Mag Proposed To
Document Student Adventures
lly JORDAN RANKIN
A student-edited magazine
lie scribing foreign study
experiences will be published by
the foreign study office and
English Department.
"It will be published by
interested students who have
been on foreign study and are
interested in seeing some aspect
of their experience in print,"
said assistant director of foreign
study Mick Vande Berg.
"K" has the largest foreign
study program in the country
with no formal outlet for
documenting
student
experiences," said Gail Griffin,
English department chairperson.
"It is strange that such an
extensive program does not have
a way to record the foreign study
process."
The magazine would
complete the foreign study
experience for many students,
accordinj! to Vande Berg. He

~aid,

"People learn a lot about
,hemselves [during foreign
study]. The magazine would
help validate this new selfawareness
by
written
expression. We would like to
provide a forum for this
process."
Griffin emphasized the
foreign study experience is not
complete if it is not processed
in some way.
Brent Rijnovean, a junior
just returned from Germany, is
already involved in the project.
"The magazine would be helpful
for those who are planning to
go on foreign study," he said.
"We have all this experience,
and it would be helpful to pass
the knowledge along so the
experience go smoother for
others."
The magazine or a portion of
it could be included in the
information packet given to
perspective students, said
Rijovean. "The foreign study

program at 'K' is very much a
dcciding factor for many of the
pcrspecti ves," he added.
The magazine was Vande
Berg's idea Rijnovean heard the
idea when Vande Berg sent a
letter to foreign study group
leaders last winter.
Vande Berg pointed out this
project is still in the planning
stages. A meeting to organize
the effort will be held on April
24 at 7 p.m. Refreshments will
be served. According to Vande
Berg, funding for the magazine
has not been determined yet.
"However," he added, "at this
stage, funding concerns are
unimportant. The important
thing now is to determine the
energy level of the magazine."
Vande Berg said the
publication will not include
creative writing about foreign
study, but will include true
expressions
about
the
experience. Photos will be
included also.
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Letters
To the Editor,
In response to your article
last week [Seize the Day! (And
the 'K' Plan) April 10, 1991 issue) I found myself full-heartedIy agreeing with your enthusiasm for the 'K' Plan, but I marveled at the differences in our
experiences here and the things
we've each learned. These differences are truly a tribute to
Kalamazoo College and not

'K' Student shares different experiences;
Students expect too much

only the diversity of experiences
we are each exposed to, but also
to the diversity of opinions and
perspectives we are encouraged
to examine.
But how different our experiences have been! While Lance
was shaking the president's hand
telling him to "Keep up the
good work," I was writing letters to him and lobbying on
Capitol Hill for legislation de-

Broder Speaks
continued from page 1
President Busb bas claimed that with the Persian Gult
War, the U.S. has "kicked the Vietnam syndrome." Broder
disagrees.
"We didn't kick it very far .... Bush was never explicit
about what he meant, but if you mean by kicking out the Vietnam Syndrome that we are no longer afraid to intervene militarily in the world, I think that's a real overstatement."
Evidence for this, Broder says, can be seen in the Bush
Administration's response to the plight of the Kurds.
"[The Bush Administration has) gone right back to arguing
the Vietnam analogy, saying that we don't have the capacity
and that we shouldn't make the mistake of getting into the-they've used the favorite word from Vietnam--quagmire of intemallraqi politics."
However, Broder does think that the success of the war will
have lasting importance for another reason.
"I do think it was important. .. for the American people to
see that the govemment--in a major area--was able to set an objective, define a policy to reach that objective, carry out that
policy, and achieve the objective .... The sense had been that
not since the space program of the 1960s had the U.S. government been able to do exactly that in any large and important
area.... I think a lot of what has been going on in people's
minds is the notion that anything the United States sets out to
do, if it's at all ambitious, we're going to somehow screw it
up.
"I think it does remove some of the frustration and
pessimism that built up, not just from Vietnam, but from the
failure of the Iranian rescue effort, and even, some people will
argue, what is perceived to be the failure of a lot of the Great
Society programs to achieve their objectives."
In the aftermatb of the war, the Democratic Party must
develop a strategy for the 1992 elections.
"The Democrats really don't have a lot to say about foreign
policy at this point," believes Broder. "Their game has to be domestic policy."
But the Democratic Party must also deal with ongoing
questions about its identity.
"'The Democrats have paid a high price--and continue to do
so--for failing to have a serious debate among themselves about
what they stand for as a party. It's been more than ten years
since they lost the White House, and I'm not sure that they're
any closer to resolving [questions of identity] than they were
ten
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years ago ....

"When we're out interviewing voters, if we ask people...
'tell me the first thing that comes into your head ... about the
Democratic Party', what we tend to get back is 'weak,'
'confused,' 'sort of don't know what they stand for ... "
"The only time you can see something like that with the
Republicans is after [Franklin Roosevelt's] election in 1932...
. But [if you look at] what happened after the Johnson victory
in 1964 or the Carter victory after Watergate in '76, the
Republicans show«l much faster political reflexes in getting
their act back together again than the Democrats have shown.
"The price goes up substantially in '92," Broder believes, "if
the Democrats are still perceived as weak or unsettled."
Not only is the president up for reelection, but a large number of House seats will be open, due to redistricting and to the
anticipated retirement of senior Democrats (it is the last year
they will be able to convert campaign funds into personal
accounts upon retirement).
Also, a volatile Senate class will be up for reelection, one
which swung strongly Democratic after Watergate in 1974,
included in 1980 about 15 new Republican senators elected on
Reagan's coattails, and provided Democrats with a Senate
majority in 1986.
"Now," explains Broder, "Democratic senators elected for the
first time in '86 are up for their rust election in a... year
where the odds are that it will be a very strong presidential year.
So it's a very high-stakes year in '92, and that's why the possibility of a weak Democratic presidential nominee and a ...
seallered, undefined Democratic message could be very
damaging for the party."

sign<.:d to stop the killing 01
dolphins and sea turtles by tuna
and shrimp fisherpeople. I had a
wonderful internship at the Center for Marine Conservation in
Washington, D.C., and spent an
amazing spring working with a
group of dedicated environmental ed ucators.
Lance's experience in Ireland
revealed to him the importance
of the United States as a symbol
of freedom and leadership. I
spent six months studying in
Nairobi. The political, social
and educational repression I witnessed in Kenya scared me and
made me very thankful to have a
home in the United States to be
coming back to. But I got a
very different response to my
nationality from people there.
My KeRyan friends asked me
how I felt about living in a
country that sequestered so
much of the world's resources,
how I felt about the racism my
government practiced through
its foreign policy decision.

Comparmg my home to my
friends' homes "upcountry," I
asked myself the same questions
over and over again. And ironically, I learned the same lesson
Lance did-the importance of
the United States as a symbol of
freedom and leadership. However, to me, that symbol was
b-:ing tarnished by hypocrisy.
And so I've learned the importance of exercising our wonderful freedoms by trying to change
things, by protesting as loudly
as I can.
Another thought: I felt the
biggest rush of my life when an
American friend of mine and I
played soccer with a bunch of
kids in a slum district in
Nairobi. Aaron had a friend who
lived there and had seen some
kids playing soccer with a ball
of tape, so we took up a collection a brought them a soccer
ball. We had a wonderful and
spirited game--the kids were aU
highly amused at the sight of a
whit(' woman playing ~occer un

a dut field in a slum outside
Nairobi. And I began to think a
lot about community-about
doing what you can in a more
limited scope, about visualizing
a small goal and then working
to bring it about.
Like Lance, and like every
student here, my experiences at
"K" have had a profound affect
on my life. Our choices are
simply unimaginable to most of
the rest of the world. We are a
highly diverse group of people
here at "K," and we each can
learn so many different things
from our experiences.
I would end on a note similar
to Lance's. Find the Foreign
Study Office, get to know the
CD Center, and, most
importantly, get to know the
community you are in right
now. Think about what you
want it to be like and then work
to make it Jlat way.

To the EditorSince I came here in
September, I've learned to laugh
ofJ all but the most asinine of
the nearly constant standoffs between the student body and the
school administration. Sometimes, I become annoyed with
the demands of one side or the
other, but never enough so to
go to the trouble of writing a
letter. Until now.
I speak of the Wednesday,
April 10 issue: the fuss made
therein about the new keycards,
and also related comments on
other restrictive policies and on
student involvement in policy
making.
These new keycards, apart
from spending money which
could perhaps have been better
spent (on a system with more
security benefits, for example),
are really no big deal.
Restrictions? In case you
haven't noticed, the keycards
give you more freedom than did
the hall-specific key system
they replaced. But restrictions
should not be the point at issue.
While friendships and social
interaction are very important,
they are secondary to the real
reason we are here: Education.
And do these keycards affect oUr
educations? No. Unless you
count the fact that they educate
us on where we do and do not
have power.
On the issue of other restrictive policies, namely the new
alcohol policy which is in ihe
works, may I remind you that

many students on campus are
under age and should, therefore,
not have access to liquor at all?
Yet, regardless of this, the college has attempted to respect our
right to privacy with a remarkably liberal alcohol policy.
Alas, this policy has fallen out
of favor with federal funding
agencies, and it is they who demand a new, more stringent alcohol policy. It is a necessary
move to retain funds vital to the
'K' program. Whether we like it
or not, we, as students, are their
charges, and we cannot legitimately fault them for choosing
for us a quality education, rather
than booze.
Finally, we come lO the issue of student involvement in

policy-making. I can't help but
think that the students are trying
to claim more leverage than
they should rightly have in deciding which policies will and
will not be enacted. Let's face
it: the students do not have the
necessary background and experience to effectively participate
in policy-making. They can certainly provide input on how
they feel about policies-to-be,
but this cannot be allowed to be
the controlling factor. If it were,
many necessary policies may be
scrapped, simply because the
students-not as a result of stupidity or ignorance, but as a result of inexperience-fail to 5CC
their importance.
-Kent Carlotto K'94

Letter Policy
The Index welcomes letters
from its readers. Letters should be
original copies, typed or prinled,
and must be signed.
We encourage leIters !hat are
concise and deal wilh relevanl
topics. The Index reserves the
righl to edil for space and clarity
when necessary.
Leiters can be turned inlo The
Index mailbox in !he basement of
Hicks Center. Preferably, lellers
should be submilled by !he Saturday before !he issue in wruch !hC)
will appear.
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Pulitzer Prize Winning Journalist
Speaks at Thompson Lecture
By

KRISTINA E, MO ....

"I got where I am because
somebody helped me with an
opportunity," said Clarence
Page, editorial writer and
columnist for the Chicago Tribune. Page is a supporter of affmnative action and believes it
is a remedy for historical
mistreatment.
The Pulitzer Prize winner
spoke to a Kalamazoo College
audience about affirmative
action Thursday night for the
annual Thompson Lecture.
"You are asking too much,if
you tell someone to jump into a
race steps behind and quickly
catch up," said Page, regarding
affIrmative action opportunities
'for qualifIed minorities. He also
said it levels the playing fIeld
for all job applicants.
"In many w,ys everyone has
benefited from affirmative action," said Page. One example
Page noted was vice-president
Dan Quayle, who did not enter
law school until Indiana University implemented an affmnative action program allowing students with lower test scores to
enter.
President George Bush vetoed the 1991 civil rights bill
because he believed " it was a
quota bill." Page believes
Bush's new bill is a "license to
discriminate. "
'" Affirmative action' has
ell/CAGO TRIBUNE C(lLUMN1ST Clarence Page spoke at the
become synonymous witl.
rlual Thompson Lecture last Thursday in Old Welles.
'quota system' and both have
,/ho hire based on person1- .
become dirty words within the
does the military have so many
Republican Party, even though ases," said Page. In order for Ii b lacks, rather why does the
a Republican under Former to work, however, companies Civilian work force have so
President Dwight Eisenhower must set lip incentives and trt.in- few?" said Page.
Page believes many blacks
invented affirmative action," ing programs.
said Page.
Page spoke of the opportuni- join the military because they
"AffIrmative action works ties available for minorities in must be treated equally and alto raise opportunities for all the military. "The question we lowed to rise within the ranks
workers and works against those should be askinR is not why regardless of their color.

Student Commission Begins Busy
Spring with Housing and Security
By MARIA CARLSON
Students who met with
President Bryan last Wednesday
in regard to hours of the key
card system gave a brief report
to Student Commission
Monday night
According to the committee,
which consists of students form
the security committee of last
winter, 1990, Bryan is open to
altering the system to create
universal 24-hour access if
liability for the college is not
increased. Attornies representing
the college determine what
liability the college has.
In addition to reopening the
security issue, housing will be
the topic of forums. The
proposed new policy will be
presented at open forums
Thursday and tentatively again
next Tuesday night. Thursdays
forum will be held in the
President's Dining Room at
noon. Students are encouraged
to bring their SAGA tray to
Thursdays meeting.
Next fall may be the starting
date for the housing policy that
caused an uoroar winter quarter.

,

The proposal calls for students
to sign up for housing in person
and pick exactly which room
they would want to live in from
the residence hall plans. Specific
days would be set aside for
squatters, seniors, juniors,
sophomores, fIrst-year students
and students without roommates
to select housing, in that order.
The residence life office may
extend and add hours so that all
students would have equal
opportunity to sign up.
If a student is unable to be in
Kalamazoo, another student can
choose their room by power of
proxy.
Student Commission began
the quarter with plenty of work
as they began the process of
approving student organization
budgets. Most of the budgets
were approved at Monday
night's meeting.
New members were elected
last week to positions not filled
during elections. Tracy
Lundquist will serve as
Organizational Representative;
Brent Rijnovean is Clerk/VicePresident of Finance; Mika
Osaki will fill the Student

Alumni
Association
representative slot
Dorm representatives elected
were Gerry Gleeson, Crissey;
Julie Case, Severn; Paul
Miotke,
Hoben;
Mitch
Matthews, Dewaters; and Megan
Carney, Trowbridge.
Laura Mitchell, Kevin
Peterson, Wendy Manning,
Susan Hutton, and alternate
Kathy Young make up the
Judicial Council.
Committees already in action
gave brief summaries of their
activities. The student alumni
association is already in full
swing after helping present the
CD workshop last Monday and
plans for a student-alumni
tennis match May 11 are in the
works.
Student alumni association
is also lending a hand to the
inauguration festivities this
weekend through ushering and
decorating for the Gala Ball.
Student volunteers are still
needed. If interested, please
contact Dana Hendrix in public
relations or Stacey Grobbel,
president
of
Student
Commision.·
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Record On-Campus Enrollment
Poses No Threat To Housing
By MAGGIE CATCHICK
Although more students
are enrolled at "K" this quarter
than almost ever before,
.t, ssistant Dean for Residential
Life Vaughn Maatman
maintains that there is no
"housing crunch."
"It feels like it's worse
than it is," Maatman
explained saying that
although 903 students are
enrolled this spring, a number
much larger than the usual,
only 798 students are part of
the residential system which
has the capacity to house 850.
"We didn't refuse anyone;"
Maatman stated, "ultimately
we housed everyone who
wanted housing." Students
were encouraged to find
housing off-campus if
possible, though, and
according to Maatman the
college was more flexible
with seniors in their last
quarter and women who asked
to move out of the residential
system. Female space was
apparently the only place
where any "crunch" was.
Maatman speculated that
there may be so many
students enrolled this quarter
.. : U~ to both the war with Iraq,
" hich forced some students to

I

postpone plans for spri •• g
foreign study, and the
economy which made it
difficult for sophomores to
fInd the CD placements they
needed in the spring.
What this means for the
summer quarter si tuation is
difficult to say, but with
many sophomores deviating
to be "on" this spring it
should be "pretty normal or
just a hair low," says
Maatrnan.
And, as full as it may
seem, seniors on campus
should be able to remember
quarters in which the housing
system was much worse off,
Maatman pointed out. "Falls
of '87 and '88 in particular
stand out in my mind as
times when we were operating
at 101 percent capacity,"
recalIs Maatrnan.
"The whole thing is a
perceptual problem," said
Maatman adding that students
often translate difficulties in
parking, large classes and
SAGA lines to mean that
there are also difficulties with
housing. With the number of
students enrolled, then'
certainly could have bec n
problems, but as Maatman
puts it, "we got lucky."

j

N'EWS BRIEFS
K-Zoo Senior To Give Organ Recital
Kalamazoo College senior
Randall Cole will present an
organ concert at Kalamazoo
College on Saturday, April 27.
The concert begins at 1 p.m. in
Stetson Chapel.
On the program are Overture
in C-Dur and ' KV 933, by
Mozart; Chorale No. 2 in B
minor, by Franck; Benedictus
Op. 59, No.9, by Reger; and
Bach's Prelude and Fugue in C

Major. BWV 547.
Cole is a student of College
organist Paula Pugh Romanaux.
He has been a piano student
under Jill Christian and a

harpsichord student under Mary
Beth Birch. Both are members
of the Kalamazoo College
music faculty.
Cole has been a guest
conductor of the college band
and organized a chamber musi,::
group, in which he plays
continuo.
His
many
performances include the 1989
Kalamazoo Bach Festival and
engagements as substitute
organist at numerous area
churches.

-- Kalamazoo College Public
Relations Office

Foreign Language Day Cancelled
Foreign Language Day has
been cancelled due to lack of
interest.
"(Foreign Language Day)
W<tS designed to introduce
exceptional foreign language
high school students to
Kalamazoo College," said
coordinator Peter Corrigan. Part
of the program included high

school and "K" students who
would put on skits.
Professor
Rodriguez
suggested
I.he
Spanish
symposium on May 3rd and 4th
as the rea~on for lac Ie of
participation.

--By DEANNE
BARTKOWIAK

Brouson Park Celebrates Earth Day
Earth Day 1991 will be
celebra:ed in !he Kalamazoo area
this weekend by activities in
Bronson Park and Earth Week
activities at "K".
At Bronson Park, the
activities commence with an
Earth Train and Tree Planting.
Saturday's events include
speakers and entertainment

starlmg at 1 p.m., as well as
en vironmen tal
groups,
educational displays, and
organic/natural food vending.
The weekend closes with
international earth day
celebrations.

features
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Back from ' Russia with love
By KATHLEEN LAYDEN
While some of us were wandering Europe with a tattered
copy of "Let's Go!" last December, Adam Lewin was in
Volgograd, Russia, eating pizza
with an Iraqi and a Kuwaiti,
peacefulIy discussing the
inevitable Gulf War.
"It was great! The Iraqi was
joking that the guy from
Kuwait would need a visa to go
home now," said Lewin. ''They
were good friends. The student
from Kuwail said he knew it
wasn't his friend who h:-\d invaded Kuwait, it was their leaders who were doing it."
Lewin was in Volgograd last
fall and winter, studying al the

without really knowing
why,"remarked Lewin. "They
see America as a sort of Disneyland," he said. "They all want to
have a market economy, but to
them that means driving a
Mercedes, wearing a suit, and
being a 'businessman'. None of
them really know what a businessman does for a living."
Lewin lived in a dorm three
times the size of the entire 'K'
campus, located across the street
from an old baulefield. He lived
in a to-person coed suite with
both Russians and students from
other countries. Lewin's Russian roommate, Sasha, invited
Lewin to spend the Revolution
holiday in his native village,

ticipants groan. "Russia is incredibly cheap. The people's
problem is not that they don't
have the money, it's that there
just isn't anything there to
spend it on," remarked Lewin.
He said most people there don't
always go to the poorly-stocked
stores for food, instead they get

nights, and Russians can watch
their own version of "Wheel of
Fortune".
One of Lewin's high points
of his trip was tlle time he volunteered for collective farm
duty. One Saturday he went
with other students to the collective and picked peppers all

"We made up a fan club for
Roto called the 'Roto-Rooters'.
We made a sign and everything.
The other fans loved it," he said.
Lewin said that Russians are
al1 united against communism,
but often pit themselves against
each other. "Once I saw a
hunger strike one one side of a

"They (the Russians) all want to have a marke't
economy, but to them that means driving a
Mercedes, wearing a suit, and being a
'businessman' ."
-Adam Lewin, K'92
Volgograd State Pedagogical Institute. Vol go grad, formerly
called Stalingrad, is a large industrial city with a population
of one million people. The city
was devastated by war, and
Lewin. said most of the buildings are new. "Volgograd is the
home of Russia's main tractor
factory, which is great if the
wind is blowing the right
way,"said Lewin.
He lOOk classes at the Institute through a pr6gram out of
the School for International
Trading in Brattleboro, Vermont. Lewin had four classes,
three of which were taught in
English, plus a course in Russian grammar. One of his major
projects at the Institute was a
40-page paper that detailed Soviet teenagers' interpretations of
the Cold War. "The young pe0ple are disenchanted with Russia, so they all support Yeltsin

which was 13 hours(by train)
northwest of Volgograd. The
villagers were hospitable to
Lewin and very interested in the
United States.
Lewin found the smaller villages more receptive to Americans than the big cities.
"Moscow and Leningrad were
pretty hard, because people
wouldn't talk to you unless they
were after your things. It is
strictly business there," he said.
Lewin learned to tel1 people in
these ci ties that he was from
Mexico, thus avoiding the
avalanche of Black Marketeers
looking for American goods and
currency.
Lewin went off the meal
plan at the Institute, calling the
cafeteria food "Pretty scary".
Even with his extra expenses for
food, he only spent about $60
in four months, enough to make
most other Foreign Study par-

photo courtesy of Adam Lewin

ADAM LEWIN(second from left) meets his neighbors on a Russian train.
food from their workplace or
from other sources. The black
market thrives in Russia, offering unbeatable exchange rates
for Western currencies and supplies Russians with Western
products. "The official tourist
rate right now is eight rubles to
the dollar," said Lewin, "while
the black market offers up to 25
rubles per dol1ar."
In addition to his classes at
the Institute, Lewin visited
higher-level English classes and
answered classes about American life. He said some students
thought he was from the KGB
because he had some negative
things to say about life in the
U.S. "They can't believe there
is anything wrong with the
United States," he said. Russian
television airs MTV on Sunday

day. "We all ended up in a big
tomato fight," said Lewin.
In addition to Volgograd,
Lewin visited Moscow three
times, along with touring Leningrad, Soviet Georgia, Kiev,
and Uzbekistan. Lewin had been
to Uzbekistan before, in the
summer of 1988, while travelling with a performing arts
group.
Lewin said that, in all the
time he was travel1ing and Ii ving in Russia, he never felt
watched or followed. He and the
other fourteen Americans in the
program integrated themselves
into Russian life, even forming
a fan club for the local soccer
team, Roto. "The team was really bad, they always lost, so
when they did make a goal, the
vodka would flow," said Lewin.

building, and on the other side
was another hunger strike in
protest of the fIrst one," he said.
Lewin predicts a problematic
political situation in Russia. "
Boris Yeltsin has succeeded in
uniting the hard-liners and the
army against him,"said Lewin.
He said President Gorbachev is
quickly losing his popularity,
but that people can't explain
their support for Yeltsin.
Lewin strongly recommends
the Russian foreign study program for people who are interested in meeting students from
several different countries and
those who want to see U.S.-Soviet relations from a completely
different perspective. "My favorite part of the trip was talking to strangers and making
friends,"said Lewin.

Syndrome, and multiple sclerosis.
As most everyone who
doesn't "say no" knows, the
buds of the hemp plant when
eaten or smoked, get one
"high". Yet this facet of the
plant was downplayed at the
rally. The organizers patrolled
the park with two-way radios,
making sure no one was
lighting up.
Berthel said that they didn't
want to take away from the
educational side of the rally by
causing a scene. As a resu It of
the absence of pot smoking, all
the police officers (normal and
undercover) left, telling the
organizers that if they needed
anything, they would drive by
every now and then. The
Kalamazoo Department of
Public Safety public relations
bureau said no complaints were
filed in connection with the
raUy.
There was originally some
problems with the organization
of the rally. The city council
denied KCAN a permit to use
the public land, as most
members didn't mind a hemp
rally in the park but felt a

permit would be tantamount to
approving the position of the
ra\1y. In the end a permit was
issued and the city gave KCAN
the use of the park and a public
address system.
A parks official, who
declined to disclosc his name,
said the park had a long history
of controversial issues and
demonstrations. Included in this
history is the occasion in which
a pre-presidential Abraham lincoln gave an anti -slavery speech
that was not we\1-received. A
Ku Klux Klan ra\ly also took
place in Bronson Park some
time ago.
When asked why he thought
hemp should be legalized for
recreational use, Berthel said the
clause in the Declaration of
Independence relating to .... .life,
liberty, and the pursuit of
happmess." was applicable to a
substance believed to be less
harmful than alcohol or
cigarettes.
The spirit of the event was
perhaps summed up in activist
Alec Mac Adam's words, "To
the government, I'm a number.
But I'm a number with a
voice.....

U
CAN'T
SMOKE
THIS!!
Group rallies in Bronson Park for marijuana legalization
By BILL DUANE
Long hair and tie-dyes ruled
Bronson park last Wednesday
afternoon. as the hemp tour
stopped at Kalamazoo.
The ralIy was held to
promote education of the
benefits of hemp cannabis
(marijuana), The affair attracted
about 200 people at its peak.
The rally featured live music
provided by local bands and
books and pamphlets about
hemp.
The rally was organized by
the Kalamazoo Cannabis Action
Network (KCAN). The group
has about six members,
according to lohn Berthel, the
founder of the group.
KCAN is a local chapter of
the national Cannabis Action
Network, based in Lexington,
Kentucky.
About 15 'K' students
attended the rally, but the
Kalamazoo College chapter of
the National Organization for
the Reform of Marijuana Laws
(NORML) was not officially
involved with the event, though
the group does promote
legalization of hemp and

education about uses for the
hemp plant.
According to KCAN
pamphlets the hemp plant can
be used for a multitude of uses.
The seeds can be pressed to
provide an oil suitable for

paper and methanol, an alcohol
additive that extends gasoline.
The group says that every acre
of hemp can produce four times
as much paper as an acre of
trees.

There were articles about the

photo by Bill Duane

SUPPORTERS of hemp legalization wave the American flag at
the Bronson Park rally

refining into high grade fuel.
The remnants of the seeds are
high in protein, providing a
nutritious food base. The stalks
can be used to create high-grade

medical benefits of hemp, which
include relief from glaucoma,
nausea, headaches, sclerodema,
and spasticity related to
epilepsy, as well as Tourette's
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EARTH DAY 1991
By
Deep in the Amazonian rain
forest the so<alled "uncivilized"
natives are using plants to treat
toothaches, conjunctivitis, heart
ailments, venereal diseases,
menstrual cramps and pimples.
They are using enuto epi plants
to increase fertility and wepurukane epi plants to cause abortions.
Less than one percent of the
tropical forest plants have been
examined for their chemical
compound, yet they have supplied the United States with
one-fourth of all the pharmaceuticals used, including treatment
for Hodgkins disease and cancer.

Speakers, Music
and Free Trees

KRISTINA E. MONY and ALiIiON D. SCRUGGS

Many feel the United States IS
not in a posi tion to criticize
other countries for destroying
the rain forests when America is
responsible for such a vast
amount of the world's poIlution.
While it may not be our place
to criticize, "EARTH DAY" is
designed to help educate and
"celebrate the earth," according
to Envorg member Paul
Hirschfield K '94. "HopefulIy,
Earth Day will be a reminder of
each individual's responsibilities
toward the environment and a
chance for students to learn what
they can do to help the effort."

As part of Envorg's commitment to increasing student
awareness towards the environment, the organization is sponsoring on-campus events both
Thursday night and Friday afternoon prior to Earth Day.
Roger Ulrich, Western
Michigan University professor
of psychology, wiIl speak
Thursday night at 8 p.m. on
"Environmental Ethics an(l the
Role of the University in the
Environmental Movement." Ulrich is an activist, anti-vivisectionist and runs a commune
outside of KaJamazoo.
Student musicians are invited

to join the scheduled performers
on the quad on Friday for
"EarthFest" from 4 p.m. to 6
p.m. Tie-dye will be available,
so bring your favorite item of
clothing to dye, along with
some rubber bands. And, if you
want ice cream, bring a non-disposable dish and spoon.
Envorg is holding a raffle as
part of the "EarthFest" activIties. Students can purchase tickets from the Envorg table outSIde of SAGA during meal
hours. In addition, students will
be en tered in the raffle if they
purchase a t-shirt, poster or cup
from Envorg or if they sponsor

a tree to be planted on campus
or on the colIege's off campus
land.
As part of their informational
campaign, Envorg will have letters and petitions available for
students to read and/or sign during the "EarthFest".
Last year over 8000 people
celebrated the 1990 Earth Day in
Kalamazoo's Bronson Park.
Join the Earth Day festival in
Bronson park on Sunday April
21 from 1 p.m. to lOpm and
enjoy, natural food vending,
information booths, educational
displays and the distribution of
5000 free tree samplings. .

SAGA menu
Thursday, April 18
Lunch: Bean soup
Com dog
American lasagna
Fruit plate
Dinner: Soup
Baked pork chop
Spaghetti
Vegetable l:repe

Friday, April 19

Your typical dot m£ltrixprinter.

The new Apple StyleWriter.

Lunch: Clam Chowder
Cheese pizza
Beef pot pie
Vegetarian quiche
Dinner: Soup
Fried chicken
Baked fish
Burger
Tofu fried rice

Saturday, April 20

Which price looks better to you?
Lets face it. The more impressive your papers and
projects look, the more impact your ideas will have.
Which is why you might want to know about
the new Apple"StyleWriter"printer. It gives you
crisp, laser-quality printing for about what you'd
expect to pay for adot matrix printer.

Its compact (at just 13/1 x5/1 x8;' it fits easily
in the most cramped dorm room). Its quiet (so
quiet you can print at 3a.m. without waking
up your roommate).
And its from Apple, designed to get everything
out of aMacintosH computer that Apple
built into it. Not just the power to look
your best. The power to be your best~

For more information
visit Computer Services in Dewing Hall
or contact Robert Cox at 383-8528

©J99J IfJpIe Computer,lnc.lfJpIe, tbelfJple logo, MacinJosb, Sly/tWrllerand '7bepower mbe your best"are registered IrademarisofIfJpIe Computer, /nc.

Lunch: Soup
Pocket sandwich
Scrambled eggs
Fettucine carbonara
Dinner: Soup
French dip
sandwich
Chicken burrito
Vegetarian
moussako

Sunday. April 21
Lunch: Soup
Grilled reuben
Turkey croquettes
Scrambled eggs
Dinner: Pepper pot soup
Chicken &
dumplings
Quesadillas
Beef enchiladas
Items are subject to change
due to availibility.

•

•
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Make Love, Not War-- Yugoslavian Style!
By AARON ELSTEIN
It must be tough to be a resident of Yugoslavia right now .
While all the world is screaming
about the Kurds being slaughtered (what could be expected?
They didn't have any oil to sell
us, after a1!, so how could we
possibly care about them?), precious few are paying attention
to the nation of Yugoslavia as it
self-destructs. Now, maybe this
isn't the biggest deal in your
life--it may well not be in mine-but it might be fun to talk
about anyway.
Other than being the starting
place of World War I and the
host of the 1984 Winter
Olympics, what does Yugoslavia have to show off?
Slavs. Lots of 'em. (And arguably the world's greatest beer;
lots of that, too). If you are a
Slav, or think you may be, Yugoslavia is unquestionably a
good place to be. There are bundles of Slavs, in all sorts of varieties. There are Serbs, Croatians, Bosnians, Hercegovians,
Macedonians, even Slovenes.
Although we were taught in
sixth grade geography class that
Yugoslavia is a united nation,
the aforementioned folks who
Ii"'! .;1.::'" (whose opinions
ought to have some weight)
sure don't seem to think so.
Although the various Slavic
groups basically have a common heritage (they aU hated the
Turks at one point) and language (however, some groups
use the Roman alphabet and
some the Cyrillic one, probably
a conspiracy to confuse
tourists), they tend to remember
their differences more than their
similarities. So lately, one
Slavic group has been accusing
another of oppressing them, and

WIU THE LAND o/Slavs and great beer break up under ethnic pressures?
starled waving Hags and hummin g nationalistic hymns. A
few Slavic republics have even
oo..\;Jr(,'(j their independence.
Yugoslavia's regional borders are set according to which
Slavic group is dominant within
the region. But the dominant
group isn't the only group. So
if you're a Serb living in Croatia, you probably don't think
Croatian nationalism is such a
great thing, so you get ticked
when the Croatians start blasting the Serbs at rallies. So
maybe yeu h('.ave 1.I few rocks at
them. This peeves the Croatians, so they do the same at
Serbian rallies, while the

Slovenes and Macedonians look
on from the sidelines and boo
everybody. This is classic nationalist hate in action, the lcind
that warms the hearts of history
majors and makes them write
long essays.
Not that hate is necessarily a
bad thing. If there's anything
we're all entitled to in life, it's a
good, healthy hate, whether it's
the New York Yankees, white
zinfandel wine, or the Croatians.
But it's a whole lot harder to
hate somebody if they live next
door to you, or in you house, or
in your region. Unlike a yucky
bottle of zinfandel wine, you
can', just stuff the cork back in

Our JaMmeD Radio
By DANIEL KLYN
Why is it that nobody
listens to WJMD? That is
the question I ~.Ed 'llways
asked myself as a nighttime dee-jay, and now as a
manager at JMD I'm aslcing
it again.
The biggest reason that I
don't listen to JMD as
much as I probably should
is the sound. JMD sounds
crappy. I'd much rather put
on a CD or even listen to
WIDR (Western's radio station) than hear snap,
crackle, and pop all
evening. Regardless of what
music is playing, It will
sound bad in every dorm
except Trow--and Trow
doesn't even sound all that
good. I think that this is
what is "jamming" JMD's
appeal and listenability, and
this needs to be changed.
The most substantial
and costly change that
should be made is in the
way that the station broadcasts. Currently, the signal
runs through cables into
transmitters in the dorm'
basements which send the

signal runs through cables into
transmitters in the dorm basements which send the signal
through the electrical system in
the building. This method of
broadcasting is inexpensive, but
sounds lousy and is always
breaking down. The best solu-

The most
substantial.
change that should
be made is in the
way the station
broadcasts.
lion to the sound-quality problem would be the purchase of an
AM antenna and transmitter.
While this sounds relatively
easy, it isn't because of the
FCC regulations regarding radio
broadcast. You remember what
happened to Christian S later in

Pump Up The Volume.
While the regulations and licensing would take time and a
lot of money, it would payoff
immensely. Not only would everyone on campus have the option to hear JMD clearly, the
surrounding community would
listen as well. This would be a

valuable public relations
tool for the college and
would also allow those
students who commute a
chance '') !lear what's going
on at "K."
The only way that any
of this can happen is if students get excited about the
station we have now and
raise their voices to the administration and alumni.
JMD is in full operation
now, and can be heard almost every day from noon
until midnight. Even if it
doesn't sound nice, it is
nice and has a lot to offer.
Only by listening and getting involved will anything
improve.
There is an enormous
potential in college radio
waiting to be tapped by
Kalamazoo College. It can
happen if you get involved.
Write the administration ,
write the President, write
that rich uncle in Vermon t.
We need money, and we
need help to un-jam JMDand we've got lots of really
cool records to play if you'd
just listen.

the Croatians and forget about
them, as much as the Serbs
would probably like to.
The intra-Slavic hatred in
Yugoslavia has been around for
some time now, believe it or
not. There's no clear resolution
in sight, although a few days
ago the leaders of the various
groups agi-eed to hold elections
to see if the folks want to remain united or divide up into
separate republics guaranteed to
confuse sixth graders in geography class. Of course, elections
make for lousy television, so
unless the good, healthy hate
develops into a good, deadly
civil war, don't expect to see

too much about this issue on
CNN.
So what do we do? I think
the answer is obvious. Some
slick commentator commented
that the unresolved situation in
Yugoslavia is like a couple who
IS constantly malcing love but
cannot reach orgasm. Now 1h.a.t
is a shame. Judging from the
instability of Yugoslavia's present and the uncertainty of its
future, let's start a letter-writing
campaign to the UN urging
them to send Yugoslavia a care
package full of aphrodisiacs. T II
support Slavic sexual satisfaction is to support peace and stability.

Then Tim Said,
'Turn Off the Lights'
By TIM LONG
I walk in and out of about five buildings every day here on campus, and every time I see the same disturbing thing. Whether I enter
a bathroom in Hicks, the laundry room in Harmon, or the usually
empty lounge in Hoben, even in the middle of the day, the lights are
on. It especially warms my heart to walle by the Hoben TV room
and see the television blaring to an empty, well-lit room.
Why? Is everyone remembering the story of creation in Genesis,
and the fact that God created light and it was good? I find thal hard to
believe. Rather, I think that the reason stems from the ''I'm not paying the electric bill" attitude. Well, in fact, we are all paying for that
electric bill, both in our tuition and through environmental affects.
You may argue that leaving one light on here and there is no real
threat to the stability of the earth, and it probably isn't--except for
the fact that we live with about 250 million other people in the
United States alone. If everyone were to leave one light on ... you
can see my point.
I don't want to point the finger at just the student body, because
the blame rests on the college as well. I see no need for the Harmon
hallways to be brighter than a piece of burning magnesium, especially at four in the morning. Granted, for safety reasons, hallways
and stairwells need to be illuminated, but are fifteen fluorescent
lights (each containing two bulbs) necessary to take care of one
floor? And further, these lights are on 24 hours a day, and the only
way to tum them off is with the circuit breaker.
On the school's part, I think the installation of timer switches in
the community bathrooms and showers would be a good start. For
the students: I'm not asking that you run around frantically turning
off every light on campus; rather, I would ask that you simply take
one second to tum off the lights on your way out of a room. If every one of those 250 million people turned off just one light. ..

•
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Campus Forum: Simplicity

Editorial

THANKSGIVING BY
A TIRED EDITOR

art by Malt Lager

By LINNEA BURK and
SCOTT P. JEROME
Since no letters have come
in as per the deadline, we've
chosen an issue that has become
a quiet tremor among our stu·
dent body: the need for simplicity in our lives. We here at "K"
experience such a rush of activity these first few weeks of
school,with new classes, meetings, and catching up with
friends we haven't seen in
months that it is easy to lose
sight of the goal we have set for
ourselves.
Often we find ourselves
spread too thin, and thus worthless to the organizations to
which we are committed. By
choosing a varied but shon(;r
list of obligations, we will increase our effectiveness. Enjoyment of the experience will also
be greater--which brings us the
the phenomenon which we will
entitle "The Diminishing Major."
As first-year students, many
of us set out to take every class
possible, thumbing through our
student handbooks with zeal.

We created triple majors such as
International Feminist Relations(Thermo-Nuclear Engineering/Medieval Studies with a
concentration in Economics. We
formulated plans to intern at the
White House and to get a fourpoint before going on to an Ivycovered graduate school.
Now most juniors and seniors have a single major if any,

Have you ever
thought about
becoming a dairy
farmer? Or taking
up. . . carpentry?
Or truck driving?
alld are wondering what to do
with the rest of their lives.
Which is not to say that we are
not ambitious and busy; we are.
We have merely learned or been
forced to concentrate on what is
most important in our lives.
And so...
Have you ever thought about

becommg a dairy farmer? Or
taking up any other ui.-CUpatl0n
that would seem incongruent
with your education; like carpentry, or truck driving? As students here, we are pushed hy the
hectic schedule, tested by CD,
Foreign Study, and SIP experiences. We are prepared to be
leaders.
But is it necessary to be an
executive in order to lead? Is it
necessary to develop chemicals
for Upjohn or engines for Boeing? Could we not lead, or invent, or change the world while
holding a "relatively simple"
job? Did not Lech Walesa start
out as a factory worker? Is not
Mother Theresa "just" a nun? Or
the Dalai Lama "just" a monk?
So, be the president, be an
executive, if that is what you
want to do. But we should not
be afraid to pursue our interests
'n "simpler" te" 'lis. We can still
lead, still influence society, still
create, as farmers, as shopkeepers, as homemakers. Do what
you want to do, but remember
that nothing is beneath you as
long as it is meaningful.
Anyway, it's all vector~.

By MARIA CARLSON
I have spent the last several days mulling over what inequity
I should next attack in the form of an editorial, and it occured to
me that maybe the key to eternal happiness is just stopping and
being thankful every now and then. I know it sounds corny, but
sing along, ok?' We all read so many negative things all day
long it won't kill you to read a little something positive.
I am thankful for my friends. I was playing euchre with my
closest friends on the planet today and thinking how thankful I
was that they are in Kalamazoo with me instead of spread out
over the planet Eurorailing. I was thankful that Crystal let me
take her place in the euchre game because I know she likes to
play euchre, too, and I just showed up and homed in on their
game. But that's what friends are for. They also brought me a
doughnut tonight so I was happy about that, a little fatter, but
dermitely happy.
I am thankful that I'm only a junior, too. Seniors have to
make some kind of decision about the rest of their lives soon.
Juniors have a whole other year to stress out about it. Or at
least another year to come up with something to tell mom and
dad. Seniors also have to say tearful good-byes soon, and we
juniors have another year to be sappy together. Rig hi.
[Sophomores and first-year students shouldn't even waste their
time making future plans (except for tomorrow) because they'll
change fifty times. The reason there isn't a major of the month
club here is because there isn't a place big enough on this campus where we could all meet.]
I am thankful, bordering on ecstatic that double-blocks don't
happen but once a week. It is painful to listen to the clatter of
frisbees on a nice day accompany discussions on the sublime.
(Doesn't sublime sound like something Liquid Draino should
take care of!)
I am thankful that today (Tuesday) was a nice day. Technicall y, Tuesday is yesterday-I don't think it's any secret that
the Index happens late at night, but the reading public likes
fresh news, eh? But Tuesday was a great day because the sky
was so blue and the grass was actually green and the buds are
coming out on the trees and bushes and it feels Iike the Earth is
alive after a long, greyish winter. (Just in time for Earth Day!) I
am well aware that the atmosphere is con ~minated and so on
and so forth, but let me suffer my delusions that everything is
just a little better because I recycle and I don't own a car to
screw up the air some more.
I anI thankful for my layout editors (bear with me here) because I lose my ability to speak English fluently late at night
(keep in mind I don't speak anything but English fluently at
any time). Soledad and Emily are functiona~ past midnight and
they hang around to correct my word usage and all that good
stuff. One just made mc a list of thin .. " T n.,,.rI In rio before the
pages are done. If she didn't tell me, I probably wouldn't remember to do them.
I am thankful that I have seven more weeks to come up with
real editorials.

D esert Storm and the Advance of Morality
By LANCE O'DONNELL

Near the end of the Desert
Storm War, my good friend Jon
Burleigh remarked that President George Bush's actions
gained at least another ten years
of global leadership for the
United States. I think few would
now dispute that; however, I
think many fail to realize how
critical that ten-year period may
prove to humankind.
As the one remaining traditional superpower, the United
States stands at one of the great
crossroads in human history.
Unlike any other time in history, the United States is poised
to make great strides toward the
achievement of the only rational
world order: one that finds its
base in true freedom, i.e. free
market capitalism.
As the nations of the globe

slowly accept free market capitalism as their economic system, a similar move toward a
free political system must ensue. Politics follows economics. Socialist or fundanlentalist governments cannot govern a free market, and the United
States is in the position to lead
the world toward a universally
free system.
George Bush is attempting
to articulate the potential international dynamics of a "New
World Order." The coalition
which provided the support for
the Desert Shield arrangement is
the first great example of how a
moral world order might operate. In this world, value, i.e.
free market economics (a creation of the human mind), not
power and physical coercion (the
mindless realm of animals), will
provide th~ basis of interaction
between intelligent beings.

Desert Shield was an operation in which nations of the
coalition, through economic
sanctions and a defensive force,
attem pted to show all those wh"

The coalition
which provided the
support for Desert
Shield is the first
great example of
how a moral world
order might
operate.
seek to prevent the growth of
freedom that the physical con-:ruest of a nation for the purpose
of stealing its resources is an affront to morality and to the expansion of rational free market
systems. Such actions cannot be

tolerated.
However, many nations, in
the midst of a very successful
economic war (sanctions), realized their present systems would
be forever jeopardized if they
pursued their rational course.
Thus began rumblings of a
coalition break-up.
Realizing that the course of
freedom could be set back a generation or more by the failure of
Desert Shield--the fIrst cooperati ve, idealistic international action against an irrational act of
force--George Bush ordered war.
War is wrong. It is an occasion where human beings pursue their interests through physical force, making them no better than any other animal. It is
true that human beings are a different type of animal; they have
rational, thinking minds. And in
a rational world, human differences would be settled cogni-

tively. However, we do not yet
li ve in a rational world. In
short, George Bush ordered war
because he preferred a progression towards the ideal to the
failure of an action operating
under that ideal.
The failure of the concept of
international economic battle (as
seen in the sanctions imposed
upon Saddam Hussein before the
war) would have set back the
course of free reforms now
spreading over the globe. For
the future, we need to believe
that a battle based on the mind,
not physical coercion, can be
won. The war in the Persian
Gulf gave the United States ten
years of leadership. Let us use
these ten years to ensure that
next time, with a few more visionary leaders in the coalition,
the progress of humankind can
make great strides--without
hlood lost.

•
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Casts for Spring productions announced r===(Q)==il=li===ll=lb==~=Il== -~

EAST
Student directors go
TOWNE 5 absurd in the Dungeon
5288 Gull Road 342-9051

e Men and a Little
Lady
PG
112:00, 2:00, 6:40, 8:50
.A. Stories
:25,9:40

PG-13

*The Marrying Man R
11:45,2:10,4:45, 7:10,
:20

C (Q) N'1T IT
NlEN1r~~

By DEANNA L. RYDZEWSKI
Imagine two terribly proper English couples screaming and arguing at
one another about the maid and the Fire Chief. Or, even beller yet, three
people encased in urns unrelatedly reciting the story of an eternal triangle.
Sound absurd? Well, that's the whole point behind the two Dungeon
productions running this quarter.
The Bald Soprano, by Eugene Ionesco and Play, by Samuel Becken are
being directed by two senior theatre majors, Joe Stoltman and Tara Early.
Early has cast Hillary Byrn, Lisa Farago. and Steve Andrews as the
estranged urns.
Stoltman, carrying the absurdisttheme over from his Winter production,
The Lover, has a cast of seven: Paul Snyder as Mr. Smith, Jennifer Winlder
as Mrs. Smith, Rich Hutchman as Mr. Martin, Bridget Jones as Mrs .
Martin, Alison Chasteen as Mary (the maid) and Karen Bailey as the Fire
Chief.
The show is scheduled for the weekend of May 17 and 18. The opening
of the box office for ticket sales will be announced at a later date.

~ ~

The Adventures of Cad
and Brat: "Hey, We're
First Class People."
By TOM HIGGINS AND CHAD RUCKER

*China Cry
PG-13
:12:30,2:10,4:45, 7:10,
:20
all seats 99 cents at all time
xcept for "The'Marrying Man"
nd "China Cry." Prices fa
ose shows are: $3.50 before 6
.m. and $5.00 after 6 (I.m.
---'

elu b K events
Friday, April 19, at 9 p.m,
come and witness performances
from three great bands: Port
Wine Lads, Confuseacat. and
Marlboro Country. No cover;
Come one, come all. come
without alcohol!

photo by Deanna Rydzewski

Bach Festival Finale concert
Bach orchestra performs in front of a packed house on April 13 .

.1

II

The steel streamlined monster glides
down the train station tracks and slams
into a sticky screecliing steam-filled
stop. We get on. We're stylin' with
baggage, hefting the heaviest
backpacks hoistable. Mission: Find
an open compartment. Plan B: Act so
stupid, immature and downright gross
(American at a word), the present
occupants throw us peanuts and scatter
at their own will.
"Quit shovin'."
"Don't get uppitty."
"Fargin' icehole."
"I'm rubber, you're glue ... heck,
let's just sit here."
"Yeah, she's a cutie."
"Man, she's 14."
"Excellent!!!" Guitar music
explodes from blazing air guitars. And
people wonder why we won't cut our
hair.
As we step into the compartment
and pry off our shoes, our new
roomies greet us with a cheerful: HUh,
excuse me, this is FIRST class."
"Man, your feet reek!"
"Those are your socks man.
They've been like that since Prague."
"First class please", persists our
new-found friend with a leer that
would kill a fish. Luckily we ain't
fishes. We're of a higher order;
tourists.
"Man, I'm not wearin' socks.
Thats your jeans.
"It can't be. I've only been wearing
them two weeks."
The conductor steps in to the
gaseous cloud of bodily odor:
"Grshkablixablakadakado"
"WHUD he say?"
"I think he wants to see our
tickets."
"Well, why didn't he say so."
Thrusting our hands into the deep
recesses of our clothing (where no
thief would dare look, because jeans
become caustic after 10 days of
continuous wear not to mention
attatched), we retrieve our fabulous
trusty-rusty and forever dusty
flrstclassthreemonthunlimitedtravelEur
railpassesthatcostanarmandaleg from
our magic money-eating money belts
and flash them before the bewildered
and slightly naseous train offical, who
decided to be such when he reached
the ripe old age of ten (10).
The door closes and we're alone in
the compartment The fleeing weenies
left behind scattered tabloids and mags
for our reading pleasure, otherwise
known as readfagnugen. Doubtless,
they will remember us forever as clean
cut intellectuals with culturally
broadened horizons.
By Gosh, this is travlin'.

,=========?
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Hackenberg's Raging Bullpen
BY LANCE O'DONNELL
Swing and a miss.
Swing ...and a miss.
Swing...and a miss.

"YOOOOOUR owwwn!!"

Oops! That's baseball isn't
it? Sorry.
Well .. .it applies anyway.
All that noise refers to "K'" s
number one women's tennis
player Jackie Aurelia, "The
Pitcher." Hell? She might be
the Nolan Ryan of Division III
women's tennis.Aurelia is serving up fastballs and her opponeQts are feeling the heat. The
serve is not her only weapon,
however.
'
Aurelia also possesses an
overhead that can bury her opponents, a slice or topspin
backhand that can be placed
anywhere, a return of serve that
drops conveniently at the servers
feet, and approach that might as
well be called a killer, touch
volleys from the forehand or
backhand side, AND, if you are
fortunate enough to approach
the net, "Ho Hum," says the
Pitcher and conveniently drops a
topspin lob over your head.

MIAA eat my shorts!
In the month of April, the
Women's Tennis team has won
52 of their 63 matches, for a
record of 6-1 and a ~ overall record. The Hornets are a
young team, with only one senior, Laura Rizzo, in the top six
seeds. The rest of the team consists of fust year students BiJlee
Lightvoet, Betsy Hobbs, Jennifer Holmes, Alison Frye, and
Aurelia, and sophomore Nadine
Messih.
Now with a conference record
of 3-0, the Hornets appear
confident as they head into stiff
competition at the regional
championships in Madison, WI.
"I'm so impressed with the
way we played," stated fust year
player Alison Frye in regard to
the Hornet victory over Olivet
on Thursday April 11. Indeed,
they were impressive, obliterating MIAA opponent Olivet in
less than two hours of play... K"
scored a 9-0 victory against
the Comets. More impressive
s: ill was the emotionally and
psychologically important 9-0
victory on Friday, April 12,

Women Batters
Swing into
Action

over Division I team Valparaiso.
Big wins like Holmes'
com~back three set whitewash
(3~, 6-, 6--0) characterized an
aggressive hornet attack and
signalled the psychological
uplift. "I hadn't played well going in," stated Holmes, "I was
very nervous ... psychologically, I thought I had lost the
match." However, with encouragement from the entire team,
especially Rizzo, team captain,
Holmes was able to storm back
from her first set defeaL "Laura
was great...she stood right there
behind the curtain [in Marking
Racquet Center] the whole
time," added Holmes.
Just in time for critical regional competition, this rampaging lady hornet bullpen is
peaking. "The regionals will
[probably] determine whether we
get to go to nationals," stated
Rizzo, and added Messih, "If we
finish fust or second, we go for
sure." An exciting prospect for
this team, none of whom have
ever seen college level national
competition.

,
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Photo by Fabian Tiburce

Tennis Serves Up GLCA
BY MICHAEL MASTERS

The Hornets, presently
BY SARA CHASE
ranked
second in the nation acThis week in softball action the women Hornets faced Hope and
Olivet in MIAA competition . They ended the week with a 3-1 cording to the NCAA men's
tennis rankings, beat Ohio Wesrecord, 4--4 overall and 3-3 in the MIAA ..
On Tuesday, the Hornets battled Hope in two grueling games. In leyan, Denison, and Kenyon to
the fust game, the Flying Dutchmen defeated "K" by a score of 6- repeat as champions again at the
1. Rebecca Rifenberg led the team in hits with two hits followed by GLCA tournament in GreencasAmber Wujek, Coleen DeWitt, Heidi Reyst, Kim Korson, Amy tle, Indiana
Twelve teams, including
Crawford, and Chauntelle Minshall with one hit a piece. Reyst had
the only RBI (runs batted in) of the game and was also the losing Kalamazoo, played in the Great
Lakes College Association
pitcher.
In game two the Hornets prevailed by sending Hope home with a tournament. The other eleven
4-2 defeat. Wujek and Reyst led the way with hitting, while teams are Albion, Antioch,
Tiffany Greenman, DeWitt, and Korson had one RBI each. Crawford Denison, DePauw, Earlham,
had two RBIs. The winning pitcher was Minshall, who had three Hope, Kenyon, Oberlin, Ohio
strike outs, allowed no earned runs, and only gave up four hits. A Wesleyan, Wabash, and
real test for the Lady Hornets came in the fifth inning with the bases Wooster, and they are all Diviloaded and no one ouL Coach Kuhlman said her team really "rose to sion III teams.
Winning the GLCA was a
the occasion" by not letting any runs score.
Saturday the Hornets ventured onto foreign turf to battle the big plus for Coach Acker's
Comets of Olivet. When all the dust cleared, the Hornets came squad because the team that
wins this tournament is usually
home with two more wins under their belts.
In game one, Reyst led the way to a 9-5 win with a super the best team in the Midwest
pitching performance--six strike outs and only two earned runs. Ev- region. A win at the GLCA
eryone took turns swinging the bat as Rifenberg, Reyst, and DeWitt tournament therefore gives a
each had two hits, one being a double. Wujek, Greenman, Crawford team a bid to the NCAA tournament in May.
and Korson each contributed one.
On Friday, April 12, "K"
In the RBI department it was DeWitt setting the pace with three,
followed closely by Greenman, Reyst, and Bowman with two. Wu- faced Ohio Wesleyan in their
fust round of play. The Hornets'
jek also had two stolen bases.
As game two got underway the Hornets were still in dominating record was at 14-2 going into
mode as they fmished off the evening with a 13-5 victory. Green- the tournament. "K" shut out
man was the winning pitcher allowing three earned runs and striking the Bishops with a score of 9and without giving up a sinout two. Leading batters were Greenman and Crawford who were
3-5 and 2-3 with one double respectively. Korson, Kris Bowmen gle seL
The number one singles
and Corey Ohmberger each added one hit. Leading RBI-getters were
Rifenberg, DeWitt, Crawford, and Korson with two, followed by player, Lew Miller said, "Coach
Bowman and Ohm berger each getting one. Kuhlman was very happy Acker encouraged all of us LO
with her team's performance and felt that the team put forth a stay focused and beat our early
round opponents. We, as a
tremendous effort
This week the Hornets jump into action on Monday at home team, wenL into the GLCA v 1.11
against Grand Rapids Baptist, Thursday at Calvin, and Saturday at a lot of confidence and concentrated on taking care of Ohio
home versus Albion.

o

Wesleyan first." Miller also
plays at number 2 doubles with
junior John Ray-Keil.
The Hornets' next opponent
was Denison, who they also defeaLed 9-0, but not before
some hard fought matches. Senior captain, Greg Wood, who
played number six singles and
number three doubles with Jim
Osowski, said "Denison, like
many other teams thaL face us,
was really pumped up to play
us. They were competitive but
we stayed focused and showed
the strength of our team in this
If what happened on your inside
match."
On Saturday, April 13, "K"
happened on your outside.
played Kenyon, who had beaten
would you still smoke?
a good DePauw team 7-2 to
get to the finals. According to /
junior Osowski, "Kenyon was a
Accepting New Patients
team to be reckoned with in the
• Annual Exams
finals. We started out a little flat
• Pregnancy Tests
but we got into the groove of
• Premaritals
the match and won at every po• Birth Control
•
sition." The Hornets ended up
beating their Midwest region rival 9-0 without giving up a
single set
Acker said that he was very
pleased with his team's performance. He observed the matches
4201 W. Michigan, K'zoo-372-1200
and saw a couple of things that
8992 E. 0 Ave .• Rlchland-629-9718
/
his players could work on to
better themselves as individuals
ASSEMBLEl<. ~ ANTED!
on the Learn. He feels thar his
EARN AS MUCH AS
squad has a lot of potential and
can be national contenders, but
$980.00 Weekly working
they must keep working toward
part/full time for our
their goal.
Company
at home easy work
The Hornets face their next
:'
:
:lyone
can
do. Call arHazing
opponent in a home match
Recorded Message 1-212a);.1inst Olivet, here at Stowe
978-3344024 Hrs.
Sladium today at 3 p.m.

ttt~
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HackenbergTakes the Helm
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Sluggers Swing Through
Tough Season

STEVf~~

"It's kind of like corr.lIlg lull
circle." remarked Yvonne
Hackenberg of her position as
Women's Tennis Coach at
Kalamazoo College. Hackenlx:rg
has been teaching and coaching
tennis, as well as other racquet
sports for almost 25 years now.
As a junior playing tennis at
Western Michigan University
Hackenberg played at Stowe
Stadium.
As a Kalamazoo native.
Hackenberg grew up with a
strong interest in tennis and
other racquet sports, since
Kalamazoo has been a tennis
hotbed for many years.
Hackenberg plays tennis.
platform tennis, and paddle ball.
While studying at Western
Michigan University as an
undergraduate, Hackenberg
played at the number one
singles position. She has won a
total of seven national
championships in doubles play.
Hackenberg earned one national
title as a member of the
Kalamazoo City tennis team,
five titles in platform tennis,
and one title in paddle ball. She
still actively competes in
platform tennis.
After college, Hackenberg
lx:gan her teaching and coaching
career. Her background ranges
from managing the Kalamazoo
area's first commercial indoor
facility to coaching on the
junior college level.
For five years, 1970 to
1975, Hackenberg managed the
Kalamazoo Racquet Club. In
1975, she became head tennis
professional at the Gull Lake
Country Club, and she
continues to work at Gull Lake
while coaching at Kalamazoo.
Kalamazoo
Valley
Community College's tennis
team also benefited from
Hackenberg's knowledge when

Photo Courtesy of Public Relations OfficI'

she coached at KVCC. In
addition to her tennis teaching
experience, Hackenberg has been
teaching and coaching
racquetball for almost as long as
she has been coaching tennis. In
summing up her experiences,
Hackenberg stated, "I've very
much enjoyed my association
with racquet sports."
As for her experience
coaching at Kalamazoo this
season, Hackenberg speaks
enthusiastically about the
women's tennis team. She was
quick to mention that the
Hornets have kept up a five
game winning streak, until
today when they lost to
Division II team Western
Michigan.
When asked about her teams
weaknesses, Hackenlx:rg stressed
consistency, "Our numlx:r one
concern is consistency. In
almost every case the
consistency of performance
could be improved. And when I

ask my players what they want
to work on, it surfaces!"
Hackenberg moved on
quickly from the topic of her
team's deficiencies to a
discussion of the women's
strengths. Hackenberg listed
several positive aspects of the
team's play, "They're strong
hitters for the most part, and
they're also very intelligent
players. They have already
improved their serves quite a
lot, and their doubles play has
improved as well." This news
should come as no to surprise in
view of Hackenberg's excellent
background in doubles play.
For her first season at "K",
Hackenberg has specific goals in
mind for the Hornets.
Uppermost, in the short term,
the team is working to win the
MIAA championships. The next
step, according to Hackenberg,
is to qualify as a team for
Nationals.
"This weekend will be a very

BY MARK CLIFFORD
Head baseball coach Mike Zolnierek said that his team isn't
doing "all the little things that win ball games" on a consistent
basis after the Hornets spent last week alternately blowing hot
and cold. They split a Wednesday doubleheader at home against
Nazareth College, losing J" 6 and winning 10-4, then
dropped two games Saturday a.
'C College, 4-2 and 3-2.
Zolnierek thought that in We... 'day's first game, starling
pitcher Mike Amsman seemed to have trouble getting loose on
a frigid, blustery afternoon. The hurler was greeted just as
coldly by the Nazareth hitters, who strung together enough
"frozen rope" line-drives to pile up six first-inning runs en route
to burying the Hornets under a 15--6 avalanche.
Catcher Jim Anderson and second baseman Ken Turkington
each knocked in a pair of runs for Kalamazoo, while Mike Swijek and Ed Walsh also provided an RBI a piece.
In the second game against Nazareth, Kalamazoo pitcher
Andy Mears may have also been bothered by the elements as he
surrendered a run in the first inning. But Mears kept his cool
and combined with junior Pat Conley to ice the Nazareth bats
for the next five scoreless innings. Meanwhile, "K"'s offense
busted out before Nazareth could manage three-runs in their last
frame for the 10-4 final.
Doug Justus warmed the cockles of Kalamazoo's freezing
faithful with a grand slam homer as the Hornets toasted their
cross-town rivals for five runs in the third. Then the red-hot
Turkington smoked a two-run dinger of his own in the fourth.
On Saturday, the Hornets got solid, complete game efforts
from Mears in the first game and Amsman in the second, yet
did not provide the two hurlers enough support, either offensively or defensively, in losses of 2-4 and 2-3.
Zolnierek admiued that, in the first game, "we weren't able
to drive in the runs when the opportunity was there," as Kalamazoo left a frustrating 11 men on base. Two of the runs scored
on Mears were unearned and the sloppy fielding continued into
the second game, undermining the performances of Amsman
and Swijek, who drove in sophomore Randy Jones with a triple
for one of the few Hornet highlights on the day. Afterwards,
Zolnierek offered his synopsis: "Very simply, we just didn't
make the plays."
Kalamazoo's overall record now stands at 3-7, with a 1-3
mark in the MIAA. They are scheduled for two doubleheaders
this week, hosting Olivet College on April 17, then visiting
Kellogg Community College on the 19th.
telling one. We are going to
the regional invitational
tournament on Thursday
[tomorrow], and if we do well,
we might have a shot at
l';ationals as a team," explained
Hackenlx:rg.
Hackenberg was also very
generous in her credit to Sherry
Acker, the coach of the 19891990 women's tennis team, and

credited her strong recruiting.
"I'm impressed with the high
quality of the freshmen players,
and with the maturity of the
older players," said Hackenlx:rg.
She is currently recruiting
students for next season's team,
and she seems very excited
about the great possibility for
progress and success for the
Women's Tennis team.
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Due to the revenue generate
m weddings in
Stetson Chapel, the administration has decided
to make Stetson "The Chapel of Love:
Weddings While You Wait." It is expected
that the additional revenue will offset the
expected tuition increase. The Chapel of Love
will also offer a guarantee of "In and out in five
minutes or your next one's free."
The next Dean of Chapel has also been
selected. Little is known about our next dean
except that he is a professional Elvis
impersonator from Las Vegas and has several
nationallook-a-like titles to his credit.
Please note that this weekends inaugural
festivities will be cancelled in order to
accomodate the crush of newlywed-wannabes
expected.
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N ew President Inaugurated
Prior History of
Success Follows
New President

Issues Tackled,
Goals Set For
Upcoming Reign

By KRISTINA E.

By KIM OSBORNE

MONY
"This is an excellent
institution," said President
Lawrence Bryan, about
Kalamazoo College.
As president, Bryan plans to
address five "principal needs" of
the college. "Essentially, it is a
positive assessment of what is
already here," he said.
The principal challenge, said
Bryan, is making "K" known to
a far wider circle of people.
"We have a fine college, and
too many people do not hear
about it," said Bryan. "I talked
to a parent from Grand Rapids
and she had not heard about 'K'
until her son was a high school
senior!"
Some schools, said Bryan,
have beautiful public relations
material, but it is not an
accurate reflection of the quality
of the school.
Bryan claimed, "Some other
institutions have been reading
their own brochures too long.
They make claims beyond what
is merited." He said that "K", by
contrast, is an institution which
lives up to the claims of its
literature.
A second issue which
concerns Bryan is broadening
the pool of qualified students
interested in Kalamazoo
College.
"High school graduate
demographics are down
nationwide, so we will have to
recruit a larger percentage of
students," said Bryan.
The Admissions Office has
received over 1000 applications
for fall. According to Bryan,
this is the second highest
amount ever received by this
time of year.
"There are a lot of untapped
geographical areas," said Bryan.
"These are where we should
focus." He said an extra effort
would be made to recruit
minority and out-of-state
students.
"In order to sustain the
quality of education we currently
have," said Bryan, "we also have
to devote more attention to
resource development"
The latest fund-raising
campaign, Campaign for
Kalamazoo, brought over $46
million to campus. It was
completed on February I, 11
months ahead of schedule.
"Over 75 percent of the

\

-photo courtesy of Kalamazoo College Public Relations

DR. LAWRENCE D. BRYAN SPOKE about the past, present, and/uture at his Inaugural Address last
Saturday at Stetson Chapel. He addressed goals and aspirations/or himself and Kalamawo College.

contributions were in-hand,"
said Bryan. "Usually that
number is much lower, and the
difference is sometimes hard to
eollect"
The contributions come from
alumni,
corporations,
individuals, and friends of the
college.
"We have a lot of new and
continuing projects going on,"
said Bryan, "and we must have
the resources to maintain these
projects like our new science
building."
Another goal is to "develop
an evergreen plan," said Bryan.
In other words, he wants to
detail strategic planning.
"I'm being vague, because
the plan is pretty vague at this
point," said Bryan. Basically,
he explained, an institutional
mission plan would be set to
achieve other goals in the
future.
"We want to be able to ask
'What to we want to see

happen?' and then pull a plan
down and make it happen,"
added Bryan.
Further
community
enhancing for the college itself
is Bryan's fifth goal.
"We pride ourself on the
rigor and intensity of the
program here," said Bryan.
"Intensity is good, but anxiety

isn't."
"It bothers me when, sixth
or seventh week, I see a student
walking by and I say hello, and
I am greeted with a glassy-eyed
look and no realizaiion that
another human being exists,"
said Bryan.
He wants to build support
programs for students, as weB
as enhancing the c1assro •. ,"
work, and 'other activities on
campus.
Enhancement of college
programs
has
already
commenced.
Teams
of
administrators and faculty from
other colleges regularly come in

and evaluate the programs and
departments.
"We do these external
evaluations in addition to other
evaluations needed for
accreditation," said Bryan. One
purpose, he added, was to make
sure the department is doing
what they say they are doing.
External evaluation teams
who have no stake in the
program can provide unbiased
views.
"It is great selfimprovement," added Bryan.
"Many schools don't do' it"

Kalamazoo
College
inaugurated its fifteenth
president, Lawrence D. Bryan,
at Stetson Chapel last Saturday.
As president of Kalamazoo
CoBege, Bryan wants to make
the school's successes well
known. Increasing student and
faculty recruitment, and increasing and continuing
endowments are goals.
"Let me assure you that you
will be hearing more about
Kalamazoo College," said Bryan
after he warned agamst
deDending on the school's
reputation and assuming the
students and benefactors "will
be drawn to the light like moths
to the front porch. "
Before coming to "K," Bryan
was Vice President and dean at
Franklin College, where he
increased its endowments from
$11 million to over $52
million, rebuilt and renovated
over half the campus, and increased full time enrollment for
seven straight years.
President Bryan's friend and
mentor, Egon W.D. Gerdes
warned Kalamazoo College
during the Benediction, "Ladies
and Gentleman I have to warn
you, when this man dreams,
dreams come true."
During the middle ages,
religious orders and guilds used
medallions
to
signify
membership. In Saturday'S
ceremony Bryan was presented
with a medallion of the torch
and the college mOllO, which
says "Lux Esto" or "Let There
Be Light"
Bryan's address was Hned with
humor and inspiration as he
spoke of Kalamazoo College's
past successes, future goals, and
the importance of education.
"Investment in education is an
investment in our corporate
future," he said.
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Award Winning Writer, Director
To Show Films, Give Talk
Independent film maker Peter
Wang, who earned two "thumbs
up" from Gene Siskel and Roger
Ebert for his 1986 film "A
Great Wall," will speak at
Kalamazoo College on April 24
as part of the college's East
Asia Week.
Wang will participate in two
sessions of "Conversations with
Peter Wang," at 1 p.m. and 2
p.m. in Dalton Theater.
At 4 p.m., Wand will
present "Minority Culture in
Comedy . Telling Jokes
Seriously" in the President's
Lounge.
Three showings of his films
have also been scheduled. On
Tuesday, April 23, J:..ll
Laserman begins at 6 p.m. in
Dewing 103. The event is free.
At 9 p.m. on Friday, April

26, and at 7 p.m. on Saturday, comic thriller .. .fresh, personal,
April 27, Ah. Yin& (which and decidedly differenL"
Wang's soon·to·be released
Wang co·wrote and played the
male lead) will be shown in third feature First Date has
Dalton for a nominal charge.
played to enthuiastic audiences
Wang produced The Great . at film festivals throughout the
Yilill released by Orion Classics world. Kevin Thomas, of the
in 1986, to wide acclaim. Judy Los Angeles Times, described
Salamon of The Wall Street the film as "a warm, semi·
Journal called it "shrewd and autobiographical coming of age
funny ... a marvelous directing comedy set in Taiwan in the
debut." The program Sneak 1950's, but universal in its
Previews named it one of the humor..."
"Ten Best Films of 1986," and
Born in Beijing, Wang
film critics in Kansas City earned his undergraduate degree
voted it Best Foreign Film of in electrical engineering at
1986. .
National Taiwan University.
The Laserman Wang's After moving to the United
second comedy feature in 1988, States, he earned a Ph.D. in the
was a festival circuit hit which same field from the University
had its commericial release in of Pennsylvania.
1990. Bruce Wiliamson of
.. Kalamazoo College Public
Playboy called it "a cockeye
Relations
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Introducing the affordable Personal LaserWriter LS.
.A .

R ad Books For I -'
.::>45,000 Per Annual
Income Potential. Call
for amazing details
24 Hrs.
212 -q78-3835
ASSEMBLER WANTED!
EARN AS MUCH AS
$980.00 Weekly working
part/full time for our
Company at home easy work
anyone can do. Call amazing
Recorded Message 1-212978-3344024 Hrs.

Now you can get impressive, professionallooking documents without having to wait in
long lines to use the laser printer over at the
computer lab.
The Personal LaserWriter' LS printer is the
most affordable Apple LaserWriter ever, It has
the power to let you produce crisp text and

rich, high-definition graphics at a rate of up
to four pages per minute,
And, perhaps best of all, it's from Apple designed so now you can get everything out
of a Macintosh computer that Apple
built into it. Not just the power to look
your best. The power to be your best:

For more information
visit Computer Services in Dewing Hall
or contact Robert Cox at 383-8528
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Tuition Hike Covers Expenses, Prestige
y JEANNE COUSINEAU

Get your checkbook handy
because the annual cost for
tuition, room, and board has
been increased to $16,722 for
next year.
Student responses differed
in response to the news.
"What's new, they do it to
us every year," said Nicole
Parker of the hike.
Corey Burkimer expressed
indifference, as his parents
pay for his education and he
does not feel personally
affected. "It's slightly different
for those of us who pay our
own tuition, though," said
Parker, whose main concern
is whether or not she'll
receive enough fmancial aid to
continue to go here. Many
students are concerned about
cuts in financial aid
compounded with increased
tuition costs.
According to LaPlante,
financial aid is increased by
the same percentage as
tuition. "When there is a 9%
increase in tui tion, a 9 %
increase in financial aid is
built in," said LaPlante.
However, outside sources
to financial aid packages may
not increase at the same rate
as tuition. Students receiving
financial aid suffer when state
and federal grants are cut
while tuition rates are

increased.
Beth Leary, another
student paying for her own
education, is glad she is
graduating next year so she
will be unaffected by further
tuition increases. "I don't
think "K" College is worth
the money we pay to go
here," said Leary, but she does
not object to the tuition
increase because she agrees
that faculty salaries need to be
increased. "Better professors
need to be attracted and we
need to keep the ones we've
got."
Renre Robinson sees the

Tuition
1990-91
Oberlin
$ 20,526
Kenyon
18,144
Denison
17,250
Wooster
16,420
Earlham
16,089
Depauw
15,650
Albion
13,962
Wabash
13,270
Hope
13,036
value of tuition increases for
the future of the college. "The
better the co\1ege gets, the
better we look for having
gone there," said Robinson.
She thinks it is important
that "K" have quality
professors, but she believes
that the professors are not
here for the salary they
receive.
"They're here because they
like the college, the "K" PIan,
the students, and the prestige
of having taught here," claims
Robinson. "I'm all for
enhancing "K'''s reputation,
because that enhances the
value of my diploma"
After carefully assessing
the college's current level of
income and the projected
expenses for the 1991-92
school year, the senior
administrators and the Board
of Trustees decided that the
9.43% increase in tuition was
necessary in order to maintain
and improve the value of the
college and the quality of its
programs.
Although tuition is the
main source of income for the
college, it only covers about
60% of the actual cost of
educating a student.
The remainder is covered
by endowment and gift
income. According to Dean of
Students Marilyn LaPlante,
administrators
are
concentrating on increasing
the endowment and the level
of gift income so they are not
so heavil de endent on

tuition.
Many of the monetary
gifts to the college come with
strict provisions limiting
their use, however. Other
gifts are used for essential but
costly
residence
hal\
improvements and library
enhancements.
Tuition is used specifically
for covering tile operational
costs of the college. Of these,
faculty salaries, which still
rank behind other schools of
comparable quality, are one of
the biggest concerns.
President Bryan says that in
order to attract and retain
superior faculty members, the
college must offer salaries
comparable to those of the
other institutions with which
it ,competes. His goal is to
reach the 75th percentile
among GLCA (Great Lakes
College Association) colleges
• for faculty compensation.
Although Kalamazoo
Co\1ege ranked eighth among
GLCA colleges for tuition
cost this year, it is the most
expensive co\1ege in the state
of Michigan. Both Bryan and
LaPlante regard this fact as a
matter of prestige.
According to LaPlante,
maintaining the perceived
value of the institutions
reflected by the cost of tuition
is part of the reason behind
the yearly increases. She said
that valuing is done according
to tiers. "If you want the
college to be seen at a level of
prestige, you operate at a tier
of quality of institution.
We're at the second tier [the
first being Ivy League
schools]."
However, neither Bryan
nor admission counselor Brad
Shively believe that the
9.43% tuition increase wi\1
make it any tougher to recruit
students than it already was,
considering the shrinki ng
pool of high school graduates
to ick from.

"Scholarships are the
biggest thing affecting us
right now," believes Shively.
"Other schools such as
Albion, Whittenburg, and
Denison are giving out tons
of scholarships this year
compared to us."
Campus security is another
operational cost on the rise.
In response to concerns voiced
by parents and students alike,
Kalamazoo College has
implemented a far expanded
security system. Last year the
security force itself was
doubled. This year telephones
have been installed around
campus as well as the keycard system for entrance to the
residence halls.
Increased consideration is
also being given to the area of
capital renewal. According to
Bryan, colleges often cut the
maintenance budget in order
to place funds elsewhere.
However, when regular
maintenance of the buildings
is sacrificed, they deteriorate
more rapidly, resulting in
costly repairs in the future.
This is an especially
important concern at
Kalamazoo College because
the majority of the buildings
are quite old. Next year's
budget includes provisions for
increased regular main tenance
and improvement of facilities.
In addition, the constantly
increasing cost of energy and
of supplies (Le. computers,
library material, etc.) must be
worked into the operational
budget. When costs go up,
tuition is the major source of
revenue to meet those costs.
Provisions must also be made
for unforeseen problems that
arise. Currently major work is
needed on mechanical
systems, claims LaPlante.
"Every year something new
comes up," she said, "and
costly repairs must be made
that are not always
rceivable to students."

Unlimited
Access
Arrives
By MARIA CARLSON
Have you tried to access a
dorm after quiet hours that
wasn't your own? You should
have been able to, because
President Bryan announced the
return of universal 24-hour

access.
On April 10th, President
Bryan and Dean Marilyn
LaPlante met with the student
committee on security to reopen
the issue of key cards and
unlimited access.
According to President
Bryan, legal counsel for the
college was consulted before
rendering his final decision.
"When we flISt reopened the
issue with Dean LaPlante I
didn't think we had a chance,"
said Hans Morefield, who
initially approached Dean
LaPlante with Eric Hegg to talk
about the key card access issue.
"After meeting with President
Bryan and the teleconference call
with the college lawyers, I was
more optimistic. But it still
came as a shock when we got
everything we wanted."
Student requests included
unlimited access for both oncampus students as well as
commuters.
The decision to reopen the
dorms to all students also came
with provisions. Students, in
groups or individually, who
damage dorms or harass
residen ts w ill be restricted
immediately.
The new charge back policy
which holds residents of a dorm
financially responsible for
damage incurred unless a guilty
party is found will remain in
effect. Twenty-four hour access
by other residents will not be an
acceptable excuse to evade those
charges, said President Bryan.
Students are reminded of the
importance of taking more
responsibility for ones own
safety by locking their own
room and/or suite.

Prospective RA's Train, Interview
Before Upcoming Selection Process
By DEANNA L.
RYDZEWSKI
Thirty two students are
going through Resident
Assistant (RA) trainmg this
spring in hopes of being chosen
as next year's RAs.
According to Vaughn
Maatrnan, Assistant Dean for
Residential Life, Kalamazoo
Co\1ege has 45 students in their
RA "pool." Twenty two of
those who are on campus are
used each quarter. Each year the
graduating seniors are replaced.
Fifteen to seventeen will be
chosen this year, according to
Maatrnan.
Student Services uses a
number of criteria to choose
RAs. Students must fill out an
application and answer several
essay questions, including

things like "How do you see
yourself in 10-20 years," or
"What has been your most
difficult situation or greatest
triumph at "K" and how did you
deal with it?"
Applicants must then go
through interviews Hall
Directors, students, current
RA's, and Maatrnan.
According to Maatman,
"Resident assistants must be
able to build relationships in a
hall." Potential RAs must have
"the ability to
do solid
programming and planning,
initiate discipline and be good
team members who help
accomplish goals." Choices are
also based on applicant's
character, temperament, and indepth experience."
RAs are guaranteed a single
(at the price of a double) and

receive a pay raise after every
three quarters of service.
According to Rebecca
Simmons, a sixth quarter RA,
"It's a fabulous job. Unlike
working on the Index or Student
Commission, RA's interact
with students all the time."
RA's plan and execute
activities for dorm residents to
participate in. They are also
faced with having to discipline
their peers and friends.
With the upcoming change
in the alcohol policy, RAs and
applicants are concerned about
what their position will entail
when the new policy goes into
effect. According to Maatrnan, it
discussion.
is sti11 under
However, he feels that space and
privacy should not be
encroached upon unless they
are causing a problem.

photo by Scott P. Jerome

PROSPECTIVE RESIDENT ASSISTANTS Anjanette Genovese.
Ben Hale . and Lisa Verondoni experience a counseling workshop.
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Founder of K-Plan Speaks

Dedication, Professions Discussed
By JEANNE COUSINEAU English professor in the fall of

DR. LAWRENCE BARRE7T,foulf(ier of the K-Plan, spoke at the
Founder'.t Day l-ect!Ye at last Friday's Chapel aboUl professions.

NEWS BRIEFS
A Capella Group Sings
Black Township Music
On Thursday, May 2, Dr. Veit Erlmann, visiting professor at the
University of Chicago, will give a lecture/video presentation titled
"The Music of Ladysmith Black Mombaza."
Erlmann will present his research on the a capella men's group,
"Ladysmith Black Mombaza," who will perform a type of biact.:
township music that was brought to international fame when it was
featured on Paul Simon's album Graceland. Erlmann will
accompany his discussion with videotapes of the group in
performance.
.
Since completing his research, ErJmann has produced his own
album on this type of Mbube music under the Rounder Records
label.
The event is free and begins at 8 p.m. in the Olmsted Room.

-- Kalamazoo Col/ege Public Relations

Founder's Day, which
honors the foundation of the
College, was played down this
year because of the activities
surrounding President Bryan's
inauguration, but those who
attended Chapel Friday morning
did not feel the least bit
slighted.
Dr. Laurence Barrell, who
conceived of, and helped carry
out the K-plan in the 1960's,
captivated his audience with an
address inspiring students and
f,,::alty alike.
Barrell, founder of t!le 'Kplan: gave the Four.der's Day
address at Chapel on Ap!i119.
Dr. Barrett's . speech,
entitled "Professors and
Professions," focused on
"committrnent and dedication to
something more important than
the self." Though itself an
important topic, it is especially
challenging at a time when the
college is going through a
transition marked by the
inauguration of a new president. After stressing the invaluable
professions
in
society,
particularly of doctors, lawyers,
clergymen, and teachers, Barren
hoped that the inaugural
ceremony would serve as a
reaffirmation of importance to
all those present.
Barrett seems to '!<,ody the
very ideals he spob of .Juring
Chapel service. H(' carne to
Kalamazoo College as an

1954. "The College was in a
very marginal state at that
time," remembers Barrett. It had
no president and a very low
endowment. Chairman of the
Board of Trustees, Richard
Light, however, had big dreams
for "K."
It was precisely those
dreams that attracted Dr. Barren
to "K", and eventually
convinced him to leave Bowdoin
College in Maine to join "K's"
faculty. "K" was desperate for
change and improvement, which
Barrett found more exciting and
challenging than the stasis at
Bowdoin. "I used to command
ships," explained Barrett, "and I
couldn't stand being tied to port.
I liked to be engaged in
something scary."
Barrett had only been at "K"
for three or four years when
President Weimer Hicks asked
him to serve as Dean of the
College. Barrett rem ern bers
Hicks as a very dedicated
president. Hicks was also a
natural public relations man,
and he wanted to replace "K's"
antiquated curriculum with
something new and distinctive
that he could "sell" to the
public.
Many factors contributed to
the birth of the K -plan. Pressure
carne from the trustees for the
college to become more
efficient. '~Although they were
tremendous teachers and very

dedicated to the college, the
faculty was desperately
overloaded and underpaid," said
Barrett. The College wanted to
attract the best students and
faculty in the market, but
changes needed to be made.
At that time, there was a
great deal of maturation research
corning out of Stanford
University. Psychologists found
that maturity occurs in quantum
leaps resulting from a change in
environment and responsibility.
This finding was utilized in the
development of the K-plan,
which gives students increasing
freedom each year.
The program required student
class loads be cut, which had to
be balanced by operating yearround. Many political problems
had to be carefully worked out,
and Barrell strongly believes
that it was the right
combination of people that
made it possible to carry out the
program. "We all had dreams
about what a college like this
could do," said Barrell, and he
and his colleagues worked hard
to make their dreams a rCjility.
Barrett refuses to accept all
of the credit for founding the Kplan. His pride lies elsewhere.
He believes that the strength of
"K" lies more in its teachers
than in its program. "The thing
I'm most proud of, frankl y ,"
said Barrett, "is the number of
damn good teachers 1 hired while
acting as Provost."

Arab Lecture Series Promotes
A wareness, Understanding
By DEANNE
BARTKOWIAK

of religion at Kalamazoo
College. Schmeichel will focus
on the history of early Islam and
A series of five lectures the basic tenets of the religion.
called 'The Arab World" will be He will also discuss the effects
presented to increase awareness of Islam on the life of the Mdb
in light of the recent war, people.
according to "K" Spanish
"The Civilization of Islam,"
professor Rodney Rodriguez.
is the third lecture in the series.
"The Land ?nd the People," John Woods, director of the
was the firsllecture presented by Center for Mid-Eastern Studies
John Kolars, professor of at the University of Chicago is
geography and near eastern the presenter. This lecture
studies at
U ni versity of focuses on aesthetics of Islamic
Michigan. The geography of the art, which relies heavily on
Arab world and its ethnicity geometry rather than realistic
were discussed, focusing on the portrayal, and the contributions
different people in the Arab of the Arab people to the
World
western world in math and
The second lecture "Islam" science.
will be delivered today by
"The Rise of Arab
Waldemar Schmeichel, professor Nationalism" lecture will be

given on May 8 by Juan Cole,
professor of history and near
eastern studies at the University
of Michigan. Cole will speak
on disintegration of the unified
Muslim world as separate
entities controlled by other
countries. He will also address
the rise of and reasons for Arab
consciousness in modern times.
The series concludes with
"The Arab World in ~!:(} 1990's"
addiessed by Bruce Borthwick,
professor of political science at
Albion College. He will address
where the Arab world is going
and the aftermath of the war
. especially in the Middle East.
All of the lectures are LAC
events and will be presented
weekly beginning today at 8
p.m. in Dalton.

African Cultural Troupe
Brings Black History To K K'92 Elects Senior Soiree Members
By RUTH PALILEO
On Tuesda)c, April 30, the renowned Wulomei Cultural Troupe
of Ghana will appear at Kalamazoo College. The company will
give a special performance from noon until 2 p.m. in front of the
Light Fine Arts Building. A variety of African foods will also be
available for sampling.
At 7 p.m., the Wulomei Cultural Troupe will give a
performance in Old Welles Hall, Hicks Center. Tickets are $3 for
adults; S 1 for children. Proceeds from Africa Day will support the
African Students' Fellowship Fund.
Composed of Ghanian fisherman, the troupe attempts to preserve
the heritage of Africa The troupe kicked off its U.S. tour during
Black History Month in Chicago, performing at numerous locations
including the McCormick Hotel, Roosevelt University, and the
Field Museum.

-- Kalamazoo Col/ege Public RelaJions

The class of 1991 chose
its Senior Soiree Committee
last week.
Becky Englebrecht, Kristie
Everett, Gerald Gleeson,
Chris Lomer, Connie Pao,
Nathaniel Slavin, and Heidi
Zmuda are junior half the
committee that will organize
senior events including the
Pig Roast, Senior Soiree, the
Slide
Show,
and
Commencement.

Unli·ke events which rely
on volunteers from Student
Activities, Senior Soiree
Committee members must be
elected for the two- year office.
"It's just really a lot of
fun!" said Englebrecht,
echoing the sentiments of her
six fellow juniors.
According to Lianna
Iacobelli, senior member,
"It's fun but I don't think the
juniors realize how much
work they're in for. Toward
the end, it's just crazy."
Senior members have been

planning the events for the
class of '91 since last year.
"We've organized the
events for this year," said
Iacobelli. "The juniors will
help run them and get an idea
of what to do next year. :rhen,
they'll have everything
organized and the new juniors
will be running their events."
Senior members of the
committee are: Evie Haight,
Lianna Iacobelli, Stacy
Grobbel, Karen Richner,
Susan Slagle, Craig Thiel,
and Kathy Young.
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NEWS BRIEFS

Students Voice Concern Over
East Asia Week Continues Parking, Shortage 1 Lack of Action
With Films, Tourney, Talk
More permits than spaces are
owned by students because
permits are given out for the
"The Index should come and year and not the quarter, said
take a picture of me," said Stu Simson. Thus, permits given
Bussell. "I've been driving last summer are still valid for
around for a day and I can't find this spring.
any place to park. I sleep in my
Upperclassmen complain
car. When the cop starts to that too many first-year students
write me a ticket, I move."
have cars. Current school policy
Although this comment was dictates that only sophomores,
made jokingly, this exemplifes juniors and seniors are allowed
the frustation felt by many to register cars on campus.
students at the lack of parking
"I have had five freshmen ask
available this quarter.
me for permits," said Mike
"Parking is ridiculous. They Swijak. "They [security1 could
(the college administration) are police who gets a permit a lot
all worried about safety for the better."
students and you have to park
"Too many freshmen have
five miles away," said Kellie cars," said Pat Conley. "You
Warner. "What kind of safety is can't even find a parking spot
that?"
outside your own dorm. They
"They shouldn't have parking should make it harder for
de~ignated for faculty," said
freshmen to get parking
Veronica Horter. "If we have to stickers."
find a space, why shouldn't
All first-year students are
they? We're the ones paying to given special stickers that
go here."
allows them to park only down
"Over the weekend, the by the football field. In order to
(lower fine arts) parking lot sits obtain a permit a student must
empty, while we have to fight show both his identification and
for spaces," said Cyndee his registration. Unless a
Carpenter.
student had a fake registration, it
In attempt to respond to would be impossible for a
some of these questions asked junior to register a freshmen's
by students, security guard Gail car, said Simpson.
Simson explains students will
Although they were reluctant
not be ticketed for parking in to admit how they obtained their
lower fine arts overnight during passes, at least three freshmen
the weekend. The current sign interviewed admitted to having
for lower fine arts reads, regular passes.
"Staff/Faculty/Visi!ors Parking.
Another common complaint
NO PARKING 2:00 a.m. TO by students was that phyiscal
6:00 a.m.
TOW AWAY plant trucks park in front of
ZONE" Simson said the current Severn, taking up space and
signs do not include weekend often violating fire regulations.
parking information due to lack If there were to be a fire,
of space on the face of the sign.
however, physical plant workers
Another popular complaint would be in the building and
is that more permits are owneel tlierefore would be able to move
than there are spaces to park.
their vehicles.
"They should only give out as
Physical plant trucks are not
many permits as there are the only parking problem by
spaces," sai~ Molly Wright
Severn. "Angle parking by
By LAURA BARNES

This week at Kalamazoo College is East Asia Week. East Asia
Week is sponsored by the Kalamazoo College Forum, the Film
Society, Chinese Language and Literature Program, Japanese
Language and Literature Program, and the Nagai Kafu Lectureship.
Kafu attended Kalamazoo College in 1904-05 and later became one
of Japan's most distinguished novelists.
Today, Peter Wang will present " ' Minority' Culture in Comedy- Telling Jokes Seriously." Wang is an independent film maker
credited with high claims for writing, directing, and acting in
numerous feature films and documentaries including A Great Wall,
Ah Ying, and the Beijing episode of the PBS series, Cities of
Chi.n.a at 4 p.m. in the President's Lounge.
Also today, is the China Series Continued presented by Bernard
Palchick, Professor of Art, at 4 p.m. in Hicks Center.
An All-Campus Ping Pong Tournament will be held at 4 p.m. at
Hicks Center on Thursday, April 25.
On April 26-27, will be a Film Society double feature Ah. Ying
and Demon Pond will be shown both days at 7 p.m. at Dalton
Theater.

Award Nominated AIDS
Film Shown at Quadstop
An award-winning film, Longtime Comoanion, will be presented
by the Gay and Lesbian Support Group on Thursday at 8 p.m. at
Quadstop.
The film concerns the effects of the AIDS crisis on ten lives over
a ten year span. The film features an Academy Award nominated
performance by Bruce Davison (Best Supporting Actor).
-By Andrew Sherrod

Tennis Tourney To Be Held
By Alumni Association
"Tennis Scramble," sponsored by Student Alumni Association,
will pit students and alumni against each other in a tennis
tournament May II.
The afternoon wiII begin with a tennis clinic given by the men's
and women's tennis teams from 1-2 p.m. Beginners and
intermediates will play from 2-3 p.m. and advanced intermediates
and advanced players will play from 3:30-5:30 p.m. There wiII be
separate mens' and womens' competitions.
Prizes will be awarded throughout the tennis tournament and
refreshments will be served. Spectators are also welcome.
Sign-up begins tomorrow and interested students are asked to
RSVP by May 1. Students can also contact Mark Maggio at 3816126, Mika Osaka at 3-9574, Kelly Roberts at 3-9584, or Renee
Robinson at 3-9700.
-Maria Carlson

Politics, Cold War
Discussed by Author
"The end of the Cold War: European Unity, Socialism, and the
Shift in Global Power," is the topic of a lecture to be presented on
Tuesday, April 30 by Dr. Bogdan Denitch.
Denitch is a sociology professor at Queens College and Graduate
School, CUNY. He is author of numerous articles, book chapters,
and books, which include The End of lhe Cold War, 1990 ; The
Limits of Change: The Crisis of Yugoslav SOCIalism, 1990; Civil
Scoiety . Democracy and Trade Unions in Post Communisl Society,
1991 .. and After The Flood, 1991 .
An abbreviated list of his recent papers and addresses include
appearances before the Foreign Service Institute, Department of
State; the University of Chicago; Labor Center, Wayne State; and
Ljubljana and Zagreb, Yugoslavia.
Denitch's posts include visiting professor of politics at Birbeck
College, London University; senior professor of politics at the John
Hopkins School of Advanced International Studies at Bologna; and
senior fellow at the Research Institute of International Change,
School of International Relations, Columbia University.
The lecture is free and begins at 8 p.m. in the Olmsted Room.
-- Kalamazoo College Public Relalions

.Faculty Theater Cancelled
Two performances of FacuIty Readers Theater on Friday and
Saturday, May 3 and 4, which were announced in the Kalamazoo
College Public Events Calendar, have been cancelled.
-- Kalamazoo College Public Relations

Severn should be allowed to the
comer," said Mitch Veldkamp.
"They also should have lines so
people would park closer
together. "
Crystal Caruana agrees.
"They would have much less of
a problem if they would paint
some lines. All the parking
lots need lines."
Simson said lots would
probably be repainted this
summer when the weather is
warmer.
Caruana also shared other
people's concern with parking
safety. "If I had a car," she said.
"I wouldn't want to be walking
up from Markin to Trow at 1:00
a.m. by myself."
If a student calls ahead of
time to let security know
approximately when they will
be back, security will meer the
student and drive or walk them
home, depending on the
weather, said Simson.
Another question was why
certain lots were closed after
dark. "They say people won't
move their cars," said Swijak.
"If they don't, the cars should be
towed."
Students double parking
when there are so few spaces to
begin with is another
complaint. "It bugs me to no
end people double park to save
their trash cars," said one "K"
student "It's plain rude and that
just drives me nuts."
However, some people are
hopeful once spring quarter is
over. the parking crisis will be
alleviated. "You can't make
more parking on the campus,"
said Bishop. "I think it's mostly
a spring phenomena. "
Other people aren't as
optimistic. "!t's just gotten
worse and worse," said Britt
Cibulka. "When the tennis
tournament comes, it's going to
be hell."

Student Commission News Notes
JUNIORS! Student
Commission is looking for
a few good presidential candidates! Two Presidents wiII
be elected--one for Summer/Fall and another for
Winter/Spring. Petitions
are available at the Union
Desk and are due back fifth
week Friday. Elections will
be held seventh week Tuesday.

•••

Hope you weren't planning on seeing a movie on
campus this weekend, because Film Society is
bust! According to Student
Commission president
Stacey Grobbel, Film Society isn't to blame for the
almost $2000 deficit they
incurred. Rather, the fact
that more students own
VCRs is to blame for low

student attendance, and low
revenue for Film Society.
U nfortunatel y, Student
Commission could not afford the almost $3000 it
would have cost to keep
them running. Last weekend's Psycho was probably
the last fi lm of the quarter.

•••

Annual Fund is back!
Be sure to sign up April
30, May 1 or 2 during
lunch or dinner.

•••

Don't miss the housing
forum today, 7 p.m. in the
President's Lounge. The
new bousing policy
will be fully explained with
an opportunity to ask questions and give suggestions.
The policy may go into effect fall quarter.

•••
VOLUNTEERS!
Spring Fling can't happen without the help of
student volunteers. Sign-up
sheets are posted on Mike
Hudson's door in Student
Activities.

•••

Tbe Hicks Renovation Committee is in
full swing with big plans.
The most noticeable difference for students may be
the possibility of revamping Quadstop. Someday
students may also be able
to use their Marriott
punches at Quadstop. Beer
may also grace the menu.
To expand Quadstop, the
Index, the Boiling Pot and
the Cauldron may have a
new home in what is currently the games room.
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College Provost speaks out

Governor's new proposal threatens
Department of Natural Resources
By KATHLEEN LAYDEN
Most of the infonnation we
receive about the environment is
geared towards the future-how
many trees will be left in 2025,
how large the pile of unrecycled
garbage will be at the end of the
century. The reality of these issues appear decades away from
any present danger. But now,
Michigan is faced with a tough
environmental dilemma, as
Governor Engler proposes the
dismantling of the Michigan
Department of Natural Resources (DNR).

game and put the environmental
programs into the Department
of Public Health," said Dr.
Richard Cook, Kalamazoo College's Provost and the former
vice-chairman of the Michigan
Toxic Control Commission.
The programs for the
protection of wetlands, lakes and
streams, and natural rivers
would be put in the Department
of Commerce and forestry issues
would be relegated to the
Department of Agriculture.
Environmentalists argue that
the placement of such commis-

environmental
protection to one of
the worst. ~~
-Richard Cook
Kalamazoo College Provost
Engler's recent budget cuts
have not been popular, but his
latest move threatens the department which is responsible
for Michigan's lakes, wetlands,
fish and wildlife, as well as air
and water pollution controls.
Engler's proposal would
"streamline" the DNR, splitting
the department into several parts
and redistributing them into
other areas of the government.
"One of the things he could do
would be to make the DNR
only responsible for fish and

sions into the already overloaded
departments would give Engler's
administration more power and
open environmental issues up to
partisan influences.
"What he [Engler] wants to
do is remove the science from
the DNR and put politics in its
place,"said Rick Newberry, Executive Director of the West
Michigan Environmental Action
Council. "Who is electing the
governor? Someone is contributing a large amount of
money in campaign funds, and,

who is to say that these funds
can't influence the decision on
an environmental issue? Aren't
we asking for abuse of the sys-

tem?"
Cook said that much of the
responsibility will shift to the
Natural Resource Commission
(NRC), which currently appoints the director of the DNR.
"The NRC isn't qualified to
handle these kinds of issues,"
said Cook. "It was created as a
watchdog group by the legislature several years ago, after the
accidental contamination of cattle by a flame retardant called
PBB. The bureaucracy kicked
the problem around, but it took
a private farmer with a research
background to discover the PBB.
The NRC's function is that of
an oversight commission."
Engler could accomplish the
dismantling in two ways:
slowly, by passing in through
the legislature, or quickly, by
using his power of executive
order. "For three weeks now
they've been saying it could
happen any day," said Newberry,
referring to Engler's use of the
executive order. Hearings are being held around the state by environmental groups and public
opinion seems to be against the
proposal.
Engler's own Republican
party is split on the issue.
"Republicans have historically
been at the forefront of environmental protection," said
Newberry. "It is motivated by
self-interest, of course. They
love trout-fishing, and good al-

GOVERNOR JOHN ENGLER/aces criticism/or his recent budget
cut proposals.
eas to hunt in. They are mostly with a great business idea.
business people who utilize the You'll go and try to get a perbeautiful parks near Petoskey mit to build a factory, but inand Charlevoix. With this pro- stead of going to the DNR ofposal, it is obvious Engler has fice one day, you'll have to atgrossly misread his own party's tend as many as six committee
interests."
meetings, in four different state
Michigan has a history of departments, on six different
good environmental policy anl1 days, all for one penn it," said
of listening to citizens' concerns Newberry. Not to mention that
about wildlife and the parks. But the proposed budget cuts will afaccording to Cook, this could fect the maintenance of Michichange. "Governor Engler does gan's lakes and parks. Many of
not have a distinguished record the recreational areas students
for fighting for environmental flock to on the weekends will be

_() What he [Engler] wants to do is remove the
science from the DNR and put politics in its
R'IC k Newberry
place, ~~
Exec. Director, West Michigan
Environmental Action Council
issues," he said. "This could
cause Mk~igan to drop from
one of the best states for environmental protection to one of
the worst"
So how does this affect college students? "When you graduate and begin working in
Michigan, you may come up

closed or polluted.
What can citizens do to stop
this proposal from becoming reality? "The momentum is
against him [Engler]," said
Newberry. "If every day, someone speaks out against him and
his policies, things could
change."

Senior Cocktail Party
Balch Playhouse Lobby, April 20, 1991

JENNIFER HOOVER and AliCIA TSCHIRHART enjoy the company (and the drinks) at the
senior celebration.
photo by Douglas S. Ferguson

KEN TURKINGTON and JEFF REINOEHL are caught/illing their
cups at the keg (again).
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Ilnpressions of Ecuador
two months.
By JILL WYLIE
and intense about life as North
The Ecuador group were Westerners ... and I really felt
Kalamazoo College began a
new foreign study program this pleased with the program as a comfortable. "
year in Ecuador. The six-month whole. However, there was a
Gansler, Musilli and Smith
program, which spans fall and general consensus that a place- climbed ancient volcanos while
winter quarters, provides "K" ment test should have been they were there. Gansler took a
students with the opportunity to given to determine at which hiking tour through the rain fortake classes at the University of level the students should enter. est, in many parts reduced to
Quito (the capital of Ecuador).
Gansler explained the upper secondary growth in vegetation,
This year twenty-two stu- level students felt they were un- because of previous human dedents participated in the pro- der pressure to perform at the velopment.
gram. Likewise, the foreign same level as the Latin AmeriGanslcr feIt that in contrast
study department has also begun can students at the uni versity.
to the United States, there was a
to encourage interested students
Musilli believed the lower lack of environmental awareness
to do their SIPs in Ecuador.
level language group "felt better in Ecuador: "I saw this sign on
The new Ecuador program about our classes and I think, a bus 'Please throw your
divides the participating Kala- [the group) learned a lot more. garbage out the window', bemazoo College students into In the other group, it was so in- cause they didn't want it in their
two groups based on language tense a lot of what was said bus."
ability. Students assigned to the went over people's heads."
Smith did his SIP on extent
upper level have taken three
Gansler, during her experi- of industrial poIlution and efSpanish language courses or a ence in Ecuador, was the most forts to combat it in Ecuador.
Spanish literature course. These surprised by "how open and re- He commented as Ganslcr had
students with a higher degree of ceiving the families are there." done: "There is no regulation on
Spanish are enroIled in univer- She felt the greatest contrast to pollution in Ecuador, none
sity classes conducted along the U.S. lay in "their attitude to whatsoever. New industry is
with the Ecuadorian students.
foreign people and their hospi- cropping up everywhere and
Upper level language student tality. My friends would say, they are not paying a cent to
Jennifer Gansler explained she like, 'Come to my farm or my clean it up."
took classes in Spanish at the house' and it would happen. It
As a result of his experience
there, Smith said the environmental organization with which
he had contact was "paying Iipservice to the issues, but reaIly
not much is being done. The industries are trying to say they
ar~ doing something about pollutIon. Let's just say I was
skeptical-the two worst poIluting industries in Ecuador, the
oil and the textile industry, finance the largest environmental
organization in Latin America."
Musilli was struck by "the
big class difference between rich
and poor. We were all placed in
wealthy families, so we reaIly
didn't have contact with the
poor people, although on the
bus I saw them. The majority of
people in Ecuador are reaIly
photo by Jennifer Gansler
poor.
The country doesn't have
CALDERON, ECUADOR: EI dia de los L'! ull.
vwember 2),
public
education, so if a family
the gathering offamilies in the graveyard to visit deceased relatives.
can't afford to send them to
university in political science, is a much more social society. school, the children seIl things
anthropology, Latin American When you meet someone, you on the street. You see lillie kids
literature, ecology and the Span- reaIly communicate with that running around in the streets and
ish language.
person, communication is really not in school."
FeIlow participant Nancy an important thing."
All three of the "K" students
MusiIli who was assigned to the
MusiIli had a similar good were deeply impressed with
other language level said her experience with her family and Ecuador's natural beauty. Smith
group enroIled in special classes the people in general. She felt was shocked by " the beauty of
in Spanish with other "K" stu- the Ecuadorians were "more the place. It makes everything
dents at the university. She took outgoing and open and more re- pale in comparison. There is
classes in Spanish, art history, laxed about work and not as rain forest, mountains, coastal
ethnology and "Themes in Cur- stressed. They take time to en- land. I was able to visit the
rent Latin American History."
joy themsel ves."
Galapagos Islands offshore. It
Both language programs
Brad Smith, who did his SIP was so mystical. I just had the
ended in January giving the in Ecuador this past fall, agreed: feeling that this was Latin
group the opportunity to travel "I knew Latin Americans were America -and the Andes mounin Latin and South America for less organized and not as uptight tains were beautiful."
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OFF T.1i8 QUiD
By CHRIS COTY and ERIC LENGUA

Imagine life without weiners and
describe it to me.
Steve Bennett
K'91
"Without what? Are
we talking about
ballparks or what? I
don't know! It would
mean Robert Saxton
would be ruined."
Keith Morris
K'94
"Like, urn, I dunno,
cuz, like, urn everyone
that like talks on these
things like sound
really stupid 'n stuff."

Liana Iacobelli
K'91
"Urn, I'm really bad at
these kind of
things .. .lonel y,
sniff...not really
worth living."

Jennifer Romney
K'91
"I have comps!"

NEW WELLES MENU
Items are subject to change due
to availibility.

Thursday, April 25

Friday, April 26

Saturday, April 27

LUNCH: Tomato soup
Grilled cheese
Chili
Risotto
w/mushrooms

LUNCH: Clam chowder
Fishwich
Beef turnover
Brown rice &
vegetables
Goodwich

LUNCH: Soup
Califomia hoagie
Pasta, turkey &
vegetable
French toast

DINNER: Beef noodle soup
Pizza deluxe
Chicken supreme
Bean burritos

DINNER: Fish chowder
Cheesy mushroom
burger
Fish supreme
Broccoli quiche

DINNER: Soup
Sirloin steak
Breast of chicken
Fresh fruit plate

MattTanlc
K'91

Emily West
K'91

"I haven't had one for
)Tears. "

"Weiners suck!"
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letters
Morality of our world questioned
To the Editor-

the New World Order was quoted
as saying that in the New York

I am writing in response tu
Lance O'Donnell's recent article
on the "morality" of the Gulf
War. "War is wrong,"
O'Donnell writes, but you'd
never know it from the brainwashed, jingoistic paragraphs
that precede that statement.
Desen Shield/Storm did nothing
to advance morality in the "New
World Order." First, O'Donnell
states that "the coalition which
provided the support for the
Desen Shield arrangement is the
first great example of how a
moral world order might operate." Would the people of a
"moral world order" really drop
cluster born bs on retreating, unarmed, and starving soldiers?
(We did do that, you know.)
Would the people of a "moral
world order" really refer to the
line-up of planes waiting to go
on Thousand Points of Light
Bomb Club sorties as "so
crowded it was like the road to
Daytona at spring break. These
kids can't wait to go up"? (We
did that, too. A moral soldier of

Times.)
Another
point
of
O'Donnell's with which I take
offense is his assenion that the
Iraqi government had to be
stopped because it "seeks to
prevent the growth of freedom."
O'Donnell's only concern for
freedom seems to be with freedom for capitalism. The country
whose monarchy we fought to
restore and the country which
hosted our moral troops both
prevent the growth of freedom
in their own special ways. Saudi
and Kuwaiti women cannot
vote, drive cars, or expose their
flesh. Sure, you may say, but
that's a cultural thing. So is
apartheid. no matter how you
slice it, it comes up oppression.
Whether or not Arab women
want to vote, drive, or wear Tshirts is not the point; they are
oppressed because they can't.
And, unlucky for them, the
right to this kind of oppression
was staunchly and patriotically
defended by our moral
president and his moral armies.

Thirdly, O'Donnell condemns the invasion of Kuwait
as an "affront to morality" because of the "conquest of a nation for stealing its resources."
To this I say, "Wake up and
smell a history book!" This
great nation whose free market
you so love based on colonialism, manifest destiny, and all
other kinds of moral atrocities
against the Native Americans
(also known and The People
Who Lived Here For Hundreds
of Years Before the Europeans
Arrived). And although we
haven't exactly driven tanks into
most developing countries, we
exploit their resources and their
people just the same. The moral
example Bush is setting for the
world is just another case of
"Do as I say, not as I do" foreign and domestic policies.
As has been said so many
times that it has become Clie'le,
"Those who do not learn form
history are condemned to repeat
il." George Bush's New World
Order smells like the same old
bullshit.
Amy Carlton, K'92

Alot ofcampus rapes start here.
1I'h<""'<f Ihtre\dnrWngordrug>, ""n8' can get "" oChand
So It'\ no \Urpri~ that man) ('ampo~ rapt's m~·>/ve almiol
8U1 ~ou :Jlould knC'M thai undcr<Ul\ Clrcum~an(,:e~, I,C,( \l,llhout
the Other ~~)n\ cllnsenll!, conSidered raj)!. A fclOll); pumshable
by pmoo. And dnnkmg IS noe'(cul,f
Thal\ v.h}. Yohcn yt"IIJ pan}. If~ go-..~ 10 know Yohat your IJm.J(~ are.
'00 ....:e. a hnle sobenng Ihougtu OCM can ')AVe you from Q bIg
problem later

if you see news
happen, call the
INDEX
383-8460

T~is

newspaper
printed on
recycled paper

•
Free market IS
not the answer to world's ills
Tn the EditorAfter
reading Lance
O'Donnell's article "Desert
Storm and the Advance of
morality" in last week's Index, I
felt annoyed for several reasons.
Tb begin with, the title bothered
me; I'm suspicious of any suggestion that morality is advancing along an inevitable upward
path towards ultimate enlightenment, as the history of the
twentieth century alone leads me
to believe that we aren't getting
more moral, we're just gelling
beller and better at explaining
why we're killing people. Beyond this initial quibble, I disagree
not
only
with
O'Donnell's claim that Operation Desen Storm was necessary
Lo safeguard the future of President Bush's much-vaunted "New
World Order," but with the
whole tone of the article.
O'Donnell claims that Mr.
Bush launched the war in the
Gulf in order to avoid the consequences of a coalition break-up,
which would have discredited
economic sanctions as a means
of dealing with international aggression. According to thi ~
rather convoluted reasoning, war
was necessary to preserve th.
potential for peaceful solutions
to future crises. This argument
is morally weak but logically
SOund, except that I don't recall
much evidence that the coalition
was on the verge of collapse
when Mr. Bush made the decision to go to war; certainly
there were many who doubted
the ultimate effectiveness of
economic sanctions, but no

county was threatening to back
ut of the coalition. It's cerainly possible that the coalition
Nould not have held together indefinitely, but there is no way
of knowing whether it would
have lasted long enough to force
an Iraqi withdrawal from
Kuwait.
As to my broader objections
to the article's tone, well, I
simply don't share O'Donnell's
boundless faith in free market
capitalism, which, he announced
early in the article, is "the only
rational world order." Capitalism may in fact be the best economic system we have yet invented; however, I can't help being irritated by his absolutist
statement, which led Great Britain to take up "the white man's
burden" in eh nineteenth century.
Of course, there is a difference between enforced subservience to a foreign power and
the spontaneous spread of a successful economic system. No
lover of democracy could have
witnessed the recent collapse of
communism in Eastern Europe
without elation. however, I
think we need to be very caulious about predicting long-term
lOsitive results from such momentarily intoxicating events;
let's not forget that the French
revolution ushered in the Reign
of Terror and the Napoleonic
Wars, or that the unification of
Germany in the nineteenth century and the resulting acceleration of economic and military
growth produced WWI.
Throughout the last year we
have witnessed the struggle of

the U.S.S.R. and several Eastern European countries to make
the transition from communism
to a free market economy, and
we now face a situation in
which the U.S.S.R. is torn by
internal strife, Yugoslavia is
disintegration before our eyes,
and the reunification of East and
West Germany is progressing
far more slowly than initially
hoped. Add to these problems
our own far from negligible
economic and social ills, and the
future being to seem pretty
uncenain.
A free market system has
much to recommend it, but it
doesn't hold the solution to all
our problems. One of its flaws
IS that it tends to lead to the
formation of monopolies, which
can then use their economic
power to control economic and
political events. Consider the
oil companies and the militaryindustrial complex which were
so deeply involved in the recent
war; the Arab countries must
sell their oil to survive, and
they plus the myriad industries
which depend on oil (for instance, the defense industry, the
automobile industry, the plastics industry, and the oil companies themselves) have a
tremendous vested interest in
maintaining the status quo. As
long as oil companies are able
to buy up and shelves patents
for the development of new energy technology, how can the
"free market" produce the alternative energy sources we S0
desperately need to forestall the
funher deterioration of our environment? Another questio n

~ hat role do so-called Third
World countries have to play in
a free-market system that traps
them in a vicious cycle of dependency, forcing them to sell
cash crops to obtain foreign currency to buy the oil that a modem industrial economy demands,
rather than devoting their resources to education and rural
development? I don't have the
answers; I'm merely trying to
point out that the problems the
world faces are immensely complex, and that we can't resolve
them by closing our eyes and
chanting the mantra of "free
market capitalism."
One final note: I object to
O'Donnell's characterization of
the new world he envisions, in
which "value, i.e. free market
economics (a creation of the
human mind), not power and
physical coercion (the mindless
realm of animals), will provide
the basis of interaction between
intelligent beings." In fact, "the
mindless realm of animals" offers myriad examples of ritualized combat to resolve disputes
in which the contestants avoid
actually injuring gone another;
very few animals will fight a
membet of their own species to
the death. It is we intelligent,
moralistic humans who have
specialized in designing
weapons capable of destroying
vast numbers of our own kind.
What our world needs is a third
alternative, the rule not of blind
economic forces nor of military
aggression, but of humanity and
common sense. Naive? Impractical? You bet!
-Josephine Rood, K'91

If what happened on your inside
happened on your outside,
would you still smoke?
SALES/CASHIER seasonalwill train for Mackinac Island,
MI gift shop. Dates flexible.
Room wltv & modem kitchen;
bedding & dishes supplied.
Laundry Facilities. Call (906)

847-3956.

Letter Policy
The Index welcomes
letters from its readers.
Letters should be original
copies. typed or printed, and
must be signed.
We encourage letters that
are concise and deal with
relevant topics. The Index
reserves the right to edit for
space and clarity when
necessary.
Letters can be turned into
The Index mailbox in the
basement of Hicks Center.
Preferably, letters should be
submitted by the Saturday
before the issue in which
they will appear.
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Editorial

Let's hand out
keycards to just
anyone . . .
By MARIA CARLSON
The new security system is useless.
No, wait, actually, it does serve a few purposes. Students
seem to have a good time running the cards through the little
sensors. The little "push to operate door button" is also a good
time. It was a little confusing at fust, but now it's a gas.
Oh, yes, that's right, the whole purpose of the system is to
keep strangers out, isn't it? Yes, well, that's where it's useless.
The key card sensor is useless when there is a "K" student at the
door ready and willing to let in anyone. And I've watched it
happen.
Off the top of my head, I can remember twice last quarter
reading security alerts in the daily bulletin about strangers in
our dorm system. Twice, men who had no affiliation with "K"
and hence no business here were found roaming around residence
halls.
Last week I watched two women who very obviously did not
attend "K" enter Crissey.
How did they get in? Somebody let them in. I watched two
male students with key cards allow the two females in behind
them. Doesn't that frighten anyone? Doesn't anyone remember
the instant feeling of violation when they heard about the
alleged rape last fall? Doesn't anyone here feel any
responsibility to monitor who comes in ,those doors behind

It is not difficult to distinguish between
moms and dads and riff-raff.
them?
It is not difficult to distinguish between moms and dads and
riff-raff. Moms and dads really do not want to foray into the
dorm. I can barely figure out what's where, and I live here.
Parents do not want to risk entering a dorm and becoming
hopelessly lost in a maze of rooms full of beer and blasting
"that ****ed music." They linger at the phone, waiting to be
met. Riff-raff want into the dorms.
It has been frequently argued that if a criminal wants into
one of our dorms, they wi1\ get in. Yes, he or she will. I'm
sure that we prove that at least once a day by allowing someone
we don't recognize to follow us into a dorm. I would rather feel
embarassed by asking someone for ID rather than feel the horror
of hearing about a rape or robbery.
It is the individual choice of a student to call security for an
escort or walk across campus alone at night, open to the
possibility of assault or worse. It is the individual choice of a
student to lock their room or leave it unlocked, open to the
possibility of robbery. But it is not the individual choice of a
student to allow strangers entry to our residence halls and
expose a huge number of people to the possibility of harm.
The administration have done all they reasonably can for the
student body in terms of providing a safe place for us to be, as
well as providing universal 24-hour-a-day access. But this
wonderful and expensive system isn't worth a nickel if a little
common sense isn't exercised along with it.

Campus Forum: Dalai Lama
USSR

INDIA

THE DALAI LAMA'S home country. Tibet.
By SCOTT JEROME

As we witness the aftermath
of our war in the gulf, as we
change the channel because we
are sick of watching it, and as
we welcome our young heroes
home, let us not forget that
thousands are dying as a direct
result of the war. Let us work to
prevent it from happening
again.
One potential "hot-spot" for
violence is the nation of Tibet.
Tibet was once an autonomous
country, but has been occupied
by the People's Republic of
China (PRC) for over forty
years. Though the Tibetan people are traditionally non-violent
due to their Buddhist beliefs,
they are beginning to face a terribly sad reality: only violence
brings world attention to their
struggle for independence.
One-sixth of the Tibetan
popUlation, one million people,
have died as a direct result of the
Chinese occupation. Thousands
of Buddhist monasteries and
shrines have been destroyed.
Beijing is attempting to wipe
out the Tibetan people, their religion and their culture.
Yet, there is a flicker of
hope. His Holiness, the 14th
the Dalai Lama of Tibet is currently touring the U.S. in order
to bring attention to and gain
su pport for his people and their
strife for freedom. The Dalai
Lama, a Buddhist monk, is both
the spiritual and political leader

of his people. Although he was
forced to flee his mountainous
country in 1959, he leads a
democratic government-in-exile
from his temporary home in
India. The Dalai Lama seeks
freedom for his country and his
people.
The Dalai Lama, however, is
not asking for violence to free
his people. He is not asking for

The Dalai Lama, a
Buddhist monk, is
both the spiritual
and political leader
of his people.
... he leads a
democratic
government-inexile from his
temporary home in
India.
Americans, Britons, Saudis and
'" gyptians to sacrifice their
lives. He is asking for support
for his five-point peace plan. He
is asking for freedom through
non-violence.
The Dalai Lama's plan calls
for (1) a transformation of the
whole of Tibet, including the
eastern provinces of Kham and
Amdo, into a Zone of Ahimsa
(non-violence); (2) an abandon-

ment of China's population
transfer policy; (3) respect for
the Tibetan people's fundamental human rights and democratic
freedoms; (4) restoration and
protection of Tibet's natural environment; (5) commencement
of earnest negotiations on the
future status of Tibet and of relations between the Tibetan and
Chinese peoples.
If the U.S. truly stands for
freedom and human rights, why
not truly show it? Violence does
not have to be the answer to the
world's problems; indeed, it is
not. President Bush met with
the Dalai Lama last week for
thirty minutes. Hopefully Mr.
Bush gained some insight into
the power of non-violence.
Some say that we, as a nation,
cannot afford to impose sanctions on China, because it could
hurt our economy. But morally,
can we afford not to? This is not
about our foreign oil dependence
or fighting communism, this is
about humanity.
In the book My Tibet, the
Dalai Lama states" .. .1 am interested in meeting different people
and seeing different countries,
cultures, and religions. I act the
way any human being would
toward other human beings,
with moral responsibility and
concern for each and every one.
In this sense, I'm trying to encourage greater solidarity among
people. This is my main interest."
A lesson to us all.

FOREIGN STUDY: 'I Didn't Have to Learn Anything At All'
By KATE WARNER
I was hanging out in
Quadstop sometime last week,
when this Erick guy asked me
to write a column for the
Opinions page. I'm not sure
why the Index staff wanted me
to write a column. Perhaps they
heard I was rather opinionated. I
am also not sure why I took on
this extra assignment, because it
is only fourth week and already I
am saddled with large amounts
of work (the proverbial buttload
of homework). My personal favorite excuse for avoiding work
lately is, "I am just back from
Foreign Study and I cannot ~
with it yet"--sort of a combination of culture shock and beer

withdrawal.
Nonetheless, I did accept this
assignment, and here we are at
. Sunday night deadline time. The
only opinion I can pull from the
grey matter reserves and feel
strong about is some little thing
I picked up on Foreign Study-and it doesn't require penicillin.
"What I learned on Foreign
Study" is that I didn't ~ to
learn anything at all. Now before I get a nas ty call from
Fugate, please let me explain. I
will sketch an image for you.
The Mediterranean sun is radiating earthwards, the blue Aegean
is in the distance, and I am sitting on an old, Greek wall. And,
sitting and contemplating on
those old. dusty rocks, I figure

out the importance of the larger
perspective.
I had an incredible and challenging experience in Greece,
and it did not have to compare
with brochures, pamphlets, papers, concepts or anyone else's
experience on Foreign StUdy.
Nor did my experiences have to
mean anything to anyone else
but me. I did not have the ultimate spiritual experience. Some
of the best times I did have were
spent whiling the hours away at
a simple cafe. I did contemplate
coming home with my nose
pierced as a symbol that I had
changed. But I decided 1) not to
give my mother a stroke and 2)
that I did not need to come back
chain smoking or with beads in

my hair to prove the worth (to more than one weekend to quit
myself) of the time I spent sit- smoking, so I'm giving myself
ting on old walls. I had to deal time to get adjusted.
Besides the other useful
with my own short-comings and
study possibly inconsequential things I learned on Foreign
subjects within a cultural per- Study (like how to tell if it's respective that I sometimes could ally lamb you're eating, or if
not understand. And most of it's the cat, and how to use a
this I could not understand until Turkish toilet without getting
your jeans wet) I learned the
after I was back.
Being back is hard because Larger Perspective, the bigger
my self image does not fit picture. And I am trying very
neatly into our general culture. hard to remind myself of that
A part of my self developed over bigger picture before I get too
in that wacky different culture stressed or caught up in this tenand I've been having a little week slice of life. And that's
trouble with the translation. It why I'm writing to y'aU this
has taken more time to get ad- evening, !lQt really procrastinatjusted to being back than just ing my work, but because I
one weekend at home with mom have this important message to
and her cooking. It also took voice. Thank you.
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Teaching and the 'New Order'
By MAGGIE
CATCHICK
Already one year into a
new decade, we are finding
that the great hope for a
"new world order" with
which many faced the
1990s is no closer than before . As the Soviet Union
takes restrictive measures in
its republics, the United
States and Iraq come away
from massive destruction in
the Persian Gulf, and across
our own country state governments pass bills returning us to the era of illegal
abortions, it seems that
order of any kind is instead
Slipping farther from our
grasp.
For children growing up
in the United States, the
obstacles are enormous.
Where only six percent of
the households in the country fit the working father,
housewife mother, 2.5 kids
"norm," children are faced
with problems ranging
from teenage pregnancy, alcoholism, abuse, homelessness, and poverty to neglect, truancy, divorced parents, and emotional and
learning disorders.
At a time when divorce
rates are near 50 percent,
and an increasing number of
women are in the work
force rather than the home,
more and more people are
looking to the schools, and
specifically teachers, to

help our young people confront and surmount these
difficulties and become the
leaders who will help us
construct this "new order."
Teachers clearly hold
one of the most important
jobs in helping to build
tomorrow. And yet, people
today retain an attitude of
indifference and even contempt for the teaching profession.
Since I began tak ing
courses towards my Secondary Teaching Certificate
at "K," I have had to deal
with this attitude repeatedly. Most people look at
me as if I'm crazy when I
tell them what I'm studying, and some have even
gone so far as to say that I
am wasting my time and
money going to "K" if all I
want to do is be a teacher.
I've had people tell me,
"you're too smart to be a
teacher," and others have
quoted the saying, "Those
who can't do, teach." The
most positive response I
ever get is, "getting your
certificate is a good idea, in
case you need something to
fall back on."
Luckily these attitudes,
and the built-in barriers of
low salary and long hours,
have not managed to discourage me. Instead, they
have made me more determined to teach. But I was
infuriated to discover that
until recently, the very administration of "K" College

has not only been gUilty of
encouraging these attitudes,
but has embodied them in
its refusal LO let Education
Department SIPs done in
student teaching be graded
"Honors."
Ever since I made the
decision to do my SIP in
student teaching, I've been
faced with remarks from
other students about student
teaching as an easy, blowoff, cop-out solution to the
SIP. But to find this attitude ingrained into the very
workings of the school
truly shocked me. I expected an institution like
"K" College to have more
enlightened views on this
subject than the general
populace.
The college did finally
change its policy this year
due to complaints and
riudging from the Education
Department, but unfortunately, the misconceptions
that it was founded on still
abound
I encourage the students
and especially the administration of "K" College to
reflect on the attitude which
their comments and actions
are propagating. We are
never going to acheive a
system of education in this
country that will produce
the men and women who
will lead us to the muchhoped-for "new world order"
until we give the teaching
profession the respect and
esteem it deserves.

The Grateful Dead: Heirs of the
By AARON ELSTEIN
. Lately, when I haven't been
pondering the state of politically
correct music (does hearing
enough Indigo Girls get you out
of purgatory?), I've been formulating a theory of potentially
staggeringly irrelevant proportions.
First and foremost, it has recently occ urred to me that the
good 01' Grateful Dead are more
than j ust musical nih ilists (in
the fi nest Turgenev tradition),
but rather are the musical heirs
to Mozart and Bach.
Let us consider that the m usic of the Grateful Dead is not
just rock and roll, but electronic
chamber music. Not only that,
but chamber music which follows certain specific forms used
by composers whose works
make up the canon of western
music. Could the Grateful Dead
conceivably be the musical heirs
of such giants as Bach, Haydn,
and Mozart? Well, maybe.
Using the examples of such
venerable Dead tunes as "Dark
Star" or "Scarlet Begonias/Fire
on the Mountain," one can begin to see and hear how the
Dead incorporate classical music
ideas into their oeuvre. These
tunes invariably begin with an
allegro con vivace movement in
a major key, followed by an
exploratory andante/adagio middle movement usually in the
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Tuition Increased For
'Greater Prestige'
By ERICK TRICKEY
Last year, I had just made my deciSIOn to come to "K" when I
discovered a rather surprising old newspaper article.
Cleaning out my desk drawer, I found a section of the Detroit
News, about a year old. I don't remember why I had saved that particular section of that particular paper, but now a piece about my
college-ta-be caught my attention.
It was about a tuition increase that had just been announced by
"K." Some administrator was quoted as saying, Well, we probably
could've gotten by with a smaller increase, but if the price of coming to "K" is too cheap as compared to the private schools we're
competing with, we'll be considered inferior, and lose students.
It was not exactly a reassuring thing to discover about an institution to whieh I had just basically made a four-year commitment. r
decided not to share my discovery with my parents.
This year, the time has come for the traditional tuition jack-up;
nine percent this time. And the administrators are still up-front
about part of the increase being a question of prestige. Check out
the news piece on the subject in this issue of the Index.
"According to [Dean of Student Services Marilyn] LaPlante,
maintaining the perceived value of the institution as reflected by the
cost of tuition is part of the reason behind the yearly increases."
Okay, let's get this straight. Part of the reason our parents are
going to be paying more next year is the fear that if it were to cost,
say, $15,000 a year instead of $16,700 to go here, prospectives
wouldn't come here, because they'd think "K" delivers a cheap, inadequate education. What this means, carried out logically, is that as
long as tuitions everywhere else are going through the roof, ours
has to as well, or we'll look bad. Quality education for those of us
who are already here isn't disregarded, but neither is it the motivating factor in asking us for more dough. Fiscal prudence seems to be
going out the window, replaced by the need for "competitive tuition."
If you read the rest of the news article, you will find various reasons that the college says it requires funds. Some, I think, make
sense, like raising faculty salaries to become more competitive with
schools of comparable quality. Some reasons I have trouble understanding, like the purchase of a keycard system allowing 24-hour access for all students to all dorms, the eventual replacement of a
supposedly dangerous key system which allowed 24-hour access for
all students to all dorms.
But you'll also find in the article a student saying, "I don't think
'K' College is worth the money we pay to go here." A tuition
increase that pays to keep good profs at "K" I can understand. A
tuition increase for the sake of prestige, while students complain
about not getting their money's worth, I have a little trouble with.

Classical Composers?

THE GRATEFUL DEAD and 1. S. Bach--they may have more in common than you think.
relati ve minor (unless, of they too utilized the allegro,
capacity to adapt such venerable
course, the Dead somehow foradagio, and rondo forms, to forms of music to today's culget what key they started in and
slightly different effects. This ture.
just sorta wander for a while.
does not imply that Phil Lesh,
Furthermore, with their vast
Which is appropriate; after all,
the Dead's bassist, is a geni us ability for musical counterpoint
Becthoven struggled to create in the same sense that they
(they can and sometimes do play
music as well), and conclude were, although it should be
five differen t musical ideas at
wi th a rousing rondo returning noted that Mozart and Haydn
the same time. Is this confusion
to the major key.
required a bunch of instruments or inspiration? Who can really
A quick check of the works to form an adequate bass secsay?) the Dead are masters of
of other, more "respectable" tion, while the Dead need only
musical teamwork, very much
composers such ,Mozar!. one guy, Phil. Rather, it indiin the spirit of other musical
Haydn, and so on, reveals that
cates the Dead's noteworthy groups, such as the Chicago

Symphony Orchestra .
Admittedly, there are skeptics who assert that the Dead
always sound the same. r respond to thi s by noting that
Bach, Vivaldi, Handel and other
members of the canon of classical music constantly plagiarized
themselves. For exampl e,
Mozart'S Prague symphony and
overture to The Magic Flute
sound a damn sight similar. But
this is not a weakness. Rather,
it was a means of improving an
earlier work, of adapting it for a
different audience and different
circumstances, something the
Dead have long understood (one
hears that Mozart, a legendary
jammer on keyboards, had a
group of dedicated fans who followed him all over Europe to
hear his gigs in places like
Versailles and Prague, but such
rumors are hard to confIrm).
We owe it to our own sense
of cultural literacy to reconsider
the Grateful Dead and their brand
of electronic chamber music as a
source of musical continuity
wi th our times and the classical
era's, and to recognize them as
heirs to the musical genius of
Mozart and Bach. The gap between the Fillmore West in San
Francisco and the Thomaskirche
in Leipzig is perhaps not SO distant when considered in these
terms.
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Twin Bill at Club K Features New writer enchants
"K" audience
Students and Ponytail Prof
By AMELIA V.

By ERICK TRICKEY

Three seniors, a faculty
member, and his wife exhorted a
packed room to "love the one
you're with"-but "use a condom," a band of seniors threw
rubber ducks and peach lolly
Ranchers around the room before performing an ode to
Ronald McDonald, and English
professor SCOll Friesner announced the cancellation of
English comps Friday at what
was perhaps the best Club K
show of the year.
Friesner was just kidding
about the comps. His an nouncement was simply a mike
test he did while on stage with
his band Marlboro Country, an

floor, and then filed in around
the edges. Fifteen minutes into
the one-hour set, the room had
become filled enough that late
arrivals had to stand in the stair
landing outside the door.
It was hard not to be spellbound by the instrumentation of
SCOll Friesner (on acoustic guitar) and Herder (acoustic guitar
and mandolin), or the vocals of
Suzanne Friesner on "Angel
From Montgomery," or Lurtz' s
on "Misguided Angel" and the
Indigo Girls' "Land of Canaan."
I, an R.E.M. fan atic, was won
over when an audience request
for R.E.M. was met by Romney' s passionate performance of

pho/I) by Douglas S. Ferguson

JIM PADILLA rod,s the pants off a full house.

acoustic cover group which also
includes his wife Suzanne and
seniors Iennifer Romney, Greg
Herder, and Kirsten Lurtz.
The crowd was quite possibly the largest to show up at
Club K all year. It was almost
entirely made up of "K" students, a departure from the predominantly leather and mohawkadorned clientele attracted to the
venue by Overman winter quarter.
For Marlboro Country, the
crowd sat in orderly rows on the
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Ram.
Those in the audience who
didn't know that the Port Wine
Lads would be presenting quite a
different sound probably figured
something was up when two of
the band members began their
set by running through the
crowd, throwing candy and toys
to the audience. Those who still
didn't get it after that must've
caught on quickly when the
Lads launched into their highly
danceable, vocal-burying guitar

rock, designed to jump-start the
crowd's collective funkbone
with the very first chord.
They succeeded, keeping the
crowd dancing for almost the entire hour-and-a-half set, with
songs like "Sunday Morning,"
"Tragedy" (my favorite, with a
blend of pop and thrash that I
think sounds alternative radiofriendly), and "Ronald," a merrily twisted and somewhat tragic
contemplation of the enigma of
Ronald McDonald, the fast-food
spokesclown ("Does anyone
here really
understand
Ronald?jDoes anyone here really
want to be his friend?" asks lead
vocalist lim Padilla, who later
in the song also poses 'the
somewhat less weighty question, "Would you like fries with
that?").
The music was easy to dance
to, but hard to describe. The
band members themselves had
trouble doing so when I encountered them at Quadstop Sunday
night. Bassist Chris Monsma
helped somewhat by saying that
they all have been influenced by
early eighties groups like
R.E.M. , while guitarist Jim
Fordyce (the only Western student in the band; the others are
all "K" seniors) told me he was
heavily influenced by Neil
Young. My friend Kristina, on
the other hand, thinks they
sound kind of like the Dead
Milkmen's later, more danceable
work, and that's about the best I
can do in figuring them out myself.
What mallered most was the
beat, and if the audience couldn't
understand 90% of the vocals,
no big deal. Whether it was
"Ronald," a manic and slightly
lewd version of "Hokey Pokey"
which saw ecstatic audience participation, or encore covers of
"Sweet Home Alabama," Camper Van Beethoven's "Take the
Skinheads Bowling," and the
Velvet Underground's "Sweet
lane" (with Herder and Lurtz
joining the band for all three,
and Padilla forgetting the words
to the last one), the Port Wine
Lads gave the audience a good
time. And between that and the
emotion of Marlboro Country,
we couldn't have asked for much
more.

.

KATANSKI
On Tuesday, April 16, the
English Department of
Kalamazoo College hosted a
poetry reading by Stephanie
Marlis, the winner of the
GLCA New Writer Award.
This award is given annually
to writers who have recently
published an outstanding first
book. Awards are given for
exceptional new poetry and
prose and the writers then tour
the GLCA schools.
Marlis began the reading
with several poems from her
award-winning book, Slow
Joy, which is available in the
college bookstore. The first
poems were "Personality
Pocms"-poems in which the
author put herself in the shoes
of characters totally foreign to
her personality and made them
speak. Two of the characters
which were exceptionally
"-rendered were the Weight

.
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TODD WICKERSHAM, K'91 , photo exhibit in Fine
Arts gallery, April 14-26.

Lifter and the Gospel Singer.
Marlis' slow, rich reading
voice managed to convey the
wide range of emotions necessary to give her vastly
differing characters.
Marlis also read a selection
of new poems which dealt
with her stepmother's cancer,
the Gulf War, and, most
frequently,
broken
relationships. These "broken
heart" poems were cited as the
major example of the way
that Marlis "turns frustration
into art." She laughingly
patted her heart, saying, "Go
ahead, break it. At least I
know I'll get a poem out of
it." Marlis' steady, quiet pace
contrasted with the often
tum u I tuous
emotions
described in these poems. Her
images layered one on top of
the other, building a slow ,
strong rhythm, making each
poem a "slow joy" in and of
itself.

cap~ta!

31 Young ones
38 Corum!'a!
40 Small group
41 Panel
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44 Depended
46 Shther
41 Polishing
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International Cafe Offers
Diverse Cuisine (& Parsley)
By MARIA CARLSON. HEATHER STEVENS and ERH'K TI\lCKEY
If yuu have legs, you C:l:
wich had sauerkraut and cheestcmo and Enck quickly followed
get on down to the Internain addition to the meat (did I
by ordering hot Earl Grey tea.
tional Cafe. Just cut back be
mention that I, too, am a meatThat left me with coffee
hind Dewaters, trot through SI
eater?). I was confused by the
grounds. more commonly
Thomas More parking 100, pa\ l
different temperate zones of the
known as Turkish coffee. Now.
our favorite watering hole
sandwich, however. Why was
if you enjoy Turkish coffee. it
Waldo's. and 10 and behold .
the middle cold and the outer
was properly prepared. The
you're there!
edges nice and warm? We all
waitress came over to our table
HEA THER: Cool flags .
talked about. it and we think
and personally poured the thick
dure.
maybe they were utilizing a
concoction into a doll-sized
MAR I A: Yes. it's true
microwave. which would excoffee cup for my drinking enThere are lots of flags decorat
plain the tough and chewy
joyment. I will. however. opt
ing the place. It's a very clean.
breads. 1 washed my dinner
for the cappuccino on my next
down with a plain old Pepsi.
bright kinda place. Brings back
visit.
memories of foreign stud}
Can't mess that up without
ERICK: The Earl Grey tea
dontcha think? Not the clean
trying and they didn·t. But let's
had a distinguished flavor. bold
and bright part. but the flag~
not forget the grape leaves and
yet cultured. And I might add
Actually. the flags are the mOSl
~assy stuff.
the dried apricot I ordered wa~
HEATHER: TABOULI!
international part of this place,
just moist enough to have the
I would describe the fare as beTabouli is parsley leaves and
perfect taste and texture.
ing mostly vegetarian.
wheat bulgar.
HEATHER: Being the:
HEATHER: It's vegetarMARIA: Tasted like grass
resident mooch. I scammed a
ian friendly! Okay. okay. there
clippings with lemon.
bit of apricot. and I hadn't had
HEA THER: I'm' not done
is meat for you flesh lovers!
any finer tIrroughout Europe.
MARIA: Heather is our
yet. Let's not forget the
MARIA: The cappuccinu
resident semi-vegetarian. so she
tomatoes, onion, and lemon.
was good enough and the
can represent the vegetarian
And the fact that it was quite
baklava (they have two or tIrree
segment of restaurant goers.
tasty. possibly my favorite
different kinds!) was pretty
ERICK: As a flesh-eater. I
dish of the afternoon.
tasty. 1 had the walnut variety.
had the turkey sandwich. acE RIC K: I strongly disby the by. Aside from all the
companied by a Naturale 90
agree. Call me crazy. but parsfood, the clientele were equally
creme soda. It came on a folded
ley never was my bag. But
pleasing to us. If I had to play
pita. tough but with a good
then. I am a flesh-eater.
guessing games. I would deflavor. The poppyseed oil was
HEA THER: Carnivorous
scribe them as liberals. At least
rather strong. but it had a
creep!!
one person in each party
pleasant taste. and I much preERICK: Then there wa,
sported BrikenslOCks. The place
ferred it to the mayonnaise of
the matter of the grape leaves. J
remained pleasantly busy while
the generic turkey offering. The
must say that once I suppressed
we were there (early evening),
my gag reflex I was able ro ap_
creme soda seemed a bit watery
with no one having to wait for
at ftest, but eventually I decided
preciate their unique flavor. It
a table, but yet all the tables
that it blended well with the
was kinda like eating rice and
were full.
bay leaves, soaked in warm
flavor of the sandwich.
ERICK: May I add in conHEATHER: I, having sufgrape juice.
clusion. that I was most imfered meat overkill during my
HEATHER: What Erick
pressed with the gum machine.
six months in Germany. opted
IS trying to say is. overall. i I
For one quarter. I was treated to
for the vegetarian alternative:
was rather bland. a point which
II chiclets. The t1avors were
falafel. The pita was rather
I concur on. having eaten much
pleasant. sweet and blended
tough to cut as well. and the
tastier grape leaves.
well. with the exception of the
overall sandwich was rather
ERICK: No, bland wasn't
licorice one.
\luite the word for it
dry. However. the flavor was
HE A THE R: And the
good when you got over the
MARIA: Well. 1 couldn't
pepto-bismol one he pushed off
sensation of chewing sawdust
!.;et over the sensation of eating
on me.
I.also sampled the Naturale 90
grapes and rice. wrapped in a
MARIA: Since there is no
soda. The raspberry flavor was
tree leaf. I kept thinking of the
little star key on our Mac. we
Quad in the fall. covered in
excellent and 1 drank lots of it
will conclude by simply sayto combat the sandwich.
leaves after a big rain. And I
ing: We give the International
MARIA: I think I had thc
was eating one of those leaves.
Cafe tIrree and a half stars out
HEA THER: To wash that
best of the bunch: a reuben
of a possible five. We should
sandwich. Actually, I've never
leafy taste away. we ordered
also mention that the prices
had one before. so it was a
some after dinner coffee. Maria
were reasonable: abo:Il $17 for
learning experience. The sandjumped in by ordering cappucall three of us.

P U Z Z L E
SOLUTION

EAST ASIAN ARTIFACTS DISPLAY, Upjohn Library,
April 21-27.
photo by SCOII Jerome
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Hi-Io. hi-Io. hi-lo. The phone is yodeling.
• •
"What?"
'\~
"Sorry. sleepin'?"
-...tV
"No. it's noon. I'm eating lunch with my guest family."
"Still talkin' to the dogs""
"Yeah. but I'm permitted to sit at the table these days."
"Whud ya up to tonight. Tippy TunIe?"
"Shucks, beats me."
"My guest sister wants me to go to a party. Wanna go?"
"O.K. What time should my prestigious self show up to
escort your Royal Loneliness? Nine?"
"Nein. Now."
"Cool. How we getting there?"
"Bitchin' Camero/Bitchin' Camerol Donuts on your
lawn!!! !!I!! !!!!"
"Geek. This is Foreign Sightseeing. Mr. Joe says we
can't operate heavy equipment or motor vehicles under the
influence of another language."
"Does that mean ..... ?"
"Bing-GO."
"BIKE RIDE!!!!!!" (in unison ....and. of course. harmony)
Mounting our means of locomotion. tubular structures
of fused metal and rubber, we cruise through (around, actually) the
trees into town. Topping the last rise, the sun begins to fall
behind the city and darkness envelopes the land.
"1t'~ only noon, man."
"Oh yeah. sorry."
Time passes. It gets dark. Night hits. Ouch. We reach
down ... between our legs ....ease the seat back ....and switch on our
government regulation safety lights. Commence super-friction
mode. Speed mounts and we wind our way tIrrough the city,
ominously wasting time. It's a habit that we just can't seem to
shake. Unbeknownst to our heros (Cad and Bratman). an age-old
enemy from eons past lurks in the shadows; the King of Evil.
the Master of Malice............ the Demon of Broken Brille (That's
glasses to you and us). Without warning his talons rake Brat's
face. Gripping the optical corrective apparati in his fist he flicks
them casually into Cad's whirling spokes of death. It·s all in the
wrist. he laughs.
Crash.
Whumpwhump.
"Hey. why you on the ground?"
"I've fallen and 1 can't get up."
"Dork. Is Didums O.K.?"
"I can't see. My wrists hun. I've experienced this feeling
before. Where is she?"
"I think I ran over something."
"What do you mean. you think you ran over
something?"
"I don't know. I'll look into it. Yup. I hit somepin. It's
wrapped around my fork."
"Well. What is it?"
"It looks like... so .... you can't see. eh?" (He chuckles
evilly to himself.)
"Hey quit hillin' me!!!!"
"1 can·t ....I'm Annoying-Man! Take that."
"No. YOU take this, creep. OW!...My wrists!"
"Can't hit back. huh? You ain't so bad. Can't touch
this."
"Oh-oh.ohoh! Oh-oh. ohoh!" (in unison. with an air of
proverbial bonding)
"Here's your specs. man. Or what's left anyway."
"No problem. I always wrap them all the way around and
loop the bows in the back."
'That's how Kareem does it.'
"Look. we're here."
"How we looking?"
"Looookin' Goooood." (in unison seems to be a theme)
We knock and wait knowing that behind this door is a
party; an oasis where we can relax, kick back and recover from the
ride. We're saddle-sore.
.
The door opens. "Hallo! Gricks orgrax abrix orprixs
orfrix orscram."
"That your guest sister?"
"I think so."
"Whud she say?"
"No English allowed."
It·s gonna be a long night.
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Consecutive Wins for aK" Netters
n"

HEATHER STEVENS

Kalamazoo's Men's Tennis
team stroked their way to three
deceptively easy league victories
in the past week. The Hornets
beat Olivet College. Calvin
College, and Alma College in
decisive scores.
The Hornets faced Olivet at
home in Stowe Stadium last
Wednesday, April 17, and
sounded beat the Comets with a
score of 9---0. Kalamazoo was
able to play their lower seeded
players in this competition,
which gives the players the
experience they need to
improve.
The following day, April 18,
the Hornets faced Calvin
College, who they also soundly
defeated also by a score of 9---0.
On the 19th, what would have
been Kalamazoo's third
consecutive day of competition,
the men's team match against
Alma College was rained out.
Continuing league play, the
Hornets beat Hope College by a
score of 9---0 on April 20.
Kalamazoo battled Alma
College the following day,
Saturday, April 21. Again, the
Hornets triumphed and trounced
Alma 9---0.
This brought Kalamazoo's
league (MlAA) record to 5---0
and their overall record to an
impressive 18-2.
On Monday, April 22, the
Hornets faced Valparaiso in an
away match. The men's tennis

Hornet
BY MARK CLIFFORD
A few dark chapters were
added to the odyssey of
Kalamazoo's 1991 baseball
season as the Hornets suffered
setbacks in doubleheaders at
home against Olivet on April
17th, 11-9 and 2---0, and
against Kellogg Community
College on the 22nd, 18-8 and
18-1.
The would-be Hornet heroes
spent most of the last week left
stranded high and dry on the
sandy basepaths of Woodworth
Field, or being swamped by a
deluge of runs by club-wielding
invaders.
Senior starting pitcher Andy
Mears appeared to be cruising
along in the first game against
Olivet, bouyed by sweetslroking Kalamazoo hitters like
senior designated-hitter Mike
Porr, whose home run and four
RBIs helped propel the Hornets
to a 9-1 lead by the end of the
fourth inning.
Mears was bailed out of a
couple of treacherous situations
by the stellar defensive play of
senior shortstop Mike Miller,
who also batted in 3 runs. Leadoff man Randy lones was 4-4.
But neither Mears, nor Porr,
who relieved ·him in the fifth
inning, could stem the coming
Olivet tide, as the Comets
unleashed an II-run barrage

Photo by Scoll JeromJ!

Moving In For The Killing Volley
team sailed through yet another
uncontested victory against
Valparaiso. Kalamazoo defeated
Valparaiso 9---0, and they did
not drop a set
Jeff Fieldhack, number two
singles player, said regarding the
match, "Valparaiso's pretty
good, but we all won our
matches. There were lots of
close matches, but we won in
straight sets!"
For the Valparaiso match,
Coach George Acker played his
Lew
high seeded players:
Miller, number one; leff
Fieldhack, number two; Doug

Batters
upon Kalamazoo en route to a
come-from-behind victory.
The second game was an epic
pitcher's duel as "K"'s Mike
Arnsman and his Olivet
counterpart clashed for four
scoreless innings before the
Comets grabbed a 2-0
advantage in the fifth inning,
then clung tenaciously to that
eventual winning margin.
The Hornets were destined to
squander yet another big lead in
the first game against Kellogg,
as the visitors rallied from a 61 defecit to an 18-8 win as the
Hornets' bullpen was unable to
protect the quick lead generated
by Mike Siwajek's fust inning
3-run round-tripper.
In the second game, Head
Coach Mike Zolnierek treated
the non-conference game as "a
chance to evaluate some players
and get a chance to see what we
might have down the road."
Zolnierek said he did not
consider the subsequent 18-1
debacle suffered by his lineup of
mostly fust-year students as a
ominous sign of the years to
come, but as a valuable learning
experience against very highlevel competition.
Zolnierek also used the game
to re-introduce seniors Joe
Trombly and Ken Turkington to
the pitching mound. Trombly's
sore pitching arm has relegated
him to the outfield for most of

Keen, number three; lohn RayKeil, number four; Greg Wood,
number five; and Nat Eddy,
number six. Miller, at the
number one spot, is the only
first year student on the "first
team. n

Yesterday, in home action,
the team faced Eastern Michigan
University, a Division I school.
In a turn of the table,
Kalamazoo won no matches and
was defeated 9---0.
Today, in more league
action, the Hornets will play
against Albion College in
Albion.
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Women atters
Swing to Wins
BY HEIDI REYST
The softball team improved
their season record to 8----t>
overall and 5-5 in the MIAA.
Visiting Grand Rapids Baptist
proved no problem for the
Hornet~, as they walked away
with a pair of victories.
In game one of the double
header, senior Heidi Reyst
pitched to a 10-2 win. Junior
Tiffany Greenman pitched
strong in game two as
Kalamazoo pulled out a 6-5
win. Senior Kris Bowman held
a hot bat, going two for three
with one RBI and a sacrafice.
Senior Coleen DeWitt had a
tremendous day defensively,
recording 13 putouts from third
base.
On Thursday, the Hornets
beat a strong Calvin College
squad for the first time in the
club's four year history. After
losing game one, the Hornets
rebounded with timely hitting,
strong pitching and excellent
defense to take game two in an
impressive 4-2 victory.
Chauntelle Minshall absorbed
the 11-3 loss in game while
giving up only three earned
runs. Kim Korson did a superb
job behind the plate, and DeWitt
also pla:;e<1 well defensively.
Game two proved to be one
of the finest defensive games
ever played by the Hornets.
Reyst pitched strongly, and
excellent team defense kept a
good hitting Calvin team from
scoring. Greenman, Korson,
Reyst and Rifenberg recorded

Suffer Close
the season and Zolnierek admits
that he still can not ask him to
log a high number of innings.
The coach also calle,l
Turkington's
fling
an
"experimental" attempt to add "a
good athlete with a good arm"
and at least a little pitching
experience, to a shallow hurling
corps. But Zolnierek expressed a
hesitancy toward putting
Turkington's arm on the mound
at the expense of removing his
steady glove from second base.
All season long, the offense
has provided plenty of homers,
but the bullpen has been the
team's Achilles's heel. Now,
although Zolnierek realizes he
can not assign Herculean chores
to either Trombly
or
Turkington, he hopes he can
count on them "to just get us an
out or maybe an inning in the
middle of the game."
Zolnierek has observed other
encouraging signs. His "twoheaded catcher," composed of
Phil Wilson and Jim Anderson,
has hit so well that Zolnierek is
contemplating using one of
them in the DH role while the
other is behind the plate. This
would get both of their hot bats
in the lineup together. Wilson
has also earned a promotion to
the number two spot in the
batting order.
He also notes that while
Miller and third baseman Nile

RBIs and Kalamazoo took
advantage of eight walks issued
by the Calvin pitching staff.
On Monday, the Hornets
split games of a double-header
with visiting Albion College.
In game one, the .Hornets hit 10
for 28 (.375) against the team
that boasL~ the lowest ERA in
the MIAA. Greenman pitched (
6 strikeouts, 1 walk) in the 32 victory over Albion.
RIfenberg had a perfect game at

The Calvin game
was definitely one
of our best wins
ever.
the plate going 4 for 4 with Cole
RBI, and Amy Crawford went 2
for 4 with one RBI.
In game two, the Hornets
went nine innings in a 2-1
loss. Reyst went the distance,
giving up 8 hits, with 1
strikeout and a base on balls.
DeWitt went two for three at the
plate and Kelly Roberts had the
lone RBI. Outfielders Amber
Wujek and Greenman played
well defensively, as did Roberts
at second base.
The next league game will
be against Alma College where
the Hornets will have an
opportunity to post their best
league record ever in the MIAA.
The Hornets go on the road
Saturday to face a tough SI.
Mary's of Notre Dame squad at
1:00PM.

Losses

Photo by Deanna Rydzwski

"K" Catcher in Action
Kenziorski experienced some
fielding problems earlier in the
season, they have successfully
"worked their way through it.
Now the two seniors guard the
left side of the diamond like a
present-day Skylla and
Charybdis, gobbling up
anything that tries to slip
between them.

And so the odysse y
continues. "K's" season log
'lOW reads 3-.Q against fourfear schools, and ~ against
junior colleges. Says Zolnierek,
"against conference competition,
we've been in every ballgame.
We just need someone to step to
the forefront." What they need is
a hero.
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Hornets Declare Open
Season on "Pushers"
BY LANCE O'DONNELL

Women were pounded by precise
ground strokes, intelligent play,
push er \'pusher-er\ n and a wind factor that played in
(1591): In tennis, one who the favor of the more
merely attempts to return the experienced Western players. All
ball. The object is to have the matches were won handily by
opponent make the mistakes. Western players with the
Considered vulgar.
exception of the number five
"Pusher," you say? Good singles mateh played by captain
luck finding one in Women Laura Rizzo that went three
Hornet uniforms. Tum up the maiches.
heat. Crank the pace. Let the
Rizzo used her experience in
winners fly. If you're a Women adverse conditions to mix shots,
Hornet player you do not win thus keeping her opponent on
by allowing your opponent to edge, unable to pound strokes as
beat herself -- yo, make her run. her teammates had. Despite the
You make her sweat. And if you 0-9 defeat, the "K" women
are playing a "pusher," you bash appcred unfazed heading into
a forehand down her throat.
regional competition at
In recent action against Madison. "They [Western] are a
Division I Western Michigan division I school," Betsy Hobbs
University, the Hornets suffered mused.
a loss. Only a few days later,
On Friday the team moved
the Hornets lost against on to Madison, Wisconsin
Gustavus Adolphus, the number where Wheaton College
one ranked team, in regional provided the Hornets with an
competition at Madison, early morning T.G.I.F. "K"
Wisconsin.
lOok Wheaton six matches to
Against Western, the three in "Extrememly tough

matehes," according to Rizw.
"Jackie played awesome!,"
exclaimed Alison Frye in
response to number one. player
Jackie Aurelia's 3-1 overall
regional record. However, the
big win against Wheaton led to
a second round matehuj> with
the nation's "numero uno"
women's team, Gustavus
Adolphus College.
Against Gustavus, Rizzo
was the only victor in nine
singles and doubles matches
(1-8). "I had control of all my
matches," stated Rizzo, "My
strokes felt really nice... and I
kept my temper."
However, after their sound
defeat, the women's team felt a
bit deflated heading into
Saturday's matches with Saint
Olaf College and Wisconsin
Whitewater College. "The
whole team was pretty tired,"
said Hobbs, "[it was] mentally
exhausting. "
Defeats against St. Olaf (72) and Whitewater (5-4) left

Photo by Eric Lengua

Women Netter with Winning Overheat!
the Hornets unable to improve
upon their number eight seedng,
thus eliminating them from
national competition as a team,
but as Frye stated, "Ours is th,'
toughest region in the country."

Kalamazoo will send one player
to the national championships.
. Number one Aurelia (3-1
overall record at regionals) will
head in to the nationals ranked
number two in the region.

Player of the Week

"K" Hornet
Corner

Kalamazoo's Resident Ranger

April 17 Men's Tennis v. Olivet 9-{)
Baseball v. Olivet 9-11, 0-2

Quick Facts

April 18 Men's Tennis v. Calivn 9-D
Softball v. Albion College 4-2

Sport: Tennis
Year at K: Senior
Major: Economics
Hometown: Cincinnati, Ohio
Nickname: "Ranger" or

4'K1eenex"

Favorite Pro Player: BNis

Becker
UY MIKE MASTERS
Doug started playing tennis
his local Cincinnati swim
dub when he was six years old.
He developed a real interest for
the game because both of his
parents played. and they
encouraged him to take lessons.
After constantly playing at an
early age, Doug became the best
player in Cincinnati in the
twelve and under division, and
also earned a ranking in the
western U.S. region.
When Doug started junior
high, he stopped playing tennis
on a regular basis and played
other sports like basketball,
baseball, and soccer. But once in
high school, Doug started
playing tennis again at a
competitive level where he
enjoyed a successful career.
As a senior at Leland High
School (Doug and his family
moved to Leland, MI from
Cincinnati), Doug made it aU
the way to the state finals. He
ended up finishing second in the
state. It was during this moment
in high school that he realized
he was good enough to play in
college.
It

NCAA tournament, in which he
reached the quarterfinals.
As a junior, Doug played at
the number one singles spot,
was named MVP of the MIAA,
and again reached the NCAA
quarterfinals to earn AlI'"1:> American honors. Going into
6" his last season at "K", Doug has
<:; a number two NCAA pre-season
~ ranking and plays number three
r::
... singles and number one doubles.
,~
'"
However, Doug thinks that
oS;, there is always room for
::l' improvement. He strongly
g; believes that the only way he
~ will play the best he can is to
!t constantly improve his game. "I
•
~g. think I need to improve my
1; defense (passing shots and lob
Doug "KJeena" Keen in Action
shots). Since last year, I've
started hilling the ball mm;h
Doug explains, "Because the harder and have become more
state finals were held at offensive minded. So, in order
Kalamazoo College (Stowe to make my game more
Stadium), I got the chance to complete, I need to work on my
talk to the tennis coach at 'K' defense."
[George Acker]. After talking
As I talked to Doug, one the
with him about the academic team's four captains, he sounded
and tennis programs ,a t very enthusiastic about this
Kalamazoo, I became very year's team. "We have a lot of
interested in coming here."
talent on this team, and I
As a first year student at believe if we keep pushing
Kalamazoo, Doug played ourselves to become even better
anywhere from the number six players, we have the potential to
to number twelve spot on the go far in the NCAA
team. After working on his tournament."
game over the summer, Doug
So far, this year is going
moved up to number four very well for Doug. After
singles and number two doubles graduation, Doug is planning on
during his sophomore year. teaching tennis in the summer.
Also that year, he was an AII- As of now, he is just
MIAA selection and an AII- concentrating on the next tennis
American due to his play in the match.

April 19-20 Women's Tennis regionals @Madison
v. Wheaton 6--3
v. Gustavus Adolphus 1-8
v. St. Olaf 2-7
v. Wisconsin-Whitewater 5-4
April 20 Men's Tennis v. Hope 9-D
April21 Men's Tennis v. Alma 9-D
April22 Baseball v. Kellogg Community College
8-18,1-18

.....

UPCOMING
GAMES
April 25 Men's Tennis UNIVERSITY OF TOLEDO 3:00PM
April 27 Baseball CALVIN 1:ooPM
Softball @Sl Mary's College 1:00PM
Women's Tennis ALMA 11:ooAM
April 27-28 Men's Tennis @Wheaton Quad
(DePauw, Gustavus Adolphus,
Wheaton, Kalamazoo)
April 28 Baseball @Kalamazoo Valley !:ooPM
April 29 Men's Tennis WESTERN MICHIGAN 3:00PM
Softball ALMA 3:30PM
Women's Tennis @St. Mary's 3:30PM
April 30 Softball @Spring Arbor 4:00PM

Sure, Dr. Bryan has been officially
inagurated, but he's got a few more
tasks to complete before he is a
true President of
Kalamazoo College!
"Say, Jim, when's
our next gig? I
hope it's not the
same weekend as '
Air Band."

10. Negotiate a foreign study outside of
Europe with Dr. Fugate.
9. Smuggle a tray past Joanne for
wintertime sledding.
8. Sweat about finishing an overdue SIP.
7. Choke down Marriott fare during finals
week of any given quarter when Marriott
cleans out their freezers for leftovers.
6. Sing "Freebird" with Jim Padilla and the
Port Wine Lads at Club K.
5. Attend 25 LACCs and earn six gym
credits before graduation. Preferably this
one.
4. Spend one week in whichever dorm
Physical Plant chooses to haunt this summer
by camping outside with their bricksawer
which. gets fired up about 6 a.m. every
mornIng.
3. Try and find a parking space.
2. Play Air Band with Vaughn Maatman,
Richard Cook, and Marilyn LaPlante. The
song: "Fight For Your Right (To Party)".
1. Slam a beer naked on the Quad.
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Campus Plays Games,
Dances at Spring Fling
By RUTH PALILEO
Spring Fling, a day of
games and a dance, will be
this Saturday. The games to
be played will be chosen
differently this year.
"This year, we're going to
let the campus decide!" said
Erin Lendzian and Susan
Lynne Thomas, heads of the
Spring Fling Organizational
Committee.
Spring Fling's day events
are a series of competitions
which will take place
Saturday from 1 to 3 p.m. ai
Angell Field.
"We're aSking the Student
Commission residence hall
representatives to visil
students and encourage them
to sign up for various
events," explains Thomas.
"Events in which students
show little or no interest will
be buried in peat moss and
stomped upon," she said
Choices of events include
"The Great Balloon Conflict,"
a "Twister Tournament," the
traditional "K'Tucky Derby,"
a "S-K-avenger Hunt," a "Tug
O'War," a "Recycle Race," (a
relay race on tricycles through
an obstacle course of
aluminum
cans)
"Sunkisting," where an
orange is passed from person
to person using no hands.
Also, "Thinner Thighs in 30
Days - a pie eating contest,"
"Jam that Jello In! - a jello
eating contest," "Donut
Drop," "Chubby Bunny,"
"Balloon Bust," "Bobbing for

Apples," and an "Egg Roll."
This year's Spring Fling
theme is "Fifth Week
Recess."
"Students need a break. A
trip back to our grade school
days when we played games at
recess is perfect. If Student
Commission could put a
jungle gym out there in the
quad, we would!"
The residence hall with the
most points overall will win
a "sizable addition to its
programming fund," said
Thomas. "Individual winners
get prizes, too."
The dance will be from 9
to 1 on Saturday night in
Hicks Center, featuring the
band Jack Mackerel. This
year's theme is Southwestern
Fiesta.
"Which means, at the very
least, that we'll be serving
nachos as snacks," said
Thomas.
Students will be able to
sign up for Spring Fling
events at a table in the Hicks
Center lobby during lunch and
dinner until Friday.
Science Fiction Club and
Women's Equity Coaliton
(WEC) are joining in the
Spring Fling fun. Sci-Fi
Club will be sponsoring a
trivia-quiz type contest during
lunch and dinner Thursday .
WEC will sponsor an opinion
poll to elect the most sexist
advertisement on Friday
during lunch and dinner.
Participation in these games
also earns points for each
dorm.

U-M Spanish Lecturer to
Speak on Chilean Women
"Women's Survival and Resistance in Chile, 1973-90" will be
the topic of a lecture on Thursday, May 16, by Dr. Eliana MoyaRaggio, professor of Spanish and program head of the Spanish
intensive program at the Residential College, University of
Michigan.
The talk begins at 8 p.m. in the Recital Hall. Moya-Raggio will
discuss arpilleras, the colorful cloths that were created by Chilean
women as a way of expressing the sufferings of the country under
the Pinochet regime.
In an article by Moya-Raggio, published in "Feminist Studies,"
(volume 10, Number 2, summer 1984) Moya-Raggio states that
arpilleras were "one of the most beautiful, yet forceful and effective
expressions of resistance in the country.
"Although they may appear childlike, lacking perspective and
technique, the arpilleras do have a technique of their own .... Each
element-three-dimensional figures, worlds sharply divided,
messages tucked in the back, doors and windows that can be openhas been workewd out carefully."
"They are an art form wanting to make contact, asking for
communication. One must touch them, open their doors and
windows, touch the children, women and men embriodered in them."
Among her honors and awards is a grant from Global Ministries
of the United Methodist Church to continue the study of arpilleristas
in Puente Alto, Chile.

--Kalamazoo College Public Relations Office
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AFTER REPLACING TISSUE DISPENSERS in campus dorrmtories, metal dispensers and unused
tissue rolls were found tossed into the DeWatersrrrowbridge dumpster instead of being recycled.

Bathroom Tissue Holders,
Paper Found in Dumpster
By SCOTT P. JEROME
AND
DOUGLAS
S.
FERGUSON
Dozens of toilet tissue
dispensers were discovered full
of unused tissue in the
Trowbridge!Dewaters dumpster
last Friday.
"I know nothing about it,"
said Assistant Dean of
Residential Life Vaughn
Maatman, and directed student
concerns to Paul Man strom ,
Director of Physical Plant.
Physical plant workers
busied themselves fourth week
by beginning to replace the old
tissue dispensers on campus,

according to Manstrom.
environmental advantage is the
Shirley Ulrich, Director of new paper does not have
Housekeeping, explained the disposable plastic ends. Ulrich
College is switching to a new
also noted the new paper brings
brand of toilet tissue a savings of $6.20 per case over
manuf2ctured by Fort Howard
the old paper.
paper.
"We are trying to recycle
"The Fort Howard paper more of our metal scrap," said
doesn't fit the old Georgia Manstrom, but he could not
Pacific dispensers," said Ulrich, explain why the old dispensers
which necessitated the change to were simply thrown out.
the new dispensers.
Physical Plant has many
Ulrich and Manstrom said departments, and Manstrom
the new tissue contains suggested the dispensers were
approximately 80 percent not recycled and the paper not
recycled fibers while the old conserved
due
to
a
tissue contained only 37 percent "interdepartmental
recycled fibers. Another miscommunication. "
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Spanish Symposium Enlightens
Ptols, High School Teachers on
Feminism, Politics, Economics
By KIM OSBORNE
Spain in lhe 1990's is the
subject of a symposium to be
held May 3 and 4 in the
Olmsted Room .
"It is basically a number of
specialists from lhe U. S. and
Spain ta1lciog about lhe aspects
of continental Spain," said Dr.
Rodney Rodriguez, Chairman,
Local Organizing Committee.
The talk is mainly for
college and high school teachers
'interested in learning about
contemporary Spain.
It is
sponsored by the Center of
Western European Studies at
Kalamazoo College.
"The talk is mainly directed
toward college professors, high
school teachers, professional
political scientists, and

economists," said Rodriguez,
"but students are
not
unwelcome."
Friday's topics are Spain in
Transition, The Political Arena,
Regionalism, The Economy,
and Civil Society. Saturday
discussions include Foreign
Policy, Women and The
Feminist Challenge, Student
Movements and Educational
Reforms.
"We chose the speakers
interested in and knowledgable
about the country, and they
chose the topic they would
speak on," said Rodriguez.
Speakers will be aulhorities
in lheir field, including college
professors, high schoolteachers,
and professionals.
"We
have
college
professors, high school teachers,
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African Troupe Brings
Food, Dance, Culture

and people from lhe Spanish
Embassy," said Rod~iguez .
tanley Paine will speak on
Friday . He is probably the
greatest living historian on
Spain in lhe Uniled Stales."
Saturday concludes wilh a
workshop for Spanish teachers.
It will suggest ideas for
inlroducing contemporary Spain
in the language class.
"There is a lot of interest in
Spain out there," said
Rodriguez. "Spain is the most
popular foriign study location,
and many people will be able to
benefit from this kind of
symposium."
Lunch is served bolh days
for a fee, and a banquet and
cocktails will be served Friday,
also for a fee, in the President's
Dining Room.

"s
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First Foreign Study Mag
Due Out Sumtner Tertn
By JORDAN RANKIN
Foreign Study Magazine
Leadership was chosen during a
meeting at the Humphrey House
on Wednesday.
Maria Carlson was chosen as
the chief editor of lhe magazine.
Also chosen as editorial help are
Matthew Christensen, Megan
Carney, and Michelle Campbell.
Discussion during the
meeting lead to the problem of
funding the project Carlson said
that she is hopping to get
funding
from
Student

Commission starting summer
quarter. In addition to Student
Commission, Carlson believes
that funding can be had through
the Foreign Study Office. Mick
VandeBerg, Assistant Director
of Foreign Study, initiated the

idea.
The magazine will be a
forum for foreign study
experience published and edited
by students.
Carlson said that the
magazine will probably be no
less lhat 50 pages and published

by 8th week of the summer
quarter.
Interested students should
attend a meeting at the
Humphrey House on May 8th
or deposit su~missions in the
appropriate organization
mailbox in the basement of
Hicks Cenler by May 29th.
"The problem,"
said
Carlson," is that we have no
where to work, no computers
and no light bo'lfds. I expect
these things to get smoothed
outlhis quarter."

CLASSIFIEDS
R E COR D S

109 N. BURDICK

KAlAMAIOO
141-5865

SALES/CASHIER seasonalwill train for Mackinac Island.
MI gift shop. Dates flexible.
Room w/tv & modem kitchen;
bedding & dishes supplied,
laundry facilities. Call (906)
847-3956.

ASSEMBLER W ANI'ED!
EARN AS MUCH AS
$980.00 Weekly working
part/full time for our
Company at home, easy work
anyone can do. Call amazing
recorded message, 24hrs.
212-978-3344

Sprague Street
Apartments

Marvin Okun Insurance Agency
needs a part-time clerical
assistant. Must have excellent
clerical & communication
skills. 20-30 hours a week, MF. $4.50/hr. Call Jerry or Barb
for an appointment.

Read Books For Pay
$45,000 Per Annual
Income Potential. Call
for amazing details
24hrs.
212-978-3835

.,

Hicks Center. The nine member
troupe wowed the crowd with
energetic dancing and singing in
the traditional language of

Kalamazoo College felt the
thunderous drums of the
Wulomei Troupe of Ghana Ghana
yesterday.
The audience was invited to
The company was brought dance during the Old Wells
to the college by Dr. Cynthia concert and
responded
Schimit, Director of African enlhusiasticall y.
Studies, where lhey gave two
The troupe has been in the
performances.
U.S. since February to celebrale
The ftest concert during the Black History Month in
afternoon at the Fine Arts Chicago.
Building featured music and
Proceeds from I.he company's
authentic African food.
performance will go to the
The second concert was held African Student Fellowship
at 7 p.m. in Old Wells HaIl in Fund.
' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..J
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511 Sprague Street
2 bedroom furnished apartments with
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Proposed Housing Policy
Answers Student Concerns
By JASON COTTON

"The students tell us there is
(a problem)" said Assistant
Dean of Residential Life
Vaughn Maatman, regarding the
new proposed housing policy.
The proposal was drafted in
response to student complaints,
said Maatman.
"[Students] say they are not
getting the housing they want
and would like to have more
control over the process," said
Maatman.
There are really only two
changes to the current policy.
Instead of students filling out
forms and having the housing
coordinators, Beth Green and
Maatman, assign the housing,
students come in and take a look
at what's available, and choose
any room on campus that is
open.
If a student is not on
campus, they may have a proxy
choose housing for them.
"If you are unable to find a
proxy or prefer not to do that,
you can still tum in a form to
Beth and I," said Maatman, "and
we will house you. The only
problem being that you will be
housed at the end of the
process."
One student can proxy up to

•

six other people.
"Essentially one student can
sign up for the largest space on
campus," said Maatman, "which
is a seven person suite in
Severn."
Priority will be assigned the
same way as it is now.
Incoming freshmen are given
priority after squatters for fall
quarter and the rest of the
seniority system remains in
place: seniors, juniors, and
sophomores.
"Students
may
take
advantage of seniority in the
assignment process if students
from two or more classes are
going to live together," said
Maatman.
For example, if a junior will
live with a senior, the junior is
assigned during the senior
assignment period.
Monday of seventh week
deadline is usually when
students choose their housing.
"I think we'd still hold to
that because that's in sync with
what goes on in registration and
the deviation process," said
Maatman.
One proposed adaptation is
to take the first periOd/day to
assign the squatters. The next
day would be for the seniors,
then, juniors, and so on .
The students would have

more control over the process,
!.aid Maatman.
"Right now it's basically
under the control of the
administration," said Maatman.
"With the proposed housing
policy, a student may come in
and say he or she wants the
comer room in Trowbridge on
the second floor that faces
south. If that room is open, it
is theirs."
The administration doesn't
have much to gain from the
proposed policy.
"It's basically all for the
students," said Maatman.
"Anyone who makes a choice is
making their own choice. I
would assume that this would
make for more satisfied
customers. "
The policy will go into
effect
when
Student
Commission activates it. The
proposal was approved by
Student Commission last
quarter by a very slim margin.
So, they thought it was wise to
hold some information sessions.
Three of four have been held
already.
"My hope is that the Student
Commission will approve this,"
said Maatman. "The earliest it
could go into effect would be
the fall. But, if it is voted
down, the proposal is dead."

Student Participation Low

Minorities Discuss Methods to Combat
Racism at National Issues Forum Study
By HEATHER STEVENS
Fourteen
students
discussed nationwide and
campuswide racial inequality,
and possible solutions at
Kalamzoo College's first
National Issues Forum (NIF)
on April 15-16.
The NIF panel discussed
three alternative solutions to
racial inequality including
strengthening and enforcing
the existing Civil Rights
legislation,
upholding
Afftrmative Action programs,
and implementing antipoverty programs to combat
the minority underclass.
In addition, a portion of
the student panelists decided
to reactivate a defunct
Committee on Racial
Diversity (CORD) that is part
of Student Commission.
After discussing the issue of
racial inequality, most of the
panelists
expressed
dissatisfaction with the
limited time duration
involved. The students
thought reactivating CORD
would provide a more
continuous campus dialogue
on problems of racism and
prejudice.
Dr. Jeanne Baraka-Love,
Director of Minority Affairs,
opened the Forum to the
enure student body, but only
fourteen students requested to
participate. Several other
students chose to observe the

discussions, and Baraka-Love
presided over the event
Baran-Love stressed the
need to address the issue of
racial inequality in the United
States as a whole, and more
specifically on "K's" campus,
where "K" has historically had
a problem of attracting and
retaining minority students.
The panel included four
African-American students,
one student of Asian descent,
and one Jewish student
On Monday, Baraka-Love
asked each of the panelists to
explain their interest in
participating in the Forum to
the panel. Most of the
panelists expressed similar
motivations: an interest in
racial inequality and a belief
that it has not been properly
addressed. The students also
mentioned they thought more
open communication between
minority groups and the white
majority is needed in the U.S.
in general and specifically at
UK"
In addition, Sarita Kini and
Shana Raisman stressed the
importance of the diversity of
minority groups that reSide in
the United States. Other
minorities were also discussed
on the panel.
The panel immediately
decided that parts of all three
alternatives should be
implemented. And they began
discussion on the option of

implementing anti-poverty
programs. Discussiolt -never
moved to the other two
options.
Panelist Ashaki Smith
stated, "The first day was
spent mainly getting to know
everybody and setting the
groundwork. I would have
liked it to last all week. But
at least one-third of a solution
is better .than no third of a
solution!"
Panelist Matt Tank
expressed similar impressions
on the Forum.
"One thing I thought was
that it provided a forum for
the different minorities on
campus to talk to each other.
There aren't enough forums
on campus or enough
opportunities for discussions
like that. Just talking about
the issues is a start. So I felt
it is worthwhile."
The students attempting to
reactivate CORD want to
provide the campus with an
opportunity for more
continuous discussion, now
that the groundwork has been
laid.
Students are currently
involved in the process of
reactivating the committee
and its constitution and hope
that it will begin to host
forums on campus discussing
racial inequality, its origins,
its consequences, as well as
DOssible solutions.
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NEWS BRIEFS
Phonathon Volunteers
Needed for Annual Fund
The Kalamazoo College Annual Fund will once again be holding
the spring phonathon May 5 through May 9. Sign up will be held
through Thursday at lunch and dinner.
Callers will be placing telephone calls to solicit contributions
from "alumni who have contributed to the Annual Fund in the
past," according to a Phonathon spokesperson.
Each night all callers present are entered into a drawing for a free
off-campus dinner. Callers also get free snacks, a Kalamazoo
College pin, and a free long distance phone call anywhere in the
continental United States.

Phi Beta Kappa Visiting
Scholar to Speak at "K"
Phi Beta Kappa viSiting scholar H. Barbara Weinberg will
present Kalamazoo College's annual Phi Beta Kappa Lecture, "The
Coming of Age of American Art, 1865-1900," on Thursday, May 9.
The talk begins at 8 p.m. in the Olmsted Room.
Weinberg is curator of American paintings and sculpture at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York City. Her area of special
Interest is 19th century American art, especially the cosmopolitan
painters and patrons of the period after the Civil War.
She is the author of The Decoratjve Work of John l.aFan:e, IM
American Pupils of Jean-Leon Gerome, and The Lure of Paris;
Nineteenth Ccnturv American Painters and their French TeaChers.
Weinberg has lectured at museums, colleges, and universities
throughout the United States, including the Museum of Fine Arts in
Boston, the Fine Arts Museum of San Francisco, Washington
University, Bowdoin College, and Mount Holyoke.
Weinberg is past president of the Queens College chapter of Phi
Beta Kappa. She was elected to membership at her alma mater,
Barnard College. Weinberg earned her M.A. and Ph.D. degrees from
Columbia University.
The Phi Beta Kappa Visting Scholar Program was designed to
contribute to the intellectual life of the campus by making possible
an exchange of ideas between Visiting Scholars and faculty and
students. Weinberg is one of 13 Visiting Scholars visiting some
100 institutions this year.

-- Kalamazoo College Public Relations Office

Student Commission News Notes

Alcohol Update; Hicks
Progress; Maatman on
Housing; Spring Fling
By MARIA CARLSON
The Alcohol Task Force
has come to several decisions
regarding the new alcohol policy, which will be implemented
in the fali. No drinking will be
allowed in public areas of campus for 21 year olds, and drinking will be prohibited by all
students under 21. The committee has also determined some
punishments for violations of
the policy, described by one
member as stiff, but still the
most lenient in the GLeA
(Great Lakes College Association).

Spring Fling will take on
a Southwestern theme this year,
and the pre-dance festivities are
being called "5th Week Recess"
to give students an opportunity
to "play" and relieve a little
stress.

• • •

Vaughn Maatman answered questions about the new
housing policy which may go
into effect for Fall quarter. Students are reminded of the Housing Forum this evening at 7
p.m. in the President's Lounge.

• • •

• • •

Educational
Policies
Committee is busy with several matters. Plus and minuses
may be taken into consideration
when figuring GPAs, and the
General Education program,
open only to entering flTSt-year
students, may be eliminated.
EPC is also asking departments
to take a look at the course catalog and update their offerings.

• • •

Student Alumni Association is still hard at work
organizing the student-alumni
Tennis Scramble, slated for May
11. Interested students should
contact Mark Maggio.

• • •

The Hicks Renovation
Committee is winding to a
close. They expect to make a
presentation to President Bryan
and his advisory committee at
the end of the week. There is no
timetable yet as to when renovations would begin.
Presidential petitions
are due Saturday by 6 p.m., followed by an open forum to meet
candidates on Wednesday, May
8, 7-8 p.m. Elections wiJI be
held on seventh week Tuesday.

• • •
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OFFT~QU~D
In the competition for your hard-earned
Marriot scraps who do you support: the little
ugly squirrels or the soft, cute bunny-rabbits?

"HARD-EARNED
MARRIOT FOOD?!!!
Are we being serious?
Those cute little
bunny-rabbits are
supporting ME!!
Smack! Smack! "

Daniel Riesen,
K'91

"I hate squirrels!"
Bob Chandler,

K'91
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Foreign study series continues

It's All Greek to Them!!
By BILL DUANE
While some of us stayed at
"K" or trotted to familiar foreign
study locations, three Kalamazoo students explored Greece and
the surrounding area.
Greece is not normally a foreign study location, but
Stephanie McLemore, Julie
Horst and Kate Warner decided
that their various interests in
Greece warranted the effort required to get an approval for an
alternative locale for their junior
journey.
McLemore says that the foreign study office was
"remarkably cool" about granting her foreign study wish. She
explained to them her interest in
ancient Greek and her GP A, and
she was approved to go. Horst
said that her experience with the
foreign study office " ... wasn't
very helpful" and "irritating".
Warner also had difficulties in
getting permission to travel to
Greece.
Horst and McLemore went
with a Great Lakes Collegiate
Association (GLCA) program,
specifically with De Paw University. Warner went with a
program sponsored by San
Francisco University.
They left at the end of August for that jewel of history in
the Mediterranean-Greece.
When they arrived, they were in
for a surprise. The Grecian government was considering passing a bill that would outlaw
strikes. As a result, when the

intrepid travellers arrived, they
were met with protest strikes
against the impending antistrike bill.
For the first four weeks,
there was no mail. At one time
or another, the banks, busses,
garbage collection and public
telephone servicepersons were
on strike. For added fun, the
electrbty was off for about
eight hours a day. Of course, no
one knew which eight hours
would be without electricity, so
the venturers had to fashion oil

... the venturers
had to fashion oil
lamps out of
olive oil and fruit
rinds.
lamps out of olive oil and fruit
rinds.
Believe it or not, the students were actually being students amidst the strike's confusion, taking classes and attempting to study. Some of the
courses that Horst and
McLemore took were Byzantine
history, beginning ancient and
modem Greek and an archaeology class.
The benefits of study in
Greece were highlighted when
the student had the opportunity
to visit actual archaeological
digs. According to Horst, the

classes, for the most part, were
taught on a high school level.
The students lived in apartments with other students. Their
mid-day meals were prepared by
Greek women who kept them
fed with traditional Greek food.
A trip to Egypt and Turkey
was one of the opportunities
Horst and McLemore took during their foreign study. They
stayed at five star hotels in
Cairo and Luxor, taking in the
beauty of the sights and enjoying the pool when the afternoon
temperature consistently broke

100 degrees.
Besides the Pyramids and the
Sphinx, they also had the opportunity to visit a camel market. McLemore said, "It wasn' t
the best smelling place."
In Istanbul, the students encountered yet another cultural
difference. In Greece, a blond
woman would attract the attention of the local Don Juans, but
in Turkey, blue eyes made the
locals go wild. Horst can attest
to this phenomena with the
numerous marriage proposals
offered by various passerbys.
Although they were relatively close to the action, the
students did not feel uncomfortable during the pre-war warmup
that was going on miles to the
east.
At the eM, all three "K" students say that they had a great .
time and learned a lot even if
the uncollected garbage did stink
after a couple of weeks.

"I support the
squirrels 'cause
everyone is against
them."

Kelly McLean,
• K'91

"The rabbits, like
when Alice was in
Wonderland. "

Mark Owen, K' 92

"God, I love you."

Paul Ebner, K'93

photo by Julie Horst

ANCIENT RUINS at sUIIset. in De/phi. Greece.
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Mountain Dew:

How Much Sleep do You Need?
By KRISTINA E. MONY
Sleep is the last thing on the
minds of thousands of college
students who are caught in the
middle of exams, parties and
tenn papers.
Kalamazoo College is no exception, since most students
surrender to the demanding work
load and view sleep as a lUXUry
that can be sacrificed for a good
party or tomorrow's exam.
Ironically, students will pay
dearly for saCrificing their sleep
for studies.
"I receive six hours of sleep
a night if I'm lucky," said Jennifer Amundsen, a K-College
fresh person who usually feels
groggy and unalert during the
day.
Bill Duane, who received an
average of 4 hours of sleep per
night last quarter, has noticed
his grades improving since he is
receiving 7 hours of sleep per
night this quarter.
Students feel studying instead of sleeping will improve
their ability to achieve good
grades. Surprisingly, their mental alertness and perfonnance
suffers from even a single hour
of lost sleep, rendering the extra
hour of study useless since they
can't maintain long attention
spans and can't make appropriate
judgements.
Although the amount of
sleep a person needs depends on
CATCHING ZZZZ's
heredity and age, the average
HOW MUCH time do students spend sleeping in class?
adult needs 8 hours of sleep and
droning teachers, boring
Many students resort to althe average teenager requires 9.5
texts or heavy meals.
cohol
to combat exhaustion.
hours of sleep.
Good
Morning
America found
Are you suffering (rom
Do you know the way you that alcohol only increases the
sleep deprivation?
feel when you are going through distress. Consuming one drink
the motions but aren't fully on three hours of sleep will
THE TELL TALE SIGNS
aware of your actions, almost have the same effect as six
as if you are automatic pilot? drinks when you have had eight
1. Requiring an alarm clock
According
to a Good Morning hours of sleep.
to wake up.
According
to
Time
America Documentary, there is
a name for this condition- Magazine, the student is perhaps
"micro-sleep. "
the most sleep deprived, since
2. Falling asleep 5 minutes
their lives are filled with homeWhen you don't receive the
after your head hits the
work, part time jobs and dates.
amount of rest your body repillow. Well rested fall
Mrs. Shirley Barron, who
quires your body goes into this
asleep after 10-I 5
has been the director of the
state. During "micro-sleep," you
minutes.
retain your motor functions but Health Center for 22 years, has
your brain is asleep. This can be seen countless cases of Insom3. Napping at will. Well
dangerous when alertness is re- nia as a result of poor sleeping
rested people remain
quired for driving a car or taking habits, "all-nighters" and excesawake regardless of
si ve stress.
an exam.

Quotes taken from a 1950

Index version of the present
feature "Off the Quad. "

?? Question
Marks

in self defense, slits his
throat. Willis dies. We are
happy.
One problem,
though ... nobody witnesses
the incident. So, she is up on
murder charges. Here is where
Demi (who looks much better
now that she has let her hair
go long again) comes into the
picture.
As the best friend, she is
called upon by the police to
tell all that she knows. In
fact, the whole movie is
rooted in her telling her story
while we flashback to various
scenes from the stormy past.
There are many twists in the
last half of the movie. Mary
had it figured out about 15
minutes before the detective

••

Jack Foster, JuniorThere doesn ' t seem to be
much on weekends.
Jane Ellenburg,
Senior-It stinks!
Mary Burr, SeniorThings are either booming or
at a complete standstill. If it
weren't for the football games
it would be a complete flop!
Jack Barnes, Junior-If it
weren't for pinochle-I" d die!
Arlyle Ruch, Junior-Do
we have one?
Maurice Pelto,
Sophomore-Muy Mal!
IlIene Wright, SeniorThank God for homecoming!
photo by Fabien Tebuice

Bill Busir, Junior-Was
there one?
Solutions (or Sleep
Deprived Students

1. Take naps: only 10-15
minutes, any longer and
youwill wake up feeling
worse than before.

2. Go to bed around the same
time every night and
wake up at the same time
every morning.

3. Consider the costs: Is a
party or a paper worth
sacrifiCing your health?

In addition to the appropriate
physical exercise and a good
diet, Barron advises, "Warm
milk and music will also help
you fall asleep."

One Long Night in Jersey for Moviegoers
here as the best friend of a
woman married to an abusive
husband. This rough guy,
played by Bruce Willis, likes
to do a few drugs and then
slap around his wife
(convincingly played by
G1enne Headly). Willis comes
off as the bully we all
remember from the playground. He will laugh and
joke (making you think
everything is all right) and
suddenly he will tum. He
stirred genuine fear in me. (At
least I think it was fear
stirring; it could have been
the tacos I had for dinner.)
It seems Bruce does a few
too many drugs one night and
tries to strangle his wife. She,

??

What do you think of
the social program
so far this year?

Movie Review

By CURT PRYOR
It was a warm and humid
night last Saturday when my
fiance, Mary Barnhill, and r
went over to the Movies at
Crossroads, plunked down
$10.50 and headed to the last
theater on the right. We went
to the 7:30 p.m. screening of
"Mortal Thoughts" and the
crowd was lethargic. Could
have been the weather (it was
a steamy, rainy night) ... could
have been they were too full
from dinner ... or, as I suspect,
they were shell-shocked from
the price of admission and
popcorn.
After the customary three
hundred previews of new
movies, we got down to business. Demi Moore headlines

Blast from
the Past

(and myself) did.
That should whet your appetite. Director Alan Rudolph
presents innovative camera
angles and there are some
strong scenes. The writing is
weak in places, but the story
picks up during the last third
of the show. Harvey Keitel
does an outstanding job as the
detective interviewing Moore.
Note also the New Yawk
accents. I'm convinced that
Willis is from the east, but
Moore does a lousy Jersey.
Should you see this movie?
Sure. But, go in the afternoon
or at midnight. This solidly
acted, although marginally
written, movie doesn't deserve
full price.

New Welles

Menu
Thufs9ay, May 2
LUNCH: Turkey rice soup
Roast beef
sandwich
Tortellini
Veggie chili
nachos
DINNER: Soup
Meatballs w/rice
Pork loin
Cheese enchiladas

Friday, May 3
LUNCH: clam chowder
French bread pizza
Turkey fried rice
Manicotti
DINNER: Soup

Baked cod
Chicken &
dumplings
Rice Con Queso

Saturday, May 4
LUNCH: Soup
Com dog
Scalloped potatoes
Scrambled eggs
DINNER: Soup
Veal scaloppini
Chicken fajitas
Vegetable crepes

Sunday, May 5
LUNCH: Soup
Cheese blintzes
Scrambled eggs
Beef ravioli
DINNER: Bean soup
Roast turkey
Beef stew
Stir fry wi br. rice
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Editorials

Kudos to Student
Initiative and
Spring Fling
By MARIA CARLSON
Every quarter a poor tired editor, lacking for a brilliant
editorial idea, hops on the same, old, tired one-student apathy!
We are so apathetic! It is pathetic!
But that simply isn't true.
Take Spring Fling for a big example. Everyone conscious
enough to walk to class and a few who aren't on this campus
must know about the dance and pre-dance activities by now.
More than the excellent publicity job, a lot of work went
into planning the activities in order to revitalize what was once
K'Derby, which died a slow apathetic death. Susan Lynne
Thomas, Ruth Pallileo and Erin Lendizan can be given much of
the credit
It is too -exhausting to list all of the different activities they
planned, because there are about 14 at last count And they were
smart, too-they realized students are not going to spend
Saturday afternoon jumping through 14 different hoops. Instead
they allowed for the unpopularity of some events so that the
afternoon will still be busy will the most popular games as
chosen by students.
On the surface, it looks like a thankless job. Sure, Michael
Hudson will thank them, but what do they really get? If you
say nothing, yes, you are one of the apathetic that we spend so
much time lambasting. It is high time to focus on those on
campus who aren't afraid of a little hard work.

Opportunity to
Elect Vision,
Energy
&Enthusiasm
By MARIA CARLSON
Next Wednesday students will have an opponunity to hear
Presidential candidates before elections on seventh week
T~y.

We seem resigned to let anyone represent our individual
residence halls. About the greatest responsibility they want to
handle is how well the cable is working or make sure you get
your money back from a broken pop machine. Student
Commission representative becomes a nothing-something to
put on a job resume.
Student Commission is arguably the most powerful student
organization on campus and its president one of the most
powerful people on campus in terms of representing student
interests. The administration deals with student commission
happily because Student Commission is the representative
organization.
With that in mind, the student body has the power to find
and elect a student with vision, energy and enthusiasm. Instead
of allowing elections to become popularity contests, it is time
for students to take advantage of an opportunity to meet
candidates and for candidates to bring their ideas for leadership 10
the students.

Letter Policy
The Index welcomes letters from its readers. Letters should be
original copies, typed or printed, and must be signed.
We encourage letters that are concise and deal with relevant
topics. The Index reserves the right 10 edit for space and clarity when

necessary.
Letters can be turned inlO The Index mailbox in the basement of
Hicks Center. Preferably, letters should be submitted by the Saturday bef~ the issue in which they will appear.
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What's In A Name?
ny

AMELIA KAT ANSKI

Q: How many PC people
does it take to screw in a light
bulb?
A: That's not funny.
Humorless, oversensitive,
militant. .. all of these words
have been used 10 describe those
who favor politically correct
(PC) speech. This type of
speech is careful to avoid terms
which may be considered offensive 10 women or minorities.
At its best, PC speech is
very empowering and is
respectful of others. At its
worst, it is re-Iabelling groups
without taking time to learn
about them-a superficial way
Lo be cool in the '90s.
For some, the PC debate is a
battle over free speech. They see
PC speech as telling them what
they can and cannot say. For
others, however, free speech is
limited by hidden cultural restraints-our words, which are
cultural phenomena, were created in a white, patriarchal society, as was the very constitution
which supports the freedom to
use them.
"Free" speech in America,
for some, is the freedom 10 use
the speech of slavery and
oppression. While I am not in
favor of restricting free speech, I
do believe that we often use,
subconsciously, the speech of
repression, and the value of the
PC movement is the push that
it gives us to examine this
speech.
The examination of the
power involved in speech and
naming is a common motif in
feminist and minority literature.
One example of this is found in
Ursula LeGuin's revision of the
Judeo-Christian creation myth,
entitled "She Unnames Them."

In this story, Eve and all of
the living things gi ve up the
names that Adam gave themnames which were superfluous
or antithetical 10 their actual
identities. In such a world, snow
becomes "the winter's shining"
and a tree becomes a "darkbranched tall dancer." By ridding
themselves of names given to
them by another, they are free to
be called what they really are.
They can no longer be taken for
granted, because they no longer
have a label which can be used
quickly without thinking of the
object behind it.
This power of renaming is
PC at its best. At its worst,
however, it is nothing more
than a re-Iabeling. But where is
the line drawn between renaming and re-labeling? Is there a
real difference between calling
someone "Black" or "AfricanAmerican"? "Woman" or "Girl"?
This line is very SUbjective.
For Laura Mitchell, a
junior, PC speech is not a priority. While acknowledging that
"words are powerful," Laura
feels that labels are not as imponant as the issues which lie
beneath the surface. "You have
to pick your battles, and I'd
rather talk to someone on a
deeper level than that."
Amy CarllOn, also a junior,
admits "The girVwoman thing
is a big issue for me. I'm 21
years old-I am legally, emotionally, mentally and physically an adult, so it bothers me
when someone calls me a girl.
It's belittling." Others have remarked that deciding which term
to use can be distracting and annoying in conversation.
This annoyance can be wellfounded. Sometimes PC speech
tends 10 change one label for
another with little understanding
of the idea of renaming. A good
example of this goes back to

Laura.
Last summer, the Backpage
of the Index featured a picture of
a white man and a picture of an
African man. The caption
beneath the latter photo read
"Don't let this happen to you
on Foreign Study." Laura was
upset by the idea that becoming
like an African was apparently
regarded as a negative thing. In
her letter of response to the
EdilOr, she spoke of "Black"
history and the impact of this
Backpage on "K's" "Black"
community.
Laura's letter was printed,
but she received a "cprrected"
copy before the Index went 10
print. The editors had crossed
out "Black" and written in
"African-American" throughout
the letter, saying that the paper,
as a rule, used this preferred
term. This, to me, was the
equivalent of saying "Here is the
label we want you 10 use." That
Laura, as a Black woman, could
not name herself is the ironic
flipside of PC speech.
The
PC
movement
should be more than a lesson in
re-Iabeling, a trend of the '90s.
The hesitation before we choose
our words should be a time 10
rethink the labels and stereotypes of our society. Caring
about what someone calls you
is not being humorless, oversensitive or militant. It is about
gaining power over your life
through renaming. Yes, the PC
movement is subjective, so
take the time to ask those
around you what they think
about it, in which terms they
would like to rename themselves.
Think before you speak. Use
some common sense. Maybe
the words that come out of your
mouth won't be very PC-but
maybe it's the thought that
counts.

Campus Forum: Independence
By LINNEA BURK
Independence t01.
While not an official
course listing, it is a class
every "K" student passes
with high marks. In order
10 uphold the image of diversity and individuality in
the student body, we learn
to be independent, or rather,
un-dependent. Our campus
programs are designed to
endow each of us with a
unique set of experiences.
They hope to set us apart
from the rest of the world.
We learn how to fight to do
what we want: live off
campus, ditch the meal
plan, do foreign study in an
unauthorized country, plan
a six-month SIP. After a
while we Iilce doing things
the hard way. We want 10
be different
So we strike out on our
own, proving that we can
do whatever we want, leaving everyone and everything
behind to become the ultimate deviant. Most of us

are very good at it
We learn so much about
ourselves, fighting on our
own. We discover strength,
purpose, identity, maybe
even a sense of humor.
Gradually, we come to realize the great things we can
accomplish. Our friends and
parents are not a crutch
anymore, not even a deciding factor in our lives. We
do not give up our inner
plans for each other. There
are, after all, only ten
weeks. Through it all our
independence grows. We
win our goals out there, doing everything we want.
We win. But often, we
are alone.
There is a point when
the deviant becomes a
loner, the leader becomes a
radical, and the winner becomes a loser. We fight
hard 10 be different, not to
belong, to shine in our own
little niche as woman, or
athlete, or English major.
We confuse independence
with un-dependence, only 10

discover that we don't need
anyone. And, more disturbingly, that they don't
need us.
According to Webster,
an individual is a "person
not divisible without a loss
of identity". It also implies
one is different in a group.
As the "K" plan forces us
10 be more and more selfabsorbed, we need 10 remember our community.
Each of us is an individual
within the common system, and sharing our experience won't cause a loss of
integrity.
So, while we pursue our
lives independently, we
should reach out to build up
our friendships, understandings, and binding ties. We
all should bring our own
peculiarities LO the group
and make our family
stronger. For some of us,
time is running out. There
are, after all, only five
weeks left.
Then again, five weeks
at "K" can be a lifetime.
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U. S. Must Defend Rights of Palestinians
By TIM LONG
Well, it's time to celebrate
the end of the war in Kuwait,
and applaud the United States
for liberating yet another nation
in need. But what's missing
from this picture? How about
the fact that the United States,
who on one hand denounced the
oppression of the Kuwaitis, was
at the very same time supporting Israel's injustices against
the Palestinians of the West
Bank?
Of course, the U.S. is not directly supporting Israel's travesties, but we are certainly not intervening in any way. In fact,
we just continue to shower
Israel with money and weapons.
But, some argue, it is necessary
to protect Israel because it is so
small, and it is surrounded entirely by Arab countries who
don't like it , and it is continually living with the threat of terrorism, and it. . . bullshit. I

wonder how different it would just for the hell of it, but rather
be if the Palestinians had oil. because they are constantly
Then the U.S. would probably being harassed for no reason.
be all over Israel, imposing
I just spoke with a friend of
sanctions and pressuring the mine who has been in Israel,
government into a seUlement of
the Palestinian issue. But unfor- The Palestinians
tunatel y, the Palestinians are
just a group of people who want are not throwing
to be given the right to exist in stones just for the
harmony, free from Israeli ophell of it, but
pression.
rather
because they
As Israel continues to create
more and more Jewish settle- are constantly
ments in the West Bank, it
being harassed for
keeps pushing the possibility of
a solution further and further no reason.
away. The Israelis trample over
the Palestinians, avoiding their specifically the West Bank, for
pleas for a land of their own, the past seven years, and what
motivated by their claims to a she told me is outrageous. One
divine land right and, I believe, day, while traveling to Jerusaby prejudice. Israel can justify lem from outside of Hebron,
this by focusing the world on four Israeli soldiers stopped the
the uprisings in the West Bank, bus she was riding on. They
and not on the reasons behind made all the women and children
such skirmishes. The Palestin- line up on the side of the road
ians are not throwing stones and took the men aside. When a

'K' Will Pay For New Alcohol Policy
By KENDALL BURL
and JEFF BARTLETT

"Kalamazoo College has
its disadvantages," I tell
prospective students. "It's a
smaller school. We don't
have all the renowned
sports teams that some
schools do, and we lack
some of the extensive programs that larger schools
have. But darnmit, we can
drink beer in our rooms
WITH
THE
DOOR
OPEN!"
This gets them, every
time. One particular kid
chose "K" over Michigan
for this reason, although
his only wish in life is to
be a journalist, and we
don't even have a journalism major. Of course, he
has since dropped out of
school to work at
McDonald's for $4.00 (two
boUles of Boone's Farm) an
hour. But not before we
pulled down a good twenty
grand from the chump's
family.
So why, why on Earth,
would the administration
abandon the policy that all
"K" students brag so
proudly of? Government
funding , they say. That
may be the case, but think
of all the money we would
be losing due to this change
in policy. The decrease in
enrollment would be staggering. Prospectives, on the
Monday morning following
a weekend at "K", would actually remember that we
don't offer any courses in
their chosen field. Even
more current srudents would
drop out when things got
even more tense on this
campus. Underclassmen

who wanted to toss down a
few on the weekend and
unwind would feel like
hunted animals as they
sneaked a few sips of beer
in their rooms with no music and the lights off.
Editorial writers for the
Index would sober up and
start writing about real issues, inciting even more
campus controversies, as if
we need them. "K", as a
"wet" campus, is uptight
enough, thank you.
Meanwhile, the interaction between upper and underclassmen would grind to
almost a halt, limited only
to strictly school-related activities. It's cool to see the
interaction on this small
campus between freshmen
and seniors. We would see
notably less of it if there
were suddenly parties underclassmen couldn't go to and
parties upperclassmen
wouldn't want to go to,
since not too many people
want to be limited to milk
and cookies on a Friday
night.
And let the administration consider the cost of actually enforcing the rule
that no one under the age of
21 can drink on campus.
You may feel that our resident assistants are overpaid
right now, but if they have
to start keeping 75% of the
campus from having beer in
their rooms, those R.A.'s
are going to have to be
provided with hazard pay
and training in the art of
not having their asses
whupped.
Of course, there's the
option of having our crack
security force take over this
responsibility, but this is a
dangerous proposition .

They obviously have their
hands full already with their
primary duty; namely, towing cars that park overnight
in front of the Trowbridge
dumpsters. Does anyone
want to imagine what
would happen if security
was busy chasing down 20year-old beer drinkers at
3:00 one SabJrday morning,
and a garbage truck came to
empty the dumpsters? Not
this citizen.
As a citizen, I'd rather
think about our rights on
this campus, and what sort
of obligation we have to
the alcohol law of
Michigan. This is the law
that says we can vote, and
fight for our country, but
not have any beer. The state
has a good statistic to back
this law up: the switch
from the 18-year-old drinking age to that of 21 dramatically reduced drunk
driving accidents in the
state. That's all. But exactly how many people are
going to drive from Hoben
down to a party in the
basement of Severn? The
reasoning behind Michigan 's law, for all practical
purposes, doesn't apply
here.
So is the administration
going to interrupt what
most of us feel is an acceptable status quo? To create a more restrictive alcohol policy hurts this selfproclaimed "liberal" college, and is about the same
as the administration telling
all its students under 21
years of age that they aren ' t
responsible enough to
drink. How many adults are
going to stick around to
hear their college tell them
that?

Palestinian man asked why they the Israeli residents, mind you,
were being detained (my friend but only the Arabs. Sound a litspeaks fluent Arabic), one tle like having a Star of David
soldier smashed the nose of his sewed onto your clothing? And,
gun against the man's face, and what about those great "rubber"
then took all the men down the bullets that the Israelis inroad (to question them?). The vented? I've seen one of them,
soldiers then turned and opened and they have a nice hearty lead
fire in the direction of the center, which is surrounded by a
women and children who were plastic shell. Thank god they
still standing on the side of the don't use real bullets. Then,
road. This was when the people might actually get hurt.
Palestinians grabbed their rocks.
If the United States is going
I'm not condoning the fact that to live up to its reputation as
the Palestinians used violence to the world's police force, I think
counteract the Israeli violence, it should at least be consistent. I
but if any violence can be justi- am not trying to make it look
fied, it certainly would not be as if the Palestinians are withthe soldiers' .
out flaws-the P L .O. is a fine
For a nation that can never example of the wrong way to go
forget the awful holocaust of about making a change-but the
World War II, I find it surpris- fact remains that the common
ing that Israel can tum around people living in the West Bank
and do very much the same are being brutalized by Israel.
thing to the Palestinians. For What will it take before the
example, residents of the West U.S. tackles the problem headBank are required to have a blue on? The construction of gas
license plate for their cars. Not chambers?

New A.lcohol Policy
Only Common Sense
By ALISON SCRUGGS
I am going to write something rather out of character for
me-a defense of an administrative decision, specifically the
soon-to-be-released, revised alcohol policy. Now, I am operating purely on common sense,
with no physical evidence to
back my words, but I think that
everyone can work with me a
little here.
The administration is not
trying to destroy our social lives
as students or increase the responsibilities of the residence
life staff by closing the door on
our previously open alcohol
policy. Their agenda seems very
open and very clear-they are
simply operating within the
limits of Michigan state law.
I don't recall anyone saying
anything about random search
and seizure operations. I don't
think that R.A.'s are being deputized to round up underage
drunks on weekend nights. And,
as for the "Big Brother"/"Big
Sister" fear, I assume that
Vaughn and Marilyn have better
ways to spend their time.
What I have heard is that
R.A.'s will have the power to
report students violating the
new alcohol policy if they encounter a problem, but they
won't go lOOking for problems
to report. Perhaps the new policy will now give the residence
life staff the authority to deal
with alcohol-related problems
that fell between the cracks of
the previous policy, because a
troublesome, intoxicated, underage student will not have a leg
to stand on, regardless of where
that leg is standing.
As for the students over 21

years, I don't see where the policy presents any additional problems. Signing the yellow piece
of paper to register a party has
always placed the responsibility
of the party guests' actions onto
the "party-giver." I suppose the
big change will be that some
form of college authority will
try to enforce the responsibility
of the person(s) serving alcohol.
I know I would be happier to
have "Big Brother" watching, as
opposed to being an accomplice
in a drunk-driving accident. If
you provide alcohol to someone
at a basement party and they end
up killing someone while driving, you are legally and morally
responsible to both state authorities and to the victim's family.
That is not a Kalamazoo
College drinking rule, that's the
law-and life.
If the new policy means the
end of traditional patiO/basement
parties, does that mean the end
of our campus social life? Is
standing over a keg and getting
drunk the only social activity
we have to offer a prospective
student?
If these statements arc true,
then I am glad that I am graduating before I have to watch this
campus sell out to a keg of
beer. The collegiate pride 1 have
is founded in a srudent body that
stands up and works together for
their rights, for what they believe in as individuals and as a
community. It is not founded in
an administrative policy that allowed us a privilege.
The administration has put
limits on our alcohol consumption. Keep in mind, though,
thal they have no control over
our ability to have a good time.
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More Students Applying to Law,
Med School this Year
(CPS)-More students than
last year are applying to medical
and law schools, the schools report.
Med school and law school
officials aUribute the increase to
the recession, long-term recruiting efforts and even television
shows and movies.
Whatever the reason, applications to the University of Maryland medical school, for example, increased 25 percent this
year.
Nationwide, med schools
have received 14 more applications than they had by April
1990, reported Joan HartmanMoore of hte Association of
American Medical Colleges in
Washington, D.C.
By August, some 95,000
students will have applied to
law schools, added Jana Cadoza
of the Pennsylvania-based Law
School Admission Services

(LSAS).
"I've heard anecdotal information that interest is up in all
service professions," HartmanMoore said.
She attributed the increased
student interest in professional
careers to a diminishing of the
"me-first" mentality of the
1980's. "The day of the quickbuck career is over," HartmanMoore maintained.
Cadoza was more uncertain.
"We really have no idea why"
applications are increasing, she
said.
Yet the recession, which
California State University at
Long Beach placement director
H. Edward Babbush said April
21 has made the job market for
college grads "the worst in 30
years," may be pushing people
to try to continue in school.
Graduate schools in general
also have been reporting an increase in applications this year.

"When it's tough to find a
job, people go to school,"
Cadoza said.
"Students coming out of undergraduate programs are not
seeing their liberal arts degree as
the ticket to success it once
was," Cadoza added.
Cadoza also credits efforts to
attract more minority students
for the increase in applications
this year. "Weare starting to see
the results" of a lO-year law
school effon to recruit and retain
minorities, she said.
And then there' s the influence of the popular culture.
hit television shows and
movies such as "L.A. Law,"
"Law and Order" and "Presumed.
Innocent" have portrayed
lawyers in a positive light,
Cadoza said.
"It may seem silly, but
many (law school admissions
coWlselors) have heard that," she
said.

Former IK' President speaks out

Chivas Regal Affect Wearing Off
(CPS}-The "Chivas Regal
effect" among independent
colleges may be fading, a
num~er of private campus
officers now say.
The price of private schools,
where tuition this school year
averaged $9,393, may fmally be
driving students away.
Students "are asking some
very serious questions" about
tuition prices and the quality of
the education they're getting,
says Humphrey Tonkin,
president of Hartford College in
Connecticut.
Tonkin's
school
experimented by offering halfprice tuition to local studentsa group of people who
traditionally did not apply to
Hartford-and found "a
significant difference in the
number of students who attend,"
Tonkin said.
"We're up at a level where
people are taking a good hard
look (at tuition costs) and
asking 'can I swing this?'" added
David Breneman, a visiting
fellow at the Brookings Institute
in Washington, D.C.
As proof, Breneman and
others point to how pricecutting and special financing
packages-including things like
special student aid and lO-year
tuition repayment planS-have
helped schools attract more
students.
The number of private
schools offering financial aid
has "grown dramatically,"
reponed Frank Blaz, executive
dirllctor of the National
Institution of Independent
Colleges and Universities. Balz
estimates that nearly a quaner of
teh nation's private colleges
now offer to guarantee they wi1\
help students they accept scrape
together tuition.
Such programs have become
imponant marketing tools for
the schools.
Since it promised financial
aid to any student who needed it,
Lehigh
University
in
Pennsylvania p;ot nine percent

more applications for fall, 1991
than it got for its fall, 1990
term.
"We have reason to believe
that the increase in applications
is the result of this policy," said
Bill Stanford, Lehigh's director
of fmancial aid.
"We had gotten to the point
where (the university's)
insufficient funds (for aid) began
to affect enrollment," Stanford
admitted.
The school "went on a
missionary projecl ~ to collect
$1.2 million from alumni and
donors to use to gmnt and loan
money to students, Stanford
said.
Others are catching on. In
February, Emory University in
Atlanta said it would start a
program next fall in which
students could lock onto a
tuition rate for four years, and
then take 10 years to pay it at a
relatively low 9.8 percent
interest rate.
A substantial number of
private colleges , moreover,
announced only moderate tuition
hikes for next year.
Dartmouth,
Bowdoin ,
Bucknell, St. Joseph's and
Mills colleges as well as
Princeton, Syracuse and
Clarkson universities, among
other private campuses, have
promised to keep their price
hikes for next fall consistent
with the inflation rate.
A substantial number of
private colleges, moreover,
announced only moderate tuition
hikes for next year.
Dartmouth ,
Bowdoin,
Bucknell, SI. Joseph's and
Mills colleges as well as
Princeton, Syracuse and
Clarkson universities, among
other private campuses, have
promises to keep their price
hikes for next fall consistent
with the inflation rate.
Until now, annual increases
of7-1O-1O percent were common
at pri"ate campuses.
"We'll be seeing schools
who say we won't be raising
tuition at all," predicts Arthur

Hauptman, a consultant to the
American Council on Education
in Washington, D.C.
Hauptman thinks private
colleges will avoid raising
prices because they can't afford
the aid they need to give
students to pay them.
"The rate of increase (in
tuition) in the eighties simply
couldn't be sustained'" if the
schools hoped to compete with
public campuses in attracting
students, Breneman agreed.
Breneman, as president of
Kalamazoo College in 1989,
caused a considerable stir with a
series of articles and speeches
claiming some independent
colleges felt compelled to charge
high prices in order to achieve a
"Chivas Regal effect"
The effect, named after the
famously expensive Scotch
whiskey, meant that people
would not feel they were getting
a quality education unless they
were paying premium prices for
it.
Conversely, Breneman said,
if a private college kept its
prices low, prospective students
might perceive its academic
offerings as low-quality, and not
bother to apply.
Now the pendulum has
swung, he says.
He notes the recession has
forced some families to examine
college costs more carefully.
Schools
themselves,
however, have changed their
feelings about setting tuition
rates since 1989, when the U.S.
Department of Justice
announced it was investigating
23 of the country's most
selective colleges for allegedly
conspiring to fix tuition rates
and financial aid awards.
The investigation, which
continues today, "had a kind of
chilling effect" on the private
schools, Breneman said.
The 23 announced in March
that they had canceled the ann ual
meeting they used to exchange
financial information about
students who had applied to
them.
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NEWS BRIEFS
FROM OTHER CAMPUSES

Loans Repayment Doesn't Affect
College Graduate Lifestyles
(CPS)-Repaying college loans doesn't seem to affect the
lifestyles or "major life choices" of students after they graduate, a
study by two student loan agencies claims.
"These loans did not cause economic hardship," claimed
Lawrence O'Toole, president of Nellie Mae, a company that "sells"
student loans to banks and that cosponsored the survey of 1,440
borrowers with the Massachusetts Higher Education Assistance
Corporation. .

CUNY Warns It May Have To
Cancel Semester
(CPS)-City University of New York administrators, using a
mixture of threats and compromise proposals to try to halt a twoweek-long student tuition protest that has shut down six of their
campuses, said they may have to cancel the rest of the semester if
the demonstration does not end soon.
In all, students have taken over buildings on 12 of the CUNY
system's 21 campuses, affecting some 200,000 collegians.
"We hope there will be a return to appropriate methods of protest
in time to prevent the loss of the spring semester," said CUNY
Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds.
But Borough of Manhattan CommWlity College students rejected
a compromise that would have let them protest Gov. Mario
Cuomo's tuition hike and financial aid cut cenain campus areas that
would not disrupt classes.
Reynolds and other CUNY officials argue they, too, oppose the
hikes and cuts, but have no power to reverse them because they
involve state, not campus, funds.
State officials, in tum, argue they had to make the cuts because
of massive state budget deficit
"We don't buy it," Hunter CoUege student Robert Nisonoss told
the CUNY Voice, the system wide student newspaper.

A&M Faculty Says No to
Stormin' Norman
(CPS)-Texas A&M University's Faculty Senate, mindful of
rumors that Gen. Norman Schwarzkopf may be offered the job of
chancellor of the A&M system, issued a statem~nt April 18 saying
Schwarzkopf shouldn't get the offer.
"I have nothing against Gen. Schwarzkopf; in fact, I admire
him," faculty Senate Chairman bill Stout explained. "But he simply
doesn't meet the Faculty Senate's No. I criterion for hte person who
should ultimately fill the post: high academic credentials."

Rutgers Student Sues Over
Haircut
(CPS}-Rutgers University student Nancy Newcombe filed suit
in a state coun against a man who cut her hair too shon.
Newcombe charged Oscar Blandi, who works at a beauty salon at
the Hotel Pierre but who cut Newcombe's hair for free in his
apartment as a favor to his wife, with assault and battery and sought
$75,000 in damages.
In coun papers, Newcombe claims Blandi cut her waist-length
hair shon against her wishes, leaving her "screaming and hysterical"
and in need of medical and "psychological COWlseling."
Blandi said he had cut Newcombe's hair as a favor to his wife,
who was Newcombe's friend, and that he had cut it according to
Newcombe's wishes.

Women's Group Targets Frats At
Santa Barbara
(CPS}-A group of 14, black-clad and hooded women marched
through the University of California at Santa Barbara's greek row,
claiming fraternity members "have raped our flesh and spirts,
because they glorify violence against women and treat us as sexual
objects."
While several fraternity members said they supported the
demonstrators cause, they said they felt unfairly condemned.
"No way do we perpetuate rape or the exploitation of women,
Sigma Alpha Epsilon member Dan Rosenbaum told the Daily
Nexus, the campus newspaper. "We respect women. This is an
insult to us."
Meanwhile. Millersville University in Pennsylvania disbanded
the Theta Pi fraternity, which on April 1 had been charged with
sexually harassing women who had joined its little sisters program.
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Festival Playhouse Preps
for 27th Winning Season
By DEANNA L.
RYDZEWSKI
Festival Playhouse is on this
year! After a few tense months
during a funding battle, Kalamazoo College has decided to allow
the 27 year old program to continue. According to Larry
Jaquith, the company Artistic
Director, the company's "main
goal is to include the involvement of the entire Kalamazoo
community- students and
townspeople-in high quality
dramatic productions."
Three productions have been
chosen for this season : K2 by
Patrick Meyers, Baby With the
Bathwater by Christopher Durang and The Skin of Our Teeth
by Thornton Wilder. The pIays
were chosen for their varied natures in order to capture the interest of a diverse audience and
provide a spectrum of acting and
design options.
K2 is a tragic play centered
around two men isolated on the
the world's second largest mountain, K2. The two men's
lifestyles and personalities are
contrasted as the show progresses . The first character,Taylor, is a womanizing
lawyer and the second, Harold,
is a phYSicist, devoted to his
wife and child. Conflict arises
on their way down the moun-

tain, when an accident forces
one man to urge the other man
to save himself by continuing
the expedition alone.
Baby With the Bathwater is a
black comedy on parenthood.
The play begins with two new
parents who are disappointed
that their newborn child "can't
speak English" and "too polite"
to check the infant's gender.
After deciding the baby is a girl,
they name her Daisy. However,
Daisy grows up to be an emotionally impaired boy who must
come to terms with his maleness.
The Skin of Our Teeth is a
Pulitzer Prize winning fantasy
play revolving around the lives
of the Antrobus family who,
throughout the ages, have survived various catastrophesfloods, fire, pestilence, 7-year
locusts.
Festival Playhouse employs
actors, technicians, crew and directors from around the state and
local area, as well as professionals from across the country.
Renowned Polish director,
Kazimierz Braun, returns to Festival Playhouse to direct guest
professor Patrick Meyers' play,
K2. Braun, director of last season's production of Largo Desolato, has continued to receive
acclaim for his work both nationally and internationally

since his move to the United
States in 1985. According to
Jaquith, Braun is "world famous
for his stagings of avante-guarde
and traditional theatre."
Daina Robins returns to the
company to direct Baby With
the Bathwater. Robins directed
the Fall quarter Dungeon production of My Sister in this
House . Last summer, Robins
portrayed Susanne in Largo
Desolato and was also a guest
professor in the college's theater
department
The Skin of Our Teeth will
be directed by a nationally recognized, Lee Costello, from the
Circle Repertory Theatre in New
York. Currently at work at the
Cleveland Playhouse, Costello's
"style of production is highly
regarded, especially her direction
of women's drama," said
Jaquith.
Auditions are open to everyone and actors, designers,and
technicians of all experience
levels are encouraged to audition. The auditions are May
sixth from 2-5 p.m. and from 79 p.m. in Balch Playhouse. For
more information, call the theatre department at 383-8569.
Tickets will go on sale in
early June. And, as Jaquith said,
"It's going to be a terrific season. There's something in it for
every person...

Dance Celebrates 10 years of Inspiration

"
By
HIG
Sand
DRUCKER
It was a dark and stormy night Lightning crackled over the
towers like an ancient midwife fixing someone's do. The wind
beat against the masoned battlements and swirled the dust-devils.
faster and faster on the fireheights. The entire stone structure sat
looming over us on the pinnacle of the cliff, howling at fantasies
like a giant stepping on a beetle. We were told that Foreign
Study was a chance to fulfill our wildest dreams, live out our
steamiest passions (REALITY BREAK! Oops! Sorry 'bout
that. The creative juices are flowing over... meanwhile, back to
the story.), and commit unthinkable acts,-a time for personal
growth and self-realization. This time was ours to make of
what we would ... to seize the unseizable and acquire the
unaquireable. And we wanted. ..the castle! I!
.
"There it is."
''The castle. Didn't you read the intro?"
"So... we saw that last time. Let's go to the toy
museum."
"It's just sitting there--full of loot and goodies-and
we're just the dude-duo to do the deed. "
''WIlat?''
"Storm the castle you nincompoop!"
"Umm ... "
"Come on. Do it for the Gipper."
"Well ..."
"Please."
"It's on a hill. I don't want to run up a hill in platemaiL"
"Pretty please with a cherry on top."
''They're gonna pelt us with rocks, spears, and foodscraps, not to mention drenching us with boiling oil. I hate oil.
It gives me zits."
.
"I'll give you a copper piece."
"WeILl don't know. Death sucks."
"A copper piece and bread and water for a month."
"Deal." The warriors shake hands; "Wait a sec ... we're
definitely going to need swords."
"No problem man ... they're on sale down the street for 3
OM each."
"Economical. Let's do it. (Please insert blood-Chilling,
marrow-curdling battle cry.)
We're set. These swords are finest to be had in any
Iand... yeah, they're plastic. Not to mention these handy-dandy
chalk tips, to help us ascertain exactly who we've chopped to
little itsy-bitsy tiny pieces. Suitable punishment for standing in
our way. Unsheathing our fiendish wands o'death-and-destructon,
we charge.
We run up the hill.
We ascend.
We're still running (uphill, too).
We're mounting the hill.
We yell our heads off. We're really movin' now.
We fall down gasping. Time for a strategic pause to
ascertain the enemies defences. 'There's (huff, huft) no one here
(wheeze)." .

photo by Fabien Tebuice

WELLSPRING DANCE THEATRE brought 10 years of
dancing excellence to Dalton Theatre on April 25, 1991.

Wake-up (or Sleep-in) to Sunday
Brunch at Baker Brothers Restaurant
By KATH Y LA YDEN and
J ENN Y TUSCH
Do you know SAGA serves
breakfast on the weekends? No,
of course you don't, 'cause
you're sleeping! And sleep IS
good. But even better is being
able to have both!
Wanting to have our cake
and eat it too, Jenny and I
passed up those ta ty SAGA
homefries in favor of brunch at
Baker Brother5, conveniently
located at 4210 Stadium
Drive(better known as the
restaurant part of the Players
Pub).
Whil~ Jenny reminisced with

her high school frie nd-waitress,
I checked out the mile-long buffet. For $6.95, you get hOl
food galore: scrambled eggs
with cheese, pancakes, stir-fry,
bacon, sausage, and some kind
of chicken thing.
The frostier side of breakfast
was represented by a large as
sortment of fruit, pasta salad,
desserts, fresh muffins, veggies,
and a large salad bar Jenny
says, "Stay away from the
strawbemes. They looked altogether too red."
Besides the strawberries,
though, everything tasted pretty
goshdam good. If you're in the

mood for just basic Midwestern
breakfast food without anything
too fancy, this is the place. (B y
the way, Kathy is still suffering
from her "I know I'm from Indiana, darn-itI" complex, so to
clear things up, I'm the one
that used the word"goshdarn".)
Brunch is served buffet-style
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Sunday~, so you can even sleep off
your Saturday night and still fill
yourself up with good eats!
(And you can fill your pockets
with food like you do at SAGA!
if you so desire!) Just kidding,
Joanne, no one real ly does that-it's just a vicious rumor.

"You (gasp) dork. We did all that (wheeze) running for
nothing."
''There's no one here. Do you realize what that means?"
"THE CASTLE'S OURS"
"What do you mean ours? It's mine. Eat plastic death
fiend."
"Yea gads, rve been chalked! Brat, you totally know
how to sword fight."
("You can't print that, it's my turn to win!" "No way
lame-o. This Burg is mine." "You can't say Burg. No one knows
what that means." "s ure they do. Besides, this is all in
parenthesis." And now, back to our feature attraction, already in
progress.)
"Ow! You brake my sword! Cad, yer a meanie"
"Hey, I don't mess around. Someone's comin'. Get
what's left of your sword and we'll ambush him!"
"What's that on his head?"
"It's a rainbow warrior!"
"We'd better seUle this peacefully. He's got the power
of the earth on his side.'
"I told you we shouldn't use plastic! Plastic swords
aren't biodegradable!"
"Shhh! He sees us. I think he's about to speak."
Rainbow warrior: "Like, hey guys, do ya know what
yer doin'? Or are ya just like messin' around, ya know?"
Us: "Hey, we don't mess around."
"Yeah. They're plastic swords."
"Yeah. We're tryin' out for the Federal Republic
Olympic fencing team."
Rainbow warrior: "OK, cool. Hope ya make it. And
remember to pick up your swords. Plastic's not biodegradable."
(exit stage left).
Depositing our swords in the proper receptacle, we hop
the next train home and enjoy a dinner of bread and water.
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Playing for
"K's" Pride
By HEATHER STEVENS
"We are playing for bragging
'ghts in Ka1amazoo," stated
umber one seeded sophomorc
ew Miller in regards to
alamazoo'S big win over
estern Michigan University.
Kalamazoo Men's Tennis
eam swung their way to all
motionally high charged win
ver Western's Division I team
n Tuesday, April 30. The
ornets defeated Western after
veral long hours of grueling
atches with a score of 7-2.
wo years previously Western's
nnis squad beat "K" by the
e score. The tables have
ow been turned, and the
ornets reign supreme in the
azoo tennis arena.
All the matches against
estern were hard fought wins.
oug Keen, at number three
ingles, gave the team their fifth
int to win the match with his
enacious three set scorcher.
'ller, at the number one spot,
de his match look like a cake
alk with a fast two set win,
6--4,6-2).
Miller said of his match, "I
elt like I played a good match.
e were all excited to be
laying Western, and everyone
ly cares about winning this
tch."
.
Jeff Fieldhack, the number
wo seed, played another
xciting and spectator pleasing
atch that he won in two long
drawn out sets.
The Hornet doubles teams
so played well. The number
wo and number three doubles
won their matches to give
he Hornets a larger victory

margin.
Acker said of the match, "I
was very pleased with the way
the guys came out and played.
They were playing for the pride
of Kalamazoo."
The big win against Western
brings Kalamazoo's overall
<~ason record to an amazing
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Hornet Hurlers
Hit to Win

25-2.
As Coach George Acker said,
"It gives us confidence going
into the MIAA's to have
defeated a strong Division I
team like Western's."
Acker also added that he was
pleased with his team's
performance last weekend at
Wheaton. In the first round of
play, they beat Wheaton, and in
the second round, they beat a
strong and highly ranked
Gustavus Adolphus squad.
Going into the match against
"K", Gustavus had a 16-9
record. Acker said, "Beating
strong teams like Gustavus with
such a large number of wins
gave us confidence going into
the Western match."
Other recent wins for the
Hornets include their 9-0 shut
out of Eastern Mi::higan
University last week, as well as
their more recent 8--1 defeat of
the University of Toledo.
The Hornets will start MIAA
championships tomorrow at
Calvin, where they will defend
their 53rd consecutive MIAA
league championship title.
The NCAA championships
are approaching fast, and Acker
said that his squad is getting
ready to accept a possible bid to
the NCAA's, which will be held HORNET BATfER powering to a win against Albion
in California this season.
By MARK R. CLIFFORD

Player of the Week
Quick Facts

Sport: Baseball
Year at K: Senior
Major: Economics
Hometown: Reedville, WI
Nickname: Red
By HEATHER STEVENS

Andy Mears does his
homework for his job as Hornet
pitcher. Mears pitched two
excellent wins for the Hornet
Baseball team last week when
they battIe Albion.
Mears, when asked about his
games agisnt Albion, said, "The
doubleheader against Albion was
a gratifying win for the team
because we were facing the
number pitcher in the league.
He had a couple of no
hitlersgoing into the game
against us, and we went 4-2."
Mears attributed the Hornets'
success against Albion in pan
to the "K's" good hitters and in
part to his preparation for
pitching. Mears mentioned
especially the strong slugging
percentage of Ken Turkington
and the strong seasons of Mike
Siwajelc and Joe Trombly.
Mears, who also plays
Basketball for Kalamazoo, says
that he takes his job as a pitcher

very seriously, and he scouts the
Hornets opponents before
pitching against them. He
prepares a pitching program by
carefully scrutinizing their
batters and, when possible, by
watching ftlms of their play.
One of Mears' most
successful and often used pitches
is the palm-curve pitch, which
he claims has been working
pretty well for him this season.
Head Coach Mike Zolnierek
seems to agree with Mears,
since he lauded Mears' pitching
highly. Zolnierek said "Andy
has really come on and done
super things for the team this
season. He's pitched real well.
He pitched especially well
against Albion, getting two
wins, but he also pitched pretty
well in the first game of the
doubleheader against Calvin."
Another strong factor that
Mears mentioned as a positive
influence on his pitching is his
excellent rappor with his
catcher, Jim Anderson. Mears
said that they have played
together for several years now,
and they mesh well in game
situations. The small but
faithful corp of fans and the
work of Zolnierek, "giving it
the old college try ," also inspire
Mears and stand behind his
pitching, he said.

Even though Mike Zolnierek
admits that '''W's' are what
you're judged by," Kalamazoo's
head baseball coach said that he
was proud of the way his team
performed while going 2--4 in
last week's games.
In three doubleheaders, the
Hornets split a doubleheader
against Albion on Wednesday.
"K" won the first game 4-1
and then lost the second gamc
2-0. The Kalamazoo batters
lost 4-2 and 2-1 to Calvin
on Saturday. The Hornets split
Sunday's games against
Kalamazoo Valley Community
College with an 8-3 victory
and a 3-2 loss.
One of the shining bright
spots of the week was the
combined effort of the Hornet
hurlers, who responded gamely
when asked to log heavy-duty
innings. In the six contests,
Kalamazoo's starting pitchers
accounted for all but two outs
en route to chalking up fi ve
complele game outings.
Senior pitcher Andy Mears
"went
the . distance,"
surrendering only five hits and
one run to earn credit for one of
those "W's" in Wednesday's frrst
game. A pair of runs batted in
by first baseman Mike Siwajek
and another by leftfielder J oc
Trombley paced the offense. The
designated hitter, Phil Wilson
also contributed two hits.
Kalamazoo's no error game
in the field came to a fitting
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climax in the seventh inning only Kalamazoo run. Trombley
when third baseman Nit went 2--3 to complete his ~
Kenziorski snared a hot line afternoon.
drive, then stepped on the bag to
After the game, Zolnierek
double off an Albion runner and sympathized with Arnsman,
help preserve the final 4-1 saying "you feel bad for
margin.
him ... he's pitched well all year
In Wednesday's second game, and doesn't have much to show
Mike Arnsman took the loss, for it," in terms of wins.
despite allowing only seven hits
Porr gave up only six hits
and two runs while pitching the and three runs in Sunday's firstcomplete game. Kalamazoo game victory over KVCC.
managed only 3 hits while Trombley was 2--4 with 3
being shut out, 2-0.
RBis, and Kenziorski went 2-4
Mears was back on the with 2 RBis. Wilson and
mound for Saturday's first game Siwajek each contributed an
against Calvin. According to RBI. Seniors Mike Miller and
Zolnierek, "Other than two Ed Walsh were 2-2 and 2--3,
mistakes, he pitched a pretty respectively, in the Hornets'
good ballgame." Unfortunately eight-run offensive tour de force.
for the Hornets, those
The second game provided
"mistakes" resulted in a pair of Zolnierek with an opportunity
home runs for Calvin and a loss to give his backup players some
for Kalamazoo.
experience. Despite the loss,
For the only time all week, Zolnierek crowed about the 2Zolnierek summoned help from 3,2 stolen base performance by
the bullpen, as Mike Parr retired Don Kahaian and the long,
the last two Calvin bailers.
fourth-inning home run by Petc
At the plate, second baseman Beljakovic.
Ken Turkington went 2-4 and
Zolnierek added that he \V:L'l
Trombley went 3-3. Siwajek also "very impressed" with the
and Kenziorski were both 2-3 level of improvement shown by
with
an
RBI
apiece, the game's starting pitcher, Pat
Kenziorski's on a seventh- Conley, and some fine defensive
inning homer.
work by a couple of first-year
The Hornets' hard-luck students, shortstop Matt
hurler, Arnsman, was once Stapleton and catcher Mark
again saddled with a loss in the Wagoner.
second game, victimized by his
The real significance of the
own throwing error in the weekend from Zolnierek's point
eventh, which eventually of view is that "All weelce!id we
resulted in the deciding run.
played well. We didn't win 'em
Turkington drove in Wilson all, but we can definitely say
with a frrst-inning single for the that we played well."
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Where Do Broken Hearts Go?
By LANCE O'DONNELL

Where do broken hearts go?
Kalamazoo College's Stowe
Stadium, of course! This spring
Stowe has been filled with the
broken hearts of women tennis
players from Alma, Albion,
Calvin, and Hope Colleges.
"K'''s women's tennis team has
scorched the MIAA this season
for an undefeated conference
record heading into this week's
MIAA championships.
Although beaten by "K"
during the regular season,
Adrian and Olivet have not yet
felt the heartbreak at Stowe, but
look to add them to the list of
those with Hornet phobia,
because with Saturday's league
clinching win over Alma, "K"'s
women's tennis team declared
their home a "No trespassing

woe."
Saturday's 7-2 victory over
Alma was characterized by long,
slow, exhausting rallies. When
asked how she played on
Saturday, number three Alison
Frye replied, "Well enough to
win." Frye won (6-1, 6--4) in
a match that seemed much
longer, finishing just before the

three set marathon loss by
number four player Betsy
Hobbs.
Captain Laura Rizzo's two
set squeaker match was toothand-nail as well. Rizzo
overcame a self proclaimed
"horrible temper" and incredibly
slow play by her opponent to
score the championship
.clinching match and set the tone
for three big doubles victories.
As usual, number one
doubles combo Jackie Aurelia
and Billee Lightvoet tore
through their opponents with
ferociousness and high pitched
competitive squeals, while the
number two team of Rizw and
Frye fought
one of their
toughest matches of the season.
"That win in doubles made
me happier than any win this
season," said Frye of the (6--4,
3-6, 6-0) win. Frye and
Rizzo had been struggling, but
Saturday's big victory should
carry them into the MIAA' s
with confidence. "I think we'll
win the tournament," said Frye
while adding, "All the doubles
will be extremely strong."
On Monday, the Hornets
suffered a hard fought loss to Sl
Mary's College with a score of

6-3. The score is deceptive,
however, as five of the matches
went to three sets. Highlighting
the tenacious play of "K"'s
women's tenis team is Aurelia's
win at number one singles and
two of the doubles wins.
Number one doubles team,
Aurclia/Lightvoet, who are on
the fence for a bid to Nationals,
went up again~t S1. Mary ' s
highly ranked number one !eam
and won . "K'''s number two
doubles team, Rizzo/Frye, also
played a fantastic match and
won it, which psyched them up
for the MIAA competition this
weekend.
Look especially for the
strong doubles play of
Lightvoet and Aurelia at
MIAA's. Quiet communication
and subtle strategy reinforced by
solid, high paced strokes mark
the play of this number one
doubles team. Undefeated in the
conference, they have a strong
Photo by Eric Lengua
chance to give "K" the number
one doubles conference JACKIE AURELIA SERVES i.t up
championship.
With victories last week over off
to
the
NCAA
Also look to number three Calvin and the clincher with championships with a college
doubles, where sophomore Alma, the women's tennis team championship ring already under
Nadine Messih joined Hobbs at appears ready to charge through her belt. Good luck "K" and
mid-season to form a solid the MIAA tournament and send thanks for an exciting season.
contender for "K."
division three superstar Aurelia We love heartbreakers.

East Asian Week Table
Tennis Tournament
By WALTER POELZING
The thrill of victory and the
agony of defeat raged at the East
Asian Table Tennis Tournament
last Thursday, April 25.
Altogether fourteen people
participated. Each participant
determined to take the crown as
Dean of Kalamazoo Table
Tennis.
The five winners were Walter
Poelzing (first place), Kevin
McDonald (second place), Jeff
Tsai (third place), George Chan
(fourth place), and Brad Larsen
(fifth place).
As the battle raged, four
contenders blasted their way to
the semifinals. The reigning

champion, McDonald, went up
against a smooth attacker named
Chan.
Winning in straight sets,
McDonald defended his title and
moved his way into the finals.
His arch-nemesis, number two
seeded Poelzing, had his hands
full against a determined Jeff
Tsai. The fans were a mixed
crew: some rooted for Tsai and
an upset over the number two
seed, while others rooted for the
"coach" to pull through. In the
end, Poelzing moved to the
finals.
Before playing the fmals, the
contestants
played
the
conselation matches. In his first
tournament appearence, number
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TABLE TENNIS CHAMP Walter Poelzing

Batters Take
Tough Losses

eight seeded Larsen defeated
number six seeded Dave
Landeryou in a great but
grueling match. He thus earned
the fIfth place trophy.
After the semi-finals, Chan
and Tsai battled for third and
fourth place in what proved to
be a great match for the
spectators. It almost seemed that
Chan had psychic ability as he
moved to block Tsai's slams
and blocks. Yet, in the end, Tsai
was too quick for Chan's
reflexes, and he won by two
games to one.
The fmal proved to be classic
competition. Each player knew
that their reputation was on the
line. In the first game of a best
of five, McDonald showed that
he was not about to give up his
reign by fueing a killing shot.
Poelzing, unable to return the
shot, could only say "nice shot
Kevin." Quickly down 1-4,
Poelzing regrouped and battled
back, taking an 8--7 lead. The
shots were fast; the crowd was
awed. Poelzing walked away
with the first game 21-16.
Knowing that he could not
let the momentum go, Poelzing
controlled his way to a 21-17
victory in the second. Now
McDonald, with his back
literally and figuratively to the
wall, had to pull off a victory.
Again he came out strong,
taking a 9-<i lead. Battling
back to an 11-11 tie, both
players smashed and counter
smashed up to a 17-17 tie.
Gathering up himself, Poelzing
took the last four points to win

By SARA CHASE
Leaving people on base seemed to be the problem of the
day for the Hornets, who dropped a pair of games to St. Mary's
of Notre Dame, Indiana "We had a lot of missed opportunities
[not being able to score base runners]" said Coach Kuhlman.
In game one, the Hornets were 6-2 losers with pitcher
Tiffany Greenman taking the loss. Heidi Reyst led the Hornet
squad in hitting by hitting a perfect 3-3, with one being a
triple. Amber Wujek also added two hits, while Chauntelle
Minshall added one. Minshall and Rebecca Rifenberg both
contributed RBIs. Wujek also had one stolen base.
In game two, the women Hornets hung in until the bottom
of the seventh, when a player from Sl Mary's hit a base hit to
score the last run that gave the Hornets a heartbreaking 4-3
loss. An excellent pitching effort was put in by Minshall, who
fanned five and allowed only six hits compared to the eight hits
recorded by the Hornets. Greenman topped the box score with
three hits, followed by Rifenberg with two hits, and Kim
Korson and Amy Crawford, along with Reyst, had one hit
apiece. Korson and Greenman also had one RBI each.
Kuhlman noted that even though the team lost both games,
they really played hard and they were very good games. She also
recognized Reyst, Rifenberg, and Greenman for having
outstanding days at the plate.
The Hornets played a doubleheader against Spring Arbor
College on Tuesday.
The Hornets next opponents will be a make up game against
Alma on Wednesday, and on Thursday and Friday they venture
to Adrian where they will compete in the MIAA tournamenl

21-17.

May 5 Baseball CONCORDIA IPM

UPCOMING GAMES
May 1

Women's Tennis ALMA 3PM

May 2-3 Men's Tennis MIAA Tournament@ Calvin
9AM
Women's Tennis MIAA Tournament@
Kalamazoo 9AM
Softball MIAA Tournament @ Adrian TBA
May 4 Baseball @ Alma IPM

The Backpage has the scoop on
"K'''s most popular band!
Meet
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Couldn't find a single thing on Steve.

Hutcbman

"Dickie" dreams of a woman who Will
come up to him in a public place and say
"Pull my finger!" In fact. he says he'll marry
the first woman that does, so careful ladies!
"Dickie" has a pretty interesting group of
friends from high school, too. They get
together and start doing shots until someone
passes out, then . . . well, why don'tcha ask
"Dickie" about it yourselfl It does involve
photos, we're told!

Jim "Little Jimmie" Padilla is the resident
Ladies-Man of the band. He sings pretty
well, when you can hear him over Dickie's
gUitar. Everybody should send Little Jimmie
a condom to remind him that safe sex is the
best sex.

"W -e ew
F
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yee

Jim "Where would this band be Without
me?" is the only non-"K" band-member of
the bunch. Although Jim is a graduate of
Western (with a degree in Biochemistry).
he's haVing a tough time finding direction in
his life as The Port Wine Lads seem to be his
only activity.
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Five Vie for Presidential Offices
Osaki, Morefield compete for Summer/Fall; Zmuda, Purvis-Smith, D

MIKA OSAKI
WHY RUNNING FOR
PRESIDENT: I might be
able to bring some cohesiveness
to Student Commission. I like
this school a lot I feel like I
need to be a more active
member in this school.
ISSUES FACING
STUDENT
COMMISSION: It's kinda
hard to say because the big past
things have been security. Now
that we have these card keys and
24 hour access, I think that it
would be a mistake if students
thought okay, everything's fine,
no security problems. We still
need lighting behind Hoben.
There's still a lot more things
to be done.
Another issue is getting
students active into different
organizations like WEC,
EnvOrg where everyone is
concerned.
ON APATHY: I would like
to find out if it's really apathy
or whether students are content.
I would like to set up a poll. I
think forums like the housing
forum are good. First, I would
like to fmd out what the
students feel, then we can
organize activities around that I
would like to see people come
to Student Commission
meetings.
CHANCES ON
WINNING: I'm not running
to win. If people have enough
confidence in me, they'll vote
for me. If I'm not president, I
still want to be active in
Student Commission.

for Winter

HEIDI ZMUDA
WHY RUNNING FOR
PRESIDENT: I think I have
and will provide the kind of
leadership Student Commission
needs. Most importantly, I want
to continue to give the good
leadership. I've worked with the
administration on the security
issue and now with campus life.
I know how difficult it can be to
get our point across and have
them accept it. But I've been
successful and I think I can
continue to be successful.
ISSUES FACING
STUDENT
COMMISSION: A
continuing challenge is to be
heard [by the administration). [It
is) Student Commission's
biggest challenge, because no
matter what they do, they have
to make what they say and what
they decide mean something.
The fmancial affairs of
Student Commission need to be
worlced out and cleaned up
because we've been having a lot
of problems this term with that.
Student Commission hasn't
made any mistakes this term,
but rather some of the
mismanagement that's been
going on in some of the clubs.
We need to set stricter priorities
on how we give out money.

REASON FOR
RUNNING: I wanted to
become more involved in
campus because I realized how
much influence students can
have.
ISSUES FACING
STUDENT
COMMISSION:
Involvement, defmitely,
involvement in student
commission. I believe Student
Commission is a voice for all
campus. Another issue I would
like to see ameliorated is
communication between student
activities and Student
Commission. Student activities
could use Student Commission
as a type of liaision between
students and administrators as
far as social activites.
Alcohol policy will also be a
big issue.

ON APATHY: A really
important thing is just to get
more people to run, which
makes more people aware of
Student Commission and what
they're doing. I would really go
after the new freshmen to take a
role in Student Commission.
The whole process is important
and that's why it's important to
have someone strong at the top.

ON APATHY: I think
information is the best way.
Definitely I've seen a change in
the last year, a lot of positive
energy within the student
commission. I see a lot of the
officers are outgoing people. We
need to have people who aren't
afraid to speak out
Communication and
relations between student
organizations and Student
Commission could stand a little
bit of a change. I would like to
see more of a responsibility of
organizations to report back to
Student Commission so that ·
they are able to take suggestions
from Student Commission or
for them to give suggestions so
all student organizations can
worlc together so student
organizations and Student
Commission can thrive.

CHANCES OF
WINNING: I think I have a
good chance, but I'll let the
students decide on Tuesday.

CHANCES OF
WINNING: As good as
Carter's and Julie's, I think we
all have a very fair chance.

JULIE PURVISSMITH
WHY RUNNING FOR
PRESIDENT: Student
Commission is there, and if you
are going to be on it, you have
to realize people are involved
with their studies and they are
going to be apathetic to a lot of
things but they really do care.
Student Commission should do
more than just be there. I wish
Student Commission would be
a lot more active than it is
istead of being a stagnate body
and just existing.
ISSUES FACING
STUDENT
COMMISSION: Another
thing hard to deal with is the
UK" system because there is a
lack of contintuity between
quarters. A good example of that
is the security issue; it took
over a year to get it done.
Contintuity, being active to get
things done instead of just
having someone in the office
just to be there-that is
important. Student Commission
needs to reevaluate its priorities
and reorganize its agenda. One
of the big issues is student
representation and we made
progress with that with the
security issue. We kept working
on it, we finally got heard, and
not only did we get heard,
because they will listen to us,
it's just a matter of will they
incorporate what they hear from
us into planning.
Student activities are going to
become very important to
replace the lost weekened parties
and student commission should
be involved in that.
CHANCES OF
WINNING: I don't know; alI
the candidates are qualified! This
one is really close.

CARTER
DOUGHERTY
WHY RUNNING FOR
PRESIDENT: I guess I would
like to take a look at what
would be the best way for
Student Commission to run. It
was my experience with Student
Commission that as a whole it
is a giant lumbering body which
is very difficult to move as one
and get things done, but on the
other hand the smaller individual
groups accomplish their tasks
better than Commission as a
whole. If we encourage that,
Student Commission will ~
much more active.
ISSUES FACING
STUDENT
COMMISSION: The single
biggest thing is the alcohol
policy so that it doesn't destroy
the social life.
The current president is
much more cooperative
cooperative and Student
Commission could realIy
benefit from that
Student Commission works
wi th alI the organizations and
plans various things and I think
that's an important function.
It's not like a miniature
Congress that passes laws and
approves things but rather its
function is much more
administrative. If we keep that
in mind, Student Commission
can do quite a lot of things in
spite of the short quarter.
ON APATHY: That can be a
problem, on the other hand, the
ratio of offices available to
people on campus is high. The
size of Kalamazoo College
affects the degree of apathy that
we perceive. But it's been my
experience that you can work
well with the people that get in
there.
CHANCES OF
WINNING: Yes, I do think
I've got a good shot at winning.
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Spring Fling Games, Dance Filled
With Unexpected Surprises
By RUTH PALILEO

Spring Ring's "Fifth Week
Recess" games ended with a
with the $50 first place prize for
Harmon programming. Crissey
and Severn won second and third
place surprise prizes of $30 and
$20 respectively "because
student participation was so
impressive," says Michael
Hudson, Student Activities
Committee (SAC) Coordinator.
Spring Fling games began
with four Kazoos singing the
Star-Spangled Banner and ended
in a water balloon fight
involving all of the seventy-odd
students who turned out at
Angell Field last Saturday.
The games ended up being
one surprise after another.
Chubby
Bunny
marshmallows were whipped
from crowd to SAC members
and at participants.
Competitors in the Twister
Tournament were pushed to the
ground while they were

competing.
Water balloons were flying
long before the beginning of the
Great Balloon Conflict
The
Tug
0'
War
competitions ended early when
the rope snapped upsetting
Hannon and Severn teams.
The Great Balloon Conflict
ended when one winner left with
another winner's prize.
A spirit of fun and goodwill
pervaded, however. Trowbridge
and Dewaters had no teams for
the Recycle Race, and members
of the audience volunteered.
Keven Keys provided rousing
trumpet accompaniment to
some of the events.
"Even clean-up went wellexcept
for
those
marshmallows," said Susan
Lynne Thomas, head of the
Games Committee. "Although,
I couldn't have cleaned the entire
field without the help of Dave
Bainbridge and Tim Mulligan."
Spring Fling ended with

Crissey and Hannon in the S-Kavenger Hunt
Students were asked to find
"K" related items like an
auditron slip from the library, a
Port Wine Lads tape, ann a
Kazoo (singing or otherwise).
Other items included two
identical right shoes and a 25cent stamp.
Crissey Hall walked in with
Jody Wilson as one of their
items-a man dressed as a
woman. This act placed Crissey
first in the event-a triumph
made sweeter by Wilson's status
as a Hannonite.
The day ended with a
Southwestern dance. Nobody
had to compete for space on the
dance floor (to the band Jak
Makrel) or a chance at the nacho
bar.
"When you think about how
hard it is to organize anything
on this campus," sums up
Thomas, "You have to call this
an amazing success!"

Student Commission News Notes

Make
Your
Voice
Heard!

VOTE

Tonight! An open forum
to hear Student Commission
presidential candidates speak in
the President's Lounge, 7-8
p.m.
Be sure to cast your vote
in the presidential elections next
Tuesday. Voting will take place
during lunch and dinner times in
Hicks.
Tennis Scramble, the
student-alum tennis tournament
planned by the Student Alumni
association has been cancelled

due to lack of alumni participation.
The Student-Alumni Association will be presenting another career night tomorrow
night, Thursday May 9, in the
President's Lounge, 7 p.m.
"K" alumni Larry Pfaff
K'73, Steve Tyler K'76, Laurie
Kamiarz K'76, and Bruce Johnson K'76 will present "From
Theory to Practice," for those
interested in small business and
economics.
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NEWS BRIEFS
Fuchs Reviews Books For
Weekly Soccer Publication
In addition to teaching German and coaching soccer, Hardy Fuchs
has added another facet to his career.
Early this year, Fuchs received an invitation from Soccer
America (circulation 45,(00) to become the publication's only book
reviewer. And because it is the only weckly soccer magazine, Soccer
America is to soccer what Sports Illustrated is to sports in general.
Since joining the staff, Fuchs has had eight half-page reviews
published. Two recent titles reviewed were translations from the
German Originals, with which Fuchs was familiar. In addition to the
content, Fuchs could remark on the quality of the translation.
Fuchs quips, "Apart from the education in reading new texts and
the challenge of critiquing them, I enjoy a actual enrichment -- I get
to keep the books!"

--Kalamazoo College Public Relations Office

Research, Teaching Focus
for K Profs, HS Teachers
Seven high school teachers have been named Kellogg Research
Associates by members of the Kalamazoo College faculty. Under
the "Teaching/Research Associates Program," associates will team
with members of Kalamazoo College's facuIty for a summer of
teaching and research at Kalamazoo College.
Funded by the W.K. Kellogg Foundation of Battle Creek, the
project is designed to improve the quality of K·12 science
education. In addition to the teaching/research component, the
program includes a seminar series and the establishment of a
telecommunications resource network for high school teachers.
High school teachers will also return to their high schools with a
microcomputer provided through the Kellogg Foundation grant
The 1991 Kellogg Research Associates and the faculty member
under whom they will work are as follows: Martin Buehler. Martin
HS, Dr. Paul Sotherland, biology; Paul Carlson, East Kentwood
HS, Dr. Paul Sotherland and Dr. Mary Kot, biology; ~
Drisco!\, Starr Commonwealth, Dr. Ralph Deal, chemistry; .Ka!M
L.ai.!!g, Mattawan HS, Dr. John Fink and Mr. Richard Carpenter,
mathematics; Davjd Peters, East Kentwood HS, Dr. Wayne
Wright, physics; Joseph Powers. Lawrence HS, Doug Williams,
chemistry; Gary Shaver, Pennfleld HS, Dr. Mary Kot, biology.

-Kalamazoo College Public Relations

Presidential
Elections

Wasn't foreign study great?

Hicks
Lunch & Dinner

Foreign Study Magazine contributions due 9th week
Wednesday, mailbox in the basement of Hicks.

Tuesday, May 14

Meeting tonight, 7:30 p,m" Humphrey
House-All Welcome!
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Presler to Rehabilitate at Home
By KRISTINA E.
MONY
After suffering a severe
stroke on March 26, Dr.
Franklin Presler is hoping to
return to his home in
Kalamazoo to continue
rehabilitation within a week and
a half.
Dr. Robert Stauffer has been
in contact with Dr. Presler and
has noticed remarlcable progress.
"He is gaining more and
more ability to use his right
side, which was paralyzed during
the stroke," said Stauffer.
Although he cannot yet
speak in full sentences he is
making great strides in his
communication abilities.
"If he cannnot form a word
he writes messages on paper,"
said Stauffer.
Presler tires easily and can
see only a limited number of
visitors, but he is enjoys letters
from students.
"It is impossible to replace a
man like Dr. Presler." said
Stauffer.
The political science
department has been aided by
William Richey, from Western
Michigan University who agreed
to flll in for Presler during his
absence.
Before his stroke, Presler
was granted a sabbatical to

NEWS BRIEFS
U-M Language Fellowship
1W0n by First-year Student
The Program for Inter-Institutional Collaboration in Area
Studies (PICAS) at the University of Michigan has announced that
Kalamazoo College first-year student Matthew S. Ropp is a winner
of a PICAS 1991 Student Language Fellowship.
The feIlowship will provide a $Ioo/week stipend and will
support full tuition and academic fees for a to-week intensive
course in Japanese at the University of Michigan this summer.
Ropp is currently taking his third quarter of study in Japanese;
the to-week course will be the equivalent of a second year's study.
Under Kalamazoo College's foreign study plan, in which 85
percent of all students participate, Ropp will study for a year at
Waseda University, Japan, beginning next summer. Ropp plans on
a double major in international and East Asian studies and computer
science.
-Kalamazoo College Public Relations

Senior Wins Fellowship for
Economic Study Abroad
pholO COWles, of Kalamazoo College Public RelaJions

POLITICAL SCIENCE PROFESSOR FRANKLIN PRESLER is
making improvements after his stroke and will begin rehabilitation
at home in Kalamazoo soon.
spend the next school year in Presler next year.
India. Therefore, the political
Stauffer has confidence in
science department already had a Presler's full recovery because
pool of applicants ready to fill people have suffered worse
in for Presler during his leave.
strokes and returned to normal.
Karen Struening, who will
"I have every faith he will
receive her Ph.D from Boston recover and teach here again,"
University, will fill in for said Stauffer.

FDIC Representative to Speak on
Banking, Finance Problems of '80's
Dr. Steven A. Seelig, director of Banking and Finance? Lessons
the Division of Liquidation of from the '80's" at 3:30 p.m. in
the Federal Deposit Insurance Dalton Theatre.
Corporation (FDIC), will
At 8 p.m., Seelig will speak
deliver the annual Monroe on the topic "The Banking and
Lectures in Money and Banking Financial System: Where Do
at Kalamazoo College on We Go From Here?" in the
Thursday, May 16.
Olmsted Room.
A reception will be held
Seelig joined the FDIC as an
from 2-3 p.m. in the Olmsted economist in 1978 and was
room. It will be followed by the appointed director of the
lecture "What went wrong in Division of Liquidation in

1988. His responsibilities
include all liquidation activities
for failed banks and many
S&L's, civil and criminal
investigation relating to
failures, and managing a staff of
6600 employees and a portfolio
of about $40 million in assets.
-Kalamazoo College Public
Relations

Senior Gives Chapel Lecture on
Experience, Fiascoes, Perseverence
fiascoes, will help to see
through
present
tough
situations.
"Look at the positive in a
Reflection and perseverence negative situation," said Lee.
seemed to be the foci in Tucker "Expect the unexpected. But
Lee's Chapel speech entitled since you cannot expect
"Fiasco" last Friday.
something which is unexpected,
"I wanted to persuade people prepare to revise your
to think in a new way," he said expectations."
later. "Experiences, like those
Lee also talked about the
we have at 'K,' build character. process of getting through
Fiascoes of today will be the tough times.
lessons of tomorrow."
"We fly through life. Each
He spoke of a family trip to destination is like a hurdle.
California, and had the audience Once we get over a hurdle, we
roaring with laughter. But also do not stop, but look for
had them reflecting on their own ' another."
fiascoes and how they got
Lee also discussed the
through.
essential three E's learned at
"It was like being in the "K": Experience, Energy, and
vicinity of a time bomb ready to Enrichment.
explode," Lee joked about being
"Use all that you learn as an
in a car with his family on a energy source. Everyone's ship
trip.
will come in someday. But will
Lee explained looking at past we recognize it?" Lee asked.
By DEANNE
BARTKOWIAK

Page 3

Lee compared a journey
through life to a walk up the
qUld

The Thomas J, Watson Foundation has announced that
Kalamazoo College senior Sam Ansell has been named a 1991
Watson Fellow. He was one of only 75 graduating seniors from 49
small colleges and universities across the nation to be recognized,
The Thomas 1. Watson Fellowship Program is a national
competition supporting independent foreign research and travel for
recent college graduates. Winners of the fellowship will receive a
stipend of $13,000 to support a year of study abroad.
Ansell, a senior double major in economics and Spanish, will
conduct research in Bolivia. Costa Rica, and Ecuador to do a
comparative analysis of the environmental and economic impact of
"Debt-for-Nature" swaps.
"International conservation organizations," he explains, "such as
the World Wildlife Fund and Nature Conservancy, have purchased
Third-World debt at discount prices, which is transferred to the
debtor country. That country then allocates an equal amount of
money in local currency to finance conservation projects."
He notes, "The important thing about this is that it changes a
portion of foreign debt into a local currency obligation, which is
directed to conservation. "
Kalamazoo College, the only school in Michigan invited to
nominate candidates, has had one or more seniors nominated as
fellows since 1977, when the school was first invited to participate
in the program.
-Kalamazoo College Public Relations Office

Service Award Bestown to
Area Lawyer, K Alumnus
Local attorney Jon R. Muth is the recipient of a 1991
Distinguished Service Award from Kalamazoo College. He was
honored at the College's recent Distinguished Alumni Awards
Dinner.
Muth is a 1967 graduate of Kalamazoo College. He was a
member of the Board of Trustees from 1981-90, served as vice
chairman of the board and member of the Executive Committee in
1988. In addition, he assisted in raising a $100,000 challenge
match for scholarships for Grand Rapids students.
A member of the firm of Miller, Johnson, Snell &
Cummiskey, Muth is a frequent guest speaker on investment and
litigation and securities fraud..
-Kalamazoo College Public Relations

"You can run all the way up
the hill, or you can walk and
talk to friends on the way," said
Lee. "No matter which way you
choose, you will make it up to
Stetson. One way you get more
"An Evening of Absurdism" at Kalamazoo College features two
out of it, the other way you get one-act plays by Becket and Ionesco. Performances for Ionesco's
there faster. In the end, you still "The Bald Soprano" and Beckett's "Play" run nightly Friday through
get there."
Sunday. May 17-19.
Lee used the opportunity to
Curtain time is 8 p.m, on Friday and Saturday, and 2 p.m. on
pass experience on students who Sunday in Dungeon Theatre. A reception in the Dalton Lobby will
were not graduating, and let
follow the Sunday matinee. Tickets are $3 and are on sale now; call
those who were reflect on how 383-8569 for reservations.
they made it through.
"The Bald Soprano," directed by Joe Stoltman, takes the audience
"Everyone needs a pep talk. I
on a farcical trip into the world of the traditional English drawing
didn't do it [the speech] for me; I
room comedy. Stoltman calls the play "a wildly funny satire" of
did it for the college. I
middle class behavior, which explores the problems of modem
represented all students when I communication and perceptions of reality.
was up there," said Lee.
"Play" directed by Tara K. Early, tells the story of a man, his
As final words, Lee added,
wife, and his mistress--all deceased-and of their suspicions,
"Just remember that you can't
discoveries, and desires as they become immured in their reciprocal
fail -- it all depends on how you experiences.
look at things."
-Kalamzoo College Public ReluJtions Office

One-Act Plays to Provide
Evening of Absurdism at K
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NEWS BRIEFS
Loy Norrix Latin Teacher
Wins 'K' Teaching Award
Loy Norrix Latin teacher Barbara Felkel is the recipient of
Kalamazoo College's 1991 Pauline Byrd Johnson Award for
Excellence in High School Teaching.
Felkel was honored at a reception May3, attended by many of
her former students who are now attending Kalamazoo College.
Al~o present were Loy Norrix principal Jim O'Donnell; members
of the Kalamazoo College faculty; and Kalamazoo College
President Lawrence D. Bryan and Provost Richard Cook.
Cook delivered remarks before unveiling the Pauline Byrd
Johnson Plaque. The award is named for a 1926 alumna of
Kalamazoo College, Pauline Byrd Johnson, who was the first
African-American teacher in the Kalamazoo Public School District.
A native of Boston, Felkel is a 17-year veteran of the
Kalamazoo Public System. She has taught at Loy Norrix for the
past 11 years and served previously at Kalamazoo Central.
Felkel serves as chair of the foreign language department at Loy
Norrix. During her tenure, she has revived Loy Norrix's National
Honor Society and has built the Latin program from one to eleven
sessions. This summer, Felkel will lead a group of 23 Loy Norrix
students on a two-week trip to Italy.
Seniors at Kalamazoo annually nominate teachers for the award
who have exerted the greatest influence on them in high school. A
facuIty committee evaluates the nominees and interviews the
former students of finalists before making the selection.

-Kalamazoo College Public Relations

Haydn Music Show Will
Feature Period Instruments
Kalamazoo College will host a special evening of works
celebrating Franz Joseph Haydn's historic tours of London nearly
200 years ago, in a Saturday, May 25, concert of solo and chamber
works for classic fortepiano. The concert is free and begins at 8
p.m. in Stetson Chapel.
Violinist Barry Ross, soprano Charsie Sawyer, cellist Enid
Sutherland, and fortepianist Leslie Tung will perform works
written specifically for audiences and patrons associated with
Haydn's second visit to London in 1794-95.
Tung will perform two solo sonatas and will also be joined by
Sawyer for a selections of "Canzonettas" and by Ross and
Sutherland in the Trio in D minor.
Ross is professor of music at Kalamazoo College and
concertmaster and assistant conductor of the Kalamazoo Symphony
Orchestra. He is a frequent soloist with the Kalamazoo Bach
Festival and a noted string educator, serving as string clinician
throughout the state of Michigan. Ross is author of A Yjolionjst's
Guide for EXQujsjte Intonation, published by the American String
Teachers Association.
Sawyer has sung for the Michigan Opera Theatre, the North
Carolina Opera, the Columbia String Quartet, the Youngstown
Symphony and the Kalamazoo Symphony. A versitile performer,
she also has sung for a PBS documentary, "The Spirituals of Eva
Jesse," and in numerous commericials including those for
Steelcase, Hushpuppies, American Tuxedo, and Amway.
Sutherland is adjunct associate professor of viola da gamba and
Baroque cello at the University of Michigan. She has toured
extensively in the United States, Canada, and Japan with several
early music groups, and has served as guest music director of Ars
Musica.
Tung is associate professor of music at Kalamazoo College. He
has performed as forte piano soloist with the San Luis Obispo
Mozart Festival Orchestra and with the Palo Alto Chamber
Orchestra. In July 1989, he was one of two American fortepianists
invited to perform solo recitals at the First International Festival
and Conference on Fortepiano in Antwerp, and in November.
appeared to critical acclaim as a soloist at the University of
Michigan MozartFest

-Kalamazoo College Public Relations

US and African Black
Theology To Be Discussed
"Black Theology in the United States: Politics. Culture, and
Liberation" is the topic of a lecture at Kalamazoo College on
Tuesday, May 14, by Dr. Dwight N. Hopkins. The lecture is free
and begins at 8 p.m. in the Olmsted Room.
Hopkins is assistant professor of religious and ethnic studies at
Santa Clara University. He is author of Black TheolOiY in the
USA and South Africa; We Are One yoice: essays on black
theoloiY in the USA and South Africa; Cut Loose Your
Stammerini ToniY e: Black TheoloiY jn the Slave Narratives; and
Shoes to Fit Our Feet. Sources for a Constructive Black Theoloi)'

:&lay.
Hopkins has lectured widely and has appeared on radio and
television, including the ABC television special "The Common
Good," October 28, 1990.
He earned his Ph.D. degree from Union Theological Seminary.

-Kalamazoo College Public Relations
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Trustee, Professor Win Awards
Two local residents,
Kalamazoo College Trustee
Gordon L. Dolbee, and
Kalamazoo College faculty
member Donald L. Flesche, are
recipients of 1991 Distinguished
Service Awards from Kalamazoo
College. They received the
awards
at
the
recent
Distinguished Alumni Awards
Dinner.
A 1950 graduate of
Kalamazoo College, Dolbee has
served the Alumni Association
and the College in many
capacities, including as an atlarge member of the Alumni
Association Executive Board for
almost ten years, and as member
and chair of several Alumni
Association
nominating
committees.
Dolbee has been a trustee of
the college since 1984 and
served on the Alumni Executive
Board from 1984-90. He
currently is chairman of the
personnel committee of the
Board, and provided superior
guidance during a thorough
review of the College's
personnel programs. In addition.
he is a member of the "K"
Hornets Club.
Dolbee's fund ralSlng
activities for the College include
service on the Funds For The
Future campaign and work on
the Kalamazoo/Battle Creek

photos courtesy of Kalamazoo College

TRUSTEE GORDON DOLBEE and faculty member Donald L.
Flesche are winners of the 1991 Distinguished Scholar kvards.
community drive during the
Campaign For Kalamazoo. He
was also a volunteer for many
Annual Fund drives.
Flesche, the only nonalumnus to receive one of the
four 1991 Distinguished Service
Awards, is professor of political
science and chair of the political
science department. He joined
the College in 1962 as an
assistant professor of political
science; was promoted to
associate professor in 1967; and
named full professor in 1974.
A loyal and enthuiastic
supporter of the College's
athletic program, Flesche serves
as announcer for the Hornet
football, basketball. baseball,
and soccer games. In addition,
he
is
the
College's

representative to the MlAA and
its longest-serving member,
having represented "K" for over
25 years.
For over 20 years, Flesche
has been a key volunteer for the
USTA Boys ' 18 and 16
Nationals. In 1987, he received
the prestigious Green Jacket
Award for his service to the
tournament.
Flesche is the representative
to the NCAA Division III
committee, which focuses on
eligibility
rulings
and
postgraduate scholarships.
Flesche has also been a member
of the Alumni Association's
Athletic Hall of Fame selection
committee.

-Kalamazoo College Public
Relations

Cablevision Records Show 'K'
Dorms Without Cable Since 1986
By KIM OSBORNE and
MARK MATHISON
Dormitories at "K" have
been without cable since 1986,
according to Cablevision, the
cable TV carrier for the area.
Recent complaints about
the quality of television
reception in dorm lounges has
led to a cable television
investigation by Student
Commission, with some
unexpected findings.
The only dorms where
students are able to watch cable
are Hoben and ·Harmon,
according
to
Student
Commission Vice President
Tom Daggett. "In Trow, the
problem is with the television,
not with the cable. however."
There are various reasons
why reception is poor in other
dorms.
"Near the end of the fall
quarter someone spliced into the
cable and that is what screwed
the whole thing up," Mitch
Mathews, DeWaters dorm
representative said.
In Crissey, a student has
disconnected cable from the
lounge and run it up to his
room, according to Daggett
These complaints, among
others, led Student Commission
to call Cable vision for some
resolution to the problems.
"They said cable was
d isconnec ted in 1986 in
Severn," said Kim Hempsted,
Inner-Housing Association
Chairperson. "The only current
accounts were the media center,

Quadstop, and the language
houses, for which Student
Commission has been paying."
Under an agreement with
the previous cable company,
Fetzer Communications, the
media center would buy cable,
and could then send it all the
dorms.
"I don't think the new
company (Cablevision) knew
we were getting cable in the
dorms all this time ," said
Hempsted.
Since the problems have
arisen, Student Commiss'ion
began a search for a written
agreement with Fetzer.
"Since Cablevision bought
out Fetzer Communications, we
don't know if they are still
honoring the agreement," said
Daggett. "In the meantime, we
cannot exactly ask the cable
com pant to come out here and
fix cable we are not supposed to
have."
Meanwhile, problems
continue in the residence halls.
"Before, the stations came
in a little fuzzy, but you could
still watch it. Now, several
channels do not come in at all.
There is nothing but fuzz and
noise that sounds like a bathtub
faucet turned up all the way,"
said DeWaters resident Andy
Ferris. "Something has to be
done now."
Student Commission will
try to persudade Cablevision to
honor the past agreement,
according to Daggett. However.
if that does not work, Student
Commission will look into the

cost of purchasing cable for each
dorm. he said.
"We talked to Dean of
Students Marilyn LaPlante and
Provost Richard Cook about the
situation," said Daggett, "and
they were not opposed to cable
in the dorms, but they would
not spend money or time from
physical plant to do anything
about it"
Putting cable in every room
and giving students the option
to purchase it like long distance
service was an idea of Student
Commission president Stacey
Grobbe!.
"LaPlante and Cook do not
want the buildings torn up, nor
do they want our physical plant
workers to do this," said
Daggett, "but Stacey thought
we could convince the cable
company they would have a lot
of potential customers here and
it would be to the cable
company's advantage to do it. It
would also deter people from
tapping into the dorm's cable,
thereby eliminating the cable we
would have."
Meanwhile, students will
have poor reception just a while
longer.
" Fixing the television
would be nice for people who
have no homework or for people
who just want to take a study
break. Is it going to kill
someone just to fix the stupid
thing?" asked DeWaters resident
Frank Penzato.
" It has just gone unnoticed
for SO long that no one is sure
of anything," said Hempsted.
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Campuses Opt for Low- Cost Speakers
(CPS)-Some schools are
trying to save money this year
by getting low-profile speakers
for commencement, lecture circuit observers say.
"They don't want to spend
the money," explained John
Palmer, president of the
Chicago-based national Speakers
Bureau, an agent for many
prominent speakers.
Politicians and academics,
Palmer said, usually won't
charge a high fee to speak.
Schools "may be shying
away from higher profile people
because of fees," agreed Sandra
Sikorski, public relations and
marketing coordinator for the
National Speakers Bureau in
Phoenix.
Before the recession
threatened public funding in
more than half the states and
diminished fundraising returns
for private campuses, colleges
routinely competed for the
biggest names in politics,
journalism and show business
to speak at their graduation
ceremonies.
A high profile speaker can
attract widespread publicity, and
increase alumni donations and
publicity for a school.
However this year many
campuses, hobbled and distracted
by budget emergencies, have
chosen less famous speakers
from within the school or no
speaker at all.
Last year the University of
Texas spent a reported $320,000
to have President Bush speak at
its commencement.
The costs included $1,200
for a barbecue dinner for Secret
Service agents and $103,000 for
the stage Bush spoke on.
This year, former Texas
Lt. Gov. William Jobbe will
speak.
Former San Antonio Mayor
Henry Cisneros will speak at
the University of Nevada-Las
Vegas, while Wesleyan UniverSity has invited LouiSIana
politician Lindy Boggs and the
University of North Carolina
students will hear Virginia Gov.
L. Douglas Wilder.
Other lesser-known speakers
include loo-year-old Frederick

Coolidge Crawford, a retired industrialist, who will speak at
Denison University, John Gardner, founder of Common Cause,
who will talk at Stanford University and Clark Kerr, former
head of the University of California at Berkeley, who will
speak at Wooster College.
Georgetown University's
School of Arts and Sciences
chose not to have a speaker at
all this year in favor of handing
diplomas to all graduates.
Yet
even
low-cost
graduations are not immune to
controversy.
At their April 27 graduation
ceremony, Western Michigan
University students protested
WMU's decision to give Gov.
John Engler, whose state budget
proposals have incl uded drastic
cuts in human serviceS and arts
programs.
Protesters handed out leaflets
and purple ribbons symbolizing
opposition to Engler's controversial budget-<:utting measures.
Michigan State University
students plan a similar protest
when Engler, a first-term republican and MSU alumnus, speaks
at their June I commencement.
"I don't think it's going to
be a very calm commencement,"
predicted Michele Whitaker, a
senior at MSU.
Whitaker and other
organizers of the "Anything But
Engler" movement have gotten
over 500 signatures from students upset that the university
chose Engler with little student
input.
"I don't think Gov. Engler is
a good choice when he only has
a 40 percent popularity rating"
in the state, Whitaker explained.
Meanwhile, two University
of Michigan student groups,
still angry about the U.S. involvement in the Persian Gulf
war, have threatened to protest
when President Bush speaks at
the school's May 4 commencement ceremonies.
"How sad it is that, at a
Catholic institution of higher
learning, such a person would
be presented as a model to students," Bernard Cardinal Law,
the archbishop of Boston, said
April 26 of Boston College's
choosing of Planned Parenthood

Slightly Off Campus.
No Comment
Former grad student Larry Sanders has sued the University
Illinois, which dismissed him for allegedly plagiarizing a paper.
In court documents, Sanders calimed he has multiple
personailties, and that one of his pesonalities plagiarized the
paper without his knowing about it.

Protest Protested
Eighty angry University of Colorado-Boulder stndents
showed up to protest a "Miss Patriot of Boulder Pagaen," in
mid-March, hoping to point out how such beauty contests
degrade women.
The pageant, however, itself turned out to be a protest in
which contestants named "Miss Fortune," "Miss Information"
and "Miss Ogyny" performed skits lampooning U.S. policy in
the Persian gulf.
"I felt completely and totally duped," putative demonstrator
Samantha Levine told the Campus Press, the student
newspaper. "I fell for it hook, line and sinker."

president and abortion rights advocate Faye Wattleton as commencement speaker.
Schools
themselves
sometimes welcome such
publicity-generating
controversy.
"We would like the controversy to continue," says Laurel
Stavis, news director at Wellesley College in Massachusetts.
Last year, about 150 students
at the school protested inviting
first lady Barbara Bush to speak
at commencement.
The students gained headlines
when they circulated a petition
claiming "to honor Barbara
Bush as a commencement
speaker is to honor a woman
who has gained recognition
through the achievements of her
husband, which contradicts what
we have been taught over our
years at Wellesley."
The
speech
itselr
ultimately was well-received,
with even the petition
organizers conceding they liked
Bush, who showed up with
Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev's wife Raisa, personally.
"The students loved the
speeches and the day," Stavis recalls. The controversy, she
added, did nothing less than
"revitalize the feminist movement around the world."
This year Madelin L'engle,
author of "A Wrinkle in Time,"
will speak at Wellesley's commencement.
Schools shouldn't and
usually don't shy away from
certain speakers just because
they cause controversy, said the
Speakers Bureau's Palmer.
"There's nothing wrong with
controversy if it's handled
right," he said.
Administrators at the University of Northern Colorado
chose to avoid controversy last
year, giving in to student
protesters who disapproved of
having Linda Chavez, a leader of
an effort to make English the
only "official" language in the
U.S., speak at commencement.
UNC withdrew its invitation
to Chavez, who showed up at
the ceremonies anyway to hand
copies of the U.S. Constitution
to students as they left.

State, Private
Schools Not So
Different
(CPS)-Students can get
just as good an education at
state colleges as they can at
most elite, private universities,
two education professors claim.
"The evidence consistently
says colleges are not all that
different," said Patrick
Terenzini, a professor at the
Center for the Study of Higher
Education at Penn State
University.
Terenzini and coauthor
Ernest Pascarella, an education
professor at the Univesity of
lIIinois at Chicago, reported
their findings in a book called
"How
College
Affects
Students," which synthesizes

BARBARA BUSH and Raisa Gorbachevat Wellesley
commencement 1990.

Look Who's Talking
(CPS)-Here are some of the well-known and not-so-wellknown people speaking at college commencements this year:
• Clark University (Mass.): Marian Wright Edelman, founder of
the Children's Defense fund.
• Dartmouth College (N.H.): Elizabeth Dole, American Red
Cross President
• Emory University (Ga): Eduard Shevardnadze, former Soviet
ambassador to the U.S.
• Gettysburg College (penn.): James McPherson, 1988 Pulitzer
Prize winner for "Battle Cry of Freedom"
• Ithaca College (N. Y.): Charlayne Hunter-Gault, correspondent
for the "MacNeil/Lehrer NewsHour"
• Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (N.Y.): Peter Ueberroth,
former.commisioner of bsaeball and head of the U.S. Olympic
Committee
• St. Mary's College (Md.): Ben Bradlee, executive editor of the
Washington Post
• University of Miami: Louis Sullivan, director of health and
human services
• University of Pennsylvania: Ted Koppel, ABC news anchor.
• Duquesne University (penn.): Nicaraguan President Violeta
Barrios de Charnorro
• Butler University (Ind.): Stephen Briganti, president of the
Statue of Liberty-Ellis Island Foundation
• Indiana University: Rep. Lee Hamilton, D-Ind.
2,600 studies of how colleges
influence their students.
He made the comments at a
meeting of the National
Association of Student
Personnel Administrators .in
Washington, D.C.

New York
Takeovers
Wind Down
(CPS)-A series of predawn
police raids April 27 broke up
three-week-long
student
occupations of buildings at three
of the City University of new
York campuses where students
have been demanding a rollback
of announced tuition hikes for
next year.
Crowds of demonstrators
began thinning out at other of

the of the CUNY system's 1M
campuses several days earlier,
and classes had resumed despite
continuing sit-ins at a few
buildings.
Police arrested 2 students in
breaking up the sit-in at
Lehman College.
Elsewhere, a disappointingly
small crowd of 200 showed up
for an April 16 tuition hike
protest at the University of
California-Davis.

VOTE
Presidential
Elections
Tuesday, May 14
Lunch & Dinner
Hicks
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An Analysis of an International
Institu tion: The Keg Party
By CARTER DOUGHERTY
"Wir mUssen eine Partie
haben, Carter. Mit einem FaR,"
said my host brother to me one
day. To you and me that's: "We
have to have a party, Carter.
With a keg." Sound familiar?
The keg party. A revered institution at Kalamazoo College.
What would a lot of people do
without it? (Or, still better,
what will a lot of people do
without it?) It is, however, like
Kalamazoo College itself, an international institution, although
it doesn't always go under the
same name.
They called this one in Erlangen,
Germany
an
"Abschiedspartie"-an end-ofthe-road,
gosh-those-six
mo,lths-went-by-realIy-quicldy
party. With a keg. Two, as a
matter of fact
My host mother, aided by
her own generosity, as well as
the exorbitant salaries made by
German schoolteachers, bought
all the necessary supplies. She
paid for the kegs, a case of

wheat beer, a case of Coke,
mineral water (remember, this is
Germany), as well as lots of
munchies. In the house, we already had more liquor than you
could shake a stick at
Having the guests over was
an exercise in foreign relations.
I invited all of the 'K' students
who were in Erlangen, my host
brother invited his friends. We

gether. Drinking games were
getting people plowed at a fast
pace- not because they played
them badly but because they
were stupid enough to play with
the hard liquor!
A few people began to angle
for pleasures of the carnal sort
(foreign relations in a different
sense of the word) but, to my
knowledge, everyone woke up
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OFFT~QU~D
By BOB CHANDLER & ERIC LENGUA

Question: "There is a rumor being spread
that the frisbee golf palyer's frisbees have
been designed with secret 'homing devices' to
piss off people. What do you think of these
rumors and of frisbee golfers in general?"

Master race, indeed. Compared
to them, we Americans were the
epitomy of civility.
decided to try to limit people to
the two main rooms in the
house, so that the two groups,
separated by that great language
barrier, would be more inclined
to interact. Although, like here
at 'K,' the alcohol facilitated interaction much more than the
locale.
By 2 A.M., the Germans and
Americans were partying-to-

CARTER DOUGHERTY performs the keg-tapping rituol at his
host family's home in Erlangen, Germany.

Jacob Stevens,
K'92

alone, hung over, and perhaps

frustrated.
Some even engaged in intellectual combat. Since most of
the Germans spoke English, the
arguments that went on were hilarious. German insisted on
speaking English and found
themselves unable to defend
their point of view. So they
switched languages and the
German gets a chance to humble
the American, amid comments
that the Germans are still mad
because they lost the war.
And, of course, no
large gathering with excessive
amounts of alcohol is complete
without a strong dose of idiocy.
"The Germans are a little reserved," said our Program Director to us our second day in Erlangen. She should have added
"when they're sober." When
they're drunk, they smash beer
glasses in the bathroom, start
snowball fights in the kitchen,
and puke in my room. Master
race, indeed. Compared to them,
we Americans were the epitomy
of civility.
But it was a party. No one is
obliged to be civil, intellectual,
or, for that matter, polite. My
host brother and I were willing
to overlook all but the largest
excesses. We can clean up broken glass in the bathroom,
~ snow in the kitchen, and puke
~ in the bedroom. As long as the
8 house remained fairly well intact, we were happy that people
had a good time. I love my host
family, and, as a rule, Germany.
And that was a party I will
never forget

"I don't give a flying
frisbee."

J. Michael
Glendening, K'92
"I can't do anything
but laugh."

Heidi Zmuda, K'92
"Well, at 3 a.m.
there's a couple of
things I'd like to do
with those frisbees
when they hit my
window."

Chad Rucker,
K' 92

New Welles Menu

P U Z Z L E

Thursday, May 9

Saturday, May 11

LUNCH: Tomato soup
Grilled Cheese

LUNCH: Lentil soup
Turkey Al Fredo
Hot beef sandwich
Scrambled eggs
DINNER: Soup
Sirloin steak
Chicken breast
Fresh fruit

Spanish Macaroni
Manicotti
DINNER: Soup
Turkey Cutlet

Italian Lasagna
Quiche

Friday, May 10
LUNCH: Mushroom soup
Gmd. beef hoagie
Chicken pasta
salad
Manicotti
DINNER: Cam chowder

Baked fish
Beef burgundy
Bean tostada

Sunday, May 12
LUNCH: Vegetable soup
Hoagie
Scrambled eggs
Macaroni & cheese
DINNER: Soup
Baked chicken
Chili wi blackeyed
Cheese dinner rolls

SOLUTION

"Radar... who needs a
friggin radar?"

Molly Wretzky,
K'92
"I always knew they
were up to no good.
It's gotta be true."
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Education Fights Stigma

NAMI Conference Offers Hope for Mentally III
By ROXANNE

PRILLWITZ
Say "schizophrenic" and
people generalIy think of a
multiple personality disorder,
an individual twisted into
separate identities as a result
of an abusive home life. Say
"psychotic" and people will
think of someone unstable,
dangerous,-a maniac with a
chainsaw and a temper like
Charles Manson or "Jason"
from "Halloween".
The National Alliance for
the Mentally m (NAMI) want
people to know that
schizophrenia is a brain
disease, characterized by
disorganized thought patterns,
visual and auditory haIlucinations (hearing voices),
delusions of grandeur or
persecution and inappropriate
affect

Schizophrenia is not a
multiple personality disorder,
which in reality is very rare,
and in very few cases does the
disease cause a person to
become very violent.
Scientific research has
demonstrated
that
schizophrenia is not caused by
a poor home environment. It
is not the result of a character
flaw or weakness; nor, for
those of you who read I Never

Promised You a Rose Garden
.or Abnonnal Psychology, is
schizophrenia caused by gUilt
over being Jewish or hating
your baby sister.
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Schizophrenia is the most
disabling of all biochemicaIly
based brain disorders such as
bipolar disorder (manic depression) and clinical depression
and at present is incurable but
highly treatable. Medications
that reduce symptoms aIlow
many schizophrenics to lead
near-normal lives, provided
that they also have the care
and support of a family and/or
community and an active
community mental health

At the AMI of Michigan's
Sixth Annual Conference this
past weekend, Dr. E. FuIler
Torrey vented his frustrations
about the mental health
system. Nearly 90% of the
psychiatrists in the nation are
in private practice, Torrey
said, not treating persons with
serious mental illness, but
treating the "worried welI"people with phobias, inferiority complexes and
identity crisis.

At present, there are three million
schizophrenics in the United States
... People with psychiatric disorders
fill more hospital beds than people
with cancer and heart disorders
combined.
system.
At present, there are three
miIJion schizophrenics in the
United States and statistics
show that one in one hundred
people
will
develop
schizophrenia at some point
in their lives. People with
psychiatric disorders fiII more
ho·s pital beds than people
with cancer and heart disorders

Torrey said that these
doctors are practicing "plastic
psychiatry" and he compared
them to surgeons who
perform tummy tucks and
nose jobs. Torrey asked his
audience to imagine what the
world would be like if 90% of
the nation's surgeons only did
nose jobs and refused to work
with cancer patients.
The most ill persons often
receive the least care as a
result of the current system
and the schizophrenics suffer
the most because of their

combined.
The disease has reached
epidemic proportions, yet the
problem has been virtually
ignored by the mental health
system.
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The drug is said to be a
"miracle" for one-third of the
nation's schizophrenics. One
patient who began taking
c10zapine over a year ago said
she felt as if she had been in a
coma and just woken up over
the last year.
The AMI conference lasted
three days and held numerous
workshops in research,
available programs, how to
live with a mentaIly ill
family member and how to
eliminate stigma in the
community and elsewhere.
Hundreds of family members
and
mental
health
professionals from all over
Michigan attended.
The goal was to share
information educate the
public. To find out more
about the AMI in Kalamazoo,
contact AMI or Dr. Richard
Means in the sociology
department at "K".
.
We don't have to be afraid
of mental illness if we know
something about it and
mental illness is not
something that will go away
if we are quiet about it.
Severe mental illness touches
one in five families. You see
the homeless . mentally ill
lying on street comers of every major city. People with
mental illness live in your
community and they need
your understanding, not your
ignorance and fear, to live a
meaningful life.

Planned Parenthood
Family Photo Contest

For Working Women-

11 Mo(MV
12
t)1 flllnd
13 " :JVlflg organs
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22 (vE"rvhndy
27 EWf)"f'An

inability to work. Without
insurance for a private
psychiatrist, most mentally
ill patients will end up on the
streets, according to Torrey.
An estimated 30% of the nation's homeless are mentally
ill .
NAMI, an advocacy
organization formed in 1979
by families of persons with
psychiatric disabilities, is
aware of the current problems
and is fighting for changes in
the public perception of
mental illness, along with
changes in the mental health
system.
The state conference this
weekend at the Kalamazoo
Hilton provided a forum to
discuss problems within the
system and to share recent
research developments and
aftercare programs that are
actually working.
The most encouraging
news at the conference were
the reports on clozapine, a
new drug recently made
available to the public on a
limited basis. Clozapine
appears to alleviate many
psychotic symptoms of
schizophrenia without the side
effects often accompanied by
other anti-psychotic drugs. In
addition, c10zapine is working
well
with
many
schizophrenics who have not
responded well to other drugs,
allowing many to lead nearnormal lives.

4201 W. Michigan, K'zoo-372-1200
8992 E. DAve., Richland-629·9718
/

To celebrate 25 years of continuous family planning services in
the Kalamazoo area, Planned Parenthood seeks photos of families
and family events for an American Family calendar.
The theme, Every Child a Wanted Child, can be depicted in many
everyday events like family birthday parties, story time, holiday
gatherings, or in simple quiet scenes like baby's nap time.
Fourteen family photos will be chosen for publication in the
American Family Calendar. Winning photos will be framed for a
permanent galIery showing at Planned Parenthood. There will be 13
monthly winning photographs and an additional.Grand Prize winner
for the cover.
Prizes include a $25 gift certificate for each of the monthly
winners and a $100 certificate for the Grand Prize Winner. Each will
also receive a calendar which includes his(1Jer photograph and name.
Entries must be received by June 28, 1991. For a copy of the
rules or more information, please contact Judy Ma,rknsse at 3721205.
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Letters:

Professor's remark angers; keep the spirit of old
alcohol policy; is 'man' a politically incorrect term?

havior, nor do they occur beHey Professor,
Yesterday, both you and I cause I am afraid to defend myattended Amy Elman's political self. In fact, this recent incident
science candidacy presentation occurred when the batterer went on "Battered Women in the U.S. after my mother and I tried to
and Sweden." Afterwards, you come to her aid. ~ member
asked another student how she of my family has been violently
enjoyed the talk. She replied assaulted during the last seven
that she didn't usually enjoy months, including my younger
hearing about battered women. brother. (No, not all of the vicYour response? "You don't have tims of domestic violence are
to worry, because this won't af- female.) And even though I am
fect you in your personal life. "
"safe" at present, I worry and
Really, Professor?
grieve every day for those of my
Had I been that student, I loved ones who are not.
would have asked you about
And I am angry. Angry at
your assumptions regarding bat- the (male) counselor who
tered women. Are you implying blamed me for provoking the atthat the odds are in her favor, as tack, and then suggested that if I
"only" lout of 6 women in the moved out there wouldn't be a
U.S. reported in a study that problem. Angry at the law-enthey were battered during a one- forcement official who refused
year period? Or do you mean to get involved until he was told
that upper-middle class, white that my mother had been threatwomen from "good" families are ened with a knife. Angry at the
immune from violent domestic chauvinistic and patronizing atassault?
titudes at this hallowed instituWell, Professor, I was re- tion, which perpetuate the myth
cently battered. By a member of that this life-threatening issue is
my own family. In my own "not our problem".
home, just before Christmas. _
And, Professor, although I
This particular incident resulted believe that you are basically
in a trip to the hospital, fol- well-intentioned, I am angry at
lowed by several visits to the yoil for your flippant remark. I
doctor and finally surgery \0 re- have long felt that the students
pair a broken nose. (Although here need to become more aware
the nasal fracture was reduced, . of the prevalence and seriousthe cartilage which was ripped ness of such "secondary" issues
loose from the bone could not as domestic violence. It shocks
be completely restored.)
and saddens me that some "K"
Did it cross your mind, Pro- professors are equally unenlightfessor, when you were noting ened. Perhaps it would be wise
which students attended the lec- to hire facuIty like Ms. Elman;
ture, that one or more of us scholars who dare to legitimize
might be victims of domestic and discuss these "women's isassault? Or did you just assume sues" which in reality do ruu
that our presence at this re- discrim inate on the basis of
spected liberal-arts college au- race, class, or gender. Perhaps
tomaticall y insulates us from the male-oriented attitudes
such ugl y reali lies?
which predominate among the
Let me disabuse you of a few faculty of Kalamazoo College
of the stereotypes which were need to be challenged.
aired in the discussion following
Although I am not ashamed
Ms. Elman's excellent talk. My of my situation, I am going to
batterer is not poverty-stricken, leave this letter unsigned. lowe
nor is he a member of a minor- the other members of my family
ity group. His violent rages are their rights to privacy. But more
not fueled by alcohol or drugs; importantly, Professor, I don't
they are the product of hostility want you to know who I am. I
and hatred. To combat another want you to wonder. Which one
myth, I do not provoke the at- of us was it? I'll guarantee you
tacks through my speech or be- that I won' t be your first guess,

or even your second. Those of
us who have been battered don't
wear signs around our necks.
I'm just a normal, hard-working, fun-loving "K" student, and
you'd probably never suspect
that I had been victimized by
domestic violence.
But guess what, Professor?
This ~ affect me in my personallife.
Unsigned, K '92
To the EditorMy friend attends a "Suitcase
School," so-called because so
many students at the college
pack up and go away each weekend. You can always recognize
such a school by the lack of
weekend events and the abundance of complaints regarding
the social life.
I mention this because it
could happen here at "K" depending on the outcome of the
all-new alcohol policy. Clearly
the school has to produce an alcohol policy that will meet the
federal requirements because we
need to receive federal money,
particularly the federal scholarship money that benefits so
many students. But the way in
which we develop and enforce
the new alcohol policy will potentially have a severe impact
on the social and community
life here at "K."
The problem is our campus.
nearly everyone lives on-campus
here an thus depends to a large
extent on the social life on
campus. Unlike other schools
we don't have frats or an abundance of off-campus housing to
fulfill the varied party needs of
"K" students. We only have our
campus, so it is important that
the new alcohol policy does not
change significantly the social
life on campus.
Will "K" become a "suitcase
school"? Well, if there are no
more big parties and students
feel the social life lacking, then
more of them will go elsewhere.
They might just go to Western
parties for the night or to Ann
Arbor for the weekend. Alison
Scruggs mentioned in her article

last week the threat of OWl occurring after a basement party.
Well, clearly that would not occur nearly as often as it would if
"K' students drove to Western
parties every weekend. Any alcohol policy that forced students
to leave campus in that manner
is not a responsible policy.
Alison correctly pointed out
that not all "K" students drink
alcohol. But many students do
drink alcohol. Many students,
those who drink and those who
don't, enjoy large parties where
alcohol is served or where students are inebriated. If all these
students began going elsewhere
for fun then there wouldn't be
many students left to have fun
with, regardless of whether you
drink or not.
I know this is a worst case
scenario. But many movement
away form the status quo is bad
for the students, and thus bad for
the school. I've been an admissions assistant for two year, so I
have got a good idea about what
prospective students want in a
school. One of the most
important things that prospectives like about "K" is that here
the school treats us like adults.
They try not to tell us in what
way and by what standards we
need to live. We don't have p0licemen and -women patrolling
our dorms.
Less prospective student will
come to "K" if they perceive
this to be a "dry" campus for
80% of the students or if they
come to visit on a weekend and
loads of students leave the same
weekend to party at Western,
Michigan, or MSU. I would
have never attended a college
where there was a strict alcohol
policy, not because I have to
have alcohol, but just because I
couldn't attend a school for four
years where an administration
would try to tell me how to
live.
What I recommend is that
the new alcohol policy and the
guidelines on its enforcement
keep in mind this responsibility
students are given. We have had
a very successful alcohol policy
for years. Unfortunately, now

outside forces call on us to
change it. Let's change the
wording to suit their requirements. but let's not chan Ire the
spirit of the policy. This school
can't afford anything else.
Hans Morefield K '92

To the EditorSpeaking as a white, teutonic-looking male who claims
allegiances to a certain minority
religion, I would like to contribute to the interminable, hypersensitive debate of politically
correct language.
Sparking my otherwise low
level of intensity was an article
in last week's paper in which a
particular female (is that an acceptable term?) objected to being called a "girl" because it was
demeaning, in addition to being
physiologically incorrect.
Which is all well and good, but
I would in turn like to express
my equal outrage at being called
a "man" from time to time. The
word "man" is clearly a shortened for of the German word
mann, as in Thomas Mann, a
tum-of-the-century German author whom I do not like very
much. Therefore, I object to any
insinuations by anybudy,
whether direct or indirect, intentional or unintentional, cognizant or ain't, to my being associated with this German author.
Furthermore, by its very existence (dare I add, use), the
word "man" implies a certain
level of maturity and sophistication I have long struggled to
avoid. Indeed, you could say I
suffer oppression by my own
progression towards age and
venerability. Alas, the clock of
father time (Oops!) keeps on
ticking against me. Although I
am 22 years of age, I think
most of my friends (and a good
chunk of my enemies) would
vouch that I have successfully
failed to reach the level of maturity generally considered acceptable for most of my age. Therefore, not only is the term "man"
uncalled for and un-belittling, it
is a veritable drag.

Breathing Easy: Clearing the Air at 'K'
By SCOTT P. JEROME
Clean air is the exception to
the rule here at Kalamazoo College. The Student Handbook explains, "Smoking will be prohibited in the following areas:
gymnasium of Anderson Athletic Center, nave and chancel of
Stetson Chapel, Recital Hall,
Dalton Theatre, Balch Theatre,
Olmsted Room, President's
Lounge, [and] Upjohn Library."
This means that any other part
of the campus is fair game for
poll uters, and this privilege is
abused readily. Cigarette smoke
exists everywhere on this campus.
It is impossible to get one's
mail or to walk to class in Dewing without having to breathe
tainted air. The hallways of the

residence halls are constantly
filled with smoke. The union
desk is often obscured with
smoke, as is the entrance to
SAGA.
The environment has received much attention in the
past years (three cheers to EnvOrg!); we condemn polluters
who foul our water, land and air
with deadly toxins, and rightfully so. Yet we allow the majority of our campus to be polluted with deadly cigarette
smoke. We non-smokers are
complacent with the status quo,
and those of us who do smoke
are using little consideration or
common sense.
I am not promoting a ban on
smoking here at the College;
that is an absolutely preposter-

ous idea that would be impossible to enforce and would violate
the sanctity of personal choice. I

I am not promoting
a ban on smoking
here at the
College. . . . I do
propose limitations
on smoking,
however, if
polluters continue
to contaminate
the air.
do propose limitations on
smoking, however, if polluters
continue to contaminate the air.
"We trust that faculty, staff

and students will work together
to provide clean air for those
who choose not to smoke,"
reads the handbook. Obviously,
trust has not worked.
It is utterly ridiculous not to
be able to walk to classes, the
mail hut and SAGA without
having to inhale smoke. Smoking should be limited to one's
room, a section in SAGA and
the out-of-doors. It is not a perfect solution, far from it, but it
is better than the current situation.
This argument is based on
the premise that people ought to
have the freedom to breathe
clean air. If someone chooses to
be in the presence of smokers in
a smoking area, that is their
righL (This author frequents the

Western Room in SAGA on a
regular basis.) Yet, the normal
working areas of the College
should be free of poison. Do
you have the right to assault
other students? Of course not!
But polluting the air is condoned here on our fair arcadian
hill.
Clean air now! Freedom to
breathe now! .
This argument for clean air
in the public areas of the college
is rather simplistic. It fails to
mention that smoking is a form
of slavery and that the cigarette
industry targets certain groups
for addiction, but it can stand
alone. Clean air should not be a
privilege. It should not be the
exception to the rule. It should
be a basic right.
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Bush's 'Victory' Really A Mirage
By AARON ELSTEIN
Pop the corks, folks, it's
been ten weeks (one quarter minus exam week) since Operation
Desert Storm ended. As the
postwar euphoria, a sort of collective spiking of the football
after a touchdown (probably
after a long bomb pass) dies
down, it's time to look at the
situation and see what's been
gained in the Middle East due to
Desert Storm-besides a nice
little national buzz.
For all the dramatic footage
and hyped-up homecoming ceremonies, Operation Desert
Storm is anything but the clear,
clean success President Bush has
been calling it, or wanted it to
be. For all our smart bombs,
the saying that the more things
change the more they stay the
same has never been truer.
Saddam Hussein, with our
blessing, still holds power in
Iraq, and the resolutely undemocratic emirate of Kuwait is back.
The only major twist is that the
Kurds have never had it worse,
thanks in no small part to the
U.S.' s neglect after Desert
Storm. Perhaps me and George
Bush have different definitions
of "Victory" (it wouldn't be the
first time we've disagreed), but I
don't see much from this that
would indicate one.

terest in them before (to a tune
of at least 150,000 deaths), we
gave Saddam the freedom to brutalize his own people. We
sought to prevent Iraq from having the strength to invade another country, and perhaps we
did that, but we obviously left
Saddam and the Iraqi army (the
real army, not the amateur
force we stomped in Kuwait)
strong enough to brutalize other
Iraqis.

Legitmate
governments in the
Middle East... are
always better than
illegitimate
governments. Who
wants a
government born
out of wedlock?
We permitted Saddam to
ruthlessly crush the Shi'ite and
Kurdish revolts in Iraq which
sprung up in the aftermath of
Desert Storm. It seems rather
inconsistent to isolate and devastate Iraq for invading oil-rich
Kuwait, only to look the other
way when Saddam uses his
vaunted war machine, the one
the allies pledged to crush,
against his own, oil-less people.

Our neglect or the Kurds
One or the primary objec- after the initial success of Desert
tives of Desert Storm was to re- Storm may have lasting effects
turn and retain legitimate gov- in the Middle East and for the
ernments in the Middle East United States. While everybody
(which is always better than il- agrees that the world should
legitimate government. Who help the Kurds, no one wants
wants a government born out of them. Neither Turkey nor Iran,
wedlock?). Under the guise of both countries with substantial
stability, we let Saddam remain Kurdish population, will take
as leader of Iraq (better Saddam them, and the refugees are unthan some wild 'n' wacky fun- derstandably reluctant to return
damentalists like in Iran). I to Iraq.
don't argue witlI this plan.
Desert Storm, for all is
We've had enough fiascoes in flash, good vibes, and groovy
deposing Latin American dicta- footage on CNN, may have cretors to realize that eliminating ated a new permanent refugee
heads of government is best left class in the Middle East, as if
to the nations themselves.
the region needed one (you'd
But in suddenly displaying think the Palestinians would be
no interest in Iraq's internal af- enough). Stability and a peacefairs after displaying a great in- ful future (much less present)

for the landless Kurds is further
away than ever. In trying to
solve one conflict, Desert Storm
has only created future ones
(you can be sure that the Kurds
are not going to settle down in
the miserable refugee camps and
be happy citizens of the earth).
Until the Kurds are returned
safely to wherever they are
safely returned to, it is up to the
U.S. and allied forces to guarantee their safety.'But in undertaking this humanitarian task, the
U.S. and allied forces are opening a new problem-namely, a
more-than-temporary occupation
of~.

My question is, when will
we leave? When will the situation be stable enough for the
U.S. to pull out? Next month,
next year, next century? Will
the Kurdish refugee problem be
our excuse to keep a permanent
force in the Middle East? Government leaders in Washington
are being suspiciously vague on
this issue. Their "all in good
time" line is one we've all heard
before. Whatever happened to
the quick, easy victory in the
Middle East our president told
us about?
Given the post-war state of
affairs, which strangely resembles the pre-war state of affairs,
was force ever necessary in the
first place? It's positively blissful to have some military
heroes, however superficial they
may be, but, given the current
situation, where peace and stabilityare more eluive than ever,
what was the point of ever unleashing Desert StOrm? Did at
least 150,000 Iraqi soldiers and
civilians have to die so Saddam
could remain in power? So the
ruling AI-Sabah family of
Kuwait could come back to their
palaces filled with Florentine
marble bathtubs and quash the
growing democratic opposition?
Did we fight the war to make
the Kurds the world's newest
refugee problem? It seems
strange to have unloaded our
huge arsenal in order to achieve
this situation. If this is victory,
the world can live without it

Lance's Top Ten List
By LANCE O'DONNELL
Over the past three weeks
several people asked me where
my column was. The only answer I had for them was that it
just wasn't printed (although
two responses to a previous article were). I figured that my
"jingoistic brainwashing" was
somehow inappropriate for an
"objective" campus newspaper,
so rather than resign myself to
life in the shadows as many of
my "brainwashed" colleagues
have, I resorted to a concrete
presentation of certain issues, as
opposed to abstractions that certain people obviously care not
to discover. . . I made a "Top
Ten" list.
So, here you have it. Oh
God, Erick (my editor), please
print this ! My friends desper-

ately need more brainwashing-they have had three weeks to absorb the "truth," you know.
THE TOP TEN THINGS I
WILL SAY TO GET BACK
INTO PRINT
1. John Engler is the best thing
to happen to Michigan since
Henry Ford.
2. If you don't vote, you suck ..
. and swallow the consequences.
3. I don't want to pay for anybody's abortion.
4. Jesse Jackson's policies are
actually a detriment to the human community.
.
5. If I see another piece of random paint splashing called
modem art, I will induce vomiting .. . on it!
6. Capitalism is the greatest po-

litical/economic system ever
conceived.
7. Tie died shirts are ugly.
8. David Duke is a vile letch.
9. The United States is the
greatest nation in the world's
history. AND...
10. My roommate is the infamous Mike "Why the hell can't
I have a party just for guys?"
Soenen.
If you're reading this, that
means I got my wish. THEY
PRINTED MY ARTICLE! Excuse me, I have to go change
my pants.

Editor's Note : The reason
Lance's last column didn't run
was not that we considered il
"jingoistic brainwashing." We
lost his disk.

'K': Mockery of
the Liberal Arts
By TOM DAGGETT
This thing that we call
"Kalamazoo College H is
slowly being eaten away
and becoming nothing more
than a carcass of a liberal
arts institution. The true
education that should be going on is being picked apart
by selfish, narrow-minded
policy.
Though this college has
never been awash with
money, the restriction of
funds is perverting the balance of the institution. The
Trustees have continued to
aid the science program despite its over-emphasis already. Instead of trying to
improve our weak points,
the policy has been to concentrate solely on our
strong points, dislocating
the whole college.
After the new science
building is finished, there
will be two science classroom buildings on campus
and only one for Humanities and Social Sciences. It
seems lamentable that four
departments will have reign
over the two science buildings, and eight will continue to be cramped into
Dewing. This type of
warped, selfish thinking
goes on here often, deforming the institution and the
educational experience.
While arms or the
administration have been
schmoozing corporations
and foundations interested
in giving to the sciences,
the Board of Trustees has
anemically funded the admissions office. By shortchanging the admissions
department, the Trustees
have made "K" into an exclusively Michigan institution.
The non-existent reputation of Kalamazoo College
outside of Michigan does
benefit someone--the half
of the Board of Trustees
who are Michigan businesspeople. It gives them a
steady source of engineers
and white-collar technocrats
that will not be competed
away by the big-name
companies and graduate
schools on the coasts. It
serves the purpose of
Stryker Corp., First of
America and Upjohn to
have job-hungry aspiring
members of the middle
class graduating from "K"
with severely decreased
prospects of get hired--except into their own ranks.
This underfunding of admissions has had another
deforming effect. Informal
recruitment programs done
by other parts of the College are having a greater etfect on recruitment of new
students than Admissions.
This informal recruitment
effort is led by the sports
teams.

High school students are
visited by coaches, and encouraged to tour the campus. Coaches help arrange
scholarships for students
and get team members to
write letters to prospectives. Individuals who see
higher education as a sojourn into competitive
sports and not an educational endeavor are making
up more of the new student
population each year.
Along with the underfunding of Admissions
skewing the education program, the individualism of
those using "KH as a stepping stone for middle class
life is corrupting the learning atmosphere. Instead of
pursuing learning out of curiosity, their only emphasis
is the 'grade' and the
'requirement.' They avoid
and resist ideas and experiences that challenge the
mind to come out of its
preconceptions.
The new housing policy
is just another example of
how those who do not want
to leave their shell degrade
the experience of learning
through challenges. By baving the option to choose
housing by sizable groups,
those who start taking advantage of this provision
by placing themselves in
areas of residence halls
make others nearby feel
excluded. The individualism
that wants the dorms to
become apartment buildings
so that everyone can stay
connected with their preexisting social group corrupts the purpose of a new
learning experience.
As the science building goes up and the only
issue on students' minds is
the parking problem, we
should reflect perhaps on
the place of this educational
experience in our lives. We
can move with the times
and make "K's" resources
serve our private comfort
and benefit: insularity, resume, career. Doing so, we
can make "K" just a supply
of white-collar technocrats
to the Michigan area and a
continuation of the high
school sports team social
group pattern. Or we can
try a way that seems both
reactionary and innovative.
We can remind ourselves of
"K's" base in the Social
Sciences and Humanities
and of the challenging nature of learning, focusing
on the necessity of education as a weapon for dis-;overy and enlightenment.
Not forgetting that learning
comes both from books and
from each other, we can
move away from the individualism and institutional
drift that are currently
bankrupting the education

here.
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The
Adventures
of Cad and Brat:
Evening
at the Flicks"
By TOM HIGGINS and CHAD RUCKER
To evezy dynamic-duo there is a serious side. Somewhere on our utilitybelts is a clasp,-a dangling knob of seriousness ready to be squirted into the face
of any intrusive lunatic. And this week, true believers, you are our helpless
victims! (Unless, of course you turn the page .... but beware, we know who you

are.)
"GreatGadzooks! Guess what, Cadman!"
UWhal?tt
"M~ needs a movie review this week."
"So."
"Maria volunteered .."
"So what? BFD, dude."
..No .... Maria volunteered us."
"Cool! Free movies!!! We can go to Crossroads, hop from theater to
theater, and do a compilation review. Do we get free popcorn and Goobers? I
mean, what's a flick without Goobers? Let's milk this thing for all it's worth!
So... what we gonna see?"
"Well, it's a new movie."
"You mean Kevin (That's Mr. Costner to those of you not 'in-the-know')
has a new movie out already? Are we going to 'Prince of Thieves'?"
"Well ...no. Actually .. .it's... Brian Bosworth in 'Stone Cold'. And we hav
to pay ourselves. But you can bring a SAGA sandwich if you want."
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African Studies Sponsered Visit
by. German Ethnomusicologist
By MATTHEW CHRISTENSEN
For the second of this quarter's African Studies events, Veit Erlmann spoke
Thursday evening on "The Music of Ladysmith Black Mombaza." Ladysmith Black
Mombaza is a South African choral group most famous for their work on Paul Simon's album Graceland. Erlmann described how the performers of this type of
music called isicathamiya or mbube construct images of social order beyond their
.
present predicament of oppression, poverty and discrimination.
They do this, Erlmann said, by drawing on a broad range of musIcal and performing traditions, by performing only at night, by limiting group membership to
men of certain geogmphical regions and through the music and lyrics themselves.
Isicathamiya is a phenomenon of the migrant labor system in South Africa.
Hundreds of thousands of black rural farmers and craftsworkers migmte to the cities
each year to work in the factories and mines. Nearly all of the migrants are males.
Consequently, traditional notions of home, family and gender have been disrupted
As a way to alleviate the urban homelessness, workers from the same towns and
districts band together to form these choral groups. All of the members of
Ladysmith Black Mombaza are migrant workers from a district called Mombaza.
Erlmann noted this issue of homelessness is also a very important theme in the
lyrics. Gender, obviously plays a part in the migmnt's lives and this too is reflected
in the music. The men will sing all parts from bass to soprano, assuming both
male and female roles.
The political subversiveness, Erlmann concluded, stems from the multitude of
layers of meaning. Where a white South African may understand the message of the
lyrics, he or she might miss the meanings embedded in the tone of the music or in
the make-up of the group or in any number of other places.
Erlmann is a professor of ethnomusicology at the University of Cologne and is
currently a visiting research fellow at the University of Chicago. He received a
Grammy nomination in 1987 for "Mbube Roots," an album of South African songs
he produced. In July, African Stars: Studies in South African Black Performance, a
book documenting his research in South Africa wiltbe published.

TIruMPI
"Cad! Cad!! Wake up!!" (To camem: "I've never seen anyone fall over
backwards like that before. Did you see his head bounce?'') It's not that bad. That
fat guy from 'At the Movies' made it."
"But Brian Bosworth.... doesn't he throw people through walls?'
"Shut up! Did you ever read his book?"
"No, but I did see his Right Guard commercial once or twice."
"See, he's a sensitive guy. Now .. .Iet's go!"
"Leggo my ear! I'm comin'."
"Besides, consider yourself lucky: it was either this or death. After all,
we did miss deadline this week."

.. .. .. .. .. .. ..

At the movies ....
"Hey, this theater is empty."
"Shut up and sit down; at least it's not Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles,
with three billion screaming eleven-year-<>lds. This is a refined drama for mature
and worldly individuals (like us). It is expected that the crowd would be mther
select"
"OK...stop eating the popcorn off of the floor! I can't take you
anywhere!"

"MrfI-rnrff! "
"Don't talk with your mouth full. Hey .. .is that a Jolly Rancher by your
foot?"
"Yeah. Watermelon, your favorite!"
''Throw it here!"
"Jeez .. .it's stuck to the floor."
"Oh w~ll, give it to me anyway."
"Hey, the previews are starting!"
Time passes... we're enthralled ... the movie ends.
"Well Cad, what did you think?"
"That was way cool! Holy cow! ...do you remember that one scene... "
"With the sixteen car pile-up, cheese Fritos, and the Mexican jumping

beans?"
"Yeah..."
"Yeah!"
"Sweet!", in unison and ever-present harmony.
"Double thwnbs-up! Bratman, what did you think?"
"Awesome, in a word. Defmitely not a movie to miss. 'The Boz' is just
unstoppable ...a well-developed plot accentuated by the deep, fleshed out chamcters.
Definitely not your normal Hollywood shoot-wn-up, trash-thriller. I almost cried
when he broke the brick with his head."
"I didn't think he could do it"
"I didn't think anybody could"
"Sob..." (in bleary eyed, heartfelt unison)
"You know, I hear he does his own stunts."
"An all-around actor. You gotta respect that. Whudda guy."
"Let's go back to campus and write this up for Maria."
"Hey, who's that dude with the gun?"
"And why's he pointing it at us?"
"Yeah. He doesn't know who he's dealing with. Why we're ... "
"Yeah, we're broke."
Dude with gun: "You punks Cad and Bmt?"
Us: "Shh ...you'll give away our secret identities! How'd you guess?"
Dude: '''The leotards are a clue."
Us: "And the stupid letters on our chests. Don't forget the utility belts."
Dude: "I like the boots though. Are they German?"
Us: "Yeah. How'd you know?"
Dude: " I mow evezything. And this I mow fer sure: If you write anothe
article next week...WE'RE SENDING YOU BACK TO YOUR HOST
FAMILIES!!!"
Us: "Bogus. Oh man, caught between an editor!lfld a bratwurst ..."
'Til next week faithful reader ... if our heros surviv .

DIANE OSBORNE officially opens her SIP photo
exhibition "Still Waters Run Deep" on Sunday, May 12.
The exhibit runs/rom May 6 - May 17 in the Fine Arts
Gallery.

Kalamazoo Civic Players
Announce CST Auditions
Civic Summer Theatre (CST) will be auditioning for their 1991 summer season
from May 20 through May 26. The season productions will include: INTO THE
WOODS-June 29 - July 13, BAREFOOT IN THE PARK-July 18 - 27, and
FIDDLER ON THE ROOF-August 2 - 11.
The summer program is a theatrical learning and production program for people
between the ages of 15 and 23. It offers ten weeks of education and training from a
professional staff in the Civic Auditorium.
Company members are expected to participate in all aspects of theatre, including
acting, singing, dancing and all technical areas. A minimum of eight hours per
week is required either in rehearsal or crew assignments.
If you are interested in joining the company in the technical areas only, you need
not audition and may sign up at any evening audition time.
Those auditioning for musicals must sing a Broadway selection. Bring sheet music if not singing a song from one of the productions. Also, bring dance clothes and
shoes. Auditions for the play do not require a monologue.
The audition schedule is as follows:
Sing/Dance Audition - Monday, May 20 and Tuesday, May 21 at 6:30 p.m.
Read for Musicals - Wednesday, May 22 at 6:30 p.m.
Read for BAREFOOT IN THE PARK - Thursday, May 23 at 6:30 p.m .
CALL BACKS - Saturday, May 25 and Sunday, May 26
Auditionees must be available for call back dates.
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There's No Place Like Home!
By LANCE O'DONNELL
"There's no place like home.
There's no place like home." say
the seven Dorothys of "K's"
women's tennis team. After a
hard fought 3-ti loss to St.
Mary's College on Monday and
a few clicks of the Wilson
tennis shoes. the Hornets found
themselves back in Kansas ... err.
Stowe Stadium. for the MIAA
Championships on Thursday
and Friday. May 2-3.
The Kalamazoo women
netters captured their third
league championship in the last
four years by finishing number
one at the MIAA competition.
Going great guns Thursday
and Friday was fueballer Jackie
Aurelia. Number one at "K" and
number 10 in the nation.
Aurelia blanked her opposition
and wound up stroking the
tournament MVP trophy.

Aurelia's singles title was just
one of five first place finishes
by UK" women tennis players.
Billee Lightvoet, cast
somewhat under Aurelia's
shadow this season. claimed her
own singles title at number
two. in addition to the number
one doubles championship that
she and Aurelia took.
One of the team's most
consistent swin~ers, Betsy
Hobbs. stroked her way to
another
"K"
singles
championship at number four.
The fifth championship was
taken by the number two
doubles duo of captain Laura
Rizzo and Alison Frye. Frye.
arguably the team's most
improved player recently, paired
with the emotional and
experienced Rizzo for a fantastic
three set comeback victory in
the final.
"K" also claimed two runner

up trophies; Rizzo at number
five singles and the number
three doubles team of Hobbs and
Nadine Messih. Both second
place finishes came after
draining and emotional three set
contests.
Frye took third at number
three singles.
For a team stacked with first
year talent, an undefeated MIAA
league championship and
tournament victory is a huge
accomplishment. All seven
players. Jennifer Holmes,
Hobbs. Messih, Rizzo, Frye.
Lightvoet and Aurelia, deserve a
standing ovation for a wonderful
season.
And best of luck to Aurelia.
who
begins
NCAA
Championship play May 19 at
Emory University in Atlanta,
Georgia. Aurelia represents "K"
as an individual singles
. competitor at the nationals, and

Photo by Douglas S.
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WOMEN HORNETS SWEEP the MIAA Tournament
expect to see you all at the
heading into the NCAA's, she nationals, and when you're
is ranked as the number 10 there, just click your heels. It'll
singles player in Division III in be just like Stowe Stadium
the nation. Next season we'll again.

Team Unity Carries Batters Far

By SARA CHASE
The women Hornets had a
long week on their hands with
the doubleheaders they played on
Tuesday and Wednesday, April
30 and May I, and the MIAA
tournament they played in on
;rh~y. They finished off the
season with an overall record of
26-19 and a MIAA record of
5-9.
On Tuesday, April 30, the
Hornets traveled to Spring
Arbor in a non-conference
battle. They failed to prevail in
the first game, losing 8-1.
However they rebounded and
took the second game 3-1.
Heidi Reyst was the losin~
pItcher but had a hot hand at the
bat going three for four to lead

the team. Amber Wujek al&O
had a hit, while Rebecca
Rifenberg and Kris Bowmen
each contributed RBI's.
In game two Chauntelle
Minshall took the pitching win
allowing only four hits and
striking out nine batters.
Batting for Kalamazoo in
game two were Reyst and Amy
Crawford with two hits each.
Rifenberg and Bowmen added
one.
RBI-getters
were
Rifenberg, Bowmen, and Coleen
DeWitt.
Wednesday the Hornet batters
traveled to Alma for their makeup game. They were however
unable to prevail against the
number three team in the MIAA
in the 1990 season, as they lost

Encouraging Win
for Next Season

By MARK CLIFFORD
Kalamazoo's baseball team
enjoyed some swinging in the
rain while splashing Concordia
College, 9-5, on Sunday, a
day after being whitewashed,
8-5 and 9-1, in a "doubledip"
against Alma.
The Hornets let the first
game of Saturday's doubleheader
slip away from them by
committing five errors and
leaving 10 men stranded high
and dry on the basepaths.
Starting pitcher Andy Mears
was pelted for six runs in the
third inning, but the Hornets
came storming back to score
four in the fourth. The well ran
dry that inning for "K' s" bauers,
unable draw even, despite
advancing runners to second and
third.
Four seniors provided the
bulk of "K's" offense as second
baseman Ken Turkington and
first baseman Mike Siwajek
each drove in a pair of runs,
While catcher Jim Anderson
added another. Leftfielder Joe
Trombley went three for four
with two doubles and a run

scored.

The second game, admitted
Head Coach Mike Zolnierek,
"just got out of hand early," as
Alma struck for a lightning
quick five runs in the first
inning and won 9-1.
Zolnierek saw it as "an
encouraging sign for next year,"
when his Hornets refused to be
bogged down by either a soggy
field or the memory of the
previous day's losses as they
reigned over Concordia in the
season's finale.
The game was eventually
called on account of rain, but
not before five innings were
completed for the official
Kalamazoo victory.
Only the rain could dampen
the enthusiasm of Zolnierek
after the interruption of the
doubleheader. Said Zolnierek
regretfully. "We hit their pitcher
pretty well. It's just too bad we
couldn't have played two games
and come out with two more
wins."
As it is, the Hornets will
have to settle for a 5-11 final
overall record against four-year
colleges, with a 2-10 mark in
MIAA competition.

both games to Alma 12-2 and
11-5.
In game one. leading hitters
were Rifenberg, who doubled
and singled, fOllowed by Kim
Korson, Reyst, Bowman, and
Minshall with one single a
piece. W.ujek had a double. In
addition. Rifenberg, Wujek, and
Korson contributed one RBI
each. Tiffany Greenman pitched
both games for "K."
In game two, Wujek had the
hot hand going two for three
with one double. Rifenber~ also
had a single and double.
Crawford contributed a double
too.
Tops in RBI's were
Crawford with two, followed by
Korson and Reyst with one
apiece.

Next, the Hornets traveled to
Adrian to compete in the MIAA
championships. Their first
round opponent was Calvin.
The "K" batters lost the first
round in a close game 5-4.
Absorbing the loss was
Reyst who pitched very
consistently and allowed no
walks. Rifenberg lead the team
in hitting and went tluee for
four with two doubles. Reyst.
Greenman. Crawford. and
DeWiu contributed hits also.
Several Hornets achieved RBI's.
including Crawford with two
and both Reyst and Greenman
with one each.
In the next round, the
women Hornets almost revenged
their earlier loss to the Alma

Scots. but the Scots prevailed in
the overtime period. 5-4. The
overtime period puts the
international tie-breaking rule
into play. where one runner is
put on second base to start each
inning.
Taking the pitching loss for
the Hornets was Reyst. who
allowed seven hits and had four
strike outs. The hitting for
Kalamazoo was well distributed
as seven members of the team
achieved hits. Leading in hits
were Reyst and Greenman with
two. followed by Rifenberg.
Korson, Crawford. Bowman.
and Wujek with one apiece.
Rifenberg. Greenman. Crawford.
and Wujek also helped out with
one RBI each.

Hornets Fly to NCAAs
8y HEATHER STEVENS

Kalamazoo's tennis team
swung to a decisive fifty-third
consecutive victory at the
MIAA championships. At
Calvin on May 2-3, the Hornets
proved once again that their
tennis finesse rules the league
with a 6-0 MIAA record.
The Hornets swept the
MIAAs and did not lose a single
set at the MIAA competition.
Five Hornets. Lewis Miller.
Jeff Fieldhack. Doug Keen.
John Ray-Keil. and Nathan
Eddy. were named to the AlIMIAA first team. Greg Wood
led the all-league second team.
Miller was named the
MIAA's Most Valuable Player
for his play at number one
singles and number two doubles
(with Ray-KeiJ). Keen. the
champ at number one doubles
(with Fieldhack) and number
three singles. received the Stowe
SportsmanShip Award.
Kalamazoo entered the
MIAA championships with a
winning record setting string of

24 consecutive dual-meet
victories. Record breaking and
setting is nothing new for
Coach Acker's team.
Entering
NCAA
championship
play
in
Claremont, CA. May 12-19. the
Hornets are ranked number one
in the nation in Division III. In
individual rankings. "K" posts
several players. Miller is ranked
third in singles play. Fieldhack
is ranked thirteenth in singles.
and Keen is ranked thirtysecond. As for doubles. the team
of Keen and Fieldhack are topranked in the nation.
Acker said about this
season's squad. "I am very
impressed with the maturity of
this team. I'm also pleased with
the leadership provided by the
four captains [Fieldhack. Keen.
Ray-Keil, and Wood]."
In addition. Ackcr said in a
Detroit Free Press article this
month. "We've got a team that
compares to the four teams that
won national championships.
We have absolute depth and

three strong doubles teams that
will help us pull through the
tough matches. You have to
have doubles to win the national
championship; you can't do it
on singles."
This year. Kalamazoo chases
its fifth national championship
title. which would set yet
another record. No team has yet
won more than four NCAA
titles. Swarthmore College. last
year's national champ. is also in
contention for the title.
However. Swarthmore is ranked
only fourth going into the
tournament.
Kalamazoo faces stiff
competitIon
from
the
California-Santa Cruz Banana
Slugs. the number two team.
The Slugs have been
championship contenders the
last three years and won the
crown in 1989.
Kalamazoo will start play in
the quarterfinals on May 13.
Semifinals will be played May
14. and finals will be played on
May 15.

For all non-science majors
desperate for for their last
(or first) Science or Math
credit, here are some suggestive
courses
to
take:
8m
,. Orga)(ic Chemistry
Actually, the truth be known, it was spelled wrong on the schedule. We will say no more.

Human Sexuality
What can we say? The labs are great-a real hands-on experience!

C E8

Physical Chemistry

Learn about the heat capacity and internal energ~ of moving bodies.

I

1

L

X'iver Ecology

Ever wonder why you are alive on Sunday morning?

Y

r

Digital Electronics

Who says you need to buy speakers? Develop the ideal 1000 dB speakers
that are every physics Prof (and parents) nightmare.

-b

MA

Models and

S~mulations

Doesn't anybody use spellcheck? Plenty of group activity to insure
everybody achieves maximum understanding.

y

Optics and Wave Motion

Learn about the S curve and the greatest amount of amplitude that can be achieved on a waterbed.

M

Differential Equations and Numerical Methods

x
e

--

Who said Science and Math

;~~
~
~~~~
aren't fun? ~::::.#J
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Highest Faculty Award Honors Deal, Arnold
In 1983, Ralph Deal coauthored the book Introduction

to Computer Simulation , the
System Dynamics Approach,

photos courtesy of Kalamazoo College Pllblic Relatin.s

THE 1990-91 LUCASSE AWARD winners are (I. to r.J Marigene Arnold from Sociology and Anthropology and Ralph Dean from
Chemistry Jor teaching and research respectively. Both winners will be honored at a reception held at the Hodge House on May 23.
By KIRSTIN GUTER
Sitting in Intto to the Novel
or Linear Algebra you think,
"What a great prof this is. Never
before have I understood math or
literature so well -- too bad this
prof gets no recognition."
Each year, outstanding
professors are recognized by the
Kalamazoo College Lucasse
Awards. Student nominations
were taken in Hicks Center
Monday and Tuesday.
. Lucasse Awards are "not
simply a popularity contest,"
said Gail Griffin, selection
committee member. The
nominations are not tallied, and
the winner is not chosen solely

on the number of votes received.
"Content is more important
than
the
number
of
nominations," she added.
The awards recognize
Florence J. Lucasse, a 1910 "K"
alumna, for her long and
distinguished career as a Latin
teacher. Two annual awards are
presented, one for excellence in
teaching, and one for excellence
in creative wor\c: or research.
Winners are announced each
fall. They receive a one
thousand dollar prize, and their
names are engraved on a plaque
in the library lobby. A
ceremony honoring the winners
takes place the following
spring.

Alcohol Task Force to
Suggest New Policy
By DEANNA
RYDZEWSKI
"We want to find a way to be
faithful to the law, without
being
self-rightous
or
intrusive," said president
Lawrence Bryan regarding a
proposed change in the alcohol
policy.
The alcohol-limiting policy
is not yet a reality, but an
alcohol task force has been set
up.
"We want the task force to
form recommendations, raise
questions, and suggest some
opportunity for a compromise,"
said Bryan.
One proposal has been to
rewrite the existing age blind
policy and replace it with the
prohibition of underage
drinking.
"We have to approach this
from an educational perspective.
We want to educate students
about
the
responsible

consumption of alcohol. We do
not want to make a police
state," said Bryan.
According to Marylin
LaPlante, Dean of Students and
chair of the force, they need to
"develop a policy with some
sense of legal restraints, social
conditions, and concerns of the
college."
Faculty representatives are
Ellen Caldwell and Tom
Breznau.
Administrative
members are Vaughn Maatrnan,
La Plante, and Dana Hendrix.
Board of Trustees representati ve
is Susan Gilmore, chair of the
student life committee. The
student representatives are Alicia
Austin, Mark Maggio, Robin
Meissner, Mary McCuen, Rich
Bennett, Maria Carlson, and
Chauntelle Minshall.
Meissner stressed that the
administration is really aware of
what goes on here and "are on
[the students 'J side."

The 1990-91 winners,
Sociology and Anthropology
professor Marigene Arnold is
the winner of the Florence J.
Lucasse/Sears-Roebuck
Lectureship for excellence in
teaching. Chemistry professor
Ralph Deal is the recipient of
the Lucasse Fellowship for
excellence in scholarship.
A faulty member since 1973,
Arnold is well-known among
students and colleagues for her
devotion to teaching and to
Kalamazoo College. Her
innovative teaching focuses on
collaborative learning as well as
original thinking and discovery.
In announcing the award,
Provost Richard Cook said,

"Marigene combines her skills
and insights in instruction with
continued enthuiasm and
discovery in her own
professional field, serving as a
role model in life-long learning
and discovery."
In recogni tion of her
outstanding interest in student
life, Arnold was named the 1984
recipient of the Diebold Award.
The award is unique, offering
students their only opportunity
to recognize an administrator or
faculty member for outstanding
interest in student life at "K."
Arnold earned a Ph.D. from
the University of Florida and a
B.A. from Florida Presbyterian
College (now Eckerd College).

which earned the 1983 Jay
Wright Forrester Award from
the System Dynamics Society
"for outstanding contribution to
the field of system dynamics."
The book has been translated
into Chinese in the People's
Republic.
He is also the author of
numerous articles and the widely
used text Getting to Know USP
(1990, Wm. Brown).
"Ralph is blessed with
insatiable curiousity," says
Cook. " .. .It is this very
curiousity which keeps Ralph
active in his field, not only with
his scholarship outside the
classroom, but also when
working with his students."
Deal's research and
sabbaticals include develq>ing a
new research program in
molecular dynamics in
cooperation with William Hase,
Wayne State University; a
sabbatical in computer science
at Michigan State University,
research on light scattering at
the Upjohn Company, and a
consultancy to the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory for research
on thermal energy storage.
Deal joined the faculty in
1962. He earned a Ph.D. from
the Johns Hopkins University
and a B.A. from Oberlin
College.
Both will be honored at the
Hodge House on May 23. The
6:45 dessert/reception and 8:00
ceremony is open to everyone.

Student Commission Presidents Elected
Hans Morefield and
Heidi
Zmuda were
elected Student Commission Presidents for
the 1991-92 school
year yesterday,
Morefield will take
office next quarter as
the
Summer/Fall
president while Zmuda
will
serve
Winter/Spring.
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Over Half of Student Body Left Confused
About New Recycling Policy, Procedures
By KATIE HUMAN and
KIM OSBORNE
Recycling procedures have
changed recently, and according
to a sixth week survey by
Envorg, 55 percent of students
are
unaware
of
the
modifications.
The recycling truck will be
accept only sorted notebook and
business paper, corrugated
cardboard, and newspaper. No
envelopes, post-it notes, glossy
paper, as from magazines, or
paperboard, like cereal or pizza
boxes, may be accepted. The

truck will be parked from 8 to
11 a.m. in the Trowbridge lot
on Monday, Upjohn library
loading dock Tuesday, Hicks
loading dock Wednesday, OldsUpton loading dock Thursday,
and the Crissey/Severn lot on
Friday to take paper.
Solid waste is collected the
second Tuesday of each month
outside residence halls.
Materials which may be recycled
include glass, tin, both foil and
cans, and plastic milk jugs.
Other paper materials and
plastics like Evian bottles,
shampoo containers, and yogurt

containers cannot be collected at
this time. Envorg asks students
to rinse out containers before
sending them to recycling.
The recycling efforts have
been successful so far, according
to an Envorg representative.
Yesterday, four carloads of solid
waste were taken to recycling.
"Overall, the amount of stuff we
have collected is inspiring,
people are recycling, but we
have to reinforce when and what
can be collected," she said.
"Reusing is better than
recycling, so students should
reuse what they can."

CLASSIFIEDS
R E COR D S

109 N. BURDICK
KAlAMAIOO
141-5865
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Sunshine has Arrived!

Minority Recruiting, Applications
Increase; Students Made Welcome
Administrators are pleased
with this year's attempt to
increase minority enrollment at
"K" as the number of black
applicants has almost doubled
and all other minority
applications have increased.
President Lawrence Bryan
stated, "Increasing the number
of minorities has been a priority
of the college in recent years,"
explaining that the college has
committed to match the Knight
Foundation's $250,000 with
over $670,000 of its own
toward minority scholarships
and programs.
The college has taken two
approaches toward meeting their
goal: increased recruiting for
applicants and improved
atmosphere for minorities on
campus.
Admissions Director Mike
Donahue said that the college
has increased its recruiting at
major high schools with large
minority populations in Detroit,
Toledo, Gary, Chicago, Benton
Harbor, Flint, Lansing, Grand
Rapids and other cities such as
New
York
City
and
Washington, D.C.
Minority students are also
brought to campus to spend a
day or weekend and speak with
present "K" minority students.
The college is also currently

ASSEMBLER WANTED!
EARN AS MUCH AS
$980.00 Weelcly working
part/full time for our
Company at home, easy work
anyone can do. Call amazing
recorded message, 24hrs.
212-978-3344

511 Sprague Street

Students Finally Shed Winter Blahs,
Play on Quad, Soak Up Springtime

working on a minority brochure
to give prospective blac~
students and idea about the
African-American experiences
on campus.
The most encouraging jump
was seen in the number of Black
applicants which was up to 49
from only 27 applicants last
year. Of the 49 applicants 31
have been admitted and the
admission office is waiting to
hear how many of those
students will matriculate.
There was a "modest"
increase this year in the
numbers of both Asian
Americans (WI applications up
from 99 last year) and Hispanics
(18 applicants as opposed to 16
the year before). The number of
American Indian applicants has
tripled from 2 applicants to 6
this year.
Yet despite the optimistic
look of things, as Bryan put it,
"the tale is yet to be told."
Bryan pointed out that this is
only half the battle for once
those students come to UK" we
have to make them feel
comfortable enough to stay or
we'll end up with a "revolving
<kxI"."
Donahue
agreed,
commenting "it takes a student
with a pioneering spirit" to
come to a predominately white
college. "I don't think they feel
unwelcome, but they do feel
isolated and we need to be more

$45,000 Per Annual
Income Potential. Call
for amazing details
24hrs.
212-978-3835

Sprague Street
Apartments

/

By MAGGIE CATCmCK

Read Books For Pay

sensitive to that," Donahue
explained.
Bryan explained that the
most important thing to come
out of increased diversity would
be "to provide an outstanding
program to a broader
population." He pointed out that
often "minority students are put
in the awkward position of
representing their ethnic and
cultural differences to a majority
population," and said "often this
falls into abuse." Bryan said that
he felt increasing minority
populations with this as an
objective was not what the
college was out to do.
Bryan also noted that "racial
and ethnic minorities are not
participating in higher education
as we would wish." He said
although "K" as a small college
may only affect the lives of a
small number of minority
students, the number of
graduates from this college who
go on to leadership roles
suggests we could be training
minority students for positions
of influence as well.
"It's a Catch 22 - the more
minorities we have, the more
we would attract, but if we don't
have them it's hard to attract
them," said Donahue, summing
up the situation the college has
found itself in. With increased
applicants we may be on the
way, but most likely it is still
too early to tell.

2 bedroom furnished apartments with
laundry facilities, within walking distance of
campus, available for summer and fall
Call: 385-3897 or
327-9240
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German Reunification Discussion
Shows Pros, Cons of New Germany

African Musicologist '1'0
Discuss 'Play' in Music
"The Play Concept in African Music" will be the topic of a
lecture at Kalamazoo College by Dr. J. H. Nketia on Wednesday.
May 22. The lecture is free and begins at 8 p.m. in the Olmsted
Room.
Nketia is internationally recognized for his achievements in
African musicology and his contributions to the field of
ethnomusicology. The former director of the Institute of African
Studies of the University of Ghana and professor emeritus at
UCLA. Nketia is chair and Andrew Mellon Professor of Music at
the University of Pittsburgh.
Nketia's talk will focus on the element of "play" in African
music-making, which employs such elements as proverbs. Nketia
will accompany his talk with musical cassettes.
_
- Kalamazoo College Public Relations

Free Skin Cancer Detection
to be Held at Crossroads
The American Cancer Society, in cooperation with The
Michigan Dermatological SOCiety, will conduct free skin cancer
screening examinations at 24 locations throughout Michigan on
Wednesday, May 22.1991.
In Kalamazoo, a screening program is scheduled on the
Community Room, Crossroads Mall from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. For
more information about the free examination sites. call 349-8719
or 1-8oo-ACS-2345.
"Skin cancer is the most common cancer in America," said Dr.
William Weston, M.D .• of Kalamazoo. "Fortunately, in most
cases, skin cancer can be treated successfully if detected early. The
free screening programs can aid in the early detection of the

disease."
Participants in the program will be given a painless, visual
examination of exposed skin areas by local dermatologists, medical
doctors specializing in prevention, diagnosis and treatment of skin
problems. including cancer. Free brochures will also be available.
which discuss sunburn, wrinkles, premature aging of the skin, and
skin cancer -- which strikes over 600,000 Americans each year.
"We want to help everyone learn the basics of sun protection
and be more aware of the early warning signs of skin cancer," said
Dr. Weston. "We can put a stop to this un~ecessary epidemic." _
-American Cancer Society. Kalamazoo County Unit

Cold War Joint Lecture to
be Presented by Columnists
"U.S. and European Relations after the Cold War: -Two
Journalists' Views," is the topic of a lecture by two noted
journalists, David Broder and Josef Joffe. The lecture is free and
begins at 8 p.m. in the Olmsted Room.
Broder is a Pulitzer Prize-winning columnist with the
Washington Post, who is combining those duties with his post
this spring as Visiting Distinguished Professor of Poli tical Science
at Kalamazoo College.
He joined the Post staff in 1966 and was named an associate
editor in 1975. In 1972, an American University survey of 100
political journalists named Broder America's most respected
political reporter. In 1973, he won journalism's most coveted
award, the Pulitzer Prize, for "distinguished commentary."
Joffe is the Beton Michael Kaneb Professor of National Security
Affairs at Harvard. He is on leave from the Suddeutsche Zeitung,
where he serves as a foreign editor and columnist. He is also
contributing editor of U.S. News & World Report.
He is a regular contributor to the opinion pages of the
international press (New York Times, Wall Street Journal,
International Herald Tribune, London Times) and has published
widely in the professional journals devoted to international affairs.
His most recent book is The Limited Partnership: Europe, the
United States, and the Burdens of Alliance.
-Kalamazoo College Public Realtions

pholo by Scat P. J~r~

GERMAN PROFESSORS FROM EAST AND WEST Drs. (/. to r.) Thomas Stamm-Kuhlmann and
Heinrich Nichols spoke about economics, political turbulence, and the rebuilding of a unified Germany.

By CARTER
DOUGHERTY
Political turbulence in
Eastern Europe, economic crisis
in the former East Germany and
concern about Germany's role in
European affairs were the topics
of a lecture entitled "The
German Revolution of 1989:
Views from East and West"
The lecture was presented
Monday night as Dr. Thomas
Stamm-Kuhlmann and Dr.
Heinrich Nichols gave their
views on recent German history.
Stamm-Kuhlmann, a former
'K' College exchange student
from Bonn, and now a professor

at the University of Kiel in the
former West Germany, spoke
about the events in 1989.
"For 45 years Germans
expected there would never be a
unified Germany again," said
Stamm-Kuhlmann. "But after
opportunity was presented,
unification was achieved in less
than a year: the Berlin Wall fell
on November 9, 1989, and the
two Germanies were officially
unified on October 3,1990."
In contrast to this academic
view of the Revolution of 1989,
Nichols presented the story of
the students of the University of
Halle, in the former East
Germany, where he teaches art

history.
Nickel spoke through an
interpreter, "K's" Dr. David
Barclay, director of the Center
for Western European Studies.
Nickel spoke of the activites
of his students on behalf of the
environment, the peace
movement and the historic
buildings of the city of Halle,
which fell into disrepair under
communist rule.
Both speakers also spoke
about sentiments of residents in
both parts of Germany.
Westeners resent the high cost
of unification, and Easterners are
watching their entire economy
collapse.

Record Numbers Turnout for
Student President Elections

,-----------------~

For Working Women• Annual Exams
• Birth Control

CALL FOR
EDITORS
All students are encouraged to submit applications
to be on the Summer staff.
Please contact Christine
Ferriera in the English Office in Humphrey House.

4201 W. Michigan, K'zoo-372-1200
8992 E. DAve., Richland-629-9718

photo by Doug Ferguson

STUDENT COMMISSION MEMBER Paul Miotke manned the polls yesterday where a record fifty
percent of students turned out to elect Heidi Zmuda (Winter/Spring) and Hans Morefield (Summer/Fall)
as Student Commission Presidents for next year..
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Urban Semester Takes Europe by Storm
By BILL DUANE

By ERIC LENGUA

Question: "Do you want to be in
'Off the Quad'?"

"Sure, want me to pose
nude?"
Amy Carlton K'92

"Yeah, sure what's the
question?"
Penny Olmstead K'93

"Oh, my God, are you
serious? It's been a dream
of mine. What's the
question?"
Rob Grathwohl K'93

"It's too late! You've
already taken my picture!"

Most Kalamazoo College
Juniors have stories of international adventure and experience
to share, but Ashaki Smith and
Jeff Mason may be able to beat
them all.
The two juniors participated
in the European Term in Comparative Urban Studies. The
program is offered by Antioch
College, a member of the
G.L.C.A. The program is a
three month interdisciplinary
trip covering cities in the United
States, Europe and the Eastern
KINGS CHAPEL, Cambridge. England.
phOiO by Jeff Mason
Bloc.
Because the program was not Yugoslavian part of the trip, the
could take a coach tour of the
a "K" college foreign study pro- Slovimans (one of the ethnic
fab-four's old hangouts.
gram, the foreign study office groups in the trilingual country)
The city itself was interestmade sure the program was what pulled its people out of the
ing as it is a declining industrial
the students really wanted. The Army, a move that prompted cit)" with much opportunity for
minimum G.P.A. to enter is road blocks and confiscation of change. Smith found the con2.8, with no language require- weapons. The students found it centration of Caribbean people
ment. There was also an addi- hard to get information, but interesting, as racial variety was
tional cost of approximately were not too worried.
for the most part absent so far
$1,600 to cover additional costs
After Yugoslavia, the group in the travels.
not covered by Kalamazoo Col- travelled to Germany, two
From there on to London.
lege tuition.
weeks after unification became where the group stayed with
Smith and Mason started final. First_they visited Tubin- host families. Mason stayed
their odyssey in Philadelphia, gen, the sister city of our own with a Caribbean professional
where they met the other stu- Ann Arbor. Not surprisingly, couple with whom he got along
dents (mostly G.L.C.A. stu- the city of 50,000 people has excellently. Unfortunately,
dents). After three days of orien- 23,000 students. For Mason, a Smith was not as fond of her
tation and lectures the group political science/reli~ion major, host as Jeff was. She offers adtook a bus to Kennedy airport in the time in Tubingen was of vice to future foreign study adNew York and began their trip particular interest, due to the venturers to change your host if
in earnest.
world famous religion depart- you don't like them. After five
Hours later the travelers ments, where theological lumi- weeks of studying the various
emerged behind the iron curtain naries like Hans Kung teach.
aspects of London, Smith
in Zagreb, Yugoslavia, where
To Smith, the area was won- headed home with the rest of the
they were treated to a seven hour derful and she felt at home, even group.
lay-over. After the delay, the not knowing the language. After
Mason, however, decided to
students set out in a circle lectures on topics such as city use the student work visa he had
around the country, attending planning, the travellers jour- wisely obtained before leaving
lectures and observing the ef- neyed to Berlin. To Mason, one to make the money he had spent
fects that the change sweeping could sense the feeling of on the extra cost of the program
the Eastern Bloc, as it applied to change in the area. By the time in London. He enjoyed life with
cities.
they journeyed to Berlin all that his host family so much that he
The lectures were on the so- remained of Checkpoint Charlie continued to stay with them,
cial, political, and economic inwas a museum.
paying room and board. He got
fluences at work. Smith found
After Germany they went to a job in the elegant Terrace Cafe
some problems with the coun- England, where our intrepid in world famous Harrods for six
try. She said it was "kind of travellers made their way to weeks.
depressing." The open display of Cambridge, Liverpool and LonSmith and Mason had a hecpornography on the cities'
don. Cambridge was an experi- tic and sometimes exhausting
streets was disconcerting to both
ence for both, even though tour of radically different urban
Smith and Mru;on. "They're Smith found its inhabitants areas across the world. The only
about ninety years behind us ... ", stuffy.
reservation they had was the
said Smith about the treatment
After more lectures and trips, lack of using their foreign lanof women in Yugoslavia. Each they made their way to Liver- guages. But, both had a great
visit was short and the group pool. In Liverpool, Jeff declined time and learned as a lot from
was constantly on the move.
popular tourist attractions such both the lectured and the expoAbout halfway through the as the Beatle Bus, where Ont: sure to so many urban cultures.

Day of Reckless Gracious Living
By DEANNE
BARTOWIAK

Jen Prickett K'92

"Being the peroxide blonde
bimbo that I am, I would
have to say it depends on
how my picture turns out."
Laura Bames K'94

One of these days the bells
will ring at 8 am. and everyone
will turn over and go back to
sleep. It's the "Day of Gracious
Living!"
Although not a formal holiday, this tradition of having no
classes 011 a surprise day in the
Spring has happened for many
years. "It is hard to tell when it
started. It has changed through
the years. It is a reflection of the
students' desires and the times,"
Kay Stratton, assistant to the
President, reflected.
Once named "King George
Day" after President George
Ransford, this "free day" was a
time for faculty and students to
go to the beach as a group. The
president had been very involved

and "it used to be a tradition to
throw the president in the lake,"
said Barbara Vogelsang, Assistant Dean of Campus Life. The
Student Commission at the
time would cook hamburgers
and hot dogs for everyone.
Several years ago when the
tornado came through Kalamazoo, "Student Commission decided to make it [the Day of
Gracious Living] a clean-up.
Students volunteered to clean up
the campus and the area around
the campus," Vogelsang re-

called.
The Day of Gracious Living
is a take-off on the quote on the
Trowbridge dorm which states:
"The end of learning is gracious
living."
Students have acted the opposite of gracious living in the
past; they are remembered as be-

coming wild and they make the
most of the day off with parties
and frolicking on the beach.
"Student Commission has
always initiated it," Vogelsang
said.
According to Student CommiSSIOn President Stacy
Grobbel, plans for this year's
"Day of Gracious Living" have
been made. Faculty and students
are to meet in Red Square and
plant flowers from 9:30 a.m. to
10:30 a.m.
From 10:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. there will be a brunch.
(Note that these are not the regular Marriot hours.) Faculty
who participated in the planting
of flowers eat for free at the
brunch.
The afternoon is then free for
people to go to the beach or any
other place to escape from "K".
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Student Productions Thrown into the Dungeon

Absurdist Plays Open Friday Night
By ALISON D.

SCRUGGS
"An Evening of Absurdism"
at Kalamazoo College features
two one-act plays: "Play" by
Samuel Beckett and "The Bald
Soprano" by Eugene Ionesco.
"Play", directed by Tara
Early, is a rendition of the
eternal love triangle, with a
bizarre twist: the characters-a
husband, his wife and his
mistress-are all dead. In Beckett's piece about the futility of
life and questions about afterlife,
the characters, speaking from
their urns, are condemned to repeatedly recite the last moments
of their lives.
"The play is a melodrama,
something everyone can relate
to," said Early. "Everything is
going along normally and suddenly things turn strange,-just
like life."

"Everything is
going along
normally and
suddenly
things tum
strange,-just
like in life."
-Tara Early,
director of "Play"
Joe Stoltman found directing
"The Bald Soprano" to be an
opportunity "to take chances and
go out on a limb." The play
takes the audience on a farcical
trip into the world of the traditional English drawing room
comedy.

Stoltman calls the play "a
wildly funny satire" of middle
class behavior, which explores
the problems of modern
communication and perceptions
ofreality.
"This show was a challenge
because it doesn't follow a logical progression. You have to
rely on your own creativity and
imagination," said Stoltman.
Early and Stoltman chose the
productions after taking the Fall
senior seminar class on absurdist plays. According to Early,
the plays are unusual and not
mainstream productions, making them "just right for 'K'''.
Curtain time is 8 p.m. on
Friday and Saturday and 2 p.m.
on Sunday in the Dungeon Theatre. A reception in the Dalton
Lobby will follow the Sunday
matinee. Tickets are on sale
now; call 383-8569 for reservations.

photo by Douglas S. Fuguson

JOE STOLTMAN AND TARA EARLY take time out from tech rehearsal to goof off together.

"Still Water" Makes Waves
By LANCE O'DONNELL

Now displayed in the Fine
Arts Lobby is Diane Osborne's
"Still Water Runs Deep," a
heroic visual study of a declining South Carolina fishing culture. Osborne uses the stark
world of black and white photography to create amazingly
soft images of the hard world
she photographs.
There is a certain nobility in
her subjects and Osborne captured that quality in her captivating SIP presentation.
Within the contrasts of black
and white are strikingly soft,
subtle images.
A slight black child's hat
casts a shadow of gray over his
eyes, contrasted by a quotation
of black print upon white paper-all atop a diminutive black
pillar.
A man's hands: hard, wrinkled, yet gently caressing a
Bible, life flowing through their

veins.
A woman constructs a basket
. made of reeds. Men carry black
nets on boats of white, to catch
the fish that sustain their lives.
Yet, throughout the exhibit
are the small signs of
"progress." Signs of land for
sale or even a car seem out of
place in "Still Water." Osborne
leaves you with the sense that
this is one of the world's
"untouchable" places. Like the
tundra of Alaska or the South
Pole or the Grand Canyon, the
water and people of the village
must remain natural and human
artifacts.
Osborne's images carry you
around the room. From children
to women to God to bigotry to
the crop that brings life to this
community, each image, each
quote, propelling the viewer on
to next lesson. Ultimately, one
senses a closeness with the people, as if one was actually interacting with them. Like the ado-

lescent reaction to the onset of
adulthood, one wonders why certain things must happen.
Should the people of this community, direct relatives of the
people of the West African nation of Sierre Leone, see their
means of existence perish? Is it
right that such a noble people's
culture be allowed to wither and
die? Indeed, Osborne seeks such
thought...her images command
it. S he shows us, through stunning personal images and courageous poetry, the price of
"progress. "
We are shown the greater
cultural cost that the creation of
another golf resort or other such
development may bring: the collapse of a productive culture.
Diane Osborne's "Still Water Runs Deep" is "provocative"
to say the least. A must see
for those who consider their education "liberal" and a treat for
those who appreciate the photodocumentary.

The Adventures of Cad and Brat:

Tennis Anyone?
By TOM HIGGINS & CHAD RUCKER

The sun glistened off the hard, green special-stuff
that they make tennis courts out of; the white lines
blazed like snakes slithering across the feel of our
memories. We were about to take the fmal plunge,
the last leap. That closing step beyond the 25th
LAC, that 6th PE credit The last wall between us
and graduation (if you neglect the next four
quarters, a SIP and comps, that is). We took up
our (roommates) racquets and shuffled off to the
courts. A primeval force stronger that the tractor
beam of the Death Star itself grabbed us by the
nose and propelled us onto broader horizons.
There's just certain things everyone must do, at this
college called Kalamazoo. (Dig the nifty internal
rhyme scheme, poet dude.)
"Fore!"
"What?"
"Fore."
"That's golf, mono You're supposed to yell
'heads!'"
"Shut up and eat yellow felt, bonehead."
"Don't get cocky. You still have to get it
past me and over the net."
BLAT! "Oops. Do-over man."
"OK."
BLAM! Hit. Volley. Hit. Volley. Ouch!
"Man, you hit it back; we were volleying!"
"Man, it bounced off my forehead. I
couldn't help it."
"Sorry. What's the score?"
"12 - 3, my lead. Gimme a ball."
"12 - 3? But I'm batting par."
"Dude, I broke your serve with those two
three-point jumpers."
"Yeah, but on my last power play, you
fumbled on the field-goal attempt."
"Doesn't matter. You were goal-tending on
the slaps hot, and I had a full-court breakaway."
"Sub!"
"What?"
"Sub."
"Oh."
"Do we really have to play to 4O?"
"That's how the pro's do it. Now, gimme a
ball. This one's going on the comer pocket."
"We don't have any left. You hit them all
over the wall."
"That's why I'm winning."
"We'll grab some from the guys on the next
court."
"Yeah, they don't need 'em anyway.
Besides, we're bigger than they are."
"Dude, I deplore violence. Let's just end
the article here, before it get's ugly."
"OK, I gotta study anyway."
"But hey, next time maybe we should stand
on opposite sides of the net."

CAD & BRAT in action (and in uniform)
on the courts.

•
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Letters
Disappointment over Departure of Gustas
To the EditorRegistration started Monday
at 8 a.m. and the summer and
fall schedules just came out
Thursday. Even at this late date
signs posted around the Records
Office note changes. What was
the problem? One department
turned in their classes late, so
all of us, students and advisors
alike had to wait. Although
many students, myself included,
leave things until the last
minute in order to prove how efficient we can be, the Records
Office does not try to impose
this somewhat shaky organizational pattern on us. On the
contrary, this Records Office is
organized to the point that it
functions with the same
smoothness as the well-used
foosball game in the basement
of Hicks.
As a senior I have been a
student worker at the Records
Office for the past four years,
under three different Associate
Registrars and two different
Registrars. I have, in fact, been
there longer than any other current employee at the Records
Office. Nonetheless, I'm still
the one who gets to do all the
dirty work. I help with registra-

tion; I maintain order during
drop/adds; I file every single
hodgepodge slip of paper that
we're required to have signed by
at least two profs and a squirrel;
I find and send out transcripts
from "K" grads who graduated
before we were even born and
changed their names three times;
I arrange and rearrange Mary's
huge green leering three-dimensional schedule boards; I eat
donuts; I send out deviant, super-senior and other correspondence; I keep filing; I doublecheck every enrollment report
and document that we provide as
part of "K"'s friendly information center; I file some more, I
drop and add PE and music credits until the computer begins to
groan; I run into Tucker (the
Provost's student worker) at the
mail center; I keep filing and I
teach Spanish on the side.
Will the Records Office
come to a screeching halt without me there to file for them
next quarter? Probably. No, not
because I'm leaving, but rather
because our current Registrar,
Mary Gustas, who was personally and excellently trained during more than 1 1(2 years by
former Registrar Ruth Collins,
will no longer be with us.

Mary, who has been Acting
Registrar for over a year, previously held positions such as
Associate Registrar ("K" and
Grand Valley State University),
Trustee . (Kalamazoo Valley
Community College), Director
of Admissions, Assistant Director of Admissions, Counselor
(University of Albuquerque) and
Teaching Assistant (Nazareth
College). But she was not chosen by the College to serve as
our next "official" Registrar.
Why not? I don't know. Was
Ruth Collins asked about this
decision? Was mine? Was
yours? No.
I'm sorry that we are loosing
this capable, friendly, involved,
dedicated administrator. I admire
the work Mary has done and I've
thoroughly enjoyed working
wi th her and the rest of the
Records Office team (Ann,
Cindy, Michelle and Kevin). I
hope that this summer and in
the future you all, faculty, administrators and student included, will work much more
cooperatively with Ann and the
rest of the Records Office staff
and if you have a complaint,
take it to the Provost, it's his
job.
Mara Nielle Bird K'91

Feminism Doesn't Open Eyes and Heart
To the EditorIt is very unfortunate that
people with non-feminist reservations regarding male female
roles feel intimidated from expresssing their views. Feminism revolves around poitical
issues, and such issues require
dialogue, not ideological enforcement of political correctness. People who disagree with
certain feminist positions are
not sexist. They are simply not
feminist on those issues.
My main gripe with feminism or a particular manifestation of it-involves its failure
to open its eyes and heart to the
growing realization that men
too are oppressed by our social
milieu. We work hard for the
betterment of ourselves, our
loved ones and our society
(including condemnation of violence and discrimination against
women). only to feel confused
and rejected when we are condemned as oppressors.
Men have extraordinary demands placed on them, and precious few wield much power

Thanks To College
Community From
Presler Family
Dear Kalamzoo College
Students,
Franklin has asked me to
convey his great gratitude for all
the cards and letters which you
have sent him over the past
seven weeks. These were
immensely important to him at
a very difficult time. I don't
think he will ever forget your
expressions of concern and
affection.
Thanks from our family,
Franklin, Polly, Gabriel,
Edith and Clara Presler

over others. Most men spend petuate this demand but so do
their lives taking orders form most women. Women, moreothers. men work their fingers over, can be as emotional as
to the bone out of love for their they want without much sancwives and children, not out of a tion. Any man who cries or
desire to oppress women. The shows outward signs of weakgrowing men's movement today ness of helplessness will be the
seeks to address the oppresssion object of scorn and ridicule. And
of men adn the feelings of frus- men who hug each other in pubtration and alienation that arise lic in an affectionate manner
from it.
may be accused of being homoMen's personalities are sexual.
warped and restricted by social
Recognition of discriminanorms of behavior. A young tion against women has permeman seeking a spouse, though ated our country and now comhe be handsome, will not find a mands a good deal of authorcompanion if he cannot demon- ity-especially on campuses.
strate his capacity to 'bring Feminism is 'politically corhome the bacon.' It is assumed rect,' and at times seems intolthat men will work all their erant toward ideas that take femlives. Many women have other inism to task. But if feminism
options: they can work full seeks to bring men and women
time; split time between work together, to promote understandand raising children; or dedicate ing and equality between the
their lives to rearing their chil- sexes, it would do well sto seek
dren. men have no such alterna- a better understanding of how
tives.
men feel, how they too are opMen are expected to be tough pressed by social norms, and
and hyper-competitive. We must how we all might work to
be able to leap tall buildings in change those norms.
a single bound. Many men perTim Mulligan K'91

New Letter Policy
The Index welcomes letters from its readers. Letters should
be original copies, typed or printed, and must be signed.
Through consultation with the Editor-in-Chief, letters of a
personal nature can be printed unsigned.
We encourage letters that are concise and deal with relevant
topics. The Index reserves the right to edit for space, clarity and
libel when necessary.
Letters can be turned into The Index mailbox in the
basement of Hicks Center. Preferably, letters should be
submitted by the Saturday before the issue in which they will

appear.

The Foreign Study Magazine is now accepting
submissions of every kind! Submissions go in the mailbox in
the basement of Hicks. Staffers are also needed for summer
quarter. Meeting: Wednesday, May 22, 7:00 p.m. Humphrey
Lounge.

When Hit by a
Brick, Streak
By SCOTT p, JEROME
Life ...
As I become more and more stressed out with classes, papers, and exams this quarter at Kalamazoo College I am often
hit with the proverbial brick that snaps me back into reality.
These bricks have been flying thick over the last few weeks.
Recently, two friends have begun chemotherapy. Both are
strong individuals and I am confident they can overcome the
cancer, but the reality of the disease, and of death, hit me hard.
Another friend, a chum from my schoolboy days, was recently in a head-on car collision. He is paralyzed from the chest
down. There is some hope that he will walk someday, but
,again, the reality of such a terrible accident is petrifying.
Seeing Dr. Presler this week was yet another brick. His recovery is simply amazing--a powerful example of human
strength and perseverance.
All of these bricks seem to wake me up to the fact that I am
merely a human. I am just a skin-bag who is pompous enough
to think that the world's problems rest upon my shoulders. I
often get so wrapped up in my own garbage that I lose sight of
simple realities. I lose sight of life itself. The seemingly important suddenly disappears and a hidden agenda reveals itself.
The agenda is on a human level. The agenda consists of family,
friends and personal well-being.
I fret when I do not study enough or when I miss a workout; I lose sleep over Index assignments and LAC credits. (No,
I have never actually lost sleep over LAC credits, but it sounds
good.) Yet, I know that the bonom line is that it really does
not maller one way or the other. Life will go on if the assignment is not completed or the run is foregone. The world actually does not revolve around Kalamazoo College, despite popular belief.
This realization is not an excuse to sidestep my responsibilities. That is not my intention. It is merely a way of settling
my stomach when the world seems ready to explode.
Streaking ...
So, if the stress gets to high and the world seems ready to
crumble I think of the lunacy of it all and take a nice jaunt
across the quad wearing nothing but a smile. Streaking is the
ultimate stress-release for the mid-quarter blahs.
I was born naked, and I was relatively stress free at birth.
There was nothing binding around the waist, I flapped my arms
and legs freely, and I slept great. So I thought that I would
carry on with the nude tradition and streak across the quad.
So if the stress gets to be too much and you are feeling bold
and safe, grab a couple good friends, strip it all off and run in
the great out-of-doors. You will sleep like a baby--stressfree.

Male Stereotypes
Need to be Abolished
To the EditorRecently, men have been pigeon-holed into such images as
rapist, opportunist, and homophobe. However, men are just
as various, anti-rapist, and antiopportunist as anyone else.
How can we, as men, respond to
these stereotypes?
Yes, there is a need to slap
some men in the face with a
strong dose of feminism, but
what reaction can we expect
from those men who have realized the importance of this
movement? I have particpated in
this movement, yet I continue
to be writen-off for being a
white-male heterosexual. I have
inherited and just bear the guilt
of my bigoted ancestors, they
say. I'm not so convinced that
my ancestiors were all bigots,
honestly, but if I point this out
then I automatically become
one--a definite bigoted act by
those who label me as such.
Even though I have supported
the
causes
of
women/womyn, I'm constantly

told that as a man I can't understand what it is to be oppressed.
But I can't accept the idea that
this ostensibly male-dominated
society oppresses only nonwhite males. For example, industrialization has torn men
away from their families and nature, thus trapping them in
prisons which cultivate their
spiritual destruction. We need
dialogue and understanding, not
condemnation and alienation.
Yes, some men need education, as do some women, toiwards these issues. Women cannot blatantly throw out sexist
slurs and slogans (e.g. "Grow
your own dope; plant a man.")
without expecting jeering and
rejection from their male counterparts. Sure, comical jabs may
only be a light-hearted tug-o-war
between the sexes, but mindless
name calling doesn't achieve the
harmonious coexistence that
both men and women seek. Real
equality requires the participation of white male heterosexuals--some have forgotten that
Daniel Rieden K'91
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Hornets Take a Shot at NCAA Title
By HEATHER STEVENS
Kalamazoo's Men's Tennis team stomped on Claremont
College, the NCAA host team, to advance to the NCAA finals.
On Tuesday, May 14, the Hornets defeated Claremont in a 6-3
show of power. The Hornets swept the doubles matches by winning
all three sets. All three doubles teams, Doug Keen and Jeff
Fieldhack (number one), Lew Miller and John Ray-Keil (number
two), and Jim Osowslci and Greg Wood (number three) played
excellent matches and handily defeated Claremont's doubles teams.
Kalamazoo split the singles matches by winning at the odd
seeds, Miller (number one), Keen (number three), and Nathan Eddy
(number five).
The victory over Claremont brought Kalamazoo's dual meet
record to 27-2.
The win against Claremont also put the Hornets into contention
for the national title. Finals will be played today at 4:30 PM
Eastern Standard Time.
Kalamazoo will play either the defending champion Swarthmore
College, who is seeded fourth, or University of California at Santa
Cruz, seeded second. Swarthmore and Santa Cruz's Banana Slugs
competed late yesterday for a bid to the final match.
HORNET ANDREW ALAIMO in regular season action

Photo by Scon Jerome

Strength in Solidarity for Softball
By HEATHER STEVENS
"This was by far the best
season since I've been on the
team! And we're a lot closer
this season than in past years!,"
said senior Chauntelle Minshall
of the Hornets' 1991 season.
Her sentiments were echoed by
all the players with whom I
taIlced
All the players stressed the
importance of their strong team
unity this season. Most of them
attributed that to the policies
and philosophies of Head Coach
Laura Kuhlman.
Among other things,
Kuhlman decided that "K's"
softball team would not have
captains this season. According
to the team, this was designed
to promote more team cohesion.
"It helped us to be closer
team and made us pull together
as a team more," said first year
starter, Arner Wujek in regard to
having no captains. "It also

drew the upperclassmen and
underclassmen together more."
Tiffany Greenman, one of
the team's pitchers, agrees with
Wujek. "It made the team more
unified. And I felt more
comfortable going in to talk
with the coach."
Wujek also stated that she
felt that Kuhlman provided
strong leadership, "She
[Kuhlman] was a leader!"
Greenman also said that she
felt having no captains gave all
the players more incentive to
contribute to leading the team,
"It forced the upperclassmen to
talce leadership as a whole and
brought the team together."
Minshall, who played
softball all but her sophomore
year at Kalamazoo College, said
that this year was by far the
most fun season she has had at
"K."
Heidi Reyst, a senior pitcher
for "K", also felt the difference

inthisyear'steam."Thedefense
improved a lot this year, and we
had improved coaching too,"
stated Reyst, "This year we got
more players. We had people
who were better athletes, as
opposed to people who just
want to go out for the team."
Reyst was not the only
player impressed with the first
year players. Minshall sited the
contribution of the new players
as a very important part of the
team's improved playing this
season.
The team had a 9-13
overall record, which gave them
a bid to go to the MIAA
championships where they
finished fifth.
However, the Hornets' record
is deceptive. The women batters
lost eight out of their last nine
games, four of which they lost
by only one run. Indeed, out of
their 13 losses, the Hornets lost
five games by only one point.

Reyst stated, "There were
very few games that we lost by
a large margin. I can thinIe
offhand of around five games
that we lost by one run."
"Our last game says it all,"
said Wujek of the Hornets'
eighth inning, one point loss to
the number three ranlced Alma
team. "It's just the way the ball
bounces! We would get the
bases loaded and then just
couldn't get anybody home."
The Hornets have definitely
made inroads on better team this
season. As Minshall stated, "It
was the first time that we beat
Calvin and Hope!"
This is no easy feat, for, as
Reyst stated, "When we were
freshmen, Hope and Calvin were
the real powerhouses in the
league." But things have since
changed. "There were more
competitive teams in our league
this season, including us."
And
Kalamazoo's

composed mainly of seniors and
first year players, with several
juniors as well.
Kuhlman, the new head
coach, replaced former coach Joe
Haklin.
performance at the MIAAs help
demonstrate this. "K" lost to
Calvin the first game by only
one run, 5-4. In the second
round, UK" lost, again, only by
one run 5-4. "K's" fifth place
finish was an improvement over
the 1990 season's sixth place
finish.
The 1991 Hornet team
includes Lesley Beebe, Kris
Bowman, Rocky Cibor, Amy
Crawford, Coleen DeWitt,
Jennifer Duff, Tiffany
Greenman, Connie Jedneak,
Shannon Johnson, Kim Korson,
Chauntelle Minshall, Corey
Ohrnberger, Heidi Reyst,
Rebecca Rifenberg, Kelly
Roberts, Laura Shope, and
Amber Wujek. The team is

Kalamazoo Does Have a Track Team
By ANDY PORTING A
\

"The race is not always to
the swift, but to those foolish
enough to keep running in the
hait, rain and bitter cold,"
philosophized ftrst-year student
Pete Watson after "K's" mile
relay team placed second at the
Saginaw
Valley TracIe
Invitational.
The relay, composed of firstyear students Andy Ferris, Brad
Harbaugh, Andy Korcek, and
Erich Hammer, finished with a
time of 3:47.3, winning "K's"
highest placing in the 12-team
meet. The team was aided in
this finish by the severe
inclement weather that forced all
teams except the host, Saginaw
Valley, and the hearty Hornets
to leave the meet before its
completion.
Such dogged persistence
was typical for "K's" 12member track club. Since "K"
has not had a varsity track team
in eight years, the cinder track
around Angell Field has fallen
into decay, and the thinclads had
to use the facilities of
Kalamazoo Christian for their
workouts. Furthermore, the

Athletic Department refused to
back the runners, forcing the
club to seek financial support
from Student Commission. "We
definitely faced a lot of adversity
because of the lack of varsity
status," stated Pritham Reddy,
"but we were still able to build
a base for "K's" track program
and have a lot of fun in the
process."
Despite the difficulties,
several Hornets posted
respectable performances.
Harbaugh showed his speed and
durability by running a 2:02.5
for 800 meters during a
downpour at Hope College.
Also, Ferris ran 54.75 for 400
meters and 24.1 for 200 meters,
while Korcek ran 11.69 for 100
meters. In the distance events,
Mark Clifford ran 17: 12 for
5000 meters, Andy Portinga
posted 4:21.5 for 1500 meters,
and Rebecca Joyce ran the 1500
meter in 6:04.
As for the future, the
thinclads hope to gain varsity
status and make tracIe a
permanent part of "K's" athletic
program. "The college would
definitely benefit from making
track a vars.ity sport," asserted

Photo by Andy Portinga

PRITHAM REDDY AND COACH McNelis at an MIAA track meet
Coach Peter Livingstone- program. Both the football and
McNelis, "Track is one of the the cross country programs lose
most participated-in sports at a substantial number of athletes
the high school level, and many because 'K' doesn't have a track
serious athletes will pass over a team."
school that doesn't have a track
Ferris summarized the

season, "We had an awesome
year, but we need to get more
people involved. In coming
years, I thin1c that 'K' will be
able to develop a solid track
program."

10. Good excuse to skip Wednesday
morning classes after Tuesday night
paste-up for the Index.
9. Good opportunity to maximize
the amount of stress a human can
possibly handle.
S. Chance to spend lots of quality
time with people you never even
wanted to meet.
7. Inside scoop on the SAGA menu
6. Grovel for credit.
5. Steve Raymond is no longer on staff.
4. You could make news happendrop off your application for editor,
staffer, photographer, staff comedian,
artists, just about anything-to
Christine Ferriera in the
English Department in Humphrey
House by ninth week Wednesday.
3. Attend all Index social functions
2. Name in print.
1. Work with Lance O'Donnell.
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Men's TennisClinches 5th NCAA Title
All season long, George
Acker had been saying that his
1991 Kalamazoo college men's
tennis team was his most
experienced squad ever. What he
did not say, however, is that the
Hornets possessed at least as
much talent as it did maturity
and poise.
Playing nearly flawless
tennis, Acker's Hornets captured
the NCAA Division III
championship last week at
Claremont, California, defeating
California-Santa Cruz in the
finals (May 15) 7-2. The
national championship was
Kalamazoo's fifth in men's
tennis, giving the Hornets more
titles in that sport than any
other Division III school.
Lewis Miller, Kalamazoo's
No. 1 singles player, did not
stop there. Miller, a sophomore,
stormed through the Division III
individual singles tournament
(May 16-19) to win the
championship, defeating Lance
Au of Claremont-Mudd-Scripps
in the finals, 6-2, 6-1. Miller
became the fourth Hornet to win
the singles title, a feat also
unmatched by any other
Division III school.
Although Kalamazoo was
the top seed heading into the
team tournament, the Hornets'
national crown did not come
without a few tense moments.

Santa Cruz, ranked second, took a 6-3 victory. Kalamazoo was
an early advantage in the tcam also undefeated in doubles in its
finals when the Banana Slugs quarterfinal 8-1 win over
captured the first two singles Gsutavus Adolphus (May 13),
matches to be completed. The giving the Hornets a doubles
Hornets held firm, however, record of 9-0 for the team
winning the final four singles tournament.
contests before sweeping all
The championship was
three doubles matches to clinch especially gratifying for
the Division III crown.
Kalamazoo seniors 1 eff
"We played with a lot of Fieldhack, Doug Keen and Greg
heart," said Acker, who was Wood, with all three claiming
voted NCAA Division III Coach gritty three-set singles victories
of the Year for the second time. against Santa Cruz.
"Santa Cruz tried to put us away
"Santa Cruz was our
but our kids would not let them. toughest match of the year, and
It would have been easy for us we couldn't have won it without
to lay back and let them take our seniors," Acker said. "They
control."
played very well in the clutch
The Hornets clinched it in and turned things around for us.
the No.2 doubles match, where This is the pay-off, for these
Miller and junior 10hn Ray-Keil guys to play on a national
teamed up to defeat Greg championship team."
larasitis and Brett Roeder, 6-3,
There had been a natural
6-1.
progression for the seniors, with
"All along we said that the Hornets finishing fifth in
doubles would win it for us," Djvision III during their
Miller said. "Even if we were freshman season and taking third
down 4-2 after singles we still place in each of the previous
thought we would have a chance two campaigns.
to win because we are that
"To me winning the national
strong in doubles."
championship feels better
Doubles were indeed the key. because it took so long to
In the semifinals against host achieve," said Field hack, who
Claremont (May 14), the score defeat Santa Cruz's Greg
was tied at 3-3 after singles play larasitis (5-7, 7-5, 6-3) after
but the Hornets overpowered the trailing 5-3 in the second set.
Stags in doubles winning all Added Keen: "We've always had
three matches in straight sets for a good team. The difference th;s
year was our experience. We
have played together as a team
for a long time, and as a result
we were very hard to stop."
Keen received All-American
honors for the third straight
year, advancing to the round of
16 in singles with victories over
Irakli Metreveli of Washington
College (6-1, 6-2) and Chris
Noyes of Claremont (6-1, 6-2).
Ray-Keil also made the final 16
to
earn
All-American
designation for the first time
with wins over Dan Lindquist of
Wheaton College (6-2, 6-3) and
Sujay Lama of Luther College
(6-2,6-3).
Miller earned All-American
for the second time in becoming
Kalamazoo's first national
singles champion since Timon
Corwin took top honors for the
Hornets in 1986. Other
Kalamazoo singles champs were
Chris Bussert in 1978 and Chris
Bums in 1980.
Possibly Miller's best match
came in the semifinals for the

r

NCAA SINGLES CHAMPION Lewis Miller practices for his title
match at K's Stowe Stadium before headinR to Claremont,
photo by Doug Ferguson
Californiafor the NCAA finals.
singles tournament, when he gives us our drive. Here is this
defeated Gavin O'Collnell of guy, 62 years old, who is
Emory University, 6-1, 6-7, 6- always so rued up. I've never
1. O'Connell and Miller had seen him come to practice flat,"
met twice during the regular Wood remarked. "Coach Acker
season, with O'Connell is truly one of a kind."
winning both of those
In addition to this season,
confrontations in straight sets.
Acker also coached Kalamazoo
Nearly lost in all the to national championships in
commotion of the tournament 1976, 1978, 1986 and 1987.
was the fact that Acker won his
Kalamazoo completed the
second Division III Coach of the 1991 campaign with a 28-2
Year award, which was presented dual-meet, setting a school
following the team tournament record for the most dual-meet
finals. He also received the wins in a season and another
a~ard in 1982, and last year was
record for the most consecutive
voted Division III "Coach of the dual-meet victories. The Hornets
Decade" for the 1980's. finished the season with a 27
Although Acker likes to down- dual-meet win streak, going
play awards--especially those undefeated since Feb. 27, when
presented to him-Acker's Kalamazoo lost an indoor
players were very proud of contest at Michigan State.
accomplishment.
The Hornets also won their
"Coach Acker doesn't like to 53rd consecutive Michigan
talk about awards," Wood said. Intercollegiate
Athletic
"He likes to stay in the Association championship this
background and let us (the season.
players) get the credit.
-Kalamazoo College Public
''The fact is, though, that he
Relations
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NEWS BRIEFS
New York Actress Speaks
on Experimental Theatre
Obie award-winning actress Priscilla· Smith will give a
presentation, "An Actress Speaks On Experimental Theater," at4
p.m. on Thursday, May 30, in the President's Lounge. The lecture
will be free.
Smith has been heavily involved with the New York
experimental theatre community for the last 25 years, working
with such directors as Peter Sellers, Andrei Serban, and Robert
Wilson.
She has won Obie awards for her performances of Medea and
Electra. Other roles include Varya in "The Cherry Orchard" at
Lincoln Center; Gertrude in Livui Ciulei's production of "Hamlet"
at the Public Theatre; and film work in "Ironweed" and "Green
Card"
An original member of Richard Schneider's The Performance
Group, Smith has also worked with Robert Brustein and Joseph
Chaikin.
-Kalamazoo College Public Relations

New Admissions Member
Specializes in Minorities
Lynn Leonard of Nashville, Tenn., will begin duties as
associate director of admissions at Kalamazoo College on June 17.
Her major responsibility will be to coordinate a national student
recruitment program, using alumni.
"Lynn comes to us with a wealth of experience in dealing with
student volunteers, as well as undergraduate admissions work
experience," says Admissions Director Michael Donahue. "We look
forward to increasing our presence nationally through an expanded
alumni recruitment network."
Leonard recently earned a master of education degree from
Peabody College, Vanderbilt University, where she did a practicum
in international and minority student recruitment. While a graduate
student, Leonard served as assistant to the coordinator of
international freshman admissions.
Leonard's responsibilities at Vanderbilt have included planning
and executing recruitment activities for a three state territory,
developing programs with faculty, students, and alumni to assist
admissions efforts, and evaluating applications from students
abroad

-Kalamazoo College Public Relations

American Red Cross Offers
First Aid, CPR Courses
Learn to be prepared and save a life. Enroll in the American Red
Cross Standard First Aid Course that includes Adult CPR. This
course is designed to prepare participants to handle common
emergencies. The next course will be given on May 18 & 25 at the
American Red Cross. They are located at 516 West South Street
from 9:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. There is a fee to register. Call 3826382 for further details.
-American Red Cross, Kalamazoo County Chapter

Stryker Center Offers New
Nontraditional Programs
The Kalamazoo College Summer Agenda of Nontraditional
Programs has been released for those wishing to enhance their
learning.
The Workshops for Young People are offered for young people
during the summer months. Ages and grade levels are not set, and
the setting and structure is informal. There are no prerequisites, and
classes are non-credit. Class offerings include Basic French, Basic
Japanese, Basic Spanish, and Creative Writing.
The Special Programs are for more advanced students and
includes classes in Multi-Level French Conversation, Japanese
Conversation, Literature-Writings of Toni Morrison, and Creative
Writing.
Kalamazoo College will also be holding various summer events
including three plays at the Festival Playhouse. K2 will be held
June 27-30 and July 5,6. Baby with the Bathwater will be held July
12-14,18-20, and The Skin o/Our Teeth wili be July 26-28 and
August 1-3. The USTA Tennis Championships will be held Aug
3-11 at the Stowe Tennis Facility, and a trip to the Stratford
Festival will be on September 6-8. For further information call
Marcia Price at 383-8541.
Special tuition rates for non-traditional programs apply for
Kalamazoo College faculty, staff, and students. Alumni are eligible
for a 10 percent discount. For further information or to obtain
registration materials, call Caroline Ham at 383-8525.
-Kalamazoo College /'.ron-Traditional Programs, Stryker
Center
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Freshman Studies Japanese
with U-M Language Fellowship
By KIRSTIN GUTER
First year stuuent Matthew
Ropp has been awarded a
fellowship by'" the Program for
Inter-Institul,ional Collaboration
in Area Studies (PICAS) by the
University of Michigan to study
Japanese at U of M.
"It is a really good
opportunity to study a higher
level of Japanese," said Ropp.
"It is equivalent to Japanese 4,5
and 6. I can't even take 6 here,
and 5 may not be available next
winter. "
The fellowship will provide
a $loo/week stipend and will

support full tuition and
academic fees for an intensive
ten week course in Japanese at
U of M this summer. The
course will be equivalent to a
second year of study at "K."
''I'm a little leary (of
spending his last summer off
campus studying) for one
reason," he said. "We start June
17 at U of M, so I'll have the
end of exam week off and we
start the following Monday. It
is not going to be much of a
break."

Ropp says he will not mind
the three hours a day of classes,
or the six hours of homework

every night. He also says he
will "look forward to seeing
Ann Arbor."
R6pp first visited Japan the
summer between his junior and
senior years in high school and
plans to go there again for
foreign study, where he will
study at Waseda University.
He is a potential double
major in Computer Science and
International and East Asian
Studies. He sees the computer
science part of his planned
major as "more of a hobby," and
would "actually like to go a
seminary later and be a
missionary in Japan."

Ansell Wins Watson Fellowship
to Study Third World Economy
By JEANNE
COUSINEAU
Senior Sam Ansell has
received a $13,000 fellowship
from the Thomas J. Watson
Foundation that will allow him
to continue research abroad done
for his SIP.
The "Debt-for-Nature
Exchange," the topic of his SIP,
is a financial mechanism which
allows
conservation
organizations such as the World
Wildlife Fund and the Nature
Conservancy to help Third
World countries reduce external
debt and increase local

CLASSIFIEDS
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Company at home, easy work
anyone can do. Call amazing
recorded message, 24hrs.
212-978-3344
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24hrs.
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R E COR D S
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conservation efforts.
Ansell chose the "Debt-forNature" Exchange for his SIP
because "it is the newest and
most powerful financial
mechanism at work in
international conservation," he
said. Ansell will begin his
research in Quito, Ecuador this
fall. Then he will spend a short
time in Bolivia. and the
majority of his research will be
done in Costa Rica.
"I wanted to combine my
studies in Economics and
knowledge of Spanish with
environmental concerns," he
said.

if you see news
happen, call the
INDEX
383-8460

The Watson Fellowship
Program is a national
competition
supporting
independent foreign research and
travel for recent college
graduates.
"The spirit of the fellowship
is to give people with potential
the opportunity to realize that
potential," says Ansell, referring
to Watson himself, who was
fired from one job and went on
to start IBM.
Ansell was selected as the
Watson fellow from 75
graduating seniors attending 49
small colleges· across the
nation.
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Controversy Appears in Journalists' NEWS BRIEFS
Post-Cold War Views of World
Three New Schools Join
Michigan Campus Compact

,
photo by Eric Lengtl'"
1WO RENOWNED JOURNAliSTS spoke about the U,S, and European relations after the cold war,
History professor David Barclay (far left) moderated the discussion between columnist for the Cernman
daily Suddeutsche Zeitung Josef Joffe (middle) and syndicated Washington Post columnist David Broder,
By CARTER DOUGHERTY military backbone of the Bush, impressed b'y the Soviet
coalition against Saddam Union's unconditional surrender
Hussein; it was not a victory for in the Cold War, is inclined to
In an engagement - perhaps a system of collective security overlook certain problematic
superior to NBC's "Meet the which the New World Order situations faced in places like
Press," David Broder and Josef concept glorifies.
the Baltic states in order to
Joffe spoke Monday about
Joffe then questioned how shore up Gorbachev against his
"U.S. and European Relations the U.S. could playa future role domestic foes.
after the Cold War: Two in a European landscape whose
The Bush administration's
Journalists' Views."
contours, distorted by 45 years diminished concern for U.S, Joffe, a columnist with the of East-West rivalry, have European security in the face of
German daily Siiddeulsche remade themselves in a the evaporation of the Soviet
Zeitung, viewed the post-Cold historical fashion. He seemed military threat was also
War world noting that the U.S. to suggest that the American emphasized with apparent
victory in the Cold War will role would be quite different American attitudes toward
become an empty one because than in the recent past.
Eastern Europe by stressing that
"[The Soviet Union] will inflict
As an observer of attitudes the U.S, would "remain Europe,
the greatest defeat on the West from the political heart of the but would not take primary
by depriving it of an enemy." U .S., Broder, a columnist responsibility for stabilization
Alliances, he maintained,
forThe Washington Post and and revitalization."
inevitably collapse after victory, guest lecturer this quarter at
He ended his remarks by
Furthermore, the New World UK," analyzed American noting American indiganation at
Order is a myth: the U.S . was attitudes toward Europe.
perceived German abandonment
the economic, political and
He pointed out that President during the Gulf War.

I know what you're
•
saying.

You can't do it because you're not an English major.
You can't do it even if you are an English major because it's a
different way of writing.
WRONG ANSWER.

Working on the Index isn't difficult at all. Keep in mind
Kalamazoo College doesn't have a fonnal journalism program so
all students have a chance to pursue an interest in the campus
newspaper.
Submit your name to Christine Ferriera in Humphrey House 205
(or with the English Department secretary) so that you can be a
part of news, features, opinions, arts and entertainment, sports,
the backpage, photography, Circulation, business and advertising
(looks good on an Econ majors resume). Do it now and we'll
throw in a set of Ginsu knives, FREE! Oust Joklng about the knives. not

about the Index)
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Michigan Campus Compact (MCC) an action-<>riented coalition
of colleges and universities in Michigan welcomed Calvin College,
Grand Valley State University, and Kalamazoo College into its
membership. MCC promotes "education for citizenship" by
encouraging service and internship experiences which develop a
student'S sense of civic responsibility.
Through community service activities, students develop
leadership skills, problem solving, teamwork, responsibility,
listening, initiative, self-discipline, and critical thinking. In
addition, volunteering fosters a student's interpersonal skills and
self-<:onfidence and prepares a student for the increasingly multi, cultural society in which we live.
Formed in 1989, the MCC coalition is currently composed of
thirteen private and public, four year and two year institutions in
Michigan. Through its membership, the Compact has worked to
strengthen existing community service projects, encourage the
creation of others, promote academic programs and public policies
that encourage and support student community service and to foster
cooperation and mutual discovery between the public and private
educational sector
Membership in MCC gives institutions access to mini-grants,
technical assistance, educational enhancement opportunities,
opportunities for networking and the development of leadership
skills, resource materials, internships, and student community
service awards.
-Michigan Campus Compact

President-For-A-Day Raffle
to be Held By Intervarsity
Intervarsity will be holding a raffle for students to become
president for a day to finance sending members of their organization
to chapter camp in Michigan's Upper Peninsula.
Tickets will be sold in dorms and during lunch and dinner at
Hicks Center for 75 cents until Thursday and are also available
through Intervarsity officers George Earl, Jeff Mason, Marcus
Britton, Laura Barnes, and Bess German. The winner will be selected
this Friday.
The exchange is tentatively set up for next Friday, June I,
depending on the winner's schedule. President Bryan has set up
meetings and other work for the student who will replace him.
The chapter camp is a wee1clong program where students train to
become bible study leaders in Intervarsity. Participants will plan
what they would like to see happen on Kalamazoo College's
campus relating to Intervarsity, and what they think is God's vision
for this campus. Students will listen to speakers, lectures, and bible
lalks and studies.
-By Kim Osborne

Sprague Street
Apartments
511 Sprague Street
2 bedroom furnished apartments with
laundry facilities, within walking distance of
campus, available for summer and fall
Call: 385-3897 or
327-9240

SUBWAY SPECIAL
Memorial Day Weekend Special
Friday-Sunday
Buy 1 foot-long sub, get 2nd for
99 cents when you buy a large drink

New Letter Policy
The Index welcomes letters from its readers. Letters should
be original copies, typed or printed, and must be signed.
Through consultation with the Editor-in-Chief, letters of a
personal nature can be printed unsigned.
We encourage letters that are concise and deal with relevant
topics. The Index reserves the right to edit for space, clarity and
libel when necessary.
Letters can be turned into The Index mailbox in the
basement of Hicks Center. Preferably, letters should be
submitted by the Saturday before the issue in which they will
appear,
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Student Addresses Personal Affliction

The Real Story of Manic Depression
By SUSAN LY NNE
"be able to handle it," as a friend
THOMAS
threatened to do once wi th my
Me: I'm manic depressive.
Lithium? Didn 't she know I
Friend: Oh, really? I should be would die, sooner or later?
diag1J()sed as lhal, 100.
Our bodies battle themselves
Yeah, right. I hear the sen- in a war so complex, so fatigutence that follows, unspoken: ing, that our emotional state and
" But I haven' t been, and .Lm physical survival are the things
OK." Society - and the micro- under siege. Every mom ent of
cosm of it that is this campus - every day for the rest of my life
stigmatizes mental illness by I will be consciou s of my
viewing it as something to be slightest responses. I will judge
ashamed of, something indicative of a person who has
'problems:' namely, being lazy,
weak, selfish, and spoiled.
I fragment. ! " n:'! ~, !
I have some news, folks,
between
though it be old to the medical
establishment, which long ago
debilitat.ing
legitimated my disease. It is. a
depression i
disease. Manic depression, or
delusions oj
"bipolar depression," is an affecgrandeur (I/" .. , ; ,,).
tive disorder (along with clinical
depression and schizophrenia). It
is, simply, a chemical imbal ance that interferes with left and
right brain communication.
Much debate rages over the exact genetic markers - but none my every action, in part to safeover their reali ty.
guard against any unexpected
Put in human terms: I act on upsurges of either extreme, but
impulse. I fragment. I rocket be- also in this endless search to
tween debilitating depression justify the diagnosis. Maybe I
and delusions of grandeur a.m. lazy, weak, and so on.
(mania). Either way, I'm clue- Maybe I am. a failure as a perless about reality without the son. Maybe - and this is the
stabilizing influence of medica- scariest - I will never function
tion. I gained 60 Ibs. in six with normalcy: there must be
months. I broke glass in restau- something so bad about my
rants. I sat down in the middle character that I will always fail.
of grocery store aisles. I spent a
Why, on top of everything
year of my life curled up in a fe- else, must we justify our pain?
tal position. I am a 23 year-old Who are the handful of other
junior who can barely remember manic depressive 'English mathose lost two years.
jors I've heard about? Why are
Does this discomfort you? we so silent in our loneliness
Would the case history of a dia- and fear?
betic offend you? Would you reI'm
medicated
now.
place a diabetic's insulin with "Boring," my best friend calls
placebos because they should me. I am writing this because I

am mostly stable. I am, after
four years, in control. I!1Q function. I can speak this pain, if no
one else will - or can. I am the
lucky. How many of you out
there-either for yourself or
someone close to you-are 1)
struggling with controlling an
affective disorder, or 2) doing
what my mother calls the hard
part, the cleaning up of the
emotional fallout after the controlling has begun? And how
much harder does it make it to
be told that the sufferer just
needs to get his/her act together?
My Lithium is a sodium. I
am either nauseous or thirsty.
Sleeping and eating patterns
must be stringently regulated.
(It's an in-joke: "Wanna have
fun? Go watch a manic depressive on two hours of sleep.")
Vials of blood are taken from
me every month to monitor the
meds' toxicity. Worst of all, I
probably cannot have children,
they tell me, because I am so
responsive to these meds, which
cause birth defects. I may never
be able to go off them.
I f these are the terms on
which I've "gotten my act together," you can keep them.
They stink.
So, for now, this is my survival strategy:
Pat Parker once wrote that
she dreamed of a world where
she could go to a party and
bring to it all the pieces of herself. Woman, African-American,
poet, lesbian. Our society privileges the other party, the one
that excludes the thing I am beyond all else. Manic depressive.
If you want to come to ms
party of angry editorials, of this
loss of fear, you are welcome.
But even alone, I will celebrate.

Student Volunteers
Assist Shelter Program
By MARCUS BRITTON
"It's a nice break from
homework . Sometimes, I'd
rather just sta y there than come
back to school."
That's what Rebecca Joyce,
co-coordinator of the "K" College volunteer program, had to
say about her work at the
YWCA Domestic Assault Shelter. She spends about two
hours there each week, along
with a few other student volunteers.
The shelter houses women
and their children who have
come from violent home environments. The shelter has a
playroom for the children, with
a make-believe kitchenette,
clothes for dress-up and lots of
toys and books.
But, the children can only go
in the playroom when there are
volunteers to watch them. They
range in age from near-infants to
older elementary school-age
children.
Their mothers are often very
young and wrapped up in their
own problems, so the children
really need someone to give
them attention.
Joyce began working with

the program during fall quarter.
Dave Nebel volunteered to
She volunteered to go and work go to the shelter this Tuesday.
with the children at the shelter a "A lot of the kids didn't seem to
couple of times during the quar- like me, because I was a guy,"
ter. She enjoyed the program he said. He assumed that this
and continued to participate dur- was because of experiences the
ing winter quarter.
children had with their fathers.
Near the end of last quarter,
The program began a few
she was approached by the years ago, when volunteers for
former coordinator, who is off Habitat for Humanity became
campus this quarter, and asked interested in doing volunteer
to run the program durin g the work which would involve more
spring. She was glad to help.
person-to-person contact. The
" It's a lot of fun. I love program is still connected to
working with the kids ," she Habitat and shares the same
said.
budget.
Joyce is now responsible for
Volunteers sign up for the
contacting all the volunteers and program marking what dates
bringing them to the shelter. they would like to help on a
She also explains the guidelines poster in Hicks Center. They
for working with the children.
are asked to volunteer two
The volunteers are asked not weeks in a row, so that the kids
to use the children's names have some chance to get to
when describing their experi- know them.
ences to people outside the shelJoyce brings a group of
ter, to protect the anonymity of volunteers to the shelter every
the children and their mothers. . Tuesday evening. They meet at
They are also told to be careful Hicks Center at 6: 15 p.m.
about initiating physical contact Another group goes with
and asking about the children's Joyce's co-coordinator, Jamie
homes.
Kozma, every Saturday afterMale volunteers are asked noon at 3:15 p.m. Anyone who
not to be in the playroom alone is interested can volunteer as
with the children, primarily for many times as they like during
the volunteers' protection.
the quarter.
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P .A.R. T .I.E.
On, America!!
By KATHLEEN
LAYDEN
Sick of having to choose a
nihilistic Republican or a
smarmy Democrat for President? Looking for someone
who includes federal support
for tuition in his platform?
Have no fear, " Marvin Marvin" is here!
Yes, "Marvin Marvin"
SurowilZ, a Political Science
professor at Macomb Community College is running for
president on a new ticket, the
Partie Party. (Partie is an
acronym for "People's Alliance to Reform, Transform,
and Improve Everything").
The platform includes: the
legalization of marijuana for
paper and medicine, prochoice legislation, arts and
college tuition funding,
global arms reduction, environmental protection, the
perennial "lower taxes "
promise, and lots of parties,
festivals and fun.
S urowi lZ recently bough t
and renovated an old schoolbus, transforming it into the
"PartieBus" , which he will
use as he campaigns. "We
bought a big old schoolbus,
and we're going to drive it
around the state and throw free
music concerts to make people aware of our party,"said
Surowitz.
Another
goal
of
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SurowilZ 's group is to eradicate the dependence of Americans on oil and nuclear power.
When asked how he planned
to do this, SurowilZ replied,"I
want us to learn to harness
the power of solar wind."
SurowilZ started the Partie
Party as a reaction to what he
said was "A complete lack of
interest in politics. People
should vote for me as a sort
of protest, to show the rest of
the politicians what they
want."
SurowilZ hopes to be on
the ballot in all SO states, but
first he must collect 25,000
petition signatures by August
10 to be placed on Michigan's
ballot. His odyssey on the
PartieBus this spring and
summer will work towards
that end. "The touring should
be a lot of fun," he said.
While SurowilZ said he
didn't expect to be elected
U.S. President in 1992, he
does expect to receive 20 percent of the popular vote.
SurowilZ asks students to lend
their support to his campaign,
by either helping circulate
candidate petitions, giving
donations, or inviting him to
parties or group meetings to
speak. "This is eXciting! " ,
said SurowilZ. " The Partie
Party is based on politics of
vision!" If Mondale could try
it, why not Marvin Marvin?
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'Evening of Absurdism'
Proves Night of Success
By KEVIN LOCK
In the Dungeon Theatre this
weekend, Kalamazoo College
was presented with two excellent examples of what
Czechoslovakian President Vaclav Havel calls "the most important theatrical movement of
the twentieth century," namely,
Absurdist Theatre.
Ionesco's "The Bald Soprano" and Beckett's "Play"
formed the two hour bill, "An
Evening of Absurdism."
"The Bald Soprano" started
the evening. Director Joe
Stoltman added a short monologue by Mrs. Smith to
Ionesco's script. The monologue was both consistent with
the style of Ionesco's writing
and entertaining in its presentation of the logic that guides the
daily lives and decisions of the
ever proper English. (Plus, on
Friday at least, the audience was
granted the chance to see Lyn
Raible put on the spot by a student, instead of the other way
around ... )
The actors did a commendable job with Ionesco's occa';ionally difficult script, especially during the final section
where all continuity and coherrency has falIen victim to the
absurdity behind the reality of
the daily lives of the characters.
Specific notice goes to Brid-

get Jones, as Mrs. Martin, and
to Rich Hutchman, as Mr.
Martin, for their hilarious performance of the scene where Mr.
Martin tries to convince Mrs.
Martin that they have, in fact,
met somewhere before.
Karen Bailey, as the Fire
Ch ief, also deserves praise for
her "story-telling" ability. In addition, the forced perspective
stage design by Elizabeth Oostendorp, with the slanting stage
floor, pushed the atmosphere vi.sually into the realm of the absurd as well.
After Intermission, and a
rather extensive scenery shift,
the stage was set for Beckett's
"Play." Again, the performance
was solid. First time director
Tara Early did an excellent job
bringing the innumerable nuances of Beckett's work to light
All of the actors did an outstanding job expressing the
emotions and energies of their
respective characters, especially
considering the fact that the
only two avenues of expression
open to them were verbal and
facial, since they were supposed
to be up to their necks in funeral urns. Steve Andrews, as
Man, in particular, made impressive use of his haunting
voice, pushing the energy that
much higher.
Kudos to stage manager

photo by SCOII P. JeromL

ABOVE: The cast of "The Bald Soprano"-{from left to right) Alison Chasteen, Karen Schreiner, Rich
Hutchman, Bridget Jones, Jennifer Winkler and Paul Schneider. BELOW: Steve Andrews. member of the
"Play" cast. poses from his urn.
photo by SCOII P. JeromL
Mamie Weiland for her quick recovery in the face of a major
technical failure, and to lighting
designers Jenni Vince and Karen
Schreiner for a design that augmented the atmosphere very
well.
All in all, the evening was
very enjoyable, even if a bit intellectually taxing. But, after
all, that is, though Beckett, at
least, would rarely admit it,
what the respective authors had
intended when they wrote their
pieces that attack most of the
preconceptions of reality that
our Western Society embraces.

Double Feature in Fine Arts Gallery
"The Miracle of Life", a stone sculpture exhibit by Laura J. Shoppe, and "The Classical Figure:
Photographic Exercise in Color Creation", by Darren Hathaway, are being featured in the Light Fine
Arts Gallery until May 31, 1991. The gallery hours are Monday thru Friday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
Saturday and Sunday from 12 p.m. to 5 p.m. The gallery will be closed on Memorial Day.

\I Steve!
You 've got your beer goggles on !
For cripe's sake , you 're talking to a ewe!"

CPS

SOLUTION
Due to a semi-serious injury, "The
Adventures of Cad & Brat" will not
appear this week. Never fear,-they
will return next week. Cards and/or
gifts may be sent c/o THE INDEX.

C19SU Mark Weitzman
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Nam,: of the GalTIe: Politics of R ~~lal11ation
Bv KEVIN LOCK
There's been a large amount
of talk this past week, certainly
considerably more than is usual,
on campus about the "politics
of masculinity" and how much
legitimacy there is in discussing
such subjects, and, in fact, what
exactly in meant when one says
"men's issues."
What are we talking about?
At the men's forum in
Humphrey House last Wednesday, the discussion ranged from
emotional expression to political legitimacy to traditional
roles and what value they had to
offer to the significance of the
fact that a lot of men don't seem
to want to discuss these sorts of
things. Nothing in the way of a
consensus can be said to have
been reached, but there was a
sort of understanding that there
is a strong need for discussion
and re-evaluation.
Liberal political indoctrination, especially' that of feminist
and race relation theory, has reevaluated the role of the white
male for a lot of us and, subsequently, in their white papers,
presented us, the historical oppressor, with a list of truths that
must be accepted as gospel

without discussion or questioning, not even questioning aimed
at clarification.
The doctrinaires are taking
aim at any shred of traditional
culture that would allow white
males to develop a healthy,
positive sense of identity.
Though few people involved in
the re-evaluations would admit
that this is their ultimate goal,
or
even
a
legitimate
representation of their transitional intentions, there is a
growing sense that this is exactly the effect that such re-

speaking out, expressing, usually in a rational argumentative
fashion, anger rage and concern
about what they perceive as historical precedent and the problems that the see, within that
context, in today's society.
And because we see some
truth in what they are saying,
our guilt kicks in and we don't
open our mouths. When we do
get fed up, we explode and fail
to respond with anything that
could be deemed even remotely
constructive. And in doing so,
we allow any control we might

"Oppression" is a symbiotic relationship.
evaluations are having on the
white males that have psychologically grown up entirely
since the "movement" began.
The idea that "politically correct" positions are inviolable,
and, in fact, not even open for
discussion, may not be what the
proponents of equality politics
are saying to us. I, for one, certainly hope it is not, because
the respect I have for those active in such circles would drop
tremendously. What is happening is that those who have been
traditionally denied a voice are

have over our sense of identity
to pass from our hands.
The name of the game is the
politics of reclamation, and we
need to get into the game before
we get so fed up with being
labeled as sexist, racist,
intolerant, oppressive pigs that
we take what energy we do have
left and try to fulfil that role.
I spent many years, more
than I want to think about, trying to convince myself that I
was I feminist. Lately, though,
I have realized that I am not, and
I don't particularly want to be.

Europllillia OvercolTIes
By LANCE O'DONNELL
"Man cannot survive except
through his mind. He comes on
eanh unanned. His brain is his
only weapon. Animals obtain
food by force. Man has no
claws, no fangs, no horns, no
great strength of muscle. He
must plant his food or hunt it.
To plant, he needs a process of
thought. To hunt, he needs
weapons, and to make weapons-a process of thought. From this
simplest necessity to the high-

guage that characterizes our
governments today.
As an adult, would you trust
the decisions that guide your life
to others? Are you willing to allow the products of your toil
and your mind to be divided and
distributed without your direct
consent? Because that is exactly
what happens when you want a
more "socially" oriented government; when you want a
complete/uni versal "socialized"
medicine; when you want in-

Does the fnct that every
country i~l Europe has some
form of ,,~i \'rrs{~ I serial
medecin ~ : :~a!:~ it r: c;:1t?
est religious abstraction, from
the wheel to the skyscraper, everything we are and everything
we have carnes from a single attribute of man--the function of
his reasoning mind."--Ayn Rand
The purpose of government
IS to guard its people from those
among them or around them
who disregard the sanctity of the
individual; the mind
Unfortunately, we have allowed our philosophers to lead
us to a more animal means of
existence. The irrepressible
mind has been replaced by the
majority or collective brain
(Which was the standard in Europe.). That is to say, "I trust
the decisions of the collective to
be 'superior to my own;" which
leads to, "I won't have to be responsible if I don't think;"
which leads to the apathy and
indecision that manifests itself
in the politically correct lan-

creased government intervention
in the economy.
Somehow, "Europhillia" has
overcome us. We, in the United
States: have looked to the minds
of Europe for philosophical
guidance, but Europe has never
been an individualist society
Only in the United States do individual rights take precedence-the right of the individual is the
basis of the Declaration of Independence and the U.S. Constitution. An individual uses his
mind for his own purposes. The
tribal (i.e. collective) mall subordinates his mind to others. A
tribal mentality cannot prescribe
morality for the individual.
Does the fact that every
country in Europe has some
form of universal social
medicine make it right? Did it
ever occur to anyone that it is
this nation's reliance upon the
individual's right to life, lib-

Trying to buy into a movement
or a definition of self in order to
alleviate pangs of guilt can be
nothing but destructive in the
long run. Hearing for so long
that I, as a white man, have
nothing good to offer the world
unless I went along with an
agenda that had as its basic
assertion that masculinity, especially in the hands of Caucasians, has wreaked havoc upon
the world destroyed my sense of
self and eradicated any positive
self-esteem that may have existed beforehand.
A lot of people are probably
reading this and thinking that
what I have stated in the two or
three preceding sentences is not
what feminism is trying to say.
But before you get up on your
soapbox and start proclaiming
that it isn't what you are
saying, let me tell you right
now that it is what a lot of men
are hearing.
I am not comfortable with
the assenion that masculinity is
inherently bad. Hell, I am more
than not comfortable with it, I
think it's ridiculous. I am more
·that willing to take a good,
long, objective look at the traditional view of masculinity, but
I stress the word objective, at

Campl

least in the initial stages.
We must get beyond both
the idea that masculinity has
nothing of value to offer the
world and the idea that it
produces nothing oppressive or
negative. Both extremes are
wrong. However, there needs to
be a coherent, rational reevaluation of the roles men have
traditionally filled along the
lines of the ones that the
"historically oppressed" have
been allowed. And it has to proceed with the support of those
groups, without the kind of
double-standard that has poisoned gender and {,dce relations
up to this point in time.
"Oppression" is a sym biotic
relationship. To use imagery
that has been presented us as the
definitive symbol of historical
interaction: slavery is detrimental to master and slave al ike.
And if the slaves are allowed to
escape from their end of the relationship, the masters should be
as well. The oppressed cannot
be said to be truly liberated from
the slavery of the past if the oppression is continually dragged
out and held over the heads of
the masters. When that occurs,
nothing of substance changes,
the players just switch roles.

,
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StreaL
By SCOTT P. JEROME

erty, and the pursuit of happiStreaking . ..
ness that provided the philoFor those of you who read
sophical model that has for over this column last week you may
two-hundred years battled have noticed that this author advaliantly against the collective vocates streaking as an appromentality, and is now sweeping priate form of stress release.
the globe? I understand that the This author has not changed his
center of the fashion industry is position, but the appropriateParis, but must we also have its ness of the action must me
government? Did it occur to you weighed. In other words, a warnthat when government limits ing must be issued to all of you
the availability of products would-be streakers.
through tariffs and other such
You see, I have a close
measures that it is limiting your friend, an avid streaker, who
ability to choose--thus denying made a grave error in timing a
you the ability to fully use your few days ago. He decided to remind's creative faculties?
lease some anxiety just as a fine
The GATT (General Agree- member of the Kalamazoo Colment on Tariffs and Trade) is an lege security force was strolling
excuse to maintain a semblance out of Hicks Center. The officer
of today's mindless barriers. saw me . . . er, my good friend
Needed is but one basic interna- running up the quad wearing
tional law: "Any legal product nothing but a smile. The rest is
or idea may cross international history. Caught with his pants
lines given; one, the creators down on the steps of Chapel,
consent and two, both nations my friend could do nothing but
are aware that these goods are take the scolding.
leaving or entering their respecHe was informed by the offitive states."
cer that streaking is illegal and
If you recognize that you are that he should never do it again.
not merely an animal, you rec- (Actually, the officer said,
ognize that you are blessed with "Don't ever let me catch you
a mind--use it to preserve the again.") My friend, of course, is
freedoms guaranteed you in the very grateful to the officer for
greatest constitution ever writ- not calling the Kalamazoo Poten: the Constitution of the lice, for he would hate to be
United States of America.
thrown in the Kalamazoo
Refuse to succumb to County Jail wearing nothing
"Europhillia." Do not allow the but a smile in the middle of the
products of your toil; your night. So, my friend promises
money and your ideas, to be to never get caught streaking
spent frivolously upon ideas again.
produced by a collective brain.
So, to all of you adventureWhy people are relinquishing some souls, be careful! This authemselves so the freedom of thor, his editor and this paper
choice I do not understand, but take no re spon s ibility for
you can be sure that those of streakers caught by security.
free minds will not choose to be
However, if a large enough
"Socialized." THINK about it.
group of brave students went

........
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naked all at once, could security
catch everyone? I bet not.
Safety is in numbers, streak
with a friend.

Relationship . . .
Enough said.

The day of gracious living . .
Thank you to student commission and the administration
for blessing this campus with a
great day of relaxation. Even if
it was spent in the computer lab
or the library the day was amazingly stress-free. And thanks to
Marriott for the killer brunch! It
was actually a great change of
pace
from
the
usual ,
monotonous fare.

Tennis . ..
Congratulations to our
men's tennis team for winning
the National Championship!
The dedication of the athletes
and of Coach Acker is something amazing. You all should
go for a good streak across the
quad in celebration. (Keep an
eye out for security.)

Risk . ..
We in the Pacific Northwest
have a saying: Risk it, or you'll
never know. The phrase brings
to mind a group of moun taineers climbing a new route
on Denali or a bungee-jumper
taking the big plunge, but it can
relate to anything. It is probably
best applied to honesty. By taking the risk of being honest
with ourselves and our friends
we gain the opportunity for
something to come out of it By
holding onto excess garbage we
become weighted down . That
weight holds us back, it holdsus from attaining possible success.
Risk being hones! IIn 1
forthright , or you'll ne ve r
know.
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Three Hornet Batters Swing
Bats for AII-MIAA Team
By MARK CLIFFORD
The All-MIA A Baseball lists
announced last week included
three Kalamazoo players: senior
outfielder Joe Trombley was a
first team selection, while
senior second baseman Ken
Turkington and junior first
baseman Mike Siwajek were

second team honorees.
Trombley's season started off

photo by Eric Lengua

J ACKlE AURELIA HITS hard at NCAAs

Sports Brief
Jackie Aurelia won her first two rounds of national competition
tennis this week handily.
On Monday, May 20, Aurelia played and defeated the number
seven seeded player in the nation at the NCAAs championships.
In mid-season ranking, Aurelia was seeded around number ten.
Going into the competition, she was seeded number eight
Aurelia competed in the semi-finals on Tuesday, May 21. Should
she win in the semis, Aurelia will compete today in the fmals.
Aurelia was the only Kalamazoo women's tennis player to
receive a bid to attend nationals this season.

with a major setback. After
being used almost exclusively
as a pitcher his previous three
years at Kalamazoo, Trombley
said that he, "knew right away"
that the elbow which had pained
him since his freshman year
would make another season on
the mound simply out of the
question.
Trombley had not swung a
baseball bat in anger under game
conditions in two years. Though
recruited as an outfielder coming
out of high school, he had never
played there since coming to
Kalamazoo. While concentrating
on pitching, he did not have an
at-bat in either his freshman or
junior seasons, and had only a
few plate appearances as a
designated hitter during his
sophomore year.
Nevertheless, he made the
successful conversion to fulltime leftfielder this season,
though he ruefully admits that
he, "wouldn't have made the
All-Defensive MIA A team."
What earned Trombley allleague honors, as well as
Kalamazoo's Most Improved
Player Award, was his offensive
production: finishing 9th in the
conference with a .378 batting
average, and tieing for the
league lead in doubles with six.
Head coach Mike Zolnierek
says that before the season,
Trombley was named co-captain
because "he's real dedicated. He
does all the little things you're

supposed to do." And that
dedication would payoff, as
Siwajek attests, "by the end of
the year, Joe was hitting the
ball as well or better than
anyone in the league."
Looking back, Trombley
says that he is glad things
worked out the way they did.
"The team didn't need my
pitching. I think I contributed in
the best way that I could by
playing the outfield and hitting.
Also, I think I had more fun
than I would have had just
pitching. "
Zolnierek calls his other
captain, Turkington, "probably
the best athlete on the team."
This was his second straight
year as a AII-MIAA second
teamer, after being named to the
first team as a sophomore.
It is in comparison to that
sophomore year, which
Turkington calls "the highlight
of my college career," as well as
to the high expectations which
he admits he had for himself and
for the team coming into his
final year, that Turkington
labels this season "kind of a
disappointment. "
Though Turkington may
have felt that "my fielding
wasn't as good as this year," he
admits that even by his own
demanding standards he managed
to "hit more contact" Indeed, in
the 12 conference games, the
second baseman batted .333
with two home runs and 15 runs
scored, while finishing 5th in
the league in total bases with
23.
Siwajek worries that
"Turk's" departure will leave big
shoes for the Hornets to fill
next year. "He's been consistent
as a player all four years ...and as
a person, I'll really miss him. If
I was having trouble with my
swing, he was one guy I could

go to for help."
Turkington is currently
concentrating on playing in a
Class A summer league in
Lansing, where he says he is
scheduled to be scouted soon by
a member of the Cincinnati
Reds organization.
Like Turkington, Siwajek
says he felt his season did not
live up to his high expectations,
although he made the AlI-MJAA
second team for the third
consecutive season and was
named the team's Most
Valuable Player. He hit .351 in
MIAA competition and tied for
the conference lead in runs
batted in with 12. He was also
6th in total bases with 21.
What makes Siwajek a
unique hitter is that despite
being a committed hacker who
will "swing at anything," while
trying to "hit the ball hard every
single time at bat," he struck
out only once all season for the
SCCOI\d year in a row!
Zolnierek calls him a "great
defensive first baseman with
natural talent, a natural swing,
and natural leadership_"
Turkington contends that
Siwajek "is one of the best a11around first basemen I've ever

seen."
Already lOOking forward to
next spring, Siwajek is already
setting his sights on "hitting
.480 in the MIAA, and [the
team] winning 20 out of 30
games." But perhaps his biggest
thrill, he says, would be "going
the whole season without a
strikeout."
Says Zolnierek of his three
honorees, "Most of the time,
the guys who get All-League are
the guys on winning teams, for
those three guys to make it
[from a team with a 2-10
league record] is a real
accomplishment for them."

Another Group of College
Athletes Gets into Trouble
(CPS) - Still more college
athletes from a variety of
campuses were arrested or
charged with crimes in recent
weeks, prompting one observer
to suggest it's a result of
preferential treatment jocks
typically receive.
"It's that sense that elite
athletes have that they're special
because everyone tells them
they're special," said Indiana
University English Prof.
Murray Sperber, author of
Sports, Inc., a book chronicling
the problems with college
sports.
In the past, sociologists who
study athletes' behavior have
attributed the seemingly unusual
number of times athletes get in
legal trouble to mere public
misperception.
The media, they say, rush to
report athletes' woes when a
similar criminal act by a
nonathlete student would not be
deemed newsworthy.
Adding that many athletes
are black and from poor
families, they add that some of
the athletes must abruptly adapt

to operating in a' drasticall y
unfamiliar campus culture.
Whatever the reason, a
disturbing number of campus
athletes have found themselves
in trouble with the law in recent
weeks.
On April 25, U.S. District
Judge Elizabeth Kovachevich
sentenced football player Walter
Sutton, of Southwest State
University in Minnesota, to
nine years of prison for selling
crack cocaine.
Only a few days earlier, the
Atlanta Falcons had drafted
Sutton, prompting him to ask
Kovachevich for leniency.
"You want me to forget that
sentence just because you have a
great employment opportunity?"
the judge replied. "That's
specious and ridiculous. You've
been sentenced, sir, and the
sentencing guidelines apply to
you just like anyone else."
On April 20, police charged
Keith Traylor of Central State
University in Oklahoma with
disorderly conduct after he
allegedly interfered with efforts
to break up fights in a night

club parking lot in Edmond, Theoudele form campus, saying
OK.
that since 1989, he had been
Although not arrested, the approaching individuals asking
Chicago Bears' sixth-round draft for a "loan" to repair his car.
choice, Texas A&M running The loans, police said, were
back Darren Lewis, the only never repaid.
player to test positive for
University of Akron football
cocaine at the National Football player Marcus Reliford, who as
League's scouting evaluations a football player at the
in February, checked into a drug University of Colorado was
rehabilitation center April 24.
charged with sexual assault in
At the same time, University 1989, was banned from the
of Arkansas President B. Alan Akron campus March 22. The
Sugg drastically reduced one- expUlsion came after Reliford
year suspensions given to four pleaded guilty to burglary Jan.
basketball players involved in a 8.
sexual incident on campus Feb.
Michigan State University
27.
basketball player Parish
As a result, the players Hickman was arrested April 8
won't miss too much of next for allegedly attempting to
year's basketball season.
deliver one kilogram of cocaine
Sugg's decision means Todd to an undercover agent
Day, Darrell Hawkins, Elmer
A week later, the school's
Marin and Roosevelt Wallace wrestling coach, Phil Parker,
will be held out only until was charged with third-degree
December. They will miss a rape.
tournament in Hawaii and
Sperber is quick to point out
perhaps some non conference that it's only a "tiny minority"
games.
of college athletes who get into
University of Washington trouble.
campus police banned former
"Most are pretty good
football player Robert citizens."

ICE
CREAM
GOT YOUR
ATTENTION,
HUH?
The Social Policies
Committee of
Student Commission
is hosting an ice
cream social,
Thursday afternoon,
4 p.m., students and
professors are
invited to Quadstop
for ice cream and
company.

BYOM (mug)
and BYOS
(spoon)!

a en I
ur n

10. Gee, this sure looks good.
9. I can count the number of hours
I've slept this week on one hand.
8. I sure could go for some Purt Wine
Lads right now. Anyone know when
their next gig is?
7. This shirt should look familiar; I've
been wearing it since 6th week.
6. Mom called? Who is mom?
5. The housing office called. They
said you can't put down the library,
Dewing or aIds-Upton as housing
options.
4. I don't remember eighth week of
foreign study being like this.
3. Say! I remember you! Didn't we
room together first or second week?
2. My two o'clock is meeting at South
Haven.
1. What did Lance O'Donnell write
about this week?
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Minority Recruiting,
Alumni Volunteer Expert
Joins Admissions Staff
BY JEANNE
COUSINEAU
"K" College will
welcome a bit of the South
when Lynn Leonard of
Nashville, Tennessee joins
the admissions team on June
17. As associate director of
admissions,
Leonard's
primary function will be to
coordinate a national studen t
recruitment
program
involving assistance from
alumni volunteers.
"I'm not an alum of K
College, but I don't think that
will be a problem," said
Leonard in a telephone
interview. "I think the fact
that I'm interested in
representing a college I
personally didn't attend says a
lot about the institution."
Leonard, who says her
heart lies in small liberal arts
colleges, does not anticipate
having any difficulty
representing "K" because she
strongly believes in the value
of its programs. During her
undergraduate studies at
Vanderbilt
University,
Leonard designed many
activities for herself that
resemble those included in the
"K-plan."
"I would have been very
interested in 'K' if I had
known about it during my
own college search," she said.
Leonard first became
involved in admissions after
completing her undergraduate
studies at Vanderbilt. Her
mother wanted her to be close
to home, so she sent her a
newspaper ad for a position in
the admissions office of
Highpoint College in North
Carolina.
"I went to work in
admissions and fell in love
with it!" she said.
Leonard always wanted to
work in education but was not
sure she wanted to teach. She
found
her
niche
in
admissions, which she
considers a great way to get
people involved in something
she believes in.
Leonard remembers the
difficulty she experienced
dUring her own college search.
She believes that students
need someone to explain their
options to them and to help
them make a good decision.
She enjoys this job because it
gives her the opportunity to
be part of the process.
Leonard recently earned a
master of education degree
from Peabody College,
Vanderbilt University, where
she did a practicum in
international and minority
student recruitment. While a

graduate student, Leonard
served as assistant to the
coordinator of international
freshman admissions. Her
responsibilities at Vanderbilt
included planning and
executing
recruitment
activities for a three state
territory, developing programs
with faculty, students, and
alumni to assist admissions
efforts, and evaluating
applications from students
abrood.
Seventy five applications
were received for the position
of associate director of
admissions at "K" College.
Of those, four applicants were
interviewed.
Admissions
Director Michael Donahue
said Leonard was selected for a
number of reasons, but
especially because she has
experience at a small private
liberal
arts
college
(Highpoint) and has done
work with volunteers at both
Highpoint and Vanderbilt.
The position was created at
the request of President
Lawrence Bryan, who wishes
to
further
establish
Kalamazoo College's identity
across the nation. In the past,
student recruitment efforts
were shared by all members of
the admissions staff, but in
order to convert efforts into a
broad-scale program, a new
position was created.
Donahue said that the goal
of the Admissions Office is to
find alumni volunteers in all
of the major recruitment
areas. Volunteers will be
asked to reach out to
prospective students, contact
students that have been
admitted
to
offer
congratulations and answer
questions, and to coordinate
get-togethers and send-off
parties for those students.
Alumni can also be very
affective in helping "K" find
new recruitment areas.
Donahue believes Leonard
has the personality to work
with alumni. "Her enthusiasm
is con tagious," he said of
Leonard. Donahue's own
experience pfoved that "a good
sense of humor gets you
through a lot."
Leonard will spend the
majority of her time working
with alumni. Her experience
with volunteers has taught her
much listening is required to
learn what motivates people.
She believes people are
interested in doing things that
make them feel good about
themselves while providing a
service for someone else but
most important is having fun
in the process.

Over 150 applications submitted

Dean of Chapel Search Expands;
Dorrien Teaches Religion Full-time
By MAGGIE CATCHICK
Kalamazoo College decided
Tuesday afternoon to expand its
search for the new Dean of
Chapel, according to the present
Dean of Chapel Gary Dorrien.
Dorrien will take on a full time
teaching position in the
Religion Department as soon as
his post is filled.
Dorrien stated the search. for
Dean of Chapel originally
received "well over 150
applicants - close to 200." A
committee of 13 chaired by Dr.
Waldemar
Schmeichel,
including two students, two
trustees and various faculty and
administrators then narrowed
down this pool. Dorrien,
himself a member of the
committee, stated that "finally
we whittled it down to four and
invited these people to come to
campus."
However
the
committee is "not ready to
award the position yet and has
decided to look some more,"
said Dorrien.
Two more applicants from
the original batch will be
invited to campus and a decision
between the six candidates will
be reviewed. "We are not reopening the search," explained
Dorrien, "we are just expanding
it." But if the committee is still
not satisfied then re-opening the
search would be the next step
which, according to Dorrien is a
year-long process.
Dorrien said that he is
"excited" to take position as a
full-time faculty member. He
will be filling the opening left
by Paul McGlassen who left
abruptly at the end of the fall. "I
wasn't expecting this position
to come open so I hadn't really
thought through the idea yet,"
said Dorrien, "it was a difficult
decision for me to make." After
a search, the Religion
Department offered him the job,
and Dorrien accepted. "Some
friends in the faculty pointed out
if I had a mind to do it I should
do it now; these positions don't
come open very often."
Dorrien has been teaching
half-time anyway,
and
continuing his research. "I loved
the chaplaincy-all the parts

photo courtesy of The Boiling Pot

THE SEARCH for a new Dean of Chapel has brought almost 200
applications since present dean, Gary Dorrien, has decided (q
become a full-time faCUlty member.
that had to do with my
ordination-it was perfect for
me," commented Dorrien, "but
half of the job involves
managing the LAC program.
I'm happy not to have to do that
and to be able to teach more."
The Dean of Chapel position
entails
many
diverse
occupations which is part of the
difficulty the committee has
been having in finding someone
to fill the spot. "We are looking
for an individual who combines
a number of qualities:" said
Dorrien, "this person should be
the intellectual peer of faculty

and qualified to teach courses,
should be able to nurture the
spiritual lives of both faculty
and students, should be
interested and capable of
counseling, and should have
administrative experience
enough to run the LAC
program.
If after expanding the search
the committee is still unable to
decide and is forced to re-open
the search, Dorrien is uncertain
as to what his position will be
next year. "I suppose we'll just
carry on as we have been since
Paul McGlassen left," he said.
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TEMPERATURES NEAR 1()()'lF bring students (I. to r.) Christopher Cory. Emily West,
~IICII<et/e Chan, Bob Chandler, and Paul Ebner OUito the quad to catch some rays while others seek air~olU1iliO/lea comfort studying in the Upjohn Library, Olds-Upton, or Dewing.

Cynicism Toward Politics Is
On The Rise, Claims Guest
Prof, Columnist Broder
By ERICK TRICKEY
A growing disenchantment
with politics is bringing the
legitimacy of American
government into question, said
David Broder, Washington Post
columnist and guest professor at
"K," in a interview last week.
Broder, who has been tearnteaching the political science
course President and Congress
with Donald Flesche this
quarter, has seen this
disenchantment both in
statistics and in one-on-one
interviews.
"Probably the clearest
evidence is the decline in voter
turnout," said Broder, "which
has been on a steady downhill
curve from 1960, the modem
peak, down to a level on 1990
where barely a third of the
eligible voters came to the
polls."
Broder has also found
evidence for this attitude during
the door-to-door interviewing he
has done for his newspaper.
"There's a suspicion [among
voters Broder has interviewed]
that people in politics really
don't care about voters like
them, ... that politicians are in
business for themselves,
looking for ways to help
themselves or help their
fmancial supporters.
"There's just a lot of
cynicism about politics, and a
real turning away from the
political process in this
country," said Broder.
What especially worries
Broder is that it is the middle
class which is voicing this
cynicism.
"Most of our interviewing
focuses on the swing precincts,
where people tend to split their
tickets, and these people tend to
be middle-income, workingclass people. . . . It's where I
would be most concerned,
because I do think that the
working class and the middle
class are the backbone of the
country.
"It's not a real democracy if

only the people who have gone
to Kalamazoo College or work
at the Washington Post think
the political system is
legitimate or works well from
their point of view."
One cause Broder sees for
this disenchantment is a feeling
that several politicians,
including recent presidents, have
betrayed the trust given to them
by the voters.
"I think that for this
generation of vaters, you can go
back as far as as Lyndon
. Johnson saying in the 1964
campaign that he didn't think
American boys ought to fight in
a war that Asian boys should
fight, and then sending
thousands of Americans to
Vietnam, where many were
killed. I think that undoubtedly
it was damaging to have
Watergate exposed ·after people
had put trust in Richard Nixon.
"Also, I think that many
people felt that Jimmy Carter
was a different kind of
politician, that he was a deeply
religious, moral person who
would do the right thing. And
when his presidency, ... in the
eyes of the voters, turned out to
be a failure, I think that hurt as
well ... .
"When we were interviewing
people after [the Iran-Contra
affair] became public, it was
painful for people to talk about
it They believed that one of the
good things about Ronald
Reagan was that he meant what
he said and he said what he
meant. They never expected in
their wildest dreams to find
Ronald Reagan selling arms to
Iran. So that went down hard.
"And we haven't even talked
about the things that have
happened with prominent
members of Congress: Jim
Wright, Tony Coelho, the
Keating Five, and all the rest of
the stories that have taken place.
''I'm afraid that people tend
to generalize off of that and say,
'Everybody does it,' which is
not my experience with

politicians. I think that by and
large politicians have as high a
standard of ethics as any other
business."
Since 1974, Broder said,
"most working-class, middleclass families really have not
seen their economic position
improve. All of the economic
analysis tells us that [those
families] have struggled to hold
at about the same level in real
dollars. . . . And many have
made it only because a second
person in the family has gone to
work. I think that's been a
disillusioning experience, and
rightly or wrongly, we tend to
blame to government when
things aren't going right in
economic terms."
"One of the things people
say they don't like is the fact
that there's so much arguing and
bickering among politicians .. .
. One of the reasons people see
a lot of argument going on is
that we don't settle very many
of those arguments at the ballot
box. When we vote for a
Democrat for this office and a
Republican for the next office,
we're saying in effect, 'You
guys figure it oul. ... We can't
figure out, or don't have the
time to figure out, who we
really want to have governing
this state or this country."
Broder mentioned two things
that he believes could help
reverse the trend toward
cynicism.
"Because the presidency is so
central to the way people feel
about politics in general, I think
that having a successful twoterm president without any sort
of shocks to the system along
the way would really help ....
[Also,] I think that this question
of stagnating family incomes
and the economic pressure that
people feel is really important I
think if we could get back to the
kind of growth pattern-real
growth-in incomes that we
had ... from the 1940s to the
middle of the 1970s, people
would feel a whole lot better."

Roust yourself out of bed
and head on down to Student
Commission
Chapel on
Friday morning to honor student
activity in Campus Life, Fine
Arts, Athletics and Residence
Life. All Student Commission
members are expected to be in
attendence.
Various dorms are hosting
studen t breaks for their residents. Students in Trow should
look for theirs tonight while
Language Housers will have
a nacho study break Sunday before finals. Severnites can
look forward to a midnight
swim next week.
Look for constitutions for
CORD to pop up around campus. The Committee on Racial
Diversity, represented by
Heather Stevens and Ashaki
Stevens, has petitioned Student
Commission to become an organization.
"CORD was formed to provoke thought and open discourse
on "K"'s lack of racial diversity
and intolerance," said Stevens.
The aim of the organization
is to promote awareness of various racial, ethnic, cultural, reli-

gious and sexual orientations
through discussions. They also
hope to bring in outside speakers and sponsor more National
Issue Forums (NIFs).
CORD proposes to eliminate
the sensation of hierarchy by
not selecting a President or
Vice-President, but forming
committees to accomplish
tasks. A treasurer will be selected for the duration of the
quarter, bu t a secretary will be
determined weekly to take care
of minutes.
If you're going to be "on"
summer quarter, start thinking
about running for a position on
Student
Commission.
Elections will be held Monday
of second week while the fust
Student Commission meeting
will be Wednesday of second
week.
The Alcohol
Policy
Task Force will conclude
their work today with a final
meeting before the final draft of
the policy goes to President
Bryan for official approval.
From the President, the policy
will go for approval from attomies representing the College.
Contrary to popular belief, the
policy will not be instated until
Fall 1991.
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African Ethnomusicologist Speaks
On Cultural Influences in Music
By MATTHEW
CHRISTENSEN

In one of his last lectures in
the United States, Kwabena
Nketia spoke last Wednesday on
"The Play Concept in African
Music."
The 70-year-old Ghanan
ethnomusicologist lectured
about how Africans think about
meaning in music. He began
by tracing his roots in the study
of African music. He then
defined the task of learning and
analyzing the systems of music.
They interpret through the
play or interaction implicit in
performance, claims Nketia.
"Play unites social and aesthetic
dimensions of music in a single

frame," he said.
The performance of music is
primarily based on social
interaction, he mentioned. As
an example, Nketia pointed to
American jazz music where
dialogue and interaction differs
among the performers. An
aesthetic element is also present
in this interaction because it is
visual as well as musical.
The lecture also discussed
interactive structures, or social
interaction, within music. Like
any form of play, Nketia said,
there are rules of procedure and
norms of behavior. Performers
who do not respect the
egalitarian nature of African
performance and upset its
interdependent nature find
themselves expelled from the

band, no matter how good they

are.
"Rather than an individual
and somewhat tyrannical
\,reation of music, African
music," Nketia argues, "is
usually a socially constructed
art form."
Nketia was trained in Ghana
and has spent most of his
academic career commuting
between the University of
Legon in Accra, Ghana and
various universities in the
United States including UCLA
and Harvard. He has spent the
past ten years at the University
of Pittsburg leading an
ethnomusicological
and
historical study of musical
performance in the city. Nketia
will retire to Ghana in June.

Look what
a Iittle extra credit
canget)Ou

NEWS BRIEFS
'K' College Band, Choir
Present Spring Concerts
The Kalamazoo College Singers, directed by Peter Hopkins, will
perform at 8 p.m. on Sunday, June 2, in Stetson Chapel. On the
program are works by Mozart, Billings, and Gershwin.
A men's ensemble, women's ensemble, and barbershop quartet
will perform, as well as the full choir.
On Monday, June 3, the Kalamazoo College Band, directed by
Mrs. Evelyn Angerman, will perform an outdoor concert. The
mostly "pops" concert begins at 7:30 p.m. on the steps of the Fine
Arts Building. In case of bad weather, the concert will be moved to
Dalton Theatre in the Light Fine Arts Building.
On the program are such favorites as Sousa's "Washington
Post," Bizet's "Carmen" Suite, and "The Sound of Music."
First-year student Brendan Taylor will be the featured trombone
soloist in "Morceau" Symphonique, by Guilmant. Senior William
Kolean will conduct "Mannin Veen," by Haydn Wood.
-Kalamazoo College Public Relations

Two New Grants Support
Minority Education
Two grants tolalling $165,000 have been awarded to Kalamazoo
College in support of minority education. Both will complement a
1989 challenge grant from the Knight Foundation to expand
minority recruitment efforts and initiate programs to improve
awareness and w\(lerstanding of cultural diversity on campus.
The Joyce Foundation has awarded a $100,000 grant in aid in
developing long-term faculty and student recruitment pools and
programs to more fully integrate minority students and faculty.
Components include developing workshops for administrators that
focus on intercultural communication, leadership training programs
for African-Americans, and minority content courses.
The Department of Education has awarded the College a $65,000
grant to assist in developing a support network for AfricanAmerican males and implementing a program to bring major
African-American speakers, cultural groups, and African-American
alumni to campus. The grant will also provide funding for program
development
-Kalamazoo College Public Relations

China Film, Observations
Featured at China Forum
The China Forum at Kalamazoo College on Thursday, May 30,
will feature three faculty members who traveled to China last
summer. The event is free and begins at 8 p.m. in room 103,
Dewing Hall. An earlier announcement stated the event would be
held in the Olmsted Room. This is an LACC event.
Following a IO-minute film about the Tiananmen Square
incident, Dr. Madeline Chu, associate professor of Chinese; Nora
Evers, assistant professor of education; and Dr. Ralph Deal,
professor of chemistry, will offer their observations of China in the
past two years.
The newly formed Asian/American Students' Association will be
providing Asian food free before, during and after the Forum.
-Kalamazoo College Public Relations

Anew Toyota with nothipz down.
And no payments for ~ days.
If you're a mllege graduate or about to be, ~'ve got
some extra cnrli t for you. It's the Toyota Class of '91 Financing
Program. And it muld put you in a new Thyota with no money
down and no payments for 90 days. That means you muld
soon be cruising in anyone of our quality cars and trucks.
like the all-new affordable 'ferrel, starting at just $6588.
So hurry and sre your Toyota dealer today for all the
details. And who knows, this extra credi t could make you a
real roads scholar
"Jlove what you d%r me~
®TOYOTA
Metro Toyota
5850 Stadium Drive
Kalamazoo, MI
Great Lakes Toyota
11260 Chicago Drive
Holland, Ml

Sunshine Toyota
1381 West Dickman Road
Battle Creek. MI

•

Mosher Book On Display in
Todd Rare Book Room

Betten Toyota
2555 28th Street S.E.
Grand Rapids, MI
Mona Shores Toyota
3692 Airline Road
Muskegon, MI

'Manufacturer's suggested retail price. Actual deaierprlce may "'Y. Prlceexcludfs taxes. license. transportation, opbOnai or regional~ ""luired equipmenL

CLASSIFIEDS
ASSEMBLER WANTED!
EARN AS MUCH AS
$980.00 WeelcJy working
part/full time for our
Company at home, easy work
anyone can do. Call amazing
recorded message, 24hrs.
212-978-3344

Read Books For Pay
$45,000 Per Annual
Income Potential. Call
for amazing details
24hrs.
212-978-3835

PORT WINE
LADS
and

guest

Saturday 9 p.m.
Club K
No Alcohol

A reception from 3 - 5 p.m. on Friday, Iune 7, marks the
opening of the book exhibition "A Modem Love of Literature: The
One Hundredth Anniversary of Mosher Books," in Kalamazoo
College's A.M. Todd Rare Book Room, Upjohn Library. The
exhibition will continue through August 30.
At the tum of the century, fine books were beginning to be
produced by small private presses in England. In America,
commericially published books were often poorly produced, and
many literary works were unavailable.
Thomas Bird Mosher, independent publisher (1852 - 1923), made
his mark on the publishing world by offering Americans the chance
to own well-made books and titles that were previously
unattainable.
The collection of Mosher books was a gift of the late Robert
Athol Huston, labor attorney, poet, and bibliophile. Huston began
collecting Mosher books while attending law school at night.
Purchasing one volume at a time with coins saved from his lunch
money, Huston ultimately collected almost all of Mosher's
volumes.
In addition to the Mosher books in the exhibition, the Huston
Collection includes a number of other important literary and
historical works, including the fIrst edition of Marshall's The Life
o/George Washington ..
-Kalamazoo College Public Relations
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Rising STD Rates
Indicate College
Students Are Not
"Playing Safe"
By ALISON D.
SCRUGGS
"College students are among
the most sexually active people
walking the planet." remarked
Craig Covey. President of Midwest AIDS Prevention Project
(MAPP). Founded in 1988 to
help with the AIDS crisis.
MAPP' s mission is "to develop
and implement AIDS prevention
and safer sex education."
Among the services MAPP
provides to the public-safer
sex workshops. bar/club
outreach. speakers bureau. youth
outreach-includes AIDS prevention programs designed to
target college audiences. MAPP
has presented programs to colleges and uni versi ties across the
state. including Western Michigan University.
"We don't give a list of do's
and don·ts. We give information
and explain choices...We think
sex IS good; we push responsibility."
Covey. along with the rest
of the staff at MAPP. believes
that people learn best through
positive messages. "Fear doesn't
change behavior." said Covey.
MAPP is currently working
on a peer education program at
the University of Michigan.
Students, many public health
majors. are being trained to
work with other students in areas dealmg with sexuality and
AIDS prevention. Other schools
are implementing peer programs
in dorms and fraternities and
sororities.
With students teaching and
helping each other, MAPP
could ideally lose some work.
"That would be okay with us. It
would take us a year just to
train everyone." said Covey.
According to Health Center
Director. Shirley Barron. peer
programs are impossible to create here at "K". "The On/Off
quarters make peer programs difficult If we trained a first or
second year student in the fall.
we would lose them before they
graduatai"
The school does provide

tion (WEC), in cooperation
with the Gay/Lesbian Support
Group (GLSG). has been sponsoring a "Safe Sex Week" during the fall quarters. "We tried
to provide a variety of topics,
such as mutual respect, partner's
consent and abstinence. and not
just deal with safe sex," said
WEC member Amy Carlton.
Kalamazoo AIDS Resource
& Education Services (KARES)
provided speakers and information for the "Safe Sex Week",
along with holding a "Risk Reduction/Rubberware Party" for
students to explore how to reduce the risks of HIV/AIDS
transmission.
"Education has to be cre- ~
ative," said Peg Ball of ~
KARES. The Rubberware Par- "'-l
ties give people the chance to ~
see and actively participate in ....
condom usage demonstrations. ~
But, attendance at the Rub- ~
berware party. as well as the ~
other "Safe Sex Week" events,
SELLING SAFE SEX: "The novelty is a tried and true American institution." says MAPP
was poor. Nurse Barron was
President Craig Covey. "We're trying to remind people of the issue."
scheduled to give a talk on sexCondoms are avaible in a variety of styles and colors for all occassions at both MAPP and KARES.
ually transmitted diseases
(STDs), but the talk was can- Both places also provide dental dams (latex squares) and mini flavored condams for oral sex (center in
above photo).
celled because "no one showed
up," according to Carlton.
Barron believes the initial
crease of HIV infection has oc"I think it's great that the
WEC organized an informa- "media hype" on AIDS caused
curred among heterosexuals. machines were put in neutral artion table in Hicks Center dur- people to tune out to the danwomen, teenagers and young eas." said Covey. "The idea that
ing Marriott hours, but few stu- gers of AIDS. "It is proven that
adults, while the rates among condoms are titillating and condents looked at the resources students aren't using safer sex.
homosexuals has stabilized and troversial is cute. but it's getavailable. "People would walk but they don't want to hear
is now declining.
ting old. It·s time we viewed
by and say 'I can't get AIDS, about it"
The Kalamazoo County them as a household item. like
I'm not gay' or 'We're tired of
"STDs are skyrocketing on
AIDS Planning Task Force has shoelaces."
reading about AIDS ...• said Carl- college campuses. so we know
estimated, based on estimates
But, according to Barron. the
ton.
developed by the Michigan De- machines are not being used.
students are not playing it safe,"
partment of Public Health. "that The Health Center did provide
said Covey.
there may be from 475 to 848 free condoms. but financially.
Accooling
Kalamazoo County residents that service could not be mainto Barron. the
who are now infected with the tained.
rising STD rate
HIV virus and capable of infectholds
for
At the same time the Health
It is proven that
ing others." according to their Center was providing the free
Kalamazoo
1990 report.
College
as
students are not using
condoms. Barron checked with
Covey believes that homo- the Bookstore on their condom
well. "I believe
safer sex, but they don't
this is true of phobia. the fear of gay and les- sales. "The supplies were disapbian persons, allows people to pearing off the shel ves. but no
all campuses
want to hear about it."
deny that AIDS is real for one was paying for them."
everywhere. . .
heterosexuals. Telling people
With our forApparently. the stigma of
-Shirley Barron,
that
AIDS is of little risk to buying condoms dissuades stueign study proheterosexuals is "enabling other dents from actually purchasing
Director of Health Services
grams we are
people to feed denial."
not a sheltered
them at the counter or in the
"It's not important to calcu- condom machines in the dorms.
campus."
late. the rates vary from area to
KARES, located at 628 S.
area . . .it's like playing Russian Parle. provides free condoms durBased on national figures reAccording to Covey, that
roulette. The question is. ing office hours. The office cokind of thinking is "dead ported to the Center for Disease
'Would you want to take that ordinator of KARES said that
wrong."
Control (CDC) by April 1. chance?'"
people do walk in and ask for
"We try get away from la- 1991. people age 20-29 account
"K" students face a greater condoms which are available in
bels. .. and emphasize that it is for 20% all AIDS cases in the
risk. according to Ball, because the KARES fIShbowl I~ted in
a particular activity that is high United States. Since the period
"second. third and fourth genera- their resource room.
risk. not a particular person."
between transmission of HIV tion college students come from
As for prevention programs
At KARES. Ball said "AIDS and initial symptoms can be as
educated families that don't ex- in general. Barron believes that
touches everyone. The person long as ten years, the possibilpeet to be touched by AIDS."
"K" is doing everything possiyou least expect could be bisex- ity exists for persons in this age
At "K", condom machines be that is known to work. But.
ual or an 1. V. drug user. Most category to have contracted the
were installed in the laundry "if you hear of any new ideas.
people don't approach the virus during college years.
rooms of selected dorms, away let me know."
stereotype."
In Michigan. the highest in- from the main traffIC areas.

"

AIDS information in the campus Health Center and distributes an information packet
to incoming students.
Dr. Donald Batts. an epidemiologist from the Upjohn
Company. has been speaking
about AIDS at "K" during the
fall quarters for the past four
years. Batts is an effective
speaker because "he says it like
it is." said Barron.
The Women's Equity Coali-
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By KENDALL BUHL
"I have problems," Bob
Wiley (Bill Murray) tells
renowned psychiatrist Leo
Martin in his fIrst appointment.
But, by this time, we already
know that that is a slight understatement.
Bob's only friend is his
fish. So terrified is he of the
outside world that he has to
psych himself up every morning
just to leave the apartment. A
fear of germs keeps a handkerchief between him and every
thing he touches. On top of
that is a fear of moving, elevators, buses, water, and just
about anything else.
Bob makes a full time occupation of being crazy. So persistent is he in his loon mess that
he drives several psychiatrists
into early retirement before one
fin all y dishes him off to Dr.
Martin.
Martin (Richard Dreyfuss) is
a doctor devoted to his own success and happiness. None of that
over-caring, highly-devoted,
bumed-out crap for him. Having
just written a bestseller, he
plans to get away from everything by taking his family to
their summer home for a month
of rest and relaxation.
Those plans go to hell pretty
quickly, though, when Bobhaving taken extreme measures
to track him down--shows up on
his front porch, fish and allWhat About Bob? is the
funny story of Dr. Martin's attempts to get his new patient
out of his private life.
The problem is, though, that
Martin seems to have problems
of his own, namely the fact that
he is totally unable to relate to
the people around him. This is
one problem Bob doesn't have,
and nobody but his doctor wants
to see him go. As played by
Murray, Bob's funny, warm,
and likable--even when he's
freaking out. He's the perfect
foil for Dreyfuss, who does a
great job as a boring tight-ass.
The story idea is great, the
jokes are pretty good, and the
performances are excellent. I
don't think I've ever seen ei ther
Murray or Dreyfuss and not
thought they were great, and
this is no exception.
Let's face ito-Bill Murray
could make an audience laugh
watching paint dry. The lunatic
role in this movie gives him a
great chance to go, well, crazy.
The other performances are all
solid. but especially Tom
Alderedge and Susan Willis,
who in maybe ninety seconds of
total screen time as Martin's
vindictive neighbors, have the
audience in stitches.
Not to say that W hat
About Bob? will have you
laughing the entire time; there
are some slow spots. But overall it's worth the money and it's
a fun way to spend a few hours.
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"Give Us a Break ... We're
Desperate."
By TOM HIGGINS and CHAD RUCKER
GRACELAND CEMEfARY, supposed final resting place of
Elvis' remains. Grave to the left is Elvis' stillborn twin brother.

(Please insert article here...
or reasonable facsimile thereof.)
(Here comes our reasonable facsimile.)
"We've got 27 minutes. What are we gonna write
about?"

By DEANNA L. RYDZEWSKI
I have a reason to believe
That I will be received at
Grace/and. -Paul Simon, Graceland Album
Graceland, the jewel of Memphis, the palace of the King, lies
deep in the heart of Tennessee. It is one of the "sociological meccas
on modem Earth" according to a visitor. Graceland is also the object
of many "K" road trips.
One such road trip was undertaken by Molly Wretsky-for her it
was the only logical place to visit after road tripping to Mexico.
Andy Sherrod, who just recently lost his Graceland virginity, went
"just cuz."
For others, the trip was a planned way to spend Spring Break.
Paul Ebner and Casper/Rob Grathwohl spent their vacation in the
South, stopping at Graceland on their way to New Orleans. When
asked, "Why Graceland?" Grathwohl responded "Graceland in the
spring is like no other time. Trees are blooming, the sun is once
again starting to warm the Earth and Elvis is at his personal best."
If you're a true Elvis fan and came solely to "K" to hang out at
the area Burger Kings, Graceland is a must. As Sherrod put it,
"Until he comes back again all we have is Graceland."
When this feeling of Presley adoration overcomes you, whether
you plan the entire trip out or jump in a car and head down for a
day, you probably should be aware of a few things. First, it's a 12
to 14 hour drive, and secondly, it's not going to be what you
expected.
Graceland is not a magnificent mansion set back in woods
among rolling hills. It's right on the main drag, included in what we
might call a strip mall. Sherrod describes it as "not like
Disneyworld. It's surrounded by sleazy diners-a lot like
Westnedge."
However, once you've checked yourself into a motel, (Rob and
Paul recommend the Pinnacle) it's time to fInd Graceland and fIgure
out what tour you're going to take. For just the tour of the home,
its $8.00. Combo A includes the mansion, the tourbus, and the
plane. Combo B ($12.00-Rob and Paul's decision) includes the the
tour of the mansion, the up-close Elvis exhibit, the car museum and
the Elvis movie. Combo C is everything imaginable ($15.00 and
Andy's choice.) Grathwohl strongly discourages people from the
Up-close Elvis exhibit. ("It sucked"!) Molly and Andy couldn't
decide what they liked better.
Molly was amazed by the Jungle Room and considers it to be a
piece of true Americana, "He [Elvis] is an American and I love him
for it." Andy also liked the Jungle Room and was also impressed by
the gold leafed piano, the T.V. sets in every room and the furry bed
in the museum. All the visitors were stunned by the sheer excess of
everything. As Andy puts it , "He had no knowledge of [excess].
Elvis expressed his fantasies through all of his money."
Needless to say, you'll see the all the wonders of the plastic and
fur world-a multitude of glutton and tackiness- and you'll love it.
You'll leave Graceland with a sense of bewildered love for a
"perfect" Elvis.
Elvis is worshipped by the tour guides and probably all the other
visitors in an almost god-like reverence. Nothing negative about
him is mentioned at all.
All of the "K" road trippers noticed that the fact that Priscilla left
him is not mentioned. It' s also stated by the guides that Elvis ran
everyday and hated the taste of alcohol.
After you have been herded through the idealic vinyl delights of
Graceland, it's time for the souvenir shop. You'll have a tough time
deciding. There's kitsch galore-Elivis posters, mugs, hats,
lighters, clocks. "everything the West invented has the Elvis name
on it" and is purchasable according to Grathwohl.
So, if you're getting "K"abin fever, pop in some Paul Simon,
the Port Wine Lads or the King himself and head down to Memphis.
Because, according to Grathwohl, "If you've ever fell Elvis in yoijI'
heart, sooner or later, Graceland will call."

"Current events. We need to show the world we have
a social conscience. Besides, I listen to the radio every now and
then. Did you know M. C. Hammer set the world record for
the most repetitious song in the American Top Forty? He said
the word 'Pray' 127 times, all in less than 5 minutes and 32
seconds."
"I mean real current events. Let's get my roommate's
paper and see what's inside."
"COOL!!! Look! Calvin and Hobbes!"
"Calvin and Hobbes? That reminds me, I heard the
story of the week the other day."
"What?tt
"Jim Henson ... he died man."

"WOO?U

"Jim Henson."
"WHO?"
"lim Henson!"
"Oh, Jim Henson."
Yeah, Jim Henson. Some guy just walked up and
plugged him, man."
"What?"
"They just shot him!"
"You've been living too graciously. That was John
Lennon, and yer eight years too late."
"You mean he's dead too?!? What did he die of,
pneumonia?"
"Alright, knock it om I don't like where this is
heading. Besides, there's no reason to drag up bad Foreign
Study stories."
"Yeah, like anyone would understand them anyway."
"Yeah, like anyone ever understands our article. Want
an Otter-Pop?'

"OK"
"Hey, get your hands off the grape! Did I tell you you
could eat a grape?"
"Chill, man. I just reached in the box and pulled one
out. It just happened to be a grape. What's your problem?"
''I'm saving the grape ... now put it back."
"Ha! No one talks to me like that! Take this!"
"Leave me alone! I'm crippled! Besides, it's my room
and my gun. Stop it!"
"Only a fool leaves a loaded water pi~tol sitting in the
open, where just anyone can grab it. You deserve every drop
that hits you, dunderhead."
"And watch your language, too! That's it; I'm
getting angry. You don't want me to get angry, do you?"
"No, I want you to get wet! Ha, hal Take this."
"Alright, give me the gun."
"Promise not to shoot me?"
"I promise (snicker, snicker.) ...Sucker!!!"
"No, you're the sucker. It's empty! Well, I've got to
take off. See ya!"
"Wait, what about the article?"
"See if we can get an extension."
"Dude, it's already three days late. They print in less
than two hours."
"Oh, well. I'm going to play soccer. Have fun, after
all, I don't live with the chief editor."
"Slime."
''That' s right and proud of it. It's your damn fault
anyway. I'm not the one who left all these toys out in the
open. How could anyone work with all these distractions
anyway?"
"OK, jerkface, until next week. Break a leg, and I
mean that literally."
"Well, don't go jumping out of any windows to make
a sneak attack on the Spanish House while I'm gone."
Until next, week loyal followers, if we survive the
fInal cut...
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Editorial

A Condom Cannot
Save Your Life
By MARIA CARLSON
My friend at another university did something the majority
of us probably do-the one-night stand with someone she did
not know. They used a condom. Several weeks later she is
missing her period, and is afraid that the condom broke or
slipped off.
Right now, she is only afraid she is pregnanl She reali~es
that being a "nice girl" and a good student from a good family
at a good school did not protect her. I realize now we all have
something more to be afraid of when we make the decision to
have sex with someone we barely know.
We make the decision to sleep with this someone, and
everyone else they have ever slept with, and every one those
anonymous everyone elses have ever slept with, and so on, and
so on, and so on until we have slept with possibly dozens of
people.
Just because we go. to a good college and come
rrom good ramilies does not mean that one or those
people we have just inadvertantly slept with does
not have AIDS or some other sexually transmitted
disease. Condoms are not infallible. Something with only an
85% rate of success against pregnancy when properly worn
cannot save your life.
It is a '5% chance that you are pregnant. And you may not
know for as many as 10 years that the sperm that did not find
one of your eggs was an AIDS infested sperm instead.
So if you choose to leap gaily from bed to bed, don't just
whip out your favorite colored condom with just nonoxyl-9
(spermicide), but pop in a 'lillie foam or sponge with
spermicide.
Since spermicide does not kill bizarre and semi-permanent
STDs, think about what you are about to do. Ask your new
found partner about their sexual history. Sure, that might be
embarassing, but you're about to take off all your clothes (if
you haven't already) and get very intimate with someone. And
it is a lot less embarassing asking than telling them later.
(please note that if you use only the withdrawal method or
rely 01\ the pill to protect you, I consider you beyond hope.
You are playing Russian roulette.)

Letters
Asphalt Replaces Grass When
Students Cut Corners
To the EditorThe feel of fresh grass, even
heavily-chemically treated grass,
under one's toes is a high form
of pleasure to many people. The
problem is that when everyone
enjoys this pleasure, plants get
trampled and a muddy line cuts
across a once-grassy field.
When I was a first-year here
three years ago, a line of mud,
not asphalt, cut across the grass
behind the chapel connecting
Dewaters to Dewing. I
personally love the feel of mud
under my toes-almost as much
as grass-but I blinked my eyes
and it was asphalt and I felt
guilty for my contribution to
the mud..
Now it's Harmon. Kalamazoo College does certainly react
to student pressures. To save 30
seconds in the morning, everyone used to run up the small
path to the right of the door instead of going around on the

sidewalk. And now physical
plant is kindly accommodating
us with an asphalt walkway so
we can save 30 seconds and not
fall in the mud.
Hey people, does this trend
scare you as much as it scares
me? Please-if you somehow
spiritually need to walk on the
grass in barefeet, do so! Play on
the Quad, roll around in the
grass, but let's stop cutting

corners.
Every fall and spring, I am
dismayed by the mud swath cut
through the middle of the Quad,
for some reason, I could accept
it if I knew it had been created
by people playing on the Quad.
but if you're doing it simply
unconsciously, to save 10 steps
and 30 seconds, please think. I'd
hate to come back in 10 years
and see a line of asphalt across
the bottom of the Quad.
-Katie Human K'91

New Letter Policy
The Index welcomes letters from its readers. Letters should
be original copies, typed or printed, and must be signed.
Through consultation with the Editor-in-Chief, letters of a
personal nature can be printed unsigned.
We encourage letters that arc concise and deal with relevant
topics. The hula reserves the right to edit for space, clarity and
libel when necessary.
Letters can be turned into The Index mailbox in the
basement of Hicks Center. Preferably, letters should be
submitted by the Saturday before the issue in which they will

appear.
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A Woman Demands
Control of Her Own Body
Editors Note: Last week, the
Supreme Court, with a 5-4
vote, made it illegal for clinics
that receive federal funding 10
present abortion as an option to
women.
By SUSAN HUTTON
I am a woman. I am a
twenty-one year old woman. I
am a twenty-one year old
woman who is both a victim
and a survivor of child sexual
abuse, a survivor of child sexual
abuse who is angry.
I have been thinking of
Susan Griffin, a woman who
thinks of Harriet Tubman when
she thinks of the problem of
feeding children, when I'm
thinking about how angry I am.
I have been thinking of her
when I think of David Souter,
William Renquist, Byron
White, Anthony Kennedy, and
Antonin Scalia. I have been
thinking of Susan Griffin,
Harriet Tubman, and her
revolver when I think of these
men.
I think of how male dominated government and "pro-life"
movements and the people who
support them struggled with the
ethics of going to war. I think
of them saying how we waited
five months for economic sanctions to work, and then of how
they think abolutely nothing of
demanding a woman to carry an
unwelcome potential life in her
womb for nine months as well
as the financial, physical, and
emotional burdens of that potential life and I think of Susan
Griffin, Harriet Tubman, and her
revolver.
I think of an ll-year-old girl

raped by her mother's boyfriend
when I was in sixth grade and
the judge saying she could not
have an abortion, and then I
think about them taking the
child away because the girl was
an unfit mother. I try to think
of how many Il-year-old girls I
know who could be fit mothers.
I think of women who can
be sentenced to life in prison
without chance of parole for
giving birth to babies addicted
to drugs and I think of how

I try to think of
how many 11year-old girls I
know who
could be fit
mothers.
there are almost no drug treatment centers that will accept
pregnant women and I think that
I am sure I cannot house this
anger much longer.
And then I think of women,
poor women with little autonomy over their lives, who are
feeding themselves and their
children with fifty cent meals
because these men think that is
enough money to give women
and children to feed themselves,
who cannot afford to go to private doctors when they cannot
afford to eat, and of how the
doctors have to say to her, if she
asks, that abortion is not considered an acceptable option for
family planning, and I think I'm
thinking a little less of Susan
Griffin and Harriet Tubman and

a little more of her revolver.
And when I really think it's
all I can think about, sometimes
another thoughts creeps in and I
think about my child body, the
slimy sperm squiggling up the
vaginal tract, the god damned
zygote leaching off my uterine
wall and how this could've happened-though it didn't---often
and how I cannot do everything
about what goes into my body
and then how those men object
if I want to take something out
and I am blinded by the rage that
screams and I can just barely see
Susan Griffin and Harriet Tubman and clearly her revolver and
I think I cannot stand how angry
I am about how men try to control me and I think I am just too
tired to write another letter to
them about this and I think
about them having their little
boy legs pried oven and their little boy bodies hurt and that if
they themselves had been Ii ttle
boys hurt and scared like that
they would know how I need to
now control my body and I
think about how sad that is. I
think I might start crying now
because I am so scared and so
angry.
I want them to know I think
about this and how I think
about this and I want you to be
able to think about this like I
think about this. I want to tell
them my body does not belong
to a man, that I am an adult
woman who doesn't deserve to
be raped or controlled and that I
will fight them trying to control
what goes into and out of my
body until I die or become insane from the injustice of having to make this request again.

Admissions Brochures Full of Busy,
Yet Happy and Relaxed Students
By KENDAL BUHL
I see lots of really
freaky, surrealistic kinds of
things on this campus.
Some of the time I laugh
about it, sometimes I break
down in sobs, and sometimes I just shake my head.
But the wierd incident I encountered on the Day of
Gracious Living, really got
me to thinking about UK"
and what it stands for.
I had spent the morning
of our well deserved day on
the golf course, followed by
a fantasy tour of the Kalamazoo Brewery. The afternoon found me on the quad,
languishing in graciousness. As fate would have
it, some poor schmucks
from admissions spent their
DGL orchestrating pictures
for a Kalamazoo College
pamphlet to lure prospective students to our school.
So it was that that afternoon they pulled a bunch of
drunk, stoned, or otherwise
mellowed students off the
quad and took them to Red
Square where they were directed around to create a

beautiful picture where students filled the Square carrying books and talking all
studious, pensive, and
happy-like. It was a really
cool picture, but sleazily
decepti ve. In fact, I'm
wondering just how much
of the truth will be told
about a day in the life of
UK",
For one thing, as I
watched the "spontaneous"
scene being created, I noticed that half of the students in the picture were
black. Almost half! The
pamphlet: "K" College has
a well integrated student
body. The truth: bullshit-it'll take us over a decade to
come even close at the rate
we're going.
Another deceptive factor
was the general mood this
dorky photographer was trying to create as he ordered
kids around Red Square.
The pamphlet: the students
are all really busy, yet
smiling and relaxed. The
truth: bullshit--show me a
student who is really busy
yet smiling and relaxed, and

I'll show you a person
likely to walk into a bikers'
club wearing nothing but
pink tights someday. The
students in the picture are
relaxed because it's the
friggin Day of Gracious
Living, and I bet you half
of those people couldn't
have wiped the smiles off
of their faces if they tried.
The misleading elements
of this whole thing seem
rather sleazy to me, but
what the hell do I expect?
Am I expecting to see this
picture next year with the
caption: "Drunk, Stoned, or
otherwise Mellow Students
Stand Around Like Dorks
on the Day of Gracious
Living. "? Do I expect admissions to use the disclaimer "African-American
Students may seem more
numerous than in real
life."?
I guess not. Even the
finest schools in the world
would never be so foolish
as to give you the whole
story in a brochure. And if,
as a high school senior, I

continued on page 7
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Hornet's Aurelia Named
Rookie of the Year

J>.ge 7

Zolnierek Recruiting
for Next Season

Jackie Aurelia, a first year student on Kalamazoo College's
women's tennis team, has been named NCAA Division III "Rookie
of the Year" following her performance at the "Division III nationals
held at Emory University in Atlanta, Georgia
By MARK CLIFFORD
Aurelia was nanted the top newcomer for Division III in voting
Head Baseball Coach Mike
by members of the Intercollegiate Tennis Coaches Association on Zolnierek now knows as well as
Tuesday (May 21) after completing competition at the national anyone that sometimes looks
tournament.
can be deceiving.
Aurelia, from Rochester, MI, made a big impact at the Division
A cursory pre-season glance
III singles tournament at Emory, reaching the quarterfinals. Aurelia at the Hornets' roster would
opened the singles tournamcnt with a pair of victories on Monday have inspired high hopes for a
(May 20), defeating Leslie Gale of Carleton College, in two sets and team that was coming off of a
UC San Diego's Robyn Inaba-Iast year's Division III "Rookie of 14-12 campaign. Their 7-5
the Year"-in the round of 16 by a 6---1,6---1 score.
record in league play was good
IN the quarterfinals on Tuesday (May 21), Aurelia, seeded eighth, for second place in the MIAA,
was defeated by second-seeded Caroline Bodart of Menlo College in the highest Kalamazoo finish in
two sets. Bodart won the Division III championship in 1988 and 23
years.
Even
more
1989.
encouragingly, the 1991 version
Despite the loss, Aurelia completed the campaign with an would have 10 seniors on the 26
outstanding singles record of 24-4.
man roster and would add the
"Jackie had a great season, and she played extremely well at services of a couple of key
nationals," Head Women's Tennis Coach at Kalamazoo Yvonne players who had missed the
Hackenberg said. "She is only a freshman, but Jackie has been previous season while on
pointing to the nationals all season. She has been wifIing to work foreign study.
hard all season, and as a result she fared well against some very
With good reason, Zolnierek
talented and experienced players."
said, "I thought we'd be above
Aurelia was also named the MIAA's most valuable player.
.500. I thought we'd contend
[for the title) in the league."
-Kalamazoo College Public Relations
Instead, the Hornets
stumbled to a 5-11 finish,
sinking to last place in the
Admissions
I've been able to have here,
MlAA at 2-10.
continued from page 6
but I tell them about alI the
Part of the reason, says
bullshit I've had to put up
Zolnierek,
a rookie manager,
had been looking through a with here also.
was
that
despite
the large senior
"K" brochure and seen a
And I think I could
class,
this
season
became one of
picture of the computer lab make a pretty good
adjustment. "There was a
at midnight tenth week brochure. I'd take a picture
changeover in terms of the
Thursday, or red-eyed stu- · of the computer lab during
coaching staff, the pitching
dents moping over brea1cfast hell season, and put it next
staff,
and guys playing new
before an exam, I probably to a picture of DOL siestas.
positions."
would have joined the The foreign study section
In that respect, Zolnierek
marines.
would have pictures of the
says that he was pleased by the
But soon enough these most beautiful, enlightenway some of his players stepped
scenes became part of all ing sights in the world beup to take on new defensive
of our lives
at UK". ing visited by scuzzy juresponsibilities
this season. In
Sooner or later all the sun- niors that haven't showered
particular, he mentioned the
shine that was blown up in weeks. Let the other
three seniors who plugged
our asses about "K" in the fine institutions have the
gaping
holes left by graduation:
months leading up to our kids who are seeking a picfirst quarters here doesn't ture perfect existence. Let's
seem so real. Now don't get the prospectives who
get me wrong. I love "K". can take the good with the
I really do. And I am al- bad, roll with the punches
ways encouraging high and dance to the music.
school students I know to· Let's get the students who
give us a chance. But I want life experience in their
don't feed them any lines. I pockets, and skip the ones
tell them about all the fun looking for sunshine up
and rewardin
their asses.

Mike Miller made the
conversion from the outfield to
shortstop. Joe Trombley moved
to leftfield after three years of
duty exclusively as pitcher or
designated hiuer. Jim Anderson
became the full-time catcher
after the departure of John
Kniuel to graduation.
Mike Arnsman and Andy
Mears shook any cobwebs off of
their pitching arms during their
foreign study hiatus to combine
with senior Mike Porr to form
the solid core of the pitching
staff.
Offensively, the Hornets
were powered by junior Mike
Siwajek and seniors Trombley
and Ken Turkington, who hit
.431, .356, and .340,
respecti vely, in overall
competition. Siwajek was tops
on the team in runs batted in
with 18, and in total bases with
36. Turkington led the Hornets
with 15 runs scored and
Trombley with seven doubles.
For their stellar seasons,
Trombley was named first team
All-MIA A, and both Siwajek
and Turkington earned second
team mention.
Three players who, for
various reasons, did not wind up
with shining personal statistics
were praised for setting
examples through their
perseverance and determination.
Nik Kendziorski had some
problems early in the season
handling the difficult "hot
corner" at third base, but
Zolnierek says he admired the
way he "battled back, never
going into a shell," to become a

dependable gloveman..
Perhaps rightfielder Eddie
Walsh's only shortcoming was
an inability to "hit 'em where
they ain't." According to
Siwajek, he hit as many line
drives as anybody on the team,
but it seemed they were always
right at somebody. But, says
Zolnierek, Walsh never took
frustration out on the field with
him, as he continued to do "a
real good job out in right field."
Zolnierek said that Arnsman,
despite going' a hard-luck 0-6
in the league, "never accepted
defeat. He kept attacking and
wouldn't allow himself to get
down or his teammates to get
down." As consolation for his
deceptive record, Arnsman can
remember that he was given the
team's Mr. Competitor Award
and finished eigth in the MIA A
in ERA at 2.73.
Zolnierek is a!re<tdy lOOking
forward to next year, and the
return of a quality core of
players, including Siwajek and
sophomores Phil Wilson (who
hit .406 this year) and speedy
centerfielder and leadoff man
Randy Jones.
For now though, Zolnierek
pledges that he will focus on
recruiting the kinds of players
who can fill the void of those
ten seniors and to improve the
team's weaknesses. Says
Zolnierek, "That's my job here
in the off-season: to figure out
what went wrong and to try to
correct it." And he doesn't shy
away from the realization that
he may well have his work cut
out for him.

Accepting New Patients

R E COR D 5
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141-5865

•

• Annual Exams
• Pregnancy Tests
• Premoritals
•
• Birth Control

"'~

4201 W. Michigan, K'zoo-372-1200
8992 E. DAve., Rlchland-629-9718

SUBMIT
PORT WINE LADS
and guest
Saturday, 9 p.m.
Club K
no alcohol

The Foreign
Study Magazine
needs your
submissions!
Mailbox in the
basement of
Hicks.
HORNET BATTER IN Regular Season Action at Woodworth Field

photo

by Douglas S. FerglLSon

ommon

Dar er
1. Your parents telephone
at 7 a.m. on a .Sunday and
you are sleeping "elsewhere".
Your roommate should say:
a) you "went to breakfast."
b) you "went to church."
c) you are "staying over with
a depressed friend."
d) the truth.
{HINT: "a" is hardest answer to disprove,
while "b" may require additional information
later, such as name and location of church,
along with physical evidence of a service
bulletin. "c" will be difficult even for a
female, so it is not recommended for males.
"d" is only recommended for post-foreign
study juniors or above.}

2. You arrive at SAGA during
the peak lunch rush,-without
your meal card. Tell Joanne:
a) "Someone from one of the
language houses stole it."
b) "I mailed it to Ethiopia."
c) "My roommate took it
by accident."
d) "I haven't had a decent
meal in nine weeks."
{HINT: Just give it up, Joanne .
won't let you into Marriott without
your meal card for love or money. }

-

s

3. You had a paper due at 2 p.m.
It is 3 p.m. and you don't even
have a topic. You tell your prof:
a) "It's just not flowing."
b) "The computer ate it."
c) Personal crisis-dead
dog, got dumped, lost a
contact, etc.
d) "I worked on The
Index all night."
{HINT: Both "a" and "b" will
probably already be used. "c"
generally works best with
physical evidence such as a
coughed up lung. "d" never
works.}

4. You are applying for a
deviation. You tell Sally:
a) "Neither the A or B
plan accomodate my
biorhythms. "
b) "My significant other
is on a different plan. "
c) "Winter in Kalamazoo
sucks." (SubstitUte any
quarter of your choice)
d) "I really want to."
{HINT: Any of the above answers will
work as long as you gather the proper
signatures, including Joe Fugate's
cousin's neighbor's dog's paw print.}
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Foreign Study Founder Stavig Retires After 36
'Dedicated Years With Words of Wisdom for 'K'
and fairly. with dignity and with
respect.
In return, every
member who wants to remain a
part of such a community must
act responsibly.

• Education is life for the
students, teachers and others
who are engaged in it. Each of
us should, therefore, seek to
provide pleasure. satisfaction.
rewards and a sense of worth for
all those who participate.
• Although self-consciousness
can be painful anll choosing
alternatives difficult, a liberal
arts college is based on the the
belief that an examined and
deliberate life is preferable to
other alternatives. As we help
students to develop skills.
examine values, enlarge
perspectives and make choices.
we afflfffi tha1 belief.
photos COlU'Iesy of Kalamazoo College Publica/ions '

FROM START TO FINISH .. .Dr. Richard Siavig relires lhis quarter after a thirty-su year tenure serving Kalamazoo College in various
capacities. He is pictured above when heftrst came to uK" in 1955 from Princeton, and as he leaves uK" in 1991.
By RUTH PALILEO

"Appreciate what you have
here," said Dr. Richard T.
Stavig when asked for Parting
words of wisdom. Stavig retires
at the end of this quarter from
his position as Professor of
English at Kalamazoo College.
His retirement closes a 36year long chapter in "K"
College history. Beginning in
fall 1955 the young Ph.D. fresh
from Princeton arrived to fIll the
post of Assistant Professor of
English and never left.
Stavig was also one of the
founding fathers of the most
hallowed of "K" institutions:
the "K" Plan.
He admits he "helped put
flesh on the bones" in the fall of
1962 of the idea which became
the "K" Plan , but he down
plays his involvement in its
creation.
The success of an
experimental summer foreign
study program in 1958
encouraged administrators to
allempt a program that would
"expand [foreign study] to
include all students," said
Stavig.
On the fITst experimentallrip
the "thirty-year-old untenured
Assistant Professor of English
who had never been to Europe
and whose oral language skills
were minimal" was the faculty
member who accompanied
students in '58. Stavig had been
awarded a Fulbright Grant to
teach a.t the University of
Heidelberg for a year and
seemed the right choice for the
European assignment "I kind of

slid into the foreign study
program," he explains. He
remained involved with foreign
study as program director until
1974.
By
1967
Stavig's
administrative duties included
Dean of Off-Campus Education.
He supervised the career service
center, the Philadelphia
program, and other off-campus
projects. He notes that the "K"
Plan "started with all of that at
once [CD, foreign study, SIP].
So, we took a lot of risks and,
fortunately, it worked out.
What we have is really
fantastic."
In addition to these posts, he
taught "what amounted to one
course every other year or so."
He readily admits the reason he
stayed in administration 16
years was only because he was
"still working with students."
His return to full-time teaching
in 1974 reflects his tendency to
place the students flfSt.
Since then, he has
contentedly remained an
instructor of English, with
American Literature his
specialty. He especially loves
teaching "courses that allow
[him to] encourage students,
[and to] watch them ask who
they are and where they are
•
going."
Regarding the permanence of
his retirement, Stavig asserts
that he does not "want to do it
halfheartedly."
Still, he
wonders: "How will I feel three
years from now when I walk
down Academy and no one
recognizes me?" Moreover he
adds, "I'll be at the sports

MEMBERSHIPS. AWARDS. AND HONORS
• Chair, English Department, ex.oficio
• Member, Modern Language Association
• Member, Melville Society
• Member, Torch Club
• Fulbright Grant Recipient, 1958
• Director, Foreign Study program, 1961.1974
• Dean of Off·Campus Education, 1967.1974
• Honorary Fellow, Institute for American
Universities at Aix.en.Provence, France, 1973
• Lucasse Award for teaching excellence , 1982
events, concerts, plays, etc. I
can't imagine Iiving... without
some kind of academic
institution. "
When asked to compare
students over the years, Stavig
observed
simply
that
"underneath
superficial
differences, the needs don't
change." Nor do the thanks of
the students for whom Stavig
has filled these needs ..
Appreciate what we have, Dr.
Stavig? Then we had better
begin by expressing our
appreciation for you.

• Anyone who claims to
understand completely what
happens in the classroom is
either a fool or a liar.
• A coUege teacher. simply by
virtue of his relationship to
students. has tremendous
power ... .If we believe that
power carries with it
omniscience and rights instead
of obligations and duties .... we
abuse the power and dishonor
the profession.
• The longer I teach. the less
concerned I am with supplying
good answers and the more
concerned I am with asking
good questions.

The wisdom that Dr. Stavig
has contributed to Kalamazoo
College is far greater than any
news article can summarize.
Printed below are some of
Stavig's own observations on
teaching, especially at
KaIarnazoo College. (Excerpts
from his Lucasse A ward
acceptance speech - March 10,
1983.)

• There's no one way to teach.
but a teacher does have to learn
to be himself, to trust himself
and to be spontaneous.
deliberate and alive. For a
private person. that's not easy.
but when it worIcs, the results
make us wish all of those close
to us could somehow
participate.

• Every member of an
educational community has
value as an individual and
deserves to be treated humanely

• "K" College is a great place to
teach. The students are bright
and eager. and we' re left alone to
teach them.
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'K' Tennis Junior Eddy Named to GTE
Academic All-American District IV Team
Anothec honor has come to a
member of Kalamazoo
College's national champion
men's tennis team, but this one
has as much to do with
academic ability as athletic
ability.
Nathan Eddy, a junior on the
Hornets' NCAA Division III
championShip squad, has been
named to the GTE Academic
All-American District IV First
Team, in the men's at-large
college di vision.
Eddy is one of just five
members selected to the first
team for District IV, a region
which includes the states of
Michigan, Alabama, KentuCky,
Ohio, and Tennessee. As a
member of the district team,
Eddy's name will go on the
national ballot. The national
team is acheduled to be released
June 21.
Members of the College
Sports Information Directors of
America (CoS IDA) nominate
and select GTE Academic AIIAmerica teams in eight
p~ograms: football, women's
volleyball, men's and women's
basketball, baseball, softball,
men's at-large and women's atlarge.
TIle men's at-large category
Eddy is competiting in includes
14 sports, ranging from cross

country to wrestling.
To be nominated, a studentathlete must be a starter or
important reserve with at least a
3.20 cumulative grade point
average foc his or her career.
Eddy, who is double
majoring in mathematics and
physics, has a 3.84 GPA at
Kalamazoo and was the recipient
of the College's freshman
mathematics award. Earlier this
year, Eddy studied math in a
foreign study project in
Budapest, Hungary. Next year.
he plans to participate in a
senior individualized nuclear
research project at the
University of California-

The Hornets defeated the
University of California-Santa
Cruz, 7-2, on may 15 to capture
the Division III crown.
Eddy is coached by George
Acker, who has -served as
mentor of the Kalamazoo men's
tennis squad foc 33 years. Acker
was voted NCAA Division III
"Coach of the Year" for the
second Lime this past season.

Beddey.

Eddy played No. 5 singles
for the Hornets thsi season,
compiling a 24-7 match record.
He was singles flight champion
for the third straight year at the
Michigan Intercollegiate
Athletic
Association
tournament, and was named to
the AlI-MIAA First Team for
the second straight year as
Kalamazoo captured its 53rd
consecutive
league
championship.
Eddy's career record in
singles at Kalamazoo is 46-15.
With the help of Eddy,
Kalamazoo won a record fifth
nathinal championship in 1991.
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NEWS BRIEFS
Three Honorary Degrees
Granted at Commencement

Ka1amazoo College will award three honorary degrees during the
Commencement ceremony on Saturday, June 15.
Third District Congressman Howard Wolpe, who will deliver the
Commencement address, will receive an honorary doctor of laws
degree. Upjohn executive Theodore Cooper will receive and
honorary doctor of science degree, and artist and professor from
--Kalamazoo College Public Madrid, Spain, will receive an honorary doctor of fine arts degree.
Wolpe is a seventh term member of the U.S. House of
Relations
Representatives. His record of achievement on the environment,
U.S. policy in Africa, and regional economic policy led the
Almanac of American Politics to describe him as a "legislative
powerhouse" and an "important member of the House."
One of the leading environmentalists in Congress, Wolpe is a
R E COR D S member of the House Science, Space, and Technology Committee.
There, he serves as chairman of the Investigations and Oversight
109 N. BURDICK
Subcommittee, focusing on environmental protection, energy, and
research development
KAlAMAZOO
Among the Wolpe-sponsored initiatives that have become law
are the Waste Reduction Act, the Taxpayer's Right to Know Act,
141-5865
and the African Famine Development and Relief Act
Cooper is chainnan of the board and chief executive officer of
The Upjohn Company. He began his career at Upjohn in 1980 as
executive vice president, after serving three years as dean of the
medical college at Cornell University.
With his appointment as chief executive officer in 1987, Cooper
became the first non-Upjohn family member to head the company.
His numerous honors and awards include a Department of
Defense Distinguished Public Service Metal, a Distinguished
Service Award from the American Institute of Biological Sciences,
and the Gold Heart Award from the American Heart Association.
Ramon is a professional painter and professor of art at the
Central School and Academy of Fine Arts in Madrid. His works are
in numerous collections in the United States, among them Senator
Edward Kennedy, Charlton Heston, and Angier Biddle Duke and
Robert Woodward. both former Ambassadors to Spain.
Ramon also serves as professor of numerous American colleges
in Madrid, among them Kalamazoo. Middlebury, and Hamilton. He
is artist in residence at the Spanish Language School at Middlebury,
and was a visiting professor at Kalamazoo College in 1968-69.

look what
a Iittle extra credit
can get you

--Kalamazoo College Public Relations
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Anew Toyota with notWp~ down,
And no payments for )XJ da~.
If you're a ooUege graduate or about to be, \\\'!'\e got
some extra cre:li t for you. It's the Toyota Class of '91 Financing
Program. And it oould put you in a new Thyota with no money
down and no payments for 90 days. That means you oould
soon be cruising in anyone of our quality cars and trucks.
like the all-new affordable Thrrel, starting at just $6588~
So hurry and lire your Toyota dealer today for all the
~. And who knows, this extra cllrli t oould make you a
real roads scholar
"flove what you do for me~
®TOYOTA
Metro Toyota
Betten Toyota
5850 Stadium Drive
2555
28th Street S.E.
Kalamazoo, MI
Grand Rapids, MI
Sunshine Toyota
Great Lakes Toyota
1381 West Dickman Road Mona Shores Toyota
11260 Chicago Drive
Battle Creek, MI
3692 Airline Road
Hol1and,MI
Muskegon, MI
'~anufacturer's suggestfd reI>Il P"'" !<tual dealer pn" may vary PIi" exdudes tms.I"""'. IrnnSpOrtalion, opuonal or regionally reqUired eqUIprr1<111.
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Th~ f~dex is published by students of Kalamazoo College
pemxllcailY durmg the fall, winter, spring and summer quarters
except for vacation and examination periods. Office hours for
spring quarter, 1991 are 1 to 2 p.m., Monday and Thursday and 4
to 5 p.~. Tuesday and Wednesday. The Index office telephone
number IS 383-8460. SubSCription rate is $5 per quarter.
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Land/Sea is Not Dead; Bresnau Signs
Contract for Three-Year Leadership

Pllge3

NEWS BRIEFS
Baccalaureate Address
Given by Alumna Journalist
News journalist Leslie Wirpsa will deliver the Baccalaureate
address at Kalamazoo College to 280 graduating seniors and their
families on Friday, June 14.
Wirpsa has lived in Bogota, Columbia, since 1984. She is the
Latin American Affairs writer for the National CaJholic Reporter and
also works as a freelance reporter for National Public Radio,
Washington; Der Spiegel, Hamburg; Latinamerica Press, Lima; The
Chronicle of Higher Education, Washington; and Latin American
Newsletters, London.
Her articles have been published in Newsday, The Miami Herald.

The Christian Science Monitor, MacLeans, and Cultural Survival.
A 1984 graduate of Kalamazoo College. Wirpsa graduated magna
cum laude. She was elected to Phi Beta Kappa and was the recipient
of the Cas Smith Human Rights Award. Wirpsa taught English in
Mexico for her career development quarter, studied in Bogota during
her junior year, and did her senior individualized project with
Mexican migrant women in southwest Michigan.

-Kalamazoo College Public RelaJions
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A PROGRAM SIMILAR TO LAND/SEA will be part of Orientation Week starting this fall. Students
from a past Land/Sea trip pose above in front of one of the boats they traveled on.
By KIRSTIN GUTER
~Seaisnotdead!Thanks

to Economics professor and new
Land/Sea leader Tom Bresnau
and Dean of Students Marilyn
LaPlante, K'95 will have a
chance to participate in
Land/Sea after all.
The revival of the program is
a win-win situation for all
involved; students will be able
to continue with Land/Sea, and
the economics will not lose
Bresnau to the program.
Provost Richard Cook said
the Economics department's
major concern was they did not
suffer. As a result of their great
cooperation, Bresnau will take a
one course reduction in order to
participate in Land/Sea, and his
involvement in the Economics
department will not suffer.
Dean LaPlante was "very
pleased" when Bresnau said he
would take a three-year
leadership position in the
program, and when the
economics department arranged
his schedule so he could do it.
In Bresnau's three year tenure
with Land/Sea, LaPlante wants
to expose faculty members to

the program in hopes they will
be interested in accepting a short
leadership position, "maybe two
or three years."
Seth Denawetz, K'94
Land/Sea participant, thinks the
Land/Sea program is "terrific.
I've talked to a lot of other flfstyear students who wanted to go,
but there wasn't enough space."
Denawetz was disappointed
when he heard the program
might be cancelled. "It bothered
me a lot because I thought it
was a great experience, and I
knew I wanted to become a
student leader. It's a one-of-akind program."
The program's continuation
has been confirmed, and
Denawetz gets to go again, this
time as a group leader. "I am
looking forward to seeing it
from a different point of view,"
he says. "I did it once and I was
pretty green. Now I get to go
again and help other students,
pi us I get to share the
adventures I shared before."
"Ideally, we could have a
group of faculty members who
would step forward to keep the
Land/Sea program going. Each

person, could serve as a leader
for a couple of years and then
rotate out so s/he does not get
burned out," said LaPlante.
LaPlante feels it is a good
sign that faculty are willing to
step forward. She said, "We
have a couple of faculty who are
willing to consider taking on
the leadership role a little later
in their careers."
LaPlante said the whole
process of interesting faculty in
the program is hard to do
because they cannot do it if they
teach in the summer; and
professors who teach in the fall
have a hard time coming right
back to teaching."
"There are a lot of people at
the college who really feel that
it is a valuable program. We
will continue to work to have
Land/Sea until the college
decides it is no longer valuable.
At the moment, there are many
people who are reatly committed
to it. I think students were
worried about that for a while
- that we weren't committed to
it, that we would let it die but that's not true," said
LaPlante.

Broadway Theatre Trip
Planned by Alumni Office
Tickets to the Broadway production "Miss Saigon" highlight a
September 12-15 Theatre trip to New York, which is being
sponsored by the Alumni Office at Kalamazoo College.
Dr. Larry Jaquith, chair of the theatre department at Kalamazoo
College, will accompany theatre-goers. Tickets for "Six Degrees of
Separation" or Neil Simon's latest hit, "Lost In Yonkers," will also
be available.
Reservations are limited to 24 and will be accepted on a f1IStcome, fIrSt-served basis. For information, call the Alumni Office at
383-8527.

-Kalamazoo College Public RelaJions

'K' Junior Studies at Aspen
Music Festival this Summer
Kalamazoo College junior Carloine Lake has been accepted into
the class of Aube Tzerko at the Aspen Music Festival this summer.
Aube Tzerko was a teaching assistant to Arthur Schnabel and today
is a revered master whose students have included Rebecca Penneys,
Edward Auer, Misha Dichter, and Leon Fleisher.
Before leaving the Kalamazoo College campus, Lake will
perform the last movement of the Grieg Concerto in the Kalamazoo
College/Community Orchestra Conert on June 9. Her summer plans
also include a faculty position at the Friends Music Camp in Ohio.

-Kalamazoo College Public RelaJions

LaruJ/Sea Ewarukd to Inclu4e Freslvnan Orientation

Day Session Held at Pretty Lake

photo courtesy of The Boiling Pot

FORMER LAND/SEA LEADER David Winch helps a student
climb down a cliff during one of their expeditions.

By KIRSTIN GUTER
For students who participate
in freshman orientation on
campus, a new one day
experimental program at the
Pretty Lake adventure center has
been arranged as part of
orientation.
Dean LaPlante said the
Pretty Lake program was decided
on because "we were really
looking for some opportunities
to have first year students
interact with each other in real
ways so that they can risk
something in front of other
people, and so they can rely on
those other students to help
them. They also learn they are

not here alone, they are part of a
group, and that group is a real
support system."
"It will be an experimental
program this year, and if it
shows some real advantages, we
will do it again in subsequent
years. If does not, we probably
will not keep it up.
The program will involve
taking one third of the incoming
freshmen to Pretty Lake each
day for the first three days of
orientation. LaPlante said the
staff there will help he freshman
work on "group interaction,
reliance on one-another, and
being comfortable worldng with
other people."

Molly Grathwohl, K'91,
thoroughly enjoyed her
experience at Pretty Lake with
with women's tennis team
during her freshman year. ''The
ropes course and other activities
gave me confidence in my own
abilities and also helped me feel
closer with my teammates."
The risk-taking skins
freshmen will work on involve
outdoor activities like the ropes
course and other team building
activities. The experience will
duplicate some of the Land/Sea
experiences, but LaPlante says
she does not expect to get the
same kind of bond that Land/Sea
participants come back With.
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Judging Intelligently
Housing Policy Without Cliff Notes
Gyps SIPpers

Editor's Opinion

By MARIA CARLSON
Before yesterday, I moved through the housing system
untouched by its imperfections.
Yes, I had always been housed reasonably well. Sometimes I
got my first choice, sometimes my last, but I always got
housed and that is what I always considered important
Yesterday I hit a brick wall.
I am SIPping this summer and naively assumed that I could,
of course, get housed despite the last place priority of SIP
students. I did not request a single, but rather a triple, then a
double, with regularly enrolled rising seniors.
Well, I got hosed.
My problem is not with Vaughn Maatman or Beth Green,
but rather with the policy itself.
First off, I am paying for my SIP. I am considered an
enrolled student. I will receive the same number of credits as a
student who is underJoading. But I cannot be housed by my
own college, because I am only paying about $800 compared to
$3,000.
However, if I were CDing through the College, and therefore
paying no money, I could actually get rree housing. Is it just
me or is this kinda paradoxical? Work for the College, make
money, get garuanteed housing, pay no housing. Pay the
College, make no money, get no garuantee of housing, when
you do get housing, pay for housing.
Okay, so, you say, Work for the College, and shut up. I
cannot because it also messes up financial aid. Students who are
technically enrolled cannot receive free housing. ·But that is not
what I want I would (almost) happily pay for the housing.
And the other funny thing is I am working in conjunction
with a College department for my SIP. I would like to think I
am doing something of importance here this summer in
creating this foreign study magazine. (For those of you who
haven't submitted yet, please do, it's my SIP.)
I realize there is a perpetual housing crunch here. But I am
still paying a lot of money for my very vital SIP and the
housing office should give SIPs equal priority in housing.

New Letter Policy
The Index welcomes letters from its readers. Letters should
be original copies, typed or printed, and must be signed.
Through consultation with the Editor-in-Chief, letters of a
personal ~ can. be printed unsigned.
We encourage letters that are concise and deal with relevant
topics. The Index reserves the right to edit for space, clarity and
libel when necessary.
Letters can be turned into The Index mailbox in the
basement of Hicks Center. Preferably, letters should be
submitted by the Saturday before the issue in which they will

By AARON ELSTEIN
I've been reading lots of stuff
lately about the decline of the
liberal arts in America. Lots of
folks, mainly those who got
such an education, mourn their
apparent passing while others,
those who probably did not,
view the decline as an
inevitability in an increasingly
specialized society (i.e. specialized educations leads to specialized thinking, aboUl as depressing a concept as I can broadly
imagine). Without getting into
how a liberal arts education
makes you so well-rounded-thatyou're-nearly-trapezoidal, I
would like to toss in my
thoughts on the value of such
an education, being as I seem to
have just gotten one (kicking
and screaming all the way).
Some sharpie in some elitist
eastern opinion rag said that a
liberal arts education teaches an
unsuspecting sap how to consider, think about, and even enjoy lots of different things. You
can intelligently view and appreciate ("dig" by any other
term) a Byzantine mosaic or a
Renaissance portrait of a na.\c:ed
woman by Titian equally well. I
like this concept. It's reassuring
to know if I'm drooling over a
work of art, at least I know why
I'm doing SO (this, of course,
gets one into Freudian philosophy and isn'tllW wonderful?).
But what they d..o.n.:1 say
about liberal arts educations is
that this ability can go far beyond Byzantine art or foxy Italian females. For example, I
credit my liberal arts education
to may appreciating the music
of both Mozart and The Grateful
Dead, the comedies of both
Twelfth Ni~ht and "Duck
Soup," the tragedies of both

Anti~one and the episode ' of
"The Patty Duke Show" in
which Cathy has a reaction to a
flu shot and can't go to the
dance (which means her identical
cousin, Patty, has to pretend to
be her and you can imagine
what wild'n'wacky stuff ensued). This doesn't mean that
such artists or works are equal
(although they may be), it just
means that with a liberal arts
education you've got the power
to appreciate them with some
degree of knowing what the hell
you're doing (or not doing). To
be able to intelligently judge a
work of art, or anything else,

Folks like Ahab
and Ishmael and
that big,
malevolent white
whale become
more than just
distant, menacing
figures . . ,
without having to read the
Cliff's Notes, that's pretty cool.
Another thing I've learned
from sifting through the rubble
of the liberal arts is that humanity is pretty messed up. But
that's nothing new. If anything,
it's a condition as old as humanity itself and ain't IbaLreassuring? Our plight is perhaps not
quite so miserable when you realize people have been worrying
about the same stuff for the past
millennium or two, be it paying
next month's rent or figuring
out what is the meaning of life
(besides a Monty Python
movie). After studying various

works from varying times, I'm
convinced people have always
worried about the possibility of
life after death, the higher good
and sex just as we do today.
When you look at how humanity has changed through time,
you realize (with the exception
of the advent of electric guitars,
the most significant invention
since the printing press in 1450)
it has not changed very much at
all.
It seems a pity not to be exposed to "humanity's greatest
hits." Basically, for all their
lofty language, that's what the
liberal arts are. When you sort
through all the garbage in college brochures and elitist opinion magazines, studying the liberal arts means reading and pondering stuff that has held up for
a while ("withstood the test of
time," I believe is the term).
And then you try to figure
out why you're reading and considering the stuff in the first
place. I think it's pretty nifty to
read something by Melville and
realize not only could Herman
write pretty well, but he was in
tune with an awful lot of
things. Folks like Ahab and
Ishmael and that big, malevolent, white whale become more
than just distant, menacing figures form some book you've
heard about, they become folks
you'd like to have a beer with.
And 110 doubt the desire to down
a beer or four with Ahab, Bottom from A Midsummer
Ni~ht's Dream, or Spinoza
combined with the ability to
shot the shit with them for a
while is the highest form of
knowledge. As a graduating senior, I can say with all certainty
~ the whole point of a liberal arts education.

Letters
Do We Dream for Violence?
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To the EditorChildren and youths are shot
every day in the city streets of
our country; hundreds die every
year. Throughout the entire
world, "enlightened" guerillas
fight for the removal of
"repressive" governments and
"repressive" guerillas fight to
gain control of "enlightened"
governments. Brothers and sisters fight each other for phi 10sophical or religious reasons,
for drugs, for power, for land
and for other material gain. Fathers strike mothers and mothers
and fathers striIce children. but
apparently the violence present
every day on our planet is not
enough for us pampered Kalamazoo College students: war
games came to campus this
weclcend.
The signs read, "Electronic
Survivor Shot College Championship-better than Paint
Ball! More exciting than Laser
Tag because when you're hit,
YOU FEEL IT!" Just like
real lire, you reel it. Imagine that. Just like the student

shot in Tiannanmeq Square, just
like students in South Africa,
we "K" College students can
"feel it." And best of all, no one
had to pay anything, people got
free t-shirts, and at the end of it
all, no one lost an arm or a leg,
110 one suffered irreversible emotional damage, no bloody gore
was spread around the ground,
no lifeless bodies either. Just a
few strands of straw lay scattered
around the lawn, and a few remaining sweaty people, still
exhilarated by the excitement of
the game began walking back to
their rooms, slowly returning to
reality, oh that wonderful reality
of our lives as "K" College students-tenth week papers, infinite reading, impending exams.
What a mockery! Is violence
a thing to emulate? A thing to
be desired? Are aggressive tendencies attractive? Instead of war
games, why not participate in
real wars. Volunteer to be a part
of real, everyday, everpresent
violence in Kalamazoo. Understand reality as you try to re-

strain an emotionally-disturbed
child from beating you. See real
gore and get trained as a
paramedic. Join the fight against
WMU to save a natural wetlands
from development
I have heard the catharsis argument: war games are a way
for us to purge ourselves of inner violent and aggressive tendencies. I know, however, that
things don't work that way with
children at least. Psychological
experiment have clearly shown
that, despite manufacturers' and
producers' claims, war toys and
games and TV shows are likely
to encourage aggressive and violent behavior in children.
We all create fantasy worlds
for ourselves-worlds we find in
sleeping and waking dreams,
worlds some of us struggle to
make real in our lives. What of
this fantasy nightmare world of
guns and fights and senseless
violence and hatred? Is this the
world of your dreams-are you
able to find your true self

continued on page five
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Atwater Pursued
Freedom Relentlessly
By LANCE O'DONNELL
His friends included the blues
geniuses B.B. King. Isaac
Hayes. and Billy Preston. One
black man at a record store in
Washington. D.C. said of this
man. "He was the only white
man who I knew thought of me
as an equal." Playing with his
blues buddies. the man I speak
of recorded a rhythm and blues
album entitled "Red. Hot. and
Blue." Profits from this recording went to such organizations
as the "Boarder Babies (orphans
of drug addicted mothers in need
of adoption)." "D.A.R.E. (Drug
Abuse Resistance Education)."
and Champ Cookies (Champ
Youth Entrepreneur Training
Program)" of the Washington.
D.C. area.
Yet this man was an avowed
free market capitalist and an aggressive player in the chess
match that is American politics.
Most people didn't know the
caring. fair nature of the late Lee
Atwater. yet this nature permeated his every action (Yes. even
the aggressive campaigning). for
his ultimate respect was for life.
and for the freedom that makes
life worthwhile.
Atwater was one of the first
of a new generation incorrectly
labeled "Neo-conservative." Mr.
Atwater was not a "new status
qou-ec" as nro-conservative implies. Instead. he was the
supreme activist. He was a man
dedicated to electing those people who would lead the United
States toward an increasingly
free society.

Lee Atwater lived in the
arena where philosophy becomes reality--where ideals attempt to become practice. This
arena is politics. His life was
spent in the attempt to free man

Atwater was the
first political
professor to be
elected as a major
party chairman, ,

of spineless central government
He knew that man could only be
free if he had a government
which gave him the freedom to
do with his life as he pleased.
and made him responsible for
his actions.
Against opponents adept in
the art of deception. he ran aggressive campaigns. attacking.
pressuring. unforgiving in the
attempt to elect people who
would give man his freedom. He
made mistakes. misjudgments.
but always in pursuit of his
ideal.
Atwater was the fITSt political professional to be elected as
a major party chairman. however. even as chairman of the
Republican National Committee. he was noted for saying that
the traditional distinction between our two parties no longer
exists. Instead. he stated. the dif-

ference lies in the degree of intervention government is allowed in our lives.
Atwater recognized that the
battle against restrictive coerced
economy was a battle for individual rights. So with fire and
vigor Atwater worked to elect
those who would see that this
nation remains the only nation
on earth committed to progressive capitaIism.
Essentially. Atwater battled
against the modern philosophical dogma that still clings to
Marx--that government. not the
market. should direct the economy. He. and those who understand the right of the individual.
recognize that governments' international trade responsibilities
are only to observe the flow of
commerce and to ensure that the
playing field is level. that is.
that the workers of one nation
are not exploited by the corporate entities of anther nation.
Others battle the counter
productive modern philosophy
as well. Do these names mean
anything to you? Milton Friedman? Ron Paul? Ayn Rand?
Barbara Branden? Or how about
Tom Selleck? B.B. King? Gary
Franks? John Engler? Do you
want control of your life? Is
your desire--your wish--only to
live by--live with--the Golden
Rule? Then you should know
these people; men and women
like Lee Atwater. You should
consider the LONG TERM
GAIN of their ideal--the
supremacy of the individual and
thus the free market

Letters
Army Offers Opportunities For Grads
To the EditorRecently there have been
several articles in your newspaper which pointed out that college graduates face one of the
toughest job market prospects
in many years. We have a special program which can help
qualified graduating seniors. In
return for just a three year enlistment. the United States
Army will repay the entire loan
indebtedness of those students
who have accumulated educationalloans up to $92.750.
We also award college graduate enlistees an advanced pay
grade and a higher starting salary
for special skills they may have.

Good Luck
to Grads
To the EditorI would like to say Congratulations to all the graduating
seniors. I've had a great time
getting to know you these past
few years. Hope that life is what
you expect it to be out in the
real world. Again Congratulations. See you on June 16th.
I'll miss all of you that I've
gotten to know.
-Gail Simpson
Security

such as foreign languages.
health care experience and communications. We provide onthe-job experience in the United
States and overseas which will
help in any future job search.
Additionally. our soldiers may
travel abroad during the Army
tours and broaden their experiences while they have fun.
Recent graduates should take
a look at what the Army can offer. It may serve them well to
enlist in the Army. get their
loans repaid and obtain some
valuable experience before they
try to crack the tough job market. The Army also has a loan
repayment program for college

students who have not graduated. but who desire to payoff
their loans and get experience
now. Those young people who
join the Army enjoy the thrill
of being part of something bigger than themselves in a first
class organization. They make a
difference in this nation and
world of ours. When our soldiers complete their tours of
duty. the major corporate employers appreciate the values.
service and work ethic they
proved they have as highly qualified soldiers. and hire them.
-Walton H. Walker II
Lieutenant Colonel. U.S. Army
Commanding

It's almost never
too late!
And it's not too late to get your
foreign study experiences on paper
and into that mailbox, basement of
Hicks!

:

Bio Majors:
Geeks or Dieties?

I

BY DEANNA L.
RYDZEWSKI
Speaking from the
viewpoint
of
an
English/Sociology major.
we've all thought of Biology (and physics. chemistry •... ) majors as geeks.
nerds, people just led down
the wrong path of life.
Well. back in high school.
the science people were the
geeks and the nerds. And
I've harbored that misconception until I came to UK".
Admittedly. the fact
that science majors and
only science majors venture
into aids Upton helps perpetuate that myth. because
we don't know what the
heck they're doing. so it
must be dumb.
I think also that when
they sit around the dinner
table and discuss the alteration of the sex chromosomes of nematodes. they
do deserve the title of geek.
HOWEVER. they're really great people to have
around when your plant is
dying. or your fish are acting silly. or you just come
up with really stupid questions of nature that none of
your English major friends
who happen to be theorizing about Jacque Derri
Da(?) or Paradise Lost just
can·tanswer.
They can even help you
with non-science classes.
For example. last quarter. i
had to do a presentation in
my Social Problems class
concerning the topic of
whether or not men should
be allowed to be the dominant factor in society because they were supposedly
genetically superior.
I
asked my friend Mike Finkler about that and he gave
me enough information the
refute the sexist bastard
who textually argued the for
case. (For all of you Lance
O'Donnell fans. technically. the X chromosome is
the most important. Men
could almost be considered
inferior because they are
only XY and women are
XX.) Needless to say. that
earned points with my Soc.
Prof.

VIOLENCE
continued from page
four
among deaths and destruction
and aggression?

I am a dreamer and an idealist, to be sure. but I recognize
that emotions such as aggression and hatred exist in varying
degrees in ahnost everyone. And
there certainly need to be ways
to release these feelings from
inside ourselves. But instead of
using them to perpetuate norms
of violence. aggression. and destruCtion. fmd ways to use them
creatively. Go for a long run or
bike ride. play an intense game

Mike has also had to answer various other stupid
stuff. Last weekend at dinner he answered my quest
for knowledge as to whether
or not dogs and cats had
different blood types. just
like people. After confusing me with terms like
antigens and DiNucleaic
Acid (whatever DNA stands
for). he decided that yes.
they probably do. but check
with a pre-vet major just to
be sure.
Two of my other Bio
friends have also had to put
up with really silly questions of mine. For instance.
Andrea Schwandt, my
roommate. who puts up
with a hell of a lot of ribbing about being a "Bio
Goddess". has answered a
few. For example. "What
kind of a bug is that?" or
"How does pot work?"
Doug Ferguson, another
of my scientiflC8l.ly inclined
friends. had to answer this
question, "How do dolphins
breathe while they sleep?"
Actually. he handled that
silly of a question quite
well. By applying his
knowledge of the manatee
to a dolphin which is in the
same phylum. species or
whatever. they hold their
breath a long time and occasionally float to the surface while still snoozing
and take in more oxygen.
Neat. huh?!
So. even though they
mutilate a beck of a lot of
chickens in the name of
science, talk all loveydovey to one another ("your
eyes have the coolest cocentric circles."). and take
the mystery out of some
things (Imagine a really
cool party where everyone
is sitting around talking and
staring at a Lava Lamp and
a Bio major piping in ." It
works because the paraffin
is heated up by the lamp
and the surrounding liquid ...). give them credit;
they're cool people who are
usually more than happy to
answer your dumb questions that they were probably txYn with the answer.

of raquetball, come up with
your own creative way to express frustration.
War games are also easy.
They're simple. You know who
the "enemy" is, you know
who's on your side, you know
the good form the bad. Where.
in the real world, are good and
evil absolute and easily distinguishable forces? How easy is it
really to know who's on your
side or not?
It frightens me that war
games and toys are 90 common.
Isn •t there enough senseless violence among peoples of this
Earth? Let's dream and create,
not dream to destroy.
- Katy Human. K'9l
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UNIQUE CHALLENGES FACED
BY BLIND COLLEGE STUDENTS
By RON KENDZIERSKI
As a blind student at Kalamazoo College, or, for that matter, at any college or university.
one must face several challenges.
The first of these has to do
with the availability of readers.
At public universities, this
problem is met with state and
Federal aid, so that the student
generally has an ample supply
of helpers at his disposal.
Private colleges, by contrast,
do not have such funding available to them and this lack of
support is generally felt by
members of groups least likely
to attend. Members of handicapped groups tend to fall under
this category, as they are generally encouraged to attend
schools which can best facilitate
their needs.
The second of these challenges has to do wi th the availability of books on tape or in
Braille. As the student goes further into his or her studies, (s )he
fmds that fewa and fewa books

are acces~ible in these forms.
This is due to the fact that only
about 8% of blind students ever
make it to the college level and,
as this is the case, the demand
for such services is relatively
low.
This challenge is thus connected to the first, as the need
for readers increases due to the
decrease in the ready availability
of the above services.
A third challenge faced by
the blind college student has to ,
do with library research. As this
task: is already time consuming
at best, the student needs to bear
in mind the effort (s)he demands
from others who will help him
or her in this endeavor. As this
is also true of the consideration
of the time taken to read the
vast amounts of Ii terature encountered by the student, (s)he
must try wherever possible to
request that this material be
completed in advance, in order
to allow his or her helpers to
complete their own work in a
timely fashion. If this is not
done, (s)he runs the risk of not

completing histber work at all.
A fourth and final challenge
deals with the writing of papers.
This task usually requires the
writing of both a Braille and a
typewritten copy. In order to
save time, most of my professors have allowed me to Braille
the manuscript and then to read
it into a tape recorda. In the future, I will be interested in technologies which will allow me
to print a copy of a Brailled
text, but for now I must stick
with the system I have established for myself.
I must conclude this article
by thanking the many members
of the administration and faculty
for their endless time and patience in assisting me to complete my degree here at Kalamazoo College, for without their
help it would not have been
possible. I must also state here
that this experience has greatly
contributed to my growth as a
human being, and I will use the
many lessons I have learned to
continue that process in the fu-
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Ron Kendzierski types a tenth week paper with his braille typewriter.
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New Welles
Menu
Thursday, June 6
LUNCH: Tomato soup
Grilled Cheese
Spanish Macaroni
DINNER: Soup
Turkey Cutlet
Italian Lasagne
California Quiche

Friday, June 7

Ann Mees

LUNCH: Mushroom Soup
Spicy Beef Melt
Manicotti
Chicken Pasta
Salad

Chip
Reichardt

"It looks like

something
from a
spandex prom
dress ... except
green isn't my
color."

"It looks like

something
divers wipe
between their
legs after a
dive. "

HINT TO READERS:
The green latex square
(pictured above) is a
"dental dam," used fo
preventing
transmission of HIV
and other STDs durin
cunnilingus.

DINNER: Soup
Baked fish
Beef Burgundy
Bean Tostada

Saturday, June 8
LUNCH: Soup
Hot Beef Sandwich
Turkey AI Fredo
Scrambled eggs
DINNER: Soup
N. Y. Strip Steak
Chicken Breast
Fresh Fruit Plate

Sunday, June 9
LUNCH: Soup
Hot Beef Sandwich
Scrambled eggs
Italian Hoagie

Christine Jackson

George Earl

Tracie Palmer

"It looks like a Barbie

"It looks like the stuff
balloons are made of."

"I think it's a lime
Fruit Roll-up"

rain poncho,"

DINNER: Vegetable Soup
Baked Chicken
Rigatoni
Mexican Chili
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Chance of a Lifetime
By ALISON O. SCRUGGS
The face of a three year old
boy in ash Kosh overalls
smiles at any person taking
enough time 10 even glance at
the yellow flyer on the wall.
Most people in Kalamazoo
know Jimmy Flynn as a
poster child.-a dying child.
DoclOrs diagnosed Jimmy
with aplastic anemia (the inability of the bone marrow 10
produce sufficient numbers of
red blood cells) in February,
1990. They said he had two
years 10 live without a bone
marrow transplant
Sixteen months later,
Jimmy is still waiting for the
1 in 100 10 I in 1,000,000
chance that an unrelated donor
will be matched with his human leukocyte antigens
(HLA). Identical twins have
the same HLA type and odds
are I in 4 for a sibling match.
Jimmy's eight-month old sister has the exact opposite
HLA type as Jimmy
. The procedure for
having your bone marrow typed and registered
in the National Bone
Marrow Donor Program
(NMDP) is simple; you
need only be a healthy
person between the ages
of 18 and 55. After receiving infonnation regarding the
donor program and signing
the consent fonn, two tablespoons of blood are collected
from the potential donor. The
sample is then HLA-typed and
the results are stored in the
NMDP's main computer to
be checked against the HLAtypes of waiting leukemia,
aplastic anemia and other patients with fatal blood dis-

eases.
"I am not fond of needles
myself, but getting the blood

drawn was simple and painless," said Maria Carlson .
"Needless 10 say, even a lot of
pain is honestly worth possibly saving someone's life."
Getting people 10 register
with the NMDP has not
proved 10 be a simple task for
the family and friends of
Jimmy Flynn and other waiting bone marrow recipients.
The national registry needs at
least 100,000 more potential
donors registered 10 make the
program begin 10 make a difference. Currently, only 30%
of the patients in need of
transplants actually got one.
"Why are people afraid 10
register? Do they think you
need 10 be dead in order 10 be
a donor?" questioned Gail
Flynn, Jimmy's mother.
"I heard that it's painful"
seems to be the most common fear towards donating
bone marrow. The actual
procedure of extracting
the bone marrow from a
donor is done under a
spinal or general anes thesia and takes less
than one hour. They remove about "a third of a coke
can" of bone marrow from the
donor's hip, according to
Flynn, and the body replaces
the bone marrow within a few

weeks.
When a donor is potentia1l y matched, up 10 three additional blood samples are
drawn 10 conflnn the match.
Also, the donor must go
through a physical to make
sure that he or she is in
proper physical shape for the
transplant.
The procedure requires a
one night stay at the hospital.
This is usually done over a
weekend at the donor's convenience, depending on the con-

dition of the recipient, and the
donor can usually resume
nonnal work activity immediately. The only pain involved
is soreness in the hip area
similar to that of a "slip on
the ice" for a period of up 10
ten days.
The recipient must undergo rigorous chemotherapy
or radiation treatments to destroy all the present bone
marrow-healthy and unhealthy-in order prepare for
the donated marrow which
they receive through a transfusion.
The donor is allowed to
back out at any time during
the preliminary process and
all identities are kept confIdential unless both parties
agree otherwise. However, it
is advised that a donor make a
fmal decision before the recipient goes through the process
of having their own bone
marrow destroyed.
"I really cannot imagine
backing out after being
matched," said Carlson. "It
hurts a little afterwards and
anesthesia carries only a
minute risk; how could
someone really say no, knowing they are sorneone's one in
a million chaoce?"
"People must realize that a
decision has to be made before
they are checked into the hospital [as a donor]," said
Flynn. "Some donors in the
past have backed out after a
patient's marrow has been
wiped out. .. since there were
no other donors available, the
patients died. The donors
don't know that because of
the confidentiality."
"The Friends of Jimmy
Flynn" fund has been established to help pay for the actual typing of potential

donors that can not afford 10
pay the lab costs for the bone
marrow tests. The Upjohn
Company recently gave a
grant for 1000 people to be
tested in Kalamazoo in order
to help Jimmy Flynn and
anyone else waiting for a

donor.
If you would like to send
contributions in any amount
for Jimmy Flynn contact:
The Friends of Jimmy
Flynn,
clo Arcadia
Bank, 251 E. Michigan,
Kalamazoo, MI 49007.
Persons that can pay for
the entire test should go directly to Advanced Lab at
5555 Gull Road (at Gull &
Sprinlc:le) on Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays from
7:30 a.m.- 12 p.m. and 1
p.m. - 5:30 p.m.
If you are unable to
pay ror the test, contact
the Upjohn Research
Clinic at 385-7170 to
make a twenty-minute
free appointment. Free
tests began Tuesday, June 4
at the clinic located on the
east side of Bronson Hospital.
The testing will continue' until 1000 persons have been
registered, approximately June
21.
The long-lenn survival
rate without a transplant Is
zero 10 15 percent and 30-80
percent with a transplant.
"The chances are slim thltt
my bone marrow will match
Jimmy," said Carlson, "1M
someday maybe I'll get a call
and I'll be able 10 help someone else. And I keep thinking,
what happens if I need this
someday? Will someone ' be
willing 10 help
Jimmy has eight mere
months left to wait for' his
"chance of a lifetime."
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Just for KICKS!!
By ERIC LENGUA
This spring a former favorite
diver SIOn among college
students has become a
legitimate gym credit at
Kalamazoo College. It's cal.cd
hackysack.
A hackysack is a little ball
of beads. They range in size
from two to four inches in
diameter and are usually made
from knitted yarn or leather.
"I like mine best," said
Robert Chandler, one of the
founders of the hackysack gym
class. "It was made in
Guatemala, crocheted by some
peasant woman for American
college kids 10 have fun with. "
The object of the game is to
keep the hackysack in the air
without using your hands.
"The most popular moves
are 10 hit the hackysack with the
side or front of your foot," said
Chandler. "But when you get
good, you use your knees, your
head. and even your chest."
Hackysack can be played

hackysack is following the same
route frisbee did. The rules are
SImple, It requires only one
piece of equipment, and all sizes
of people can play, although
wide feet do help.
The rules are simple.
According to Chandler, you
never throw the hackysack 10
yourself first, and you never
touch the hackysack with your
hands unless it hits the ground
fIrst.
Although Chandler said he
is not sure of the origins of the
game, he thinks it started with
the American Indians.

BOB CHANDLER puts the move on the ball.
alone, but according to Chandler
it is more of a social game.
"What we will do in class is get
seven or eight people to form a
circle and try to pass it 10 each

photos by Eric uflgwa

other. If everyone touches the
hackysack with their feet, it's
called a hack, and everyone
cheers."
The rising popularity of

"Indians have wide feet," he
explamed, "so they might have
developed this game to take
advantage of that. Kind of like
how the Canadians and Russians
are good at hockey because they
are used 10 being on ice."
Hackysack received approval
as a fall Physical Education
class.
Chandler
says,
"Hackysack is not as old as
frisbee, but I expect to be
around just as long."

Portrait of
a College
Treasure
By KRISTINA E.
MONY
A glow fills the Trowbridge
lounge when the sun shines
through the faded orange curtains. The aura fills the room
and all who enter with a warm
feeling of security.
The severely stained cream
carpeting has been branded by
careless smokers with over 50
cigarette bums.
Those same cigarette bums
blemish the face of the round
wooden table. Stolen Burger
King ash trays rest on the striated grains of wood.
Sagging in the center from
years of use, four orange chairs
hug the table offering comfort
for those who flee the sterile,
unwelcoming environment of
the newly modernized Harmon
lounge.
"The whole atmosphere of
the Trow lounge is more comfortable and the chairs aren't as
stiff as helI," said Dan Spritzer.
The baby grand piano, tucked
in the comer of the room, draws
student's talented hands to its
unblemished ivory keys during
alI hours of the day and night.
This wooden relic rests on three
rusty wheels and its dried,
scratched and peeling surface is
in desperate need of a can of
pledge.
While painting the window
trim, a careless worker smeared
the light brown paint on the
glass of the large windows.
When observing and describing careful details the room
sounds unsightly and neglected.
In actuality, this room has just
been worn like a comfortable
pair of shoes that offer too
much comfort to be replaced
with new.
"The furnishings are old and
traditional and that is what
Kalamazoo College is all
about," said Sindhu Bhupatiraju,
who has benefited from the
"homey" atmosphere during
many all night study sessions.
People from allover the
world are drawn 10 Kalamazoo
College's age old chann and traditional educational excellence.
The Trowbridge lounge represents what Kalamazoo College
stands for as people from all
over campus are drawn to its age
and beauty and traditional atmosphere.
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Improv Plays "Theater Sports"
By KIRSTIN GUTER
The actors stand in a circle, surrounding another who appears to be brushing her teeth in the center of
the group.
A second actor bounds in to the circle and shouts at the tooth-brusher, "What are you doing!?"
Without hesitation, she responds. ''I'm jumping up and down!"
The second actor immediately begins jumping up and down until another actor jumps into the circle
to ask, "What are you doing?"
So goes a typical "warm-up" in the Dungeon for the "K" improv class. But improv itself is anything
but typical.
It is an acting form that has been popularized during the past ten years that involves actors and a
stage, but no script.
Made famous by the Chicago-based improv grouP. "Second City". improv appeals to audiences
because every performance is new. original and requires the actors to "act off the top of their heads."
One of the class members. Rich Hutcliman feels that, "Acting off the top of your head is a real
challenge. You never know if your ideas are going to go over well with an audience or not."
A performer beginning a game of "Typewriter" might ask the audience for their favorite movie genre.
The performer becomes the author of the game and verbally "types" out a story with the chosen genre.
while othtt actors simultaneously act out the story.
If the audience laughs. the game is a success. but if the story turns out poorly. well ... that·s improv.
Improv is. in fact, the only acting form that acknowledges and accepts failure.
Because games in improv are so shon. failures are quickly forgotten. Improv actors have no choice
but to shake off a bad game. because a new one will begin immediately.
The "K" improv class has successfully completed two performances and will perform on June 4 at
"The Next Door" in Kalamazoo. Their Sunday. June 9, campus performance will be in the Dungeon at 9
p.m.

Commence with the E AT S ! !
By TINA M. RITTER and
ALISON D. SCRUGGS
Ravenously you walk across
the stage and grab your diploma
from Dr. Bryan. Hundreds of
thoughts clutter your mindjobs. money. friends. marriage.
children. FOOD.
The last thought consumes
your psyche as your stomach
growls out a reminder that you
haven't eaten real food in four
years.
Quickly. your eyes search'
the crowd for yom proud, yet relieved. parents. You think back
to the times when your parents
urged you through your difficult
studies. "Please graduate. .
.we·1I do anything for you if
you only make it through the

''K"plan."
Anything? Visions of computers. cars. clothes. checks and
cruises are swept away by one
train of thought: steak. shrimp.
lobster. filet mignon. chicken
cordon bleu.
Where do you go to find
such unknown commodities to
"K" students? For those of you
that have never ventured beyond
Marriot or Burger King. here's a

few suggestions.
Hana East is Kalamazoo's
only Japanese Steakhouse. located at 2595 Sprinkle. just
south of the 1-94 business loop.
Chefs provide the entenainment
as they prepare your meal right
before your very eyes. Last
summer's Index reviewers said.
"Trust us that emblazoned vegetables and flippantly tossed
trimmings are a sight to behold." And, they taste as good
as they look. Prices range from
$11 to $20 per entree, but it's
worth it.
If you have a brother named
Jason. Freddie or Michael. don't
go to Cork-n-Cleaver. because the menu is written on an
authentic meat cleaver. The selections are limited to popular
cuts of meat. as well as seafood
and chicken entrees. The salad
bar is well stocked with a variety of fresh choices of greens.
vegetables and fruit (things
you've never seen at Marriot).
Prices range from specials at
$10.95 to the market price of
lobster. Located at 3111 E.
Cork. just west of Sprinkle road
near 1-94.
l u~t across the street. in the

Sheraton Inn on Cork. is the
Holly's. formerly called the
Brown Derby. Known for their
broiled salmon and filet
mignon. the atmosphere has the
typical hotel elegance along
with a standard variety of good
food. Prices average between
S11 and $12 per entree.
For refined dining pleasure.
the Black Swan Inn provides
elegant service. as well as a
serenely beautiful eating environment. Hidden away in the
Parkview Hills luxury condominiums and apartments. you
may want to ask for directions
when you make your reservations. Although under new
management since October. the
restaurant still offers their special beef Wellington for two.
along with nightly features of
the chef's creations.
Also recommended are
Mountain Jack's at 6701 S.
Westnedge. Great Lakes
Shipping Co. at 4525 W. K
L Ave .• and Charron's on
West Lake at 9110 Portage
Rd. All the above restaurants
accommodate large parties. but
reservations are strongly suggested.

An Invitation to All
Members of the
College Community

TONIGHT!

It is my pleasure to invite you to the opening reception of my
exhibition. Tht China Series and Olher Recenl Waltrcolors. on Friday. June 1. 1991 from 6:00-8:30 p.m. at the Cicero Gallery. 221 West Erie. Chicago. IL. Fourteen of my most
recent paintings will be on display at the gallery until July 13.
The gallery is located in the River Nonh district of Chicago. a
neighborhood of galleries. restaurants. and boutiques about six
blocks west of the Miracle Mile. June 7th seems to be the last
major evening of openings for the season; twenty-four other galleries will be having openings that evening. The streets will be
festive with gallery goers that wander from exhibition to exhibition sipping wine and enjoying the an. The area is also rich with
a number of fine restaurants.
I have reserved the College bus for that evening. It is scheduled
to depart at 4:30 p.m. from in front of Mandelle Hall. arriving at
the gallery between 1:00 and 7:30 p.m. The bus will depan from
the gallery at II p.m. and arrive back in Kalamazoo between 1:30
~d 2:00 a.m. This should allow time for plenty of gallery hoppmg. since several of the openings will continue until 9:00 p.m.,
and allow time for a leisurely dinner at a nearby restaurant.
The cost of the bus will be covered by a charge of $10 per person
for the round trip. Reservations can be made by calling Carol
Kennedy at 3-8511. I hope you will find this a pleasant way to
celebrate the closing of Spring Quaner. Lisa and I would find your
presence a real pleasure.-Bernard Palchick
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Things That Dudes Do
By TOM HIGGINS & CHAD RUCKER
Friday night. The Friday night to end all Friday
nights. with the pany to end all panies. Music tramples out of
the speakers like a herd of thundering elephants (aww! Aren't
they cute!?). And a host of sweat-soaked pulsating bodies
gyrate on the dance floor. Every few seconds a tall blonde
swimmer yells ''Tap-count!! !!" and lxxIies sudde'nly collapse to
the couch while more lxxIies dump beer on their heads. It's a
typical Friday night at the German Haus.
"Dude. you poured beer on my head. Why?"
'What?"
"Beer. Head. Mine. You did it Why?"
"Sorry. man. I read that protein was good for your
roots."
"Shaddup and gimme your shirt so I can clean myself
Up,"

"Besides. I thought you could drink: faster than that"
"I can't drink through my forehead."
"Lightweight. It ran into your mouth eventually."
"Yeah. after it ran into my eyes and through my nose.
Then it ran down my chest. soaked my shorts. and matted my
leghairs together."
"You look good in dreds."
"Shaddup. Then it ran into my shoe. Would you like
to drink from my shoe?"
''No way. man. You bled in that shoe when you raided
that haven of evil last weekend and stupidly teed upon
someone's carelessly discarded bottle."
"This party' s lame. Let' s flip on the game.•
"Yeah. it's the year of the BULL."
"Creep. Shut up."
"No. You shut up."
"Uh-uh. I told you first"
"I told you second and 2 is larger than 1."
''I'll shut up if you shut up."
"O.K. I'm shuttin' uP. cuz when someone tells me to
shut uP. I shut up. I mean. I'm not someone to ramble on. ya
know?! If you .....
THWACK!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
"Cad. Brat. You two are so cute when you argue.
Now tum off the farggin' TV and get the bleep out of here."
"Dang. why do I have to live with the editor?"
"We need some excitment Let's go Cow-tippin· ...
"Cooooooo-ow tiiipppin!!!!!"
"Man. this is major bonding material. Have ya ever
tipped before?"
''I'm from Nonhern Michigan. 1 grew up tippin'
cows. I'm a natural. I was born in a cow patty."
"Well alright then. Let the tipping begin."
"Man..... those are people not bovines. I can tell
you're from Colorado. I bet you eat granola too. Don't cha?"
"Layoff. man! I haven't seen a cow since the Berlin

Zoo."
''Those were Rhinos."
"Don't get uppity."
"Heckl?!?!? What's goin' down on the Quad?"
"1 don't know? It looks like someone lost a contact."
"Maybe we should help them find it"
"Wait a minute. Brat-man... my Cad alarm is going
off. Something is amiss."
"Oh. man!!!! I know who that is. It's ......
"Shut up! We don't want to print that!"
"But they're nake_ ... (Thump) ...Ow."
"SHUT UP."
"But they're not wearing .... (THUMP!) ...OW! ..
"I SAID. 'SHUT UP!'"
"But it's half the INDEX ..... (THUMPIII) .... OW!!! ..
"Let's get out of here before we recognize them and
print their names and get thousands of dollars in unmarked bills
by Friday."
"Wait we need some pictures to back up what we
aren't going to talk about"
clickclickclickclickclickclickclick:clickclick
Our heros beat a hasty retreat. subjecting themselves
to the perils of voluntary seclusion (homework). until the next
"kegger" which they will fiendish! y transform into the offical
"Cad and Brat Pany". Bring your own Champaigne and OJ.
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Every week, the Windex
is diluged with tons of
mail saying the same
thing: We love Amy!

NEWS BRIEFS, NEWS BRIEFS, NEWS BRIEFS, NEWS B
WMU authorities
Catch Bryan
Spray Painting
President Lawrence D. Bryan
was apprehended by Western
Michigan Head of Security
Warren Robbersoopper when he
was caught vandalizing school
property.
Bryan claims he was
expressing his First Amendment
rights and practicing his new
public relations plan when he
was caught spraypainting antiWMU, pro-K messages on a
Western Michigan University
classroom building.
"It's just plain fact that
Kalamazoo College is the best,"
said Bryan. "I just wanted to let
the world know."
Robberstopper said he was
"surprised" when he found who
the culprit was, but claims he
never was fond of administralOrs
anyway.
An arraignment will be held

later this month in the 9th
district coon.

***

PR Office Served
as Communist
Propaganda HQ
FBI authorities closed the
Kalamazoo College Public
Relations Office until further
notice yesterday when an
extensive
investigation
uncovered an underground
Communist Party propaganda
heOOquartezs.
"As it turns out they have
been churning out this stuff for
years," said FBI investigator, 1.
Foundem. "I cannot believe it
took us so long to find them."
Kalamazoo has long been
suspected as an attraction spot
for socialist workers' party
members, but authorities never
quite figured out why.
"They had it all here.
Pamphlets and brochures just

filled with lies. They even had a
conference room in back with a
flag from the USSR," said
Foundem.
Representatives of the Public
Relations Departmen could not
be reached for comment

***

Prof Receives
Lesson Plans
from Elvis' Spirit

this 10 her connection with the
rock legend himself.
"I met Elvis backstage at one
of his last shows," said
Caldwell, "and he promised me
he would always be there for
me."

Caldwell claims she did not
understand the message until
one particularly frustrating
evening of lesson plannning
when Elvis appeared 10 her in a
dream. "He told me exaclly what
to do and how to do it," said
Caldwell. "The rest was easy."
Now she has regular contact
with The King through a crystal
ball she keeps in her desk

English
Department
professor Ellen Caldwell claims
she speaks to the ghost of rock
and roll legend Elvis Presley and drawer.
he gives her lesson plans.
***
"I won a teaching award a
few years back," she recalls. "I
don't suppose you think that
was because I'm really good?!"
Caldwell has long been
known among students as "one
of the best professors on
campus," according to a former
The ABC Truck Driving
student who requested Institute has a new student.
anonynomity. But she attributes Provost Richard Cook resigned

Provost Resigns;
Aspires to Drive
Rigs for Meijer

last Wednesday with aspirations
"to drive a big rig for Meijer

Thrifty Acres - the store built
on common sense."
Cook's idea 10 leave college
administration appears to have
stemmed from burnout. He
claims he was listening to Bob
Seger's Roll Me Away one
evening "late at night" and he
just knew it was the right thing
10 do.
"Yea, Princeton was okay,r~
says Cook. "But I'm getting
older now. That part of my life
is over. The highway becons. I
have to fmd the meaning of life,
and Meijer's is the best place to
do it. This pseudo-Ivy League •
crap is so superficial."
Cook claims he has always
had a special spot in his
stomach for truck stops, and
claims a local favorite is the
115 Truck Stop off 1-94 just
west of Albion.
"I think this will be what
I've always dreamed of," said
Cook.
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These guys can
be at your next
party!
Just call!
Reasonable Rates!

A Message to :College Graduates
from Wayne Shearer, President and Founder
Wayne Shearer Ford

Physical Plant Plot to
Bug Students Revealed
Do you ever feel li.Ice one of
those little golf carts Physical
Plant drives is aiming for you
as you cross Academy?
Well, you are probably right
because the Windex has learned
from a Physical Plant employee
of a plot to make students lives
as difficult as possible.
"It's not that we hate you
guys; no, actually we nnda like
you guys," said our source.
"The head of Physical Plant just
said that our job is to make students lives as challenging as
possible. in addition to keeping
the campus beautiful."
Head of Physical Plant, Beetle Bailey, could not be reached
for comment.
Apparently, workers have a
variety of !asks designed to give
students a hard time. For example. workers must be on all riding lawn mowers by 6 a.m. and
mowing grass close to open
donn room windows in order to
awaken students.
A particularly complicated
procedure involves workers lingering in front of windows with
fans in order to fill student
rooms with lawn mower exhaust.
.
"Yeah, that's fun." said the
anonymous employee, "but the
lawn mower is usually too loud
to hear them cussin' and stuff."
The most popular activity is
the brick sawer. That should
also be cranked up by 6 am. at
the latest and in front of the
dorm with the most windows in
order to awaken the maximum
number of students.
"We're supposed to be out
early in the morning, but we're

also really active In the early
afternoon to catch the nappers."
As workers clip hedges, every effort should be made to
catch the edges of student clothing.
The workers says students
seem to fear the golf carts most
Workers have orders to ride the
heels of students who block
their path.
Several students who asked
not to be identified in order to
protect themselves told horrifying details of run-ins with Physical Plant workers.
"Like, every morning, I
would open my shade and he
would be there! I called Physical
Plant about it and they kept saying he was cleaning the
eavesthings up there, but I'm
convinced he was there just to
give me the willies," said one
female student. "Sometimes I'll
come home late at night and I
swear I'll see him at the window."
"Every morning for a week
this old guy would sit out on
his riding lawn mower in front
of my window, just grinnin'
away. Man, that freaks me out,"
said a male students.
Whenever possible, Physical
Plant workers should also spray
students with water or chuck a
few stones their way.
"The goal isn't to hurt anyone, but just keep students on
their toes," said the worker. 'We
figure you pay a lot of money
to go here. so when you leave,
you should be prepared to deal
with the physical challenges life
will throw your way. Ha-ha,
pretty profound huh?"

Shop til ya
drop.
-zsa zsa gabor
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Soon Graduates, you will be
out in the world making
money and in the market for
a new car. When that wonderful time comes, I know you
won' forget that I provided
cars for your homecoming
parade free of charge.
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I congratulate each and every
one of you.

~~

Wayne Shearer
President and Founder
Wayne Shearer Ford

WAYNE SHEARER
Pre.ldent end Founder
Wayne Sheerer Ford

Wayne Shearer Ford
Wayne Shearer Ford at the Hoover..Jenkins Junction

Look for the Horns Off the Highway
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Freeze Dried Goodies
9

s hugest Wholesaler of lE)'totic
lFreeze Driedl lP'mdl1lllcts

][abllllrllaZ00

(~----co upof~r---'"
Good for one free

Armadillo 4.95/lb.

Ed's freeze dried
Portuguese Man

Porcupine
1.29/lb.
Skunk 1.99/lb.
Packrats 3.49/lb.
Paramecium Tablets
And much much more

While supplies
last,

.....

---- .

orrer expires on lU6190

---~----.

For Free Delivery Call 383-3437 (M-F 9am.- 7pm.)
Located at
106 N. Kalamazoo

,

Limit one per customer
'..

6800 S. Westnedge
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Moby, this guy goe. into a bar, and "Y., are there any more Indexe. this quarter?
the bilrtender NY., no, you'D hive to watt ill next quarter, jIiI..
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Foreign Study Abolished In Favor of Travel
The Foreign Study Office
proudly announced that it will
no longer coordinate foreign
study, but will serve as a travel
agency, affective immediately.
Director of Foreign Study
Dr. Joe No cited several reasons
for the switch, mainly, "If I
become a travel agent, I get a
lot more free trips and stuff.
This will be a lot easier than
trying to get students into
foreign universities and
worrying about language
abilities, etc. This way we can
safely ship them off and not
worry."
Because the College will
continue to emphasize the
international nature "K" is so
well known for, students will
still be required to take trips all
over the world.
"We are hoping that students
will now be able to see both
Europe as well as a nontraditional foreign center for the
same price as before," said No.
Several students have already
taken advantage of the new

services available.
"The beauty of this," said
Ima Idiot, "is that they don't tell
your parents that you aren't
going on foreign study
anymore. They still bill them.
So I arranged for numerous
visits to my boyfriend who goes
to Florida Podunk State, and I'll
make a quickie trip to France to
fulfill the requirement. Cool,
huh?"
"Next weekend I'm going to
China," said Meg Atraveler.
"Then, after that, I'm going to
India, Ecuador, Mexico, France,
Germany, Sweden and Norway.
Then I'll take finals and ... "
While Idiot and Atraveler
were pleased with the new plan,
some professors were nOl
"How come he gets to go on
all the trips and we have to stay
here and teach? That's not fair.
I'm gonna tell," pouted one
professor.
"Wow, man, this is going to
be crazy," said a squirrel on the Dr. Joe No reveals new travel agency plan to students. Photo by Ansel Adams.

Quad.

•
Brilliant Psych Student In
Hula-Hoop Tragedy
Students and faculty alike are
mourning the tragic death of
student Sarah Kreider after a
terrible hula-hoop accident.
Apparently, Sarah was hulahooping away with suitemates
when something went horribly

awry.
"I don't know what happened
exactly ," said a tearful
suitemate. "She was just, you
know, hula-hooping, and she
kept trying to make it go faster
and it got all caught up around
her neck and she was writhing
on the floor, but we kinda
thought she was just joking

around and then these male
dancers came and we were
distracted, and it was allover
with."
In fact, no one in the suite
seems to know what happened
precisely.
"No, no, I don't know how
she died. Those guys were
dancing around and stuff and she
was acting wierd. I was just sure
she would get up. In fact, I'm
still not sure that she isn't just
joking around. She's a great
kidder," said another, less tearful
suitemate.
"She was a brilliant

psychology student," said a
former professor. "All of us, her
professors, wish we had always
given Sarah A's. She deserved
them all the time and we were
just stupid. Gosh, we're so
sorry now!"
Services were held this
afternoon with friends reading
her favorite passages from her
Aquatic Ecology book and
music supplied by the Port
Wine Lads.
Memorials should be sent to
her suite so they can eat
Sweetwaters doughnuts in her

memory.

Hi, my name is Tom
Higgins, yes, that's
right, of Cad & Brat
fame! I have a lot of
money, so read the
Windex!
Sarah Kreider with the fatal hoop. Photo by Someone Cool.
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New alcohol policy will keep parties small
No more kegs, starting this fall

BYE, BYE BASEMENT:
By AL HANNAH
No kegs. No party balls. No
basement parties.
These are the new rules of the
game that start this fall if the
new alcohol JX>licy is approved
to its present form as is expected.
Last Thursday, the Alcohol
Policy Committee organized by
President Bryan met once again
to incofJX>rate suggestions from
the college's lawyer, Al Genrich, into the final draft.

~~We 're

not banning large parties. We can still
have a basement
party, it just can't
have alcohol.
1)1)

---Marilyn LaPlante,
Dean of Students
Among nis suggestions was a
rule to prohibit underage students from being present in
places where alcohol was being
consumed. The committee,
however, found the proposal
impractical and nixed it from entering the final draft.

For the most part, the document was little changed from its
form prior to the Thursday
meeting.
Dean of Student Services,
Marilyn LaPlante, emphasized
that in the new JX>licy alcohol is
not being banned all together.
"We will still allow small
parties in suites or in private
rooms," she stated. But fire code
regulations will continue to
limit the number of people legall y allowed inside.
As for enforcement, LaPlante
remarked that R.A.s are to enforce the new rules as they are
for existing regulations.
"If vou have R.A.s in the
building and you have a JX>licy
that prohibits or regulates in
some way, if there is a violation
of that, the R.A. has to address

il.
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Say "adios" to AI'gS, party balls, and basement parties
with alcohol.

1t

Nevertheless, within the
meeting the new policy was
likened to a seat belt law. That
is, no one will be out to actively pursue any violators, but
if you're caught, you'll be written up.
Also under discussion has
been the question of allowing
alcohol to be served suring engagements like alumni meetings
where students may be present.
The committee's conclusion:
alumni like their alcohol, so
corks will continue to fly de-

spite the underage students in at-

tendance.
Additionally, the college will
no longer require parties to be
registered because the new rules
basically prohibit alcohol containers any larger than a wine
jug . .
Most agree that the new rules
may deal a heavy blow to the
school's social structure. But in
the face of losing all federal
funds because of the "Drug Free
Schools and Communities Act",
the consensus is that this is the

Park here at your own risk!
By KATHY LAYDEN
Did you remember to lock your car after you parked it in the Severn/Crissey parking lot? 'K' Head
of Security Glen Nevelle recommends it following a rash of car thefts and acts of vandalism in the
student parking areas.
Wendy Reed, K'92, did remember the locks, but early on Thursday morning, June 27, someone
smashed out the driver's side window of her 1985 Oldsmobile, and according to Reed, "They pulled
out the wires from their casing and tried to hotwire it."
The vandal caused $600 worth of damage to Reed's car, which was parked on Carmel Street in the
row of spaces designated for student parking. "I think he (the vandal) must have been scared off,
because he didn't take a basket of clothes, my sunglasses or my backpack, which were all in plain
view," said Reed.
Reed says she refuses to risk parking in any of the down campus parking areas, namely: Carmel,
Crissey/Severn, Markin, and the Neil Post parking lots. "I will park illegally before I ever park down
there," said Reed.
Besides that incident, there have been several other incidents involving theft of student property.
During the night of June 26, someone broke into a car parked in the Crissey/Severn lot and stole the
stereo. On June 27, a bicycle that had been chained to a tree by Hoben was stolen, and two days later,
a car in the Neil Post parking lot was broken into and the stereo was removed, but left on the ground.
"In that incident we believe the thief was scared off by someone,"said Nevelle.
In addition to these larcenies, other crimes have been committed on campus. On June 26, an
unidentified man exposed himself to a student in the woods north of the Japanese house, near
DeWaters hall. Late last quarter, a man was stabbed on West Main Avenue, near the tennis courts.
Neither of the men involved in the stabbing were students at 'K', but the attack did occur near Severn
and Crissey dorms while the college was in session.
Despite this cluster of crimes in a two-week period, the parking system is not being altered. "I
wouldn't say that these parking lots are unsafe," said Nevelle. "Any parking structure is going to be
open to crime."
Nevelle advises students to keep an eye out for suspicious "non-students" on campus. "I encourage
anybody who sees a non-student hanging around to call security,"said Nevelle. He also advises "Don '(
leave your car unlocked. If that door is open, they can hit fast--in and out in thirty seconds or so."
Nevelle's final piece of advice is to "Be aware of your surroundings, of who is around you when
you park your car. If you feel uncomfortable with the surroundings, get to a phone and call
security."

least painful way to go.
Committee member Maria
Carlson affirmed that "One of
our strengths as a college is the
interaction between the classes.
What will test this' JX>licy is if
we will be able to adapt our social lives to it."
"Does our social life really
fall apart without alcohol?" she
asked.
The draft of the new JX>licy
now goes to the president who
will solicit final written opinions from Student Commission

~

~

~

and the Faculty Executive
Committee. Eventually the new
rules must get an okay from the
Board of Trustees, but no one
foresees any major changes being made at this late date.
Dean LaPlante wants to make
clear that the new rules don't
mean that basements will be off
limits.
"We're not banning large parties," she said. "We can still
have a basement party. It just
can't have alcohol."

Search for Dean of
Chapel continues ...
By MIKA OSAKI
A chaplain's role is to help
people to grow spiritually,
develop values, to guide people
but not to force them,
according
to
Steven
MacArthur, candidate for the
Dean of Chapel position.
"I think that diversity is a
good thing on a college
campus and dialogue between
parties should be the medium
through which people come
together," MacArthur said.
MacArthur visited the
campus on Thursday and Friday
and said that he found the
students to be friendly and
open. He gave a lecture entitled
"Loving our Neighbor" at the
morning chapel service and
answered questions at an
informal question/discussion

luncheon.
"It takes a really special
person
to
ful fill
the
resJX>nsibilities of a Dean. He
becomes, in effect, a dean for
students and faculty alike.
Students need someone who is
approachable and faculty
members want a scholarly
person," said Jeff Mason K'92,
a religions major who plans to
attend seminary school and
pursue studies in law after
graduation.
MacArthur is currently the
pastor at First Presbyterian
Church in Elmira, New York
and part-time lecturer in "World
Religions" at Elmira College.
He has also taught at
Alleghany
College
in
Pennsylvania.
Continued on page 2
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NEWS
IN BRIEF
The second Kalamazoo County All Media Blood Drive, "Keep
the Spirit Alive," will be held at the Kalamazoo Center from
11: 00 a.m. to 4: 45 p.m. on Tuesday, July 9.
Joining with the American Red Cross will be several members
of the Kalamazoo County area media, including the Gazette, and
several radio personalities who will be broadcasting on site.
For more information contact Elizabeth Merrill at 382-6382.
---Mika Osaki
Kalamazoo College will host the National Issues Forum
Study Circle on Monday, July 8 and Tuesday, July 10 at 4:00
p.m in Olmstead Room, Mandelle. The forum will feature
numerous participants who will address "Remedies for Racial
Inequality."
Those participating in the debate were chosen on a fust come,
first serve basis. Other students interested in the forum will be
invited to join in the discussion. The event will count as an LACC
credit
---Mika Osaki
The Kalamazoo County Unit of American Cancer Society will
sponsor "Making Strides," a move-along-athon, on Saturday, July
20 at the Portage Program Center of the Kalamazoo Family
YMCA.
For more information about making strides Against Cancer,
contact Sharon Bennett at 349-8719.
---Mika Osaki

SEVERN AND CRISSEY GET
NEW F ACELIFTS
Hicks Center is to be next in line
By ADAM M. GIBSON
When summer quarter rolls
around you can count on two
things:
heat and dorm
renovations. Physical Plant
utilizes the summer to renovate
buildings because the campus
IS the least populated then
making it easier to close dow~
different parts of the campus.

The residence halls receive
the bulk of the renovations but
the work is usually limited to
one hall each summer. This
year
Physical Plant will
concentrate on Severn Hall and
the thirt.l fl()l)l' of Trowbridge.

In an interview with The
Index, Assistant Dean of
Housing Vaughn Maatman
specified some of the changes
in store for this quarter.
The Kalamazoo County Chapter of the American Red Cross will
Students will see the biggest
conduct a Community CPR course on July 8, 10 & II at the
change in Severn.
New
Chapter House, 516 West South Street from 6:00 p.m. to 10:00
furniture, lighting, and
p.m. Training in rescue breathing, choking emergencies and CPR
carpeting will be added and the
techniques for all age groups will be taught. For further details call
basement
will be completely
382-6382.
remodelled. Maatman said that
the changes in the basement
---Mika Osaki
have nothing to do with
basement parties, and that all
the suites will be redone with
•
carpeting and paint, although
only half will get new
furniture.
Crissey is currently closed
down to accommodate the
people helping out with the
summer playhouse series. No
Soon after Shanker's press remodeling work is scheduled
(CPS) - Crippled by the
conference,
for example, State but if money allows, some
nationwide recession and
University of New York painting will be done later in
faltering federal .a id, higher
regents officially adopted a
education is at a crisis stage,
tuition increase of up to $500
three
national
teacher
for the fall. It follows a special
organizations warned June 12.
mid-year increase imposed last
"It's a disaster," Albert
November.
Shanker, president of the
Continued from page 1
American Federation of
Teachers, said at a Washington,
If he is chosen to become
D.C. news conference.
The 12-campus California
Dean of the Chapel, his
Joined by the heads of the
State University system,
responsibilities will include
two other biggest college
struggling to cut cost, may
organizing LAC events as well
teacher's unions - Keith
lose up to 600 faculty
as chapel speakers throughout
Geiger, president of the
members, meaning Cal State
the year.
National Education Association
students will have 4000 fewer
"I would alos be willing to
and Barbara Bergmann,
course sections from which to
start some religious service on
president of the American
choose.
a weekly basis if students so
Association of University
Similarly, accelerated
wish,» MacArthur said. He
professors - Shanker said the
retirement programs will strip
added
that he would be involved
nation's campuses can't take
the University of Californiain
the
larger Presbyterian
much more bad money news.
Riverside campus of 30 faculty
community of Kalamazoo.
Budget woes already have
The search committee,
and 84 stall members an<l Ute
. forced scores of schools to cut
University
of
California
of
comprised
of faculty and
the number of courses sections
Santa
Barbara
of
52
professors.
students,
have
thus far invited
they offer, close libraries
five candidates on campus to
The loss will limit what
earlier, defer building
classes students will be able to
give
lectures.
Search
maintenance, layoff teachers,
take.
committee
member
Stephanie
abolish sports programs and
Middlebury College, facing a
McLemore said that no final
even merge with each other.
$2.8
million
deficit
despite
its
meeting for selection of dean
Scratching for money that
status as one of the most
has been set. "It's still pretty
state governments, now so
expensive schools in the U.S.,
much in the air," McLemore
strapped that they can't give as
eliminated 25 positions and
said.
much to colleges as much as
abruptly
laid
off
17
employees
they used to provide, many
in May, sparldng two petitions
campuses are imposing
and a protest march by faculty,
unusually big tuition increases
students and staff.
on their students.

College funds In
disaster
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the summer.
The work being done on
Trowbridge is presently only
on the third floor, but the
workers will .. S tart at the top
and work their way down,"
according to
Maatman.
Massive plumbing problems
will be solved in the course of
such renovations. Water was
shut off for several hours last
week in Trow as physical
plant workers reassessed the
current plumbing situtation.
Maatman added that dependinu
on . the severity of the
problems, Trowbridge might
be closed down instead of
Crissey next summer, putting
back Crissey renovations by an
entire year. Trowbridge will
have new carpeting and
wallpaper in addition to an
improved plumbing system and
bathrooms. No new furniture
will be added to Trowbridge's
rooms or lounges.

Besides the remodeling of the
dorms, other buildings are
scheduled for changes as well.
Dean of Students Marilyn
LaPlante said that if the funds
are available, there will also
be major changes in Hicks
Center.
According to LaPlante, the
highest priority will be the
renovation and improvement of
the Quadstop facility. The
main task will be to expand the
non-grill section of Quadstop
and make a dance floor that can
be used by students after the

grill has closed. This will be
done by knocking out the wall
between Quadstop and the
Indexoffices.The Index offices
will then be moved into the
gamesroom, and the games
will all be moved into the Red
Lounge. Walls will be added to
the new gamesroom and the
electronic games will be in a
lockable room between the
lounge and the stairs. Some
other rooms in the basement
will be converted into storage
rooms for the bookstore.

As it stands now a third of
the money allocated for Hicks
renovations is earmarked for a
renovation of the heating and
cooling systems. A third will
be used to improve the kitchen for Marriot and the remainder
will be used for cosmetic
changes throughou t the
building.
A problem that might
restrict structural changes in
Hicks is the potential danger of
existing asbestos. According to
LaPlante, as lon.l( as the
asbestos is not disturbed it is
not dangerous. If it is
disturbed, it costs a great deal
of money for its disposal.
The changes being planned
for the Marriot area are the
most extensive since New
Welles was built. For now
their is no time frame set for
the changes to Hicks center,
but the administration is
expecting it to take several

years.
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African Studies program comes
alive at 'K'
More students are prepollllg to go to Dakkar, Freetown
By MIKA OSAKI
In the 60's when Kalamzoo
extended it's Foreign Study
program to Senegal and Sierra
Leone, it was hailed as the
vanguard of an emerging era of
awareness and appreciation for
African culture. Today, 30
years later, Kalamazoo is still
at the forefront of universities
and colleges who are finally
including African studies to

According to Schmidt, one
of the major goals of the
African Studies program is to
combine the on campus
activities (individual classes,
lectures, etc.) and off campus
activities (foreign study).
"The African Studies
Program developed in response
to Foreign Study," Schmidt
said. Most of the on campus
activities are concentrated
during the summer specifically

Clockwise from lhe bOllom: Kale Lewis, Mina Jaim, Johanna.
Fisher, and Emily Osborne. These Sludenl,' leave for Senegal In
Seplember as pari of lhe African Siudies program.
'.
their cUITIculum and while
o~er instit~tio";S ~e concerned
WIth offenng InllIal courses,
Kalamazoo is already lOOking
into ~eas of expansion. .
. In 1992, we. will .be
openIn~ ex~hange IIne~ With
th~ UDiver.SIty of ~wazl.land,"
S3id CynthIa Schmidt, DIrector
of African Studies. "There are
profess?rs at K who have very
interestIng backgrounds, ",,:ho
might eventually be the Imk
between our campus and
universities of other African
(.'unITies."

to prepare students from
Kalamazoo
and
other
institutions to study in Africa.
Activities this summer include
films and LACC lectures on
themes ranging from the
history, politics and religion of
Senegal, the media in Kenya,
music and performing arts of
Africa to Africa and AfricanAmeri~an relations.
"For a school this size, I'm
really impressed with the
variety of activities going on
~rnllncl camous." said Hilary
Jones, a visiting student from
Spellman College who is

preparing to study in Senegal.
''I'm here because my school
doesn't have an African foreign
study program yet Instead, we
have worked through K to send
students to Africa." Jones is
one of nine students at
Kalamazoo from
other
universities and colleges who
are going to Kenya, Senegal
and Sierra Leone.
In the future, Schmidt ' .op<"
to extend Afriean Studies even
more so that the courses offered
will not only teach the
political or economic systems
of countries but delve into
areas such as music and
folklore as well. Schmidt
herself will teach an
ethnomusicology course in the
fall.
"I think that Kalamazoo
offers an interesting mix of
courses," Emily Osborne of U
of California, Berkley said.
''I'm taking a Francophone
literature class which is offered
here as a French language
class, but which has more to
do with the styles African story
telling."
Asked if one day, African
Studies could be combined
with, or be the starting point
of an African American Studies
program, Schmidt responded
that it would be possible and
given student enthusiasm and
the direction in which the
community is going, would be
welcomed by the faculty.
Schmidt has been the
Director of African Studies for
the past year replacing Sandra
Greene, who has assumed the
post of assistant Provost. Her
area of research has been in the
relation of the Ghulla people in
Africa to the South Carolinian
an Georgian African American
Community who still preserve
some of songs of their
ancestors.

ROAD

CLOSED
Carmel Street has beell closed since July 1, greatly
limiting the number of available parking places for
students' cllrs. Two other student lOIS, Crissey and
the Neil Post lot, have been targeted for crime and
acts of vandalism, calling forth the question,"Where
is a safe place to park at 'K'?
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New Student Activities

Director takes charge
By MIKA OSAKI
Stephenie Stephen, who
replaces Mike Hudson as
Student Activities Director
this year, reported that she
finds students "full of ideas
and excited to get involved."
In the first week of
assuming the position,
Stephen has met II members
of the newly formed Student
Acitivities Committee to
discuss the initial planning
strategies of some of the
festivities for this quarter.
"Our two main projects at
this point are Bahama Boogie
and Quadstock," Stephen said.
S he added that this year, the
committee hopes to add a
different dimension to
Quadstock than in previous
years by inviting more
soloists as well as reggae and
jazz artists.
With a master's degree in
CEPC and with previous
experience as a residence hall

staffer at Western Michigan
University, Stephen finds her
biggest problem on campus
as "being mistaken for a
student." But she said that she
intends to stick it out for at
least three years and seems
enthusiastic about what the
future might hold for K.
"Right now we're only
talking about it but Club K i~
another potentially big pr(liec:
that we might be working on
for the next couple of years,"
Stephen said
According to Ruth Palileo
K '92, the most important
function of SAC is that it is
an entertaining way to bring
students together. Added
Stephen, "all we need is
student involvement. After
all, it's your show!"
At only a week and a half
into the qll3Tter, Stephen says
that she is only just
discovering her role as SAC
Director and would welcome
any student input.

Campus Reports
Decline in Drinking,
But Others Disagree
(CPS) - Student "binge
drinking and dorm partying may
have declined a little during the
fIrst year of new federal college
anti-alcohol rules, at least one
campus reports.
"While there's still a lot of
drinking, alcohol doesn't seem to
rule most student's lives," said
Marie Hansen, acting director of
student life at Michigan State
University.
MSU, liIce every campus in the
country, had to put the strict antialcohol and anti-drug rules
included in the federal Drug-Free
Schools and Campuses Act of
1989 into effect last Oct l.
At least at MSU, Hansen
claims student participation in
other activities has increased
since October, as has student
satisfaction with dorm life.
"The rule has changed the
atmosphere of the residence
halls," she said, while admitting
that more students are going to
off-campus parties to drink.
Officials at other campuses say
that they haven't noticed much
change in even on-campus
behavior since the new federal
policy was implemented.
"It's heightened campus
awareness of the issues involved,
but I'm not sure it's had any
effect on students' behavior," said
Deb Lewis, assistant to the vice
chancellor of student affairs at the
University of Missouri.

"It's all well-intentioned," said
Rex Perkins, coordinator of the
drug ·and alcohol program at the
University of Nevada, "But
basically, you're fighting a whole
lot of apathy and ambivalence."
The law never did get much
support from the academic
community.
Complaining there weren't
enough guidelines, 15 higher
education associations last
summer unsuccessfully asked the
U.S. Department of Education,
which overseas most federal
college programs, to extend the
deadline for setting up the antidrug programs to July l.
'1 he law requires campuses to
publish the legal consequences
and health risks thatl accompany
drug and alcohol use, and to have
in place punishments consistent
with federal, state and local laws.
If not, campuses run the risk of
losing federal aid.
In general, students don't seem
to be drinking any less.
Mirroring other studies, a
University loc] Cincinnati survey
released June 14 found that, while
only 27 percent of the students
said they had ever used marijuana,
71 percent said they had had an
alcoholic drink at least once
during an average week.

•

•
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ABORTION
Morality Questioned But Choice Reigns

New Law Kills Civil Rights

By LANCE A. O'DONNELL
The June 17, 1991 edition of TIME magazine presented to mainstream America a
moral issue of profound generational impact. The cover story describes the decision
of Mary and Abe Ayala, who conceived a child (Marissa) to provide bone marrow for
their daughter Anissa, who has leukemia.
The chances of conceiving a child capable of donating the marrow were one-infour.
Fortunately for the Ayala's, Marissa's bone marrow matched her sister's, and at
15 months she gave the donation that may yet save her sister's life.
While the story of the Ayalas is miraculous, the possibility of different results
raises moral questions that must be answered or we will face the consequences of a
moral decadence that surely will result if we do not answer them.
What does one do if the child conceived will not provide the necessary tissue?
There are, of course, two options: one, have the child--with the possibility of the
sibling's death occurring before the child is born; or two, abort the child and try
again. It is the possibility of case two that presents us with the moral question, "Is it

By DEANNA L. RYDZEWSKI
The congessMEN of Louisiana are, In the pure and simple words of a fellow
feminist, "buttheads."Last week, they adopted the strictest anti-abortion law in the
USA making any abortion short of rape or incest virtually impossible to obtain.
The law as it currently stands only allows for an abortion in three cases: rape,
incest, or if the woman's life is danger. Within those three exceptions, abortion must
be performed within the first thirteen weeks of pregnancy and that happens only after
rape and incest survivors report the crime within a week and seek medical attention
within five days. Any doctor caught giving an illegal abortion, as defined by these
standards, will be subject to ten years in prison and a $100,000 fine. The woman
wouldn't be punished. (How generous of the legislators to make that exception!)
Hearing the news report this abuse of personal rights made me think it was a cruel
joke. I was shocked. I was angered. And I was especially sickened by the statement
by a congressman, "Let this show that the stale of LoUisiana loves babies."
Well, they must hate women. I'm not even going to go into the stalemate
between the pros and cons of abortion, but T will disagree with the rule concerning

right to aWll <1 ,,:.::.' ('onceived only to provide
life sustaining material I", another?" Such a
questioll can only lx- answered by considering the
abortion issue itself.
Aborting a child produced by conscious,
willing intercourse is wrong--whether that
intercourse is a purpose in itself or for a child or
with the hope that the incipient being produced
will provide life sustaining material for another.
The basis for this position lies not with the
issue of whether a woman has control of her
body, rather, it rests upon a fundamental view of
existence which gives ultimate respect to life.
If a man and a woman willingly copulate with
the purpose of having a child they have accepted
the decision to become parents. The ultimate
responsibility of a pare nt is to mold a selfsustaining human being. Inherent to the creation
of an incipient life form is the existence of life.
The fac t that the being remains in the womb does
I
not mean the parents are not yet performing their
nurturing functions.
In fact, parents may be performing their most
important parental functions in the pre-natal
period. Just as certain behaviors after birth may
psychologieally damage a child, drinking, the use of drugs, or improper eating may
forever injure the developing life physically. Thus, the project of parenting first
begins with the decision to become potential parents, i.e., to have intercourse, and
continues from conception through the length of development
Therefore, when two people decide to unite sexually, they accept the
responsibility of becoming parents. Accepting the responsibility of becoming parents
means exhibiting behavior conducive to the preservation and molding of a selfsustaining life. If they have accepted the responsibility of molding a self-sustaining
life, parents accept that there is a life. If there is a life, aborting that life, whether it
comprises a zygote or the wholly functioning fetus, is tantamount to saying, "This
life is not worthwhile." For any human to reach the conclusion that a life is not
worthwhile is, essentially, to disengage that which makes them human; their
oonsciousness, i.e., their power to reason. Thus, abortion ruptures at least three
lives: the new life, and those of the parents who decided it was not worthwhile.
That is not to say that abortion should be outlawed. Abstractly, Roe vs. Wade
serves an important function--it brought the issue of abortion to the forefront; forcing
us to address many moral issues: What of an unwilling pregnancy? What is life?
What is the role of a parent? Does a fetus have rights? What rights do men have in
the abortion decision?
These and many others are questions that have to be answered in the "modern"
context. It was never before possible to safely abort a child. The possibility has never
before existed that we might use aborted material to sustain another li r- or _ II
disease. Abortion is no longer just a means to correct the wrong of rape or even a
method of birth control.
The overturning of Roe vs. Wade would be a great catastrophe. A woman's body
is her sanctuary--if someone enters that sanctuary against her will, her rights must be
protected. But the mutual decision to have intercourse is the acceptance of potential
parenthood and the acceptance of life .. .a life that cannot be denied, whatever the
purpose of its conception.

the time period for a survivor of incest. The
woman (or more likely a young teenager) is in a
bad enough position of living with the attacker.
Her relative, whether a father, brother, uncle,
ele., is a daily part of her life and probably loved
by the rest of the family. Seven days isn't
enough time to make sueh a monumental
decision and get up the courage to report
someone that close to her--especially if the
abuse has been going on a long time.
I just suddenly felt so incredibly helpless as if
any power I had over my body or personal
morality had been completely taken away. I feel
as if my personal feelings and beliefs and the
_ many people I share them with had no relevance
] in the Louisiana State Legislature at all. How
~ can my one tiny voice make a difference?
u Especially if the concentrated voices of Planned

~~~===~~;~;!~~ ]..!l

Parenthood, NOW, NARAL, and many more
pro-choice organizations in Louisiana couldn't
~ stop, this bill. However, I can't give up and I
. >. won t.
.J>
With
this bill passing, it will give anti-choice
o
..
" organIzations even more courage to push for
If more and more bills to outlaw a woman having
the right to own her own flesh. Right now there are many bills waiting to go before
the Michigan Congress to ban abortion. We, as human beings that believe a woman
has a right to be treated as an individual and not merely as a potential mother, need to
band together and fight this. We need to work for abortion rights and even go beyond
that! We should also push to end the need for abortion by demanding better sex
education, inexpensive contraceptives, and greater testing and developing of more
foolproof birth control. Norplant, the birth control inserted under the skin, is the flfSt
innovation in that field in the past 25 years. That just isn't cool.
I realize that I haven't even tried to argue all the points for abortion and try to
disprove all of the "Right to Life" arguments. Why bother? Anti-choicers believe
deep down in their God-fearing hearts that they are right. And maybe they are, but
they can keep it to themselves and ~way from my body. To quote a great button , "If
you don't like abortions, don't have one."

Letter Policy
The Index welcomes letters from its readers. Letters should IX'
" 'iginal copit " 'J pcd or printed, and must be signed.
We enCoural'e letters that are concise and deal with releva.,
pics. The Index reserves the right to edit for space and :Iant)

when necessary.
Letters can be turned into The Index mail !>ox in the bast'ment
of Hicks Center. Preferably, letters should be submitted by the
<;aturd:iy before the issue in which they will a,pear.

A Party For A l l - - - - - - - - - - - By GERRY GLEESON
This flfSt weekend of summer was highlighted by a party on
Friday night that may have set the standard for future UK" parties.
It was a great time for what seemed to be the entire campus.
Indeed, it appeared that the entire campus was at the party, and
that is what made it special.
Looking around the front yard and porch where the party was
located (We won't mention the exact location for obvious
reasons.), every section of the student body was represented.
Where m the past parties have been somewhat clique-ish and
exclusive, Friday's party was foc everyone. From theater majors to
economics majors, nerds to jocks, and chauvinists to feminists, it
was the most diverse in recent memory, and the most enjoyable.
Everyone was having a good time socializing and listening to

what most agreed was a great band.
Importantly, although beer was available, not everyone drank
alcohol. Many people were drinking pop and water, as well. Two
kegs were finished (the second arriving mysteriously from
unknown philanthropists), yet it was not the wild, out of control,
drinking party that Federal rules-makers imagine when they design
their grant guidelines; guidelines that in nine short weeks will
dramatically change the alcohol policies of this campus.
In the first weekend of what portends to be a long, hot
summer, it was nice to see that the campus was able to relax and
socialize as a whole. Hopefully, in the future, the larger "K"
parties and other social events will move further away from their
clique-ish past and closer to the diverse example set on Friday
night.

Next Week:
-Return of the Buhl
-Capitalism and the
Third World

and columnists
-Robert Beacham &
-Kay Kupferberg

• •
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Shooting The Buhl: Summer Rules
dish for the twelfth friggin' time
·in a week--it isn't their fault.
The blame lies with the
slimebags that run the joint.
Can anyone fmd out where they
live?
It is necessary thal everyone
By KENDALL BUHL
he aware of an important bit of
There just isn't any earth- law and order deSigned to keep
shattering campus wide issue, this campus from disaster.
any burning controversy to
Last week, our provost, Dr.
write about right now, and that's Richard Cook, found it
just fine with me, dammit! It necessary to castigate an errant
just means life here is a little student who was playing frisbee
more laid-back for all of us.
in front of Harmon. It seems the
It's my third summer here at perpetrator yelled the word
"K," and I'm starting to like it. "fire!" An understandably upset
It beats working forty hours a Dr. Cook was quick to inform
week at home, where it would the student of what a potential
be hard to keep in touch with disaster he was tempting--should
my friends from here. Sure, people believe there was a fire,
there's still that thing about and everyone leapt from their
going to classes and doing windows.
homework ...but seriously now-this is an f'~lirely different
campus in the summer. Look
around, there are a lot less
strung out people around. Hell,
everyone even looks better in
th e summer. I call this
In complete agreement with
phenomena Summer Rules. It's Dr. Cook, I feel we need to
a reordering of priorities, with
publish this list of words you
your own total satisfaction and want to say--if at all--in nothing
piece of mind at the top and more than a hushed whisper,
your eight o'clock double block lest you be overheard and
slightly below choosing a good misunderstood, jeopardizing
place for your barbecue. Some lives:
people choose to call this
irresponsibility, or immaturity,
*frrefly
but I like my name better.
*firelane
*sunburn
The only thing that doesn't
*matches
get better in the summer is
*tennis match
Marriot. I know, I know. It's
*flood
completely unoriginal to bitch
about the [crap] we have to eat
*earthquake
*Iocusts
every day. But then, when does
*bubonic plague
Marriol ever grace us with any
son of originality? I think it's
"nportant, however, that we
The most real threat to the
aren't abusive to Marriot campus'?'The death of the social
workers, as one is apt 10 h, ' life, which is already an
when confronted with a turlrl"v endangered species. Of course,

"Hell, everyone
even looks better
in the summer."

Making Sense of Scents
By KAY KUPFERBERG
Just the other day a guy v. alked past me leaving a hovering cloud
of Polo cologne which surl\lunded me like the Kirkwood Pioneers
varsity jacket of my flfst boyfriend, OJ. It's weird to think that a
smell can take you back in time or remind you of certain people.
One friend of mine who dated a Polo-wearing guy in high school
says that Polo not only reminds her of her ex-boyfriend, but also of
his friends, their clothes, their cars, and the whole image of their
school. Another friend says that she thinks of her sister when she
smells Colors, and she thinks of her mother when she smells Anais
Anais ..
A guy across the hall said that Liz Claiborne reminds him of his
ex-girlfriend. "I don't like that smell," he added a few moments later.
Certainly the people I've talked to know what they like and what
they don't like. My roommate says she hates it when someone's
perfume and cologne is so overpowering that everyone smells as
Soon as he or she walks into a room. Everyone else I've talked to
says the same thing. "Subtle, but manly," says one friend.
"Flowery, but not too strong,"says another. A girl I know says that
she really likes it when a guy wears a scent that isn't one of the
usual ones because it makes him unique. She also said that she
doesn't like it if he "Does cheezy things with his cologne--like
spraying it on his tie."
1 friend of mine has five different kinds of aftershave but says he
has no method of choosing one over the other, he just puts it on
after he shaves. My roommates and I agree that it's that "Just out of
the shower" smell that we like the best. It' s that mixture of soap,
shampoo, and aftershave and cologne. Something fresh and clean is
definitely the most popular scent out of all those suggested by
students. One person I asked has said that she has a friend who
thinks sweat should be bottled because "The girls love it." Do we?
I'm not so sure.
I wish I knew the scientific reasoning for why we are attracted to
some scents and turned off by others. Someone told me that she
thinks that the sense of smell is linked to memory. I would like to
remember a piece of chocolate cake I had over break. Is there a
cologne called Eau de Chocolat?

there will always be off-campus
parties, and we've already had
one or two good ones. But is
that what the administration
wants, that everyone leaves the
campus on weekends? Do the
Powers That Be at "K" really
give a damn if the campus has
an active social life or not?
Anyone who has ever tried to
get cooperation, or a straight
answer out of the PTB would
probably say "no."
I'm not even talking about
the alcohol policy (though I'd
like to-- if I thought the PTB
would so much as listen to what
I had to say). Let's talk patio
parties. Let's talk about people
just hanging out, talking and
dancing in a good atmosphere.
In the summer heat, parties have
to be outside, and the patio
parties were always incredible.
I've never heard anyone say they
didn't enjoy one. But last
quarter, Vaughn [Maatman] said
"no more." His reasons were
pretty vague--some "group"
complained about the noise
level. End of story. No further
explanation, no chance to work
something out. Another brick
wall dropped by the PTB.
Maybe things will be
different this quarter. Maybe
even the bigwigs are subject to
Summer Rules. They're always
saying that they aren't against
partying. Maybe this summer
they'll give an inch towards
proving it. If not, start thinking
of ways we can put the pressure
on.
That's what it comes down
to, making things happen. Here
we are, among a tiny percentage
of college students on campus
in the summer, and the summer
has a lot of potential. Hopefully
we'll take advantage of it.
Summer Rules.

An Office With
A View
By KATHY LAYDEN
Many of you have probably
gotten
wind
of
the
administration's plans to
renovate a section of Hicks into
a new student activities area.
Accustomed to the snail's pace
of college bureaucracy, I was
expecting to read about these
renovations in a distant alumni
newsletter. Instead, I watched an
official-lOOking group of people
being herded around the Index
office as I cleaned it last week.
The air was filled with "Oooh!"
and "Aaah!" and "Will that tile
be linoleum or parquet?"
Much to my chagrin, I
learned that my beloved Index
office would soon be
transplanted from the end of
Hicks to a new and exotic
locale, namely the Games
Room.
As I type this , I am
watching about a thousand
fireflies light up the Quad from
Hoben to the Chapel, and I can
hear people milling around
outside, reassurance that there
are other people who aren't at
Waldo's tonight. What would I
see from a desk in the soon-tobe Index office? Some tacky
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Hunt animals, not researchers
By ROBERT BEACHAM
In today's world there are many special interest groups
willing to do whatever is necessary to gain pUblicity for their
causes. From the PLO to America's anti-abortion movement,
the international and national scene is filled with self appointed
saviors of humanity, and they alone are the ones to make the
proper decisions to right the wrongs of the world. Let's center
in on the animal right's issue and it's more extreme
representatives.
Recently, animal rights extremists in Great Britain have
been waging a campaign of terror similar to the IRA against
researchers and their families. Many have died and even more
live in fear. Here in the United States, hunters are harassed and
fur wearers are accosted by paint wielding enviro-thugs. Why do
groups and individuals such as these believe they can bend the
law that the majority of the nation has accepted and ignore their
fellow American's civil right of freedom of choice?
Unfortunately, America's tolerant way has allowed these groups
to increasingly stray across the line of free speech into property
destruction and Gestapo terror tactics.
I don't hunt, but I have many friends who do. They hunt for
the sport and to supplant their food budget with the meat of
their catch. In away, they are interlinked with the environment
a great deal more than the anti-hunting coalition can realize.
People who roam the forest disturb the animals in an attempt to
prevent the hunters from exercising their freedom of choice. It
is a noble idea to rank animal life so high, but groups who do
not agree should work within the law, not outside.
Animal research is another touchy subject, as various groups
enter labs and "free" animals. These people once again break the
law and thumb their noses at anyone else's ideas that might
conflict with theirs. They ignore me fact that this is a free
country and forget that their opimon is not the only one that
matters. Many researchers can save human lives and should
have the chance to act on their experience as to what may be
cruel or inhuman. If they made the wrong decisions, then that's
for the courts to decide.
People invest a great deal of money in fur, yet some seIf
righteous individuals believe that the destruction of these coats
with paint bombs will help to make a point. It does, but not
the way they think. It's a shame when groups have to destroy
personal property to raise interest in an issue and show
opposition to another citizen's choice.
Here in America there are many divergent views, and our
democratic system does it's best to allow everyone to express
their ideas. But if the laws don't favor your ideology, no matter
how noble or righteous they may be, no one has the right to
force their agenda on others. This applies to all organizations A
to Z, from the Aryan Nation to the Women's Equity
Commission.

wood panelling lifted from Mike
Brady's den. And if I was
lucky, I would be entertained by
a symphony of toilets flushing
in the bathroom across the halL
Well, these were my initial
gripes about the changes. I still
don't like it that the Index office' the home of the student's
beacon of truth, has to be sacrificed in the name of a new Copacabana Lounge. Yet I am beginning to see the necessity of
such a change.
A lot of people on this campus complain that they have
been marginalized, pushed away
from the "mainstream" college
community. The college may be
at fault for some of the more
overt prejudices, but simply by
walking around the campus, one
is made aware of the polarization of the students--we're doing
it to ourselves! There is no
"mainstream"! A new student
center, with live music, Quadstop-type food, and eventually a
liquor license would be a great
place for people from all different groups to be social and form
some kind of a core for the student body.
Students at this college seem
to prefer to stay in their own
groups in the classroom, in the
dorms, and even in Marriot.
(The blue room is for athletes,

and the Western room is for
English and Theater majors.) I
guess it's an expression of the
"safety in numbers" idea, but
since when is college a time to
be safe?
Now is the time for us to
meet all sorts of different people, not confine ourselves to
certain cliques. Leave cliques for
those golden years when you're
content to play Parcheesi with
your neighbors. Cliquey behavior doesn't fit in with jaunts off
to all four corners of the globe
on CDs and Foreign Study.
Kalamazoo College is nol.
meant to be a hostile gathering
of small groups, it is supposed
to be one learning community,
one open-minded group of people working towards the common goal of a quality education.
A parquet floor and some tater
tots may not solve all of our
campus' problems, but it is a
step in the right direction If everyone is in the same room together, people will feel more
comfortable croSSing partisan
lines to meet the other members
of their class. From this perspective' I guess tacky wood
panelling and a bad view are
pretty small prices for Index
staffers to pay for a chance at a
more cohesive student body at
Kalamazoo College.

atures
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Summer thespian tradition draws
off-campus attention
by REBECCA HOBSON
Kalamazoo College kicked off
its 1991 Festival Playhouse
season this past weekend with
the opening of the action-packed
drama "K2." Written by 'K'
College's own Patrick Meyers,
the show is a perfect point of
departure for the Festival's
exciting and thought-provoking
new season.
Festival Playhouse was the
brainchild of Nelda K. Balch,
who wanted to offer the
Kalamazoo area alternative
summer theatre productions.
This basic idea has since
blossomed and Festival has now
become a semi-professional
workplace in which students and
professionals from allover the
country may work side by side.
Now. in its twenty-seventh
season, Festival Playhouse is an
exciting event for everyone
summer quartet and offers both
professionals and
nonprofessionals alike
the
opportunity to create fascinating
productions here at 'K'.
Many of the people working
behind the scenes at Festival are
from the Kalamazoo area, but
this year people came from as
far away as Chicago and
Cincinnati to audition and work
on the three performances.
Enjoying their experience, it is
not uncommon for people to
return to the Festival Playhouse
to endure another grueling
season. People returning range
from professionals, students

Aside from merely seeing the
productions, theatre majors and
non-majors alike are more than
welcome to participate in the
Festival Playhouse's 1991
season. The work is exciting as
well as rewarding and they could
always use the help. And of
course it's a good way to see a
show free! If you're interested,
contact Ray Inkel in the theatre
department office.
"K2 " continues this holiday
weekend for those of you who
are still going to be around.
Performances are: July 5 and 6
at 8:00pm,
and the
price of a ticket is: $8.00. The
next show is entitled "Baby

FESTIVAL
PLAYHOUSE
HIGHLIGHTS
THEATRE SCENE
from other colleges and
universities, 'K' alumni, and
current 'K' students staying on
cam pus during their off~ uarters.
Resumes are received from all
over the country but many of
the key positions, such as
directors, are chosen quite
carefully. Most directors and the
like are familiar to the
Kalamazoo theatre department
personally and their work has
been seen and appreciated.
All these aspects add up to
produce a show somewhat
different than the productions we
normally see here at 'K' during
the other quarters. Because of
the professional technicians,
actors, and backstage workers,
we can expect to see a "Higher
quality show," according to Ray
Iokel, the technical director. The
sets are more elaborate and
detailed, due to the extra funds
allotted the program, and other
aspects are much more
impressive due to the
professional training most of
the personnel has received. It is
an extraordinary opportunity to
attend a truly professional
production, which is a real treat
"K2"" was performed offBroadway, and won a Tony
award.

WHAT TO DO AROUND
THE 'ZOO

a

With The Bathwater,"

hilarious comedy about
parenting. Performances will
be: July 12, 13, 18, 19, and 20
at 8:00pm and July 14 at
2:00pm. The ticket price again
is: $8.00. The third and final
show of the season is "The Skin
of Our Teeth," a fast-paced
comedy. Performances will be:
July 26, 27, and Aug. 1,2, and
3 at 8:00 pm and July 28 at
2:00 pm, and the ticket price is
still: $8.00. If you like, you
may purchase a season ticket for
the advanced price of $18.00,
which is a real I>argam and
assures you of a seat for all the
shows, because the tickets are
going fast!!! If you're interested
in purchasing tickets for one or
all of the shows, call the
Theatre Festival Box Office at
3-8567.

NEW WELLES MENU

events on campus

Thursday, July 4

• Wednesday, July 3; 7:30 p.m.; Light Fine Arts Recital Hall.
LUNCH: Tomato soup
Love and Anarchy, a film from Italy set primarily in a
Grilled Cheese
Roman brothel during the Fascist era, will be shown as the
Beef Macaroni
second film in the 1991 European Film Series.
Scrambled eggs
• Friday, July 5; 10:00 a.m.; Stetson Chapel. Bruce Bramlett,
second candidate for the Dean of Chapel position, will speak.
DINNER: 41h of July
Picnic!!
• Friday and Saturday, July 5 and 6; 8:00 p.m.; Balch Playhouse.
Festival Playhouse '91 concludes its production of K2, the play
Friday, july 5
starring a 4{}-foot mountain and two men struggling for theIr
LUNCH:
Mushroom Soup
lives.
Spicy Bc..:l Mcll
• Monday, July 8; 4:00 p.m.; Olmsted Room. Day One of the
Chicken Pasta
National Issues Forum Study Circle program-featuring
Salad
twenty participants and open to observers- will address
"Remedies for Racial Inequality." LACC.
DINNER: Soup
• Monday, July 8; 8:00 p.m.; Dewing \03. Zan Bolco, a moral
Baked fish
fable about the conflict between tradition and change in Burkina
Beef Burgundy
J;'aso, continues the African Film Series.
Bean Tostada
Tuesday, July 9; 4:00 p.m.; Olmsted Room. Day Two of the
Saturday, July 6
~ational Issues Forum Study Circle program. LACC.
LUNCH:
Soup
Wednesday, July \0; Noon; Library Courtyard or inside library
Hot Beef Sandwich
n case of rain. "Moving Out" by Janet Turner Hospital will be
Turkey AI Fredo
read by Dr. Margo Bosker, second in the series of Noontide Tales.
Scrambled eggs
• Wednesday, July 10; 7:30 p.m.; Light Fine Arts Recital Hall
Spirit 0/ the Beehive, a film from Spain telling the story of
two little girls growing up after the Spanish civil war, will be / - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
shown as the third fIlm in the 1991 European Film Series.
• Wednesday, July 10; 7:30 p.m.; Dewing 200. EI Norte
Not Just for Women
Confidential services for menl
continues the Latin American Film Series.
• Screening & Treatment for Sexually
Transmilled D~eases
•

events off campus
• Thursday, July 4; Club Soda Reggae Night featuring the band
'Third Eye."
• Friday, July 12; 8:00 p.m.; State Theatre,404 South Burdick
"LASER ZEPPELIN ... THE LASER LIGHT ROCK CONCERT"
featuring two high-power laser systems and of course, the sounds
of the legendary Led Zeppelin. Ticket $10.50 in advance and
$12.50 at the door. The State Theatre Ticket Office is open M-F
\0 a.m. to 6 p.m. Call 3345-6500 for charge orders or more info.
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Off the

~Prof

By JAMES BRENNAN
"Off the Prof" is a new
experiment from the pioneering
newspaper that brought you
"Off the Quad." Hopefully, it
will either introduce you to
some instructors you've never
had or introduce some new
facets of instructors you have
already had. Why do we call it
"Off the Prof?" Because we're
bouncing some questions off
the prof, of course.
Dr. David Barclay is the Chair
of the History Department.
This quarter, he is teaching
"Contemporary European
History" and "Philosophy of
History" (which he thinks
should be renamed.) He is also
director of K' College's center
for Western European Studies.
Q: In one word, how would
you describe a typical K'
College student?
A: Eamest.
Q: What famous historical
figure would be most at home
as a student here at "K" and
why?
A: John Bunyan, because he
liked pilgrim's progresses.
Q: Does the fact that only
Pepsi is now available on
campus bother you? Why or
why not?
A: Yes, it bothers me. As

_
hundred flowers bloom, let a
hundred schools of thought
contend." I think we should at
least have Vernors.
Q: If a tree falls in a forest and
nobody is around to hear it,
does it make a sound?
A: Yes, because sound is
simply ... ask Dr. Wayne
Wright ..sound is generated by
waves and such and they still
exist even if you are not
present.
What is your earliest
Q:
memory?
Visiting my GreatA:
grandmother in a nursing home
and ringing the alarm bell
which calls for the nurses ... this
had to be when I was about a
year and a half old.

If you have questions you'd
like to ask an instructor (even
if it's not for any instructor in
specific) send them to James
Brennan, box 164 or to the

Privacy or Solidarity? Senegal's
Unanswered Question
By ROBERT BEACHAM
There you are, living in a nice
home in a major city and
pulling in a handsome income
when there's a knock at the
door. Unprofitable farming and a
major drought have forced your
cousin Buck from the country,
seeking food and shelter for a
lengthy period. Of course, you
allow him to stay. Conditions
are bad in the countryside and
more obscure relatives continue
to show up on your doorstep.
At what point will enough be
enough?
According to Dr. Malick
N'diaye, the quarter's first
LACC speaker, this is the
problem being faced by families
in Senegal today. He discussed
how famine, population growth
and the exodus from the farms
are plaguing the people of
Senegal, especially its capital,
Dakar. Despite the serious

topic, N'Diaye did inject a good
deal of wit into the lecture.
At the start, N'Diaye recounted
the story of a hunter who didn't
want to share his favorite meat
with his mother and brother.
His selfish obsession led him to
feign death, despite his wife's
pleading. He was eventually
entombed. While in his grave,
he cried our .hat on his life that
he would 1l0t share the meat
with his family and he died
happy. Yet, in spite of his
efforts, the mourners did feast
that night on the meat.
N'diaye said that Senegal must
recognize its problems in order
to solve them and answer the
question: "Do you hide when
your relatives come knocking or
do you give up your privacy to
honor old values of solidarity?"
It's a question that can cause a
great deal of problems in most
places, if left unanswered.

Feeling ~impy and
misguided?
Join The Index
Call 3-8460 for

~~

more info!

4201 W. Michigan, K'zoo-372-1200
8992 E 0 Ave., Richland·629-9718
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An Easterner reflects upon the "pokey" Midwest
By MARK R. CLIFFORD
In the midst of my transition
from ti l": hectic pac,:: of the EaSI
coast area to the more laid back
Midwest, I have been able to
perceive several distinctions between the collective attitude of
sports fans and medias of
Michigan and of the New
York/Boston area.
Michigan fans and sports
writers tend to follow a basic "if
it ain't broke, don't fix it," philosophy, perhaps in appreciation
of the successful examples of
tradition and stability personified in the Detroit Tigers' longtime practice of cultivating and
preserving a core of veteran
players, and the long tenures of
Tigers' manager Sparky Anderson, U of M's now-retired gridiron general, Bo Sehembechler,
and Pistons' coach Chuck Daly.
By contrast, New Yorkers are
used to the continual turnover

and instahility of the New York
Yankee ~ under the reign of terror
of "The Boss," George Steinbrenner. The overkill of media
leads to over scrutiny and hypercriticism of the area's teams.
And The Big Apple's assumption of its manifest destiny to
be the biggest and the best produces the belief that if they are
not, somebody must be screwing up somehow.
Bostonians have been so
spoiled by the rich, title-hden
legacies of the Celtics ami the
Bruins on the one hand, and
have had their hearts broken so
many times by the Red Sox and
Patriots on the other, that they
now display a desperation to
win it all. They thirst to guzzle
that sweet championship nectar
once again, even if it means
mortgaging the farm or selling
their souls on a longshol.

All 01 tillS means that while
Michiganders loyally support
and respect their coaches, New
Yorkers and Bostonians are
never hesitanl 10 hum an un slic
cessful one in effigy. While
Michiganders value the experience and proven performance of
a veteran player, Easterners tend
to follow a stock market approach of cashing in on a veteran player while his trade value
is high, in favor of the possibility of catching lightning in a
bottle on a gamble with a
young prospect. It was the old
sage of the Brooklyn Dodgers'
Branch Rickey who coined the
slogan, "Better to trade a player
a year too early than a year too
late."
This was never more evident
to me than when talking with
Michiganders about the NBA

SHOWDOWN
Rick "if you will I" Sherwood
VS.
Jeff "I wish I had a Chris Berman name" Bartlett
This weekly publication of infinite sports wisdom will pit the above mentioned sports experts in pointcounterpoint discussions of current sport issues. The arguments will conclude with a prediction and bet.

ISSUE: FUTURE OF THE PISTONS
The Pistons once again drafted low and picked
another unproven player. An injection of youth
is obviously the top priority, but they will be
hard-pressed to trade some older players, for example, Budha and Vinnie promise retirement if
traded. They also need to develop players to assure they don't give away another Michael
Williams. My colleagues idea of a Shaquille deal
is not pertinent because Bedford will soon establish himself as a productive center. I believe the
Pistons will be effective with the same nucleus
for at least two years to come. RS

NOT. The Pistons need fresh blood now. The
Shaquille O'neil deal will give the Pistons the
best center to compliment the best guard tandem
in the league. The aging Pistons will be traded;
Grandpa Edwards, old Uncle Vinnie, and John "I
can never play consistent" Salley will go to a
sure loser team like Sacremento or Denver, thus
giving them a risky gamble in the NBA lottery.
The Shaq will out-rebound Rodman while giving
Air Laimbeer more rest on the bench. JB

ISSUE: 1991 TIGERS
The Tigers are. having much difficulty finding
pitchers with lower E.R.A's than my 4.0 G.P.A.
Even though the "Batter Boys" (a little PUN
there, BAD BOYS and the BADDER BOYS, but
with "t's") are providing more fireworks than the
fourth of July, their pitching will keep them at
.500 all year. RS

WRONG. How can a team averaging more
homers a game than K averages keg parties a
weekend not win the pennant. These lousy pitchers can keep giving up 5 or 6 runs because the
Tiger Bashers can smack 7 or 8 in one inning
alone. The top spot in the A.L. East is in sight
due to the inconsistent Bosox and Toronto's
ability to choke come September. JB

ISSUE: TYSON, FOREMAN, AND HOLYFIELD
Very complicated. After all the promotion,
hype, and hamburgers, Foreman decides to rekindle is rap endeavors by rejoining the Fat Boys,
disproving the old cliche saying, "Big guts, big
glory." The Tyson-Holyfield fight is marred by
controversy as Disney World pays Tyson to lose
the match, refusing to dub his voice after the victory. RS

UN. Holyfield will have long retired from the
boxing world because the rematch with Foreman
will leave him a loser. His fITst round KO by the
Dairy Queen eating Foreman makes Evander a
bigger joke than Buster Douglas. Tyson will
then fight to regain the title, opening a can of
Whoop-ass on the 62 year old Elias Big Boy.
Tyson will then never lose a bout until he meets
Robin Givens' mom in a dark alley outside a bar.

m

THE BET: WIMBLEDON
Stakes: the loser will recite the 50 states in alphabetical order, sitting naked in the SAGA lettuce bowl.
McEnroe and Connors make it to the Finals
after receiving tips from Foreman, but Connors
forgets his Depend undergarments in his hotel
and forfeits. RS

McEnroe won't win a set against Edberg,
Agassi could be the man but will choke again.,
this time to the mug-ugly Boris Becker. The
Rock-N-Roller will pick a fight with the head
umpire after three calls that were worse than the
calls in the Bulls-Pistons semifinals*. JB

*Editor's Note: Refering of course to the
1990 Eastern Conference Finals - NS

with respect 10 possible pl ~ yer
d.:als and last week's draft.
While I proposed that the only
chance for the Pistons to make
significant additions of personnel would be to trade the highly
marketable Isiah Thomas for a
king's ransom, they guffawed
and informed me that Thomas

will be a Detroit Pistonforever.
So be forewarned, conservative Michiganders, that this
summer quarter you will be exposed to a new breeze of fresh
ideas and a breath of hot air emanating from one of the biggest
of eastern fans . Let it whistle in
your ears!

Cliff's Notes on the NBA Draft
By MARK R. CLIFFORD
One of the most fun things to do around draft time is to
compare the draftees to players who are already in the NBA.
Perhaps it is unfair to burden these youngsters with lofty
comparisons or to label them as mere duplicates of their
predecessors, thereby failing to appreciate them for their own
uniqueness. But I don't care, these guys aren't my kids, after
all. When I look at this year's crop of fITst rounders, these are
the NBAers they remind me of:
#1, Larry Johnson, F, Charlotte.--No, not Charles Barkley.
Doesn't have his ballhandling or passing skills. Stili, Johnson,
with his low-post to 3-point scoring ability, is more like a
bulkier, more powerful Lionel Simmons, of the Sacramento
Kings.
#2, Kenny Anderson, G, New Jersey.--Detroit's Isiah Thomas.
#3, Billy Owens, F-G, Sacramento.--He's 6-9 and versatile,
with a nose for the ball on the boards. Derrick McKey of
Seattle.
#4, Dikembe Mutomobo, C, Denver.--Has the enormous
potential to become a player like fellow native African Hakeem
Olajuwon of Houstun . Right now his size, rebounding,
shotblocking, and flove-running athleticism match that of the
Clippers' Olden Polynice.
#5, Steve Smith, G, Miami.--Indiana's Reggie Miller.
#6, Doug Smith, F, Dallas.--Runs, rebounds, blocks shots, yet
was disturbingly inconsistent at the collegiate level. Sounds
like the Nets' Derrick Coleman.
#7, Luc Longley, C, Minnesota.--Could wind up anywhere
between Jack Sikma and John Koncak, depending on his heart
#8, Mark Macon, G, Denver.--A stoic supci~tud like Detroit's
Joe Dumars.
#9, Stacey Augmon, F, Atlanta.--Lean, athlet ic, defensive
specialist like former Laker Michael Cooper.
#10, Brian Williams, F-C, Orlando.--Washington's John
Williams.
#11, Tyrrell Brandon, G, Cleveland.--A mighty-mite who could
turn OUL h~, Golden State's Tim Hardaway. Then again, he
might not.
#12, Greg Anthony, G, New York.--Roadrunner speed and fiery
enthusiasm like Phoenix's Kevin Johnson.
#13, Dale Davis, F, Indiana.--Deluxe defender and rebounder
with a retarded offensive game. Detroit's John Salley.
#14, Rich King. C, Seattle,--Randy Bruer of Minnesota.
#15, Anthony Avent, F, Atlanta.--Ed Pinckney of Boston.
#16, Chris Gatling, F, Golden State.--Utah's Thurl Bailey.
#17, Victor Alexander, F, Golden State.--Flabby low-post
scorer like Sacramento's Antoine Carr.
#18, Kev;n Brooks, F-G, Milwaukee.--Never got down to SW
Louisiar,a to see him play. Sorry .
#19, UlBradford Smith, G, Washington--A would-be decathlete
like N ~w York s Gerald Wilkins.
#20, John Turner, F, Houston.--A bruiser like former journeY"lan V,... rire Lucas.
----------------------------~

I.M. NOTES
]\. ew plans this summer will provide opportunities for "K" stugenl> to enjoy the outdoor sports close to home. Projects for outdoor basketball courts and a volleyball court will give alternatives to
the Athletic Center and trips to the beach. These ideas will be coupled with a slight expansion of Intramural sports. Several Frisbee
Golf tournaments are being supported by the Head of Intramural Activities, Lynn Maurer; the first tournament will take place third
week. In addition, I.M. softball will sponsor the Inaugural All-star
game, tentatively planned for sixth week Sunday.
The proposed basketball courts will likely be located between
Anderson and Harmon, or the Physical Plant parking lot. The volleyball court will be between Crissey, Severn and the Natatorium.
These activities are in response to nationwide interest in beach volleyball and outdoor 3-on-3 basketball tournaments.

SPECIAL ANOUNCEMENT
Hurry and get your 1M softball teams together. Turn in rosters by
Friday, July 5th to either Rick Sherwood (Box 767) or Jeff Bartlett
(Box 128). Games will begin Monday of third week.
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10. Skeet Shooting.
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pretzel sticks).
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8. "Slip and Slide" on the Quad; have a
~
"wet" dream (of ' drinking, that is).
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7. Show off the family jewels outside the
"
Japane~e House. (We know it's been
~
done before, but why change a good
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the Meijer Thrifty Acres.
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5. Shoot the breeze with the locals
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outside Munchie Mart
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4. Go wading in Arcadia Creek. (Just
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old beer cans.
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Asbestos Found in Hicks Center; Administration
Denies Any Danger
By GORDON MACLEAN
Last week Marilyn LaPlante,
Dean of Students, stated that the
exposure of asbestos to open air
may present a problem in the
course of Hicks renovations.
"However, if its intact, we ' ll
leave it untouched," LaPlante
said.
According to Paul Manstrom,
Director of Physical Plant, the
danger lies in trying to remove
already existing asbestos
because "then there is a greater
potential of having the fiber fly
around and contaminate the air."
Manstrom would not specify
where the asbestos is located but
said that most of it is probably
in the walls and around piping.

He also said that he was not
aware of any problem and that
until deterioration of the packed
asbestos occured, nothing would
be done to try to remove it.
When asked whether workers
would be able to
spot
deteriorating asbestos insulation
from the outside surface of a
wall, he responded, "Well if we
thought there was something
there, we'd do a test before
I:
breaking through a wall." He
'1:1
added that the College has
followed, and will continue to
I:
follow, state and federal health
regulations in dealing with
oC
asbestos.
~
Although LaPlante would not
specifically state the benefits in
leaving the asbestos as is, she
C>
C>
did say, "It will be very ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
expensive to undertake a project
Asbestos. once used as an insulator but now
of complete removal of asbestos
discovered
to be a health hazard. is often found
from Hicks Center," she said.
in older buildings, like Hicks Center.
Since the early SO's when the
dangers of asbestos as a that; lv1anstrom said. He added, mean,1 don't think that tlley're disturbed?"
carcinogenic (cancer causing "It would've been much safer out to kill us all," said Iennifer
Asbestos is a fiberous silicate
material) were made public, had they just left it alone."
Widman, K'92.
mineral and is resistant to acid
schools and businesses have
Most students show
Other students disagree. Said and rue. Chrysotyle is the main
spent millions of dollars in the confidence
in
the one student who ' preferred to commercial asbestos. It is
removal of asbestos pipe lining Administration's decision.
remain unnamed, "It would be mainly used for yam, rope, pipe
and insulation.
"If the school says that the fine if it were left alone. But the covering,
firefightin.
"Well, it's pretty much an asbestos is contained and is not fact is they are renovating equipment etc.
established fact now that they a health hazard, then I'm Hicks. Can anyone guarantee It causes asbestosis, a kind of
wasted their money doing all inclined to believe them.
I
that none of the asbestos will be lung cancer caused by breathing
the dust

..
3
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-..
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..

will be very
expensive to [do] a
complete removal
of asbestos from
Hicks Center.

It

-Marilyn LaPlante,
Dean of Students

- -

- - - - -- - K's $ 10 million project - - - - - - - -

Dow Science Center to Open
for Summer'92
By MIKA OSAKI
"We're right on time and
doing better than we thought'"
Director of Business and
Finance, Tom Ponto said of
the construction of the Dow
Science Center.
According to Ponto, the 10Qg
awaited new science building
should be completed bY' next
spring but students may'not be
able to attend classes there
until summer or even as [ate as
fall.
Construction of the building
started last October with a plan
for 18 months completion
time.
"We're about half way
through and very happy with
the progress," Ponto said.
With 60 rooms spread out
over three floors, the 63000
square foot building will house
the biology and chemistry
departments. It will include
newer laboratories and research
facilities.
Asked what will happen with
the Olds-Upton building, Dr.
Lawrence Wilson of the
chemistry department said,
"Most likely the physics, math
and
computer
science
departments will move in."
According to Wilson, the three
departments will take up about
half of Olds-Upton. Other

Senate Committee Warns
of "Ultimate Collapse"
of Loan Program
(CPS)- The federal student-loan
program faces "ultimate
collapse" unless Congress and
the Bush Administration make
drastic reforms, a Senate report

warns.
In the report released in May,
the
Senate Permanent
Subcommittee
on
Investigations harshly criticizes
the nation's 53 guarantee
agencies, the groups that back
student loans made by banks
and are then reimbursed by the

\io

fedecal government
"The subcommittee found
thatvmwilly~ofthema~

The new science building covers an area
of 63,000 square feet and will include
Ul1-to-date research and lab facilities.
departments are vying for the
use of the remaining space.
MiIIC(r Davis Construction,
the company awarded with the
project has reported good
progress and no problems so
far.
The project itself is covered
by a 10 million dollar budget
that "did not come out of
tuition or taxes but from
external donors," stressed
Ponto. He added, "We received
four million from the Dow
foundation alone."

Another million has been
raised for the maintenance of
the building but Ponto was
unable to say how much may
be need for the maintenance and
security on a yearly basis.
"Part of that may have to
come out of a very small
increase in tuition," predicted
Ponto.
So what will the new science
building be named?
"It's too early to tell,"
Wilson said.

components are working
efficiently and effectively and,
as a result, this important
program's credibility has been
severely eroded with its future
hanging in the balance," the
report stated.
The report caps an

investigation that the panel
began in 1989 of student-loan
programs, which , partly
because of a federal shift in
emphasis from grants to loans,
have been plagued by high
defaults. Losses due to loan
defaults increased from $444. 8
million in 1983 to an
estimated $2.7 billion in fiscal
year 1992, the report noted.
The entire system almost
collapsed last summer when
the nation' s largest student
loan guarantor, Kansas-based
Higher Education Assistance
Foundation (HEAF) ran out of
money trying to pay for
student defaults. The Student
Loan Marketing Association or Sallie Mae - assumed most
of HEAF's troubled loans.
"Lender's agree with the

See StMd,,,t Loa" p. 2
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S BRIEFS
"Baby with the Bathwater" to
Open in Dungeon Theater
The second Festival Playhouse production, "Baby with the
Bathwater," will be staged at the Dungeon Theatre at 8 p.m.,
Thursday through Saturday, and 2 p.m. on Sunday.
Director Daina Robins is assistant professor of theater at Hope
College. Robins was adjunct assistant professor at Kalamazoo in
1990 and directed the College's production of "My Sister in This
House."
- Mika Osaki

Carmel Street Still Closed for
Further Construction
Carmel Street will be shut down on Monday, July 15 between
7:00 a.m. and 1:00 p.m ~use work was not able to be completed
last week. Physical Plant has stated that the work will be completed
by sometime Tuesday.
- Mika Osaki

Publisher of Tennis Week to
Serve as Honorary Referee
Eugene Scott, founder and publisher of Tennis Week magazine,
will serve as the 1991 Honorary Referee at the 49th USTA National
Boys 18 and 16 Tennis Chamionships.
Scott has directed over 200 professional tennis events, including
the world's premier indoor event, Madison Square Garden's Nabisco
Masters and the Kremlin Cup, the Soviet Union's first major tennis
championship. As a player at Yale University he made the all
American team in 1960. In professional tennis he was the U.S.
Open Champion 1973 through 1977.
Scott is the author of several books on tennis including "Bjorn
Borg - My Life and Game" and Ivan Lendl's Power Game."
Scott has a B.A. degree from Yale University and a law degrec
fonn the University of Virginia Law School. He presently serves as
Vice President of the International Tennis Hall of Fame. Kalamazoo
was selected by the Hall of Fame as the 1990 tennis City of the
Year.
The nine day championships will begin match play on Saturday,
August 3rd.
- Darlene Pontello

CD Center to Hold Rising Senior
Placement Meeting
All rising Seniors are urged to attend a meeting on July 10 at
9:00 p.m. in the President's Lounge to discuss SIP and Post
Graduation job,Igrad school research.
- Mika Osaki

Rising Seniors Advised by CD
Center to Start Looking for Jobs
By MIKA OSAKI
Even while rising seniors
may be congratulating themselves this summer for getting
a jump start in arranging SIPs,
they need to start thinking
about post graduation job
placements, according to the
Career Development Center.
"Traditionally, 1/3 of any
given class goes straight to
grad school but a good 50%
find employment for at least
the first year or two," Carolyn
Hornev, Director of the CDC,
said.
Rising Seniors received a
Senior Spotlight bulletin in
the mail on Monday, urging
students to come to the CDC
to familiarize themselves with
the resources available.
"Summer is probably the
best time to start on these
things," said Kathleen Moore,
Editor of Senior Spotlight.
''The nature of the K plan just
makes it easier. There are only

By KATHLEEN LA ¥&EN
There are also eleven students
Several students from both from other countries here for
American and European summer term only. From the
universities have arrived at 'K' University of Hannover, in
for the summer tenn. Tbere are Germany: SibyUe Hupfeld,
nine Americans on campus who Karsten Lemm, Ingrid Pohl,
are attending the Foreign Study Lutz Salvi, Corinna Weihe.
orient&tions to prepare for study From Clermont-Ferrand, in
in Africa. The students are: France: Sylvie Maury and
Cybil Brown and Hilary Jones Natalie Perrot; Ignacio Borja
from Spelman Co!iege, from Quito, and from Madrid:
Shannon Coughlin from Vassar, .Sonia Gutierrez, Nicolas
Johanna Fisher and Emily Lorente, and Beatriz Rodriguez.
Warren from Earlham, Minakshi The students will be welcomed
Jain from Wooster, Catherine at an ice cream social this
Lewis from Wesleyan, Emily Thursday, at three o'clock on the
Osborn from UC-Berkeley, and Quad. Next week Tlte Index
Sam uel
Skrivan
from will introduce the international
Georgetown.
students.

If you see news happen,
call the Index at

3-8460

two classes on campus, and its
a lillIe more relaxing than
having to run around in the
winter while you're doing your
SIP."
It is also advisable for
Seniors to start SIP and/or
employment research this
summer because in the fall,
students across the country will
be back at school, inundating
potential employers with
resumes and references.
"It isn't too earl y to start by
any means," said Hornev.
"Especially
with
the

recession. n
With a plunging domestic
economy, employers have been
tightening their belts. It means
that active recruiting is down,
and in most cases, employers
are seeking to maintain what
they have or even cutting back.
For students looking for
employment, it means that the
possibilities are limited.
"For example, on a national

level, the Northeast is a more
depressed area right now and
jobs just don't seem to be
available. Students may have a
better chance in the South or
Southwest, " Homev said.
According to the CDC, it is
not impossible for students to
establish SIPs for the fall or
winter and at least start
looking for "life after
graduation. "
"Students just need to
consolidate and target efforts
and organize time." Homev
said.
Students can utilize the CDC
to find out about career fairs, as
well research the employment
catalogues, job listing updates,
or grad school course
catalogues.
"The biggest excuse that
students have is that they have
no time," said Moore. "But if
you're serious about what you
want, then make time!"

Nationwide
Student Loans
Face Default
Continued from page. 1
subcommittee that adequate
oversight of the quality of
educational
institutions
participating in the program
has not been implemented,"
said Joe Belew, president of the
Consumer
Bankers
Association, a Virginia-based
group tha reJRsents more than
800 banking institutions
around the country.
"Lenders are hopeful the
reforms called for by Senator
Nunn will lead to a situation
where the quality of
institutions is no longer an
issue," he ldIed.
"Specific and particular
problems in the loan programs
need to be rectified to restore
confldence," agreed Dan Parker,
spokesman for the California
Student Aid Commission.
"Progress has been made, but
there's still more work to be

dcDe.

New Students Come to 'K'; Ice
Cream Social Planned for Thursday

The Kalamazoo College Index

Members of Dr. Sotherland's Biology seminar
leave their classroom on the Quad.

The Index
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The subcommittee report calls
on Congress to reform the
present system
as
it
reauthorizes the Higher
Education Act, which outlines
the federal government's rules
over several aspects of higher
education.
Among
the
27
recommendations:
oThe General Accounting
Office should study the
operation of guarantee agencies
with an eye toward refOOl!, and
possibly, abolition.
oThe Education Department
should develop "Quality
assurance standards" to be used
by the state agencies that
license trade schools and the
private groups that accredit
them.
oCongress should limit the
amount of federal aid that
students can use to pay tuition
at trade schools.
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This Baby's

Too Good To Miss

hours hiding in piles of dirty
laundry, running in front of
buses:and continually changing
his name-from Mary Baker
Eddy to Rocky, with many
choices in between.
Baby With the Bathwater IS
. a:: also very timely since the
~ show's director, Daina Robins,
;o,.just gave birth to her own
~ beautiful red-headed daughter,
~ Kaija, six weeks ago. With
~ Kaija close at hand during all
~ rehearsals, Daina has done a
:.c remarkable job of putting
~ together a professional and
Q polished show. Robins, who
] will begin a teaching position at
Q", Hope College next fall, has also
Cast Membe~s Jeff Da,!ie~s, Theresa Davis, and Cynthia directed My Sister in This
Strech awazt the begznnzng of dress rehearsal
House, presented in K's
•
Dungeon Theatre last winter.
By REBECCA L.
yet good-hearted attempts at She also performed during last
HOBSON
raising their only child, played year's Festival Playhouse
Following the great success by Rich Hutchman, who season.
of its season opener, K2, the graduated from "K" this past
The show is a hilarious
Festival Playhouse '91 group spring. Jim Daniels, a professor comedy that will be sure to
presents yet another fantastic at Western MichiglUl University leave the audience in hysterics.
production. K2, a serious drama plays John, and Helen is played Yet it will probably also bring
with smatterings of humor is by Theresa Davis, a member of about a tear or two.
Baby With the Bath Water
succeeded by Christopher Kalamazoo College's own
Durang's Baby With The theatre faculty.
represents a wonderful second
Bathwater, a hilarious comedy
From the start, John and phase in Festival's summer
with definite twinges of serious Helen incorporate very unique season, linking the dramatic K2
subject matter. Baby opens this parenting techniques. They and the fast-paced comedy The
Thursday night at 8 in the begin by naming their child Skin of Our Teeth, which opens
Dungeon Theatre and runs for Daisy, despite its distinctly in Balch Playhouse in a few
two consecutive weekends.
male sex. Too polite to actually weeks.
Baby's humor will probably check their child's genitals, they
Tickets are on sale now for
be familiar to parents and dress poor Daisy in dresses and both shows, but are going fast.
children alike for it deftly deals flowered hats, and subject the They can be purchased from the
with the touchy subject of child- child to, at best, inconsi~tent Theatre Festival Playhouse box
rearing. The story revolves parenting tactics.
office, by phone or in person.
around John and Helen
Daisy, grows up with such The shows are worth the $8.00
Dingleberry and their pathetic, unorthodox habits as: soendinr ticket price.

Marlboro Country's Passion Returns to Serenade "K"
By SUSAN LYNNE THOMAS
In a summer flooded with Paula Abdul and synthesizers, the sweet sounds of folk-rock, acoustic
style, remain within memory's reach. Who can forget Finals Weeks last quarter, the Chapel at
midnight, Marlboro Country strumming and soaring? Crystalline vocals penetrated every pristine
corner with angry words of love, deliberate words of confusion, pulled together by guitars and
r,landolins that punctuated the fiery lyrics of the Indigo Girls and REM. The wry humor of the band
sometimes emerged in laid-back party songs-but always with an unmistakable edge to Marlboro's
version.
Since 1989, these five musicians have carved for themselves an iconoclastic niche on this campus,
playing on the paradoxes of our culture. Their insistent sincerity during "Losing My Religion"
contrasts provocatively with the pure but complex vocal arrangement of "Kid Fears" and the gutsy
blues of their powerful "Make Me an Angel."
The group is all but dissolved now, three members having just graduated, but the "ties that bind"
are drawing them back to "K" this summer for at least one, possibly two gigs. They have been
approached about playing Quadstock, but nothing is definite. Yet the rumors of a Marlboro Country
return are justified, for they will perform on Saturday, July 20 at 7 p.m., outside Quadstop. Don't
miss this last chance to be a part of the intelligent musical passion of SCOlt and Suzanne Friesner,
Greg Herder, Kirstin Lurtz, and Jennifer Romney.
Coming next week: the exclusive interview with members of the band.

MOVIE PREVIEW -----Heavy Metal
By REG SCHMEICHEL
What happens when you tell
a number of slightly demented,
prominent alternative artists
from left field magazines and
relatively unheard of periodicals
to do some unified theme
Saturday morning cartoons?
COI11plete chaos?
No, rather they completely
ignore the comics code for
nonviolence and ordered content
and write a feature length Rrated cartoon named Heavy
Metal.
Heavy Metal was written in
the seventies as an attempt to
malce animation fit the adult
conception of a good movie:

one that includes nudity, graphic
violence, and adult language.
This would seem likely to
repulse the enlightened college
Metal
mind, yet Heavy
managed to make a splash with
the college community as a cult
classic.
The story basically centers
around a green sphere, the
representation of evil incarnate.
Tiling off from this simple
theme, the various authors and
writers, teamed up with a
variety of rock musicians,
creating an acid trip
interpretation of this sphere's
effects on numerous societies
and heros. To say more assumes

I understand more, a statement
which, even after three
viewings, is still inaccurate.
To see this movie is to
explore the senses and to
challenge the right side of any
brain. Even to the straightlaced, I would recommend trying
Heavy Metal as an exploration
into some healthy insanity.
Film Society presents
HeallY Metal tbis Friday
and Saturday evening witb
sbows at 7 and 9 p.m.
botb nigbts. Admission is
$2 ror students; rree ror
Film
Society member
witb pass.
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WHAT TO DO
AROUND THE 'ZOO
On Campus Ellents
• Wednesday, July 10; 7:30 p.m.; Light Fine Arts Recital Hall.
Spirit of the Beehille, the landmark Spanish film recounting
the youth of two girls growing up after the Spanish Civil War,
will be presented by the European Film Series.
• Wednesday, July 10; 7:30 p.m.; Dewing 200. Latin American
Studies will present the film, EI Norte.
• Wednesday, July 10; 8 p.m.; Olmsted Room. Mr. Peter
Kareithi, renowned Kenyan journalist and former editor of
Financial Review, will speak on "Tbe Cballenges or tbe
Media in Africa today." LACC.
• Thursday, July 11; 3 p.m.; Quad. Ice Cream Social and
Volleyball Game sponsored by the Community Council.
Bring your own mug.
• Friday, July 12; 10 a.m.; Stetson Chapel. Recent "K" graduate
Chapel intern and Hoben Hall Director, Jennifer Adams, will lead
weekly Chapel services with a speech entitled "Here and There,
Now and Then."
• Friday, July 12; 7 and 9 p.m.; Light Fine Arts Recital Hall.
HeallY Melill , the shocldng, animated sci-fi film based on the
popular adult novel, will be shown by the Film Society.
Admission $2.
• Friday, July 12; 8 p.m.; Dungeon Theatre, Light Fine Arts
Festival Playhouse '91 presents the opening night of Baby
witb tbe Batbwater, a satire on parenthood by Christopher
Durang which traces the traumas endured by Helen and John's
child, Daisy (played by k'91 graduate Rich Hutchman.) Student
admission $8.
• Saturday, July 13; 7 and 9 p.m.; Light Fine Arts Recital Hall.
HeallY Melill will be shown by the Film Society. Admission
$2.
• Saturday, July 13; 8 p.m.; Dungeon Theatre, Light Fine Arts
Baby with the Batbwater continues.
• Sunday, July 14; all day; Light Fine Arts Lobby. Opening of
the exhibition "Face to Face with Switzerland"
celebrating the 700th anniversary of Switzerland. Runs through
July 28.
• Sunday, July 14; 2 p.m.; Dungeon Theatre, Light Fine Arts
Matinee performance of Baby with the Bathwater.
• Monday, July 15; 8 p.m.; Dewing 103. Dr. Joan Hutchinson,
Professor of Mathematics and Computer Science at Macalester
College, will give the 1991 Jennifer Mills Lecture in
Mathematics on "Color and Mathematics: Some
Concepts Illustrated with Fabrics, Maps and
Computer Images." LACC.
• Monday, July 15; 8 p.m.; Light Fine Arts Recital Hall
Sierra Leone Slide Presentation. by recent student
returnees.
• Tuesday, July 16; 4 p.m.; Dewing 103. Dr. Joan Hutchinson
will give the 1991 Jennifer Mills Lecture in Mathematics on
"Testing Printed Circuit Boards and Coloring Maps
or the Moon."
• Wednesday, July 17; noon; Upjohn Library Courtyard or inside
library in case of rain. Two John Updilce stories will be presented

in the third of the Noontide Tales series. Dr. David Barclay will
read "How to Love America and Leave It" and Dr.
Marigene Arnold will read "You'll Never Know Dear."
• Wednesday, July 17; 4 p.m.; room 205, Light Fine Arts. Dr.
David Barclay will present "Seven Centuries or Swiss
RepUblicanism" accompanied by a 3O-minute video.
• Wednesday, July 17; 7:30 p.m.; Light Fine Arts Recital Hall
fA Guerre est /illie, a French film detailing the love affair
between a veteran Spanish leftist still fighting a revolution and a
young radical in Paris, will be presented by the European Film
Series.
Off Campus EUllts
• Friday, July 12; 7:30 p.m.; Portage Central Park or Portage
Central High School in case of rain. Free Concert by the
Kalamazoo Symphony Orchestra featuring a mix of light
classics, pops and patriotic favorites.
• Sunday, July 14; 3 p.m.; Hole in the Wall located at 1502
Ravine Road (down the block from Pepper's.) SKA FEST
featuring the groups: Gangster Fun, Piclcle Brown Betty, Tom
Collins and the Cocktail Shalcers, Etch-a-Sketch, and State of
Emergency. Admission $5. For more info call 388-2233.
• Monday, July 15; 7:30 p.m.; Kindleberger Park or Parchment
Middle School in case of rain. Free Concert by the Kalamazoo
Sympbony Orcbestra featuring a mill; of light classics, pops
and patriotic favorites.
'Wednesday, July 17; 7:30 p.m.; Bronson Parle or Kalamazoo
Center Ballroom in case of rain. Free Concert by the
Kalamazoo Sympbony Orchestra featuring a mix of light
classics, 1>008 and patriotic favorites.
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There's No Excuse
For Political
Ignorance
By KATHLEEN LAYDEN
I was watching the news last night when a report aired about the
economic crisis in the Northeast. Both Maine and Connecticut have
apparently gone bankrupt, and have been forced to layoff the bulk
of the state's workers. New York is experiencing some of these
same budget problems, and newly-dumped garbage collectors are
taking to the streets 10 protest. I thoughl the scene of the
garbagemen condemning the mayor's office to a fiery hell was
poignant, and I scoffed at the worminess of the different boroughs'
representatives as they tried to placate the angry workers. BUI above
all I felt far removed from it all in my sometimes-interesting-bulgenerally-sedate college in the middle of the safe, secure heartland,
where nothing stirs but the wheat and com blowing in the breeze.
The sense of security was fleeting, as I remembered that
Michigan's own debt is huge, and this debl is the driving force
behind Senator Engler's sweeping budget cuts, which have greatly
affected the stale's social programs. It isn't just that welfare
payments are being cut, health-care subsidies are gone, and
environmental concerns are being shortchanged so that more money
can be poured imo the debt itself. This isn't nearly as funny as
cigar-smoking garbagemen or Brooks Brothers-type councilmen at
odds in the Big Apple.
To bring the economic crisis a little bit closer to home, read
your newspaper's "Nation" section. Almost every day there have
been articles about the effect of hard economic times on schools in
America. Sure, college tuition always goes up. But even with
tuition increases, universities from Massachusetts to California are
having to scale down on staff and materials--and this translates into
fewer class options for students, overcrowding in the classes still
taught, and a highly-educatod class of peq>le out of work.
This summer, the administration sent a leiter to all of our
homes, demanding a $200 deposit for fall quarter. This is not a
housing deposit; I guess they are just afraid we will all flee to the
haven of cheap state schools when September rolls around. Perhaps
the adminiStration does have something to fear; the epidemic jump
in tuition could soon make private colleges like 'K' prohibitively
expensive fO£ everyooe but the wealthy.
The nature of a small college seems to be very introverted: we
are affected by things only when they impinge on us directly. The
world continues past the Quad, and things like a nationwide
recession or a growing state debt hold great implications for us. The
vague sense of helplessness and pessimism is a COp-oul; everyone
can take some kind of action.
Voting is the ultimate expression of one's political rights, yet
the majority of college students don 'I take the time to fill out a
ballot or mail away fO£ an absentee voter's card. It's not election
time now, but there are lots of issues to be read aboul, letters to be
wriuen, and opinions to be voiced. Write an opinion for The
IlUkz ! Debate the issues with a wandering poli sci prof. Just get
involved with what's happening on the national level, because it all
tric\des down to Kalamazoo College sooner or later.
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Give Us a Reason----------By JEFF BARTLETT
There is a great horror
happening around the small
quiet campus of Kalamazoo
College. This horror is the lack
of social entertainment, a type
that can be shared throughout
the student population,
otherwise known as registered
keg parties. The parties that
have been held this year have all
turned out as a success, in many
humble opinions, but have been
continuously stifled by the
leading powers of this college. I
am trying to eloquently say that
these parties, which are meant
to serve as an outlet for the hard
worldng and studying sludents
on campus, are turning into
even more hassles than they're
worth.
Besides
the
minor
technicalities that are needed to
initiate the party, there is a
question of funding, selfsecurity, and clean-up. As far as
my sources have told me, there
have been no injuries, damages,
or deaths, yet punishments have
been levied. I am not against
rules, regulations and other
policies, but there needs to be a
line of practicality. What I mean
iso-and I know this sounds
crazy--but there needs to be a
rcason for all the damn rules.
Take the last patio party of the

spring. A huge success, from were spoken to by 'The Powers
any viewpoint. People had a That Be,' forbidding them to
great time. They drank a little repeat such an event ever again.
beer, danced quite a bit, and So much for that avenue of
socialized all night long in a enjoyable socializing. This is a
totally
non-academic shame because it was great to
environment. And on top of socialize with many people that
that, everything went smoothly. I never have before. The
When one o'clock rolled around, different sects of 'K' dropped
everyone immediately left. some of the barriers and
Afterwards, the patio was interacted freely, that's what I
cleaned completely to the thought this college was all
administration's satisfaction. So about---a melting pot of people
why have the sponsors of this all together in one happy
party been fined $75? Because campus.
This is nol a reason to break
there were too many kegs. Too
many kegs. Can anyone the rules, but maybe it sliOuld
understand this? Considering all represent why the rules should
the students that happily flocked be examined. With the coming
to this party, and were still of the new alcohol policy 10 our
complaining at around 12:00 liberal campus, this issue will
that there wasn't enough beer, be moot, but for the rest of this
why the hell would anyone say quarter it should be something
that there was any sense 10 a to be addressed. But as usual
pre-ordained limit on kegs?
nothing will happen so there
Another more recent example will be no parties, or there will
of the administration attempting be illegal parties, or off campus
to stifle the social life is the last parties, but I forgot that we
party at the french house. This aren't allowed to live off
party was one of the most campus. So to all Kalamazoo
entertaining parties that I have students who enjoy the
participated in over my lengthy weekends as not only a time to
visit here at 'K'. There was an catch up on their studies, rest
even mixture of the 'K's' many from their all nighters, and also
cliques, which hardly ever takes socialize with friends, there is
place here in status symbol always Waldo's, and Western
land. There were no conflicts, parties.
yet the residents of the house

Letter PoUe'}
11M Iwx wetcomes letters ff'om i.ts f'eadef'S. Letters
shouL4 &e Of'Uji.na£ copies, type4 Of' Pf'i."te4, ~nd m\&.st &e
sUjne4.
w. cn.cO\&'f'''ge Catten thGt ~f'. con.ct.se. ~nd deGt wt.th
nuv~nt topi.cs. 11M Index f'esef'ves the f'Ujht to e4t.t fOf'
SpGC. ~nd ctGf'i.ty when n.ecess~f'y.
Letten c~n &. t\&.rn.e4 i.n.to 1M Index moU&ox i.n. the
&~sement of Ki.cr...s Center. Pnfenab(y, letters shouL4 &e
su.&mt.tte4 &y the I~t\&.n'~y &efon the t.ssU& i.n wht.ch they
wUL ~pp~r.

Free Speech Implies Good Taste
By GERRY GLEESON

Inside one of the stalls of the men's rest room in Hicks is a
political slogan that reads to the effect that GeO£ge Bush is
responsible for the deaths of 100,000 Iraqis and 5,000 Panamanians.
This anonymous artist O£ artists continued hi!lber/their work on the
DeWaters call box, claiming that the President was the Anti-Christ.
Not too long ago, the sidewalks on the quad were the target for
political and sexual slogans. This artwork reflects 8 growing trend
around this campus of a lack of respect for the First Amendment
Some peq>1e have taken advantage of their freedom of speech.
Is George Bush, as some anonymous artists would claim, the
Anti-Christ? Is he, as they further note, the son of a whore?
Pemaps. Perhaps not. What guarantees the expression of that point
of view is the First Amendment Thanks to that Amendment,
Americans can freely express themselves; they can even bum the
flag if they so desire.Unfortunately, what our artists and other
groups fail to recognize is that implicit in that Amendment is a
sense of good taste. II is an American's righl to express his/her
views, howeva it should be an American's responsibility to think
. before those views are expressed in a manner unbecoming of that
right.

"Good taste ...lies in a basic respect for
one another ' s property. After all, this
campus is the property of the entire
college community, not just the few who
choose to abuse it." .
It seems that on this campus certain politically-orientod persons
or groups of persons have, in their zeal, lost their sense of good

taste. The proper forum for political discussion is not the campus
rest rooms, nor is it the campus sidewalks. This sort of defamation
is not political expression, it is graffiti. When Jeb Bush visited this
campus during the last presidential election, he was heckled by a
costumed group claiming to be "Ghosts of his father's past.» That
was not political expression, that was harassment
Good taste does not limit what beliefs or ideas one can or can not
express. It refers to a respect for others' beliefs, whether they be
political, religious, sexual, racial, or gender specific. Good taste
demands that people realize that although they may not agree with a
certain viewpoint, it may be valued by someone else. That view
may be worth something to another person, and as such, it should
not be dismissed out of hand. While one may not approve of certain
viewpoints, he/she must accept that most every view has some
value and proceed to approach it in a mature and open-minded
manner and in the appropriate forum.
What does "good taste" entail for this campus? It requires only a
fundamental respect for other's views as well as one's own. When
speakers come to this college to express their viewpoint, they
should be allowed to express themselves freely. Students can agree
and disagree as they see fit and relate their feelings without going to
an extreme. Good taste also lies in a basic respect for one another's
property. After all, this campus is the property of the entire college
community, not just the few who choose to abuse it
Perhaps Bush is the Anti-Christ. In and of itself, that does not
justify its presence on the bathroom walls anymore than any other
graffiti. That belief belongs on this opinion page, where it can be
debated in a well supported article or letter. Perhaps Mr. Bush's past
should haunt him. It should haunt him, however, in the form of
rational questions in the proper forum and not in immature slogans
or behavior scattered around this campus.
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Capitalism & the Third World
By LANCE O'DONNELL

By KENDALL BUHL
While this Founh of July weekend seemed dull and uneventful to
most, it obviously had its bright spots. By Sunday morning, the
huge volume of lit fireworks lying around, from the physical plant
to President Bryan's house went to show just how patriotic this
campus can be. Seeing those rockets littered allover the place
sincerely yanked the old heart strings.
If I've been feeling particularly proud to be a "K" student,
however, I had only to read the latest news in the continuing saga of
the alcohol policy. According to president B, while legal-age
students can't have alcohol parties if underage students are going to
be around; alumni can. What's the difference between an alumnus
and a twenty-()ne year old student? Maturity? Please. I've seen some
of these bozos stumble around the campus on alumni weekends. The
difference is simply how much money we are actually able to
contribute. Now, I'm not so much of an idealist as to say this
surprises me. At the same time, I'm not so much of a cynic as to
say that that's the way it goes, there's nothing we can do, e~., etc.
Bullshit. Bullshit. I hope I see you all at the next alumm pany,
invitations or not. It seems to be one of the only places we can
corner some of the people we need to to discuss these recent
developments. Not to mention one of the few remaining places
where we can imbibe freely. Am I the only person looking forward
to partying with President B?

"Some mommies ought to know that at
'K' we're free to use bad words in
public places."
Speaking of the Prez, Larry was one of many people who
thoroughly enjoyed the amazing production of K2 put on here the
last two weekends. It didn't stop him however, from asking the
theater depanment to put disclaimers on its posters in the future if
there is offensive language.
Wow.
Sure. L.B. And let's do the same thing on course description
forms. And college brochures. Some mommies ought to know that
at "K" we're free to use bad words in public places. And hell, let's
have a yellow and black sign above the Marriot menu: "The
following contains matter that may be offensive to your internal

organs."
Does it seem like I'm picking on President Bryan? The thing is,
I genuinely like the guy. Sincerely, I do. No one's perfect, though.
So let's keep an eye on him.
At least that's easy to do. Vaughn Maatrnan. on the other hand,
has seemed kind of slippery lately. I remember last quaner. when I
asked him about a vacant room at the end of my hall and if I could
move into it. It took a couple weeks for me to get a simple answer
(no, of course) from him. Now here's another guy I, for the most
part, respect, but he's PISSING ME OFF!
The latest word from the elusive Vaughn? It was given to the
French house, regarding their last pany. You remember it, because
if you weren't one of the many people there, you heard about it It
was a blast. People danced, hung out, and laughed all night long.
And for such a huge pany, only two kegs were consumed, far less
than Vaughn's legal limit. And no complaints came from the police
or even our own security. In all respects, a great party.
No more. That's the latest word from Vaughn. No more.

"Throw us what you think is an
acceptable party here on this campus."
Okay, man, what do you want? I'm assuming you're reading the
campus newspaper, because if you weren't you wouldn't be doing
your job, which, among other things, entails being aware what's
gOing on in the student body. So, please, take fifteen minutes out
from your busy schedule of... whatever, and give us a reply. What do
you want? What can we do to get the whole campus together on a
Friday night?
Better yet, show us. Throw 'What you think is an acceptable pany
here on this campus. Or actually show up at one of ours before you
tell us what's wrong with it If you show up, I personally guarantee
your personal safety. Now, you'd be right if you said this was not
pan of your job. But, well, there are people out there who don't
mind going above and beyond their job description. There are
potential administrators out there who are sincerely concerned about
the social life of their campus. It's a competitive job market out
there.
Editors note: per request of the author, the Infkx reserve~
space in next week's edition for the response of Dean MaatmlJn, if
he so desires.

Henry Ford's greatest
contribution to capitalism was
not the assembly line, it was
his pay scale. It is the rerecognition of Mr. Ford's
principles behind that scale that
may
drive
progressive
capitalism around the globe.
Ford revolutionized the world
of capitalism by offering his
line employees five dollars a
day. At the time, that pay was
totally unheard of--anywhere.
Ford's reason: if he payed his
employees more, they could buy
his cars, if more people could
buy his cars, he would make
more money. Market share
becomes profit.
This very simple, logical
decision along with some
favorable world economic
developments,
spurred
capitalism to new heights in
industrial nations. Soon,
employers of most industries
saw this wonderful new way to
create growth. (This is not to
discount the labor movement,
however.) Every man became
richer because of the economic
growth and man became more
productive--and richer--and every
man's standard of living rose-and certain levels of poveny
became intolerable to the
American.
Progressi ve
capitalism, it seemed, could cure

social evils.
The American century
progressed; the United States
underwent the most massive
economic expansion the world
had ever known--it's citizens
enjoying a greater freedom and
prosperity than ever before
deemed possible.
Strangely, though. sight of
Henry Ford was lost amidst the
expansion. SOqlehow, the quest
for profit lost its base and again,
rational labor relations were
circumvented as the multinational corporations began to
exploit the labor ofThied World
nations . .
The capitalists gained profits
by offering their Third World
employees subsistence wages,
thus keeping inflation down at
home, but relegating the
companies to an increasingly
flat market share graph. One of
the positive consequences of
this was that it forced
corporations to improve quality
as they sought to maintain the
all-important market share, as
evidenced by the Japanese
realization that making a better
product was the only way to
capture market share.
Is the flight to the Third
World not a recreation of early
capitalist labor relations that
Henry Ford and the labor
movement so dramatically
altered? If so, how do we avoid

the polarization of classes that
will ultimately manifest (If it
has not already.) if we continue
the policy of government
supported labor SUbjugation
strategies? History has shown
us that this is what will happen
if we maintain our course.
In the May 30, 1991 issue of
Rolling Stone magazine, Walter
Russel Mead, a senior economic
fellow at the World Policy
Institute, argued convincingly
that governments interested in
economic growth should follow
a course of extending
progressive capitalism to the
world.
For Mead, "As a condition of
participation in an open global
trading system, developing
countries would have to start
moving toward the wage levels,
environmental regulations and
health-and-safety standards of
advanced economies."
Essentially, Mead wants the
governments of the world to rerecognize the value of Ford's
principle. If one is concerned in
the least about the human
condition, we must first
understand that the best social
welfare policy. the best jobs
policy, the best way to balance
a budget, is always to have a
strong economy. Let us consider
these possibilities as we
propose new international trade
agreements.

Marriat Gripes
By ANDY PORTINGA

A partial list of Marriou's quirks that really piss off a student who
is forced to eat there:
1. The new PepsI machine is too slow and requires both hands
to operate.

2. Dinner hours are too shon and end too earl y. Is one hour
reallly enough for the biggest meal of the day? Who
wants to eat dinner at 4:45 anyway?

3. Breakfast hours are too sbon and should be extended to 9:15
10 order to allow students With 8 o'c1ocks to get breakfast.
Saga should at least keep the cereal bar open until 9:15.
4. During wmter, the coldest time of the year, Saga gives
both frozen yogun and ice cream, while in the summer,
the hottest ume of the year, Saga only gives one or the
other. Of course, it doesn't really matter since both machines
are usually broken or empty.

5. Saga hardly ever serv('s a good ,::egetarian meal.

6. The reduction in lines open during summer slows everybody
down.

7.

Salad bowls are scorching hot.

8. The toaster oven catches on fire way too often.
9

Sandwich line is always closed on Sunday.

Got any good Saga gnpes? Submit tbem to me-- the best entry of
the week receiv a pack of RolaIds.

Editor's Note: The Inde; recognizes that the Marriott
Corporation now provides food service for KalamIJzoo Col/ege.
"SAGA" is printed by the auJhor's request-LAO
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Kay's
Comments

OFF 'T HE
PROF

By KAY KUPFERBERG

By JAMES BRENNAN

"Rate Your Boyfriend"
Love. Sensitivity. Honesty.
These are indisputably great
qualities that all people look for
in a mate, male or female. But
what else is there? We could be
romantic, just saying "all you
need is LOVE." Or we could get
right down to it and ask "is he
really husband material?" I
present below six guidelines for
the discriminating woman who
is serious about her loved one.
1. Success
in
Household Repairs. He
should be handy around the
house: able to unclog a nasty
drain, hook up any audio/visual
equipment and show that
monster of a garbage disposal
who's boss.
2. Proficiency with an
Outdoor Grill. The theory
that "the meat's done when my
Martini's done" just isn't good
enough. He must be able to use
the barbecue brush gracefully
and bellow "corne' n get' em
while they're hot!" with pride
and gusto.
3. Kaowledle of Auto
Maiateaaue. He should be
able to fix those little
annoyances that you don't feel
like paying a fortune to have
done at the shop. And what
serendipity it would be if he
could not only repair the fllZZY
spea1cers but also install a
quadrophonic sound system with
mega-bass.
4. Capable of Givia.
Romantic Gifts. My friend
received a pocket flashlight 011
her 21st birthday from a male
admirer. I guess it was a joke;
he sent a rose two days later.
Regardless. the first gift did not
make her heart skip a beat nor
did she hear little birdie§
chirping overtad.
5. Good Relation.laip
with Your Parenti. Once, I
was having a party at my house
and, when my mother returned
home, I introduced her for the
fITSt time to my then-boyfriend.
He happened to be throwing up
on our front lawn at the time. A
aux pas to say the least
6. Must Be a Yardwork
Extraordinaire.
Fro m
mowing the lawn to installing
an underground sprinkIer, your
man must be determined,
inspired and "outstanding in the
field." Remind him that you've
got some "cold ones" in the

fridge.
If your future husband falls
short of these qualifications,
START WORKING ON HIM
NOW! There's still time to
suggest a class at the auto shop
or buy that weed wacker which
he will learn to cherish in later
years. Remember that love and
happiness are what it's all about
- but it doesn't hurt if he can
chan e our tires too!

The Kalamu4Q CoDege Ind"

After last week's issue, we decided to experiment
again with this feature. This time, we took on a
whole department and only one question.
We asked some instructors in the Biology
Department:

Ed Priestaf, K'93, took time out yesterday
evening to demonstrate his prowess at Frisbee.

Dr. ~':esche Writes the 'Girl back
home' In First Noontide Tale
By RUTH PALILEO
lust beyond the entrance to
Upjohn Library stands a blue
flag with yellow lettering.
Noontide Tales it says, inviting
us into a world where stories
come to life through the voices
of some of our favorite faculty.

Mabel at length for spending all
her time with a "new fella"
named Brogans and returns all
her gifts. This was followed by
a surprise telegram in which he
hurriedly apologizes for his
rashness; turns out Brogans is a

In the library's courtyard this
past Wednesday at noon, Dr.
Donald Hesche stood beneath a
towering tree, wearing a funny
army helmet and toting a box of
'gifts from the girl back home.'

When asked after the
performance why he did the
Noontide Tales series, Hesche
explained: "I'm off in the
summer and this is a fun way to
spend my time." He has done
"around five or six" of the tales
prior to Dere Mable. Hesche
was not the only one having
fun, for the audience wa ,
thoroughly delighted.

These props accompanied
Hesche's reading of selected
passages from Dere Mabel Loye Letters of a Rookie a book
by Edward Streeter who was a
former editor of the Harvard
Lampoon.
Flesche, in the guise of a
'soldier writing home,' captured
the affection, humor and
poignancy of Streeter's book.
Especially memorable was the
final letter in which the
heartbroken soldier berates

dOg.

This week's Noontide Tale
will be at noon, Wednesday,
July 10 in Upjohn Library's
courtyard.
lanet Turner
Hospital's "Moving Out" will
be read by Dr. Margo Bosker in
the character of a former tenant
vacating
her
home.
Accompanying Bosker will be
Dr. Leslie Tung, in the character
of the new neighbor moving in.

MOVIE REVIEWS:
"Senseless Slaughter" a common
element of two films

What do you want to be when you
grow up and why?
Dr. Paul Olexia
"I guess ultimately I would want to be The
Renaissance Man ... so that I would have a greater
understanding in a variety of disciplines."

Dr. NtichaelKaufinan
"I'd like to be a trapeze artist...it's a way to learn
how to live without a net."
Dr. Carolyn Newton
"I don't know because I wasn't planning on it.
Grow up? I still go to camp!" (Dr. Newton
coordinates a summer science camp at Montessori
school.)
Dr. Walter Ogston
"I want to be an engine driver (the British equivalent
of train engineer) because I've always liked steam
locomotives. Or I want to be a glutton."
Dr. Paul Sotherland
"IF I ever grow up, I'd want to be a biologist
because I like animals and stuff."

By MARK CLIFFORD
I recently saw what is sure to be this summer's biggest boxoffice hit, Terminator II-Judgement Day. Most striking about the
experience was the woman seated in front of me and her three
companions: children with approximate ages of three, five, and six
years old
Terminator II, starring Arnold Schwarzenegger, is the latest of
Hollywood's
ultra-violent mega-productions, packing a reported 40
By ROBERT BEACHAM
million dollars worth of horrifying special effecl~ and apocalyptic
Returning Persian Gulf troops are receiving a rousing welcome explosions.
home, but after the celebrations, memories of a swift victory will
It seems every year that the number of horror and shoot-ern-up
fade and life will return to normal. This is the common scenario for
action
movies increases and their scenes are more gratuitously
most military homecomings. Yet, in the African movie Camp de
violent I saw those kids in front of me and could only wonder what
Thiaroye, a contingent of African soldiers returns home after bravely
concept of the world they were forming in their impressionable
fighting in World War II to find themselves still looked down upon minds.
by the French.
When Schwarzenegger's Terminator character is ordered by his
The military camp serves as a transition point for the soldiers
child-warrior
co-star not to kill anybody, he modifies his behavior
preparing to return to their villages. Hailed as heros by the French
toward
anyone
standing in his way by blowing away their 1cneecaps.
officers, the African troops are treated well at first. Then their
"He'll
live,"
is
the Terminator's rationalization for maiming one
treatment slowly worsens: they are denied daily meat and their
man in this fashion.
sergeant major is detained by American Military Police. They
It's not that Terminator II is the most offensive movie I've seen.
protest against the meals and gain proper food. They kidnap an
It
does
make an efon to include a structured plot and moralistic antiAmerican sergeant to trade for their own. Gaining confidence from
war
message.
But the word "over1ci1l" would be the best way to
their rebellions, the Africans nearly riot when the French try to pay
summarize
my
overall opinion of its depiction of death and
them only half-salary. In reta1iation, they Jcidnap a French general
destruction. Terminator 11 's "peace-message" was a mere token
and release him when promised pay equal to the white soldiers.
attempt to justify its gory violence.
Then, at nightfall, as the rebelling soldiers sleep, French tanks
move in and destroy the camp. There are no survivors.
Although two and a half hours long, the story moved along
"Thumbs up" to thought-provoking
nicely and kept interest high. The multitude of images and tidbits of
symbolism kept the audience involved in the film. The movie
Camp de Thiaroye;
shows a hollow victory for the African warriors, who had survived
the prison camps of the Third Reich only to face foreign domination
at home. With their deaths, the list of senseless slaughters grows in
"thumbs down" to violent Terminator II
a world supposedly civilized a long time ago.
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M.L. Baseball at the Break
Jeff B ackbart

VS.

Rick of the Sherwood Forest

By MARK R. CLIFFORD
Well, it's the midway mark
for the 1991 baseball season,
which provides eve~'one with a
chance to review players' first
ISSUE:CECIL DENIED
half performances and speculate
on
who can keep up the pace in
The beefy Cecil Field r does deserve the
Despite very productive numbers over the
the
months to come.
start 10 this year's All-star game,that docsn't
last two seasons, Cecil Fielder w . chosen
The
first halve's biggest permatter; the AIl-slM game is supposedly
behmd Mark McGuire as the Amencan
sonal
stories
were Nolan's sevplayed foc t '<'0 reasons, money and rest time.
League first baseman Although McGuire
enth no-no, Bo Jackson's inThese poor, over-worked players making
won't be playmg and Cecil will start, the
jury, Rickey Henderson's stolen
milhons yeN, I mean a season, need a rest
fans secm to be obhvlOU to McGuire's Rob
base record, and Steve Howe and
after the wear and tear the sport dem.1nds.
Deer numbers in recent years. Dars tl:e
Orel
Hershiser's success on the
NOT!! Money h the only reason, the game
system rcall y do justice to the players who
comeback
trail where Jim
brmgs the host city mucho money as well as
have the numbers but not the rep? I thlIlk
had
failed.
Palmer
the lV network that broadcasts the game.
the voung system should be changed' for
But the season has been full
thus they bring in the most popular players,
example, give the top three RBI leaders
of
other
outstanding individual
not necessanly the best. And justifiably so,
bonus votes RS
accomplishments.
If Cecil
the fans pay, the fan choose. Cecil would
Fielder
is
going
to
win
the A.L.
have had a better shot if Tiger Stadl 1m could
MVP award he felt he was unpull 10 more than 12,000 fans a game.
duly cheated of last season, he
CeCIl wa n't the nationa r oicl' "0 he
will have to maintain his curdoesn't et the start. IB
rent standing atop the home run
ISSUE: BEANBALL
and RBI lists and the Tigers will
have to claw their way back into
the pennant race. Otherwise,
Everyone complains that baseball has
WORD. Holy good calls Bartman,
their is no shortage of outstandbecome to violert You wimps! Look at any
beanball IS pan of the game. Dunng the
ing nominees.
athle IC ac.tivity in which two or more
whole debacle, I couldn't help Wishing
Personally, I foresee Joe
Shelby had actually gotten to the mound and
profe. ionals compete, it can always end in a
Carter
powering the Toronto
played a little tee-ball with Clemens' head,
highly heated conflict; hell, I almost KO' d
Blue Jays to the A.L. East diviaflerall, would you rather be hit by 100 mph
Sherwood ",hi! playing Frisbee Golf the
sion title while winning the
Clemens' fastball or a Louisville Slugger.
other da;. Baskctball, football, soccer,
home run title. That will be
Of course, Shelby is ejected afLer getur.~ the
hockey and even seball are sports where
enough to mate him MVP unJoe T1uesrnan broken leg treaunent from the
fru tralJon and competitive SPirit could turn
less Fielder's Tigers or Cal
catcher, and Clemens, the man with a
pu mIllionaires 1010 Mike Tyson want-aRipldn's Orioles climb back
Robocop targeting system, who throws a
be's Tate for e ample Rodman's thcashmg
into contention because writers
wild pitch per equinox, remams in the game.
of 5cottie • 'Iy" Pippen I the Playoffs;
usually consider a player to have
I mean, let's p t thiS in perspt'.ctlve,
Pippen talked "rnp :md continually rattled the
proven
more "valuable" 10 a
Clemens surgically removes Shelby'~
PI ton. until Rodman had to put him in hi
wmning
team than to an alsonbcage and the poor guy gets an ejection
pace, wh h t\.1llled out to be the third row.
ran. Other strong candidates innot a free hot at re liall n. Has JU uce
Thi doe n't, ho ver, excuse belligerent
clude Oatland's Jose Canseco
been served? I thmk the hitters haven't
be
lor. The 1 iger Bosox brawl Saturday
and Ruben Sierra of Texas.
caught on yet, they should reverse.' the roles
was no urpnse. Clemens started to choke.
In the National League, this
Clemens strikes out two 10 a row, Fielder
after glvmg p two dingers, and th.!n beaned
may finally be the year that the
gets up and chucks his bat at him, OOPS.
John "I can't find the accelerator 10 my"
Mets' Howard Johnson emerges
Of course, Clemen , who recently Signed up
helb~ Shelby an at Clemens so slow the
from the shadow of Darryl
catch r, who wean 300 pounds of equIpfor a Jordan-like protection pact with the
Strawberry to win the MVP
ment, canght him from behind before he gOI
umps, remains in the game after he charges
award. He is currently leading
ncar the Rocket. ThIs set the stage for the
CecIl. If the umps inSist on ejecting players,
the league in homers with 19
Brawl m Beantown which resulted m no
eject both parties involved. ThIs whole inci
and
ribbies with 63 (through
blood, 0'1 broken bones, no real injuries; the
dent just gives Clemens all the more InJuly 5th). The two-time 30-30
Tiger actually benefitted as Shelby, who
centive 10 "brush" more players off the plate,
man is on target to do it again
probably would have whiffed on Clemens'
and I think it shows who needs the
head like hi usual batting performance, was
with 14 stolen bases, and has
protection. RS
awarded the base and subsequently ejected.
carried the Mets back within
reach of the Pirates.
Best of all, after the game, both teams went
San Diego's Fred McGriff
to Cheers and had some beers with Cliff and
and Atlanta's Dave Justice (if
Norm.JB
healthy) are the only other NaTHE BET: BEACH VOLLEYBALL
tional leagers having dominant
'11' th Ch"
. .
all-around campaigns.
Stakes: the 1oser WI PraIse e lcago Bulls 10 front of Nat Slavm after pounding a fifth of Mad Dog
One hopes that Twins'
(\
~
I
l .
pitcher Craig Erickson will not
noone knows anything about beach
bet against a player whose name IS Crotch,
become this year's version of
volleyball. People1don't know of thiS fast
or is It Karch. Whatever the name, Klf8ly
Jack Armstrong. Armstrong,
growing sport because they suck at
team cruised to an easy AVP championship
you may remember, was the
volle)ball and never care to learn the spon.
last year in Grand Haven and will easily
N.L.'s starting pitcher in last
SinJIO and Sto los will kill everyone and
repeat thiS time around. As for feeble
year's All-Star game, but develtake the AVP tourney. You will lose thiS
attempt at humor, I think it was you who
oped a sore arm and since then
time Sherwood. you were lucky last week,
was UNlucky in the bet; if you would have
has only been a mediocre perbut 1 guess you wouldn't have fulfilled the
lost, it would have been the first time you
former even when not on the
bet anyway since the only person to ever see
had a girl within fifty feet of you when vou
disabled list. Erickson was
were naked withrwt ~v'n I"'!
R
ou naked is our mom. JB

cruising along with a 12-3
record and a 1.83 ERA until being placed on the D .L. last
week. If he returns to form, he
could outpitch California's lefthanded aces, Mark Langston and
Chuck Finley, and Boston's
Roger Clemens, to win the A.
L. Cy Young award.
The most impressive pitching done in the N. L. so far this
year has been that of a reliever,
Cincinnati's Nasty Boy Rob
Dibble (a perfect 23-23 in save
opportunities, 1.31 ERA, 65
strikeouts in 41 innings though
July 5th), but it remains to be
seen if the Cy Young writers
will place their ballot for the
controversial reliever, even if he
continues to be unhiuable and
doesn't mange to get himself
suspended for a month or two
by doing something else stupid.
'The Dodgers Ramon Martinez,
who is 11-3 with a 2.58 ERA
so far, would be my pick to cop
the award.
The biggest comeback performances so far in the A. L. are
Langston's turnaround from 1017 in 1990, to 12-3 this year,
and Minnesota's Jack Morris
(15-18 tol1-6). California's
Dave Winfield and Minnesota's
Chili Davis have returned from
carreer-threatening back injuies
to enjoy renaissance years. 'They
all would be more proper
honories of the Comeback
Player of the Year Award than
the Yankees' Steve Howe, because his carreer had been
derailed by repeated drug
offenses, instead of a more permissable injury or slump.
In the NL. Juan Samuel has
rebounded from several awful
seasons to hit .314 so far this
year. He's the leading candidate
for the league's Comeback
Player of the Year Award at this
point But if he collapses, the
bionic-armed Hershiser is a
heartwarming tale.
The White Sox Frank
Thomas and the Rangers Juan
Gonzalez would be the leading
candidat.es roc the AL Rookie of
the Year Award if they hadn't
been disqualified by totaling
over 150 at-bats in 1990. So
now the rookie crop in both
leagues appears meager. Perhaps
recent call-ups Dean Palmer or
Ivan Rodriguez of the Rangers
or Mo Vaughn of the Red Sox
will hit enough dingers to be
worthy of contention on the basis of just half a season's work.
Jeff Bagwell of the Astros is the
only N.L. rookie in sight for
the award.

I.M. NOTES
PRESEASON SOFrBALL POLLS

Men's:
1) C. Bar and Grill ............. good enough to play in
the Major League.
2) Biere De Luxe ................ can't win the title with
Neil Kool.
3) Man's Greatest Reflex .. after batting practice,
could have a shot.
4) Big Rigs II ..................... early football season
won't effect playoffs.
5) Bud Crushers ................ bio-majors can't play
softball, can they?

CO-EO'S:
I) Beasts and Beauties ...... defending champs will repeat
2) Huey's Heros .............. need a lot more heros to test the champs.
3) Buff-n-Muff ................ again, the Neil Kool factor.
4) Freaks of Nature .......... need we say more.
5) M.A.M. and I.W.W ..... no idea, no scouting report yet.
6) Chicks & Hicks .......... pitch black dark horse.
7) Bananas. IV ................. might win a couple, against Mo Fo's.
8) Mo Fo's .................... Kendall Buhl's pack, lucky to take eighth.

BAC]('PAGE
Do you remember doing "Madlibs" as a kid? We present
to you a special uerslon of "Madllbs", especially for 'K'
College Itudents. When you lee the parentheles-, come
up with a word that flts--and be creatiue!

..

No time can match the Summer Quarter at
1Ga£.amazoo COrr
nne. The fireflies vl!tte; around:
~
the Quad as .0:1. stud.e.nts WIl& in the sun
instead of stud:yinq. Just about everyone
would rather ~f\e> than .!o homewor~, but
most buc~ .!own and: cruise
over to the
nacintosh Lab where they type their 600'1 ~ off
in the t* c£eqree hot room. On the way out,
most yelL " e:~CL· !" as a( n ) AD:J. frisbee (jolfer
tries to
people in the
with his _A-DT.
-=VIlle.
~ ,A({"
flyinq d:is~.
The ri,sinq juniors have the most fun since
they (jet to
whi,[e Joe "the ,..,OtJN " FU'jate
b[abs away about f ore«.Jn stud:y. Joe tries his
best to
- and:
but the
"'1.0' v£9.~
VE~'3 '
-A"7"~-:J-.
stud.e.nts stU[ never seem to (jet their f orei9n
housinq forms turned: in. Oh welL, even if Joe
can't whip them into shape, his ri9 ht -hand:
~--:-,
Ruth Zie9 d maier, usuaUy has what it
NovN
takes.
'A~~

v~fl.{?

r1.eanwhi,[e, overheate<L stud.e.nts continue
to
on into S:oA£iA where they can pl.ay
with the totaUy AO:l': _ new cereaL d:ispensers.
Unfortunately, the main courses stU[ taste lw
sanitizecL AHIMJlt.. lips and: the chocol.ate milk
smells like a mixture of
and:
. But
there's nothinq like toppinq off a meaL with a
conefuL of Colombo's cool n' creamy Double
Dutch Bavarian naLt-ease .
.
i'lutA~ NoJN.S
Doesn't Summer Quarter just mak.e you
want to
?
V~f{~
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Graffiti:

Say It, ' Don't Spray It!
Recent graffiti on buildings stirs controversy

By Mika Osaki
Sometime during the past
weekend, one or more vand: Is
walked around the campus,
spray paint in hand, and defaced
school property with slogans
such as "Abortion is health

--0
c:.T VE
A M us-r IIfTH C rZ<7~l 1
CL~M 00
0

care."
"I noticed the graffiti on the
wall facing Lovell Street on
Monday morning," said Glen
Neville, director of Security.
"This is not a freedom of
expression issue. Whoever did it
defaced property and the fme for
vandalism is stiff."
According to Neville this is
the third such incident to occur
in two weeks.
Graffiti was reported on July 9
outside the elevator doors on the
east wing of Hicks, in the red
lounge, and on the archway
between Mandelle and OldsUpton.
Between the 9th and the 12th,
someone again sprayed slogans
on the call boxes of Trowbridge
and DeWaters.
This weekend, vandals took to
painting on the wall behind
Harmon and on the wall facing
Lovell Street.
"At this point we can't say
whether or not all three
incidents are related but we
know for sure that at least the
graffiti from this weekend was
done by the same person (s),"
Neville said.
Kalamazoo College has rarely
been involved in freedom of
expression disputes between
Administration, faculty and
students. In fact, some argue
that the college has been
tolerant.

e.

"All those chalk slogans and
drawings on the sidewalk etc.,
were left there for everyone to
see," Neville said.
But the difference, this time,
is that the students used spray
paint. The slogans on Lovell
Street were sprayed onto a
newly painted wall and will
have to be repainted. And
according to Neville, the graffiti
on the archway can only be

By AL HANNAH
Think things are going 10 get tough under uK"'s new alcohol
policy? Most other schools have had these tougher rules for
some time. In fact there are colleges like Hope and Earlham that
allow no drinking on campus at all. Of the schools questioned,
only Oberlin and Ohio Wesleyan allow large "basement" style
parties--but with strict controls. As the chart shows, no school
we surveyed makes it easy to drink on campus anymore. Here
are their rules for student dorms.
ALBION COLLEGE: No alcohol allowed in freshman dorms.
Must be 21 years of age 10 drink in the others. Drinking only
allowed inside rooms. No kegs or party balls allowed
DePAUW UNIVERSITY : Must be 21 to drink in the dorms.
Drinking only allowed inside of rooms .
EARI,HAM COI.I,EGE: Campus is dry.
HOPE COI,I,EGE' Campus is dry. Students written up if found
with empty alcohol containers.
KENYON COLLEGE: Students may have alcohol at parties if
21, but must hand in guest lists in advance. No open containers.
OBERLIN COLLEGE : Must be 21 to have alcohol. Large parties
may have alcohol, but the sponsors must pay specially trained
bartenders to enforce the age limit. Parties only OKed by
school if equal amount of non-alcoholic beverages are provided .
OHIO WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY : Must be 21 to drink in
dorms. Parties in public areas that have more than six people
must be registered . Sponsors must hire campus security to
enforce age limit. Students obliged to wear wristbands to show
proof of age.
WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY: Must be 21 10 drink in
dorms. Drinking only to be done in room . No kegs or party balls
allowed .

removed through sand blasting.
"It will be a very expensive
undertaking to clean this
campus up. The sand bl'lSting
alone would easily be about
$500. I couldn't blame the
administration if it came out of
the tuition," Neville said.
The students, if caught, would
be punishable by both school
regulation and criminal law.
According to Neville, the

penalty for defacement of private
property is $500 and/or 90 days
in jail. And security says that
they would punish to the fullest
extent.
Student reaction to the graffiti
has been mixed. Most expressed
disgust.
"Graffiti can serve an
important purpose," said one
student who preferred to remain
unnamed. "But ruining someone

else's property to spray your
'views' crosses the line."
Physical Plant has already
started the process of repainting
and repairing the damage.
However in some places, what
was written can still be seen
under the new coat of paint
Security asks that anyone
with any information to come
forward or call the office.

How Liberal are
Liberal Arts Colleges?
Alcohol Policy Strictness of Midwest Colleges
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From Fourah Bay to K;

News Briefs
Vandals Hit Fine Arts Lobby
and Ruin Exhibition
The exhibit "Face to Face With Switzerland," celebrating the
700th anniversary of Switzerland, has been cancelled as a result of
tampering with exhibition materials late saturday night
The exhibition was to be held in the Fine Arts lobby beginning
Saturday, June 13 through the end of this week.
Dr. David Barclay of the History Dept, who will be giving a
presentation on "Seven Centuries of Swiss Republicanism ," on
Wed. July 17 as a follow up to the exhibit, was unavailable for
comment

-Milm Osaki

Balloon Releases Declared
Environmentally Unsafe by
Humane Society
Balloons floating up into the sky may look beautiful but as the
saying goes, what goes up must come down. A recent letter
released by the Humane Society states that during helium balloon
launches, hundreds of balloons are released, only to come down
later as hundreds of peices of trash.
According to the Society, it becomes detrimental to the wildlife
that live in or near water because the brightly coloured peices
attract animals and fish that mistake them for food. The most
affected animals include fowl, turtles, otters, beavers, seals, etc.
Especially during the summer when balloon releases are a
common part of wedding festivities etc., it is important to be aware
of and cooperate to protect the enviroment and wildlife, the
Humane Society reports.
For furtha information on the environmental dangers of balloon
releases, or in having a balloon release stopped contact the
Kalamazoo Humane Society at 345 - 1181.

Chatting With African Studies
Guest Prof Dr. Fyle
By MATT
CHRISTENSEN
Kalamazoo College is
honored to have as its visiting
African Studies professor this
summer Dr. C. Magbaily Fyle.
Fyle is a graduate ofFourah Bay
College in Sierra Leone and the
Northwestern University.
He is well know for his work
on Sierra Leone and has
published on various aspects of
the country, from its history to
its economy. Currently, he is
teaching two classes at K-"Historical Topics: West Africa"
and "Contemporary Africa in
Historical Perspective."
Fyle is no newcomer to
Kalamazoo College's African
Studies and Foreign Study
programs. He remembers
Kalamazoo College students
from his first year at Fourah
Bay College in 1964. At that
time K was only the third year
of its exchange with FBC. Fyle
returned to Sierra Leone in the
mid 70s to teach and to head the
Institute of African Studies at
FBC. His classes in West
African and Sierra Leonean
history have been very popular
with K students studying thae.
When asked why he chose to
teach here for the summer, he
said he saw the position as an
extension of his long
invol vement with the college.

- MiJ:a Osaki

Student Commission Moves to
Obtain Increased Off-Campus
Housing
In the frrst move this quarter to introduce a new resolution,
Student Commission voted unanimously to approach the
Administration with a plan for opening up more off-campus
housing to students.
The resolution was brought forward in response to a decline in
off-campus housing available to students. Much of what had been
previously avialable to students was demolished to accomodate the
construction of the Racquet Centt"Z and the Science Building. Of the
houses that the school still retains, most are occupied by professors
and physical plant staff.
Student Commission will be meeting on a regular basis and all
students are welcome to attend.

- MiJ:a Osaki

12,000 Unit Marker Crossed at
Annual Red Cross Blood
Donation Drive
The Portage Community Outreach Center, a monthly fixed blood
site, was the location where Kalamazoo County's 12,OOOth unit of
blood was donated. Catherine Burke, a social worker for the St.
Joseph County Community Mental Health Dept., wsa the blood
donor who passed the mark for Kalamazoo County's American Red
Cross voluntea Program.
In 1990-91, Kalamazoo County residents donated 12,670 pints
of blood to meet the needs of the hospital patients.
The American Red Cross will be holding blood drives every
Monday of each month . An individaul may give up to six times a
year. For more information contact Elizabeth Merrill at 382 6382.

- MiJ:a Osaki

The teachmg position here is
not the only thing that brought
Magbaily Fyle to the United
States however. He spent last
quarter as a MacArthur Fellow
at Northwestern University
studying border relations and
regional integration in the Sierra
Leone, Liberia, Guinea region.
He is hoping his research there
will culminate in a book
sometime next year. From
Kalamazoo he will be going to
Ohio State University where he
has been offered a tenured
position in their Black Studies
department. He says he also
wanted to give his five children
the chance to experience anotha
culture.
When asked about hiS
impressions of K's African
Studies program, Fyle replied,
"It is a beautiful program in that
it brings together students from
different campuses and it
attempts to get one or two
Africans on the staff, in addition
to the visiting lecturers...There
are a variety of experiences
coming together which enriches
the overall pO"spective." And on
the college in general, "My
experience so far has been very
friendly and very helpful.
Coming from a different
environment you feel alone, you
don't know very many people.
Friendliness helps. It was
different at Northwestern,

evcryone was too busy. The
community
here
is
encouraging ...
Asked how he felt about the
field of African Studies in the
United States in general, Fyle
stated, "I think: it has reached a
pitch where African Studies has
become just another discipline,
it has come of age." However,
he also feels that the prevailing
attitudes of the population
during the last twenty or thirty
years toward Africa have
changed very little. As he sees
it, and most anyone who has
studied or visited Africa would
agree, Americans are still very
ignorant in regard to Africa.
Fyle strongly feels that outreach
programs should be developed
more so that the scholarly
knowledge generated can be
better disseminated to the
public.
Dr. C. Magbaily Fyle will
plesent Thursday's LACC
lecture titled, "Language,
Ethnicity and Regional
Integration in West Africa" For
anyone more intt"Zested in Sierra
Leone, next Monday's mm is a
documentary on the Mende
ethnic group of that country.
Please try to make Dr. Fyle
and his family feel as welcome
at K as they have made K
students in Sierra Leone feel for
over twenty years.

Student Access to Air conditioners
Limited During One of Hottest Summers
By ADAM GIBSON
One issue that concerns
everyone on campus this quarter
is air conditioners. Or the lack

thereof.
These wonderful inventions
allow people to sleep in a
comfortable cool environment.
when it is 110 degrees in the
shade outside.
Unfortunately, access to these
devices at K has always been
very difficult to obtain but this
quarter it has been made
virtually impossible.
In an interview with the
Index,
Physical
Plant
Supervisor on plumbing Stan
Earl explained why air
conditioners are so hard to come
by.
"First off it should be said
that Student Life makes all the
decisions regarding air
conditioners; Physical Plant just
gives them the technical
information needed to make
those decisions," said Earl. "The
biggest reason that only those
students with medical reasons
my have air conditioners is
safety. The wiring in all the
halls is very old. If the wiring
was subjected to the energy
output needed to run sevt"Zal air
conditioners, the wiring would
tum red hot, melt and or start a
fire."
According to physical plant,
the issue of rewiring is not very
practical. The amount of money
needed astronomical. The old
wiring would have to be ripped

out of wall, which would result
in a great deal of structural
damage, adding to the cost.
If students had air
conditioners, it is more than
likely that more than necessary
energy would be used during the
peak hours, costing K a great
deal of money. The real

consideration is that all the
utility costs are paid for by our
tuition, so if many students ran
air conditioners it could drive up
the cost tuition.
For now pray for cool days
and visit the Library often.
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Dr. Bosker Moves
Kay's
Comments Out in Noontide Tale
By KAY KUPFERBERG
"My Career In Sports"
It was a hot day when I was
in eighth grade. The wooden
ball finally rolled to a stop
against my awaiting field
hockey stick. When I looked up,
thousands upon thousands of
sweaty beasts with huge gnashing teeth and devilish eyes were
coming towards me, roaring and
waving their sticks like lunatics
out for blood.
I daintily laid my stick down
next to the ball and stepped off
the field. This marked the beginning of my career in sports.
I greatly respect and admire
those who excel in sports but
for some reason, athletics have
never been right for me. Maybe
it's because every time I walk
by a playing field, the ball suddenly goes out of control, making a bee-line for my head. You
may have seen me in the
bleachers at one of the games-I
was the one wearing a crash
helmet.
My best play of all time was
when I participated in a spur-ofthe-moment freshman year football game. I made a great tackle!
The real story: I accidentally
slipped in the mud, knock il ~
over my roommate, Jamie, who
was about to make a pass. She
looked at me wide-eyed as I lay
across her stomach. I was
stunned myself. I sawall the
guys we were playing with
mouthing the word ''WOW'' and
staring in amazement. Could I
be "the Refrigerator?" Well,
maybe a Playmate cooler.
Coordination is not the problem-I've taken countless dance
and aerobics classes. Maybe the
elegant classical music in my
ballet lessons has suppressed
that snarling pit bull inside me
which thrives on the thrill of
competition and the glory of the
fight. I know there is one inside
me because I hear it growling
w hen I try to cut in line for a
second piece of quiche.
So remember this article if
you were thinking of inviting
me to be on your LM. team. I'll
be your good friend but not your
second baseman.

Next week
in Features:
Kay's Comments
Bob Beacham
Reg Schmeichel
memories of
Bahama Boogie
and the second part
of the exclusive
interview with
Marlboro Country

By RUTH PALILEO
As busy college students, we rarely think about the I'cighbors
whom we might be disturbing with our sometimes noisy presence.
In thc second Noontide Tale, Dr. Margo Bosker introduced to a rapt
audience the perspective of an elderly neighbor living in a house
within walking distance of a university.
Bosker read the short story entitled "Moving Out" by Janelle
Turner Hospital, accompanied by Dr. Leslie Tung, Ms. Nelda K.
Balch and Dale Brown, a "K" grad who returned to help out with
Festival Playhouse '91. In "Moving Out," Mrs. Phillips, the elderly
lady whose voice Bosker portrayed, is forced to deal with the slow
dissipation of her neighborhood's peace and quiet.
Mrs. Phillips, used to "high ceilings, harpsichords and swcet
neighborhood silence," fmds the raucous neighborhood college students almost too much to bear. The situation worsens when the affluent Wong family moves in next door and commences a continual
series of boisterous parties.
After much inner debate, Mrs. Phillips works up the courage to
request a reduction in the noise level from her new neighbors. Her
pleas are blatantly ignored by the young Mr. Wong. The story ends
on a bittersweet note when Mr. Wong's elderly mother, despite an
inability to speak English, is able to communicate empathy to Mrs.
Phillips.
Numerous members of the audience stayed after the performance
to discuss the story's ending with Bosker and Balch, trying to guess
whether or not Mrs. Phillips is eventual! y forced to move out.
Noontide Tales continues to present thought-provoking stories
of Americana with two tales by John Updike to be read Wedn.::sd&) ,
July 17 at noon in Upjohn library courtyard. Dr. David Barclay will
read "How to Love America and Leave It" about a road trip across
j the U.S.A. Dr. Marigene Arnold will read "You'll Never Know,
Dear, How Much I Love You," the story of a boy aboul Lv spend
his quarter at a carnival.

I

"Relentless" Frisb(le
Golfers Should Pay
Dearly for Damages
By REG SCHMEICHEL
cooler, or the frisbee Jeavmg
What do the words "collateral foot long scars allover your
damage" bring to mind? Most of new Porsche--what's the differthe nation would probably re- eoce?
spond "Iraqi baby food factories"
In essence, I argue that frisor "Kuwait oil fields." But cer- bee golf players are unusually
tain students at "K" would re- callous about the errors they
spond somewhat differently. At make when they play. For exleast that's my impression after ample, last quarter, a frisbee
having spent the past few weeks slammed into a female friend of
in Harmon 156 which overlooks mme and was follOwed shortly
our beautiful gymnasium wall
thereafter by a weak call of
I don't mean that our athl~t- "fore". Lack of thought on the
ics center resembles the de- part of frisbee golfers is also restroyed regions of the Middle f1ecu:<! by the sheer stupidity of
East, but rather that my neigh- plotlm~ the co.urse through
bors who share this view (along Trowbndge p~king lot. Ahem.
with many residents of other Just because frisbees are made of
dorms) are constantly under the plastic does not make them inthreat of incoming fire by the capable of damage. .
relentless onslaught of frisbee
The solulton to thiS problem
golfers.
is rather complex. First, the
Day in and day out, from golfers mus.t be willi.ng t.o admit
early morning (as defined by t~e necessity of Yleldmg the
sleepers) to early morning (as nght o.f way to the common
defined by night-owls) these pe~estnan. Golf~ '!l~st vol undiscs slam into windows, cars, tarily take responsibility for the
walls air conditioners other damage they could do, and for
stude~ts, and even, occasionally, disturbin~ the JJ:C8Ce of the envitheir target
ronment m which the~ p.lay. If
Nor is this a pessimistic not, ~ey ?Just be .wll~lng to
viewpoint from a sole frustrated forfeit entirely therr nght to
and biased writer. Even Secu- play.
rity's attempts to register dam.A stronger measur~ could reage reports and numerous com- qUire players to register theu
plaints against the sport to our games, and pay .for damages
college president have come to done on campus In shares. Inno fruition.
suiting and ridiculous? That's
It seems that the proponenb the way. collater.al damage is
of fJisbee golf are just too de- handled ~ the ~sldence system.
termined and too divcrsifil'd to Perhaps, m bemg forced to rebe handled by any bureaucracy. place a ~ew thousand dollar paint
So what? Every sport outside Jobs, fnsbee golfers wo.uld rean arena has inherent dangers learn so~ respect for thIS carethat are not very imposing on less pasume.
those who live around them.
The baseball through the window, the volleyball hitting the

Off the
d Prof
By JAMES BRENNAN

This week we asked two Professors from the
Math Department and two from the
Economics Department the following
question:
If you were alone on an island and you
could have only one thing with you,
what would it be and why?

Dr. T. J. Smith (Math)
"An accordion ... everyone needs an
accordion."
Dr. John Fink (Math)
"A knife. A necessary survival implement.
It could be used to fashion tools, pry open
clams, etc."
Dr. Fred Strobel (Economics)
"Food and water. The reason is self-evident,
they provide sustanance."
Mr. Tim Moffit (Economics)
"The current issue of Vanity Fair. Why?
Look at the cover."
• • •

CenSOrShIp In AfrIca
. . . . ..

Afrzcan Studzes Film and Vzsztzng Journalist
Share Views on Media Repression
By ROBERT BEACHAM
embarrassment of various offiA slow starting movie and cials. The program is cut off
an easy-going LACC speaker while on the air. Still, the
continued the African Studies farmer puts everything into perprogram this week. Zan Boko, spective for the reporter by statthe film, is the story of a farmer ing that: no matter what, stand
with strong ancestral ties to the by your principles. This sentiland who refuses to sell out to a ment is echoed by the LACC
powerful neighbor. Rural people speaker, Dr. Peter Kareithi
versus urbanites, rich against
A journalist from Kl'l, d
poor, progress colliding with Kareithi has experienced cenSLr·
tradition-the film pokes fun at ship, even going to jail for hi
these opposing forces, siding viewpoints. He mainly di:with the farmer.
cussed how African journaliss
The film begins like a doc- faced many barriers to fHe
umentary as the viewer experi- speech in their nations. Cru<1e
ences various aspects of daily printing presses, a shortage of
village life. At this point, there trained journalists and editors,
was no plot in sight and the numerous ethnic language difmovie sagged lI'bit Later, when ferences,
and
political
the rich neighbor begins to eye harassment all help prevent a
his neighbors' property as land great deal of newspapers from
for his new swimming pool, the entering the market.
Kareitbi was smooth
film gets interesting.
The farmer rejects all offers, t1uoughout the lecture and made
and is expelled t1uough the bu- his points quickly and effireaucratic machinations of the ciently. He noted that the news
rich neighbor. Zan Boko ends media must regain the faith of
here except for the side plot re- the public and protect therr ingarding a journalist suspended Lerests for the media have failed
from his paper for not conform- the people before. New waves of
mg and writing pro-governmcnt young journalists might inject
stories. After his suspension he some excitement into the maris granted a second chance with ket, yet it is too soon to tell.
Censorship in Africa is a
a TV program on land development, but is warned to play major problem, as illustrated by
ball. True to form though, he Zan Bow and Dr. Kareithi. It
finds the displaced farmer and certainly makes me wonder
airs the predicament-to the about its prevalence in America.
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A Pef'specti,ve fOf' Pf'ospecti,ves
By KATHLEEN LAYDEN
Editor in Chier
Everyone has seen the
groups of kids marching along
011 campus tours, clutching their
bright orange complimentary
'K' ~ \ders and giggling at the
motley crew lounging on the
Quad. Usually when I see these
tours, I give the tense-looking
parents my "I'm-a-studentwho's-ticldcd·to-bc-hcre" smile,
hopmg to all.lY their fears about
our schooL But there have been
some days when I am really
tempted to jump into the
group's path, push the
Admissions' Assistant aside,
and scream, "What are you all
thinking? WHY AREN'T
YOU TOURING U. OF M.?"
It's not as if I haven't been
provoked.
After my three-year tenure at
this school, I think I am entitled
to share my observations with
the soon-to-be first year
students. If I could give entering
freshmen any advice, it would
be this:
1) Eat a lot 01 bealthy
food tbis summer, enough
to stock up on a year's worth of
vitamins and minerals. Once
you land at 'K', you will be
subjected to lots of overcooked
broccoli and fatty grade-x meat
at Maniol.
2) Learn to deal with
disappointment. For this
you've got to do a little roleplaying. First, pretend you're a

student with a creative, but
reasonable proposal for the
administr.won. Make a nice piechart, get some signatures on a
petition, and eat a hearty
breakfast. Now make-believe
you're an administrator. Appear
benevolent, but stern. Stare
right into the student's eyes, but
at the same time be thinking
about your golf game. (You can
emit a sage IiUle chuckle every
now and then if you want, it
adds a touch of realism.) Glower
a little bit, shuffle some old
memos around on your desk,
check your watch, say "No, no,
no, that won't work!", stand up,
shake the confused student's
hand firmly, and then
say,"Excuse me, but I have
another appointment. I am glad
we could have this kind of

dialogue."
3) Learn to study and
sleep with distractions.
Have your little brother circle
under your bedroom window on
the riding mower at 7 a.m. three
times a week. This is
simulating the rigorous schedule
of the Physical Plant workers
here. They seem to know which
mornings you are recovering
fron: a late night of studying or
lay-out for The Index. and
appear en masse out of the
morning mist to buzz your
room seven or eight hundred
times. I must say that grass sure
grows really quickly here in

Kalamazoo, because we don't
need to mow that often where I
live. You will also have to learn
to coexist with obnoxious
Frisbee sportsman. You will
grow to hate the mere visage of
the frisbee golfer. and even more
so the sight and sound of a
frisbee skidding across your
car's new paint job. Frisbee
golfers apparently never slcep,
they just keep playing round
after round of that inane and
destructive game.

4) Don't bring a car.
You may think that a car would
enable you to have access to the
thriving culture of Kalamazoo,
but that is a lie. Once you park
your car here, you will be too
scared to move it, lest you lose
your parking spot and are forced
to abandon your car to the
downcampus
lots.
The
downcampus lots are fine for
cars without stereos, hubcaps,
or engines, for that matter.
Otherwise, your best bet is to
leave the car with Mom and Dad
in Pittsburgh.
In essence, you should not
expect to eat well, sleep well
be understood by
the
admlOistration, or find any kind
of a safe parking place at all. By
the time you graduate, you
could potentially be thin, tired
cynical, and $80,O()() In the
hole. Now doesn't that seem
like a bargain?

Dear Editor........................ .
Dear Editoc,
Kay Kupferberg's column,
entitled "Kay's Comments," on
last week's features page sparked
quite a bit of discussion on
campus this week. The feature
was written in such a style that
it was quite difficult to tell
whether it was meant to be
taken as a joke or it was
actually a guide to finding the
perfect mate.
Thinking about it, I realize
that the Thought Police (a.k.a.
the PC Patrol or whatever you
call those people that won't let
you laugh at Andrew Dice Clay
jokes) on this campus are far
too thorough to allow anyone
who actually thinks like that to
publish a column--so obviously
Kay doesn't believe that stuff. It
was meant to be funny. So why
did so many people find it
upsetting?
I found it frightening because
many men actually believe that
they should know how to do

Dear Editoc,
Last week as I was reading
Gerry Gleeson's Index article
entitled, "Free speech implies
good taste," I was reminded of a
tour I gave as an Admissions
Assistant. I was forced to lead
a prospective and her family
through the Dewaters door,
home of the scrawled-on call
box. Much to my own personal
embarrassment, not to mention
the school's, the girl's father
stopped to examine the message
on the calIbox, "George Bush is

those things, including myself.
To be a man I must be able to
cook on a grill, fix little things
on my car, etc., etc., blah, blah,
blah. Intellectually, I know that
is all a load of crap but I can't
count the number of things I've
screwed up on the 01' grill
because somebody has assumed
that I would know how to cook
on a barbecue. Because I am
male I have had it drilled into
my head that there are things I
should be and know how to do
and that has gone so far that I
am actually embarrassed to
admit it when I don't measure
up to the standard. Men don't
need that kind of pressure any
more than women need to be
told that since they don't fit the
traditional Miss America
standard of beauty, they
shouldn't consider themselves
beautiful.
I can accept "Kay's
Comments" as what they were
meant to be but I'm with the

Thank you for reading my
column and writing in.
Although everyone I asked
seemed to think it was funny,
not everyone did. That's okay
with me because whenever you
write something intended to be
humorous, some people li/ee it
and some people don't. Please
note that my column is not in
the Opinions section--it is not
my serious feeling that men
must meet these requirements.
Also note that I did not once say
that women could not do these
things or need someone else to
do them. Finally, please don't
waste any more of your time
worrying about t his--it is
definitely not worth it!--Kay
Kupjerberg

the Anti-Christ." As a
representative of the school, I
was speechles~, so I chose to
ignore his outright appall at the
slogan.
I personally agree 100% with
what Gerry wrote in last week's
Index. Why do we as students
and residents of this campus
have to be constantly reminded
of someone else's opinion
every time we walk: into the door
of Dewaters? I, too, respect our
anonymous friend's opinion but
do not feel like it should be a
part of my every day.

I would like to personally
invite you (the writer of said
message), rather challenge you,
to come forward and explain to
me and various other students
on campus exactly why you
think George Bush is the AntiChrist and exactly why you felt
you had to share it with us by
defacing the call box of
Dewaters. Isn't it a shame that
some people can be bold enough
to destroy public property but
can't even be strong enough to
sign their name to a newspaper
opinion article?--Corinna Keller

Thought Police on this one.
There are enough men in this
wocld hurting because they don't
fit the mold and comments like
Kay's are malting it worse.
---Doug Ferguson.

Frisbees cause untold damage to personal vehicles.

Sport or Vandalism?
By LANCE O'DONNELL
Frisbee disks have imparted
untold damages on personal
property,
particu larly
automobiles, however, the
enjoyment of playing frisbee
golf (according to its many
aficionados) merits its its
acceptance as a campus sport.
therefore, the most logical
solution to this dilemma is the
alteration of the current frisbee
golf course.
There is a person on this
campus that had to have an
entirely new paint job on his
car--the reason for the new paint
job--"frisbees." The scuff marks
imparted on this vehicle were
unable even to be buffed out by
a professional, thus the
necessary paint job. The cost
was $1,868.00.
This type of damage has
been occurring for some time-rumors were even heard of the
administration forcing a change
of the course structure to avoid
varking lots. YET
THE

ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT
ACTUALLY SPONSORED
SUCH
DAMAGE
BY
PROVIDING T-SHIRTS TO
THE WINNERS OF THIS
WEEKEND'S FRISBEE GOLF
TOURNAMENT. This is an
outrage. Not only does a man
have to pay nearly two-thousand
dollars to re-paint his car
because people have no respect
for his personal property, the
school he supports actually
condones the behavior by
offering money to the people
who damaged his property!
Watch frisbee golfers play
through the parking lots behind
Hicks, Trowbridge, Humphrey
House, or down Academy Street
and count how many vehicles
are hit. I personally watched a
foursome play through the
Trowbridge parking lot--three of
the four hit a car. Even if only
one of the four hit a car (which,

I'm told, is the average) it is too
much.
By allowing play to continue
through the parking lots, the
administration is condoning the
damage of personal property.
Frankly, I'm disgusted,
appalled, and fed up with the
whole thing. I would actually
like to play frisbee golf, but I
cannot as a matter of principle-my car has incurred too many
scuff marks; too many times
my friends and I have awakened
to the sounds of frisbees hitting
windows or the yelping of
players who disapprove of their
shots.
Those who oppose the
occurrence of damage to vehicles
and general hassle of the course
near residence hall windows
have but one demand:

The frisbee golf course
should be altered or
shortened so that no hole,
fairway or other such
segment of the course be
played through or near
parking areas or so that no
shot has the passibility of
hitting any car or residence
hall window.
Essentially, this demand
eliminates or alters the holes
that pass through the parking
lots behind and next to Hicks,
DeWaters, Trowbridge, and
Humphrey House.
In one year I will be an
a1umnlls. Unless something is
done about the damage caused
by frisbees I will find it very
difficult to offer anything to a
school that sponsors activities
that damage vehicles. It really IS
ridiculous that any damage has
to occur. Frisbee golf appears to
be a relaxing, entertaining
diversion. A certain few changes
would make frisbee golf
appealing to all who participate
and free of its damage causing
agent.

Not Just for Women
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Confidential services for menl
• Screening & Treatment for Sexually
•
Transmitted D~eases
Birth Control
Information ann
Supplies
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4201 W. Michigan, K·zoo·372·1200
8992 E. DAve., Richland·629·9716

Next Week:
columnists:
Lance A. O'DonneU
Kendall BuhI
Robert Beacham
Jeff Bartlett

Gerry Gleeson and
editoc Kathy Layden
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"K's" Political Correctness Divisive

By GERRY GLEESON
Last week, Kay Kupferberg
wrote an article in the Index in
which she eschewed the merits
of the ideal husband. She
received several letters
expressing some displeasure
over the content of her article (It
By KENDALL BUHL
should be noted that Ms.
Some thoughts on courage and integrity in this country and on Kupferberg wrote that article
this campus ...
with tongue frrmly in cheek).
The news broke on the national front this week that Clarence Was the article in bad taste?
Thomas, President Bush's nominee for the supreme court, smoked Should it not have been written
marijuana in college. As it turns out, he had "taken several puffs of at all? Political correctness at
a marijuana cigarette," and that he was "very sorry" that he had done "K" would dictate that it should
it. The good news is that most on the confirmation committee said never have been printed, and in
that this wouldn't influence the proceedings. But the more I thought reality that happens all too
about it, the more I had to question Mr. Thomas fitness to the often. Writers are often
highest court in the land. Personally, I think one of the top criteria dissuaded from writing on
controversial issues because of
for this post is honesty. And how honest was Mr. Thomas?
I really hate to be an idealist, but I dream of a time that a man in perceived repercussions of their
his position will stand up before the senate, the media, and the rest action.
of the country and confess: "Yeah, I would do some bong hits, turn
What does it mean to be
up some really loud Muddy Waters, watch Bugs Bunny and the politically correct? It definitely
Tasmanian Devil, and eat an extra-large pepperoni and pineapple depends on the atmosphere in
pizza. And I had an awesome goddamn time!"
which one finds oneself.
Now I am in no way saying that a person seeking public office Basically, being politically
should be one who has expedmented in drugs. I'm just saying that correct is to observe the
of all the people I know who have tried POt, and an overwhelming perceived mainstream view and
majority of the people I know have, no more than m~ybe one or not challenge it. Of course, the
two have just taken a few tokes and then regretted it for the rest of mainstream is different in
their lives. When the day comes, I will campaign tirelessly for the different arenas. What might be
qualified candidate that has the courage to say, "Boy, we had some a politically correct move at
good times toking in college."
home may not be so at school.
Spea1c.ing of courage, I would like to address a particular Here at "K," being politically
anonymous graffiti artist on this campus. This is the person who correct has the effect of
wrote in bright yellow paint on the college's walls: "F_ the new destroying the diversity of the
world order."
community.
Kalamazoo College is by
nature a campus of issues. It
seems that every student has a
view on every current issue.
That in and of itself is good for
the campus: a wide range of
I sincerely respect your opinion, whether I agree with it or not. views would theoretically create
But I'm proud to live on such a beautiful campus, and I have a a better understanding of the
serious problem with you marring it like that, especially when there issues. However, to achieve that
understanding, there must be an
are other options.
So I thought I'd tell you that you can, in fact, print your expression of all of those views.
message in the Index, with your name signed, and have a lot of Unfortunately, that does not
people read it. That is, if you are capable of writing more than a occur very often. Writers who
single sentence at a time. Or if you have the courage to put your take a controversial stand have
name under your convictions. If not, you're wasting your time; to face the wrath of anonymous
letters, angry rebuttals, and a
nobody--nobody--is interested in the opinion of a cowardly punk.
And seeing as you lack a certain bravery, you should realize the campus-wide reputation.
On this campus issues are
trouble that you face should the college authorities catch you. And
if certain students on this campus catch you. Well, let's just say too adversarial. Students are too
you'll be flushing bright yellow stool down the toilet for quite a eager to take action or to take
while.
And spea1c.ing of bravery and integrity, many of us have been
waiting breathlessly to hear a response from our fearless partybasher, Vaughn "Madman" Maatman. Unfortunately, he has been off
on vacation the past week, taking a break from whatever doublesecret classified stuff he's always hard at work on. Frighteningly
enough, it took everyone at this school an entire week just to figure
out he was gone.

"N obody .. .is interested in the
opinion of a cowardly punk."

Graffiti springs up all over campus.
up a cause to defend their
viewpoint. What happens is that
students become too concerned
with the right-ness of their own
view. Students are no longer
expressing themselves, they are
defending themselves and
attacking others. There is no
free exchange of ideas, only a
close-minded decision that "I'm
right and you're wrong."
Diversity is replaced by
divisiveness.
Perhaps it is the right or
wrong of each opinion that is at
issue, but it is the ability to
express the opinion which
matters. Given the adversarial
nature of this community, there
is all the more reason to tailor
one's opinion to be politically
correct and therefore avoid
creating a hassle.
The abortion controversy is a
point of fact. One must accept
that not everyone on this
campus believes in the right to
an abortion (it is acknowledged
that this is a complex question
involving the right of a woman
to choose as well as other
issues). Has there ever been an
article in the Iruk3. that ta1c.es an
anti-abortion stance? On this
campus? Of course not. The
mainstream opinion of prochoice/abortion, and being
politically correct dictates that
one should not challenge it
Now there is no public
debate on the subject on this
campus. It is not that this issue
is solved. Far from it (especially

with the new Supreme Court).
The Index has only the
mainstream pro-choice view.
The fact is that on this campus
very few students want to
publicly defend an anti-abortion
stance, because of the perceived
reactions to being politically
incorrect
One could state (perhaps
correctly) that this article is
defending a conservative point
of view. The conservative view
is the one which suffers at this
college. At "K," one has to
expect that being politically
correct would be to ta1c.e the
liberal position. Conservatives
would feel pressure exerted on
them to agree with the majority.
It' s not that there are no
conservatives on campus, it's
just that they would rather avoid
that public stereotype at this
college. That's the nature of the
community, and it does not
inspire diversity.
The definition of liberal is
"to have or express views that
favor the freedom of individuals
to act <r express themselves in a
manner of their own choosing"
(American Heritage Dictionary).
Being a liberal campus should
not mean following certain
political policies to avoid a
potential dispute. If this is to be
a truly liberal campus, the
community should encourage a
wide range of provocative views
that inspire discussion and
debate and not personal
animosity.

"So, Vaughn, if you would just
take the time to tell us what you
see is the future of the "K"
social life."
Jenny Prickett shows her excitement over the summer opening of
Quadstop--now open 8-12; Sun-Fri.
So, Vaughn, if you would just take the time to tell us what you

see is the future of the "K" college social life, it would really be
appreciated. A lot of people are waiting. No spraypainting the walls,
please.
And sports fans are all in a frenzy as they wait to see what will
become of the challenge made by my three suite mates and myself
of Prez Bryan, Dean LaPlante, Security Chief Neville, and, of
course, the "Madman," to mud wrestling at the Bahama Boogie
event. Let's solve this alcohol policy thing once and for all, in the
definitive manner that no one can dispute. This doesn't seem such an
unreasonable challenge to me, considering we're challenging three
beefy dudes and one rather muscular woman. The question is, are
they ready to leave their high chairs to get down and dirty with the
student body? The coming week will tell the stuff our leaders are
made of.
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WHAT TO DO
AROUND THE 'ZOO
On Campus Events
• Wednesday, July 17; noon; Upjohn Library Courtyard or inside
library m case of rain.
Two John Updike stories will be presented in the third of th(;
Noontide Tales series. Dr. David Barclay will read "How t
Love America and Leave It" and Dr. Marigene Arnold w'll
read "You'll Never Know Dear."
• Wednesday, July 17; 4 p.m.; room 205, Light Fine Arts.
Dr. David Barclay will present "Seven Centurie~ or Swiss
Republicanism" accompanied by a 30-minute video.
• Wednesday, July 17; 7:30 p.m.; Light Fine Arts Recital Hall.
La Gue"e cst fink, a French film detailing the love affair of
an veteran Spanish leftist still fighting a revolution and a young
radical in Paris, will be presented by the European Film Series.
• Thursday, July 18; 8 p.m.; Olmsted Room.
Dr. Magbaily Fyle, director of the Institute of African Studies at
the University of Sierra Leone, will speak on "Language,
Ethnicity and Regional Integration in West Arrica."
LACC.
• Thursday, July 18; 8 p.m.; Dungeon Theatre, Light Fine Arts.
Festival Playhouse '91 presents Baby witb the Bathwater,
a satire on parenthood by Christopher Durang which traces the
traumas endured by Helen and John's child, Daisy (played by
recent 'K' graduate Rich HUlChrnan.) Student admission $8.
• Friday, July 19; 8 p.m.; Dungeon Theatre, Light Fine Arts.
Baby with the Bathwater continues.
Friday, July 19; 10 a.m.; Stetson Chapel.
St. Thomas More Student Parish.
• Saturday, July 20; 8 p.m.; Dungeon Theatre, Light Fine Arts.
Festival Playhouse presents the final performance of Baby
with the Bathwater.
• Monday, July 22; 8 p.m.; Dewing 103.
Tlte Mende, a documentary introducing the Mende people of
Sierra Leone, will be shown by the African Studies Program.
• Monday, July 22; 8 p.m.; Olmsted Room.
Mr. Walter Momper, former Mayor of Berlin, will speak on
"The GermaD RevolutioD of 1989: A Participant's
Perspective." LACC.
• Wednesday, July 24; noon; Upjohn Library Courtyard or inside
library in case of rain.
Noontide Tales continue with two charming stories: Dr. Nelda
K. Balch, will read "ID Arrec:tioD and Esteem" by Mary
Webb and Dr. Janet Solberg will read "The Story or
Ferdinand" by Munro Leaf.
• Wednesday, July 24; 7:30 p.m.; Light Fine Arts Recital Hall.
Tlte While Rose, a German film based on the true story of a
prof~ and his students who fonned a secret conspiracy against
the Nazis in Munich in 1942, will be shown by the European
Film Series.
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For its Final Show, Festival
Playhouse Bares Some "Skin"
By REBECCA HOBSON

It's a jungle out there, and
survival is the name of the
game. At least that seems to be
the message from this year's
Festival Playhouse season. The
season began with K2, a story
of survival on the world's
second highest mountain. This
was followed by Baby With the
Bathwater, which dealt with one
person's survival from dysfunctional parenting. Finally Festival Playhouse's twenty-seventh
season closes with The Skin of
Our Teeth. This last show in
Festival's trilogy portrays hu- "'"T-h-e-crew sets the Slage For "Skin otj Our Teeth".
mankind's survival of such
J'
events as the ice age and war, characters. This can be tough
The Skin of Our Teeth
using the lives of a normal but only through such exacting seems a confusing work to read,
American family as symbolic of work will they learn what shall but when staged, it brings a
the human race.
be expected of them later.
message home that is easily unDirector Lee Costello, a New inate cr change what she consid- derstood. "This play, like most
York native, brings her vast ers "racist" or "sexist" remarks theatre, isn't to be studied as litexperience with surviving to or lines. She claims that what erature. It's to be performed,"
"K" College through this unique the audience will see on opening Costello remarks.
production. Her influence will night are her values and her inSo what should audiences
not be soon forgotten by the terpretations. She feels that
expect
from a play that is not
students that are under her direc- Thornton Wilder, the playonly
absurdist
and satiric but
tion.
wright, intended a very specific
"It's not a classroom," says point, and that any attempt a di- also somewhat confusing?
Costello about the production. rector makes to facilitate the un- "Nothing," Costello says with a
She does readily admit, how- derstanding of that point is jus- smile, "Come in completely
open-minded."
ever, that the students will be tified.
learning a lot about working in
"It's definitely a lesson in
The Skin of Our Teeth opens
a truly professional theatrical discipline," says Costello. Any
the weekend of July 26 in Balch
atmosphere. "I drive them hard," person who is a member of her
Playhouse.
she says.
cast will fervently agree.
Baby with the Bathwater
Through Costello, the stuCostello herself is quite fadents involved in Skin of Our miliar with the theme of adapta- completes its run this Saturday
Teeth are getting a taste of the
"Leaving a play and saying night at 8.
demanding lifestyle and work 'That was good acting,' or, 'The
Tickets are on sale now for
schedule involved in the "real" scenery was nice' reall y isn't the
both shows, but are going fast.
world of theatre. Students are point," says Costello. "The aim
Student price is $8. Call or stop
expected to do work on their of theatre is to educate, not by the Festival Playhouse Box
own and be responsible for their merely to entertain."
Office for more information.

Welcome to Marlboro Country
Band's "Reunion Concert" Sponsored by the Index

Off C,mPMs Eyents
·Wednesday, July 17; 7:30 p.m.; Bronson Park or Kalamazoo
Center Ballroom in case of rain.
Free Concert by the Kalamazoo Symphony Orchestra
featuring a mix of light classics, pops and patriotic favorites .•
Saturday, July 20; 8 p.m.; State Theatre, 404 South Burdick.
Australian pop balladeers Air Supply present such hits as
"Lost in ~~e" and "Here I Am." Get reserved seats for only
$18.50 or JOm the group at a pre-show champagne reception for
only $35. Call 345-6500 for more information or to charge by
phone.

Jen Adams:
"Here and There"
and in the Chapel
By RUTH PALILEO
Why did Jennifer Adams,
Hoben Hall Director and Chapel
Intern, lead a Chapel service last
Friday? Why does anyone 'do' a
Chapel?
It's not because she's an administrator. Adams, who graduated from "K" in 1990, led a
Chapel 8elVice during her senior
spring. She also 'did' a Chapel
service this past winter quarter.
Nor does the Chapel Intern
position require that Adams lead
a Chapel. Rather, the internshi~which Adams took to
prepare for entry into the
Graduate Theological Union, in
Berkeley, California~ntails a
lot of office work.

So why illil Adams lead last
week's Chapel, with a talk entitled "Here and There, Now and
Then?" She had been talking
with a friend and, during the
conversation, the began to discuss opportunities for peace in
everyday life. Afterwards,
Adams found herself encountering ways to add more peace to
the world, little by little, here
and there, now and then.
So, she 'did' a Chapel service on these opportunities,
which we all overlook.
"OIapel," she notes, "can be led
by any member of the 'K'
community who gets excited
about something and wants to
share it."
This week's Chapel service
will be led by members of St.
Thomas More Student Parish.

Interview by SUSAN LYNNE THOMAS
"K" College's beloved acoustic band, Marlboro Country, has been a mainstay not only of K's music
scene but of the campus' cultural community for the past two years. Recently the band members,
with the exception of Jennifer Romney, sat together and tossed out insights into their musical
relationships. This is the flTSt of a two-part interview with the band, who will perform this Saturday
at 5 p.m. in front of Quadstop (at a concert sponsored by TItc Index. )
First question, ror the uninitiated-where'd tile Dame come rrom?
Greg Herder: Kirstin [Lurtz] was the only heathen at the time [i.e. the only member who didn't
smoke Marlboros]
Suzanne Friesner: We were sitting there the night before Quadstock [1989]. The name has nothing to
do with country music, it was more a sense of [she gestures grandly] "Welcome to Marlboro
Country. It's not like anyplace else."
Scott Friesner: It's a play on the great and noble effort of American culture [i.e. country music.]
How was it rormed and with wbat initial objectives?
Greg: The campus music scene hadn't been too vibrant. Then the Port Wine Lads came along and
then ... us .... [biting commentary about the Lads deleted.]
Scott: Ed Menta was doing a Chapel and he asked me to play guitar. "Ed," I said, "Let's face it. Your
voice and my voice suck. Let's place some ads in the Bulletin for singers." We had fifteen to twenty
people. [For us, this is] a way of really bringing the music to the people. It's one thing to just hear
the words on an album, and another to actually hear Suz sing them.
Suzanne: There's a certain aura about a band, no matter how rudimentary the talent. In my time [at
"K"], we didn't have Quadstock ... we had jazz band or something. At least this way, the students
don't just walCh The Price is RiKht together.
Kirsten: Anyway, Scou finally said to Greg, "Find some people who can sing."
Scott: and he did.

~bat roles do. you eacb rulfill in the band, at rehearsal, on stage, orr stage?
Kirsten: Suzanne IS the Court Jester. She's also the great orchestrator and organizer.
Scon: We're straight men, buu of the jokes.
Are you comrortable with your cult status?
[everyone laughs hysterically]
~reg: I always thought of a cult band as something that forms its own community. I think we come
directly out of the community. It's [Marlboro Country] like the porch bands of the South' if this
were the South, we'd just be hanging out on the porch playing. "Cult" makes us sound iike the
Cure.

Next wed's isslle: tlte band's best MeMories profound tit oughts, views on their
political orientation (or non-orientatiolf)
,
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Nickname Suggestions
By MARK R. CLIFFORD

Rick of the Sherwood Forest
VS.
Jeff Blackbart
This weekly publication of infinite sports wisdom will pit the above mentioned sports experts
in point counterpoint discussions of curren~ sports issues followed by a prediction and a bet

ISSUE:

EXPANSION TEAMS

Expansion teams are going to take at least
a decade until they make and impact upon the
league. The basketball expansion was feasible
because it was a matter of getting five quality
players compared to about 20 for a baseball
team. Furthermore, the basketball draft usually
provides a more reliable measure of player
talent, and sometimes delivers superstars which
instantly tum around teams, take Michael
Jordan and David Robinson for example. This
is impossible in baseball where the draft is like
playing the Lotto and superstars need much
more support. RS

That's a fairly simple opinion, but look
who it comes from . First of all, expansion
teams seem to be a waste of money. When I
. have ninty-five million dollars, I will not give
it to the Major League to start a team. Where
the hell does this money come from, and
couldn't it be used for something more phiIanthropistic. But, since the money has been paid,
this is not the issue. A baseball team is not
like a basketball team where one player is all
that is needed (i.e. if the four starters for the
Chicago BuIIs dropped off the face of the earth,
Jordan would win just as many games). On a
baseball team, a variety of skillful players (
guys like the players in this year's 1M softball
league), are needed to create a team, and that's
what the new teams get after stealing quality
players from the rest of the league. 18

1-

ISSUE: THE LIONS
It is very easy for football fans to follow
the trend of management bashing, but let's
look at the other side of the coin; the players.
The players today are the ones who defy
management going after the astronomical
salaries and, in the process, continually dirty
the game. For instance, Barry Sanders,
undisputabley one of the game's best running
backs with great individual statistics, yet a
player who hasn't packed the seats or lifted the
team above .500, nevertheless has demanded
more money. Two comments Barry: First,
where do you think management gets the
revenue for these huge contracts? Collecting
returnables in the parking lot. UN-UH. Try
ticket sales dude. Secondly, who do you think
is the eventual recipient of the costs of your
mammoth contracts? ME DAMN IT! After
you put the pacifier in your mouth, stop to
thin1c about your faithful fans who pay to see
your games. RS

The Lions are destined to be eternal losers,
like my counterpart. Barry Sanders was their
fast train out of the gloom of shittiness. By
being tighter with their money than Mariott's
food purchaser, the Lions could lose Barry as
well as Brown, Cofer and their top draft picks
this year. I hate to admit that every season I
live for the Lions and every year I am more
disappointed than when I think of our new alcohol policy. But they just don't get it, to have
a good team you must pay the players big
bucks (like Notre Dame's football program). If
they don't pay Barry more, he might sit out the
season and if this happens, the rest of the
Lions should do so with him. If Ford pumped
$20 million into the team, we would be
watching Sanders running towards the MVP of
the Super Bowl come this January. But instead
the Lions will blow it and Barry will watch
from the sidelines as they go 0-16. JB

1-

THE BET: BAHAMA BOOGIE TENNIS TOURNEY
1-.

Stakes: The loser must ask Dean LaPiaI,Ite. to the Bahama Boogie Dance
The team of Jim DeYonker and Mayme
Silverthorn win their first match as Jim
protests a close call on match point by
jumping the net and busting Hans Morefield
over the head with his racket until he's
unconscious. After 911 is called to the scene,
DeYonker steals Han's racket and his team
barely escapes defeat by the one-woman team
of Becky Rifenberg. Jim 's Tyson tactics lead
them to an easy championship. RS

I can't believe this is the only thing we
could decide to bet on. Shannon and Mark have
a chance, but get defaulted after argueing for
two hours about who broke up with who. The
team ofKool and Fowler(ville) win after Adele
shows up in a teddy for the finals distracting
Kevin J. Corina strikes back by stripping
down Jawihir but its too late to comeback. JB

When Major League Baseball 's two newest expansion
franchises recently christened
themselves the Colorado Rockies and the Florida Marlins, it
was just two more examples
that in fine art of moniker-making, the pros didn't learn enough
in school.
Now I as1c you, what is Colorado going to have for a mascot, a pet rock? Will the Floridians wear caps with extra-long
bills and fish hooks sticking
out? The professionals should
have harkened back to those institutions of higher learning and
creative thought for inspiration
when searching for a sports
nickname. The Collegiate ranks
offer a cornucopia of fruitful
ideas and a managerie of namesakes to admire.
Before I pass judgement on a
team nickname, there are a
whole range of factors to consider before I admit it to my
Nickname Hall of Fame. The
following criteria must be considered:
1. Institutional character or
regional significance: This is
always the preferred basis for a
nickname. The Notre Dame
Fighting Irish, Purdue Boilermakers, Lehigh Engineers, Nebraska Cornhuskers, Air Force
Falcons, and the Southwest
Louisiana Ragin' Cajuns show
the distinctive makeup of their
traditional student bodies.
A recycled generic nickname
can never be as colorful as one
with regional flavor such as the
Indiana Hoosiers, Ohio State
Buckeyes, Georgetown Hoyas,
North Carolina Tarheels, Oklahoma Sooners, Virginia Tech
Hokies, Kansas Jayhawks, Iowa
Hawkeyes and the Williams
College Ephmen. The locals
usually take great pride in the
obscurity of these names, as
they may be explicable only in
reference to native legend.
The Texas Longhorns,
Arkansas Razorbacks, Florida
Gators, and the South Carolina
Gamecocks take their names
from formidable indigenous animals. However those institutions of the state of Oregon
have missed the point here as
both of U of 0 Ducks and the
OSU Beavers fail to consider the
second criteria ...

2. Image: A good niCKname
should be able to be symbolized
in a picture that looks good on a
football helmet or at least
evokes a fearsome mental image. After all, who would tremble at the prospect of facing the
St. Peter's Peacocks, New York
University Violets, Akron Zips,
Youngstown S1. Penguins,
Minnesota Golden Golphers, Indiana S1. Sycamores, Maryland
Terrapins, Campbell Camels,
Centennary Gentlemen or the
Delaware Blue Hens? Certainly
not the Michigan Wolverines,
Georgia Bulldogs, or Montana
Grizzlies!
On the other hand, who
woundn't scurry to batten down
the hatches when expecting an
onslaught from the Tulsa
Golden Hurricane, Marshall
Thundering Herd, or the Rambling Wreck of Georgia Tech?
3. Originalty: However noble
their image may be, their are entirely too many Lions, Tigers,
and Bears running around out
there in the collegiate f<nest, to
say nothing of the overpopulation of Wildcats, Eagles, and
Cougars, or the glut of various
Knights and Devils.
Inventive names, therefore,
can capture attention and imagination, especially when they are
as peculiar as the Texas Christian Homed Frogs, CaliforniaIrvine Anteaters, Southern Illinois Salukis, Stetson Hatters,
San Diego Toreros, Canissus
Golden Griffins, St. Louis Billikins, Furman Paladins, Manhattan Jaspers, Cincinnati
Bearcats, or the California-Santa
Barbara
Gauchos.
Eastern Michigan University
recently wimped out completely
in this regard when they chose
to become just another Eagle
instead of a novel emu, which
has the school's initials in its
name. So what if it is a large,
flightless bird native to Australia that has probably never set
foot on Michigan soil outside of
the Detroit Zoo. I sure haven't
seen any Wolverines cr Spartans
stolling around here lately, and
I'm willing to bet there's no
healthy population of Tigers
concentrated around the Memphis St. University campus, either.

I.M. NOTES
FIRST WEEK SOFTBALL STANDINGS
Men's:
1) Biere De Luxe (3-0) ..................... KooI Factor has not affected their play
2) Cunnilingus Bar and Grill (1-1) ..... Should be undefeated, but BDL used foul play
2) Big Rigs (1-1) ............................. Beatie's boys play Nintendo better
4) Bud Crushers (0-0-1) .................... Forfeited, scared of the leaders?
5) Man's Greatest Reflex (0-2) ......... Can these self-proclaimed All Stars win?

Ace pitcher Neil Koolleads his team to victory

Co-Ed:
1) Beast and Beuties (2-0) ............... Might qualify for the men's' playoffs
1) Hicks & Chicks (2-0) ................. Unbeleivable! Talented but too cocky (BS)
3) Huey's Heroes (1 -1) ................... Illegal gambling could ban Huey from league
3) Freak's of Nature (1-1) ............... Could get tossed out for harrassing the umps
3) M.A.M. & I.W.W. (1-1) ............. Inconsistency could destroy title hopes
3) Buff -n- Muff (1-1) .................... The Muff is carrying the Buff
7) Bananas IV (0-2) ....................... Carrying on their fine tradition
7) Mo Fos (0-2) ............................. Prediction: First and only win on Tuesday

BAC1GIPAGE
We here at The Index were eagerly awaItIng Vaughn Maatman's
response to Kendall Buhl's column last week regarding the alcohol
policy. When he didn't respond, we were awfully disappointed.
Then we found out that he was on vacation. Vaughn's a busy man; he
took a well deserved rest. And we're sure that now he's back, he
won't really have time to answer Kendall since he's got so many
other things to deal with. Still we really wanted a response... we had
space for it and everything. How to solve this dilemma? We decided
that we could make things easier for Vaughn. We created our own
response to Kendall's column. Vaughn can just choose the option he
likes best and we'll print that. Then everyone will be happy.
To
a. The Editors of The Index,
b. you insolent interfering Inde x staffers,
c. That @%$#&'"'*! Kendall Buhl,
Last week I was
a. on a much deserved vacation,
b. spending your tuition money on a much deserved vacation
c. trying to ignore you!
But I did get the chance to read The Index.
a. Good job, as usual
b.Why are you all so nosy?
c. Would you stop being so interfering?
I noticed that in your column "Shooting The Buhl", you
a. discuss
b. attack
c. piss on
the new alcohol policy. You asked for a reply. I intend to answer.
a. but I have been too busy
b. but it's just not worth the trouble
c. Not!
Anyway, let me just say that
a. it's out of our hands now.
b. it was never in our hands
c. you were, are and always will be stuck with it.
And frankly
a. that's a shame but you will survive.
b. the administration's really relieved about it.
c. we all can't wait to see campus social life ruined!
After all, we really need that government funding
a. to support support our student loan programs.
b. supplement administrative bank accounts
c. wine and dine your mama, Kendall
So, I guess there's not much I can do except
a. apologize,
b. tell you to live with it,
c. chortle,
I

a. hope you'll understand
b. assume you'll get the message through your heads.
c. fart in your general direction.
If you wish to discuss this,
a. stop by my office and we'll talk
b. just give it up.
c. you can piss off.
Sincerely,
(signature here)
Vaughn Maatman
Asst. Dean for
Resident Life
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Proposed Grading Changes May Jolt GPAs

-

By AL HANNAH
If you are a student who
tends to squeeze by classes
with lots of B minuses, you
might no longer have much
reason 10 celebrate.
That grade could soon only
muster a 2.7 on your grade
point average under a proposed
change in the grading system.
Designed 10 increase fairness,
this plan to weigh pluses and
minuses into students' GPAs
may go up for a vote by "K"
faculty as early as this fall.
Though the technical aspects
of the proposal haven't been
decided, under a weighted
system a plus grade generally
is worth .3 points more and a
minus grade .3 points less than
under the present system.
So an A-, for example,
equals 3.7 and a B+, 3.3.
According to Dr. Robert
Stauffer, head of the Faculty
Executive Committee, many
professors worry about current
Pisparities in their grading.
"Many faculty-not all-felt
that there's a real inequity," he
said. "We give a B+ to one
student, a B- to another
student and we really see a
significant difference there. And
yet ultimately it doesn't matter
what you gave. "
Studies made by the
Academic Standards Committee
indicate that GPAs in recent
years would have dropped by a

miniscule two hundredths of a
percent under the proposed
grading system.
The real wild card, however,
is how the new system would
affect the way professors grade
students.
"The GPA might actually go
up," said Stauffer.
Initial student reaction has
focused on the worry that the
new plan could exacerbate grade
consciousness.
"Everything I've heard so far
from students has been
negative." said Laura Mitchell,
member
of
Student
Commission 's Academic
Affairs Committee.
Nevertheless, it remains
unclear how present "K"
students would be weaned off
the old grading system. One
approach tried by other schools
has been to offer a choice of
whether the student wants
weighed pluses and minuses or
not.
If the faculty gives a green
light to the new plan, "K" will
join a multitude of other
schools which already have the
weighted system . Many
graduate schools, in fact,
retabulate everyone's GPAs
anyway to account for pluses
and minuses when they review
applications.
Last q~r professors were
asked in an advisory vote
whether they were likely to

approve the plan if it hit no
major
snags.
They
overwhelmingly voted yes.
Students have no vote on the
issue, but will be able to voice
their opinions at a forum to
discuss the proposed changes

[I]t's great marketing
for
the
school. ..
-Dana Hendrix,
Director of Alumni
and Public Relations
According to Hendrix, the
PAC first approached the

Alumni Relations Office about
sending I-shirts.
"When Dana approached me I
was delighted. And then we
started talking about how
perhaps it should be a gesture
from Student Commission,"
said Gail Obrecht, of the
Student Alumni Associations.
Hans Morefield, President of
Student Commission was then

contacted.
"I thought it was a great
idea, " Morefield said He added,
"It's a neat shirt and expresses
what this college is all about."
According to Morefeild,
sending T-shirts will encourage
bonding between the new
students and the students that are
already here. "Participation in
Student Commission is one
example," Morefield said. "Last
year, there were a good number
of freshman in the Commission
and I'd like 10 see that happen
again this year."
Asked why the PAC had
decided on T-shirts, Hendrix
said, "T-shirts are very visible.
Just wearing it will be great
marketing for the school and
it'll make the student feel as
though he/she had made the
right
choice."

Said Stauffer, "The faculty
do listen to students and if
collectively the students do
seem strongly opposed 10 this,
I'm sure some faculty will let
that sway their vote."

A Survey on Possible
Grade Changes
13.33~

•

37.78"

• Yes
IBNo

• Don't Know
~ Don't Care

Rat Olympics to be
Televised Nationwide

Incoming Students Receive
T-Shirts As Part of Welcoming
By MIKA OSAKI
When the new freshmen class
get here in September, don't be
surprised if they all seem to
look alike!
Each member of September's
incoming class have received a
''The world is Our Campus" Tshirts compliments of Student
Commission.
The idea of sending T-shirts
was the brainchild of the
President's
Advisory
Commission.
"In the past, Student Services
sent information packets and
that was about it," said Dana
Hendrix in the Public Relations
Office. She explained, "This
time, we thought we'd do more
10 reach out and contact the new
class."

scheduled foc 6UI week.

By GORDON MACLEAN
Because of pressure from as far
The Admissions Office sent
away
as Japan, the Rat
out the T-shirts in early July.
Olympics will be conducted for
So who's covering the cost?
"Weeell, the President's the fifth consecutive year.
According to Dr. Raible of
helping us out," Hendrix said.
r==-------.,.--- the Psychology Dept., "the students just were not getting
,
enough out of training the rats.
I I was not planning on continuing this fledgling 'K' tradition."
For the past four years, students in
Dr.
Raible's
Physiological Psychology class
have trained rats to do everything from saving dolls in burn. ing buildings 10 playing soccer.
I These skills are presented at a
competition called the Rat
]
Olympics.
Although the Olympics are
normally held on Friday of 10th
'" week, this year it will be held

J
l

earlier. The events will be open
to the public as well as 'K' students.
Raible first thought about
starting the Rat Olympics when
she was a graduate student in
San Francisco. She saw several
graduate students training rats to
do tricks. When Dr. Raible
came to 'K,' she had her chance
to start what would become the
Rat Olympics.
The Olympics were originally
part of the lab grade for physiological psychology. It was designed to be a zany way to teach
students about animal behavior.
Dr. Raible originally felt that
students taking Psych of
Learning should train the rats,
but she found that, "The
Learning students tended to lack
the desire and motivation to
See Rat OIy_ples p. 1
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Foreign Stu,dy Center Opens Pilot
Program in Caceres, Spain

News
Briefs
Kalamazoo College . Sponsors
Trip to Stratford Festival
30 students will be selected on a fust come fIrst serve basis to
participate in a three-day bus trip to Stratford. Ontario.
Participants will arrive in Stratford on Sept. 6 and see the
production of " An Enemy of the People." On the 7th and 8th,
participants will see "Twelfth Night," "Carousel." and "Hamlet."
Also playing and optional to see are "Treasure Island" and "The
Knights of the Burning Pestile."
The cost is $350.00 per person ($329.00 for seniors). The fee
will include four performances, hotel accomodations. a picnic en
route. round-trip transportation. and informal lectures prior to each
performance. For further information. contact the public relations
office at 383-8527.

U of Chicago Historian
Deliver Moritz Lecture

Caceres was chosen oller bigger cities such as Salamanca and
Barcelona primarily due to its smaller size and lack of Americans.
By ERIN LENDZIAN
As "K" is well-Icnown for its
foreign study programs, it
should come as no surprise that
another foreign study center has
been added in Caceres, Spain.
In fact, with as many as four or
five centers for French and
German language students, and
only two centers for Spanish
students, many see this addition
as long overdue.
Seven students have been
chosen to pariticipate in the
pilot program at Caceres, a city
halfway between Lisbon and
Madrid. Caceres was chosen as
the new center over other big
university cities such as
Barcelona and Salamanca

to

Dr. Emmet Larkin, professor of history at the University of
Chicago will deliver the Edward Moritz Lecture in History on
Tuesday, August 6. The topic of his lecture will be "Before and
After the Famine: Irish Catholicism Transformed."
The lecture is free and begins at 8 p.m. in the Olmstead Room,
Mandelle Hall.
Larkin is author of The Roman Catholic Church And the Home
Rule Movement in Ireland, 1870 - 1990, and is editorial assistant
of Irish Rnajssance Annual. He has published six of his 12 volume work, A Historv of the Roman Catholic Church in
Ireland in the 19th Century. 1780 - 1918.
Larkin earned a Ph.D. degree from Columbia University:
--- - - - - - - - - -

Rat Olympics Held For Fifth Consecutive
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Tom Hirlins, K'92 cradles his rat as
prepares it for the Olympics.
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with the rats and not enougi.
time training them.
Last year, a syndicated
columnist, Chuck Shepard,
wrote an article about weird
news, and included in this wu a
blurb on the Rat Olympics at
'K. ' Then, "The Best of the
Worst," a TV show soon to be
premiered on Fox read this column and contacted Raible about
putting the rats on the show.
Raible responded that she wu
not planning to have the
Olympics this year. Later, she
received a call from a lapeneae
TV station, KEI, expressin, the
same interest. Again, she declined. Finally, CNN called asking the same question and this,
coupled with pressw-e from the
Public Relations Office con

vinced Raible to have the
Olympics.
However, "the Rat Olympics
'" ~ not meant to be a media
event. The purpose wu, and
still is, for students to have fun
while teaching them not to look
at rats as just research animals,"
Raible stressed.
This year, the Rat Olympics
will be different than last year's.
Because the rat training began
late, there will not be as many
events. Although the events
have not been decided on, she
promises, ''there will be rat soccer and a free trickl"
In the past, free tricks ranged
from rats saving dolls from
King Kong, to rats floating
around in toy motor boats.
This year's participation in

Year

This year's participation in the
Olympics is voluntary and
Raible expressed hope s that
this way, "students will be more
enthusiastic about it."
Asked what some of the problems might be, she responded
that 8th and 9th week pressure
might result in volunteers ignoring their rats or missing
training sessions with T As.
The training of the rats itself
is a lengthy process which involves teaching the rats to eat of
the hand, and to respond to secondary reenforcers. Tricks are
taught only starting the third
week. According to Raible, one
of the first tricks taught is
climbing a flag pole and the
training for it usually takes 45
to 60 mins.
Why would students spend so
much time working with a rat?
Every students has his/her own

reason.
" Rats satisfy my maternal
urge," said len Renkowski,
K ' 92. Another student stated
that, "I want to save my rat
from research." Others say they
simply want a Rat Olympics Tshirt.
As in past years, performances wilJ be judged by 'K'
profs. Invitations have not yet
been sent out, but it is rumored
that Dr. Fugate, Director of
Foreign Study is a candidate.
The Rat Olympic organizers
are looking for volunteer help.
They will need help with publicity, set up, clean up, and
above all to explain to watchers
which rat is winning.

primarily due to tlie lack of
American students and its
relative smaller size and more
relaxed atmosphere. (as
compared with Madrid). "In
Caceres, you're not as caught up
in the world of city life as you
are in Madrid. There's not as
much rush, you tend to pay
more attention to what's going
on," states Lyn Cuasay. K'92,
group leader for the past
falVwinter Madrid group. "I
wanted to go to a center in
which I would be with Spanish
students and not American," said
RankdaU Blau, K '93 who will
be participating in the program
this year. The seven students of
this non-majors pilot prolZTlUll

will experience an intensive
language and cultural orientation
for the fust two weeks. and then
will take personalized classes
with the university faculty in art
history. contemporary Spanish
history, an elective in either
Greek, Arabic, Portugese, or
Italian with other university
students, and archaeology.
Caceres has a history dating
back to before the Moorish
occupation, and has preserved a
large portion of its old buildings
in the parte antigua. "You can
get a good feel for what it must
have been like in the past in the
midst of all this history" says
Cuasay.

If you see news
happen, call the
INDEX at 3-8460!
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When the Wall Came Crumbling Down
Former Mayor of
Berlin Reminisces on
the reunification of
Germany
By CARTER
DOUGHERTY
In the wake of unification,
"only peace shall emanate from
German soil," emphasized
former mayor of Berlin Walter
Momper. He spoke Monday
night on the topic "The German
Revolution of 1989: A Participant's Perspective."
Momper, a Social Democrat,
was the mayor of Berlin when
the Wall fell on November 9,
1989 and when Germany was
reunified on October 3, 1989.
He is now the chairman of the
Berlin Social Democrats.
As a factor in the Cold War,
Berlin was in Momper's view
"the biggest success story" because West Berlin symbolized
"the promise of a free future for
Berlin and all East Germans."
For that reason, the Berliners
will never forget the United
States and its role in guaranteeing West Berlin's freedom, even
during the most icy periods of
the Cold War.
Quoting from the German
writer Christa Wolf, Momper
stressed the role of the East
German people in "discover(ing]
themselves as a people in the
streets" and unifying the two
German states.
Although Momper talked of
'success stories," he also clearly
outlined the vexing problems
which will haunt Germany for
some time to come. Economic

WHAT TO DO
AROUND THE 'ZOO
On Campus Eyents
• Wednesday, July 24; noon; Upjohn Library Courtyard or
inside library in case of rain. Noontide Tales continue with
two charming stories: Ms. Nelda Balch, will read "I n
Affection and Esteem" by Mary Webb and Dr. Janet
Solberg will read "The Story or Ferdinand" by Munro '

Walter Momper, Former Mayor of Berlin
difficulties are immediately
pressing. Terribly inefficient
industries in the East paved the
way for unemployment that
currently approaches 60% in
some areas.
The public infrastructure of
telephones, roads and railways
continues to decay. Above all,
property claims resulting from
the communist regime's confiscations pose impossibly complicated legal difficulties which
in tum hamper rapid economic
development
Cultural assimilation and accommodation of the two states
is the long term task of unification, because "40 years cannot
be forgotten in one night," and
because "28 years of murder at
the Wall" haunt political consciousness in the East. Momper
concludes that a generation will
be required to come to grips
with the fact that East Germans
have "come into a world where

responsibility and, to some degree, nonconformism are expected"
On the issue of foreign policy Momper repeatedly declared
Germany's desire for peace and
prosperity, speaking of a
"European Federation" in which
"aggression and cultural superiority" have no place. Germany,
he said, seeks a "European Germany not a German Europe."
During the question and answer period Momper related his
personal memories of the night
of November 9, 1989. He recalled several sleepless nights
spent trying to insure against
violence at the Wall and to prepare for the massive influx of
East Berliners into the western
sectors. It was clear that the
experiences of those days were,
for him, both physically demanding and emotionally exhil-

Leaf.
• Wednesday, July 24; 7:30 p.m.; Light Fine Arts Recital
Hall. The White Rose, a German film based on the true
story of a professor and his students who formed a secret
conspiracy against the Nazis in Munich in 1942, will be
shown by the European Film Series.
• Friday, July 26; 10 a.m.; Scott Friesner of the English
Department will speak:.
• Friday, July 26; 4 p.m.; Light Fine Arts Recital Hall. Mr
William Higgins, President of the Chicago Space Frontier
Society and engineering physicist at Fermi National
Accelerator Laboratory, will lecture on ''The New Road to
Mars: Recent Developments in Mars Exploration."
LACC.
Friday, July 26; 8 p.m.; Nelda K. Balch Playhouse. Opening
night of Festival Playhouse's final show, Skin 0/ our
Teeth, Thorton Wilder's hilarious classic play about
humanity'S survival through the ages, performed with a
distinctly "K" College touch. Admission for students. $8 for
the first ticket, $2 for a second ticket.
Saturday, July 27; 8 p.m.; Nelda K. Balch Playhouse. Skill
of our Tetlh continues.
S mday, July 28; 2 p.m.; Nelda K. Balch Playhouse. Skill 0/
Okr Teeth continues.
Monday, July 29; 8 p.m.; Dewing 103. fA Vie Est Belle,
a film from Zaire that vividly portrays contemporary African
urban life in Kinshasa by exploring its vibrant musical scene,
will be shown by the African Studies program.
• Wednesday, July 31; noon; Upjohn Library Courtyard or
inside library in case of rain. Mr. Ed Menta will read the last
in this summer's series of Noontide Tales: ''My Old Man
and the Lascivious Special Award" by Jean Shepherd.
• Wednesday, July 31; 7:30 p.m.; Light Fine Arts Recital
Hall. Ali: Fear Eats the Soul, a German film about the
love affair between an aging German f100rwasher and a
Moroccan mechanic thirty years her junior, will be shown by
the European Film Series.

arating.
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Arnold Visits a Carnival, Barclay
Takes a Road Trip in Noontide Tales
By RUTH PALILEO
Dr. Marigene Arnold took a
rapt audience through a 1930s
carnival, following after a little
boy on his quest to spend 50
cents. Dr. David Barclay then
took the audience on a modem
vacation through some nameless
city in the United States.
Nowhere else but in the Library
Courtyard during Noontide Tales
can you leap time and space
with your favorite professors.

The third Noontide Tales
session featured two short stories by John Updike. The first
of these, read by Arnold, was
entitled "You'll Never Know
Dear, How Much I Love
You"-a line taken from the
song, "You are My Sunshine"
which is sung by one of the side
show ladies.
Arnold enchanted the audience with this tale of a 10 yearold boy mesmerized into betting
his 50 cents on a roulette wheel.
She also sang for the listeners
and, with charming verisimili-

tude, imitated a carnival barker.
Little wonder that, when the
boy is caught gambling, everyone gasped. And when his
money is returned but he is
hoodwinked out of 10 cents, the
pathos was more vivid for
Arnold had made the child all
too real.
Vivid images were also char·
acteristic of Barclay's tale,
"How to Love America and
Leave It." In this short story.
the audience accompanied
Barclay to a city, somewhere in
the United States, an anonymous stop on a nameless high·
way. With much gesticulation,
Barclay guided the audience on a
tour of details: the motel with
its "essential" pool and
"optional" color T.V., the city
with its postcards sold to
tourists trying to "acquire substance," the 'ethnic' restaurants
that are the heart of America,
"where we take everything because we are only what we eat."
Barclay's careful intonations
gave a realistic feel to this
"how-to" short story, whose
narrator is the driver, father, and
husband, monotonously instructing himself "how to" perform such tasks as gening a
motel room and taking the kids
around the city. Underneath the
explicit mundaneness of the

tale,

however,

lie

some

grandiose observations.
Barclay's reading made these
thoughts ring true. By the
story's end, all the audience saw
America as "a hamburger kingdom ...one cuisine under God
with pickles and potato chips
for all. " Yet the listeners saw,
too, the immense things' that
America conceals.

Through the simple tale of a
boy and the simple tale of a
travelling
family,
last
Wednesday's Noontide Tales
readers exposed their audience to
some very complex views of
America.
This week's Noontide Tales
feature Ms. Nelda Balch reading
"In Affection and Esteem" by
Mary Webb and Dr. Janet
Solberg reading "The Story of
Ferdinand" by Munro Leaf.
Wednesday, July 24 at noon in
the Library Courtyard.

Nothing ever really happens off campus. What we call off
campus events are really figments of your imaginations. Only
Kalamazoo College exists. .

Fyle Takes On Challenge of
West African "Border Relations"
By ROBERT BEACHAM
LACC organizers made it
easy on themselves this past
Thursday night-they pulled recently acquired professor, Dr.
Magbaily Fyle from the teaching bullpen to lecture on his native Sierra Leone. Here for the
summer before moving on to
Ohio State, Dr. Fyle tackled
West African border relations as
his topic. This is, in itself, a
very broad subject Langu8le,
ethnic groups, secret societies,
and varied nation interests all
combine to make "border relations" a challenging topic to address in one hour.
Drawing on personal experiences ranging from crossing the
Guinea border to the culinary
experiment of monkey meat
consumption, Dr. Fyle sought
to illustrate the cultural links
that traverse all borders in the
West African area.
Throughout the lecture he
stressed that the various African
governments are capable of
coming together for economic
summits to forge a multi-national market. The difficulties
with integration arise because
the leaders usually pass over the
tradi tional links of the people to

press their own politic!ll agenda.
Dr. Fyle wanted the al.dience
to understand that the cross-cultural links among the African
people would serve as an excellent basis for the formation of
an inter-African coalition. Yet
as happens to many a nation,
the government often &rows detached from the people.
Due to the broadness of the
subject, Dr. Fyle would try to
concentrate on some subjects
more than time would allow.
Then he was forced to skim others when he did notice the time.
His vibrant gesturing and
exuberance did help maintain interest S till, as the subject was
rather general, some factors of
the speech could have been better elaborated upon. Even the
question and answer session
which followed was unable to
bring out all the issues completely.
Overall, Dr. Fyle's lecture
on "Language, Ethnicity, and
Regional Integration in West
Africa" was an interesting
LACC. Yet it might have fared
better with a more narrowly defined focus or additional lectures.

•
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Student Commission's
Shot in the Arm

The K_1emezoo College Index

Burning Burns Logic

By KATHLEEN LAYDEN

•

Is Student Commission doing its job?
That seems like an interesting question coming from the bead of
an organization funded by Student Commission, but I think that
makes it even more poignant What exactly is the role of Student
Commission at 'K'? Why is it that such a small percentage of
students turn out at SC elections, and that there were several
positions left open because no one bothered 10 run for them?
Apathy? Laziness? Perhaps. But I think there is an underlying
reason for this apathy; the problem facing Student Commission is a
change of attitude--the attitudes of the students here, and an overhaul
of their own members' attitudes as well.
It seems that the same students run alI of the organizations here at
UK" quarter after quarter. The vast majority of people couldn't care
less if there was a Student Commission, or an Intervarsity Club, or
WEC, or The lJJIkx., for that matter. This frustrates me 10 no end,
as I try 10 scrounge up writers and layout help and I get the same
lame excuse time after time, "I have so much stuff to do this week,
asIc me later." My friends who run other organizations run inoo the
same brick wall; people here fail 10 realize that if the same ten
people run all of the groups term after term, they will be run in
exactly the same way each time. We desperately need new ideas and
new perspectives 10 liven up our college's organizations, and I think
Student CommissIOn needs a shot in the arm more than any other
,
th.., .
group.
It is not that Student Commission doesn t do any 109, It s Just
that they really don't do anything EXCITING. They move so
excruciatingly slow. with resolutions 10 be passed, and votes to be
taken on mundane issues. If they are truly the link between the
administration and the students, they should be pursuing the
problems brought up in The iJyJ,u. We are beginning 10 wonder if
the administration even knows we are picking on them, and Student
Commission should have made that clear, as they are the campus
body whiCh deals most closely with the administrators themselves.
This was my fmt term as the head of a campus group, and I was
still relatively naive as I made my way inoo the first budget
meeting. I had carefully pored over the oldlNla budgets, trying to
come up with a reasonable amount for which to beg and plead. I had
already had my mailbox assailed by letters warning me not to try
and re-allocate our funds myself, and was reminded seven or eight
times that the previous term's htdu had exceeded their budget. It
was as if I was personally responsible for all of the inept spending
of previous quarters; I adopted a hostile and defensive attitude
because Student Commission treated me as if 1 was really trying to
embezzle all of the funds and jet off to Havana
I can also discuss the inequities of the allocation of space, and
equipment for the various groups on campus. Although we are
being dragged down the ball way 10 the Games Room this fall, now
we have to contend with an air-conditioner that explodes and leaks
goop all over the floor, several fleabitten couches, and
temperamental light tables. Film Society lives out of a cardboard
box in the president's room, but Student Commission is hOllsed in
a carpeted. air-conditioned room with furniture that looks as if it has
been bought since Bush was elected.
I also think that it is strange that new organizations cannot receive
funding until !heir third quarter of existence. This is discouraging to
new groups that want to entice guest lecturers, or hold a dinner for
interested students. Money isn't everything, but it is hard 10 get
someone to speak at a meeting if you can't even reimburse their
travel expenses. Student Commission should be trying to encourage
a diverse group of organizations, not test them for longevity.
Student Commission needs someone who can introduce new ideas,
not just hybrids of old ones. They need to rethink their budgeting
system, because the assumption should be that we are honest,
straightforward people, not wanna-be Michael Milkins. We should
have outgrown the politicking of high school student council by
now; it's time to open up Student Commission and share the wealth
with III"W groups and new voices.

Next Week in Opinions:
Columnists:
Lance Armstrong O'Donnell
Gerry Gleeson
Deanna L. Rydzewski
Jeff Bartlett

Editor:
Kathleen Layden

and UK" College commentary in:
Shooting the Buh!

The flag is again an object of controversy.
The flag does not represent the
Burning the American Flag state of the homeless, if you are
over any single issue or group pained by the situation of the
of issues is burning logic.
homeless, bum a flag with
Currently, debate rages over "Deinstitutionalization"
the
possibility
of a emblazoned across ito-burn it
constitutional amendment that wherever you want, in front of
would outlaw such activity. the National Institutes of
Such a law is wrong--dead Mental Health, on the
wrong, and as illogical as Kalamazoo Mall, or in your
burning the flag itself.
back yard if you like. This is
The flag is quite simply, a not to say, however, that one
symbol, a symbol of one cannot be upset and activist
people, a totality, i.e., a whole amongst these issues and others;
people encompassing the it says that if you claim to be
entirety of their ideals. The flag, logical, think before you act. If
as a symbol of this entirety, you burn the flag over a single
cannot claim to represent some issue, you are committing an
portion of a people, some illogical act.
singular aspect, some single
An amendment outlawing
issue--to do so would be flag burning is just as illogical
contrary to its definition. A as burning the flag over single
thing can only be itself. The issues . Disallowing flag
flag equals the whole.
burning is tantamount to
The flag does not represent denying the freedoms of speech
the abortion issue. If you and expression--the constitution
disagree with !he decision of the allow us the freedom to be
Supreme Court, !1lake a design, illogical, it is the cultural
put it on a flag, and burn that. norms that we depend on 10 ask:
By LANCE O'DONNELL

us to be logical. Furthermore, if
you're going to argue for such
an amendment, you might as
well push for a new constitution
because if you're not going to
allow freedom of expression,
you've undercut the very
freedom that makes this
democracy viable.
If, however, you are so
disgusted, so fed up, so appalled
by the entirety of the United
States of America.. .if you've
had your fill of everything
American, then, by logic, you
may burn the stars and stripes.
But remember that in doing so,
you have severed yourself from
everything American. If you've
reached that extreme, you might
care to look about you, I would
venture to say you'll find very
few among tht>se 250 million
inhabitants of the United States
that have reached the extreme
ideological post at which you
find yourself. Logic asks you 10
think about your actions.

End Federal Holidays
Americans Abuse the Privilege
By ROBERT BEACHAM

. Memorial day wee1cend. a day
in the life of many Americans
in which they load up and head
off to the traditional family plot
and break out the wieners.
Supposedly a day of
remembrance, the holiday itself
has become a massive excuse to
head for the beaches. Christmas
is now an economic festival,
where we, the followers of
Americana, rush 10 the fields of
merchandised mayhem 10 later
return home and plant our gifts
under the tree. This is a quite
silly use for a tree, plastic or
otherwise, and only serves as a
giant cat toy for our family
feline. Don't forget the dead guy
days, where we remember
highly prominent figures in our
history . Yet for every group
crying for their demigod's
recognition there is a equally
large amount trying to tarnish
the vaunted image of the hero.
It's onl y fair that eventually
there will be a push for other
hero days and heated debates 10
accompany them. This will
eventually lead 10 bad feelings
and cast doubt on that hero's
image. Well, as my dad use to

nobody gets anything. 'Bout
time this happened on a national
level.
How come we treat each
other semi-rudely all year but
get real nice and cheery around
Christmas? Whenever I read the
Bible I always got the idea that
Iesus wanted folks to be pious
all year round and didn't
mention anything about a
specific time when we're
supposed to kiss up to each
other. Of course, the other
religions of the world have their
holy days, but if folks
concentrate too much on the
special days, wouldn't we lose
sight of the time in between.
The poor and needy don't
disappear after the festivities and
still need the helpful spirit of
the
public
at
large .
Unfortunately for the majority
this is not the case. What use is
a holiday, no matter the
purpose, when it devalues the
rest of the year. Let's knock
all pretense 10 hell and eliminate
holidays from the national
calendar. If folks want to take
time off to celebrate this or that
holiday let them take time off at
their convenience. But for the

rest of us, let's keep !he breaks
as a pressure release at our own
disposal and use our daily free
time to work on the specific
problems that holidays were
meant to help us focus on.
I respectfully submit 10 your
approval the Hallmark Bill, in
which all topics from the silly
10 the serious would no longer
be allowed to be given a specific
day, week, or month on the
national calender. Time belongs
to all people, and not any
special interest group, or for
that matter any majority. A day
should not be turned inoo an
abstract expression of anyone's
ideals or pet causes, for the
most part there is a limited
amount of space on the calender
and an endless array of causes.
So my fellow Americans, lets
celebrate the plainness of sunny
days and the pleasant silence of
a snowfall without wondering if
it's Dairy Producers Week or
Lint Collector Month. America
would have been a better place if
the Grinch would have made off
with Christmas, then went after
Ramadan , Hanukkah , and
President's Day.
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Grab the Buhl by the Horns

By GERRY GLEESON

The recent nomination of
Clarence Thomas to the
Supreme Court has sent shivers
down liberal spines everywhere.
The addition of George Bush's
new candidate to the already
conservative Court majority
will firmly entrench that
By KENDALL BUHL
majority for years to come The
Don't kick a dead horse. It's rude, silly, and unconstructive.
l"berals fear a repeal of many of
.But I'm going to giv,e The Man the ~nefit of the dou~t. ~'m ~e landmark: decisions that
gomg to a~sume that he s not dead, but Just totally lame; hmpmg came out of the Supreme Court
along on his last leg.
under Earl Warren in the 1950's
How, exa~tly, can we explain .the fact that we ask~ our Pean ,of and 60's, while many
ReSidence Life to speak to us d.lfectly,. and. tell us Just ho·.v we re conservatives anxiously await
expected to con~uct our collective SOCial hves, only to be totally those same decisions.
The anxiety on both sides is
ignored. That's nght. Two weeks after the Index bega~ reservmg
space for Vaug~n Maatman to speak: to the students directly, our a result of a judicial activism
request has been Ignored.
that has characterized the Court
Why?
, '
for the last forty years. The
. Well, maybe he ~~ver Irne~ about our request Wow. It S. scary to Supreme Court has become a
thmk that the c:dml?lstrator 10 charge of what goes on wlthm the results-oriented judicial body.
camp~s body doesn t bother to P!ck up ~e campus newspaper. BUl Precedents and consistency no
even If that were the case, let s face It: the man has. so man y longer matter as long as the
s~udents and othe~s on the pay-roll ~at ar~ consta.ntly mfomlln.g justices believe that they are
him of what IS gomg on~ ':hat he can t poSSibly be Ignorant to thiS correct in their final decision.
Normally (if it can be called
one very djrect, very publicized challenge.
So ar~ we to assume that he is incapable of writing a reply? That normal anymore), the process of
thought IS too scary to even comprehend.
legally resolving a dispute
Too busy? Please.
.
. .
follows a set procedure. A case
What does that leave us With? An admmlstrator who fe.els he is med in a federal district court,
doesn't have to answer to the collectiv.e student ~y. ~y friend and and a decision is rendered. If one
col~eagt.e, G~ .Gleeson, expresses It best on thiS pomt. The Man side finds fault with the
believes ,he hves m a stone castle.
decision, then that side files an
I don t .thmk so.
.
.
appeal with the federal appeals
More like a glass house. Tmt the wmdows as much as he may
t The Appeals Court (a
want, it .does~'t make him any less vulnerable to the angry stu.dents ~~~I'Of judges, not a jury) then
that he IS trymg to. keep out. An.d there are ~ .Iot of them. Dld"!,e hears oral arguments from each
ask too much? Ha~mg watched him put a deciSive ~nd to every ~nd side and renders its decision.
of open, commumty party we know, we asked him to tell us Just F all if th dec'sion is still
what he feels is acceptable. A reasonable request. And he ignored . m y'ti
: art I rna me a
that requ~st. In effect, he said simpl~, "I d?n't have to ans~er to ~~i;~si:~ !upr!ne 60urt.
The Court does not have to
you." ThiS goes way beyond any smgle Issue about parties or
drinking or anything else. The issue here is the Assistant Dean of
:~~ence Life believes he is above a reply to an expectant student

I

"The issue here is the Assistant Dean
•
of Residence Life believes he IS
above a reply to an expectant
Student Body. "
But I will digress. I don't at all want to sink into the same sort
of negative messages that the administration is limiting itself tC' I
w&nt to stay constructive, just as I asked The Man to be. So n(;)(\
week we'll look at how this campus can take positive a;:tion, and sit
in the way of the Powers That Be, which obviously feel they h:lVe
nn one to answer to.
To this point, we at the Index, have appreciated a lct of support
for what we are saying and trying to do. What I'm asking now is for
your ideas on exactly how we are going to deal with this. Because at
this wint there is no doubt--our attempts to talk to the Powers That
Be having been ignored, the time for action has come. So please
write your ideas to me, care of the Index mailbox (next to the Red
Lounge) by Saturday. The better ones we'll print, and the best ones,
we, as a campus, need to put into action.
In the meantime, Powers That Be, I suggest you consider just
how likely it is that the people that pay your salary through
exorbitant tuition fees are going to let you ignore them indefinitely.
If you think that as students our only function is to pay tuition and
take classes, you are as pathetic as your conduct in this situation has
been. For the four years we are here, this is our home, our
community. And there's no way in hell that our lives here are going
to be governed in this marmer.
For the time being, the ball is in your court. You might want to
take advantage of that while you can.
All these issues and many others are being addressed in a
hilarious way the next two weekends in "Skin of Our Teeth," in the
Balch Playhouse. The brilliant New York director Lee Costello has
updated this Thornton Wilder play to Kalamazoo College, 1991.
New student discounts have been made for this Festival Playhouse
production, so show up and keep your eye out for the cameo
appearance by a certain celebrity keg. That's all I can say.
Do you think Vaughn Maatman, Marilyn LaPlante, Larry Bryan,
and Glenn Neville will show their faces around campus these days?
Aren't they a tad bit ashamed to, after cowering from their challenge
to mud wrestle? Are these
Ie m nor m ce?
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Supreme Court Inconsistent

Buhl:

For the life of me, I can't figure out what makes him think he
can sil in his seat as a college employee, collecting his college
salary, and put his fingers in his ears as an overwhelming majority
of this campus gives him a simple message: you aren't doing your
job.

------------------------------------agree to hear the case, that
decision is based on whether the
justices (usually at least four)
believe that the case has merit.
The issues that usually come
before the Court refer back to
the oral arguments heard in the
Court of Appeals, not details
from the orig,inal district court
case. The final Supreme Court
decision is usually based on
consideration of the precedence
of prior decisions. (This is. a
somewhat abbreviated version of
the judicial and appeals process)

"Precedents and consistency no
longer matter as long as the
justices believe that they are
correc t ... "
Judicial activism is the
philosophy where the Court
uses abstract reasoning (often
under the all-encompassing due
process clause of tbe 5th
Amendment) to find a rational
basis for the decisions they feel
to be of critical importance,
instead of precedent. One liberal
justice went so far as to call the
due process clause the Court's
"wild card" (to the effect that if
there was no other way, the
justices could 8lways play their
wild card). The effect of judicial
activism is that the Court can
legislate from the bench. That
is, the Court usurps the role of
the Congress.
Such judicial legislation has
led the Court to become a focus
of public efforts to influence its

The Court looked to the Ancient
philosophers, the Common
Law, the English Statutory
Law, American Public Health
Association, and the American
Bar Association for justification
for their ruling. From a strictly
legal standpoint, those issues
were not part of the Appeals
argument and should therefore
have been immaterial to the
Supreme Court decisioo
It may be a woman's right to
choose whether to abort, but the
Court should make its ruling
based on the facts of the case
and not material beyond the
scope of the case (this applies
both to Roe v. Wade and the
Court to return to a fair standard
of judgement based on precedent
and consistent judicial standards.

over
or
else!".
The
in consid era tio n hence
followed, the guests would not
leave despite the polite pleas of
the tenants. The hosts did not
want to end the party, but if
[they did] not the police would
be called to do so, as well as
levy a not-so-nice fine.
Finally, after they broke out
the stun· guns and the tear gas,
the party cleared. If someone is
considerate enough to open their
house to you, you should repay
them with respect and
consideration .
A more important issue of
inconsideration that is visible
every day and in almost every
facet of campus life is GOSSIP.
This school wives on gossip,
lives on it; without it there
would be little or no
conversation in Saga [sic].
Obviously gossip is not a social
"good," but it definitely seems
to be a necessity at Kalamazoo
College. It is so strong here, I
feel there should be a major in
it, or at least a concentration.
The only pre-requisite would be
that one would have to
participate in the gossip train
that rolls wough the campus.
Things are known around
school before the participants
even know. Everything from
'Hooks' to 'Bad-Mouthing' are
public kQowledge, sometimes
even before the action or
statement is completed.
Gossiping is not really
something our campus should
be proud of, it can and has hurt
many people. Some people
cannot handle the trials and

tribulations of being a victim cf
true or false scandalous rumors.
Gossip can turn minor
"scamming" into a one-nighter
with a slut; the girl and guy
now have labels that can stick
with them woughout their stay
at "K". Because this school is
so small, and most people party
in the same social settings
(hiding
from
the
administration 's dictatorship
party policies), all innuendos
and behind-closed-door-activities
become information for whoever
has time to waste, and is bored
enough to listen. This results in
1235 students knowing who
was with who, and who got
shot down by who. Some feel
this is pretty damn funny, until
it happens to them.
Why do people gossip? Is it
because they have nothing in
their life worth anything so they
talk "smack" about other
people? Not to focus my attack
on women, but there is much
gossip about female cliques
which ereate hostility and aid to
stereotyping. Relax, quit your
gossiping.
Is it ever okay to gossip?
Sure, if it does not hurt anyone,
and it is known to be in a
jocular sense, otherwise it's
plain mean. So, to all the
gossip starters of the land: ease
up, because the one day you
might actually do something
that anyone cares about, and you
would not like it repeated, it
most likely will be, over and
over and over and over............ .

Fro m the Bart
By JEFF BARTLETT
As I was laying back on a
couch at about four in the
morning last Saturday night,
bored, tired, and fairly inebriated
(that means drunk, Sherwood), I
began to reflect on the weekend
past (Since L.a. omitted my
article last week, some of this is
a week old). The rlfst thing that
came into my mind was the
inconsiderations I had wimessed
during last week. I admit that
have I participated in many of
Ul(;S(, inconsiderate acts, but it's
time to change my ways. Now
those of you who know me
might
not
think
that
consideration is my strong
point, but nonetheless this is
my topic, so please read on.
At a party last Saturday, it
came to happen that my friends
had to end their party due to
unforeseen circumstances. They
had the party in the first place
for "K" students to enjoy a
social atmosphere far out of
reach from the administration's
party stifling brigade. The
landlord of this house called his
tenants and warned" ... party

N
ot Just for Women

Confidential services for menl
• Screening & Treatment for Sexuotly
•
Tronsmltted D~eoses

e

m
•

.

Birth Control
tnformatlon onn
Supplies

~~

4201 W. Michigan, K'zoo-372-1200
8992 E. DAve., Richland-629-9716

decisions: marches, letter
campaigns, etc. The whole
judicial process is becoming a
political process, from the
nomination bearings right down
to the actual decisions. Why
does the judiciary legislate?
Often because the legislative
branch does not
In the landmark Roe Y. Wade
decision, the justices did not
examine only what occurred in
the Court of Appeals arguments
(which is the normal procedure).

--------------~--------~

Photos taken by: Michelle Campbell, Maria Carlson,
and Kathryn Rakich
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Apologize Properly
Dear Editor,
I'm writing in regard to Kay
Kupferberg's response to Doug
Ferguson's letter regarding the
column "Kay's Comments," in
third week's.Index. As one of
the people who found her
original article to be a bit more
offensive than funny, I found
her response to Doug's letter
nothing short of patronizing. I
believe that Doug's letter was
very reasonable, considering
some of the sentiment I heard
expressed in regard to the
original article. I imagine that
other people who found Kay's
article to be offensive would not
have been so forgiving as Doug
was, however, this is not the
main issue.
Kay seems to think that just
because some people found her
article funny, that she was
justified in offending others.
Kay states that it was "oleay
with [her] because whenever you
write something intended to be
humorous, some people like it
and some people don't." Does
this justify offending others? I
hope not.
Kay also states that she "did
not once say that women could
not do these things or need
someone else to do them."
Granted, but she didn't say
anything to the contrary. There
was nothing in the original
article that even hinted toward
this notion.
Finally, Kay ends her
response by stating "please
don't waste any more of your
time worrying about this-oil is
definitely not worth it." In
response, I'd like to ask why
she wrote her article in the first
place if it isn't worth it?

Wedneaday, July 24, 1991

For those of you who
remember, I edited a Backpage
last summer that stirred a lot of
controversy. I recognized my
error and made what I felt to be
a genuine apology to those
whom I offended. However, I
cannot seem to find any sort of
apology in Kay's response to
Doug's letter.
My point is that when
someone make a mistake or
offends others, he or she should
be responsible in owing up to
it. U we think that we can just
laugh off these sorts of errors,
we will lose our ability to have
consideration for others'
feelings. I don't believe that this
would be a very favorable
condition. I hope this time Kay
will apologize to those whom
she offended.--Dan Renstrom.

Change GPA System?
Dear Editor,
For better or for worse onc
of the greatest sources of
frustration and anxiety in
college, especially as one nears
graduation, is the Grade Point
Average, immortalized in that
ever-presenl.acronym ''OPA.''
Based on wodc done by the
Academic Standards Committee,
the faculty will consider this fall
a proposal to overhaul the
current GPA system in favor of
one which incorporates minuses
and pluses. For instance, a B+
would be calculated in the GPA
as 3.30; an A- would be 3.70; a
straight B would remain at 3.0.
The modifiers, as those little
pluses and minuses are called,
would be reflected in the GPA.
But for better or for worse?
Some professors feel the
current system is a blunt
instrument. Although there is a
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great difference between B- and
B+ work, both grades are the
same in the GPA. The B- work
is, in effect rewarded while the
latter is penalized. Professors are
put in the unenviable position
of having to assign grades
which have no place in the GPA
system.
Some voice concern that "K"
needs to bring its system into
line with other colleges. Grad
schools often must recalculate
GPA's to bring them into line
with their own systems,
something which can be
confusing or embarrassing.
But do we really need to
adopt a system that subjects
students to more pressure to
work? Is there enough already?
U, in the name of a high GPA,
it suddenly becomes crucial to
earn a B+ instead of a B or a B-,
is it a good thing that the
system encourages this extra
effort? Or would the extra
pressure accompanying extra
effort be more than students
need during exam week?
And how many professors
even give A's? With some it
seems as though even the best
and most thorough work can
merit nothing better than an A-.
Does this mean that A's, and
the four-point calculation that
goes with them, would be a
thing of the past under the new
system? Or would professors reorient themselves to the new
system and give more straight
A's?
Calculations based on the
grades given in the Fall Quarter
in 1987, '88 and '89 show tha~
the actual effect on GPA's
would be rather minimal.
Recalculations dropped the
average GPA 0.033 in 1989,
0.020 in 1988 and 0.016 in
1987. Thus the main issues

involved in the proposed
changes are the intangible ones
mentioned above.
How much is known about
the proposals? What do people
think? The Campus Life
Committee and Student
Commission are interested in
hearing your views-through the
.f.!:yJg, through Campus Life, or
through
your
Student
Commission representative.-Carter Dougherty, Campus Life
Committee.

VP Hears Gripes
Dear Editor,
I would like to respond to
the issues raised by Andy
Portinga in his article "Saga
Martiot Gripes." He brought up
several very valid points that
r'm sure most of the student
body (if not all) would agree
with. At the end of his article,
he invited other student to
submit any gripes that might
have to add to the list. This
point I would 1i1c.e to address.
I'm not sure how many
students are aware of it, but
Student Commission has a
Food Service committee that is
designed to let Marriot know
what we, the entire student
body, think about what they do.
I also don't think many students
are aware of just what is
Marriot's responsibility. For
example, the toaster oven that
"catches on flre way too often"
(a legitimate problem) is owned
by Kalamazoo College. The
same is true of the "slow"
Pepsi machines. Martiot simply
uses this equipment, but the
school is the provider and the
one who should be "griped at"
about them.
The Food Service committee
has been instrumental in several

changes that have or will occur
at MartiOl The old ice machines
were brought back out to help
speed up the line as a result of
our input. Beginning in the fall,
special buffets will be set up
regularly (i.e. pasta bar, fruit
bar, taco bar, etc.). Martiot is
also working hard to develop a
more varied vegetarian menu. In
this area, expansion of the salad
bar is being considered, and they
are trying to find more
vegetarian recipes (student input
could help a lot in this
department).
So if you have a problem
with the way Marriot or
anything dealing with our food
service operates, don't just
complain about it; tell Student
Commission. Your concerns
will be passed on to the heads of
Martiot and hopefully it will be
possible to rectify them. Andy,
we'll be sure to include the
problems you highlighted in our
next meeting with Marriot.
Thank you for writing about
them and let us know if other
"gripes"
arise.--Becky
Engelbrecht, Vice-President,
Student Commission.

I realize that Student
Commission has a Food Service
Committee and that they have
been instrumental in several
changes at Marriot, however,
/'m not sure there is any real
difference between telling our
complaints to the committee or
publishing them in the lIJda,
since the members of Food
Service Committee read the
lnda.. If anything, publishing
our gripes in the lnda. brings
nwre attention to the problems
with Marriot.--Andy Portinga

In dex News Biased

These short but to the point
lines ranging from views on
Last week, I pretty much Bush's ineptness in the Gulf to
disagreed with almost the entire reproductive rights are things
Opinions and News sections [of that bother people because they
the hIdal. However, to save ev- just don't want to think about
eryone from having to read the them. Admittedly, it's difficult
"overwhelming" liberal point of to think about the fact that quite
view, I will just stick to the poISibly the politician they last
graffiti topic. But I'm sure that voted for is currently cutting felbecause I'm a "liberal," at least low students' financial aid,
according to Mr. Gleeson, I'll spreading war throughout the
have the entire damn campus world, or gagging women's personal beliefs. U it's not on their
supporting me.
"Graffiti: Say It, Don' t minds, they don't have to worry
Spray ItI" was a biased article about it.
U prospectives and their parwith opinions and personal
views built on a few small ents want an uptight campus,
facts. I personally have not send them to Calvin College.
"expressed disgust" over this ~ Controversy happens every quarcent development. Mika Osaki ter here. The I lJIiu. itseU got in
showed her distaste in a manner trouble with the infamous
more fitting of the Opinions "FUCK" page in the all. If
psge.
people can't handle it, they
Personally, I agree with probably don't belong here.
many that it was wrong to deThey should be aware of evface the campus. However, I erything that happens ~ven
wonder why people are so dis- the lame stuff. They should also
gusled.
know, that despite Foreign
Could it be a reason beyond Study, etc. it's not hard to exist
a little paint on the wall. or on this campus and be oblivious
marker on a call box? Does to famines and wars across the
"SUBSIDIZE EDUCATION" or ,lobe or even the knifings oc"U.S. PRIDE IS DOMINA- Curring on Douglas [Street].
TION... " bother some people This graffiti made some people
because of the physical destruc- think about matters more
tion of the campus or the de- difficult than Marriol's latest
structiveness of their peace of concoctions-and they didn't like
mind.
it.-- Deanna L. Rydzewski

Dear Editor,

Graffifi:

Is this front page from last week's Index biased?

Letter Policy
The Index welcomes letters from its readers. Letters should be
original copies, typed or printed, and must be signed.
We encourage letters that are concise and deal with relevant topics.
The Index reserves the right to edit for space and clarity when necessary,
Letters can be turned into the Index mailbox in the basement of
Hicks Center, Preferably, letters should be submitted by the Saturday
before the issue in which they will appear.
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Back to Marlboro Country
College "Cult Band" Transports Audience at Index-"ponsored Concert, Introduces a Local Reggae Group and, in Part
Two of an Exclusive Interview, Pleads for Underwear
By SUSAN LYNNE
THOMAS
The Index presenled Marlboro
Country in concert this past
Bahama Boogie weekend. 'K'
College's own acoustic "cult
group," although plagued by
problematic equipment, performed brilliantly. As an added
attraction, the J a Kings, a local
reggae group, also entertained.
And now, the interview, part
two ...Sitting in the Friesner
living room before rehearsal last
week. Marlboro Country
members toss out sardonic
comments and circuz'tous
responses. Sophie the cat makes
disdainful rounds. A fan blows
in the background, playing hell
with the recorder's playback.
How do you feel about
your cult status?
Suzanne Friesner: Where were
all the letters? How were we to
know we were hipper than hip?
Kirstin Lurtz: Where were the
chocolate chip cookies and underwear? Seriously, there's no
gimmick. We play other peopie's songs.. .for fun.
Su: We want them [bootleg

to dwell and posthumously create art. Like Elvis.
What are some favorite
rem in iscences
of
the
band?
Scott Friesner: Chapel, finals
week, setting up, maybe twenty
people, tops, inside. We just
look at each other [shrugs).
Then we walk outside and there
are a hundred people milling

around.
K: That whole show was a rush.
That moment [when the cigarette lighters went on) is so
crystalline.
Su: There's an Elmer Fudd version of "Free Falling," which
will never see light 0' day 0 '"'
side the "sacred living room."
Is it difficult to maintain
working
relationships,
with two professors and
three students in the
band?
Sc: There's been no problem.
K: I was friends with all these
guys even before [the band
formed].
G: I procrastinate sometimes ... but we respect each
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The fa Kings bring regg~ therapy to Kalamazoo Col/ege.
tapes] back [or] send us a dollar other professionally and personand we will tell you the secret
ally.
message. Maybe it's cuz we
Su: Schedules were hard to get
watched Twin Peaks at every
together, but we threw pizza
session ... we' re a tool for Killer
into the deal ...
Bob, trying to infiltrate What is the future or
Marlboro now that G.-eg,
Midwestern campuses.
Greg Herder: Actually, this Jennifer, and Kirstin have
[room] is where the spirits of graduated? Is there one?
K: I'm going to Los Angeles,
well-known cultural icons come
Jennifer to Ann Arbor, and

.----Off The

Members of Marlboro Country tronsform the Quad inlo a land of sweet acoustics and soaring vocals
;<:. -you guys are really good.
Final thoughts on ihis :'1.

GregG: Travelling down South,
maybe school in North
Carolina.
Su: Send those tapes and resumes in. BUl no way can you
replace these guys.
Sc: That seems to be the question: is Marlboro Country an
ongoing activity? We mow we
[Scou and Suzanne) want to
continue doing something with
music together, but we don't
know what form it will take.
Su: I tried to get Les Tung to do
a rock band, but...
Any regrets, things you
would have done differ·
ently?
K: 1 wish we would have just
sat around in the "sacred living
room" and played mae.
Sc: I wish there had been time
to compose more original Sluff.
My main influence is jazz, I
would have liked to delve into
that more.
Su: There was a continuing debate in the band, with different
members feeling different ways
at different times about keeping

terview?
K: With this interview, and the
concert, it's like we're John
Lennon. You love us now that
we're gone. We're dead now.
Sc: This.. .is very flattering, but
there is a pervasive irony.
Su: Corne see how shallow we
really are.
K: People will say, "Ornigod,
and I caned myself a groupie?!"
To what extent ca. you
be called a political band?
K: The songs we do depend on
the voices, what we can sing. In
fact, I think some songs we do
are questionable.
G: Sometimes they're chosen
for specific reasons, like "Just
Another Movie" for Scott's
Chapel talk [on the 'culture industry'], but overall...

CLASSIFIEDS
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! Last quarter's Windex was wrong,
hula-hoopster Sarah Kreider did not die. She lived to celebrate her
21st birthday today. Hurray!
WANTED: Comedians, actresses, actors, musicians interested
in a Talent Show for charitable causes. Now is the time to show
your sturn Call Mike at 3-9678 for details.
CONGRATULA TlONS! Goin' to the Chapel and she...got
engaged! Nice ring, Christa Yanock! Love, your incurably r0mantic friends.
GRAFFITI SPELL·CHECKER AVAILABLE: If you
must graffiti, at least have me check that you spelled it right.
Call Mike Soenen at 3-9458 for details.

it acoustic. I almost wish we
had experimented with bass and
drums, because my experience
had been in rock bands. I like
that backbone.
G: I wish l'd been better on the
guitar.
[chorus of dissension]
S u: I know that the string section of Marlboro felt underappreciated by the Marlborettes,
but-

These ads are printed free of charge by tlte Inde:t as a public gervice. Short, discreet ads can be sent to tlte Index c/o Features
Editor and will be published if space is available.

Quad-BY
JA-MES-BREN-NAN-----

Question: How many licks does it take to
get to the center of a Tootsie Pop?

MARTY KARAMON,
K'92: Thrrreee.
One... Two... Thnrreeee!

KOLEN MACKEY, K'93:
I don't eat candy but I'd be
willing to try depending on ~
the situation.
~

~

AMY SCHNEIDER,

Su: 'There must be no misogynist overtones, etc." Seriously,
a song doesn't make the playlist
purely because of its politics.
You can make politics out of
anything if you put your mind
to it.
K: This was kind of to get &lUX .
from academic analyses and do
the songs that we love. "I used
to love her but 1 had to kill
her." I don't agree with that, but
1 love the song.
G: Everyone expects us to be so
damn serious. It's like, please
give a close reading of the text.
Sc: 1 think a good way to end
this is with Eric Dolphy.
[puts on a CD; music plays,
then furious applause followed
by a sonorous voice) When you
hear music, after it's over it's
gone... in the air, you can never
capture it again.

ALISON PHILLIPS,
recent graduate??: One K'92: A lot...but it's hard
to do it without biting.
BIG one.

GEORGE I. BROWN, ill
(better known as Gibb),
K'92: I don ' t know, but it
takes about a zillion to get
to the ink: in my pen.

---------------------------------------------------------------------Wecinaday, July 24, 1991
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'K' Soccer Team Faces
Tough Challenge for Fall
Rick of the Sherwood Forest
VS.
Jeff Blackbart

By ROB ORSUCCI

lbis weeldy publication of infmite sports wisdom will pit the above mentioned sports experts
in point-cowlIelpoint discussions of current sport issues, concluding with a bet and prediction.

ISSUE:THE RED WINGS
The rumored trade of Yzennan for fllSt round
draft pick Eric Lindros could be the truth. Every
self proclaimed 'Einstein' in sports said that
Gretsky would never be !laded, WRONG! lbis
trade does seem a bit crazy, but I think that the
coaches and owner know more about each team
and playrz !hen the average annchair quarterback
couch pocato (no offense Sherwood). This trade
is really about money, exposure, and an overall
regeneration of interest in the Red Wings to get
Joe Louis Arena sold out for every game. If this
trade does happen, it can't really hurt the Red
Wings, they have not won a championship with
Yzerman, hell they haven't even gone to the finals. The Minnesota North Stars just made it
and they have no one close to Yzennan, so
maybe Lindros will put them over the edgeJB

What more can one man do for a team?
Yzennan is one of the few 5O-goal scorers in
the league and has singlehandedly lifted the
team to .500. The Red Wings have to return to
the philosophy of old; tough defense and
enough offense to support the "D." I'm sure
plenty of fans are ready for a trade that brings
in a possible superstar, but we already have
one of the top five players in the league. Not
only will they lose a consistently great player,
they will lose young talent as well; most
teams are successful with experienced veterans
and young players to develop. I think its time
for the Wings to look at the real problem,
defense, and stop trying to fix what's not
broken. RS

ISSUE: WWF
1bis will go down in the anals of time as the
stupidist sport that ever existed. With the exception of hicks and close relatives of the wrestlers,
I believe that no one can watch wrestling and
truly say they enjoy it lbis spon, I mean act.
would be incredible if it was real. It would be
great to see The Macho Man come off the lop
rope and bust off Rowdy Roddy Pipper's left
arm, then continue to fight. Or if the
EarthqUlke body slammed Hogan so hard they
both went through the mat, breaking the
concrete below. This would give world
wrestling some status. No longer would the
arenas be packed with factory workers and
rednecks, now the rich and sadistic would pay
the big bucks to see these guys kill each
OtherJB

The 1991 Kalamazoo College soccer team will be drastically altered fr?m teams of the past. Gone are seven staning players to
graduauon who represented the core of 'K's' team the past four
rears. But, with a strong cast of returning players, a couple of DanIsh ~x~han!!e students and a very capable incoming freshman class,
the . K soccer team will once again be ready to challenge the MIAA
for Its founh consecutive league championship.
Leading the team this year on defense will be senior goalkeeper
Clark Arden and fullback Rob Orsucci. Complementing them will
be fellow defenders Mike Haines and Devin Nonnan, both juniors.
These four players are a large pan of the experienced returnees and
should keep the traditionally strong 'K' defense intact Other players
of veteran status include midfielder Greg Hanker and speedy senior
forward Pat VanderVeen. These are the returning players that will
add the needed experience to a young and relatively new 'K' team.
Also join!ng 'K's' soccer team will be two Danish exchange students, MarUn Frost and ]esper Olsen. Much is expected of the
Danes, and if all goes as planned, opposing goalies will likewise see
all too much of these talented Scandinavian players.
Adding to the team's lineup will be a gifted freshman class including a number of All-staters from every pan of Michigan. These
young players will be a large component of the 1991 'K' team and
will have a big say in the progress of this year's team, as well as
the future of 'K' soccer.
Despite the relatively new face of this year's Kalamazoo College
soccer team, no less is anticipated than in previous seasons. The
young and somewhat inexperienced team will undoubtedly field a
talented and skillful squad of players. The end result could very well
be another excellent team and a fifth straight MIAA championship.

There are two reasons the WWF has been
so successful over the years; tons of action and
Elizabeth. My partner denounces the WWF on
the basis that it lacks realistic blood and
agony; well Bart, I'll assure you Terminator's
victims get up and walk away after the scene is
over. The WWF is prosperous, unlike
Bartlett's future, and provides entenainment to
those who wish to follow. You poke fun at
people lacking your superior intellect who go
to these events, yet forget to mention their
largest audience - kids. The WWF has their
market and are probably glad loud, obnoxious
drunks like you go see Tenninator. RS

THE BET: TOUR DE FRANCE
Stakes: The loser will purchase a fine bottle of Beaujolais for the winner.
Lemond all the way baby, he's a PTPer.
Lemond knows the road to victory. Even if
he's ahead or trailing, he has the experience and
eDO\1gh ability to take control of the race.
Lemond always gives the competition reason
for hope in the early races by training very
liUle and then gives it all for the BIG ONE!
The~ is no reason to think he won't win it
apin, but I JUCSS thinking isn't my colleagues
siron, point RS

This year's Tour De France could have a
new winner. Italy's Claudio Chiappucci looks
like a contender. He is the fastest of the pack
but does not have the ex.perience of Lemond. If
he matures before the race's end, he will ride
into Paris as the underdog victor. Andy
Hampton will be sick of watching teammate
Lemond always win and quit being a team
player by releasing the air out of Lemond's
tires. Nevertheless, Lemond steals Hampton's
bike and goes on to a close second. ]B

Two 'K' Soccer Players Practice For The Upcoming Season

Second Summer Triathalon
To Be Held On Aug. 17
On Saturday, August 17, the Biking Club and the Track
Club will co-host the sixth annual Kalamazoo College Triathlon.
The event will consist of a 500 meter swim (not 200 meters as published in the daily bulletin), a 20 kilometer bike, and a 5 kilometer

run.
The event is open to all K college students, alumni, faculty, staff
and administrators.
While this is the sixth year that the triathlon has been held,
it is only the second year that it has been held in the summer. In
previous years, the event was held tenth week of spring quarter.
"We moved it to summer in order to give people more time to
train," said race coordinator Alison Hrameric. "Also, we scheduled
it the same day as Quadstock to try to get more faculty involved."
Participants can enter either as individuals or as teams, and
the entry fee is $7 per person. The fee includes the price of a tee
shirl Also, the winners of the men's individual, women's individual, men's team and women's team will have their names engraved
on a plaque held in Anderson Athletic Center. Entry fonns are
available at the Union Desk and are due by July 31.

Keirya Langkamp prepares for the Tria/halon,

/
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By MARK R. CLIFFORD
I get so sick of old-timers
moaning that they just don't
make ballplayers like they used
to. that there aren't any living
legends out there anymore.
The just-completed 1980's
saw the retirements of Johnny
Bench and Mike Schmidt, the
greatest all-around catcher and
third baseman, respectively,
who ever lived. By the time
they retire, second baseman
Ryne Sandberg and shortstop
Cal Ripkin Jr. might also be
placed in similar stature.
Rickey Henderson is inarguably the best leadoff man in
the history of the game, and no
one has ever matched the wizardry of Ozzie Smith at shortstop. In recent years such monumental milestones have been
surpassed as the all-time record
number of hits (pete Rose),

Today's Baseball Heros Versus the Legends
strikeouts (Nolan Ryan), and
stolen bases (Henderson). And
there are, at the very least, a
dozen or so future Hall of Fame
candidates playing in the big
leagues today.
Former big-league pitcher
and author Jim Bouton inequivocally reasoned on a recent talk
show that the game has been
taken to a much higher level.
This, he said, is due not only to
the superior athletes and physical conditioning regimens of the
current era, but also to the advancements in the art of pitching as bigger, stronger hurlers
are now throwing new pitches
like the slider and the split-finger fastball.
In defense of today's game,
Bouton pointed out as Exibit A
the fact that Babe Ruth used to
wield a 54 ounce bat, a virtual
telephone pole in comparison to

the 31-32 ouncers used today.
Now nobody can, with a
straight face, claim that Ruth
could get around on a Roger
Clemens near-loo m.p.h. fastball with a piece of lumber
nearly twice as heavy as the one
used by modern cvbomeliC'
sluggers like Jose Canseco. The
pre-radar gun pitchers must
have just been lobbing in batting practice offerings by comparison.
Contrary to popular opinion
that the overall quality of major
league pitching has been
"watered down by having so
many more teams, I agree with
Bouton's opinion that there are
more excelIent hurlers on each
team than ever before.
Bouton noted that in the pre1960's eras, most teams had
only three or four good pitchers.
The guys in the bullpen were
K

CAMPUS SPORTS NOTES
Jim Hess, husband of volleyball coach Jeanne Hess, has been
hired to replace coach Terry Gillete as coach of the Women's
Basketball Team. Jim Hess, 36, has coached WMU for the last eight
seasons. Jeanne Hess will become the assistant coach and will
handle recruiting duties as well. Jim Hess, who attended EMU in
Ypsilanti, hopes to improve the team's record through hard work, "
." He said his first goal at 'K' " ." The team is excited over the
expectations of working with a division I coach along with the fulltime attention of Jeanne Hess.

Eddy to be Honored at Tenms Tournament
Nathan Eddy was selected Second Team Academic All-american
this year after contributing to 'K's' men's tennis National
Championship. Eddy will be honored at the GTE Hardcourt Tennis
Tournament in Indianapolis on August 17th by Dick Enberg. Eddy
will be one of seven tennis players nationwide to receive this award
in an open division consisting of all Division III varsity sports.

Ultimate Frisbee Team Downs Gull Lake
The Kalamazoo College mtimate Frisbee Team was victorious
against Gull Lake Sunday night. The team scored a 21-19 victory as
viewers watched in the calm before the huge storm Sunday evening.
Players from Gull Lake watched our team storm up and down the
field in route to a very close win.
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banished there because of their
incompetence. Starting pitchers
used to pace themselves in order
to throw more complete games
simply because there would be
such a dropoff if a scrub was
called in for relief. A staffs ace
was often summoned upon to
work games between his usual
starts because of a lack of depth.
But with today's abundance
of strong arms, the relief pitcher
has evolved into his own
species. Consider how the
Cincinnati Reds won the championship last year by force-feeding opponents a diet of nasty
pitching: First, righthanded
starter Jose Rijo was the team's
bread-and-butter starter for the
first fi ve or six innings, then
lefthander Norm Charlton would
contribute his low-90's cheese.
They were succeeded by righty
Rob Dibble who would hum

100 m.p.h. peas past hitters until yet another southpaw, Randy
Myers, would top it all off by
bringing the heat to the plate
with plenty of mustard.
By sandwiching together
righties and lefties, the Reds
made it impossible for hitters to
make adjustments to anyone
pitcher. A batter could see three
or four different repetoires during the course of a game.
In short, baseball has progressed over time with the accumulation of training and playing techniques. To say that today's ballplayers don't know the
game or can't play the game as
well as in the past is like saying
today's scientist'! and doctors are
inferior to their counterparts in
the past because they lack good
old-fashioned ''hooe sense.
That's pure hone hockey.
K

I.M. NOTES

Hess Named New Women's Basketball Coach

•

~ell

Second week of season standings

Men's:
1) Biere De Luxe (5-0) ................
2) Man's Greatest Reflex (2-2) .......
2) Big Rigs II (2-2)....................
4) Cunilingus Bar and Grill (1-3) ....
5) Bud Crushers (0-2-1) ..............

Can anyone stop Kool's Studs.
More errors than hits.
Still too much Nintendo.
Good Beer---Bad Play.
Finally showed, but lost.

Co-ed:
1) Beasts and Beauties (3-0-1).. ..... Urine testing uncovers steroid
use.
2) Huey's Heroes (3-1) ............... Huey beats gambling rap on
technicality.
2) Hicks & Chicks (3-1 )...... ....... . The miracle has ended.
4) M.A.M. & I.W.W. (2-2) .......... Jimmy the Greek says they will
win it all.
4) Freaks of Nature (2-2) ............. Challenged by umps to a brawl.
4) Mo Fos (2-2) ........................ Impressive, but still have Buhl.
7) Buff n Muff (1-3) ................... The Muff is distracting the Buff.
8) Bananas IV (0-4) .................... Needs new coaching.

SPORTS OPINIONS
Dear Editoc,
We are writing to express
our outrage at the Pre-season
I.M. Co-ed softball polI. Who
in the hell writes these
uninformed ratings? Anyone
who has ever seen our team,
Bananas IV: SOS, knows we
are, by far, the WORST team
ever to disgrace a softball
diamond. Kendall Buhl's team,
the Mo Fo's looks like the AL
All-star team by comparison, if
not better. We respectfully
suggest that the bozos who
write these DOlls Ilet off their
lazy asses and get an accurate

story .
Disrespectfully submitted,
Mitch Mathews and
Andy Portinga of
Bananas IV: SOS
Deaf Andy and Milch,
You are absolutely correct
and as you can see you are now
ranked DEAD LAST! If you
ever win a game (don't forget
you do play Buhl's team again),
I think it would change your
team's moral and you would see
Buhl's team is comparable to
your team. So please, no more
bitchin' at the omniscient
ranking specialists.
THE EDITORS

In response to Mr. O'Donnel's
last editorial on Frisbee Golfers:
Through tiring surveys, we
have found that there is a greater
chance of being sideswiped
and/or towed in Trow parking
lot than there is of being hit by
a frisbee. The more skilled
players rarely hit a car unless it
is illegally parked. The
unqualified players should
practice so they don't hit cars.
Furthermore, scientific proof
holds that a 185 gram plastic
projectile cannot damage a metal

car.
Signed,
Fred Frisbee

SP<R1S PREVIEW: COMING NEXT WEN(
SoftbaII All-star rosters - Gune will be played Saturday, August th ird captain s please submit
the twoplayerschosen from your team toeith er Rick Sh erwood or Jeff Bartlett.
The Sh owdown con tin ues - Jeff an d Rick square off again in the battle of the minds.
Giff's Notes 011 " l ; again give In dex readers th e in side scoop on burn in g sports issues.

Oxymoron(aksimoraan)n.,-A figure
of speech in which opposite or
contradictory ideas or terms are
combined.

FOR EXAMPLE:

pretty'l1g Cy

Work-shtag

~itter Sweet

.

Genuine Cubic Zirconia

Sweet Sorrow

~a{ Imitation
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Students Admit to Fine Arts Vandalism;
Found Guilty by Judicial Committee
By MIKA OSAKI
Four students were summoned
before the judicial council on
charges of vandalism, theft and
illegal entry involving the "Face
to Face With Switzerland" exhibit, and were found guilty of
vandalism in a grueling three
and a half hour hearing, late
Monday afternoon.
Before the actual deliberations
began, Steve Hammond K'92,
Brad Crandall K'92, Andy Taylor K'93, and Chad Bennett
K'93, were informed by the
moderator, Dean of Students
Marilyn LaPlante, without
explanation that the two charges
of theft and illegal entry had
been dropped. LaPlante then
formally read the remaining
charge from a prepared statement. Director of Security Glen
Neville followed with a review
of the incident that took place
on the night of July 12, and the
investigation leading to the
confession of the perpetrators.
According to Neville, Security received an anonymous call
at about 1:00 a.m. on July 13
indicating the removal of nine
units of the "Face to Face With
Switzerland" art exhibit from
the Fine Arts lobby. Security

was able to recover four units
which had been scattered around
the campus grounds immediately. A larceny report was then
filed. By Saturday afternoon,
Security had recovered eight out
of nine units from around campus including from the room of
a student who "found it and was
going to use it as a partition."
According to Neville, some
were found damaged by water
and gum, and had tears and scuff
marks at the time of recovery.
Neville reported that on Monday, July 15, he talked with ten
students who enabled him to
develop a description of at least
one suspect and circulated it
among his staff. On Tuesday,
one of the guards spotted Taylor
who fit the description and
called him into the security office for questioning. According
to Security, Taylor readily admitted his part in the "prank"
and although he would not name
the others involved, they came
forward that same afternoon. At
that point, the matter was
handed over to the office of the
Dean where they were informed
that while the college would not
press criminal charges, a hearing
in front of the judicial commit-

One of the panels of the "Face to Face With Switzerland" exhibit ended
up on Trow balconey. Four students were found guilty of vandalism.
tee would be scheduled.
them. Reentering the room, the
"Our hesitation to accepting
When Neville fmished his tes- defendants faced four student rep- the charge of vandalism is that
timony, the four students were resentatives and three fac- we did not inflict the damage,"
asked to each enter a plea of ulty/administrative representa- said Hammond. "But we recog·
guilty or not gUilty. Asked for a tives of judicial committee and nize that we put them at risk
definition of "vandalism," la- pleaded not guilty to vandal· and will take full responsibilPlante stated simply. "damage ism. After the hearing, Ham- ity."
to property." Hammond then mond explained 'that they had
The next hour was devoted to
asked the judicial committee for entered a not guilty plea, hoping the questioning of the defendants
several minutes to discuss for a chance to explain the by judicial committee in order
among themselves, the change circumstances and intentions of to establish guilt or innocence.
in charges brought against the four that night
Su
Hearing
p.l

Budget Cut As 'K'Misses Enrollment Goal
By AL HANNAH
For the third straight year,
Kalamazoo College has come up
short in its efforts to convince
graduating high school seniors to
attend our school.
Despite stepped up recruiting efforts by the Admissions Department, 'K' has been unable to make
up for the demo graphical drop in
the number of graduating high
school students or our school's
almost nonexistent national reputation.
The most immediate impact will

be felt in the upcoming budget
where cuts have already been made
due to overly optimistic projections of the incoming class' size.
'K' would like to have a total enrollment of between 1250 and
1300 students.
But Director of Busines and Finance Tom Ponto explained, "In
order to get to 1250 to 1300 and
stay there, it requires that we
bring in a class of about 350."
Both the class of '93 and '94
started out with only about 320
students and the school only ex-

pects to see 341 new faces at 'K'
starting this fall.
Nevertheless, departing Admissions Director Michael Donahue
doesn't see the news as entirely
bad.
"We exceeded last year but we
didn't quite get the goal we originally wanted." He continued, "I
don't think it's a failure; it was a
very lofty goal to begin with."
Unfortunately, the budget based
on that goal envisioned more new
tuition dollars rolling in than
what will actuall be material iz-
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ing.
A5 a result, the school has eliminated $100,000 from the
$400,000 originally allocated to
the capital renewal budget which
goes into sprucing up shabby or
deteriorating areas of the campus.
Another $50,000 was pulled
from the college's compensation
pool which determines how much
the faCUlty's salaries and fringe
benefits will increase each year.
The compensation of the averale professor will now only increase by 7% instead of the originally planned 7.5%.
Though a minor reduction, this
cut is being made in a sensitive
area since many of the schools . K.'
competes with for new f&,Culty already offer substantially higher
salaries.
Said Ponto, "If we had higher enrollments, we'd be a little bit
higher on the (pay) scale." He
added, "we're a little bit below the
middle of the pack," when comparing 'K' to schools of similar
calibur in ' the area.
For the last two years, the lack
of students in the freshman class
has been offset by sizeable
classes that entered 'K' in 1987
and 1981 with 382 and 378 students repectively.
But these classes will have both
graduated by spring of 1992 and
when they are gone the effects of
declining enrollment will begin
to hit harder.
Student tuition makes up 61 % of
Kalamazoo's budget and Ponto
warned that long tenn under-enrollment could change the face of
our school. Departments that traditionally have had five professors, for example, might have to

make due with four, Ponto noted,
if this trend sets in for the long
term.
One of 'K"s biggest weaknesses
is its heavy dependence on instate students. With Michigan's
rickety economy and anemic population growth, 'K' is even fmding its home turf to be less
friendly recruiting grounds.

Student tuition
makes up 61%
of the K's bud-

get.
-Tom Ponto,
Director of Business
and Finance
One positive sign is that out-<lfstate students will comprise 24%
of the upcoming freshman class, a
jump from last year's 21 %.
Still virtually unknown nationally, however, 'K' struck out in its
efforts to attract students in high
growth states like California and
Texas.
Admissions Director Donahue
will be leaving 'K' to work at Indiana University-Purdue University at Indianapolis. No major
changes, though, are forseen in
our school's recruitment pratices.
'K' will continue to rely heavily
on high school visits although
this year Admissions plans on
making trips to only around 750
schools instead of last year's
record 840.
Explained Donahue, "It costs
more each year to travel."
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NEWS BRIEF
Dean Of Chapel Search Proves
Unsuccessful
Dr. Lawrence Bryan has accepted the unanimous recommendation
of the Dean of the Chapel Search Commillee not to offer the
position LO any of the candidates this year.
The Commillee, which was chaired by Waldemar Schmeichel,
conducted a lengthy and intensive search LO fill the Chapel Dean
position. Six candidares visited campus, but none possessed "Just
the right combination of intellectual, pastoral, and personal
qualities LO assure an effective ministry and service LO all segmenlS
of the College community," according LO a memo released by
Bryan's office.
Dr. Gary Dorrien has agreed LO continue serving as Chapel Dean
during 1991-92, and he will also become a member of the leaching
faculty. Donien will leach one coUrse per quarLer over four quarlers
in the Religion Deparunenl, and the number of Forum evenlS will
be reduced LO accommodate Dorrien' s increased duties.
---From the President's Office

Student Commission Notes
In an effon LO be more responsive LO the needs of the student
body, Student Commission, beginning this week, will b,.
publishing a weekI y column in The Index describing the activities
of each weekly Student Commission meeting and the issues for the
upcoming meetings.
This week, SC's Food Service Commillee met with Marriot LO
discuss student concerns. Among the issues discussed were the new
ice cream machine in the summer. Marriot' s reasoning for this is
the small number of studenlS on campus and the health code
regulations that require the mix to be emptied every week. Also,
the concept of setting up a progrdln where meal card punches could
be used at the new Quadstop this fall. Marriot was in favor of the
idea due LO the school's purchase of a computer software package;
the meal plan could be monitored this Nay.
SC has also decided 10 play an active role in the potential design
of a new grading policy, and will be holding a forum on the plan
on the plan next Thursday at 7 p.m. We encourage your attendance
and commenlS on this issue. Kendall Buhl is chairing a committee
concerning the renovation of Club oK', and welcomes any ideas
from studenlS.
Next week at Student Commission the new alcohol policy will
be discussed. Any and all student input is welcome on this issue.
Also, there will be a discussion on the new Grading Policy.
Student Commission members are encouraged LO attend the
meeting.
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Hearing Determines Fate for Vandals

ContinUed from pg. 1
All four defendants insisted that
there was no intent of malice and
meant the entire episode as a
"hannless and humorous joke."
Said Taylor, "At one point, one of
us suggested Ifttaching a unit to
the flag pole but decided against it
because we would have had to put a
hole in it do that, and that would
have been defacing or destroying
it." He added that because there
had been no publicity about the
exhibit prior to Friday night and
because of the lack of a big sign
announcing it, "we didn't attach
any great importance to it and
didn't realize that it was a meaningful exhibit." Hammond said,
"We thought that it might even be
one of those ads that the Foreign
Study Office puts up and thought it
would be hwnorous to put it up
around campus and increase
visibility."
Some members of the judicial
panel seemed to express annoyance at the' distinction made between being "responsible for any
damage," and "not guilty of
vandalism."
"To me that's arguing some fme
philosophical point which is
basically the same thing:' said
Dr. Richard Means of the
Sociology Department. Other
representatives wanted a clarification of the difference in advertisement and art.
"So if it had been just an ad·
vertisement, would it have been
excusable?" asked representative
Lisa Palchick, Coordinator of the
Media Center.
Representative Andy Portinga
K '92, pinpointed the issue asking
"You said you were 'responsible
for the damage.' What did you
mean?"
Hammond seemed to speak for
all of them saying again, "We put
them at risk and so we are
responsible for the damage done
even by other students. We have
taken responsibility." He stressed
several times that they had
apologized formally to all parties
involved, including the Swiss
Consulate in Chicago and the
Swiss Embassy in Washington to
whom the exhibit belonged. He
added that although an assessment
of the damage had not yet been
done, all four of them wculd pay
for any repairment or replacement
COlLI. A fax from the Swiss
COIUulate reported that the value
of the exhibit itself was
approximately 20,000 SF or
$12,000.
Before the judicial panel convened privately to decide guilt or
innocence, Professor Szwaja of
the French Department who is
also the president of the Alliance
Frmcaise of Kalamazoo was called
in to teatify as the coordinator of
the exhibit.
". was very shocked when. heard
about it," Szwaja said. ". had only
put it up on Friday afternoon. Of
course after this happened on
Monday, we locked the panels up
and took it out again only for
several hours on the 22th when
the Swiss community of
Kalamazoo held a panel
discussion. It was suppose to have
been a two week exhibit." She
added, "Since January, • have been
working to make Kalamazoo a
stop for exhibits travelling
between Chicago and Detroit, but
• will never do this again." She
concluded by saying that in all
fairness, the students had come to
her with an apology, had given
her a copy of the letter sent to the
consulate, and had made
themselves available for packing
and shipping the exhibit to the
next destination, Kansas City.
. After Szwaja's testimony, everyoody was asked to leave the
room while the judicial panel
deliberated.
.t was not until almost 4:30 p.m.

that the defendants were called
back into the room. Speaking on
behalf of the judicial council.
Palchik stated. "We find you
guilty of vandalism by the
guidelines of
the student
handbook."
None of the students seemed
surprised or disappointed. All four
were given an opportunity to
respond. Said Hammond, ". guess
it's no surprise. But 1 ask the
judiciary to talc:e into consideration during the sentencing that
the monetary factor will be a
severe consequence in and of
itself." Only Taylor made a direct
appeal. ". transferred from a big
university to come to 'K'
specifically for the foreign study
program. • realize that probation
can mean exclusion from foreIgn
study and 1 ask that when the
panel deliberates on sentencing,
that equity be a factor." Taylor
said.
The sentencing hearing was then
set into motion as LaPlante
opened the recOlds of the four
students to the judicial committee
and observers. Only Bennett had
an incident on his record.
The hearing took a new twist
when controversy erupted as a
result of procedural deviation from
the handbook. Normally, as a part
of the sentencing hearing, the
defendants and the judicial
committee are allowed to present
character witnesses. Character
witnesses, by definition, spealc:
solely on the moral qualities of
the individual.
Neither the
defendants nor the judiciary had
character witnesses for the
sentencing hearing.
Instead, LaPlante called in Dr.
Kathy Smith of the French De·
partment and Dr. David Barclay.
Director of the Western European
Studies Center. It was through
joint departmental funding and
efforts that Kalamazoo was
designated the first stop on a
national tour for the exhibit.
Smith opened her testimony by
saying that she did not know any
of the students personllly and
would say "what [she] came to
say" objectively and without
intention to incriminate. She
recounted that her fITst reaction at
hearing the news was one of
shock and anger. ''This is an e1·
tremely serious offense, and 1 am
giving you a sample of faculty
response when I say that
expUlsion would be a fair and
merited punishment." Smith said.
Hammond immediately turned
around to face Smith and said, "I
think its unfair, for you to come
in, who was not here for the fITst
part of the hearing, and malc:e a
serious statement like that on
what you think the punishment
should be." Smith responded
saying that she did not come
because she had wanted to but
because she had been asked to by
the Dean of Students. "I felt kind
of duped," Smith said afterwards.
According to Smith, she was
asked to be at the hearing to
suggest the severity of the crime
by weighing it against her
opinion of an appropriate
punishment. She added that she
was taken aback when even the
judiciary committee didn't know
why she was there. Portinga was
almost shouting as he defended
the students' positions. "If we're
going to use the handbook, let's
use the handbook," Porting a said.
Means took the opposite position
and countered, "I think it '.
important to hear what Dr. Smith
is here to say." LaPlante stated
that calling in faculty had been a
standard procedure in previous
hearings.
When
Portinga
demanded why the handbook had
not been amended, MeaJU argued
that it was an irrelevant point.
"It was completely unfair,"
Portinga said after the hearing. He

added, "If there are rules then we
have to follow them." Bennett
seemed shocked when he said,
"Expulsion never crossed my
mind."
The judicial panel finally debated in private and it was decided
that Dr. Barclay would be asked to
give his testimony as well.
Barclay informed all present that
the funding of the exhibit was tied
to a grant from the Department of
Education and that Kalamazoo was
only one of two liberal arts
colleges to receive it nationally.
He expressed concern that this
incident would compromise the
college's credibility and even the
chances for a renewal of the grant
Barclay reinforced what Smith had
already said, asking for
consideration of expUlsion as a
possible consequence.
Although during his testimony
Barclay spoke calmly and
directly. he stated al the conclusion, "I am very a"gry about this
whole affair." He added, "It's a
disgrace for the institution and it
reflects badly on all of us,
especially in view of our
consistent efforts to make this a
truly international institution."
It was not until almost 5 p.m.
that the judicial panel made the
final deliberation regarding
sentencing.

It's a disgrace
for the institution and it reflects badly on
all
of
us,
especially in
view of our
consistent efforts to make
this a truly international institution.
- Dr. Barclay,
Director of Center
for W. European
Studies
During -the half hour of deliberations, Hammond, Bennett,
Crandall and Taylor seemed restless and nervous. ". had quit
smoking, you know," Taylor said
as he lit a cigarette.
The students were called back in
at 5:30 p.m. to hear there
sentencing. Palchik spoke on
behalf of the representatives saying that the punishment would be
three-fold. The four students have
been placed on administrative
probation and will have to payor
make arringements to pay cost set
forth by the Swiss Embassy by
the end of this quarter, they will
be required to write a letter of
apology
to
the
college
community by 10th week, and
each student will be responsible
for at least 5 work hours per week
to be set up by the department of
Western European Studies.
Palchik stressed that failure in any
of the above would result in
automatic social probation, which
for at least Taylor could mean
exclusion from the foreign study
program.
''I'm glad that it's over,"
Hammond said. He added, "What
we have to pay monetarily i~ a
severe consequence but the grief
we caused Dr. Barclay and Dr.
Smith has to be taken into consideration. Regardless of the
procedure of the hearing, I think
that the outcome was a fair one."
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'K' Students Work With YWCA To
Aid Victims of Domestic Violence
By ANDY PORTINGA
'K' students travelling
around the world are often exposed to human problems in
many different parts of the
globe. Yet, despite this global
vision, sometimes students
overlook the problems within
our own community. Through
the YWCA Domestic Assault
shelter. however, several 'K'
students are helping relieve the
effects of domestic violence in

You 're stressed about classes,
your significant other is an
<expletive deleted> and as for
your so-called friends ...you just
wanna kill them. In Heatltus.
Film Society's movie this
weekend (at 7 and 9 p.m.) that's
exactly what Wynona Ryder and
Christian Slater do . Maybe you
can get some pointers .
Admission $2.

WHAT TO DO
AROUND THE 'ZOO
On Campus Events

Kalamazoo.
Initiated by sociology professor Kim Cummings and coordinated by second-year students Ed Priestaf and Gavin
DeNyse, the YWCA program
attempts to provide role models
for the children of battered families. Students volunteer for a
two-hour shift on Monday or
Tuesday and spend this time
playing with the children housed
at the shelter.
"The goal of the program is
to provide some relief for the
social workers there and to take
some of the strain off the mothers as they go through some
emotional times," said Priestaf.
Families usually stay at the
shelter for about five weeks
while they deal with their domestic problems.
So far, approximately twelve
students have volunteered to aid
the children. "You'd be surprised
at the number of people who
don't think: they're good with
kids and turn out to be excellent
with them," noted Priestaf.
Anyone interested in volunteering to help at the shelter
should contact Ed Priestaf (box
225, 3-9589) or Gavin DeNyse
(box 22, 3-9678).

_ __

Ed Priestaf and GaJlin DeNyse search for Jlolunteers to
play with Jlictims of domestic Jliolence at YWCA.

Solberg and Balch Praise
Posies in Noontide Tales
By RUTH PALILEO
This past week's Noontide Tales had flowers springing up all
over the place.
Dr. Janet Solberg, of the Romance Languages department,
stopped to "sit quietly and smell the flowers" in her reading of
Munro Leaf's The Story of Ferdinand. Then, Ms. Nelda Balch, professor emeritus of the Theatre/Communications Arts department,
dreamt of what it would be like to get a gift of flowers in her reading of Mary Webb's short story, "In Affection and Esteem."
The tale Solberg read was familiar to many. The quiet bull
named Ferdinand who preferred smelling flowers to fighting with the
other bulls is a well-known bedtime story figure. This did not lessen
the audience's enjoyment of the peaceful little bull's escapades with
a bee that get him chosen to fight in the Madrid arena and his serene
choice to smell the flowers in the ladies hair rather than butt heads
with the matadors. Nor did it lessen the audience's surprise at learning that this simple story was the object of book burnings in Germany.
The Story of Ferdinand ended with Ferdinand happily returning to
his flowery fields. "In Affection and Esteem" ended rather more
poignantly. In Mary Webb's short story, Miss Brown, a plain, British working-woman wishes desperately that someone will send her
flowers. Finally, she saves her money. goes to the florist and sends
herself flowers on her birthday. Unfortunately, her landlady, believing it was a mistake, sends the flowers away. The story ends with
Miss Brown still flower-less. When Balch fmished, the entire audience sighed for the tale had been so convincingly portrayed that everyone found themselves wishing for flowers with Miss Brown.
This week's Noontide Tale, the last in the series, features Mr. Ed
Menta of the Theatre/Communication Arts department. He will read
Jean Shepherd's short story, "My Old Man and the Lascivious Special Award."

• Wednesday. July 31; noon; Upjohn Library Courtyard or inside library in case of rain. Mr. Ed Menta will read the last in
this summer's series of Noontide Tales: ''My Old Man and
the Lascivious Special Award" by Jean Shepherd.
• Wednesday, July 31; 7:30 p.m.; Light Fine Arts Recital
Hall. Ali: Fear Eats the Soul, a German film about the
love affair between an aging German f100rwasher and a Moroccan mechanic thirty years her junior, will be shown by the European Film Series.
• Thursday, August 1; 8 p.m.; Old Welles Hall in Hicks Cen·
ter. The African American Unity Ensemble, featuring Ghana- .
ian Master Drummer Gideon Alorwoyie, will present an
African Drum and Dance performance. LACC.
• Thursday, August 1; 8 p.m.; Nelda K. Balch Playhouse.
Next performance of Festival Playhouse's final show, Skin
of our Teeth, Thorton Wilder's hilarious classic play about
humanity'S survival through the ages. performed with a distinctly "K" College touch. Admission for students. $8 for the
first ticket, $2 for a second tickel.
• Friday, August 2; 10 a.m.; Stelson Chapel. Marigene Arnold
of the Sociology/ AntbropQiogy Dep:lrtment will speak.
• Friday, August 2; 7 and 0 p.II' ., Light Fine Arts Recital
Hall. Heathers, the story of two teens whose idea of fun is
terrorizing the 'in' crowd at their high school, will be shown
by the Film Society. Admission $2.
Friday, July 26; 8 p.m.; Nelda K. Balch Playhouse. Skin of

Our Teeth.
• Saturday, August 3; 7 and 9 p.m .; Light Fine Arts Recital
Hall. Heathers.
• Saturday, August 3; 8 p.m.; Nelda K. Balch Playhouse. Final performance of Skin of Our Teeth.
• Sunday, August 4; WOMYN'S SPEAK WEEK BEGINS
• Monday, August 5; 8 p.m.; Dewing 103. Sangololo:
Voices of Change will be shown by the African studies
program.
• Monday, August 5; 8 p.m.; Stowe Stadium. USTA Exhibition Match.
• Tuesday, August 6; 8 p.m.; Olmsted Room. Dr. Emmett
Larkin, Professor of History at University of Chicago, will
present the 1991 Edward Moritz Lecture in British History:
"Before and After the Famine: Irish Catholicism
Transformed." LACC.
• Wednesday, August 7; 7:30 p.m.; Light Fine Arts Recital
Hall. My Beautiful Launderette, a British film focusing
on the relationship between a working-<:iass white and his Pakistani friend who inherits a rundown launderette, will be shown
by the European Film Series.
• Wednesday, August 7; 7:30 p.m.; Dewing 200. Missing
will be shown by the Latin American Film Series.

Off Campus EJlents
• Friday, August 2; 8 p.m.; State Theatre, 404 South Burdick.
Guitar legend Johnny Winter returns with his w ,ite hot
rock-n-blues sound. Tickets <; 1~ ~ O in advance; $1 ~ daY.' of
show. Call 345.{i500 for morl' lOiurmation
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Kay's Comments
By KAY Kt P I;'ERBERG
"Daytime Drama"
My friend Molly makes fun
of me but I think "Santa
Barbara" is a great show!
Watching it got me thinkingwhat would it be like to live in
a soap opera?

Now imagine wavy lines and
the music of a harp; this is a

dream sequence.
A knock at the door. Startled, I set my gin and tonic
down on the coffee table. It's
been a long day of lounging in
my Trow triple. I am, of course,
wearing the most elegant silk
gown in emerald green-no, in
black-a black silk gown with
pearl earrings, a pearl necklace
and ... okay, I'm getting carric.d
away.
Knockknocllnock! Whoever
could that be? I quickly primp
in the mirror, then open the
door. It's Gerry Gleeson, partner
in my private investigation

ftrrn.
Gerry is wearing a dashing
black tuxedo and white scarf,
having just come from the
Keyboard Festival. "I came as
Soon as I could." He is out of

oreath . "Didn't you hear? Dr.
Maym t' Silverthorn called from
Bronsun Hospital. Tom Higgins
is coming out of the coma!"
"Oh! We must hurry!" I
shriek, grabbing my elegant
beaded handbag. We run out the
door-wait, I stop to check my
hair in the mirror-now we run
out the door.

Scene change.
"Mr. O'Donnell! Mr.
O'Donnell!' Kathy Layden,
NBC's hottest news correspondent, beats the crowd, reaching
the young attorney as he appears
at the top of the courthouse
steps. She is professional, yet
chic, not a hair out of place.
"Mr. O'Donnell. What's the
word on the Sherwood case? Is
he really the big-time gangster
people are making him out to

be?"
Lance O'Donnell, Kalam
zoo's highest-priced attorney and
most eligible bachelor, smiles
and adjusts his red power tie
confidently. "Now just because
he owns nearly all of Kalamazoo doesn't make him a gangster," says O'Donnell, as microphones and cameras fight to

get III his face. "In lact, were it
not for Wesley R. Sherwood's
generous donations. half this
town wouldn't be running, including Bronson Hospital.
There's no proof that Sherwood
is behind the robbery of
Tiffany's and the murder of its
owner. I have no further comment." O'Donnell makes his
way down the steps. ignoring
the rest of the media.

Commercial and a scene
change.
Luscious red lips peek out
from under a black veil. She sits
with legs crossed (black heels)
in the hospital waiting roomthe sexy young widow of the
late Tiffany's tycoon . "Look,
it's Miss Kristie Everett,"
whispers Gerry as we arrive on
the scene. "I don't trust her on('
bit. I think she has somelhlll"
to do with this whole business.
You know, his 'accidental' death
during the robbery brought her
into a lot of money."
"Yes," I answer, "her tears '
the funeral were ridiculousl
fake. She even put a black veil
on her poodle."
Our conversation is inter-

rupted when the elevator doors
open, revealing an awe-inspiring
powerhouse within. Black
shades. Leather jacket. Big gun .
A man of the streets, who
knows what he wants and how
to get it. Rob Beattie, Homicide.
"I thought I'd see you two
here," he says gruffly.
sauntering in. "Tom Higgins
was the only survivor of the
Tiffany's hold-up--the only one
who knows what happened. 1
knew you two would be
snooping around as soon as he
showed signs of consciousness."
"And we intend to get an answer," declares Gerry. Beattie
nods at the young widow.
"Hey, Red." She looks at
him nonchalantly. "Mr. Beattie,
are you going to find out who
killed my darling husband sometime today? Because 1 have a
manicure date at 2."
"Don't worry about a thing,
Miss Everett. We're just two
minutes away from solving
th is." Beattie turns to us and
raises
his
eyebrows.
"Sentimental, ain't she?"
Then, Dr. Silverthorn ap-

pears in the waiting room,
beautiful brown curls cascading
down the back of her white lab
coat. "Mr. Higgins is now in
stable condition and able to see
visitors." She is knocked into
the wall as the everyone rushes
in to see Tom. We all begin
firing questions at him. Our
voices escalate until Dr.
Silverthorn bursts into the room
(hair still perfect.) "Stop!
You're putting him under too
much pressure! One question at
a time!" The room is silent
I step forward and smile at
Tom. His eyes dart around at all
the anxious faces. "Now, Tom,"
1 say tenderly, "Think: carefully.
Who did you see come in With
the guns at Tiffany's that
night?"
Long pause. Tom raises a
fingf'r We gasp. His lips start
to quiver. "It. .. was ..."
Oh, sorry! My editor's cut
me off. I'd love to finish but
there ' s just not enough room.
"'h" ' \:s for reading! G(y)(\· hve!
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Journalistic Integrity
Threatened
By KATHLEEN LAYDEN
I have found that because I am editing a college paper, anyone
with a gripe about journalism is somehow able to hunt me down to
discuss the insensitivity of the modem day press. Almost every day
I have someone look at me incredulously and say, "You really want
to go into journalism? What's the matter--can't handle law school?"
I happen to think that being a reporter or producer would be one of
the most interesting jobs there is, and I have a lot of respect for the
hard work of journalists. But even I am painfully aware of the
disparities between the journalism of Edward R. Murrow or Bob
Collingwood and that of Maury Povich from "A Current Affair".
I am part of the generation that grew up with chic reporters like
Jessica Savitch and Tom Brokaw. I wasn't around to hear CBS
Radio during wwn, so I can't hearken back to the days before
television journalism. But even I have noticed a change in the media
since the ) 970s. I remember when the press was covering the
Tehran hostage crisis, and it was considered bad taste to show video
of the hostages being paraded past windows in the embassy
compound. Now it is acceptable to show graphic footage of an
execution in Central America, or the gruesome murders in
Milwaukee.
Last year every newspaper and magazine carried stories that
described, in medical detail, the murders of the five students in
Gainesville, Florida. This past week the same things have been
written about the Milwaukee murders, and comparisons have been
made with "Silence of the Lambs." It is frightening that a person
was capable of these horrible mutilations, but it is even more
frightening that the media lays all of the information out for public
consumption. Do we really need to know all of this? Isn't it a sad
commentary on society that there is little to distinguish the news
from a horror film?
Most of the blame should lay in the ratings race. Before) 980 or
so the Nielson ratings had relatively little impact on the news. But
the 1980s brought stiff competition between the three major
networks, and increast".d competition from the affiliates themselves.
(If a program gets high ratings, then advertisers are willing to pay
premium prices for advertising during that program.) A lot of the
affiliates have acquired the equipment and staff to produce a news
show almost as slick as the network news, which doesn't sit well
with network executives. who then decide they need to boost
ratings.
Ratings go up when the Kennedy rape trial is hyped, or viewers
are tease.d by four or five seconds of violent footage before the
beginning of the actual news program. During my CD at a
television station, one of my jobs was to sift through hours of
footage to find a few brief pieces of film that would hold the
viewer's attention, and convince them not to flip the channel. The
station manager was always prowling around the newsroom, ratings
book in hand, making sure that the stories were splashy enough. We
ducked out of several important but dry legislative sessions in order
to film shootings in the housing projects, only because it made
better film.
I am one of the fU'St people to defend the freedom of expression
in the United States, but there has to be some kind of a line drawn.
A lot of what is being done in newspapers and on television today
i~ not done in the interest of informing the public, but is done in
the interest of making ilIoney. Journalism is a business, but because
of the magnitude of its impact. the media has a civic responsibility
that other businesses don't.
Journalists should be forced to write the story first, then find
footage to fit the story. and not the other way around. It is useless
to deny that we live in an often-violent, irrational society, but it is
destructive to strip away the taboos on violent crime and
governmental abuses by inundating the public with footage of them.
Mass murders are becoming
and this doesn't work to the
benefit of society. We need more of the old journalistic integrity and
less of the National Enquirer-type sensationalistic garbage.

__

I'll See You In The Parking Lot!
BY GERRY GLEESON
I would like to take time
away from my usual issuesoriented column in order to
promote what I feel could be the
athletic contest of the century:
the meeting on the field of
battle between the two icons of
"K" social policy, Kendall B uhl
and Vaughn Maatman. It's time
to forego the continuing battle
of words (or lack thereot) in the
J.MkA. This conflict should be
settled on the Quad in a winnertake-all battle to the death.
This would be no ordinary
"K" intramural event. No
frisbees. No softball. Just these
two titans locked in mortal
combat, the products of the
fitness programs of two of the
MIAA's biggest athletic
powers: "K" and (lest we forget
the alma mater of our
distinguished housing director,
and perhaps the [QQ1 of the
problem) Hope College. And
remember that both of these
contestants have proven that

they are in truly awe-inspiring
shape: Kendall from his weekly
exercise of lugging quarterbarrels up two flights of stairs
and Vaughn from his recent
...
vacation at Club Med.
Now some people might say
that with coaching from friends
like Jeff Bartlett and Rick

l

Maatman
Sherwood, the Buhlmeister
would have an unfair advantage.

To counter that argument, I
propose to let Security work
with Vaughn and train him in
their secret art of self-defense.
Then, faster than you can say
"there's a car that needs to be
towed ... " Vaughn will be evenly
matched against Kendall
(Unless, of course, the fight
occurs in the Nei! Post parking
lot, in which case, Vaughn will
be utterly defenseless).
The rules? Since neither one
can seem to agree on ru lcs in
general, the only way out seems
to be that there should be none.
What are the stakes? If Kendall
WinS, Vaughn must m. fy the
new alcohol policy to ~, ldall' s
liking, grant Buhl off-campus
housing for the rest of his
college life, and perform other
daily menial tasks. If Vaughn
wins, then Kendall mus, admit
that he is ~ Vaughn ' s long
lost son, and that this is
nothing more than an ou t of
control Oedipal conflict.

TUESDA.y OF 71TH
WEE1G
Biology
Comprehensive
after it was found that
standardized tests.
The
stress among the majors,
incompentence has caused

Examinations were postponed one k cek
the department was three short of th e
postponement has caused considerabl e
who ask the question, "What kind of
me to undergo another week of hell?"
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Change would breed "grade-pettiness"
By ANDY PORTINGA
I would like to respond to
the proposed grading changes
outlined in last week's I..nda. I
do not see any good reason for
implementing the proposed
changes. While there is
admittedly a big difference
between a B+ and a B-, I am not
convinced that assigning the
same numerical value to both of
them is all that great of an
injustice. If anything, I believe
that differentiating between a
plus and a minus will only
encourage grade-pettiness .
Students will become more
concerned with every individual
"point" than with the greater

goal of simply learning the
material. Instead of striving for
an education, I am afraid that
many students will strive for
"one notch higher."
I realize saying that grades do
not matter and that studen ts
should not worry about grades is
a little too idealistic of a
proposition, but I think that we
all realize, deep down, that in
the grand scheme of things it
really does not matter if we
leave this place with a 3.56 or
3.52 or 2.79 GPA. What we
take from this place is not a
number which defines our
identity, but rather four years of
experiences and learning. The

quality of a person's education
is immeasurable; it is composed
of foreign studies, CO's, student
activities, good classes, bad
c\asses, movies, etc. There is no
way that four years can be
summed up neatly in a threedigit number. Changing the
grading system would only
narrow the focus of a " K"
education. Instead of seeing the
possibilities for education in all
areas of one' s life, students
under the new system would be
encouraged to playa number's
game of trivial pursuit: jump
through the professor's hoops,
focus only on what's required,
score the points, and strive for a
"plus."
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Shooting the Buhl: From the Bart: Party on Dudes!

Buhl Fight II

By KENDALL BURL
Words of Thought for us to consider in these trying times ...
"We should be (people) first, and subjects afterwards. It is not
desirable to cultivate a respect for the law, so much as for the right.-

-Henry David Thoreau
"A little rebellion, now and then, is a good thing, as necessary in
the political world as storms are in the physical."--Thomas Jefferson
"F_ 'em if they can't take ajoke."--ancient folle: wisdom
"What we have here," Paul Newman tells the Powers That Be in
Cool Hand Luke, "is a failure to communicate." A fraction of a
second later, the PTB's blow Luke away.
This scene has played over and over in my head for the past
weeks as I've been smelling the winds of campus discontent, and
considering the consequences of action and inaction.
This is one campus familiar with the consequences of inaction.
So long as I've been here, we've proven to be a very vocal student
body that becomes sheepish when the call arises for actually doing
something. So maybe it's not hard to believe that when we bang on
the doors of the PTB's, they just smugly wait for us to go away.
For as long as we are incapable of real action, we are fated to
watching our community be shaped by other hands.
"It's better to be people first and subjects afterwards."
A bunch of screaming French people had the same problem
about two hundred years back. They were calling for liberty. Their
monarch's, on the other hand, were saying for all practical purposes
"Hey! We're monarchs, you're subjects, and if you don't behave,
you're just going to get wriuen up. Now shut up and eat cake!" But
the story has a happy ending, because not long afterward, the
monarchs got a nice, close shave, the people got liberty, and life in
France for the people got markedly beuer.

"A lillie rebellion is a good thing."
Now perhaps I'm being a little dramatic in comparing the scale
of the French Revolution to that of what we've been seeing on our
campus. So what? It's still a valid comparison. And besides, maybe
the time for discretion has passed. Maybe it's time for something so
dramatic, and indiscreet, something so out of control, it can't be
ignored.

"[W]e've proven to be a very
vocal student body that
becomes sheepish when the
call arises for actually doing
something. "
After all, "F

'em if they can't take ajoke."

By JEFF BARTLETT
Another weekend gonl:
forever, one week closer to
graduation, the real world, and
that nine-t<rfive thing. What did
you do this weekend?
Nothing ... , went home ... , saw a
movie ... , studied ... , ohh--sounds
like fun. Why didn't anybody
party? I don't necessarily mean
get drunk and stupid, but just
get together in a social
atmosphere. I am finished
singly blaming the strict and
asinine social policies of this
college on the lack of (or death
of) social life at 'K'. I am now
blaming some of it on you, and
you, and you! I know some
people went out and had a great
time, but why couldn't everyone
who doesn't have comps this
week go to a common place,
and do their thing together.
On Friday night, questions
rang through the hall: "What are
you doing tonight? What's
going on tonight? Nothing's
happening? Why does this
campus suck?" --- Besides
prohibition of parties on the
patio (Thanks V.M.), a boarded
up French House, and trigger
happy R.A.'s, there is a general
consensus of indifference to
campus unity and social events
(with the exceptIOn of Harmon
253 and a few M.ldom rooms in
DeWaters). What the hell is
going on? I r;;:n>~mber freshmen
year: Ba ement Parties,

Progre '
JIll> Parties,
parties 1'1 'U 1[("': 11 was great,
there \N1~r,' po prl.blems, no
injuri(~,
JlI~1
fun-loving
gathering. of hulllir('ds of 'K'
students. Will Quadstock be the
only event where more than
twenty or thirty 'K' students get
together?
With the coming of the newalcohol policy, this issue will
become worse. You think that
Kalamazoo College is lame
now, just check out this
graveyard of a campus in about
three months. I'm glad I won't
be around to see it, good luck to
all the incoming freshmen, hope
you have transportation to be
able to go home, go to State, or
even Western because the
Administration docsn't want any
fun going on around here.
After a lame Friday night
here in Loserville, we decided to
throw a fairly legal party
Saturday nighl It was an overall
great night with plenty of beer,
friends and an ambience that
dripped of good times and
laughter. But, i l got nailed by
security, that pesky surrounding
neighborhood complained for
the 6,094th time and ended yet
another clean and unharmful
party. THANKS! Why do we
always have to bow to the
surrounding neighborhood, they
are the idiots who chose to live
next door to a college campus.
Who are these fools? Its not like

they werc here first. Hasn 't this
college been around for like 800
years or something? (sorry,
that's how long it will take for
Mr. Maatrnan to respond to K.
Buhl's last column). I say screw
them, they should call the local
Realtor not our fine security,
leave town Mr. and Mrs.
Grouchy Neighbors if you don't
like us. If you are just upset
that we didn't invite yoll, you're
more than welcome to show up
[If there ever is another party on
campus.] Mark up one more
barrier to enjoying wine,
company, and song.
My plea is to students who
enjoy being social at 'K'--->
Get together and live up a night
this weekend so when everyone
who went home for the weekend
asks you, "How was your
weekend?", you can truthfully
answer, "It was great, we all
together,
partied in
you should have been there".
Instead of, "Nothing, just hung
out, there wasn't anything
going on (as usual), you are
lucky you left." There are still
four fun weekends left until the
revelry of finals arrives. So let's
finish the summer with some
style: BBQ's, beach trips, Quad
football, frisbee, bar-hopping,
and most of all unity, especially
the rising seniors who are on for
only two more quarters.

Dear Editor:

1993 school year.
The alcohol policy has not
become a Student Commission
issue yet for the simple reason
[that] we have not yet received
the full copy of the proposed
draft. Even though the alcohol
policy will happen, the Student
Commission will work to
modify any sections it deems
unnecessary or excessive. One
such modification may be the
rule excluding keg, and party
balls on cam pus.
The issue of the grade point
calculation is one the Student
Commission has been active
with since the spring term.
Though deemed "not a student
issue" by the P"wost, the
Student Commission will not
let its voice and the voice of the
whole student body be ignored.
We await the forum and the
reaction of the students to the
publicity of the issue, and will
take the lead from there.
Also looking to the future,
the Student Commission wants
to begin looking into the use
and condition of Club "K."
With the expanded Quadstop
coming, Club "K" would be and
ideal location for students to
make more use of socially.
Besides the lack of awareness
as to what we do, Student
Commission suffers from the

apathy on this campus.
Hopefully this brief rundown on
what we have been up to will
encourage some students to
come forward with their
comments. You don't have to
be a member to benefit [from]
Student Commission; your
comments, complaints, and
ideas are what we need.
Kathy Layden posed the
question,
"Is
Student
Commission doing its job?"
From all students we wish to
hear answers to this question.
With more input we can work
better to represent students on
this
campus.--Executive
Committee,
Student
Commission.

Last week's column by
Kathy Layden highlighted the
main problem facing Student
Commission: a lack of
awareness as to what we do as
well as specifically what we are
doing this summer. Explaining
simply what we are responsible
for as well as all those things
we are not allowed to be
responsible for is impossible.
But hopefully we can convey to
students an idea of some of the
things we have been working on
this term.
One of the first things we
began with on Student
Commission this term was the
issue of more on-campus
housing options for students.
We decided as a body that
students should have more types
of housing to choose from,
specifically more language-type
theme houses. The feeling was
that the adm inistration -should
convert some of the houses it
owns back to student housing.
At the last Student Commission
meeting it was decided that we
should also move to change at
least one of the suite dorms to
upper-class or 21 only.
Unfortunately, should we be
successful in gaining these
Changes, they still won't be
implemented before the 1992-

I should say right now that I am in NO WAY in agreement with
the sizable faction on this campus that's been promoting the violent
seizure of the College administration. I gJ ew up listening to teachers
and neighbors tearfully tallc: about Detroit burning in 1967, and what
the more militant of campus dissenters would have us do is nothing
short of that. No, a slightly more peaceful rebellion is called for.
What we could do is have graffiti artists deface school property
with "save tha soshillyfe" slogans. But even if they did manage to
spell everything right, we would still come out looking like
cowardly moronic jerks. Our purpose would be defeated, as would
Not Just for Women
our self-respecl Scrap the graffiti idea.
One of the more moderate campus militants suggested that
Confidential seNices for menl
certain guerilla tactics may be effective. Under her favorite plan, we
• Screening & I, ea lment ror Sexually
Transmitted D~eases
•
would abduct Vaughn Maatrnan and keep him in a room where he
would be deprived of sleep, eat SAGA food, and listen to taped
Birth ContreA
Inr()(motlon ann
LACC events until such time as the other PTB's acquiesced to our
Supplies
modest demands to be allowed to have weekend night parties larger
than a dozen people. There are a few problems with this. One is
plamedf.P
strict federal laws against kidnapping. Another is the lengths we
potenttmCi
would have ' to go through to convince anyone that Vaughn's
disappearance was anything out of the ordinary.
4201 W. Michigan, K'zoo-372-1200
No, another sort of action is required in this situation. It' s the
8992 E. 0 Ave., Richland-629·971 b
kind favored by our friend Mr. Thoreau: civil disobedience. Now I'm
speaking hypothetically, because I'm not one to promote the
breaking of rules. But what if the huge amount of dissent on this
campus concerning social policies turned from passive to active? r.L:-e-tt~e-r-:P~o-:l:-:i-cy-----------------------------'
What if this campus, as a collective body, decided for itself when
and where it was appropriate to congregate for social activities?
The Index welcomes letters from its readers. Letters should be
What if there was so much active socializing going on on a Friday original copies, typed or printed, and must be signed,
night, in so many places by so many people, the PTB 's couldn' t
We encourage letters that are concise and deal with relevant topics.
begin to figure out how to stop us?
Th
I
d
. ht to ed't
l ' ty w hen necessary,
Well, hypothetically speaIling of course, they might have to start
enJx reserves t he rtg
t
or space an d cart
listening to us. Compromise, as opposed to complete compliance
Letters can be turned into the Index mailbox in the basement of
on our parts, might start to govern the campus.
Hicks Center, Preferably, letters should be submitted by the Saturday
______________________
____appear,
________________________________
Party guerillas? Hypothetically speaking, of course, it might before
the issue in which they will
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'K' Football Rebounds
By GARY WILSON

This weekly pUblication of infmite sports wisdom will pit the ah?ve ~entioned sports ~x~rts
in point-counterpoint discussions of current sport issues, concludmg with a bet and predlcuon.

ISSUE: NFL CENTRAL DIVISION
The arrival of football season brings
excitement and expectations to fans across the
country. As summer practices and exhibition
games drag on, everybody waits to if the
addition of new coaches and players will propel
their team to Super Bowl status. The Lions
will once again tantalize Detroiters with a great
pre-season, but by the fourth game of the
regular season will have us wagering on Bud
Bowl IV. Otherwise, the Central Division will
be up for grabs between Green Bay, Tampa
Bay, Minnesota, and .... ah ..... urn .... who's
that other team ... oh, sorry Bears, the Bulls
won Chicago's only championship of this
decade. PREDICTION: Green Bay. RS

This season will be the year of the Lion, if
and onl y if Detroit signs Barry and lets him
run for three or four thousand yards. Minnesota
will challenge our Lions in the fIrst half of the
season, but after their second loss in a row to
the Lions they will fall apart and barely get the
Wildcard. Green Bay will send every NFC team
home crying, but won't have the magic to
tame the Lions. Chicago tries to sign Michael
Jordan so they can have a one man team too,
but he leaves for Florida and golf season.
Kalamazoo College will beat Tampa Bay
which will knock them out of the playoffs,
causing Vinnie Testeverde to quit and enter the
Canadian football league, selling out like some
Irish guy we know JB

ISSUE: UST A TOURNAMENT
This event is just what Kalamazoo College
needs; money and exposure. So you lazy bums
with cars will have to walk an extra 100 yards,
try parking a car at State. Furthermore, the
tournament provides us hard-working students
a chance to get out and enjoy some sun and
action, seeing how the Administration Scooby
Dooed us this summer ( see article on outdoor
sport facilities.) Anyway, if the tournament
was cancelled and we lost the revenue, the
Administration would blame it on us and jackup tuition. RS

This National thing might be good for the
school and its image, but I know the students
here don't share in this. First, there is the added
parking problem. Who gets screwed? Let me
guess, ahh the students? Second, I hate seeing
these little teenie-boppers running around like
they own OUR campus. Third, not only do
they think they are cool, but they ask us the
buy beer for them (They will give you $35 for
a case--good profit). Sure the campus gets
national exposure, but why the hell would we
want this after last year's graffiti and other
shit. To make things fair for us, I think we
should charge for parking ($4/hr or $15/day)
and divy these profits up between those who
are inconvenienced the most, the studentsJB

THE BET: 'K' ALL-STAR GAME
~I; lk ','

The loser will dress up as Vaughn Maatman for a day,

Untouchable Neil Kool pitching, AlIAmerican Tarelc Buckmaster catching - enough
said. This game ... ill be tied until the sixth
inning when Shannon Riley knocks in the
wirming run as Joel fIarris is checking her out
and she drills onc nast him. Harris tries to
make his move as Shannon rounds third, but
the umpires move in quickly and calm him
down with a fifth ( Mad Dog. RS

The I.M. All Pros will crush the K Dream
Team. Just knowing that the Kool Factor will
be in effect on the mound, I know the All Pros
will be hitting more dingers than Fielder and
Canseco. This could be a merty by the first
inning, but to keep the fans happy we'Ulet it
go the full 9 rounds. Schultz, Beatie, Harris,
and Carney will team for 11 homers and 25
RBI's. Cibor and Huey will both go 9 for 9 as
Kurc pitches the no-hitter JB

SPORTS OPINIONS
Remember that article
all of the new sports facilities
going up around campus early
this summer. Well folks, we're
now in the middle of sixth week
and potbinr has happened.
We've been shot-down by the
Administration once again.
When Dean LaPlante was
questioned about the possibility
of outdoor basketball and
volleyball courts she seemed
very enthusiastic, only to say
three weeks later she hadn't
gotten around to it. She seems
to have caught the V.M.
Syndrome. I feel like we are
Shaggy and Co. as the Bad
Guys (Administration) say,"if it
wasn't for those meddling kids."
I guess Vaughn Maatrnan has
relayed his concerns that if we
were to have another outdoor
facility, we would immediately
roll in the kegs and pump up
the jams.-Editoc

1991 marks a transition point for the Hornet Football pro·
gram. No longer will the team be picked to finish last In lhe
MIAA. No longer will the team be everyone's favorite homecom ing opponent. In fact, this season will be 'K's' fIrst serious attack on the MlAA football title in many years.
THE MEN ...
Hornet Football will not lack experience this year, as it has its
largest senior class since 1987, most of whom have had game
time for ~ years. Both the junior and sophomore classes are
also returning a strong group of letter-winners who held many of
the starting positions last season. This season's freshmen will reflect the first recruiting class of second year coach Dave Warmack.
In addition to the normal recruits, the team will also have a few
aces in the hole, as several upperclassmen, previously delayed by
injury, will be playing for the fIrst time as Hornets.
THE FACTS ...
The Hornet Football team won more games last season than it
did in the four previous years combined. This year's incoming
freshman class is the largest of any in the previous three years.
Most importantly, new black (instead of orange) game pants will
be arriving in the next few weeks.
THE ATTITUDES ...
A distinct difference exists in the way UK' football players
speak of their team in comparison to several previous seasons.
Hornet Football is no longer an embarrassment for both the players and the college. Rather, it will be a new source of pride.
"More guys are working out than ever before, both in rurming and
lifting, and [the] workouts are intense," according to junior Steve
Sloan. Gone as well are the "Baker Years" as Coach Warmack and
his staff have brought a more professional level of football to 'K.'
Senior Gary Kurc sums it up well: "Our coaching has improved
greatly and is, in many ways, responsible for the great tum around
in our program. Everyone is actually looking forward to the first
day of practice."
Hornet Football, an oxymoron? No. In fact, it is this traditional belief that the team is striving to overcome and abolish,
both in the MIAA and on this campus. From the foundation of
last season, the team seeks to build a championship football tradition at 'K' College.

Track Club Sponsors
Summer Races
By ANDY PORTINGA
'K' College's Track Club is back and in the middle of an active
quarter. The club, now in its second consecutive quarter, attempts
to promote fitness through both competitive and non-competitive
running.
The club sponsors trips to area road races, but one does not need
to be competitive to participate. "Some people come out and try to
run for time," said Kirsten Browne, "but that's not a requirement.
The most important thing is that people have fun."
The club is presently in the middle of its road racing schedule.
Two weeks ago, the club sent seven runners to compete in the St.
Joe Venetian River Run, which ran along the banks of the St. J'Je
River and the shores of Lake Michigan. "That was a beautiful
course," quoted Mark 'Studmuffin' Clifford, "but the 90-degree heat
made me sweat more than a possum in a pack of coon dogs."
Last week, nine runners participated in the Plainwell Classic 5
and 10k, and three 'K' students came home with trophies from
placing in their age divisions.
Upcoming races include the Brian Demier Sk in Wyoming on August 10, the Perriago 5 and 10k in Allegan on August 17, and the
Welch's Grape Stomp 5 and 10k on August 24.
In addi tion to the road races, the club is planning to sponsor the
"Arcadia Daze" series of fun runs and social jogs. The runs will be
held each Sunday at lOam starting August 4 and will be strictly
non-competitive. Participants should meet at Red Square and can
run anywhere from two to ten miles. The club hopes to provide refreshments afterward.
Anyone interested in running the road races should contact Andy
Portinga.

•
Next Week In
Sports:

*

The Pulitzer Prize Winning Showdown.

* More
*

The Up-To-The-Moment I.M. Softball
Standings

*

Opinions and Campus Notes

,

Outdoor courts would help 'K' basketball players
stay in shape during the summer.

Cliff's Notes
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My Head
Cliff's Notes: Baseball Dreams In
By MARK R. CLIFFORD
When its only 20 minutes
into class and the droning professor sounds like he/she is reading the ingredients of Wonder
Bread, my mind often wanders
to baseball and all kinds of obscure stuff comes to mind.
Tbe Pbilly Freaks:
The Philadelphia Phillies
may be in last place in the N.L.
East, but they have to be one of
the most character-rich squads in
recent memory. Len Dykstra,
John Kruk, Wally Backman, and
pitcher Tommy Greene are
scraggly-haired, grubby· looking,
tobacco chawin' throwbacks to
the days when teams had nicknames like "the Gashouse
Gang." I'd just love to be a fly
on the wall in the bullpen
which houses botb the certifiably looney Roger McDowell
and Mitch "Wild Thing"
Williams.
(When Williams arrived in
Philadelphia earlier this year via
a trade from the Cubs, he managed to strike a deal to purchase

his accustomed number, 29,
from Kruk. The price-·a six
pack of beer and a box of dingdongs.)
I think the overall level of
character on the team skyrocketed when flreplug rookie Wes
Chamberlain replaced the stoic
Von Hayes, who may have
worked out a deal to be put on
the disabled list so he could impersonate Ivan Lendel on the
summer tennis tour.
The Phillies have also got
guys with nifty names like
Randy Ready, Mickey Moran·
dini, and "Starvin'" Marvin
Freeman, the stringbean pitcher.
And flnally, you have to admire
the courage of comeback kid
Dickie Thon, who needed years
to battle back from a horrifying
beaning, and Dale Murphy, the
noble slugger now in the twilight of a great career. All in all,
the Phillies are the epitome of
the "loveable losers."
Tbe Lords of tbe SwinKs:
Why do almost all of the
sweetest swings in baseball be-

long to lefthanded batters. Just
marvel at the smooth strOkes 0:
Fred McGriff, Darryl Strawberry, David Justice, Harold
Baines, Alvin Davis, Jobn
Olerud, Mike Greenwell, Don
Mattingly, and the undisputed
King of the Asthetic Swing,
Will "The Natural" CM ....
Righthanded hitters, on the
other hand, include some of the
most hell-bent hackers in the
game. Boston's Tony Pena
looks like he's trying to squash
a mosquito with a sledgehammer. His teammate, Jack "The
Ripper" Clark, tries to pole-ax
the ball on every cut. California's Dave Winfield seems to
lunge halfway to the pitching
mound on his haymakers. (I saw
a highlight of him getting totally fooled on a change-up and
wind up actually sitting on
home plate.) Not even these
guys, however, can match the
tremendous torque generated by
Oakland's Jose Canseco.
Valuable Returnables:
Major League Baseball has

definitely gotten the hand of thi s
re-c ycling thing, as proven by
the renaissance of such oldtimers as Brian Downing, Gary
Carter, Rick Cerone, Goose
Gossage, Willie Randolph, Warren Cromartie, Mike Pagliarulo,
Charlie Hough, Steve Howe,
and Skeeter Barnes.
60 Feet, 6 Incbes of Torment:
Seeing the Mets' Mackey Sasser
struggling behind the plate with
a mental block against throwing
the ball back to the pitcher is
amusing only until the point of
becoming sad. After receiving
the pitch, be just can't stop
himself from repeatedly doubleclutching by tapping his mitt
with the ball, then nearly toppling over backwards as he lol lipops a blooper back in the
general direction of the mound.
Meanwhile, the runner on flrst
duckwalks down to second base
and the pitcher calls for a fair
catch.
Go . Abead, Make My
Day:
\

Intimidation can be an effective weapon in baseball. The
Cubs' Opposing pitchers get the
heebie-jeebies when Andre Dawson snorts flre and paws the dirt
like an angry bull. Oakland's
Dave Stewart uses his "Death
Stare" to unnerve hitters.
Teammate Rickey Henderson is
a coiled bundle of explosive
muscle with a leering grin on
top. Darryl Strawberry looms
like tower of power in the batter's box, wiggling his bat like
a hungry tiger swishes its tail.
St. Louis' Lee Smith looks like
an axe-murder. Seattle's Randy
Johnson is a 6-10 lefthander
who throws 95 miles per hour,
but it's his unpredictable touch
of wildness that gives opposing
batters the "jelly-leg."
Question of tbe Week:
If great ball players, managers, executives, announcers,
and journalists are eligible to be
voted into the Hall of Fame,
then why not include the architects for Fenway Park and
Wrigley Field?

\

All Star Game
By JEFF BARLETT
After the conclusion of four
grueling weeks of excitement
packed I.M. softball, the teams
now break from the stresses and
intensity of the pennant race to
participate in this season's AllStar Weekend.
At 6:00PM this Saturday the
best of the best will battle eacb
other in the first annual LM.
All Star Game. This game will
feature the top two players of
each team, co·ed and men's.
This game may be blacked for
local T.V . viewers, but
admission is free for the flrst
5,000 fans down at the softball
field. The K Dream Team's
hopes will be riding on the
shotgun arm of Neil Kool. His
counterpart will be the twoleage pitcher Gary Kurc. With
these two pitching it could be a
very high scoring game with
plenty of homers from Derek
'Cecil' Hewiu and Shannon 'I'll
Show You Were I Live' Riley.
This is one event that no should
miss and don't forget the price
is right (That'd be free).

I.M. ALL-STAR GAME ROSTER
'K'DREAMTEAM
NEILKOOL
MARK CHAPPELL
JOEATTIA
TAREK BUCKMASTER
TROY MAST
GINA WELSCOIT
CHAD RUCKER
ALISON HRAMIEC
SHANNON RILEY
PHILMOLEE
ETHAN CHAMBERLAIN

SCOIT SaruL1Z

FRANK RHAMES
ED MONOVICH

KATHLEEN RIGL Y
ROB DAVIDSON
MARK BARNUM

JOrox

I.M, ALL PROS
GARYKURC
ROB BEATTIE
ANDY PIFER
KEVIN PHILLION
JOEL HARRIS
ANNEMARIE RANCILIO
DOUG JUSTICE
ROCKYCIBOR
KAREN CARNEY
DEREK HEWITT

Softball player hopes to make All Star Game.

I.M. NOTES
Men 's:
2) Big Rigs II (4-2) ........ ..... .... ...
3) Man 's Greatest Reflex (3·3) .... .
4) Cunnilingus Bar & Grill (2-4) ..
5) Bud Crushers (0-4·1) ...............
5) Long BaUers (0-2) ..................
1) Biere De Luxe (7-0) .. .. ............

Tested the leaders under RB ' s leadership.
Fear of comps caused even more errors.
New uniforms inspire quality plaY
Mercied by Cunnilingus, no way!
Rookies of the league show leaks.
Team on double secret probation blc NK.

Co-ed:
1) Hicks & Chicks (5-1) ..... ........
2) Beasts and Beauties (4- 1-1) ... ....
3) Huey's Heroes (4-2) ................
3) Freaks of Nature (4-2) .............
5) M.A.M. and I.W.W. (3-3) .......
6) Buff-N-Muff (2-4) ................ ..
6) Mo Fos (2-4) ............ .. ..........
8) Bananas IV (0-6) ....................

In the spotlight, flrst and last time.
Injuries and faulty gloves cause 1st loss.
Who is on this team? Huey? Ethan?
Captain will have to stay sober to take flTSL
Disasterous mercy from champs this week.
Muff will make playoffs without Buff
Back to their old 'Buhl' ways.
Might drop to grade school league.

a piece of tape
up to your eyes, dim the lights
and try to flll out your taxes.
Now you're seeing things from
her point of view.

For this woman it's poor eyesight, for
someone else it might be arthritis or
maybe they just can't cope. The fact is,
last year 4 million Americans got the
help they needed from IRS Volunteer
Assistance Progralils.
If you have the desire to help and a
basic aptitude for math, you could
become a part of the IRS Volunteer
Assistance Programs. So volunteer and
please calli 800 829-1040.
Volunteer and make someone's
taxes less tax ing.

For your reading pleasure ...
The , Index presents ....

The Kalamazoo College Love Connection
Voice

over:

Where old-fashioned romance meets modern-day technology ...
Where you hear all the intimate details of a first date ...
Sometimes their dates have a happy ending ...
And some other times (pause) there's just an ending.

The set: Hoben's newly refurbished lounge. Gotta love those potted plants and "country rose" motifs.
Enter Dr. Paul Sotherland, Bio prof extraordinaire during the day, brilliant
game-show host during the evening. You've seen his smiling face
.
auctioning underwear in DeWaters and in cheezy toothpaste commercials.
Sotherland: Today we're going to meet Vaughn Maatman, a youngish
administrator from Residence Life. Vaughn's hobbies include: Golfing, scuba,
trips to Club Med, and custom-embroidering silk underwear.

Enter Maatman through Hoben's picture windows, past
potted plants. He joins Sotherland on the couch.
Maatman: Thanks Paul. It's great to be here. You forgot to mention my favorite
activity •.. frowning upon parties.
Sotherland: Well, there's a good start. Tell us a little about yourself Vaughn.
Did you really earn your nickname as ''The Keg-Buster?"
,
Maatman: Yes, I did, Paul. I've busted, single-handedly, numerous keg parties.
Now however, I've got an enthusiastic team hand-picked and carefully trained to
do the busting for me.
(he gives a Schwarzennegger-ish grimace. Mild applause from the audience. Some
catcalls from the women.)
Sotherland: Okay, Vaughn. This evening, you'll be choosing a love connection
from ~hree eligible women. In a minute we'll view the videotapes of your
potential dates. But first, we'll break for some commercials. We'll be back in
two and two.
(commercial break)
camera pans past enthusiastic audience members in the front row, eager to play with the buttons in front of them and
choose Maatman's date for him. camera cuts to Sotherland's smiling face.
Sotherland: Okay, Vaughn, let's have a look at these videos .

Eileen Harrison, New Registrar

Marilyn LaPlante, Dean of Students

•

Christine Ferriera, Index Advisor,
Poet, Music Critic for the
Kalamazoo Gazette, Elvis Expert
and Jack- of-all-Trades

no photo
available
except
during very
limited
office hours

Well, you know, I tend to
be really relaxed about
dates. I tell him: "Hey,
give ml' your phone
number ll:1d I'll get back to
you." Anc! I just might.

What do I do for fun?
Well, relocating the Index
orrice to someplace
obscure is always a good
laugh. And water-skiing
naked at Gun Lake.
Umm ••• not much else
really.

For me, the perfect date
would be a trip to Burger
King with ... the King
himself. Barring that, I
can put up with almost
anytbing so long as be's
clean-shaven and can sing
"Blue Hawaii."

Sotherland: Well, there you have 'em, Vaughn, audience. That's all we have time for this evening. Tomorrow night (and in
next week's Index), we'll see which one Vaughn chose and he'll tell us all about the date. Meanwhile, may all your dates be
good ones.
camera shots of: Maatman and Sotherland chatting, audience, etc. as credits roll.

Paul Sotherland's wardrobe by Bernini
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Attempts to
Gag Speak
Week . ..
By ROBYN REID
Stepping off the sidewalks
for a moment one cannot help
but notice the many other
aspects of the 2nd Annual
Women's Speak Week.
Whether it's movies, speakers,
signs or ribbons Speak Week
is everywhere. Well not
everywhere ...
It seems that many of the
women's symbols put up in
Dewing were ripped down by
as early as Monday morning.
There is even evidence that
some of them were burned off
the walls. Hangers with facts
about
abortion
also
mysteriously disappeared.
Also missing were
testimonials by Kalamazoo
College students recounting
their experiences of rape and
sexual assault. These items,
too, were ripped off walls in
the halls and bathrooms of
Dewing.

... Result
Destruction

.
In

It is estimated that 60% of
the original symbols and
hangers were gone by noon
Monday. WEC members and
the other participants in Speak
Week assure everyone that
more items would be put up
throughout the week.
In addition, names and facts
of famous women in world
history were erased from
Dewing
and
library

chalkboards.
Now if I may step down
from my objective title of
news reporter to make a plea.
Respond with signs of your
own, with dialogue. Do not
cop out by simply destroying
(though only temporarily) the
expression of others.
Why is a women's symbol
so threatening that it must be
burned, destroyed, removed?

The UST A Returns to Kalamazoo
By ANDY PORTINGA
For one week each summer for
the past forty-nine years, Kalamazoo College has become the
Mecca of junior tennis players
in America. The tradition continues, as "K" once again hosts
the USTA 16 and 18 championships.
The USTA's attract some of
the best junior players in the nation, and is the highlight of the
junior tennis circuit. In the
past, tennis greats such as Andre
Agassi, Michael Chang, Aaron
Krickstein, and Stan Smith have
competed here, although not all
of them have been successful in
winning the tournament.
This year, the 256 contestants
are led by number-one seed and
defending champion Ivan Baron
of Florida and number-two seed
David Witt of Florida. The 16's
are lead by number-one seed Jason Appel of Florida and number-two seed Seth Hoffman, resident of West Bloomfield,
Michigan who winters in
Florida.
Vincent Spadea, number-four
seed in the 18 division and
three-time competitor at Kalamazoo, stated, "I've never really
had the chance to look around
the college. I really love this
tournament I look forward to it
every year. It's very professionally run."
While many students express
annoyance at the increased parking problems, tournament and
administration officials explain
that the hassle is worth the benefits brought by the tournament
"There is a two-fold benefit to
the college," stated USTA official Darlene PonteIlo, "First,
the college receives nation-wide
exposure in sponsoring a na-

•

Academy Street (renamed 'Champion's Way')
Was Converted Into A USTA-only Parking Lot
tional championship where future pros are playing .
"Second, the tournament gets
the Kalamazoo community involved with the college. Many
of the volunteers here would
have no reason to set foot on
this campus if it wasn't for the
tournament"
Pontello also explained that
many of the sponsors of the
tournament also give money to
the college. "For example,
WKMI gives the college a $500
scholarship because of the tournarnent"
While an exact pollar amount
cannot be placed on the benefits
to the college, Tom Ponto, Director of Business and Finance
states that the main benefits

come in the upkeep of Stowe
Stadium and the Markin Racquet
Center. The UST A pays for the
resurfacing of the courts, and
also provides the seating and the
windscreens. They also contributed $250,000 to the building of Markin and are currently
creating a fund to provide for its
maintenance. "Also, the replacement of Carmel Street this
spring was paid for by the
UST A foundation," stated
Ponto.
"Most importantly, I think
this is a tremendous outreach
opportunity for the college.
The tournament is really firstclass and brings positive exposure to the college," said Ponto.
Student reaction has been

mixed. Mitch Matthews, K' 92
said, "I really love having the
tournament here. There's nothing 1'd rather do than sit in the
sun and watch tennis all day."
Kevin Anthony K' 92, however, expressed annoyance at the
parking situation. "Yeah, I almost parked my '72 Dart on top
of a nice red Ferrari the other
day. Luckily, a shiny new
Beemer pulled out at the last
minute and opened up a spot,"
fluipped Anthony.
The tournament runs through
Sunday, with the doubles finals
scheduled for Saturday and the
singles scheduled for Sunday ..
Students can gain free admission
through Wednesday by showing
their ID.

Volunteerism: Alumni Weekend's Focus
By MIKA OSAKI
Alumni from around the
country will be "coming home"
this weekend for a four day visit
of their alma mater during the
alumni leadership conference
Aug 9 - 11.
Sponsored by the Alumni
Association , the visitors will
take part in activities ranging
from dinner and dessert at the
President's home, mock classes,
a picnic on Saturday, a Student

Alumni Association sponsored
Cafe, and even a look at the
USTA finals.
But in keeping with the
theme of this year's conference
"Keeper's of the Flame:
Rekindling the Spirit of Alumni
Volunteerism," their central
purpose will be to participate in
a volunteer training session as
well as to meet with President
Bryan to brainstorming on
strategies to increase and

diversify volunteerism.
Students are encouraged to
take part in any of the activities
but Gayle Obrecht of Alumni
Relations asks that anyone
intefested in dinner, dessert,
picnic, or brunch make
reservations at 3-5660.
"It's a great chance to meet
with people out in the 'real
world' to get tips ... and even
jobs," said SAA member Renee
Robinson, K '92.

The Editor
Speaks

All-Star
Game Review
p.7

For anyone who cannot make
any of the activities during the
day, a Cafe will be held at the
Quad Stop by the Student
Alumni Association.
"We hope to have a good mix
of alum and students," said SAA
member Lyn Cuasay, K '92.
She added, "If anyone wants to
volunteer to help serve, that
would be great"
For a schedule of events, call
3-9574 or 3-5660

[NSIDE:
Off The Quad

p.3

p.4

Letters to
the Editor
p.S
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News Briefs
Br.oWlbag Doubles Organ Concert to be
'.,..
.
Repeated

,.

-

Last year's popular noontime "doubles" concert will repeat again
this year during the V1\T A tennis toumamenL
.
Enjoy your lunch in air-coi\ditioned Stetson Chapel on Thursday,
Aug. 8; while listening-'to music majors Michael Dougherty and
Paul Snyder perfoon mu~c on the organ.
On the program are works by Michigan composer William
Albright and conteD}~ Dutch composer Marius Monnikendam,
as well as comp<\SitiQ'lf-t>y John Rutter and PDQ and J. S. Bach.
The concert will' be lite of charge and open 10 the public.
Contact Susan Allen'at 3 - 8497 for more info.
-Mikll Osaki

......
Music majors
Michael Dougherty
and Paul Snyder
consider taking up
tennis?! They will
be giving an organ ~ .
concert in Stetson ~
Chapel, Aug. 8 at~ '
noon. The concerd
will be free of~
I charge.
~

) 'Academy Street renamed Champipn's
Boulevard in Honor of UST A .
.,

Stnce the arrival of the USTA champions 10 the campus, red and
\lthite street signs have been proclaiming the route from the
Radisson Hotel at the Kalarnazoo Center, south on Rose, and west
on Academy Street to be ''Champions' Way." The signs (which
not replace the city street signs) continue 10 Catherine Street
Stowe Stadium.
The markers pay tribute 10 the future tennis stars and current
athl.etes who will vie in the 16s and 18s USTA Tennis
Cltaml>iorlships at Stowe Stadium, Aug 5-12.
TIris year marks the 49th year that the tournament has been held
the Kalarnazoo College Campus.
-rrom Inside Kalamazoo Col/ege

Speak Week Calender of Events
(Wed) Aug. 7
Speaker:

Film:

Eva Gaines "Black Women's Struggle"
7 p.m. Humpltrey Lounge
"Killing Us Softly" 10 p.m. QuadslOp

August and September Designated
"Labor Blood Donor Months"

(Tburs) Aug. 8

Speaker:
August and September have been designated ''Labor Blood Donor
Months" in Kalarnazoo County. Working with the American Red
Cross, the Greater Kalamazoo United Way Labor Participation
Committee (LPC) is promoting a competition between union
locals to see which local can donate the most blood during the
months of August and September. The LPC is working with the
Red Cross to suPJUt a totally volunteer blood program that strives
for an adequate supply of safe blood and blood products.
People are eligible to donate blood if they are between the ages
of 17 and 75 and weigh a minimum of ItO Ibs. all the Kalarnazoo
County Chapter of the American Red Cross at 382-6382 for a
schedule of blood drives.
-Mika Osaki

Students Sign On to Physical Plant
Work Projects
wander down to Severn Hall on any day, Monday through
, you'll find it teeming with activity. Pbysical plant crew
students in shorts and t-shins, usually perspiring and often
grinning, are ripping up carpeting, installing flooring, and painting
walls.
The students are part of the student work program, which is now
in its second year of operation. Last year, eight students signed on;
this year, 15 are working in a variety of trade area<! across campus,
ranging from electrical, to grounds, to housekeeping.
For the students, the summer work has not only been a way to
earn money, but also has led to a greater appreciation of the
workings of the physical plant. Paul Miotke, one of the Severn
work crew, says, "I used to wooder why the physical plant crew
would be hard at work at 7 a.m. Now I know--it gets hot in the
summer."
And co-worker Scott McKeever says that he's gained a greater
awareness why some things get done and others do not. "I
understand their priorities now," he says.
Jerry Vincent, who oversees the students who make up the
Severn crew, is equally enthusiastic. "Somehow it makes you
young again," he says. Another bonus for Vincent is that the
students have ''personalized" his job.
"It makes you realize that you're doing this for people, not just
the College."
-rrom Inside Kalamazoo Col/ege

If you see news happen,
call the Index at 3-8460!

'. t

Judy Markham "Recent Michigan Legislation"
4 p.m. Humpltrey
ACLU representative
7 p.m. Humphrey Lounge

Film:

"'The Accused" 9 p.m. QuadslOp
(FrO Aug. 9

e:bapel:
Care:

WEC to a.m.
Poetry reading 9:30 p.m. Diane Seuss-Brakeman
Gail Griffith

Student
Commission Notes
1. Due to the problems nonscience majors have been having
in attaining positions in science
distributional classes, the
concept of proposing more
courses or creating more
sections of already existing
courses was discussed and will
be presented to faculty members
at the next Education Policy
Committee Meeting.
2. On Aug. 8 there will be an
open forum on the proposed
grading policy in Hoben Lounge
at 7 p.m. It will be an
opportuni ty to voice opinions
on the issue as well as hear
faculty thoughts. Student
Commission will reconvene on
Mon, Aug. 12 at 9 p.m. and SC
meetings are open to all
students.
3. Student Commission's
decision on the alcohol policy is
due to the administration by
August 12. Currently SC plans
on debating the keg/party ball
points and the consumption per
person calculation. In response
to upperclassmen's input, the
rules concerning freshman
parking will be more strictly

enforced.
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•
Menta and a Leg Star In
Final Noontide Tale

Kay's
Comments
By KAY KUPFERBERG
"Highway Heaven"
Com, com and more com.
Ah, the joys of road trips.
The radio is blasting, the
windows are down and we are
zipping down the highway.
Where should we go? Chicago? St. Louis? Memphis? I
ask you to please hWJ<l me the
Crunch n' Munch as we muse
over the endless possibilities.
What about New Orleans? I
wonder how long that would
take?
Everyone on the road is
eating our dust. Do you think
I should slow down? No, we
haven't seen a cop car for
miles. Isn't this the best?
We're bouncing, chatting
away and singing to the music. Hey-why don't you
change the tape now? It's getting kind 0 r old.
You know what I like best
about road trips? You could
conCf~ivably go any· -' here. I
mean, we've got our luggage
with us and there's plenty of
gas. I'm the driver. You're the
map-reader and, oh yeah, I
guess you're the music committee, too. We've got the
tools and we've got the technology. We are mobile.
What if we dyed our hair,
called oursel ves Lerlene and
Darlene, and just went to
Any town, USA? We could
work in a diner and live in a
totally different world. Then,
when we got bored there, we
could go somewhere else and
tum that town upside-down,
too. It is possible, you
know. Nothing would stop
us.
Hey, look-it's another
Stuckey's truck stop. Care to
stop in for a pecan roll? Ha,
ha, just kidding. Look at that
cluster of cows over there. I
think they're having a meeting: "Tomorrow we will stand
like statues facing the north.
Bossie, you're in front." Hey!
Get out the license plate list!
I've just spotted West
Virginia!
Look at you, with your
feet dangling out the window.
This is the life, isn't it? We
are young and wild and free.
We can go anywhere. We can
do anything. I wish this car
would just catch the wind and
we could fly forever.
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Last Thursday afternoon, the African Drum and
Dance Ensemble brought rhythm to the Quad.

Off The Quad
By JAMES BRENNAN and MICHELLE CAMPBELL
What is DECONSTRUCTIONISM?

3-8460.

By RUTH PALILEO
Last Wednesday, Ed Menta
and a lusty leg lamp finished off
Noontide Tales for this summer.
Menta, an instructor in the
Theatre and Communication
Arts department, read "My Old
Man and the Lascivious Special
Award:' a short story by Jean
Shepherd.
The tale returns to the
"Depression days ... when Dick
Tracy was a national hero" and
newspapers were constantly
running special trivia contests.
Shepherd, speaking in the
voice of an older son, details
how his father won a special
prize from the Orange Pop
Company's trivia contest,

mother.
Menta, in fine theatrical
form, provided sound effect£the lamp brealcing, a 1936
Oldsmobile screeching out of a
driveway, a clogged sink. The
audience was infinitely pleased.
Ms. Nelda Balch, director of
the Noontide Tales series,
summed up Menta's performance best when she smiled
wryly and said, "I guess I don't
have to tell you that Ed's a
Theatre instructor."

Heroes from the World of
Sports.
The Orange Pop Company's
product is a "luminous orange"
concoction with a "taste that
remains forever in the gastronomic memory." The company's trademark, however, is a
ladies' leg shown to the middle
of her thigh. The 'lascivious
special award' is a 4-ft. replica
of this leg which doubles as a
lamp.
Shepherd's story chronicles
the entire 'war' between his
mother and father, from the time
the lamp arrives until it is
'accidentally' broken by his

Next Week

Ed Menta finishes
Noontide Tales.
Shepherd's tale was a nice
way to end a pleasant series of
Wednesday noon diversions. The
Noontide Tales are over... until
next summer, Nelda willing.
The end.
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Features ...

Jalce Brown (1('93)
Um .. J think it has to do with
hard hats but...um ... (shrug.)

Off The Quad, Kay's
Comments, Elvis Impersonators
from Outer Space, and other
Windex features.
Reginald Schmeichel (K'92)
The atti tude taken by the
Registrar's Office during
registration ...a lax one.

WHAT TO DO
AROUND THE 'ZOO
On Campus EpMts

Marc Mullendore (1('92)
Avante-garde perfOlTIlance art

If you're
making up
news, we're
ready to
believe you.

Call the
Windex
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Jennifer Renkowski (K'92)
Kalamazoo College becoming
Conservative again ...President
Bryan.

• SUPPORT WOMEN'S SPEAK WEEK; all week,
• Wednesday, August 7; 7:30 p.m.; Light Fine Arts Recital
Hall. My Beautiful Launderette, a British film focusing
on the relationship between a working-class white and his
Palcistani friend who inherits a rundown launderette, will be
shown by the European Film Series.
• Thursday, August 8; 8 p.m.; Olmsted Room. Ms. Maureen
Eke, Associate Coordinator of African Studies Outreach at
Michigan State University, will speaIc on "The Politics of
Gender: Women's Voices in African Drama" LACC.
• Friday, August 9; 10 a.m.; Stetson Chapel. Members from
Womyn's Equity Coalition will coordinate the services.
• Friday, August 9; 9 p.m.; Old Welles. Latino Dance.
• Monday. August 12; 8 p.m.; Dewing 103. Xalo, a film that
was heavily censored in Senegal because of its satirical attacks
on the Westernized rulers of contemporary Africa, will be
shown by the African Studies Program.
• Wednesday, August 14; 7:30 p.m.; Light Fine Arts Recital
Hall. Dragon Chow, a German film portraying the life of
Asian political refugees living on the edge of deportation on
West Germany, will be shown by the European Film Series.

Of( Campus Epcnts

Susan Lynne Thomas (1('92)
Why, the ethically imperative
infmite deferral of meaning, of
course.

• Thursday, August 8 through Sunday, August 11; all day;
Water Street festival site. RibFest '91, also known as the
Michigan Barbecue Rib Cook-Off Competition, will be held
over these four days, featuring "ribbers" from eight states,
rhythm, blues, reggae, rock and country bands and .. .'the best
ribs and sauces in the U.S.A.' For more information call
Laurie DeHaven at 375-6162.
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Jumping into the Real World--Crash and Burn or Swan Dive?
By KATHLEEN A, LAYDEN
I direct much of this editorial to the members of my class, the
class of 1992. If you're reading this and you're younger, you
probably won't get it. If you're older, I guess you can just
chuckle a liule and chalk it up to the sweet naivete of youth.
We're seniors now, so we're the people that the freshmen look
at and say,"God, they look so old!" or "Are we going to be that
weird in four years?!?" This fall is 'going to bring a lot of hefty
decisions to be made, like SIPs, GREs, LSATs and MCATs, grad
school applications, and a lot of escapist sentimentality too. I am
very glad to be getting out of school soon, at least for a while,
and am probably overly optimistic that I will find a great job.
(I'm beginning to doubt that Tom Brokaw will beg off on early
retirement and offer me the anchor chair.) But this excitement and
eagerness for the future to start happening doesn't mean it isn't
weird to finally be at the top of the heap at 'K'.
It is as if I have already lived the life of the PR brochure that
all of the prospectives receive. I have done most of the stuff that
attracted me to 'K' in the f1J'St place: my CD, foreign study, eight
million quarters on the lndu.. staff. What else is left? Senior year
is bizarre--we're in this sort of academic limbo, just barely
undergrads but not-quite ready to be unleashed on the world. So I
haul out my GRE practice book and mail out letters to grad
schools asking for applications though I honestly don't look
forward to flIling them out.
I feel old. I am going to graduate from college in less than a
year. By now I have completed a strange but enlightening CD and
have spent several months of my life gallivanting around Europe,
travelling with a pack on my back and a crumpled· up EurailPass
in my moneybelt. 1 have eaten in SAGA roughly 1,170 times
(and not once have I left saying, "God I'm glad I didn't go out for
dinner tonight. That rigatofll was exhilarating!") I am at the
pinnacle of my college career, at the apex of undergraduate
academia, poised for a graceful flight into the Real World of
graduate schools and fulfllling careers. Or am I?
It frightens me that I am going to have to make several big
decisions soon. How the heck should I know what I want to do
with Ihe rest of my life7 What if I spend three years in a grueling
grad program only to receive a ealling to be a shepherd or a
shipbuilder or something'! What if I have to wear a suit to the
office every day? Will I even have an office? What if the job
market is so cluttered by the time I finally make it out into the
Real Wa-Id that the only positions open are things like data-entry
and plumbing?

"I am the product of a liberal arts
education. That means I can spout
off to you about the Greeks, Jackson
Pollock, and 0 r d e r ethnic cuisine
with style."
I am the product of a liberal arts education. That means I can
spout off to you about the Greeks, Jackson Pollock, and order
ethnic cuisine with style. I cannot build a nuclear reactor, as one
of my thermonuclear engineering-student friends can. I still
remember how strangely this guy acted in kindergarten, and how
he shaved his head and grew a goatee in high school because he
thought he looked like Lenin. It scares me that they let this guy
drive a car, let alone design something that has the potential to
meltdown.
It is even scarier that someone my age would want to have
such a serious job. I have no clue what will happen to me in the
next five years-I just hope it's nothing too painful. It doesn't
help that everyone is suddenlv so curious about mv future.
1 have grown to hate the question,"So what are you going to
do after you graduate, dear?" This usually comes from a wellmeaning elderly person or a smug older brother. I would love to
hand them a slick, detailed agenda for the next decade or so, but
it's just not gonna happen.
I find myself feeling wistful as I watch Iiule kids ride their
bikes allover the Quad, or older kids stomp through the library
on tours, clutching a map of 'K' (like you need one.) I always
thought that wistfulness belonged with Grecian Formula and
incontinence, not with an impending senior year of college.
I may have lost a degree of naivete as to how the world works,
but it was at the expense of a greater gain of knowledge. I have
learned so much in three and a half years, and the bulk of that
knowledge was not acquired in a Dewing classroom, but in my
life in the dorms, or during my CD, or through the sheer
exhilaration of being DeMly-independent fa- six months in Madrid.
Maybe I am older, but I am much, much wiser, and I think I
can thank the richness of my experience here for that. Webster's
dictionary describes aging as "Bringing to maturity". I think he
was referring to wine or a fine Provolone, but it is a point well
taken. We may walk to class a little slower than we did freshman
year, but the loss of perkiness is far less important than the gain
of knowledge, and the acquisition of independence and confidence
that we have found here at 'K'.

"Gag" the Gag Rule
By DEANNA RYDZEWSKI
[The following comes from an
interview between the author
and Dr. Gail Griffin of the
English DepartmenL]
One by one, the anti-choicers
are winning their battle in the
pursuit of keeping all women
baby-making slaves. This time
with the new "Gag Law" that
President Bush has put into
action. The law forbids any
federally funded clinic from
mentioning abortion as an
alternative to pregnancy. The
supreme court actually upheld it
as constitutional. However,
Congress is trying to overturn it
by invalidating the Supreme
Court decision.
This law, as best put by Dr.
Griffin, essentially "sets up a
situation where malpractice is
being mandated." Doctors are
not allowed to present to
women all the options they
have open to them. Can you
imagine being told you have
cancer but not being told all of
the different possible cures
because someone was morally
opposed to one of them? Its
ridiculous, just in the practical
sense, without dragging
someone's religious beliefs into
this.
Dr. Griffin is worried about
the effect this will have on poor
women. "Poor and badly
educated women have no other
options [than these clinics.]"
Rich women are able to receive
abortion information because
they can afford going to private
doctors. This economically
discriminatory law "doesn't get

•
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Is

"Roe"

in

jeopardy?

more voice because they [poor
women] have no political
voice," says Gail.
The pro-choice voice has
also been relatively dormanl
since Roe vs. Wade wenl into
place. "We thought it couldn't
be repealed-that we'd go back
to the days where thousands of
women died due to sceptic
abortions."
However,
with
the
conservative swing in the 80's
ushered in by the Reagan
administration, right-to-lifers are
becoming more and more
adamant in their war against
civil rights. Dr. Griffin
commented that a usual
conservative stand is for a
government that participates as
little as possible in the lives of
its constituents. Here, that
normal laissez-faire attitude is

being ignored.
With this foray into
women's uteruses, Griffin
expressed the hope that some
conservati ves
that
are
uncomfortable with this new
law will join forces with
women and their supporters and
work to fight this bill. As
supposed enlightened college
students, we need to join
together and become part of
NOW (National Organization
for Women), NARAL (National
Abortion Rights League), or
help Planned Parenthood in the
struggle for reproductive
freedom. If this law is not
overturned, it is another gaping
hole in the wall of abortion
rights-One that is crumbling
under the weight of ignorance,
religious
zealotry,
misinformation, and apathy.

From the Bart
By JEFF BARTLETT
Women's Week, the favorite
part of the summer for this
student. Though it's a week
filled with free speech, public
protest, and exhibitions of every
other civil right, I think it is
taken too far. It was
immediately upsetting when a
flyer was put up describing a
young rape victim followed
with the question,"Was this
you?" --the reader being a
potential rapist. This flyer was
put up in a men's bathroom,
with replica copies everywhere
else, excluding the written-in
question.
I am not against Women's
Week, there are many gender
abuses and discriminations that
need to be rectified, but there
needs to be a sound way to go
about
promoting
such
awareness. This is a great
opportunity for people who
want to advocate a more
conscious treatment of women,
in the abortion issue, rapes,
batterings, and single parenting.
But as the week progresses it
seems that some of the more
celebrated participants use this
week to release their angers
built up over the year,
forgetting their true motives.
Flyers posted around campus
as well as erasable chalk
writings are efficient vehicles of
exhibition on this small

campus. However, the problem
seems to arise when vulgarity
and harsh female chauvinism
clutter the meaningful ideas and
messages that encolJ1pass
Women's Week ideology. In
one of the first flyers put up
was the story of a 15 year-old
who was raped and then was
forced to commit fellatio (yet
described with more detail). I
have difficulty with this. It is
one thing to say STOP RAPE,
but it is another to graphically
describe the act as a means of
gaining support and empathy.
This only causes negative
reactions.
One cannot woo another by
angering
him/her
into
compliance. My own view of
Women's Week is greatly
tainted by the disturbing
language advertised around
campus. These graphic
portrayals and vulgarities do not
personally offend me, but when
parents, siblings, and visitors
view this it does not come off
in a positive manner. I would
not show my twelve year old
sister a porno in order to
illustrate the exploitation of
women and immoral sex. So
when she does come up this
Friday, I would also be against
her reading some of this trash or
explaining to her why there are
hangers laying around. Though
she should and will be

enlightened of mature women's
issues, this is not the proper
way.
The phrases like "F---, F---,
F---, USE YOUR EROTIC
POWERS!" from last year
should not be brought back to
enrage the opposing masses
Why can't a sensible method of
promotion for Women's Week
be executed, it would better
display the messages of the
activists, as well as, not acting
as a catalyst to negative
response.
This week's focus is benl
away from the issues of
importance to a battle of male
and female chauvinists. This is
what happened last year, and
could easily reappear this year.
The tragedy is not the ripped up
posters or the obscene yells
thrown back and forth at night,
but the smothering of the real
issues and the unity of the
students. WHY? Because of last
summer and expectations of the
same this year. What if the
same was done during a Men's
Week, these same participants
would act against it, guaranteed.
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Buh):

Buhl Anyone?

By KENDALL BUHL with GERRY GLEESON
The spotlight's again on "K" this summer as the USTA

championship returns to our very own little campus. It's been kind
of interesting seeing my neighborhood in the papers and on T.V. In
fact, the media event aspect makes the whole thing actually appear
appealing, and if it weren't going on right outside my window, I
might actually think it was.
Good tennis is always a cool thing to watch. Even when it's at
its best, though, we can rarely sit through much more than an hour
at a time (Of course some people say the same thing about swim
meets.). And this is going on for eight days? But when our necks
got sore from following a ball back and forth, we decided to walk
around and soak in some of the color of the spectacle ...and, man,
were we blinded by color.
You gotta love the clothes these players wear; outfits you
usually only see accesorized with a rainbow colored wig and a big
red nose. But let's face it, that's the only thing slightly colorful
about these people. Let there be no doubt about it: for the next four
days this is Whitebread, USA. These people make Dan Quayle look
lilce he has soul. They may be be Beautiful People, and drive some
damn fme cars, but rubbing elbows with these adults and their little
Dans-to-Be is just a little more interesting than, say, an LACC, and
a little less interesting than, say, watching macaroni boil.
Now let's be fair to our visiting sportsmen. They do inject a lot
of money into the community. At $20.00 for every T-shirt, they
better be! And, of course, leff Bartlett is paying his summer tuition
as he always has, se\ling the talented youngsters beer at $25.00 a
case. So while we do notice a slight personality deviation in the
flourescent visilOrs, they do deserve a little respect. As much as they
care 10 afford. And how about those pros?
And while we respect the motives behind WEC's Speak Week, it
just isn't the same this year. Even though the USTA was gracious
enough to schedule their national event to coincide with it, all this
radicalism somehow seems a little lackluster. lust as we've seen
those arch-typical tennis brats before, so too the art pasted around
Hicks. 'That' s just how it is on this campus; even the big
controversies seem a little passe. Some Index writers are challenging
certain members of the administration? Yawn. Some angry young
woman wrote "F--- F--- F---! Lesbians Lick It!" on the sidewalk?
Pass the N(}-Doze.

"Speak Week" Perceptions
By GERRY GLEESON

Speak Week has come, and I
was asked, as a "conservative
male," to write an article about
my perceptions of the event. Is
the Week shocking? Does it
change my perception of the
plight of women on this
campus and nationwide? Do I
approve of the methods of the
Women's Equity Coalition?
To most juniors, this year's
Speak Week is not shocking.
They've been through it before,
and some of the more outspoken
sidewalk slogans seem faintly
familiar from last year.
Sophomores might have been
taken off guard if they did not
realize that it was going to
occur. It seems, though, that
many people are not upset about
most of the various displays
around this campus, the feeling
is generall y that it is not the
divisive issue that it was last
year.
The methods that the women
have employed are widereaching. The short slOries of
rape (many of which claim 10
have been committed on this
campus) that are posted
everywhere on campus are very
effective--they graphically
illustrate the absolute evil
inherent in the act of rape. They
grab the reader's attention and
keep it. My complaint is that is
all they do. The posters
encourage rape to be reported
and those who have been raped
to come forward, but where and
to whom? The posters grab the
attention and have a great
potential, but they don't do
anything with it once they have
it.

IL
"Rubbing elbows with these
aduIts ... is just a little more
interesting than, say, an LACC,
and a little less interesting than,
say, watching Macaroni boil."
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The other method, which 10
many has become the symbol of
S peak Week, is the chalk
writings on the sidewalks all
over the campus. Members of
WEC claim that this is not an
officially sanctioned activity;
that chalk is passed out and the
messages are individual to the
writer. To me, this seems a
little trite. I'm sure most
members have a good idea of
what will be written. For those
not on campus last summer, it
was the sidewalks that drew the
most attention and criticism
during the last Speak Week. It
seems that this is occurring this
year, as well.
The sidewalks are a complex
issue. Some of the writing is
quite interesting, but what is the
goal behind writing "Lesbians
Lick It"? (this is an honest
question). Shock value? It was
provoking last year, but not the
second time around. The goal of
the sidewalks seems to center on
allowing women to freely
express themselves, which is
what Speak Week is all about.
But for those (myself included)
who do not understand the
motives behind the more radical
phrases, it often seems that
there is an inherent hostility
IOward men in general. The true
message is not coming across.
The issues that women wish to
raise is lost in the controversy
over the hostility (It should be
mentioned that one WEC
member informed me that they
intentionally spelled Women
with an "E" instead of a "Y" so
as to not send the wrong
message).
The other gripe that many

students have is the scheduling
of Speak Week, which happens
to coincide with the UST A
Nationals. Most people are not
willing to write it off as
coincidence. It appears to be a
conscious decision to do so.
Because this is the one week
during the summer where
national attention is focused on
"K," it seems an opportunistic
move on the part of WEC. It
may be an effective way 10 get
attention, but I don't think it
should be at the expense of the
community. While I agree with
some of WEC's ideas, I
personally do not want to be
associated with the more radical
statements on the sidewalks, nor
do many others on this campus,
especially if we do not
understand the motives behind
them.
The goals of Speak Week are
important to many women on
campus, and it is important to
address them. I IOtally agree that
is important to fight against
rape (and other crimes against
women) and to encourage the
victims of rape 10 come forward
and deal with their pain. This
year the true messages are much
more visible, and the discussion
is much more constructive.
Personally, I think that Speak
Week as a whole is a much
more constructive event this
year. Where last year I avoided
having conversations with
women on these issues, this
year it is much easier for me 10
have a rational discussion on
these issues. While I wonder
about the timing, I applaud
WEC for presenting a Speak
Week that is provocative
without becoming divisive.

~ <). <). ~ TP ~
(More letters on the . backpage)
~~~~U~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Men need to speak

Dear Editor:
Few would argue with the
notion 9Jat we, as students, are
at this college 10 learn, we are
here for an education. The
sixteen or seventeen thousand
dollars we spend each year
affords us many opportunities 10
learn many things both in the
classroom and out.
Now if we could just get Biff, Chip, Buffy, and their parents 10
Unfortunately, I feel that
express themselves on the sidewalk, while the angry young womyn many of us neglect or
had it out on the tennis courts, we might be cooking. But seeing as sometimes avoid many of these
that probably won't happen any time soon, let's think about new opportunities especially ones
and interesting things to do that will attract a more lively group of that challenge our values and
people 10 'K' and add a little spice and spontanaeity 10 our campus.
beliefs. Women's/Womyn's
What would add a little kick 10 the neighborhood?
Speak Week is one of them.
*A mud wrestling match between WEC and Mike Soenen. Already I have heard students
GUARANTEED 10 produce the blood (Mike's) that this campus has dismissing the signs in the
been screaming for.
dorms, the writing on the
*A malt liquor tasting festival, sponsored by Munchie Mart. sidewalks and the advertisements
Surely this campus is wondering what kind of buzz you can get for hanging in Hick's Center
99¢. Plus, this is sure to draw plenty of participation from the because it is just WECs "usual"
locals.
complaining. I ask the men
*The Physical Plant Olympics: Just in time for the PanAm especially to lake this week as
Games! Get ready for golf cart races (including Off Road Events on an opportuni ty to learn
the Quad), Team light bulb changing, and the ever-popular Tobacco- something about yourselves and
Spitting Accuracy Event.
your role as men in society. I
*Artist Spelling Bee. Test yer vocablary agenst some of the feel that the only way we can
most expresiv individuls on campis. Testing will occur at among truly respect ourselves is by
other areas the Dewaters call-box and the Hicks Center Bathrooms.
respecting those around us, even
*Defending your car in the Neil Post Lot. A true survival event if we do not always agree with
for the more hearty people on campus. Load your car up with a they have to say. In light of the
bunch of goodies and see how long you can keep them there.
signs describing rape and the
Let's light up this campus with a little good-natured mayhem. statements that men can stop
There needs 10 be a little action to lake the place of the dull lifestyle rape I would lilce to offer a few
that has descended on this campus in the last several weeks.
suggestions on how we, as

men, can do that. The following
is from a hand-out entitled
WHAT MEN CAN DO TO
STOP RAPE:

"1. Confront men who use
sexist language or make jokes
that are degrading to women.
This only perpetuates the idea
that women are objects, less
than human, around to be
dominated.
2. Don't allow yourself to be
entertained by rape. Rape is a
common device used in the
media. Many of the myths
about rape are depicted in the
media. Refuse to watch shows
that use rape to "tum on" the
audienee.
3. Don't allow psychological
rape or commit it yourself.
Psychological rape consists of
verbal harassment, whistles,
kissing noises, heavy breathing,
sly comments or stares. These
are all assaults on any women's
sense of well-being. The
underlying intention is to
intimidate the woman. They are
power plays couched in the
language of sex.
4. Don't rape. This may seem
obvious or offensive, but rape
can be an elusive subject. In a
recent national survey done on
college campuses lout of 12
men admitted 10 fulfilling the
legal definition of rape, but did

not admit 10 raping someone.
5. Support women who have
been raped. Rape is a traumatic
experience that causes a woman
to lose her sense of control and
security. Offer her your support
and acceptance, but don't make
decisions for her.
6. Examine your own attitudes.
We are not static individuals.
Examine your attitudes and see
if they make sense. People once
thought the world was flat. Now
we know better. Remember
when most people thought
women were inferior 10 men and
men had the right to control
them? That's what we have
been told all of our lives. Now
we are learning beuer."
We live in a society where
domination and subordination
are valued over cooperation and
mutual understanding. Men,
especially white men, have all
the privileges in this society.
This is the time 10 evaluate our
position and learn about
ourselves. If you feel threatened
or uncomfortable ask yourself
why and if you need 10 talk with
others do so; the men's
discussion group meets on
Sundays at seven in the
Intervarsity room 10 discuss just
these topics. Let's open our
ears, our eyes and our minds.-Matthew Christensen
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Stockton and Smi t h
Thrill USTA Crowd
Rick Woodsher Like to be Cool
VS.
Jeff Lettbart be like Sherwood
This weekly publication of infinite sports wisdom will pit the above mentioned sports experts
in point-counterpoint discussions of current sport issues, concluding with a bet and prediction.

ISSUE: RETHINKING THE TIGERS
The Tigers are one of the many surprises in
this year's baseball season. By beating the
odds, they have made a lot of experts look
stupid, but more importantly have put themselves in the middle of a pennant race. Behind
the expected heavy hitting and the Jack Morrislike turnaround of Bill Gullickson, The 'Gerrs'
have given Detroiters, whose hearts were br0ken by the Pistons, something more than
Barry Sanders' signing to look forward to. This
week they face their biggest challenge, thus
far, in the Toronto series. If they gain ground,
Management will begin dealing for a Neil
Kool caliber pitcher. Suspiciously, Kool
skipped the 'K' All-Star game and was reportedly talking to Tiger scouts last week.RS

Everyone who thinks the Tigers suck again
this year, you better take another look. Cecil
leads the league in homers and RBIs, Phillips
is batting over .300 and two of their pi tchers
are tops in the league. This team is almost
better than Beasts and Beauties in the I.M.
league. After this week the Tigers can be
within a game of first place. If they keep
playing this well, October will see Toronto
sleeping all day like my counterpart, as Detroit
is trying to win the pennant. They are good,
but will not be pennant winners, that honor
will go to the White Sox's. Also, Deer must
keep his Huey-like strike out total below 200 a

season.1B
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ISSUE: OLYMPIC BASKETBALL TEAM
By RICK SHERWOOD

The Olympic Basketball Team for next year
will consist of many familiar faces but will
also provide some big surprises. Michael
Jordan succumbs to public pressure and becomes an alcoholic, prompting Nike's Mars
Blackman to say, "Yo money, it's gotta be the
booze," in the new commercial. Thus, Isiah
and Magic are elected to run the backcourt. At
center, ShaquiUe O'Neil gets the nod, insuring
a huge contract as the number one pick next
year. Furthermore, Kareem comes out of retirement to shine in tryouts, attributing hQ
improved agility to a healthy Slim-Fast dW
and lots of Nintendo. Rounding out the team
will be forwards Charles Barkley and Chris
Webber of Michigan. RS

This year's Olympics will finally be a stage
for America's best to whup some ass on the
basketball court. Magic and Dumars will slip
through any defense. Jordan will not play after
hearing that he will be forced to pass the ball
during each game. Robinson will be chosen to
start over Ewing because the U.S does not
want to show his ugly mug on international
television. The forwards, Barkley and Malone
will box out and push around all the girly-man
players of the international scene. Pippen will
cry because he didn't get picked, but nobody
cares. Hakeem makes back-up so he decides to
change his name to Phakeem (silent P). Bird
and McHale fmd out their wheelchairs can't be
brought on the court thus staying in Boston
getting drunk at Cheers. 1B

THE BET: UST A TOURNAMENT
Stakes: The loser will streak naked across the tennis courts in the middle of the
chmpionship match.
The USTA's 18 year old division championship will once again be won by number one
seeded Ivan Baron. &wever, the championship
match between Baron and David Leach is much
closer than eXI"YJed due to Leach's alleged foul
play. Apparently, Leach and Baron went to an
illegal keg party in Harmon the night before.
Leach snuck out of the party and tipped off security. Luckily, Baron's lawyers were able to
bribe the Judicial Committee and get him to
his match. RS

I don't know much about th~se little players,
but I do know that before Baron plays Whit in
the finals, Kalamazoo's Lewis Miller will lift
them out of their cribs and challenge them to a
match. These cocky infants think they can beat
the All-American, but after eighteen quick
games the match is over 6-0,6-0,6-0. Lewis
autographs their racquets then gives their
parents his phone number in case they want
lessons or need babysitting. ill

Dick Stockton, former USTA champion, played Stan Smith
in a USTA exhibition match at Stowe Stadium Monday
evening. The match featured a Stockton behind-the-back shot
which barely went out, taunting by both players, and overall
greataction. Stockton's relative youth and strength proved to be
the difference as he defeated Smith.
Stockton was called as an alternate, but he said, "it was great
when they called me, I was thrilled. I told them if they needed
me, I'd be there." Of course, everything materialized and Stockton arrived to the joy of the large crowd that packed Stowe Stadium.
Later, Smith and Stockton combined to play the number one
USTA doubles team consisting of Leach and Witt. During the
match, Smith threw his racquet to the side and young kids,
seated on an adjacent court, scrambled to retrieve it Instead of
taking the racquet, Smith sat down and invited the youngster
who picked up his racquet to take his place. The excited young
fan eagerly ran to the court and played several volleys.
Smith also joined in the comedy which delighted the fans.
Due to a broken string, Witt went to the sidelines to change
racquets. Smith followed him and stole one of his racquets,
which he used for the rest of the match. Although the match
was played in comical setting, Stockton later said,"We don't
take it (exhibition matches) too seriously." In a laughing sort
of serious gesture he continued,"it was very fun, but we lost."
After the matches, Stockton praised the tournament,"Stowe
Stadium is a great facility with great community support. It is
one of the most unique tennis facilities in the world." He went
on to encourage the community to pursue new tennis endeavors
ranging from a female USTA to professional tournaments.
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I.M. NOTES
Men's:
1) Biere De Luxe (7-1) ................
2) Big Rigs II (6-2) ....................
3) Man's Greatest Reflex (3-4).....
4) Cunnilingus Bar & Grill (3-4) ..
5) Bud Crushers (0-4-2) ...............
5) Long Ballers (0-3) ..................
Co-ed:
1) Huey's Heroes (6-2) ................
1) Freaks of Nature (6-2) .............
1) Hicks & Chicks (6-2) .............
4) Beasts and Beauties (5-2-1).......
5) M.A.M. and I.W.W. (3-5) .......
5) Buff-N-Muff (3-5)..................
7) Mo Fos (2-6)........................
8) Bananas IV (1-7) ....................

Crushed, Kool Factor sets in.
All star pitcheri stifle the leaders.
Low salaries cause sitting out of marque players.
Acquired Bo Jackson, on road to victorY.
Taking lessons from little leaguers.
Can hit,throw,and catch, but not all in same game.
Have to beat champs this week, not.
The new favorite, mucho all-stars.

Lost another, there's a trend here.
Resting starters for the playoffs.
Fading-out of the league.
Buff doesn't even show up anymore.
Couldn't buy a win even if Buh! had money.
National Holiday, Bananas won!!!!!!!!!

Summer Hours Mon. - Wed, : 11-8
Thurs. - Fri. : til 3

------------------------------------Bu One Cone Get One Freel

Sports
Cliff's Baseball Analysis
I By

MARK R, CLIFFORD
Just a few more baseball tidbits
that mayor may not interest
you:
The Braves' New World:
The Atlanta Braves are one
of the best stories of the year.
What if I had told you before the
season started that as of the flISt
week in August David Justice,
Sid Bream, and Mike Heath
would miss substantial chunks
of the season due to injury?
That Nick Esasky would continue to be victimized by vertigo and would not yet have an
at bat? Or how about that the
expected ace of the starting rotation, John Smoltz, would be 612 with a 5.47 e.r.a. and the
man they traded Dale Murphy
and Tommy "No-Hit" Greene to
get to be their bullpen stopper,
Jeff Parrett, would be 1-2 with a
6.33 e.r.a. and be banished to
their minor league Richmond
team? That Deion Sanders
would spend weeks in Richmond himse1f--before going on
a fishing trip and then on to the
NFL Falcons? You'd probably
say that it should be about time
to tum the page on yet another
sorry Atlanta Braves baseball

season.
Ah, but then I wouln't be
telling you the whole story:
Someone would teach Ottis
Nixon to hit in the .330's,
where he'd be joined by teamates Terry Pendleton and Jeff
Treadway among the top batting
averages in the league. Nixon
also now appears to be well on
his way to breaking Vince Coleman's carreer-Iong reign as the
N.L. stolen base king. Then
there are pitchers Tom Glavine
and Steve Avery at 14-5 and 125, respectively, and new stopper
Juan Berenguer has 16 saves.
Then again, before the season
started you probably wouln't
have believed me
All of this means that Atlanta is still right in the thick of
the NL West race. That's the
wonderful thing about baseball,
sometimes the best-laid plans of
mice and men go awry, but everything still works out in unforeseeable fashion .....
Brobdingnagian Big Leaguers:
Some guys who probably
won't succeed Jim Palmer as
spokesmen for Jockey Under-

wear:
Kirby Puckett looks like a
fire hydrant with feet. Baseball
people never refer to Baltimore's
designated hitter by just the
names on his birth certificate.
He's always "Big" Sam Hom or
Sam, "The Hom of Plenty."
Last year Sports Illustrated
noted that the Tigers Cecil

Next Week
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First All-Star Game Lives UP to Billing

Lee, of Bananas IV. was didn't like any of the calls). The
Fielder looks like a Chrysler air By JEFF BARTLETT
awarded
MVP honors for his fans got their money's worth as
The First Annual I.M. Allbag went off in the seat of his
stellar
fielding
at fust and his both teams hit and fielded
pants, and now he's got another Star Game was an event never
five
for
five
performance
at the brilliantly.
year of big league. "experience" to be matched. The best players
The second half of the season
"Smiley"
Riley
plate.
Shannon
in the game came to show off
under his belt. Then there are
is
now under way, leaving two
up
the
game
saying,
"
I
summed
and provide entertainment for
those players with apropos
weeks
until the playoffs. Both
of
people
that
will
be
met
a
lot
the estimated 41 fans.
nicknames: Kent "Shamu"
leagues
are coming down to
friends
forever,
everyone
should
The game began quickly as
Hrbek, Mike "Spanky"
have a chance to play in an All- tight races, forecasting great
the
K
Dream
Team
reeled
off
laValliere, and Sid "Th' Squid"
playoff
games.
The
seven consecutive hits and four Star game".
Fernandez .....
championships
will
be
ninth
The
umpires
called
a
tight
runs in the first inning. The
Squetting
near
the
I.M. All Pros did not respond game with few disputes ( except week most likely exhibiting
"Mendoza Line:"
until the bottom of the fourth, Greg "Loud-Mouth.. Cibor who many of these all-stars.
I remember not too long ago
driving 9 runs around the bases.
when catchers like Ted SimIncredible defensive plays by
monds and Thurman Munson
Annemarie Rancilio and Mark
were solid .300 hitters. Well, a
"Barnum and Bailey" kept the
quick look at the batting avergame close going into the ninth
ages listed in Sunday's newspainning.
pers reveals the folowing backThe K Dream Team, led by
stops who might be candidates
the
hot bat of MVP Philmo
to replace Bob Uecker as
"General" Lee, scored four runs
spokesman for Lite Beer from
to take over the lead 19 to 16 in
Miller:
the top of the ninth. The All
Montreal's Gilberto Reyes,
Pros responded with hits from
.222, and Mike Fitzgerald, .151;
Doug "Out For" Justice,
Milwaukee's Rick Dempsey,
Rancilio, Kurc, Harris, and
.219; St. Louis' Rich Gedman,
Cibor, gaining two runs and
.219, and Steve Lake, .177;
loading the bases with one out.
California' s Lance Parrish,
The
pressure was too much and
.217; Cleaveland's Sandy Alothe
runners were stranded
mar, .217; Milwaukee's Junior
handing the Dream Team the
Ortiz, .215, Detroit's Andy Alfust All-Star victory.
lanson, .214; the Philladelphia's
Darren Daulton, .188; S1.
Louis' Steve Lake, .177; the
Top: Greg Cibor takes a
Yankees' Bob Geren, .182; the
'Cecil' swing at a 'K'
Cubs' Damon Berryhill, .176,
Dream Team offering.
and Joe Girardi, .111; Seattle
Dave Valle, .153; the Mets'
Charlie O'Brien, .151; and
Texas' John Russell, .130 .....
Did anybody else notice
that .....
Los Angeles' Eddie Murray
Left: Ethan Chamberlin
looks like Lamont of Sanford
and Kathleen Rigly play
and Son .... Boston's Carlos
Quintana has the dumbest
great 'D' in a losing
effort.
nickname in baseball history,
"The Q.......L.A.'s Brett Butler
and Pittsburgh's Barry Bonds are
the leading NL m.v.p. candidates .....Seattle centerfielder Ken
Griffey Jr. gets on T.V. for
crashing into walls more often
than the Ford Company's safety
test mannequins ....St. Louis'
Milt Thompson (currently hitting around .340) alternates outstanding and pathetic seasons
(last year he hit .218) .....The
impressive seasons being enjoyed by Texas' Rafea1 Palmeiro
(hitting around .350) and Fielder
are remarkably similar to the
1979 campaigns of co-N.L.
M.V.P.'s Keith Hernandez and
Willie Stargell ..... St. Louis'
Felix Jose, who's built like an
NFL linebacker, has just 3
home runs, while the White
Sox's jockey-sized Craig Grebeck has 5... .1 made a mistake
last week in writing that the
For this man it's arthritiS. For
wants to do his taxes
immortal Starvin' Marvin
someone
else it might be poor eyesight
but he finds it too difficult to
Freeman still plays for the
or maybe they just can't cope. The fact
hold a pencil.
Phillies. Of course, he now
is, last year 4 million Americans go: the
plays for those amazing Atlanta
help they needed from IRSVolunteer
Without
your
help,
he
may
not
Braves. No wonder they're so
Assistance Programs.
be able to do them.
good this year .....
If you have the desire to help and a

•

In

Sports:

A special Sport's section in the Windex

baSICaptitude for math, you could
become a part of the IRS Volunteer
Assistance Program s. So volunteer and
please call 1800 829~1040 .
Volunteer and make someone's
taxes less taxing.

*

The Showdown continues to reveal little
known (or cared for) facts
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Cliff provides more insight
column

10

his weekly
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having shared so much and then
not had the relationship work
out, nor from potential feelings
of guilt or blows to our self
respect
I'll probably never wear a
shirt promoting abstinence at
Kalamazoo College, but I might
if I had one, because I am
convinced that abstinence is an
entirely underrated option. I
have a lot of respect for my life
the way it is now, and I value
the security of knowing that I
am truly safe from the
possibility of an unwanted
pregnancy or STD altering my
life. The choice of a mature
adult to abstain is not an
(Due to the volume of mail we received this week, we are devoting this
unnatural one, even when
page solely to your letters. Our usual back page will be back next week.) popular expression leaves it
virtually undiscussed.
I've probably been too quiet
C onstru cti ve
think the very people who urged anticipating the exam I have about my views for too long,
columnists?
me to speak won't like some of studied for half the night but precisely because I was afraid
still feel inadequately prepared they were unpopular and would
what I have to say.
Dear Editor:
for, I am merely upset when 1 not be well received. However, I
I
walked
into
Dewing
at
After reading article upon arsee
a sign on every landing, all trust in the mutual respect of
11:30
Sunday
night.
I
was
in
a
ticle upon idiotic article regarding the new alcohol policy, it good mood, until I saw the coat seeming to harshly criticize the 'K' community, and am glad
strikes me that certain members hanger. I read it. I don't values which are central to who to have finally spoken and been
of the Index staff need to get a remember exactly what it said, lam.
heard.--Sharon Lindner
The graphic coat hanger
collecuve life. Have you noth- but I know the message I heard:
ing beuer to write about? The if you feel uncomfortable WIth method of sharing views is
alcohol policy, contrary to pop- legal abortion, you are either effective at grabbing my WEC tactics
ular belief, is not some crazy stupid or uncaring or both. I am attention, but unfortunately it appropriate?
invention of Vaughn Maatrnan's neither of these things, yet I offends me more than it
to vex us and prevent us from can't stand the thought of encourages my respect for those Dear Editor:
views. I am not apathetic, nor • Women's Speak Week has
having a good time. Since when abortion.
I think I've listened to all the do I believe many people on returned to 'K' once again,
is it the responsibility of the
administration to provide us arguments: men mal!;ing rules this campus are. Therefore, I bringing with it that charged
with or even condone the use of about women's bodies, the think less drastic modes of atmosphere of controversy
drugs (For most of the student horrible fate of unwanted communication would more which seems to have become a
body in any given quarter, children, the danger of back appropriately relay the intended normar part of life on our
campus. The WEC has many
alcohol is an ill~gal drug. alley abortions and their message.
Apathy is not the only important things to say to our
I That's state law, and there's no inevitability in the absence of
one on this campus who can do legal abortions. I hear you. I source of silence. Silence is community, since rape and
, anything to change that, not think that any child that has to often the result of hesitation or exploitation of women are still
up
emotionally fear to speak up. Our college grim realities of American life.
even Mr. Maatman). The alco- grow
hol policy [will] soon be a fact, impoverished is a tragedy, and prides itself on diversity and The greater part of this sharing
'
so stop all your whining and do realize that the tragedy can be tolerance, but when there is a was informative, provocative,
compounded by economic tradition of popularly expressed and tastefully done, however,
something consuuctive.
On occasion, the columnists poverty as well. However, I also opinions always fallin~ on one there was one aspect which
have even claimed that they are think that abortion is a tragedy. side of an issue, the climate can turned my SAGA [sic]When a pregnant woman seem hostile to any opposing tormented stomach.
not protesting the loss of the
I will begin by stating: I do
almighty keg so much as the who wants her baby miscarries, views.
Since I'm on the subject of NOT condemn the WEC,
impediment of their social lives she mourns, along with her
through the new policy. If Mr. family and friends. Why does relatively unvoiced views, I Women's Speak Week, nor the
and
highly
Bubl and cohorts are so bunched she mourn? Because she has lost guess I'd like to tallc about legitimate
up about how to have [a good some tissue, that one day might something that's been bugging appropriate struggle against rape
time] without booze, I suggest have been a life? No, she me for weeks. I will never wear and exvloitation. The posters
they manage Club K. Imagine mourns because she has lost a a safe sex at Kalamazoo College distributed around the dorms
having local bands or even child, whom she had not yet T-shirt, and I want you to know were an example of a mature,
campus bands playing here seen, but had already begun to why. I understand and appreciate well-{!irected protest against date
every weekend! As many of you love and care for. When a the campaign for safe sex, and rape, which is a serious problem
know, alcohol consumption is woman with an unwanted the importance of education nationwide. The tone was
prohibited at Club K, but an pregnancy chooses abortion, about contraceptives on college provocative and somewhat
excellent time can be had though the termination of her campuses. However, you'll accusatory -- but it appears that
nonetheless. Or perhaps the pregnancy is a willful decision, never see me actually wearing some accusation is in order.
fearless columnist could join she experiences that same loss the learn it, live II, love it shirt, Was it you? If so, you really
because I don't want to even can help stop rape. It would be
Student Activities Commiuee nonetheless.
On the other hand, when a indirectly promote sex on interesting and informative to
and organize some dances worth
see some reliable statistics on
getting out of bed for. Instead of couple who has long been campus, safe or not.
I
think:
and
hope
that
the
this subject What percentage of
trying
to
conceive
finally
doing "something so out of
often
talIc
casual
attitude
people
women
on this campus, or
do
they
rejoice?
succeeds,
why
control it can't be ignored," why
not stop living in your Blame- Because they anticipate life and joke about having towards nationwide, have experienced
coming into being sometime sex is a gross exaggeration of rape, "date" rape, incest, etc ...?
Maatman-For-Everything
fantasy land, get off your within the next nine months? how they really feel and behave. It is important to be aware of
collective behind, and organize No, rather because they know I'm not sure how most people how widespread this problem
in the face of adversity. The that a life is already developing really feel on the subject, and really is.
Some of the messages which
Powers That Be can't do ev- in the womb, which should be, I'm even less sure how they
really
behave.
However,
I
do
these
days
is
not,
the
safest
written in challc on our
but
were
erything for you; they aren't
environment of all for the feel that sexual relations are sidewalks and driveways were
your parents.
If you have done all of these fragile being they have created. I often devalued and entered into considerably less tactful. I am
things, and you still can't have think this and all life is precious lightly, sometimes with not so much offended by the
language as I am by the content
fun without alcohol, perhaps and God-given, therefore I consequences for all involved.
It's
a
little
idealistic
to
not
believe
that
it
is
simply
can
-God knows we've all seen the
you have a problem that only a
presume
that
even
on
our
our
choice
to
take
it
away,
old
'f word enough times to be
12-step recovery program can
campus everyone who has sex familiar with it by now.
fix. Until you have exhausted regardless of the cin:umstances.
Seeing that first coat hanger has only "safe" sex, so that we Nevertheless, there are those
all your resources to prevent 'K'
tonight
ruined my mood quickly can be a community confident who find the use of such
from becoming "Loserville,"
because
it reminded me of that are chances of suffering language offensive, K-students,
you really have no right to cry.
women's
speak
week last year. I from unwanted pregnancies, prospectives, parents, and
Please stop wasting valuable
newspaper space on this drivel remember feeling assaulted by AIDS, or other STDs is slim. USTA guests among them.
and do some real reporting for a the controversy every time I Even if everyone were These people have a right to
turned the corner, and being very responsible in this aspect, we enjoy our campus without being
change.--Amy Carlton
frustrated by it. I feel it is ought to consider that offended. They are the ones who
important to listen to and contraceptives can only protect provide the funding for
Abortion
consider viewpoints other than us from the physical effects of institutions such as Kalamazoo
one's own, and am completely sex, and that sex is not solely a College, and we would do well
questioned
in favor of the mature exchange physical act. Nothing can to make them feel comfortable
Dear Editor:
I am a woman and signs all of conflicting ideas. However, protect us from the potential here. It is unfair for a small
especially a
over campus demand that I when I'm wallcing from red damage of bitterness towards group
speak. I will speak, although I square to third floor Dewing, each other because we regret COLLEGE-SPONSORED

I

group such as the WEC -- to
erode the reputation of the entire
community in the eyes of the
public without consent. It really
is possible to disseminate one's
views without resorting to
vulgarity (or, for that matter,
vandalism, as has also recently
been witnessed here). Such
language cheapens a worthy
cause, and turns would-be
supporters away.
The messages covered a wide
range of topics, from abortion
rights to lesbian rights to
"erotic power." The ones that
bothered me were things like,
"The world would be a safer
place without men," or, "You
have f--cd , screwed, degraded,
and oppressed me, (etc ... ),
and I am going to eliminate
you. Be carefu!!" The basic
problem with the separatist idea
is that it is exclusive by
definition. If it is wrong for
men to exclude women from
certain roles in society, how can
it be right to tum it all around
and exclude men? Wouldn't it be
beuer to work together to solve
the problems we have now,
instead of creating new ones?
Think about it! To be sure,
some of the sidewalk artists had
this idea, but many did nolo
The challc-scrawlers need to
consider the effect of these
separatist slogans on their
intended audience. If I may
presume to speak for my male
colleagues: If you want us to
listen to you, you need to leave
us some ground to stand on! I
see this as the major problem in
that faction of the women's
movement which aims to
intimidate men, portrays them
as remorseless oppressors, and
allows them no place in its
concept of the future. We should
be willing to admit past
mistakes and correct injustices.
But most men are uneasy about
lending their ears to a group of
women whose primary objective
seems to be their elimination.
If the goal of these slogans
was to evoke sympathy in the
hearts of their readers, then the
attempt has failed. Threats and
obscenities can only serve to
anger. If, however, the objective
was to convince visitors that
immaturity and a lack of
judgment are elements of our
community. then these crude
scrawlings have found their
mark. The women of this
campus are speaking, and they
have much to say that is
worthwhile. Unfortunately, the
girls among their ranks threaten
to drown them oUL--Adam Cole

Editor's Note:
The Index wishes to
thank the authors of all
the letters that were
received
this
week,
Unfortunate ly,
space
limitations prohibit our
ability to print them all
in this issue. Letters
will be published in the
future
according
to
space availability.
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Students, Faculty
View Nazi
Confiscated "Decadent Art" Exhibit
By ANGELA RUSEN
A group of students and
faculty travelled to Chicago to
view the "Degenerate Art"
show, currently on exhibit at
the Chicago Art Institute, on
Friday, Aug. 8. The group
included interested students from
the classes of the Future of
Europe,
Contemporary
European History, Comparative
Political Institutions, and the
International Area Studies
Seminar.
Organized and funded by the
Center for Western European
Studies, the day began with a
German meal at the Berghoff
Restaurant, followed by two
brief lectures by Dr. David
Barclay of the 'K' History
Department and Dr. Geoffrey
Cocks, Professor of History at
Albion College. In their
remarks, Dr. Barclay and It•.
Cocks provided background

information about tne Nazi
regime and discussed why the art
on display was condemned by
the National Socialists. Dr.
Cocks explained that much of
the art was confiscated because
of its non-traditional qualities
which expressed the emotional
side of humanity. Many of the
paintings were abstract in
nature, and thus necessitated
individual interpretation. Nazi
leaders believed that such art
was not consistent with the
party's ideology which
emphasized rigid structure,
order, and authori tarian
discipline.
After the lectures, the
afternoon was spent looking at
more than 650 paintings,
sculptures, books and posters on
display in the "Degenerate Art"
exhibit. Artists such as Max
Beckmann and Marc Chagall,
whose works were exhibited in

the show, were forced to flee the
country due to Nazi oppression.
Others, like Emil Nolde
remained in Germany but were
forbidden to painl In addition to
the artwork, brief docwnentaries
on censorship and recordings of
banned music also contributed
to the experience.
Generally, sbJdent.:; found the
exhibit
insightful
and
interesting. Living in a country
which prides itself on freedom
of expression, it is difficult to
imagine living in such a
suppressed society. Many
students were shocked at how
such seemingly innocent
artwork could be deemed
dangerous and subversive.
"Learning can be frightening,"
concluded Julie Purvis-Smith,
K'92.
For anyone who is interested,
the "Degenerate Art" Show will
run until September 8, 1991.

Education Officials Request
Change in Crime Reporting
(CPS)-Students may be able to
get more detailed information
about crime on their campuses
if Congress amends a federal
privacy-protection law many
colleges have been citing to
withhold security reports.
The U.S . Department of
Education, which oversees most
federal college programs, asked
July 11 that the Family
Educational Rights and Privacy
Act (FERPA), a 1974 law
known as the Buckley
amendment, be changed to allow
campuses to release crime
reports to the public.
Most state open-records Jaws
require the release of reports by
campus officers with the power
to make arrests, but most
colleges have refused to release
the reports, citing the Education
Department's interpretation of
the Buckley Amendmenl
As the law is written, the
department says, it's illegal to
release campus crime reports
that include the names of
students arrested by campus
security officers.
The Jaw, Education Secretary
Lamar Alexander said in a
statement, "has made it difficult,
sometimes impossible, for a
college to report campus crime.
That makes no sense. The
federal government shouldn't
keep colleges form making
campus crime information
available to students and their
families. I don ' t think Congress
ever expected thal"
Earlier, U.S. Sen. Tim Wirth,

D-Colo., introduced an
amendment to a crime
prevention bill that would allow
colleges to release the crime
reports. The amendment was
approved by the Senate, and the
bill was approved by the Senate
July 11.
Observers said it was unlikely
anything would happen before,
most students return to campus.
"We need to get something
done before school starts,"
maintained Mark Goodman,
executive director of the Student
Press
Law
Center
in
Washington D.C.
"Too many colleges are
withholding crime reports
unfairly."
While no one at the Education
Depl would offer any reason for
the change of heart, Goodman,
for one, figures it was a move
to save face.
"They were so politically
damaged by the position," said
Goodman. "Now they act as if
the proposal takes them off the
hook."
For now, student journalists
are finding it nearly impossible
to report on the safety of their
campuses.
"It really is a big pain," said
Lyn Schrotberger, editor of the
Collegian, the student paper at
Colorado State University. Up
until last spring, Schrotberger
had no problem getting crime
reports from campus security.
But the Collegian happened to
be one of 17 schools cited
during a recent hearing between

Inside:

Traci Bauer, former "<lit,.... of the
student paper at Southwest
Missouri State University, and
campus officials.
During testimony on behalf
of the paper, Goodman released
the names of 17 schools that
had been giving crime reports to
the student newspaper, but the
decision applied only to that
case, and the judge didn't order
the Education Dept. to change
its policy.
Instead, the Education Dept.
wrote to the 17 schools warning
them to stop releasing the
records or face losing federal
funds.
Colorado State Officials (as
did others that received the
letter) stopped releasing the
names of students in crime
reports to Schrotberger even
though state law requires il
"We had to weigh each case
separately and make students
sign a waiver to release any
information," said Donn
Hopkins, chief of CSU
university police.
Arizona State University
student journalists encountered
the same problem. "Once we
received the letter, we stopped
giving out the reports," stated
Nancy Tribbensee, associate
general counsel. Arizona State
officials considered going to
court to get perm iss ion to
resume making the security
reports public, but decided to
wait for Congress to come
through with new legislation,
she said.

Job Seekers Take Shelter in
Graduate Schools
(CPS)-The Council of Graduate Schools reports a 10% - 15%
increase in .the number of applications in the last two years,
I cClmr)3I(:d With an average annual increase of about 2%.
seen a fairly dramatic increase in graduate admissions
al'l' ....;"LIUIl~," said Peter Syverson, director of information
services for the council.
The depressed economy is a definite factor, he said, but not all
of the applicants are recent graduates who decided to go for their
master's degrees because they can't fmd jobs. Many are older
graduates who are seeking master's degrees for job insurance.
In an uncertain economy. people at mid-career are going to go
back to school to get a master's degree," he said. "It makes a lot
of sense."
Applications to take the Graduate Record Examination have
increased about 8% in the last couple of years, said Charlotte
Kuh, executive director of the testing service for graduate
admission.
Not all of the increase is attributable to the empl(Jlyltlenl
problems experienced by recent graduates, she said.
applicants are people who have been working for a few years
want to earn a master's degree to change careers or get beuer jobs.
"Going back to school is a very nice way to change your line
work," she says.
Victor Linquist, director of placement services at Northwestern
versity, who writes an armual repon of employment trends
college graduates, has said that 1990-91 was "the worst sbJdent
job market in 30 years."
College placement offices around the nation are concerned
'
about the lack of available jobs.
"I have been in this business for 10 years and this is the
toughest year I've seen yet, because the last thing companies want
to do right now is make a commitment to personnel," said Lee
Svete, director of career planning at St. Lawrence University
New York.

Campus Goes Int'l For
Annual Festival
The college community is once again busting out and celebrating
"K" as an international institution this Friday with the annual
International Festival. This year's Festival is looking to be cooler
than ever, thanks to the enthusiam of everyone involved. Moreover,
"K" is exchanging students with more countries than ever. For this
reason, we'll be seeing even more booths than previous years.
Each booth will feature art. cosbJmes, food, and pictures from its
respective country. Every booth will have a different coordinator,
lending to the diverse atmospere of the event. Meanwhile. there will
be different ethnic folk dancing being taught between 5:00 and 6:00
followed by a pinata. The big event though is the Foreign Study
Story contest, as students break out with their wild or funny stories
about foreign study, competing for exciting cash prizes.
And as if this weren't enough, SAGA rises to the occasion with
an international dinner, featuring brats. Indonesian chicken, and
Greek vegetable dishes, among others.
Beginning at 4:00, be ready to join the rest of the jet-set "K"
crowd in an international party.

Student Commission Notes
This week Student Commission finalized its list of proposed
changed to the new alcohol policy. SC will present their three
principles grievances later this week to the administration. The
first two problem areas deal with the limit on a one gallon single
source container. SC would like to see this amendment enlarged
to include single-source containers as large as quarter-barrels
allowed for suites housing five persons and above. For four
person housing assignments this proposed amendment would
allow for party balls. SC would like the policy to include an
affIrmation of the students' right to privacy within the residence
system. SC would like to remind everyone to come with an
appetite!
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WHAT TO DO
AROUND THE 'ZOO
On Campus E"ents
• Wednesday, August 14; 7:30 p.m.; Light Fine Arts Recital
Hall. Dragon Chow, a German film portraying the life of
Asian political refugees living on the edge of deportation on
West Gennany. will be shown by the European Film Series.
·Thursday. August 15; 8 p.m.; Olmsted Room. Dr. Margaret
Drewel. author of numerous articles on Yoruba Ritual
Performance. will speak on "Dancing the Cloth: The
Significance or Textiles in Yoruba Performance."
LACC.
• F~day, August 16; 10 a.m.; Stetson Chapel. Jazz Chapel.
• Fnday, August 16; Quad; International Fest
• Saturday, August 17; K College Tri-athalon '91.
• Saturday, August 17; Quadstock
• Monday, August 19; 8 p.m.; Dewing 103. Classi/ied
People, a documentary clarifying the absurdity of a system that
classifies people by skin color, will be shown by the African
Film Series.
• Tuesday, August 20; 4 p.m.; Olmsted Room. Dr. Nicolae
H~san~i, visiti~g ~ulbright Professor in Slavic Languages at
l!mverslty o~ Michigan and author of six books on Anglo-Irish
lIterature, will speak on "The Changing Eastern European
Political Climate and its Effect on the European
Community." LACC.
• Wednesday, August 21; 7:30 p.m.; Light Fine Arts Recital
Hall. The Orchestra Conductor, a Polish film detailing a
famous emigre conductor's return to his native Poland, will be
shown by the European Film Series.
• We~es~y, August 21~ 8 p.m.; Olmsted Room. Dr. Cynthia
Schmidt, dlf~tor of AfrIcan Studies al "K," and Mr. Joseph
Opala, Amencan anthropologist at University of Sierra Leone,
will present "Origin of Gullah Culture: Tracing the
Roots of the A WA KA, an African sonlt." LACC.

Off the Quad
By JAMES BRENNAN and MARIA CARLSON
What kind or car would you want to be and why?

Erin Lendzian (K'92)
I wanna be an El Camino
because Picasso owned one, I
think ...or maybe it was Erik
Estrada.

Madan Mohan (K'92)
A purple Gremlin X Turbo
Cabriolet.. .for the chics, man!
Hey, wouldn't you be
interested?

Liz Campbell (K'94) A Duster because they are [lI:JiIi;
simple, and last forever.
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Kay's Comments
"Part 2: Daytime Drama"
screams into the speaker phone.
By KAY KUPFERBERG . "This calls for the best hit man
in town."
In the first episode Tom Commercial, scene change
This evening, everyone is
Higgins had come out of the
going
to Jamie's, the restaurant
coma. Everyone leans over his
hospital bed, waiting for him to for the Kalamazoo elite. The
reveal who killed the owner of party is "invitation only" bethe Tiffany's empire. Reporters cause she's hosting a Save the
all over town are at pay phones, Social Life benefit.
"Kay, Gerry, Rob, I'm so
pencils poised, ready for the big
story. Kathy Layden, in the glad you could come!" Jamie
newsroom, adjusts her head- Owen herself greets us in the
phones while stylists do her hair entry hall, wearing a shimmery
and make-up. "Is he talking, red dress.
"Thanks, Jamie, but this is
yet?" Someone asks her. "No.
He's just breathing heavily." strictly business," says Beattie,
Her microphone is attached to surveying the room. "You don ' t
mean that something is going
Higgins' pyjamas.
in my little dining room?"
down
Back in the hospital room,
Jamie
is shocked, almost too
Higgins' voice is quivering.
"Take your time, Tom." I try to shocked. I wonder if she knows
something. "Strangers in the
steady him. Then ... he speaks!
"It was ... Yogi Bear. And Boo night ..." A suave voice fills the
Boo." There is a silence. room. "Who' s the musical act,
"Doctor, just what kind of drugs Jamie?" I query. "It's a new guy
do you have him on?" Beattie in town, Gary Wilson. He's
angrily demands. The room very talented and so popular
wi th the ladies."
erupts in chaos and confusion.
" .. . wondering in the
Scene Change
nighl...hey
baby (Wilson winks
The leather armchair spins
around to reveal Wesley R. and points at a starry-eyed adSherwood at the mahogany desk mirer) ... what were the chances.
in his office. He is smoking a Okay. Okay. Thank you. Thank
cigar and reading the front page you. Hey-how's everybody doof the Gazelle. "Ha, ha, ha," he ing tonight? Good. Good.
Folks, don 'I forget to make
chortles. "Word."
"Mr. Sherwood," says his those donations tonight. Just
secretary on the speaker phone. take 'em on up to the campaign
"Your business connection in director, Mr. Buhl. That's it.
Cairo is here to see you. He That's it." Wilson, very dapper
in his Sky-blue tuxedo with a
says it's important."
"What? Joe Attia? I haven't white ruffled shirt, turns back to
seen him in months! Send him the band and snaps his fingers.
in!" The door flies open and a "Hit it! Feelings ...nothing more
handsome Egyptian in an than .. feelings ... "
We are now in the central
Annani suit strides in with an
entourage of bodyguards. The area. Sherwood is at one end of
two businessmen exchange the room staring at Allia who is
at the other end, arms folded,
greetings, and then sit.
"So how's my enterprise in staring back. His bodyguards are
pigging out on the bors d'oevres.
Cairo, my good man?"
"That's what I came to .talk Miss Kristie Everett is at the
to you about, Wesley. There is punch bowl in a silky black
no more enterprise. It's done (still in mourning) cocktail
for. Finished." Sherwood's cigar dress. Pouring herself a drink
falls from his lips. "What are but missing the cup, Everett
stares across the room at Jeff
you saying?"
"The cops were on to us, and Williams, Kalamazoo's most
we had to liquidate. But that's popular young artist. He wears
not all. You see, I've decided to torn jeans and a black
come to Kalamazoo where the turtleneck, but that's okay bereal money is. And this town's cause he's an artist, a painter
not big enough for the two of who is obsessed with his work
us. Prepare to go down." Attia to the point of mania, venturing
pounds on the desk with his into the public only to have
gold ring-covered fist. The ice scandalous love affairs wiLl the
cubes jiggle in Sherwood's top women of society. He is a
genius. The critics still rave
glass of whiskey.
"You're making a big mis- about his "Spirit of Cell
take, Allia!" Sherwood threat- Biology" piece. He stares back,
ens. Attia stands up and smiles. blows Kristie a kiss.
"Here comes Corinna
"Hasta la vista ... baby." He
snaps his fingers and swift! y ex- Keller," says Gerry. Keller, the
its. "Yeah," says a bodyguard as mayor of Kalamazoo, turned the
dying economy of the city into
they stagger out behind him.
a
booming metropolis. She
"GET ME BABY FACE
wears
a Save the Social Life
BARTLETT!" Sherwood

campaign hat that matches her
blue sequined dress. All her
clothes are designed by the legendary Molly Surbrook, who
creates an outfit once and then
destroys the pattern.
"Corinna knows everyone,"
I whisper. "We could use her
help."
"Hey guys!" Corinna hands
us SSL buttons. "Are you here
to crack the Tiffany's case?
Because I know who did it.
Yogi Bear! Oh, I think it's hilarious! I heard all about it"
''I'm sure you did, Miss
Keller," says Beattie, annoyed.
"Listen-we need to know if
there's any suspicious behavior
. going on."
"Well let me see .. ... She
places a perfectly manicured fmger on the side of her head. "I
did see Mr. Sherwood wink to
Jamie Owen who then winked
to Gary Wilson who then
winked at that guy lurking behind the champagne fountain.
But-it's probably nothing.
Gotta go!" She floats away to
do more socializing. "Very interesting," we comment.
Gerry saunters over to the
champagne fountain to see who
Corinna was referring to, and returns fi ve minules later.
"It's only Jeffrey Bartlett, the
high-priced florist on West
Main. He said he did the decorating here, and he came to see it"
"Well, I think it looks
great!" I say, impressed by the
interior. The director Kendall
Bubl is now at the podium.
"Can I have your attention,
everyone! It's time to announce
who the biggest donor is!"
Sherwood steps out of the room
to take a phone call, as the rest
of the crowd gathers around excitedly.
Attia straightens his tie,
knowing that he will be persuaded to make a speech, and
then flfmly pounds on the back
of a choking bodyguard. The result of Attia's maneuver is that
a cocktail weenie is shot across
the room from the bodyguard's
throat. Allia gives the bodyguard a stem look and says "I
will punish you later" through
closed teeth.
"The biggest donor to Save
the Social Life is ... " Mr. Buhl
opens the envelope. Suddenly,
the lights go out, and a gun
shot is heard! That's all for
now ...this is just too exciting.

Irish Entertainers Break Out the Clover in Kalamazoo

Scott Schulz (K'92)
A Jaguar. Why? 'Cause they are
sleek and fasl...like me!

Downtown Kalamazoo Incorporated (OKI) will bring out the Irish in Kalamazoo by playing host to
an afternoon of Irish entertainment on the Kalamazoo Mall.
On Aug.24, from noon to 2 p.m., DKI will feature Irish food, gifLS, and live Irish entertainment.
Loch Gill, an Irish trio from Pittsburgh, will perform traditional Celtic music and original compositions by combining guitars, cello, bodhran, percussion and harmonica.
'
Denys Candy, the group's leader and a native of Sligo, says the Celtic band gives a fresh treatment to
Irish songs that have been around for a long time.
Loch Gill will also be perfonning at Harvey's On The Mall Saturday evening, at 9 p.m.
- Susan Allen

Opinions
The Kalamazoo College Index

Term Limitations:
A Misguided Solution
By LANCE O'DONNELL
The last election cycle officially commenced a national debate
over the issue of term limitations. Term limitations are legal
limits to the number of terms a legislator may serve. These are a
symptoms-related solution. But why has this issue arisen? It has
arisen because there is a fortress of irresponsible incumbents on
Capitol Hill, and because those legislators may be a bit less
mature than our Constitution asks them to be:
The argument for term limitations rests on the assumption
that many legislators have planned politics as a career. People
today, the argument says, are elected upon no definite
philosophical base. Often these people are young and have spent
little time interacting in the private sphere that rules our economy
and thus our lives. Yet 98 percent of incumbents are re-elected,
creating a veritable "Fortress of Incumbency."
Somehow, it is believed, term limitations will encourage
legislators to act upon the beliefs they espouse during their
campaigns.
If, then, our legislators do not rely upon their beliefs, if they
are not the mature individuals that they must be to legislate
properly, then maybe it is time we ask them to be mature--by
forcing them to interact for a period in the private sphere before
they begin making laws that will rule it.
The Constitution stipulates t/ .at a representative may not be
younger than 25 years. It may be fair to say that our legislators
are mature people, but history would show us that a 25-year-old
in 1787 was probably a good deal wiser than the 25-year-old of
1991. It is wisdom we ask from our representatives isn't it? In
1787 the average life expectancy was less than 40 years--children
were independent of their parents much sooner, thus their
experience and wisdom by the age of 25 was probably much
greater relatively, than the 25 year old of today who has just
graduated from law school, having participated in academic life for
the greater part of those 25 years. We might agree that academic
life is not "real world" experience.
So, comparing the 30-year-old of 1787 to the 30-year-old of
1991, it would probably be fair to say that even if they were to
begin their careers as representatives at that age, their relative
degree of maturity (knowledge+experience=wisdom/maturity)
would be vastly different. If we consider the average life
expectancy of 1787 to be 40 years, then a 25-year-old has lived 63
percent of his/her life. Let us hypothetically translate these
numbers into 1991 figures. If life expectancy is 70 years (a very
low estimate) then 63 percent would equate to 44 years. So, if
maturity (and therefore ability to legislate effectively according to
the Constitution) were to be gaged by one's age relative to life
expectancy (there is some validity to this), then we have some
very immature legislators in Washington. This does seem to be
the case doesn't it?

"98 percent of
incumbents are reelected, creating a
veritable 'fortress of
incumbency. '"
Although the validity of the above argument can certainly be
questioned, I would venture to say that even if the allowable age
were raised ten years (to 35), there would be a significant
difference in the nature of legislator we would vote for. Adding ten
years to the age limitation would almost certainly ensure the
newly elected official had some significant experience in the
private sphere, this is critically important for legislation. "If I'm
voted out," the representative might say, "then if my votes are
wrong, the voters were right to throw me out, but if they throw
me out and my votes were right, then at least I have my dignity,
and I can still get a job." Voters may get a consistent
performance--then they would truly be voting according to ability.
The primary purpose, then, of increasing age limitations
would be to force potential legislators to follow career paths
geared toward the private sphere, entering politics later in life and
providing real leadership, not the excessive pragmatism that keeps
them on a political career path.
So what is the answer to the "Fortress on the Hill?" Term
limitations it is not--that is a symptoms-related solution. If we
care to address irresponsible incumbency, then we must attack the
causes--expect of our representatives the same as did the
constructors of our Constitution: expect knowledge and
experience--where it counts, in the private sector. If anything,
suppon age limitations, not term limitations.
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Living the
realities of
rape
Dear Editor:
My first boyfriend was a year
older than I. He was a friend of
the family and I trusted him a
lot. In fact, I thought I was in
love. We dated for three months,
until our relationship had to end
because he and his family were
moving to Delaware. The night
before he left, he took advantage
of me. A month later, he wrote
me letters saying we were just
friends, and he couldn't
understand why I was angry.
Now I know I had a reason
to be angry. This experience has
affected every dating relationship
I have had since then. I found it
hard to trust men, and for six
years I have held in my heart the
belief that all that men want
from me is sex. Men have
reacted to this in various ways,
from being insulted by my lack
of trust, to giving up on me
altogether because after all, they
hadn't done anything to hurt me,
so why should I be so afraid?
Sexual abuse or assault is
the most profound violation of
trust that exists. It is a violation
of a person's most sacred space,
and the destruction of the most
intimate of trusts. Myself, had I
not met someone I could trust
who was willing to listen and to
understand me, I might still be
hiding behind my fear. And that
person happened to have been a
man. He listened to my story,
and slowly, I began to trust
again. Slowly, some of my pain
began to heal. In trusting him, I
let go some of my fears, and the
more I talked about my
experience, the more I realized
that I was not at fault for what
happened that night six years
ago. I also realized that I had no
reason to blatantly fear all men;
they were not all out to destroy
me.
I am writing this column as
a plea to both men and women,
to realize the kind of positive
impact that they can have upon
others who have suffered from
traumatic sexual experiences in
their pasL The only way to heal
these wounds is by building up
a mutual trust that is as solid as
steel. To those who have asked
for a more positive focus during
Speak Week, to those who have
trouble understanding the
insecurities or idiosyncrasies of
their lovers or friends, to those
who want to build, in a
community that takes great
pleasure in criticism and
complaints, I say reach out.
Spend some time with the
people you care about. Get to
know them. Listen to them.
Find out what their story is.
Mutual trust is the best healing
agent for the wounds left by
sexual assault or abuse.
Building that trust by taking
closer interest in the people you
care about is the most important
thing you can do as a friend. So
reach out. Who knows, you just
might change someone's life,---Jenny Prickett

Male
response
inappropiate
Dear Editor:
I would like to comment on
four pieces that appeared in last
week's Index. Jeff Bartleu's and
Gerry Gleeson's opinion articles, Kendall Buhl's column and
Adam Cole's letter to the editor
all criticized Women's Speak
Week. Jeff Bartlett complains of
the "vulgarity" of the chalk: graffiti. Gerry Gleeson thinks that
chalk: writings are "trite". Adam
Cole complains that the efforts
are "inappropriate" and not
"tactful". To Buhl the whole situation is "passe". Well,
gentlemen, oppression is not
tactful, nor is it appropriate.
Rape is vulgar and graphic. I'm
sorry, Mr. Gleeson, that you are
forced to read posters that
"graphically illustrate the absolute evil inherent in the act of
rape," but I regret even more the
fact that one of every three
women are raped and must deal
firsthand with that vulgar and
graphic reality of our lives.
I really do not care that some of
you are embarrassed by the
chalk grafitti. None of you are
offended, of course, but you
worry what the visitors might
think. Do you know what? /' m
a hell of a lot more embarrassed
that women on this campus are
raped by their mole classmates
than I am that outsiders might
realize that women aJ K-College
are angry, so angry that they use
the word "fucJc".
Thank you Matt Christensen
and Sharon Lindner for voicing
two very important opinions.
--Amy Taylor

Index angers
Dear Editor:
I'd like to address a variety of
issues that were brought up in
the last issue of the lnJJ.a. As a
woman who was raped on this
campus, I would like to thank
Matt Christensen for his letter
explaining some things that
men can do to stop rape. I think:
it's important for women not to
exclude men, and for men not to
exclude themselves, from the
struggle for women's equality.
The last lIJJJ.a angered me,
hun me, and showed me the
lack of understanding that does
indeed reign on this campus.
Jeff Bartlett's grammatically
incorrect and extraordinarily unintelligent article about how disturbed Speak Week made him
disturbed me. Well, good for
you, Jeff. Perhaps you're one of
the people who we hoped to
shake up a little. Wake up from
your own little world and look
around-the "trash" that women
wrote in chalk: on the sidewalks
was, in part, the same trash that
overwhelms our media and is directed constantly at us. The 'f
word displeased you? Look at
how it's used every day: "Fuck
you, fuck this, fuck her." Yes,
exactly. If you don't want to
deal with this ' or with her then
alleviate the problem by fucking
her, even verbally. That's offensive to me.
And the illustrious Gerry
Gleeson. For the last time,

Gerry, WEC did not plan Speak
Week to coincide with the
tennis events. No, we're not
sorry it turned out that way, but
also no, it was not our plan. I
do appreciate your somewhatpositive attitude about Speak:
Week, but facets of your article
also
exhibit
gross
misunderstanding. I was raped
on this campus during my frrst
year here, and all the "claim to
have happened on campus"
comments cannot change that
fact. It happened right after two
other rapes had been publicized,
and I guess determined that the
other woman had invented or
exaggerated what happened.
How could I come forward then?
I knew it would be my word
against his; I knew that my
identity would be completely
demolished, even more so than
the rape demolished it, if I came
forward. I still see him, Gerry.
He stole my trust in everyone,
and in myself away from me but
he's in my major so I have
classes with him and I have to
deal with him on a daily basis.
You, unless you have been
raped yourself. cannot understand the degradation that I
feel allover again just having to
speak: in class with him there,
looking at me. Survivors of
rape do not, unfortunately, have
to come forward to deal with
their pain. I deal with it by being involved with WEC, by
writing about it, and sometime..
my close friends, male and female, have to help me deal with
the pain by letting me babble
on about it, or something else,
just so I can get through the day
without going crazy.
The main reason why
women need to come forward
and report rape is to make sure
that the man who did it does not
remain free to do it again to
someone else. Women have to
somehow find the strength to
fight against all of the
preconceptions about women
who are raped, against the Jeff
Bartletts of the world who think:
rape is a dirty word and
shouldn't be discussed in front
of his 12-year old sister even
though it could happen to her,
to (yes) fight against the Gerry
G1eesons of the world who
think: it's okay' for us to talk
about rape on campus as long as
the outside world doesn't know
we're upset about iL I failed to
find the strength to report the
fact that I was raped. I have to
deal with that idea every day,
too.
The aspect of the Speak
Week controversy that scares me
the most is this question: are
people upset because of what
some women on this campus
are saying when they speak, or
is it just the fact that some
women are choosing to speak at
all that is so upsetting? ---J .L.

Editors NOlt: Normally the

lnJJ.a dots not accept unsigned
letters, bUi the sensitive nature
of this letter deemed if
unsignable.
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This Year~s Event Shapes Up As
Mother of All Triathlons
Rick Woodsher Like to be Cool
VS.
Jeff Lettbart be like Sherwood
This weekly publication of infmite sports wisdom will pit the above mentioned sports experts
in point-counlerpoint discussions of current sport issues, concluding with a bet and prediction.

ISSUE: PAN AM HOOPS PLAYERS
Well, all of you Lions fans fmally got your
wish, and something to do for the next four
months while you eagerly await Santa; watch
the Lions. Yes. Barry has signed. The deal was
reportedly worth over $3 million and 20
percent of Ford Motor Company, so he can be
like Mel Farr when his career is over in three
years. Anyway, you better hope their is a real
Santa if you think the Lions are going to make
the Playoffs this year, Barry or not. I've
always liked to rip on Jordan carrying the
Bulls. Well Detroiters, take a good look at
those Lions this year and ask yourself two
things: Would I be here if Barry wasn't? and, Is
it possible for a football team to ride one
player to the Championship? RS

These guys are not even getting paid for
their work, so maybe they should get a little
comfort in style, instead of the Cuba Inn.
These players are potential millionaires come
graduation time, and I don't think that the
NBA wants to see good ole Castroland do
anything to stop their emergence. Even though
participants from other events stay in Havana,
and are equally important, they are not the
marquee participants who will soon make
millions for proving their talents in the pros.
This is biased, but it is reality. If you were
going to make big bucks in a year, I bet you
would do the same, eh Sherwood? JB

IS HE WORTH IT?

ISSUE: BARRY
Come on, give me a break. These guys are
lazier than Bart. We've gOlla have airconditioning and nice beds and a hot tub and
fine cuisine and ........ or else we'll quit. You
big babies. The whole idea of these kind of
events is to give athletes a community feeling
and an international experience; well, I guess
Miami isn't' all that American anymore.
Further, I can't believe their representatives
who stand up on national T.V. and say they
deserve to be pampered; wait until the NBA,
bu--ddies. What kind of things are we teaching
the youth of today, I bet they didn't tell the
players there is no drinking age in Cuba RS

How the hell can you say that Barry is the
only hope the Lions ever have to win. He is
the best running back in the game. I think the
Lions should have given him more money, or
at least 50% of the Silverdome. Without Barry,
Detroit could barely beat a junior high team
like Ypsi or D.C. Whoever thinks that Barry
should not have got the extra couple of mil
probably likes teams like Atlanta and New
England who never win and never will. When
the seasons over, and the Lions are in the
playoffs, you will join the bandwagon saying,
" Duh, I said he was worth it the whole time".
Speaking of pay increases, how much do Index
sportswriters make? JB

THE BET: TRIATHLON
Stakes: The loser will go up on stage at Quadstock and sing (rap) "Ice, Ice Baby."
The team of Mark Howrey, Kevin
Banchoff, and Hans Morefield leads all of the
way until Kevin Phillion tells Howery there is
a free keg in Harmon, and Mark DQs as he
leaves the course. Howery gets back as he
bribes Keiyra Langkamp to "divert" the other
runners. Keiyra distracts all of the male runners
but goes a little too far and loses the race, but
later is hired by Deja-Vu. RS

Tit
Vol.

This year's triathlon will go to a women's
team for the first time ever. Amy Carlton's
team would have won, but she quit to dedicate
her time for ripping on Buhl's and Gleason's
editorials. The surprise team of models,
Helen, Mayme, and Alison, break the world's
record for the triathlon beating all the teams
including the superstuds, Phillion and Clifford.
With all the press coverage of the even t,
Sports Illustrated sign the winning team for
the next swimsuit issue. JB
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By MARK R. CLIFFORD
It promises to be the mother of all "K" College Triathlons this
Saturday as a loaded field of individuals and team entries will
attempt to swim, bike, and run their way to immortality on the
victor's plaque which hangs in the Anderson Athletic Center.
The competition in both relay divisions should be particularly
fierce in this, the annual event's 6th year, as the six men's and five
women's teams all appear to have considerable athletic talent.
Of course, as a biased observer, I'd have to call the team I'm
running for, "Splash and Burn," the team to beat We've got varsity
swimmer Kevin Phillion leading off in the pool, followed by Steve
Bulson, a "K" College and swim team alum who is very experienced
in triathlons, on the bike. But the team of alumni Mike Nelson,
Tom Kelly, and Brad Shively looks formidable.
The "Orange Avengers", featuring varsity swimmer Gerry
Gleeson, biker Stu Bussell, and my varsity cross-country teammate,
Andy Portinga, will be dangerous. Another "K" swimmer, Marvin
1m, excellent biker Chris Wozniak, and Matt Longjohn, a member
of last year's CC team, make up "Boyz 2 Men," a threat to win it
all.
The "oru Crew" of "K" profs Doug Williams, Paul Sotherland,
and Mike Kaufman wants to teach the youngsters a thing or two
about the course, especially that they can get "over the hills" in
good shape. Although Mark Howrey, Kevin Banchoff, and Hans
Morefield's "Team Butt Cheese" doesn't really stink, they still
might be bringing up the rear in this deep field. At least they'll have
worked up a healthy thirst for the afternoon's Quadstock festi vities.
The women's relay should come right down to the wire. Varsity
swimmer Julie Delamarter, varsity volleyball and baketball player
Barbie Oelslager, and varsity cross country runner Heidi J ohnecheck
form a team that will be tough to beat, but the "HAM" team
(varsity swimmer Helen Mikelic, cyclist Mayme Silverthorn, and
varsity CC runner Alison Hramiec) m!ltches up well against them.
"CLiKn' butt," consisting of varsity swimmer Chris Lomer, former
varsity soccer player and 'swimmer Lisa Shafer on the bike, and
varsity CC runner Kirsten Browne, is a well-conditioned trio that
definitely has enough talent to win.
Varsity swimmer Katie Czmer will be followed by varsity soccer
player Heidi Buchele on the bike and varsity swimmer Heather
Botsford on the run to form yet another strong threesome. The team
of varsity swimmer Cindy Grush, varsity basketball player Wendy
Reed, and Keirya Langkamp will also be in the running.
The women's individual competition is up for grabs among
varsity soccer player Karen Carney, varsity CC runner Linda
Fitzpatrick, varsity swimmer Nicole Williams, and alum and former
varsity swimmer Kristin Moss.
Varsity CC runner Erich Hammer, and varsity swimmer
Jim Davis are the only current "K" students entered in the men's
indi vidual di vision. They will be facing stiff competition some
veteran local triathletes, including Pat Early (father of "K" student
Heidi Early), Terry Hutchins (husband of business office worker
Kathy Hutchins), and Bruce Johnson, an alum who now owns event
sponsor Gazelle Sports. Johnson won this division two years ago.
Visiting economics professor Robert Christopherson is also
competing.
The triathlon will involve a 500 yd. swim, followed by the
biking and running legs of about 12 1(2 miles and 3 miles,
respectively. The competion will begin at 8 a.m. at the Natatorium.
The race should finish around 10:00, and will be followed by an
awards presentation and a raffle giveaway of Gazelle Sports'
merchandise. All contestants, volunteer organizers, and spectators
should give a punch to Marriott by Thursday dinner for the food to
be shared after the race on the Quadstop patio.
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World Championship Flex- Ofr Comes To 'K'
8y I. FLEX DAILY
The 'K' Flex-off ' 91 is
underway and the competition is
fierce. This year's finalists are
no surprise, Clark "Stick"
Ardern and Rob "The Bod"
Beattie. These two pumped up
flexers faced stiff competition
from throughout this year's
field.
Ardem, an unseeded flexer,
advanced to the Finals through a
tough road in the Stud Division;
he knocked of top-seeded, Tarek
Buckmaster (oops, I mean topseeded All-American Tarek
Buckmaster) in the frrst round.
He then faced Baby Huey Hewitt
and Jeff ''I'm the commissioner
so my team can't lose" Bartlett
He was also lucky when the
second-seeded Gary Kurk was
. forced to drop-out admist Slim
Fast abuse rumors and thirdseeded Ryan Perry left to do
missionary work in Africa.
In the Semis, Ardem faced
Scott Schultz, who turned out
to be his easiest opponent.
Schultz, apparently vandalized
by the Grafitiers, forfeited and
vowed, "I'll find out who's responsible for this and teach
them a lesson: Hopefully a
grammar lesson. The grafitiers
left such messages as "I be a
collig studant," "We have rites
to," and "I luv Von Notman" all
over Schultz's huge body.
In the Brut Division, Beattie
had to flex his way past such
competitors as Boomer Lyon,
Steve Sloan and Neil "I got
huge" Kool. Beattie had this to
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Ardern was asked what
facing Beattie, "I won't eat
anything and I'll run a lot. I'll
continue to drink: my milk; that
oxymoron has no chance!"
Beattie had this in response,
"I've been swallowing a lot of
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special training he would do for
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say, "They were all pumped up
tough, 1 caught a brealc when
my stiffest competition, Greg
Cibor, Was disqualified for not
wearing pants to the event. I
think constant Sega play got
my forearms big enough to talce
those chumps out.
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Favorite pumps up for Finals
aggression, along with a lot of
pizzas. And about that milk?
Milk is for babies, when you
grow up, you DRINK BEER!
excited about the news, hurried
to train at such short notice.
The training program consisted
of what trainer Joel Harris

called, "a bunch of 12-ounce
forearm curls and windsprints to
and from the keg."
The suspense, however, was
crushed as Maatman failed to
show to what was billed as "The
Battle to End All Parties."

Frisbee Golfers Lose Control
8y IMA GOLFER
Late Monday night, seven
golfers lost all sense of control
during a relaxing game of
Frisbee Golf at Kalamazoo
College. The seven were greatly
disturbed when they found a
white Tracker blocking a
fairway to one of their hole. Eye
witnesses reported that they
approached the car and then
pummelled it with a continuous
onslaught of frisbees.
These plastic discs pierced the
one millimeter plastic body of
the quality automobile, and an
estimated eighty-six dollars of
damage was inflicted. The

golfers than broke in to the car,
and put it in neutral. The car
was rolled down Academy,
stopping safely in the parking
lot of Neil Post. The car was
then stolen by unknown
members of the seedy
population that loiters in the
Burger King parking lot. One
offender was caught by security,
but he used the Jedi mind trick
on them and they let him go.
One witnesse said that the
Tracker belonged to Lance
O'Donnell who coincidentally
is 'K's strongest advocate of the
death penalty for frisbee golfers.

DO YOU WANT TO GET BIG?
A new discovery has been engineered by top scientists
in Kalamazoo. These experts have devised a pill which
can make you 'buff' within three weeks without a
minute of working out or exercising. Though it is not
government approved, such powerhouses as Stick
Ardern and Bod Beattie have been using the miracle
drug for almost a month, and look at them. For more
information, send two dollars and your address to:
Andris Walter Box 865

I.M.JOKES
Men's:
1) Biere De Luxe (9-1) ......................... Better than the
Cincinati Reds.
2) Big Rigs II (7-3) ............................. People's choice, fan's
love'em.
3) Man's Greatest Reflex (4-5) ................ Letting the other team
win, until playoffs.
4) Cunnilingus Bar & Grill (3-5-2) ...... ;.... Have been practicing
at their bar.
5) Bud Crushers (1-5-2) ....................... Joined the Major
.
League,never play
here anymore.
5) Long Bal1ers (0-4) ........................... Team still trying to
perfect batting line-up.

£

Co-ed:
1) Freaks of Nature (7-2) ...................... Impossible to beat.
2) Huey's Heroes (6-2) ........................ Lost two just to be
nice.
3) Beasts and Beauties (6-2-1) ................ Team sucks, uses ten
ringers to win.
4) Hicks & Chicks (6-3) ....................... This team should be
called Studs&Babes.
5) Buff-N-Muff (4-5) .......·........... : ~ ....... The Buff are really
cool guys.
6) M.A.M. and I.W.W. (3-6) ................. Have best fielders in
league.
7) Mo Fos (2-6)........ .... .......... .... ... .... Travesty of justice not
having Buhl on AlIStar team.
8) Bananas IV (1-8) ............................. Will most likely never
lose again.

You gotta be anal to be readJ.ng thJ. gam.gel
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BUSH/QUAYLE IN '92
And on he wenl:
"I won't be married.. J'1I
just have as many of the sleazy,
heroin addicted, crack addicted
women or prostitutes as I can
surround myself with; smoking
crack and injecting heroin
simultaneously. "

Why is that?

Bill Green and Andris
BY J. EDGAR HOOVER
[The following is an interview
with Mr. Bill Green, candidate
for President in 1992. Mr.
Green shares his opinions on
domestic and international
policy, as well as other issues
that confront our nation .
Questions will be in bold
italics.
Pleflse do not take these
seriously. in fact . you might
care to take just the opposite.]

As Presidenl, whal would
you consider your primary
responsibilities?
"To see that every person
is required to carry a handgun at
all times. and be prepared to use
it if necessary: And at least one
mandatory abortion per
household. This could be
achieved in a couple of ways: a
woman is allowed to have
children, but at some time in
her life she must have an

-'The
'homeless' is
only a recent
term, you
know. We used
to just call
them 'bums."
abortion ... mandatory. It' ll be m
the computers somehow. I think
this will make a better United
States for everyone."

What
international
economic policies would
you pursue?
"My ideas are quite
simple. As much exploitation
as possible without being
blatant about it"

How would one do that?
"Screw 'em in as many
ways possible without the home
front knowing about it"

How?
" Sell them [foreign
countries] inferior goods and
services. Insti tute some virus
into their population, which
would in time genocide their

"No reason. I think it just
_ exudes corruptness and I think if
~ that's going to be my policy,
~ then 1 should display it at all
u times. And 1 think public
~ vomiting would be a part of my
l forte too. I'm just going to have
~ to throw-up a lot I'm figuring,
State
of
the
Union,
Walter take on the Big Boys.
Inaugural..J'1I just let fly.
Sometimes it may be selfwhole population. Anywhere violence in the world. My induced. Furthermore, I think
that has good weather, we'd put policy has always been, what
up a Disney World and an good is all the violence in the
"I think public
amusement park. Basically, world unless it is tempered by
would
U.S. domination. Making the limitless sex? So, I think any vomiting
U.S. dollar the international violence that is to be undertaken be a part of my
currency."
has to be coupled with sex. I
Every President changes don ' t care what area you're forte too."
the White House's color talldng about. .. the two just go
scheme in some form, hand-in-hand I think that would when I become President,
be best for everyone."
everyone will become a
what would you do?
"Every room, bathrooms Green went on to discuss Vietnam vet because I think we
included, would be outfitted what might be considered ought to praise them."
What are your feelings
with one stereo TV and the deviant popUlation:
The Hippee Amendment about Andris Walter?
Nintendo, or the most updated
"He's an up-and-comer. I
video game system. Along with would entail the extermination
cable and a large recliner; with a of the hippee species. They don't think he wants to get as
refrigerator and various candy would be considered a species fat as I do. He likes to smoke,
and would be endangered under there's no denying that. He
bars within reach so that at any
doesn't let that cloud his
time you could grab a candy bar my Presidency."
So you would follow thought. I think we'll sit down
and have it in your mouth."
Then Green added what policies similar to the with Andris and talk about
may be his most profound genocide of the Native thaL.I think he'll be losing that
American Indian?
from his platform. He's a
contribution:
"We would be much more shining star. We're really high
"I plan to make one room
filled with meat; any kind of blatant about it... we'd be proud on him."
of it.. .it would be just another What made you decide )If
meat you can imagine."
medal on our vest"
Why?
Andris Walter?
What would you do with
He's had a very
"Because meat is the
military spending?
distinguished career ... as an
future. 20 years ago someone
"Military spending would artisan. As a person, Andris
would say, 'the future is
go through the roof. Welfare Walter is right up there with the
plastic.' I would say, for the 90s
would be completely cut. The greats of all time."
and the year 2000, the future is
homeless would be rounded up Like who?
meat; meat coats, meat tables,
and killed. So there would be
"Nipsy Russell, Stan
meat cars. It's a little known
fact that meat is very useful as a
Pappy; played third base for the
product"
Tigers a couple years ago--now
"Instituted into
How would one make a
in an insane asylum."

meat coat?
"Well,
it's
very
easy ... we'd probably sew a
series of hams together, or
steaks of any kind"

What would happen if you
wore it out in public?
"You would probably be
revered ...prayed to. In each meat
coat, besides the Gun Rule, one
would be required to hold a
battery of throwing stars. Under
my
Presidency,
any
confrontation can be settled with
violence. So, if I were to get
into an argument with someone,
whoever could butcher the other
with throwing stars would be
the hands-down victor. So, guns
would become obsolete under
the Throwing Star Act. Also, I
,would be surrounded by thugs at
all times."

What moral crusade would
you undertake?
"There

is

too

much

every sex
education program
will be, of course,
violence."
no need for welfare ...and we'll
be cutting the population if we
have the Abortion Act going
commensurate with the
Homeless Extinction Act--the
' homeless' is only a recent
term, you know. We used to
just call them ' bums ...'

Are there any other issues
you
would
like
to
address?
"Personally, I plan to put
on at least a 150 pounds and be
so debilitated by my obesity
that I would be confined to an
electric wheelchair--outfi tted
with as many food items as I
can stomach, and with chain
saws and guns mounted to my
vehicle."

Do you have a campaign
slogan?
"It has to do
meat..Meat the Future,"

By JUSTIN KASE
[The following is an excerpt
from an interview with Mr.
Andris K. Walter, candidate for
Vice-President in 1992. Mr.
Walter shares his opinions as to
what his duties as VicePresident might be. Questions
asked by the interviewer will be
in bold italics.]

As V.P., wllal would YOIl
do?
"I would just trip off the
world, man, Washington would
be a cool place to be."

Specifically, after you're
elected, what wOllld YOIl
do?

"s it in the oval office,
dude. There' s just gotta' be
tripped out shit there. You could
watch every TV station in the
world on one TV. You could
ask for anything you want and
get it instantly. You could have
all your buddies come over and
party--everybody you know
could just come to your office
and party with you, man."
Afler
tllis
eloqllent
soli/oquy, Walter added:
"Plus, 1 would have a lot
of money to buy [roller] blades
and new skis. I would blade like
a madman through the White
House. There would be worse
articles about me than there
would about Dan Quayle... wait
'till they see me in action,"

Is there any policy you
would care to support as
Vice-President?
"I would knock out all the
government bullshit, dude. Too
much corruption bullshit goin'
on, dude. You got people usin'
other people ...blows, man."

"You got
people usin'
other
people ... blows,
man."

with

And Mr. Green concluded
with these remarks about
his
policy
towards
children:
"Also, we plan to hit the
high schools really hard.
Instituted into every sex
education program will be, of
course, violence, and also a
program where children will be
required to cover thelT faces in
lard before bed ...and see who can
grow the biggest festering sores
on their faces. I think that's
really important because it
establishes a sense of being in a
person--when their fac e is
covered in sores. So we're really
excited about that. I' ve been
doing it with my ldds for years,
they love it. They can't get
enough of it. Oh! you're not
going to print this are you?"

Why?
"Barnum would chill in
that position. Just hang out
there, man ... I'd come visit him.
We could blade through the
White House together. Dude, I
wouldn't make a good VicePresident I'd just leave the job-I can't deal with it...1 wouldn't
do shit."

The V.P. doesn't do shit
anyway.
"A perfcctjob!"

Would you grow YOllr
goatee back as VicePresiifent?
"Hell, yea! You can't beat
a V.P with a goatee, dude."

Is th at
sloga n?

your

campaign

"Vote for the goatee,
dude .. Jor it is most promising.
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WHAT TO SPEW
AROUND THE 'ZOO
On Camaus Eyents
• Wednesday, August 14; 7:30 p.m.; Light Fine Arts Recital
Hall. Chowing Dragons; a German film portraying the life
of Asian political refugees living on the edge of deportation on
West Gennany who respond to their plight by eating lizards, will
be shown by the European Film Series.
• Thursday, August 15; 8 p.m.; Olmsted Room. Dr. Make-ya
Drool, author of numerous articles on Yoruba Ritual
Performance, will speak on "Eating the Cloth and the
Wheat Thins: The Significance of Roughage in
Yoruba Perrormance." LACC.
• Thursday, August 15; 9 p.m.; Stetson Chapel. Services for
Kendall Buh! will be held. Cover charge is $3. We tried to get
LACC credit for this one and The Powers That Be just chortled
in our faces ...Kendall would've loved it
• Friday, August 16; 10 a.m.; Stetson Chapel. Jazz Beatnik's
Chapel. Day-old doughnuts and horrible espresso coffee served
during the service. Black clothing, smelly cigarettes and bad
poetry required.

• Friday, August 16; Quad; International Pest. A yearly festival
celebrating the rat's place internationally, International Pest will
feature the rat's use in various cultures--as food, as clothing, as
best friend and confidante.
• Saturday, August 17; K College Tri-athalon '91. You would
spew, too, if you had to run, swim and then bike-all this for a
lousy t-shirt.
• Saturday, August 17; Quadstock. Drunken carousing with very
low-grade alcoholic products will be very conducive to spewing,
especially when accompanied by the music of fifteen'diverse'
REM wanna-be bands.
• Monday, August 19; 8 p.m.; Dewing 103. Classified Ads,
a documentary clarifying the absurdity of a country that actually
takes matchmaking via classified ads and "the Love Connection"
seriously, will be shown by the Ugly American Studies Film
Series.
• Tuesday, August 20; 4 p.m.; Olmsted Room. Dr. Nicolai
Hirsute, visiting Fulbright Professor in Inane Antics at
University of Michigan and author of six books on the behavior
of stupid people, will speak on "The Changing of the
"Face to Face with Switzerland Exhibit" and its
Errect on the Kalamazoo College Community." His
talk will not focus on whether the pranksters were ,stupid or
responsible for their acts. Their stupidity is evident and their
responsibility, according to the sentencing, is unimportant.
Instead, Hirsute will simply try to explain the motivations
behind such inane behavior using theories addressed in his books.
LACC.
• Wednesday, August 21; 7:30 p.m.; Light Fine Arts Recital
Hall. The Angry Train Conductor, a Polish film detailing
a famous "K" graduate's trip into insanity which culminates in a
deranged trip by Amtrack train, straight onto the "K" College
campus in the middle of USTA week. The Society for Eighth
Week Insanity, which is sponsoring this fUm, recommends that
those with weak stomachs avoid the fmal scene in which the
entire campus community, including terrified tennis brats and~
their parents, is graphically destroyed.
• Wednesday, August 21; 8 p.m.; Olmsted Room. Dr. Kennit D .
Frog, director of Muppet Studies at "K," and Mr. Foz E. Bear,
Amphibian anthropologist at University of Sierra Leone, will
present "Origin or Hand Held Puppet's Culture:
Tracing the Roots or the A W A KA W A KA W A KA
an Amphibian song." LACC.

Off Caml1lls Eyents
Saturday, July 20; 8 p.m.; State Theatre, 404 South Burdick.
Australian pop balladeers Air Supply present such hits as
"Lost in Love" and "Here I Am." Get reserved seats for only
$18.50 or join the group at a pre-show champagne reception for
only $35. Call 345-6500 for more information or to charge by
phone. This one actually happened and you missed it. Tough
shit.
• Thursday, August 8 through Sunday, August 11; all day; Water
Street festival site. RibFest '91, also known as the Michigan
Barbecue Rib Cook-Off Competition, will be held over these
four days, featuring "ribbers" from eight states, rhythm, blues,
reggae, rock and coUntry bands and ... 'the best ribs and sauces in
the U.S.A.' For more infonnation call Laurie DeHaven at 3756162. This one's for real, too. Ain't truth always stranger than
fICtion?

Any comments you may have about the articles here can
be sent to the Willdtx box, but of course, we won't
promise to read them. This isn' t because we're too busy,
it's because we don't give a damn what you lazy and
shiftless people have to say about our fine newspaper.
Thank you!
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BURYING THE BUHL
Now That Kendall Buhl's Been Shot, Let's Give Him One
Last Fling Before the New Alcohol Policy Kicks In
By AARON O'BRIEN
Students with 8 o'clocks attended their classes even sadder
than usual Wednesday of seventh week. At approximatel y
7:45 that morning, Kendall
Buhl, K'92, affectionately
known as The Buh!, was shot as
he was coming out of his modest Harmon residence.
He was shot at close range
twice by an assailant whose
name has not yet been released
by authorities. Witnesses who
had been awakened by the sound
of the Physical Plant lawn
mowers were alert enough to afftrm that the assassin was a fellow student. Some who witnessed the scene went so far as
to attest that this student was
screaming "This is all for love
of you, Marilyn [LaPlante,
Dean of Students]'"
The Buh! was a well-loved
and well-respected member of
the "K" community who had the
courage to speak out for his beliefs. Few can forget his famous
"I have a Beer" speech on the
Chapel steps. Many will remember (albeit hazily) the various sit-ins cum progressive parlies that he orchestrateddemonstrations which threatened

to slow things down in
Mandelle even more than usual.
Services for this tireless crusade r for students' social rights
Will be held in Stetson Chapel
this Thursday, August 15, at 9
p.m.; the cover charge is $3 and
Envorg requests that you bring
your own mug. The Buhl's remains will be committed to the
ground on that small patch of
grass between Trowbridge and
the Chapel. His headstone shall
be marked down as "The Buhl
Memorial 19th Hole" on all
7-isbee Golf Maps.
The Bubl had meticulously
prepared certain instructions in
the event of his death, psychically channelling them through
Fred Mental of the Theatre
Department. These instructions
will forthwith be passed onto
you by the ever-accomodating

Windex ..
This Friday, August 16 at 4
p.m ., "take a moment out of
whatever it is you choose to call
a life and bomb a beer" in
memory of the B uhI. This request was not only channeled by
Mental but also stated in a special column-length addition to
Buh!'s will.
B uhl also stressed that the

cause should still be pursued
even after he 's gone, so that his
efforts would not be in vain.
"Always reme mber," he
states in the addition to the will,
"the right to party is yours to
lose, so fight for it. Where you
meet with fascistic oppression,
counter with civil disobedience.
Once you have managed to insinuate this principle into every
aspect of your life, you will be
happy and socially accepted to
boot. For example, let's change
"K" rules concerning euchre:
rather than slamming a beer
naked on the Quad when you
lose 10-0, do it every time you
lose. Above all, hold my face in
your collective memories, so
my legacy might live on and
you may see me the next time
you are doing the technicolor
yawn behind Harmon on a
Saturday night"
The postscript to the addition
of the will added: "Avenge my
death-not with violence against
the Powers That Be but rather
by marching on Washington to
force a change in the government's oppressive alcohol
laws." It finished with the cryptic message: "I appoint Crusty
the Clown as your leader."
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A few residents of DeWaters showing off their stuff for charity

En·ema

~

Anyone?

By DR. LOUISE MASSENGILL
Various male inhabitants of Dewaters have chosen to contribute to charity. They are donating
themselves for Upjobn colon research.
What originally started off as a dare has become weekly routine for these brave men. They tried it and
found that they liked it. Realizing that it was a worthwhile charitable project they continued on in their
personal hopes of finding a cure for spastic colon disorder, which has symptoms like frequent
incontinence and flatulation.
1bese sore yet courageous men have decided to suffer with Depend Undergarments and rectal exams so
that others may not need to do the same. For more infonnation about volunteering call 1-800-555PUSH.

NEW WELLES MENU
Wednesday, August 14
LUNCH: Okra Soup' Spam Sandwich· Vegetarian Meatloaf· White Toast
DINNER: Squirrel Souffle' Baked Squirrel and Gravy' Squirrel-on-a-stick • Squirrel Soup
Thursday. August 15
LUNCH: Sandwich Line' Salad Bar' Soup' Cereal
DINNER: Boiled Main Lobster· Steak Tartar • Caesar Salad' Baked Alaska
Friday. Anust 16
LUNCH: NZQ Sandwich· Spigazini • Rotten Fruit Plate· Sour Cream
DINNER: Anglo-Haitian Fajitas· Spam Tetrazini • Trail Mix' Sour Creamslcles
Saturday, August 17
LUNCH: American Style Spam • Spigazini-O's • Sugar· Pork Rinds
DINNER: SNAKE NIGHT featuring Broiled Snake· Snake Supreme· Wild Berry/F1ower Plate
Sunday. AUIUlst 18
LUNCH: Broiled Snakewiches • Scrambled Cottage Cheese· Grecian Style Spam • Pigeon Soup
DINNER: Oyster Flambe • Ptarragon Pterodactyl· Roadkill du Jour' Sparrow-Egg-Drop Soup
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Masked Magic Marker Vandal On Rampage at 'K'
By WALLY WHINER
Kalamazoo College has been
hit hard by grafitti artists of
late, but last week it became
much worse. Security reported
that late last Thursday night a
student became a victim after
falling asleep from a long night
of studying. The room was
broken into by an unknown person. The perpetrator proceeded
to write political grafitti on the

Bush sentiments.
These sudden brash attacks
have caused fear in every student
who lives in the dorms. Head of
Security, Barney Fife, stated
" We will catch these criminals
and prosecute them to the fullest
degree, we always catch our man
(or woman)
Because of the grafitti at 'K'
and its students along with security's record or lack there of, a

new group of vigilantes has
been founded by Lance
O'Donnell. O'Donnell, an
ACLU member and cornerstone
of Jesse Jackson's Rainbow
Coalition, has given up his political hopes to create an organization equivalent to the mighty
Guardian Angels of New York.
Already, the 'Beaver Patrol' has
caught one vandal who attempted to leave his messy

Yet another victim finds himself to be
the BUTT of a joke ...
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By SIDESHOW BOB

Defacement of property or freedom of expression--the
controversy is tested on a blissfully oblivious victim.
student's body. The student did
not realize that he was a victim
until the next morning when he
read the misspelled phrase, " No
blod for oil ". along with hundreds of other opinions.
The same night a similar occurrence took place in Trowbridge. Eyewitnesses reported
that a small group of masked
women and men entered room
135 with spray paint and markers. A young man was then
Crayola'd with stories of
women being raped and anti-

We

always
catch our
man (or
woman) ...
-Barney Fife,
Head . oL Securitl.

mark on President Bryan.
The offender would not give
any information on the rest of
the group until the vigilante
team threatened to turn him in
to the Judicial Board. He then
squealed on the remaining vandals who have yet to be located.
The word on the street is that
one of the members is a blond
haired male with 'Casper-white'
skin, nicknamed Mikey, and one
of his cohorts was described as a
caucasian male with brillo-ish
hair. These two will be featured
on America's Most Wanted next
week.

Park Wherever The Hell You Want!
By GRETL
FAHRFEGNUGEN
The administration announced
today that it has decided to make
all parking spaces open to
students 24 hours a day. "We
finally realized that we've been
gypping the students," said
Dean LeDog. "Some of us
administrators are getting to be
lardos anyway. It isn't gonna
hurt us to walk a couple
blocks!"
Faculty and administrative
reaction to the announcement
has been mixed. "I am
outraged," said Howie Mandelle.
"It just isn't right that I have to
park my sporty new Volvo in
Markin, with all that riffraff
down there."
"I don't mind so much,"
stated Dr. Wannabeyung. "I feel
like I have a bond with the
students--like they can relate to

me now because I am parking
where they park. I don't mind
the sacrifice."
Head of 'K' Security Steve E.
Wonder said he disapproves of
the new rule. "Where is this
gonna lead? First the students
can park anywhere they want.
Next thing you know, the guys
will start wearing skirts, the
'womyn' will be burning down
buildings, and there'll be riots
in Marriot. I tell 'ya it'll be
ANARCHY!!!! They're all just
a bunch of commies, anyway."
Wonder also expressed concern
that his security forces would
have idle time once the ban on
parking was lifted. " So what
are my men gonna do all day if
they can't write out parking.
tickets? Ole Sparky's getting
up there--he just don't have the
wind to chase after your
common criminal."

Students are overjoyed at the
prospect of being able to park
closer than Delaware. "Oh, I'm
so glad I can fmally park within
a couple miles of my dorm,"
said Joy Payne, K'93. "I'm
from Brooklyn, and I've been
mugged twice in my life--both
times in the Neil Post lot.
Central Park muggers, my

ass!!"
Community reaction to the
plan has been overwhelmingly
positive. Jimmy 'The Snake"
Jones was quoted as saying,"I'm
sick of all those old Dodge
Darts and Volkswagen Bugs that
the kids drive. Don't they have
any self-respect? It'll be a nice
change to steal .. uh, I mean SEE
the professors' cars, I know
there will be a lot of us out
there admiring their shiny
hubcaps, new stereo systems,
and classy hood ornaments."

Fearful Frisbee Golfers Accosted
Two sports have clashed with disastrous results here at 'K'
recently. Frisbee golfers, the scourge of the parking lots,
begun to draw frre from wandering skeet shooters. Joe Whammn
commented "I was trying to go for an eagle on the fourth
when my flyer exploded in mid-air. Dude, it was a family
heirloom I just bought yesterday." The identities of these skeetshooting gentlemen were not known at press time, yet general
descriptions of older professorly-looking men in English hunting
dackets have found their way into Security files. If you have any
information leading to the arrest and execution of said gentlemen
please contact the Society for Shell Shocked Tossers or your local
Security force.

Sununu Embroiled in More Scandal
Recent pictures of John Sununu skiing in the wake of the USS
Wisconsin have once again aroused the public's ire. John defended
his use of the battleship as one of national security, saying he
was only gathering information by testing its ability to tow large,
immobile objects. Rumors have also circulated that good friend
Tower was aboard hosting a Playboy bunny reunion with
singing "The Way we Were". It is believed that VicePresident Dan Quayle blew the whistle on the brouhaha, since he
wasn't invited--Sununu had made sure the party coincided with
Saturday morning cartoons. President George Bush was
saving the world at the time and could not be reached
comment

Care Bear Rampage
It was an ugly scene at the Kalamazoo Toys R Us, as a young
child tried to feed candy to Sunshine Bear who was making a local
appearance with Jeffry Giraffe and Bart Simpson. Sunshine's
natural instincts took over and the bear immediately swallowed
the child whole. He then downed a gallon of vodka and made
advances to Jeffry. Cartoon character control officers were brought
in to handle the six foot six bear character, and officers then were
successful in getting Sunshine to finish of a fifth of Jack Daniels
in efforts to sedate him. Sunshine did pass out, but not before he
had rakishly ravished Jeffry and scarred the young star for life.
Officials at the scene rushed Jeffry to the hospital where he is now
receiVing medical attention. Bart Simpson, when asked about the
proceedings replied without hesitation "Bitchin' man." Toys R Us
spokesman Randall Mattei issued this statement, "This whole
incident is regrettable, but Sunshine has been under a lot of
lately. We have already received telegrams of support from
Lowe and Pee Wee Herman."
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Quadstock Is A Rocking Success, Despite Thunderstorms
By MARIA CARLSON
Despite
untimely
cloudbursts, Quadstock 1991
proved to be an excellent
alternative to the books all day
Saturday.
The Hemingways opened up
the day outdoors. Students and
hall director Dave Emenheiser
covered some popular tunes, as
sung by Abigail Filler and
Chris Wozniak. Emenheiser and
Wozniak joined up again for the
next act, with John Lawther and
other students, for their own
versions of some rock favorites.
Unfortunately for the crowd, a
downpour chased the music
inside. Students continued to
frolic on the Quad despite the
rain.

Despite
sometimes
threateneing storm clouds,
students refused to go indoors,
remaining on the Quad and
enjoying tunes generously
provided by a Hoben stereo and
a percussion group. Security
was in a dither because the sole
alcohol rule, no alcohol in a
public place, was blatantly
violated. Frisbee became a
popular afternoon activity. After
a lengthy delay of almost four
hours, the music returned to the

Quad, this time just outside Old
Welles, with Rusty and the
Corrosions, a jazz acappella
group comprised of "K" students
and founder, "K" alum Russell
Cooper.
After Rusty, the Port Wine
Lads celebrated their one year
anniversary by jump-starting an
after-dinner crowd, crooning the
offerings of "McDonald's" and
trying out some new stuff. The
Lads will still be around the
Kalamazoo area, as Jim Padilla
will be departing to teach
English in Paris, France.
Theatre prof Ed Menta
gathered a talented group of
students to form Route Canal
and lay down some blues tunes,
a mellow constrast to the
dancability of the Lads. The
Sleestacks, a popular area hllntl
also made up of some "K"
students and aI urn, hit the stage
next with their brand new rock
opera and some happening
costumes.
The Jah Kings followed with
reggae that got the crowd back
on its feet. Students filled the
small ar~ in front of the stage,
dancing.
The final act of the night,
The Deadbeats, provided the

crowd with a stellar performance
of rocking tunes_ They played
until well after 1 p.m_, and
most of the crowd hung out on
the Quad until the very end of
the show.
Quadstock proved to be quite
an enjoyable experience,
rainstorm or no rainstorm.
Thanks is due to those students
who put so much time into
making the event work.

Vandals Break Into Olds-Upton;
Experiments, Chemicals Tampered

With
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Two twelve-year-olds walked into room 305 of the Science Building and
ruined student experiments and tampered with chemicals.
By KATHLEEN LAY.DEN
Two of the biology labs in
Olds-Upton were vandalized
Monday night when a pair of .
adolescent boys tampered with
experiments and chemicals
stored there.
At approximately 9:45 p.m_
Monday, two twelve-year old
boys from the Kalamazoo area
entered the science building and
vandalized Olds-Upton 305 and

307. The exact nature of the
vandalism is not yet known, but
Head of 'K' Security Glen
Nevelle said that the suspects
"Threw dye on the walls, and
messed with several of the
experiments".
Security and the Biology
Department have not yet been
able to ascertain which
chemicals have been tampered
with, so the extent of the

vandalism has yet to be
determined.
A professor who was in the
building at the time caught the
two boys, and then called 'K'
Security officers, who in turn
called the Kalamazoo City
Police. The boys were taken
into custody, and released to
their Parents. They will most
likely face charges of vandalism
in Juvenile Court.

Singer Abigail Filler belts out "Sweet
Jane" in true Hemingway fashion while
bassist Chad Rucker tries to keep up. The
band was the first to appear at Quadstoek.

Coup in Soviet Union Derails
Foreign Study, SIP Plans For
Two Students
By MIKA OSAKI
Late Saturday night the major news networks interrupted regular
programming to announce that a coup organized by hardline
Communist Party officials, the military forces and KGB leaders had
knocked Soviet president M. Gorbachev from power and installed
Gorbachev's Vice President Gennady Yanayev as their acting Vice
President. There has been no sight of Gorbachev and he is believed
to be under house arrest. The military has taken over the state
apparatus including the media. Prime Minister of the Russian
Republic, Boris Yeltsin has been leading the popular resistance,
calling for a general strike and demanding that Gorbachev be
reinstated or if, as the coup leaders claim, he is ill, that a World
Health Organization delegation be given access for examination. The
domestic situation has been getting increasingly chaotic as the
citizens face military tanks in the streets of Moscow.
These events are not without serious repercussions worldwide, for
the European Community and for the United States.
At Kalamazoo College, at least two students will have to modify
their activities in the coming months.
Senior Adam Lewin did his Foreign Study in the Soviet Union and
had arranged to do a 6 month CD/SIP in Washington D.C. with the
Institute for Soviet-American Relations in the fall and winter
quarters. While Lewin says that he will still work with the Institute,
he wiII have to rethink his SIP thesis.
"Originally, I was going to research Boris Yeltsin's role within
Gorbachev's perestroika and glastnost programs. It was my theory
from being there (Soviet Union) that while Yeltsin claimed to be
'for the people,' he did not support a market economy," said
Lewin. He continued, "Now that he's no longer against Gorbachev
and in fact is calling for his return, it changes everything."
Asked if he has a clearer idea of Yeltsin, Lewin responded, "Not at
aU. In fact, it makes things much less clear. The man may be shot
tomorrow."
Continued on D. 2
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News Briefs
Financial Crunch Hits Schools
Washington (CPS)-Nearly half of the nation's colleges and
universities suffered from mid-year budget cuts, according to a recent
survey by the American Council on Education.
Many colleges and universities also can expect further
deterioration in their fmancial circumstances.
"Colleges are facing, right now, more serious financial problems
than I've seen in a decade," says Elaine EI-Khawas, vice president
for political analysis and research. "This is a fiscal problem, not a
student demand problem. It's because of the fiscal problems in 30
states. Institutions will face hard choices concerning cutting back
acOOemic programs."
The report, released Aug. 4, showed 45% of all universities and
colleges experienced mid-year cuts in their 1990-91 operating
budgets. 60% of the institutions reponed they were substantially
affected.
To compensate for the cuts, two-thirds of the schools surveyed
said they delay¢ expenditures for buildings and equipment. Another
24% expected to reduce the size of their faculty during the next 5
years.
While academic programs are threatened, EI-Khawas says,
privatization, closing or merging of schools is unlikely.

Hot Off The Press: Guide For
Campus Environmentalists
(CPS)-If you're interested in saving the Eanh, you can stan by
saving your campus, according to the firsts environmental
guidebook ever published by students for students.
"The Student Environmental Action Guide" will be published in
September by the Student Environmental Action Coalition (SEAC),
the largest student environmental group in the country.
The 96 page book, packed with practical "how to" information,
lists of resources and tips like how to give an "eco party" draws on
the research of environmentalists across the country, including
members of the Natural Resources Defense Council, Greenpeace and
the Environmental Defense Fund.
The pocket-size guide, printed on recycled paper, also contains
stories about successful environmental efforts on the nation's
campuses.
"Schools use large amounts of energy and generate large amoUilts I
of waste," says Chris Fox, one of SEAC's coordinators.
lesson we learn from making changes on campus is the fust step in
making other changes in the world."
The environment, according to the American Council
Education, is the number one issue among in
collegefreshmen. SEAC, founded in 1988, is the largest ~'U'UC;II'1
evironmental organization in the country, with members in 1
campuses in 50 states.
The guide will be published by Earth Works Press in Berkeley,
Calif., the publishing arm of Eanh Works Group, an organization
of writers involved in environmental activism. Another publication
by Eanh Works Press, "50 Simple Things You Can Do to Save the
Eanh," was among 1990's top best sellers in college bookstores.

·Poli Sci Dept. Undergoes Major
Changes For Fall
Fall quarter will bring some new faces to the Political Science
Dept
Dr. Peter O'Brien is teaching his last quarter here at K College.
He has accpeted a position at Trinity University in San Antonio,
Texas. Dr. Amy Elrnin, a graduate of New York University, will be
filing his position as European politics specialist in the Poli Sci
Dept. In addition, Dr. Elmin has a background in feminist policy
and theory.
Dr. Elrnin wil be teaching two courses this fall including the
senior political science seminar.
Dr. Franklin Presler will be replaced for the coming year by Dr.
Karen Struening. Struening has just completed her doctorate degree
at New York University in Political Science.
Dr. Struening will be teaching "Great Issues in Political
Thought" as well as a political science seminar for first
students.
Dr. Donald F1esche, Chair of the Political Science Dept was
enthusiastic about the new staff members. "We were fonunate to
find such well qualified people to fill the vacancies," F1esche said.

The Index is looking for editors
and writers for fall quarter.
Contact the office at 3-8460.

Rat Olympics Sought After by Int'l
Media
Even if you don't make it to
the fifth annual Rat Olympics
on Aug. 29, on campus, you'll
be able to watch a live interview
with the "Ratheletes" trainers,
as well as a recap of the event at
8:30 a.m. (EDT) on CBS
Moring News on Friday, Aug
30.
The program joins a long list
of media outlets that have
brought the Rat Olympics to
national and international
attention since the event began
four years ago.
Throughout each summer
since then, her students gain
great affection for their
Rathletes as they trian them to
compete in such events as the
"Open Trick" even, the soccer
match and the balance beam.
The unique event has not
gone unnoticed, and over the
years, Raible has been
interviewed by radio stations as
far away as Australia to
California and Canada. Lisa
Perlman, from the Associated
Press, Grand Rapids Bureau,
attended the Olympics in 1988,
and her article, and the
accompanying photos were
circulated in print media
throughout the world.
This year's event has already
earned mention in the Aug. 7
issue of USA Today and in
Chuck Shepard's nationally
syndicated column, "News of
the Weird." At least two phone
calls a day have come from radio
station across the country,
among them, Copley News
Service, which interviewed

Soviet Coup
Compromises
Fall Plans for
Students

Continued rrom p. 1
Lewin recalled that several
weeks earlier, he had joked and
said, "my biggest fear is that the
day before I hand in my SIP,
there'll be a coup or
something. "
Laura Miller, K'93, is
scheduled to go on foreign study
to the Soviet Union, through
the University of Illinois. While
Miller was unavailable for
comment, as of Tuesday
morning, the program office at
the University of Illinois said
that they haven't cancelled the
program but cannot make any
predictions.
On Tuesday afternoon, the
State Depanment issued a travel
warning for persons in or going
to the Soviet Union that "may
change things drastically,"
Lewin said.
Director of Foreign Study at
'K,' Joe Fugate stated that
"things similar to this have
happened in the past and it does
not mean the immediate
cancellation of a program.
However, any number of things
may force a decision to cancel,
such as a travel restriction
imposed by our government or
theirs, or a closing of borders,
etc."
As for Lewin and Miller, the
onl y thing that they can do, like
the rest of the world, will be to
wait and see.

Mr. Rat's a little bewildered to be out of his
cage ... He (she?) will be one of the Ratheletes
for the upcoming Rat Olympics.
Raible for distribution to its
1100 affilitates nationwide.
WWMT Television (CBS)
carried a tongue-in<heek feature
that brought chuckles on the
evening news locally, and "The
Arsenio Hall Show" (FOX
Broadcasting) used the Olympics
as the subject of Hall's opening
monologue on Aug. 14. CNN
has expressed interest, as has
Lorimar Productions and KEI
Broadcasting in Japan.
Raible has given up on David
Letterman, to whom she's twice

sent videotapes, hoping to earn
a spot on his "stupid pet tricks"
segment. "It seems the show
doesn't consider rats to be pets,"
Raible says. "But I think we've
proven him wrong."
WHAT:
5th Annual Rat
Olympics
K's own trainers
WHO:
and their "Ratheletes"
WHERE: K's Quad (Anderson
Athletic Center in case of raing)
WHEN:
3 p.m., Thursday,
Aug. 29 (early arrival suggested)

-Public Reialions Office

Student Commission Notes
I. The proposed changes to the grading poLicy were discussed at
S.C.'s Last meeting. S.C. is opposed to the new policy but is
looking for more student input The final decision will not be made
until fall term.
2. The Crisis Hotline was approved as a probationary organization.
The hotline hopes to serve as an outlet for students and will be
beginning its services in the fall quarter.
S.C. would like to thank all those who made International Fest a
success, and remind the students that there are still T-shirts
available.
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STUDENTS
DEVELOP
CRISIS HOTLINE AT 'K'
By EDEN SILVERMAN
Peer counselling services. while not a new idea. are only now beginning to be incorporated into high schools, colleges and universities throughout the United States. There is no single purpose for
such a program. but instead peer counselling can function in many
ways, benefitting both the students who are a part of the program as
well as those who use the services. In order to understand what peer
counseling is, it is necessary to define the services we would expect
it to offer. Specifically. peer counseling at Kalamazoo College
means a crisis hotline. This would involve both a walk-in center
and phone service open at night. Eventually it would be nice to have
a service that would be open 7 days a week all night long, but in the
beginning we are looking at five days a week, 4 to 5 hours at night
(i.e. \0 p.m. until 2 or 3 a.m). An idea of the services provided by
the hot1ine and reasons why they are necessary are as follows:
1. A hotline can offer students a chance to talk to someone
their own age. who has had similar experiences. While a
student may hesitate to intrude upon a friend's busy schedule with a problem, the hotline workers are specifically
there to help.
2. The hotline would provide a place where students could
go with questions or problems, at night, when others are
not available.
3. The hotline will allow students to vent feelings and .help
them to fmd new options to their problems. or at least get
through the night.
4. Such a service could alleviate the heavy work load at the
counseling office.
The initial training program and screening process would be done
by Gryphon Place Crisis Hotline. The training would focus on listening skills and understanding others. Through discussions. exercises and role-playing, training would cover the importance of confidentiality, relationships and handling criticism.
Faculty members, especially President Bryan. Head of Counseling Pat Ponto and Dr. Lonnie Supnick. have already shown interest
and support for the project. It is hoped that the hotline will involve
both students and faculty, and ideally build stronger communication
between the two groups.
A crisis hotline is not expected to solve problems but to assist
students in handling their own, in a manner that maintains the student's self-esteem. Through providing these services we are not trying to suggest we do things for the students; we are trying to help
the students do things for themselves. Kalamazoo College is an independent, individualistic school. By this we mean the students are,
on a whole, independent and individual people. Because of these
characteristics the students are good at getting all they can out of the
school. but do not learn that they can also put much back into the
school. A hot1ine could provide just such an opportunity.
For more information or to show your support for the hotline
please contact Eden Silverman (box 823) or Jen Molitor (box 613).

Off The Index Office
THE COLLABORATIVE EFFORT OF A VERY
TIRED BUT TRIUMPHANT INDEX STAFF
So ...what's the question for

"orr

The

l!1m. Office?"
Michelle Campbell,
Photography Editor and Patron
Saint ot Exposed Film
"HEY, what did I get myself
into?

Keirya R. Langkamp,
Under-appreciated Layout Editor
and Mirth-maker
"HEY, do I have any Oreo in
my teeth?"

•
Mika Osaki, Omnipresent
News Editor
"HEY, is there an Index this
week?"

Ruth
P.
Palileo,
Features/A&E Editor and PartTime Psychopath
"HEY, can I borrow this Exacto
Knife for just one minute? It
won't take long ... "

Lance A. O'Donnell, Evil
Opinions Editor and Bush
Wanna-be
"HEY, is Keirya's Oreo on my
fa:eT

Kathleen
A.
Layden,
cditor-in-Chief and Frequent
Target of Small Minds
"HEY, it's the last Index. How
do you feel?"

Nathaniel E. Slavin
Figurehead Managing Editor
with Impressive Hair
"HEY, do I have food on my
foceT

Westley R. Sherwood,
Sports Editor and Ultimate
Scholar Athlete
"Duh ... what was the question?"

BANGING DRUMS TO ,
BURY OUR BOREDOM
By LAURA KOPEN
While reading for a class, I
came across the following quote
by Gustave Flaubert: "Deep
within me there is a radical, intimate. bitter and incessant
boredom which prevents me
from enjoying anything and
which smothers my soul. It
reappears at any excuse. just as
the swollen corpses of drowned
dogs pop to the surface despite
the stones that have been tied
round their necks."
This quote reminds me of recent sentiments expressed on
campus about the increasing
level of boredom. I pictured the
Quad strewn with swollen
corpses. It struck me as entirely
grotesque. Are these corpses part
of the boredom in us all? Who
or what is responsible for the
stone chained around the dog's
neck?

Boredom is our generation's
rebellion against the culture we
live in. We are bombarded with
mass stimuli designed to entertain us. such as Purple People
Eaters makng amoebic transfigurations on MTV. No wonder
we don't listen to our teachers.
They don't turn colors or get
shot or speak in tongues.
Stand in the cold cereal sec-

tion of any supermarket. It covers one whole aisle. You'll take
an hour to choose between Captain Crunch berries and the
Smurfs. We rebel against the
confusion of stimuli by refusing
to be entertained. Apathy is our
only weapon. Or is it? Our individual creativity is being
overwhelmed.
We are encouraged to become
addicted to television and other
media. which in turn addict us
to consuming. Our addictions ar
due. perhaps, to some distant
hope of consolidating our identity through the power of
choice-"Be a Pepper! "-"Who
are you?"-"Well. I'm a Pepper;
who are you?" Where will our
mass identity lead? Not to freedom or to closer relationships
with each other. but to addictions to love. sex, work. etc.
Meanwhile. our lives become increasingly passive. We
exchange our right to speak and
create with the right to passively criticize and complain
about what is or isn't happening
around us. We see examples
here on campus: "I was told I
can't have alcohol," "I hate Marriot food-there aren't enough
choices." And on and on. Refuse

to be bored. Don't let new rules
catch you sitting around waiting
for them.
Last weekend at the 16th
Womyns' Annual Music Festival, I saw a tremendous performance by a Japanese band
named "Sawagi Taiko." They
played seven drums and a poetess. Each woman danced between the different drums, yet
somehow each was always able
to hit the right drum with a
powerful stroke. Imagine bodies
flailing, arms flinging. drums
echoing-and a poetess singing.
I want to play those drums; but
I also hope that the image of
this band will perpetuate a
model for living.
Think of each quarter as a
different drum, whether at UK"
or away. Think of the language
you make on Foreign StUdy.
Think of your SIP as a solo.
When you're on campus, don't
assume someone else will dance
in and cover your beat. And
above the joyous racket you are
creating, listen to the voice of
the
poet
which
is
you ... speaking ...and do not be
afraid.

KAY'S
COMMENTS
By KAY KUPFERBERG
"In Defense of Self-Defense"
These days it is extremely
important to be able to defend
yourself. I have a question for
you: do you think you could
incapacitate a mugger long
enough to get away? If you can,
that's great. But if not, I think
you should ask your friends for
suggestions and take a selfdefense class. I called Lyn
Maurer at the athletic center and
she said that next quarter there
will probably be a self defense
class offered for about $40. It
would be worth looking into at
the YWCA downtown as well.
I want to take a class like
this because I am afraid that if
someone grabbed me, I would
freeze up. I haven't the slightest
idea how to hurt someone back.
But with the right training, I am
sure that I could. If you feel the
same way then I think you

should seriously consider doing
this, too. We have been learning
that people are getting attacked
more often than we thought, and
it happens to all Idnds of
people.
Here on campus we can
always have a security guard
walk us home. But what about
when we are living in the real
world? We can't always rely on
the fact that someone will
always see us safely to our front
door. And why should we have
to depend on this, anyway? I
would like to have the confidence to believe that I can go
where I want and do what I
want, without anyone standing
in my way.
I applaud you if you can
handle these situations. However, if you have doubts, then
please do something about it!

Opinions
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Rape is Everyone's Concern

Success and Reward in America

By THE INDEX

EDITORIAL STAFF
The events of the past few days, and more importantly the last
hour, have caused an incredible out-pouring of emotion to be felt
by both the members of this editorial staff and certain members of
WEC. The issue of rape, and more importantly, alleged rapists on
campus. has caused us to feel an obligation to address the members
of our college community. Men on this campus have allegedly
connnitted rape. yet nothing has been done in response to the
accusations of this felony.
We feel frustrated because WEC has the reputation of a scary
group.. the vast majority of our female friends and classmates feel
no connection to this group, which desperately needs to advocate
equity among women as well as equity between the two genders.
WEC. in our eyes, has existed as an elitist clique for too long; they
assure us that they are acting on some of the information women
have provided them with, but the rest of the campus doesn't see
that. They need to tell us what's going on, because we have as
much right to be protected from date rape as the "privileged"
members of that organization do.
We often find ourselves as an isolated entity, separate from the
outside world. We have our own security force, our own judicial
council. and rarely need to calion the outside world for advice in
administering justice. However, if rapes are happening on campus,
and nothing is being done to prosecute the alleged rapists, then we
need to seriously reevaluate our priorities and come to a better un·
derstanding of both this college community and our definition of
justice.

" .. There is a huge pool of potential rapists
here at 'K'. They're walking across the Quad,
eating at the table next to you at dinner,
borrowing your Psych notes, even filling up
your beer at a party."
Many people were frustrated with the decision that the judicial
council handed down in the Face to Face With Switzerland case. A
lot of the problems arose because the judgement was handed down
by a mixed group of students and administrators. It is difficult to
find an objective jury in a criminal trial, and it is infinitely mon:
difficult to find an objective student. Who is to say that a potential
student-juror isn't going to rule in favor of a friend/rape suspect, oc
use 8 personal agenda in their judgement? Something as serious as
rape, whi h is punishable as a felony by law, should not be left up
to a group of subjective, opinionated jurors. If people are incapable
of ruling objectively about a big piece of glorified Swiss cardboard,
how could they possibly do justice to a rape trial?
Date rape has become the new issue on college campuses. Few
of us could have missed the controversy at Carleton College, or the
backlash that is still raging. Statistically. 1 in 12 men surveyed
have said that they have committed a crime which fits the legal definition of rape. If this is so, we can all do the math--there is a huge
pool of potential rapists here at 'K'. They're walking across the
Quad, eating at the table next to you at dinner, borrowing your
Psych notes, even filling up your beer at ~ party. These people
aren't jumping out of bushes to attack women, they don't have to
even leave the dorm.
No one has a monopoly on morality or good intentions, and
we, The lnda editorial staff, have just as much right to pursue
this issue as WEC does. We challenge the students, faculty and
administration of this college to come up with a definitive rape
policy--the judicial council just doesn't cut it. Women need to
know that they have some legitimate course of action to take if
they are raped. Most importantly, they need to know now. A new
class is coming onto campus in the fall, a group full of naive. 18
year-old women who won't have read this editorial. Who is going
to look: out for them?
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By LANCE O'DONNELL

Much is said of the "success"
culture that is America. Many
intellectuals, professors and
other such people in positions
where ideas are expressed would
lead us to think that "success" is
a bad word. These people fail to
grasp the essence of the word.
To achieve "success" is to
set a goal, recognize it and
achieve it. It is the conscious
progression towards an ideal
end. It is the essence of what it
is to be human. It is doing
things better. It is the realm of
the creator. It is the realm of
man, for only man can achieve
according to rational ends.
To say that success is bad; to
somehow feel that the
achievement of rational goals is
wrong is the greatest hypocrisy
man can commit. If in the
pursuit of achievement the
concept of success is aborted,
then it is because man has
substituted another word for
success in his pursuit: he has
substituted "greed" for success.
Greed is an acquisitive desire
beyond reason. It is the pursuit
of success without regard to
means. In the end it is
irrational.
This irrational goal has
manifested itself today in an
ends-oriented preoccupation. The
goal becomes money--the means
to certain material ends. What is

money? It is a means of
exchange. Money is not a
Ferrari or a studio apartment on
Fifth Avenue or a new stereo or
a new house or even new
silverware. Money is something
given representing the relative
amount and value of labor.
Money represents one's work.
Money represents the degree to
which one performs his/her job.
If there is a great trouble in
America, then it is that many
seek the ~chievement of goals
without any attention to the
means towards those ends.
Many seek money solely for
itself, obscuring the fact that
money is a secondary reward. If
true success is measured by
monetary rewards, then money
should truly represent the means
and the ends--the essence of
money is that is should
represent one's productive
abilities.
The great crime committed
in America is that greatness
often goes unrewarded. Many of
the modern occupational
structures arose not in the
money culture, but in the
government culture. When this
happens, the reward system, that
is, the payment system, rewards
based upon position, not
quality, greatness, or success.
Let us use the educational
system as an example. Teaching

is the most v ital occupation in
America, yet in most cases it
has always been a government
funded occupation . When a
program is government
supported, then it is not profit
oriented. When an organization
is not profit oriented, then it
does not reward according to the
quality of work, it rewards,
rather, simply as to whether the
work is done. Thus, the sixth
grade teacher that taught one
nothing is rewarded just as the
first grade teacher that drove
one's desire to read--to acquire
knowledge and to truly live.

If there is to be justice in
this society, government must
make attempts to ensure that
those people who operate under
its auspices, be it teach«rs or
bureaucrats, are rewarded
according to the quality of work
they perform . It is a crime that
the greatest teacher in the world
can only make $30,000 a year.
Perhaps a locali ty cannot afford
to pay such a teacher the sum he
or she deserves, but the
government could certainly offer
a tax brealc--something to show
appreciation for the greatness,
the success, that has been
achieved. Policies and rewards
must begin to reflect our true
value structure, not some
obscure irrational goal
man ifestation.

Letters to the Editor .................... .
What are proper
means?
Dear Editor:
Because I was raised in a
household with some very strict
opinions about what is
considered socially proper, when
I arrived at 'K' I found myself
questioning principles that until
then had been fundamentally

correcl
This came to a head during
"Women's Speak Week," when
it became difficult for me to
justify the means-to-an-end of
some goals. The points aimed at
by the individuals lobbying for
increased awareness of women's
issues were legitimate. The ends
reached in the first few days of
the week were important: over
any given meeting (social,
academic, or SAGA). the issues
situation was debated--these
discussions brought the prob.1em
to a conscious level.
However, the means used to
reach this result produced, in

some cases, negauve sentiment
concerning women's rights. One
tactic exploited the old Agatha
Christie convention: "Someone
in this room is a murderer ... "
Who is it? Was this you? It is
no more fair to impose
suspicion among males with
rape 'insinnuendo.' than to
advocate oppression by males.
The aim of Women's Speak
Week has been accomplished if
it was singularly to increase
individual awareness about
women's issues, but if it sought
to affect the communication gap
between the sexes, it may only
have succeeded in distancing the
sides further ...Jan S. Williams

Vandals Reply
To The College Community:
We would like to apologize
for the removal of the Face to
Face With Switzerland Exhibit
on display in the fine arts
building between July 12th and

13th.
Not aware of the significance
behind the exhibit, we distributed it to various balconies
around the campus in the spirit
of a college prank. Unfortunately, damage inadvertently
occurred after its displacement.
Our intent, however, was to
create a humorous effect, not to
vandalize. We deeply regret any
damage to the exhibit or to the
reputation of its sponsors. We
have assumed full responsibility
for our actions, and damaged
portions. We certainly intended
no disrespect toward the
Kalamazoo College community.
Please accept our sincerest
apologies concerning this incident. In addition, we apologize
for any grief caused by the disruption of the exhibit schedule.
Respectfully,
Steven L. Hammond
Brad Crandall
Andrew W. Taylor
Chad H. Benneu
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Editor's Note:
The Index staff would like to thank all who
contributed to this summer's Index--be it columns,
letters to the editor, ideas, photos, or simply reading
and commenting to us about what we could do next
week or just to improve our performance. In addition,
a special thanks to a departing Christine Ferreira.
Thanks everyone. We hope you enjoyed the paper this
summer .

Opinions
The Kalamazoo College Index

Shooting the Buhl:
Buhltiful

By KENDALL BUHL
There comes a time in every 'K' student's life--or sixteen times,
to be exact--when you look real hard at yourself and say "What the
hell?"
"My Time of the Quarter," as I politely refer to this period, came
for me right on schedule--about halfway through eighth week. A
minute before it had been rust week. We were playing by Summer
Rules. Next minute it's papers and exams, with Comps and SIPs on
deck. And in between? Caught up in some wierd kind of tornado that
always occurs when you've got bad craziness pushing you down and
good craziness trying to keep you up; the result being one mean
twister that picks you up at the beginning of a quarter and plops you
down at the end. Conditions are always prime here. 'K' is twister
country.
Everything good or bad on this campus is intense. When this
campus gets together for a good time, it happens. It really happens.
No matter what idea of fun any group or individual has, they don't
hold back from it. Whoever says you have to leave to have a good
time must spend all their time here with their head somewhere else.
They just need to get out on the Quad. The times I've spent there-whether at Quadstock, partying ' till I dropped and then some; or
playing football in the rain, or just sitting there on a nice day and
talking to whoever wanted to sit down--have been some of the best
times in these three years. Without times like those, I'd be doing a
solo slam dance in some padded room somewhere.
You kn ow what I mean. Stress here can reach biblical
proportions. Exam week there's "weeping and gnashing of teeth"
like right out of Re velations ' chapter thirteen. There are more
relaxed people taking shots at each other on the L.A. freeway .
And the shots fly around here, too. Most people, at one time or
another, deal with stress by dishing it off on other people. Getting
caught up in a controversy is a great way to let off some pressure.
But there' s so much pressure to be let off that we sometimes go
beyond fighting for a good cause. That's when you get mobs of
people going off and bashing on those Damn Feminists, or those
Damn Conservatives or those Damn Assistant Deans. Even the
best-intentioned fanaticism gets old fast.
But, hey! By that time, the quarter's over and you're on your way
to vacation, or CD, or FS, or SIP. Or the Big Reward, graduation.
If you do come back here, the student body has a brand new face
anyway, so it's back to ground zero. You start making new friends,
but not trying too hard, always keeping in mind the fact that you'll
always be saying goodbye. I guess it makes you a little jaded about
relationships.

"Exam week there's 'weeping
and gnashing of teeth' like right
out of Revelations ... "
Which brings me back to the question I kept asking the
refleetion in my mirror last week, like I do every eighth week.
"Why do I do it? Why do I invest myself in this place?" There are
other choices for schools, good choices that are easier on the
pocketbook and on our souls. We've all known plenty of people
who for one reason or another elected those other choices after a
quarter or two here. What makes us stick around? I've got a theory.
Everyone has a jones: drugs, sex, gambling, Nintendo. You
know that movie Point Break, about those dudes addicted to
excitement that rob banks and jump out of airplanes screaming
"100% pure adrenalin!"? I'd like to see those wussies stick through
an entire quarter here. The students here are the real intensity addicts.
If we could be happy at a place where we weren't constantly on the
go, riding a tornado through ten weeks that fly by in the blink of an
eye, if we could be happy going to school anywhere else, I guess I'd
be there. We all have our jones, and living this wierd life at "K"
feeds it
But unlike any other kind of junkie, we're going places. It's
good to realize that. !l's good to know that nothing really stops us.
For one thing, nothing gets in the way of us being happy when we
want to be happy. Remember the Hoben patio party? Now that was
intense. Maybe 200 people dancing like happy fools in the pouring
rain, long afler the beer had run out. I've never heard a single
person on this campus say we need beer to have a good time. We
just need a chance to get together.
These are the things I think about when My Time of the Quarter
. comes around. The things I keep in mind when I hear a voice in my
head that says, "Don't go back there, ya moron!" These are the
things all of us needs to think about every once in a while. But
don't think too long. Because, like the commercial says, you have
to just do it.
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Camp 'K' is Over
By JEFF BARTLETT
The end of summer classes is
only a week away, but last
weekend marked the end of more
important activities. The most
expensive summer camp in
Michigan is officially over.
Camp
'K',
costing
approximately six thousand
dollars for 8 weeks of fun, sun
and can't get any work done, is
replaced by studying and alln ighter term papers. With the
exception of the poor health-sci
students who were burdened
with the deadly Senior Comps,
summer quarter is a lot like
being at camp.
I took a quick survey two
weeks ago of a typical day in
the life at 'K.' Here are the
results: wake up around
noonish, unless one has a pesky
morning class. If so, you'll skip
It, possibly attend Saga if you
can convince your stomach,
then let the games begin. This
is where 'K' offers a plethora of
actiVities.
First there are the jocks and
athletic freaks: they run, lift,
work-out or aerobiclZe. You
name it, they sweat it. Then
there is the more relaxed jock,
the Nintendo nut, the Sega stud-his/her workout is just as
mcnUllly challenging yet with
less physical struggle. Finally,
the couch potato: how many
sixty-nine cent movies can a

student watch in one quarter? I people who can afford such an
expensive summer camp--we are
hear the record is ninety-scven.
not even on the beach. There are
There are also board games,
euchre, chillin' on the quad, many who really do work hard
laying out, trying to become as during the laziness of July and
cool as Andris Walter and August, but the rest of us just
writing harsh letters to the lJJi:ia can't seem to get motivated
until "cram time."
editor against peaceful, mellow
There are countless cases of
opinion writers. A Kalamazoo
summer offers so much to do eleven o'clock at night frisbee
that I cannot find time to study golf matches that result in a
or finish up work. This is not couple of social Mickey's until
fair and the grading policy two o'clock in the morning
should reflect the disadvantage before a mid-term. Why?
caused by the time consumlOg Because it's summertime, not
class time. This summer, as the
summertime.
This week and next begin the rising seniors come of age, a
trials and traumas caused by the second home for students has
studying and the anxieties of been found at the beloved
exam week where normal 'K' Waldo's. This place should give
students become stress freaks, group rates to 'K' students.
pissy towards everyone in their What would the summer be
path. Beer consumption drops, without bar-hopping? Probably
security doesn't have to worry a hot, sweaty, sober and ugly
about late night vandals, and experience .
R.A.'s have fewer chances to
Even with steady class
gun down innoeent students.
allendance (not) and plenty 0'
Quadstock is the greatest studying, there is plenty of time
finale to the previous eight to enjoy the summer with
weeks of booze, schmooze and a fellow students, friends and an
whole lot of snooze. Quadstock occasional fling.
is to drinking, like Easter is to
Summer used to mean forty
church. Almost every student hours a week at work followed
tipped the "sauce" Saturday, like by a forty hour a week havlOg
every Catholic hits mass on fun, plus the sacred weekends.
Easter. I saw people dancing and School? What? You go to
drinking who have been buried school in the summer? Yes,
in the library since last that'd be the 'K' plan. The
Quad~lOCk.
Camp 'K' plan.
It is amazing the number of

Speak Week Comments Misread
not bother me that the outside
By GERRY GLEESON
Hmmm. Might I have world knows you're upset about
overstepped my bounds in my rape on campus. What bothers
comments on Speak Week? It me is the means that were used
seems some students who wrote to convey that message.! do not
letters (both published and want to be fought, nor do I
unpublished .. J read them all) deserve to be fought
Ms. Taylor, if you had read
took a personal vendetta against
me. In my article, I attempted to my column you would see that I
take an objective stand on the do not claim that the chalk
actions of students of this graffiti is "trite." In my
campus, NOT THE ISSUE OF opinion, after last year WEC
RAPE. I am sorry that none of knew full well what would be
these writers bothered to call me written, and they should
or stop by my room to clarify acknowledge it I am not saying
this issue, as several other they should take responsibility.
It seemed to me that WEC
studen ts did.
I agree with J.L. that women members dodged the issue by
are raped and do not "claim" to saying "We dido' t sanction it."
be raped. The choice of words Nor am I upset over those
was an oversight on my part, posters. I applauded them and
and I apologize if I offended. simpl y drew attention to the fact
However, I do not apologize for that I thought they should do
mentioning the coincidence of more than just state cases of
Speak Week and UST A rape (and, amazingly enough,
occurring in the same week. It many of those posters suddenly
was a valid point being raised had further information added to
by many people, and I am glad them).
Furthermore, I am not
that it was clarified.
I do not believe I deserve the embarrassed by the fact that
description of "illustrious," wO(TIen are raped on this
either. It's one thing to attack campus; / am sickened. I know
my opinions, but it's another to women on this campus who
attack me personally. The fact have been raped. They are
that I don't want to be friends of mine. I am
associated with radical phrases embarrassed by the people on
wriuen on the sidewalk does not this campus who can do nothing
mean that I am a bad person. It more constructive than write "Fsimply means that I don't agree --" on the sidewalk. It's not the
with radical feminists. It does word, either. I have used it, too.

What affects me is that there
is nothing constructive in the
action of writing "f---" on the
sidewalk. I have never been
raped. I do not know the
physical and emotional trauma.
I do, however, bow that rape is
wrong and rape is destructive.
But at the same time, writing
"f---" is destructive. It does not
educate this campus in any way,
except to the fact that someone
is "pissed off." It may vent
some pent-up feelings of
hostility, but it does nothing
positive. In this case, I can't
believe that two wrongs will
make a right
My article was not about the
issue of rape. It was written in
response to the actions of
certain people on this campus. I
did not calion the campus to
"fight against" the authors of
the chalk graffiti. I simply
stated that I did not agree with
them and that in the writings I
perceived an inherent hostility
toward men. I did not use
sarcastic overtones or insult
WEC members. I simply stated
that I did not agree with some of
their methods. I respect those
who disagree with my views. I
only ask the common courtesy
which I extended to be returned,
in that those responses be
objective critiques of my
opinions and not offensive
comments about my person.

Birthday Geek!!!
Happy 21st birthday to Mr. Tom Higgins, self-proclaimed chemistry geek, dutz and
lover of chocolate cake. We love you Tommy. P.S. Enjoy your stitches!

Arts & Entertainment Wedneeday. Augu8t 21. 1991
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WHAT TO DO
AROUND THE 'ZOO
On Campus Events
• Wednesday. August 21; 7:30 p.m.; Light Fine Arts Recital
Hall. The Orchestra Conductor, a Polish film detailing a
famous emigre conductor's return to his native Poland, will be
shown by the European Film Series.
• Wednesday, August 21; 7:30 p.m.; Dewing 200. The Official Story will be shown by the Latin American Film Series.
• Wednesday, August 21; 8 p.m.; Olmsted Room. Dr. Cynthia
Schmidt. director of African Studies at "K," and Mr. Joseph
Opala, American anthropologist at University of Sierra Leone,
will present "Origin of Gullah Culture: Tracing tlte
Roots of the A W A KA, an African song." LACC.
• Thursday, August 22; 8 p.m.; Olmsted Room. Dr. Keletso
Atkins, University of Michigan historian and scholar at U of
M's Center for African-American and African studies, will lecture
on "Questionable Haven: Freed American Slaves and
their Descendants in South Africa." LACC.
• Friday, August 23; 10 a.m.; Stetson Chapel. Music and
Hymns.
• Friday, August 23; 7 p.m.; Dalton Theatre, Light Fine Arts
Raiders of the Lost Ark, the Academy Award-winning film
with thrills, Nazis, snakes and Harrison Ford, will be shown by
the Film Society. Admission $2 or $3 if seen with Last Crusade.
• Friday, August 24; 9 p.m.; Dalton Theatre, Light Fine Arts
Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade, the film with alI
the fun of its predecessor plus Sean Connery and the Holy Grail,
will be shown by the Film Society. Admission $2 or $3 if seen
with Raiders.
• Saturday, August 24; 7 p.m.; Dalton Theatre, Light Fine Arts
Raiders of the Lost Ark, the Academy Award-winning film
with thrills, Nazis, snakes and Harrison Ford, will be shown by
the Film Society. Admission $2 or $3 if seen with Last Crusade.
• Saturday, August 24; 9 p.m.; Dalton Theatre, Light Fine Arts
Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade, the film with all
the fun of its predecessor plus Sean Connery and the Holy Grail,
will be shown by the Film Society. Admission $2 or $3 if seen
with Raiders.

i

Off Campus Events
·Friday, August 23; 8 p.m.; 241 N. Kalamazoo Mall, one block
north of the Kalamazoo Center. Actors & Playwrights' Initiative
presents Need It!, an evening of original One-Acts and Short
Subjects by Gordon Laing-Rupert's Birthday, The Author's
Voice. Two and Twenty. and Captain Cook. Admission $7 for
students and senior citizens; $9 all others.
Friday, August 23; 8:30 p.m.; New Vic Theatre, 134 East Vine
Street. Harry Chaplin's play Cotton Patch Gospel returns
to the New Vic. Based on the book The COllon Patch Version of
Mallhew and John by Clarence Jordan, this play is a reverent,
humorous, innovative re-telling of the Gospel according to
Matthew, set in the South and told as if it were to happen today.
All seats are $12.50. Call 3111-3328 for information an<l reservations.
• Saturday, August 24; noon to 2 p.m.; Kalamazoo Mall. Downtown Kalamazoo Incorporated hosts an afternoon of Irish entertainment featuring: Irish food, gifts and live entertainment from
Loch Gill, an Irish trio from Pittsburgh. They will perform traditional Celtic music and original compositions by combining
guitars, cello, bodhran, percussion and harmonica
• • Saturday, August 24; 8:30 p.m.; New Vic Theatre, 134 East
Vine Street. Next performance of Cot/on Patch Gospel. All
seats are $12.50.
• Saturday, August 24; 9 p.m.; Harvey's On the Mall. Loch Gill
will perform traditional Celtic music and original compositions.
• Sunday, August 25; 7:30 p.m.; New Vic Theatre, 134 East
Vine Street. Next performance of Cotton Patch Gospel. All
seats are $10.50.

FROM THE TEMPLE B'NAI ISRAEL:
The Reform Jewish Congregation of Kalamazoo
invites Jewish students and others who are interested
to share our High Holiday services:

Sunday, September 8, at 8:00 p.m.
Monday, September 9, at 10:00 a.m.

WOW, WHAT A WEEKEND!!

Tuesday, September 17, at 8:00 p.m.

Student Commission-sponsored International Fest took place last Friday afternoon, underneath sunny
~kies. ~tudent ~ctivities Committee's Quadstock '91, on Saturday was less fortunate, plagued by
mtermlltent ramstorms. Both events, however, met with enthusiastic response.

Wednesday, September 18, at 10:00 a.m.

International Fest photos by Maria Carlson.

Students are also invited to attend our Sabbath
services throughout the year.
Transportation to services and home hospitality
are offered by temple members.

For mort in ormation

call 343-1790.

• Four women from the Japanese table display their international fashion flair.
• Michael Durbin's storytelling knocks partner, Glenn Ehrean, out cold on the Quad.

Quadstock photos by Michelle Campbell.
• Chris Wozniak and Gerry Gleeson get passionate about their cover tunes.
• "Beats per Minute" mellow out the Quadstock crowd with some sweet harmony.
• The "Port Wine Lads" are one-year old and celebrate with a wild performance.
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And In This Corner ..... .
Rick Woodsher Like to be Cool
VS.
Jeff LeUbart be like Sherwood
This weekly publication of infinite sports wisdom will pit the above mentioned sports experts
in point-counterpoint discussions of current sport issues. concluding with a bet and prediction.

ISSUE: COLLEGE FOOTBALL
I knew there was something better to do
this Fall than work on my SIP. College
Football is back and so are the Wolverines.
Notre's Dames ran out of luck last season. And
those boys from East Lansing ... , well, 1 heard
they have a good basketball lcam this year. U
of M will face Iraqi-like resistance while taking
the National Championship, only the first for
the school this year as the Webcrines take the
hoops title. The only close cali comes when
the team's bus driver takes a wrong tum and
ends up in Kalamazoo. "K' College football
players invite the Wolverines to a scrimmage
and show them the Hornets are for real this
year. RS

Like every year, Michigan should win the
National Championship, but like every year they
won't. After crushing Notre Dame by twenty one
points, and going on to win the Big Ten, they
will lose the Rose Bowl on a horrible call by the
same refs who called the Bulls-Pistons playoff
games. Florida State. who lose only once to
Michigan, will go on to disgrace Notre Dame by
thirty and then tromp over Houston in the Orange
Bowl. Notre Dame. where all the rookies drive
Ferraris, will be probed by the NCAA and will
lose television rights for five years. The Heismen
winner will be a receiver from Houston who
catches forty-six TDs with four thousand yards.
He will go on to the Lions as the first round draft
pick and make less catches then Sherwood made
this year in IM softball. JB

ISSUE: MIAA FOOTBALL
This is the year of the Hornet. The Grandpa
Baker era has been replaced by a younger more
professional staff with a great recruiting class
coming in. Afler a couple of wins and sell-out
crowds. the school decides to convert the new
sCience building into a domed stadium. Vaughn
Maatman and Marilyn LaPlante are even witnessed at the games leading cheers and saying,"Now that we have a real football team. we
can throw real parties, the kegs are on us." The
team goes on to its first MIAA win in many
years but declines a Sugar Bowl invitation because the players say it will conflict with their
exam schedules. RS

This year's MIAA football season could see
some big surprises. The powerhouse Albion is
picked to win the league by everyone but Olivet.
This team of potential pros will shock everyone
winning at least seven games by blow-outs. Our
hornets will also be searing the league leaders
until the Homecoming game when first place is
in sight. Kalamazoo will be winning by on point
thanks to a two point conversion by Gary Kurc,
but as Olivet makes a last second drive to win the
game Scott Schultz will come up with an
astonishing interception. The only problem is that
Schultz runs fUty-seven yards the wrong way for a
safety and a loss. Though he will go on to be the
defense player of the year, and AU-American
honors. he can never forgot the biff. JB

THE BET: 1M SOFTBALL PLAYOFFS
Stakes: The loser will ...• hey, why are we even betting, we're both losers so there
is no point.
Bier De Luxe looks like the learn lO beat
heading into the playoffs. They will cruise
lhrough the first two games but will face a
tough Big Rigs learn. They resort to stealing
Rob Beattie'S Sega System and sending the
learn on hunt to find it. De Luxe wins the
championship, bUl later are tested to prove
their ability. Beasts and Beauties, the Cooed
champs, challenge and beat them in a disgraceful performance by the Men 's champs. RS

The 1M playoff are finally here. Big Rigs II will
capture the championship when in the last inning.
Beattie squeeze bunts the tying run to Neil Kool
who then fires it ten feet over the first basemen's
head. In extra innings, Chad Lyon crushes a two
out triple. foUowed by The Whiff from Johnny
'Bent' Ray-Keil. Cecil (Huey) then hits the game
winning dinger that lands somewhere around
Tiffany's. The Co-ed fmals end up a joke after the
defending champs, Beasts and Beautys, stroke
twenty six singles while Nicole Parker pitches the
shut out. JB

I.M. NOTES
Pre-play-off

standings

Men's:
1) Biere De Luxe .............
2) Big Rigs II .... ...... .......
3) Man's Greatest Reflex ....
4) Cunnilingus Bar & Grill ..
5) Long BaUers ...............

Weak pitchi.ng won't endure playoffs.
Late trade deports Cibor--Good Call.
More pop-ups then Rob Deer strike-outs.
Cinderella team has verY small hopes.
Must crush Kool's team to make [mals

COoed:
1) Freaks of Nature ..........
2) Beasts and Beauties .......
3) Hicks & Chicks ...........
4) Huey's Heroes ............
5) Buff-N-Muff ...............
6) M.A.M. and I.W.W ......
7) Mo Fos ........ ... ..........
8) Bananas IV .................

Lost marquee players, along with hope.
Repeat, repeat, repeat.
Will lose fIrst round, guaranteed.
Will be playing Sega, after early exit
No buff Buff on this team, good luck.
Captain's toughness could take them.
Will most likely fotfeit, as usual.
No way, not today, or any day.

By MARK CLIFFORD
Ladies and gentlemen. the NFL season is about to begin, so
here are my Cliffs Notes on the promising contenders that have
the best chance of becoming champions in Super Bowl XXVI at
Minneapolis:
The Defending Champs: The New York Giants were
destiny's darlings last year, slipping numerous punches after
being caught on the ropes in last year's playoffs against the 4gers
(fumble) and Bills (missed field goal). This year, they may be due
to get sucker-punched by an underdog in the postseason.
Ranking the Contenders:
#1. Buffalo Bills-Eyeing a Super Bowl rematch with the
champs. Those lightweights of the AFC East, the Colts, Jets. and
Patriots, will provide easy tune-ups for their maip events to be
fought in the playoffs.
#2. Kansas City Cbiefs-Now here's a legitimate
heavyweight challenger. Beefy Backfield of Christian Okoye and
Barry Word pack plenty of wallop for this powerhouse team.
Should provide a worthy foe for Buffalo in the AFC
Championship game. Might wind up taking the title themselves.
#3. San Francisco 4gers-The once and possibly future kings.
Will answer the beU for slugfest against the Giants in the fust
Monday Nighl Football game of the year on SepL 2nd.
#4. Los Angeles Raiders-Tough team of bare-knuckle, backalley brawlers will try to pick themselves up off of the deck after
being coldcocked. 51-3, by the Bills in last year's playoffs. (If
that game had been a fight, it would have been mercifully stopped
on an early TKO). This year, they've added safety Ronnie Lott,
who always looks to deliver a knockout blow. Bo Jackson's
injury hit them like a shot below the belt, bUl the Raiders
running game could still be saved by the Bells. Greg and Nick.
#5. Houston Oilers-Will try to outpoint their opponents by
jabbing away with the lightning-quick combination of wide receivers Drew Hill and Ernest Givens. May be like a nifty boxer
without the chin (defense) to survive the later rounds of the
postseason.
#6. Washington Redskins-Capable of putting some serious
hurt on any leam in the league. Hard-hitting Andre Collins,
Wilbur Marshall, and the aptly named Tracy Rocker will bloody
some noses on defense.
#7. Miami Dolphins-The quick throwing release of
Dangerous Dan Marino is reminiscent of Joe Frazier's left hoolc.
You can't see it coming until it nails you.
#8, Cincinnati-QB Boomer Esiason provides the offense with
lefthanded punch. but team must recover the "eye of the tiger" to
return to the S upe.
#9. Philadelphia Eagles-Too often last season. Philly flailed
away in hopes of connecting with a bomb. while the blitz-happy
defense pinned back its ears and rushed with reckless abandon.
Expect the Eagles to knuckle down and attack with more
discipline and patience this year under the training of Rich Kotite.
#10, Los Angeles Rams-A highly-touted contender just one
year ago, the Rams were instead battered into a 5-11 submission.
But now they're on the comeback trail, led by the example and the
legs of the resurrected running back, Marcus Dupree. Jim
Everett's strikes to Flipper Anderson can knock opponents for a
loop, but the undermanned defensive line is still a soft underbelly
unfit for slugging it out in the trenches against the likes of the
Giants, Niners and 'Skins.

Now let's gel ready 10 rumble!

Playoffs Begin
By RICK SHERWOOD
The Annual Summer SoftbaU Playoffs are in full swing this
week as players take their late-term frustrations on the field. Action
was delayed Monday due to day-long rain storms, but resumed
Tuesday.
In Men's action on Tuesday. the Long Bailers took oul
Cunnilingus Bar and Grill in a close contest until the final inning.
Bar and Grill was pleased with their overall performance in the
game, recalling many regular season mercies. Lance O'Donnel. the
learn's captain, warns teams to walch out for lhem next year,
possibly with a new name and new shirts.
In Cooed play, Middle Age Men and Independent Widow Women
(M.A.M & I.W.W.) upset Chicks and Hicks in a game which
displayed their true potential and sent shivers to the rest of the
league. Beasts and Beauties. the defending Co-ed champs, scared off
Kendall Buhl's team, The Mo Fo's. Afler an embarrassing 29-1 loss
to lhe champs lasl week in regular season play, the Mo Fo's failed
to show to their playoff match.
The playoffs will continue Wednesday with the Finals being held
Thursday. The Cooed championship game will be at 5:00 pm and
the Men's at 6:00 pm. Here's one of your last chances to enjoy
some sun this summer so come and rOOl for your favorite team.

How To Be Politically: Correct
BAD

''P.e.''

black

person of color

Chicano

person of color

weird green freak

person of color

female

person of gender

horn-dog

person of ardor

drooling drunk idiot person on floor
minority group

under-represented

group of blacks
group of whites

under-represented population of
persons of color
'L.A.P.D.

handicapped

physically challenged

blind

visually challenged

white

pigmentally challenged

dead

metabolically challenged

woman

womyn

women

wymln

girl

•
pre-womln

man

oppressor

boy

oppressor-to- be

•

population
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Alcohol Policy Approved
Fines raised; party balls allowed on trial basis
By KATIE LOWRIE
Along with the changing
leaves this fall come significant changes in "K's" alcohol
policy.
No longer will "K" maintain an "age-blind," wet campus. The former policy, according to Vaughn Maatman,
Assistant Dean of Residence
Life, "put at risk ['K's' eligibility] for federal funding"
because it did not meet with
the Drug-Free Schools and
Communities Act. The federal
funds include financial aid and
money for building projects
and renovations.

The alcohol policy prohibits the use and possession of
alcohol by students under the
age of 21 and prohibits an ofage student from supplying a
minor with alcohol. It also
forbids open containers of
alcohol and the consumption
of alcohol in public campus
areas, except in the cases of
college-sponsored events.
Students aged 21 and older
may drink alcohol within their
rooms without infringing on
the rights of others around
them. Single source containers over six gallons (all kegs)
are stricti y prohibited, but party

balls and other various single
source beverages are permissable.
The Alcohol Policy Task
Force, made up of students and
faculty, met throughout last
spring to wri te the policy. They
met for a final time last Thursday to review changes as suggested by the Student Life
Committee (of the Board of
the Trustees) and Student
Commission. Hans Morefield,
Student Commission president, lobbied for the legality
of quarter barrels and party
balls.
continued on page 2

Summer quarter brings
discussion, controversy
Rape concerns, vandalism, grading major issues
By MARIA CARLSON
and ERICK TRICKEY
Vandalism, Women's
Speak Week and possible
changes in the grading policy
were among the issues "K's"
student bod y encountered
summer quarter.
.An art exhibi t loaned to the
campus by the Swiss consu, late in Chicago was stolen and
, scattered around campus on
the night of July 12. Four stu, dents were tried by the Judical
Council on July 29 and found
guilty of vandalism. Steve
Hammond, K '92, Brad Crandall, K 'n, Andy Taylor, K '93,
and Chad Bennett, K'93, were
placed on administrauve probation, sentenced to five hours
of work per .weeek through
Physical Plant. They were also
required to write a letter of

apology to the campus community, and were ordered to
make arrangements to reimburse the Swiss Embassy and
Consulate of the cost of the
damage to the exhibit.
According to the Swiss
Consulate, the exhibit was
worth about $12,000,
In an appearance before the
Council that was challenged
on procedural grounds, French
profeessor Kathy Smith spoke
in favor of a strict sentence,
"I am giving you a sample
of faculty response when I say
that expUlsion would be a fair
and merited punishment,"
Smith f:11d the council.
Concerns over aq uaintance rape on campus dominated .discourse during the
second annual Women's Speak

Week.
The opinions pages of the
Index were overflowing with
letters to the editor and opinion columns regarding the
week's events, especiall y since
Speak Week coincided with
the USTA Boys' 16 & 18
Championships.
Movies, speakers, signs and
ribbons signaled Speak Week
activities, as they did last year.
To highlight the issue of acquaintance rape, testimonials
of unnamed "K" students were
placed all over campus to dispel the notion that rape does
not happen here,
Faculty concerns about
grading disparity have sparked
a movement to weight the
pluses and minuses along with
continued on page 2

From the Editor:
I hope you enjoy your first issue of the Index. Thanks.to Jo:'-nna W~e and her ~tten
tion to detail, the Index is now a PageMaker product. This major accomplishment Will
speed production and improve layout considerably.
The Index also has a new advisor, Deborah Luyster. The influence of Ms. Luyster, our
new PageMaker capabilities, our new office and the enthusiasm of my ~ditorial board, a •
returning sophomore class and wonderful first-year students have combmed to make what
I am sure will be an outstanding quarter of Indexes.
We are very excited about our new offices, which are located in the basement of
Hicks, at the bottom of the stairs. Stop by and take a look Sunday afternoon, 3 :30 p.m.,
and learn more about the Index.
Maria Carlson
Editor-in-Chief

~nside: '
~ate Rape

Weekend Outline

Demands Action
page 7

page 9

"K" Volleyball stings
opponents
page 11

Photo by Maria CarL.on

A student waits for lunch at the Quadstop, which now accepts meal
cards.

Quadstop accepts
meal cards
By RUTH PALILEO
"I've only been here a ye~,
but it feels like students have
been asking since the age of
the dinosaurs for the option of
using their meal cards in the

"You can't eat in both places,"
emphasizes Picard, explaining
that the nine menus are an alternative rather than a supplement to the meals in New
Welles.

"We've had people eating upstairs and coming right down here afterwards, asking,
"When can I use my meal card here?''''
-Leah Alexander, K'92, Quadstop worker
Quadstop," says Diane Picard,
Director of Marriott Food
Service. "Now we've made it
possible."
On Sunday through Thursday from 5 to 8 p.m., students
may go to the Quadstop,
choose from one of nine menus
(see box on page 2) and 'pay
with plastic'- using their I.D.
card.
The menus were designed
according to student responses
to surveys from spring quarter
of this year. "These are popular items that don't require a
special amount of preparation," notes Picard.
Meal cards will not be accepted at other times, nor will
students be able to substitute
items on these menus.
When asked about student
response, Marriott workerBlanch Cornelious stated:
"Well, it's pretty slow yet but
I think things '11 really pick up
as more students hear about
this."
Leah Alexander, K '92, who
also works in the Quadstop,
agrees. "We'vehad people eating dinner upstairs [in New
Welles] and coming right down
here afterwards, asking' When
can I use my card here?'"
Actually, students who have
already eaten dinner in New
Welles will not be allowed to
use their meal card in the
Quadstop the same evening.

Part of the Quadstop's
appeal is its distinctly selfeffacing ambience. Located in
the basement of Hicks, the
Quadstop has always been a
favorite student hangout, with
its big-screen T. V., low lighting and unpretentious atmosphere. "It's exactly what a
snack bar should be," says
Erick Trickey, K'94, while
waiting for fries.
All this will change, however, as Marriott spreads its
renovations to include more
than the Quadstop's menuthe food service plans to enlarge the snack-bar and
brighten up the decor.
The Quadstop will expand
into what were the former offices of the Index, the Boiling
Pot and the Cauldron. Plans
include a black and white tile
floor and a color scheme that
will complement the new
games room. More seating and
better lighting are also in store,
according to Picard.
Picard projects that the
renovations will be finished
by the end of this year. "To do
so," she adds, "we'll have to
close the Quadstop for a few
weeks at the end of the quarter." She acknowledges that
this will be an incovenience
but enthuses, "[Afterwards,]
the Quadstop is going to be
gorgeous."
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Trustees approve alcohol policy with last-minute additions
continued from page 1
'The committee decided to
allow party balls on a trial
basis," said committee mem, ber Maria Carlson, K'92.
"We deliberated for a long
time. We tried to wolk out a
compromise about what kind
of single source containers
would be allowed and reach a
point where we were all fairly
happy. But with the additional
priviledge of having party
balls, we did stiffen the penalties across the board."
Some of those consequences for violating the policy include a $50.00 fine and

15 hours of community service.
The Board of Trustees
adopted the proposed policy
last Friday, which they believed to both appropriately
comply with federal law and
reduce the liability of the college regarding alcohol consumption, while simultaneously keeping the rights and
privacy of the students inmind.
This week, a final copy of
the alcohol policy and penalties for its violation reached
each students' mailbox. According to Ellen Caldwell,
English professor and mem-

"We don't want to
outlaw liquor. We
want to outlaw the
irresponsible
behavior."
-Ellen Caldwell,
member of Alcohol
Policy Task Force
bcr of thc task force, "On all
college campuses, alcohol

abuse ison the rise. We need to
address that and pinpoint the
problems . . .
"We don't want to outlaw
liquor. We want to outlaw the
irresponsible behavior. Abuse
of alcohol cannot be allowed.
P~rt of being a responsible
dnnkermeans dealing with the
consequences involved."
Resident Assistant Marc
~ietzkj hopes that the policy
Will not lead to "more closed
dO?TS out of fear and .. . separation among classes."
Although the Resident
Assistants have been briefed

as to how to handle revel ant
confontations if they should
arise, Dean of Students Marilyn La Plante stresses that no
one expects "the Rcsident
Assistants to act as a police
force [with search and seizure
methods] or eagle eyes."
La Plante feels confident
that the policy will lead to a
healthy, productive environment, and she is hoping that
the act of "placing trust in the
students and in the honor code"
will lead to the betterment of
the campus as a whole.

Summer
brings
discussion,
controversy
continued from page 1
the letter grade.
"Many faculty-not all-felt
th~t there's a real inequity,"
SaId Dr. Robert Stauffer. "We
give a B+ to one student, a Bto another student and we really see a significant difference there. And yet ultimately
it doesn't matter what you
gave."
Student reaction was overwhelrnin8ly negative, and had
an opportunity to voice thcir
opinions at a forum during
sixth week.
Graduate schools already
retabulate GPAs to account for
pluses and minuses, and a study
here indicated GP As would
drop by two hundredths of a
percent.
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most popular Applelt Macintoshlt computers
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ers. Buy one of these combinations, and save
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an Apple SlyleWriler
or an Apple Personal
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See your authorized Apple campus reseller
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-
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Computer Services in Dewing Hall
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Save $125-$800 now!
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The Fifth Annual Rat
Olympics brought journalists
from all over the world flocking to "K"'s campus, as well
as nasty letters from the U.S.
Olympic Committee.
The annual event went on
despite initial plans to scrap it.
The amount of wolk involved
proved to be too much for
psych ,Professor Lyn Raible,
the mmd behind the games.
But the media attention including a spot on CBS nus
Morning, proved to be wonderful public relations and the
games went on.
All was not wonderful
however, when the officiai
U.S. Olympic Committee
became disgruntled over"K'" s
usage of the word Olympics
and threatened legal action if
the title of the event was not
changed after this summer.

your
sorority, team or
other campus organization,
Absolutely no investment required!
CALL 1·800·950·8472. ext. 50
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Smoking banned across calnpus amid little protest
By KRISTINA MONY
Kalamazoo College officials
have prohibited smoking in
nearly all campus buildings,
effective since the beginning
of this quarter.
"What we were attempting
to do is balance the interests of
smokers and non-smokers,"
said Tom Ponto, director of
business and finance.
''The spirit of this is based
upon cooperation, not a secu-

rity force seeking out violating smokers," said Ponto.
The decision was made after
consultation
with
the
President's advisory council,
the campus safety committee
and building representatives.
Smoking is still allowed in a
few designated areas: the
Hoben TV lounge, the Trowbridge west lounge and the
Dewing second floor lounge.
Ponto has received little

negative feedback from the
recent policy implementation,
and both student smokers and
non-smokers appear to be
sympathetic with each others'
concerns and willing to cooperate with the new policy.
"We think this is in the best
interests of the college community," stated Ponto.
Bill Duane, K'94, understands the need for the policy
implementation. However, he

found nothing wrong with the
previous policy of politeness.
''The old status quo worked
fine. When someone asked you
to put out your cigarette you
should be courteous enough to
do so."
Jennifer Amundsen, K'94,
is thrilled with the new policy
and thinks it should have been
implemented long ago.
"It is not fair for smokers to
force their carcinogens on non-

smokers who are forced to
breathe the second-hand
smoke."
R.ecent studies have shown
that those who breathe second-hand smoke are in more
danger than those who are
actually smoking. These statistics have sparked a nationwide concern resulting in
smdking bans for many public
buildings throughout the
United States.

Complaints voiced about
Organization Fair
By ERICK TRICKEY and RUTH PALILEO
Organizational heads have voiced discontent over the planning for this year's Organization Fair.
Some heads complain they received information about the
fair only one or two days before the fair, held Thursday afternoon of last week. One organization was not contacted at all.
Michael Glendening, co-leader of the Gay and Lesbian
Student Group (GLSG), said his organization did not learn
about the fair from Student Commission. Instead, they heard
about it one hour before the event, from another organizational
head.
"I honestly think Hans [Morefield, Student Commission
president) doesn't have any idea who runs [GLSG)."
"It would have been nice to have gotten something [about the
fair) on paper," said Charlie Solomon, K '93, general manager
of the campus radio statuion, WJMD. "I suppose we got
accomplished what we wanted, but I would have liked more
specifics."
Solomon would also have preferred heavier promotion for
the fair.
"I didn't see any signs go up until the night before," he said.
''There was plenty of time for me, but because I'm not on
[campus], I have plenty of time to give," said Heidi Hendrickson, K '93, head ofEnvorg. "I'm sure the otherleaders with
full schedules were under large stress."
Hendrickson said she had expected the fair to be held during
freshman orientation week, like in years past.
Members of the lnterVarsity Christian Fellowship [IVCF)
overheard Barbara Vogelsang mention the change to first week
at the end of summer quarter, according to Jeff Mason, executive coordinator of IVCF.
"I looked on the calendar and asked myself, 'Why has no one
been contacted about this?' We were never officially told.
"[The fair) was scheduled for the exact same time people
were supposed to sign up for P.E. classes. That was a pain in the
butt."
Morefield said that Student Commission did not receive the
names of the organizational heads until Monday or Tuesday. He
added that he decided to have the fair during first week instead
of orientation week after consultation with Vogelsang.
"It was easier than getting the organization heads on campus
three or four days in advance," he said.
Student Commission Vice-President Becky Engelbrecht,
K'92, explained the change.
"Otherwise, you only see [the fair) as a freshman." Having
the fair first week, she continued, provides older students with
another chance to explore all the campus organizations.
One organization head preferred having the fair first week.
''That way you pull in the rest of the campus," noted Solomon.

Photo by Maria Carlson

[he new improved game room is a part of the extensive renovatwn of Hicks Center.

Hicks renovation underway
Quadstop, gameroom changes part offive-year plan
By JOANNA WYNNE
rIicks Center is being renovated ar;j rejuvenated, with
major changes planned for
Quadstop.
The first phase of a fiveyear rcnov ation pI an began this
summer, and will continue into
winter quarter. Major changes
already accomplished include
the reloeaJon of the Index
office and the gameroom.
Work on the east section of
the Quadstop is scheduled to
be completed November 15.
Then the Quadstop will be
"Iosed lor extensive remodeling.

"Everything is going well
t\J1d we're on schedule," said
Paul Manstrom, head 0 f Physical Plant.
The renovation plan comes
with a $1 million price tag and
is aimed at improving the me-

which was built in 1940, has
not been remodeled for at least
"We're getting away a decade.
"I want a building that is.infrom basic brown."
viting to students, and that is
an effective place for students
- Eleanor Pinkham, to do a lot of things," said
Marilyn LaPlante, Dean of
renovation committee Students. "We knew, taking
member, on Quadstop away the alcohol from the big
lounge parties, that that piece
of the social life would change
dramatically."
About one-thi rd of the renochanical systems and kitchen
equipment in Hicks Center, as vation budget will go toward
well as making it more aes- cosmetic improvements. The
theticall y pleasing.
interior designer working for
"It's very reasonable and the college, Jane Schley, also
long overdue," said Library worked on Harmon and Hoben
Director Eleanor Pinkham, a lounges.
Marriott's Quadstop, in the
member of the renovation
basement of Hicks Center, is a
committee.
.
Hicks Center has not been primary target of the firstphase
remodeled since it was built in of the renovation. The new
continued on page 5
1970. The east end of Hicks,

Nineteen seats up for grabs in elections today
By ERICK TRICKEY
Student Commission elections take place today, with 27
candidates running for 19 seats.
The most competitive race
is for Campus Life Committee, where seven candidates
are vying for three seats. Two
dorms have no one running for
representative, and three others have candidates running
unopposed.
Two candidates, Manuel
Rupe and Joanna Kyriakopoulos, are running for the position of Clerk and Vice-President of Finance. The winner

will serve as assistant to the
Vice-President of Finance this
quarter and take over the vicepresidency winter quarter.
A Student Commissior
member, according to President Hans Morefield, K '92,
should be "someone who is
willing to work and dedicated
to try to improve the school.
"Prior knowledge of the
school helps a lot, but a fresh
look from a fresh person can
help as well."
Fourcandidates are running
for the two fall/winter positions on the Campus Life

Committee: Chris Yoon, Yasaman Navai, Kevin Peterson,
and Andy Dominiani. Three
candidates are running for one
fall only position on Campus
Life: Mayme Silverthorn,
Dana Bourland, and Lara
Koopmans.
The Educational Policies
Committee has two seats open,
with terms of office lasting
through winter quarter. Crysl1l Caruana, Julie Case, Mindy
Elridge, and Wendy Manning
are competing for those seats.
Trowbridge Hall elects two
dorm representatives, and three

candidates are vying for those
positions: Melanie McCormack, William Uicker, and
Lisa Varaxdoni.
Jeff Daly, Shivika Bafna,
and Jody Olds are competing
for the right to represent commuter students.
Meredith Bigelow and
Kelly Roberts are running
unopposed on the ballot for
two positions in the Student
Alumni Association.
Unopposed candidates are:
Jim Davis for Student Commission secretary, Tanya
Roycroft for chair of Inter-

Housing Association, Jenny
Christiansen for Hoben Hall
representative, Scott Hunsinger for the language houses,
Scott Dingeman in Harmon,
and Heather Carstens in Crissey.
There are no candidates on
the ballot to represent Severn
and Dewaters halls, but voters
have the option to write in
candidates.
Voting takes place in Hicks
during lunch and dinner. Last
year, only 33 percent turned
out to vote.
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To use a calling'card on any long-distance call,
YO!J. either need a card for every long-distance company
•

or a card for all long-distance companies.
America's Calling Card™ from Michigan Bell. No
other card is accepted by more long·
distance companies.

country, at any time.
Because America's Calling
Card is accepted by virtually all
long-distance companies.

Isn't your life complicated
enough already? Do you

And with no complicated access codes,

really have the time or patience to
worry about whether the phone
you're calling from is hooked up to the
long-distance company that matches
your calling card? Or, if not, whether that
long-distance company will accept your card?
Fortunately, there's a simpler way to call. America's
Calling Card from Michigan Bell.
With America's Calling Card, you can place a local
or long-distance call from virtually any phone in the

America's Calling Card is simple
to use, too. Just dial zero, plus the number you're calling and your calling card number,
which is your own phone number. Plus four simple digits.
So when you're feeling like all those other cards are

stacked against you, remember the simpler solution.
America's Calling Card from Michigan Bell.
For more information, or to get your America's
Calling Card, call 221·7500, Ext. 741.
M

In a complicated world, the simple choice is the best choice:

long.distance companies charge their own rales
:£;,1991 Michigan Bell. AU Rights Reserved.

A ____ • __

@ Michigan Bell

~··
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CLASSIFIEDS

ADDRESSERS WANlED
immediately! No
experience necessary.
Process FHA morgage
refunds. Work at
home. Call 1-405321-3064.

Earn Fabulous FREE
Spring Break Vacation
while meeting new
people and earning
cash. Work at your
own pace. Energetic,
highly motivated
outgoing individuals
needed. Call Bob' at
Campus Holidays 1800-627-4791
between 5pm-10pm
CST.

EARN $2000 + FREE
SPRING BREAK
TRIPS! North
America's #1 Student
Tour Operator seeking
motivated students,
organizations,
fraternities and
sororities as campus
represen tati yes
promoting Cancun,
Bahamas, Daytona and
Panama City! Call 1800-724-1555!

Financial Aid available
immediately! Special
grants program. Every
student eligible. No
one turned down.
Simple application.
Send name, address
and $1 P&H
fee(refundable) to:
Student Services, P.O.
Box 22-4026 ,
Hollywood, FL 33022.
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Students give thumbs-up to renovated Severn
By HELEN HAN and
JASON LAM
Kalamazoo College continues to upgrade the living conditions of its residing students.
This summer, Severn Hall
became the third residential
building to be renovated, according to Thomas Ponto, director of business and finance.
According to Ponto, the cost
forrenovatingSevem will total
approximately $125,000150,000. This budget includes
labor, carpeting, painting,
lounge furniture, wall covering and repair of mechanical
and heating systems.
However, Ponto stated,
''I'm not exactly sure because
we're still in the process [of
renovation]. "
The basement lounge of
Severn is the final stage of
renovation. Ponto expects that
it should be completed by the

end of October.
DeWaters and Harmon
were remodeled in previous
summers, and Crissey, Hoben,
and Trowbridge still await
improvement.
Alison Hramiec, K '92, expressed satisfaction with the
improvements. She admitted
to spending the majority of her
time in the lounge of her suite
but says that she will utilize
the public lounge to study.
Mike Swajek, K'92, complained that 'The lounge looks
the same now ' as it did when
we moved in four weeks ago."
Other residents of Sevem interviewed were more or less
content with the results.
"We try to do at least one
dorm each summer," said
Ponto. The cost for future
renovations will likely be
similar to that of the Severn
Hall project.

Photo by Maria Carlson

Renovated Severn Hall brightens students lives.

Student Alumni Association provides advice, contacts
By ANDY DOMINIANNI
The Student Alumni Association, while relatively new
and not highly visible, serves
the important function of encouraging interaction between
students and alumni.
According to Mika Osaki,
the organization's Student
Commission representative,
several Career Nights are
planned for the quarter. "K"
alumni from a variety of fields
will be invited to speak with
interested students at the Career Development Center.
Career Nights have been
successful and well attended
in the past. Dates for the Ca-

reer Nights will be announced at
a later date.
These informal get-togethers
"Having the same
will give students a chance to talk
alma mater means
to "K" grads who share similar
interests and who can provide
a lot,"
some insight into the working
world.
The individuals invited to
campus have found occupations
-Mika Osaki, K'92,
suited to their interests, and can
StUdent
Alumni Assogive students much-needed and
welcome advice about majors and ciation Representative
internships.
According to Osaki, the success of the Student Alumni Association is largely due to the fact
The organization makes
that "sharing the same alma ma- possible a network of "K"
ter can mean a lot."
alumni who can serve as

very valuable connections. "If
you can start this process while
you're still in college, you'll be
ten steps ahead of everyone
else when you graduate," Osaki
pointed out.
"Alumni know what Kalamazoo College is all about,"
said Osaki; "they understand
the 'K' plan, and if they are in
a position to hire interns, they
will go out of their way to accommodate a 'K' student."
The two biggest goals of the
organization are to bring back
as many alumni as possible and
to involve more first-year students in the networking process right now so they will have

four years to benefit from
alumni input and experience.
Response to the organization this fall has been encouraging, according to Osaki.
More than thirty students
have expressed interest in
joining the group, and everyone is invited to attend the
first weekly meeting of the
quarter on Friday, October 11
at the Alumni House.
Osaki maintains, "When it
comes right down to it, in a
few years we will all be looking for jobs, and the Student
Alumni Association can help
us get a head start on our future."

Hicks renovation underway
continued from page 3
Quadstop will be bigger,
brighter, and will include a
greater variety of foods than it
do.es now.
Popcorn, hot pretzels,
nachos and cheese, and pizza
are on the tentative agenda for
the new Quadstop.
"Munchie foods are very
popularnow," said Food Services Director Diane Picard.
If tastes change, however,
Lhe new snack bar will be more
open to change without a repeat of the extensive renovation going on now, according
to Picard.
The grill and kitchen areas
of the Quadstop will be separate, so that they can be closed
off after hours without closing
the lounge area, so students
can gather there.
The Quadstop dining area
will also be redecorated, with
square tables that can be put
together to accommodate
larger groups, and with brighter
lights and colors.
"Quadstop has kind of a
tomblike ambience now, and
that's going to leave," said
Manstrom.
The new Quadstop will be
able to serve a larger number
of students, and may provide
more flexibility within the
meal plan most students on
campus use. fhe new meal ex-

'chahge program in which students have the choice of eating
in t:le Quadstop could be expa.,ded.
Future phases of the renovatIOn process will focus on
the Welles Hall parlor and
dining room, the President's
dining room, the Stone Room,
and Marriott's kitchen and
dining areas.
"Food services has changed
so much in the last 20 years,"
said Picard. "Things that were
acceptable 15 or 20 years ago
are no longer acceptable."
The Quadstop in particular
needs more electricity to adequatel y keep food at the proper
temperature to avoid contamination, if larger numbers of
students eat there.
Because of new awareness
of communicable diseases,
Health Department standards
are becoming stricter. For instance, tabs on soda machines
that touched the glasses have
been replaced by push buttons.
Plans also include new student meeting rooms and a student lounge in the west end of
Hicks Center, and lots of new
furniture, carpeting, and other
decoration.
"We're getting away from
basic brown," said Pinkham .
"I'm really pleased with what
they 're doing. It's not lavish,
but it's nice and it's tasteful."

MEAL PLAN EXCHANGE PACKAGES
Effective on Sunday through Thursday nights from 5 until 8.

A.

Grill Exchange

1Quarter Pound
Cheeseburger
Small Fries
Medium Soda
Brownie

B.

2Mega Bite Burger
Large Fries
Medium Soda

Sub Exchange
26" Italian Sub
Chips
Medium Soda
Side Salad

!.
6" Veggie Sub
Chips
Medium Soda
Side Salad

C.

Express Exchange
2Vegetable Plate wi Dip
Medium Soda
BACCookie

1Garden Salad
Small Yogurt
Medium Soda
Dressing

3Texas Grilled Cheese
Sandwich
Chips
Medium Soda
Brownie or Krispie

3-

12" American Sub
Chips
Large Soda

3Chef Salad
Medium Soda
Dressing
Krispie

•

•
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Schedule comps more effectively
By MARIA CARLSON

Picture this-it's the Friday
before classes start and groups
of seniors are moving into the
residence halls.
After moving in, out come
the books-these seniors are
studying even though classes
haven't started. Go figure!
During the weekend, these
seniors take gigantic, stressinducing tests called comprehensive exams. English majors type in the computerlabs,
Chemistry majors plug away
somewhere in Olds-Upton and
sunshine and light pours
through the campus! Sound
bizarre?
r have a stress-induced
fantasy of somehow avoiding
comps altogether, but since r
don't think that's going to
happen, I thought, hey, how
about if I don't have to take
comps in the middle of a quar-

ter? What if comprehensive
exams were moved? What if
seniors took exams not in the
middle of the quarter, when
they were also trying to do
things like take classes and
stay sane, but rather between
quarters? Would this be good
or bad?
As I look down the barrel of
an eight-hour English comprehensive exam held the third
weekend of spring quarter, I,
personally, think it would be
more productive to show up a
few days early and get the exam
over with. Much of the stress I
associate with comps is trying
to study for them amidstaregularly crazy quarter-senior
spring.
Life would be a little easier
for professors, too. They have
to try and grade these exams in
addition to preparing for
classes and grade other papers

and exams, as well as evaluating SIPs.
I personally can't think of a
reason not to change the dates
of comps. We are strongly discouraged from overloading,
but comps are like preparation
for another class. We would
need to be allowed into the
residence system a little earlier, but athletes are allowed in
early for practice and we
should be allowed in to prepare for our own mental olympiad.
An entire residence life staff
wouldn't be necessary to
monitor those who move in.
Everyone would be there for
one purpose, and for one purpose only. Sure, the break is
cut a little short, but I would
give alotmore than a few days
break to relieve a little comps
stress.
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Letter Policy
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Flatulence makes you a man?
".a woman's perspective on the men's movement

lot ofcampus rapes start here.
This public service announcement from the Rape Treattnent
Center of Santa Monica Hospital draws attention to the
connection between campus rape and alcohol.

Date rape demands our attention
By KEZIA PEARLMAN
Why after the date rape presentation during orientation
w\:ek did many "K" students make date rape jokes? Why
does a male "K" student have a poster of a scantily clad
woman who has a sign on her breast that says, "If at first
you fail, give her another beer. "?
In fact the climate of the audience during the orientation week forum, both male and female, seemed very
defensive and mocking. According to Andra Media in her
book Against Rape approximately 1/4 of women ages 1525 have been victims of sexual assault. That is no laughing
matter.
Acquaintance rape is not declining, it's increasing,
especially on college campuses. Rape is serious, and we
all need to understand it, and learn how to prevent it.
There has been some progress in society's perception
of rape,. in what are considered "clear-cut" cases of rape at
least. The Central Parle jogger is a perfect example of
what is considered a "real rape." A successful white
woman jogging alone is attacked by unknown black
youths. How could she have "asked for it?" People aren't
quite as sympathetic when a woman who had been drunk
at a party "claims" that she has been raped. Drunk
women are fair game, right? Just look around you: the
movies, beer commercials, T.V. all push the myth of the
drunk vixen. Many boys are raised hearing that "No"
means "yes," and "a good way to get a girl in bed is to get
her drunk." "No" never means "yes." A woman who's
plastered to the point of immobility isn't capable of
making clear decisions.
Alcohol is America's drug and social activity of choice.
People act irresponsibly when drunk; men often become
aggressive while women become compliant. It's a lot
easier for a woman to end up in a horizontal position when
she's drunk than when she's alert and sober. Both men
and women tJave the right to socialize in a way that they
enjoy. 'It's sad th~t a woman can't drink, having a good
time without worrying about being sexually assaulted.
Date rapeJalls into a gray area for some people. Many
que~tibn itS validity altogether. Coercion and persuasion
are a part of aatlngJor many people. Dates often tum into
battles between m~n and women; the men think that they
should crfw.~ys . try to "get some," while women have to
, pblitely (end "ff,their advances. People don't seem to
realize that this behavior is only a few steps away from
date'rape. " . : . : ::'.
Regardless of stupia choices, a person's body should
never be violated. Rape isn't punishment for "bad"
Women. A woman could be dancing naked on a table, but
she doesn't deserve to be raped. A woman could have had
sex with a man at a party, she shouldn't be forced to do
it with another man. Rape is wrong, and never, under any
circumstances is it the woman's fault.
Preventing rape will require the help of everybody.
Men have to realize that their machismo isn't at stake if a
woman refuses him sexually. Women have to know that
certain things they do may be misconstrued as green light
Signals.
I don't think that all of the men in the acquaintance rape
~orum were undermining the seriousness of rape. I think
It made some of them uncomfortable and confused. If
men and women share their feelings, concerns and questions about rape, then we will be doing the right thing.

By SONJA A, DEAN
While visiting my
God-like mechanic this past
week I discovered the October special addition of Esquire
men's magazine. Its focus was
the new Men's Movement that
is underway in our fair land of
the frce. I thought "What is
this all about? A men's movement, what is the point? Men
have everything anyway." So
I read the magazine from cover
to cover, and I think I found
my answers. It's all very silly.
Now, to be honest, I
do not think I know that much
about this Movement. I have
not read any books on the
subject, I have not heard any
of their music and I do not
think I know anyone who is
actively involved in the
movement. Esquire was quite
informative however, and I
think I got a clear idea of what
the mo~ement is trying to do.
. It is trying to imitate
the Women's Movementofthe
1970's, it is not trying to gain
equality. It is trying to regain
the manliness the men in the
movement think they have lost
because of 1) the Women's
Movements, 2) the Industrial
Revolution (which was basically a male endeavor, so I do
not understand), and 3) their
fathers, who, "because of the
bipolar nature of [American]
family life" (what ever that
happens to be), were unresponsive to their son's needs and
scarred them for life. I guess
they are trying to come to terms
with their inner selves and all
their prol:J!ems.
I can understand and
relate to a need for inner peace
and a need to come 1\) tenns
with their sexuality and mas-

culinity, but when I read articles that repeatedly proclaim
the need to tell your father to
"F-k off', show your
"woman" who is boss (because, as we all know, women
shame men and strip them of
their masculinity), and make
gross stereotypically male
body noises in order to be a
man. In a particular article
entitled "Inward, Ho", by Doug
Stanton, I was informed that
students of the Men's Movement are being told that women
are dominating their lives.
Their"warrior" status has been
stripped from them because
their role as provider of the
family has been taken away.
Please remem ber that men still
make $.31 more per dollar than
women and the two income
family is a necessity for the
future unless you are ungodly
rich. They also believe that
their ties to the Earth have been
tom by the Industrial Revolution, which forces them to work.
in the cities, far away from
their primeval forestofyesteryear.
So to solve all of these
deep and terribly serious problems in the male psyche, they
pay up to $550.00 to go to conferences in order to have other
men treat them like shit so
they know they are men. At
these conferences they apparently go to a site in the middle
of nowhere (presumably nature), play war games, dance
and howl at the moon until
they collapse, and relearn how
to burb and fart like "real"
men. Many swear about how
J16rrible their childhoods were
and most complaints involved
that their fathers ignored them

and their mothers repressed
their masculinity by telling
them "not to pee in the sink"
That sounds like so much fun I
can barely contain my enthusiasm. If that is what these
men consider interpersonal relationships, I guess I am more
confused by than I thought.
Now, do not get me
wrong, I have nothing against
men and I have nothing against
trying to find yourself and
trying to understand one's
place in the world. I do have a
problem with the idea that
women are oppressing men,
that every single father in the
world has alienated their sons,
and that bonding with nature
is all that a man (or a woman)
needs in order to be fulfilled
and understand the "meaning
of life" (although I do think
nature is a good place to start).
It somehow seems REALLY
absurd to me. And perhaps I
have missed the whole idea
(feel free to inform me if you
think I have). After all, I am
female and a lot of the issues
presented, although they seem
universal, affect men differ'ently than they affect women.
But somehow I cannot get past the thought that
this movement is condoning
stereotypical behavior that a
lot of people find offensi ve, as
a means to fmd or rediscover
the natural masculini ty all men
should have. It is looking
outside yourself for acceptance
when what you need is already
inside. I know I would be
offended if my husband/boyfriend/SOn/male approached
me snorting, belching and .
faning because that is a "male"
thing to do. It is absurd.
t
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Organization Fair 'way cool'
By KATHY BRADSHAW
"I thought it was way cool,"
said first-year student Amer
Mohiuddin regarding the annual Kalamazoo College Organization Fair and Ice Cream
Social. Various campus organizations gathered on the
Quad last Thursday afternoon,
in hopes of augmenting interest and membership in their
respective causes.
''This Organization Fair is
usually held during Orientation Week, but this year, we
thought it'd be a good idea to
have it first week," explained
Student Commission President
Hans Morefield, ''That way all
the upperclassmen can be reintroduced to all the organizations, too. Besides, it's a good
excuse for everyone to eat ice
cream."
Among others, the Gay/
Lesbian Support Group
(GLSG) was present. The
group hopes to involve students in the KARES Walk, an
event to increase AIDS awareness which will be held on
October 13. GLSG representatives also pointed out that
October 11 is National Coming Out. "U's the day you tell
your employer or friends,
'Hey, by the way, I'm gay,'"
said GLSG member, Richard
Cowlay.
The Film Society, which
usually meets only once per
quarter, was described by
Chairperson Ruth Palileo as
"the most laid-back organization on campus."
Students were encouraged
to visit the Japanese House by

'Tradition' of baring bodies
continues at 'K'

Photo by Scotty AlIen

Curious students eat ice cream and gawk at organizational reps.
its head resident, Mika Osaki.
"We'll be having parties," she
added.
The InterVarsity Christian
Fellowship (IVCF) sported
their slogan of "Being a Christian in the University." Dave
DeGroot, IVCF's advisor,
stated that the organization's
purpose is "to help people fmd
out who God is and to get to
know God better, specifically
through Jesus Christ."
Also represented were
WJMD, Student Activities
Committee, Student-Alumni
Association, Asian-American
Students Association, and a
combined Index, Boiling Pot
and Cauldron table.
Not everyone was at the
fair for the organizational infonnation, though; the majority seemed to have come for

2 'Live 'Profs like 'K' crew
By JESSICA HANEY
First-year students aren't
the only new faces on campus
this fall. Six new professors
have come to "K" on the tenure track. This week, The I ndex features Assistant Professor of Chemistry, Sandra L.
Laursen and Instructor of
Political Science, R. Amy
Elman.
Both women said they were
impressed with the interest displayed by the students they
encountered during their interview processes.
Originally from Indiana,
Laursen attended Grenell
College in Iowa and got her
Ph.D. at the University of
California at Berkley. While
in California she developed an
interest in hiking. She says she
hopes to explore Michigan's
upper peninsula.
Laursen had the opportunity to give a lecture and to
teach a class as purtofthe "K"
interviewing process. She says
she was delighted with the
highly inquisitive nature of the
students and enjoyed the class
she taught.
After her first week at "K,"
Laursen says she was pleased
with the amount of interaction
she has with her students in
class. She says she finds it
easy to prepare .for class because the students tend to ask
questions which lead the discussion. The double-block
class is new to her as is the
quarter system, and she says

rom the
Quadstop

she has the feeling the time
will go fast.
This summer Laursen will
be "off' but plans to stay and
set up a photo chemistry lab
dealing with molecules and
light. She expressed hope of
working with students, possibly as part of their Career
Development.
Elman grew up in Boston
and attended nearby Brandice
College in Waltham, Massachusetts. She got her Ph.D. at
New York University and
taught there until 1988. She
then did research on grants,
and spent time lecturing in
Sweden.
She returned to teaching because she says she loves it and
students. She feels that "K"
students " ... have a genuine
interest in the world around
them," which she notes is a
unique quality. Of all the places
she interviewed, she says she
found "K" to be the most pleasant environment, and she says
she is impressed by the caliber
of the students. She is also
here because, " ... (the Administration) seems to really be
interested in issues of diversity." An enthusiastic tennis
player, Elman also says she
likes "K's" courts.
Having lived in the city for
most of her life, Elman never
had the need for a car and has
just recently gotten her driver'S
license. She is now the proud
owner of a red Mazda 323
named Emma.

the ice cream . "Not onl y ice
cream but free ice cream," said
first-year student, Kyle Smith.
''This will be my only meal of
the day and it was a very pleasant surprise."
Moreover, some students
showed up for lack of anything betterto do. When asked
his opinion of the fair, Josh
Hippely, K '95 observed, "Give
a shit."
Charlene Vassar, who arrived too late to attend the fair
exclaimed, "Damn! I missed
that thing? Now I'll never be
involved."
And there are always those
who hadn't heard of the fair at
all, "Okay, now what was it?"
asked Heather Mossman. This
year's Organization Fair,
Heather, and it's come and
gone.

Dean Dorrien
'breaks the code'
By MARCUS
BRITTON
Friday
morning
Chapel services started
for the quarter last week,
highlighted by a message from Dean of
Chapel Gary Dorrien
titled "Breaking the
Code."
Crystal Caruana,
(K'92), read Matthew
13: 10-17,andDorrien's
speech related this passage, in which Jesus explains his use of parables, to two incidents.
Dorrien spoke about
Navajo Indians soldiers
who relayed secret radio
messages in their native
tongue during World
War II, then recounted
the story of a peace activist in the 1960s who
faced .death from cancer
yet recovered miraculously.
The service featured
music from Paula Pugh
Romanaux, college organist, and Peter
Hopkins of"K 's" Music
Department.
Tenor Hopkins led
thesinging of a Dakota
Indian Chant. Dr. Mark
Thompson of the Religion Department read
from Kierkegaard's
Christ as the Pattern.

By CHAD RUCKER and HANS MOREFIELD
Dateline: Final weeks oj Spring quarter '91. Kalamazoo
College campus.
Dionysus descended upon our fair green Quad encc,uraging
swarms of people to celebrate the Spring with the holiest of
ancient traditions, spawned in the furnace of time-wanton
exposure of the self, the Streak.
While studying one glorious night in Hoben, one of this
column's illustrious writers was distracted by a yawp of mythic
magnitude. From the window of his domicile, he witnessed
quiteasight-hundreds... well ...dozens ... O.K. .. tenpeoplestreaking from the Chapel to the bottom of the Quad and back again.
As a unit, their unclad bodies beat a mantra to the night.
This is an institution of higher learning? No. This i~
Tradition.
Over Orange mugs of Mountain Dew and diminishing piles
of fries, we interviewed students on the topiC of Streaklllg
Used in the 70s to protest confonnity, the Traditi,)n of
Streaking returned as a release for s.HeSS and Spring fever.
Starting with isolated incidents, the fad erupted to popularity
and flowed through the student body like pahoehoe (For all of
you non-world famous geologists, that is a swift type of lava
flow.) Soon herds of butt-naked women were a nightly sight (or
so it seemed to one of the writers-who recognized every one
of them and wants money not to release their names.)
The students we interviewed listed several motivations and
prerequisites for Streaking. Spontaneity and stress management
were named as the forces driving the desire to embrace nature
at its pu rest.
However, intoxication seemed to be mandatory, too. Not to
say alcohol is necessary, but it definitely always seems to Qe
involved.
To demonstrate the type of insightful personal secrets our
virgin ears heard one insightful night in the Quadstop, we gladly
publish two quotes. Names are deleted at the Streakers' request.
One Senior described the event of his Streak last spring. "I
was drunk, my pants came down, how I don't know. I was with
Seniors, they were drunk and celebrating. All of a sudden we
were naked, and down the hill they pushed me."
Asked how he felt afterwards, he added with a wink, "It
hurt." Simply put, but noble nevertheless.
Another Senior described his motivation. "If you have nothing to do, want stories to tell, and can'tfmd a scam for the night,
you might as well be naked alone." Also simple and blunt, but
not so noble.
Other experiences we uncovered in the Quadstop: the HalfStreak in underwear and bra while crossing President Brya'1's
lawn, the late-night conversations with Security while standing
in a juniper bush, the "lap around the lower Quad" for the more
athletically-oriented.
Still, this seemingly idyllic return to nature does involve risk.
The Streaker we first quoted faced the problem of abrasion
when he traversed the hill on his stomach sliding like the
proverbial otter.
We advise keeping your balaflce, or, if you happen to be toO
motivated, at least staying on your feet. Other risks include:
encountering significant others, authorities, or...blackroail art·
ists working for publications read by just about everyone on
campus and a few parents too.
More than once, Security has interrupted frolicking students.
One officer told us stories of cornered Streakers whose faces he
happened to recognize. This officer maintains a pretty laid-back
attitude about the Tradition. "Unless I get a call about it being
disruptive, I sit back and watch it."
However, in compliance with informal standing orders, any
instance of Streaking is recorded in the Daily Activities
kept by all on-duty officers. Asked if Streaking would
become a personal accomplishment, the officer replied it
take at least a full moon. Not all Security officers feel the
way. Some see it as degrading and immoral. So,.
beware!
We wondered if the class of '95 would become a torch
of this Tradition. Some first-year students replied they
never do it. Others confided that, under the conditions "'M'~"'hP"
above; Streaking would be a distinct possibility. One
added a personal prerequisite, "I'd have to lose ten pounds."
We, as intrepid columnists, see hope for this Tradition
are glad to see it continue with such a vigorous student
network. However, we must admit we are guilty of nVnA/' r
We haven't done it. But come the next full moon ... who
which night-dwellers one might see at play on the Quad.
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Indians cast sets out
to dispel myths
By SARAH JAQUISH
The Theatre Department's
fall production, Indians, by
I\rthur Kopit, is off to a great
,tart with the completion of
last week's auditions.
"The play was written by
Kopi t as an apology for the expoitation of the Native American people," states Hillary
Bym, stage manager for this
production. "The play seeks to
dispel the myths of the 'Cowboys and Indians' version of
the American West, and is
written to communicate its
message in a cartoonish and
abstract sty Ie. "
Fifty students participated
in auditions held last Wednesday and Thursday night. Those
auditioning read a role of their
choice, a role of director, Ed
Menta's, choice and did a
movement improvisation.

First-yearstudent, Kathy Bradshaw said of the experience:
"For my next audition, I won't
be as nervous."
Of those who auditioned,
half were called back on Thursday. The assembled cast includes people from all four
classes-with a majority of
first-year students-and many
non-theatre majors.
Students who missed auditions but still want to be involved with Indians may help
out the department in several
capacities: light and sound
board operators, costume
makers, costume runners, and
artists (to help with construction of props and specialized
backgrounds.) Interested students should call Ray Inkel,
tech director and stage designer, at 3-8542.

he Q ad
By TIM LONG andROBYN REID

Question:

How do you justify your existence?

"Oh my God. No. He he
he. Please don't write
that down, please."
Annissa Hambouz, K '95

"Jesus Christ! How do you
come up with these questions!?"
Dave Suhr, K '94

"I can't."
Joe Koryto, K '93 1/2

Chamber Music Society
provides an enjoyable
afternoon of ensemble
Ily TlFI'ANY OGLETREE
UK" College's very own
Faculty Chamber Music Sociely held its first concert this
quarter-entitled 'Th~, Fortepiano In Ensemble -last
Sunday. "The ensemble was a
pleasant way to start the year,"
commented Peter Hopkins,
who performed several tenor
pieces by Schubert.
Judith Whaley, playing soprano recorder, began the
concert with a very light tune,
Rondo "La Tyrolienne."
Darlene Dugan followed,
displaying a mastery of The

SonataJor Flute and Klavier
in B flat.
As accompanist and as soloist, Mary Beth Birch enticed
the a~dience with her ma~ical
handiwork on the forteplano.
"Birch is really talented and I
found the fortepiano to be very
interesting," enthused Jennifer
Mitchell, K'94.
Dugan, Birch and Mary
Butler playing cello, brought
the concert to a satisfying end
with a piece by Haydn, Trio in
G. Sonya Olds, K'94,summed
up the concert as "brisk,lively
and very enjoyable."

"I'll pass. No, no, no, no."
Amy Mast, K '94
"Being a Bear's fan."
Adam Gibson, K '93

"What the!? He he he."
Jennifer Cork, K '95

PLUS
By JULIE CASE
So you say there's nothing
to do in Kalamazoo? Guess
again, you're in college now,
babe. That should mean plenty
of nightlife, on or off campus,
yet you can't seem to find it.
~n't spend one more long
nlghl in your room, staring at
Your stereo and wondering
What happened to the clubhopping you did the last time
you were off campus. Tum to
this page every Wednesday,
and get the goods on what's
gOing on, where. Ready to drop
SOme big bucks? Read on!
Here's this week's list of
What's to do, in the 'Zoo ...

CLUB SODA:
Entrance age is eighteen,
doors open at 7 p.m., music
Slans around 10 p.m. This
Week's live acts are:
d . Wednesday, Oct. 9: dollar
nnks, music by Rythm Corps
and Johnny with An Eye.
. Thursday, October 10; Ladl.es' Night. Music by New
Rlddum.
lh Friday, October 11; Bring
8Ose pipes and sing along to
op Harvey. These guys are
annUal headliners at Reggae

Sunsplash.
Saturday: J.R. Valentine
puts on a heart-wrenching act.
Sunday: Football until 9
p.m., at which point Dazzles
Dance Party begrns.
Monday: Canadian bottled
beer for a buck- fifty, twentyfive cent drafts. Music by
House Levelers and X's for
Eyes.
Tuesday: Thought Industry.
CHAPS ON MAIN:
This is a restaurant as well
as a night-spot. Entrance age
is eighteen, sometimes cover
applies, sometimes it doesn't.
Every other Thursday is Jazz
Night. Fridays and Saturdays
feature live comedy by "wellknown performers." This
weekend:
'
Friday: The headliner is
Paul Gill-Martin, the featured
act is Christie Quayle. A student I.D. will get you in for
five dollars, the shows are at 8
p.m. and 10:30 p.m.
THE ZOO:
Sunday nights is eighteen
and over, the other six nights
you must be twenty-one. Friday, Saturday ani Sunday,

cover charge is two dollars.
Every night The Zoo features
a DJ who plays the most recent, and often the most unique,
dance tracks.

Fridays. Saturdays, two dollar
cover charge, and the DJ plays
everything from "Oldies to Top
Forty." Doors open at 7 p.m.,
music starts at 8 p.m.

TOP OF THE ROCK:
You can get through the
door if you're eighteen, but
right now they won't tell their
cover charge. Thursdays are
"College Night," Friday is dollar cover, dollar drinks. Coming up;
Friday the 11 th: The Chippend ales. Tickets are fifteen
and twenty dollars. Apparently
an extra five bucks will get
you a little more flesh, er, flex.

PEPPERS:
Finally, you say, a place
where I can vote and dance!
Monday through Thursday
cover charge is one bone if
you've made it through the
first twenty-one years of your
life, two bones if you haven't.
Weekends, the cover charge
doubles. Entertainment is live
Rock and Roll. Monday and
Tuesday specials are "Slammers" for a dollar. Wednesday
is "Ladies' Night," but everyone drinks for a dollar. Thursday special is half-price pitchers.
This week's live band is described as "High-Energy"
Rock and Roll. The group calls
itself Animal Grace.
Since not all night -life takes
place in a club or on campus,
here are two last hot-spots to
keep an eye on:

BACK ALLEY SALOON:
Another one of those ageof-majority places, but for
those who are twenty-one, or
who fake it well, no cover
charge. Wednesday through
Saturday a DJ plays anything
you request. Thursday and
Saturday nights this place has
the ever popular "Karoake."
LEGENDS:
Rash those pearly whites,
you gOlla be twenty-one here
too. "Karoake" Thursdays and

THE STATE THEATRE:
Friday, October 11th: La-

ser Light show with music by
Pink Floyd. Tickets are eleven
dollars in advance, thirteen at
the door.
Saturday, October 12: Chinese Magic Show. Tickets are
on sale for $13.50.
WINGS STADIUM:
Wednesday, October 16:
Amy Grant brings her show to
the stage, tickets for $16.50 or
$18.50.
Wednesday, November20:
The Red Hot Chili Peppers
spice up life in the 'Zoo.
They're brnging Smashing
Pumpkins and l?earlJam along
as hors d'oeuvres. Tickets are
$18.50 in advance, or $20 at
the door.
There is more to do in Kalamazoo, butit won't all fit here,
so we'll let your feet do the
tapping. Keep your eye here
though, because we don't want
you to miss a thing. A little
foreshadowing ...
Next Wednesday: One club
review, a little on Quad entertainment information, and
some "arts."
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By JOHN Q. LEWIS
Because I know that each
and every one of you will be at
the game this Saturday cheeringon the Hornet football team,
I thoughtI should provide some
background and make my a
prediction on the game.
The Hornet football squad
plays one of its most important
games in the last few years.
TIle football program has really
turned
itself
around. Coach Warmack, in
only his second year as head
coach, has been the corner-

Undefeated Albion comes to 'K' for MlAA opener.
Buckmaster and Greg Cibor great game against 4-0 Albion
has both experience and tal- this week. Hank Wineman is
ent. Chris Berkimer was the averaging 207 yards rushing
leading passer in the MIAA per game, inlcuding 250 last
until he went down last Satur- week.
"You can't stop a player of
day with a hand injury. Out
trots Greg Holmes and that caliber, but we need to
promptly leads a superb sec- contain him if we're going to
win." The Britons also have a
ond half comeback.
"He gives us an added di- talented passer in Mike Monmension in that he is a great tico. Their defense is young,
runner. We'll definitely util- but "extremely aggressive,"
ize it against Albion if Chris is says Warmack.
Well, it will no doubt be a
still hurt." predicts Warmack.
But "K" will have to playa tough task for the Hornets.

stone of the turnaround. "We
want to build a foundation with
a strong defense," says Coach
Warmack.
It's no wonder. The "K"
defense is blessed with a plethora of great athletes. Steve
Sloan, Eddie Walsh, Phil and
Gary Wilson, Sam Khashan
and Sean Mullendore head a
powerful group that showed
last Saturday that the Hornet D
is for real.
But Coach Warmack also
has some horses on offense. A
line led by Rob Beedie, Tarek

Soo to ZOO
Hornet harriers revive
400-mile tradition

MAKE
THE

,
•

HAIRCUT
ONLY

It's easy to maRe the \lrade at Fiesta - the affordable salon! Whether it's
a new looR or your favorite 100R. you can always depend on fiesta for
quality. service and style at affordable prices. So. \let bacR to school in
style and taRe advanta\le of the smart savin\ls with fiesta!
Professional senlces by our friendly staff Include:
Haircut (with shampoo) ..................................... . .... $ 7.99
Total Loolt (Indudes shampoo. cut. blowdry.
conditioner and curlinq iron) .....................•.............. $t4.99
Permanents .................. .. ... . ...... .. ........... . .. $15.99'" up
Colorand Hlllhllllhllnll .................................... $19.99 '" up

At your convenience. put fiesta on your schedule this fall!

,---------,

There's no appointment needed - Just walllln! Open 7 days a _elL

I
I
I
I

!fREE
TANNING
SESSIONS
with any purchase owr $1t.00

~iesta
)
_
-

.".1.

~Hc*&1~~

&y appointment only
Non Refu ndable
Not valid \I1ith a~y other offer

I
I
I
I
I
I
.

Of.:.ex~o:.ber~I991.J

~~
GALLERIA CENTER

6388 S. Westned~
(In front of Crosswoods Mall)
319·1348

PICKUP
YOUR fREE
fiESTA
COUPON BOOK

TODAY!

Wineman will have a big first
half, but the continual punishment of the hard-hitting defense will slow him down in
the second half. The "K" offense will get on-track and it
will be close at the half. A big
play either way shifts momentum and could be the difference in this one.
Prediction: Who ya' kidding? Albion doesn't have a
kicker from England. Hornets
in a nailbiter, 22-20.

By MATT SIKORA
Not many people know how many miles it is
from Mackinac City to Kalamazoo. However, it's
a fact which twenty three members of Kalamazoo
College's men's and women's cross country teams
will never forget.
For one week in early September, the two
teams revived an old Hornet tradition, as they
ran, in relay style, the 400 miles from northern
Michigan back to "K" College's campus.
"ror a long, lon~ time people have been talking about this," saId head coach Peter livingstone-McNelis. "I've wanted to do it ever since I
heard about it."
Livingstone-McNelis, coach of the men's team
for three years and in his first year of directing the
women's squad, originally learned of the idea in
1985 when hewasan All Conference MIAA runner
at "K" College.
"A few years ago, I came across a newspaper
clipping and I got a pretty good idea of what the
course was like."
The decision to go ahead with the
made last year. It took approximately 100
of preparation, including driving the route beforehand with assistant coach Lisa Holden and
team captains, he said.
''The course is a lot different when
driving or running it instead of just looking at .
on the map."
According to the coach, the route run
year's team was close to the original trail
1961-1966 by the cross country teams coached
Swede Thomas.
"I wanted to follow the shoreline and
stick to the back roads away from the main
ways. We tried to hit the state parks along
shore.
"The terrain was incredibly varied- flat,
phalt, gravel, grass, sand, long straight
curvy winding roads, steep hills, long
hills. We saw everything from open plains
farmland to woody areas to small towns.
"It wasn't your typical summer workout."
~lthough .the lancfs~ape ch~nged greatly,
runnmg routme remamed stnctly
Each day, a relay leg conSisting of two or
athletes, would start running with a van
them from the front and one following the
from behind. The vans, filled with cheering
members, consistently travelled at speeds ofa
seven to twelve miles per hour.
Afte~ the runners had completed their
to ten rrule leg, another set of competitors left
vans, took the ba">n, and began their stretch
the journey.
State parks served as rest stops for the
after the day's running. The combined
advanced an average-of about fifty miles per
according to team members.
"Everybody came back injury free, with
better workout than we would've gotten
wise."
livingstone-McNelis said he felt the trip
made a difference this season because "this IS
best conditioned team we've had. Of course,
got a lot of talent.
''This will definitely be an annual event."
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'K' volleyball perso~lalities set upbeat tone for season
By MARK R. CLIFFORD
The defending MIAA
champion Kalamazoo College
volleyball team defended its
No. 1 regional and No. 3
Division III national ranking
by gamely rallying from a two
games to none deficit to outlast Calvin College last night
3-2.
The Lady Hornets are now
27-3 overall and have domi·
nated the MIA A with a 7-0
record. They have notlostsince
September 7th against Aquinas. a defeat they have since
avenged with convinCing 3-1
victory at Aquinas on October
1st.
1990 Division III Midwest
Region Coach of the Year
Jeanne Hess. in her eighth
season as "K's" head coach.
says she recognizes that this
"has to be our year." in which
her "special group of people"
which includes a veteran core
of five seniors will cul,minate
their collective experience as
part of a program which Hess
ad mits just four years ago
"never even thought about
being ranked nationally."
Hess atributes the team's
blossoming this season as the
result of the experience of the
older players and a cohesive
teamwork forged by seasons
past and regular off-season
"pick-up" scrimmages. As a
result. Hess confidently de-

clares "We just don't make
mistakes."
Kalamazoo has also been
bolstered by a crop of recruits
and transfer students which
now gives them a new depth of
talent up and down the roster.
Although Kalamazoo has
fielded several strong individual performers in the past, they
have "never been as strong as
team as we are this year." says
Hess.
Hess characterizes the roles
of her players with these labels:
"The Terminator": One of the
transfers what Hess calls the
"big gun" in an "awesome"
offense, returning IstTeam Division III All-American Mei
Zhang. A native of Beijing.
China. the 6-1 senior middle
hitter had two years of Division I experience at Western
Michigan University before
coming to "K" two years ago
for academic reasons. Hess describes Zhang as "a great athlete" whose game is "poetry in
motion .. ..There·s no better
player in Division III that I 've
seen."
'The Competitior" : One player
Hess predicts will emerge from
the tall shadow of Zhang to
earn national recognition and
honors as an excellent player
in her own right is the other
senior middle hitter. Karen

•
Willms. The coach points out
that Willms' "tremendous"
personal im provement over the
past four years has coincided
with the rise of Kalamazoo's
volleyball program. for which
she was named a co-captain
this year.
"The Blue Collar player":
Senior Barbie Oelslager is the
other co-captain and a energetic force who often salvages ,
broken plays by powering the
ball over the net from the outside. Hess ackowleges that
Willms and Oelslager are consummate leaders both on and
off the court whoalways"have
Photo by I'aul Morgan
thier fingers on the pulse of the
UK" head volleyball coach Jeanru! Hess, pictured with co·captains }.. uren
team ."
"The Quarterback" :The solo Willms and Barbie Oelslager. and assistant coaches Ann Harrison and
setter in the Lady Hornets 5-1 Theresa Knoechel. looks forward to a greal season.
offense is senior Rocky Cibor.
who acts as the volleyball last year. Hess praises her for "The Role Players" : One of
equivalent of a point guard on smoothly blending in with the great strengths of this squad
offense. and must chase every "K's" established cast and is the effectiveness of its substray ball like a soccer half- lending winning experience. stitutes off of the bench.
back on defense. Cibor acts as height. and consistency to the Christina Garry and Amy
the lynchpin of the team at a starting lineup.
Schmidt rotate into the front
position which requires the "The Sparkplug": First year line as hard-hitting spikers.
methodical strategy of mixing student Mary Siwajek has Nikki Frost and Amy Dumaup sets. quick decisions while stepped right into the starting nois are used as defensive
the ball is in play. and relent- lineup and provided a new specialists. Jennifer West is a
offensive dimension with her raw athletic talent with exploless athletic activity.
. "The Steady Senior": Hitter ability to drill spikes from sive jumping ability and Hess
Gretchen Newell is another tough angles as a lefthanded says putting junior Gretchen
transfer ringer who helped hitter on the right side. She Crumbaugh in the game is like
Nazareth College to the Na- also provides a mobile. shot- having another coach on the
tional Small College Athletic snuffing obstacle on defense floor.
Association Championship and emotional fire.

Hornets lose 16-14 heartbreaker
on last-second field goal
By JOHN Q. LEWIS
The Trinity Trojans ended
the Hornet football squad's
three game winning streak by
winning a thriller Saturday at
Angell Field on a cold and wet
afternoon. Trinity's Gary
Skinner. a freshman kicker
from England. booted a 36 yard
field goal with 26 seconds remaining in the game and
dashed the hopes of a perfect
non-league record for K.
The Hornets had come into
the game with an impressive
3-0 record after an 18-6 victory at the University of Chicago. It had marked the first
time since 1982 that the K
football squad had won 3 consecutive games. The Trojans
came into the game with a reputation of a strong running team
with a big offensive line.
A hard fought first quarter
ended in a scoreless tie as the
battle for momentum shifted
back and forth . K failed to
capitalize on a muffed Trinity
punt on the 12 yard line. while
the Trojans were having
trouble sustaining a drive
against a tough K defense. In
the second. a Trinity field goal
attempt was blocked by Scott
Schultz and recovered by Sam
Khashan on the Trojan 42.
However. K again couldn't
capitalize and was plagued
throughout the first half by
costly turnovers. Trinity got
on the board first on a nineyard scamper with 7:51 to play

in the half. Five and a half
minutes later. the Trojan offense pushed in another score.
this time from one yard out.
The half ended with Trinity up
13~ and a heavy downpour
seeming to prevent the K offense from breaking loose.
A fired-up Hornet defense
came out in the second half
and. on the first play from
scrimmage. Gary Wilson
crushed the Trinity halfback
and forced a fumble which
Sean Mullendore recovered on
the Trinity 30 yard line. The
offense pushed its way to the
five. but was stopped on a
fourth and goal incomplete
pass and Trinity took over. The
aggressive defense once again
rose to the occasion as Tricaptain Ed Walsh recovered
another Trinity fumble. this
time on the visitor's 3 yard
line. Moments later. K hit
paydirt with 7:30 left in the
third on a one yard plunge by
Mike Herron. The extra point
left K down 13-7 but gaining
momentum.
Throughout the second half.
the K defense. led by Phil
Wilson. Mullendore. and Steve
Sloan stuffed the Trojan offense time and again. Trinity.
which had gained over 160
yards in the first half couldn't
manage more th~n 2 first
downs in the second. The Hornet offense behind a tough line
and led by quarterback Greg
Holmes mounted a drive late

in the fourth quarter to the
Trojan 22 yard line: A key
play was a run by big fullback
Gary Kurc on fourth and two
that kept the drive alive. From
the 22. Holmes and wide receiver Mark Abbott hooked
up on beautifully executed
pass play to tie the score at 13.
Brad Horman booted the extra
point and the Hornets were up
14-13 with 2:26 left.
But it was not to be. The
suffocating Hornetdefense had
pinned Trinity deep into their
own territory. facing a fourth
and 20 situation. A long Hail
Mary pass into the Hornet secondary. tipped by K defenders. landed in the hands of a
falling Trinity receiver near
the Hornet 35 yard line. A few
plays later. Trinity kicked the
game-winner against a K team
that had blocked the four previous attempts this year.
Leading tacklers for the
Hornets were Phil Wilson (13).
Sloan (11). and Khashan (8).
Mark Abbott and Brian Arnold each had four receptions
for the offense. "It was a tough
loss. but we must regroup for
Albion." said Headcoach Dave
Warmack. K begins league
play by hosting the two-time
defending MIAA cham ps next
week at Angell Field. The
Britons are 4-0 on the year and
are led by tailback sensation
Hank Wineman (who is the
Division III rushing leader) and
a tough veteran offensive line.
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Task force to draft sexual assault policy
By ERICK TRICKEY
A task force commissioned
by President Lawrence Bryan
met Thursday to begin drafting a sexual assault policy for
Kalamazoo College.
The task force will also
examine factors which may be
discouraging sexual assault
victims from coming forward,
will recommend reforms of
the adjuciation process, and
will devise long-term plans
for education concerning sexual assault, including date
rape.
"[Dean of Students] Marilyn LaPlante and I are convinced that Kalamazoo College is not fully prepared to

educate concerning sexual
assault, to investigate allegations with sensitivty and firmness, or to be a supportive
em,ironment within which
victims may come forward
without undue fears of threat
or public notoriety," stated
Bryan in his memo to the task
force.
The move to establish a
sexual assault policy follows
a summer of discussion and
protest on campus concerning
aquaintance rape. Bryan said
these events, centered on the
Womens' Speak Week sponsored by Womens' Equity
Coalition [WEC], helped to
convince him of the need for

a policy.
womens' group his help in the are a lot of people who've
"It prompted me to make a future.
faced issues of sexual assault
lo t more pointed inquiries
"I told them that if I could on this campus, and it's not
within the college commu- be of any service in helping to something we're educated
nity," said Bryan. "I became plan the activities of [Wom- about. We as a campus comconcerned about whether or ens' Speak Week] in the fu- munity are not well-informed
not we promoted and sus- ture, I'd be happy to sit in on about what date rape is. . . .
tained a supportive environ- such a meeting." Bryan said Victims of rape are not clear
ment in which someone could that it was important to talk on what they should do, steps
feel protected in bringing about "how to communicate they should take, or what servforth [a sexual assault] allega- concern and outrage, and to ices are available to them .. , .
tion, . , . [It led me to] further communicate them in a way
"I'm very happy this is
thinking, further questioning, that does not involve blind , being done, and very happy to
including several conversa- backlash."
be a part of it," declared Hustions wi lh some of the women
"I see [the task force] as band.
students most focused and filling an enormous hole,"
"It's very gratifying to me
deeply concerned about the said Kate Husband, K '92, part that there's this kind of reissues,"
of the task force and a mem- sponse by the administracon
Bryan said that in these ber of WEC. "It became very
continued on page 2
conversations, he offered the clear this summer that there

'K' students, faculty protest
parental consent law
By DEANNA L.
RYDZEWSKI
"Old enough to be a
mother, but not old enough to
choose?" and "Keep your
laws off my body''', were
among the questions and
demands markered on signs
held by Kalamazoo College
abortion-rights activists last
Friday morning.
The rally supported a court
challenge to the Michigan law
restricting women under the
age of 18 from having abortions without parental consent. Minors may bypass the
consent requirement with permission from a judge.
The American Civil Liberties Union [ACLU] and

Planned Parenthood have
challenged the law as unconstitutional.
Eight faculty members and
about twenty students from
"K", joined by students from
Western
Michigan
University's Students For
Choice organization, marched
through downtown Kalamazoo at 8:45 a.m. They picketed in front of the courthouse
in drizzling rain.
The protest was launched
by the Women's Equity Coalition [WEC] in response to a
suggestion from Paul Denefeld, a lawyer from the ACLU
who spoke here this summer
and is involved in the court
case. According to Denefield,

'K' alum endows art chair
By KRISTINA E. MONY
A $1 million gift from a
local Kalamazoo College
alumnus is aimed at enhancing the college's fine arts
program.
Robert Stewart, K'48,
and his wife JoAnn's gift is
one of the largest ever made
to "K" by private donors. It
will endow the Stewart
chair in art.
"Our interest in art has
developed to the point that
we want to do this for the
college and the community," said Stewart. "Unfortunately, there are too many
people with interests and
resources but without the
action."
President
Lawrence
Bryan expects to announce
the occupant of the new
chair by mid-year. According to Bryan, the occupant
will then work with the provost and president to direct
the funds into outreach programs to benefit the campus
and the community.
According to Bryan, the

endowment will provide a
chair in art, budget relief and
possiblyc stabilize longterm staffing, increase the
number of artists-in-residence, and improve the curriculum for art majors.
Bryan recognizes the importance of such endowments.
"They are critically important if we are going to
have any chance to remain
accessi ble financially,"
stated Bryan. "If we are
going to have any chance to
enhance quality, it will require significant endowments, thereby taking the
pressure off tuition revenue
and providing endowments
for scholarships."
"We're delighted for
both the department and the
college," commented Bernard Palchick, art professor.
"It's a rare opportunity for
any department to receive
that kind of attention from a
donor, and we're extremely
grateful to be the recipient
of that attention."

UK" studems andfaculty protest the parental consent law Friday at the courthouse,
Photo

the ACLU and Planned Parenthood chose Kalamazoo to
lodge their complaint against
the bill because the area supposedly las a large population
supporting abortion rights.
However, Denefeld was dismayed at the lack of response

from abortion-rights activists,
and felt that a rally Friday
would be a good idea.
According to Susan Hutton, K'92, a spokesperson for
the march, the protest was
"helpful to show our presence
and [show] that w.e feel the

restrictions placed upon
women under the age of 18 is
insulting."
Christy Gelder, K'92, who
also participated in the march,
commented, "the purpose [of
continued on page 2

Security issues warning after incident
By ERICK TRICKEY
"K" Security issued warnmgs to students after a man
accosted a female student and
was seen following another
Sunday night.
The Security bulletin described the man as "white,
male, 25 to 35 years old, with
blond hair, a short, scraggly
beard, 5' 9", approximately
180 pounds,"
Someone was seen last
night about 8 p.m, fitting the
description, and three security
guards and four police cars
searched the campus, said
Gail Simpson, security officer. At 9:30 the police
stopped a car driving through
campus with two people inside, one of whom looked
similar to the description.

They identified the two
people in the car and released
them.
The man in question accosted a student along the
walkway from Academy
Street to the front door of
Trowbridge Hall at about 10
p.m, Sunday. According to
Riley Holland, assistant director of Security, "He ran up
and grabbed her, . . . She hit
him in the jaw and took off
running."
The student reported the
incident to a resident assistant
in Trowbridge, who notified
Security.
Security notified the Kalamazoo city police and two officers came to join Security in
the unsuccessful search for
the man.

Security also received a report from near Crissey Hall
sometime before 10 Sunday
night, according to Holland. A
male student called to say that
he saw a man following another female student. When
the man saw the caller, he ran
away, in the direction of West
Main Street. The descriptions
of the men involved in the two
incidents are similar.
Two Security guards went
down to the Crissey area to
investigate, Holland said, and •
they were there at the time of
the incident at Trowbridge.
Holland also said that the
descriptions given are similar
to the description of a man
who put his arm around a stu-
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Task force to draft sexual assault policy
the task force to complete its Handbook; to consider the
"major work" by the end of existing environmental, invesfall quarter, and Griffin said tigative and adjudicatory facthe task force hopes to have tors which may inhibit or prethe policy statement drafted vent a victim's reporting of an
by then. However, there will incident of sexual assault; to
be a Great Lakes College recommend appropriate reviAssociation conference on sions to the present adjudicasexual assault on February 21, tion process; and to develop
where GLCA schools will be plans for regular, campusdiscussing and comparing wide educational programs on
their policies. "I wouldn't be the subjects of sexual assault
surprised if in some form our and date rape."
Bryan considers reform of
work
goes
on
all
the adjudication process to be
year," Griffm said.
The four objectives for the very important. Sexual astask force, according to sault, he said, is "too sensitive
Bryan's memo to its mem- not to provide a confidential
bers, are "to develop a policy process. If allegations are
statement on sexual assault to immediately public, part of
be included in the Student campus talk, I think it strongly

continued from page 1
to the discussions of sexual
violence this summer," commented Gail Griffin, English
professor and task force
member.
"It's something the students started this summer. I
like that. I'm proud of that."
In the task force's first
meeting last Thursday, the
members decided to begin
their work by focusing on the
establishment of procedures
for the college and victims to
foillow in the event of sexual
assault charges. They agreed
to meet once a week for the
remainder of the quarter.
In the memo, Bryan asked

inhibits anybody's willing- authorities . .. will or won't
ness to come forward. Like- do."
The task force is composed
wise, I think we have to protect the alleged perpetrator, of seven faculty members and
because in case of false five students. Other than Grifcharges, we need to avoid the rm, the faculty members are
LaPlante, the committee
ruining of reputations."
Another reason Bryan chair, Tom Breznau, economcited for reforming the adju- ics professor, Chris Latiolais,
dication process is that "with philosophy professor, Lisa
an act of that nature and vio- Palchick, Pat Ponto, counlence, we really cannot tum selor, and Amy Elman, politithat over to the local authori- cal science professor. The stutites alone . ... Victims have dents on the task force are
the right to tum the charges Husband, Susan Hutton, Doug
over to local authorities, and Ferguson, Karen Sizer, Glen
we may counsel them to do so. Ehrean, and Eden Silverman.
. . but given the kinds of de- The faculty were appointed to
lays that often go on in court, the task force by Bryan, the
the college has to be able to students by Student Commisact regardless of what civil sion.

Students, faculty protest
parental consent law

12 reasons
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1. It's easy to use.

6, It am grow with you.

Bring home an Apple· Macintosh'" computer
today, and use it to complete assignments by
tonight-even if you've n= used a computer
before.

This week you're majoring in philosophy,
next week it's nuclear physics. After all, no one
knows exactly what the future will bring. That's
why millions rJ students have found that invest·
.ing in a Macintosh is a srnan move. Because
Madmosh can immediately help lQUdo what·
= you do-better. And if, come tomorrow, you
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why Macintosh
computers are
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Learn to use one Madmosh program, and
you've learned the basics rJ using them all.
Rlr example, the commands you use, such
as Open, Close, Copy, Paste, Save, Cur, Print,
and Undo, are found mthe same placeeveryume.

To connect a printer, a modem, an external
hard disk, or just about any Other peripheral
to a Macintosh, simply plug it in. That's all
there is to it.

9. It lets you work with
others.
Every Macintosh Ls equipped with an
Apple SuperDrive~ a unique Happy disk drive
that can use nOl only Madmosh disks, but also
MS-DOS and OS/2 disks created on mM and
IBM-compatible computers. With SoftJlC. from
Insignia Solutions, }QU can even run MS-DOS
applications on your Madntosh.

10. It'. so _ ay to network.

Just connect the LocaIThIk* cable from
one Madntosh to another Madmosh.
It takes lust a few minutes, and lQu don't
have to buy any addittonal hardware
or software.
11. You can connect to your
school'. mainframe or

minicomputer.

With Madntosh,
you can send in
assignments,
gain access to
software lQu
need for a class,
and receive
lecture llOles,
class schedules,
and other
information-right from your

own room.

m

-Leanne Anderson, K '94
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Madntosh prices have never been Iowerespecially with the student
pricing available
from lQur
authorized Apple
campus reseUer.
You may even
qualify for
finandng, which
makes Madntosh
even more
affordable.
These reasons all add up to the
,
power of Madntosh. The power •

For more information visit
Computer Services in Dewing Hall
or contact ManrAnn Kline at 383-8528

Save $125-$800 now!

" ...so interesting to
watch the faces of people
as they went oy."

12. It's more
affordable than ever.

to be your best~

the march). in my opinion ,
was to show people going by
that we 're concerned about
[the parental consent law] and
are willing to be active about
it and show the people involved in the case that it just
doesn't affect one person, but
all women's lives."
The students were joined
by eight "K" professors: Marigene Arnold, anthropology
professor, Nora Evers, education professor, Peter Corrigan,
classics professor, Ralph
Deal, chemistry professor,
Amy Elman and Karen Streuning, political science professors, and Gail Griffin and
Deborah Luyster, English
professors.

•

"I think it's very important
for faculty members to be
involved in the college community and the nearby community as a whole," commented Elman, "[and] I think
one's politics are nothing unless they're worth standing up
for."
Leanne Anderson, K '94,
felt the rally was "fun and
very empowering, and so
interesting to watch the faces
of people as they went by.
Some cheered and congratulated us; some just dropped
their faces and walked hurriedly by; others flung out
obscenities."
Taunts and perverse harassment from people walking
or driving by were also a part
of the march. Hutton recalls,
"Two men who drove by in a
van six times kept yelling
'Keep your pants zipped so
your cunt doesn't get out. '"
Judge Phillip Schaefer has
not yet decided on the case,
saying it will be resolved in
due court time. TIle case will
most likely be appealed to the
Michigan Supreme Court.
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Student Commission turnout encouraging; 19 elected

CDC Director
organizes gift to
Kenya school
By KRISTINA E. MONY
Carolyn Hornev, director
of Kalamazoo College's Career Development Center,
organized the donation of 400
English-language textbooks
to a poor village in Kenya.
When Hornev traveled to
the primary school of the
Kikuya Highlands in Central
Kenya, she witnessed the
grave need of the country and
the people.
"The classrooms are cement block buildings with dirt
floors, sheet metal roofing and
no doors or windows," said
Hornev.
The parents of this small
farming community are responsible for the buildings
maintenance and supplies.
Hornev said she quickly
recognized the school's need
for textbooks printed in English, the official language of
Kenya, and returned to Kalamazoo with a goal.
"Their goal has simply
been to erect the classroom
buildings; our goal has been to
send them some useful supplies," said Hornev.
According to Hornev, a
Battle Creek elementary

school donated 400 reading,
spelling
and
math
textbooks. The books were
prepared for shipment by
Green Bay Packaging.
The $385 in shipping costs
was met by "K' s" Food Power
and Earth group and various
other members of the community, said Hornev.
"I. .. thank the Almighty
God Who has given you a
connection with my belowed
school," Philip Thuo, headmaster of the school, wrote in
a letter to Hornev. "Pass our
greetings to those in Kalamazoo College. May God bless
you all."
According to Thuo, the
original classes were taught in
pig stays and only 80 students
were enrolled. Today they are
proud to have enrolled 650
pupils, built 10 permanent
classrooms and a workshop.
Hornev said she has new
insights into the American
educational system.
"I have gained a new appreciation for the educational
resources available to us in
such abundance in the United
States."

WEe plans for fall
By KEZIA PEARLMAN
Women's Equity Coalition
[WEC] held its first meeting
of the quarter Sunday at 8:00
p.m.
Goals of WEC include
education concerning date
rape, sexual harassment,
women's reproductive rights,
and promoting equality between the sexes.
Some WEC members are
also part of the Sexual Assult
Task Force, a group of students and faculty commissioned by President Lawrence
Bryan to draft a sexual assault
policy for the campus. [See
page 1.]
This year, said Foley,
WEC plans on sponsoring
"Safe Sex Week," which will
attempt to educate students
about AIDS and other sexually transmitted diseases.
WEC will also pass out condoms.
Throughout the year, ac-

cording to Husband, WEC
hopes to have speakers come
to campus to talk about various women's issues and concerns.
Students interested in joining WEC are welcome to attend meetings, said Hutton.
They are held at 7:00 p.m. on
Sundays. The WEC room is
located in Hicks Center across
from the Mail Hut. In addition, a women's discussion
group meets on Tuesdays at
9:00 p.m., and a support group
for sexual assault survivors is
held on Thursdays at 7:00
p.m.
In response to Clarence
Thomas's confirmation hearings and concerns of "K" students and staff, a forum on
sexual harassment, moderated
by political science professor
Amy Elman, will be held
Thursday at 4 p.m. at a location to be announced.

By JO ANNA WYNNE
Over half of the student
body turned out to pick nineteen new Student Commission
representatives last Wednesday.
"I'm encouraged by the
high turnout and the large
number of students who pursued these positions," said
Hans Morefield, K'92, Student Commission president.
Many people who didn ' t
vote showed an interest in the
election, but didn't know the
names of the candidates, according to Morefield.
The usual turnout for Student Commission elections,
Morefield said, is around 30
percent.
"We were really happy
with a 50 percent turnout,"
said Morefield, who noted
that U.S . presidential elections often see a worse turnout.
New faces on the commission include Manuel Rupe,
K'95, as Clerk and VicePresident of Finance; Jim
Davis, K'93, as Secretary;
Wendy Manning and Julie
Case, both K'94, on the Educational Policies Committee;

Dana Bourland, Chris Yoon
and Kevin Peterson, all K '94,
on Campus Life; Meredith
Bigelow, K'93, and Kelly
Roberts, K'94, as StudentAlumni Association representatives; and Tanya Roycraft,
K'95, as IRA Chairperson.
Rupe will serve as Clerk
for the fall, and then as Vice
President of Finance in the
winter.
The new dorm representatives are Jelmy Christenson,
K'95, for Hoben, Scott Dingeman, K'95, for Harmon,
Melanie McCormack and Lisa
Varndani, both K'94, for
Trowbridge,
Heather
Carstens, K '94, for Crissey,
Michael Lindenmeyer, K '94,
for Dewaters, and Norma
Ngo, K'92, for Severn.
McCormack and Varandani
defeated one other candidate
for their posts; Ngo was a
write-in candidate; the others
ran unopposed.
The commuter representative is Jeff Daly, K'95.
The original winner of the
race for Severn rep, write-in
candidate John Lobur, K '95,
was unable to fill the position
due to his commitment to the

play.
"We filled all of the positions on the ballot, and we had
a lot of competition for those
positions," said Morefield.
During the first Student
Commission meeting of the
quarter, Judicial Council positions were filled and an organizational representative
chosen.
Manning, McCormack,
Laurie Kamezo K'95, and
Chandra Brechen, K '94 were
elected to the Judicial Council. Lindenmeyer is the alternate.
Charles Solomon, K'93, a
WJMD representative, earned
the poSition of organizational
rep.
Student Commission will
now meet every Monday.
One of the first issues the
commission will address is the
proposed change in the grading system. While the faculty
will ultimately decide, Student Commission hopes to get
students involved in the decision.
A forum on the issue is in
the works and will be announced in the Daily Bulletin.

False fire alarm strikes Hoben
By RUTH PALILEO
Due to a false fire alarm,
Hoben residents spent 45
minutes out in the cold last
Friday night.
"At 2 o'clock in the morning, some unknown person
decided they were going to
pull the fire alarm and run
through the door," said assistant hall director Christa Yanock, K'92.
According to Yanock,
many students took their time

getting out of the hall and
"nobody went through the fire
doors. That's bad. That's what
they're [the doors] are there
for, an emergency."
Once disgruntled students
realized that there was no fire,
noted Yanock, they became
uncooperative about staying
outside: "They all wanted to
come back inside and get their
shoes."
Some students migrated to
Harmon Lounge or Hicks

Center to wait for the all-clear
from the residence life staff.
Most students, however, spent
their time outside grumbling
about the inconvenience.
Few expressed any concern about personal safety.
One
passerby
yelled,
"Where's the keg?" An upperclass Hoben resident then
added, "11tis is probably the
closest thing to a party the
freshmen have had all year."

EnvOrg advocates conservation, recycling
By BRIAN ENNEKING
One of the EnvOrg's big
While walking around projects of the quarter is the
the campus this quarter, one recycling of solid waste. Evmight notice the signs next ery two weeks, co-leader Gib
to light switches saying Brown, K '92, and volunteers
"tum off the lights," or the drive around to the residence
signs on the napkin dispens- halls to pick up the solid
ers pleading to take just one waste.
because "a tree died for that
"We can recycle clean
napkin." They are the work solid glass of all colors, metof "K's" Environmental als, and plastic containers,
Organization [EnvOrg].
with an emphasis on the
"We try to start each ill.an," said Brown. "The
meeting with everyone material has to be clean, othworking on something," erwise it's garbage." Brown
said co-leader Heidi Hen- noted that EnvOrg usually has
rickson, K'93. She stated to spend several hours washthat one of the things En- ing off the waste they pick up
vOrg tries to do each quar- before it can be delivered to a
ter is plaster the campus recycling center.
with environmental inforAt the last EnvOrg meetmation. "Some people re- ing, members discussed a plan
sent it, but at least they will to put recycling bins in all of
know the facts."
the dorms.
Although signs can be
"Every quarter we try to do
the most visual part of an over-nighter at a lake, or
EnvOrg's operations, they we might try spelunking or
are only a small part of what some camping," said Brown.
they do.
The largest trip organized by

EnvOrg is a hike Smokey
Mountains during spring
break. The trip, consisting
of about 16-22 students and
alumni, takes up almost a
third of EnvOrg's entire
budget.
The amount of frrst-year
students who first showed
an interest in EnvOrg had
dropped from about 80-90
last year to 40-50 this year,
but the lower numbers do
not reflect less productivity
or experience.
"Many of them [firstyear students] look very
eager to get involved,"
commented Paul Hirschfield, K'94. "Some even
have environmental experience from organizations in
high school."
EnvOrg meets on Wednesday nights around 6:30
to
7:00.
Commented
Hirschfield, "EnvOrg is
always open to everyone."
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bigger t-han I'he boss

Classifieds
For Rent. 817 Vine St. Large downstairs apartment and small upstairs
apartment. Excellent rates. Utilities
included. Need references. Will
discount for semester pre-pay. Call
1-244-8057. Or write: Katena
Demas P.O. Box 174 Constantine,
MI49042.

Addressers wanted immediately!
No experience necessary. Process
FHA mortgage refunds. Work at
~ Call 1-405-321-3064.

Financial Aid available immediately! Special grants program. Every student eligible. No one turned
down. Simple application. Send
name, address and $1 P&H fee
(refundable) to:
Student Services
P.O. Box 22-4026
Hollywood, FL 33022

EARN $2000 + FREE
SPRING BREAK TRIPS!
North America's #1 Student
Tour Operator seeking motivated students, organizations
fraternities and sororities a~
campus representatives promoting Cancun, Bahamas, Daytona
and Panama City! Call 1-800724-1555!
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Smart delivers Armstrong
Lectures in religion

Writing Center
set to help
By MA IT SIKORA
The Writing Center, designed primarily for first
year students taking freshman seminar courses, offers
ideas, tips and techniques to
improve students' writing.
.Dr. Ellen Caldwell, director of the Center since its
opening in 1988, said when
students go in for advice
they can receive help with
grammar, ideas for papers,
development of themes, organization of thoughts, review of rough drafts and
hints on how to do better on
future papers.
According to Caldwell,
the Center's eight tutors are
trained to focus on the needs
of the student as an individual.
"If a student needs help
in grammar, then he or she
is able to get help with
grammar; but if the person
is having trouble organizing
ideas, then the tutor talks
about organizational techniques which could help,"
she said. 'The tutor doesn't
spend time going over
what's not a problem area
for that student."
The Writing Center is
open from 8:00 to 11:00
p.m., Sundays through
Thursdays, in room 301 of
Dewing Hall. Altb.ough its
main purpose is to assist first
year students wi th their writing' the Center welcomes all
members of the college
community.
Although the Center offers aid in several aspects of
writing, there are two things
which the tutors will not do.

"Students can't expect
to have their papers proofread," Caldwell said.
"We're not a proofreading
service. We're not ghostwriters either. We don't
write papers."
"The big thing that we
do is provide some perspective," said Kyle Dell, K'93,
a student with one year's
previous experience as a
writing tutor.
Dell said many students
who seek help at the Center
are "confused and just sick
of looking at the same paper."
"I believe we can offer
another pair of eyes to view
a student's writing," said
Kate Husband, K '92, who
is in her third year of tutoring. She said tutors try to
work with students in
"small, constructive, creative steps."
Many of the tutors at the
Writing Center have taken
the same steps- and written the same papers- as
the people they're helping.
Since several of the tutors
are sophomores, they're
able to pass along expert
advice to the students of
this year's freshman seminars. In some cases, a specific tutor has been assigned to help students in
precisely the same freshman seminar which the tutor took last year, according
to Caldwell.
.
"It works out well because the tutor can say, 'I
was in exactly the same
position last year. Here's
what you can do ....

Security issues
warning after
incidents

:--"1

ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES

V

~ A PubliC Service of the USDA Forest Service and
your State Forester

continued from page 1
dent near Dewaters on
Wednesday, October 9.
Security's warnings to
students are, Holland said,
"the same thing we've
been harping on all along: .
don't go walking by yourself at night, and report any
suspicious person you see
on campus."

By HELEN HAN, BRIAN
ENNEKING, and SARAH
JAQUISH
Dr. Ninian Smart, professor of comparative religions at
University of California at
Santa Barbara, delivered the
23rd annual Homer J. Armstrong lectures on religion last
week.
Smart delivered three lectures at Stetson Chapel,
Wednesday and Thursday at
8:00 p.m., and Friday's 10
a.m. Chapel service.
The lecture on Wednesday,
titled "Christianity's Role in
the Coming World Civilization," discussed the importance of a pluralistic view of
religion. According to Smart,
the world view of religion
should accommodate "a pluralism which will allow the
possibility of many religions.
. . [which] should teach each
other with respect." Dr. Smart
afso c()mmented that people
should not be relativists or
absolutists, as religions have
different messages.
Smart commented that

Christianity had things to
teach and things to learn.
Some of Christianity's accomplishments, he noted,
have been the creation of
movements such as the human
rights movement.
In his second lecture,
"Buddhism and Christianity:
Rivals and Allies," Smart
presented the differences and
similarities between the two
religions. One difference was
inthecharactersoftherespective founders While Jesus led
a short and stormy life, teaching in parables, the Buddha
led a long and tranquil one,
teaching in an analytical fashion. Both Buddhism and
Christianity, Smart also noted,
esteem compassion and love
and acknowledge the presence
of flaws in human nature.
Smart answered the question presented in the title of
his third lecture, 'The Divine
Being: Male, Female, Both or
Neither?", with a simple
"yes." Because of people's
inability to comprehend the
nature of the divine being,

S~a~ ,d~clared,
. ea~h
rehglOn s mterpretatlOn IS
correct.
"God has no hair on her
chest," he remarked.
Student responseJo the Dr.
Smart's lectures was mixed.
Michael Masters, K'94, found
the lectures to be informativ~,
saying the lecture opened his
mind to other religions. However, he was frustrated that
Smart was not more conclusive.
"I think he just wanted to
be neutral," Masters commented.
Another student didn't find
the lecture to be informative,
but did consider it thoughtprovoking.
"He'll leave a lot of questions unanswered... it's kind
of nice, in away, that he
leaves it up to you .. in a way
it's kind of annoying that he
doesn't want to offend anybody."
Amanda Eldridge, K'95,
wished the speaker would
have defined the two religions.

Sup nick accepts new position, challenges
By ANDY DOMINIANNI
Dr. Lonnie Supnick, psychology professor at Kalamazoo College since 1972, has
accepted a position as one of
two new associate provosts.
The other associate provost
is Dr. John Dobbs, who is new
to "K."
The position of associate
provost at Kalamazoo College
has been relatively unstable. It
has rotated, often being filled
by people who had never
served as faculty.
Supnick, who has worked
extensively with both students
and faculty, hopes to "narrow
the gap" between the two
groups. Supnick also noted
that his new position can be
viewed as a natural extension

of his interests in organizational and social psychology.
While Supnick will continue to teach psychology
classes, he will assume many
new responsibilities as associate provost. He will concern
himself with academic and
faculty development, the foreign study program, sabbatical leaves for faculty, freshman orientation, parental
questions and concerns, and
"dozens of other things that go
on outside of the view of students," he said.
Supnick was quick to make
a distinction between an associate and assistant provost.
Rather than merely assisting
the current provost, Richard
Cook, he will have entire ar-

eas of authority delegated to
him.
One such area is "K's" reaccreditation. Every ten years
the college makes an internal
evaluation or self-study, and
also is inspected by the North
Central Association. As the
"self-study coordinator,"
Supnick will oversee the internal evaluation, consider any
improvements the college
might make and assist with
future planning.
Supnick will be working
closely with the faculty and, in
his new capacity, hopes to
prove that it is "not all or
nothing; faculty can play
administrative roles."

Batts discusses threat of AIDS
By ERIN MILLER
Dr. Donald Batts, infectious disease specialist, addressed "K" students Tuesday
night in Stetson Chapel regarding the need for student
awareness about AIDS.
"AIDS can't walk, fly,
swim or jump; it has to be
placed in your body," asserted
Batts. "The only way to stop
the AIDS virus is to educate
people."
There are four known ways
of becoming infected with the
AIDS virus: blood transfusion, intravenous drug use,
mother to unborn child and
sexual contact with an AIDS
carrier.
According to Batts, most
people get AIDS by sharing
needles or having sex with
someone who already has the
virus. Seventeen to eighteen
percent of all AIDS victims
became infected by IV drug
use, and eighty percent of all
people who share needles test

mv positive.
However, Batts said, the
largest means of transmission
is through sexual contact
"Your risks increase with
the number of sexual partners
you have had," said Batts.
Celibacy is the safest route to
avoid the AIDS virus, Batts
suggested, but if this is not an
option, condoms should be
used. Condoms are 85 percent
effective when protecting
against the AIDS virus.
Although there is no cure
for AIDS, there are hopes for
a vaccine, but Batts feels that
a totally productive one will
not be developed by the end
of this decade.
"I think that science will
eventually deal with [AIDS],
but I don't know if we can
cure it," Batts concluded.
There are presently eight
million people infected with
AIDS, one million of them in
the United States. So far,
180,000 people have died

from the virus. In Kalamazoo
alone, 300 people have tested
mv positive, said Batts.
According to Batts, there
are free AIDS tests available
at the City Health Center.
Kalamazoo Borgess Hospital
also offers tests for 35 to 53
dollars for anyone concerned
about possibly being an AIDS
carrier.
"Dr. Batts made the AIDS
problem seem very real for
our generation," said Amy
Butera, K'95. "He provided us
with many alternatives in preventing the AIDS disease."
AIDS information is available in the "K" Health Center,
Batts said.
Dr. Batts is a physician,
scientist and Clinical Research Manager for the
UpJohn Company. He attended Calvill College, received his MD from Loyola
University and did his internship at the University of
Michigan Medical Center.

Another aspect of the men's movement

Editorial

Process of prosecution
vital to new policy
The meeting of a Sexual Assault Task Force is welcome,
if overdue. Their objectives are in line with what is needed,
and President Bryan seems to have heard student demand
for a policy and responded. It is reassuring to read that our
administration realizes how unprepared we are to deal with
the issues surrounding acquaintance rape. But something
else about it is frightening.
The cornerstone of any effective policy would have to
include a process of prosecution that included outside authorities. We simply cannot fork rape cases over to Judicial
Council alone. To do so would be ludicrous. Victims must
be encouraged to press charges and supported in their quest
for prosecution in the legal system through and beyond our
college.
Judicial Council can be an effective tool in removing the
threat of a rapist from campus. Instead of simply sending a
student forward to an unknown sentence, some minimum
punishments should be established. Expulsion, and noth109 less, should be the punishment for rape here. It
should be somewhere on the attacker's transcripts why they
were expelled so that other schools do not unleash a rapist
on their campus. Judicial Council has the power to slap
hands or mete out punishments, and too often, the council
has slapped hands. Students with the courage to successfully prosecute their attackers on campus must have the
reassurance of knowing they will not have to coexist in this
tiny community with them. Victims must know that their
actions may save someone else.
It can not be said too many times how degrading and
hateful rape is. Rape is not a crime of love or desire
committed against beautiful women or sexy women. It is
hate against humanity. When over half the population here
is women, who are overwhelmingly the victims of rape, we
must expel students with the propensity to violate them
It is not a public relations nightmare for this college to
formulate a policy wherein a rapist is convicted to the fullest
extent possible. Instead, it says that we do not tolerate that
kind of behavior under any circumstances. It says that
respect for other humans is mandatory, and without it, you
cannot live here. It says that Kalamazoo College protects
the dignity of the individual.
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By STEVE PURVISSMITH
I apprecialed the article on
the men's movement that
appeared in last week's~.
In the article, the author argued that the emerging men's
movement is a crude and misguided response to several
events, including the women's
movement, the Industrial
Revolution, and male maluration. Indeed, a significant portion of the literature that has
appeared on this subject consists of sim pIe call-to-arms for
men to join together and participate in more traditional
modes of behavior, as the aulhor indicated. However, I
believe that there is the potenlial for another dimension to
the men's movement. This
dimension would involve a
more inclusive, cooperative attempt to help men learn to live
with other men and with
women in a caring and mutually nurturing way.
Unfortunately, two of the
most popular books in the
current men's movement,
Robert Bly's Iron John and
Sam Keen's Fire in the Belly.
seem lo argue against caring
and nurturing and claim that
men and women are in conflict
and competition, and that their
relationships are innately adversarial. Moreover, Bly specificall y continues to argue that

men have lost their fierceness
and have become soft. While
Bly is careful to indicate that
this theoretical fierceness may
not necessarily have anything
to do with violence, I think
that this kind of language is
frightening. When so many
women are victims of men's
violence, I see absolutely no
reason to talk about men's
issues in terms of reclaiming
fierceness.
By contrast, a men's movement that espouses a more
peaceful co-dependent message would serve to address
men's issues in a less threatening manner. Since I graduated
this past spring, I have been
studying men 's issues with my
father. One of our projects has
been to examine the images
our country has of men. Advertising is one area we have
been exploring to see how men
are portrayed. Men are often
represented isolated and unemotional. For example, there
is the Marlboro man, the ultimate macho figure who survives in the most hostile of environments and is completely
independent of others (except,
maybe, a few horses). In addition, a tremendous emphasis is
placed on men's relationships
with drugs and sex. Everyone
in this country has has been
exposed to a commercial in
which men are realizing whal

as

is supposed to be their ultimate desire: an unlimited supply of beer and beautiful
women. Not only does this advertising deny that alcohol exacerbates the problem of men's
violence against women, but it
also demeans and insults qlen
by indicating that we are brutes
with savage interests.
After having spent this past
summerstudyingmen'sissues,
I believe their is another dimension to the men's movement. Unfortunately, the
movement discussed in last
weeks ~ article and the
literatureofBlyand Keen have
received much more attention
in the popular press. In the
context of violence, alienation,
and misunderstanding that
exists between many men and
between many men and
women, there is plenty of room
for a men's movement that is·
concerned with caring 'and
nurturing. A men's movement
that emphasizes cooperation
with women, helps examine
the causes and remedies of
male violence, and shows that
men are vulnerable, need to be
cared for, and want to care for
others in their lives will help
us function in a more healthy
society. Let's not condemn all
aspects of the men's movement quite yet.

Jack Sprat can eat no fat and Deanna
can eat no meat
By Deanna L. Rydzewski
Ok, I admit it, I'm a vegetarian. For some at Saga.
people this would cause quite a stir. While on
Not to fault my parents though; they are just
this campus, it's relatively understood and reflecting the society that surrounds us. Vegetolerated, ifnot respected (at least among some tarianism is looked down upon as weird, strange,
students). Elsewhere its a totally odd occur- and un-American. To go out to eat usually conrence. If! try to leave campus either to go home sists of a grilled cheese sandwich or a trip to the
or just to eat in an actual restaurant, I'm looked salad bar. 'The Powers That Be" here at "K" also
at like I'm complete outcast or meet with much do a great job of reflecting society's marginalization of vegetarians,
hostility. It gets to be a problem!
Becoming a vegetarian wasn't something I
This quarter I live in the Vegetarian Cojumped into. It was choice that took me a long Operative in the basement of Crissey. I enjoy
time to contemplate and ease myself into. I cooking for myself and being completely on my
made the decision for many reasons, some own schedule. The people who live down there
even that I can't explain. Personally, I feel are a lot of fun and we have a good time. Howmuch better about myself. Environmentally, ever, we are not lazy, irresponsible deviants that
I'm not eating the by-products of the rain forest the administration seems to think we are.
massacre. Politically, I'm not supporting the
Admittedly, in the past residents of the co-op
beef farmers that are subsidized by have been pretty thoughtless in their actions.
the' government and just plainly, I'm not Some tried to compost all of their leftover food,
but seemed to forget to take the rotting food out.
eating fellow animals.
Not eating meat has always been something Some never washed dishes and some never
I was interested in trying, but since I did not cleaned up after themselves. Incidents such as
know any vegetarians until I gotto "K", I never these have left an impression on the administratried it at home. But, I suppose, if you under- tion. The current residents are bearing the burstood my family, you'd see why. For example, den of the past; the co-op is filthy and lacks many
my father, a conservative with a distinct ethnic necessary items. When we first moved in, things
background cannot understand why I would obviously had not been cleaned from the quarter
choose to deny my Polish background and not before. My suitemates and I deal with bugs daily.
eat kielbasa. Or why anyone would be so un- The kitchen facilities are horrid; only one stove
American as to not enjoy a nice juicy steak? works, ceiling tiles are missing, cooking utensils
More often than not, I.am taken' to Mr. Steak or are nonexistent and meal times are cramped.
some bar & grill for our father-daughter getThis problem cannot be remedied by going on
togethers. What's really great is when he goes the meal plan. I ate at Marriott last Sunday with
hunting and likes to boast to me about the my prospective student I was really excited
animal's death. Yuck! He means well most of about trying out the new vegetarian bar-I found
the time and occasionally will even make me myself eating cereal. Rice and pasta are main
some great meat-less spaghetti sauce. How- staples of my diet, but I like to cover them with
ever, vegetarianism remains completely unfa- something other than spiced tomato soup or
thorn able to him.
brown stuff that looks like gravy.
My mother is the same way. Every time I go
Vegetarianism is a choice that I don't force on
home she complains that she never knows anyone and Idon'tcriticize them for their choices.
what to make for dinner or never knows what However, meat and its by-products are someto buy at the grocery store for my visits. I end thing that I choose not to consume. I wish people
up eating a lot of raw vegetables, yogurt and would not force it upon me.
cereal when I'm home. It's kind oflike eating

-

Mudslinging reigns at ThoDl3S hearing:
sexual harassment and dirty politics?
KEZIA PEARLMAN
Last week I was certain
that Clarence Thomas would
be taking retired Justice
Thurgood Marshall's place
on the Supreme Court. When
I heard the allegations of
sexual harassment filed by
Thomas' former assistant,
Anita Hill, I'm wasn't so
sure. After watching Thomas' hearings conducted by'
the Senate, it seems as if
Hill's credibility is underfrre
and Thomas will be confirmed anyway. This treatment of such a crucial issue
by the Senate shows what
society thinks of sexual
harassment: it's not important.
Hill has accused Thomas
of sexually harassing her
while she worked for him at
the Education Department
Civil Rights office, and later
when he was the head of the
Equal Employment Opportunity Cor-11'1ission (EI!OC).
The fact that Hill waited
to divul~e this information
shouldn t be held against
her. She was scared and
embarrassed. It was never
her intention to have the past
made public; Hill was sought
out.!?>' Judiciary Cummittee
staff members and theF.B.I
report containing her story
was leaked to the press.
Hill worked for Thomas
at the EEOC after she had
been sexually harrassed as
his aide at the Education
Department Civil Rights
offtce. Why? Thomas' advances did stop, for awhile,
so Hill probably thought she
was safe. Hill didn't wantto
stay at the Department of
Education because of Reagan administration budget
cuts. Instead, she wanted to
work in civil rights, which
she could do if she were
Thomas' aide.
When the harrassment
started up again at the EEOC,
what could Hill do? Thomas was head of the EEOC,
making him in charge of
sexual harrassment complaints! Although Hill's
complaint wouldn't have
been assigned to Thomas,
he was still the "boss," and
making a formal complaint
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would have been a.wkward.
Hill charges that Thomas
asked her out repeatedly, and
talked about pornography
graphically to her for over
two years.
HIll may have wanted
desperately to tell the authori!!cs of Thomas' behavior, but probably thought that
she wouldn't be believed and
that she could lose her job.
Is Thomas the man we
want on the Supreme Court?
The Senate Judiciary
Committee knew of the allegations before they voted;
many of them chose not to
let the knowledge influence
their vote. It took until September 23 for Hill's allegations to be referred to the
F.B.I.
Judith Lichtman, president of the Women's Legal
Defense Fund, commented,
"These are such difficult
allegations for Hill to have
made. To have the Senate
treat them in a caValier, dismissive manner is really
reprehensible. "
.Is Anita Hill lying? I
don't think so.
Hill is a tenured 'professor of law at the Umversity
of Oklahoma, and is described by those who know
her as "very credible." Two

of Hill's friends have testified that she confided in
them about Thomas' behav
ior. AnotherformerThomas
employee, Angela Wright,
has said that Thomas repeatedly asked her out too.
O~y a handful of se,\ators called for a delay In
Thomas' confrrmation vote,
so that Hill's allegations
could be investigated.
I opposed Thomas' conflrmation for reasons other
than sexual harassment ..
This merely strengthens my
opposition. Sexual harassment is serious and it angers
me that Thomas will probably be confirmed with nothing more than a slap on the
hand.
Anita Hill shouldn't have
had to work with a man that
suggested that she have sex
with animals. SheobvioL!sly
thought that she had no
choice but to work for him.
I's accusations are true,
and I suspp.ctlhey are, won't
it be sadly ironic if Thomas
is confirmed? The highest
court in the nation should
place hi&h value on justice
and ethIcal behavIOr. It
appears that Clarence Thomas does not.

GLENEHREAN
Mudslinging and low-blow tactics characterize the approa(;hes used by the Bush Administration and certain Republicans on rhe Senate Judiciary Committee. Indeed, these
governmental officials are acting like a dangerous pre?ator ~t
has been backed into a comer. That, of course, IS lOgical
because they were in just such a situation. The now famous
Anita Hill is the person responsible for cornering Clarence
Thomas and his conservative sponsors. Now, she is the focus of
their unrestrained and uncouth aggression.
The most recent form this aggression has taken is an attack
not on her integrity but on her mental state. Republican senators
(with the behind-the-scenes aid of the White House) have effectively planted the notion that Anita Hill is unwittingly
creating the story of Judge Thomas' sexual harassment of her.
One of the reasons that this ploy is so successful is rhat it seems
to explain why no one can determine who is lying. Moreover,
this ploy enables those ~ho have whol~-he~edly suppo~ed
Thomas from the beginrung to support him WIthout appeanng
politically incorrect to feminist and orher groups that are concerned about sexual harassment.
Why, then, have we not seen a psychologist in front of the
committee to discuss rhc actual possibility that she may truly be
dt .udiug herself! Surely, Senator Orrin Hatch, who was even
so thorough as to scan every book in the Library of Congress for
references to pubic hai r, would have taken a minute off from his
research to contact a psychologist. He, or someone on the committee' undoubtedly did confer with an expert in this field. The
reason that rhe public never heard from this expert is because
the medical possibility (as investigated by NBC News and
shown on their Monday evening telecast) that Anita Hill could
actually convince herselfrhat she was sexually harassed would
only be plausible if she had a history of mental illness. There is
no evidence whatsoever of such a history. Indeed, the same
NBC report concluded it to be far more likely that Clarence
Thomas has repressed his memory of these events to a degree
tll,1I he no longer completely recalls them. Such a phenomenon
is not rare.
The significance of this whole unfortunate affair (unfortunate because some senator or staffer, probably a democrat,
wrongfully leaked this story to the press) is what it says about
the Bush Administration and the antagonistic Republican senators (especially Senators Orrin Hatch and Arlen Specter) who
have proven their willingness to unscrupulously manipulate the
hearing process. When they found it impossible to concretely
refute Anita Hill's claims (no inconsistencies were found in her
testimony nor that of her witnesses and no motive - ideological or otherwise - was exposed), these bedfellows took out
their bags of dirty tricks. The Bush Administration (the very
people that racially exploited the Willy Horton case) encouraged Thomas' use of the suggestion that Anita Hill was knowingly utilizing racial stereotypes that would somehow make her
story more believable among the white males on the judiciary
committee, and, as was already discussed, some republican
senators improperly suggested that Anita Hill is deluding
herself.
Thus, in the process of defending a nominee for rhe Supreme
Court, these accomplices have actively misled the public, they
have brushed aside the question of sexual harassment, and they
have stigmatized an innocent person for Ute. Why all the zealousness? This is the one chance the Republicans have to appear
against racism and to, at rhe same time, put an anti-affirmative
action, an anti-civil rights, and an anti-abortion justice on the
Supreme Court. So it is that Judge Thomas has become an
unwitting pawn in the effort, personified by Jesse Helms and
David Duke (both support Thomas), to stagnate and perhaps
even tum back the clock on race and sex relations.

The Little Snack Bar That Could
By BILL DUANE

Looking at the Trowbridge parking lot this weekend, it was clear that
something was amiss. There were
parking spots. A couple of them.
This signaled an exodus I have never
seen but for three day holidays.
We may be witnessing the end of
UK" social life as it was. Home or a
friend's off campus apartment are
where rhe action was. The parties
that were on-campus parties were
quiet (for a party). The first weekend with the alcohol policy in effect
Was pretty boring.
I'm not trying to imply that UK"
students can't have fun without

"

beer-swilling get-togethers, but the
large social garherings of the past are
gone. Its no fun, but the new alcohol
policy had to become reality and is
here to stay. It would seem from the
first weekend rhat meeting people is a
lot harder to do than in my days a first
year/fresman/freshperson. .
The picture is bleak, but there's
hope on the horizon. The name of our
saviorof social life could be Quadstop.
Yes, Quadstop, the little snack bar
that could.
The renovations planned will include more space and a possible dance
floor. The boorhs will be ripped out,
and tables will be put in thier place.

This is welcome news because the
boorh are hard as hell to get in and out
of. There are also rumors going around
rhat Quadstop may put the bar back in
snack bar and serve beer to appropriately-aged students. According to the
person who answers the Marriot food
service, "We're not sure if its going to
happen. " Still, the combination offood,
people, beer and music would go a
long way towards providing the impetus to get together and have fun. One
bad point is that there are no plans to
open Quadstop on Friday or Saturday
nights.
The extensive proposed changes to
Hicks Center will also make Hicks

more than a place to eat, get mail, and
watch the people attending the catered receptions in Old Welles.
We need a place to hang out, especially on weekcnds. Marriot should
realize this and open up on the weekends. They would make lots ofmoney
and we would have a place to check
in and see what's going on for the
evening. It might even be conducive
to large social garherings that are
quickly becoming extinct. It might
make a good alternative to small
groups of people, talking in hushed
tones behind locked doors.
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Final Faculty Readers Theatre performance shows a lot of'heart'
By IDA FAYE
WEBSTER
The Faculty Readers
Theatre presented its final
production,.San Francisco ...
the City with a Heart, this
past weekend. Nelda
K.Balch, Professor Emeritus
of the Theatre Department and
coordinator for the troupe of
faculty performers, cites
limited time as the reason for
ending this 32 year-old "K"
tradition.
San Francisco featured
various shon stories and poems set in San Francisco.
Prior Faculty Readers Theatre
performances included com-

plete plays, such as the first
production of Don Juan in
Hell in 1958. Later performances addressed different
them as-a particular decade,
a major event, author, city.
According to Balch, she
spends her winters in Horida,
reading. After conceiving a
theme, she combines
appropriate poetry, plays,
fiction, her own editing and
narration and sometimes
music.
With the exception of
Balch, who has been involved
in 31 of the 32 annual
performances, many members
of the San Francisco cast

Get to know Smart
By SARAH JAQUISH,
HELEN HAN and
BRIAN ENNEKING
Dr. Ninian Smart, speaker
for this year's Armstrong
Lectures in Religion, is considered an accomplished educator by his peers and a prominent authority on world religions.
During his fony year long
professional career, Smanhas
taught at the University
College of Wales, Yale
University and London
University. At present, he is
the head of the Department of
Religion at the University of
California, Santa Barbara.
Sman has taught a wide
range of classes and says he
equally enjoys introductory
and graduate school level
courses.
In addition to his extensive
teaching career, Sman has
written or edited 31 books on
world religions, including the
widely-used textbook, The
Religious Experience.
smart·s diSbngUtShCCl past
includes III interval as the first
occupant of the H.G. Wood
Chair of Theology at
Birmingham University. In
1967, he was founding
Professor of Religious Studies
at Lancaster University.
At the age of 19, while sta-

tioned in Sri Lanka as a memberoftheBritish Army, Sman
first became interested in East
Asian religions, panicularly
Buddhism. He left the military
in 1948 and began his studies
at Oxford University. He subsequently completed graduate
degrees in the history and philosophy of religion.
Though officially a British
citizen, Sman is a resident of
the United States and enjoys
living in California with his
wife, who is ofItalian descent.
Sman has a daughter living in
Scotland and a son in Italy.
Sman has travelled extensively in the last few years, attending conferences and lecturing. Recently, he visited
parts of East Asia, India and
South Africa.
Although all this travel
might seem tedious, Sman
professes to genuinely enjoy it
and claims to have conquered
jet-lag. "When I'm in an airplane," he commented, "I feel
like I'm on holiday."
Sman declares he nas tnoroughly enjoyed his trip to the
Midwest, expressing pleasure
with the colorful changes of
autumn. Before returning to
his home in California, he
quips, he hopes to reach
Nirvana ...Michigan.

have had little experience on
stage. However, Dr. Jan
Solberg from the Romance
Languages Department,
admits to playing a juniorhigh Alice in Alice In
Wonderland. Dr. Marigene
Arnold, professor of
Anthropology, says that she
played a cactus while she was
in juni(1r high.

Other cast members, like
Dr. Don Fiesche, of the
Political Science Department,
have performed in a number
of Faculty Readers Theatre
productions and have developed a wide range of characterizations.
(for more on ~an
Francisco, see review below)

REVIEW:

Industry. If you think the
names are interseting, you'll
like the descriptions even
more. Trenchmouth is "like,
kinda reggae," Bone China
has no description (kinda'
Zenish, I guess.) Thought
Industry is "Psycho-Metal."
Thursday night brings in a
nine piece R&B band from
East Lansing called Groove
Spoon.
Friday, the Larry McCray
Blues Band howls into
town. Look here next week
for a review.
Saturday, there's a 'new
deal' in town as Roosevelt
"Bubba" Barnes takes the
stage.
Sundays stay the same at
Dub Soda-at least until the
January thaw. From one
until seven p.m. the joint is
dedicated to sweaty men in
tight white pants (football,
women,
not
the

San Francisco ... the City With A Heart

By IDA FAYE
WEBSTER
and RUTH PALILEO
You missed out this
weekend if you didn't get a
chance to see Tom
Breznau, professor of the
Economics and Business
Department, yell, "Why·
don't you get off the rag,
bitch?" in the third act of
the Faculty Readers
Theatre production, San
Francisco..,.. the City With a
Htart. Breznau and other
faculty performers tried to
capture the spirit of San
Francisco by enacting selected short stories and

poems.
Brcznau's wasn't the
only wild character.
English professor, Dr. Ellen
Caldwell, played perhaps
the most outrageous of the
roles in the third act, Disco
Days of The Eighties-

WEEKEND
By JULIE H CASE
So you've suddenly
Ilrc:ali:~ed that the huge zit on
chin is NOT going
and that maybe, just
'd better stan
jSCn)unlging the dark bars of
lamazoo
for
a
mecoming
date.
jl'-vlllvllilJ'vl thi sis Parents'
Iweeke:nd, so if you meet that
!special person Saturday, you
have to introduce them
the folks until December.
by that time, the zit
":IUIO be gone.) So for the
sophisticated students
for that perfect
or night club,
week.'s run-down
the high-life:
CLUB SODA:
Wednesday,: Triple your
pleasure, triple your fun.
with three live regional
bands: Trencbmouth, Bone
China, and Thought

The Cit~ with a Beart

Connie, a loose lady of the 80s
in spandex. When Connie's
more conservative friend,
Mary Ann (played by Dr. Jan
Solberg of the Romance
Languages Department) asks
her if she is single, Connie respondS; '1)oes a bear shif in
the woods?" Reader's Theatre
gives faculty members a
chance to play different
people and 'act crazy.'
Nelda K. Balch, Professor
Emeritus of the Theatre
Department. orgaruzed San
Francisco. She describes
Reader's Theatre as an art
form in which the audience
must participate by using their
imaginations. For instance in
the first act, The GOld Rush
Days, the audience created a
snow stonn in their own
minds. The audience imagined the perfonneJ'$living and
dying inside an old shack,
trying desperately to keep

warm with little fuel and
food. The action was suggested on the stage by some
mis-matched costumes and
a tremble here and there
from the performers but the
Credibility of the production lay within the minds of
the audience.
Admission was free to
all students-a good price
fora chance to team, to be
entertained, to be surprised
at dignified instructors in
some interesting roles, and
to earn an LACC credit.
Balch explained that
the.re isn 'f enough time to
put the Faculty Reade{'s
'Theatre together, so this is
probably their final production. So, if you missed San
FranciscQ .. .the City with a
Heart, you missed out on
much more than JUSt another show.

PLUS

Chippendales.) From nine
p.m. until two a.m. you can
shake your bootie to Dazzles
Dance Party.
Chaps on Main:
If the review made you think:
about Chaps, try the real
thing. Wednesday and
Thursday, Inside Out brings
live jazz to Olaps.
Fridays, music by Kevin .
Henry, has been described
as "warm weather music."
Chaps has comedy every
weekend; just because your
parents are here, you don't
have to quit laughing. (Just
don't laugh at them;
someday you might bring
home that perfect person,
and regardless of the zit on
your chin, they'd better not
laugh.) This weekend's
comedians are Michael
Blackman and Steve Bills.
Peppers:
This week, a 'Rock & Roll'

banet known as Warchild
graces the club. Rumor has it
many local politicians will be
attending the concen, in an
attempt
to
educate
themselves on the military
strategies of the drinking
class.
State Theatre:
If you say ya' tu Da Uppers,
then you don't want to miss
their live concen on Friday,
eh? Saturday is a Bob
Marley tribute.
Other upcoming events
include Fishbone and Primus,
on November to.
Coco Taylor on the
fourteenth. Second City on
the twenty-third.
Elaine BoozIer November
23. The Nylons, December
sixth.
Miller Auditorium:
This Saturday, The
Kalamazoo Symphony
Orchestra, with violin solist

Gil Shaham.
A Funny Thi"~ Hnnn~'np~
on the Way to the
October twenty-seventh.
Natalie
Cole'
"Unforgettable" tour on
twenty-ninth.
David Copperfield
November fifth.
Before I end this, I
note a new hot-spot on
rise. The crowd seems to
gathering on Bellvue,
ways behind D
Never mind the hig
incidence of violent
this is a pany! Anyway,
seems a majority of t
Index staff was seen there
last weekend, in addition to
couple hundred or so
'K' students. Just don't get
lost on your way; it seems
the neighbors enjoy giving
wrong directions to helpless
IO?king college students.

-
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Adam's Brother Sings Message of Universal Love
By MARCUS BRITTON
The classic rock band
Adam's Brother gave a concert on the Quad this past Saturday. They entertained a
crowd of about 40 with tunes
like the Beatles' "Back in the
USSR," the Stones' "Satisfaction," and Bob Dylan's
"Knockin" on Heaven's
Door" for a little over an hour.
The band started a half
hour late due to technical
problems. They opened with
Cream's "The White Room."
The crowd danced, clapped,
sang along, and played frisbee. At one point, a "K" security guard stopped to listen.
The four-man band, sponsored by Intervarsity Christian
Fellowship, included rhythm
guitarist and lead vocalist Paul
Bertsch, bassist Neil Wagner,
lead guitarist and vocalist
David Tyra, and drummer
John Dufek. Bertsch states the
band's vision as a commitment to "help students to think
critically about the claims of
Jesus Christ through the medium of rock musiC."
Bertsch related several
songs the band played to
Christian values and beliefs.
He talked briefly about the

You, too, can work out
with Hans and Chad

Photo courtesy of Adam's Brother
Adam's Brother performs classic rock with a Christian message.

plight of South Africa before
the band played U2's "Silver
and Gold." "It's going to take
a change of heart [to change
the situation in South Africa,]" observed Bertsch.
"And that's something we
humans aren't very good at."
Adam's Brother formed
four years ago in Indiana. All
the members hail from the
Terre Haute area, except
Dufek, a native of Indianapolis. They play at college campuses throughout the Mid-

west, usually in the fall and
spring.
The band performs mostly
on weekends, and all the
members hold other jobs.
Bertsch is an Intervarsity staff
worker. Tyra is an ordained
pastor who serves a congregation in Brazil, Indiana. Wagner works for the Career Center at Indiana State University,
and Dufek is a civil engineer.
"None of us would mind
making a living at this," notes
Tyra.

By BILL DUANE
Questipn: Has the new alcohol policy changed your drinking habits in the least?

"No. Not at all. It doesn't
make a damn bit of difference to me"
- Kevin Robinson K '95

"I've given up alcohol
completely. Now, I suck
freon."
-Mike Finkler K '91

"It's really changed
them, I'm drinking with
a vengeance."
- Jenny Mitchell K '94
"I don't know if I should
answer that question. I
might be implicated."
- Keith Morris
K '94 (Crissey RA)

"It's a stupid policy. We
drink more hard liquor. "It's
easier to sneak in."
-Severn Suite 300

From the
Quadstop

"I drank a fifth ..

no ... plead the fifth."
- Geoff Keller K '94

By HANS MOREFIELD and CHAD RUCKER
For some reason people are avoiding the Quadstop this term.
I think it's because Chad doesn't shower regularly. However,
he claims everyone at "K" is so concerned about keeping a
decently fit body while studying 200 hours a week that they
don't want to consume the greasy fires sold here, which
contain upwards of7ooo calories a portion. Students don't
have time to work off this many calories through scheduled
exercise. So we devised the CHAD RUCKER WEEKEND
WORKOUT. This exercise plan includes things you do every
weekend. We don't want to suggest a change in behavior, but
rather to illustrate how much exercise you may actually be
getting without realizing it. Here's the plan:
Friday 4:58 p.m.-THE SPRINT
Your history paper is due in Dewing in two minutes. You
live in Severn. If you complete this dash, you're aerobically
done for the weekend. If you didn't even start .the paper, the
substitute exercise is to call the Prof and fake a cough that
sounds like you are losing a lung.
Friday 5:03 p.m.-THE ARM CURL
The cough didn't work. Your paper is losing a letter grade
per hour. Your college career flashes in front of your eyes.
Plus, you're thirsty from all that coughing. Begin exercising
your forearm with a twelve-ounce bottle of Milwaukee's
Best. Do this exercise in sets of six-six sips, then start a
new bottle. (Only for 21-year oIds, of course!)
Saturday I :03 a.m.-THE STREAK
After many hours of arm curls, you're really psyched up for
exercise.Time to hit the Quad! As discussed in last week's
column, a good sprint down the Quad clothed only in your
birthday suit can be refreshing, enlightening, and even aerobically stimulating if you are being chased by Security.
Saturday 7:18 a.m.-THE FALL
You are dreaming pleasant thoughts on the top bunk of a bed,
hours away from awakening. Then you realize the music in
your mind is actually the phone ringing. Before you remember you are in the top bunk, you are half way out of bed on
your way to curse out whoever is calling you this early in the
morning. BOOM! OW! You are on the floor, tangled in your
sheets. Your left leg hurts so much you don't realize.you
have a hangover (only for 2 I-year oIds, of course.)
Saturday 7:19 a.m.-THE SPRINT (Variation)
The Fall has stretched out your legs for this task. Your
roommate's parents are on the phone, wishing to speak with
their child. Problem: roommate visiting certain someone. The
church bit doesn't work with the parents; it may be early in
the morning but they know it's Saturday. As it's too early to
think up excuses, you use the 'coughing up the lung' bit,
drop the pilOne, sprint to Crissey, wake up your roommate,
apologize, explain situation, watch roommate sprint back to
Severn.
Saturday 11:42 a.m.-THE DISCUS THROW
You regret having exercised your arm so much the night
before. Amazingly, the pain is not in your arm. Still, when
your so-called friends, eating lunch a couple of tables away,
begin reminiscing over your comedy routine of the night
before, you have just enough energy to throw an entire waffle
with strawberry toppings at them.
Saturday 2:21 p.m.-THE TOMAHAWK CHOP
TIle Hornets are running for another first down. With twenty
other fans who don't mind looking like idiots, you begin the
overhead flex of the arm, accompanied by a screaming tune
that reminds most observers of a whale in heat. Who cares?
When all twenty of you do it together, you still look stupid.
Sunday 1:38 a.m.-THE SPRINT
Your athletic undertakings this evening have involved no
more than a thumb punch on the TV Remote Control. Suddenly, K-College Security rudely interrupts a teary-eyed
scene during The Brady Bunch to suggest you move your car
from Hoben's fire lane within thirty seconds ... or it will be
towed to the nearest state in the Mountain Time Zone.
Sunday, all day and night-THE MARATHON
Your mission: Read seven books averaging 350 words each
with print so small even a caterpillar couldn't read it. You
engage in a marathon reading session that will leave you
enlightened and prepared for tomorrow's exam-if yOl,l don't
mind being blind. Otherwise engage in a marathon session of
procrastination with a short sprint read of each book's introduction ten minutes before the exam.
That concludes our WEEKEND WORKOUT. Now you have
no reason not to come and visit us in the QUADSTOP. You
can't complain about the calories, because we have shown
there is plenty of exercise to be had here on campus. Your
only excuse left is that you're avoiding Chad, which is
understandable. Still, he ;s planning to shower before Homecoming. So that excuse is out, too.
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Q's Views
By JOHN Q. LEWIS
This seems like a good time
to look over my notes on the
world of professional and college sports.
*Major League Baseball.
Minnesota has won the American League pennant and, at
press time, the Pirates were up
3-2 in the Senior Circuit. The
Twins and Bucs would make a
great series, but the Metrodome
is the worst place for playoff
baseball. Maybe Fay Vincent
can by convinced to have the
Twins play their home games
at Wrigley Field.
The Twins look strong.

The Exciting World of Sports

Whether it be the Braves or
Pirates, Minnesota will win the
series. They have done what
neither Pittsburgh or Atlanta
haven't done-hit good pitching. Barry Bonds has Jose
Canseco disease (batting .150
in the playoffs) and the Braves
keep making key mistakes
which have already cost them
a couple of wins. Rick Aguilera will save all four wins and
take the MVP trophy, and the
World Series, back to Minneapolis.
*Pro Football. The Saints
have as maIJY wins as San
Francisco and the NY Giants

combined. The Lions are 5-1.
It's not your typical year in the
NFL. It's still early, but the
Bills and Redsldns appear to
be the best teams in their respective conferences. It never
turns out how it's supposed to,
though. Houston is playing
well, but Kansas City could be
the team to beat. They trounced
the Bills and Christian Okoye
looks unstoppable again. Their
defense isn't even at full
strength yet.
In the NFC, the Lions are
on the verge, but can't be considered contenders for a few
more weeks. The Bears' run-

Spikers climb to #2 national ranking
By MARK R. CLIFFORD
The varsity volleyball team
has moved up to the #2 spot in
the weekly National Division
1lI rankings released yesterday after overcoming adversity in each of three victories:
last Tuesday at Calvin 10-15,
9-15,15-4, 15-4, 15-9, 15-12;
Saturday at home against
Alma, 15-13, 15-8, and 15-3;
and Monday at Olivet, 15-1,
15-9, and 15-13.
Head Coach Jeanne Hess
admitted to having major trepedations before her team was
thrown to the Christians in the
cacophanous Calvin gym.
''They don't give up anything
on their home floor ... We'd
never won there before." Last
year the Lady Hornets went
into Calvin ranked 3rd in the
country and depaned with what
would be their only MIAA loss
of the season.
''The first two games were
reminiscent of last year," recounted Hess, "We were playing scared-playing not to lose."
Recalled Hess, "I just told them
that if they were a championship team, they'd be able to

come back." Hess' changes in
the rotation and the blocking
and hitting matchups unleashed the devastating power
of senior middle hitter Mei
Zhang, who then hammered
away for 28 Idlls, and supersub Christina Garry, who
punched home 12 Idlls of her
own.
Hess expressed pride in the
way her team survived the gut
check. ''The will to win is there
with everybody on the team.
That's what came through."
In the Alma game.- "K"
struggled early to solve their
opponent's scrappy defense.
But once again they settled
down and put the match away
with a barrage of spikes from
Zhang and Barbie Oelslager
(12 and 10 kills. respectively)
and 3 late service aces by
Gretchen Newell.
At Olivet. a game in which
"everybody was sick." according to Hess, the younger players like sophomores Amy
Schmidt and Amy Dumanois
stepped in to make major contributions.
Reflecting upon the week's

JOB TRAINING

EARN GOOD PAY
WHILE TRAINING
IN A JOB SKILL.

events. Hess noted "I really
need to emphasize that Rocky
(Cibor) has done a great job,
shedoesn't get many Idlls .... but
she sets a wonderful offense
and delivers the ball so we can
get all those Idlls. She's one of
the best setters in the country."

EDUCATION

FORTI-IE
RFAL WORID
Graduate degree programs
(MA, Ph.D) in International
Affairs with an emphasis on
contemporary policy·relevant
issues.

Area and
Functional Fields:

o Interamerican Studies

(U.S.-Latin American
Relations)
Soviet and East
European Studies
Middle East Studies
o International Relations
o International Business
Management
o International Security
and Conflict
o Comparative
Development
o International Economics

o
o

Apply by February 1 for
$13,000

assistantships and other
flllanciaJ aid.

North, South Center
VIfI"I.Cl"T

Join a local Army Reserve unit and
receive expert job training. Earn
more than $13,000 during a standard enlistment - usually only one
weekend a month plus two weeks'
Annual Training. Qualify for
Montgomery GI Bill college
money. Call for details:
• ALL YOU CAM ••

ARMY RESERVE

o ••

1,.1

Students who are interested
in Interamerican issues are
particularly encouraged to
apply for North-South Center
Graduate Assistantships.

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF
INTERNATIONAL STIJDIES
AdmissiOns, Room I 304
Coral Gables, FL 33124-3010

(305) 284-4173

M13ifii
..

ning game has mysteriously
disappeared, leaving them with
a somewhat less than potent
offense. Dallas could be the
surprise team. They're a little
green. but Aikman and Smith
are prime-time players and
Jimmy Johnson is a winner.
*College Football. I'm a
Wolverine fan at heart, but I
can't help feel sorry for MSU
fans. 0-5, ugh. The best game
of the year will be Miami, Fla.
vs. Florida State. The 'Canes'
Kevin Williams is a great runner. Gino Toretta is coming
into his own. Look for Miami
to upset the Seminoles (de-

spite that addictive ..,,,IIIUlIIJ1\
fight song). Heisman
Look no further than
Arbor. Michigan. Desmo
"Magic" Howard will win
unless his hands fall off.
which case. he'll
finish third.
*Fall Sports here at
Volleyball is ranked #2 in
nation. Women's Soccer
ranked #7. Men' s Soccer is
in the league. Our football
is playing it's best football
over a decade. It's shaping
to be a good year in
land. (It must be the lIU'U"'""
of the Sports Editor.)

Hornet
Corner
Rounding out this week's Hornet sports action and previewing what's ahead for 'K' College fall sports.
Women's Soccer. The women soccer squad suffered
their first defeat Monday afternoon at Michigan State University. 3-1. The Division I Spartans fielded a tough team.
but the Hornets were in the game the whole way. In the first
half, State got on the board first but' K' answered later in the
half on a goal by Jennifcr Russell that was assisted by
Jennifer Hofmeister. A Spartan goal before the half made
it 2-1 before they kicked through another in the second half
to seal the victory. The Hornets are 9-1-1 overall and 7-0
in the MIAA. Just this week they moved into the Top lOin
Division III (#7) for the first time this season.
After the tough loss to Michigan State, the womcn
Idckers play at Alma College Wednesday (October 16) and
return home to host Olivet Saturday at MacKenzie Field in
an early contest scheduled to begin at 11:00 AM. Leading
Idckers for the high-scoring Hornets are Russell with 20
goals and 9 assists (49 pts.). Karen Carney (10 g.• 11 ast..
31 pts.).l{ofmeister (7 g.• 8 ast., 22 pts.) and Amy Goode
(7 g.• 2 ast., 16 pts.). Goalkeeper Shelly Krisfalusi has
allowed only four goals (three by MSU) in 4 and a half
games. Krisfalusi and second goalie Heidi Buchele have
recorded 7 shutouts between them.
Men's Soccer. The Hornet men's soccer team (7-3
overall, 6-1 MIAA) remained in a first place tie in the
league. even though losing to Calvin College, 3-1, in
overtime last Saturday. In that game, Pete Knight tied the
score for Kalamazoo by scoring with 10 minutes left in
regulation. In overtime, the host Knights booted goals in
both of the overtime periods to chalk up the victory.
Earlier in the week, Kalamazoo shutout Albion College,
2-0, as Tim Streeter netted both Hornet goals. This week.
'K' hosts Alma on Wednesday (4 pm) at MacKenzie Field.
then travels to Olivet on Saturday to battle the Comets.
Leading the men in scoring are Tim Streeter (4 g., 1 ast.,
9 pts.). Greg Harker (3 g., 6 pts.), and Jesper Olsen (2 g., 1
ast., 5 pts.). Oark Ardernhas been superb in goal. allowing
9 goals in 10 games and recording 4 shutouts.
Women's Golf. The Hornet women's golf team captured fourth place in an MIAA round at the Alma Country
Club on October 8. Stephanie Smith led the Hornets with
an 18-hole score of 99. The young squad was in fifth place
overall in the league standings after five rounds of competition.
The fmal MIAA round, scheduled for last Monday (October 14) was called off due to weather-it is not known if
that match will be made up.
Men's golf. The Hornet men golfers finished up their
season on October 7 by finishing fourth in an MIAA round
at Kent Country Club in Grand Rapids. Andy Pifer recorded an 18-hole score of 82 to pace the Hornets.
'K' improved on last season's fifth place finish by
climbing to fourth this year. The Hornet team-average this
season was 412 strokes per round (compared with last
season's 418.1).
Season leaders for the men were Prashant Desai, who
finished seventh in the league averaging 81.1 strokes per
round. Pifer came in 11th in the league (81.9 stroke
average), Mike McFall took 20th (83.9) and "Scooter"
DiMaggio finished 22nd (85.3).

sports
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Hornets lose another close one, 10-6
By JOHN Q. LEWIS
A Parent's Day crowd
looked on at Angell Field Saturday as the Hornet football
squad suffered anothernarrow
defeat, this time at the hands of
the Albion Britons in the
MIAAopener. An Albion first
quarter touchdown after a long
Jdck return proved to be the
difference in this one.
The Britons came into the
game with a 4-0 record after
crushing Lawrence (Wisc.)
University the week before.
They have won back-to-back
league crowns and defeated
the Hornets soundly, 38-0,last
year. The fiery Hornets ,
though, were not intimidated
in the least. They, too, had
been impressive in non-league
play with a 3-1 record and are
still playing their best ball in
years.
The Hornets took the opening kickoff and rumbled
through the Briton defense,
chewing up over 7 minutes,
and taking a 6-0 lead on a 4yard run by Mike Herron. The
drive epitomized the potential
of a mistake-free Hornet offense. First year quarterback
Greg Holmes got the starting
nod and looked sharp early,
both running and passing. The
offensive line con rolled the
trenches, opening lanes for
Herron and Walt Miller.

Khashan laid out a Briton receiver, forcing a dropped P!lSS,
and on the very next play recovered an Albion fumble. "K"
failed to capitalize as costly
penalties killed the drive early.
The second quarter was a
defensive struggle, as the
Hornet D once again showed
its big play capability. Sean
Mullendore swiped a Montico
pass to stop a drive deep in K
territory. A few minutes later,
Albion was again driving to
the Hornet goal line. The
Hornets put on an exciting goal
line stand, as Scott M yrand led
a charge that stuffed a fourth
and goal attempt, leaving the
Hornets with 3:17 left in the
half.
The K offense moved the
ball well behind the running of

Miller and a couple of key
completions by Holmes. But
the mistake-bug bit the Hornets again as a fumbled halled
the drive at the Briton 30,
ending the half still at 7-6.
The Hornets were driving
again in the second half as the
strong running game, with its
short-yardage "Hornet" formation featuring defensive end
Steve Sloan as a blocking back,
helped the Hornets into Albion territory . Yet another
mistake costs the Hornets
points as the Britons picked
off a Hornet pass and stopped
the drive.
Albion put together a drive
that culminated with a 24 yard
field goal that gave them a 106lead. After a " K" punt, Eddie
Walsh stole another Montico

pass and carried itto the Briton
Miller and Herron each had
30 yard line. The offense solid games, with 75 and 60
couldn't capitalize as a sack yards on the ground, respecburied the opportunity, but tively. Mark Abbot, Jason
Walsh was determined to give Wagner and Aaron Ward each
the offense another chance as snagged 3 receptions. Defenhe came up with a big defen- sively for the Hornets, Phil
sive stop on 3rd down which Wilson and Mullendore had
forced Albion to punt. With 10 tackles apiece and Khashan
5:47 left, the Hornets mounted added 9. The entire defense
their fmal drive.
did a nice job in containing
Chris Berkimer subbed for Albion's Hank Wineman, who
Holmes and led the Hornets came into the game as Dividown the field once more. sion Ill's leading rusher. He
Strong running by Miller and totaled 143 yards, but it took
short passes gave "K" an op- him 34 carries as the defense
pourtunity but, on 4th and 2, refused to allow him to break
their 3rd delay-of-game pen- free for a big gain.
alty of the day forced them to
The 3-2 Hornets travel to
throw long. With 50 seconds Olivet next weekend to tackle
left, Albion picked off a Hor- the Comets at Griswold Field.
net pass and ended hopes of Olivet is 4-1 after beating
the big upset.
Adrian last week, 25-14.

However, similar to last
week against Trinity, the Hornets had trouble hanging on to
momentum. Albion ran the
ensuing kickoff 55 yards to the
Kalamazoo 22. A personal foul
penalty hurt the defense and
Albion took advantage when
opposing quarterback Mike
Monticotossedan ll-yardTD
pass. The extra point was successful and the Britons led, 7-

6.
Still late in the first, standout defensive back Sam

Hornet gridders battle the Albion Brits last Saturday at Angell Field. The Hornets lost their MIAA season opener,

Harriers split last dual meet

Tammy Kolbe, K'92, helps the women's varsity cross country
ream to a victory over Tri-State.

By MA IT SIKORA
The women's cross country team ran away from their
competition and the men's
team were narrowly defeated
Friday afternoon in a home
dual meet at Arcadia Cross
Country Course, continuing
"excellent" seasons for both
teams according to their
coach.
The women's team
soundly defeated Tri-State,
a Division II school, by a
score of 17-42. Led by Alison Hramiec, the Hornets
took the top four places in
th e five kilometer race .
Hramiec, who held the lead
the entire way, finished with
a time of20:53 over the hilly
course.
"Alison ran her best time
this year on one of the toughest courses we'll run," said
coach Peter LivingstoneMcNelis ."It was another
outstanding performance by
the women."

Hramiec's closest competition was from her own teammates. Teresa Dennany finished
second with a time of 21 :06,
followed by Kirsten Browne
(21 :50), and Rebecca Joyce
(22:02).
The Hornets, who were
never seriously challenged by
Tri-State, recently took fifth in
the Siena Heights Invitational
and third in the Heidelberg
Invitational in Ohio.
The men's team, coming off
of a trophy-winning second
place finish in the Heidelberg
Invitational, narrowly lost to
Tri-State Friday, 28-31.
The Hornets took three of
the top four places, but the
Division II school won the next
eight places, giving Tri-State
the victory in the cool autumn
air.
"For three-quarters of the
race it looked like we were in
the hunt," said LivingstoneMcNelis, "but we just couldn't
pick up those last couple of

spots."
"K" was paced by Jason
Schrock, who was in control for most of the eight
kilometer race. His time of
27:(J} bettered the second
place Tri -State runner's
time by nine seconds.
Brad Harbaugh finished
third with a time of 27 :27 ,
followed closely by Dave
Barkley whose time was
27:35.
Tri-State defeated the
Hornets in the Siena Heights
Invitational several weeks
ago by two points. According to LivingstoneMcNelis, the men's team
was without two of its top
runners- Mark Clifford
and Ed Priestaf-in the dual
meet Friday.
"I think our performance
today, without two of our
best runners, bodes well for
our upcoming meets," Livingstone-McNelis said.

Are You ...
Tired of being out of shape?
Sick of your friends trying to get you to lead a more health conscious life?
Overwhelmed with guilt every time you refuse an invitation to go on one of those
"calorie burning" runs.

Well,
here's the solution you've been looking for ...

The All New Calorie Loss Rationalizer

Absolutely Free
Here's how it works ...
By using this free, handy-dandy, pocket size, calorie loss reference chart, you can
convince your friends, and yourself, that those everyday activities really are healthy.
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Lying down or sleeping
Sitting
Typing
Driving
Standing
Housework
Shining shoes
Modera" aClivity
Bicycling (5'h mph)
Walking (lY, mph)
Gardening
Canoeing (2Y, mph)
Golf (foursome)
Lawn-mowing (power moy;erl
Fencing
Rowing a boat (2V, mph)
Swimming (V. mph)
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Walking (3'!. mph)
Badminton
Horseback riding (trotting)
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Square dancing
Volleyball
Roller-skating
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Baseball pitching
Ditch-digging (hand shovel)
Ice-skating t 10 mph)
Chopping or sawing wood
Bowling (continuous)
Tennis
Water-skiing
Hill-climbing (100 reet per hour)
Basketball
Football
Skiing (10 mph)
Squash and handball
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Running t iO mph)
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Simply pick any activity, such as, oh, sitting in front of the television. Then, refer to the chart
and you will see that you have consumed 100 calories per hour of TV. Feeling fit already? Well,
it gets better.
Now, if you should find that your particular activity does not appear on the chart, don't
worry. All you need to do is take the activity, such as traying down the quad, and find the closest
thing, which in this case would be skiing. Using the chart, you can naturally assume that you will
bum 600 calories per hour.
Another activity, sex for example, because it can (as you will probably agree) be a little more
complex and involved than traying or watching television, is figured in a slightly different
manner. In this case, refer to the chart under vigorous activity, select the activity which is most
similar (for single partner intercourse it would be hill climbing), and you can see that you have
burned at least 490 calories. If you find yourself involved in multi-partner intercourse, don't
worry; that too can be figured out. Simply refer to Golf (foursome) and add 250 calories for
each additional partner. It couldn't be ea~ier.
With this revolutionary new plan, specially designed for the nineties, you will be feeling
healthy in no time- without a single change in your lifestyle.

Why be fit, when you can feel fit!
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Campus discusses possible change in grading policy
By LAURA L. MITCHELL
and ERICK
TRICKEY

overwhelmingly in favor of
the change.
"Emotionally it's veryimportant for students," said Bob
Kalamazoo College is con- Grossman, psychology protronting a possible change in fessor. "Functionally and
its grading system, which practically, it makes no difwould give weight to plusses ference. I do use [plusses and
and minuses in calculating minuses] as a communicagrade point averages.
tion device. But they have so
Under the current system, little influence that it doesn't
all variations on a letter grade really matter what the regisare worth the same; for in- trar does."
stance, a B+, B and B- are all
'There's such a difference
worth 3.0. With the proposed between a B+ and a B- that
change, a B+ would equal a 3.3 I've always wanted to record
on a 4.0 scale, and B would that difference and have it reequal 3.0 and a B- would equal flected in a grade," said Eng2.7. AnA+ would still be equal lish professor Ellen Caldwell.
to 4.0.
"I think a lot of the faculty
A study conducted earlier feel that way as well. But I
this year by the Academic did not take into consideraAffairs Committee indicated tion the student argument that
that the change would produce a minus grade could suffian average drop of .02 in stu- ciently prevent the student
dent GPAs.
from going on foreign study
Most graduate schools cur- to a particular country.
rently recalculate grade point
"I think the system as we
averages using the proposed have it tends to disadvantage
system.
very good students who reguIn an advisory vote taken larl y get between a B+ and an
spring quarter, faculty voted A-. If the student does not get

"I used to be
strongly in favor of
the plusses and
minuses system, but
after
hearing
student comments,
I'm against the
recording of tbem."
-Ellen Caldwell,
Englisb professor
L...-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---l

an A, he or she goes down to a
B."
"If I get an A-, I've done A
work," said Hans Morefield,
K '92, president of the Student
Commission. He says discussions at the commission meetings have been overwhelmingly
against the change.
"I used to be strongly in favor
of the plus~es and minuses sys-

tem, but after hearing student
comments, I'm against the official recording of them," said
Caldwell.
"[Students also argue that]
the plus-and-minus system
breeds a kind of unhealthy
competition," Caldwell said.
"I don't see that but I've heard
students say that"
Students who must maintain high grade point averages
to retain scholarships could be
adversely affected by the proposed system, according to
opponents of the change.
"I don't like getting the
same recognition from the
school for a B+ as for a Bwhen a B+ requires a lot more
work," said Kieran Joshi,
K'94.
"I get more B+'s than I do
B-'s and A-'s," commented
Haritha Veeramasuneni, K '94.
"Plus, they changed the grading system in my high school
[to include plusses and minuses] and it didn't change
much."
There will be an open forum on the issue later this

quarter where students may
express their views. The date
will be announced in the Daily
Bulletin early next week.
The final decision and vote
on the issue ultimately belong
to the faculty. The vote on this
issue will be taken at the last
faculty meeting of the quarter
on December 2, according to
Robert Stauffer, head of the
Faculty Executive Committee.
If the vote affirms the grading change, Stauffer said, the
changes will most likely be
implemented in fall 1992.
Decisions still have not been
made on whether the change
will begin just with incoming
freshmen or with all theclasses.
Jennifer Czerewko, K'92,
doesn't want the changes to be
retroactive.
"With seniors, we've been
thinking about what kinds of
things we need to do to earn a
certain grade. If we'd known
about this before, we would
have worked harder to get an A
instead of an A- or a B+ instead
of a B."

Student Commission debates cable Harassment discussed
fines, Quadstop, grading
By KEZIA PEARLMAN worried many of participants.
the

a temporary spot while renovations are taking place, Bryan
said.
Oosing of Quadstop, restor"Alternatives are being
ing cable to the residence halls, looked at for a place which will
and organizing a forum to dis- provide sandwiches and that
cuss the proposed change in type of thing," he said.
the grading system at "K" were
Installing cable in all of the
among the many items cov- dorms is the first fruit of the
ered at the first two Student commission'slabors. The cable
company visited the campus
Commission meetings.
Budgets for all of the cam- on Monday, and repairs are set
pus organizations funded by to begin today. Crissey and
the commission were also Severn may have operational
approved Monday, along with cable by the weekend.
Cable used to be provided
a $2155 budget to start a Crisis
Hotline on "K's" campus.
free to the dorms, and the StuThe year is "off to a good dent Commission paid $100
start," said Hans Morefield, for cable access in the language
K'92, president of Student houses. Now the commission
will pay $540 per quarter for
Commission.
According to Commission cable.
The commission is planning
members, Quadstop will close
Thursday, October 24 for reno- to recommend a fine for splicvation. It will reopen January ing into cable, which destroys
15, 1992. Quadstop will not the cable, and is the main rea?pen its doors next year serv- son that repairs are required
ing alcohol, but that possibility now.
has not been completely ruled
Student Commission also
out for the future.
discussed a student-faculty
"The task force did not make forum to address the proposed
a recommendation on that," change in the calculation of
said President Lawrence grade point averages.
Bryan. "They did have the
Currently, pluses and miforesight to reserve a space if nuses are reported on a
!hey decide to go ahead with it student's transcript, but are not
in the future."
figured into the GPA. "K"
Quadstop may be located in faculty will vote in December
By JO ANNA WYNNE
and MATT SIKORA

on whether to keep this system
or change to a system that includes grade modifiers in the
GPA formula.
The forum should take place
within the next two weeks. It
will be announced in the Daily
Bulletin and next week's In-

dex.

The proposed budgets were
approved by a vote of 24 to O.
Most of the budgets were approved for the exact amount
which each organization requested, according to VicePresident of Finance Ashaki
Smith, K'92.
Every organization was required to submit a proposed
list of expenses for the Fall
quarter. The Financial Affairs
Committee (FAC), comprised
of the Student Commission
President, Vice President of
Finance, Oerk, and various
members of the Student Commission, examined each request and compared the figure
to the summer's budget.
Representatives of the student organizations were ·able
to defend their proposed budgets at a FAC meeting earlier
this quarter.
The approved budget is as
follows:
continued on page 2

Kalamazoo College's
forum on sexual harassment
last Thursday centered
around Oarence Thomas'
confirmation to the Supreme
Court.
Approximately twelve
"K" students participated in
the forum, along with po.
litical science professor
Amy Elman, history professor Kathy Potter and chemistry professor Sandra Larson. Elman moderated the
forum.
Participants, outraged at
Thomas' confirmation, felt
that Anita Hill, a fonner
employee of Thomas who
alleged he had sexually
harassed her, had been very
credible. Many spoke about
Thomas' background.
"The F.B.1. reportstated.
that Thomas admitted to
asking Anita Hill out, yet
during his questioning, he
repeatedly denied it," said
Jennifer Renkowski, K'92.
Renkowski also had read
thatseveral ofThomas •Yale
buddies admitted that Thomas liked pornography. Hill
alleged that Thomas had
discussed pornographic
material with her.
.
The treatment of HilI

. "If Anita Hill is unbelievable. then we all are,"
Elman told the group.
Forum participants
agreed that if the Senate
included more. than two
women, Hill wouldn't have
been treated so unfairly. ''If
they [the Senater couldn't
be accessible to their female
colleagues. who could they
be accessible?" asked El-

man.

Wlu1e many in the forum

felt the approval of Thomas

Signified a step baclcward
for women, Larson felt differently.
"Something good will
come out of the confirmation: a lot of men will now
realize what 'sexual harass-

ment is, and take it seriously," Larson said.
PartiCipants also feltthat
President Bush took too
active a role in the Thomas
proceedings. Bush, they
said, repeatedly talked of
Thomas' "overwhelming"
support in the community.
They felt that Bush, like the
media, basically ignored the
many black and women's
rights organizations vebe-

continUed on page 1
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Students, alumni to meet, talk
about careers this weekend

WJMD hopes for cure
By ERIN MILLER
WJMD,
Kalamazoo
College's radio station, is preparing for great improvement
after being "ill"formany years,
according to general manager
Charlie Solomon, K'93.
'The radio station has been
in decline since about 1974,
both in student interest and in
hardware," Solomon said.
With the help oflocal radio
station WMUK, WJMD will
undergo serious renovation this
year. WMUK will advise the
station on various types of
equipment and hardware
needed to enhance its sound
and production, according to
Solomon.
WJMD also hopes to
broaden its listening audience
by having its programs broadcasted in the dining hall. Lunch
hour programs are also in the
works, Solomon said.
"Depending on what happens with the reconstruction of
Hicks [Center] and ongoing
negotiations," Solomon said.

"WJMD could become a
proper radio station, orit could
continue to fester," Solomon
said.
WJMD broadcasts at 650
AM, through transmitters located in the basements of the
dorms. It can currently be received in all dorms except
Dewaters.
According to Solomon,
WJMD presently has eleven
disc jockeys, and is on the air
most nights from six to midnight. Because the disc jockeys are not restricted by any set
music guidelines, music varies
from alternative to rap to industrial. A schedule of disc
jockeys and air times will be
posted weekly in the Index.
The station is looking for
anyone interested in volunteering time to work at WJMD,
Solomon said. No experience
is necessary, but students must
be wiling to work the available
two-hour time blocks. An organizational meeting will be
held to Tuesday, October 29,

informal exchange.
"There is a great interest in helping alumni
Over 35 Kalamazoo College alumni have
volunteered to share their insights and expe- come together with students and share their
riences about their careers with students dur- knowledge about careers and education," said
Obrecht.
ing homecoming weekend.
For a full schedule and list of alumni
Saturday October 26 at 11:00 a.m., members of"K's" class of '81 will be available to speakers, students may see the posters in the
talk with students interested in their fields of Career Development Center, Dewing, and
across from the mail hut in Hicks Center.
study.
"It is a great opportunity to take advanAssociate director of alumni relations
Gayle S. Obrecht has worked with the Career tage of [the alumni's] expertise while they
Development Center and the Executive Board are already on campus for a reunion," comof the Alumni Association to organize this mented Obrecht.

By KRISTINA E. MONY

Student Commission meets, debates
continued from page 1
• Black Student Organization: $710.00
'WJMD: $660.00
·Women's Equity Coalition: $300.00
-Inter Varsity Christian
Fellowship: $560.00
·International Student Organization: $397.00
·Inter-Housing Association:
$1260.00
.Gay/Lesbian Support
Group: $405.00
- Envorg: $450.00
• Guild of Change Ringers:
$90.72

Harassment discussed
continued from page 1
mently opposing Thomas'
confirmation.
"It's upsetting that Bush's
opinion is more important than
facts," said Kate Husband,
K'92.
What to do about sexual
harassment was the final issue
of the forum. The group decided that Renkowsld and Anne
Betmer, K'94, will draft letters to senators who voted for
Thomas' confirmation ex-

pressing anger, and to those
who did not, expressing gratitude. When the letters are
ready, they will be circulated
for signatures.
Elman suggested that
people pressure local representatives and commissioners to
develop strong ordinances
against sexual harassment in
the workplace.
"Some of the nation's most
effective laws have started at
the local level," Elman said.

and charge the profs lun'Ch to
the Provost's office.
The Food Services committee took student grievances
concerning Marriott to those
in charge of the food service.
Jell-O placed under heat lamps,
soggy lettuce, and the lack of
onions at the salad bar topped
the list of complaints. Students
also complimented some of the
changes, and the turkey cutlet.
"I've been really encouraged by anumberofthings: the
' enthusiasm of a lot of the
members, their effort and initiative," said Morefield .

Are you considering
theological education?

HARvARD mUVERSrry
THE .DIVINITY SCHOO1,
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is holding generalli¥oIJ!l~tioIlses~ions

LOOKING lOR A JOB?

Come learn Afuutour mastersdegr~e pib~~ms, in£lu~ng . .
Master of Theological Studies fil.lod Master of DiVinity
Dual degree options and cross-registration opportunities
with the other Harvard graduate facUlties

P'J{0J.[Kl!Jl0J.[
Positions aflfJi£abCe

Eano . . willie loam.,

• Crisis Hot-line: $2155.00
Some organizations have
not submitted budgets and their
proposals will be voted on at a
later date.
Among other topics discussed were the "Take a Prof
to Lunch" program, suggestions for Marriott, the possibility oflobbying forlonger hours
at Anderson Athletic Center
on weekends, and the feasibility of putting ice machines in
thl dorms.
The Provost's office is
continuing a program that allows students to invite a professor to Marriott for lunch,
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Time: 9:00 - 11:00 a.m.
Place: Career Development Center
All students, All majors, All years welcome
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opini
For lack of a
quarterly apathy
editorial. • •
Walk through Hicks on any Sunday evening. There
will be rooms full of students bent over tables and
agendas. talking excitedly. mulling over a plan. and most
importantly. destroying the stereotype of student apathy.
It seemed like just about every quarter the most
important decision an editor had to make was when to run
the perfunctory student apathy editorial. Several
organizations have almost risen from the dead, thanks to
dedicated students. Intervarsity was virtually unheard of
just a few years ago and now is one of the more
prominent groups on campus.
Student Commission is alive and kicking. despite
serious doubts not too long ago. They have successfully
managed to bring together the student body periodically
for events like International Fest. the Organizational Fair
and dozens of ice cream socials.
Women's Equity Coalition was a selective. seemingly
do nothing organization also just a few years ago. Again.
they have spawned forums, survivors groups while
opening up to all women and men alike. Women's Speak
Week has made summer quarter like no other. and Safe
Sex Week a "K" standard. complete with condoms.
The tireless dedication of Environmental Organization
has made recycling a way of life here. What a thankless
job. wandering around campus, picking up our old milk
jugs and scraps of paper, posting little signs to please take
one napkin and tum off the lights. More importantly and
hopefully, they have shaped our daily habits and raised
our consciousness about our Earth.
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The trials of fixing Fred
By SONYA DEAN

I have decided that every
mechanic I know is out to get
me and my car is in cahoots
with them. Fred (the car of
course) is fixed quite often by
greasy men in white suits spewing problems, possible problems of the future and the seemingly outrageous price problems. I end up with such a
huge headache that I tell them
to do what they wants with it;
just fix it I have found that
they are all trying to convince
me of their God-like abilities
. to fix my car. I have yetto find
a mechanic of such acclaim
for under $20.00 an hour.
In fact, I took Fred last week
to a mechanic on Stadium
Drive to have an outer tie-rod
replaced and he charged me
$20.00 for labor for a job that
took 10 minutes to complete
from start to finish. When I
asked him why he charged
$20.00 for a 10 minute job, he
told me in a rather condescending tone, "You are paying for
my knowledge, not for my
time." If that were true I could
make a bundle teaching first
year students to do their laundry. It takes about the same
amount of time and the same

amount of energy.
This is not the first time a
mecanic has charged me outrageously for labor on my car.
A mechanic in Traverse City
tried to tell me I needed
$425.00 worth of work on my
car. At least half of that was
labor costs.
I am not really complaining
(well maybe a little). My last
encounter with the mecanic
may have actually cured the
problem of the day. Of course
now he tells me I need a whole
new back break job. In lame
mans terms that means $250.00
out of my pocket. My question
is. WHAT IS HAPPENING
HERE? Do I look stupid? Arn
I too blonde? Is it because
(gasp) I am a WOMAN?
Some how I get the feeling
that I am being taken advantage of by numerous men in
dirty white jumpsuits. Why
can't I fmd a nice wholesome
mechanic. One who is not
going to squeeze me for money
Idonothave. And maybe they
won't hit on me or make me
feel stupid because I don't
understand ·the usefulness of
an Outer Right UV Boot
(which by the way will cost
$20.00 for the part and $40.00
for the labor to fix.- big suprise). I know they are out there

(somewhere) and they are
probebly nicer than the numerous men who have fixed
Fred. I am tempted to learn
how to fix Fred myself. I would
if I was not admittedly mechanically inept. About all I
can do is add fluids and change
the oil.
.
What's worse, I swear Fred
has been made a co-conspirator by them to annoy me and
cause me mental anguish (an
indirect ploy to make me give
up on finding a fair price and
take it to the shcmuck who
charges $20-$30 for 10 minutes of work). Fred never has
nice easy problems like a broken taillight or dirty oil. Fred
has BIG problems like tom
UV boots , tie-rod breakage and
an emergency break that has
been on. unbenonced to me,
for 6 months. All problems
that should be fixed first thing
tomorrow (or diagnosed yesterday in order to prevent the
problems today), but it will
cost me more money in labor
than the car is worth. Find me
a good mechanic that does not
charge me a fortune because I
am mechanically inept and
female besides. and I will Jove
you forever. Or at least until
the car finally dies of old age.

Letter Policy
The Index welcomes letters from its readers. Letters should be original copies, typed or
printed and should be signed. Under special circumstances dealing with senstive issues,
unsigned letters will be printed.
We encourage letters that are concise and deal with relevant ~opics. ~ letters become t!te
property of the Index once submitted. The Index reserves the nght to edit for space, clanty
and libel when necessary.
.
Letters can be turned into the Index mailbox in the basement of HICks, preferably by the
Friday before the issue in which they are to appear.

(Letters)
To the Editor
After surviving the emotionally-charged Women's
Speak Week this summer here
at Kalamazoo. I optimistically
hoped for a period of relative
cooperation by the "K" College Community in achieving
common solutions to the political issues of the day. However it would not be so.
Professor Anita Hill would
light a match which ignited a
firestorm of controversy across
the American political spectrum.1t would have been foolish to expect UK" College to be
spared the currents sweeping
the nation. The October 16,
1991 edition of the Index i
reflected something ofconcern
and importance: the non-impartiality of the student press
in regards to these events.
No one was more embarrassed with the methods utilized by our national press regarding the Thomas Hearings
than I. In following such disgrace, the Index, it is October
16 edition, clearly expressed
inherent bias and lack of objective reporting of the Tho-

Index accused of bias
mas Hearings. activities of the
Women's Equity Coalition,
and other such gender related
issues. The October 16 edition
was littered with articles placed
there for no other apparent
reason than to validate, advertise and legitimize the political orientation of certain minori ty factions on campus. Has
the Index become a one-sided
soapbox for grandstanders
needing an audience? Does the
October 16 edition represent
objective reporting?
Three articles featuring or
relating to the Women's Equity Coalition were granted
top-rate coverage by the index. Will the Index glorify the
other 25 student organizations
on campus with the privilege
of such blanket coverage in
upcoming issues? Probably
not. How did the Black Student Organization on campus
regard the Thomas Hearings?
What views on reproductive
rights do members of Intravarsity Christian Fellowship
hold? Quite simply, what are
the other organizations on
campus doing? We know what

WEC is planning for the upcoming year; perhaps the goals
of Intravarsity, or any other
group on campus, are not politically exciting enough for
publishing.
In these first weeks of fall
quarter, freshmen especially
are considering becoming
involved in various on-campus activities. Why not publish a special edition of the
Index to inform freshmen
about all college organizations? They day that the Index
becomes a megaphone for
certain college groups and not
others is the day that we, as
students of Kalamazoo College, lost the invaluable arena
where all groups and their
opinions-such as this letter-are allowed to be published
free of discrimination and the
personal prejudice of the press.
Kyle D. Dell K'93
Editor's
Note:
The
Index. attempts to cover as
many organizations as are
newsworthy and appreicates
student input to let us know
what organizations are doing.
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From the
Quadstop

Monroe films fascinate "K" movie-goers
By SARAH JAQUISH
Marilyn lives ... at least on
film. Film Society's Marilyn
Monroe Double Feature this
past weekend-Gentlemen
Prefer Blondes and The
Seven-Year Itch-proved that
the blonde legend still has
appeal.
Many students came to the
festival out of curiosity: What
was Monroe really like?
Curiosity is understandable. The media have given
much attention to the life of
the dead actress.
Sara Foster, K'95 was surprised by the characters
Monroe played. "I'd never
seen any of her movies," she
said, "I guess I was surprised
to see her playing sort of a
bimbo."
Karen Danylak, another
first-year student agreed that
Monroe's roles in the two
films were 'bimbos.' However, she added, "I don't thiAk
that Marilyn was."
Of course Madonna also

~

The Art of the Road-Trip
By CHAD ''I do too shower" RUCKER and HANS
''Driver from Hell" MOREFIELD

,t
Photo courtesy of the Film Society
Moltroe's!tUItOIlS scetlejrom the Sevelt-Year Ikh stiJl intrigued those who
QJteltded the FilIII Society MarUylt Monroe Double Feature.

comes to mind when mentioning Marilyn Monroe. In
the recent past, Madonna has
incorporated Marilyn's hair
and makeup styles into her
own image. The look in the
"Material Girl" video was
borrowed from the movie
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes.

Ida Faye, also K'95, asserts that Marilyn and Madonna are not that similar.
"Marilyn Monroe had a more
childish sexuality that fit her
era, Madonna has a direct
sexuality that is more modern."

Off the Quad
B Rum PALILEO
In keeping with this year's Homecoming theme, "Spirit Through The Years," The lndexproudly presents some samplings of Off the Quad through the years. OTQ first appeared
in fall 1983 and was originally intended as a forum for students See how far we've come?
(first OTQ, fall 1983)
Q: Is there a choice of running-mate Mondale could make
that would lead you to vote for him in 1984? Who, and
why?
A: I would vote for Mondale no matter what because I don't
want Reagan ....1 don't like him saying that the Russians are
this and the Russians are that. I don't like him running for the
wealthier people."
Jennifer Roby, K'86 (Bet len was pretty bummed, huh?)
(winter 1984)
Q: K's administration is currently considering revisions
in the college alcohol policy. Do you think K's policy is
adequate?
A: I'd say it's a good policy. If they tried to make it any
stricter, they'd cause a lot of problems.
Matthew Shea, K'86 (Dija VU. Wonder what ole Matt would
think of QJ.I!. new policy?)
(tenth week, winter 1985)
Q: How do you deal with exam week pressure? OR Is everyone on this campus going crazy?
A: I som~times sit in my room ~d try 10 be in touch with my
true and ~er self., Then I ~all m love with myself and tell
myself that It dones t matter If I pass or fail because I always
have me. I'm such a lonely boy. I also smoke a lot and stuff.
Josef Marker, K'88

(Off the Stall, spring 1985)
Q: As you sit here contemplating.••what shines as your most
memorable "K" experience?
A:. When I ventured from my humble surroundings in Grosse
Pomte, I never dreamed of encountering such diversity. Why,
there are people here from Grosse Pointe Farms Grosse Pointe
Woods, Grosse Pointe Shores, Grosse Pointe Park and even a
few from West Bloomfield! I've really learned to let my hair
down--of course with a little mousse.
.
Mike Azar, K'85
(summer 1985)
Q: How has NutraSweet changed your life?
A: I would buy anything with NutraSweet in it. I have a confidence in NutraSweet and I'm very touched by the commercials. I really mean that. I think they're great. I'm sorry I didn't
think I'd cry.
'
Kristin Matasich, K'88

I

Let's face it, shall we? As much as we like the Quadstop
and all, sometimes you just have to blow off that Sunday night
Index deadline and hit the road, Jack. The wanderlust seizes
your books and suavely tosses them into the back of your mind
as the boot of boredom kicks your keester out the door. That's
right-to maintain sanity and status as a "college kid," you just
have to road trip no'Y and again.
Last weekend we rounded up two fellow droogies, jumped
in the little red caboose, and hightailed it off to Chi-town, Illinois (with a silent s.) Our Mission: to visit Squirrel (Geoff
Brown, K'92), who is SIPing there and making super conductors on the side. Our journey was such a blast that when we returned to reality and realized our Index column was due in
twelve minutes, we decided our subject should be the RoadTrip. So next time you leave the "K"-ship, here are some tips
for a good time:
Selecting the Final Destination
Obviously you don't want to go anywhere boring like Grand
Rapids. Chicago is hip, but the further away the better. Memphis is styling, but New Orleans is outrageous (especially if
you're back in time for church.) The all-important factor is the
"wheels/feet ratio." You should spend at least five times as
much time in the car, driving, as outside the car at the final
destination.
Car Etiquette
1) The most important rule is simple-NO FARTING. Ever.
Right Glenn?
2) For shorter distances, no one may sleep; if the distance is
obscenely long, then everyone including driver may sleep but
only if the road is pretty straight (i.e Nebraska.)
3) Chinese Fire Drill should never be called until car has come
to a complete stop or unless car is on a busy highway.
4) MIAA shotgun rules are effective in all 50 states.
Velocity Modifications
You should never exceed the speed limit by more than 50 mph
unless a really good song is playing. For example, should
Sammy Hagar's "I Can't Drive 55" come on the radio, it is
appropriate, and legal in some states, to drive 150 mph. Important reminder: some state troopers don't understand roadtripping, so should you become involved in a police chase, don't
forget-they can't cross state lines.
Intestinal Intake
As a rule of thumb, stop at Mickey D's at least every 100 miles.
Avoid Mexican food (see Car Etiquette.) Consider food the best
way to immerse yourself in local culture (i.e. White Castle in
Chicago.) Though we recommend eating as much as possible,
never eat what you run over. This might be a roadtrip, but don't
eat roadkill!
Mental Existence(or lack thereof)
To enjoy a roadtrip you must be crazy, zany, wild, and mQst of
all immature. Why do you think all those roadtrips with your
parents sucked? Leave your mature self behind with the books.
After all, you're out-of-state, so everyone will hate you anyway. In other words, don't be scared to stick your hairy butt out
the window.
Out-of-Car Experiences
Definite No's include museums, cover charges, relatives. instead, out-of-car experiences should be an extension of the
rowdy car mentality-skinny dipping ;n city fountains, going
to a local sporting event and obnoxiously rooting for the opposing team ... What are we thinking? You shouldn't get out of
the car in the first place. This is a roadtrip dammit!

Some Helpful Hints:
To maintain speed in turns, everyone should lean in the direction of the tum.
12 Don't shoot at the cop; aim for his tire.
#3 In cold weather, windows should stay down until frostbite
sets in.
#4 Bring deodorant 'Nuff said.
#5 If the hitchhiker isn't an escaped felon, s/he isn't going to be
enough fun.
~n

There you have 'em ...the rules and hints for a successful
roadtrip. So when life at "K" reaches the boiling point, don't
go home to the folks. Face it, you might love 'em, but they 're
about as much fun as a party at Calvin College. Instead, have
your roommate tell them you're at the library. Then hit the road.
If you frown upon roadtrips because they are mindless,
wasteful, and for the immature-you need one more than
anyone else.

.features
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If the shoe fits ...
By KATHY BRADSHAW

It really is true that the
shoes a person wears say a lot
about the person who wears
them. So, what sort of shoes
do "K" students wear? With
this question in mind, I set out
on a shoe hunt, raiding a wide
variety of closets belonging to
all types of students. Now,
keep in mind I do have a
poster on my wall which
reads "Label Jars, Not
People." Still, when it comes
to shoes, one inevitably catagorizes.
The 'hippies' have their
Burkenstock sandals.
The 'jocks' wear Nike
Airs and Reebok Pumps.
Every 'free spirit'-as
they prefer to call themselves---owns at least one pair
of black leather shoes with a
buckle.
The 'conservatives'--do I
dare say 'preps?'-are often
found wearing little white tennis shoes, Docksiders, or
penny loafers; "L.L. Bean
bluchers. They come with
brown laces, but I take them
out and add white ones. I'm
starting a trend," says selftitled 'relaxed preppy' Derek
LaVallee, K'95.
You can always tell the
feet of a soccer player--<:overed in black indoor soccer
shoes, of course. "They're
cleats without the cleats,"
says John Lucier, K'95 and

soccer player extraordinaire.
Soccer players live in their
shoes; it's a real fashion statement.
There's a certain type of
student one sees "sportin' the
combat boots," but what does
one call them? "Weather-conscious," answers Laura Ricci,
K'95, who owns a pair herself.
Then, there're always certain shoes everyone has-no
matter what you call yourself,
what you like, what you do, or
whom you associate with. We
all have a pair of dress shoes.
Work shoes. Play shoes.
Comfy shoes. Shoes to relax
in'. High tops. Wing tips.
Shower shoes ('flip-flops,'
that is.) Slippers. And if
you're a female, several pairs
of basic, boring flats. To this
list, Scott Dingeman, most
avid Dr. Seuss fan in the class
of '94, adds, "One shoe. Two
shoes. Red shoe. Blue shoe."
I asked Amer Mohiuddin,
K'95 and a shoe salesman at
Sears, to name the most popular shoe these days a~ong
college students. "We sell a
lot of those, like, heavy black
work boots which are supposed to be for men but a lot
of women buy them if they're,
like, really dark and depressed
and down," he replied, "It's
really for men who do construction work and it's, like,
way heavy. And then I have
to tell them [the women],

'That looks really nice,' even
though I don't think so. I really don't."
Mohiuddin then added a
sales pitch: "If you buy a pair
of shoes at Sears now, you get
a free Reebok watch. We have
a black one if you like those
black boots. We also have
blue and yellow ones for those
who like to be happy."
Finally, a few not-so-ordinary shoes crossed my path.
Ida Webster, K'95, treasures a certain pair of red,
feathered "come hither" high
heels which she wears to bed.
Birgitta Bisztray, also
K'95, esteems her "Black Dr.
Martens. I wear them everywhere-horseback riding,
dancing, walking, hiking.
Everyone calls them my janitor shoes."
Laura Zemrowski, K'94
and an R.A. in Harmon, owns
a pair of cowboy boots, which
she claims will come in handy
if she ever has to break up a
party. She explains that with
the boots, she can stick her
foot in the door.
Another Harmon R.A.,
Robin Meissner, also K'94,
eXClaims, "Barefoot and
fancy-free is the way to be."
And last but certainly not
least, Heather Conway, K'95,
has had great experiences in
her black leather thigh-high
boots. ''These boots," asserts
Conway firmly, "were made
for walkin. ",

DATE AND TIME

TYPE OF MUSIC

Monday 4-8 p.m.

Alternative

Tuesday, 8-10 p.m.

Classic Rock

Wednesday, 4-6 p.m.
Wednesday, 8-10 p.m.
Wednesday, 10-12 p.m.

Ethnic
Classic Rock
R&B and Jazz

Thursday 6-8 p.m.

Jazz Show

Friday, 4-6 p.m.
Friday, 6-8 p.m.
Friday, 8-10 p.m.
Friday, 10-12 p.m.

Welcome to the Weekend
Weekly Themes
R&B and Rap
Comedy

Saturday, 11-1 p.m.

Industrial

Sunday, 4-6 p.m.
Sunday 10-12 p.m.

Alternative
Industrial

WEEKENDpLUS
By JULIE H. CASE
You're a loner, we
know it. You like to hide in
the back of divey little bars,
ordering from waitresses
named Louise, and growling at every social butterfly who waltzes through
your line of vision. You
don't like warm weather,
cheerleaders, football players, crowds or peppy drunk
people in evening wear, so
you've decided to retreat
from this weekend's social
scene. Once again, you
head off campus to find a
nightlife. Hey, at least I've
gotten you this far! Now, I
can't recommend leaving
this weekend's events; ifI
did, Hans would probably
hunt me down and shoot
me. I've pledged my support to this weekend's
Homecoming events, but I

can tell you where to go, if
you want to desert your fellow
students in their moment(s) of
glory. So here it is:
Miller Auditorium hosts
Jack Carter in A Funny thing
Happened on the Way to the
Forum on the 27th. It will be
an unforgettable evening for
anyone who finds their way
into Miller Tuesday the 29th
as Natalie Cole heats up the
stage.
The State Theatre presents Liz Story on October
25th, and The Phantom of the
Opera, silent film version, on
Saturday, the 26th. The State
Theatre has added a new
group of Christmas carollers
to
Decembers line-up.
Siouxsie and the Banshees
willia-la-la into town on December 12th.
Wing Stadium has the
American Gladiators, World

Wrestling Federation and Ice
Skating on tap. From
November 20 to the 24th,
Kalamazoo's Festival of
Trees lights up the stadium. I
won't mention the Red Hot
Chili Peppers again for a week
or so.
Chaps on Main keeps
Thursdays Jazz tradition alive
this week with Mike Haring.
Joe Moon rises to the stage
Friday and Saturday with
cool-blue acoustics . Brent
Chilton takes the stage Sunday, and Art DeMulder hosts
Monday ' s Open Stage.
Tuesday's show belongs to
Jeff Mueller and Marshall
Hong.
Club Soda has donated a
few beautiful new quotes to
spice up the descriptions of
this week's line-up. Thursday,
as usual is reggae. This week
features Harambe. Friday and

Saturday, the Blue Front
Persuaders ride smooth into
town. Their music has been
described as "R&B-Homsection-Mowtown-Swing."
When you figure out what that
is, could you please let me
know? Sunday night features
more 0' de same weekly stuff:
Football from one to seven,
followed by Dazzles Dance
Party from nine until two.
Monday night is for "Heavy
Rock" as Black Spring shares
the stage with Twitch and Son
of Man. Tuesday is SKA night
with Tom Collins and the
Cocktail Shakers. For those of
you who don't know what
SKA is .. .it's been called "bastardized reggae." You figure
it out. The God Bullies,
Rocket from the Crypt and
Hole play next Wednesday.
The names should give it
away but I like this descrip-

tion, straight from the guy
who always answers the
phone when I call: he describes the sound-with
pure
collegiate
eloquence--as "Death-metal;
it's heavy stuff."
Before you stumble into
that darkness off campus,
remember we have our own
beauty here! Don't miss:
Friday's pep rally on the
Quad, or Saturday morning
(11 a.m.) 'networking'
with cider, doughnuts and
an Alum (who may well be
just as hungover as you) or
the
afternoon home
Women's Volleyball, or
Men's Soccer, or the Football game. And, of course
don't you dare miss the
Homecoming dance, with
that live band, The AllNight News ... unless you
can't find your way there.
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(Q's Views
By JOHN Q. LEWIS
This week,l'm recovering from the Lions defeat. I
have to talk about college
sports. Thinking about the
pros could make me nauseous.
*Women's Soccer. It's
not often that a Division III
school could schedule a
soccer match with a Big
Ten power such as Michigan State and, not only be
competitive, but be in a
position to win. It seems
that at Kalamazoo College,

JWomen kickers dominating again

we've been blessed with an
outstanding and exciting
women's soccer team. Last
year, the Hornets shut out
every MIAA opponent they
faced. This year, they've allowed two goals, neither
being a threat to a Hornet victory. Two years: two goals,
not bad.
"Can they score?" you ask.
Well, Hornets 6-Alma 0, Hornets 9- Olivet 0, Hornets 6Adrian 0, Hornets 9-Albion 0,
Hornets7-AlmaO. This seems
to be proof that the lady kickers have some scoring ability.
Led by scorers Jennifer

Russel, Karen Carney, and will tum into 3-4 point wins.
Jennifer Hofmeister and Defense wins games and K
goalie Shelly Krisfalusi, the has a great, young one. Once
Hornets field quite an exciting the offense starts to click,look
team. Go to a game. Check out.
them out. If you're not satis*Volleyball. This team is
fied, I'll refund your admis- awesome. 30-3, #2 national
sion. That is, of course, unless ranking. I think last year was
the refs forget(?) what time just a warm-up for the Hornet
the game starts.
spikers. I wouldn't be sur*"K" Gridders. Don't prised to see "K" make a run
worry fans. The Hornets will deep into the tournament. It's
be back. Normally, a three- tough to find a team with such
game losing streak makes a balanced and solid attack.
people lose interest. With a Better check this team out,
couple of breaks, this team too.
could be 6-0 or 5-1. Sooner or
*Around the NCAA. The
later these 3-4 point losses Michigan State Spartans got

HORNET

Gridders suffer close
defeat at Olivet, 17-7

CORNER
Women's Soccer. The women kickers bounced back
from their loss last week at Michigan State to crush
MIAA rival Alma College, 7-0 last Wednesday evening.
Jennifer Hofmeister drilled three goals and Jennifer
Russel booted two more to pace the Hornets.
"K", which was rated 7th in Division three going into
this week, was scheduled to play Olivet Saturday (October 19) but that contest was postponed due to the late arrival of the referees. The game is scheduled to be made
up October 31 at MacKenzie Field, starting at 3 p.m.
This week, the Hornets hosted Adrian College on
Tuesday, and travel to Hope College on Saturday.
Season statistical leaders remain virtually the same
for the Hornets. The "Big Three", Russel, Karen Carney, and Hofmeister pace the kickers in scoring. Russel
has booted 22 goals and assisted on 9 others. Carney has
11 goals and 13 assists, while Hofmeister has recorded
10 goals and S assists. First-year student Amy Goode
has performed quite well also, logging 7 goals and 5
assists. Shelly Krisfalusi has continued to be superb in
goal with a sparkling 0.73 goals-against average. In
league play, she has allowed only one goal.
Cross Country. The men and women harriers took
part in the large Parlcside, Wisconsin, Invitational last
Saturday. Kalamazoo's men came in 11 th place with 303
points, while the women finished 14th with a total of
350 points.
The men were paced by Jason Schrock, who took 47th
place overall with a time of 26:44. David Barldey was
second for Kalamazoo and 55th overall at 26:54. Alison
Hramiec led the "K" women, taking 74th with a finishing time of 20:23.
The cross country teams are idle until October 31,
when Alma College hosts the second MIAA Jamboree
of the season.
Women's Golf. The women golfers finished their
inaugural season on Friday (October IS) with a solid performance at Lake Cora Hills in Paw Paw. Kalamazoo
took third place in the final MIAA round with a team
score of 527 strokes. Karl Jeisel paced the Hornets with
an IS-hole score of 94. Jamie Owen was next on the
Hornet squad, shooting a 96.
"K" finished fourth in the final league standings, averaging 516.5 strokes per round as a team. Hope College
won the league title, outdistancing second-place Calvin
College.
Jeisel finished in 10th place in the final individual
standings with 95.7 strokes per round. Owen was right
behind her, finishing 11 th in league standings with a 96.7
strokes per round average.

By JOHN Q. LEWIS
The Kalamazoo College
football squad travelled to
Olivet Saturday and suffered
their third consecutive narrow
defeat, 17-7. The game was
once again one in which the
Hornets very well could of
won. The score was tied into
the 4th quarter, but the Comets ultimately pulled it om
with a 31-yard field goal and
sealed it with a late touchdown.
"K'''s defense, which is the
stingiest in the MIAA, lived
up to its billing by forcing 7
Olivet turnovers, including 5
interceptions. However, Olivet had a tough defense of its
own as the Kalamazoo offense could only capitalize on
one of the Comet miscues.
In the second quarter, Olivet jumped on the board first
on a one-yard plunge by Dan
Shrewsberry. The rest of the
half was scoreless and at the

intermission the Comets were
clinging to a 7-0 lead.
The third quarter was
scoreless, but in the fourth,
Bob Holloway snagged one of
his two interceptions to give
the offense a key opportunity.
The Hornets capitalized and
reached paydirt on an 11-yard
pass from Chris Berkimer to
Mark Abbott. The extra point
by Brad Horman tied the score
at 7 with 13:52 left to play.
Olivet answered by driving
to the Hornet 14 yard line. The
Comets could get no further,
however, and settled for a 31yard field goal which put
Kalamazoo down 10-7.
The Hornet offense was
unable to rebound and Olivet
sealed the victory with a late
one-yard touchdown run.
"Our offense was a bit inconsistent," commented Coach
Dave Warmack, "We were
coming up a little short on
third and fourth down conversions."
Pacing the Hornet rushing

The "K" football squad takes a quick breather in preparation for

their first football victory
last week. Now I don't
have to feel sorry for them.
Florida State and Miami
had a couple of tough
games last week. I'm sure
Long Beach State is real
threat to that #2 spot that
Miami holds down. Who
makes these schedules anyway?
Washington looks like
the best team in the nation.
Too bad that, if Florida
State goes undefeated,
we'll never really find out
who's better. Who schedules these bowls anyway?

attack was Walt Miller with
4S yards. Abbott led a balanced passing attack with 3
catches and a touchdown.
Ryan Arnold, Miller, Jason
Wagner, and Aaron Ward
each had 2 receptions apiece.
The defense was led by a
host of big-play stars. Tricaptain Ed Walsh was the best
of the lot, with 11 tackles and
an interception. Sean Mullendore and Scott Schultz each
added 9 tackles. Scott Myrand
and Gary Wilson had funlble
recoveries and Mike Karfis
and Sam Khashan each intercepted a pass.
The Hornets celebrate
Homecoming weekend by
hosting 4-2 Alma this Saturday. The Scots shutout Adrian
last weekend 10-0 to get their
first MIAA win. "We've
shown that we can recover
from tough losses," noted
Coach Warmack, "We have a
lot of character and a lot of
pride in our team."

Saturday'~~~Msttaria Carlson
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Mens' soccer wins
a pair in MIAA
By DAVID JOHNSON
Kalamazoo edged Alma 2-1 in Men's Soccer on Wednesday, with the help of a goal and an assist by sophomore
midfielder Tim Streeter. Kalamazoo's other goal was scored
by freshman forward Dana Orsucci.
For the first few minutes of the game it looked like "K" might blow Alma away.
Midfielder Jesper Olson narrowly missed a shot off the right
post in the first minute, followed by a chance by Orsucci which
also missed a couple minutes later. The action did not move
out of the Alma end, however, and Orsucci capped the rally
with a goal from close range after a nice pass from Streeter
with 41: 17 to go in the first half.
Kalamazoo could not increase their lead, however, as the
Alma defense settled down, and the teams played even. Alma's
best chance to score in the first half came when it was awarded
an indirect kick 12 yards from "K's" goal. Since it was an indirect kick, the ball had to be touched by another player before it
could be shot; Kalamazoo's players lined up in the goal and
ran towards the Alma shooter when the ball was passed to him.
It hit one of the onrushing "K" defenders and the shot bounced
harmlessly to midfield. The first half ended with the score
remaining 1-0.
In the second half, the play was similar to the majority of
the first - neither side could get any offense started, until Alma's
Felix "Butterfly" Papillon scored with 32: 26 left in the game
in a scramble in front of the Kalamazoo net after an Alma corner kick. Alma played with more confidence and Kalamazoo
became a little frustrated until Devin Norman, a junior fullback, broke away down the left side and kicked a beauti fuj
crossing shot in front of the goal , which was knocked in ')y
Tim Streeter with 13 and half minutes left in the match. TlH~
goal put Kalamazoo ahead for good.
On Saturday, the Hornets remained in first place in the
MIA A with a 3-0 triumph at Olivet College. Orsucci recorded
three assists for the Hornets. K is now 8-1 in the MIAA (9-3
overall), just ahead of7-1 Calvin College. The kickers continued league competition this week with a game at Adrian College on Tuesday. This Saturday, K hosts Hope at MacKenzie
Field. The Homecoming contest is scheduled to begin at noon.
,--- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- "

"K" spikers "kill" Hope
By MARK R. CLIFFORD
The varsity volleyball team, still ranked No. 1 in the
Midwest Region and No. 2 nationally among Division
ill schools, has run its overall record to 31-3 and clinched
its second consecutive MIAA championship after overwhelming Adrian on Friday, 15-7, 15-1, and 15-6 and
settling some old scores with Hope last night, 15-7, 156, and 15-11.
After Friday's road victory against the MIAA's last
place entry, the Lady Hornets returned home with the
conference title already assured, but memories of disappointments of seasons past still motivating the veteran
players. According to "K" Head Coach Jeanne Hess,
Hope has been a "perpetually tough" program whose
success used to intimidate past Lady Hornets' teams.
"We used to call (their mystique) 'The Hope Thing, '"
admitted Hess.
Hess sighted this history as the reason Karen Willms
played "with an intensity that only a senior could understand," punishing Kalamazoo's former conquerors for 8
kills. Also helping to administer vengence were Mae
Zhang, Gretchen Newell and Mary Siwajek, with 14, 8,
and 7 kills respectively.
Hess also expressed additional gratification in the recent perform aces of the younger players. Friday, they
scratched out a victory in a 11-15, 15-13, 15-13 catfight
of a J.V. contest against Adrian. Last night they spanked
Hope's jayvees, 15-4, 15-1. "We killed them," crowed
Hess.
"We are all one team. They are part of the varsity
learn too," says Hess of her reserves. By providing tough
practice competition every day, "they're the reason (the
varsity players) are so good."
Hess explains that now that Kalamazoo has cleaned
Some of the skeletons from their closet by whipping old
nemesises Hope and Calvin in successive weeks, "Every game from here on in is especially important for
Karen, Barbie (Oelslager), and Rocky (Cibor), (the fouryear veterans) because four years ago, we didn't even
dream about being here today."

I

Photo by Maria Carlson

The UK" basketball squad practices for their opener at Denison University on Nov. 23.

Hornet Hoopsters look to 1992 season
The Hornet cagers began
training for their 1991-92
season. Last year, the Hornets set several team offensive rcords on the way to a
successful 18-7 campaign.
The squad set Kalamazoo
records for most points
(2,035) and field goal percentage (49.6%) while
shooting an MIAA rcord

80.2% from the charity stripe.
Head Coach Joe Haklin is
entering his fifth season at
Kalamazoo College. The Hornets have posted an impressive 53-21 mark in the past
three campaigns under Haklin.
The Hornets play a tough
road schedule this season,

travelling to Denison University, Huntington College, and Tri-State University. Kalamazoo begins its
season on Novermber 23rd
at Denison. The first home
game for "K" is against
Manchester College on
December 21st.

-John Q. Lewis

Hornet Hall·of Fame to
receive two new members
By ANNEMARIE RANCILIO

One of the festivities this a five year waiting period af- ranking fifth on K's career
Homecoming weekend to ter athletes graduate). "Cor- rebounding list As Kent comwelcome back 'K' alumni is win was a hero, someone kids mented, "John Schelske, as a
the induction of two athletes and younger students could single individual, helped
from modem Hornets sports look up to, " Bob Kent, the make Kalamazoo competitive
as a basketball team."
history into the Kalamazoo athletic director, praised.
John Schelske, a 1982
As well as a great athlete,
College Athletic Hall of
Fame. During a noon lunch- graduate, still holds records Schelske was an outstanding
eon on October 26 in Welles for Kalamazoo College in scholar. He was among only
Hall of Hicks Center, Timon men's basketball, including thirty students in the history of
Corwin, Class of '86, and the school record for most the MIAA to have won an
John Schelske, Class of '82, career points (1,712). He also NCAA scholarship for postwill be recognized as two of holds records for most points graduate study, which he re(577) and field goals (238) in ceived in 1982. His other ac'K' 's greatest athletes.
Corwin was a member of one season and also the single complishments include being
Kalamazoo College's 1986 game scoring record (44 vs. named the MIAA most valuNCAA Division III men's Olivet College). Three of able player as a junior and the
championship team and cap- these marks were recorded in league co-MVP as a senior.
tured the title of singles cham- the 1981-82 season, when he He also received Division III
pion. Throughout his four- finished second among Academic All-American honyear career, Corwin earned NCAA Division III scorers ors for the 1980-81 and 1981All-American honors eight and was named to the Divi- 82 seasons.
The inductees were chosen
times and was also named to sion II All-American Third
from a list of over two
the All-Michigan Intercolle- Team.
Schelske is also the hundred nominees, which
giate Athletic Association
Hornet's all-time leader in were reviewed by the Hall of
team four consecutive years.
As a senior, Corwin was career field goals, and per- Fame committee that consists
nearly perfect at the Division game scoring average, while of six members.
III national tournament. In
singles play, he lost only
eleven games in five matches
on the way to the finals. Along
with acquiring the national
singles title, Corwin also won
the prestigious Arthur Ashe
award, an honor recognizing
athletic ability, sportsmanship
and scholarship.
Corwin was outstanding in
MIAA play, becoming the
firsl person ever to win both
the league MVP award and
the Stowe award for sportsmanship in his senior year.
Corwin is granted the honor of
being accepted in his first year
of eligibility as an inductee
into the Hall of Fame (there's Timon Corwin (It/t) and John Schelske (right) will be inducted into
the Hornet Hall of Fame this Saturday.

e
In light of the past events concerning the Clarence Thomas hearings,
I thought it would be infonnative to share the Judicial Pot Quiz, designed
by Richard Leiby of the Washington Post, with the "K" student body, just
in case anyone finds themselves up for a nomination to the Supreme Court
The lower your score, the better.

If you ever smoked marijuana, begin with ten points.
1) How often did you use it?
(a) Once, and only because of unbearable peer pressure, and you didn't
actually inhale. (Subtract 3)
(b) Once and you didn't like it. (-2)
(c) Once, and you liked it but threw up. (-1)
(d) You owned a nitrogen-cooled, nine hose Turkish hookah. (Add 10)
2) Regarding the credibility of your denial, describe your current
appearance:
(a) Jut-Jawed Senatorial. (-2)
(b) Bespectacled, Tweedy Professorial. (-1)
(c) Sonny Bono/Cher. (+2)
(d) DeadheadlDredlocks. (+10)
3) Length of time since you last smoked:
(a) More than 10 years ago. (-1)
(b) Three to 10 years. (+5)
(c) Three years or less. (+20)
(d) Currently high. (+50)
4) Stated judicial philosophy on marijuana:
(a) Unalterable opposition to legalization. (-1)
(b) Life imprisonment for dealers. (-5)
(c) Life imprisonment for manufacturers of bongs. (-10)
(d) "Dope will get you through times of no money better than money will
help you get through times of no dope." (+5)
•

5) Degree of temptation you were exposed to:
(a) You were in Vietnam. (-10)
(b) Your girlfriend/boyfriend had a waterbed and a black light. (-5)
(c) You lived in a commune with Wavy Gravy. (+ 10)
(d) You needed marijuana to help come down from acid. (+20)
6) Your degree of remorse:
(a) The Thomas Concession: "I express regret." (-2)
(b) The Ginsburg Principle: "It was a mistake." (-5)
(c) The Berry Standard: "Bitch set me up." (+20)

Scoring:
o or less: Justice
1 or more: No Justice.
How do you like the Backpages this quarter? Love 'em? Hate 'em? Or, do they just
plain suck? Don't be a silent critic. I would be happy to print your idea. There are
only two requirements: it must be funny (which of course is a relative term) and it
cannot offend more than half the campus (of course I'm kidding- just use discretion.)
So, if you've got an idea, drop it in the Index box, or use the wonderful intra -campus
postal system, and send it to the Backpage, box 682.
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Cable to be restored;
splicers will face fine

photo by Jennifer Beck

THE DOW SCIENCE Center takes shape; scheduled completion date is spring 1992.

Work continues on Science Center
By BRIAN ENNEKING
A year after breaking
ground, construction of the
$10 million Dow Science
Center is nearly on schedule
for its completion in the
spring.
The move of the biology
and chemistry departments
from Olds-Uptoninto the new
facility will take place over
the summer of '92, and classes
are expected to begin there
next fall, according to Thomas

Ponto, director of building
and finance.
It is now estimated that the
construction will be complete
two weeks off schedule, according to Ponto.
After the move into the
Science Center, the college
will begin the renovation of
both Olds-Upton and Dewing.
Provost Richard Cook said
that the different departments
will meet later this month to
discuss who will stay in Dewing and who will move.

Dr. Cook said that a tentative plan will go as follows:
The physics department will
remain in Olds-Upton, and the
mathematics, computer science, and psychology departments will move in. It is possible that the economics and
education departments and the
A.T.Y.P. program for gifted
students will move in as well.
"We will try to move in all
the departments which need
modem computing," said
continued on page 2

By 10 ANNA WYNNE
Cable is being restored to
all residence halls, and students splicing into it will face
a fine, under recently adopted
proposals of Student Commission.
All dorms except Dewaters
should have cable by the
weekend or early next week.
The television set in Dewaters
was vandalized, and extensive
work is required on the cable.
Cable is not expected to be up
in that donn for several
weeks.
Kalamazoo College has
approved and instituted a fine
for students caught splicing
into the cable. The fine, proposed by Student Commission, will be $200 per person
involved. The rule against
cable splicing and the new
fine will appear in the student
handbook.
Students splicing into the
cable is the main reason that
the cable needed to be repaired. Splicing reduces the
clarity of the signal and eventually destroys the cable.
Splicing into cable is a
federal offense punishable by
a $500 fine and/or a jail sentence. The cable company

rarely pursues minor cases,
however.
"We decided to make a
College policy," said Chris
Yoon, K'94, of the Campus
Life Committee. "We needed
some kind of deterrent."
At least four splices were
discovered in the Dewaters
cable, which is also mysteriously missing several large
sections. 'The transformer box
was stolen from the back of
the T.V. in that dorm as well.
Splicing is typically done
on the outside of the building,
and is clearly visible, according to Hans Morefield, K'92,
President of Student Commission. The knowledge that
splicing destroys the cable
may make people less likely
to splice into cable, and more
likely to tum in offenders.
The cable company has
refused to provide cable to
individual student rooms.
Because students change
housing every three months,
billing would be difficult, and
the wiring in the dorms is not
adequate.
Western Michigan University, which provides cable to
individual rooms for a
monthly charge, has its own
satellite and cable system.

Student Commission
discusses grading forum,
re-accreditation
By JULIE CASE
Student Commission disCussed grading policy forums, re-accreditation, and
Water-Tag Monday night.
The Educational Policies
Committee announced it
will hold two forums re~arding the grade point polICy, beginning sixth week,
to be hosted by a panel of
Students and professors.
The forums will consist of
an information session and
audience diSCUSSIOn.
Associate Provost Lonnie Supnick appeared at the
meeting to explain the reaccreditation process "K"
faces. To be re-accredited,
Schools must show "the

benefit and proof of their
education." Supnick said
"K" is not in danger of losing accreditation.
Supnick asked Student
Commission to appoint a
representative to the faculty
"steering committee" in
charge of the self-study
phase of re-accreditation.
The Campus Life Committee announced WaterTag, a campus-wide event
beginning Tuesday, No.vember 5th. Students bring
a photocopy of their student
I.D . when enlisting. and
receive another student' s in
return. Their assignment is
to "kill" that person with a
water pistol.

photo by MariaCarlson

AN ALTERNATIVE QUADSTOP opened yesterday in the Gilmore Parlor, near the Mail Hut. The regular ~nack bar closed Thursday for remodeling, and will not reopen until January. The temporary snack
bar IS open from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. and from 8 p.m. 10 midnight. It is serving coffee and rolls in the morning,
salad bar and deli sandwiches in the afternoon, and munchies and pop in the evening.
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CORD discusses strategies to promote diversity
sity, provoke discourse, and
encourage thought and reflecThe Coalition on Race and tion and to be a support group,
Diversity (CORD) discussed as well as a political activist."
ways of achieving a more culCORD members decided
turally diverse environment at that electing either a president
"K" at their first meeting of or a vice-president wouldn't
the quarter last Thursday.
fit their "anti-hierarchical"
Ashaki Smith, K'92, ran policy. Instead, CORD will
the meeting, and outlined choose different committees
CORD's general purposes: for all proposed events. Sec''to reach out to those willing retaries will be appointed
to learn, to encourage diver- weekly to record the minutes
By KEZIA PEARLMAN

and keep records. A treasurer
will be elected quarterly.
Darrell Jones, K'95, suggested CORD meet with the
admissions office to see what
is being done to encourage
minority enrollment. Smith
felt, however, that the admissions office may very well be
recruiting minorities, but that
they choose not to attend "K"
because of the current lack of
racial diversity.

The coalition wants the
"K" community to be aware
of a need for all kinds of diversity: ethnic, cultural, religious, and sexual orientation.
In order to help educate "K"
students, CORD plans to hold
forums on diversity throughout the quarter. CORD is open
to everyone. The only prerequisite for membership is an
open mind, said Smith.
Amanda Eldridge, K'95,

said she joined CORD "because I have always been involved in groups promoting
racial diversity, and I wanted
to continue my activism at
'K.' I feel that it is important
that people of different backgrounds come together and
realize their similarities as
well as their differences."
CORD holds meetings on
Thursdays at 7:30 p.m. in the
Harmon lounge.

CLC helps students
in math, science
By HELEN HAN
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ARCIDTEITS SKETCH OF the completed plans for the Dow Science Center.

Science Center work progresses
continued from page 1
Cook.
The current computer center will remain in Dewing, but
others will be added to both
the Science Center and OldsUpton.
All other departments in
Dewing will remain there, but
the increased space will mean
more storage space, more
conference rooms, and an
International Center. Cook
also said that it might be possible to shift some of the
classes out of the library.
The cost of the Center is
broken up into $7.19 million
for the construction and $2.18
million for lab equipment,
architectural fees, fume hoods
and demolitions. Besides the
construction, the center will
~uire another $1 million for
the operating expenses and
$750,000 for new science
equipment.
. The "K" College Develop-

ment Center is responsible for
raising the money through
donations from large corporations, foundations and individuals. Th'! largest donation
of $4 million came from Dow
Chemical Company, for
which the Science Center is
named. Other large donations
were $1.25 million from the
Erving Gilmore Foundation,
$1 million from the Upjohn
Company, $500,CXX> from the
Kresge Foundation, and as
much as $350,CXX> from individual donors.
All of the money for the
science center has already
been promised to the college,
and $8.5 million has already
been collected. Jan Block,
who works for the Development Center, said the money
the college already has is in a
bank collecting significant
interest.
The renovation of OIds-

Classifieds
For Rent. 817 Vine St. Large downstairs apartment and small upstairs
apartment. Excellent rates. Utilities
included. Need references. Will
discount for semester pre-pay. Call
1-244-8057. Or write: Katena
Demas P.O. Box 174 Constantine,

MI 49042.

Upton scheduled for next year
will cost approximately $3
million. Block said that they
are planning to raise half of
that money in 1991 -92, and
half in 1992-93.
Both Block and Ponto said
that none of the funding for
these projects will come from
the students' tuition money.

Kalamazoo College students now have an easier task
of tackling math and science,
thanks to the new Collaborative Learning Center (CLC).
The center is open to students in Pre-Calculus, Calculus, Applied Statistics, and
Astronomy. It involves individual participation; students
are required to attend three
study sessions per week. During the sessions, they work
collectively on homework or
studying. Two student advisors attend each session.
Emily Sommer, K'91
graduate and coordinator of
CLC, developed the program
in order to help students work
together in an area of study
where most have difficulty
doing so. She conducted a
collaborative learning experiment in math on a smaller
scale than CLC for her Senior
Individualized Project last
year. It proved successful, and
since the math department had
been seeking a way to improve students' comprehension and performance, Sommer decided to form the CLC,
and model it after her SIP and
a program at the University of
California at Berkeley.
Advisors encourage par-

Join the Index staff!
We're looking for writers for news, opinions,
features, entertainment and sports, as well as
photographers. Come to our meetings, Sunday
at 4 p.m. in the new Index office at the bottom
of the stairs in Hicks and we'll put you to work.
We're nice people ot work with, we don't bite,
and we have food.

ticipants to ask questions of
study partners before approaching them. "We're here
as a safety net," emphasized
Sommer. "Our job is not to
tutor or give answers."
Andy VanBergen, K'94, a
calculus advisor, observed,
"Students are starting to come
around and ask each other
questions before coming to us,
and that's the whole intent."
He said students benefit by
understanding answers from
different perspectives.
"[The CLC] gives me time
that I know I'll do my statistics instead of having to discipline myself," said Aaron
Wood, a K'95 student in statistics. He said the advisors
are helpful but complained, "I
wish it wasn't mandatory to
show all the time. . . . Sometimes when I don't need it, I
feel like I'm wasting time."
Jihye Kim, also K'95, had
no complaints.
"You learn to work as a
group rather than working as
an individual . ... Instead of
relying upon advisors, they
[advisors] really want us to
rely on and help each other."
Kim said her Calculus professor encouraged his students to
join the CLC, because just
coming to class would not be
enough to insure a good grade.

Discover
Blrkenstock
Step into Blrkenstock footwear, and find a remarkable
blend of comfort and style.
Contoured footbeds provide
cushioning and support,
while your feet remain free
to move naturally.
You'll find colors that
range from basic

to brilliant.
IAlSE $500 ... $1000... $1500

Financial Aid available immediately! Special grants program. Every student eligible. No one turned
down. Simple application. Send
name, address and $1 P&H fee
(refundable) to:
Student Services
P.O. Box 22-4026
Hollywood, FL 33022
Addressers wanted immediately!
No experience necessary. Process
FHA mortgage refunds. Work at
~ Call 1-405-321-3064.

RAISING

BllketUtcKkJ

For your fraternity,
sorority, team or other
campus organization.
AISOLU'IIL Y' NO
INVISTMINT IIQUIIIDt

BRIO

CALL

1·800·950·84~

ex1. 50

911 S. Howard
Near W.M.U.

382-1434
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Honors Convocation, lecture recognize 53
By HELEN HAN
Fifty-three Kalamazoo
College students and a faculty
member were honored for
their accomplishments October 24 and 25 at the Honors
Convocation and Honors Day
Lecture.
The convocation took
place in Stetson Chapel at 10
a.m. Friday. Honors were distributed in the following areas: fine arts, foreign languages, humanities, natural
science and math, social sciences, physical education, and
community service. Each
award had specific requirements. For instance, students
were eligible on the basis of
their school-year status and
demonstrated merit.
Provost Richard Cook re. flected on the accomplishments of "K" at the convocation.
"Teaching here is valuable," he said. "Teaching here
is excellent, and of course it is
the greatest priority." Cook
also observed that the
college's "overall health is
good."
Joshua N. VanderBerg,
K'94, winner of the Computer
Science Prize, Freshman
Mathematics Award, and
Cooper Prize in Physics was
"surprised." He said, "I didn't
know that I won three of them.
It's kind of ironic since I'm
going to crash and bomb in a
physics test this afternoon."
Melanie A. Gerrish, K '92,
who captured the C. Wallace
Lawrence Prize in Economics
and Business Administration,
said her selection was an

Award Winners
Fine Arts Division

photo by Ann Mees

Provost Richard Cook bestows awards upon students.
"honor."
A reception held in honor
of distinguished students in
the Olmsted Room following
the convocation concluded the
two-pan honors program.
On the preceding evening,
October 24, Strauss delivered
the Honors Day Lecture, titled
"Percival Lowell and the
Canals of Mars," at 8 p.m. in
the Olmsted Room.
During his sabbatical,
Strauss studied Lowell, an
early 20th century scientist
committed to the search of
extra-terrestrial life on Mars
and to conducting this study
on a scientific basis through
the collection and analysis of
data.
In his lecture, Strauss coneluded that there are no canals
and probably no life on Mars.
However, he said, Lowell
"provided a theoretical basis
for the idea that there was
likely to be life, intelligent life

within the solar system." He
believed that this life was a
norm on all planets where
"temperature was conducive
to supporting life."
In addition to these accomplishments, Lowell built a
first-class observatory in
Flagstaff and in the 1880's
was "the most important interpreter of Japanese culture,"
according to Strauss.
Strauss has been on a oneyear sabbatical as winner of
the McArthur Fellowship.
Strauss spent three months in
Cambridge, England, visiting
libraries and archives, and
three weeks at Lowell University in Flagstaff, Arizona.
Previous honors include
his participation in a '71
Fulbright lecture, and '82 and
'86 Yale University seminars.
In '88, Strauss was awarded
academic leave to Japan,
where he prepared a course
offered at "K."

Ministry aims at helping students cope
By MATT SIKORA

In the thick of the struggles
and stresses of college, many
people ask, "What's it all
about?" This fall, students
searching for answers to that
question have formed a new
student organization at Kalamazoo College.
The Wesley Foundation!
United Campus Ministry fellowship and support group is
designed to help students with
their daily concerns by examining the connection between
their everyday lives and their
relationship to God.
"The group is set up to
support people and help them
live with the questions and
discover some of the answers," said Presbyterian
Campus Minister Coleen
Smith Slosberg, director of
the group.
The "questions" are discussed in meetings from 6:00
to 7:00 p.m. every Wednesday
in the fellowship room. located in Hicks Center, across
from the Student Services office. Before the meeting,
members of the fellowship
and support group eat dinner
together in the African Room
of Marriott.
Slosberg said a student
may aitend both the informal

dinner and the more intensive gether
discussion, or just go to one of
• Grief: A Universal Huthe activities depending on his man Experience
or her needs and concerns.
• College as a Rite of Pas"The group caters to the sage
• Understanding Myself:
interests of the students," said
Judith Oliver, K'94. a group How Do I Relate?
Slosberg said the group
member. "Students can make
focuses on "how life is ground
it whatever they want."
Slosberg, who is also cam- in a relationship with a Creapus minister at Western tor." Members of all religions
Michigan University, said the are welcome to attend the
new organization focuses on meetings.
"The only requirement is
the special concerns of college
students. She called the col- bringing an attitude open to
lege experience "a difficult others and open to searching
time because it's a wounding and exploring," said Slosberg.
Since the Wesley Foundaof the mind and a wounding
tion/United Campus Ministry
of the spirit.
"Many of the beliefs a stu- is sponsored by several differdent had before are being ent religions, the group will
challenged [incollegeJ. I think never try to convert anyone to
that's necessary, but that one particular faith, according
doesn't mean that it doesn't to the director. "If I've been
married to a Jewish man for 25
hurt."
According to the director. years and haven't tried to
students have to deal with change him, I'm certainly not
basic questions of identity, going to change Il.Ilyone else,"
vocation and responsibility in she said.
Slosberg can be reached on
college.
The group is sponsoring a campus on Wednesday eveseries of discussions to help nings and Friday mornings.
students cope with some of She can be contacted by phone
these problems. Topics of the by calling 344-4333.
"I'm very excited about
discussions will be:
• Stress Control: Taking being here. I think we're here
for the long term to nurture
Care of Myself
• Human Sexuality: Keep- this program and watch it
ing the Body and Soul To- grow."

The Brian Gougeon Prize
in Art
Jennifer L. Hofmeister
The Michael Waskowsky
Prize in Art
Kym M. Sheridan
The Lillian Pringle
Baldauf Prize in Music
Lisa A. Buchinger
Michael P. Dougherty
Stefanie Kowalski
Wendy A. Kurlco
Caroline H. Lake
Paul L. Snyder
The Fan E. Sherwood
Memorial Prize .
Michael L. Hansen
Cindy K. Radspieler
Tony Skoures
The Margaret Upton Prize
Gordon S. MacLean
The Sherwood Prize .

William F. Green
The Theatre and Communication Arts Department
Award
HillaryK Byrn
Jody H. Wilson
The Xarifa Greenquist
Memorial A ward in
Theatre
Megan Carney
Katherine J. Warner

Natural Science & Math
Division
The Winifred Peake Jones
Prize in Biology
Andrea 1. Schwandt
The Department of Chemistry Prize
Paul T. Quigley
Danielle 1. Seabold
The Freshman Chemistry
Award
Eric J. Dowd
The Lemuel F. Smith
Award
AdamP. Cole
Thomas B. Higgins
'The Computer Science
Prize:
Matthew S. Ropp
Joshua N. VanderBerg
The Freshman Mathemat~
ics Award
Paul T. Quigley
Joshua N. VanderBerg
The Thomas O. Walton
Prize in Mathematics
Kevin J. Kolodsick
The Cooper Prize in
Physics
Eric 1. Dowd
Danielle J. Seabold
Joshua N. VanderBer~

Social Sciences Divisiob
Foreign Languages
Division
The Provost's Prize in
Classics
Craig Ortsey
The Legrand Copley Prize
in French
Sarah A. Fairbrother
The German Department
Prize
Ronald L. Whitney
The Departmental Prize in
Greek
Theresa Braunschneidet
The Departmental Prize in
Latin
Karilee E. Reinking
The Romance Languages
Department Prize· in
Spanish
Scott A. Hunsinger

Humanities Division
The O.M. Allen Prize in
English
Bethany J. Pagel
The Department of Philosophy Prize
James G. Todd
The L.J. and Eva Hemmes
Memorial Prize
. Joshua P. Green
The Marion Dunsmore
Memorial Prize
Crystal M. Caruana

Physical Education
The Department of
Physical Education Prize
Ryan P. Arnold
Amber W. Wujek

The C. Wallace Lawrertce
Prize in Economics
Melanie A. Gerrish

The Irene and S. Kyle
Morris Prize
Sandra G. Schreur
Steven D. Vanderstelt
The Department of Education Prize
Emily Mitchell
'The Department of
History Prize
Kerry A. Gottfried
The William G. Howard
Prize
Michael A.. Doornweerd
Bethany M Steftke
The Department of Psy.
chology Prize
Paul J. Hirschfield
The MarshaU Hallock
Brenner Prize
Erika E. Bolig
Erika L. Walker
The Departmental Prize in
Anthropology
Ellen E. Foley
The Departmental Prize in
Sociology
Nan E. Rothrock

Awards for Community
Service
The Henry Brown Award
Maria E. Carlson
The Gordon Beaumont
Memorial Award
Christa M. Yanoclc
The Vlfginia Hinkelman
Memorial Award
Edward N. Priestaf
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President B an chats with the Index
By KATIE LOWRIE
President Lawrence Bryan,
via his open office hour 3-4
each Wednesday, aims to
convince people that his office
"is not haunted or hallowed
ground."

And indeed, it is not. Actually, his office is quite the
contrary. The brown leather
seats are a welcome change
from the hard-on-the-buuespecially-during -a-doubleblock chairs throughout campus classrooms. The atmosphere is amazingly conducive
to thought, conversation, and
occasional bouts of hearty
laughter.
President Bryan credits his
wife, Marge with the idea of
creating a weekly open office
period. He felt that it would be
a superb opportunity to become better acquainted with
"K" students. Student Commission aided in the search for
a time slot which could worlc
around both student and administrative schedules.
Bryan said he is pleased
that "a wide variety of issues
have been dealt with. [such as]
praise for a particular department or course, wishes to further expand multicultural diversity, questions about levels
of tuition, future efforts to-

photo by Jennifer Beck

PRESDIENT LAWRENCE BRYAN welcomes students during his office hour, 3 to 4 p.m. Wednesday.

ward controlling increases
and concern over the faded,
passed-down jerseys worn by
Oub Level soccer members."
The purpose of the open
office hour, Bryan said, is to
encourage "students to talk
about whatever is on their
minds and to follow up on
matters as needed."
According to Bryan, if the
interest remains, the time allotted for his open office will
be appropriately expanded.
Meanwhile, he is always
available by appointment.

A trip to the president's
office should prov~ enlightening. Bryan is always ready and
willing to ponder philosophy,
talk theology, praise such
movies as African Queen and
Dances with Wolves, or exchange golf stories-all on his
list of favorite pastimes. If
you're lucky, he may even
talk about the time when he
was a Resident Assistant "and
found five students swimming
in the [clogged] showers."
President Bryan offers a
piece of advice to "K" stu-

dents. "Please take what you
do very, very seriously. And
don't take yourself quite so
seriously. It is healthy to be
able to laugh at yourself. Yes,
["K"] has high standards. Yes,
academics are rigorous. But
do enjoy yourself here. We
need to celebrate the enjoyment."
There's a heck of a lot
more advice where that came
from. And some pretty funny
jokes, too. President Bryan's
a good guy. Tell him so yourself this Wednesday.

Police detain
blond man
By ERIN MILLER
A young male was detained by Kalamazoo police last Wednesday
night in relation to the
October 13 accosting of
a "K" student.
UK" Security reported
that a student saw a man, '
matching the description
of a man involved in the
past incident, watChing a
female student by the
Humphrey House and
Harmon Hall. Security
was called, but in their attempts to approach the
man, he fled. Security believes he ran around the
outskirts of campus.
Gail Simpson, security officer, called the
Kalamazoo police. Four
police cars searched the
campus and later caught
up with the man byHarmon Hall.
Police questioned the
man. but security is uncertain whether an arrest
was made..
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Class of '66 snarls traffic in diverse protest
By RUTH PE PALILEO
The class of 1966 came
home to Kalamazoo College,
and "K" went back in time to
1966. At 4:15 p.m. Homecoming Saturday, nearly 50
alumni from the class of '66
marched from the steps of
Stetson Chapel and around the
Quad.
The group proceeded down
the middle of Academy Street,
deliberately blocking traffic,
to Markin Racquet Center in
enthusiastic protest.
But in protest against
what? A little bit of everything. answers Amy Hale,
Oass Agent and Chair of the
Homecoming Committee for
the class. She explains. "We
wanted to poke a little fun at
where we've been and where
we are now."
Not to say that some messages weren't serious protests.
"Peace, like war, is waged,"
read one. Another depicted a
dove carrying an olive branch.
"Squash Apathy," said a third.
Even serious topics, however, were often protested in
witty ways. One sign read,
"Abortion is not birth control"
on one side and ..... Keep yourself covered" on the other.
Another proclaimed, "Support
arts education-paint and
clays for everyone." Another

wryly observed, 'The United
States held a war in Iraq and
everybody came." One
alumna triumphantly held up
the message, "It's a man's
world, but that can be
'FIXED.'" The tongue-incheek nature of the march and
the messages were "characteristic of our time at 'K,'" said
Hale.
According to Hale, another
of the march's intents was "to
bring back the experiences we
shared." During their time at
"K," "one of the more memo··
rable stunts we used to pull
was to walk back and forth on
the road [Academy.]" So, part
of their route on Saturday reenacted that stunt; "It was a
minor attempt to relive that
silliness. Although in 1966,
we-didn't block traffic in protest, we did it to be obnoxious." .
Marching down the middle
of Academy wasn't the only
way the class of '66 tried to
recall the 'good old days.'
Such messages as "Lux Esto,
I hope, is a kind of soap," from
a 1966 class song, and "Restore Served Meals" also evidenced nostalgia for the period which Hale describes as
"when women had to wear
skirts and guys had to wear
jackets and ties before we sat
down to a served dinner."

Photos by Deanna Rydzewski and Maria Carlson

ALUMNl FROM TIIE Class of '66 stage a protest on campus Saturday.
The alumni were also well be' done' in ten weeks."
The Homecoming Comaware of the present, as reRemarked Hale, "There mittee, which had organized
flected by signs such as Hale's was some concern from the the march, also chose the class
own personal one, "Down administration that we might theme, "Still Liberal After All
with wrinkles."Up with sag- offend some students."
These Years." According to a
ging boobs."
This concern, Hale asserts, class survey taken during the
Other signs prompted stu- did not bother th., marchers. weekend, how~ver, a large
dents to appreciate the pres- Nor were they disturbed by part of the class proclaimed
ent. 'This IS gracious living" the incongruous image they themselves "MORE Liberal
one stressed. Another main- presented in their business After All These Years." If the
tained, "When I was a student, suits and conservatively flow- march is any indication,
I wished I had a real job so I ered dresses. "We knew 1t was laughs Hale, 'They just may
couldbe'done'ineighthours; a little outrageous, bllt. hey, be right."
now that I have a real job, I when you're 47, you can be
wish I was a student so I could outrageous," Hale declared.
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opinion

Editorial
Accusations of bias confronted
Last week a reader accused the Index of being biased in
favor of the Women's Equity Coalition [WEC]. Three articles appeared in the second issue of the quarter which the
reader believed to concern only WEe. The articles, said the
reader, were there "for no other apparent reason than to
validate, advertise and legitimize the political orientation of
certain minority factions on campus."
The Index is not a forum for the views and issues of one
particular group on campus. It is newsworthy and important
to the entire campus community when the President appoints
a task force to establish a policy on sexual assault When
students and faculty members actively protest outside "K"'s
campus, for whatever cause, it is an important reminder that
events beyond our cloistered campus affect us. We would
certainly cover an off-campus anti-abortion demonstration,
just as we covered the parental consent protest Finally, the
Index published an article directly pertaining to the organizational meeting of WEC. WEC is arguably the most active
group on campus, in that they sponsor at least one forum a
week as well as their usual weekly meetings and sexual
assault survivors meetings. In short, we believed that the
coverage in our second issue was determined by newsworthiness, not bias. We would also be neglecting our duties
as a news agency if we were to ignore these events - however
"factional" they may be.
The reader suggested that other organizations should have
been covered instead. In the first four issues, the Index has
also covered tl)e Student Alumni Association, EnvOrg,
WJMD, CORD (Coalition on Racism and Diversity), and
Wesleyan Campus Ministry, as well as regular coverage of
the activities of Student Commission. Other organizations
will be covered as they meet and plan activities for the
quarter. If members of the campus community know of
events that the Index should be covering, the Index needs to
know about it. We assure our readers that we strive to cover
as much as is entirely possible.
Final! y, the Opinion's pages are a forum for any articulate
views submitted under the guidelines established in the Letter
and the Guest Columnist Policies.
An unsigned editorial represents the opinions of the Opinions
Editor. News Editor, Features Editor and the Editor-in-Chief.
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Mechanic article
out of alignment
To the Editor:
Maybe I find your depictionofmechanics as swindlers,
taking advantage of ignorant
consumers offensive because
my father is a mechanic and an
independent service station
dealer in East Lansing. OR
maybe I'm just tired of the
attitude that businessmen in
the service industry are out to
get everyone. You know, it
costs money to run a business,
and that money has to come
from somewhere. Why do you
have to assume that because a
service is expensive that the
price must be unjustly marked
up?
First of all, I don't understand what your being a blond
woman has to do with the fact
that you need a new back break
job. Do you honestly believe
that because you're a woman a
mechanic would ~ problems and broken parts? Are
you that sure the world is out
to get you? And for the sake of
argument, what if your mechanic neglected to notice the
poor r..ondition of your breaks
and you were injured in an accident because they failed? At
whom would you be pointing
that accusing fmger then?
Your description of Fred 's
recent out tie-rod repair job
sounded like my last visit to
the doctor's office for a sore
throat. The nurses spent half
an hour taking my vital signs
and filling out my charts. My
doctor hurried into the room,
felt the lymphnodes on my
neck, looked down my throat,
then scribbled out a perscription and left. I believe the cost
of the office visit was $45; she
spent 3 whole minutes, at best,
examining me. It doesn't matter how long it took her to
diagnose me, the point is I
couldn't have done it myself.
I also don't understand
why your anger over the high
costs of Fred's repairs is directed at the mechanic. Is it
your dentist's fault when you
get a cavity? Do you get angry
at the waiter because a meal is
expensive? Or are you believing the image of the "sleazy
mechanic" .we often see in

movies? Do you trust a doctor
more because he or she wears
a white lab coat instead of a
"dirty white jwnpsuit?"
I'm certainly not saying
that there aren't any "corrupt
mechanics" out there; every
indus.try has it's bad apples.
And ifI was spoken to with a
condescending tone or had a
mechanic make a pass at me, I
would definitely be writing a
complaint letter to his manager. No one should stand for
being treated that way.
Sonya, if you are looking
for is "a mechanic that does
not charge you a forture because you're mechanically
inept or because you are a
female" I can personally recommend several. Butifyou"re
looking for one that just won't
charge you a lot of money for
repair work, you'reoutofluck.
An auto mechanic provides a
service like any other business
person. Tools, liability, insurance, shop supplies and certification classes all cost money
and those costs are going to be
reflected in your bill. If you
don't like that you're going to
have to learn how to fix Fred
yourself or take the bus.
Hope Barrone
K' 94

The End of a Tradition
To the Editor:
I would like to express my
thanks for the excellent coverage of Noontide Tales during
the summer quarter of the
Faculty Readers Theatre this
quarter, in preview stories and
reviews. The reporters were
enthusiastic, professional, and
gracious in their interview ...
and we received more than our
share of space in the Index.
Next I would like to add
my own comment about Readers Theratre since it has been
my particular chore and delight for some thirty years. Lest
readers of the Index form the
impression from the stroy
about the last production, San
Francisco, that its aim is to
present faculty in crazy situations and show them in character roles counter to their
classroom personal. I must
reiterate that, though this does
occur, the main purpose of
Readers is to presetn worthwhile literature, both humerous and serious, in a dramatic
shape, to enlighten and enter-

tain the audience; and to give
faculty member opportunities
to develop their performance
skills, vocally and bodily.
There is the inherent hope that
the results will carry over to
make their classroom performance more indteresting and
productive. Over the years I
have worked with inexperienced housemothers and administrative staff as well as
with skilled faculty members
who welcomed the chance to
practice their dramatic skills
before an audience, just as the
music faculty do in programs
originating in the Music Department. For this, they have
been willing to put in many
hours of rehearsal to polish
these productions.
I, and they, regretthattheir
full schedules of teaching,
counseling, committe work,
and new projects leave them
no time for this activity. Furthermore, the college calender
of events is so crowded that
there is no room for another
event that demands concentrated time from faculty and
student crews to produce, and
prime time from a sizable student audiences to enjoy. Thus
ends a tradition.
Nelda K. Balch
Professor, Theatre Arts,
Emeritus
Editor's note: The last
performance( ever) of the Facuity Readers Theater was
covered in the October J6issue of the Index.

Backpage bad taste
To the Editor:
I'm sorry to offend you but I
find the Backpages this quarter a little crude - especially
the October 23 edition. I, for
one, have never smoked pot or
have ever had the extreme
desire to. In addition, the Clarence Thomas hearings are a
touchy subject, and should
therefore not be joked about in
any way, shapeorform. Maybe
coming up with less sociaV
contraversial and cynical ideas
for the Backpage is an idea.
Oh, and by the way, your
October 16 Backpage reminds
me of reading a Seventeen
magazine.
"Don't be a silent critic."
Liz Campen

Letter Policy
The Index welcomes letters from its readers. Letters should be original copies, typed or
printed and should be signed. Under special circumstances dealing with senstive issues,
unsigned letters will be printed.
We encourage letters that are concise and deal with relevant topics. All letters become the
property of the Index once submitted. The Index reserves the right to edit for space, clarity
and libel when necessary.
.
Letters can be turned into the Index mailbox in the basement of Hiclcs, preferably by the
Friday before the issue in which they are to appear.
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Engler's budgetary cuts spark controve.rsy
By CUFF LAMPE

A vestigial organ has been removed from the state
capital. a growth by the thrice-accursed name of Blanchard, a name synonymous with incompetence, mediocrity
and mundanity. Unfortunately, now that the bleeding
heart of teh capital has been transplanted by someone
willing to do the job, the hypocrites of the land are crying
fou l.
It is true John Engler does have some minor faults, a
part of being human. as well as being left between the
devil and the deep blue sea by the laughable Blanchard administration. Yet, for all of his sins. Engler redeems
himself in the purity of his purpose. In other words, at
least he's trying.
The budget of Michigan was so poorly balanced
during the Blanchard prank, that now we are left with a
bill which must be dealt with. Engler has taken steps to
cut that deficit we have inherited, and 'has done so to the
best of his ability. Cuts to programs such as education and
the arts are indeed regrettable, but in the face of things
also necessary. We as citizens have the duty to do our
share in supporting our state, and if that means tightening
our belts, then we must do so.
It is sad when we are so used to having people pay our
way that we get upset when somebody tells us that we are
on our own for a while. When Engler made the cuts to
thses programs, he did so as a last effort to save a dying
budget and reverse a trende that has been taking place for
far too long.
To show the extreme pettiness of people, detractors of
Engler are attacking him personally, citing cases of his
supposed hypocrisy, even though by casting stones you
could hit any person, no matter how righteous.
Perhaps the governor is making mistakes, and even
acting against the wishes of the state, but we still have two
duties. One is to express our opinions through our state
representatives and also through such wonderful articles as
Kezia's. It is important that everyone have their say, expecially if those words may bring about a new perspective.
The other duty is to support our elected officials.
Expressing opposition to policies is diffemet from personally attacking a man who is at least trying to make a
difference. By attacking the person instead of offering our
own thoughts and solutions, we not only hinder democracy, but demean it to the point of mob rule and condemn
ourselves to a culture of stagnancy.
So please, do express your differences, but do so
constructively. Engler is doing as much, replacing the
idiocy of the previous office with a defmitely hard-naosed,
but infinitely needed progression towards change.
Cliff Lampe is a first year student and a Human
Relations/Human Resources major. He is Co-Layout
Editor and an Opinions columnist.

Progression towards change or cold-hearted lnCOnslstency?
By KEZIA PERLMAN

Governor John Engler has
angered and delighted many. HIS
hard-line stance regarding spending has republicans jumping for
joy. While the cutting of general
assistance and arts funding has
many people rightfully upset.
Engler's arts cuts may force
the Detroit Institute of Arts
(D.I.A.) to close during the week,
remaining open only on the weekends. These cuts could also prevent the D.I.A. from getting new
exhibits.
In addition, Impression Five
. in Lansing, a "hands-on" science
museum, has lost all of its state
funding. If funding and support
aren't secured from outside
sources soon, the museum may
be forced to shut down.
This upsets me. Growing up
in East Lansing, I took many field
trips to Impression Five museum.
It's a museum dedicated to science and learning. How can
Engler, who professes to be an
"education governor" justify
cutting aid to a museum suc!l as
this?
While the D.I.A. is suffering,
and Impression Five may close,
the construction for the Grand
Rapids Museum received 2 million dollars from Engler. Isn't it
ironic that this museum is in republican Grand Rapids? This
shows where Engler's loyalties
are. He has no feelings about preserving art and educational museums, he merely is showing the
conservatives of Grand Rapids
what a great guy he is.
Besides slashing the arts,
Engler has also cut aid to the
poor, pregnant teenagers, underprivileged children's health
funds, and domestic violence
shelters.How is a domestic violence shelter supposed to raise

it's own funds? How are pregnant teenagers and underprivledged children supposed
to "tighten their belts?'
I may sound like a bleeding heart liberal who thinks
that money comes from the
sky, but I think these cuts are
wrong.l'm not totally opposed
to trimming the staLe 's expences, however when the citizens are at risk I draw the line.
Why does Engler have
enough money to Increase his
staff and to shower money on
Grand Rapids when people are
suffering?
Last year, when Engler
started his cuts with Foster parenting programs I began to geL
scated and angry. Now Engler
has cut aid helping pregnant
teens and is neg'~cting the
health care of many underpriveleged children. It's ironic
that this adamant "right to life"
governor is so uncaring towards children.
Michigan domestic violence shelters have also lost
substantial funding. Some
shelters may be forced to close.
All shelters fear tha( they will
have to tum women away.
sending them back to abusive
partners. As shelter worleer
Honest Candy said, "these
women are being treated unfairly, not onl y don't they have
a place to tum to, but they
don't even have the option of
General Assistance to help put
their lives back in order."
General Assistance seems

to be the issue causing the most
concern. All single, able bodied men and women no
longer can receive state money.
To the anti-welfare contingent,
this is a major VICtOry. Now all
those "lazy people leeching off
the system can find jobs. '
The welfare myth is still
rampant. Many felt general
assistance recipients were too
lazy to worle, and would rather
stay on welfare. "These people
bought cadillacs with their
welfare checks, and steaks with
their food stamps."
While it is possible that a
few people may have taken
advantage of welfare, most did
not. General Assistance checks
were not a lot of money, and
people on General Assistance
were probably humiliated for
having to receive "charity."
I know that our state
doesn't have a balanced
budget. I know money doesn't
grow on trees. However, cutting aid to arts, education,and
the under-privledged isn't
going to better our state.
It's often been said that
the hallmarlc of a well functioning society is how its disadvantaged are taken care of.
It looks as if ours may be faltering.
Kezia Perlman is afirst.year sudenJ
here at Kalamazoo College majoring
inEnglish. Sheisareg"larOpinian's
colwninst and news writerfor the index.

Policy for Guest Columnists
The Index accepts opinion columns from members of the
Kalamazoo College community. If you have an opinion you
haven 'tseen expressed, contact Robyn Reid, Opinions Editor,
to get it written.
The Index reserves the right to edit in consultation with
the writer for clarity, space and libel.
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a "win-win situation"
By KRISTINA L. MONY
On Saturday, November
1st, Kalamazoo College will
join Western
Michigan
University, in a collaborative,
first-year venture into the
streets. This program is designed to send students into
the community for one day,
providing assistance in such
areas as domestic violence ,
AIDS care, homelessness, environmental concerns and the
needs of senior citizens.
This undertaking, according to Kristen Spencer, a
Co-op/lnternship Counselor
at the Career Development
Center (CDC), reminds us that
an entire community lies just
beyond our campus with a
crying need for volunteers.
Yet, observes Spencer,
"K" students generally "tend
to get caught up in
Kalamazoo College when
there is a whole world around
us," letting our demanding
schedules take precedence
over the needs of the wider
community.
Despite the typical student
complain of little free time,
Spencer asserts that volunteer
work is still possible. "People
tliink it takes a lot of time.
However. there are many jobs
that only require one or two
hours per week." she says.
adding that there are volunteer
positions to fit most schedules.
Spencer stresses the positive impact volunteer work
can have for students. for
Kalainazoo College. and for
the surrounding community.

"It·s a win-win situation. You
can gain work experience
while contributing to the community." says Spencer.
In addition to providing
work experience. notes
Spencer. volunteer work allows students to explore different careers, meet new
people. contribute their own

unique skills and gain new job
skills.
"For every interest. there
are countless opportunities."
says Spencer who emphasizes
the growing demand for human services and the role volunteers will play in supplying
it.

You can procrastinate with Hans and Chad
By HANS ''I was at the Pep Rally" MOREFIELD
and CHAD ''Damn I'm Good" RUCKER
Dateline-Kalamazoo, MI. For the remainder of the Fall Term
the Quadstop is dead. Our home away from home. our center
of procrastination and greasy fries closes to undergo the
"mother of all renovations." Too late to debate the changes;
it's going to happen. Of course. the question everyone is asking-besides "Will we get beer?- is what will students do
now? How are we going to procrastinate?
Sure there is an alternative locale, the Gilmore Dining Room,
but it has none of the atmosphere. unless we carve up all the
fu rniture. And that would be a bad move. Bob.
Your caring Columnists. taking into consideration your antistudy needs-we know a lot about this subject-and our future
as world- famous journalists. bring you the world-reknowned
HANS MOREFIELD PROCRASTINATION PACKET. Start
your own habit of procrastinating by reading this column about
a typical night of procrastination instead of studying for those
midterms which are knock-knock-knocking on your door.

Life In a Language House
For the French House Head Resident, there's no such thing as culture shock
By CECILE DUPRE
Why do people around me
keep talking about culture
shock? NO BIG DEAL! Take
me for example. Since I've
been here. I have not experienced this culture shock.
Okay. I have some trouble
watching people eating
melted marshmallows. Okay.
the smell of Kool-Aid makes
me sick. Also. I admit that
P.B. sandwiches and jiggling
Jell-O will never enter my
mouth and that I'll never be
too fond of hamburgers. But
that's not culture shock.
I have a bard time adapting
to the way people say "Hi" to
me as if they 've known me for
.,es. Then they don't even
loot at me next time I pass by
them. But I don't consider this
culture shock.
Most of the time I am lost
durinl the music rehearsals
because the names of the
notes are completely different.
So I know I tum red each time
the leader [of"K's" jazz band]
says. while trying not to look
It me too long. "It's okay with
me if you make mistakes
now!" I still don't think this is
culture shock.
Once in a while. when I

From the
Quadstop

Duprl Conlemp/Dtes America's SOfMtiIMS shocking cIIltlUe.

feel exhausted after reading a
page out of the many books
we have to read for classes. I
tell myself. "Oh well. at least
this book has pictures."
Now and then, when I lose
control while using the computers because the keyboard is
different here and I keep writing interesting things such as:
".kf.bdfspoty/. ;dkjp/.,m ...•" I
recognize that I am not the
happiest person on earth.
And. sometimes. when I
look like a ghost, after so little
sleep-you people get surprisingly little sleep-I sit
down on the [French house]

porch and I think. "I hate this
damn food. I'll never say " Hi"
to anybody again. I'll never
blow my flute again in the
United States. All I want is
sleep. sleep. sleep..."
Then. at this stage 1 usually
admit that yes. 1 do have culture shock... sometimes.
Cecile Dupre has recently
finished her studies at
L'Universite de Strasbourg
in France. In addition to her
duties as head resident of
the French House, she is
taking a full load of classes,
including Italian.

6:55 p.m. Begin studying for tomorrow's midterm by looking
for textbook which you haven't seen since first week.
6:58 p.m. Having found textbook. settle into couch for long
stretch of studying.
7:02 p.m. Watch Cheers, discard textbook.
8:00 p.m. Continue nap at LAC event (might as well get credit
for it.)
9:15 p.m. Check mail on way back from LAC.
9:18 p.rn. Call Union Desk. ask for telephone numbers of your
200 closest friends to see who wants to study at the library.
9:25 p.rn. Leave for library.
9:28 p.rn. Check mail again (you never know!)
9:30 p.rn. Run into old friend whom you haven't seen since
dinner. Decide it's time to get reacquainted while walking rest
of way to l~brary.
9:40 p.m. Arrive at Waldo·s.
10:47 p.rn. Take leave of your new friends. You want to procrastinate more. but reality sets in: you're nine hours froiD failing a major exam. Try explaining that to your parents.
10:50 p.m. Check mail.
10:56 p.m. Settle into couch for "serious" studying.
11:00 p.m. Okay. studying can wait until the Cheers rerun is
over. Besides, productive studying can be done during commercials-NOT!
11:31 p.m. Go in on buying pizza with roommate. Good studying can be done while waiting for pizza.
11 :32 p.m. The discovery that you only have three dollars left
to your name tells you it is time once again to preempt
studying .. .in order to write home to the old folks requesting
more dinero. Best line to use:"I'm under so much stress from
all the studying I'm doing."
11:45 p.m. Dig through couch for twenty-nine cents in order
to buy stamp from neighbor. Since you are waiting for the pizza
before you-study more, you have time to join neighbor in playing Nintendo.
1:21 a.m. You manage to save the Princess in Super Mario
Brothers while devouring a large pizza. Quite an accomplishment, but it won't help you tomorrow. Time to get down to it.
1:22 a.rn. The couch isn't going to cut it. Take your books,
move into your bedroom. sit down at the desk. tum on
desklight. and open your textbook. READ!
1:23 a.m. While briefly resting from your strenuous studies,
you notice room is messy and laundry is piling up. Ponder what
you have just read while beginning the fi rst cleaning of your
room since exam week last term.
2:20 a.rn. With fresh, clean laundry and a clean room you are
ready to study. Desk is uncomfortable, so lie down on your bed
and resume reading from page one.
2:22 a.rn. Your eyesight begins to wane. You close your eyes
for just a second to review what you have read so far.
7:56 a.m. That kind roommate of yours who never seems to
have class. graciously asks you. "What time is your exam today?"
7:57 a.rn. In dreadful panic. still.wearing your clothes from the
night before. sprint out of the room and run to class. En route.
contemplate your life. Shrug. You cali worry about your life
tomorrow.

Since procrastination in the Quadstop is done for the term. we
bave given you here new ways to blow off your evening and
destroy your life. Procrastination may be harmful to your wellbeing. but it's a whole lot easier than doing something which
takes thinking. So don't wait for the Quadstop to come back.
Start procrastinating today... okay, start tomorrow.

Editor's Note:As testimony to the effecti~eness ofMorejUld's
method, this column, which Wtls supposed to be turned in IIlst
Wednesday, arri~edMond4y night. RPP.
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•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
A SPECIAL MESSAGE FROM
YOUR CAMPUS LIFE COMMITTEE

:
•

Off the Quad

•

Stressed out? Need a way to alleviate your burdens? Good luck in :
trying to fmd one! Ha ha, but seriously, we from the Campus Life.
Committee sympathize with you and have found a solution for •
those midterm blue&-WATER TAG!
•
Sign up Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday of fifth week, during:
• dinner at Hicks Center for this wild, exhilarating game.
•
•
• (Faculty are also encouraged to play.)

•• DANA: But Chris, how do you play?

By WILLIAM MA ITHEW JOHN DUANE, ill
WHA T WAS YOUR MOST BIZARRE EXPERIENCE
TIDS PAST HOMECOMING WEEKEND?

•

: CHRIS: Elementary, my dear Dana. 'Tis merely a game of elimi• nation, similar to that of gladiatorial combat, except you use wa• tee guns.
• DANA: Are thete teams?Haw, Haw!
• CHRIS: Stop laughing and listen. All you need to do to sign up is
• bring a photocopy of your ID and $1. The money goes into...our
: pockets of course. jHablo en chiste! It goes toward the
• ENORMOUS grand prize.
• DANA: Why do I need a photocopy of my ID?
• CHRIS: So they can be distributed on Monday of sixth week.
: You'll find someone else's ID in your box. The fonowing day,
• Tuesday, the games begin.
•
• DANA: In other words, the person whose ID is in your box, is •
• your victim.
•
•
• CHRIS: Pure genius, absolute genius!
: DANA: So Sign up as soon as possible and get yourself a water :
• gun!

"I turned on the T.V. and saw the Braves had won
three games in the World Series. My grandmother
doesn't like either of the teams."
Luke Chadwick, K'95

"I don"t remember Saturday night, to tell you the
truth."
Steve Hammond, K'92

•

• CHRIS: Yeah ...by the way, what are you going to be for Hallow- •
• ~?
•
: DANA: Kevin Peterson of course... he's my hero!
:
• CHRIS: Who's Kevin Peterson?
•
• For further information,call: Dana Bourland (9623), Kevin.
• Peterson (9789), or Chris Yoon (9501)
•

"My dad gave me $50 to go crazy with. That's
exactly what I did. I'll leave it up to people's
imaginations as to what I did with the money."
Ellen Heyman, K'94

•
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

NEW WELLES MEN'U
Lunch

Dinner

Wednesday, October 30
Cream of Mushroom Soup
Turlcey Cutlet
Garden Vegetable Soup
Beef Stew
BLT.
Bean-Cabbage Roll
Cajun Seafood Rice
Macaroni and Cheese
Thursday, October 31
Cream of Tomato Soup
Pizza Deluxe
Beef Noodle Soup
Cheese Pizza
Grilled Cheese Sandwich
Broiled Chicken
Ground Beef and Potato Pie
Curry Vegetable, Beans
Manicotti
and Seeds
Friday, November 1
Chunky Vegetable Soup
Philly Sandwich
Vegetarian Chili
Baked Fish Supreme
Fishwich
California Quiche
Chicken Fried Rice
Baked Stuffed Zucchini
Saturday, November 2
California Hoagie
Chicken Patty Sandwich
Turlceyand Vegetable
Browned Beef Enchiladas
w/Pasta
Vegetable Chow Mein
Scrambled Eggs w/Bacon
w/Rice
Sunday, November 3
Grilled Reuben
Turlcey w/Gravy
Scrambled Eggs
Mexican Meatloaf
Beef Ravioli
Brown Rice Italian

"My pick-up line worlced: 'Can I see your
pagodas?'"
Emily Merrill, K'94

Andrew Collins is standing in for Emily.

"An alumni asked where my roommate was ... twice.
I said she was asleep. Then he asked me what kind
of car I had."
Julie Case, K'94 A stand-in for Julie and her

alum friend at the dance.
"I was accosted by a half-crazed, drunken 'K'
College female while I was trying to sleep."
Josh Williams, K'91
•

These cats are standing in for Josh .

WEEKEND

PLUS

By JULIE H. CASE

Well, having taken an officially unofficial poll, I have
come to the conclusion that
many of you need a drastic
line-up for this weekend's
off- campus events. Of
course differing opinions
will be respected, and you are
more than welcome to submit your comments to me at
the Index. Just remember, I
accept no responsibility for
the policies of any of the follOwing organizations and activities, so don't complain
about your hangover to me.
Having said this, let's get
down to business.
Club Soda
Wednesday night, Club
~a presents "death metal,
\( s heavy stuff" with God
Bullies, Rocket from the
Crypt and Hole. Thursday

belongs to Grammy nominees
Tony Bell and Kutchie. The
weekend is ripe with Duke
Tumatoe and the Power Trio
playing R&B "guaranteed to
get your body moving." Sunday is football and Dazzles
Dance Party again. Monday
Happy Accidents brings down
the house, and Tuesday Captain Dave sails in with
Mommy Heads.
Chaps on Main
Chaps has Straw Village in
store Wednesday, and on
Thursday, Intervoice appears
with Jon Ball on Sax. I would
give Friday and Saturday's
line-up. but they haven't been
able to figure out what it is yet.
Either that, or y'all are maleing trouble and they don't
want me to tell you any more!
Actors and Playwrights'

Initiative
For those of you longing for
the theatre arts, this week the
Actors & Playwrights' Initiative presents an evening of
one acts. The acts on tap
include This Property is Conde1flUfCed, by Tenenessee
Williams; Mountain Language. by Harold Pinter, and
Comings and Goings, by
Megan Terry.
Kalamazoo Civic Players
Beginning November first,
the Kalamazoo Civic Players
present the first show in their
Civic Black Theatre's yearlong schedule. Cinder-Ella
shows at 8 p.m. November
1.2.8 & 9, and at 2 p.m. on the
tenth.
The State Theatre
The State Theatre is
ghosting, ... er hosting, the

WRKR Halloween Bash, with
a costume party. and live
music by the Wild Woodies.
Miller Auditorium
Miller Auditorium is showing Treasure Island on the
third of November, and David
Copperfield appears on the
fifth.
Rick's Cafe
Rick's is the new kid in
town. From the noise it generates, it seems pretty popular.
This bar offers a variety of
music. Tonight, live, is the
Rock and Roll band, The
Other. Thursday, a group
known in these parts long ago
as Ipal, now known as Harambe, dyes the town red with
their reggae. Fri!1ay is more
Rock and Roll, although I'm
not sure what kind of "Rock
and Roll," and Saturday is

Chicago Blues.
Keep your eyes open for
some hot acts on their way
to the 'Zoo, or pick up your
paper Wednesdays. For
those of you celebrating the
end of fifth week, (orin case
you haven't changed your
clock yet, the end of fourth
week,) just remember,
Santa Claus is watching
you! But then again, so is
Freddy...
And for the curious, what
am I doing this weekend? I
can be found hiding under a
large mossy rock somewhere in the great expanse
of northern Michigan, or
perhaps floating on the bottom of Lake Michigan. But
don't worry .. .I'll be back
next week!
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Morris, Motown and Much More
By JOHN Q. LEWIS
*Hornet Homecoming.
What a great weekend for
Hornet sports. The football
squad played one of its best
games of the year. If you
were at the game, you might
have seen a certain Alma
defensive back taunting and
yelling in Mark Abbott's
face after a tackle. I wish I
could get his comments on
the 27-D score.
Men's soccer is closing
in on a league championship
and the women kickers and
volleyballers are headed to
tournament land. Wouldn't
it be nice to bring home 3

national championships (in- made a lot of changes. They always comes down to the
Next week's big games.
cluding tennis last spring) in might get off to a slow start, good old vets, like Terry First, Washington and
one calendar year? It's still but Chuck Daly's team will be Pendleton, Kirby Puckett, and Houston at RFK. I hate this
early but it's not out of the dangerous in the playoffs. Out Jack Morris.
cliche, but this may be a
realm of possibility.
I've never seen a better Super Bowl preview. Both
west, there are so many good
*The NBA. The season is teams that it's hard to choose pitched game than the one of these teams look outalmost ready to begin so it's just one. The Lakers and Port- . Morris pitched in game 7. My standing. Second, Lions and
time for me to pick my favor- land are probably the favor- question is: How come he Bears. This should be a rock
ites. In the East, Chicago will ites, but look out for Seattle pitches more scoreless innings 'em, sock 'em type game.
be favored by many but don't (with a lighter Benoit Ben- in one game than he did the Barry Sanders has to get
count out old foes Detroit and jamin) and San Antonio (if entire season before with De- back on track one of these
Boston. It wouldn't surprise they can light a fire under Rod troit?
weeks, and it could be next
*The NFL. I think one of Sunday. If the Bears are
me if one (or both) of these Strickland.)
*It's Over. Those of you the stories of the year are the going to win. Jim Harbaugh
teams made one last run at the
championship before they who saw this year's World big turnarounds made by the will have to complete more
have to rebuild. Boston just Series might have seen one of Oeveland Browns and New than 5 passes. Rumor has it
may have the right combina- the best (if not, the best) of all- England Patriots. These teams that Rodney Peete's tendon
tion of young and old if they time. There were an abun- seemed like they couldn't win injury healed, but he won't
can coax good seasons out of dance good young players in a quarter last year. Not only play because he sprained his
the old stalwarts Parish, that series (A very, Kno~ are they competitive, but wrist brushing his teeth
McHale and Bird. The Pistons blauch, Smoltz, etc) but it they're winning games.
Wednesday morning.

Football squad completes homecoming sweep
By JOHN Q. LEWIS
College's
Kalamazoo
fighting gridders completed a
~lean sweep for Hornet sports
on Homecoming weekend by
trouncing MIAA rival Alma,
27-0. Cloudy skies and a
swamp-like field greeted the
teams for the opening kickoff,
but in the end, the elements
would play no part in the
Hornet victory as Kalamazoo
played maybe its best football
game of the year.
On the first drive of the
game, in which the Hornets
came up short on a long field
goal attempt, the offense gave
the crowd a glimpse of what
was to come. A strong running
game complemented the passing of Chris Berkimer as
Kalamazoo drove through the
Scots' defense.
On the next drive, after a
first down pass from Berkimer
to Marie. Abbot. Aaron Ward
snagged a Berkimer pass,
shook off a would-be tackler
and scampered down the sidelines for a 52-yard touchdown. The extra point by Brad
Horman was good and the
Hornets were on their way,
leading 7-D.
Kalamazoo's big-play defense once again flexed its
muscles, holding the Scots to
only 52 first half yards and not
allowing a first down until
Alma's sixth possession of the
game.
Late in the second quarter,
with the score still 7-0, the
Hornets mounted another nice
drive. Berlc.imer, who is excellent at spreading the wealth
among his receivers, completed passes to Ryan Arnold,
Andy Ferris, Gary Kurc and
Abbot as UK" drove deep into
Alma territory. But a penalty
brought back a touchdown
pass to Ferris to halt the drive.
The half ended 7-D after Mike
Karfis drilled an Alma receiver on a long Hail Mary
pass into the secondary.
After the Homecoming
feltivities, the Hornets came
out roaring in the second half.
Defensive back Brian Schultz

recovered a fumble on the
Hornet 35 late in the third
quarter. After a pass interference call gave Kalamazoo a
first down, Mike Herron took
a handoff and slid around
right end and do'Yll the sideline 40 yards to give UK" their
second score and, after the
extra point. a 14-D lead.
But the Hornets weren't
finished just yet. In the fourth
quarter, Sean Mullendore
swiped an Alma pass deep in
UK" territory and ran it back
to the 25 yard line. An unsportsmanlike conduct penalty against the Scots gave
Kalamazoo good field posi-

tion at their 40 yard line.
Berlc.imer again hooked up on
a couple of big pass plays, this
time to Abbot and Matt Curtin
for 30 yards. Herron capped
the 5-play. 61-yard drive by
hitting paydirt again, this time
from 15 yards out. The missed
extra point left the Hornets
comfortably in front 20-0.
Alma's attempt to avoid
the shutout was thwarted
again by Mullendore as he
picked off his second pass of
the game and team-leading
fifth of the season. The Hornets rested Berkimer as Greg
Holmes came in the game and
led the offense to another

score as he galloped into the
endzone from 10 yards out to
seal the victory. Horman's
extra point made it 27-0.
The score remained that
way as Bob Holloway intercepted another Alma pass,
returning it to the Scots' 26
yard line and allowing the
Hornets to run out the clock
for their first MIAA victory of
the season.
Phil Wilson led the spectacular defensive effort with
13 tackles. Ed Walsh added 8
more and Tony Prey recovered an Alma fumble. The
Hornet defense allowed only
181 total yards on offense and,

UK" gridders face off against Adrian for a Homecoming shut-out, 27-0.

with the shutout, is allowing
an average of only 9 points per
game.
Berie.imer was the star on
offense as he was named
MIAA Offensive Playe, of the
Week for completing 16 of31
passes for 229 yards. Abbot
hauled in 5 passes for 72 yards
to lead the balanced passing
attack.
Next Saturday, the Hornets
(4-3) travel to Holland to face
the Flying Dutchmen of Hope
College. Hope (5-2. 2-1
MIAA) beat Adrian last week
20-6.
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Women's soccer pounds
Adrian, Hope to stay
perfect in MIAA action
By ANNEMARIE RANCILIO
The Hornets were once again unbeatable in women's
soccer last week, when they won two significant MIAA
league games, one against Adrian (7-0), and the other
against Hope (6-0). With two shutouts and the total number of goals reaching double digits, "K" raised its record
to 12-1-1 overall, and a perfect to-O in the MIAA. Going
into the final week of the regular season, the women Hornets are ranked seventh in the nation, and number one in
the region.
Adrian's women soccer team was no match for their
formidable opponents, the Hornets. Within the first minute and a half of the game, "K" took the lead with two
goals, one almost immediately following the other.
Midfielder Kelly Allen took credit for the first goal, made
after 20 seconds of play, with the assist by Karen Carney,
last year's MIAA MVP. The Hornets broke through
Adrian's defense once again when Jennifer Russell scored
an unassisted goal, the second of the game.
Using fancy footwork and impressive offensive strategies, "K'''s Russellicicked in two more goals, the first one
with an assist from Jennifer Hofmeister, and the fourth goal
assisted by Amy Goode. "K" ended the first half with a 4olead, while not giving Adrian much of a chance to come
within scoring range.
The second half of the game against Adrian was more
of the same, with "K" adding to the damage already done.
After only five minutes of play, Hofmeister booted the fifth
goal, with an assist by Goode. Hofmeister struck again with
the sixth goal, again with the assistance of Goode. The
Hornets ended the day and Adrian's misery with one last
goal made by Johanna Fox, with the assist by Shannon
Starkweather, making the final score 7-0, and giving goalie
Shelly Krisfalusi a shutout.
"K's" women soccer team met a tougher opponentin
Hope on Saturday, who had a record of 10-2-1 overall,
and 7-1-1 in the MIAA league. However the women Hornets were able to add to the victories that "K" earned over
Homecoming weekend. by beating "Hope, 6-0. On enemy
territory, Krisfalusi, last year's All-American, raised her
number of shutouts this season to five and a half (sharing a
game with Heidi Buchele), and helped the team towards
the first place position in the region.
Russell booted in two goals for the day, Hofmeister also
with two, and Carney and Mia MicGinty each with one.
Assists were recorded by Russell (2), Hofmeister (2), and
Carney (1), with McGinty's goal unassisted. Russell broke
the single season scoring record this past week with 27
goals, surpassing the record she set last year of 22 goals.
"K" will play at Sl Mary's this week. The game may
be the deciding factor on whether or not the Hornets compete in the nationals. The last home game of the regular
season will be held this Thursday, October 31, a makeup
game against Olivet.

Hess named Coach o/the Year

Spikers prep for Midwest Tourney
By MARK CLIFFORD
Kalamazoo's Jeanne Hess
won her second consecutive
Midwest Regional Division
III Women's Volleyball
Coach of the Year A ward and
her nationally #2-ranked
women Hornets finished their
12-game MIAA schedule undefeated by beating Albion
15-9, 15-5, 15-6 at home on
Saturday.
Hess was quick to share the
credit for the award (determined by a poll of Regional
coaches announced yesterday) with her players and assistants Anne Harrison and
Teresa Knoechel. "It's wonderful," said Hess. "It' s me
being named, but really it's
me and the staff and the team.
It reflects the team's working
hard."
On Saturday, Kalamazoo
labored early to establish an
offensive rhythm. Hess attributed this to the fact that the
team's five seniors playing
their last home game needed
time to settle down emotionally and were being frustrated
by the deceptively effective
Albion defense whose players
"are not very big, but never let
the ball hit the floor."
It was one of those seniors,
however, who kept the team
together as setter Rocky Cibor
dished out 35 assists. In addition, said Hess, "when we
were still nip-and-tuck, Rocky
had three critical solo blocks.
Those blocks were an inspiration to the rest of the team."
Also giving inspirational
performances were fellow
seniors Mei Zhang (15 kills, 4
aces), Barbie Oelslager (10
kills, 3 aces), and Karen
Willms (9Icills).
The J.V. team then took to
the court and posted a 15-12,
15-7 victory of their own to
finished their season schedule
at 8-2.

The varsity is preparing for
this weekend's Midwest Invitational Tournament at Calvin
College, which will provide
an opportunity to meet several
of what Hess defines as the
team's goals. Hess said the
team wants to break new
ground by taking the Midwest
Invitational, a contest which
Kalamazoo has never won.
This accomplishment would
mean meeting their goal of
winning all of their regular
season tournaments, after already taking the Hornet Invitational, Great Lakes Colleges
Association, and Ohio Northern Invitational tournaments
earlier in the year.
Furthermore, Hess pointed
out the importance of facing
this weekend's stiff competition, which includes all of the
MIAA teams, plus Aquinas,

the University of Michigan at
Dearborn, Elmherst (IL), and
two Ohio schools, Wheaton
and Bluffton, as a chance to
add to Kalamazoo's already
impressive 32-3 record and
3O-match winning streak as
well as build momentum and
experience before the Regional and National Tournaments.
The Midwest will also be
an important showcase to promote national recogniton for
Kalamazoo, which is jockeying for high post-season tournament seedings and has submitted bids to host the Division III regional and national
tournaments, according to
Hess. The tournament will
also provide exposure for several "K" players in contention
for individual awards.

UK" spilcers in action against Alvion. UK" defeated Albion to keep
their 30 game winning streak alive.
photo by Maria Carlson

Hornet kickers cling to MIA A
lead with pair of victories
By DAVID JOHNSON
With a pair of shutout victories over Adrian and Hope
this week, the men's soccer
team retained a one game lead
over Calvin in the fight for
first place in the MIAA.
In a Tuesday away
matchup, the Hornet men beat
Adrian 1-0. Kalamazoo dominated the game, despite the
low
score.
Freshman
midfielder Jesper Olson found
the back of the net with a lcick
twenty-one minutes into the
game. It was all the scoring
that "K" needed, as the defense stifled Adrian the rest of
the game.
Kalamazoo exhibited the
same domination closer to
home, with a 2-0 defeat of
Hope College on a rainy

Homecoming Saturday. It was
so rainy, in fact. that the normally well-behaved Mackenzie Field flooded and the
game had to be moved to a site
a few miles down 1-94. The
crowd was still quite large,
despite the conditions. "The
team was thankful for the
many spectators that came,"
said head coach Hardy Fuchs.
The first half was played
almost entirely in the Hope
end. Fuchs called it "excellent
soccer, the best we've played
all season." Sophomore
midfielder Tim Streeter
scored off a corner lcick in the
first minute of the game to put
the Hornets up 1-0. with an
assist by fellow classmate
Greg Hartker. The comer lcick
was taken by Olson. The second goal was scored only 14

minutes la~r by forward Dana
Orsucci off another assist by
Hartker.
Kalamazoo kept Hope off
the scoreboard in the second
half with the help of senior
mid fielder Rob Orsucci whom
Fuchs said he felt was the
MVP of the contest and senior goalie Clark Ardern, who,
with his two shutouts this
week, has seven for the season. Both are co-captains of
the team.
Kalamazoo moves to to-I
in the conference and 11-3
overall. The peaking Hornet
men's soccer team hopes to
clinch the league title with a
victory over visiting Albion in
their last conference game,
1:30 on Saturday at (a hopefully dry) Clark Mackenzie
Field.

'K' to ,host Division
III
.

women s tennIS tourney
By JOHN Q. LEWIS

Kalamazoo College's Allen B. Stowe Stadium will host
the women's Division III national tennis tournament May
12-18 in 1992. This is the fourth time that Stowe has been
selected to host the tourney. The championships were previously held at 'K' in 1984, 1986 and 1987.
The championships include team and individual singles
a;t~ dou~les matches. Twelve sch<?Ols are invited to parUClpate m the tournament. The smgles tourney will include 32 players, while the doubles is set to include 16
teams. Mary Washington, Va., College is the defending
national champ.
The tournament adds yet another exciting event to the
tennis agenda here at Kalamazoo College, including the
USTA Boys' 16-18 National Championships, which celebrates its 50th anniversary with its annual tournament on
August 8-16.
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Committee seeks to end confusion
on language house alcohol policy
By MATT SIKORA
"K's" Language House
Advisory Committee (LHAC)
met three times in the last
weeks !of October to set aside
confusion over the language
house alcohol policy, but a
stricter set of rules was never
proposed, according to committee members.
Vaughn Maatman, Assistant Dean of Residential Life
and LHAC member, said the
language house alcohol policy
states a 21-year-old student
may have alcohol in the public
areas of the house, as long as
there is no public gathering
being held in the house at the
time. The rules went into effect

when the entire alcohol policy
was approved by the Board of
Trustees on October 4.
Maatman stated that although some of the language
house head residents spoke to
him earlier discussing stricter
guidelines, a more rigid policy was never mentioned at
the meetings.
Three of the four head residents said they only wanted a
clearer definition of the policy
at the regular quarterly LHAC
meeting on October 17.
"We did not meet to
change the policy because we
don't have the power to
change the policy," said
LHAC Chairman Michael
VandeBerg.

Student Commission President Hans Morefield spoke at
one of the meetings to defend
the current policy because he
was "under the impression
that there was a movement to
change the policy." After
being informed by Maatman
that there would be no attempt
made to change the policy,
Morefield said his presence at
the meeting was unnecessary.
"There's nothing in this
process that I'm upset about,"
he said.
Morefield also said he attended the meeting because he
"heard complaints that the
rules were very strict." The
rules enforced at the language
continued 011 page 2

Student Commission plans grading
forums, discusses campus social life
!

photo by lerutifer Beck

lNTERVARSITY AREA DIRECTOR Tom Trevethan speaks at
Chapel Friday.

Trevethan speaks of
lack of religious faith
By KATIE LOWRIE
InterVarsity Area Director
Tom Trevethan's Chapel
meditation Friday centered on
"The Intolerance of Jesus
Christ."
Trevethan said he hoped
that his talk, combined with
the ambience of Stetson
Chapel, would enable students "to be reminded of the
contribution of the Christian
faith as being the light of the
mind and the culture.. . a tradition of culture-formative
and mind-exalting faith."
"Religion is loving others
as you love yourself," Trevethan said at Chapel. "Mutual interconnectedness is the
key. There's a thing in the
human heart that makes us
want to get out of the Bible
[and out of God] what we
want. Some people, yes, they
use the Bible, but the Bible
doesn't inform them."
Trevethan expressed deep
concern about a growing lack
of religious faith in the world.
He said that many people's
beliefs today "offer a kind of
scant comfort, [bot] have
nothing to do with life eter-

nal." He compared the fading
smile of the Cheshire Cat
from Alice in Wonderland to
religion fading away "due to
the dominant culture."
Christians should seek to
explain the Word of God to
others, but not to explain the
worth of religion in general in
one's life, Trevethan. This, he
believes, becomes a very dangerous game which will bring
about "a very bitter end."
A main component of
Trevethan's message revolved around the Sadducees
of Jesus's day and modern
"Sadducees." '''The Sadducees
were wanderers," Trevethan
said. "Instead of a passion for
truths, they had a passion for
the journey. God expects us to
use our brains and not to shut
them up. God ... in goodness
stretches out His mighty hand,
showing His grace to human
beings."
"I think [the meditation]
was a really hard message for
a lot of people to hear," said
InterVarsity member Laura
Bames, K'94. "It's scary because people don't like to hear
hard truths. But it's something
[they] need to hear."

lounge at 7:00 p.m.
Julie Case, K'94, stressed
Homecoming weekend, the need for the publicity
grading policy forums, and committee to make the meetcampus social life were dis- ings known to the entire "K"
cussed at Monday night's student body.
Student Commission meeting.
Student Commission PresiTwo forums dealing with dent Hans Morefield, K'92,
the grading policy will be held felt similarly, and stated, "If
during seventh week, on we don't have at least sixty
Tuesday and Thursday. The students at the forums, we will
first forum will be held at lose power; the faculty and
noon in the President's dining administration won't think the
room, and lunch will be students care about the outserved. The second forum will come of the grading policy."
be held in the President's Morefield also thought that it
By KEZIA PEARLMAN

would be a good idea for students to invite their professors
to the forums.
Case also pointed out that
changing the grading system
will require reprogramming of
computers and additional
manpower, costing the college a great deal of money.
The Student Alumni Association thought that homecoming weekend went very
well for the most part, but the
alumni career presentations
were poorly attended by "K"
continued on page 2

Students meet to form anti-abortion group
By ERlN MILLER
A small group of students
met in the President's
Lounge last TUesday at 7:00
p.m., in hopes offorming an
anti -abortion organization
on campus.
Kyle Dell, K'93. and
Greg Miller, K'94, coordinated the meeting. Both feel
that having an anti-abortion
organization would provide
some balance to the views
that are already heard on
campus. An organization
would also help in educating
the student body about the
harmful effects of abortion,
said Dell and Miller.
According to Den, "The
views on this campus are so
isolated to one viewpoint,

that when it comes to the
issue of abortion you would
think that everyone thinks
and feels the same way."
Other anit-abortion activists agreed.
"Kalamazoo College is
the most politically correct
campus 1 have ever seen,"
said Patrick Meyers, K'95.
"People are afraid to be prolife because of the fear of
being ostracized by other
students. With the establishment of a group, closet supporters would come out"
Dell and Miller would
like the group to sponsor
regular activities to provide
the college with information
about abortion. Activities
would include forums, discussion groups, and guest

speakers.

Plans are being made to
work with Kalamazoo Right
to Life and the Right to Ufe
Organization at Western.
Dell and Miner plan to secure Western's Constitution
as a resource in drafting a
constitution at "K".
"We have a lot of con,.
tacts who are very ~t1iusi
astic about helping an organization get started at
'K... • Dell said.
Dell and Miller hope
Student Commission will
recognize the group as an organization by December.
Anyone interested in becoming active in helping
form an anti-abortion Ofganization can contact Dell
at 9435 or Miller at 9432.
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InterVarsity offers fellowship, prayer, Bible studies
By HELEN HAN
InterVarsity Christian Fellowship aims "to engage the
campus" with Christianity and
help Kalamazoo College students grow in their spiritual
lives, according to executive
coordinator Jeff Mason, K '92.
The group's central activity is its fellowship meetings.
Large group meetings take
place every two weeks in various locations. Students meet
at 9 p.m. Wednesdays to sing,
pray, and hear a short message
given by a guest speaker.
They also participate in activities to get to know one another.
Small-group Bible studies
take place every week in three
dorms. Each week students
read and discuss a specific
book or topic of the Bible.
Times and locations are listed
on the InterVarsity bulletin

located near the Mail Hut in
Hicks.
Finally, students meet to
pray every morning for personal, group, or global concerns from 7:30 to 7:40 a.m.
in the InterVarsity room, located in Hicks.
Projects for this quarter
included an outdoor concert
by the rock group Adam's
Brother, Friday's chapel service, and the Fall Thing, a conference where all InterVarsity
chapters throughout Michigan
gather for fellowship. Genesis, a conference similar to
Fall Thing, will take place
winter quarter.
Goals for the quarter are to
have first-year students lead
small group meetings, train
people for the future, and
maintain a good size, according to Mason. "We want to
keep people involved. But it's
more important, in my opin-

"It's easier to talk
when you have
something
in
common
with
people."
--Jessica Keeshar,
K'95,
Intervarsity
member

ion, that they stay healthy and
functioning as opposed to
showing up to all the meetings."
Jessica Keeslar, K'95, was
looking for a group that would
be similar to what she experienced in her home youth
group. She stated that InterVarsity relieves her of her
stress while enabling her to
think about God and religion.

She added, "It's easier to talk
when you have something in
common with people."
Beth Lundy, K'93, who
joined InterVarsity specifically to study the Bible, stated,
"I think it's an excellent way
to meet people who have the
same beliefs that I do."
Mason said that as a firstyear student, he valued being
able to talk to seniors who had
been through CDs, foreign
study, and SIPs. The seniors
were able "to reassure my
fears and worries."
As executive coordinator,
Mason organizes and schedules the agenda for weekly
meetings, making sure that
activities run smoothly. Laura
Bames, K '94, and Ed Priestaf,
K'93, are large group coordinators, and Marcus Britton,
K'94, is one of three small
group leaders.
Pam Rivers, K'95, holds

the position of treasurer, and
Matthew Ropp, K '94, acts as
the outreach coordinator.
Ropp's position is a new and
experimental one; he publicizies events and meetings.
"We wanted to demonstrate
a great effort to reach out to the
campus," said Mason.
Dave DeGroot acts as InterVarsity staff member and link
to the national and international organization.
Members of the executive
board meet Sundays at 7 p.m.
in the InterVarsity room to
plan future events. Core meetings, which are open to all students, occur every other Sunday. Here, students receive an
update of events and brainstorm on activities.
All are welcome to activities and meetings, InterVarsity
members said.

Confusion over language house alcohol policy addressed
continued from page 1
houses during the first weeks
of the quarter were stricter
than what the actual policy
states.
According to Maatman, he
told the four foreign house
head residents before the
quarter began the language
houses would be treated like
the other residence halls. No
alcohol would be permitted in
the public areas of the houses
at any time.
He said the current policy
was discussed at various
meetings of the Alcohol Task
Force over the summer, but it
was not put in writing until
October 3. Maatman sent a
memo informing the head
residents of the correct policy
on October 7.
Some of the head residents
said they did not receive the
memo until October 17. They
said the correct rules were

immediately enforced after
that point. In the memo, Maatman wrote, "It was decided to
treat the language houses like
suites in the matter of privacy
and 21-year-old residents.
"In short, if one of your 21year-old residents chooses to
have a beer in the privacy of
the living room, this is possible. However, alcohol shall
not be present at any time
when the house is hosting an
event. ....
At the meetings in October,
the head residents wanted a
more precise definition of
what makes up an "event."
Cecile Dupre, the French
House head resident, said,
'The definition of event was
not really clear and I knew the
students were going to ask
questions."
Discussions in the three
meetings by LHAC members-VandeBerg, Maatman,

"If one of your 21-

year-old residents
chooses to have a
beer in the privacy
of the living room,
this is possible.
However, alcohol
shall not be present at any time
when the house is
hosting an event."
--Vaughn Maatman,
in a memo to the head
residents
the four language house head
residents, and faculty advisors-resulted in a formal
definition. An event is "(1)
any event funded by house,
departmental or College funds

Crisis Hotline on hold
By LAURA BARNES
A new crisis hotline for
"K" students will begin either
in the spring or in the fall, according to Eden Silverman,
K '92, organizer of the hotline.
"We've had considerable
interest, but we haven't had
sufficient response as far as
applicants go," said Silverman.
"Trying to get (the hotline)
started this quarter has made
us realize how many things
we need to work out," she
said. Eight students who will
be on for two consecutive
quarters are needed to begin
the program.
"On a crisis hotline you're
not there to solve people's
problems. You're there to
help them get them help if
they need it," Silverman said.
"In a way we're a referral
service. When you're in a crisis you're not able to get help.
A hotline can help de-escalate

you so you're calm, you can
think more clearly and you
can go get help."
Silverman began lobbying
for a hotline when she first
transferred from Wesleyan in
fall 1989. Although she believes "K" has good counselors, she said they are understaffed.
A hotline is necessary because crises usually occur "in
the middle of the night, when
the people you need are not
accessible to you," according
to Silverman.
Gryphon Place Crisis Center, a crisis hotline within the
community, will be doing the
training for the volunteers. At
$75 an hour, the 25 to 30 hour
training program will cost the
school approximately two
thousand dollars. "We can't
afford to do training for
people only around one quarter," said Silverman.
Students interested in
working on the hotline fill out

an application and then have
an initial interview. During
the interview, the trainers look
for people who want to help
other people, are self capable,
can keep distance, be openminded, respect other people
for their beliefs, respect other
people for their pain, believe
in other people's pain, don't
make assumptions, and know
they cannot solve everyone's
problems, according to Silverman.
"We teach people how to
correctly identify someone's
feelings and then communicate them back to that person
to let them know that one, we
understand they're feeling
that way, and two, help them
realize they're feeling that
way," said Silverman.
Trainees will also attend
lectures, or in services on issues such as suicide intervention, substance abuse, addictions and co-dependents and
date rape.

and (2) any event defined in
Ii terature... or advertising
(ex. fliers, Daily Bulletin,
etc.) as an event of the house."
"We think it's now clear,
so 1 can tell my people what's
right or wrong," said German
House head resident, Isabelle
Schmitz. She said the head
residents still had to rely upon
the members of the house to
use their judgment in applying the policy.
Belmoa ~oncini, head resident of the Spanish House,
told the committee that it was
unfair to ask the head residents of the language houses
to be solely responsible for
enforcing the policy. She said
she felt uncomfortable carding members of the house and
their guests because of the
small size of the house, comparing the residents to her
"family."
"We don't want to be the

police," Soncini said. "I
wanted everyone to be responsible."
VandeBerg, supervisor of
the language house head residents, said, "One thing 1'm
concerned about is that the
head residents not be perceived as alcohol cops. I think
policies like this need to be
enforced by the community.
I'm hopeful this will be the
case."
Japanese House head resident, Mika Osaki, said her duties were not any more difficult than head residents of the
other residence halls. "It's my
job," she said.
VandeBerg said that the
new alcohol policy in the language houses and the meetings
are "an attempt on the
college's part to comply with
federal regulations in the most
humane and reasonable way
possible."

New key cards distributed
By ERIN MILLER
Due to a large number of defects iIi key cards, UK"
Security is issuing brand new cards to all students.
According to Security, there is a manufacturer's
defect in some of the cards. Security decided to issue
new cards to everyone to avoid any further problems.
New cards can be obtained Monday through Friday from 11:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in the Security Office.
Old cards will be deactivated on November 11.

Student Commission discusses
grading forums, social events
continued from page 1
students.
Student Commission also
discussed the question of social
life at "K." The non-alcoholic
basement party at Crissey on
Saturday night was poorly attended, and commission members wondered about the future
of non-alcoholic parties.
Commission members de-

cided that Club K should be
utilized for bands and parties,
and Stephanie Stephen of the .
Student Activities Commission will be contacted to suggest this.
The meeting concluded
with the idea of integrating
more club sports, such as basketball and lacrosse clubs,
into the "K" social scene.
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Editorial
Language House Alcohol Policy Questioned
The confusion and controversy over the lar'lllage house
alcohol policy appears finished. Appropriately, houses wiU
be treated as suites, not dorms; 21-year-old students may
drink and store alcohol in community areas, unless the
house is hosting an event
Yet, The Index questions the manner used to inlonn head
residents of this policy. During training, prior to _.f.ie Board
of Trustees ' approval of the new policy, Vaughn Maatrnan,
Assistant Dean of Residential Life, told the head residents
that houses would be treated as dorms, i.e. no alcohol permitted in public areas at any time.
However, in the fmal policy approved by the Board on
October 3, the houses were treated as suites. At no time in
our reporting on the subject (seepage I), did wefmd a clause
which treated the houses as dorms. Where did this 'no
alcohol' rule come from?
Also, Maatrnan informed head residents of the final
policy in a memo dated October 7. House residents, ho\\
ever, did not learn about this until an October 17 meeting
with Maatrnan.
Administration should have explained the policy more
clearly to head residents who, unlike R.A.s, have not had
experience enforcing "K 's" past approach to alcohol. RA.s
realize that in cases of minor alcohol offenses, they will not
get in trouble for giving students a warning instead of
writing them up. Head residents dealing with an unfamiliar
policy and an unfamiliar cultural attitude to~ . ard alcohol
may not share this realization.
The possibility that head residents were scared into
strictness also troubles us. One head resident said she
believed she would lose herjob if she did not strictly enforce
alcohol regulations. Such fear would have made enforcing
the policy a stressful matter for head residents. Freeing them
to use their own judgement would have greatly reduced
such stress; instead, apparently, their jobs were threatened.
Maatrnan suggested some head residents favored stricter
guidelines. PerhapS such sentiments are motivated by a fear,
created by administrative admonitions, that leniency may
jeopardize their jobs.
The no-alcohol rule left little room for debate. Yet a
policy like this cries out for such discussion. As it stands
now, the policy recognizes language house residents as
responsible adults, establishing flexibUity and compromise
necessary for healthy language house life. Unfortunately,
flexibility and shared responsibility are essentially what the
administration warned head residents to shun before the
quarter began.
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Redefining Political Correctness
By CLIFF LAMPE
Q:"What do you call a pretty girl in Poland?"
A: "A tourist."
Q:"What do you call an epileptic in a garden?"
A: "Seizure salad."

things exist outside of our control. I am a
quarter Native American, qualifying me as a
minority. It used to be that when an Indian joke
was made, I'd get upset. However, once I
realized that in most cases such jokes were not
personal I could relax and share the humor.
My grandmother used to call black people
"colored people," and I'd ask her what color
they were. She was not prejudiced against the
people at all, she just used the term that she
knew. In high school a friend of mine came to
school wearing a shirt saying "Black is Beautiful." She was indeed a beautiful girl, and I
didn't begrudge her the pride she had in her
heritage. Yet to prove a point, that day I made
a sign to wear that said "White is beautiful."
Not only was I beat up after school, but I was
threatened by the administration and by legal
action. I was not pc, but she was. How utterly
stupid.
My youngest brother is crippled. Not
'Jlphysically challenged"; crippled. I am an
Indian, and to call me an Indian is no worse or
better than to say a Native American or a
redskin. Names are the least important aspect
of a person that could possibly exist.
Another aspect of the PC syndrome is that
it refutes itself. By using the most popular PC
terms we are actually saying that we think of
that person as something other than an equal.
Please don't misunderstand the bent of
these arguments. Bigotry is wrong, as are derogatory phrases. But these terms are different
from prejudice or subjective terminology. Evil
lies in men's hearts, not in his words.
Instead of being "politically correct",let's
be considerat~. Not only will it be a great deal
more genuine, it will also have a greater benefit. Their is nothing wrong with Pc. What's
wrong is using it as an excuse to hide your own
hidden fears and prejudices. Be honest and be
considerate and it will automatically make you
politically correct.

As I was sitting in my Freshman Seminar, I
was admonished to be "politically correct."
This was one of perhaps a trillion times I've
been told that since coming here, and while
usually I do not react either way when the
acronym "PC" rears its hypocritical head, today
I decided that I had heard quite enough of the PC
mania that has seized so many.
It has become absolutely ridiculous. The
labyrinthine use of PC words changes almost
weekly, and what was politically correct in May
is prejudice in June. When do we begin to
realize that it is not a label that defines a person,
but the way we act toward that person.
I am not Pc. In orderto not offend people I
decline using certain words or phrases, but deep
down I know that I have my prejudices, inherited from my parents and friends. These preconceptions may change, and I'm delighted
when they do, but I would be a liar to say that
they did not exist.
Prejudice is sometimes founded in fact. I'm
not talking about pure hatred for a different
race, or a specific sex, but when we judge
people we do so on our past experience with
people of the same type. Unfortunately, this
type of judgement is not PC, so therefore considered evil by all of the well meaning hypocrites of the world.
Indeed to be PC is to be the worst kind ofliar
and hypocrite, exulting in your own righteousness and denying the fact that you also have preconceived notions about people. We judge
people without even looking at them with more
depth than the surface. There is not really anything wrong with this, noris it right, it simply is.
I love to make Polish jokes. I'm also of
Polish heritage. I make epilepsy jokes, yet have
Cliff Lampe is a first year student and a
been an epileptic since the age of five. There
Human
Relations/Human Resources major.
would be no need to force ourselves to be politi·'lly correct if we would just accept that some He is a regular Opinions columnist.

Defending the Backpage
In response to last week's
letter to the Edi tor concerning
the past Backpages, I would
first like to say that I am sorry
you found them "a little crude."
However, I will not apologize
for the·material. Whether you
have tried marijuana or not,
~ 'Ou must realize that the precedent set by the Judicial committee, one which seems to
view the use of marijuana as
far more serious than a sexual
harassment charge, is ridiculous. Also, the inconsistency
seen in the judicial
committee's "policy" regarding the use of marijuana, one
which ruined Ginsburg ' s
chance of a conformation but
not Thomas', is troublesome. I
think this is one of the messages the "Judicial Pot Quiz"
pokes fun at. Personally, I
would rather see someone on
the Supreme Court bench who

has smoked marijuana, than
someone who has sexual harassment allegations looming
over his/her head.
In addition, I find your assertion that "the Clarence
Thomas hearings are a touchy
subject, and should therefore
not be joked about in anyway,
shape or form," to be counterproductive. Political satire is
an institution that has been
around longer than our nation,
and is a living example of the
freedoms granted to every citizen of the United States; the
very freedom which allowed
you to express your opinions
about the Backpage. A Backpage, or any article for that
matter, that is not "sociaV
controversial [or] cynical,"
would deliver a message that
is hardly thought provoking
For example, the Sunday
comics, the Sears catalogue

and Mister Rogers are not controversial, as was the October
16 Backpage. At least the
"Judicial Pot Quiz" provoked
you to write your letter, which
has, I'm sure, created dialogue
within the student body- lluU
is productive.
I hope you do not view this
response as an attack on your
beliefs or principals, for that is
not my intention. I only want
to point out the flaws I see in
your assertions and share my
perspective on the Thomas
hearings. I appreciate the fact
that you were not a silent critic,
but if you really object to the
Backpages, I would like to
extend an invitation to you to
create one of your own. Send
your completed idea to box
682- I'll be happy to print it.
Tim Long
Backpage Editor

Letter Policy
The Index welcomes letters from its readers. Letters should be original copies, typed or
printed and should be signed. Under special circumstances dealing with senstive issues,
unsigned letters will be printed.
We encourage letters that are concise and deal with relevant topics. All letters become the
property of the Index once submitted. The Index reserves the right to edit for space, clarity
and libel when necessary.
Letters can be turned into the Index mailbox in the basement of Hicks, preferably by the
Friday before the issue in which they are to appear.
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Things that make you go "Boo"
costumed student$ celebrate Halloween in true "K" form
By KATHY BRADSHAW
and SARAH JAQUISH
People in motley weird
get-up let loose all over campus this past Halloween night.
Moses, the Mad Hatter, a
highwayman and a friar invaded Marriott for dinner.
Another bizarre assortment
of individuals showed up to
the party in Trowbridge. And
a different set of strangely
costumed folk consumed cider and donuts in Harmon
Lounge.
Harmon and Hoben sponsored inter-dorm trick-ortreating. Those who got involved came back with plenty
of loot.
Quite a wide variety of
goodies were given out. It
ranged from the usual sugary
sweets- Tootsie Rolls,
Reeses, Skittles -to some
less frequently seen items,
such as Life Cereal and individual bags of Fritos. If you
were lucky enough to stop by
room 227 Hoben, you
could've stocked up on condoms and tubes of conceptrol
gel.
Even those who weren't
interested in all the Halloween
hype or treats spent the evening dressed up and out and
about-with another objective in mind. "Trip or treat,"
said one student. In the Halloween aftermath, someone
else noted, "I've never seen so
many drunk people in all my
life."
Tricking and treating,
drinking and partying ... whatever one did this Halloween,
the most important question
was still: 'What were they all
wearing?'
Patty Mayle, K '94, was
Morticia, red nail-polish,
deathly pale face and all. No
Gomez, though.
Jeff Williams, K'92,
donned a Lakers T-shirt and
claimed to be "fletch."
His friend Kendall Buhi,
also K'92, was a plain ordinary pirate, but a 'damn goo(L
one' at that.
We encountered yet an-

How to Make that Extra Academic Effort
By CHAD "I'm not a morning person" RUCKER
and HANS ''I have a big mouth" MOREFIELD

At the tuIIUUli Halloween concert. this trio of spoolcy musicians performed
for an appreciaJive alldience of lcindred spirits.

other senior, all decked out in okay?"
After the trick-or-treating
Hippie apparel. He told us his
name was MoonBeam. That's finished, students packed the
first name, 'Moon,' last name, Chapel for the annual Hallow'Beam.' "Dude," he com- een concert, "Nightmare on
Academy StreetIV."Witches,
mented.
Blake Bunting, K'94, did a cats, cows, pumpkins and
little cross-dressing to become other strange things filled the
Laverne-yes, the one from seats.
Even the most somber
Laverne and Shirley. When
asked for a Halloween obser- ghouls and ghosts were
vation, he broke into song: amused by such strange sights
''I'm gol"_'la do it my way, yes as Peter Hopkins, Director of
Music, dressed as Barbara
my way... "
Some unknown student in Bush in a gold evening gown
Captain Venderveen get-up and rubber face mask.
If the sights were strange,
exclaimed, "Trick or Treat,
damrnit!"
the sounds were stranger.
Curt Korten, K'94 wore How about the Stark Raving
one of our personal favorite Madrigals very solemnly
costumes. He deemed himself singing "Oy vey" numerous
Assistant Associate Pro- times in "The Queen To Me a
fesseur of Agriculture. The Royal Pain Doth Give?"
Despite all the noise comcostume's final pretentious
touch? A button reading ing from the Chapel and various carousing students, some
"Fuck you, 1'm tenured."
What's so great about Hal- didn't take part in the festiviloween? Sindhu Bhupatirju, ties at all. First-year student
K'94 and the spitting image of Milia Neujahr had better
Minnie Mouse, answered, things to do. "I was sleeping,"
she explained.
"It's fun dressing up."
Ghastly ghouls. Singing
Not everyone seemed to
agree,however. Some, like first ladies smoking cigarettes.
international student J avi Masked trick-or-treaters frolLeon, were much happier just icking in the dorms, on the
staying in their rooms passing Quad and in the Chapel. How
things out. "It's fun," he said, can one sum up such an out"but I thought more people landish night? Observed Andy
would be involved." Then he Korcek, K'94, "Only at 'K'."
added, "Tell everyone to
come down to room 10 1,

NEW WELLES MENU
Thursdlly, November 7

• Cheese Chowder
• Turkey Rice Soup
• Hot Roast Beef Sandwich
• Spicy Stir Fry
• Bean Stuffed Cabbage Roll

• Roast Pork Loin
• Swedish Meatballs
• Chicken Enchiladas
• Cheese Enchiladas

Friday, November 8

• Cam Chowder
• Beef Noodle Soup
• French Bread Pizza
• Chicken Stew
• Lentil Stew

• Batter Fried Fish
• Lemon Dill Fish
• Beef Tacos
• Zucchini, Spinach
Casserole

Saturdlly, November 9

• Com Dogs
• Scalloped Potatoes·
and Ham
• Scrambled Eggs
• Blueberry Pancakes

• Cheesy Mushroom
Burger
• Veal Scaloppini
• Manicotti

• Chicken Salad
• Macaroni and Cheese
• Scrambled Eggs
• French Toast

• Chicken Paprika
• Steak Teriyaki
• Rice con Queso

SundJly, November 10

From The
Quadstop
With five weeks of the Fall term behind us, a simple survey has revealed an all-time low of academic aspirations.
Mid-terms are done, but results are not encouragmg. Most
students express an explicit need to further themselves. To
get over the top. To up that GPA another decimal point or
two. Or twenty. True to form we have compiled another set
of data designed to help you achieve that goal. It's simple.
It's' called brown-nosing.
Brown-nosing is an art. The key thing to remember is:
DON'T BE OBVIOUS. This will make the instructor uncomfortable and fellow peers violently ill. Here are the best
steps to take in gaining a little favor and obtaining a higher
grade:
IN-CLASS:
Recognition: Show up. It's a scary idea. But you must
show up to show appreciation for the academic mind that
guides you. And you need to know who to brown-nose.
There's more than one Dr. TJ. Smith, so you need to learn
who is who. At the same time, the prof-to-be-nosed needs
to know who the hell you are. So show up, be an individual, be yourself, applaud at the end of class.
In-class behavior: Stay awake. Open your notebook.
At least fake note-taking. Many profs like discussion and
questions from the students. If you don't know what to say,
but want to look good, use Chad's technique. When a classmate raises their hand, raise yours. After the prof calls on
the other student, drop your hand. Say later, "I was thinking the same thing." If, however, your classmate said something really stupid, simply ask if you can go to the bathroom.
OUT-Of-CLASS:
During office-hours: Visit the prof at least three times
a day. As most students don't do this, you'll need excuses.
For example: "Thought you might like some hand ground
Colombian coffee," or "would you autograph my textbook," or Hans' favorite "I just wanted to see your family
pictures again." These visits are of the utmost importance
because you must show convincingly you live this class 24
hours a day, eight days a week.
Off-Campus: Remember, be subtle. Act nonchalant
when your prof asks your motivation for driving 10 miles
on a Saturday morning to rake their leaves while they sleep.
Shrug it off, saying "it's payment for all the dedication you
have shown to making my life so beautiful." Profs eat that
up. How can a teacher forget the student who washes their
car, walks their dog, duplicates their fashions, and throws
rose petals at their feet? If you can do all this and manage to
convince the prof you aren't mentally unstable, you'll
surely pick up mega points come finals time.
BRIBERY:
Those of us failing two or more classes can't possibly
dedicate enough time to brown-nose all the necessary profs.
This is where dinero steps in. Cash. It talks. Most profs can
be bought for a cool five grand, though it is rumored (we
do not know from first-hand experience) that Econ profs
are demanding 10 grand. It also helps to pad the nest of department secretaries and Records Office workers. They can
be useful as a backup if the prof is not receptive or demands too much.
LAST RESORTS:
Sublimimal messages. Prayer. Begging. Threats of selfmutilation. Don't give up; keep after the profs. Persistence
wins. They may not respect you, but FEAR WORKS. When
your profs have nightmares of seeing you, you have succeeded. The prof will beg you not to attend class. One prof
purportedly said, "You win. Please, oh please don't come
to class. I'll give you an "A"... anything, just don't bother
me anymore."
If this isn't proof enough of brown-nosing's effectiveness, consider: Chad has a 3.7 GPA. And everyone knows
he isn't that smart. Hans on the other hand has a 2.1 GPA,
his problem being that he always procrastinates in brownnosing until it is too late.

wee end
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This is ... Spinal Tap: Is it rock or reel?
By ERICK TRICKEY
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"That's a very pretty
song," the interviewer says.
"It's kind of out of the ordinary for the group. What do
you call itT'
The rock musician, played
by Christopher Guest of Saturday Night Live fame,
pauses for a moment from his
piano playing.
'This? I call it 'Lick My
Love Pump. '"
Thus is the discerning film
viewer treated to an intimate
look at the creative vision of
Spinal Tap, a heavy-metal
courtesy
rock band on a tour of America, in this weekend's Film Film Society prese7lls Spinal Tap at 7 and 9 p.m. this Friday and Saturday.
Admission is $2 for "K" College studenJs.[aculty and staffwilh i.d.
Society movie.
This Is Spinal Tap is Rob
Reiner's directorial debut. Beatles, while aficionados of eral. The monologue at the
Reiner also directed When British Invasion groups will beginning of "Stonehenge"
Harry Met Sally and The recognize that even the title of discussing the builders of the
Princess Bride, and played the the British TV program is a mystic structure ("No one
part of Meathead in the clas- parody of a real show from the knows who they were, or what
they were doing") reminds me
sic '70s sitcom,All In the era.
The music is simply great of the sometimes ponderous
Family. The comic genius displayed in these work:s is abun- The song "Big Bottom" mim- poetry added to songs in the
dantly present in This Is Spi- ics heavy-metal metaphor and late '60s by folks such as
hyperbole beautifully: "My Donovan and the Moody
nal Tap as well.
The movie is fiction, but baby fits me like a flesh tux- Blues.
You simply must see tllis
viewers have been known not edo/Gonna sink her with my
to realize tIlis until well into pink torpedo." The style is so movie. Whether it's the cover
the movie. The situations are reminiscent of contemporary of their album Smell the
copied so thoroughly from the bands such as Warrant, with Glove (all black, which must
book of Rockumentary/Pop its recent classic "Cherry Pie," have served as Prince's inspiHero Worship Cliches that at that one wonders whether ration), the amps with knobs
that go to 11, or the reviews
first the movie seems little dif- Spinal Tap didn't them.
Other songs satirize differ- of their previous albums ("For
flfl"ent from countless other
ent genres. "Listen to the Shark
Sandwich-two
concert movies.
In-jokes and obvious farces Flower People" is a hilarious words-shit sandwich"), This
inhabit the same scenes. Any send-up of psychedelic music, Is Spinal Tap will definitely
viewer will realize that foot- and the fact that the glam- provide you with all the
age of Spinal Tap's early '60s metal Spinal Tap had a hippie laughter you need to recover
TV appearance (playing their period makes one wonder from the week's stresses.
first hit, "Gimme Some how seriously the film wants
Money"), is a parody of the us to take rock music in gen-
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By JULIE H. CASE

Having returned from the
dead, to the paranormal, and
having quit my recent dream
of moving to New York: to sell
fish on the streets, I have decided the best route of action
may be to ignore my studies
and discover Kalamazoo's
nightlife. So I'll give you the
list, and I'll see you there. But
beware, I am suffering from a
high intensity case of midterm stress. So, if you too are
foaming at the mouth, and you
have that pounding sensation
in your head which informs
you that any moment your
brain may burst, read on, and
procrastinate a little more!
Today (Wednesday) Chaps
on Main holds their Earth Day
benefit. Thursday Andy Paul
returns and although he hasn't
been to Chaps in awhile, in the
past he was known as a acoustical kinda' guy. On Friday
Brett Hartenbach brings a
"Folky" sound to stage. Carl
Gurrea and Steve Mitchell
provide the comedy acts. Sunday Steve MacDonald takes
the stage, and Monday it's
your tum! Art DeMulder hosts
the weekly "Open Stage."
Water 4 the Pool whets the
musical appettite at Club Soda
tonight. They were "the suprise hit of Club Soda's summer." The band regularly
draws large crowds, and fans
drown in their strong vocals

and lively humor. They provide some original material,
and their cover songs range
from The Beatles to The Red
Hot Chili Peppers.
Thurdays band, World
Roots, continues the Club
Soda traditional Thursday
night Reggae show. Friday
and Saturday the Jimmy Stagger Blues Band entertain the
crowd, and this Sunday's
schedule is the same as always. Beginning at one p.m.
Club Soda has big-screen
football. From nine p.m. until
two a.m. you can join the
Dazzles Dance Party.
Monday the 11 th the winners of the Bud Light/WRKR
Battle of the Bands contest,
Rolling Head, arrives. The
guy on the phone described
tllis band as "GREAT!" They
play a lot of classic rock favorites, along with some
original stuff.
Tuesday the 12th New York:
Room takes the stage at Club
Soda. They are new to Kalamazoo, as is Wednesdays
band, Frank Allison and the
Odd Sox, which should make
for two exciting evenings!
The State Theatre presents
Corbin Bernsen and Kim
Zimmer in "Theatre of the
Night" on Saturday the ninth.
On Sunday Fishbone and
Primus spawn a night of live
music.

CLUB REVIEW
club soda
By SARAH JAQUISH
You hate going home. aren't a hard-core blues
Your brain is melting. After band, the Persuaders served
a long week of work and up some pretty good jazzy
study, what can you do to blues. The band performed
wear off some of the "pent- several takes on some wellup-crazy-college-student" known blues tunes, and the
energy? You could give Club audience seemed to be enjoySoda a try!
ing themselves. There was
The journey downtown is plenty of finger-tapping and
an adventure in itself. If you a large group on the small
are a "pedestrian extroardi- dance floor, of which we "K"
naire", as many of us on students seemed to have been
campus are, you run into monopolizing more than our
some pretty interesting fair share.
people. The further downThe band did leave sometown you walk, the more thing to be desired. It would
unique individuals you meet. have been a lot better if it
At first glance I was supr- weren't for the lead singer.
ised to see that Club Soda is His voice was fme, but his
DOt really a club, but a bar. philosophical pauses and gThe central room was taken string jokes were (how to say
up by tables with a small this politely?) less than enterdance floor in front, lots of taining. Maybe I should cut·
smoke and a relatively large the guy some slack. HE
crowd. The mix of people SAID it was his birthday.
was refreshing, although
One word of advice: check
there. was still a small "K" out the band before you go.
crowd. Club Soda is cleary lf you like their style of munot just a college student sic then you'll have a really
good time. Of course, even if
hang-out.
A blues band, called the you don't the journey downBlue Front Persuaders, was town is certainly worth the
playing. Although they trip!
Editor's Note:
Beginning tllis week the section "Out & About" will be
substituted for "Weekend Plus." The format and content
of "Out & About" duplicates the original, "Weekend
Plus," and varies only in its title. In an attempt to provide
additional information about both on campus and off
campus events we have expanded "Weekend Plus" to a
full page. -IHC

If you really want to play
outside, but your too much of
a wimp to brave the weather,
Wings Stadium has public
skating in (that means inside)
the Annex Sunday afternoons.
From the twentieth through
the twenty-fourth Wing hosts
a Christmas fantasy display
with the Festival of Trees. The
Red Hot Chili Peppers heat up
the stage on the 20th. Opening for the band are Pearl1am
and Smashing Pumpkins.
Tickets go on sale Saturday
at Wing Stadium for December fifths Michael Bolton
concert. Tickets are $40 and
$21.50.
Rick's, the new club on
Western's campus, has a full
line-up this week. Wednesday
is $.35 draft night at Rick's,
and tonight 10hnny with an
Eye takes the stage. Thursday
is Tequila Club night, with
$.75 tequila shots, and a buckfifty for Molson. Duke Tumatoe and the Power Trio sauce
up the night with a little R&B.
Friday from 2-8p.m. pizza,
wings, and pitchers cost you
just one bone. From eight until close the Wild Woodys
rock with lots of classics and
a few originals.
On Saturday, the ninth,
Rick's brings in Water 4 the
Pool. Yes, we know, they're
playing Club Soda tonight. So
maybe you should begin your

weekend there tonight,
and finish it Saturday at
Rick's. That's your call,
but I should note that the
bartender was quite indignant when I noted the
similarity between ';e
Club Soda calendar, <Rick's I was informed th~
Rick's East Lansing club '
had Water FIRST.
Sunday Gary Umluas
plays at Rick's, and
(here's the catch) it's a
sing-along. Monday a local band, Odd Man Out
provides Rock & Roll entertainment, followed by
more of the same on Tuesday, with Keeper Wild.
Wednesday Rick's provides a challenge to the
Warehouse's Tuesday
night proggressive night
with a live Rock&Roll/
Proggressive band called
the Erge. Maybe you can
try both and let us know
which is best.
Well, it's time for me
start preparing for my new
life as a barfly, so I better
go. Fear not, I will return
next week for another
update. Be sure to check
out the entertairunem page
then for some hot reviews,
and maybe a little suprise!
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(Q's Views] Rookies, Riches and "No Fun"
It's that time of the year for
general managers and owners
around the league to evaluate
"'Pay Heed to the Hor- their teams and dive into the
nets. Both of Kalamazoo's free agent pool to shore up
soccer teams continued weaknesses. This year, bigtheir excellence this year, namers like Danny Tartabull,
with the lady kickers head- Bobby Bonilla, Wally Joyner
ing out west for the national and Eddie Murray will probatournament and the men bly become the next multibringing home another millionares in baseball's skyleague title. But the devel- rocketing salary structure.
opment of the volleyball However, don't be surprised if
and football programs and owner's shy away from signthe improving cross country ing fringe players either at the
teams give our school even tail end of their careers or
more to look forward to. It's coming off mediocre seasons.
not easy to tum a Division The Alvin Davis', Dickie
III program around from Thon's and Carlton Fisk's of
mediocrity(or worse) to su- the free agen market could
premacy, but coaches become tomorrow's Matt
Jeanne Hess and Dave War- Young or Keith Hernandez.
mack have done a great job. Teams will start to look at the
"'Baseball and business. success of home-grown teams
By JOHN Q. LEWIS

like the Atlanta Braves and
sec that it's cheaper and more
errective to grow talent than to
buy it.
*No Fun League. This
well-used nickname may stick
if the stuffy executives in the
league don't realize that football is a GAME and players
and fans should have FUN.
It's always nice to notice
the unexpected success of
some teams, but how about
the disappointing teams? The
derending champion New
York Giants come to mind
first and foremost. They are
struggling offensively and
Coach Ray Handley refused
to play last year's top rated
NFC passer Phil Simms until
2 minutes remained in
Monday's 30-7 loss. Maybe
Handley is trying to install his

own system, but "if it ain't
broke, don't fix it." George
Seifert didn't take over the
4gers after Bill Walsh retired
and bench Joe Montana.
Simms was the leader and
catalyst of the Giants and they
won't be a great team again
until he's in the saddle again.
Speaking of the 4gers, it
sure seems ironic that last year
they had too many great quarterbacks and this year not any.
With no running game to
speak of and third-stringer
Steve Bono at the helm, don't
look for the 4gers come January.
"'Rookie-mania. Watch
for the impact of rookies this
year in the NBA. Throughout
the exibition season and the
first few games this year,
these young stars have played

well. Steve Smith and
Dikembe Mutombo are
early standouts, but expect
good first seasons from
Mark Macon, Rick Fox and
No. 1 pick Larry Johnson.
This year's disappointments? Kenny Anderson
(if he ever signs) and Billy
Owens. Rookies who don't
get to camp on time often
have trouble fitting into the
scheme of things during the
regular season.
*By the way. The football squad won the traditional battle for the
"wooden shoes" at Hope
last Saturday. Coach Warmack may not seem that
excited, but I saw him
wearing the shoes while
jogging down Academy
Street Sunday morning.

Men's soccer ends with league title
By DAVID JOHNSON

Kalamazoo battles an Albion player last Saturday.

The final week of the season was a good week for the
Kalamazoo men's soccer
team. Their victory over
Spring Arbor on Tuesday was
Coach Hardy Fuchs' 200th as
a coach at Kalamazoo. "K's"
defeat of Albion on Saturday
captured a share of the MlAA
championship, their fourth
consecutive and sixth in seven
years.
The home game against
Spring Arbor was played offcampus because of poor conditions at Clark Mackenzie
Field. First-year forward
Robin Wells and senior cocaptain Rob Orsucci scored
goals to put "K" over the top
in a 2-0 victory.
Last Saturday's game
against Albion was a mustwin game in men's soccer's

drive to the championship. Streeter scored a goal from
Kalamazoo started the contest close range off an assist by
a half-game behind Calvin. It Greg Hartker. That was all the
was not a good day to play scoring that the Hornets
soccer. The game was played needed, as they again played
in the middle of snow flurries shutout defense.
and high winds. The crowd
Sophomore forward Mike
was bundled in coats, hats, Masters added an insurance
scarves, and mittens, and the goal to open up the second
players in scarcely less. Even half off a comer kick by Mike
though the spectators' cheers Arends. The rest of the game
froze as soon as they left their was an exercise in frustration
mouths, the crowd was large, for Albion, as they tried to
raise their intensity, but were
and vocal.
It seemed at the beginning repeatedly denied by "K'''s
that whichever side that had stingy defense. Albion garthe wind would dominate. nered two yellow cards, and
Albion had it in the first half, some ribbing by the cold but
and remained around the still feisty crowd as a result.
Kalamazoo net, forcing senior
Kalamazoo finishes the
Clark Ardern to make a few season with an overall record
saves. However Kalamazoo of 13-3, a conference mark of
had, by the end of the first 11-1, and Michigan Intercolhalf, overcome the wind, and ligiate Athletic Association
with 3:38 left in the first half, championship.
sophomore mid fielder Tim

Hornet football squad blanks Hope
By JOHN Q. LEWIS

Kalamazoo travelled to
Hope College last Saturday in
a battle for the "wooden
shoes" and brought them back
home as the Hornets shut out
the Dutchmen, 14-0. The shutout was "K"'s second straight
(after beating Alma 27-0) and
gave the Hornets their fifth
win of the season, insuring
them of a winning record for
the first time since 1983.
On the very first drive of
the game, the Hornets jumped
on the board after a 7-play 70yard drive when quarterback
Chris Berkimer hooked up
with wideout Ryan Arnold on
an IS-yard touchdown pass.
The extra point was blocked,
but the Hornets held a 6-0
edge.
The score stayed that way
until the third quarter, when
Kalamazoo executed perhaps
its best drive of the season. An
IS-play, 85-yard drive into a
biting wind culminated when

Berkimer plunged in on a
quarterback keeper to give the
Hornets their second score.
"It was probably the most
impressive drive I've seen in
my 2 years at Kalamazoo,"
noted head coach Dave Warmack. The Hornets try for two
was
successful
when
Berkimer hit a wide open
Walt Miller in the endzone to
push the lead to 14-0.
That was all Kalamazoo
needed as the defense played
yet another dominating game.
"I was real pleased with our
defensive performance, especially considering the conditions (windy and cold)," said
Warmack. The Dutchmen
pushed their way inside the
"K" 25-yard line five times
but were turned back each
time. "We stopped Hope every time we had to," he added.
The defense remained the
best in the MIAA, holding
Hope to only 64 yards passing and just over 3 yards per
rush. Sean Mullendore had 13

tackles while Gary Wilson
added eight, including two
quarterback sacks. Scott Myrand and Steve Sloan each recovered fumbles and Sam
Khashan picked off his fourth
pass of the year.
On offense against the
Dutchmen, Miller had an outstanding game, rushing for
117 yards on 26 carries. For
his outstanding performance,
Miller was named MIAA offensive player of the week.
"Walt always has played well
against Hope," noted Warmack.
Next week, the Hornets (53, 2-2 MlAA) end their season by travelling to Adrian
College to tackle the Bulldogs
(3-5, 0-4). "We have to stay
focused for this game. We
want our seniors to go out on
a good note," explained Warmack. A victory would give
the Hornets at least a share of
third place and their best record since 1978, when they
finished 6-2.

KaIamazoo'sharrirs battles for the leadin a cross country meet

orts
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Women soccer finishes strong, heads west to tourney
By ANNEMARIE RANCILIO

Kalamazoo College experienced another sweeping viclCry in women's soccer last
week. Against such opponents as St. Mary's Indiana,
Olivet and Albion, the "K"
women handled themselves
beautifully and came up triumphant. At the end of the
1991 regular season, the Hornets stood at 15 -1-1 overall
and a perfect 12-0 in the
MIAA league, plus a position
in the national tournament to
be held in San Diego, California.
On enemy territory in
South Bend, the Hornets beat
St. Mary's, ranked 19th in the
nation, by a score of three to
one, while clinching the opportunity to participate in the
nationals. Allowing only one
goal, Shelly Krisfalusi kept
the opponents at bay while
UK" scored three. Jennifer
Russell booted in two goals
for the day, Jennifer Hofmeister kicked in the other and assisted on another goal, while
both Francesca Priebe and
Mia McGinty contributed
with one assist each.
Against Olivet the women
Hornets showed no mercy and
hammered them, 9-0, in the
final home game of the sea-

son. In the first half, "K"
immediately took the offensive and scored eight goals,
while Olivet put up more of a
defense in the second half and
allowed only one more goal to
get past them. The Hornets
certainly ended their home
schedule with scoring style.
All of the player<; shared in
the glory, but the ~ayer who
dominated in the scoring was
Karen Carney, who scored a
total of five goals, tying the
MIA A record of most goals
made by an individual in a
single game. The other goals
were the result of aggressive
playing by Russell who
booted two, and by Hofmeister and Priebe who each
scored one. Assists were recorded
by Hofmeister,
Russell, Kate O'Brien, and
Priebe, while Priebe's goal
and two of Carney's were
unassisted.
The game against Albion
was equally victorious for
"K," who celebrated a 5-0
victory. Despite the freezing
temperature, the Hornets
played strong both offensively
and defensively, and provided
Krisfalusi with another shutout, giving her a total of seven
and a half for the season. The
goals were tallied by Russell
with a total of four, while

"K" cross country
teams conclude
MIAA season
By MAIT SIKORA

Kalamazoo's men's cross country team finished fifth
and the women's team placed sixth in the second and final
MIAA Jamboree cross country meet last Thursday at
Alma College.
The Homet men were led by David Barkley and Jason
Schrock who ran the muddy eight kilometer course in
27:25. The pair finished 22nd and 23rd respectively.
Head Coach Peter Livingstone-McNelis said the men
performed well under difficult circumstances. The squad
competed without Brad Harbaugh, one of their top runners. Harbaugh sprained an ankle in practice last week
and did not make the trip.
Two "K" College runners did not finish the race due
to injury. Ed Priestaf pulled a hamstring and was forced
to drop out of the race. Marlc Henson, who was ill prior to
the meet, also could not finish.
"They ran really well with what they had," Livingstone-McNelis said.
The women's team ran well, but didn't have any outstanding efforts according to the coach. The Hornet
women were paced by Alison Hramiec who finished the
five kilometer course in 20:19.
"We're looking for strong performances this weekend," said Livingstone-McNelis.
Both teams will compete in the MIAA Championship
Meet at Hope College on Saturday. The race will count
half toward the final league standings.
Last Thursday's meet, combined with the MIAA Jamboree held at Arcadia Cross Country Course on September 21, will count toward the other half of the final rankings. Both teams finished fourth in the first competition.
Livingstone-McNelis said the women's team could
finish fourth or fifth in the final standings, depending on
their performance Saturday. The men's squad will finish
third, fourth or fifth in the last MIAA standings.
"If we finish third Saturday, we'll take third. Fourth,
we'll be fourth and fifth, we'll be fifth." he said.
According to Livingstone-McNelis, if the Homet men
capture third place, it would be the best finish for the team
since 1977.

Hofmeister contributed one
also. Assists were credited to
O'Brien, Priebe and Hofmeister.
During the Hornets' successful season, several records
were beaten this year, most of
them coming from one individual, sophomore Jennifer
Russell. She replaced her
record of 22 goals in one season from last year, establishing a new school record of 35.
Russell also set a new MIAA
record with 29 goals in one
season, replacing her record
of 13 from last year.

Russell's13 assists (breaking
her record of 8) and 72 total
points also set single season
MIAA marks.
This weekend (November
9-10), the women's soccer
team will escape the Michigan
cold and travel to San Diego
to compete in the nationals
against three teams from other
regions. "K" is now ranked
sixth nationally and will go up
against California Lutheran
(16-3), ranked 20th, and if
victorious, they will play the
winner of the game between
13-3 St. Mary's Minnesota

(ranked 12th) and 13-1-2 California San Diego (ranked
third). The winner of the West
Regional advances into the
NCAA Division m semifinals
on November 16 at a site to be
determined.
'The women are nervous,
but the older players have
experience on their side (they
are competing in their fourth
national tournament), which
hopefully they will convey to
first year players. We have a
good shot," stated Coach
Scott Forrester.

Membersthe 1991 Kalamazoo College women's soccer team are (from left): front row, Lisa Baker, Jennifer Russell, Mia McGinty, Kate O'Brien, Debra Westerkamp, Shelly Krisfalusi, Laurie Kamego, Kelly
Allen, Sarah Bouchard, Johanna Fox; back row, Head Coach Scott Forrester, Amy Goode, Karen Carney,
Nancy Bekofkske, Candi Jones, Jennifer Hofmeister, Nikki Faccio\a, Shannon Starkweather, Francesca
Priebe, Assistant Coach Amy Harris.

Hornet volleyball tunes up for post
season tournament play
By MARK CllFFORD

Regional rank: No.1. National rank: No.2. Overall
Record: 36 wins, 3 defeats. 34
consecutive victories. Four
tournaments, four first-place
trophies.
These impressive credentials now belong to the varsity
volleyball team after completing their regular season by
sweeping every game of every
match while winning the
Midwest Invitational Tournament at Calvin College last
weekend.
Head Coach Jeanne Hess
reported that going into the invitational "we knew that this
would be our last competition
before the Regional (Championships), and we wanted to
prove ourselves, so we played
with a vengeance."
In Friday's opening round
15-11, 15-7, 15-11 victory
over Hope, Mei Zhang led the
Lady Hornet's attack with 21
kills, while fellow senior
Karen Willms had 12.
Christina Garry and Gretchen
Newell totaled 7 kills apiece.
That match featured a
milestone accomplishment for
"K" senior setter Rocky
Cibor, who surpassed the
1,000 assist mark for the season. By the end of the weekend, Cibor had run that figure
to 1,122 and is currently averaging 10.1 assists per game, a
number Head Coach Jeanne
Hess says is among the best in
the nation among Division III

players.
Although the Hornets had
little time to savor their victory and rest before the next
round, Hess noted that her
team actually benefitted from
tourney's back-to-back format. Said Hess, "We were already warm ... and we were
on." Apparently, the demanding conditioning regimen
imposed on the Lady Hornets
by Hess paid healthy dividends as Kalamazoo was able
to concentrate and execute
well enough to shellack
Elmhurst College, 15-7, IS-I,
15-8.
"K"
overwhelmed
Elmhurst with 12 service aces
(led by Zhang's 5 and Cibor's
3) while Zhang, Garry, and
Newell rang up 10, 8, and 6
kills, respectively.
Willms, Zhang, and Newell once again provided the
firepower (12, 12, and 8 kills,
respectively) as Kalamazoo
gunned their way past
Bluffton 15-5, 15-6, 15-8, in
Saturday's semifinal, setting
up the [mals' confrontation
with Aquinas, the last team to
have beaten "K".
Although Kalamazoo had
already countered that early
season loss with two later victories, the Lady Hornets were
still agitated enough by the
memory to seek still more of
that "vengeance," according
to Hess. Kalamazoo uncorked
15 aces in what Hess described as "one of our best
service games of the year."

Cibor (5 aces), Zhang (4), and
senior Barbie Oelslager (2)
were the most productive
contributors from the service
line. Zhang's II, Willms' 9,
and Newell's 9 kills powered
the offense to the 15-2, 15-13,
15-4 triumph.
'
Reflecting
on
the
weekend's events, Hess expressed special pride in the
stalwart performance of
Willms. "She led the team this
weekend," said Hess. By providing a physical and emotional force, the senior cocaptain took command "like a
woman possessed."
"I can't say enough about
Karen," said Hess. As she
heads toward the culmination
of her "K" career, Willms is
"playing with a purpose. It's
inspiring to watch her. To see
how far she's come as a player
and as a person is very satisfying to me," commented
Hess.
The team is currently preparing for the Midwest Regional Championship Tournament to be held Nov. 14th16th. "We're welcoming the
chance to play in the post-season," affirmed Hess. "The
team is at the point right now
where they're driven and they
really believe they can win our
regional."
Most importantly, Hess
adds, after building momentum from 34 straight wins
"We still don't feel we've
peaked yet."

Varying Interpretations of a Basic
Philosophical Principle
TAOISM -- Shit Happens.
BUDDHISM -- If shit happens, it isn't really shit.
ZEN -- What is the sound of shit happening?
And, if shit falls in the woods, does it make a sound?
HINDUISM -- This shit happened before.
ISLAM -- If shit happens, it is the will of Allah.
CONFUCIANISM -- Confucius say, "shit happens."
PROTEST ANTISM -- Let shit happen to someone else.
CA THOLICISM -- If shit happens, you deserved it.
JUDAISM -- Why does shit always happen to us?
BAHA'I -- Shit happens to everyone equally.
KRISHNA -- Shit happens, shit happens, happens, happens, shit, shit.
VEDANTA -- Shit happening is an illusion.
MORMON -- 10% of my shit belongs to God.
SHI'ITE ISLAM -- Shit must happen to Salman Rushdie.
CELTIC FOLKLORE -- At the end of every rainbow is a pot of shit.
EARLY EGYPTIAN -- Shit happens, the world is a microcosm of the universe;
therefore, the universe is shit.
SCIENTOLOGY -- Shit can happen to you, too.
TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS -- I acknowledge my shit, and it's ok.
ATHEISM -- Shit happens, therefore there is no God.
AGNOSTICISM -- Shit mayor may-not happen.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE -- It's not shit and its not happening.
SOLIPSISM -- If there is no shit, it doesn't happen.
EXISTENTIALISM -- So shit happens.
DECONSTRUCTIONALISM -- What makes you ,think that's shit?
OPTIMISM -- That's the best damn shit that ever happened.
PESSIMISM -- It's all shit.
SHAMANISM -- Shit is fertilizer.
RASTAFARIANISM -- Let's smoke this shit.
ORAL ROBERTS -- Send me money or shit will happen.
RICHARD NIXON -- I am not shit.
RONALD REAGAN -- I don't recall shit happening.
HEISENBERG -- Shit may happen, and it may not.
PRESIDENT BRYAN -- It's not so much the 'happening'
that I disagree with, but rather the 'shit.'
CLARENCE THOMAS -- Shit happened to me once, but I express regret.
DESCARTES -- 1. Shit happens, therefore I am.
2. I am, therefore shit happens.
3. COGITO ERGO DEFECATO.
POLITICALLY -CORRECTIONALISM -- Defecated matter occurs.
NAT'L RIFLE ASS'N -- Shit doesn't happen, people do.
N.O.R.M.L. -- Like, gee, have you ever looked really closely at a shit?
POLLYANNA -- Where there's shit, there's life.

[ Good Luck to the Volleyball Team!
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Security questions man
raising funds in Harmon
By KATlll..EEN LAYDEN

WASHINC?-r.ON POST REPORTER Thomas Edsall speaks at the fifth
annual William Weber lecture Monday night in Dalton Theater.

Race biggest factor in
politics, says Edsall
By MARIA CARLSON
Thomas Edsall, Washington Post reponer, told an almost full Dalton Theatre
crowd at the fifth annual William Weber Lecture in Government and Society Monday
night the shift from liberalism
in the 1970's to conservatism
in the 1980's is a ."calculated
conspiracy by an elite."
Edsall spoke on the same
topic as his latest book, elwin
Reaction.
~
"Race in this country has
deep roots," said Edsall before
detailing the role of race in
dividing the political panies,
panicu1arly in the South.
According to Edsall, the
Supreme Court decision to
desegregate schools in Brown
liS. Board of Education of
Topeka sparked the civil
rights movement, giving it a
moral momentum culminating in the Civil Rights Act of
1964.
Although neither party had
taken a clear stance on the
issue of race, 92% of the
population knew then Presi~ent Democrat Lyndon Ba~s Johnson supponed civil
nghts while Barry Goldwater,

his Republican opponent in
the 1964 presidential election,
opposed it. With that election,
race became a partisan issue,
said Edsall.
LBJ made civil rights the
focus of his re-election campaign, and swept the rest of
the country, but lost the South.
Civil rights became a liability
to the Democrats by 1968,
however, because civil rights
became associated with other
issues, such as women's
rights, sexual liberation, and
Vietnam.
By the early '70's, the civil
rights agenda included busing
and affirmative action. Two
different ideologies sprang
forth, said Edsall-equality of
opportunity, and equality
through compensatory policies. A non-elected, white,
liberal elite began arguing the
latter idea, saying that an
equal starting line cannot be
equal opportunity for a race
that spent over 200 years in
slavery and only recently acquired the opportunity of
equal education.
According to Edsall, this
elite become the target for
conservative criticism. Concontinued on page 2

Kalamazoo College Security questioned and later released a man soliciting donations in Harmon Hall early
Monday night.
The unidentified man said
he was a representative of the
United Appalachian Relief
Fund, a charity based in Columbus, Ohio. He allegedly
approached several students
in Harmon Hall, issued fake
citations for "Partying too
much" or "Girlwatching",
then displayed a t-shin and
asked students for cash or
check donations to the charity.
Kristie Everett, K '92, was
alone in her room when the
man approached her. "I don't
know how he got into the
donn," said Everett. "He was
old enough to not look like a
student. My door was open
halfway, and he just barged
in." The man threw a t-shin at
Everett, and asked for a donation. Everett did not give him
money, and he went to the
room across the hall.
One of Everett's roommates, Kay Kupferberg, K '92,
remembered seeing a repon
on fraudulent groups soliciting money in the area her
freshman year, and called

Security to repon the man.
"Security told us that if
they had been a valid organization, they would have called
earlier to say people would be
in the dorms asking for
money,"said Kupferberg.
Security esconed the man
out and questioned him. The
man produced identification
cenifying that he was a member of !hi Uruted Appalachian
Relief Fund and was released.
Head of Security Glenn
Ne\'elle said that he called the
Columbus-based group early
Tu~sday morning, and they
venfied the man was a paid
employee. The group also
apologized for the aggressive
tactics that the man employed
in soliciting donations.
For Everett and Kupferberg, one of the most disturbing aspects of the incident was
that a student must have let the
man into the building. "He
was a tall man in his late 20's
with a beard. He was obviously not a student,"said
Everett. In fact, the man fit the
description of a man who has
been harassing female stu~en~ 0':1 campus. The descripbon IS listed on a security alen
that is in plain view on both
entrances to Harmon Hall.
Nevelle said several out-

siders have gained access to
the dorms this quaner. "We
put alot of money into the key
card system, but it com promises the safety of everyone
and makes the expense worthless if students hold the door
open for outsiders," he said.
Nevelle listed several incidents over the past four weeks
that have involved outsiders
being admittedinto the dorms.
"Within the last three to four
months we have caught several people from outside the
college community inside the
laundry rooms doing their
wash for free," he said.
Two months ago, two students admitted a juvenile into
Hoben Hall. The juvenile
spent the night in the TV
lounge and a member of the
janitorial staff discovered the
juvenile the next morning.
The two students apparently
didn't realize that the juvenile
possessed an extensive history
of involvement in burglaries
and had run away from home
that day to avoid a Juvenile
Coun hearing.
Kupferberg said she thinks
students let outsiders into the
dorms with good intentions. "I
don't think students realize
that these people don't belong
in the donns," she said.

Student Commission. addresses
calls for fraternity-style
societies, registration reform
By ERIN MILLER
Student Commission discussed the possibility offonning societies similar to Greek
organizations on campus an
dclass registration at its meeting Monday night.
It was announced that Ben
Hale, K'94, will be holding a
student forum next week in
hopes of bringing societies
similar to Greek organizations
to campus. The forum's goals
are to allow students to voice
opinions and to weed out
negative aspects of fraternities.
Commission members
formed a committee to investigate possible alternatives to
mass class registration.

Charlie Solomon, K'93, aged commission members to
suggested that registration be attend and for all students to
done in the same manner as voice their opinions on the
housing, allowing each class grading policy.
"K" cheerleader Tamea
to register on a different day.
The committee will look Johnson, K'93, proposed the
into the positive and negative establishment of a "K" Spirit
aspects of the current system Club. The club would work. to
increase school spirit and supfor next week's meeting.
Members were reminded pon for school sports teams.
Student Commission apof the forums dealing with the
grading policy. A forum was proved the Spirit Club
held yesterday, and another is constitution. They will vote
to be held this Thursday night next week on whether it will
at 7 p.m. in the President's become an organization.
The meeting concluded
dining room. !
"If there are no students at with student suggestions of
the forum, we're no going to more use of the outside Harwaste our breath in trying to mon porch and the need for
keep the same grading pol- juice machines in the resiicy," said Hans Morefield, dence halls.
K '92, president. He encour-
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Washington Post reporter discusses race in politics
continued from page 1
servatives could attack the
white elite, not the minority.
These conservatives won
over much of the working
class by opposing racialliberalism. These voters helped
form the 13% that voted for
the 1968 third party presidential candidate George Wallace, opposed "social engi-

neering" and now make up the
Reagan Democrats, according
to Edsall.
After discussing current
political strategies, including
those of former President
Ronald Reagan, President
George Bush and the David
Duke gubernatorial race in
Louisiana, Edsall answered
questions from the audience.

Question topics ranged from a
definition of politics to Duke
(Edsall "nervously bets on
Duke"), Buddy Roemer, former Lousiana governor ("a bizarre Gary Hart") and the
"Detroitification" of cities
(the mass exodus from cities
to suburbs, creating a white
suburban majority).
Edsall was born in Cambr-

idge, Massachusetts and attended Boston University.
Before joining the Washington Post, Edsall worked on the
Providence Journal and the
Baltimore Sun. He is the winner of the Front Page Award
and the Bill Pryor Memorial
Award from the WashingtonBaltimore Newspaper Guild.
both in 1981. He also authored

The New Politics of Inequality and Power and Money.
Edsall co-edited The Reagan Legacy, 1988, which
takes a critical look at the
Reagan presidency.
The lectureship is endowed
by 1939 "K" alum William
Weber, who flew in from Tacoma, Washington for the
event.

Dobbs advocates interculturalism
By BRIAN ENNEKING

EDUCATION

FOR1HE .
RFAL WORID
Graduate degree programs
(MA, Ph.D) in InternatiorW
Affairs with an emphasis on
contemporary policy· relevant
issues.

Area and
Functional Fields:

oInteramerican Studies

(US. -Latin American
Relations)
o Soviet and East
European Studies
o Middle East Studies
o International Relations
o International Business
Management
o International Security
and Conflict
o Comparative
Development
o International Economics
Apply by February 1 for
assistantships and other
financial aid.

North· South Center

John Dobbs, Associate
Provost for Academic Pro,rams and Intercultural Affairs, has started orienting
himself around campus this
fall by talking to a cross-section of students and faculty.
Dobbs said that some of his
duties will include advising
the provost and the president
about what students should be
getting out of their classes"Not just the content or the
quality of the classes, but the
way they are taught."
Kalamazoo College needs
a comprehensive plan for
interculturalism, said Dobbs.
He is going to request that the
president form a college-wide
faculty and student committee
to develop a plan for the college in the 21st century.

Discover
Blrkenstock
Step into Birkenstock footwear, and find a remarkable
blend of comfort and style.
Contoured footbeds provide
cushioning and support.
while your feet remain free
to move naturally.

You'll find colors that
range from basic
to brilliant.

•• "'1"" 0' M' •• '
Students who are interested
in Interamerican issues are
particularly encouraged to
apply for North·South Center
Graduate Assistantships.

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF
INfERNATIONAL STIJDIES
Admissions, Room # 304
Coral Gables, FL 33124-3010
C3(5)~173

"This college says it is
concerned about diversity and
maintaining its high-standards
and excellence, but it should
change its student body and
faculty [to include a higher
degree of intercultural diversity]. "
Dobbs will also serve on
search committees to fill vacancies that occur in the faculty. He stated that he will be
able to use his past contacts to
find qualified women and
African-Americans to fill
those vacancies.
Aside from his work in the
Provost's office, Dobbs will
work with admissions to try
and recruit more AfricanAmerican, Hispanic, Indian,
and Asian students by talking
to students at their high
schools and getting "K"
alumni to encourage the par-
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dents' rights. ~ 1983 he became Superintendent of
Schools in Hempstead, NY.
After three and a half years,
he went to Western Michigan
University to work on two
programs: the Urban Education Alliance, designed to
keep young people from dropping out of school, and a reinforcement of preschool pro-

grams.
In 1986, he came back to
WMU to work in the educationalleadership department.
Dobbs lives in East Lansing with his wife and commutes to work, but spends
some nights at university
housing near campus because
of the tiring drive. He enjoys
golf, opera, bridge, and is a
gourmet cook and a wine connoisseur.

BSO hopes to raise campus
awareness, eliminate prejudice
By NICOLA BRANDT
Raising awareness of African and African-American
culture and promoting personal relationships between
the members are the goals of
the Black Student Organization (BSO), according to
president Shena Medley,

K'94.

BlI'kenUcKk

ents of prospective students to
consider "K."
Dobbs was raised in
Montgomery, Alabama. In his
teens, he moved to Michigan
and finished high school at
South Western High School in
Detroit. He received his
undergraduate degree from
Western Michigan University
in the late fifties, his masters
from Wayne State University
in 1961, and his Ph.D. from
Michigan State University in
1975.
He began teaching middle
and high school in Detroit,
and eventually became the
principal of Martin Luther
King High School. In 1972,
he was appointed Assistant
State Superintendent, which
entailed working toward
school desegregation, sex
equity education, and stu-

Most of the members said
they wanted to eliminate
prejudice and misconceptions
and promote a better under.standing of the AfricanAmerican culture with their
programs.
"How can they learn unless
they are taught?" said BSO
member Defina Stewart,
K'95.
However, the activities of
the BSO are not only educational. In order to build friend-

ships and support-mechanisms, the members also organize trips and watch movies together, said Medley.
"We are both a business
and a family," she added.
This quarter, BSO plans to
visit Kalamazoo's Winchell
Elementary School to teach
children about Kwanzaa.
Kwanzaa is an AfricanAmerican holiday in December. It emphasizes seven principles, such as unity and selfdetermination, rather than the
materialistic aspect of giving
and receiving presents, explained secretary Orma
Bradford. K'95.
In January, BSO will present a program around Dr.
Martin Luther King. According to vice-president Joy
Boggs, K'93, the members
want to demonstrate the role

of his actions, his ideas and his
movement in their own lives.
A BSO dinner, which will
be open for "K" students and
the Kalamazoo community, is
planned in February. Von
Washington, a professor at
Western Michigan University,
will present one of his plays
for the guests, said Medley.
The BSO meets every Sunday evening to discuss and
organize its programs. According to BSO members, the
organization is open to "K"
students of any race and color,
who show serious commitment and active participation.
At present, the BSO has 26
members; 24 of them are
African-American. The leaders for this quarter are Medley, Boggs, Bradford, and
Vera Thome, K'95, treasurer.
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WEe sponsors Date Rape Awareness Week

photo by Jennifer Beck

PRESIDENT LAWRENCE BRYAN delivers his sermon, "A Greal
Comnwtion In Goshen," at Chapel Friday.

President Bryan
preaches tolerance
By HELEN HAN
Reminding Kalamazoo
College students of the need
for religious tolerance and
acceptance was the aim of
President Lawrence Bryan's
Chapel sermon Friday.
The sermon was a thirdperson, fictionalized account
of the life and experiences of
the Hebrew patriarch Jacob.
"One of my long-standing
concerns is that relations with
others be an avenue by which
human individuals and
peoples are brought together
in an open dialogue, a mutual
respect," said Bryan in an
interview before the sermon
last week.
The sermon centered on
Jacob's struggle to understand
the nature of the blessing mat
he would father many nations.
"TItis guy is pretty despicable;
he's a con man, he's a thief,
he's opportunistic in taking
advantage of people," commented Bryan. 'The Biblical
references are accurate reflections of the story, but I take a
great deal of liberty in how I
present them."
Bryan opened the sermon
by saying that the archaeological discovery of Noah's
Ark in Goshen, a delta region
northeast of Israel, stimulated
a challenge on the authority of
Biblical text; hence the
sermon's title, "A Great Commotion in Goshen."
"This sermon is by no
means a state of the college
address or lecture," said
Bryan. "It's a different type of
sermon which mixes some
serious insight and poking of
fun at the story because there
are some peculiar elements in
that story. Strange occurrences provide wonderful fodder for such a fictionalized account."
The account of Genesis
28: 10-16 begins with two

sons. Esau, Jacob's older
brother, was exemplary of a
Canaanite male and possessed
the birthright while Jacob was
quietly deceptive. Their
mother, Rebekah, heard an
oracle say that Jacob would
father many generations; so,
while Esau was away hunting,
Rebekah and Jacob plotted to
steal the birthright
Jacob is confused upon
hearing God's saying that he
will be father of countless
descendants in his sleep despite his sin against Esau.
"Why me?" wondered Jacob.
When his sons do wrong,
he realizes the repercussions
of his bad actions, and that
"what one sows, one reaps."
Esau comes to forgive his
brother, and Jacob finally
understands the nature of the
blessing. "Indeed I remain
unacceptable by any standard
of reciprocity .... yet I was
accepted." That acceptance is
the blessing, said Bryan in the
sermon.
Human beings know of
God's love and grace through
others, according to Bryan,
and the greatest birthright is
the right to love and be loved,
to accept and be accepted, to
forgive and be forgiven.
"Jacob's story comes to an
end, but we have much more
to write," Bryan said at the
end of the sermon.
In response to Bryan's reference to Scripture, . Gary
Otsuji, K '95, said, "Some
people may have been offended that he used the Bible,
but he presented it in a unique
way."
Tony Chang, K '94 and
regular attender of chapel,
said, "It's [the sermon] a good
thing to reflect on for the
weekend." He added, "Bryan
takes a broad range and makes
it alive, makes it apply to our
lives."

By JO ANNA WYNNE
Women's Equity Coalition
(WEC) posted personal narratives of sexual assault around
campus and held a forum on
date rape last week as part of
Date Rape Awareness Week.
"Date rape is an issue that
no one really wants to talk
about, and people need to
know about it to change it,"
said Kate Husband, K '92, a
member of WEe.
Date rape has been a major
topic on college campuses in
recent years. Kalamazoo College currently has no policy
covering rape on campus~ A
task force is drafting a policy
for the college.
WEC's main goals for
Date Rape Awareness Week
were to inform students about
date rape and the laws pertaining to rape, to offer support for
survivors of rape and sexual
assault, and to dispel the
myths surrounding date rape,
according to Husband.
Anonymous personal narratives of experiences of rape
and sexual assault were posted

around campus as part of the
informational program.
"It won 'r change unless we
ackn9wledge the problem,"
said Husband. "It's hard to act
on it, to feel strongly about it,
or to even believe it exists in
the abstract, without specific
details."
Summaries of Michigan's
criminal sexual conduct code
were also posted on campus.
This law dermes four levels of
criminal sexual conduct,
which depend on the amount
of force or coercion used and
the amount of sexual contact.
"Force or coercion," as defined by law, includes emotional coercion and implicit
threats as well as physical
force. The amount of force
used, and not the amount of
resistance of the victim, is the
determining factor in rape and
sexual assault.
To provide support for survivors of rape and sexual assault, WEC also publicized
services such as the YWCA
Sexual Assault Program. Victims may contact this program
at 345-3036.

Common myths surrounding date rape that this past
week's activities were aimed
at dispelling, according to
WEC members, are:
• "Rape is an act of lust or
passion." Rape is a crime of
violence and domination, in
which sex is a used as a
weapon .
•trwomen provoke rape by
their clothing, behavior, or
activities." The rapist alone
is responsible for the rape.
There is no justification for
rape .
• "If a woman doesn't fight
back, she must have wanted
it." Every rape is a potential
murder, and the level of implicit force and/or fear cannot
be judged from outside the
situation. Incapacity caused
by fear or intoxication does
not justify rape.
• "It can't happen to me."
One in three women will be
raped in her lifetime. One in
ten men will be raped in his
lifetime. Rape knows no racial, ethnic, or economic class
boundaries.

Club K returns in winter
cording to Assistant Dean of
Student
Life
Barbara
This winter Kalamazoo Vogelsang.
College students will be able
Student Activities Director
to beat the seasonal doldrums Stephanie Stephan is currently
by attending dances, concerts working with Student Comand parties at the renovated mission President Hans Morefield, K '92, to organize future
Club K.
Club K occupies part of club events.
lower Hicks near New Welles.
In the past, DIs were hired,
It was opened five years ago and Club K became a favorite
as a place for "K" students to dance spot for "K" students,
dance, relax and have a good said Vogelsang. Club K also
time.
featured caricature artists and
Over the summer the club "open-mik.e" nights.
was flooded with rain, making
Club K's future seemed
it impossible to use. Student bright for the first few years,
Activities Commission [SAC) but as the types of events
has worked to renovate the sponsored broadened, probclub; it's been stripped, lems occurred.
scrubbed, painted, and the
"A few years later local
ceiling has been re-tiled, ac- bands were asked to play at
By KEZIA PEARLMAN

the club. However, they attracted a largely high-school
audience, which was not what
we intended," said Vogelsang.
Before high school students infiltrated the club, it
enjoyed most of its popularity
during fall and winter quarters. Vogelsang attributed this
to the weather.
"In the spring and summer
students want to be outside,
and often off campus. In the
fall and winter they lik.e to
attend on-campus events."
Club K is currently being
used by an unnamed student
band as a practice area. In return for the free use of the
room, the band will perform at
the club frequently throughout
winter quarter.

Program brings community to campus
By BRIAN ENNEKING
Members of the community wode along with students
in Kalamazoo College
classes, thanks to "K's" Nontraditional Programs.
"It really seems to fill a
need," said Caroline Ham,
Director of the Nontraditionals Program. "Some people
who retire early want to do
something intellectual every
once and a while, and I think
Kalamazoo's education level
is pretty high."
The three types of classes
offered by the College are
regular courses, limited to
those which instructors have
agreed to open to auditors,
language courses offered in
the evening, and special
courses designed exclusively
for townspeople.
In addition to these regular
classes, the program sponsors
lectures of special inter~st

such as political science professor Donald Flesche's twopart lecture on the Supreme
Court, and Spanish professor
Rodney Rodriguez's lectures
on the golden age of Spain.
In the summer, workshops
in creative writing and foreign
languages are offered to
younger students.
According to Ham, all of
the classes are offered on a nograde, non-credit basis, involve little outside wode, and
do not require prerequisites,
except for some advance language courses.
Approximately 800 people
participate in the program per
year, with approximately 250
participating this quarter.
Among the foreign language
classes, Ham said that the
most popular are Italian, Japanese and Spanish. Attendance
ranges from 7 to 25 per class.
Most of the courses offered
during the regular school year

meet in the evenings or in the
late afternoon.
Ham stated that some of
the classes are taught by "K"
faculty and others by experts
outside of the College.
The program is financially
self-sufficient, even though it
charges relatively little for its
courses."We have to pay for
the overhead, copying and
printing fees, and around $25
an hour to the instructors, but
since we have the college
here, we don't have to pay for
things like rent for classroom
space."
The program was established in 1977, and its purpose
is "to enrich and extend formal education by enabling
people to take advantage of
the resources of the College
without enrolling as Kalamazoo College students," according to the Nontradititonal
Programs Brochure.
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!Editorial

Whenwillitend?

Sunday evening a group of zealous first year students
camped out at Mandelle in order to register bright and early
Monday' morning. It is not exactly clear why. To some it may
sound like a fun lcind of college thing to do, but not during the
seventh week of a quarter. Such a feat is unrealistic for all
students. First year students don't need to compete to get into
any classes. Logical choices for first year students are usually
either introductory courses (which have no caps) or freshman
seminars. So why waste a night perpetuating the myth of
urgency and scaring the bajeebers out of the more expenenced
majority on campus. This has a nasty snowball effect, and
people who do not have the time to do so, feel pressured to go
and stand in line for ungodly amounts of time.
TIle beauty of our small school is deteriorating. What happened to the days when we (everyone on campus) got in line
after the sun rose; on our way to breakfast for example. While
a class may close early this time arourid, freshmen, sophomores and juniors have at least one more chance..That same
class will undoubtedly be offered at another time. This is not
a state university where you may have to go a whole extra year
because you could not get into the classes you needed.
However such a phenomenon is not unrealistic if certain
members of the Editorial Board do not get into Ecology of
Africa in the spring.
Student Commission threw out the idea of basing registration on seniority, an idea the Index wholeheartedly endorses.
On the surface, it may not seem necessary because students in
different classes are rarely competing for the same courses.
Major's classes rarely have enrollment caps. Many
seruors(most often science majors) find themselves with oJ?Cn
spots in their schedules after completing most of their major.
After adhering to a strict schedule through their junior year,
many now have time to go back and take some fun and
interesting classes. Seniors should have first dibs on those
classes as their college career winds to a close.
Granted there are some seniors who haven't quite completed some of their distributionals. Other folks change maJOrs late in their college careers. Some seniors are double
majors. These seniors should not be punished, nor should they
have to wait in line six hours to get into a class essential to their
major or graduation. For example, seniors should have first
chance at the various science classes they need to fulfill for
distributionals in order to ~raduate.
While on the whole friendly and outgoing, a sense of
urgency seems to possess first year students. Relax! All is nOl
lost if you do not get into your first choice in classes, you wi II
have other occasions to get into such classes.
unsigned editorial represents the opinions of the OpinIOns Editor, News Editor, Features Editor and Editor-inChief
.
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opinions
GLSG as important to me as dinner mints
Cliff Lampe

syndrome, or dropping the subject before it can
make you feel even more uncomfortable.
The GLSG certainly has the right to
make the mailing, a right that is inalienable
throught the freedoms we have been granted by
the Constitution (waving flags?), but what most
hypocritic, whining liberals refuse to recognize
that these same rights also belong to those who
express their concerns against homosexuality,
or any subject. It is an easy liberal trap to feel
that all rights belong to the side of justice, but
unfortunately jerlcs have as many rights as
those who reach the great mecca of Political
Correctness. What it comes to is that the same
right the GLSG has to exist also grants people
the right to throwaway their mailing.
John Stuart Mills, in strictly layperson 's
terms, would say "Your freedoms are inviolate
unless they impmge upon mine," or "Do whatever the hell you want but not as long as I'm
around."
I strongly support the existence of the
GLSG, but I have no idea what they do. Indeed,
the call for a new name was the first I'd heard
of the organisation in the seven weeks that I've
been here. Instead of asking the students for a
new name, perhaps their time would be better
spent instructing all students in what their group
stands for and clearing up misconceptions of
what it means to be homosexual. Many of the
p'rejudices that I enumerated above could easily be handled by better communications, not
just by the GLSG, but by every group on
campus, most of whom seemed to drop out of
commission after the activities fair earlier this
year.
So my advice to a person who was
offended by the treatment of the mailing: don't
be. Many of the mistakes made were clear
cases of misconceptions or perhaps simple
idiocy, neither of which is an incurable disease.
CliffLampe is afirstyear student and a Human

When I received a letter in my mailbox
from the Gay/Lesbian Support Group, I gave it
equal attention as I did to the WJMD questionnaire, which is to say none. It wasn't until later
that I found out some righteously PC individual
did not feel that this was giving enough attention to the GLSG. There are many reasons why
myself and many others did not feel that the
poll to fmd a new appellation for the group was
appropriate for a mass mailing.
First of all, I am not a member of the
GLSG, so why in hell do they care what I want
their name to be. It would be like my renaming
the Women's Equity Coalition even thou~ I
don't know or care what they do. It is ridiCUlous to expect people to reply seriously when
they have no vested interest in the matter.
Also,alotofusjustdon'tcare. Not just
about the GLSG, about anythin~: family,
friends, politics or after dinner mmts. It is
really a fortunate person who can wake up in
the morning and not give a damn rather the sun
rose or not, much less what the new name for
the GLSG should be. Is that bad? Perhaps, but
it saves a lot of worrying around exam time.
Another, fairly unfortunate yet prevalent, reason is that some of us truly believe that
homosexuality is wrong. Not in a bashing
manner, but in a way that makes them want to
separate themselves from the situation, either
by ignoring it altogether or malcing "inappropriate" jokes. It's not reall y bashing, but still a
type of homophobia that may not be healthy.
People react in different ways when something
th:u j '1nknown or fe,!: r 1to them is presented, Relations and Human Resources major. He is
I'
c( mman !1'aCll.
is the "hot potato" a regular Opinions columnist.

( Letters)

Reaction to GLSG mailing reveals closed-mindedness

To the Editor:
As a K student, I would
like to take this opportunity to
express my disgust at the reaction of many K students to the
placement of mailings by the
Gay and Lesbian Support
Group in the campus mailboxes. On November fifth, the
GLSG sent a simple note to
each individual student, which
stated that they were seeking a
new name for their organization, and were open to the su~
gestions of all. I perceived this
gesture as an assertive and civil
one, and a fine method of
malcing their existence known
to the student body. I also
appreciated and respected the
fact that GLSG so boldly and
maturely attempted to interact
with the heterosexual majority, in hopes that this majority
would, in tum, acknowledge
them and reCiprocate their
efforts to establish more open
communication. However,
while at my mailbox, I overheard a vast amount of students complaining about receiving something from "those
people" and I wimessed many
students throwing down the
leaflets, crumpling them up,
and in general, demonstrating
rude, unaccommodating, and
narrow-minded behavior. As
a member of this heterosexual
majority, I wish to both apologize to GLSG on behalf of my
orientation, and also point out
to the student body iliat while
such behavior and bigotry
exists on our campus, Kalamazoo COllege cannot truly be
a "culturally aware" environment, nor one where people
are "at home in the world.'

After observing one
woman pull the leaflet from a
male acquaintance's hand and
throw it away before he had a
chance to examine it, with the
words "Ob, you don't need to
see that," and after witnessing
students commenting on others' mail by sayin* "Oh, you
got that thing too?, '!felt quite
sickened. By the speed with
which these individuals
dropped their leaflets once they
read the wode "gay," one would
think that they were afraid of
catching "gay germs!" To me,
this demonstrates a great deal
of sexual insecurity - I know
personally that if I read the
wode "fat,"I am not going to
ain weight instantly, just as if
read the wode "gay," I am not
going to instantly renounce
heterosexuality and become
homosexual. Also, I felt that
the indignation of many students that "those gay people"
dared try and relate to them
was quite repulsive. lf these
people wish to segregate
heterosexuals and homosexuals, why don't we separate
blacks and women and dyslexics and the mentally retarded while we are at it - all
are characteristics endowed
upon people at birth. Furthermore, the fact that students had
the nerve to treat homosexuals
as "untouchables" and "defects"rtflected a quite old fashioned manner of thinking. It
remindedmeofthewayhandicapped people and epileptics
and senior citizens were confined to mental institutions in
the past. Instead of acknowledgmg that these people were
different, they were labeled as

f

"rejects," "pariahs." A campus that condemns things
which are foreign, things which
differ from what is common
and "normal," is far from socially aware. Through the
homophobia displayed by students, a far larger problem xenophobia - was revealed.
As I walked through the
halls strewn with pink and
purple slips of paper, I felt
sorry for any homosexual students who observed this blatant rejection of their efforts to
extend communication and
assert themselves. I am sure
that this ever-so-polite reaction truly will facilitate anr,
"coming out of the closet'
these individuals would like to
do. I went to sleep that night
haunted by the knowledge that
if the request for a name had
been posted by something like
the "Men's Tennis Club," the
response would have been
much more humane. As for
heterosexuals, college - especially this college - is supposed to be a place where one
develops an open mind and
expands his (or her) awareness. I can 001 Yhope that more
students will attempt to come
to terms with the different ideas
waiting to be accepted in the
real world - a world that needs
least of all more prejudice,
hatred. violence aM discrimination. As for GLSG, I hope
they find a great name, and I
hope their future attempts to
reach out to this school will be
dealt with by students in a far
more welcoming fashion.
Jennifer M. Petty
K '95
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Reflections from Kenyon
The conference reaffinned my beliefs; I
realized how important it is for women
to have a place
unique to them and I
now, more than ever
believe .in a need for
a women's movement for all.

Kezla
Pearlman

Last weekend Ellen
Foley, K'94, and I attended
the GLCA Women Studies
conference at Kenyon
College.The conference was
organized by Kenyon students
and faculty. Students representing "K," Hope, Denison,
Butler, and Earlham also
participated.The setting was
informal and personal. It made
me think about Kalamazoo
College, the world, and myself.
Throughout the day
people gave informative, yet
informal presentations on
topics such as: feminism on
campus,aquaintance rape,
women of color and the
women's movement, and
grass-roots activism.
One Kenyon woman did
a survey on campus to fmd
out how many students consider themselves feminists.
Her first question was, "00
you support the theory that
women should have social,
political, and economic equality?" Of the first group polled,
one hundred percent of the
women said yes, eighty-eight
percent of the men said
yes.1be second question, directed at another group, asked,
"00 you consider yourself a
feminist?" Fifty-seven percent of the women and fiftythree percent of the men responded yes.
The descrepecy is ironic
since the first question, according to Webster's dictionary, ~s the definition of feminism. The results of the survey made me wonder how
"K" students would react in
the same situation. Judging
from conversations I've had
with other "K" students, I
would have to guess the results would be similar. The
campus consensus concerning equality is positive, howeverhardlyanymenorwomen
consider themselves feminists. The Women's Equity
Coalition is deemed radical.
Discussions on campus
feminism led into dialoging
about the increasing problem
of date rape. This subject is of
special interest to me.
Through the conference I was
able to learn how other campuses are dealing with the
problem.
. Earlham has made sweep~ng .changes in date-rape polICy In responce to demands by

of color at "K" feel about their
role in the women's movement.
Ellen Foley concluded the
conference by talking about
social change at a grass-roots
level. Writing letters to your
representatives and senators is
a good way to be heard, and
people should remember that
pressuring local officals can
often be more effective than
going to "the top."
Muchoftheconference was
held in Kenyon's women's
resource center, Crozier house.
It's purpose is to provide all
students with a quiet place to
cook, study or think It is
equipped with a library including feminist literature and books
dealing with women's issues.
The house also serves as a
meeting place for various
women's organizations.
I wish"K" had a similar
house. Although some may
assume that having a women's
house would be separatist or
exclusive, I disagree. Having a
house dedicated to women's
issues and art would be a wonderful addition to "K'" especailly when the Women's Studies program becomes a concentration.
It was refreshing to be surrounded by women who shared
the same perspective on feminist issues as I do. I felt that
feminism was alive and well.
The conference reaffirmed my
beliefs; I realized how important it is for women to have a
place unique to them, and I more
than ever believe in a need for a
women's movement for all.
Although many still wrongly
argue that inequities don't exist, and that there is no place in
society for feminism, I disagree.
Only two percent of the United
States Senate is female. A
Kenyon student also reminded
us that women still only earn
fifty-nine cents to the dollar
that men make.
These staggering statistics
are representative of the inequities facing women in both a
politiical and economical sense.
Women face barriers everyday.
The conference brought these
and other issues pertinent to
the lives of college students to
light. I only wish more "K"
students could see that light.

students. During its first-year
student orientation program, all
students are required to. participate in date-rape workshops. Male students are separated into groups headed by
upperclass males. In these small
informal groups they confronted date rape myths, definitions, and why rape is wrong.
Earlham also offers free self
defense classes to students, and
trains volunteers to seve as "advocates" to counsel sexual assault survivors. Hope College
holds many mandatory "dorm
meetings" to discuss date-rape
with students. Kenyon also has
an extp.nsivc sexual assault
survivor counseling program.
Hearing other campus'
rape policy made me question
Kalamazoo's policy, or should
I say "lack of policy?" While I
am aware that several students
and faculty members are wod:ing hard to draft a policy regarding sexual assault, I can't
help but wonder where the
results are. It seems that apathy, even in regard to such issues as rape, is shockingly
prevelent among "K" students.
I only hope that through education, and hopefully not experience, students will understand,
and wod: to prevent rape. This
issue demands activism and
dialogue from both administration and students.
Two women from Earlham
talked about how women of
color feel about the women's
movement. Many feel that it's
issues are exlusive to white
middle class women. These
ideas made me sad. I see all
women as being oppressed, and
we need to realize that sister- Kezia PearlmiJII is a first lJI!ar
hood is globalJ would be in- student majoring in English She
terested to know how women is a regular Opinion s Columnist.
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The Index accepts opinion columns from members of the
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Letter Policy
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Signs, signs, everywhere there's signs
By MANUEL RUPE

The conservative and reactionary U.S. Supreme Court
is poised to destruct the precedents established by more
liberal courts. With the recent confinnation of Justice
Clarence Thomas to the high court, the range of the Justice's
ideologies now extend not from liberal to conservative, but
from moderate conservative to ultra-conservative. Individual and minority rights will rest in the balance. Whether we
realize it or not, many of the "inherent and inalienable
rights" so glorified by our Constitution are in jeopardy as
conservative Justices attempt to re-assert their position as
authoritative allocator of justice through jurisprudence.
One question that may supersede that of abortion is; is it the
right of an individual to project personal biases and
opinions on others, denying them the choice of being
informed on such an issue?
The obscure and irresolute propaganda of Date Rape
Awareness Week, seemed to focus more on alienating the
male gender than on rape prevention and education and
was apt to promote hysterical paranoia rather than productive awareness. Date Rape Awareness Week had a potentially powerful message. However, the issue was addressed
with a troubling tone and offensive intensity. The approach
may have exacerbated the tensions between various entities
on our pluralistic campus so much that the campaign could
be considered part of the problem, rather than the solution.
Kalamazoo College posses a rare passion for conflict
and dissent. Some suggest reactionaries, attempting to
generate awareness, often fail to approach issues in a
unilateral way - they choose to gain the support of women
(or womyn if you prefer) at the expense of alienating many
men and women alike. If persuasiveness is not tactful, it
may alienate one gender while unifying another, therefore
blocking potential equality and awareness.
Similar to the debate over politically correct diction,
whether ornot wome(y)n is spelled with a "y" or an "e" has
nothing to do with equality, opportunity, or sexual discrimination and gender-blindness. It does not perpetuate
exclusionary bias, nor does it glorify men at the expense of
women. Some suggest if it is the hope of womyn's rights
activists to curtail gender discrimination separating then
womyn's rights are no longer a cooperative effort, but
becomes a conflicting effort that estranges compromise.
Controversy and conflict are inevitable in any campus
community - yet the prescriptions to mediate such dissent
are few and far between. Recently, I overheard two students
vehementl y arguing over the issue of questionably explicit
propaganda versus individual privacy. One student had
removed and discarded a radio poster which depicted
various males grabbing each other in the "crotch," because
~ v.;~ .personally offended by the "purposeless and repulsIve dISplay and homosexuality (as many students were.)
"I don't see heterosexuals putting up posters of guys and
girls grabbing each other!" exclaimed one student. The
other retorted. "Just because you disagree with it [the
poster] doesn't give you the right to tear it down." Does
personal preference supersede the rights of other individuals?
. ~me suggest the "advertisement" lacked purpose and
pnnClple and was flawed. However, does an individual
have th~ right to remove propaganda from public display if
he/she IS offended by it? Does censorship fit into the
question of individual rights? The Supreme Court may
soo!! be answering such questions, deciding the limitations
of nghts, as well as the extent of censorship necessary and
universally applicable to society.

Manuel Rupe is afirstyear Political Science Major and occasionally contributes to the Opinions page
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It is better in the Bahamas
By SONJA GARY and
LISA APOUNSKI

Bahama Boogie, summer
quarter's big campus-wide
event, tops a weekend ofrrwdwrestling, limbo contests and
hula hoop competitions with
the annual raffle of a very
desirable prize: a trip for two
to the Bahamas. This past
summer's winner, Lisa Apolinski (1('92) spent September 10th through 14th with
her best friend, Sonja Gary
(also K'92), frolicking in the
warm tropical sun.

Dear Chad and Hans ...
By HANS ''you can only be young once" MOREFIELD
and CHAD "but you can always be immature''RUCKER

Sandy beacltu, blue s/cies and possible JcjUer fishn challenged our in/repid

"So, when are we going to winners in the beautiful Bahamas.
the Bahamas?" It seems the
whole Senior class invited it- 'grade school mutant ninja
self On our little excursion to pests,' we were stuck admirthe island of paradise. But ing beautiful blue skies, cryssince we could not fit every- tal clear water, gorgeous
one in our backpacks, we white sand, palm trees swayfilled the space with granola ing gently in the ocean breeze.
bars.
Mixed harmoniously with
We were expecting an ex- the sound of ocean waves
citing trip but we didn't antici- crashing against the shore was
pate the entertainment would the delicate chirp of "Pretty
start on board the plane.
lady, braid your hair. Beach
The man directly across the coverup, t-shirt Get your hair
aisle from us demonstrated his braided."
drinking prowess by consumThe few pauses in the oning five Bloody Marys within slaught of Bahamian women
30 minutes. To make the show hawking their wares were
even more delightful, he fell filled with , island music.
into a drunken sleep, the drool These lovely tunes were caoozing from his mouth onto lypso with a disco beat.
his beard. Thank God there
Many times a song was
were no sound effects.
played repeatedly for its culThe flight attendants bet on tural significance, such as "I
how far he would be able to Eat All De Meat." Other
walk before falling over. Our memorable lyrics included:
adventure was off to an inter- "She jump, she jump, she
esti!J g start.
jump, she jump, she jump,"
Most college students, un- and "Cent, bicent, ten-cent,
fortunately, cannot afford dollar, cent, bicent, ten-cent,
trips to the Bahamas. So we dollar."
were overly optimistic in asDon't get us wrong; the
suming we'd meet people our time just flew by. The trip's
age.
highlight must have been our
The average age of the all-day excursion to Rose Isvacationer on Cable Beach land. It was a miracle we m1de
was 50 or 7, depenciing on it to the ferry at all; considerwhether the vacationer was an ing our bus driver from hell.
English tourist or an English Despite the morning rain,
tourist's little brat So, rather snorkeling was incredible.
than stare at 'grandpa' or
Then came lunch-buffet
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LUNCH

From The
Quadstop

with unlimited food and
(cheap) wine. They really
shouldn't offer "all-you-can
eat' to college students who
have starved themselves for
this particular meal. We were
the first in line and the last to
leave. People were muttering
"Goddam Americans" under
their breath. It was just like
Foreign Study.
Then it was time to risk
stomach cramps with more
snorkeling. Our underwater
conversations went something
like this:
"Look, it's a garpike!"
"Eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeek.
Will it kill us?"
"Look, it's a cuttlefish!"
"Eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeek.
Will it kill us?"
"Glub, glub. If you make
me laugh one more time, I'll
kill you!"
Perhaps someone had a
little too much wine.
Finally came the woeful
morning of our departure. The
sky was cloudless, the water
ever-clear. As we waited for
our transport to arrive, three
god-like creatures checked in.
We're no math majors, but
that's one for each of us plus a
spare!
"Hello, mom? Wire me
money. I'm staying another
week."
DINNER

Wednesday, November 13
• Split Pea Soup
• Philly Sandwich
• Turkey Noodle Soup
• Batter Fried Fish
• Italian Meatball Sandwich
• Beef Burritos
• Turkey Emplll3das
• Spinach Cheese Casserole
Thursday, November 14
• Cream of Tomato Soup
• Fried Chicken
• B~ S o u P .
• Italian Lasagna
• Gnlled Cheese SandWIch
• Vegetarian Lasagna
• Grilled 0Ieese and Bacon Sandwich
• Spanish Mac
Fri4IIy, November 15
• Cam Cllowder
• Country Fried Steak
• Chicken Rice Soup
wI Gravy
• Hot Turttey Sandwich
• OUcken Fajitas
• Chicken Lo Mein
• Bean Tostada
• Tofu Fried Rice
SaJurday, November 16
• Garden Vegetable Soup
• Top Sirloin Steak
• Seafood Vegetable Stir Fry
• Chicken Kiev
• Pita Turkey Sandwich
• Fresh Fruit Plate
• Scnmbled EllS wI a.eddar
S.IIdiIy, November 17
• Egg O'Muffin '
• Turkey and Gravy
• Calico Skillet
• Rigatoni wI Italian Sausage
• Scrambled EllS
• Curried Vegetable
CousCous
• Pancakes

Amazingly, last week's column generated reader mail. It
was unbelievable. Over 1,243 letters, pipe-bombs, postcards,
and candy-grams came through the mail. Fortunately, the
Mail Hut lost all but six of the letters, or we would have been
overburdened. But don't despair, keep writing. We now have
an agreement with Mail Hut workers: after they read our mail
they'll pass it on to us instead of recycling it.
Here are some excerpts from the letters we received:

Dear Chad and Hans: I tried your suggestions for getting
higher grades. But /' m not sure if I can do everything you
suggested, I thought some of your suggestions were unrealistiC. Do you really expect me to go to class on a daily basis?
That can't include double blocks, can it? I went to my first
double block in two years and my nervous system nearly collapsed. If I didn't have my pocket Nintendo, 1 would have
died of boredom. But the teacher grabbed my Nintendo. So
now what do I do? Please help me with your infinite wisdom
in class etiquette.--Bored in Econ'.
C&H- Well, Bored in Econ, if your teacher confiscated
your Nintendo you have garnered major negative brownie
points. Not good, not good at all. Forget the brown-nosing,
you're in a deep hole. Cut to what works-CASH. Bribe the
prof. It'll cost ten grand, but you have no choice. Meanwhile,
for those other readers who aren't in the hole, here are some
of our secrets on how to pass that "oh-so-productive" class
time:
#1 winner-Sleep. No question about it Late night partyers who can't find time to sleep... what do you think class is
for? This school has 8 0' clocks for a reason.
#2-Play "Calibrate the Oock". Here's how. When the
second hand hits twelve, commence counting in your mind.
When you get to thirty seconds, check the clock to see how
close you were. This might sound boring, but do it for two
minutes and you will be asleep, which is good (see above.)
#3-Daydream ... about anything. Just don't let your excitement show.
t4-Plan your next party, just don't dwell on the fact that
yo~ still have forty minutes of class to go.
'S-For those extra hard classes, time how long it takes
for your teacher to baffle you. Currently, the record for nonscience classes is seven minutes. Science classes, as far as
we can \:ell, always baffle us. We never have a clue.
Dear Chad and Hans: Why are you guys such cheeseballs ?-Editor.
C&H- These kinds of uninformed responses are not appreciated.
Dear Chad and Hans: I am currently failing all three of
my classes. It's not my fault. I threw away that little paper
that listed all my classes so I had no idea where my classes
were. Now I know, but I can't hope to brown-nose them all in
time In this situation you suggest bribery. But where do 1 get
the $10,000-$15,000 it's going to cost?-No Cash Flow in
Trow.
C&H- Well, NCFiT, there are several options, all of which
you, as a "K" student should be able to figure out for yourself. Take in returnables, you nitwit. When Crissey 106 took
thier returnables in, they had enough money to payoff all
their profs and some swimming judges, too. If you've exhausted that source, there's always the money-machine guy.
He comes to Hicks every Tuesday, around 11 a.m. accompanied by one lousy security guard. Wait until he opens the
ATM before opening fire. Try not to get any blood on his
suit, you can sell it for a few hundred. If you aren't that vicious, get revealing photos of your prof and watch them pay
you.
Dear Chad: What are you doing with your life?-Concerned in Colorado.
C- Oh Mom, I'm sorry. I'll do better next week, I promise.
Did you send that check yet? I didn't get it yet. $10,000 remember? I'll need it before the grading period is over.
Chad: Well that's all the mail for this week.
Hans: Wait! look Chad, there's one more thing for us-a
package from an ex-girlfriend. How nice? I wonder what she
sent me.
Chad: STOP! Don't shake it!
KA_D
mmmm" " ,
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( Q's Views)
By JOHN Q. L1~WIS

*Magic. I was eight
years old when I saw my
first NCAA championship
game. A scrawny sophomore from Michigan State
led his team past Larry Bird
and Indiana State tD win the
national title. The next
year, that same young man
was the NBA fmals MVP
after scoring 42 points and
playing every position in
the sixth and final game of
the series. Magic Johnson
has always been one of my
favorites, even when the
Lakers battled my home'ate PiStDns in the finals.
,'he world of sports was
shocked last Thursday at

Basketball will miss Magic

the announcement of Magic's
retirement because he contracted the mv virus. Magic
will be sorely missed by the
Lakers and the basketball
world as a whole. However,
he will no doubt continue '"tis
greatness off the court lis a
spokesman for the AIDS
cause. Here's hoping that
Magic lives a full and wonderfullife with the same happiness that he has given to his
fans for over 12 years.
*Looking Ahead. Congratulations to the Hornet
football team and women's
soccer squad. The football
team had its most successful
season in years, winning five
games, but more importantly
were in a position tD win each
of their four losses. This team

is young and confident...look
out next year.
Speaking of young and talented, the women's soccer
team is returning all but one
player from its 15-2-1 season.
It won't be easy replacing
Shelly Krisfalusi in goal, but
this team has a high-powered
offense and a ton of talent.
Look for another strong perfermance next season.
*The Big One. There may
not be a better game this season than this Saturday's *2
Miami-#IFlorida State match
up. These are the kind of
games that the Hurricanes
usually come up big in, but
don't think for a minute that
Bobby Bowden's Seminoles
won't be prepared. They've
been on a mission since spring

CC teams compete in conference meet
By ADELE FOWLER
The men's and women's
cross country teams participated in their final MIAA
conference meet Illst Saturday
at Hope College. The women
harriers competed against
Albion and three nationally
ranked teams:' Alma (3),
Calvin (4) and Hope (13).
The women were paced by
senior Alison Hramiec who
placed 22nd overall with a
personal record of 19: 16. Second for Kalamazoo and 29th
overall was senior Kirsten
Braun with a time of 19:35.
Also making strong tinishes
for the Hornets were Theresa

Dennany, Michelle Pomeray,
Rebecca Joyce, Stacy Harger
and Tammy Kolbe.
The women placed 4th
overall and Coach Livingstone-McNelis was proud of
the team's overall performance, "All the women had
great races. We met our team
goal for the race (defeating
Albion) and I can see that in a
couple of years, with the help
of recruiting, we're going tD
be very competitive."
The men harriers battleJ
Calvin, Hope, Alma, Adrian
and Olivet. Jason Schrock led
Kalamazoo by placing 12th
overall with a tIme 0[25:24
just missing all-conference

Women's soccer suffers
tournament loss
By ANNEMARIE RANClllO

Even
though the
women's soccer team was
able to enjoy sunshine and
warm temperatures this
weekend, the Hornets suffered a 3-0 defeat to California Lutheran in opening
round action of the NCAA
Division III West Regional
tournament at San Diego,
California. While Lutheran
went on to play the winner
between St Mary's Minnesota and California San Diego, "K" saw the end of
their 1991 soccer season.
Although the Hornets
lost, they didn't go down
without a fight. Senior
Shelly Krisfalusi kept tight
control over the scoring
area, allowing only three
goals tD enter out of eleven
attempts. TIle last two only
broke through in the final
eight minutes of play.
"K" almost immediately
fought an uphill battle
When sophomore Jennifer
Hofmeister, their third
leading scorer, was injured

during the first half and was
unable tD play in the rest of
the game. While "K" did
lose, the women's soccer
team can be commended for
impressive defense tactics
that kept their opponents,
for the most part, at bay.
At the end of the season,
UK" takes credit for fifteen
victories, two losses, and
one tie overall, and a perfect
12-0 in the MIAA league.
Sophomore
Jennifer
Russell broke single season
scoring records with a tDtal
of 35 goals, 13 assists and
83 points. Krisfalusi received recognition for a total of seven and a half shutouts, and only eight goals
getting past her.
The players can certainly
take pride in the final outcome of their efforts
throughout the season.
Credit should also be given
to Coach Scott Forrester
and assistant coach Amy
Harris, who piloted the
team to the number one
position in the region.

ranking. He was the highest
placing first-year runner at the
meet.
Taking second for the Hornets was David Barcley with
a time of 26:08. Also contributing tD the Hornet effort were
Mark
Clifford,
Andy
Portinga, Ed Priestaf and
Mark Henson. The team
placed 5th overall. Coach
Livingstone-McNelis said
that he felt they would have
had a good shot at 3rd place
had it not been for injuries.
Both cross-country teams
will compete in the Regional
meet on Saturday in Terrahaute, Indiana.
THEWOODEN SHOES will
remain in the Hornet trophy
case for another year after
"K"'s 14-0 win over Hope College two weeks ago.
Photo

Jennifer Beck

practice and will be tDugh tD
beat Look for big games from
quarterbacks Gino Toretta and
Casey Weldon and also a big
play or two from Miami's
Kevin Williams and Florida
State defensive back Terrell
Buckley.
The Heisman race still
seems tD be a "magic show",
but Weldon, Florida's Shane
Mathews and Indiana tailback
Vaughn Dunbar deserve consideration for their excellent
seasons as well. Early season
favorites David' Klingler and
Ty Detmer have seen their
stock plummet (along with
their potential pro paychecks).
*Leading the pack. The
cream is slowly rising tD the
top in the NFL. Teams like
undefeated Washingron, New

Orleans and Olicago in the
NFC with Houston and
Buffalo in the AFC look
like the favorites. WashingtDn looks unbeatable, but a
33-yard field goal would
have beaten them two
weeks ago. In this league
nothing can be a sure thing.
New Orleans will go as far .
as their defense takes them,
Olicago as far as Ditka and
their heart take them. In the
AFC, both Buffalo and
Houston are well-balanced,
but teams like Green Bay
and Tampa Bay have hung
tDugh with the Bills. Houston is playing good, allaround football. Their bigplay defense could be the
deciding factor in the playoffs.

Football squad ends
year with tough loss
By JOHN Q. LEWIS

Kalamazoo College's football squad ended its season
last Saturday at Adrian College, succumbing to a 13-9
defeat at the hands of the Bulldogs. Adrian's fiery play and
six Hornet turnoyers killed
"K'''s shot at its sixth victory
of the campaign.
Kalamazoo started strong,
as they took the opening kickoff and drove 65 yards in 12
plays, with Chris Berkimer
tosssing a 4-yard touchdown
pass to Aaron Ward for the
first score. A failed extra point
left the Hornets with a 6-0
edge.
Still in the first, Adrian
mounted a drive of. their own,

iJIII!!IIiIIi

Volleyball begins tourney
Kalamazoo's #3 ranked volleybaU team bqlns Its battle throuab
the NCAA DIvision m Midwest Regional Tournament at IUlnois
Benedktlne CoUege In Llsle,lUlnols.
Included In the six team regional are host DUools Benedkdne (19.
6), Wlsconsin-Oshkosb (39-6), Calvin College (16-9), Illinois
WesleyllJl (13-8) IIJId La Verne, CaUfornla (21-7).
The tournament begins on Tbunday (November 14). Kalamazoo
(36-3) will receive a nrst round bye and sees Its first action on Friday. Tbey are scbeduled to play tbe winner 01 tbe Wilc:onslnOshkosh/Calvin winner. Tbe winners or the Friday matcbes will
meet In tbe regional finaIs on Saturday.

which ended with a to-yard
scoring strike. The Hornets
blocked the extra point kick,
keeping the game tied at 6.
Defensively, Kalamazoo
was again strong, stopping
Adrian three times in the first
half after the Bulldogs took
possession deep in "K" territDry. The suffocating Hornet
D, as it did ail season, kept the
Hornets close the entire game.
In the second quarter, after
a Kalamazoo drive stalled at
the Bulldog 22-yard line, Brad
Horman booted his longest
field goal of the year, a 39yarder, which gave the Hornets a 9-6 lead heading intD
the half.
But in the third, Adrian
struck back with another
touchdown strike, this time a
28-yarder which, after the
extra point, gave the Bulldogs
a 13-9 lead.
The Hornets weren't ready
tD die yet, as standout defensive back Sam Khashan
blocked a Bulldog punt which
Scott Myrand recovered to
give Kalamazoo one last shot.
However, a botched hand-off
was recovered by Adrian and
a late interception put the final nail in the coffin as the
Bulldogs ran out the clock and
left with the four-point victDry.
Offensively, Walt Miller
and Matt Curtin paced the
running attack with 44 and 39
yards respectively. On the
receiving end, Mark Abbott
and Jason Wagner each
snagged three passes.
For the "K" defense, Sean
Mullendore led the effort with
14 tackles, while Phil Wilson
chipped in with 8. Gary
Wilson added a couple of
quarterback sacks tD another
fine overall defensive performance.
Kalamazoo fmished tied for
third in the MIAA with a 2-3
league record and 5-4 overall
mark, giving them tlieir first
winning record since 1983.

TOP Ten Freshperson Questions And Misconceptions
10. It's only three classes, that can't be to hard.
9. You can go anywhere on foreign study if you want to.
8. The administration is here to help you.
7. So when does the semester end?
6. I'm not late for my 11 O'clock class, it's only 10:30.
5. I'm definitely going to be a(n) _ _ _ _ major.
4. Well, I had straight A's in high school. ..
3. What are comps?
2. You have to register for your classes at 1 am.
1. Doesn't anyone know what the date is?
What is this "week" shit?

BeA
Blues
Singer
Or Just
Have A Name
Like One

It's easy- once you know the secret! To create your own blues
name, just choose a DISORDER from Column 1. choose a FRUIT
or VEGETABLE from Column 2. Fina£y, tack on the surname of a
fonner U.S. president from Column 3-and viola! - you're a
Blues singer!

DISORDER
Mute
Obese
Vertigo
Rickets
Narcoleptic
Hermaphrodite
Leprosy-Ridden
Denture-Wearing
Wrinkled
Sunburned
Apopletic
Underdeveloped 3rd
Leg Growing from
Abdomen

FRUIT Q[ VEGETABLE
Pepper
Pumpkin
Black Cherry
Lentil
Cumquat
Peach
Summer Squash
White corn
Passion Fruit
Loganberry
Nibblets

PRESIDENT
Coolidge

Lima Bean

Wilson

•• Courtesy of The Silly Club Rag. modified by TAL ProdUCtiOIlI

~.

Carter

Hayes
Jackson
Monroe
Truman
Filmore
Garfield
Kennedy
K. Polk
Nixon

News
Harbaugh
Chapel
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Campus confronts grading proposal
Students
faculty speak

Faculty committee recommends
tabling plus-minus proposal

By KEZIA PEARLMAN

By MARIA CARLSON

Students and faculty spoke
out for and against the proposed change in the grading
system giving weight to
plusses and minuses at forums
on Tuesday. November 12
and Thursday the 14th.
Robert Stauffer. professor
of anthropology and sociology. and chair of the executive
committee. mediated Tuesday 's forum and presented the
argument in favor of changing
the grading system.
"I feel the proposed grading system is fair. and will
serve as an incentive to students." Stauffer said.
Jeff Daly. K·95. a Student
Commission representative.
spoke against the proposal.
saying it would increase students' already high levels of
stress and competition.

Ar.ademic Standards Committee voted Friday to suggest that the facuIty table the motion to alter the curr~nt
grading policy system of Kalamazoo College. according
to committee chair Dr. Wayne Wright, physics professor.
"No one is trying to ram-rod it through." said Wright
about the committee's recommendation that the rest of the
faculty consider concerns raised at the grading policy forums before making a final decision.
Wright did not know when the faculty would vote, but
does not think it will be implemented in time for fall 1992.
A total of about 30 students, mostly first-years, and 10
facuIty members attended the forums held last Tuesday
and Thursday. according to Wright. The forums took the
fonnat of speeches where students seemed to defend their
own opinions. Wright remembered two students speaking
in favor of the new policy being hooted down.
D".;pIte rumors that a majority of faculty memb,' .
support a new policy, Wright said he is reluctant to ScI)
one way or another about faculty preferences. Although
he supports it because it is "more fair and just," he knows
many professors who changed their minds after hearing
student input.

photo by Jennifer Beck

STUDENTS AND FACULTY debate the possible weighing of plusses
and minuses in grade point averages at aforum last week

Daly also brought up the fected.
question of scholarship eligiAbout thirty students at bility. Heyl students. for in- tended both forums.
stance. must maintain a 3.0
"The current grading sysGPA. If the proposed system tem gives students a sense of
is implemented. a B- would be security." according to Bob
a 2.7.
Beacham. K·94. "Our grades
Stauffer stated. however. will eventually be retabulated
that th'! majority of Heyl re- by graduate ,schools. so why
contmued on page 3 .
cipier.is would not be af-

Student Commission president
pleads guilty
to alcohol violation
•
By MATT SIKORA
Student Commission President Hans Morefield. K·92.
pleaded guilty to violating the
alcohol policy and his sentence was suspended in a Judicial Council case heard by
Dean of Students Marilyn La
Plante in late October.
Morefield. commission
president for the past four
months. faced a charge of
possessing open alcohol in a
public area.
The incident occurred on
October 18 during an event in
the Spanish House.
Shortly before Homecoming weekend. La Plante met
with Morefield to decide the
case. She said she normally
would have referred the case
to the Judicial Council. but the
group was not organized at
that point in the quarter.
At the meeting. Morefield
pleaded guilty. making no attempt to defend himself
against the charge. The sentence. consisting of an Administrative Warning for one
qUarter and a five dollar fme.
Was suspended.

"I was given a warning."
Morefield said.
"We talked about what
happened. She said she would
not give me the penalty. but
she warned me--not just as a
student, but as Student Commission president-that I
should be careful about my
behavior and how it represents
the students." he said.
La Plante said she could
not comment on her reasons
for suspending the sentence in
this specific case. However.
she did explain how the Judicial Council determines most
penalties.
"In any case the council or
the Dean has the opportunity
to suspend a sentence." she
said.
According to La Plante. the
student's prior record. the seriousness of the offense. and
the responsibility the student
accepts for the infraction influence the penalty given.
The 21-year-old Morefield
freely admitted he was aware
of the alcohol policy in the
language houses. The policy.
which has been in effect since
October 4. states no alcohol is

permitted in a public area of a
language house during an
event.
On October 17. the day
before the incident. Morefield
spoke at a meeting of the
Language House Advisory
Committee where the rules
were discussed in detail.
"Obviously. there's no
denying that I knew because
of that meeting I had attended." he said. "I knew the
policy. I never attempted to .
say. 'Oh. I didn't know ...•
Belinda Soncini. head resident of the Spanish House,
said Morefield did not argue
when she confiscated the alcohol from him at the party.
According to Soncini, when
she asked him about the alcohol he was holding, Morefield
replied, "Well, I'm 21."
"I was really surprised
because he knew it wasn't allowed." she said. "I felt really
uncomfortable. "
Morefield thought Soncini
was "more than within her
rights" to file a incident report
on the matter.
"I made a mistakc there,"
continued on page 2

Few complqints reported
over housing process
By ERIN MILLER
Winter quarter hOUSing
sign-ups were very successful. according to
Vaughn Maatman. Assistant Dean of Residential
Life.
"We housed about six
hundred people in the first
two days," said Maatman.
'The vast majority of students were very satisfied.
There were few complaints."
The week-long process
ended Monday after each
class had a day to register.
This is the second quarter
the new policy has been in
effect.
According to Maatman,
a group of unhappy students suggested the new
housing policy. "The students wanted a housing
policy similar to that of
class registration. so that
they could make some
choices." Maatman said.
The Housing Committee worked with Student
Commission and developed the current policy.

"'We're not under any illusions that the current policy is perfect," said CQrey
Harbaugh, Housing Coordinator. "We're always
looking for ways to improve it. and student involvement helps.
"No longer are we dealing with a piece of paper
with bousing preferences
on it. We're dealing with
students," Harbaugh said.
"If you wantacometrOO.tn
with three windows, we
can do it"
The current policy
places responsibility on the
students. according to Harbaugh. It is up to the student to find a roommate
and make all the necessary
arrangements.
With the new pollcy,
"everything is out in the
open and a lot more communication takes place,"
Harbaugh said.
The current policy will
remain in effect for one
year. Maatman assures students that they will not go
back to the old policy.
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Student
Commission
president
pleads guilty
to alcohol
violation
continued from page 1
he said. "It wasn't something I intentionally did. I
did regret it and I apologized
to her for putting her in that
position. I'm of legal age. I
was in a house setting and I
didn't bring the alcohol to
drink it there. It was simply
something I forgot."
Morefield said he felt his
penalty was fair under the
circumstances.
"I know that should I do
something else, this will
hang over me and it will
affect my future actions," he
said.

•
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Newly approved Asian-American
Organization plans for the future
By SUZANNE BAUMANN
College's
Kalam azoo
newly-approved
AsianAmerican Students' Association combines awareness, activism, and social events, according to member Ruth Palileo, K'92.
Ten people gathered for the
group's November 7 meeting
in the Japanese House parlor,
where they talked, met new
people, and discussed what
direction the group should
take.
Palileo started the meeting
with a brief history of the association. Five students
founded the group during

p oto y enru er ec

HOUSING COORDINATOR COREY Harbaugh speaks on the mens'
movement at Chapel Friday.

Harbaugh addresses
mens' movement
By ERICK TRICKEY
Housing
Coordinator
Corey Harbaugh challenged
his audience to filter his Friday Chapel meditation on the
mens'
movement "not
through your minds, but
through your hearts."
Harbaugh said he joined
the mens' movement when he
read two books, Fire in the
Belly by Sam Keane and Iron
John by Robert Bly. "For me
to have an ordered life and be
at peace with myself, I had to
address some of the issues in
those books," Harbaugh said.
For too many men, according to Harbaugh, identity is
determined by status. "Their
place in life is determined by
the amount of things they've
accumulated, the size of the
check they bring home. . . . I
want to go somewhere in life,
but I don't want to compromise my integrity."
Harbaugh said the mens'
movement is empowering
because it asks men to challenge stereotypes to which
they conform.
"Men have been given
logic, women have been given
emotion, and never the twain
shall meet," Harbaugh said.
"What's the cost we pay? We
remain detached and strong
but we get eaten up from the
inside."
Harbaugh had not written
his speech beforehand. He had
planned for the service for five
months, he said, and recently
he decided to improvise it, in
keeping with what he called a
major message of the men's
movement: "be spontaneous,
be honest, and do things with
integrity. Let it all hang out,
and let the chips fall where
they may."
The music, guitar and drum
solos by Se th Jacoby, K'95,
was also improv ised.

Harbaugh said he recognized that many members of
the audience came to the
Chapel with stereotypes about
the mens' movement.
The movement had been
characterized by one writer,
Harbaugh said, as "men in the
woods with their clothes off,
yelling. . . at the top of their
lungs. But the administration
of the school has assured me
that would not be acceptable
for Chapel."
Harbaugh said many feminists see the mens' movement
as opposed to feminism. Although some mens' movement authors have this view,
Harbaugh said he does not. .
"The men's movement is
not an external movement,"
he said. 'There's nothing it'll
accomplish politically, nothing it's lobbying for in Congress. The men's movement is
an internal movement."
Harbaugh said Keane's
book included a list of things
"men don't say," such as "I
want; I don't want; yes; no;
please listen; I'm listening; I
don't want to work this hard;
this job is not fulfilling.
Harbaugh asked the men in
the audienceto imagine how it
would feel to say those things,
and asked the women how it
would feel to hear them.
"This list is easy to read,
but hard to say," said Harbaugh. "It's easy to listen to,
buth ard to hear."
"His speech was very poetic," said Jody Wilson, K '94.
"It was definitely geared toward men, and I thought that
was good. I don't believe
there is enough. . . talk on
campus by men for men."
"I liked it," Sonja Dean,
K'94, said of Harbaugh's
meditation. "I thought he was
very articulate and honest, and
in tune with his feelings."

spring quarter, intending to
encourage an awareness of the
various cultures within Asia
and acceptance of students
and others of Asian descent,
Palileo said.
The organization plans to
promote awareness of Asian
culture through Asian Week
this winter and the International Fair.
The group also hopes to
deal with the growing amount
of prejudice on campus, work
to expand foreign study programs in Asia, and introduce
more language classes, such
as Hindi and Arabic.
Thirdly, it is a social group.
A buffet and movie might are

planned for November 22.
The Asian-American Students' Association is open to
all interested students, said
Palileo.
The group's original
constitution was lost, and a
new one had to be drafted .
Student Commission approved the new constitution in
late October. Jean BarakaLove and Madeline Chu are
currently the faculty advisors,
and a few others have also
shown interest in advising.
The group expects to be
funded beginning winterquarter, according to Palileo.

Student Commission addresses
delay in GPA vote, housing concerns
By MATT SIKORA
Student Commission announced results of the grading
policy forums, addressed
housing procedure complaints
and officially recognized a
ncw student organzation at its
meeting Monday evening.
Student Commission President Hans Morefield, K'92,
announced the Academic
Standards Committee will not
vote on proposed changes in
the grading policy on December 2, as previously planned.
"As some of you have
heard Friday, the Academic
Standards Committee vote has
been tabled," Morefield said.
"Basically, the vote is off."
Morefield said it is possible the vote will be held in
the winter or spring quarter.
He said he felt the strong student response to the forums
was one of the major reasons
the vote was cancelled.
"There were a lot of voices
that were expressed and they

heard us. We'll probably want
to have another forum in the
winter," he said.
Morefield, who will not be
on campus next quarter, told
the members of the commission to make the student
body's opinions on proposed
changes known to the administration. He said the forums'
intluence is "proof that if you
do it again, it will work."
Several representatives
said the housing registration
held last week was confusing
and unfair. Although the Student Commission has no official committee to work with
administration on housing
registration concerns, members said they did plan to meet
with Vaughn Maatrnan, Assistant Dean of Residential
Life.
"I was thinking it would be
good to get together and go
see Vaughn and tell him what
we hate about the system,"
said Rebecca Engelbrecht,
K '92, Student Commission

vice-president.
"There are bugs which
need to be worked out," she
said.
However, Engelbrecht said
the current system is better
than the old policy because it
gives students more control
The commission recognized the "K" Spirit Club ',s
an official organization. MOIIday, the group submitted a
petition with the 50 signatures
necessary for Student Commission to hold a vote.
Meredith Bigelow, K'93, a
member of the Social Policy
Committee, said the organization hopes to bring together
various segments of the "K"
community to help promote
and support events.
"They're hoping to gain
more continuity than just a
couple of girls getting together to do this," Bigelow
said.

Students, faculty debate
plus-minus proposal
continued from page 1
increase competitiveness by
changing the system?"
Student Commission President Hans Morefield, K ' 92,
disagreed with the proposed
system because he said students' individuality won't be
taken into account. Morefield
said he thought GPAs should
be de-emphasized, not emphasized.
Stauffer said he thinks students shouldn't worry so much
about the proposed switch.
'The committee calculated
the difference between GPAs
under the current and proposed systems. There would
only be about a .02 difference.
Students may find that the
new system actually alleviates
competition and stress,"
Stauffer said.
The majority of the faculty
supports switching over, said

Stauffer. They feel that there
is a difference between a B+
and a B-, and this should be
reflected. But not all faculty
members support the switch.
Ahmed Hussen, professor
of economics, suggest that a
straight scale, with no plusses
or minuses, be used to avoid
confusion over grades.
Ellen Caldwell, professor
of English, said she likes the
flexibility of the current system. However, Caldwell contends that plusses and minuses
should be used as "instruments of information."
Not all students were in
favor of retaining the current
system either.
Christi Gelder, K'92, said,
'The leveling of grades would
be beneficial and it would
limit subjectivity concerning
grades."
"It hurts when you get a

B+, and someone who hasn't
worked as hard as you gets a
B-, and you both end up with
a 3.0," said Steve French,
K'92.
By not recording plusses
and minuses, said Patrick
Meyers, K'95, the school is
"being grossly negligent and
helping to breed complacency."
Kevin Kolodsick, K'93,
responded to French and
Meyers by suggesting that
they "stop worrying about
other peoples' grades."
Melisa Stine, K '95, wished
more faculty members had attended the forums.
"This is our school, and
they are going to be voting on
an issue that will affect us
greatly," said Stine.
About ten faculty members
were at the Tuesday forum,
and five at Thursday·s.
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Abstinence: a logical and moral choice

Editorial

By HELEN HAN

Quick resolution of
grading policy issue up
to students and faculty
To the relief of many students, the Academic Standards Committee voted to recommend that the faculty refrain from voting on a new grading system
until concerns and questions raised by the campus
community have been answered.
The Index believes that the committee was right to
recommend tabling the proposal, but the delay should
be short. The faculty should vote on the proposal
within a reasonable amount of time.
Despite the fact that the Provost charged two
faculty groups with the task of investigating the
proposed grading policy, community members do
not have clear ideas as to how the policy would be
implemented. Would it be retroactive, applicable to
incoming first-year students only, or would older
students be able to chose their own policy? This is
possibly the most important issue at hand; The Index
is surprised that it has not been addressed.
The faculty does not have to consult students
before voting on this issue, although many believe
they should. Ten to 15 faculty members came to the
forums, which doesn't seem like very many. But
consider that there are about 150 faculty members,
about 10 percent of whom attended, while only 30
members of a 900+ student body were present which
means a greater percentage of faculty attended the
forums than did students, indicating a willingness to
listen to student concerns.
lffaculty are willing to listen to students, students
should in tum be willing to listen to what what faculty
and administrators have to say. Although faculty
studies show OPA's would drop by a miniscule .02,
students seem universally opposed to the policy and
worried about the effect the policy will have on
competition and stress levels. Is student concern
misplaced? Are students really hearing faculty advocates of the change, or will the change really induce
a change in student attitudes towards grades?
To wait another year to settle this issue wlll be lOO
long. Questions must be answered and students must
listen with an open mind in order to resolve this issue
by the end of Winter quarter.

An unsigned editorial represents the opinion of the
editorial board.
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"Here I am saying it can happen to anybody,
even me, Magic Johnson." said the basketball superstar at a televised press conference: Indeed, anyone
from a human fetus to an elderly person, from a
heterosexual to a homosexual, and from an IV drug
user to a non-IV drug user; any socio-economic
background can contract the HIV virus.
I relieved. as many are, that the AIDS epidemic
is finally receiving the added attention it deserves.
especially among today's youth. Certainly the shock
of Magic Johnson' s announcement has acted as an
alarm for millions of Americans, stirring them from
their sleep of indifference and carelessness. I applaud Johnson's courage in committing himself to
wage war against AIDS. but I lament that his means
of doing so is the sole preaching of safe sex.
Safe sex is vitally important, especially in light
of today's high level of sexual activity and spreading of STDs. But morality is of greater importance,
and the majority of people have altogether stopped
thinking about it Morality is dwindling not only nationally, but globally. This is a sad but evident truth.
Safe sex may prevent additional persons from
contracting the virus, but it will never better the
moral state of humankind.
Please do not misunderstand-I am in no way
implying that sex is wrong. Sexuality is an inherent
part of every human being that should be expressed.
However. sex outside the context of a monogamous
relationship involving two persons committed to
one another is unhealthy and immoral. It's unhealthiness is evident in the proliferation of STDs,
and its immorality is revealed through the progeny
of sexual activity outside of marriage: various forms
of sexual abuse, adultery. pornography, unwanted
pregnancy, abortion. and more.
Americans are evolvin~ toward a sexual norm
that scares me. This norm IS sexual activity, provided that it is safe.
For example, many parents find themselves in
a dilemma: if they bar their child from sexual activity, the child may feel alienated, engage in sex

anyway. and perhaps expose him/herself to
greater risk: of contracting an SID. On the other
hand. if they allow their child to be sexually active. they feel as if they are being morally soft
The parents can stand fmn in a moral position.
or they can give way to a liberal one. allowing
the child to make his or her own decisions, even
offering the home as a clean, safe place to engage in sex.
The great liberation of sex that has occurred through the century may afford Americans momentary pleasure, but it certainly precipitates moral decay. I wish someone like
Magic Johnson could come forward and preach
abstinence until marriage without being considered small-minded and prehistoric. I admire
Vice President Quayle for doing so and hope
that Americans will seriously consider his wise
words.
Abstinence is a logical and moral choice,
and those of us who agree should voice this
confidently, not feebly. We do not have to
accept the norm in order to adhere to a collegiate or societal standard of liberalness. Rather.
we must adhere to a moral standard that will
save us from almost certain moral corruption.

Helen Han is a first year student. She is a
religion and English double major., as well as a
news writer and occasional con tributer to the 0 pinions pages.

Editors Note:
Because of the large number of letters to
the editor received this past week. many
will not be printed until nex.t week's issue.

New system needed on the cutting edge
By CLIFF LAMPE
Yes, I'll admit it I didn't go
to that well advertised forum on
the new grading policy. but instead listened to my roommate's
repon on the events that occurred.
I was concerned that people felt
the new policy would make their
lives such hell. Are they afraid of
the pressure and competition?
The new policy has its pros
and cons. I would rather see such
mechanical methods of gauging a
person's ability done away with.
Kalamazoo prides itself on being
at the cutting rdge of education,
yet they still use such antiquated
means of grading. I can perhaps
see the sense of the point system
for getting a raw idea of where a
student stands, but we place far
too much emphasis on the grades
that we have. GPA's are simply
not the best methods of determining ability, however we are too
hide-bound to give them up.
A better way of grading
would be written evaluations at
the end of the quarter instead of
the point system. A few shon
paragraphs would tell much more
about a student than an ambiguous "A" or "F'. In this way we
could let whoever was interested
in that person know not only how
they did in a class, but why they
did that well.
Some students worry that this
system would lessen theirchances
of getting into graduate school.
but that is a misconception. The
graduate schools would be able to
see the academic progress the
student made, which would be
included in the reports, but they
would also be able to see the reason that this progress was made.
Professors, unfortunatel y, are
not likely to suppon this system
because of the extra work that
would be involved. It is true that
this system would ask: the professors to malce value judgements on

students and burden them with
getting to know each student individually, but that is the reason
most of us are here in the first
place. If I just wanted to be an
anonymous student I would have
gone to Michigan and sat quietly
in a 500 person lecture Here we
expect that personal treatment that
was promised to us in those nice
brochures that Kalamazoo sent to
us all when we choose a college.
Mandatory meetings with
students are already being used
by many professors, and these
meetings are the best means for
understanding what makes each
indi vidual student tick. It gives
the instructor a way of seeing why
a student is having difficulties or
why they are excelling, helping
their own methods of teaching.
These mandatory meetings
would also make viable the critiques at the end of each quarter.
When a professor has an Idea of
why the student is getting the
grades they are, that person would
recei ve a fairer grade.
Take an example. During my
last biology test many people had
trouble with the time allOled to
take the test While the professors
were more than fair by giving
everybody extra points. those who
are good test takers still came out
ahead of those who aren't. Some
of those people who do not do
well in that type of timed test are
not less apt at the subject, noc are
they more stupid than the others,

they just move at their own pace.
However, a large chunk of their
biology grade is going to reflect
their test taking ability, not their
knowledge of biology.
However, if we gave that
person the grade from the test, but
wrote down in their final critique
that they still had a good grasp of
the subject and were simply hindered by the methods used, then
that person would not be penalized for their own pace like they
would be under the system currently used.
This is not an entirely new
concept. Amherst and Bard colleges both use the final critique
methods and critics have been
raving about it. Surely it would
take more time, but the benefits
gained would be well worth the
effon, not only for the students,
but for the professors who would
be able to see f IfSt hand the effects
of their efforts.
So while I don 't feel the
proposed system is as bad as
people are making if out to be, I
would much rather see the critique method of grading used. Not
only would it be fair but it places
more emphasis on actual education. cognitive skills and respect
for the subjects than do either of
the other antiquated and conventional systems.
CliffLampe is afirst year student
and a Human Relations and
Human Resources major. He is a
regular Opinions columnist.

Letter Policy
The Index welcomes letters from its readers. Letters should be
original copies, typed or printed and should be signed. Under
special circumstances dealing with senstive issues unsigned let'
ters will be printed.
We encourage letters that are concise and deal with relevant
topics. AIl letters become the property of the Index once submitted.
The Index reserves the right to edit for space, clarity and libel when
necessary.
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Lampe's column as offensive as it was inane

GLSG responds
To the Editor:
GLSG would like to take this opportunity to respond to two
opinions columns in last week's issue of the Index.
First we would like to respond to the article by Cliff Lampe.
Hopefully, for the sake of this campus, the article do not reflect the
feelings of the majority, Mr.Lampe, when you say that you couldn't
care lessaboutG.LSG, WJMD,or WEC. Itis the kind of apathy that you
have expressed In your column that has denied the rights of women,
destroyed our natural.resources, allowed cenSorship to be commonplace, and allowed raCISm and homophobia to exist for as long as it has.
It would be a lot easier to respond to Mr. Lampe's article if it
wasn't so full of inconsistencies. It states you "just don 't care" and yet
you wasted half a page of 2000 copies of the Index to tell us you just
don.'t care? You also say that the GLSG mass mailing was inappropriate In the first part of your column, but then in the latter half gives us
~very right to do so? An~ you don 't give a damn about GLSG, but you
strongly support the eXIStence of the GLSG, but '" have no idea what
they do"? We, as GLSG, are confused as to how you really feel.
Manuel RUI?<! observed two students discussing a poster put up by
WIMD. Acx:or~ng to Mr.Rupe's o~ervations, the issue of "explicit
~omosexuality was deemed offenSive by some. However, manifestations of heterosexual are everywhere on this campus. Heterosexuals
~on' t need ~ put up posters of public displays of affection because it
IS SO pervasive. Cnssey basement party advertisements, the "coming
togethe( fo~ on sex~ity in Trow's lounge, as well as propaganda
on teleVls~on, In magazines, ~~ beer ads, display the assumption that
every~)Oe .IS heterosexual. This ISsue also is addressed by GLSG in its
orgamzatlO.nal goals. When ~o~~sex~a1ity is advertised, people take
offense,as If they do not reallZe ItlS an Integral part of our community.
We ~ you !O try to ima~ine what it would be like to never be able to
mennon or ~Isplay affecnon with your boyfriend or girlfriend, or to see
your sexuality deemed offenSive. The person who ripped that poster
down seemed to be saying that homosexuality should not exist. GLSG
is attempting to dispel such myths.
Whether they know it or not, everyday on this campus every
student comes into contact with someone gay ,lesbian or bisexual. It is
a known fact that ten-percent of the population in Americais homosexual. There is a slightly higher percentage of either gay, lesbian or
bisexuals here on K's campus. Ignoring the fact that "homosexuals"
exist are not going to make us go away. Some of us are forced into
silence with the display of such naive, and blatantly abusive and
homophobic actions.
GLSG agrees with in Mr. Lampe's comment that people do have
the right to throwaway the mailing, but we were shocked that with the
urgent need to recycle, people felt it more appropriate to just toss it on
the floor. Contrary to the belief that the mailing was just a wastE" of
paper, GLSG has received some very honest and positive suggestioll.
for a new name for our group.
Both these columns perpetuated various dangerous myths about
homosexuality on our campus. This establishes that GLSG, as well as
most of the groups represented at the activities fair, are offering much
needed services to the campus and the community. These two columns
only established how much work we have to do. Ignoring us will not
make us go away.
The Gay Lesbian Support Group

Kit needs a permanent solid waste
recycling program
It

To the Editor,
Anyone who has ever been a
member of an organization here
on campus realizes the difficulties met in trying to keep any project going from quarter to quarter.
This lack of continuity has been
cited often as one of the major
downfalls of the "K" plan. For
some time, ENVORG has been
trying to get a permanent solid
waste recycling program started
in the residence halls. The need
for such a program can easily be
seem. The time delay between the
start of a quarter and the actual
start of a temporary program, and
student confusion about the times
and accepted materials for such a
program results in far too much
waste thrown away rather than recycled.

Therefore, we at ENVORG
call for administrative cooperation in setting up a permanent
system for collection of solid
waste. However, in the meantime
we would like to ask that students
be aware of the current efforts
being made to collect solid waste.
Every second and fourth Tuesday
metal cans, glass bottles and jars,
and #2 plastics will be picked up
from the dorms. Pick-up locations
in your dorm will be posted in the
halls. Please remove labels from
cans and crush them. Most importantly,pleaseRINSEEVERYTIlING! Dirty containers cannot
be recycled.
Jamie Kozma

K' 94

Policy for Guest Columnists
The Index accepts opinion columns from members of
the Kalamazoo College community. If you have an opinion you haven't seen expressed, contact Robyn Reid,
Opinions Editor, to get it written.
The Index reseLVes the right to edit in consultation
with the writer for clarity, space and libel.

To the Editor:
I found Cliff Lampe's column of last week entitled, "GLSG
as important to me as dinner
mints" to be about as offensive as
it was inane.
Cliff, a certain amount of the
ignorance displayed in your colulJ)n could feasibly be called
naivete, as you are only a flrstyear student. You haven't been
around long enough to see that
there is a lot of overt hostility
displayed against homosexuals at
UK."
Why do you label someone
"Righteously PC" because they
express a view that runs counter
to your own? You seem to have
fallen into George Bush's trap of
labelling everything that isn't
within your own political bounds
to be "PC" or "liberal." What is
the point of referring to some of
your peers as "hypocritic(sic)
whining liberals?" The only person that seems to be whining is
you.
You say, "Another, fairly
unfortunate yet prevalent reason
(to ignore themailing) is thatsome
of us truly believe that homosexu-

a1ity is wrong. Not in a bashing
manner, but in a way that makes
them want to separate themselves
from the situation . .. by ignoring
it altogether or making' inappropriate' jokes... By sending you a
flyer, the group wasn 'tasking you
to either condone or refute homosexuality, Cliff. They asked you
to hep them come up with a name
so that people like you wouldn' t
be afraid of them anymore. Why
do you veil the "inappropriate" in
quotation marks? Are you saying
that there are appropriate jokes on
that subject? Enlighten me, Cliff.
What is an appropriate homophobic joke? I wasn't aware that bigotry was funny. Oh, and your
paraphrasing of John Stuart Mill
was rather poignant; too bad your
version makes him sound like
Dirty Harry.
You seem to get a little nervous near the end of your column,
and say "I strongly support the
existence of the GLSG, but I have
no idea what they do." How can
you possibly say such a thing?
You just spent four paragraphs
explaining how silly the group
was and how little interest it held

for you! You admit yourself that
communication is the solution to
the prejudices that are floating
around, but you shut the door on
them; you trashed their questionnaire and chalked it up to "another
whining liberal" group.
Cliff, I, too, am a heterosexual, so according to your definitions, I don't "have a vested interest" in GLSG. Maybe your problem is that you are dismissing
these people as homosexuals first,
and yourc1assmates second. They
aren't asking for your stamp of
approval; I'm sure most of them
don't give a damn what Mr. Cliff
Lampe thinks of them.
Instead of laughing at an
organization or ignoring it, maybe
you should learn about it first and
not run off at the mouth in the
Index. As a past Editor-in-Chief
of the Index, I am well aware of
the fact that you have a right to say
what you said. I just hope you
aren't as narrow-minded and
hostile as your column makes you
sound.
Kathleen Layden
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In defense of the "zealous" all nighters
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to
your latest editorial concerning
those "zealous first year students"
who camped out at Mandelle.
Why, you wanted to know, did we
do this?
First off, yes, we wanted to
register early to get the classes we
wanted, I won't deny that. But the
primary reason we chose to partake in this activity is because we
thought it would be fun. After all,
there's nothing like an all-night

camp-out in the 7th week to relieve stress! You wrote that our
actions were not appropriate during 7th week. Well, please tell me
when it is appropriate since it is in
the Index's best interests to play
park ranger.
I also found the back page
top ten list most inappropriate. I
find it most discriminatory towards those of us just entering
college. We don't have the experience that you all do. But I'm
glad you set such a good example

of hazing. My second week here I
remember a junior telling some
high school students how different college is and that it really
doesn't matter what year you are.
I wonder how those high school
students would respond if they
were given a copy of the November 131ndex. I hope when we are
all seniors we will not be as childish.
Bill Thoms
K' 9$

Social Society forum tonight at 8
To the Editor:
I think we have a problem here folks. Presently,
there is a great need for social activities at Ka1amazoo College. Most events are planned either through
residence hall activities or through film society.
However, most would agree that the social scene at
"K" is floundering. For whatever reason, whether
lack of planning, lack of sufficient funds, or new
"K" policies, the need is clear, and has been for the
past seven or so weeks.
Last year at Kalamazoo, the problem of finding
a place to go, finding things to do, and simply getting
away from it all was not nearly as difficult. It seems
now that students no longer have means through
which to connect with individuals outside of their
immediate environment This results in a slow
degradation of the Kalamazoo College community.
Many people have become angered at the colleges
new alcohol policy for this reason. The Colleges
reasons for initiating the Alcohol Policy seem perfectly just. The problem I have is the effects of this
change. This is why I am proposing an alternative.
If, as students, we were given a place to meet, congregate, make new friends , we would all benefit.
Three weeks ago, a number of my friends and I
were speaking with Alumni a and it was suggested
that we, as students, approach the faculty with the
POSITIVE ASPECTS

-More things to do on weekends
-Lifelong bonds with classmates
-A gel away from the "hectic" Academic life here at
"K"

-Would create social institutions
-With the K-plan being as il is, we would have an assosciation 10 come back to afler our off quarters
-"K" College is small enough that the societal instirutions would not be entirely exclusive 10 external individuals, and large enough that there could be a number of
well populated societies catering 10 significantly differenl
inlerest groups
- Presently people are "closet drinlcing" for fun:
drinlcing in closed rooms with a couple of friends and then
going to bed. Giving alternatives would cut down on this
problem
.
-Residence Hall activities, while a great way to
create the bonding Kalamazoo College needs, just are not
cutting it. Donn activities still create a sort of association
with school. Srudents need an outlet other than school
sponsored antics

social life problem, and work on finding a solution.
One of the most ta1ked about and seemingly most
well liked ideas: reinstitution of Kalamaz9Q College
Societies.
The Societies would allow for greater growth
and bonding among the student body. Societal
activities would create a healthier campus through
planned soc-hops, get togethers, parties, socials
(both with and without invitations), inter-societal
competitions, etc. There are many possibilities.
As you mayor may not mow, Kalamazoo
College used to have a societal system. Within this
system there were seven local societies. The nonresidential societies used to meet in a room that was
allocated to them by the college specifically for
holding their meetings, parties, and social events.
Most importantly the societies were not and would
not be like fraternities, which is a large concern
among our student body.
This societal system left K-Zoo in the early seventies due to a mutual decision of students and
faculty. To reinstitute these societies would again
take a mutual decision, which is where we (the students) come in. This evening, at 8:00 in the Presidents Lounge there will be an open Forum for students to discuss the issue. Pl~ come and help decide the future of the K social scene.
NEGATIVE ASPECTS

-There would be Society entry fees and dues
-The fact that we don't have societies distinguishes
us from other colleges
-The institutions would begin to "ruIe"the school, so
thaI people who were not in the societies would be left out
of everylhiog.
-Why not jusl have more residence hall activities?
-The K-plan would strain on the societies, as members would continually be coming and going
-If one person gets on the wrong side of a society, the
whole society, as tendency goes, would gang up against
that one particular person.
All of the conceTTlS expressed, I too am concerned about, and I am looking for feedback from
both faculty and students to try and gain a consensus
as to what should be done. If you come up with
different or better solutions to the fading Ka1amazoo
social scene, I am, and I'm sure everyone else is,
very open to any suggestions. Thanks.
Ben Hale K'94
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( Q's Views )Miami heats it up in the NBA
By JOHN Q. LEWIS
*Congrats_.but. I'd like
to congratulate the fall sports
stars who received all-MIAA
recognition. "K" had some
outstanding performances this
year. However, I have a couple
of complaints. First of all, although any recognition is
honorable, anyone who saw
Steve Sloan play knows he at
least deserves second-team
mention. He had 5.5 sacks, 57
tackles and 3 fumble recoveries. But, more importantly,
how many times did he make a
big play? Or how many times
did a runner tum the comer on
his end? When selecting postseason awards, committees
have a tendency to try to spread
the wealth (don't have too
many players from one team).

The Hornet defense was the
best in the league and did place
4 players on the MIAA first
tam (2 on the second). But
there is no doubt that Sloan
was in that solid core which
led the stifling defense.
Speaking of, it was great
that the "K" women's soccer
placed their limit of 3 members on the all-league first
team. But what a ridiculous
rule. Goalie Shelly Krisfalusi
allowed half as many goals the
entire year than the first-team
goalie gave up against Kalamazoo alone. The all-league
team should represent the best
players, don't penalize someone because they have too
many great players on their
team.
*Around the NBA. Judging from the early season rec-

ords, we could have a couple
of surprises in the NBA this
season. The Miami Heat are 52, but more importantly, are
starting to blend together as a
youthfu1, exciting basketball
team. They have enough young
stars (Glen Rice, Steve Smith,
Roni Seikaly, etc.) to make
them a threat for a playoff spot
if they stick together.
Golden State has started
strong at 7-2. They have the
worst defense in the league but
they can outscore anyone.
Chris Mullin and Tim Hardaway lead the way, but Billy
Owens has played well after
being acquired and fellow
rookie Victor Alexander may
be the answer in the middle.
Keep an eye on the Bulls.
Their goal of repeating is contingent on staying healthy (ask

Detroit), and the injury to Bill
Cartwright hurts. Not only do
they lose something in the
starting pivot, but they lost Will
Perdue's contribution off the
bench.
Ever wonder what happened to the Ralph Sampson
era? Sampson is trying to earn
a spot with the Washington
Bullets in a tryout this week.
His career has been nothing
but disappointing. Even when
he was an all-star in his first
few seasons he was still heavily criticized and blamed. It
might be nice for him to make
a comeback, but don't count
on it
*They need more than
glasses. The big news around
the NFL this week was the
poor officiating. There were
numerous instances of bad

calls and non-calls that should
have been fixed by replay and
weren't. It seems like the replay officials have no idea
when to overturn a decision.
They usually don't overturn a
call (even when it appears they
should), but when they do it is
often wrong. In theory, the
system is almost perfect, but
in reality there are too many
flaws. The NFL should abandon the replay until they can
come up with a better way,
rather than trying to fix it the
way it is, costing teams some
big games along the way.
*By the way. Better hurry
and buy those Evander Holyfield-Bert Cooper boxing tickets. That should be another
great fight, ranking right up
there with the Mike TysonCarl Williams bout.

"K" football places
17 on all-MIAA

'photo by Cecile Lepelit
Kalamazoo College's swimming teams got an curly start when they opened its season
on Saturday, November 9, hosting Ferris Stat~ University. The Hornet men had to win
the final event of the afternoon, 200-yard freestyle relay to pull out a 122-109 win over
the Bulldogs. The women bowed to Ferris, 128-84.
The swimmers compete in the MiAA relays at Hope College on November 23 and
then moveto Calvin on the 26th for an MiAA match-up.
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By JOHN O. LEWIS
Seventeen Kalamazoo College football players received All-Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic Association honors for their performances in the Hornets' 5-4
campaign. Five players (4 from the defense) received
first-team recognition.
On offense, standout senior center Tarek Buckmaster
earned first team honors. Last season, Buckmaster earned
second-team honors.
Defensively, first-teamers included seniors Gary
WilsonandScottSchultzalongwithjuniorsSamKhashan
and Sean Mullendore.
Wilson, a quick and strong defensive end, racked up
53 tackles and recovered a fumble. But his area of
expertise was terrorizing quarterbacks, to the tune of 7
sacks and numerous forced passes because of his pressure.
Schultz, an aggressive linebacker, recorded 57 tackles, 2 quarterback sacks, recovered a fumble and blocked
a kick in his standout season. Schultz was also the
recipient of the Hornet Spirit Award, given last week at
the "K" football banquet.
The lightning-quick Khashan also had an outstanding
season, totalling 65 tackles (3rd on the team) and snagging 4 passes (2nd on team) from his defensive back p0sition. He was also an excellent special teams player, returning punts (59 yards) and blocking 3 field goal attempts, but was most noted for his crushing hits on
opposing receivers. Khashan was named team MVP at
the banquet and will be one of the Tri-captains for next
season's squad.
Mullendore was a big-play specialist and all-around
performer for the Hornet defense. Along with being
second on the team in tackles (78), he also led the squad
with 5 pickoffs and also recovered 2 fumbles.
Kalamazoo also placed four players on the MIAA
second-team. Stalwart offensive tackle Rob Beattie had
a solid campaign along with fellow offensive secondteamer MaIk Abbott, a nifty wideout who led the team
with 26 receptions for 405 yards and 3 TD's.
On defense, second-team honors went to linebacker
Phil Wilson and defensive back Ed Walsh. Wilson led
the team with 84 tackles and also picked off3 passes. Tricaptain Walsh had 57 tackles, 2 interceptions and 2
fumble recoveries in his standout senior campaign.
Receiving MIAA honorable mention for the Hornets
were wide receiver Ryan Arnold (18 catches, 3 TD's),
solid offensive guard Greg Cibor, fullback Gary Kurc
(144 yards rushing), tailback Walt Miller (team-leading
433 yards on the ground), defensive tackle Scott Myrand
(51 tackles, 3 fumble recoveries), defensive back Bryan
Schultz (27 tackles, fumble recovery), defensive end
Steve Sloan (5.5 quarterback sacks, 3 fumble recoveries)
and wide receiver Jason Wagner (22 recepts, 2 TD's).
"K'''s winning record was their first since 1983. Their
2-3 finish in the league was good for a tie for third place
with Hope College.
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Hornet basketball to open season on Saturday
Barnum will quarterback the
By JOHN Q. LEWIS
squad. Barnum saw action in
Kalamazoo College opens 16 varsity games last year. Roy
its basketball season this Sat- Tyson, who played JV baUtwo
urday at Denison University years ago, and sophomore
(OH) in what hopes to be the Ryan Arnold should also see
beginning of another solid time at the point.
campaign for the Hornet
Rob Passage, a 6-6 power
cagers. Last season Kalama- forward, started 24 of25 games
zoo posted an 18-7 record (7-5 last season and heads the reMIA A), good enough for a turning forwards. He canned
third place finish in the league 51.6% of his field goal atbehind perennial powers Hope tempts, while averaging 4.6
and Calvin.
points and 4.5 rebounds. He
This season, the Hornets should play an important scormust overcome the loss of three ing role on this year's squad.
of last year's top four scorers
Captain Chad Lyon Will vie
Torn Olson, Jeff Reinoehl and for minutes and will be a vital
Ron Barczak. Those three leader for the Hornets. Lyon,
averaged a total of 45 points who played in all of last
per contest, over half of the season's 25 games avenlging
leam average.
2.6 pointS and 1.7 rebounds.
Leading returning scorer will provide muscle underBrian Witkowski, a sharp- neath along with his good midshooting off guard, averaged range jumpshot.
13.3 points per game off the
6-5 Ron Foor looks 10 be
bench last season. He'll start the starting small forward. Foor
this year and be counted on to averaged 2.0 points per game
lead the inexperienced but tal- in 20 outings last se~lson.
ented squad. Jon Njus, an Behind him is 6-5 neWCl)mer
excellent perimeter shooter, Andy Hobik.
will see alot of minutes behind
In the pivot, 6-7 Mark
\Jj'~ kowski.
Chappell (54.7% FG) chrncd
[ point guard, Mark the starting nod in pre ~(a.son

practice. Chappell is a strong,
hustling big man who is solid
on the boards and defensively
in the low post. Last year's
starter Mike Buss (5.4 rbs.)
and sophomore Jeff VanderWiere also will see time at
center. The poSition is important against teams like Hope
and Calvin, where a big game
from the Hornet pivot is necessary for a victory.
Overall, the Hornets should
show improvement throughout the season. Playing their
first five games on the road
leaves them susceptible to a
slow start. Defense will again
be the key to Kalamazoo basketball and offensively, "K"
will need some players to step
up and fill the scoring gap
created by the graduating seniors.
The first horne game for the
Hornets is December 21
against Manchester College.
"K" also hosts the fourth annual WQSN Holiday Dassic
on December 27-28, which
features Concordia College,
Photo by Jennifer Beck
Ohio Northern University and
Grand Rapids Baptist College. uK'basketball squad prepares for its season opener at Denison.
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Women's & men's
soccer do well on
all-league teams
By ANNEMARIE RANCILIO
The All-Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic Associalion soccer teams were honored this week, which included Kalamazoo College's women and men soccer
players. Jennifer Russell, a sophomore forward, was
named the league's most valuable player after going on a
scoring tear this fall. Russell led the Hornets to their third
consecutive MIAA title while establishing new league
records for goals (29), assists (13) and total points (71).
Also making the all-league first team were junior
midfielder Karen Carney, and another sophomore forward, Jennifer Hofmeister. Carney, last year'~ league
MVP, was named to the All-MIAA team for the third
straight year, while Hofmeister received All-MIAA honors for the second time. Carney recorded 17 goals (5 in one
game) and 16 assists this season, while Hofmeister scored
16 goals and 14 assists.
The Hornet women on the all-league second team
include senior goalkeeper Shelly Krisfalusi, junior fullback Candi Jones and sophomore fullback Mia McGinty.
Krisfalusi ends her last season at "K" with seven and a half
shutouts in eleven and a half games. Also among those
honored was Francesca Priebe, a first-year fullback, who
earned all-league honorable mention notice.
For the men's soccerteam, two individuals helped "K"
win its sixth league title in seven years, and were named
to the 1991 All-MIAAMen'sSoccerFirstTeam. Bothof
them are first-year players: forward Dana Orsucci (3
goals, 6 assists) and fullback Tom Anagnost. The only
Hornet to make the all-league second team was junior
fullback, Michael Haines. Kalamazoo players receiving
all-league honorable mention notice were senior goalkeeper Clarlc Ardern, who recorded nine shutouts in sixteen games; senior fullback Rob Orsucci, sophomore
midfielder Greg Hartker, first-year midfielder Martin
Frost, first-year midfielder Jesper Olsen (4 goals) and
sophomore midfielderTim Streeter (team leading 7 goals) ..
"Despite the fact that we had a young team, a total 01
thirteen freshmen, we surpassed all of our expectations.
However, the fact that we didn't go to the NCAA tournament is disappointing," stated co-captain Rob Orsucci,
when summing up this year's performance.

Kalamazoo spikers suffer tough
tourney loss to Osh-Kosh
By MARK R. CLIFFORD
The varsity volleyball
team's shot at the Division III
national title was blocked by
the stubborn defense of the
University of WisconsinOshkosh in an upset 1st round
elimination at the Midwest
Regional Championship Tournament at illinois Benedictine
on Friday.
The final point in the 8-15,
16-14, IS-II, 9-lS, 16-14
match came on a Kalamazoo
mis-hit after Oshkosh rallied
from a Sth game,1O-S deficit.
Head coach Jeanne Hess called
the loss a "heartbreaking" one
for her Lady Hornets, who
came into the tournament as
its top seed and ranked No.3 in
the nation.
In accordance with the
tournament's rules, a rallyscoring system was in effect
for the 5th set, whereby a point

is scored on every serve and . kills), and Rocky Cibor (52
sideout. This meant, accord- assists) went out fighting in
ing to Hess, that "every ml's- their fmal collegiate games.
take was magnified ... we had First-year student Mary
to change our thinking. It up- Siwajek played despite an inset us a little but that's not why jured right leg. "She put her
we lost."
heart and soul into it," said
"We didn't have a strong Hess appreciatively.
service game and we didn't
Kalamazoo ended the seablock the ball," admitted Hess. son with a 36-4 record, which
Uncharacteristically, the Lady featured an undefeated MIAA
Hornets were out-totaled in campaign, four tournament
blocks, 16-5, and digs, 48-42. titles, and the 34-match winIn addition, UK" was twice ning streak which ended on
penalized points for overlap- Friday.
ping as a resultoflining upimSaid Hess of her team's list
properly. Previously, "K" had of achievements, "TIus is not
been called for only two such accomplished by an ordinary
violations all year.
team, and they definitely are
Coach Hess recalled that not an ordinary team."
after the game "I told them I
"All year we've had our
was still proud of them, that good streaks and our bad
we played as well as we could." streaks," reasoned Willms, "it
Seniors Mae 2'llang (17 kills, just seemed that we had a bad
10 digs), Karen Willms (17 streak at the wrong time."
digs), Gretchen Newell (12
kills), Barbie Oels1ager (5

Hornet Corner
Upcoming events in Kalamazoo College sports

Saturday November 23
Men's Basketball:
at Denison (OH) 7:30

Women'slMen's Swimming
MIAA relays at Hope 1:00

Sunday November 24
Women's Basketball
vs. Madonna College
Anderson Athletic Center 2:00
Tuesday November 26
Womans's/ Men's Swimming
at Calvin 6:00

Women's Basketball
vs. Aquinas
Anderson Athletic Center 8:00
Men's Basketball
at Huntington College at 7:00

Thank you Saga fOf.
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scalding hot salad bowls that instantly curdle cottage cheese.
the dim lighting in the pub which makes any food unrecognizable.
Turkey Pilgrim Chowder, and all other 29 varieties of turkey.
the ice cream machine that always runs out when I get there.
a bright shiny mirrored room that slowly drives you insane.
the free glass of water with every plate of spaghetti.
pudding that holds its shape even out of the bowl.
a satisfying "Boy, do I feel nourished" feeling.
hearty portions of gristle on "steak" night.
plates that are hotter than the food.
meals that always start on time.
creamy chunky vegetable soup.
savory rice and beans.
twice boiled broccoli.
carbonated beverages.
a functioning toaster.
intestinal problems.
curry, curry, curry.
all forms of Strata.
full ice machines.
vegetarian mush.
fresh produce.
ice cold milk.
okra.

For an experience more satisfying than an evening with Marriot,
come see Indians, a play by Arthur Kopit, opening on Thursday in
Balch Playhouse. Oh! And what a coincidence, the play is at 8
pm, so you don't have to choose one or the other.

creatures yo t

~ama

warned you 'bout
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Seduction using Sperm ...Whales
.- --ViLLI!.
-By HERMAN MI!.L
Sincethe Windex's staff of
psychopathic English majors
is busily attacking that killer
whale, Moby Dick, we decided to do an article on more
useful uses for the whale. We
scoured hall after hall, asking
students for their best pick-up
lines using Moby Dick.
According to Jody Wilson,
K'94, his most successful line
is" Ahoy there! Have you seen
my big white dick?"
Says Erin Aaron, K '94 and an
R. A. in Harmon, "I like to ask
guys, 'Is that a harpoon in
your pocket, or are you just
glad to see me?"
Jack Jeremiah Jones, K '94
and also an R.A. in Harmon
suggests saying, "Hey baby,
call me .. .Ishmael."
Andrew Starbuck, K'95, was
sitting in Harmon lounge
when he casually said, ''I'd
like to drop anchor in your
harbor."

"My name's Ahab," said
James Stubb, K'95, "How'd
you like to climb my ivory
tower?"
Michael King-Post, K'95,
enthusiastically suggested,
"Drop your sails, baby, I'm
coming into port!"
Sara Charity, K'95, says
women should always ask,
"So, how big is your masthead?"
Jenny Pip, K'95, said, "Hey,
my name's Queequeg, Wanna
see where else I have tattoos?"
as she suggestively tugged at
her shirt.
Amer Mohuiddin, K'95, suggested the line, "My name's
Moby, I have a 12-foot and I
know how to use it."
And Justin Jest, K'92, finished the list with, "Ditch that
loser fish, babe. I'll show you
what a real sperm whale can
do."

This Has no Headline
By Dr. RUTH
WESTHEIMER
and JULIA CHILD
Following is a list of r.ll oncampus social activities for
fall, winter and spring quarters:

(Maria Carlson says "I don't care
who you're doing as long as you
do your pages. ")

(Erick Trickey's goatee makes
him attractive to stage managers
and little bunny rabbits.)
(We've seen Hans and Chad
naked!)
(Pray our stomachs will recover!)
(When Robyn Reid doesn't like
your opinion, she locks you in a
room alone with Cliff Lampe.)

A MESSAGE FROM YOUR CAMPUS LIFE COMMITTEE
(AND YOUR LOCAL CHAPTER OF THE NATIONAL
RIFLE ASSOCIATION)

(And if you're really bad, she'll
lock John Q. Lewis in there, too.)

Stressed out? Need a way to alleviate your burdens? Good luck in
trying to find one! Ha ha, but seriously, we from the Campus Life
Committee sympathize with you and have found a solution for those
fmals wee.lc blues-ASSASSIN TAG!
Sign up Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday of ninth week, during
dinner at Hicks Center for this wild, exhilarating game. (Faculty
are also encouraged to play.)

(Julie Case is looking for another
man who can knock over her
bookshelves.)
(Jennifer Beck has a serious thing
for toes and chocolate chip cookies.)

DANA: But Chris, how do you play?
CHRIS: Elementary, my dear Dana. 'Tis merely a game of ruthless elimination, similar to that of gladiatorial combat, except you
use real knives, rifles, machine guns, pistols and grenades. Basically, anything that can mortally wound somebody.
DANA: Haha, you're kidding right?
CHRIS: No, really, stop laughing and listen. All you need to do to
sign up is bring a photocopy of your ID and $1. We'll also have
bullet-proof vests available for rental for those less hardy souls.
The money goes into ...our pockets of course.
DANA: Why do you need a photocopy of your ID?
CHRIS: So they can be distributed on Monday of tenth week.
You'll fmd someone else's ID in your box. The following day,
Tuesday, the games begin.
DANA: In other words, the person whose ID is in your box, is your
victim.
CHRIS: Pure genius, absolute genius! If you're worried about
missing a shot or something, we also have trained assassins to help
you ouL-for a price.
DANA: So sign up as soon as possible and get yourself killed!
Oh yeah, don't forget to submit a form indicating your next of kin.
You might also wish to turn in your organ donor cards at that time.
CHRIS: And remember, don't worry about making a mess. We
can work order Physical Plant to clean up the blood ...someday.
For further information, questions or Prudential life insurance
at student rates, call: Dana Bourland (9623), Kevin Peterson
(9789), or Chris Yoon (9501)

(Tim Long eats yellow
snow ...even though his mommy
lold him not to.)

(Ruth PaliIeo is totally hot.. for all
her profs!!!)
Well, that's all folks. Have
fun!
WANTED: Companion for
lonely sports editor who's tired
of playing games all by himself.

I

Single, white male Student
Commission President looking
for live-in secretary who
doesn't mind shredding.

WEEKEND Pus
By ROB N. LEECH and HUGE H. EFFNER
The arts and entertainment section of the Windex
has been plastered with lies.
We've actually told you that
you can have fun in Kalamazoo. The simple truth is
there's nothing to do in
Kalamazoo. Unless you're
with John Q. Lewis.
Without a car, three
clubs are open to the majority of"K" students. The first
is Club Soda where the
music's good and middleaged men are out in full
force. If you're really
good-like a certain friend
of ours who shall remain
nameless-you can meet
four balding men in one
evening.
Then there's Bourbon

Street where the music is different but the all important
meat market mentality is the
same. Rather than middleaged men, you'll meet desperate men here.. .like John Q. Lewis.
At the Warehouse, if
you're under 21 you can only
get in on Tuesdays ... unless
you're a friend of John Q. Lewis, who is the embodiment of
a macho 70s stud.
There's no movie theatre
within walking distance .
VCRs or Film Society movies
are for desperate movie
hounds. Don't have a VCR?
Find a friend who does, otherwise John Q. Lewis might
force you to watch stuff like

Karen Does Kalamazoo.

With "K' and Western,
Kalamazoo should be a
college town. But the city is
still in a state of denial. Our
city is Ann Arbor's quieter
sister. Except for John Q.
Lewis' room,life would be
pretty dull.
The college tried to help
relieve our relative deprivation. The rather lenient alcohol policy at our
school-alas, so recently
changed- was lenient not
out of a purposeful attempt
to decrease the control of
the school over student's
lives, but out of sheer pity.
Now all we have is John Q.
Lewis.

From The
Quadstop

NOT
(we're drinking at the bars)
"The Beer Nationals"
By CHAD ''Mr. Mellow" RUCKER and
HANS "No hablo Espanol" MOREFIELD
For the hundreth (beer) time, we're sorry our article did not
(beer) appear in last week's Windex. We didn't have time
(beer) because (beer)(beer)(beer)(beer)(beer) we were representing "K" at the Beer Nationals held in Milwaukee. It
was the Best.
l1l.e Beer Nationals don't get a lot (beer) of publicity because certain Federal hardasses have something against beer.
They say you can become addicted (beer) to beer and you
will (beer) end up thinking (beer) about it all the (beer) time.
We think beer is good. Beer likes us. We like beer. To be a
top beer-athlete you need to condition (beer) your mind like
this.
Since swimmers are in training and have stopped drinking,
naturally the Committee's (beer) next choice was yours
truly. We thought we were the top beer honchos, but when
we arrived (beer) in Milwaukee for the weekend Toumament we (beer) discovered ourselves (beer) to be pretty
skinny and, [could it (beer) be possible?], less consumed by
beer than our opponents. Competition was tough, but we
weren' t discouraged. We were confident our months of
training (beer) would payoff.
Upon arrival, we (beer) were escorted to City Hall, where
Hans was given the Key to the City for his devotion to the
economic cultivation of the city through (beer) relentless
drinking of the Best. With the key, Hans received a lifetime
supply of Milwaukee's Best, which we drank that afternoon.
That (beer) warm-up under our belts, we proceeded to the
competition.
Members of Chad 's (beer) fledgling cult, the Porcelain Goddess of Latter Day Beers, met (beer) him at the arena. Chad
used to be just a member but after Foreign (beer) Study, his
devotion to beer and throwing up became legendary. His
fellow members (beer) recognized Chad as not just a member but their Messiah. After a ceremonial puke (beer) in the
arena's bathroom to the excited cheers of his devotees, Chad
was (beer) presented with the Holy Beer Grail and joined
Hans on the competition floor.
Chad did best in power (beer) drinking events. Outweighed
by several hundred (beer) pounds, he still managed to defeat Big Beer Bertha from Florida State in the 50 minute
(beer) arm-curl event. Chad created a new national record
of 4l.38 12-ounce bottles. Unfortunately, he (beer)
yacked,missing the tap count competition.
Hans is more of a (beer) style drinker, despite his addiction
to Milwaukee's Best. His (beer) best event, the 25 beer bong
ballet, was Saturday morning. While consuming 25 beers
through a bong, Hans danced the entire first scene from Swan
Lake in his new light (beer) blue, sequined tutu. The crowd
erupted in pandemonium, throwing beer cans in obvious approval, yet the judges did not rate Hans as (beer) IUgbly as
anticipated. The Spanish judges were especially harsh. Their
ratings belied some personal grudge, inexplicable to Hans.
Overall, we did pretty (beer) well. Individually we couldn't
keep up with the mammoth, 400-lb, steroid popping, corporate sponsored, ugly, pimpled, uncouth, slobs from the bigger (beer) universities. Don't get us wrong; we're not bitter.
Nationally we (beer) placed 24th, 2nd among Division III
(beer) schools, and first in the MIAA. Hope and Calvin
showed but left when they found out it wasn't a root beer
drinking contest.
Next year "K" will (beer) be represented by other students,
since we will be (we hope) graduating in the (beer) Spring.
We mentioned earlier the near religious devotion (beer) required to compete successfully. But religion ain '( enough. It
takes guts. The bigger (beer) the (beer) gut the better. We
may appear small in this regard, but we have hollow legs.
So if you want to represent "K" intercollegiately in this way,
get (beer) moving. It's never too early to start training for
the Beer Nationals. And (beer) there's always the Olympics.
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drive like a maniac

Concentrate on classes
Dear Features Editor:
We called your room yesterdayand yourroommate told
us you were at the Windex
office again. How many times
do you do the newspaper per
week? It seems you're never
in your room.
Since we can't get you to
write or call us anymore, we
thought we'd contact you
throughtheWindex. We called
the Union Desk and asked for
the number to the office but
the person who answered said
you hadn't been in all evening. Papa is a little bit worried and confused.
Are you really on the newspaper? Should I call your editor-in-chiefandfindoutwhat's
going on? I'm not threatening
you but I don't think you
should be keeping secrets from
us. Didn't you tell me you
weren't going out with that
boy anymore? (What's his
name again?)
Well, don't get too stressed
about anything. Concentrate
on your classes; they're the
most important thing after all.
You're not getting graded for
the newspaper anyway, are
you? You're certainly not
getting paid for it! As for that
boyfriend that you've supposedly broken up with, he won't
be any help with your career!
Don't forget that all your
cousins are coming for Christmas. Have you bought a K
College sweatshirt for Rene
and Ruby yet? Remember how
good their grades are. I think
they deserve a reward. Which
reminds me, when do we get
your report card?
I've enclosed stamps.
Lovingly,
Mama

To the Editor-in-Chief:
Well, we just saw you this
weekend, but this time you left
your books at home so we had
10 Federal Express them to you.
Last time it was your glasses
wasn't it?
I hope you enjoy your junior mints. I keep trying to fmd
away to pack them so that you
can't tell what they are by just
shaking the box, but I don't
think I can do it without wrappingeachjuniormintindividually.
Your father and I have decided that we don't want to
hear about your career plans
until you have one. We get far
100 confused when you change
your post-graduation plans
every week. All we ask is that
you have a job and a place to
live before you start moving
around to the four corners of
the planet. Judging from the
way you drive I don't see how
you can take care of yourself at
alL You drive like a maniac,
you know.
Your father wants to know
if you have a meal plan for next
quarter. How many? Can you
get more? Even though you
don't look as though you
missed a meal, your father and
[ are concerned that you get
enough to eat.
How is Calculus going?
More importantly, how are
those P.E. credits going? Won't
you be humiliated if you can't
graduate in June because of a
silly gym credit? What is taking so long? Can you take more
than one at a time just to make
sure you get enough done?
Did you find out your final
grade on your SIP? Tell that
man to give you honors.
Guinea Pigs are fine
I won't try and make you
feel guilty because you never To the Opinions Editor:
Hi muffin! How are you?
come home. I know guilt
doesn'twoneonyou.Callhome I hope your classes are going
but don't use the calling card. well and you're getting enough
Do you know how much that sleep.
We just got another $50
thing costs?
phone
bill. You should really
Love,
Mom and Dad and your dog, talk on the phone less and write
Penny
more letters. I've enclosed
stamps.
I also enclosed an article
To the News Editor:
from the newspaper about your
How are you, sweetie? Your friend from junior high school,
father and I are fine. Your sis- Tricia Scieszka, who just went
ter just got her fall grades, and to court for bouncing a check.
she got a 3.5! She and John I thought you might find it
broke up and she's been pretty interesting. Did you know
sad.
she's married? I also enclosed
Bonnie and Cl yde miss you. an article on Political Science
They sleep on your bed all the majors who are having trouble
time and meow when we take finding steady jobs.
them to the basement.
Did you write those thank
How are you? Are you get- you letters like I asked?
ting enough sleep? Are you
Grandma is doing well.
taking your vitamins? Is your She's taking a trip to the Grand
phone still working? (hint, Ol' Opry with her senior citihint). Do you want us to send zen group next week.
you some stamps?
Your guinea pigs are fine;
I hope you're not working still squeaking and pooping a
on that newspaper too much lot. Your dad cleaned their
anymore. I'm sure your profs cage and their toenails need to
don't appreciate you sl<ipping be clipped. Aren't they only
their classes to sleep.
supposed to live 3 years?
When are you coming
I hope you liked your care
home? We miss you. I hope package. I had bought some
you enjoyed the dinner we took Snickers to put in the box but
you out to last Saturday. Please your father found them.
shave off that awful goatee! If
Do you want us to come
you need money for a haircut, up next week?
call and we'll send it right away. Love,
Love,
Mom and Dad

Shave the goatee

Mom.

TC! the Editor:
I am writing to express my .
disgust at upper-class people
and UK" College in general.
First let me fill you in on my
high school history.
In high school I was 6h so
popular, a straight A student
and loved by all my teachers.
High school was a period of
social bliss and academic ease.
Then came college, specifically UK." Here no one likes
me, and they all make fun of
all my ideas!
The work load here is
horrible! I can't believe that
we've actually expected to do
more than one hour of homeworlc each night! Ithought{)nly
having three classes would be
easy, in fact, that's why I came
to UK!" All these tests and
papers aren't going to help my.
social life. Especially since I'm
triple majoring in Physics,
Biology and Philosophy,
Furthermore, I am thouroughly ticked at all those senior meanies who mock my
anal-retentiveness and my attepts at academic choice. I
mean if I want to spend the
night in front of Mandelle in
order to getm y classes I should
be able to! I actually thought it
was kinda cool, but my happiness was curdled by the hostile
snears of upper class people!
You guys are just jealous!
So Windex editor, I say to
you: well, actually, I won't say
a thing because knowing you
elitist Windex parle rangers,
you won't even print this!
Especially beacuse you're so
politically correct and everything!
Now that I've said my
piece, I'll quit writing. I will
conlude this by asking the
entire campus to give us
freshpeople a break! Come on
guys we have feelings too!
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Editorial

Bunni Rabit
K'95

P.S. Just so you don't think
I'm totally down on your paper, I want to express my delight with columnists like Cliff
Lamprey and Manuel Rip-up!
What a pair of great guys!

Roaches speak out
To the Editor:
We would like to thank the administration for the luscious living conditions provided in the
basement of Crissey Hall. We
appreciate your refusal to fumigate or in any way discourage our
growth. The temperature is ideal
for ou r reproduction. Filthy dishes
with crusty food assure our sustenance, open, spilled bags of lentils and black eyed peas allow.us
to bring back goodies forour'Iittle
ones. The rotting food in the refrigerators is a special treal So
we write this letter, encouraging
you, the administration to keep
up the good wone! Don't even
think of cleaning those floors!
Keep pumping out that 90 plus
degree heat! We would also like
to thank the thoughtful current
veggie co-op residents for their
consideration! We're at 750 times
the colony we used to be!
XOXO!
The Cockroaches of Crissey
basement

Student Apathy - who cares?
Who cares about the environment? Who cares about
rape? Homosexuals? It doesn't affect us. It doesn't affect our
school. These issues don't really effect our upper middle
class white lives! Dammit we're tired of these special interests! We're tired of these loud and obnoxious minority
factions! Did we mention the Index is biased?
Let's avoid big issues and concentrate on the everyday
details. Instead of social causes let's focus on us; things that
effect us everyday. For example: How many days in a row is
it appropriate to wear the same pair of jeans? How many
dinner mints can one take when the bowl is offered? How
many times should we let the phone ring before we answer it?
Should we ask for a foreign car or an American car when we
graduate?
Instead of organizing around social causes, let' s watch a
lot of sports and sitcoms and let's read People magazine.
Sleeping and spending time dawdling with friends are
immediate day-to-day concerns. These are everyday issues,
these are issues that really effect our lives.
EnvOrg, for instance, what a waste! A bunch of hippy
long hairs trying to get us to put our cans and bottles into little
piles in.stead of throwing them away. What a pain! It's notour
respOnsibility t6 take care of this stuff. The ozone layer isn't
going to get a hole in it from my can of aerosol hair spray.
Sheesh!
WEe. They threaten our very social order. Pretty soon
chicks won't even want to date guys anymore if those radical
leftist commie WEC girls have their way. Anyway who says
guys and girls aren't equal anyway. They're here at this
school aren't they? What more do they want?
_.
Who needs Intervarsity Christian Fellowship? Does God
effect our everyday lives? No. Have any of us ever seen God?
God schmod. We say every man for himself.
GLSG - they are in the process of destroying our very
social order. I guess we don't mind if they exist, but as long
as they don't do anything. And certainly don't tell us about
it.
In general most groups at this school focus too much on
special interests. We want real organizations where we just
sit around and complain about all the other organizations and
about our friends when they step out of the room.
An unsigned editorial represenls the opinion of the sports editor.

no news is good n ws
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Jesus Christ seen
Hoben carpet stain
By ORAL B. ROBERTS
Christmas came early
this year to Hoben Hall's
room 403 when the complete nativity scene, depicting the birth of Jesus appeared in muddy brown
spots on the carpeting.
"I just couldn't believe
it," said Matt Sikora, resident of the miraculous
room. "I mean, I thought this
kind of stuff only happens
on billboards or in Burger
King."
According to Sikora, the
image was mistakenly discovered by his roommate,

Peter Watson.
the markings could result
"I was really surprised. I've from various types of beer
lived here for the entire quarter spilled on the floor during an
and all they told me about the ancient orgy held in the roorn
carpeting was to wear shoes," The theory explains the differWatson said.
ent shades of brown which
Although religious scholars can be seen.
have various theories about the
"I think the lighter tints
origin of the image which has which form the wise men are
been named "Holy in Hoben," products of a domestic beer,"
they all agree on the age of the he said. "A rich, European
carpeting.
blend would explain the
'There's scientific proof that darker color of the camels
it, indeed, dates back to the time they're riding on."
of Jesus," one scholar said.
When questioned whether
"However, it's odd because an animal like a camel could,
most fibers made at that time are indeed, be the culprit of the
of higher quality."
murky stains on the rug, the
One religious scholar said scholar said it was a very

strong possibility.
"It would explain the smell
in here," he said. "I don't
think the connection between
the bam in the scene (the
manger) and the place where
the vision appeared (Hoben
Hall) can be overlooked. It's
an incredible parallel."
According to Watson, hundreds of students make pilgrimages to the room each
day. He said the vision was
not damaged in an accident
which occurred last weekend.
Apparently, a pilgrim who
was not aware of the new alcohol policy was overwhelmed by the miracle and

•
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became physically ill on the
carpeting.
"We were really fortunate
there," Sikora said. "Luckily,
the new stain is in a good spot
on the hill next to the shepherds."
The new marking resembles another well known
figure. According to Sikora,
the new scene entitled "Elvis!
Live from Jerusalem," will be
shown publicly after thorough
examinations by Graceland
scholars.

Anti -abortion group
meets, plans ta~tics
?
By DA YID
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"K" College's Right-toLife Organization will sponsor a workshop this Thursday at 4 p.m. on the roof of
Physical Plant entitled
"Techniques of Deterring
Those Damned Pro-Choice
Advocates from their OneWay Ticket to Hell."
According to Don Atello,
K'95, Chairman of the organization, the seminar will
teach such skills as "verbal
harassment and how to coerce children to lie in front
of cars carrying potential
murderers."
Says Atello, members of
the organization plan to introduce tried-and-true methods of harassment but would
also like people to learn to
use their own skills in persuading women "to not kill
those poor children."
Explains
Michael
Angelo, K'94, and an expert
in martial arts, "Many
Right-to-Lifers have good
intentions but they don't
know how to use their own
unique skills to get their
point across. I, for example,
have creatively used brass
knuckles and numchucks to

"un;n~ these
th4L'"a. women
n',................. about
I1o'k.-...n • •the
J......
remmd
violence they're doing to their
children. It's amazing how a
little forceful persuasion can
show these women the error of
their ways."
Adds member, Leo Nardo,
K'95, "I've been to Wichita
[Kansas]; I've seen pro-lifers
injured because they have little
or no training. We just want to
insure that good training is
available. Many pro-lifers, for
instance, have never learned
how to make a good pipe bomb.
How can they effectively blow
up a Planned Parenthood without hurting themselves unless
we guide them to the light?"
At
the
Right-to-Life
Organization's most recent
meeting, member Ralph Ayell,
K'95, expressed some concern
that "those other campus organizations would give us a
hard time" [during the seminar.]
He is especially worried that
"women from WEC might try to
physically harm our members."
He observes, "They can get
pretty vicious about their alleged rights, you know?"
Although Ayell is worried
about external problems, Atello
says he is more concerned about
internal factions. 'Those of us
who have been doing this for a

§(Q) wee
~~~~®
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W(Ule, ne explaIns, --nave no
problems kicking pregnant
abortion clinic workers in the
stomach, like someone did in
Wichita. But some of our
younger members, especially
the women, seem just a little
bit queasy. We're hoping this
seminar will help to change
that."
Despite such difficulties,
most members are enthusiastic about Thursday. "We're
really hyped," says Angelo, "I
was with Leo [Nardo] inKansas. Those rallies are such a
high. Hopefully, after we've
gotten a better grip on these
skills, we can have our own
rally."
Adds Atello, "We're thinking of practicing [these skills]
from Physical Plant roof a
couple times ... maybe during
that Take Back the Night
march. I guess we'll see."
Refreshments will be
served during the seminar,
courtesy of Domino's Pizza.
For those who cannot attend
but are still interested in learning some of these techniques,
tum to the Windex FEATURES page for a step-bystep article in building a pipe
bomb.
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This issue of the Winda contains one or more of the following: explicit language, blasphemy, adult situations, and just plain nasty stuff. Do not read if easily offended. Please.

Change Ringers ring bells
By BELLE STARR
College's
Kalamazoo
Change Ringers, after heated
debate, plan to ring the Chapel
bells next quarter.
Traditionalists within the
organization won out over a
sizable number of reformers
who complained that ringing
the Chapel bells took up too

much of their time, that the
bells were too heavy and gave
them blisters.
"I think it's very significant
that we had this debate, and
I'm glad the college community was involved," said one
zealous Change Ringer. "But
I'm glad that we decided to
ring the bells."
A substantial number of
Change Ringers preferred to

bang on rows of drinking
glasses with spoons during
Chapel services and weddings. Others wanted to play
piccolos and tambourines.
Still other ringers suggested that the group compromise and ring bells on Kalamazoo sidewalks dressed as
Santas.
Student Commission voted
Monday to . approve thc

Change Ringers' statement of
purpose. It read, "We, the
Change Ringers, propose to
ring the bells at Chapel services." The vote was 13 to 12.
"A substantial number of
representatives felt that the
Change Ringers' proposed
mission was inappropriate,"
said Hans Morefield, K'92,
Student Commission president. "Some expressed frus-

tration that the Change Ringers seem to play the same song
all the time. Others said they
were angry that the bells constantly woke them up at 10
o'clock on Fridays when they
were trying to sleep in."
The Change Ringers stress
that their organization is open
to all students. They are holding an informal meeting Saturday at 11 p.m. at the top of
the Chapel tower.

buys
Marriott
Alumni
Harmon
return , out
warn
and Severn
students
By DONALD TRUMP

"I became a poli-sci major
because I wanted to save the
Kalamazoo College alumni world," said J. Fitzgerald
returned to campus last week- Kennedy, K'8I. "Soon after
end to warn students about the graduating, my major consideration became saving myself
job market.
The alumni were matched from starvation."
Kennedy said she spent
with students who have the
three
years in various unpaid
same career interests they did
internships
in Washington,
in high school.
"If you are an art history D.C. before his parents inmajor, there are eight words formed him they could no
which will help you in the job longer support him. He began
market," said alumna Holly selling gold jewelry and inHatcher. "They are: 'Would cense to finance his graduate
you like special sauce with studies at the American
Truck-driving School (ATS).
that, sir?'"
"My advice to students is,
Hatcher, a K'81 graduate,
become
a chem major, go
eventually went on to graduwork
for
one of those giant
ate studies at the Virginia Farrell School of Beauty. She polluting companies that pay
lives in her parents' basement for all the big buildings on
campus. Or become a busiin Bad Axe.
"My advice to those of you ness or econ major, and learn
planning to go into journalism how to conduct hostile takeis: don't," said Clark Kent, overs and form giant internaK'8I. "You work shit hours at tional conglomerates. You're
shit pay and after three years, much better off without that
you're still writing obituaries idealism shi t."
in a suburb of Flint."
Kent is now the assistant
head cashier at a Farmer Jack
supcrmarket in St. Clair
Shores Mi ; igan.
By LAWRENCE BRYAN

Students who commented
that Harmon Lounge looks an
awful lot like a hotel lobby
weren't far from the truth;
Marriott announced last Friday that they had purchased
both Harmon and Severn to be
incorporated into their hotel
chain next year.
Says Jordan Knight, head
of Marriott Corporation,
"Every year when the tennis
brats come to "K," local hotels make a killing. The earning potential that an on-campus hotel would have was
simply irresistable. We had to
be careful in how we went
about it, however."
Knight's associate, Danny
Wood,
explains
that
Marriott's Executive Committee was a little leery of
student response. "We were
pretty sure that students
wouldn't be too pleased with
our taking over their living
space."
According to Knight, Marriott was, therefore, very secretive about their endeavor.
"We decided the best way to
do Ihis was to make the renovations seem like they were

The lounge, er,lobby, of/he soon-to-be Harmon Hotel

for the students and the college."
Joe McIntyre and Jonathon
Knight, of McIntyre and
Knight Construction, explained the renovation process: "First Harmon's lounge
was renovated, followed by
the rooms. Then Severn was
renovated in much the same
neo-art-deco manner. Finally,
we added ice machines to
every dorm. We're still working on getting cable into every room."
Adds Wood, 'That [the ice
machines] weren't even our
idea. Student Commission
brought it up to us. Otherwi~e
we would've just put the ma-

chines IOto the dorms which
will
eventually become ho-

tels."
Now that Marriott has
made their plans public, says
Wood, "we've got to get the
students behind us." He explains that students will profit
from the hotels even though
they will now be living in
even more crowded residential conditions. "We now have
a work-study grant from the
government so students can
get jobs with us ... bell boys,
maids. doormen, room
service.
Opportun i ties
abound."
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Task force drafts sexual assault
policy; work continues
policy, and that few adjust- help. It will also tell students
ments will have to be made. why it's imponant to go to the
A task force commissioned However, she said she did not hospital if raped, what will
by President Lawrence Bryan want to reveal the specific happen there, and will discuss
has submined a tentative sex- content of the drafted policy the ramifications of reponing
ual assault policy for Kalama- until Campus Life is fInished rape on campus and to the
zoo College to the Campus with it.
police, according to LaPlante.
Life Committee, according to
The faculty will have the
"This booklet will help
Marilyn LaPlante, Dean of final vote determining the . students to better understand
Students.
passage of the policy. The task what rape is, panicularly acIn addition, the task force, force hopes to issue the pol- quaintance rape, which is a
composed of students, faculty icy statement winter quaner.
grey area with many stuand administrators, is writing
The task force has also dents," LaPlante said.
Next quarter the task force
photo by Jennifer Beck a booklet with information begun writing a booklet, to be
about sexual assault, and given to all "K" students hopes to tum its attention to
BEN HALE. K'94 (right). and other students gathered Wednesday to plans to address questions along with the policy state- the judicial process and camdiscuss Hale's proposal that social societies return to campus.
regarding campus education ment, which will include sug- pus education. The task force
and the prosecution of sexual gestions of how to protect is having a difficult time deassault cases.
oneself from sexual assault ciding whether a campus
LaPlante said she antici- and acquaintance rape and committee should have the
pates that Campus Life will be guidelines for friends of as- power to decide a case conpleased with the proposed sault victims who want to
continued on page 2
By KEZIA PEARLMAN

Students debate proposed
return of social societies
By MATT SIKORA

Proponents of resurrecting
Kalamazoo College's extinct
social societies argued that the
organizations would provide
much-needed weekend activities while opponents voiced
fears of a divided student
body at the Social Societies
forum Wednesday.
"It seems like [societies]
could do a lot of different
things for the community,"
said Ben Hale, K'94, organizer of the forum.
"To me, it seems like it's
just going to be cliques," said
Kelli Frederick, K'94. "It's
going to be eli tist."
The forum was designed to
discuss how to apply a societal system which would create
new activities for the student
body while avoiding the problems historically associated
which such groups. However,
many students said they
would not suppon any form of

social society at "K."
When proponents of the
system suggested cliques already exist on campus, those
opposed to the idea said societies would make the problem worse.
"We shouldn't institutionalize it," said Glenn Ehrean,
K'92.
Ehrean, along with others,
felt the lack of societies on
campus is one aspect which
distinguishes "K" from other
colleges. One student said she
would transfer if the societies
were formed.
"My biggest concern about
this is that it's going to break
people up," said Student
Commission President Hans
Morefield, K'92.
Morefield said he was not
entirely opposed to the idea,
but he was opposed to any
form of "exclusionary" societies.
Hale suggested that a lotconlmued on page 2

photo by Jennifer Beck

STUDENTS ENJOY THE hot tub in Crissey. Residents there raised money to rent the hot tub from
Wednesday toMonday by selling Jacuzzi Bash t-shirts designed by Resident Assistant Keith Morris, K'94.

Alcohol policy runs smoothly, but activities needed, says Maatman
By HELEN HAN
Kalamazoo College students are adjusting well to the
new alcohol policy, but the
college must broaden the social options available to them
on campus, said Vaughn
Maatman, Assistant Dean of
Residenti al Life.
There have been few disciplinary problems, because
students have made the effon
to educate themselves about
the policy, Maatman said.

Karen Sizer, K'92, Resident Assistant in Trowbridge
Hall, said that the few problems that arose were nothing
out of the ordinary.
Dean of Students Marilyn
LaPlante said, "I think people
are working within and
around the policy just the
same as college students have
done in the past."
The new policy has altered
the campus, however, according to what students have told
Maatman. "It has moved a

ponion of the campus life off
campus; what social life is
happening on campus is happening in smaller gatherings,"
he said.
Michael Boos, K '94 and
R.A. in Hoben, said that residents are more private about
what they do. Sizer believes
that less drinking occurs overall, while some still takes
place behind closed doors.
Student complaints have
subsided since the stan of the
quarter when the policy first

became effective, according
to Maatman.
As pan of the adjustment to
the policy, the college community as a whole, including
students, must provide alternative activities, said Maatman.
LaPlante emphasized the
need for more groups to take
responsibility for providing
such events. The residential
staff is trying to plan more
events, realizing that the policy will create a void in their

social lives, said LaPlante.
There has been some discussion about planning more
all-college activities such as
the homecoming dance, but
"these are time-consuming to
plan," LaPlante said. "They
will really require that students are interested in giving
up time and energy to make
that happen."
However, the reopening of
Club "K" and the Quadstop
should improve the social life
winter quaner, LaPlante said.
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Bruguier challenges stereotypes of Indians
as Indians unless we're in
breech cloth and cowboy
Professor Leonard Bru- shirts," said Bruguier.
guier confronted common
Although many Indians
images of Indians before a still live on reservations, some
standing-room only audience hold jobs and live in the city,
in the Olmsted Room Wed- Bruguier said. "We live in
nesday night.
New York, Los Angeles and
"Everyone has the image San Fransisco; We're urban
of an Indian being a strong, Indians."
brown skinned silent type,"
However, Bruguier said,
Bruguier said. "We all don't urban Indians often suffer
look like Sitting Bull."
from even worse poverty than
Bruguier, whose tribal that seen on the reservations.
name is Buckskin Horse, lec- Bruguier said that he is rare
tured on "The New 'Real' among Indians becuase he
Indians." Through comedic holds an advanced degree.
stories and real-life happenBruguier told students that
ings, he emphasized the stere- Indians have their own culture
otypes of Native Americans.
and the right to be respected.
"People don't re<:<>gnize us "We still have our sacred lanBy ERIN MILLER

guage and old traditions. They
allow us to see who we really
are," he said.
"Only you can bring about
change in breaking the stereotype of Indians," said Bruguier.
"He was a good speaker ..
said Kevin Houldswort, K '94;
"he was honest and kept
everyone's attention."
"I think. he probably helped
in breaking the stereotypes
people have when they hear
the word . Indian,'" Nan
Rothrock, K'94, said.
Bruguier is Director of
Native American Studies at
the University of South Daphoto by Jennifer Beck
kota and a scholar of the hisDR. LEONARD BRUGUJER SPEAKS on stereotypes of Indians.
tory of the Yankton Sioux.

Task force drafts sexual assault policy
quarter. LaPlante said that the
task force, which has been
meeting weekly, is about
three-fourths of the way
through its work.
"We've moved slowly
because the issue is very complex; it creates a lot of emotional tension. There have
been critical disagreements,
but they should ultimately
make the document better,"
stated LaPlante.
Chris Latiolais, professor
of philosophy and task force
member, said he hoped that
with the development of a
policy and through education,
students will become more
aware and responsive to the
issue.
"Many students are embarrassed or ignorant of the prob-

lem of sexual assault. An
awareness isn't just a willingness to review one's own behavior, it's intellectually understanding the assault epidemic, and its cultural nature," Latiolais said.
Besides LaPlante and Latiolais, the task force consists
of faculty members Tom
Breznau, economics professor, who serves as committee
chair, Lisa Palchick, Pat
Ponto, counselor, Gail Griffin,
English professor, and Amy
Elman, political science professor. The students on the
task force are Kate Husband,
Doug Ferguson, Susan Hutton, Karen Sizer, Glen
Ehrean, and Eden Silverman, all K'92.

felt free to ask questions withthe museums and the patri- . B NICOLA BRANDT
mony, the preservation of his- - - y - - - - - - - - out having to fear what the
torical structures and nature
Kalamazoo College's new others would think about
areas.
Dean of Admissions, Teresa them, she said.
Museums in France have Lahti, says her impression of
"People here are bright and
no longer their reputation of the college is positive.
hard-working students," Lahti
"It is just the type of col- said, "and they have concern
being dusty and annoying,
Brunswick said. From the lege which is appealing for for others. Also, the faculty
OlagalMuseuminNicetothe me," Lahti said."1t is small, and staff are very supportive,
Picasso Museum, including private and it offers a liberal which creates an agreeable
Museum of Science and Tech- arts education."
atmosphere at the workplace,"
Lahti said that working in she added.
nology in La Villette, Paris,
many museums have been the education business, she
Her prior interest in foreign
built and renovated. They are already knew about the studies is another reason why
now lively, accessible, mod- college's good reputation. But Lahti is glad to work at "K".
ern.
when she went to Thomas She went to Salzburg;Austria,
French people extend the Edsall's lecture about race and while in college, and is connotion of "patrimony" to en- politics two weeks ago, she vinced that everybody should
vironment and nature, Brun- was amazed by the inquisi- get a chance to broaden his or
swick said. There are 40, 000 tiveness of the students. They her horizon by learning and
monuments that are "protected" by the government in
France, which means the government is responsible for
their care and preservation.
continued from page 1
ing societies, he did feel the
Brunswick said that, faced tery determine entrance into forum was productive. He
with the widening of culture, the societies in order to elimi- said he was happy that most
some fear for its quality; nate the negative aspects and of the students at the meetings
should Mickey Mouse be on politics of "rushing" societies. agreed with him on the need
the same level as Mozart?
He said the main function for organizations designed to
Culture elevates man and of the groups would be to boost social activity.
provides a way to escape from sponsor social events for the
Several students proposed
routine, according to Brun- entire student body, including forming a Student Commisswick. As writer Max-Paul nonmembers. According to sion-sponsored group to inFouchet put it: "Culture is ... Hale, who researched the so- spire more activity.
a voyage. . . a pick to dig in cieties which existed at "K"
"The ones organized now
the human soil."
until the early 70s, they would are not set up to create social
Brunswick is touring in the host dances, parties, socials, life," said Morefield.
United States to deliver his and other events.
"I don't think the Student
lectures in several chapters of
Although Hale expressed Commission has the means,"
the Alliance Fran~aise.
disappointment over the said Student Commission
amount of opposition to form- Vice-president
Rebecca

living in another country.
Lahti grew up in Minnesota and, after living in different parts of the country for
many years, said she is happy
to come back to the Midwest.
acqumng
a
After
Bachelor's Degree in English
at St. Benedict College in
1980, Lahti worked as an assistant Director of Admissions
at St. John's University in
Minnesota. In 1983, she went
to the University of Miami in
florida where she was Director of Recruitment. Before
coming to "K", Lahti worked
as Director of Admissions at
Agnes Scott College in Atlanta, Georgia.

YVES BRUNSWICK, SECRETARY-GENERAL of/he
UNESCO, speaJcs abol4l French culutre.

continued from page 1
cerning sexual assault, according to LaPlante.
LaPlante had hoped to
develop a model of education
concerning sexual assault, beginning during freshman orientation, and continuing
throughout subsequent quarters.
The task force's purposes
are to examine factors discouraging sexual assault victims from speaking out, to
determine suitable punishment for student offenders,
and to develop long-term
plans for education concerning sexual assault, particularly
acquaintance rape.
Bryan hoped that the committee would have most of its
work done by the end of the

Brunswick examines
French culture
'K' appeals to new Dean of Admissions
By CECILE DUPRE
Sound and image have
overtaken the written word as
the major focuses of French
culture, said Yves Brunswick,
General Secretary of the
French Commission of the
United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) at
President's Lounge Tuesday,
November 19.
Brunswick's speech on
"The Cultural Practices of The
French People" was delivered
in French to "K" students and
members of the Alliance
Fran~ of Kalamazoo.
Religion gradually lost its
ascendancy over society and
man turned himself to culture
in order to fill up this lack,
Brunswick said. Thus, a much
more open conception of culture in the 20th century replaced the elitist culture of the
19th century. Also, technical
progress allows a larger number of people to have access
to culture.
Sound has taken the place
of the word in French culture,
said Brunswick. TV and music have spread significantly
over the last decades, and
Brunswick fears that literature
and the written word might
suffer.
The two spectacular developments in French culture,
according to Brunswick, are

Students debate at Societies Forum
Engelbrecht, K '92. These
things take a lot of time and
money."
Hale said he is planning to
hold another forum to "see
what other things get thrown
into the barrel." Although he
expected a greater response
from students in support of the
plan at the next forum, he was
uncertain about the fate of the
proposed societies.
"If people understand and
think about this, they would
work well-but there are risks
involved," he said.
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Editorial
By discussing the idea of social societies, students are
taking a step in the right direction. Whether the societies
materialize is beside the point: most important is the fact
that students, specifically Ben Hale, are taking initiative
to better the campus social scene.
Many are concerned the societies might possibly divide'
our college into social factions. Only an idealist can
believe we are truly unified now. We rarely drop our
ideologies at the door and party together, tending rather
to socialize with others similiar to ourselves. About the
only thing we do together is whine collectively from our
dorm rooms about how the college gives us nothing to do.
What if we reinstated four co-ed social societies?
When first-year students received their housing assignment and mail box number, they would also be randomly
assigned to a social society. Such a society could be a vital
connection between upperclass and underclass students.
Each society could be responsible for one all-campus
event each quarter, or all four could collaborate on one
big event.
Still, we must approach these societies with much
caution. We must question the necessity of dues, we must
be concerned with 'invitation only' gatherings, we must
avoid any 'rites of initiation.'
Societies could be a vehicle for mobilizing social
events and volunteer activites. They could create a sense
of amiability between the various classes. They could be
a way to get to know yourneighbors and those of different
social orientations.
The Index is hesitant to endorse the idea. Until careful
planning can insure that these societies would be inclusive rather than exclusive, we should proceed with caution.

Editor's Note:
Several Index writers have received anonymous letters and
phone calls in regards to articles they have written. It is
pure cowardice to attack a writer personally behind the
safety of anonimity. Difference of opinion should not be
directed at a person, but rather through non-threatening
channels and constructive dialogue.
MC
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The Mighty Fortress sheilds us
By Deanna Rydzewski

living or haven't bothered applying for it becasue they can't come up with a creative enough
excuse (I'm married, I'm allergic to smoke/
dust/roommates, just because.) Even our alma
mater (forgive me, I couldn't find a copy for the
exact words) has something in it like "K our
mighty fortress, shielding us from the world"
-or something like that.
Another problem with "K" students not
venturing off and get involved is that there are
a lot of volunteer positions not being filled.
With the number of students on campus, think
of how much could be done in this community
if we eached worlced 5 hours a quarter. That's
approxiametly 4,000 hours. Places all over
could use the extra hands--area schools need
tutors, the YWCA has students play with the
children who live at its shelter, and Planned
Parenthood has people stuff envelopes. If that
doesn't interest you, I think there actually is a
person here on campus who coordinates volunteering. However, here I'm showing my ignorance here, because I'm not sure. But someone,
somewhere in this vicinity could find you
something cool to do. (If you dare, I know for
a fact that there is someone at Western who
probably could point you in the right direction.
Just give 'em a call.)
Anyway, my point is that we need to get out
and explore Kalamazoo. Whether to see more
than what's across the street form "K" or to
personally get involved in this community, it's
just a good thing to do. If you're interested in
any of the various sights in Kalamazoo, all you
have to do is hit the Kalamazooo County
Convention and Visitors Bureau (381-4003)
for a pamphlet and/or directions and even they,
being a non-profit organization, can use volunteers!

We, here at Kalamawo College, don't
leave. We sit up here on our hill, looking down
on the rest of Kalamazoo, and never venture out
to get involved with the community-whether to
volunteer or to just enjoy what it has to offer.
When we leave campus it's usually to visit
another continent or to go home.
There is the rare occasional, however,
when "K" students are desperate enough to go
to Burger King or the International Cafe.
Admittedly both are fun places to eat at (well,
at least the BK Lounge is cheap), but they are
only a minute or two walk away. How many
people have seen downtown or been to the
various sights of Kalamazoo? There really are
some neat things to see here. The walking mall
downtown, which by the way was the first
ever in this country, has some really neat
shops, stores, restaurants and bakeries. Right
in ourneighborhood, there is a walking tour of
the historical home on and around Stuart Street.
Kalamazoo County actually has some really
cool things;there's the Air Zoo (a pretty cool
aviation museum), the Gilmore Car Museum
(which has the huge backseat from the Disney
movie, The Gnome Mobile,which makes normal sized people look 6 inches high), the
Celery flats in Portage, and the Kalamawo
Institute of the Arts, just to name a few. And
all year 'round there are always festivals and
special happenings all over the city. But we
don't leave to find out about them.
Maybe the whole problem stems from the
fact that the college almost encourages staying
on campus. First of all, I know maybe 3 people
who are "on" and actually live off campus. I
suppose that it could be questioned whether I
know many people or have any friends at all. . Deanna Rydzewski is a sophomore English major.
That's not the case at all. Many of the people I She is a regular contributor to the Opinions
know have been turned down for off campus pages.

(

Letters

)

To the Editor:
After reading the editorial
in the November 13, 1991 issue of the Index, I would like
to state that the editorial staff,
as far as the point addressed is
concerned, has no idea what
they are talking about. The
editorial is contradictory and
therefore seems pointless.
You start off by saying
that"itis not exactly clear why"
the students "camped out at
Mandelle" and that, while it
may seem like a fun "college
thing" to do, it doesn't in the
seventh week of the quarter.
Are you implying that it would
be a "fun college" thing to do
if it were eighth week? Or
ninth? Tenth? How about finals week? If you are going to
call something stupid (which,
in not so many words, you
chose to do here) why not be a
little more specific? How about
telling us when it's fun and
when it's not? And while
you're at it tell us what books
to read, what music to listen to,
, and what we should say, how
we should act, and what we
should do.
As for your statement
about "scaring the bajeebers
out of the more experience majority on campus", thatlogic is
nosensical dribble. First of all,
since when is the majority always right? This is another
one of those ideas that I'd
hoped to leave back in high
school.
Finally, I object to you telling us (first year students) to
"Relax! All is not lost if you do
not get into your first choice of

Editor represents cancer in upperclassmen
classes ... " Where do you get the
idea that we're uptight? Haven't
you ever done anything for the
Hell of it? Don't tell us to relax
- you relax!
Once again, I am disheartened when I see that all the
hypocrisies I had thought'gone
alive and well, like a cancer, in

the upperclassmen, represented by the editor of the
Index. Dear editor: for all the
sense your editorial made,
you might as well have been
standing in a crowd, wiping
the spittle of incompetence
off your chin.
Craig W. Burns K' 95

Index guilty of powermongering and coercion?
To the Editor:
Regarding the editorial
about the Freshmen who camped
out on campus, I have a few
things to say. The author first
asks the reason freshmen camped
out There is none. Don'tbesilly.
It was obviously a satirization,
staged in reality, by a few players who aren't afraid to try
something really stupid.
One of the things you claim,
is that Freshmen don't have caps
on their class. If this is true, then
what difference does to make if
they camp out or not? Also, you
claim, Freshmen doesn't take
the same classes as upperclassme~, therefore, no upperclassmen will miss out on classes.
So why do you care? Because you didn't think of it first.
You would have registration
based on seniority, so be it, but
then again, the Index itself is apparentl y based on seniority, since
nearly every article written by
underclassmen is re-written by
the editors elite (slander!! so sue
me ... )
Another thing that gets me,
is your use of the terms majority
and minority. As if the majority
is always right, and the minority

is always wrong. Obviously,
neither of these generalizations are true.
Why not just say "it bugs
me," instead of trying to back
up your meaningless opinion with a diatribe of meaningless support. Everyone
has the right to their opinion,
right? If persuading someone to sleep with you is
coercion, then isn't persuading Index readers to your
opinion also a form of coercion? Granted, the hidden
agenda is far more subtle and
less ophidious, but if we
make a habit of powermongering on little issues like a
few souls camping on the
quad, we will accept ambition as the status quo.
I figured that in an institution of higher learning,
we'd be free from these stupid power trips, but alas, I
was sorely mistaken. College is just the first step
toward the oblivion of actual
politics, and by sending this
in, I'm just as guilty as everyone else. That really
blows.
Jason Wold K' 95
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From The
Quadstop
How to Deal With the Old Farts
By HANS "My Mom loves me" MOREFlELD
and CHAD "Ain't got no hair" RUCKER
We must admit, though we may seem fearless and brave,
one duty makes our pants heavy. Our best defense is not to
acknowledge it. But that isn't always possible. So when you
take on this horrible task, you must do so with all possible
caution. It's like walking in a minefield, hidden pitfalls in
every direction. At any moment disaster could strike and the
carefree life you live could abruptly end. That's right, we
are ta1king about dealing with parents. If they ever caught
wind of your life as a student-no studying-they' d do the
unthinkable, pull you out of school and make you get a job.
So to avoid the real world, you need to know the secrets of
avoiding those old farts, the parental units.
At school, miles and inches from home, it's easy to project a
false image of yourself. To accomplish this, train your roommate to recognize your parents' voices. When they call and
he answers, he'll know to feed them the line they love to hear:
''/'m sorry, __ is not here now. He's at the library studying
so someday he can be as fantastic as you." The first time
the~'ll be a little suspici,ous, but after a few times they'll eat it
up like candy. Now the obvious problem is what to do when
you answer the phone. How to avoid this sticky situation?
'fh.is is where speech class comes in handy. "Hello [deepen
vOice] Oh, uh no, he is not here [add French accent] Zis is
Pierre, z.:h, uh, no speak English [hang up]."
Of course this only works while at school. But if you want
Christmas gifts you are going to have go home for the holidays. Here are our suggestions for dealing with some sticky
questions at home:
"So Son/Daughter, how were your gradcs this term?"
Readers who followed our suggestions on brown-nosing and
bribery should have no trouble answering "All A's, Dad."
"So, what did you learn this term?"
Uh-oh! You can't even remember the classes you were supposed to be taking, let alone any details. Nor is this the time or
place to recite the ingredients in Milwaukee's Best. Your best
bet is to say, "I can't wait to tell you how I made the most out
of the money you spent on my tuition, oh, is that Mom calling?"
"Would you like to go to church with us today?"
This is a touchy one. Your goal is to give an excuse that your
parents won't just buy, but encourage: "I guess I could go to
church, I'll just have to pass on doing extra research for my
term paper for next quarter."1bough your parents appreciate
church, they'll swallow this hook,line, and sinker: "Well dear,
I wouldn't want to disrupt your studies. I know how important
school is to you." The tough part? you must refrain from
laughing.
"Have we had our little talk yet, you know, about the birds
and the bees?"
Answer like an innocent and naive teenager: "Do you mean
about [hesitate] sex?" At this point, blush. Holding your breath
has the same effect. Add, "I don't want to have this conversation now, because I don't want the temptation of knowing to
distract me from my all-important academic life."
"What s this Conduct Violation letter from Vaughn Maatman
about?"
Advance preparation comes in handy here. Some acting lessons are a must Laugh softly and with a smile, say "Did you
say 'Vaughn'? He's one of my best friends. It's a practical
joke, that's all. What a guy!" Chuckle and change the subject.
(phew, that was a close one!)
"You don't ever get caught up in the wild party scene on campus do you?"
For once the truth can be told. "Dad, there are no wild parties
(or parties at all) on the K-CoUege campus these days. I usually spend my evenings visiting friends." Don't mention that
these friends live off-campus and just happen to have enough
beer in their house to fill an Olympic-sized pool.
Follow our suggestions and you should be OK. Or you can
always ask, "Mom, can you UPS my presents to me? I have to
stay at school and study." Then road-trip to Fort Lauderdale.

The King Lives at "K"
By KATHY BRADSHAW
Elvis. What connotations
does this name conjure up?
Do you think of that gorgeous
pompadour, those sideburns,
those gyrating hips? Or perhaps his sexy chest hair, his
bulging stomach? His beautiful rhinestone sui t that so
wonderfully accentuates them
both? Maybe you're just reminded of that overall Elvis
"mystique." Maybe you remember his simply dreamy
voice singing such beautiful
and unforgettable tunes as
"Jailhouse Rock" and "Heartbreak Hotel."
It's no matter what the
name evokes for you. Whatever it is that draws us to Elvis, the simple fact is that we
love him, right? Well, don't
we? He's ourIGng. Our Hero.
Our God. We've put him on a
pedestal. We worShip him .
He's the 'best rock star who
ever lived,' according to
many. Damn it, he's Elvisthe great, the immortal.
So if Jesus Christ can ascend from the dead to live in
heaven, it seems only natural
that Elvis would have this
ability as well. In my own personal opinion, this is exactly
what happened. Elvis has ascended from the dead eventually intending to head on up
to heaven. He just got a little
sidetracked-in Texas, Montana, even Kalamazoo. You
can catch him at grocery
stores, parks, malls. And he
tends to frequent Burger
IGngs across the country. Elvis decided to see the world
first.
In any case, ELVIS IS
AUVE!
Or is he?
"Elvis is dead as hell," asserts first-year student Don
O'Neill. "He's gon~, and he's
not the IGng."
Other students, however,
disagree. And the sightings
continue.
"Dude," says the everquotable Amer Mohiuddin,

photo courtesy of The Film Society

The King, with Ann-Margret, swivellin' hips n' all, in Viva Las
Vegas, one of his most popular films.
K'95. "I saw Elvis the other
"No," admits Housing Diday. He came into Sears to buy rector Corey Harbaugh. "But
combat boots, because we my mom's looking for him.
were out of blue suede shoes. The woman keeps a candle lit
He's a size eight-and-a-half." in the window for him."
"Elvis was last sighted in
"No," agrees Kevin
Birmingham,
Alabama," Kolodsick, K'93. "Haven't
states Heather Conway, also been to Burger King lately."
K'95. "I know, because I was
You've been searching
there. And southerners don't high and low for the man but
lie."
still haven't seen him? Your
"I saw him picking up a life simply won't be complete
dollar bill in front of Severn," until you do? Charlie Solosays Roy Hall, K'93.
mon, K'93, has a helpful sugJohn Q. Lewis, K'93, com- gestion. "If you hang out at
ments, "I saw him in Boogie the Wendy's down the street
Records buying a Guns-n- long enough, you probably
Roses CD."
have a better chance of seeing
"He used to work at Bur- him. I was in there the other
ger King, until he got all that day and some guy came in and
publicity," explains Hans started waving his arms in a
Morefield, K'92. "Now he's very majestic way, and sayworking at the Hot-n-Now on ing, 'WOW! What a family
Drake."
place!' I think maybe that was
"Yeah," adds Morefield's Elvis."
roommate, Mark Howrey,
Of course, there are always
also K'92. "I saw him there in those who couldn't care less
his pink Cadillac."
one way or the other.
He definitely seems to be
Says Praveen Pathak,
out there. But have you seen K '93, "I don't give a ---Elvis?
about Elvis. He's a fat blob."

REVIEW: INDIANS

"Indians" played to a full
Nelda Balch Theatre on Saturday night.The dynamic
acting and elaborate set justified the large audience.
The play's pace pulled
me along. Most of the set
was mobile. Whole sections
whirled around from scene
to scene. Alternating slides
and pictures of western settlements created a frenetic
background. Just a slight
change of the set would often signify an entirely different scene.
A surreal or ghost-like
quality to "Indians" enhanced its point-western
history is not reality but
myth. This surrealism began
. .

with the wax-like figure of
William Cody (rim Long) appearing supported on a lifesize horse which looked much
like a creature from a carousel. It continued in the dramatic scene about the buffalo
massacre, among many other
scenes.
Long was wonderful as the
hooting, hollering, and often
confused Buffalo Bill. Kate
Lyn Warner performed brilliantly as a dramatic and solemn Sitting Bull. First-year
student Gary Otsuji excelled
as young Indian spokesman
John Grass. As a whole. the
cast showed amazing versatility; many actors played several roles because of the play's

By SARAH JAQUISH
grandiose cast requirements.
Such performers as Karen
Bailey, Jody Wilson and Michael Wells deftly handled
these difficult character
changes.
The script often conveyed
'the myth of the American
west' too obviously for my
taste; the sarcasm was often
bumbling rather than biting.
But the cast's performance
more than made up for any
defiCiency of the play. It's
great to see so much talent
here at uK." If you missed
"Indians" this weekend, you
missed out on a wild and
provocative show.

Join fA Lucha in commemorating the martyrs of Central America.
. . Stet~n Chapel, Monday, December 2, 8 p.m.

S~lar non-<ieoonunallonal servIceS are held through the country in a gesture of solidarity. This event marks the
amu~ersary of the murder of four church women in EI Salvador and the second anniversary of the killing of six
JesUIts and two wom~ at the Univ.ersi~ of Central America. A reflection on the Quincentenial, five hundred years
of European presen~ In. ~e ~e~cas, is one part of the ceremony. (La Lucha is an intra-<:ampus and community

group concemcd WIth Clval nghts In Central AmericL Call 349-1320 for further information.)
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True Signs of Winter at "K"
By EMILY GALLOWAY
Walking about campus in increasingly frigid weather, I
notice certain behavioral changes among our various residents.
Students may be observed to change their survival techniques
from those intended to gamer relief from stress to those intended to relieve a far more basic problem: cold.
The heating system of our beloved residence halls is, of
course, notorious for consistency; one is consistently broiled
for Lobster Night (a brand new innovation from the makers of
the Lucky Charm Meal Plan), or consistently cryogenically
suspended for the Bio Majors to experiment on.
During times of chill the student mating call changes from
"I'm so drunk!" to "I'm so cold!" Thus one may acquire a
portable bed wanner; they're handier than hot water bottles,
and the exercise does the circulation good.
Students may also be heard to complain the coffeelhot
chocolate has run out, rather than wail upon discovering the
frozen yogurt is out.
Individuals of the prof persuasion may change certain articles of attire. For instance, perch quietly in the Am Lit 1 class;
you will observe that Scott Freisner mothballs the clogs and
wears boots. As in, with a heel! Just goes to show, reality as we
know it truly does become donnant during winter.
Other campus denizens also adjust their behavior in accordance with plunging temperatures. I recall Bushy T. Squirrel,
in a recent conversation, saying, "It isn't just 'Are you done
with that ice cream yet?, Now it's 'Give me that cereal or I
climb up your leg and bite you where you won't like it! n' Bushy
explains, "Extreme measures are necessary when students are
actually willing to defend their food."
So, now the climate has undergone the change from blistering heat to boggling cold, remember: if you happen to be late
for class most profs will readily accept the excuse, "I slipped
on the fair arcadian hill and broke my leg."

AND'B
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Ofr the Quad
By RUTH PE PALILEO and ERIN LENDZIAN
Manuel Rupestated in the Index two weeks ago that there are too many signs. Nonetheless, most of us will express ourselves through signs at one time or anotherduring
our stay at ''K,'' whether on table tents or dorm doors. So, we wanted to know,
WHA T'S YOUR SIGN?

"A sign saying 'I.M. Basketball willl start sometime this quarter.' I'm sick of waiting for it"
CHARLES HOLMES, K'93

,.. Dinner mints~ important to me. ' That's au: sign."
TRACIE PALMER, K'92.

"Mine is 'No Passing Zone. ' Tell me about it."
KAREN BAILEY, K'94.

"My sign is: '00 not pass GO. Do not collect $200."
EMILY GALLOWAY, K'94.

presents

An International Christmas Fest

"My sign would be: 'To the cast and crew of Indians,
give a punch to SAGA by Wednesday for Drama
Day.' It's already outside of SAGA if you want to
see it"
HILLARY BYRN, K'94.

a program of English, French, Gennan, Burgundian and
Ukranian Carols
perfonned by the II-member choir
the 5-member ensemble plus one
and the duet of
Beverly Page and Russell Cooper
featuring the Stetson Chapel premiere of
Russell's new duet "What Silent Child"
(two people playing 33 handbells)

"Aries, of course."
MIKE BUSS, K'92.

Sunday, December 1, 1991
Stetson Chapel
4;00 p.m.
free admission

Two more new instructors enjoy their stay at "K"
BY JESSICA HANEY
Once again, The Index introduces two new faculty
members: history instructor,
Cathy Potter and visiting Assistant Professor of Philosophy, Paul Naylor.
Potter spent her childhood
in upstate New York. For ber
undergraduate work, however, she attended Rollins
College 'down south' in Florida.
She went to graduate
school at Yale University and
is currently working on revision of her dissertation which
She expects to finish by the
end of the year.
A specialist in Russian history, Potter spent a year-anda-half in the Soviet Union researching her dissertation.
Since her return in 1989, she
has taught at Yale and at the
University of Wisconsin-Osh
I<osh.
On a two-year appointment
at "K," Potter currently

History InstrllCtor Cathy Poner

teaches "Intro to the Modern
World" and "Russian History." After university teaching, she said, "I was lOOking
forward to smaller classes and
more student interaction."
Although both her present
classes are larger than anticipated, Potter maintains she is
impressed with the student
response at "K," adding "I
think learning should be active."
Potter said she likes the
sentiment "The world is our
campus." She observed that
"K" students seem interested
in exploring new ideas and

cultures.
New to Michigan, Potter
appreciates the "lovely" fall
colors. Some outdoor activities she said she enjoys here
include bicycling and hiking
the Kalhaven trail.
To keep her further occupied, she also has two cats at
home which she says "run the
place."
Naylor, unlike Potter, spent
his undergraduate years near
the place where he grew upSalt Lake City, Utah. He attended local Westminster
College before going on to
Utah State University, where
he received his Master's degree.
After earning a Ph.D. in
literature from the University
of California-San Diego,
Naylor stayed to teach there
and at San Diego State University. He has instructed in
writing, contemporary literature and multi-cultural studies.
A grad school friend of

PJU/osophy Professor

Philosophy professor, Chris
Latiolais, Naylor has a oneyear contract at uK." In anticipation of the contract's end,
Naylor is currently "applying
for jobs everywhere on the
face of the earth."
Naylor taught a literature
theory class during his interview process and found it "a
real pleasant experience." He
said he enjoyed the small class
size and was able to have a
good encounter with the students.
Of his classes this fall he
observed, "I have found students to be a lot more respon-

sive than I'm used to." Since
students seem to be more interested in their subjects, he
added, classes become more a
discussion than a lecture.
Naylot has just finished his
first book, The Moment of the
Eye. Presently in review at
Pennsylvania State University
Press, it needs one more approval before going to press.
The Moment of the Eye is a
revision of his dissertation
which combined philosophy
and literature.
Naylor said he relishes
being able to walk to class
from his home; "I'm enjoying
being in a small town after
being in San Diego." He also
stated that he likes being at a
liberal arts school where
people are genuinely interested in the areas of English
and philosophy as contrasted
to the University at San Diego
which was primarily scienceoriented.
(photos by Jennifer Beck)
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Kalamazoo cagers open season with victory
By JOHN Q. LEWIS
Kalamazoo College
opened its 1991-92 basketball season with a 63-53
victory over Denison University last Saturday. The
Hornets trailed by as many
as nine before turning it
around in their impressive
road win.
Denison got off to a hot
start against the Hornets,
opening up an 18-9 lead in

the first half before Coach Joe
Haklin signaled for a time out
to talk to his troops. After the
timeout, "K" went on to
outscore DU 20-12 to close
the gap to one, 30-29, at the
half. "We used 13 of our 14
players in the first half. We
wanted to give everyone some
minutes to see what they could
do," commented Haklin.
That strategy paid off in the
second half, as the Hornets took
the lead for good early on with
a basket by Andy Hobik. From

there, Kalamazoo took control pleased with the offense, "We
as they turned in a solid team shot 50% (from the field) and
defensive effort. "Each team I was real happy with that We
defensed the other well. I was just need to handle the ball a
real happy with our defensive little better."
Leading performers for the
effort," said Haklin, adding
"We got stronger as the game cagers were Brian Witkowski
went along. Each rotation that (17 points, 4-4 3 pointers, 3
entered the game gained more rebounds), Jon Njus (11 pts.,
and more confidence and all in second half, 4 assists, 3
boards), and Rob Passage (10
played better."
Season openers are suscep- pts.). The balanced offensive
tible to mistakes, as the com- attack was evident in that 5
bined 57 turnovers showed, but players (Mark Barnum, Ron
Haklin wasn't totally dis- Foor, Hobik, Mark Chappell

and Captain Chad Lyon)
scored 4 points each.
"K" tries for their second win when they travel
to Huntington College
(Indiana) on Tuesday
evening at 7:30. The Foresters, 1-3 on the year,
posted a 13-16 record last
season but return 4 of their
top five scorers.

Boiling
Pot
Buy OneThey're
HOT
1991 books

are in!
$15-1991
$15-1992
(preorder)
$25 1991&1992

•

Seniorsa114 (19891992) books
for $40

flce.
now.

•

HicksTuesday dinner&
Wednesday lunch

Discover
Birkenstock
Step into Birkenstock footwear. and find a remarkable
blend of comfort and style.
Contoured footbeds provide
cushioning and support,
while your feet remain free
to move naturally

You'll lind colors that
range from basic
to brilliant.

Blrke~' 1
BRIO
911 S. Howard
NearW.M.U.

382-1434

Save
Big

Macintosh Classic~ System.
Macintosh Le System.
Macintosh IIsi System.
Now's the right time to buy an Apple@
What's more, you may even qualify for the
Macintosh~ computer system. Because right now
new Apple Computer Loan, which makes buying a
you can save big on Apple's most popular com~1acintosh now even easier.
puters and qualifying printers. And MaCintosh is
So come in right now and check out the big
the right computer to help you achieve your best, savings on Macintosh. But hurry- these special
throughout college and beyond.
savings last only through January 5, 1992.

For more information visit
Computer Services in Dewing Hall
or contact MaryAnn Kline at 383-8528
C 1991 AppI.Computer, Inc Appl•. the Appl'logo and Macintosh are rtgl.,rW lrademarlcsol AppI'Computer. Inc ClassIC IS a rtglSterW lrademark hcensed IOAppi< Computer, Inc
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(9. 's Views] Fielder, Bonds to play undeserved second fiddle
Florida whip up on Notre
Dame in the Sugar Bowl. The
Irish were overrated the entire
year and it showed against a
much bener Penn State team a
couple of weeks ago.
How about the performance
of the Kansas' Tony Sands last
Saturday. He rushed for an
NCAA record 396 yards in the
53-29 Jayhawk rout. But
what's even more astonishing
was that he did it on 58 carries
(a record in itself). Think he
was alittle tired the next morning?
The mighty have fallen.
Never bet on pro football. All
six division leaders lost last
Sunday to teams with a combined sub-.500 record. It really doesn't say a lot, except
that on any given day one team
could be bener than another.
Once a team's momentum gets
rolling, look out.
The playoff picture in the
NFC became cloudier after
Upset Sunday. After the divi-

By JOHN Q. LEWIS
Well, it's the last edition of
Fall '92 Index, so I bener make
this a good one.
Close, but no cigar. Boston College gave the Miami
Hurricanes a run for their
money, but came up a little
short in a 19-14 defeat. However, it does prove one thing.
Washington should be the #1
team in the nation. They really
haven't been challenged much,
except by a good California
squad, and they blew out #10
Nebraska earlier in the season.
If they beat the Michigan
Wolverines in the Rose Bowl,
they should be the national
champs.
Looking at the bowl situation, there are only afew really
good match-ups. Aside from
the Huskies-Wolverines, I'd
set my VCR for the OemsonCal Citrus Bowl and the Penn
State-Tennessee battle in the
Fiesta. For a laugher, watch

sion leaders, there is a heated
race for the three wildcard
spots. Detroit, at 8-4, is in the
best shape and control their
own desinty. The Lions have
two home games left (where
they're 6-0 this year) and a
road date at 3-9 Green Bay.
Behind them is a cluster of 75 teams, Philadelphia, Dallas,
N. Y. Giants and Atlanta. Look
for the Giants to finish strong
under quarterback Phil Simms,
his 7-7 performance on New
York's last minute drive in
their 21-14 win proves that he
still has it (and never lost it).
In the AFC, things are a
little bit easier defined. Look
for the N.Y. Jets, and the 2nd
and 3rd place teams in the West
division to pick up the wild
cards. If one of those teams
slips, Miami, coming off an
exciting victory over Chicago,
could sneak in.
Shafted again. I really
don't understand the American League MVP voting the

past 2 seasons. Last year they
couldn 'tgive it to Cecil Fielder
becal,se his team wasn't good
enough (even though they may
have won only 25 games without him)., so they gave it to
Rick(!y Henderson. This season, Fielder guided his team
into contention leading all of
baseball in homers and RBI's
for the second straight season.
Sorry, Cec, we bener give it to
Cal Ripken because he had a
reall} good year (and he's had
a great career) even though the
Orio·les were awful. More
importantly, one voter had
Fielder as low as seventh on
his ballot Seventh? Can someone really give me six American Leaguers who were more
important to their teams than
Cecil Fielder?
Even in the National
League, questions can be raised
afierTerry Pendleton recieved
the MVP award. Barry Bonds
had bener stats than Pendleton
but more convincingly Bonds

didn't even have the supporting cast (Ron Gant, David
Justice, pitchers Tom Glavine,
Steve Avery, etc) that was as
important to the Braves' success as Pendleton was. Bonds
literally carried his team
through parts of the season,
but he probably lost the MVP
race in spring training when he
had his overly-publicized runin with manager Jim Leyland.
Tip-off time. The college
basketball season is underway
and Duke is cursed with the #1
pre-season rating. The Blue
Devils are tough, but nobody
repeats in college basketball,
even teams with Christian
Laettner and Coach Mike K.
Look for super seasons from
Seton Hall and Ohio State this
year. Losing Anthony Avent
to the pros won't hurt the Hall
as much as expected and the
Buckeyes have a star in Jimmy
Jackson, but now have a good
supporting cast to help out.

Women's basketball begins with aggressive win
By ANNEMARIE RANCILIO

Kalamazoo's women's
basketball team started off on
a positive note this season with
a 59-48 victory against Madonna College last Sunday afternoon. After a rough 199091 season, finishing with a
record of4-19 overall and placing last in the MIAA, the
women's basketball program
has undergone some significant changes. Jim Hess joins
as head coach for the Hornets,
while his wife, Jeanne Hess,
serves as the assistant coach
for the team.
Jim Hess, who coached
women's basketball for eight
seasons at Western Michigan
University, has the opportu-

nity this year to build a quality
program at "K," especially
with players that displayed
potential last year. "I'm particularly pleased with this
team. The players have
showed a willingness and
desire to work, which is essential for establishing the foundation of a good program."
The Hornets have several
players who will be key factors in building a solid team
this year. Last year's leading
scorer, Lisa Vedmore, who averaged 13.7 points in 23 games,
returns this season with even
more promise. Vedmore also
led the team in assists and steals
with 61 and 46 respectively.
She ranked eighth in the MIAA
in scoring and was third in the

conference in free~throw
shooting.
Other returning veteran
players are Dawn Fekete and
Barbie Oelslager, who were
"K's" top rebounders last season. Fekete was second in
scoring on the team with a
10.4 points-per~uting average
and Oelslager was third on the
squad in scoring with7.9 points
per game.
Lesley Beebe and Sara
Chase return this season after
showing a lot of potential last
year in the scoring and rebounding categories. Beebe
was fourth on the team in scoring and ranked third in rebounding. Chase proved she
could go the distance on offense, connecting on 50 per-

cent (12 of 24) of her threepoint anempts and led the team
in shooting percentage last
year.
In addition to the returning
players, the first-year players
assume an important role in
the Hornets' 1991-92 season.
Mary Siwajek comes from
Royal Oak with great promise; Leigh White, former captain of Spring Lake High
School women's basketball
team, joins the squad; and
Sandra Oliphant, shooting
forward from Washington
High School, will also contribute to the team. "We have
been able to develop an aggressive defense and offense,
thanks to each player's clear
understanding of her role,"

commented coach Hess on his
team.
On Sunday afternoon at the
Anderson Athletic Center,
Beebe, the center, was the
leading scorer for the day with
14 points, followed by guards
Vedmore and Chase, each with
12 points and 6 assists. Also
reaching double figures was
forward Fekete, with 10. White
and Fekete led the team in
rebounding with 11 and 10
respectively.
The Kalamazoo women's
basketball team plays Tuesday evening at 8:00 pm against
Aquinas College on the
homefront, and then on enemy
territory against Concordia
College on Saturday, November 30 at 3:00 pm.

It's over
FOR COLLEG
Every student is eligible for some
type of financial aid regardless
of grades or parental Income.

Financial Aid

Available Imlllediately!
Sptcial grants program
EvCl}' student cligiblc
No one turned down
Simple application

Before next quarter, we need an agressive business and advertising manager,
as well as a photography editor, opinions editor, back page editor, and layout
people (willing to learn PageMaker). Assistant editorships are also available.
Experience is not a must. If interested, please contact Maria Carlson, 3839619 or 383-8460.

Classifieds

Send ~fi address and $1 PelH
lee (refundable) to:

Student Senic:es
P. O. Box 22-4026
Hollywood, FL 33022

This quarter of the Index, that is. But we need to start forming the staff for
next quarter! The first meeting of next quarter is Tuesday of first week,
January 7th, 9:00 p.m. in the Index staff room, at the bottom of the stairs in
Hicks.

aUAIIAN'n.D.

WANTED: SUN &
PARTY HUNGRY
PEOPLE!!!
SPRING BREAK: Cancun,
Bahamas from $259.00
includes roundtrip air, 7
nights hotel, parties, free
admission and more! Organize a small group. Earn free
trip. 1 (800) BEACH IT.

Financial Aid available
immediately! Special grants
program. Every student
eligible. No one turned
down. Simple application.
Send name, adress and $1
P&H fee (refundable) to:
Student Services
P.O. Box 22-4026
Hollywood, FL 33022

Addressers wanted immediately! No experience necessary. Process FHA mortgage
refunds. Work at home. Call
1-405-321-3064
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Match the Editor with their foot and win
NOTHING!

TIM LONG
BACKPAGE EDITOR

JULIE CASE
STAFF MANAGER

RUTH PALILEO
FEATURES-EDITOR

ERICK TRICKEY
NEWS EDITOR

MARIA CARLSON
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

ROBYN REID
OPINIONS EDITOR

JOHN LEWIS
SPORTS EDITOR

JENNIFER BECK
PHOTOGRAPHY
EDITOR
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Remember, there is no deadline because there is no prize!
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